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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
TuE Author of this work bas endeavoured to keep before him the
difficult obj ects of adapting it to the student in medicine and to the
more adrnnccd. For the advantage of the former, therefore, he has
aimed at such method as he might conunand, and such illustration as
might not seem irksome to the 1atte1-. 'Vith a view to the former,
nlso, he has endeavoured to indicate the intimate manner in which all
the topics embraced in the work arc related to each other, and their
mutual dependences, by constant references from one part to others;
and, what is lUlus1w.l, the Author has made these connecting refer.
onces in :t prospective as well as retrospective manner. With ::i view,
also, to the same objects, the Author had d esiguecl :i. more copious
Lidex; but as the stereotype was completed as long ago as the middle of N OYcmber, and as the state of his health, and other avocations,
haxe not permitted him to complete the Index, in its regular order,
bcyoucl the 125th page, he has concluded to print it as it now stands,
and to extend it in a. future edition. l\lany subjects, however,
throughout the work, are now incident:illy carried out in th e Index ;
but many of the most important receiYc only n general reference, excepting as they arc related to others which arc more amply noticed.
Kirn· YonK, Jan. 1, 18!7.

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.
TnREE Editions of th ese I xsTITUTES, the first of which was published in 1847, having been exhausted, the Author now submits n
fourth to his medical brethren, in which he has endeavoured to incorpor:ite, in an APPENDIX, the most important of the recent discoveries
in Physiology, Pat hological Anatomy, Thernpeut ics, Organic Chemistry, and Microscopy that arc rclatirn to th e principles about which
th is work is interested, an d he has connected the Appendix intimately with the main body of the work by copious references to the sections embraced in the former, while the same system is carried out
reciprocally in the latter. It is also gratifying to tlw Author to pay
his humble tribute of admiration partiettlarly to the immense labors
of the microscopist, ·who, thro ugh the great improvements of the instrmnent, is now enabled to nnalyze with surprising accuracy the ultimate and Yarying conditions of the solids and fluids . The Author
has also fulfilled his design, as expressed in th e Preface to the f:irH
edition, of extend ing the original Index, a second Olle being now
added, in which he has cndea.vonrecl to present an epitome of the
whole work. It is proper, however, to suggest that th e Reader will
find nn advantage in consulting si multaneously the original Index, ns
it is more particularly analytical. An Essay upon the SouL and I N:->TI~CT forms a part of the APPENDIX.

K£w Yorrn:, Novcm!Jer, 1857.

PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.
Ta.E preceding Edition of 1857 having become exhausted, the Author presents another, in which some remaining tn}ographical errors
:trc corrected, numerous references to sections introduced, and a SuPPLE1rE~'T added. Another Preface enables him, also, to express his
sense of obligation for the generous opinions which have recently appeared in the l\Iedical Press of his ,·arious professional writings. It
is especially gratifying that this tribute has been rendered with great
unanimity in his own country, and be desires no greater reward for
his toil and anxiety. But be by no means intends to imply that bis
!.loctrines L::we been al ways accepted, although they b:ixc been rnry
generally allowed to be logically sustained. And the Author feels it
Jiis right to sny thnt, in nll the critical reYiews which b:we fallen under his obserrn.tion, whose object has been to afl:"ect his writings injuriously, such reYiews ham consisted altogether of falsifications and
perversions of bis statements and opinions. Nor is this unqualified
assertion made without a foll knowledge that nil the objections nllcged haxe been critically cxmnined, rmcl the results placed upon record, and from a belief, also, that it is due to the interests of metlicinc.
Some of the false :m<l ungenerous revic"~s the Author thought it
worth ·while, many years ago, to expose in elaborate articles. But
his particular moth·e for referring now to the subject is to express
his thankful acknowledgments to his friend Professor Charles A. Lee,
l\I.D., and to Professor James B. l\I'Caw, M.D. 1 the distinguished
Editor of the Virginia. l\Icdical J otmrnl, fo r J1a.ving1 with great ability
and disinterestedness, performed a similar labor in his behalf. But
be would not, therefore, haYe it inferred that be supposes his writings
are invulnerable, and he 'voulcl much honor the critic who would
employ himself fairly in refuting any doctrines or opinions that may
be open to objection.-See Note W p. 1127.
The Supplement which is added to the present edition embraces
observations that go to corroborate some of the Author's principal
Yiews in medical philosophy; but he is not aware of any disc°'·cries
in Physiology, or of any nc,o,.· facts in Pathology, or of any imprornments in Therapeutics since the late edition to affect adversely any
of his doctrines. Indeed, as a. work of prinC'iples, ancl as a. consistent
whole, should any doctrine of importance be shown to be fallncious,
the entire fabric mw;:,t be :th:rndoned. But if, on the contrary, its
principles be founded in ~ature, they can not be affected by any fu.
turc accumulation of facts-110 more than the law of grasitation was
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rendered more nbsolute by the successful calculation of the periodic
time of Halley's comet. That achievement was simply a corroborntion of n. great discovery. It is of no importance, therefore, to t he
essential objects of this work to introduce new cliscm·eries till some
one or more may present themselves, that, like chlorine, iodine, &c.,
in their relation to LaYOisier's theories of oxygen, shall iunlidate the
1'-ystcm of medical philosophy herein embraced; by which the Author
means such facts as can be undeniably shown to contradict that philosophy. Thi:s, it is true, will appear strange to those (and of such
there are many) who look upon principles as "liable to exceptions"
-as having no stability-exposed to daily fluctuations-as consisting
even of isolated facts; such philosophers, purticularly, as see no discrepancy bct\rnen the c01iflicting laws of organic and inorganic beings, and who, therefore, arc ever ready to engraft them indiscriminately upon organic philosophy, or as one or the other may have its
chance in the irresistible prommciations of organic life, or in the spurious analogies of simple mn.ttcr. To multiply facts in this work
which merely contribute to the Yalidity of its principles, or to incorporate others that may be speciously arrayed against those principles,
would constitute a defect for the most ordinary criticism. Nm-erthelcss, some things, both of the former and fatter nature, have been
admitted into the Appendix, although precisely parnllel facts occur
in the body of the work But they were said to be new, and the
Author yielded to this general belief, though he concedes that the
facts arc more fully displayed in the latter than in the former cases,
and that he therefore contemplated an achantage from their corroborating effect. But their exclusion would not have 'otherwise affected
the work, though it might haYc been regarded by some as a defect.
The same may be also nffinned of the Supplement, where, for exam.
plc, some late obscrrntions relath·c to absorption by the intestinnl
villi nre stated, although they simply confirm what had been long
ago ascertained; but they are more })l·ccise and complete, ancl plnce
the doctrine in these Institutes beyond question. Again: Richardson1s late experiments tending to show that the bloocl1s fluidity is
owing to ammonia were not admitted into the Appendix:, as the Author bclicYcd that they were contradicted by the general philosophy
of life; but reference is made to them iu the Supplement because
they h:we been contradicted by other and later obscrYations. It
would be superfluous to add that it would hnYe been irrcleYant to
the objects of the work to haxc gone in to the rninntireof histology, to
haYe even introduced the discoYcry of white globules in the blood 1or
the late obserrntions upon the supposed tributary influences of the
spleen and thymus upon the blood, &c., since they have no bearing
upon a work of general principles(§ 83 c).
NEw YonK, A11g11st, IS.JO.

PREF ACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.
A CAREFUT. attention has been bestowed upon this sixth edition, as
will be suillciently manifest in the nume,rous references which haYe been
added to the sections wherever the subjects under consideration arc allied
to other parts of the >vork and may derive illustration through this rcI::i.tionsbip. These new references (which occupy mostly the former vacant spaces at the end of sentences) arc prospcctiYc as well as rctrospccfrrn, and amount to more than seYen tcen hundred; and the Indexes
haYC been improved in a similar manner. The Author has also endeavored to simplify the exposition of some of the most difficult problems, an<l to thus render them of more easy comprehension by the young
medical student. For this purpose he could haYe equally desired greater amplification, and especially to protect himself agninst misapprehension or misrepresentation (from the latter of which, however, he is not so
unwise as to hope for escape); but the vastness of the field, the immensity
of the labyrinth which he has explored, has rendered it necessary to employ as much brevity as such Yariety and intricacies would admit, and
be has considered it most expedient to carry into the APPENmx and
SGPPLE:'IIENT the same compactness that charnctc.i:izes the body of the
work. Of the SGPPLE'.\lli.'i"T it is said that Hit is nry brief, but speaks
a Yolume."
But whatever adrnntages in respect to detail and perspicuity may attend a work upon the principles of medicine as founded in Nature, it -can
ha>e but little cban<:e with other systems unless the student be ambitious
of knowledge, and disposed to grapple at the Yery beginning of his career
with the difficulties of truth as distinguished from the fascinating simplicity of error. The latter once impressed upon his imagination, or once
productive of mental indolence, fetters his aspirations and decides his
destiny. Hence the incalculable importance of n. right beginning.
·whatever the apparent obstacles, they may be soon surmounted. The
task will Jun·e been the best possible mental discipli ne fo1· the young in~
quirer. Ile will have learned the important art of tliinking for himself;
ancl when once inducted into the true philosophy of medicine he can not
help thinking, and into the ,·cry depths of that pliilosophy. Ile will ham
also shielded himself against the seductions of mtificial systems. He will
quickly distinguish what is true in Nature from factitious analogies. Ho
is not,, howernr, to be discouraged from informing himself of spurious
doctrines; and with this object in view the Author of these Institutes
has incorporntcd in the work n. copious exposit ion of the offaprings of

error. nut, as he has also cndeayored to indicate their fallacies, the
student has the double advantage of leaming the inventions of art and
at the same time the infirmities which are so apt to commend them to
our natural indolence. The Author's method, therefore, if be be right
in his premises, is not open to the objection alleged by Burke (but on
the contrary defeats it), that-" 'Vhen educa.tion takes in error as a part
of its system there is no doubt that it will operate with abundant energy and to au extent indefinite."
Much has been recently said by a few writers upon the recuperative
law of J.latu1·c, and presented in such a manner as to convey an impression that now, for the first time, the old doctrine of the vis med1'catri'x naturce has been distinctly announced. The Orator, for example, of the London Hunterian Society for the present year remarks that-" From time
immemorial the professors of the healing art, with one or two exceptions,
seem to hm·e known nothing of the course and termination of diseases,
save in connection with, and as modified by, special therapeutical agents.
Nearly all their reasoning upon the action of medicines has, in consequence, been based upon comparisons of one method of treatment with
another. They seem ne>er to ha>e thought of taking as the basis of
their reasoning the curalivc resources of Nature herself, as ascertained
by study of the natural course of disease."
It is evident that they who have lately wrilten in the foregoing manner have had their attention diverted from Hippocrates, Celsus, Galen,
&c., and if they will turn to the mottoes at page 661 of this work they
will find that those early masters '"took as the basis of their reasoning''
what is supposed to be of such very recent origin. And the Author of
these Institutes, unwilling to be excluded, may be permitted to assure
these reformers that t11roughout the work he has "taken as the basis
of bis reasoning the curati,·e resources of Nature herself, as ascertained
by study of the natural course. of disease."' It is the (lbsolutc foundation
of all his Therapeutics, and the foregoing mottoes were employed to indicate the fact. But these reformers lrnxe, also, nearly as large a reliance upon Nature as the homreopath, with much less regard for the
noble science, and
to be of 1\fagendie's opinioi-1 that '•the nurse
can prescribe
(§ 744); and perhaps this may be what is
intended
the honor of the present age the discovery of
the vi's
In that aspect of the subject the Author of
these Institutes does not sympathize (excepting as it respccls a few "sclflimited" diseases, and multitudinous cases in which there is no profound
derangement, results of mechanical injuries, &c.), although he endea.vors
to expose the errors of excessive medication, and agrees with the abortive disciples of Nature tl1at wherever this practice obtains (as it docs
with the mass of the profe~sion) the whole work of cure is supposed to
devolve upon art; nnd this, he maintains, is the ine,·itable effect of the
chemical and humoral doctrines.
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Such is a glance at some of the objects of this work, and to which the
Author invites especially the impartial attention of the young student of
medicine, and with the assurance that he will meet with no timid or unfair concealment of doctrines that arc opposed to those of \he Institutes.
There remains to be noticed what may seem to be an isolated subject,
but which is essentially relative to physiology-the essay upon the Soul
and Instinctive Principle (incorporated in the APPENDIX), in which the
Author endeavors to demonstrate the substantive existence and self-acting nature of the Soul and Instinct upon strictly physiological principles.
If this have been accomplished by the Author, who belie ms the demonstration to be conclusirn, then is there an encl
he who doubts not the probabilities of the metaphysical
or
relies with greater confidence upon Revelation, must realize a new satisfaction in tlrnt tangible proof which no ingenuity can inrnlidate, no
misrepresentation penert, and no sophistry evade.
As to the Author's reference to his essny upon H Theoretical Geology"
(p. 908, 027), it will be seen that the work embraces many facts that arc
allied to organic philosophy; but it is now his object to state that the
discussion proceeds upon recognized grounds in natural phi losophy, cliemistry, geology, &c., and without departing from the rules prescribed by
•:positive science;" and as the Author's aim is simply the development
Jf truth, llC entertains the hope that the essay may be scrutinized according to its supposed philosophical premises. The issue must ultimately
turn upon this mode of investigation, not upon the usual ground of geological hypotheses, wl1ich, indeed, arc the \'Cry things in question . It
must be decided in 1110 open field of those various sciences which constitute the physiology of Nature; since the near affinities among the facts
in geology constantly bring them under tllC collective interpretation of
the different departments of knowledge, and no one who has not directed his attention to the whole circle of the sciences is qualified to grapple
with the subject.
NEW YORK, September, ISGO.

PREFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION.

A SE\"EXTll edition of this work was published in 1861, which, as
stated in a Preface, "is distinguished from the preceding editions by
the addition of several brief foot-notes and some other improvements." In 1862 appeared ~mother edition, but under the designation of the seventh edition, though distioguished from that by the
addition of twenty pages of NOTES appended at the end of the Second Index, and by frequent references to them in the text, and also
by the addition of several brief foot-notes, and by many references
to sections throughout the work. Doubtless it had been better to
have entitled that edition the eighth.
The present edition is distinguished from the last particularly by
an extension of the NOTES at the. end of the Second Index, and by
numerous references to them in the text. Several of the former
Prefaces are reproduced as memoranda of the progl'essivc condition
of the work. In the Preface to the seventh edition, which is now
omitted, there occurs the following cxplnnatory statement: "The
author embraces this opportunity to say (what may not be obvious
to all) that the frac_tions which appear in mn.ny of the numel'ical designations of the sections, as § 303} a, al'e intended for sections th:lt
were ma.de after the original completion of the manuscript, by which
the labor of a revision of the entire work was sarnd. The addition
of letters to a series of figures of the same denomination indicates
distinct sections, but that they are either closely allied, or n.re intended as substitutes for fractional parts."

TnE foregoing Preface, with the edition to which it refers, appeared in the year 1865. In 1867 there was printed an "Eighth
Edition R evised," and the present is · a reprint of that Edition, in
which improvements hacl been made.
NEw YonK, 1868.
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IN S T I 'I' UT E S 0 F ME DIC IN E.
l'RELIMINARY REMARKS.

1 1 a. SoLIDtSM and vitalism will fonn the basis of these Institutes.
1f consistent in all their paits, without a violation of facts, it is, prima
0

0

{:~~,' :nf~~ ~e~~~!;i~h~ ~::tti;~ni~i$e~t~:d la~~ ~~ o~g!~ii: t::~~!~

0

and erect a substantial fabric of Institutes which shall guide the hand
of art, we must ascend, progressively, along the fundamental facts in
physiology, pathology, and therapeutics; til1, at last, we proceed to
convert the great system to practical uses, in the preservation of
health, and a just, intelligible, and philosophical application of the
materia medica to morbid states of the body.
To render this work, therefore, most practical, and to simplify as
far as possible the highest department of knowledge, I shall adopt an
analytical method. I have also endeavored to arrange the various
topics in their most natural order, or as each successive one may ap·
pear to emanate from, or to depend upon, the preceding. The stu·
dent, therefore, to understand the last, must comprehend all the pre·

~~:~~~h~~~; ~ ~~~~~~ti~c~1~~~::::;, a~j'~h~a~eo~~uJi~~~l~~:c~;?s !~:

1

8

first effort that has been made to pre?eot the natural relat10ns of my
whole subject in their just order, to p•1int out the affinities, and to exhibit throughout the important laws and essential foundations of vitalism and solidism, and to maintain throughout a consistency of facts
and of laws that shall stamp the whole as the Pliilosoplty q/ Jlrledicine.
In making this claim for the Institutes, I am prepared, as in the
case of the Cummentariu, to invite the most rigid scrutiny.* If there
be any where a collision in principles or facts, or any contradictions
of myself, let them be pointed. out. My aim is truth, and I desire
.,. M1m1C.1.L A:SD PHYSIOLOGICAi, COMMENTAnms,

A

New York, 1840.

nothing for mYself which I do not yield to others. If there be mit10r
imp<'rfcctions T would gladly know them. Many of the original doctrines which appear in this work are presented in various connections
in the llledical anrl Pliysiological Commelltarics. The spirit of t11c
~'~1:~ ;n:~~~~! ~~i~~~=~o~~~! the Institutes, as being, in my judgmeut,
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1, b. In the farther prosecution of this work it will still be my
object to speak of such errors as have usurped the rights or blighted
the interests of rational medicine. It is not now the time for a simple
expression of facts, of experience, llnd of philosophical doctrines.
The errors which surround them must be also exposed and refuted , or
the foe of truth, or the ambitious aspirant, or the lover of indolence,
will gain something from an indulgence which they know how to seek
and appropriate. Nor is any one more aware of the tendencies of
free discussion or unspuing of physiologists than he who has been
most successful in the propagation of error, or who would sooner stifle
inquiry into factitious systems. Thus, it is said by Liebig, that
"It is too frequently forgotten by pltysiologists that their duty
really is, not to refute the experiments of others, nor to sltow tltat tltey
are erroneous, but to discover truth, and that alone."-Lrnn1G's OrganU;
Cltemislr!J applied to Pli.ysiology, ~c.
Now this ob,·ious sophistry betrays its motive, since it is utterly at
variance with the habits of him who would enjoin the fiction upon
others. Truth should he, indeed, the ultimate object of pursuit; but
the fi rst and most important step toward its attainment is the removal
of obstacles that may lie in its way(§ 820). It is allowed, indeed,
by one of Liebig's most zealous advocates, the editor of the London
Lancet, that "tlte remoi:al of error claims a place next to tlte establisltnu:nt of trutlt" (Dec., 1844); and it has grown into a proverb, that "it
is more difficult to subdue a prejudice than to build a pyramid."
Although, therefore, the contemplated method must be sometimes
argumentative and controversial, it has the adrnntage of 1eading more
immediately to a knowledge of the truth upon disputed questions,
than any other which is not demonstrative. There can be no doubt,
indeed, tlrnt the "estahlishment of truth" in medical ph il osophy cnn
be effected only by a simultaneous refutation of the errors which surround it. The mind will not surrender a favorite doctrine, however
false, to the force of truth alone. Even its practical disasters, as we
every where witness, are an inadequate demonstration. But, when
error and truth are presented in forcible contrast, it is the pride of
reason to embrace the lauer. \Vhat is also important, the reader
will havo been presented, as in the Commentaries, with the great
rival doctrines in medicine, and in their proper relations to each
other(§ 350}).
2, a. The I nstitutes of 1\Iedicine are natural inductions of p rincip1es
and 1aws from the healthy and morbid phenomena of liYing beings.
They relate to Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics, and to nothing else. All other systems, therefore, must be spurious. The substitutes have no depth, no principle, no laws, and arc recommended
alone by their naked simplicity. "Gentlemen," says Bacon, "nature
is a labyrinth, in which the very haste with which you move will mako
you lose your way."
2, b. The immediate objects of physiology arc a critical analysis of
_; J~'.c author has seen no reafion to 111odify this statement, made twenty years nso
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d~e. vital conditions a~d re.sults o~ organic beings 1 as manifested in
d1ffen:nt organs, and m the17 r~lallons to each other. It contempla~cs
orgamc nature, therefore, 111 its natural state; and the. laws which
it obeys are its highest end. Pathology is to the physician the great
final object of physiology. It im·estigates the causes which disturb the
physiological conditions, and inquires into the phenomena, and the
nature of the Yitai and strnctural changes. These, in connection,
form the ground-work of Therapeutics, which considers the indications to be fulfilled, and the TUCans and t.he manner by which they
are to be accomplished, and nature thus aided in the process of cure.
The Materia Medica comes last, and is the subordinate object of all
the rest. It investigates the composition and physical character of the
material objects by which the therapeutical intentions are fulfilled, and
interrogates especially their relations, as vital and alterative agents,
to pathological conditions. Disease, being a modification of the physiological or natural condition, produces new relations between the
properties of life and the natural, morbific, and remedial agents; and
these are ascertained by observati?n of their effects upon morbid
states alone. It is thus that remedies become beneficial when they
would be morbific in health; and what is sal ubrious in health is rendered morbific by diseased conditions. The principle is in beautiful
harmony with the instability of the vital properties; and the final
cause of this instability is the preservation of organic· being(~ 133, c,
153-156, 638).
2, c. Ne,·ertbeless, each of the four great departments of medicine
possesses so many peculiar characters that they may be severally considered as constituting, to a large extent, distinct parts of one great
symmetrical whole(~ 83,c). Pathological conditions could ncvel'have
been inferred,
priori, from any extent of physiological inquiries,
nor could the effects of therapeutical agents, or the natural tenuina·
tion of disease in health or in death, from any knowledge of anatomy,
or
pathology.
The whole is originally the work of obphysiology,
servation; and we come to learn the relations of the fou r great
branches of medicine .by corilparing the phenomena which are presented under the various conditions of health and disease, and as
these phenomena may be affected by artificial influences.
Anatomy, however, affords no such standard of comparison. And
yet it is obvious, as will more distinctly appear hereafter (§ 83-163),
that anatomy is the basis of medicine. It is, however, of the system
of organic life that I mainly speak. All, at least, that is superficial
in animal life, the voluntary muscles, &c., abstracted from their rela·
tions to the organic condition, belongs to the domain of surgery, and
is, therefore, of little importance to the physician.
2, d. Notwithstanding, therefore, the foregoing qualifications, iL
will be seen, in our inquiries into the great fundamental points, that
the science of medicine is, throughout, a perfectly ~onne~ted diain;
beCTinnin<T with the laws which govern the modes m which the eleme~1ts or°matter are combined in organic beings,-advancing to ~he
union of orll'anic
compounds into cells and tissues,--to the laws which
0
respect the various processes which are conducted by these tissues,
and by the organs into which they are combined,-to those laws as
affected by the continll'encies of disease,-and, lastly, to the lawa
which regulate the cha1~ges through which the morbid statP.~ return ttil
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the natural conditions of life. All are connected together by intimatl!
dependencies, and are determined by the natural or by the varyir.g
states of the.vital properties in their operation through material parts.
The ground-work of the whole is, evidently, perfectly simple j since
the laws by which the whole is regulated arc established upon the
constitution of the organic properties (§ 169,f, 638).
2 1 e. To the eye of the philosopher, therefore, Nature, in her organic department, as in e\•ery other, appears in an aspect of astonishing simplicity, when he contrasts ber forces and laws with the diver
sity of their phenomena; nor docs he confound the principles and
laws which distinguish the different departments of nature. To eYery
other eye the phenomena of life appear confused, and seem referable
to no common powers or laws. But he who has obtained the key
to the true philosophy of life, by a wide observation of nature, lays
open at ouce t11e apparent secrets of all its results, whether in health
or clisease. Whateyer he secs has its individuality, and stands in relief from all the rnst. He knows at a glance from whence this or that
springs, hon· it is related to others, and he traces the whole directly up
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does a field to all but the botanist. The common observer sees nothing
but a confused assemblage of grasses, and probably will te11 you there
is but one species where the botanist will as instantly discover fifty.
Each species has to the latter a distinct individuality, and he cannot
regard them in that state of confusion which is seen by the ignorant.
He has studied each plant, knows its specific characters, its relations
to others, its habits, &c. By these modes of observation he has also
acquired the knowledge that nature has pursued a common plan of
organization, and linked the whole, by close analogies, throughout the
vegetable kingdom. VY ere the botanist, therefore, to range simultaneo~sly. ~mon,!J the 100,000 species ?f p~a~ts,. he woul~ s~e nothing
but md1v1duahty 1 and the greatest s1mphc1ty m the prmc1ples upon
which the whole are constituted. And just so it is with a philosophical observation of the healthy and morbid phenomena of the animal
kingdom.
3. The organic and inorganic kingdoms have, respectively, their
peculiar properties and laws. Such as appertain to life, in its natural, as well as morbid aspects, are denoted by an incomparably
greater variety of phenomena than those of the external world; and
as their only intelligible foundation is the phenomena evinced, we
attain our knowledge of either according to the extent and variety of
the phenomena. \Ve know nothing more of matter itself.
\Vithout a comprehensive knowledge of the properties and functions of living beings, and especially of the laws by which they are
governed in their healthy and morbid states, the practice of medicine
is mere empyricism. The ignorant, alone, undervalue causes and
principles, a11d depend upon unconnected facts .
4, a. In medicine, therefore, we must concern ourselves with some~
thing besides effects. We must understand the laws under which
tlrny take place, and, as far as possible, trace up the effects to the primary causes. This is always done in other sciences and in the arts.
Why, then, should it be neglected in that science whose practical application relates to the highest welfare of nrnn 1

The h.uman mind w~l~ ha~e its theories upon all subjects; and ~ho
whole history of medicine is a perpetual exemplification that in no
inqu.iries do theory and hypothesis abound so universally as in the
heahng art(§ 819 1 960). This arises, rn part, from the intricacies of
the subject, but mostly so from the constitution of the mind itself.
The Almighty designed it for theoretical conclusions, an<l set us the
exa!'11ple in _those stupendous theories upon which the universe, aud
~ll 1t contams, arc fom1~ed. And what else are, or should be, our
rnq~iries a1_1d our theones, than finding out an? adopting those of
wlnch He is the author~ '\Vhat other theory m the natural world
can there be than such as are instituted by the Almighty Being1
Aud shall we hesitate to embrace, an<l to act upon such theories?
And yet it is one of the pretended improvements of the day to insist
upon nothing but facts, and to denounce all principles in medicine; as
if the Almighty had not ordained principles and laws as well as facts,
which are mere emanations from the fonner.
4, b. The ignorant pretender will tell us that all this is unimport. • ::mt; though no one is so much directed by hypothesis, or theory, as
this very pretender himself(§ 884). Does not every empiric in the
land prescribe his drastic cathartics for the purpose of cleansing the
blood of its supposed impurities 1 Are they not exactly on a par, in
their doctrines, and in their practice, with the most speculative of our
enlightened humoralists 1 Nay, have the ignorant portion of that
sect, our Brandreths, our l\Iorrisons, et id omnc genu.s, any reference
whatever to facts or experience~ Is i~ not all hypothesis, and, therefore, all a reckless waste of human hfo 1 Mount up the scale, and
you shall find at every step of your ascent, from him who prowls ab.out
the outskirts of the profession, to him who directs the all-potent drug
\\.'ith the most consummate skill, that each and all rely mainly upon
their conceptions of the philosophy of disease. But you shall also
find, that in proportion a.a Nature has been taken for their guide, and
as medical principles are founded upon the absolute phenomena of
life, in their healthy and morbid aspect,'! , tltcrc will always be the
greatest reference to facts and experience.
Hence, again, the importance of looking we1l to our theories, anJ
of seeing that they arc established on well-grounded facts, or on the
analogy to wl1ic~1 t!rny con~uct us. . ~ould we, as we cannot, dire~t
the treatment of disease without principles, we never should; and it
sl10uld therefore be the business of the practitioner to enlighten his
mind upon the philosophy of medicine, or his unavoidable disposition
to theorize may proYe a scourge to mankind. Of this, indeed, tho
records of medicme abound with examples (§ 801, b, 819, &c., 960,
1005, 1068).-NoTES F p. 1114, EE p. 1133, FF p. 1135, Go p. ll38.
It will therefore be my agreeable task to expose, in these Institutes, the fallacies of tho prevailing physical doctrines of life and disease, as well as to inculcate principles wl1ich exalt our science abo,·e
the mere world of matter, render it consistent in all its details, and
present it to the profession as a department of knowledge fundamentally distinct from all other pursuits.-See RIGHTS &e. p. 912.
Differences of opinion on questions of great moment to mankind
arc apt to be strongly conveyed, and apparent error to be censured in
no measured terms. This, perhaps, is often admissible, considering
tlie obstinacy of error, and so king a~ it is the doctrine. and not its au-
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thor, which is assailed. \Ve may revere the names of Voltaire, of
Hume, and of Gibbon, yield them a proud rank in the scale of intel·
J~ct, and gratefully acknowledge _the rich legacies thc_y l.1avc l~ft belnnd. But, who of us would hesitate to speak of thou· mfidel1ty according to its nature and tendencies 1 This is even dema~de~ by
what we believe of the precepts of religion. And so of th~ pnnc1plett
of medicine, which hold as high a relation to the temporal mterests of
man as do the precepts of religion to his spiritual welfare. The l1ighest order of intellect is often devoted to the <lisscmination of error,
and perhaps more frequently in religion and medicine than in any
other of the great interests of mankind. This must be fully an<l firi;i-1ly met, not on ly by evidences of the truth, but by an exposure of Its
perversions and corruptions.
4!, a. The physiological world has been lately divided into three
schools. One of these sects virtually regards organic nature as a part
only of inorganic, endowed with the same properties and governed by
the same Jaws. It maintains, in short, that there is no essential <lif:
ference between a man and a stone. At the head of this school stands •
Liebig, the distinguished and able chemist. It is a great and powerful school, but is falling, daily, beneath the weight of its vast enors
and corruptions. It is denominated the cltemical scltool of medicine.
4~-. h. Contrasted with this is the school of vitalism, which regards
organic and inorganic nature as distinct in their most essential attributes. It supposes that each department is governed by properties
and laws peculiar to itself. It regar<ls the organic being as fundamenta11y distinct from the inorganic in its elementary constitution , iu
the aggregation of its molecules, in the structure of its parts, in its
condition as a whole, and in every phenomenon wl1ich it evinces. Ir
sees design in every part of the living being-eloquent c\·en in tlw
dry bones of a skeleton i a design peculiar to every part, while all
concur together to the common ends of the more uni,·ersal designs of
procuring the means of sustenance, of maintaining life, of perpetuating the species, &c. On the other hand, this school discerns no cor~
responding design in the constitution, or in the condition of inorganic matter. It sees nothing here but mere vis inertia, which,
however, is supposed by tl1e chemical school to be capab1e of evolv-
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hear from the. depth of materialism _that " organic nature is the mystery ofmystenes"-the CREATOR bemg the only" mystery" a.bout it.
Again, the vitalists, in consideration of the facts now stated, main·
tain, in the language of Liebig, the great head of the school of mere
physics, "the existence of a principle distinct from all other powers
of nature, namely, a vital principle/' which organizes and governs
all living beings, and which is the fundamental cause of all their pbeno!ne!m in ~1e.alth and disease. I say, in the language of Liebig, "a
prmc1ple d1stmct from all other powers of nature;" for this mere
chemist, in 11is conflicts with living nature, concedes the existence of
such a p1·inciple as at the foundation of all vital phenomena, yet, in
the same general manner, and on all specifi c questions where he had
introduced its direct and exc1usive agency, lie as unequivocally de.
clares that there is no such principle, and that every result of life and
disease, even thought itself, are entirely owing to chemical agencies.

PRELI MIN ARY REMARK~.
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ogy aud l herap~utics, 1s a ussue of s1m1lar contradict10ns, and of the
boldest _assu1~pt1ons. Y c~, with deep mortification I say it, he has
been hailed with an enthusiasm before unknown in the annals of medicine, as the only true expounder of physiology and of medical philosop~1y. The world, l~owever, i.s fast awakiug frnm its spell-bound
delus1on, and the doctnnes of tlus "reformct·" will soon be minofod
with the same and more original chimeras which did their pat~ in
1
• the dark ~ges of science"(§ 350, 1029, 1030, 1031).
4}, c. Fmally, the third school, or that of cltcmico-vitalism, endeavors to form, as it were, a bond of union between the schools of
pure vitalism, and of puro chemistry; thou$"h such an alliance be as
~nna~ural as human brains _in a ?lock ?f gramtc. The chemico-phys1ologist makes a compromise with plulosophy 1 and takes for his rule
"in medio lutissimus ibis." It is as regardless as the school of pure
chemistry of the universal consent with which physiology has been
hitherto restricted to the condition, functions, results, and laws of Ziv~
ing beings, and chemistry to the c<mdition and laws of dead matter.
This school, therefore, mingles the doctrines of vitalism and chemistry; allotting to the former one half of the phenomena of life, and the
other half to the latter. This is the school to which the young student
has the greatest chance of becoming the victim; for it is apparently
recommended by the conciliatory principle which I have stateJ in the
form of its motto, and by many of the most distinguished members
of our profession.
4.~. d. I have said that it is a remarkable characteristic of the medi
cal School of pure chemistry, that its doctrines arc in perfect conflict
with each other, as shown in a work (Liebig's "Animal Chemistry")
which is assumed as the ha.sis of the chemical philosophy of life-as
the great foundation on which the school itself has been erected.
And how coulJ it be otherwise, seeing that this school, and this writer,
arc constantly employed about two subjects which have no affiuities:
that is to say, the philosophy of life and the philosophy of chemistry~
I shall think it of sufficient importance to substantiate the foregoing
fact by many proofs in the course of this work; and, as an example of
the whole, I shall adduce the contradictory views which are put forth
upon the most important principles which lie at the foundation of
organic life, and at the basis of medical science. On the very subject
of a 1:ital principle itself the genius of the school is as flatly contradictory as on the most unimportant doctrine; for at one moment he
avows the existence of such a p1;nciple "distinct from all other powers of nature," and calls it "the vital principle," which, he says, gov.
ems all the processes of living beings(§ 59, GO), an~ at the next m~ment
he asserts that, "in the animal body we recogmze, as the ultunate
CAUSE OF ALL FORCE, only ONE CAUSE, the chemical aclion which the
elements of the food and the oxygen of the air m~tually exe~cise ~n
each other. Tlte only !mown ultimate cause of 1:ital force, either rn
animals or in plants1 is a cliemical process.u
He renders, as will be seen by ensuing quota~i.ons (§ ~50), what he
assumes as an original fundamental cause of life the md_1spensable
source of another cause, which he avows to be equally ongmal and
fundamental; and what is yet more indicative of the chaotic state of

the chemical speculations relative to living beings, this author (as I
have shown in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries of many
others) assumes, at one time, the chemical force to be the sole cause
of a11 vital processes and results, while, at another time, he rcg<mls the
,·ital principle as the only power concerned in the same phcnon.lCn_a.
It will be gratifying to curiosity, for example, ~o observe ~1 ow .L1eh1g
entangles his reader, as it respects the physiology of <l1gesuon, by
making that process to depend on a purely chemical action, and to
evoke that vital principle which he as unequivocally declares to be
the 011ly power concerned in chymification (§ 350, nos.3, 17, 51, 58).
5. Chemical and mechanical philosoi;>l~y, as we have already seen,
are strangers to the philosopl1y of med1crne. There is a naturnl con·
flict between tllC subjects of each. They have no relationship, no sym·
pa.thies, but carry on a perpetual hostility. The organic being is for·
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assau1t, till the fonner is passive. It then lays waste the fabric by
which it had been wrought into a great system of designs, and (le·
grades the whole to its own level. Chemistry, therefore, begins where
physiology ends; aud physiology begins with organic influences upon
the elements of matte1:, or where chemistry leaves of[ No depart·
ment of medicine has any thing to hope from chemistry beyond its
power of analysis(§ 1029, 1030).
And yet do the labors of chemists aspire at a substitution of the
ever-fluctuating principles of chemical science for all tliat l1as been
hitherto founded upon the phenomena of life and disease. Their oft
repeated effort to carry a science which is mainly analytical and mo·
chanical into that which is eminently intellectual and overflowing
with the most sublime institutio11s, and distinguished by the most pro·
found principles and laws of nature, and therefore seductive to an am·
bition which is rnstif under the practical manipulations of the labor·
atory, would raise no inquiry as to motivl~, or end, did not the proper
guardians of t11e science not only abandon their old and rich domain
at the very approach of the enemy, but, with most unnatural distrust
of self, invite the destroyer (§ 349, d, 433, p. 719, ~ 960, a).
The late publication of Liebig's "Animal Chemistry" has abuncl·
antly proved the truth of what I sufficiently established in the •:Med.
ical and Physiological Commentaries," that the recent application of
chemistry to physiology and medicine is not a partial, but a complete
substitution of that science. In justification of all tbis, we arc now
told that the means of investigation, of analysis, and of creation, lrnH•
received an extension of which our predecessors 1rnd no knowledge.
Such, however, has always been the pretext of chemistry for its inYa·
sions upon the science of li fe . 'l'ake, for example, the wor<ls of
Fourcroy, who wrote more than sixty year.., ago, and who, like Lie-
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and this, too, in the case of either of the masters, without having e,·er
read a medical book, or liavin g e,·er prescribed for a disease. The
language of Fourcroy is exactly such as we now hoar from the lips
of Liebig and his followers; who ~hee1:fully allow that nothing flow~d ~ram the labors of Fourcroy to 1llummate the dark ways of organic h fe (§ 1029, 1030).

So identical are the language, and ambition, and hope or coufi.
clence, and the visionary specula.tions, of the older and recent chemists, that a space may be well assigned to this exposure of chemical
pretensions. \Ve read, then, in Fourcroy, what we reacl in the works
of Liebig and his cotemporary chemists. Thu s :
"The errors of the chemical physicians of the last century, and the
indifference many practitioners of the present time seem to have for
chemistry, have produc~d a disadvantageous opinion in the minds of
many persons, wMcli time alone can remove. If the cntliusiasm of
those physicians, who cultivated chemistry, misled them, it does not
fol.low that any conc1.usion can be drawn from thence tlwt may be apz)lled to tltc present tune. THE EXACTNESS WlllCll THE l'lttlDERNS have
introduced into every part of experimental philosoplty ouc:rht to re·
move the apprehensions of such as, for want of acquaintanc~ with the
Sllbject; are apt to imagine that chemistry is still the dark, mysterious
science it was a century ago." " It is chemistry alone that can throw
any light on the composition of the fluids, and the changes tltey under·
go by tlw processes tlwt are carried on during life. \Ve cannot avoid
having recourse to this science, in our endeavors to discover the tnto
mechanism of the animal functions; the properties of tlte fluids separ·
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subjects of different age, size, and temperament, in various climates
and seasons, and to pursue them among the different classes of animals," &c. u \Ve think it equally necessary to examine the solids,
by chemical meth0ds, as well in the sound as in the diseased state,
and by a comparison of their properties, endeavor to discover to wllicl1
ofthefluida they owe their formation; and this being known, we may
proceed to conjecture, in morbific dispositions, the solid or fluid that
has suffered a change.
"If it be thua establislted that the theory of medicine is capable of
receiving the most essential advantages from chemistry, it is equally
certain that tlte practice is no less in need of the same assistance;
since both must of necessity accompany each other, and are promoted
by the same means." "Nothing can be more evident than that the
t:!wicc of ali1nents, aud of air, cannot be made with any certainty, hu1
in consequence of cllcmical rcsearclles into tlte nature ef foods, and .Lhe
properties of the atmospheric fluid" (§ 18).-FouncnoY's J.lled1cal
Cliemistry, 1782.-Also, APPENDIX§ 1028-1030, 1034, LEHMA NN .
I have said, in the Commentaries, that" a prosperous harvest" was
promised from Fourcroy 's reformation. But, again I reiterate, where
is the evidence 1 since which time, also, chemistry has made greater
advances than any other science, has had its unmol ested sw~y, and
Fourcroy 's example has been followed with n. corresponding diligence.
Can you point to a solitary instance in which organ ic chemistry, except in a negative sense, has advanced the scie nce of life or disease 1
Do not the very chemists of this day inc.id entally allow the perfectly
abortive nature of their science in r olat1 on to physiology and medicine 1 Consult the quotations in section 350, b, 1, ~.c., aud 350!350}. Or take the affirmations of the di:>tinguished Mulder(§ 35~!),
which go, with the rest, to esta.bli~h the truth of m.y ~ormer assert1?n,
that" cltemistry ltas been a peifect wcubus upon medicine/ m~d tlte time
U uot distant w!tcn 1·t u·ill ltave proved, by its own sltowing, its want ef
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if it ltave not done so alrcady."-Comme-,1t., vol.
§ 1028-1030.
5J, a. I agree with the chemical physiologist tlrnt "facts are st:.-uOborn things," and, with th~ analogy whic~ reposes upon .them, are
at th foundation of all pl11Josophy; but It does not equall~ follow
that facts are always philosophically or even honestly applied, nor
that 110 who devotes himself to the laboratory is the best riualifiecl to
apply his own facts to organic nature. " VVe can have no Ycry high
idea of experiments made by gentlemen," says Hunter, "who, for
want of anatomical knowledge, have not been able to pursue their
reasoning even beyond the simple experiment itself." Least of all
can the chemist be permitted to charge upon the vitalist a neglect of
chemical facts; since it is as well by these as by the phenomena of
life that the vitalist overthrows the artificial system (§ 350-350i)·
Nor let it be forgotten that it is purely by an appeal to certain false
analogies , and by a disregard of the phenomena of living beings, _th at
the physical and chemical hypothcs<:>s of life and disease have obtamed
relation to our subject,

i., p. 5S6, notc. -See APPENDIX
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in medicine, it cannot be too often
reiterated, should rest upon well-ascertained facts. The great difficulties with which truth has had to contend since the restoration of
the proper method of observing nature consists in the mistaken nature
of facts, or of false conclusions from admitted facts. \Vhat is often
assumed to be fact is just otherwise, and, where the premises are
sound, they have frequently led to spurious theories (§ 350j-350],
433, &c., 493, 823, &c.).
5}. b. The phenomena of nature arc the facts about which all philosophy is concerned, and therefore form the substantial ground of all
intellectual acquirements. As they relate to organic beings, to their
laws, their properties, their functions, whether morbid or healthy,
th ey are to be found in the organic being himself, not in the workshops of the chemist or of the mechan_ical philosopher. But, even
where the mind admits tl1is proposition, 1f pTone to speculation, it too
often regards ea_ch fact _by it~elf, an<l rears up hypotheses wrong in
themselYes, and 111 conflict with each other. Facts should therefore
be compared before they are reduced to theory; or, where they may
conflict with acknowled ged principles they should remain in an isolated state till their true nature may be better understood, or till the
principles which tlrny appear to contradict may be shown to be erroneous . Should some fact, for example, appear to indicate the dependence of life upon chemical or any other physical forces, the evidence
to the contrary is so various and conclusive, that tltat fact mu.c;t he
cons~dered as deficient in some of its elements, which, if known, would
readily bring it under a ·we1l·cstablished principle in physiology.
'l'h~se absent elements _are som~ oth_er facts which escape our observation; and thus what 1s truly fact, lll an abstract sense, is made tho
g-round-work of important en-or.
5f, c. It is the peculiar misfortune of science to generalize too
hastily; and it often happens that the explosion, or the introduction
of one error, is the parent of many others. It is also astonishingh'.
true that a few phenomena are abstracted from the whole, of which
they may be only sequences of the othen;, and are made the ground
of conflicting doctrines, and substitutes for the theories that are insti-
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tutcd upon the more fondame11tai facts; and thus a blind disrerrard
of consistency is permitted to prevail till a most inconITTuous seri;s of
assumptions, as in Liebig's Animal Chemistry, is pre~ented to us as
the science which Nature teaches.
Again, there is a proneness of tho human mind to admit of no realities bt.1t _such as make a_ strong demo~stratio~ upon the senses i and
hence 1t 1s that the physical and chemical philosophers of life prefer
the facts of the laboratory to such as arc supplied by organic beings.
The former are therefore assumed as the fou nd ation for principles
and 1aws in physiology and medicine; and when it is considered how
large a proportion of mankind harn not the ability to <listi1wuish tlw
true from the false, especially when the latter is set forth i1~ a confident and dogmatic manner, it ceases to be remarkable that what is
cornparnt!v.ely simrle, and comes plausibly recommended by the tangible and VlSlble attributes of matter, should command their confidence
beyond those realities which can be appreciated only by an exercise
of the understanding in connection with the revelations of sense, and
which form the ground-work of principles of difficult penetration.
There are few, indeed, who are capable of reasoning beyond their
senses and the facts themselves, and this is equally true of tl1e chemist~ both as to the facts of the laborator;r. and the phenom~na of living
bemgs, whenever be attempts an cxpos1t10n oftbe properl1es and laws
of a department of nature which lies not within hi.s sphere of investi0
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side that, howc>er authorized by consent or recommended by ,·ariety.
is nothing but ignorance or something worse•·(§ 1034).
5J, d. It cannot but be conceded, that, as knowledge advances, and
the subjects of inquiry become more or less exhausted, ambition is
likely to depart from an observation of nature to seek grntificatiou
and renown in artificial expedients. This is becoming a prevailing
propensity in medicine; and many have left, and are leaving, the bul·
wark of knowledge to rear up hypotheses upon distortions of nature,
which, for their better success, they dignify by the name of "experimental philosophy" (9 l 085) .-NoTE PP p. 1142.
5-}, e. In medicine, at least, there is but one kind of experimental
observation, which consists in the simple study of the phenomena. of
nature. Or, if art be applied to girn them a. fuller development, tbe
means must be such as shall elicit results confo rm able to the institutions of nature. But aside from chemistry, it has been the fatality of
th e physiological department of medicine to have been encumbered
with rude experiments, giving the wildest distortions to the features
of nature. \¥h en we consider the wonderful susceptibility of the
properties of life, how readily their actions and rc~ults are influenced
by natural agents, how a drop of hydrocyanic acid, or of tho alcoholic
extract of' nux vomica, applied to the tongue of an animal, will extinrruish life in an instant; or that the same may be <lone by thrusting0 a needle into the medulla oblongata; or how concentrated n:ias·
ma may almost as instantly induce an attack of fever; or how a latle
excess in eating may bring on an attack of apoplexy as im~cdi~tely
fatal as a blow on the region of the stomach-f~tal, pe_rh?ps •. rn either
case, as the artillery of the clouds; or how simple 1rntnt1ons of a
nerve may be followed by death from tctanu::i; or how all the n Jg·
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etable and animal poisons, as well as a11 t11ings else which do not pm;sess natural relations to the properties of life, will variously change
those properties and all their results,-when, I say, we consider all
these things, we may well imagine the difficulty of imitating nature. by
the mast cautious experiments, or of de,·eloping her laws by m~tila
ting the structure of organic beings, or of illustrating those modtfication~ which spring .UP in disease, by resorting to process?s whic~1 a~·e
foreign to natural mfluences. Even the greatest expenmentali.st m
modern times, he who has performed more vivisections than <rny
other man, has placed it upon record, that it is one of the most <lifficult things in physiology to perform an experiment that shall not be
liable to objection. Yet no man ever ventured more hastily upon
conclusions from such expe1;mcnts, and none has thrown greater obstacles, in consequence, in the way of physiology and pathology.
5f..f. The limits which restrain the inte rposition of art are very
narrow; and when organic nature is brought under the influence of artificial causes with a proper reference to these limits, the resulting phenomena may form a safe ground of reasoning as to the laws by which
organic beings are governed. Much has been accomplished, in this
way, as to the physiological connections of the nervous system with
organic actions, the part which it takes in the morbid processes, the
sympathetic communications which it establishes throughout the organization, and the interpretation which it supplies of the operation
of remedial agents. Nevertheless, tl1e most importaut pa.rt of our
knowledge upon these great and intricate questions is abundantly
supplied by the natural phenomena of life, as manifested under the
varying conditions of health and disease. And tlrnt this is so, is sufficiently evident from the fact, that but little practical information of the
foregoing nature has been added, by recent experiments, to what had
been known centuries ago. The late experiments, however, upon
the nervous system have confirmed what had been deduced from the
more natural process of observation, and have developed some useful
facts which it might have been impossible to have known by any
other method. Such, for example, is the difference of function be4
tween the component parts of the spinal 11ervcs; one part being designed for the transmission of sensation and sympathetic inAuenccs,
the other for the operation of the will and the development of motion.
And yet, if analogy were allowed its proper weight in physiological
inquiries, as it must be in reality the great basis of medical scie11ce, if there had been less pertinacity as to the necessi1y of abstract facts
for every conclusion, we might have come, by a process of analogy
founded upon ultimate fact~, to a knowledge of the constitution of
the compound nerves. This could have been inferred from th eir
comple": function~ .as evinced by their phenomena, and by associating
them with the s1mple elements of cerebra.I nerves, wh ere it is
plainly seen that some of the nerves have, individuaily, a specific
function, and whose phenomena are destitute of complexity.
5~, a. But the reign of u experimental philosophy" which so lately
appeared in the mutilations of animals to discover their natural functions; in the injection of corrosive and putrid substances into the cir·
culatory apparntus of animals to illustrate the pathology of human
disease; in the transfusion of rnmedial agents into the same order of
beinf!;s, and even into plants, to ascertain the virtues of remedies, their

m0<lus operandi as curative agents, and the right treatment of human
maladies, has given place to an "experimental philosophy" in which
organic life has no participation. This is the "philosophy" against

w~ich the observer _of nature is now. called upon to ~on~end; fraught

with far greater evils than the spunous systems which tt has so su<l·
denly surprised and superseded. It is impossible to calculate the
~ischiefwhich must result to mankind from its unrestrained popularlty. Something may be gathered from its former effects when chemistry was young; and something from the progress of error under the
fresh spur of Licbig1s Animal Chemistry(§ 3.50-350}t 821). ·we all
know how common the enthusiastic belief that this "Reformer" had
overthrown all former systems in every department of medicine; and
we may take the following editorial passage from the J~ondon Lancet
as expressing a very common opinion of the profession as to the application of chemistry at the bedside of disease:
"As organic chemistry marches on the basis of an improved system
of medical practice/' says the veteran editor, "it will prove imperative that a rigorous examination of the products of the animal frame,
the Mveral humors and excretions of the body, should be employed in
the inYestigation of disease. The period approaches when it will be
incumbent on us, not perhaps invariably, but still very often, in prescribing,-say, for typhus, or purpura, or any of the numerous vari·
eties of cutaneous affections, that by a chemical ana1ysis we should first
ascertain the constituents and proportions of the proximate elements
of the urine, the saliva, the expired breath, the perspired matter, per·
haps the blood, the fieces of the patient, before applying our remedies;
and this process may have to be gone through not once only, but sev~
oral times in the progress of the malady." "The time is, we repeat
it, approaching when the 1''0UNDATION OF l'RACTICE ON THE LAWS OF
ORGANIC CuEi\llSTRY will form the distinction between the enlightened physician and the mere pretender" (§ 85l, 863, e,· 883, b).J,ondon Lancet, April 29, 1843. (Also,§ 1029, 1030.)
5-t, b. In the foregoing quotation we have essentially what is now
extensively denominated "the progress of medical science," and the
nature of the doctrines to which tlrnse Institutes are opposed. These
Institutes will be found mainly, so far as physics are alleged to be
concerned, by the side of all the most illustrious physiologists from
Hippocrates to us, whose general views are thus summarily express·
ed by Bichat:
"The organic chemistry of the laboratory/' says Bichat, "is the
dead anatomy of t 1rn fluids, not a physiological chemistry. The
physiology of the fluids should be composed of the innumerable
variations which tlrny experience according to the diflCrent (vital)
states of their respective organs." "The instability of the vital powers is the quicksand on which have sunk the calculations of all the
physicians of the last hundred years. The habitual variations of the
living fluiclg, clependent on the instability of the powers of life, onft
would think, should be no less an ob:;tacle to the chemical physicia11s
C•f the present age."
"Again, had physiology been cultivated by men before physics, I
am persuaded that many applications of the fonner would have been
made to the latter. Rivers would have been seen to flow from the
tonic action of their banks, crystals to unite from the excitement
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which they exercise upon their reciprocal sensibilities, and. planets
to move because they mutually irritale each other at vast distances.
All this would appear unreasonable to us, \vho think of gravitation
only in consideration of these phenomena. And wl1y should we not,
in fact, be as ridiculous when '"·e come with this same gravitation,
with our chem ical affinities and chemical compositions, and with .a
language established upon their fundamental data, to treat of a science with which they have nothing whatever to do 1"-B1c11A1"s General Anatomy and Pliysiology.
6. \Ve may now readily perceive the reason why chemistry ha!:
undergone changes within a few years, while all that relates essentially to tho properties and laws of organic beings may have been
long since known. The chemist operates, and makes all his discoYeries, through the forces an<l laws of inorganic matter. These he
may carry into his laboratory, ttirn int..J his test glasses, or involve in
his crucible. He can therefore oblige nature to form the same inorganic compounds as she forms spontaneously. He can. then separate
rhe elements again, and again oblige nature to recombine them after
their original manner. But, can he do the same thing with organic
beings 1 He cannot form the most simple organic compound- cannot e''en recombine the elements when they are once separated;although he has then the necessary elements, ancl in their exact proportions. The reason is obvious. The chemist has not at his command in this case, as in the other, the necessary powers; or, as tl1e
chemist expresses it, "be cannot place them in the same circumstances as Nature does.''
It is clear, therefore, that while tl1e laboratory is the proper place
for the study of the inorganic kingdom, we must go to the organic
being itself to learn the nature of the powers and laws by which it is
governed. These, then, are the reasons why the laws of organic beings have been long so much better understood than those of chemistry. E,·ery thing is ::utificial in the laboratory, so far as experiments
are concerned; and, if these be not the right ones, or be imperfectly
conducteJ, they will either fail to represent nature co1Tectly, or will
give her a wrong interpretation. Hence the great instability of this
science; and yet we are told that cYcry new theory in chemistry is
applicable to physiology and medicine.
But, it is quite otherwise with organic beings. Herc all the experiments are carried on by Nature herself, and they cannot decei,'e.
The various results and phenomena are seen in the being itself, and
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are governed. These phenomena, too, arc astomslungly multiplied
in any given being, and new ones are presented as the being may
come under new influences. But, this variety is extenderl almost to
infinity when we consider that every distinct species of plants and
animals has its peculiar manifestations of life. It is also tTue that
each one of this endless variety is utterly different from any of the
phenomena of the inorganic world. And when we take all the phenomena of organic beings in connection, and find a. perfect harmony
among the whole, the nature of the proof is so various and immens(
as to condurt us to a right knowledge of the principles and laws of
life in all their aspects.

Now all this variety has been perpetually before the observatio1o
of mankind, and always presented to our observation by nature herself. It therefore ceases, I say, to be remarkable that the science of
life had so greatl.Y outstripped that of ch?mistry; and. it will probably forever remain better understood; srnce nature 1s the experimenter in one case, and man in the other.

PHYS~OLOGY.
7. TuE sensible world is composed of animate and inanimate beings, which, with their difference in composition and structure, has led
to their divisio~ into the organic and inorgan~c or mineral kingdoms.
S. The relations between the two great kmgdoms of nature, and
their contradistinctions, render a general reference to the inorganic
indispensable to our physiological and higher branches of inquiry.
9. ~nimals and plants, w?ich m~ke up the organi~ kingdom, are
essent1.ally dependent on the mo.rgamc; but the latter kmgdom is perfectly independent of the orgamc.
10. The beginning of organization is in plants, whic11 are the primary source of nourishment to animals.
11. From the foregoing law arises the great fundamental distinclion between plants and animals-that the forrc.er subsist on the elements of matter, while the latter are nourished by those clements in
an organic state. It appears, therefore, that vegetables are more
creative than animals (§ 303).
12. All organic substances are compounds of the simple elements
of matter. They are combiued by the vital powers, \Vhilo inorganic
compounds are produced by chemical forces.
13. As organization begins in vegetables, it is obvious that a de·
compounded organic substance can be restored to an organic state
only by that vegetable kingdom which was created for the specific
purpose of organizing the mineral kingdom, for the ultimate final
cause of supplying food to animals. The plant reduces, the animal
consumes(§ 303).-NoTES N R pp. 1121, 1123.
14, a. If an animal compound be decompounded, the reunion of
the elements into an animal substance requires the agency of both
,·egetable and animal organization; and, not only so, but nothing can
reproduce any given animal compound but the precise part of the
same species of animal which gave origin to the part so decompoundccl (§ 12).-NoTE R p. 1123.
14, b. Owing to this universal law, by which the animal is rendered
so perfectly dependent on the vegetable kingdom, the Creator has
given a striking perfection to the gnrnd design i.n the institution of
an invisible worlil of animalcula for the C<msumpt1on of that \'ast pro·
portion of organic matter which is passing through the process of
maceration to its elementary state. Thus an-ested by these economists of nature, it advances through an ascending series of animals,
till, at last, it becomes the food of man(§ 151, 1052).
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r;~~i~1~! ~~l~~~(fl~e~5~)~not pass from one side, nor the physiologist
14, c. I may also say, that it is no small proof of a Creator, that lho
0
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to be less producLive than the organic. And since, especially, no or·
ganic being can generate any elementary substance, nor the ele·
ments unite, of themselves, into organic compounds, it follows that
the whole was created by a Being of greater power. "\Ve can go no
farther back than the elements of matter. Here the atheist himself
pauses in dismay. They proclaim a God, and reason submits to this
limit of its powers.
I may also propose another, and perhaps greater proof of the error
of spontaneous generation. The kingdoms of nature are governed by
inherent powers, and the organic possess powers peculiar to themselves; but the existence of matter, whether organic or inorganic, is
also indispensable to their respective forces. These forces, therefore,
Jid not create matter; and since matter cannot create matter, and
therefore did not err.ate itself, it follows that its associate powers did
not create themselves. \Vhence it is obvious that some greater Power
exists by which the powers of nature were created in union with
matter (1079 b,'1083, 1085).-NoTES PP p. 1142, Q.q p. 1145.
These arguments, therefore, may be taken in connection with those
which I formerly adduced for the purpose of exposing the fallacy of
the <loctrine implied by Carpenter, Pritchard, l?Je~cl10r, and others,
by assuming that the vital properties exist in the elements of matter,
and that, therefore, the elements nre capable of arranging themselves
into org_anic beings. (See my Examination of Reviews, p. 37, and
my NotlCe of Reviews. Also,§ 1051, 1052.)
15. Exact analyses are readily made of mineral compounds, and
the elements may be recombined into the same or otlrnr mineral compounds.
The precise analysis of the most simple organic compound, solid or
Auld, as fibrin or albumen, is very difficult, and always liable to doubt.
16. Excepting the earths, plants subsist upon the atmosphere and
what it contains (§ 303); but they immediately derive much of their
nourishment from decaying organic substances that are incorporated
with the soil. But, before such compounds can be appropriated by
plants, they must be resolved into their elementary state. They can
be taken into the organization of plants only in the condition of mineral substances; and even then the most simple binary compound
must be decompounded ~efore organization can begin. All the recombinations, as constituting parts in the vegetable economy, are essentially unlike any substance in tlrn mineral kingdom.
17. If animal organization resolve an organic compound into a mineral Conditio~, such compound is useless i1:1 the ani~al economy(§ 13,
14-). There is never present, therefore, m the ammal organization,
ag a part of, or as a source of supply to that organization, any mineral
Bt1bstance (§ 360). 'Vhateve: m_utations th<: materials of supply may
undergo, they must al ways ex 1st rn an orgarnc state, or be permanently restored to the mineral king<lom:-NoTEs. N R pp. 1121, 1123.
18, a. \Ve learn from the foregomg premises (§ 17), that food docs
not 1ose its organic state during the process of digestion; and since it
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becC\mes more and more nearly assimi1ate<l to tho living solids from
8
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subjected in the alimentary canal (§ 350-376).
18, b. Hence, also, the fallacy of attempting, by chemical analysis,
ro indicate the proper sustenance of man and animals. u To determine," s'.1-ys Liebig, "wltat substances are capable of ajf'ording nourislmient, it is only necessary to ascertain tltc composition oftliefood, and
to compare it witli tltat ef tlie i"ngredic'!'ts of tlic blood." He then proceeds to a practical application of tlus principle by setting forth the
chief ~lements of the bl_ood. The difficult subject, also, of identifying
hay with tho flesh of ammals, and all the vegetable substances which
enter the human stomach with the various tissues of the body, is so
far disposed of as to require no other interposition between the nutriment and its conversion into living animal compounds than the chemical forces. This chemical doctrine is thus set forth by Liebig:
" Tiu most recent and exact rr:searcltes lwve establislted as tt universal fact, to wltick notlting yet kno101i is opposed, tlwt tlte nitrogenfrcd
constituents of vegetable food liave a composition identical with tltat of
tlte constituents oJtl1e hlood."-LIEnlG's Animal Cltemistry.
IS, c. And such, too, is a common example not only of the assumptions of this writer, but of that positive manner which has inspired
such unirnrsal confidence (§ 350t-350!).. There are, of course, in
uitrogenized vegetable food certain combmations more or Jess analogous to what are called the constituents of the blood, though ne\•er
the same, and but comparatively few in many that are appropriate as
means of nourishment; nor could it be doubtful that the elements of
the flesh and blood of animals subsisting on vegetables must exist in
their food. But the identity of clements in any given vegetable and
animal compounds is Yery different from identity of compowids, and
this, too, with every imaginary latitude of the isomeric and polymeric
problems. Nor have any two chemists agreed, as yet, in their analysis of blood, or of any animal compound(+ 1029, 1030i)·
But we have from the laboratory° most ample admissions of the
groundless nature of the preceding statement. Thus, again, Liebig:
"As far as our researches have gone, it may be laid down as a law,
founded on experience, that vegetables produce, in their organism,
compounds of proteine; and that out of these compounds of proteine
the various tissues and parts of the animal body are developed nY THE
VITAL FORCE, witlt tlte aid of the oxygen of tlte atmospliere and oJ the
elements of water.
u Now, although it cannot be demonstrated that proteine exists
ready formed in vegetable and animal products, and although the difference in their properties seems to indicate that their elements are
not arranged in the same manner, yet the nYPOTnt:s1s of tlte pre-existence of proteine, as a point of departure in developing and comparing
their properties, is exceedingly convenient. At all events, it is CERTAIN
that the elements of these compounds assume the same arrangement
tolten acted on by potaslt at a ltigli, temperature"/ /- L1i::nrn's Animal
Clu:mistry.
Nor is this the end of the contradiction ; for we also read in the
same work, that
"'\Ve caunot, ir..deed, maintain that the animal organism has no
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power to form other compounds, for we know that it is capabl~ _of
producing an. c:rtensfre series of comportnds, differing in compusitum
.from tltc cliiifcr.mstitucnts eftlte blood"(§ 409, b, and 53, b): .
.
Rut, if the foregoing quotations be conclusive of the specific rnqmries before us, the following admitted facts not only establish the same
conclusions, but prove that chemistry is entirely incompetent to any
one of its pretensions as to a proximate analysis of the blood, or of
other organic compounds, and that it is strictly limited to a mere elementary decomposition, while they also concede the existence of a
vital principle as an 10 irnmate1ial" governing power, wholly differe~t
from any attribute of inorganic nature, and therefore render it certalll
in another aspect, that the chemist, from want of this agent, can, at
most, only effect the elementary analysis of organic compounds. Tims,
then, the organic chemist :
1
• If the problem to be solved hy organic chemistry be this, namely,
to exp1oin the changes which the food undergoes in the animal body;
then it is the business of this science to ascertain what elements must
be added, what elements must be separated, in order to eff'ect, or, in
general, to render possible, the conversion of a gjven compound into
a second or third; but we cannot expect from it the s_yntltetic proof
of tlie accuracy of tlte views entertained, because every tliing in tlte or
gani:::ationgoes vn UNDER TUE INFLUENCE of tlte vitalforce, an IMMATE1
RIAL AGENT 10/iich tlle cliemist cannot employ at will."-LTEDJG s Jln1.mal Clicmistry.
18, d. If we now tum to section 409, b, we shall there find that it
is in the blood alone that the reputed proximate principles of vegetables are assumed to exist, and that many proximate compounds are
allowed by the chemist to be elaborated from the blood to which
there is nothing at all analogous in the vegetable kingdom, or eYen in
the blood itself.
This, then, is the sum of the whole subject : 1st. The clrnmist has his
favorite doctrine of digestion, as an important foothold for materialism, fore,•cr present, to he extended as far as the obscurities of the
subject will admit, and to borrbw an apparent confirmation from these
predicated assumptions. The absolute amount of that doctrine is
thus expressed by Liebig:
"In the natural state of the digestive process, the food only under·
goes a change in its state of cohesion, becoming fluid without any
other change of properties."-LrnnIG's Animal Cltcmistry.
2d. Now, the food undergoing no other change "in the digestive
process" than that of becoming" fluid," it is tl1e easiest matter to find
it all in the blood just as it was taken into the stomach,-vegctable a&
well as animal; while, in so finding it, a pretended confinnation is set
up of the "universal fact, to which nothing yet known is opposed,
that the nitrogenized constituents of vegetable food have a compo·
sition identical with that of the blood," and vice versa. Or, as Liebig
als? has it, " vegetables produce in their organism tlte blood of all
animals" (I 350, no. 76).
But, 3d. We are assured by chemists, that not11ing is more difficult of analysis than tho blood, eYen as it respects its elementary composition; while it is well known tJ1at the analyses of this fluid are
always discrepant. Hence the impracticability of instituting unexceptionable comparisons between eYen the elementary composition of
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blood and the uitrqgenized constituents of plants; while the very
nature of the chemical influences exerted upon a vital compound of
11or18 elements with a ,;cw to its analysis is conclusive of the artificial condition of all the chemical compounds which may be thus
formed out of the homogeneous fluid. And so LEHMANN,~ 1029, 1030.
Again, 4th. It is finally saicl that many substances elaborated from
the blood are utterly different from any thing discovered in plants, or
in the blood itself(§ 409, b). Here, the composition of the orgauic substances being simple, readily leads to an exposure of the assumptions
which have taken refuge under the greater difficulties, and obscuri s, and disagreements, attending the analysis of the most complex
substance known in nature (~ 53).
18, e. But we shall see, farther on, that the chemical school maintain, through their principal chief, those doctrines of digestion, to
suit other hypotheses in organic chemistry, which are fundamentally
opposed to each other, and which I shall now arrange in connection,
that the reader may see, at a g1ance, not only the speculative nature
of organic chemistry, but the feebleness of the assumption as to the
identity of the blood and the nitrogenized constituents of plants
Thus:
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It will be therefore seen by the quotations B and C, that the statement is admitted to be a mere assumption; while it necessarily follows, by adopting either of the contradictor_y statements, B_ or C,
that the vegetable substances undergo a radical change dunng the
process of digestion, and, thc_refore, that we ca?not find those si:bstances in the blood 1 but thClr elements. only, m new and peculiar
combinations. The differences, indeed, are probably often much
greater than between calomel and corr?sive ~ubli~ate (§ 35~f ).
What, also, gives to the whole of tlus subject its proper mt~q~re
tation is the parallel which is drawn by Liebig between !11e ass1m1la·
tion of the most virulent poisons and the most appropnate food, as
set forth in Section 350 1 Nos. 41 and 42. The loosenes~ of th~ closinlT sentence of No. 41, abstracted from all the surroundmg evidence
of°hypothesis, is abundantly conclusive of the conje~tural nature of
the whole of this pretended mathematical demonst:atton.
There is no difficulty, however, in comprehend~ng the so~rce of
the mistake which honest chemists have made m attemptmg, by
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chemical analysis, to indicate the proper sustenance of man and ani
~ials. It lies in a wro~1g conception. of the ec_om~roy of vegct_abl.e
0 0
1
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a strikingly modified state, to their more analogous results (§ 10,
13-17).-NoTES N R pp. 1121, 1123.
.
.
Since, l10wever, plants subsist upon mineral substanc~s, m their
elementary state, the chemist may often successfully in~1cate tb~sc
inorganic or organic compounds which will yield to any gn·en species
of plant (whose general elementary composition may be known) the
elements tftat go especially to its nutritive economy. But, fron:i ~Im·
damcntal distinction between plants and animals(§ 11, 13-17), tt is ob·
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tible nature of many compounds which contain the requisite ele.ments
Such compounds, upon the chemical philosophy, as I have said, and
as admitted by Liebig, include many virulent poisons in. the vege·
table kingdom, and many inorganic substances whos.e bmary com·
pounds embrace numerous clements. We need not, mdeed, go any
farther than the recent experiments by Dr. Beaumont upon the .varieties of food, as will be subsequently noticed (366), and Magend1e's
analogous experiments with the food of animals,• to show that the
whole of this subject must be left to natural experience.
.
Nor does it appear to have occurred to the chemical physiol?g1st,
in the foregoing inquiries, that the elemental'y composition of ammals
is greatly alike, at least in all mammalia. It should follow, therefore, upon the chemical philosophy, that the practical distinctions •
should not exist between the food of man and animals, but that a
common diet should be as universa1ly adapted as atmospheric air.
To this conclusion it may be also added, that the same chemical philosophy refers cbymification to a purely chemical process i or, in the
language of Liebig, "it takes place in virtue of a purely chemical
action, exactly similar to those processes of decomposition or transformation which are known as putrefaction,fermentation, or decay."Animal Chemistry, p. 16. Aud since, therefore, chym ification is
"independent of the vital force" (ibid.), and as chemistry identifies
the gastric juice of man and quadrupeds, and even the chyme 1 it is
obvious that chemistry can predicate nothing, upon this subject, of
any difference in the \'ital co11stitution of man and animalst (§ 409,
350, d).
19. In respect to their general structure, inorganic bodies are homogeneous, organic beings heterogeneous. This applies as well to
the elementary constituents in their modes of combination as to the
compound structure of the whole being. Each particle of a mineral
compound is as much a whole as the greater mass, and has the same
combination of element.a. Each element is as perfect as the compound conditions. Ani~als ~rnve muscles, glands, nerves, vessels,
&c., with an endless vancty m the elementary combinations in the
same individual. All these pa11s are necessary to make a whole and
depend, mutually, upon each other for their existence. The ~amc
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general principle is applicable to plants. Nevertheless, apparent ex.
ceptions occur in both animated kingdoms, as in parts of many plants
and of polypi. But, in these instances, each part possesses essential.
ly the whole apparatus of organic life.
20. Organic beings grow from within by interstitial deposition of
molecules derived from the blood or sap, according to the exact na·
ture of each part. Inorganic bodies do not grow, but increase only
by a superficial juxtaposition of parts, which may, also, be wholly
unlike the original crystal, or other nuc1eus, in their elements.
In the process of growth and nutrition the new material is con·
~ey~d _within from .without, and subjected to. many specific ~hanges,
t1ll it is r.esolved rnto one homogeneous fluid. Atmospheric air is
also indispensable to all organic beings. There is nothing analogous in the inorganic world; while these, and an endless series of
ot~er facts, establish the similitude of the organic life of plants and
ammals.
21. A peculiar action of certain agents upon the whole organism
of plants and animals, called vital stimuli, entirely unlike the action
of chemical agents, is necessary to the growth and existence of or·
ganic beings. They are both internal and external, and give rise to
all the phenomena in organic life, and maintain the whole in one e:1.>
act condition; while the action of agents upon inorganic, or on dead
organic, substances, does not elicit one of these multifarious phenomena (I 74, 188!)·
22. Every part of an animal or vegetable is forever distinguished
by the same vital phenomena an<l physical results; and the action of
vital stimuli is forever the same on each part, respectively, but,
like the vital phenomena and physical results, different in each; the
whole being liable to invariable modifications at different stages of
life, and according to temperament, and according, also, to every
other modifying influence.
23. Unlike inorganic bodies, organic beings require the coexistence of solids and fluids in their composition.
24. A 11 organic beings have the power of generating motion within
all their parts. l\Iineral compounds have no such endowment. If
motion take place in their internal constitution, it depends upon influences which have no existence in living beings. Nor is this all;
for motion is always generated in Jiving beings by the operation of a
power implanted in their constitution, and this power is brought into
action by the mind, and by internal and external physical agents.
25. The solids and certain fluids of organic beings act upon each
0th.er. But the fluids act only upon the organic properties of the
solids, while the solids transmute the most important fluid into their
own substance. The stimulant action of the blood upon the organic
properties, and the reaction of the solids upon the blood, are design·
ed for a common end. The concurrence of the whole fabric is necessary to these, as to all other, results. There is nothing analogous
in the mineral kingdom.
26. 1.Vhen e:..:ternal or internal agents produce motion in organic
beings, they do not affect the composition, in the natural state. It is
'luite otherwise with inorganic or dead organic compounds.
27. Organic beings arc perpetually subject to a vital decomposition
and removal of old part'>, \\''lule the old are exactly repla<:ed by new
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ones. It is essential to mineral compounds that they rem?in >\ 1thout
change. Any disturbance of their molecules deranges the1r structure
or composition.
While, therefore, inorganic compounds are forever the same, or·
ganic beings arc subject to an unceasing loss of identity as respects
their present component parts.
28. The external forms of plants and animals a~·e vari?usly and
g1:eatly contra.distinguished from those of inorgamc bodies. The
condition of one, also, is uniform ; that of the other, even when crys·
talized, is variable.
29. "The only character," says l\Iuller, "that ca~ be possibly
compared in organic and inorganic bodies, is the mode m '~,Inch ~)m·
metry is realized in each; that is to say, the character wlnch i:nme:als possess in their state of crystalization." Yet there is not, m tins
respect, the slightest analogy; since no true organic compound ever
approaches the condition of a crystal. Here we may trust the_au·
thority of Liebig, who says of the "vital principle of the animal
ovum, as well as the seed of a plant/' that,
"Entering into a state of motion or activity, it exhibits itself in the
production of a series of forms,. whic11, although occasionally bounded
by right lines, are yet widely distinct from geometrical forms, such as
we observe in crystalized minerals. This force," he goes on, " is the
vital force, vis vitre, or vitality."
30. The foregoing considerations, each and all (§ 8-29), demonstrate a radical difference between the forces and laws of organic and
inorganic beings, and a remarkable modification of such as are common to plants and animals. But, as the institutions of organic lifo lie
at the foundation of medical science, they shoulcl be still farther
sought in the contradistinctions between the organic and inorganic
kingdoms, and in those diversified phenomena which indicate a com·
mon but modified government of m1imals and plants. All organicbeings possess in common the most essential conditions of life, though
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mately connected by a gradation of analogies, as we descend along
the chain of either, till we arrive at tlrnir more absolute connecting
link in the lowest being of one and the other. Other conditions arc
superadded to the nobler department, which, with the difforences of
structure and the modifications of their common properties of life, and
their modes of subsistence, distinguish the two living kingdoms from
each other.
31. Physiology may be divided into, 1st. The composition of organic beings; 2d. Their structure; 3d. Their properties; 4th. Their
functions ; 5th. Modifications of properties and functions which arise
from sex, temperament, climate, habits, age, &c.; 6th. The relations
of organic beings to external objects; 7tl1 . Death.
These several topics will be considered with a special Yiew to tho
great principles which fo1·m the Institutes of i\Iedicine.
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FIRST DIVISION OF PHYSIOLOGY.

COMPOSITION.
32. TnE pr!ncipal object con~c.mplated by ~his \~Ork ~n ascertaining
the facts relative to the compos1twn of orgamc bemgs 1s to settle the
principles and laws upon which such beiugs are constituted, by tracing
them out in the fundamental conditions of organic matter.
33. Composition is subdivided into ultimate or elementary, and the
proximate pa1ts; the latter being compounded of the former.
34. Of the sixty-six kno,~n elementary. substances, th ti following
seventeen have b~en found m the compos1twn of plants : carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, potassium, ca1cium, iron, manganese, phosphorus, sulphur, silicium, magnesium, aluminum, chlorine, sodium.
iodine, bromine.
35. The same elements (34), with the addition of fluor, and the
probable exception of aluminum, occur in animals. Arsenic is also
Although animals are exposed to various
often found in man .•
sources from which other elements might be derived, they 1·cject every other elementary principle; or, rather, are incapable of their
assimilation.-NoTES N R pp. 1121, 1123.
36. The foregoing coincidence in the common nature of the elements of plants and animals supplies no small proof of the peculiar
properties and laws of organic beings. Others, however, more striking, lie at the foundation, and foTm, also, contradistinctions with the
inorganic world.
37. Animal and vegetable substances are mostly composed of carbon, oxygen 1 hydrogen, and nitrogen, four out of the sixty-six ele·
ments that go to the formation of inorganic compounds. The main
bulk of plants, indeed, such as the cellular and vascular tissues, is
probably composed of carbon, hydrogen 1 and oxygen alone, as the
essential elements; though nitrogen is indispensable to many of the
products of vegetable organization, and Liebig says it is fom1d in all
parts of a plant (§ 62,f, note). The three or four indispensable elements compose 90 or more parts of 100 of all the soft textures of an·
imals, and of all plants. These are selected, universally, by the Yegetable kingdom, as if by instinct. This circumstance increases greatly the force of the conclusion in the foregoing section (§ 36).
38. The elements of mineral compounds are always united in a
binary manner i those of organic in a ternary, quaternary, &c., being
always intimately blended with each other. This distinction involves
an absolute difference in the powers and laws of the two kin gdoms.
39. No two elements, therefore, can form a true organic compound.
The rare exceptions which have been made by the chemists are not
organic substances, nor can they be rendered such by the an.imal organization. They belong to the mineral kingdom, fr om which tliey
cannot be elevated but by the prope1ties of vegetable life(§ 14, 16, 17).
All mineral compounds may be resolved into their elements, which
are as perfecl minerals as when united. Indeed, the most narural condition of a mineral is the state of a simpl e element.
• Whencecomethefluorandthearsenic,uulessthr::iughplnnts?(\\14-18.)
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40. \Vhat, tl1creforc, is so fundamental in organic beings as ex·
pressed in sections 38 and 39, and universal1y admitted, allow.s of ~1u
introduction of powers, principles, laws, &c., which slmll conflict w1t_h
the powers and laws upon which the simplest organic compound ~s
constituted. In the progress of this work it will be seen that th1.s
position is every where substantiated. Unity and hnrmony prevail
throughout each department of nature, respectively; and wl1ile the
powers and laws of the organic are as fully contradistinguished fro1!1
those of the inorganic kingdom as are their physical and all othe1· attn·
butes, we shall find that the former are apparnntly embarrnssed by a
great diversity of phenomena as manifested in health and disease, but
that, in reality, all the variety goes to the conclusion that the fundamental principles are the same throughout (§ 638, 733, d).
41. Again, we may suppose at least some 20,000,000 of distinct or·
ganic compounds in the various species of plants, and some 30,000,000
more in the animal kingdom, formed mostly out of four elements(§ 37),
while these same elements yield scarcely a. dozen combinations in the
mineral kingdom .
42. The foregoing organic compounds are fom1ed in each indiYidual, respectively, out of one common homogeneous Auid, composed of
about seventeen elements.• No chemical hypothesis can interpret
this universal characteristic of the organic kingdom; wl1ile all the
relative facts of inorganic chemistry are totally opposed to t11is almost
endless and undeviating variety of new combinations out of a common
fluid, according to the species of animal or plant, and according to t11e
nature of every particular part. If chemical agencies operated, there
would be no uniformity in any secreted product at any two successive
moments(§ 741, b, 1052).
It is one of the frequent concessions of the distinguished chcmicovitalist, l\Ii.ill er, that
"The opinion that the component principles of the organs exist in
the blood in their perfect state cannot be possibly adopted. The com ponents of most tissues1 in fact, present, besides many modifications
of fibrin, albumvn, fat, and ozmazome, otllrr perfectly peculiar matters,
nothing analogous to which is contained in the blood." "Even the
fibrin of muscle cannot he considered identical with the fibrin of the
liquor sanguinis.11-MiiLLER.-So, also, LEHMANN, ~ 1029-1031. .
J olm Hunter also laid down the following doctrine, as expressed by
his editor,l\lr.Palmer:
"It is l1ighly ~robable that the different proximate principles of
vegetable and animal substances hold different ranks in the scale of
org_anized substances, i~ the sa~e manner that one animal ranks higher tn the scale of orgamze<l berngs than anotber."-HuNTEn.
And thus Liebig as a vitalist, in opposition to himself, as a cliemist:
" In that endless series of compounds, which begins with carbonic
acid, ammonia, and water, the sources of the nutrition of vegetables,
and includes the most complex constituents of the animal brain, there
is NO BL.\NK NO INTERRUPTION. THE FIRST SUBSTANCE CAPABLE OF
1
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AFFOJlDli\'G NUTRIMENT TO ANIMALS IS THE LAST PRODUCT OF THE CREATIVE ENERGY OF VEGETABLES."-LrnnlG'S

Animal Cltendstry.
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43. Although it be generally truo that it is the wonderful province
of organization to elect only four elements from the homogeneous fluid
(§ 42) in the formation of organic compounds, yet there are some compounds which embrace a greater number, though unlike the elements
of inorganic compounds, in intimate union with each other (§ 38).
The blood, indeed, has not less than seventeen or eighteen elements
thus united; a circumstance in itself conclusive that other powers than
the chemical must preside over the elaboration of the very limited
number of elements that go uniformly to the formation of all other
organic compounds. And, although the metallic and earthy substances form no part of the essential organs of life, they are yet
vitally united with the indispensable organic compounds in particular parts, and are elaborated from the blood or sap by those parts
only, and with an astonishingly relative proportion to the other
elements, as sulphur by the brain, phosphate of lime by the bones,
Huate of lime by the teeth, phosphate of magnesia by wheat, si lex by
the stem of wheat, and by the skeletons of many poriferi, &c. '\Ve
shall not regard these substances as accidental, or as introduced by
a physical process, but, as contributing a subordinate part with the
essential organic e lements toward the perfection of an unfathomable
system of Designs, whose moving power is only short of the Creative
Energy, in being substituted for that Great First Cause, with limitations that chain it to the fulfillment of secondary ends(§ 847).
44. Organic compounds are forever the same, in health, in any given
part of any species of being at each stage of existence, but liable
to be more or less modified in an exact manner at the several stages
(§ 153-159).
And so of disease. The same morbid state of any given part, cateris paribus, always produces the same modifir.ations of the organic
compounds of which it may be composed, the same alterations of the
secreted fluids, and the same new formations. A ll this is distinccly
seen in the phases of scrofula, in small-pox, cow-pox, lues, measles, hydrophobia, &c.
It is opposed to all facts, that any chemical influences can decompound a fluid composed of se,•enteen or eighteen elements, uot only jf
the exclusive manner represented in the last section, but according,
also, to the exact vital constitution or vital modification of each part.
45. Nevertheless(§ 44), the general composition of animals is the
same, whether they subsist upon grass, or flesh, or whatever be the
nature and variety of the food. So of the chyme, the chyle, and the
blood. Thero is nothing in chemistry that will throw any light upon
tlrnse coincidences(§ 18, 409).
46. Contrary to what has been seen of the variety of organic compounds out of four simple elements (§41), only a few hundred, at most,
of distinct inorganic compounds can bo formed out of the 66 elements
which compose the mineral kingdom (§ 37). Those fow compounds,
however, make up the great mass of the globe, while the organic are
only scattered O\"Cr its surface. Nor is there a globe in the universe
that would not be as worthless as space, did it not udminister to the
purposes of life.
47. Different combinations of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, an<l 11itrogcn, con~tilu!e, main'y, the whole vegetable and animal materia medi-
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ca; while lhcir inorganic compounds <lo not contribute 011.t remedial
agent of any importance.
.
48. It is evident that the four principal elements of organic co~1pounds combine not only in different proportions 1 but so vari.ously, m
respect to the proportions, among themselves, as to bew1lder the
imagination(§ 41). Chemistry can give Us no lig11t upon thes~ subjects but what is purely analytical; while, in respect to their mineral
compounds, the same elements unite only in a small number of proportions, upon which chemistry throws its light with a brill~ancy th~t
may be said to penetrate the unfathomable recesses of their organic
compounds. This fundamental distinction is necessarily conceded;
and it were .well for science if chemistry did not overstep the limit.
But, the chemist shall always :speak for himself. Thus Liebig:
"6 cq. tartaric acid, by absorbing 6 cq. oxygen from the air,
form grape sugar, with the separation of 12 eq. carbonic acid. \Ve
cau explain, in a similar manner, the formation of all the component
substances of plant'>, which contain no nitrogen, whether they are produced from carbonic acid and water, with separation of oxygen, or by
the conversion of one substance into the other, by the assimilation of
oxygen and separation of carbonic acid. 1Ve do not know in wlwt
/onn tile produ~tion of tliese constituents takes place. In this respect
the representation of their formation which we haYe gi\'cn must not be
received in mt absolute sense, it being intended only to render tlte nature of tlie process more capable of comprclicnsion. But, it must not be
forgotten, that, tF the conversion of tartaric acid into sugar, in gn:spes,
be considered a fact, it must take place under all circumstances t"n tlic
same proportions" !-LrnnJG's Organic Cltemistry applied to PAysiology.
The reader should never lose sigl1t of the foregoing hypotheses
and admissions. They should be ever ready to chasten his credulity
as to the chemical interpretation of every organic compound. They
stamp the whole "~cience of organic chemistry," in its synthetical
aspects, as one of pretension, aud unworthy the confidence of an intelligent mind (~ 350-350~).
And this is farther confirmed by the statements in the two next
following sections.
49. 11 Tbe particles of matter," says Liebig," called equi,·alcuts in
chemistry, are not infinitely small, for they possess a weight, and arc
capable of arranging themselves in the most various ways, and of thus
forming innumerable compound atoms. The properties of these
compound atoms .differ in ?rganic nature, n.ot only acco~·din~ to tbe
form, but, also, m many mstances, accordmg to the direction and
place which the simple atoms take in the compound molecules.
1
' When we compare the composition of o~ganic compounJs with
inorganic, we are quite amazed at the existence of combinations in
1 0
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of very simple compos1t1on, acetic acid, for example, contains 12
equivalents of simple clements; 1 atom ofkino,·ic acid contains 33.
1 of sugar, 36; 1 of amygdali!l, 90; 1 of stcaric acid, 138 equivalents:
The component parts of ammal b?dies al'e in.finitely more complex
even than the:;e.u-LTEBIG'S Orgamc c1~emistry, &c .
•50. "Inorganic compounds differ from organic in as great a dcgreo
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in tlteir otlter .c?wracters as in their gimplicity of constitution. Thus,
the decompos1t1on of a compow1d atom of sulphate of potash is aided
by numerous causes, such as the power of cohesion, or the capability
of its constituents to form solid, insoluble, or, at certain temperatures
volatile compounds with the body brought into contact with it; and'.
nevertheless, a vast number of other substances produce in it not the
slightest change. Now in the decomposition of a complex organic
atom tltcrc is not!Li11g similar to tltis."- Lrnnw's Organic Cltcmistry
&c.

51. 0 An essential distinction between or$"anic an<l inorga11ic com·
pounds is, that in organic pro~ucts _the combming proportions of their
elements do not observe, as 111 mmeral compounds, a simple arith·
metical ratio."
52. An interesting coroll~ry flows from tho foregoing facts (§ 22,
41-50), namely, that all ammal and vegetable poi.sons, all remedial
agents of an organic nature, and all the varieties Qf food, depend upon
the modes and proportions in which thrno or four simple elements
unite with each other. It is eYident, also, from§ 41, that no two re·
medial agents generated by different species of plants or animals,
however similar, can be exactly alike in their morbific or remedial
virtues. Hence the differences among cathartics, emetics, &c. As
composition, especially of the sap, also varies more or less at lhe dif.
ferent ages of plants and at different seasons, and also from unhealthy
conditions, so wi:I corresponding differences arise in their remedial
and morbific virtues. In all the cases, however, the characteristics of
organic products as vital agents are uniformly the same under any
given condition of the organic being ; and so of each simple clement,
and of the physiological effects of all vital agents (§ 188!, d). The
precise natural or morbid states of the organic properties lie at the
bottom of the whole philosophy, since these properties, through their
instruments of action, combine the elements exactly according to their
existing state (§ 650, 741 b).
53, a . From the facts now stated (§ 38-51), it is evident that the
organic chemist can do no more than effect an analysis of organic
compounds. He can only present each simple element by itself,

~v;~~~:i~~: i~o,:~!?: 1 ii'heo: :~!~it~:~vftbk~~~~~e~fi=r~f the modes and
53, b. SC\ also, if the aggregate compounds, such as blood, sap,
muscle, gastric juice, &c. 1 be, in reality, made up of more simple
compounds, or " proximate principles," by the union of compound
atoms, chemistry can give us no information as to the conditions in
which they naturally exist. Those combinations which are most
alike are different from each other in every distinct part of the or~anic being, and diffCrent in the same parts of distinct s_pccics. This
ts so from the first development of the germ; and what is then begun
is perpetuated through the life of the individual, a1~d transmitted to
all succeeding generations (; 63-81, 155) .. Th? d1fl~rences, as we
have seen, result from the different proporL1ons rn winch some three
or four simple clements are united together, and from the proportions
of 1.1ifferent compound atoms which may enter into the entire combi-
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r.an nP.ver reach the secret of these cornbination11.

We should neccs·
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sarily expect, eYen from the sbades of elementary distinction s, 1hat
cl1cmistry would confound and even identify many compounds that
are totally unlike in their nature. And this it actually does, in presenting to us sugar, vinegar, starch, gum-arabic1 wood, &c., as the
same substance; and in identifying pus and cheese, and, again, the
albumen of eggs, lymph, mucus, and the product of certain cancerous
affections. Nor is there generally any agreement among the chemists in their analyses of organic compounds. It is as true now, as
when Bostock (a chemical physiologist) affirmed, that" e\·ery subsequent attempt to discover the elements of organized substances differs
more or less from those that preceded it" (§ 1029, 1030).
The moment chemical agencies begin their operation, artificial
transformations necessarily e11sue, and the nature of the organic compound is changed in a conesponding manner. A large proportion of
the resulting products are perfectly new formations, particularly all
tho binary compounds(§ 38, 39). Nor can there be any doubt that the
reputed "proximate principles" are intimately incorporated in any
given compound, and have no such separate existence as chemistry
teaches. It lies at the very basis of chemisti·y, that all the elaborations
are the artificial results of affinities which have been set in motion by
the agents employed, and which are employed for that very purpose.
This 1' have already endeavored to demonstrate in the Jl1edical and
Pliysiological Commentaries (vol. i., p. 674-682), even so far as to
show that urea may not be formed by the kidneys, but is the result
of spontaneous changes after tlrn elaboration of urine, as it is of
artificial influences (§ 54, a). But, attentive observation will generally detect the chemist in the admission of facts which are subversive of his speculative doctrines (§ 18, 350); and so it is in the case
before us. The admission covers the whole ground as to the pretensions of organic chemistry beyond the most simple elementary anal
ysis. Thus,
53, c. "Were we able to produce taurine and ammonia directly
out of uric acid or allantoine, tl1is might perhaps be considered as
an additional proof of the share which has been ascribed to these
compounds in the production of bile. It cannot, however, be viewed
as any objection to the views above developed on the subject, that
with the means we possess, we have not yet succeeded in effectinrt
these transformations out of the body. Such an objectionotloscs all it~
force, when w~ consider that we cannot admit, as proved, tlte pre-existence of taurine and ammonia in tl1e bile; nay, that IT 1s NOT EVEN
PROBABLE that those cCimpounds, which are only known to us AS THE
~RODU~TS OF TUE DEC~l\IPOSITION OF THE BlLE, exist ready fonncd, as
rngrcdients of that fluid. By the action of muriatic acid on bile, we,
in a manner, FORCE ITS ELEMENTS TO UNITE JN SUCH FORMS as are no
longer capable of change under the influence of the same re~agent."
- LJEBIG's Animal Clu:m£stry.
By the admissions, also, in § 18, 42, and 350, it will be seen that
the Utopian nature of organic chemistry is equally established in all
its pretensions by its own founders and adrncates (§ 1030) .
•54, a. Organic substances alon.e undergo fermentation and putrefactio11 ; and this shows us, also, m the language of Tiedemam 1 that
"C\'en when the life of organic bodies is extinct, we shoul<l con siiler
the quaEties which they possess, from the time of death to the com1
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plete resolution of organization, as the result of the viLal powers
which have been active in them."
This obvious priucipJe conducts us at once to the whole philoso·
phy of those numel'Ous transformations of which organic compounds
arc susceptible from chemical agencies, while they still retain their
elementary combinations, and appear under uniform aspects when
subjected to the same chemical influences, and often analogous to the
natural condition of the compound. "It is the power of formation,"
says Tiedemann," which, after the extinction of the individual life of
organized bodies, renders the organic matters, separated from their
organization, capable, provided they have not been reduced to their
elements by external physical or chemical actions, of assuming new
and more simple forms, according to tho diversity of external influences, such as heat1 light, water, &c., which determine them in
taking on this new form. This power appears, therefore, to be a prop·
erty inherent in organic matters in general, rendering them able to
take other more simple configurations when detached from the com·
binations of living bodies"(§ 1029, 1030).
Some organic compounds undergo transforrr~.ation~ of the foregoing
nature as soon as separated from the organic being. The homogeneous blood is immediately reduced into three principal compounds,
which have no natural existence as such. Nor is this all; for there
is a fundamental change among the elements and the compound
atoms of the entire mass. The changes arise from the loss of the
vital properties. and the subsequent operation of chemical influences.
Such, too, is the constitution of organic compounds that there may
be a remarkable unifo1mity in the resulting products when the same
chemical agents operate upon any given compound ; as exemplified
in the various transformations to which sugar is liable, and as seen in
the uniform production of morphia, narcotina, quinia 1 cinchonia, &c.
54, b. It is obvious, however, from the premises which I have set
forth, that chemistry can 1 at most, present but a few compounds as apparently distinct from each other in their elementary composition; for, although there are many millions of these distinct combinations in organic
beings(§ 41), they commonly possess such analogies that chemistry
is obliged to confound all but a few which have strong characteris·
tics. These few, which are denominated proximate principlt:s, arc
supposed by the chemist to make up the entire composition of organic
beings. But. a greater proportion even of these few are so inscrutably different from each other in their elementary combinations, that
they are classed under common denominations, not only for the foregointT reason, but on account or certain resemblances in their pl1ysical
prop~rties; while it is by these last, and by their differences in re·
sults as vital agents, we come to kuow that broad ~istincti?ns ~ay
exist among them. Such, for example, are the vanous acids, 01ls,
resins, &c.
55. All organic substances, while ~ndowed with life, resist tl1e decomposing influences of all surroundmg agents. All inorganic compounds yield to these influences.
56. As soon as organic beings are dead, the very agents that had
contributed to their growth and nourishment now become the causes
of breaking up their elementary combinations, and with a rapidity unknown in the ordinary decomposition of mineral compounds. In the
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~erature, upon the organism, a resistance which is in a certain degree

tnl)incible.''
51. In the seed and ovum the properties oflife are in a state of action whicb maintains their elementary combinations against the c~rnm
ical forces. They resist degrees of cold which operate <lestrucuveiy
upon their composition when tJ1eir life is extinct. Those agents, too,
as heat and moisture, which speedily resolve the egg and seeJ, when
deprived of life, into their ultimate elements, will in the same degrees of intensity develop from the germ, when alive, a perfectly
organized being. In the former case the operation of the principle of
life is generally mistaken for 11 aforce in a state of rest." Thus, Liebig:
"In the animal ovum, as well as in the seed of a plant, we recognize A CERTAIN REi\fARKADLE FORCE, the SOURCE of growth, &c.,aforce
in. a state of rest."-LIEBra's Animal Cliemistry,first sentence. See,
also, my Exmm·nation of Reviews, p. 7-28.
58 . It fo1lows, therefore, that the power wl1ich resists the decomposing forces and agents in living beings combined the clements of
such beings, and that deulh is an extinction of that power. The chemical forces can haYe no connection with the combinations, since they
:~~~;~Id together by a power in direct opposition to chemical influ"\Vhat, therefore , unites the elements and maintains them against
the action of chemical agents, being the fundamental power, must necessarily preside over all the processes and results to which organic
beings are liable.
59. 11 The elements of dead organic matter," says Liebig, in his Organic Chemistry," seem merely to retain passively the position and
condition in which they had been placed." "The atoms exist only
by the vis inertia: of their clements." So, also, Mi.ilder,"§ 350-;f, n, and
other chemical physiologists. This shows that the original union is
effected by other powers than the chemical, which, otherwise, would
still operate after death, and prevent decomposition. "\Ve also thus
learn ,.,.·hy dead organic compounds so readily undergo fermentation
and putrefaction, and from the slightest influences. All of which,
indeed, appears to be abundantly conceded by the chemical philosopher when he yields to the force of facts. For what can be more
ample than Liebig's aflirmation, that
"The VITAL FORCE is manifested in the form of RESISTANCE, inasQJ.uch as by its.presen~e in the _living tissues, THEIR ELEMENTS acquire
tlte power ofwitlts.tandmg tlte disturbance and cl1ange in tlicir form, and
COMPOSITION, wliicli external agents tend to produce; a power, whiclt,
as chem,ical compounds, tlicy do not possess."-LIEBIG's Animal Gliem·
istry.
And ye t again may I p~·ess into ~he service of h'uth the organic
chemist, when he temroranly ~ose~ sight of the laboratory, and con tradicts those speculations wlnch impart to his writin!!S the zest of
novelty. In his Lectures for the win~er of ~844, Liebig appears to
have been alarmed for the safety of his empire, and we have here an
unusual amount of" vitality."
The work on Animal Clmnistr.11 applild to Patlwlogy and Tlicra-
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pcutics wus more of a distillation from the laboratory than its precle-

cessor, Organic Cltemistry applied to Pltysiology ,- and, as many of
the most eminent physiologists in Europe, who were inclined to mingle chemistry with Yitalism, were nauseated by the dose 'vhich was
last admiuistercd, Liebig came out in his Lectures with the following
placebo for the vitalists, and 11he chcmico-vitalists. \Vere it not contradicted by the lecturer, it should phce him in the very front rank of
vitaliism. The doctrines are of the most fundamental nature, and lie
at the basis of these Institutes, and of my "l\ledical and Physiological
Commentaries." It will be seen that they are strictly rdatirn to my
present subject, and inculcate all that the most transcendental Yitalist can desire as to the distinct nature of tlic vital principle, its full control ouer the processe.-; ef life, its extinction at deatlt, and an absolute
distinction between vital and clu:mical processes and results, wldle tltose
processes and results are, respectively, referred to forces of a totally distinct nature. Thus :
"After the EXTINCTION of the vital principle," says Liebig, "in organic atoms, they maintain their form and properties, the state into
which they have been brought in livi ng organisms, only by reason of
tkeir inlterent inertia . It is a great and comprehensive law of matter,
that its particles possess no self-activity, no inherent power of originating motion, when at rest; motion must be imparted by some external cause; and, in like manner, motion once imparted to a body can
only be arrested by external resistance.
" The constituents of vegetable and animal substances haYing been
1
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The vital principle, therefore, must be A MOTIVE POWER, capable of
imparting motion to atoms at rest, and of opposing resistance to otlter
forces producing motion, such as the chemical force, heat, and electricity. \Ve are able to reliquefy and redissolve albumen, after it had
been coagulated by heat, but the vital principle ALONE is capable of
restoring the original order and manner of the molecular arrangement
in the smallest particles of albumen. Coagulated albumen is again
converted into its original form, it is transformed into flesh and blood
in the animal organ ism.-NoTEs N R pp. 1121, 1123.
"In the formation of vegetable and animal substances1 tlie vital
principle oppoae.r, as a force of resistance, the action of the other
forces,- cohesive attraction, heat, and electricity,-forces which ren der the aggregation of atoms into combinations of the highest order
impossible, except in living organisms.
"Hence it is, that when those complex combinations which consti·
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turbin(T forces, great alterations immediately ensue in their properties.
and in°the arrangement of their constituents. Tho slightest chemical
action, the mere contact of atmospheric air, suffices to cau~e a transposition of their atoms, and to produce new arrangements; m one word,
to excite decomposition. Those remarkable phenomena take place
which arc designated by the terms FERMENTAT~~N, PUTREFA.CTIOll!·
and DECAY; these are the processes of decompos1t1~m, an~ tl~mr ultimate results are to reconvert the elements of orgamc bodies rnto that
Rf.ate in which they exist before they participate in the processes of life."
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The reader, however, will be more astonished to learn that he has
not discovered, amid the multitude of conflicting statements and doctrines, a passage in the work on Aninial Cltcndstry which, even more
than the preceding, identifies "the Reformer" with the most ex?lusive vitalists, and completely annuls all his chemical and physical
speculations as to organic life, and hi.I radical distinctions betwe.cn
plants and animals (§ 350, nos. 12, 15, 20). It will be also seen with
what pretense he has been denominated "the Reformer," and "~lte
autltor of a new and tlic greatest era in pltysiology." The extract ~n
culcates the doctrines of an independent vital principle, its identt.ty
in plants and animals, the action of stimuli upon that principle, its
susceptibility of influences from the nervous power in animals, tl~e
absence of that influence in plants, and the dependence of all organic
processes and results, equally in plants and animals, upon that principle.
Now these arc exactly the doctrines wliich are also fundamental
throughout the Medical and Physiological Commentaries and these
]nstitutes. They are relative to the constitution and processes of
organic beings as a '"·hole, while the foregoing quotations from Liebig's Lectures comprehend the principles by which I have interpreted the elementary condition of organic bodies. Thus our author:
"Tlte activity of vegetative life manifests itselJ,in VEG~TABLEs,witli.
tlie aid of external infai.ences ,- I N AN l ll l ALS, by means of influences produced witltin the organism. Digestion, circulation, secretion, are, no
doubt, under tlte influence oftlte nervuus system,- but THE FoncE wlticlt
gives to tltegerm, the leaf, and tlte radfralfibres oftlte vegetable TUE
SAl\lE WONDEHFUL PROPERTIES, is tlte SAME as tliat residing i"n tlte secreting membranes and glands of animals, and which enables every
animal organ to perform its own proper functions."- LrnnJG's Ani·
rnal Cltemistry.
60. "The diversity of the transformations and of the resulting
products," says an able advocate of Liebig's physical doctrines of
life, 11 indicate most certainly the complexity of an organic product"
(§ 41). "The metamorphoses which occur after organic substances
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Ma. ANCELL, in London Lancet, Nov. 26, 1842.
Thus, again and again, does the c~1emi?al physiologist unavoidably
concede that the clements of orgamc bemgs are held together by a
vital principle, and, therefore, that tllCy arc originally united by that
principle.
Vitalism becomes established in all its aspects, even in what has
been denominated "transcendental vitalism," when it may be shown
that the clements ?f organic beings ~re, in the language of J,iebig,
'·united by a pccuhar mode. of attractwn, res1ilting from tlic existence
of a power distinct from all otli~r powers of nature, namely, a Vital
Principle,-" since, as I have said, the powers and laws which regulate the composition must be at the foundation of all the subsequent
results. Concessions of fundamental principles overthrow all oppos·
ing "facts," and all secondary doctrines of a conflicting nature.
These, therefore, may be advantageously connected with demonstrations of the truth. There are few intelligent minds that do not rightly appreciate those grand phenomena of Nature which conduct us to

a knowl edge of her fundamental Jaws, or do not incidentally betrnv
their conviction of the right, however the enticements of fame maj
beguile them into ingenious substitutions. I shall, therefore, as on
all formt:r occasions, continue to bring to the aid of my conclusions
the powerful concessions of the most eminent men who belong to the
adverse schools in oI'ganic philosophy. It is manifest that such authorities must weigh with the force of demonstration, sin ce it is obvi.
ous that their admissions can flow only from convictions that have
been obtained in the school of Nature. Among the most illltstrious
of the adverse school is Liebig, and standing intermediate is the profound. and erudite .MU.lier. And haYing thus refeITed again to this
great philosopher, I will not lose the opportunity of obtaining from
him an important contribution to the doctrines of vitalism as they relate to the very composition of organic beings, and in which he in stitutes a broad contrast between the affinities which unite the elements
of organic and inorganic compounds. Thus:
"Chemical substances,'' says Millier, "are regulateJ by the intrinsic properties and the elective affinity of t1rn substanrr::s unitins to
form them. In organic bodies, on the contrary, the pvwer which induces, and maintains, the combination of their elements, does not
consist in the intrinsic propert,ics of thoE.J elements, but in something
else, which not only counteracts those affinities, but effects combinations in direct opposition to them, and c01iformably to the laws of its
own operation."-1\filLLER, Elements of Pkysiology, p . 4.
Liebig, also, variously incu1cates the same great principle. Take,
in the first place, a demonstration the com·erse of MU.lier's. It is tho
last paragraph in the work on Organic Chemistry. Thus:
11
The same numerous causes which are opposed to the formation of
complex organic molecules, under ordinary circumstances, occasion
their decompositiun and transformations when. the only ANT.-\GONIST
POWER, THE VITAL PRINCIPLE, NO LONGER COUNTERACTS THE INFl.U·
ENCE OF TLlESE CAUSES. New compounds are formed in which C HEM·
JCAL AFFINITY HAS THE ASCENDENCY, and opposes any fartl10r change,
while the conditions under which these compounds were formed remain unaltered."
Again, we are informed by this chemist, that
" The equilibrium in the chemical attractions of the constituents of
food is disturbed by the VITAL PRINCIPLE, as we know it may be by
many other causes. But'the union of the elements, so as to produce
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ALL OTHER POWERS OF N..\TURE, namely, the VITAL PRINCIPLE." "If
the food possessed life, not merely the chemical forces, but Tms VI·
TALITY would offer resistance to the VITAL FORCE of the organism it
nourished." "The individual organs, such as the stomacli, cause all the
organic substances conveyed to them, which are capable of transformation, to assume new forms. The stomach compels the elements of
these substances to unite into a compound fluid for the formation of
hloocl ." -LIEBIG's Organic Clwmistry, p. 356, 351, 346, 384.
61. It is a remarkable characteristic of organic beings that they ate
composed chiefly of combustible substances, properl.Y so called, and a
supporter of combustion ; with the principal exception of that anom
aly in the inorganic kingdom, nit1Cgon gas{~ 37).
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62, a. The general introduction of nitrogen gaa into the cons~1tu~io.n
of animal compounds, and into many of a vegetable natu~c! wh1l.e ~t ts

~xcluded from mineral compounds, is one of the most stnk1_ng: d1~tinc

t1ons between the two kingdoms of Nature. Upon _that d1stmct1?11 I
have founded an argument, in my Essay on the" Plulosophy of V1ta]ity1" in proof of the difference in the powers and laws by which the
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f::gf::;t also appropriate to this work

62, b. I have said in the foregoing Essay, that it is abundantly evident that living beings are endowed with properties wliich prot~ct
t11eir elementary composition against all those decomposi1.1g agencies
which are perpetually separating the elements of all mmeral compounds. This shows that the properties, by which the elements of
living beings are_ united? are utterly different from such as .c~mbine
the clements of morgamc compounds. Nevertheless, the hvmg organization is undergoing a systematic change, a perpetual decomposition, surpassing any mutations that are in pmgrcss in the surrounding
world. These decompositions are, ~lso, of a peculiar nature, go''.erned by established laws, various in different parts of the same individual, yet forever the same in any given part (§ 44). I shall not stop
to show how the old are replaced by new materials, and how the processes go on pari passu, and in opposition to all the philosophy which
chemistry teaches, but only say t11at the decompositions must be effected by prope11ies as peculiar to the living compound as are the results;
and that these results conspire with the peculiar modes in which the
elements are combined in proving the existence of specific properties,
which are the common cause of all the harmonious phenomena of living beings (§ 38-42).
62, c. \\Then, however, the orgauic being dies, a new order cf decomposition begins, eminently of a chemical nature, and in forcible
contrast with that which concerns the vital process of renewal. This
is due to the special element, nitrogen gas, which may be called the
principle of dissolution. Wherever present, it gives rise to transformations and disunion of all the other clement.!. after the properties of
life have lost their sway. The moment these cease, chemical decomposition begins,-confusedly, Yiolently; and such are the nature and
combinations of the elements, that t11eir disruption would go on with
no other contribution from surrounding agents than water alone.
Hence the more rapid transformations and dissolution of animal than
of vegetable tissues, and of sap and other substances which are generated by vegetable organization.
62, J. Liebig says of nitrogen gas, that "there is some peculiarity in
its nature, which gives its compounds the power to decompose spontaneously with so much facility . Now, nitrogen is known to be the
most indifferent of all the elements. It evinces no particular attraction to any one of the simple bodies, and this character it prcsen'es in
all its c_ombinations; a charact~r whi~h e~pl~ins t?e cause of its easy
separation from the matter with w)11ch lt _is umted." And again,
"When those substances are examme<l which are most prone to fer·
mentation and putrefaction, it is found that they are all, witlwut ex·
cepti~n, bodies which contain nitrogen."-Lrnn1a's Organic Cliemistry
applied, &c., p. 241.
6::!, e. In the inorganic kingdom, nitrogen is mostly confined to the

atmosphere, where it probably exists in a state of simple i:ntermixturo
with oxygen. "All bodies which haYe an affinity for oxygen abstract
1t from the atmosphere with as much facility as if the nitro"en were
absent altogether i" and we have striking examples of the disposition
of nitrogen to separate from its compounds, " in the easy transposi.
rion of atoms in the fulminating silv,ers, in fulminating mercury, and
in all fulminating substances," whose ready explosion is owing to the
p~e~ence. of nitrogen.. "All other substances," says .~iebig, "con·
tammg mtrogen acqmre the same power of decompos1t1on when the
elements of water are brought into play."
62,f. Now the foregoing characters belong to nitrogen only as it
exists in inorganic or in dead organic compounds, while the former,
also, a:e artificial, .or due to ac.cidental. causes. In livi~1g beings,
where 1t abounds,• it adheres to its associated elements with a tena·
city which no agent can impair tt1l it destroys the life of the part; or,
in other words, till it destroys those Yital properties by which the e]e.
ments were truly united. It is then, however, that the forces of chem·
istry take possession, and the elements may explode, I had almost
"aid, with the facility of the fulminating compounds.
62, g. " There is,1 ' says Liebig, 11 in the nature and constitution of
the (inanimate) compounds of nitrogen, a kind of tension of their
component parts, and a strong disposition to yield to transformations,
which effect spontaneously the tran.sposition of their atoms on tlie in·
slant tbat water or its elements are brought in contact with tbom."
On the contrary, "it is found that no body destitute of nitrogen pos
sesses, when pure, the property of decomposing spontaneously while
in contact with water." - Lrnn1G.
But, although dead animal compounds readily pass into sponta
neous decomposition under slight degrees of moisture, yet, composed
as they are, in part, of the elements of water, and Yery largely impregnated \~ith aqueous substances in their livi~g state, neither those
elements, this water, nor any other agent, can disturb the exact combinations.
But, when the organic being dies, chemical agencies have their
play, and it is then that
''The result of the knowr°I transformations of substances containing
nitrogen proves," according to Liebig," that the water does not merely act as a medium in which motion is permitted to the elements in
the act of transposition, but that its influence depends on chemical
affinity. \Vhen the decomposition of such substances is eflCcted with
the assistance of water, the nitrogen is invariably liberated in the form
of ammonia."- L1EBIG.
In respect to the inorganic world, had nitrogen J;l~en incorporated
in its compounds, there would haYe been no stabthty among them.
They would baYe been perpetually undergoing decomposition, until
finally the whole of the nitrogen would fly off ?Y itself, and nothing
of the original compound would remain ; and 1t could never be re·
combined.
62, 71,. Besides the disposition of nitrogen to tear asunder the ele-
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mcuts with which it may be combined, the complexity of these eh.:·
ments in o~·ganic beings contributes to the disorganizing resu~~s alte r
death, and is another principal cause of spontaneous fermentation and
putrefaction (§ 38, 41, 46, 48, 52, 53).
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that the elements of their compounds arn united by forces as peculiar
M the facts which relate to these compounds, and that the forces of
chemistry have no agency in combining the elements, or in effecting
changes of their combinations during lifo. It is also abundantly manifest from my premises, that Liebig's declaration that "by ch.emical
agency \Ye can produce the constituents of muscular fibre, skm, and
hair," is without the slightest foundation (§ 12, 13, 14).
62, k. The whole labyrinth of combinations in organic beings, and
theit ultimate return to binary compounds, are full of the most stu·
pendous design. The final cause of the reduction of the organic being,
when its own specific purposes arc ended, is that of again supplying
the mrtans of growth to vegetables yet alive, that the clements may be
again elaborated into ternary and quaternary compounds, to carry out
th<: final purpose of the Yegetable kingdom in supplying nutriment to
animals(§ 303).-NoTE C p. 1113.
63. In the Essay to which I haYe referred in the last section, I have
1~ndeavored to de<luce the principles of vital ism from tbe phenomena
that attend the development of the incubated egg, as _had been briefly
set forth in my "Examination of Reviews." The consideratious
there made are peculiarly appropriate to the present work, and to
the place at which I have now arrived. It was my object to consider,
1st. The constitutional nature of the ovum.
2d. To show by the pl1ilosophy of generation, and by the nature of
the powers which are uuiversally admitted to be alone concerned in
deYeloping the germ or ovum, and in forming tho organs of the new
being, that the same powers are, also! alone concerned in carrying on
forever afterward the processes of hfeJ and, of course, that no new
powers, or prindples, are introduced.
. 3~. To consi~er the i:nanner in. which ~he germ is im~regnated, or
its vital pmpe1t1es so stimulated mto action a.s to result in the development of the germ, and in unfolding the various attributes of the
new being.
4th. To show that we may find in the physiology of generation, or
the principles th:ou~h which the. ov~1m is impregnat~d, the whole phi}Qsophy of orgamc hfe, or the principles through which the actions of
life are forever carried on.
5th. To state the manner in which the natural peculiarities of each
parent, w~other as. it rcsp~cts the properties of lif~, or the physical
conformation, are rnfused mto the germ and combmed in the fullgrown offspring.
6th. To show that hereditary diseases are transmitted in the same
way as those more natural peculi?ri~ies whic~1 belong to parents.
7th. To show, also, that the principles which are concerned in the
transmission of hereditary diseases are the same as concur in the production of ordinary diseases.
8th. To deduce from the philosophy of generation the vital natun.
nf hereditary diseases; or, in other words, to show that the morbid
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impression is established upon the vital properties of the ovum, and
of course, upon those of the new being; and that the hereditary vitiation does not consist in any transmitted impurity to the blood OL' other
fluids of the offspring, as is now supposed by the bumoralists.
If the foregoing propositions be true in relation to man, they will,
of course, be equally so of animals, and of the whole vegetable kinu0
dom (§ 169.f. 1051, 1052).
64, a. If it be universally conceded, as a matter of course, that not
only th6 elementary constitution of the ovum, but its whole development, depends entirely upon a vital principle or vital properties, it will
follow that the same principle or properties are forever afterward
concemed in organic processes, and alone- concerned.
Let us hear, in the first place, the most eminent in the school of
vitalism, but who are inclined to lean upon chemistry after the full
development of the oYum.
6•! , b. It is said, for example, by Tiedemann,
"That it is the vital power, which in the fecundated germinattYe
liquid, brings the molecules of the organic combinations to the solid
form, aud calls the first lineaments of the vegetable an<l animal embryo into existence. All the parts and tissues that are formed in it,
according to a definite order of succession, are products of the power
of formation, and on this they depend in all that relates to their first
appearance, their development, aggregation, configuration, and arrangement. The phenomena exhibited in the act of formation of an
embryo, are placed far above all the mechanical and chemical acts we
ibserve in bodies not endowed ·with life.''-TrnDE:'llANN, Comparative
Pkysiology.
64, c. By the illustrious MUller, it is said,
"The creatil:e force exists already in the germ, and creates in it the
essential parts of tht? future animal. The germ is potentially the
wlwle animal. During the deYelopment of the germ, the essential
parts which constitute the actual w}JO!e are produced." "The entire vital principle of the egg resides in the germinal disk alone;
aud since the external iiifluences which act on the germs of the
most different organic beings are the same, we must regard the
simple germinal disk as the potential wlwle of the future animal,
endowed with the essential and specific force or principle of the .future being, and capable of increasing the very small amount of this
specific force and matter which it already possesses, by the assimilation Qf new matter." And again he says, u This force exists before
the harmonizing parts, which are, in fact, FORi\IED nY IT during the
de\·elopment of the embryo." "The vital force inhe.rent in organic
beings itself generates the essential organs which constitute the whole
being" "The formative or organizing princip1c is a c~EATIVE POWER, modifying matter blindly and unconsciously;" yet with such wonderful precision that MUllcr also says, that 11 this RATION,~L c 11EAT1'·~:
FORCE is exerteJ in every animnl strictly in accordance with what the
nature of each requires.'' "1'he vital principle,:: he says, "is in a
quiescent state in the egg before incubat1on."-MuLLER, Elements of
Pliysiolog,1J.
64, d. Passing from the chcmico-pl1ysio_lo$"ical school to that. of
pure chemistry, we shall find the same adm1ss1ons as to the exclusn'c
agency of a vital p_rinciple in the formation and development of thf'
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seed and ovum. The extraordinary contradictions, which will astouish the readtir, necessarily abound in all authors who are employed
in identifying two subjects that have no relation to c~ch other.
64, c. Take Liebig, as a first example; and take, rn the first place,
his chemical doctrfne of life.
"In the animal body," he says, "we recognize, as the ultimate
cause of all force, only one cause, tlte cltemicat action whi~h the elements of the food and the oxygen of the air mutually exer~1se o~ eac~1
other. The only known ultimate cause of vital force, either 111 animals or in plants, is a CHEl\llCAL PROCESS. If tl1is be preY~ntecl, ~he
phenomena of life do not manifest themseh-es. If the chem1cal act10n
be impeded, the vital phenomena must take new forms."
And yet only n few sections before, and in the very fir~t sentence
of Liebig's work on "Animal Chemistry applied to Physiology and
Pathology," we read,
"In the animal ovum, as well as in the seed of a plant, we recognize A CERTAIN REMARKABLE FORCE, the SOURCE of growth or increase
in tho mass, and of reproduction, or of supply of the matter consumed;
a force in a state of rest.• By the action of external iufluen.c~s, by
impregnation, by the presence of air and moisture, the cond1t10n of
static equilibrium of this force i~ disturbed. Ente~ing into a state
of motion or activity, it exhibits itself in tlie production, of a series of
forms, &c. This force is called the vital force, vis i·ita, or vitality."
- L1EBrG's Animal Clwmistry.
Turning back to the same aut110r's work on "Organic Chemistry
applied to Physiology," we meet not 011ly with a similar contradiction
of his grand doctrine of the entire dependence of life upon chemical
processes (and as we had before seen in respect to digestion, section
60), but 'vith that which is particularly apposite to my present inquiry.
"Our notion of life," says Liebig, "involves something more than
mere reproduction, namely, the idea of an ACTIVE POWER exerC'l.·sed by
virtue ef a de.finite form, and production and generation in a definite
form (§ 59). The production of organs, the co-operation of a system
of organs, and their power not only to produce their component parte
from the food presented to them, but to generate tltemselves in their
original form and with their properties, are characters belonging exclusively to organic life, and constitute a form of reproduction INDEPENDENT OF CHEMICAL POWERS.
The clu:micalforces ARE SUBJECT to
the INVISIBLE CAUSE BY WlllCll THIS FORl'll IS PRODUCED . This VITAL
PRINC I PLE is only known to us through the peculiar form of its instruments; that is, through the organs in which it resides. Its LA ws
must be investigated just as we investigate THOSE OF TUE OTHER POWERS wnrcu EFFECT MOTION AND CHANGES IN l'llA1'TER."- LIEnlG'S Organic Cltemistry, &c., p . 305.
64,f Roget, of high authority, maintains that,
"However the l~ws .which r~g.ulate the vital phenomena may ap..
pear, on a s?pcrficial ~1e~v, to d1~er from those by which the physical
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ner, be contended, that the affimt1es wluch hold together the elements
of Jiving bodies, and which g?vcrn t~e elabor~tion of organic products,
ARE THE SAME with those wluchyr~s1de over morganized compounds."
.. See my Ezamrnalum of Rcvieu·s p. 7-28.

"Renee it becomes every day more and more probal::le that the forces
immediately concerned in the production of chemical changes in the
body ARE TllE SAME as those which are in constant operation in the
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the results of new agencies."
"However natural it may b~ to conceive the existence of a single
and presiding principle of vitahty, we should recollect that this, in the
present state of our knowledge, is only A FICTION OF THE l'IIIND 1 NOT
WARRANTED BY THE PUENO.i\lEN.-\ TJIEMSELVES."- RoGET's Outlines
<if Physiology.
Let us now hear this able writer on thesubjectof fcetal development.
"A portion of the VITAL POWER of the parent," hb says," is for this
purpose employed to give origin and birth to the offspring. The utmost solicitude has been shown in every pru"t of living uature to secure the perpetuity of the race, by the establishment of LAWS, of which
tho operation is certain in all conti11gent circumstances."
Roget ultimately describes, in his usual felicitous manner, the devr lopment of the ovum; and here we have nothing from our author
but the agency of the vital powers.
1
laid iu the homo• The foundations of the edifice," he says," arc
geneous jelly by lite EFFORTS OF THE VITAL POWERS." .. At first, all
the EXERGIES OF \'ITALITY are directed to the raising of the fabric, and
immediate utilgreatest
of
are
which
organs,
those
of
to the extension
ity; but still having a prospecti,·e view to farther and more important encls,"-and so on throughout the chapter; the whole work of
dt:iveloping and fashioning the fretal organs being assigned, exclu ·
sivcly, to "the efforts of the vital powers," and to the" energies of vitality.1'-RoGET's Animal and T'"egelablc Physiology, Bridgewater
Treatise.
Gl, g. Finally, let us hear, also, Dr. Carpenter, who ad\•ocates the
chemical doctrines of life so far as to lay down the following principle no less than twice within six pages, and in nearly the same words.
Thus:
"Reason," he says," has been already gi,·en for the belief that tlrn
affinities which hold together the elementary particles of organi::ed
Rtructures are not different from those concerned in the inorganic
world; aud it has been shown that the tendency to DF.co;-.1ros11'ION
AFTER DE.\Tll BE,\RS A YERY CLOSE relation with THE ACTl\'ITY OF THE
CHANGES WlllCH TAKE PLACE IN TllE PART DURING LIFE."-C,utrENT£R1S Principlea oJ General and Compa·rativc Pltysiology, p. 1<10;
.
also, p. 146.
Now the authority of such a writer, and a prominent leader m the
purely chemical school of physiology, most be allowed to be imporus
Let
tant when any unavoidable concession is made to vitalism.
tl1en bear him in the matter of the ovum:
"Organization, and vital properties," he says, ".arc simultan,eously
communicated to the germ by the structures of 1t~ parent._ _Tn?SE
VIT.\L PROPERT IES COl\""FER upon it THE l\fEAl'\S of itself ass1m1latmg,
and Tll EllEllY ORGAN TZlNG AND ENDOWING W ITH VITALITY tltc materials
supplied by tlte ~·norganic world."- CA1tPENTEn 's Princi'ples, &c., p.
138.
And again, this mere chemist, iu his general views of the philosophy
of life, observes, that
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"The AGENCY of VITALITY, as Dr. Prout justly remarks, does not
chang., the properties of the elements, but simp1y COMD1NES TUl!:r.t
(the clements] JN MODES WHICH WE CANNOT 11\rlTATE."-CAnl'ENTER'S
Principles, &c., p. 146.
64, It:. Dr. Prichard is strictly of Dr. Carpenter's school (see my
'.'Examination," &c., p. 37), between whom there is a point '?f agreement which is worth noticing in its con~ection with the su_bJ~Ct now
before us, and to which I haYe referred m a former work, m its relation to Dr. Carpenter. Both of these writers see so much of peculiar
design in organic nature, and find it so impossible to interpret the
phenomena of organic beings upon the chemical ~nd pl~ysical ~rinci
ples which they l1 arn so strenuously set forth, and m their aversion to
any other principfos, and to the obvious ru1e of analogy as to second
causes, that, in the end, they assign the functions and phenomena of
life to the im1nediate action of the Deity.
" Tho theory of a vital principle," says Dr. Prichard, "has been
applied in a difforent manner, to account for the phenomena displayed
at the beginning of life in animals and vegetables, and to get rid of
the mystery which attends the gradual evoluti on of organic structure
from ova and germs. Here the vital principle is no longer considered
a cltemical agent, but assumes the character of a plastic and formative
power," &c.
Now Dr. Prichard" cuts th e knot" and" gets rid of tlie mystery"
after the following manner:
"\Ve may," he says," if we choose to do so, term the cause which
governs the organization and vital existence a plastic principle; but
it is a principle ENDOWED WITH INTELLIGENCE AND DESIGN [ ! ] It is,
in fact, nothing more than the Energy of the Deity.'' "' The development of forms, according to their generic, specific, and indivi.dual
diversities, not less in tho vegetable than in tbe ani!Ilal world, can
only be accounted for by ascribing it to the universal energy and
wisdom of the Creator."-PlllCHARD's Review of tlw Doctrine of a
Vital Principle. See, also, PAINE'S Commentaries, vol. i., p. 10, 25;
and his E;J;amination ef Reviews, p. 37, 41, 43, 44.
This is a far greater admission than the vitalist can desire; since,
if th~ development and growth of the germ depend immediately upon
Al:mighty Power, so 1!1ust ~ll the analogo_us processes of the living
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utterly exclusi,·e of all the assumed chemical agencies at all periods
of life, and overlooks the analogy between the development of the
germ and the subsequ1:mt processes, there can be no hesitation as to
the disposition which should be made of it, without any rnfcrence to
irs prevaricating nature(§ 175 d, 699 c, 740).
. 65. Having now before us a pl.ain statement of our necessary premises as tlrny respect the exclusive agency of the "vital principle,"
or 41 organic force/' or "creative power," or" vital properties,'' or
"vital powers," or "vitality" (whichever term may be preferred), in
carrying out the f~ll development of the embryo, it may be _interesting
to know the details of that development and growth, which is thus
allowed, on all hands, to be conducted by powers utterly <listinct from
the chemi cal and physical, <ind in which these have no agency.
"The development of thf' separate pans," 'iays MU.ller, "out of
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the simple mass, is observable in the incub:ited egg. All tlw parts
of the egg, except the germinal membrane, are destined for the nutrition of the germ. The simple germinal disk is the potential whole
of the future animal, endowed with the essential and specific force,
or principle of the future being, and this germ expands to form the
germinal membrane, which grows so as to surround the yolk; and by
transformation of this germ, the organs of the future animal are produced. The rudiments merely of the nervous and vascular systems,
and of the intestinal canal, a.re first formed; and from these rudiments the details of the organization are afterward more fully developed; so that the first trace of the central parts of the nervous system must be regarded neither as brain nor as spinal matrow, but as
still the potetitial whole of the central parts of the nervous system.
In the same manner, tfie different pa1ts of the heart are seen to be
developed from a uniform tube; and the first trace of the intestinal
tube is more than the mere intestinal tube; it is the potential whole,
- the representative of the entire digestive apparatus i for, as Baer
first discovered, liver, salivary glands, and pancreas, am, in the farther progress of the vegetative process, really developed from that
which appears to be merely the rudiment of the intestinal canal. It
can be no longer doubted that the germ is not the miniatLtre of the
future being, with al1 its organs, as Bonnet and Haller believed,
but is merely potentially this being, with the SPECIFIC VITAL }'ORCE
of which it is eadowed, and which it becomes actually by development, and by the production of the organs essential to the active
state of the actual being. A high magnifying powor is not necessary
to distinguish the first rudiments of the separate organs, which, from
their first appearance, are distinct and very large, but simple. So
that the later complicated state of a particular organ can be seen to
arise by transformation from its simple rudiment. These remarks
are now no longer mere opinions, but facts; and nothing is more distinct than the development of glands from the intestinal tube, and of
the intestinal tube it.self from a portion of the germinal membrane."
- ~liiLLER, ibid-(~ 1051, 1052).
Such, then, is the history of the development of the germ in birds,
and in all the higher animals; and the whole work is ascribed by
physiologists of every denomination exclusively to principles unknown in the inorganic world, and wholly distinct from any of a
chemical nature. They are called, indiscriminately, ?:ital properties,
fiital powers, vital pri.11ciple, organic force, creatiz:eforce, &c., to distinguish the principle, or properties, from every thing that has any
known existence in inorganic substances, or as the source of any inorga11ic results. But, physiologists of the chemical school stop here,
and ascribe all organic compounds after the being is fully formed to
chemical agencies. It is remarkable, however, that it bas not occurred to these philosophers, that precisely the same elementary combinations, the same formation into tissues, and the same secretions, take
place at all stages of the rudimentary development as at all .futu:e
periods of life, and that the rudimentary development consists rn
these formations of simple compounds and their union into tissues;
and 'if the early or rudimentary growtl1 of the being, all its secrc~ed
products, all its elementary combinations, bo determined by t11e vital
properties, so aro the same results determined by the same propertie~
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or powern forever aftcnvard . To call in the ag·~ncy of chcmic<.t l or
physical forces, to accomplish precisely the same results at ~ny future
stage of the organic being as are admitted to be performed I~l the ~e
'"?lopment of the "essential parts" of that being by the "vital pr~n
crple" or "vital properties" alone, is a. violation not only of the plamest rule in philosophy, but of the clearest facts (§ 41, 42, 55-58). .
66. \Ve have thus before us a peculiar 01·der of powers by ,~}uch
the organic being is developed, fashione?, and f~rever exclus1vcly
g°'·emed. It is these powers about which physiology, pathology,
and therapeutics, are essentially concerned. \Ve may, therefor~,
seek in the composition of organic beings, and in the laws of their
development,for tlte great rudimentary principles ef medicine. . The
vital principle has also. the extraordinary task of laying out, m the
ovum, the whole orgamzation of the future being; so that its subsequent labor must be comparatively simple, and it is then, least of al1,
that it can require any help from the forces of the inorganic kingdom, or that it would permit a violation of the great principle in nature of avoiJing an unnecessary multiplication of causes.
67. It may be farther shown by the incipient Jevelopment of the
ovum, that the vital po\.vcrs, or properties, are more conceJTJed in the
growth, nutrition, and all the subsequent physical results, throughout
the whole existence of the being, than is generally supposed by even
the exclusive vitalists. The usual supposition is that the vessels or
instruments of action, which are moved by the vital.powers, perform
the work of decomposing the blood and other parts, and recombining
them again in other proportions and forms, according to the particular organization of parts, and the modification of tbeir vital states.
It has Lee n the doctrine of most physiologists till a recent day, that
the ovum, in its germinating part, is a mere organic fluid, destitute
of ves sel~, and all other parts of the futu re apparatus. Ln.ter researches, howeyer, have disclosed the existence of a rudimentary
cell; and it is said by l\Inllcr (1835) that" in the incubated egg the
oole matel'ial for the first formation of blood is the substance of the
germ or germinal membrane, which itself grows by assimilation of
the flnid of the egg, or the yelk. It may be distinctly observed that
the blood is generated in the germinal membrane before the vessels
are formed;,,* from which it appears that Che first" assirn.il::ttion of
i1ew matter" must take place without the agency of vessels, or of
any parts which arc subsequently formed; and, therefore, the same
powers which enabled the cell to generate Ycssels, nerres, &c., continu e to make the same conversion out of blood; and as all this was
originally clone without the aid of vessel:::, so must the same powers
be forere1· operative with their subsidiary agency only. As the
ovum possesses the potential whole, it is equivalent to the mature

structure.
VYc sec, therefore, that l\IUller, reasoning upon other grou nds, may not
lmvc been altogether hyp.othctical in his inference that the" vital principle exerts its influence even beyond tl}C surface of an organ, as shown
by its effects on the chyle, in maintaining the fluidity of the blood," &c.
By the same rule, it may be at once shown that the on ly ingenio 1:s
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ted of the Ulood-vessels. But, if there be no vessels in the germ, the
first vessels must, of course, be produced without the supposed chemical influence of vessels, an<l, by my showing, therefore, as to the
subsequent for:nation o~ vessels and other i:arts, the supposed agency
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also,

On this subject, too, chemistry must abide by admissions wl1ich are
made in the very face of consistency; so imperative is fact, and so
imbe~ile ~s hypothesis. Thus, it is said by the distinguished chernicophys10log1st, Dr. Prout, that
" The most determined sceptic cannot assert that there is any ucccssary relation, or, indeed, ANY RJ::LATION' WHATEvr.n, between the
mechanical arrangements and the chemical properties to which they
ad~ini~ter. There is NO REASON wl1y t~1e chemical changes of or·
gamzat10n should result from the mechamcal arrangements by which
they are accomplished [ ! J; neither is there the SLlGHTEST REASON
why tlie rneclianical arrangements, in the formation of organized be·
ings, should lead to tlie cltemical clianges of wltich, tliey are tlie inslru·
rnents" !-Dn. PnouT's Bridgewater Treatise.-Such is the proof
which chemistry offers.
6S. The question then arises as to what is the particular office of
those vessels where the elementary combinations and decompositions
take placc1 Simply this: to convey, and eliminate through tbe aO"en·
cies of the Yitr.1 properties, those parts from the blood out of which
the vital properties effect the new elementary combinations, whether
solid or flui<l,-to aid in arranging the new molecules, and to carry
forward those fluid products which may be destined for other ends.
69. But, have not the nerves an indispensable agency in effecting
the elementary combinations and decompositions 1 C01tainly not,
as I shall endeavor to show. But the sympathetic nerve exerts an
inllucnce upon all organic functions, and impresses a special condition
upon all organic compounds, and this phy:.iological law is cxtensi\·ely
inrnl\·cd in pathology and therapeutics (§ 220, 232, 233, 390, 440 a,
461, 461-}, 488~, 489, 512, 639, H6 c).
70. But, all the vessels, ancl all the solid parts of the organism, haYe
their Yarious specific offices. Here, in eYery part, reside the vital
prop erties, which had been fully developed in the ovum, and here
are they modified according to the exact nature of the organization
and the peculiar final causes of" the properties of the vital principle"
in each part. Hence they manifest peculial'ities in parts that are
apparently alike. The modifications vary, for instance, in the serous
membranes, and more remarkably in the mucous, as known by the
infhence of foreign agents, their phenomena, their products, &c.
The vital properties differ in different parts of one and the same con·
tinuous tissue, as in the mucous tissue of the nose, lungs, stomach,
&c. Hence one of the important objects of studying the structure of
organs, and the nature of their tissues; for, as the vital properties are
naturally modified in different parts, so will their alterations in the
same disease be different in different tissues of one organ, and, for
the same reason, even of different parts of one continuous tissue.
These natural modifications of the vital properties in different part~
have, at lea.lit, three great final causes. The first is what I haYe already stated, namely, to separate from the blood, through the agency
of the capillary vessels, that exact part which is to be decompouncfod
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at any given point; the second is, by tlrnse modifications, to ena~16
"the properties of the vital principle" to decompound ~nd :ecomb~ne
the e1ements according to the exact nature of the combma~ions winch
belong to the part; and the third, to qualify the properties, through
the medium of the capillary vessels, to shape and unite the: ne'~ :nolecules to the old. It is easy to apply this principle, under its d1flerent
aspects, to a11 other vessels, as the veins, the secretory and excretory
vessels of the glands, and the absorbents.
71. Now, at the first start of the development of the germ, u t~~e
properties of the vital principle" (as they are well designated by J\~ill
ler) are but very imperfectly, if at all, aided by any of the foregoing
physical means, though they come into operation at the moment they
are successively produced. "The properties of the vital principl~,"
therefore, must exist in that potential cell in a modification, and with
a formative energy which they do not possess in any of the new d_evelopments ; and herein it will have been seen that t.he very chemist
has ccme to this conclusion(§ 64.fi 190 b).
72. The process of generation presents a varied and most impressive illustration of the peculiarities of the vital properties, and of the
manner in which they are liable to be impressed and permanently
modified in their natu:-e. It results in the procluction of organic beings similar to those which exercise the generative faculty. This faculty is therefore manifested with as many specific modifications as
there arc different species of organic beings. If we al1ow to the globe
one million of distinct species of animals, the specific modifications of
the germinal product will be as numerous, and these are more or less
influenced by the semen of the male. The seminal or productive
principle of the male exerts its special influences upon the living properties of the germ, and according to the special constitution of the
ovum directs their operation in such a manner that none but beings
of the same kind with the parents, where both are of the same species,
are produced. That the various modifications which distinguish each
species are determined by both parents is fully dem_o nstrated in hybrid
animals, and is sufficiently obvious in the .transmission of the peculiarities of the male or female, where the individuals are of the same species. And, notwithstanding our supposed million of distinct species
of animals, and the specific variations in all the parts of each species
(§ 41), this almost endless variety is made up by successive depositions of elementary compounds out of mainly four simple substances
(§ 37, 42, 46) 1 three of which are gaseous, united in modes unknown
to chemistry (38-40, 48), and which chemistry cannot detect, and forever uniting in different modes and proportions according to the exact nature of e''e~y part(§ 43, 44 ). The act of generation establishes
the essential mochfications which are to be continued, without variation, throughout the life of the new being; and this new individual, be-
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iritermingling of species, which results in hybrid animals, proceeds
upon the same plan . It must .therefore lrncessarily be, that the vital
properties of the ovum are ~o 1mpressed by the .exciting influences of
the semen that those peculiar elementary combmations and acrcrrerrat.ions are started which ultimately make up the hybrid. 11 The~~ ,.~al
prope1ties," says Dr. Carpenter, "confer upon it tlie means of itself
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nssim~lating, and .therebJ: Qrganizing, a1~d e~dowing wit.Ii vitality, the
materials of the inorganic world;" leavrng it, also, clear to all minds
that the action of the semen must be exerted directly upon the vital
properties of the ovum(§ 189, 1051).
That this important question as to the direct action of the semen
upon the vital properties of the ovum, and its capability of establishing certain modifications of these properties, and that the humoral in·
terpretation of transmitted peculiarities i.s an unfounded assumption,
may be definitively settled, I will also add,
,:'The well-known fact, that when the Earl ofl\Iorton's Arabian mare
was covered by the quagga, not only did the mule so begotten partake
of the character of the sire, but when the mare was subsequently submitt;ed to an Arabian stallion, by whom she had three foals at different ~imes, the first two continued to exhibit some of the distinctive
pecu!iarities of the quagga conjoined with the characters of the Arabian breed.'' -MoNTGUMt~RY, on tlie Signs and Symptoms of Pregnancy, p . 11. This should overthrow the whole fabric of humorn.lism.*
The author of the foregoing statement supposes that the semen
"may influence several ova, and so continue to manifest its effect in
the offapring of subsequent conceptions when impregnation has been
effected" by males of another species. The reader will also not fail
to remark that the history of this case is in direct conflict with the late
attempts to revive the old doctrine of referring the germ to the male
parent(§ 67, 1051, 1052, 1078).
73, a. The semen, then'. is a vital stimulus, and so far on a par with
the ordinary stimuli of hfe. These may be natural, like air, food,
heat, &c.; or they may be morbific, like malaria, poisons, &c.; or curative, like medicines. In all the cases, their action is upon the vital
properties j and it is in consequence of these influences that the ovum
is developed, that life is maintained, healih preserved or impaired, or
disease removed. The ova of oviparous animals show the analogy in
respect to stimuli, and the principles involved, more impressively rhau
those of viviparous; since by an admirable design, in respect to the
former, the impression of the semen bas a limited operation, when the
vital properties of the ovum return to their quiescent state, but may
be again roused into action by the simple stimulus of heat. (See Jllcd.
and Pltys. Comm., vol. i., p. 21, &c.)
73, b. The action of the semen upon the properties of the vital priuciple of the germ is a type of a11 the influences that are produced upon
the same vital propertie3 during the life of the nnimal, and from which
aJl its organic action<>, and all their results, arise. And so of the germination and growtli of plants; which, by-the-way, evinces the common nature of the principle of life, and of organic actions, in the two
departments of the animated kingdom(§ 188f, d). It is the whole essential phi losophy of physiology. It is the alterations r:o<luced in
the vital properties which constitutes the philosophy of disease, and
in which, indeed, all disease virtually consists. It is the art of finding
out the remote causes, and the nature of the alterations they produce,
an<l of adapting to the altered condition of the properties of life such
agents as shall establi.sh new impression~ upon them, and ~hus enable
them to return to their natural state, wluch forms the basts of therapeutics in its connection with pathology.
.
.
7 4. a. Here I shall digress for a moment, to consider certam anal• The some is state(l of Sir G. Ousley's m;irc nm.I a zelm1 1 nncl of n mare nut! en ass,
nndtliesubscqueutfo::ih by stallions.
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ogies in the development of special organs, t11rough tl1e infl.uencc ?f
specific stimuli, with that general eyolution of the orgamc fabric
which is started by the action of the seminal principle upon the germ.
11
0
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velopment the prolonged operation of the stimuli which are n~tural
to each. This is habitually observed in the young of some ammals,
and is seen conspicuously in the subterranean fish of Kent1:1cky. In
this last instance organic life is perfectly developed; but, owing to the
exclusion of the natural stimulus of the eye from the very outset•of
life, that organ remains in its rudimentary state.
Afortior£, therefore, the reputedly first inhabitants of this globe, such
as the h·ilobite, attest the existence of the same light at their creation as is enjoyed at the present day; geologists to the contrary not~
withstanding(§ 1079, b).
Superficial observers of nature, either through inattention to the
moral consequences, or through infidelity, are apt to believe that physical agents are the real creative forces of organic beings, from observing that particular parts are clearly dependent for their <lcvelopment upon the action of certain specific stimuli. But, in all these cases,
the rudiment is there, and has been perpetuated ever since tllC original
species came from the Hand of Creative Power. That Power is entitled to all the praise, as the Author of the rudiment, of its endowment with peculiarly modified properties of life, of the existence of
th e physical agents, and of the mutual adaptation of these modified
properties of the rudiment and the virtues of the physical causes, so
that the operation of the Jatter upon the former shall result, for oxam·
pie, in vision, and, under certain circumstances, as when the ovum is
developed and matured out of the body, the physical agent, in the example supposed, shall be necessary to the development of the rudimentary organ of sigl1t (§ 350:]-, li-350J, l). The principle is much
the same as that which applies to the necessity of external heat and
light to the development and growth of plants. The specific stimulus oflight by which the vital properties and actions of the leaf are
enabled to dccompound carbonic acid, and to assimilate the carbon, is
manifestly a parallel example with my supposed influence of light in
developing an animal organ in which t11e nervous system is extensive·
ly in~orporated for _the final cause of the whole organ; although it be
certainly true that, m the case of the eye a:J of the leaf, the essential
influences of light are exerted upon the organic properties of either
part, and that the nervous system, in the former case, is only a medium of transmitted inOuenccs to the organic properties (§ 188, 188~,
l89 , 202, 203, 222, 223, 226, 227, 514 k, 1072 a, note).
It would be an interesting inquiry to ascertain whether, by a. total
exclusion of light from the ovum of fish, after fecundation, tho peculiarity of the Kentucky wonder may not be established in the first
generation; and whether, also, an ~xclusion of light for a series of
years would not be followed by a. failure of the balance of absorption
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of any i:;pecific stimulus j while it is clearly otherwise in respect to
nutrition, and especially in regard to certain organs. The voluntory
muscles hecomc emaciated from want of the stimu lu s of e::<Prc1se, &c
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\Ve sec, therefore, how it happens that fishes with and without eye!t
rnay exist together in subterranea n caverns as extensive as that of
Kentucky; the latter inhabiting the dark regions, while the former
exist in springs near the crevices of the cave(§ 136, 137,548 a, 6·19 d.
733b).
74, b. Such, then, is my philosophy of this subject, and such the full
extent of the ground upon which infi<lolity would plant irs standard.
Nor will I dismiss this subject without referring, now and hereafter,
to the calm indifference with which this infidelity i::i regarded even by
the religious world, by adducing not a few of the present popular
treatises on theoretical geology(~ 350~, g-k, 1085).
15. Let us now see if the beginning of individual existence does
not supply a key to the whole philosophy of disease, as it does to that
of physiology. \Ve have seen that all the actions, and all the results
of life, are merely effects which arise from the operation of the vital
properties through their organic instruments(§ 65-61, 133, &c., 188,
&c.). These properties must be constantly excited into action by
foreign agents, as by food, blood, &c., or the properties will become
extinct, an<l, of course, the effects will cease (§ 188~, b). Now, the
actions in disease are nothing more than the altered actions of health,
and the same rule applies to all the morbid products. lt follows,
therefore, that the properties of li fe, upon '"hich these altered conditions depend, are modified or altered in a corresponding manner.
As a consequence of this, it also results that the vital properties have
been varied from their natural state by agents or causes capable of
producing the change. These agents make their impressions in the
same way as the natural stimuli of life, only the morbific agents at
the same time affect the nature of the vital properties, and bring them
into a new condition. This new condition constitutes disease.
76. The type of all this may be found in the impregnated ovum.
The properties which animate the germ before conception arc determined e1ttirely by the vital constitution of the female parent. But we
have seen that the new being may partake of the physical characters
of the male as well as of the female, and it happens not unfrcquently
that the characteristics of the male are predominant. Hence it follows that the semen so far establishes changes in the original constitution of the vital properties of the germ.
Since, therefore, all the fretal developments, all their physical peculiarities, depend upon the precise modifications and actions of the
vital properties (§ 70), and since these properties in the unimpregnated
ovum are determined entirely by the female parent, their nature afier
impregnation must be more or less affected, and assimilated to the
peculiar nature of the male parent in all the cases where the offspring
manifest any of the male characteristics. This is entirely analogous,
in principle, to the modifications which are produced in the properties
of life by morbific causes; but with tl1is difference in contingencies:
in the case of the impregnated ovum the modifications are permanently established, and can never be altered, so far as the ·.,,ital properties, in either parent, upon which the modifications _depend, are fundamental in their nature. In the case of the morb1fic agent, or the
cause of disease, the vital properties arc diverted from the healthy
state, and from sucli modified conditions they commonly possess the
ability of escape, and of returning again to their natural staudard (§
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853, 858, SUS). In tl10 case of the impregnated ovJm a modifyiug
agent operates, whose properties are intended to confer on the ne'.v
being a stable condition, however they may modify the exact constltution of the impregnated germ. This vital stimulus, the semen,
therefore, in virtue of its specific properties, bes~ows 'Jpon the corresponding v:tal properties of the ovum the pccuha1:.ties which belong
to itself; and these being natural, vital, and determinate, the transmitted peculiarities should be equally so. Or, where the male parent
enjoys a perfectly natural constitution, the innate predispositions to
disease depend upon special peculiarities in the vital state oftbe O\"um,
which may be as permanently established, t11rough the modified constitution of the female parent, as any of the natural characteristics.
In tbc case of disease: however, the morbifi c agents ha ye none of the
1
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even if we suppose them to act, as in the case of the germ, upon the
whole constitution. \Vhatever modifications, therefore, may arise
from their action, they must consist of deviations from the standard
of health. But, it does not necessarily. follow that certain artificial
modifications may not be as permanent as the natural ones; and it is
from observation alone, that we learn that tlrny are so, or nearly so j
as in the case of artificial "temperaments," the effects of domestication upon animals, the changes which are wrought in the vegetable
kingdom by cultivation and by change of climate(§ 535, &c.).
77. In the case, however, of the formation of temperaments by
change of climate, and the more remarkable alterations produced in
animals by domestication, and in plants by cultivation, &c., the results
are brought about by the new and habitual influences to which the
properties of life are exposed; and, in all these cases, a radical, and
often permanent modification is established, approximating closely
the modifications which are bestowed upon the germ by th e fecundating semen. Now, it is also true, that what is denominated predisposition to disease is entirely analogous, in principle, to the permanent
temperaments of which I have just spoke n. Both are results of physical agents, modifying the properties of life; and this chain of analogies conducts us to those predispositions to disease which are impressed upon the germ by the fecundat ing semen, an<l by which I
show that the philosophy of the operation of morfibic causes is variously, and even exactly exhibited in the impregnation of the germ (§
63, 7.5, 535, 539, 559).
. 78. Ta~e th~ ~crofulo~s subject ~s suppl~ing an example of heredltary pred1spos1t1on to chsease. If 1t exist m the female, her ova wilJ
partake of this peculiar modification of the vital propenics, and it is
in this way t~rnt her pro~eny inherits ~he scrofu~ous ?~athesis (§ 14414 7). In. tl~1~ ca~e, as m. all transmitted pred1spos1t1ons to disease,
the peculi.ant1es rnduc~<l rn the par~nt b.ave arisen, originally, from
the operation of deleterious agents-1mburng the ovum with the modifications belonging to the female, or imparting to the semen the whole
concentrated force of what may have been the slow work of numerous
causes upon th e male parent.
Here, then, we see illustrated in the very ovum, even before impregnation, the '~hole principle wl.1ich concerns. artificial tempera.
ments, and those mfluences of morb1fic agents wl11ch establish predis-

positions to disease in ~he full-grown subject. It frequently happeni:i
also, that this natural diathesis is so great, that it results in actual disease before the birth of tho offspring, as manifested by tuberculous
affections of the lungs in still-born infants.
79. But, to make the philosophy of this subject more obvious, let us
consider the germ when it derives its scrofulous diathesis from the male
parent. Before impregnation its vital condition is perfectly natural.
The semen of the male parent establishes upon it the modification
which constitutes the predisposition to scrofula, just as malaria determine those modifications which result in fe,·er, &c. And here we
may readily detect a perfect analogy between the alterative influence~
of the semen and of remedial agents, and come to understand how it
is that the latter produce their effects (§ 904, d). \Ve have only to
observe those instances where some of the offspring inherit the scrofulous diathe.sis of the female parent, while others arc as entirely ex-.
empt as the male parent; the natural condition of the semen having
altered the vital constitution of the ovum in the latter case, and im;t:~~~e<l a disposition to a development of the new being in its perfect
80. The subject may be pursued under a variety of aspects, an<l
with various illustrations, whether physiologically or pathologically.
Other exemplifications will occur under the subjects of vital habit
and the temperaments. The same principle is concerned throughout,
whether in respect to the physiological conditions impressed upon the
ovum by the seminal fluid, or as those conditions are modified in hereditary scrofola1 gout, &c., or whether it concern the temperaments
and other permanent changes that are induced by climate, domesticlltion, &c., or as malaria may establish their peculiar modifications of
the properties of life. Nor can such conclusions be unexpected to
those who July consider the simplicity of nature in her elementary
principles and laws (§ 561).
81. Could the doctrine entertained by \Valkcr Elliotson, and others, that the imagination of the parents influences the physical organization of the offSpring, be shown, the p4ilosophy which I have set
forth, though not rendered more clear, would be yet fortified. But,
this is at best but speculation. I could, however, turn to the myste·
rious production of the soul. This remarkable principle is doubtless
developed at the very outset of fretal life, as evinced by its often combiniMg the intellectual peculiarities of both parents, or, again, of manifesting chiefly those of the male. But here we have no other fact to
guide us, and all beyond has been involved in an impenetftblc mystery by tbe great Creator. Here it is a pride and a help of philosophy to rest on faith alone(§ 433).
82. For an examination of vital phenomena, and relative facts, in
proof of the existence of properties peculiar to organic being~, and of
the abstraction of such beings from the laws of the in~rgan.1c worl d,
see Essay on the "Vital Pc wers," in Medical and P/1,yuological Com·
11untaries1 vol. i.
1
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SECOND DIVISION OF PHYSIOLOGY.

STRUCTURE.
83, a. THERE are certain details in respect to the structure of or·
gans which must be stated, now and lrnreafter, to en_ablc us to COD·
prehend the laws which goYern the healthy an<l morbal_states o_f man
Perhaps few things can impress us morn forcibly vntl~ th~ im1~or
tance of a correct analysis not only of the physical orgamzat1?n. of all
parts of the body, but more especially of the vital charactenst1cs of
each part, than the continued propagation from Ligh sourc~~ of doctrines like the fo1Iowing; while tliey equally prove my pos1tton as to
the appropriate sources of knowledge (§ 5f-5~, &c.), and the tendencies of the microscope.•
1
1
3
11
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ed 1\Ir. Paget, contained in° the 27th Yolume of the Transactions of.the
Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, London, 1844. Tbe a:t1~le
is entitled 0 An Account of the Examination of a Cyst contamrng
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Se. ~f,a~vK1~ :1~ ~·~i~ ~F~h~~~r~~s~~~!~~1~ s,~~:~ ~~~=~~:1~~~,·~~d an explanation of the occurrence of spermatozoa in the fluid of cysts connected with the testicle, we may suppose either tlrnt the fluid part of
the semen has permeated from the seminal tubes into the cystfl, and
been farther organized in them; or, that tlw cyst itself secretes a fluid
m which the organic structures of the semen may be dcvc1opcc1."
"The most probable explanation of these cases, therefore, seems to
be, that certain cysts, seated near the organ which naturally secretes
the materials for semen, may possess a power of secreting a similar
fluid "t (I 251).
I cannot doubt that before I shall have parted with the reader iu
what I shall have said of the peculiarities of structur e, and the more
remarkable modifications of vital propertieH and functions, there will
be a disposition to concede the importance of the su~ject, and that
this importance is rendered more manifest by the prevalence of opinions analogous to those in the foregoing extract.
83, c. As I ha,·e already intimated, however (§ 2, <'), anatomical
scienc~ can lead, originally, to no conceptions of the properties and
functivn of life, and therefore to n one of their modifications in dis
case. The most th:it we can infer, abstractedly, from a knowledge of
structure, are certam general results that are denoted by the constitu·
tion of organs, or assemblages of organs, upon the known principles
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of Design. The construction of the eye, for example, evinces some
great fir~al cause relative to light; that of the urinary apparatus, that
a fluid is produced by the kid11eys, and conveyed to a receptacle
where it accumulates, and is finally cvac.uated through the urethra;
and so of many other parts. \Ve thus rnfor, also, the uses of each
part, individually, from their relations to each otl10r as a system of
Design. In other cases the function of a part may be inferred from
the known uses of other parts to which it is related ; as the valves of
the veins, for example, were supposed by Harvey to be designed for
giving the blood a direction toward the right cavities of the heart;
and this induction from anatomical Design conducted him to a full
exposition of the circulation. But, in respect to the great prncesses
of life, no conclusions can be originally drawn but through their phenomena, nor does structure denote even the Jlrinciple of vision(~ 251).
Having, howeYer, acquirnd a know1edge of structure in a particular
species of auimal, as man, for example, and learned the uses of each
panicular part by a. study of its phenomena, so perfect is the system
of Design throughC'lut organic nature, and so harmonious are the analogies of function among organs that bear certain resemblances of
structure, or of relations to each other, in all species of animals, although the difforences in respect to structure, particularly, may be
n:ry great(§ 107, 409,e), yet illustrated by greater analogies ofrelation,
we may generally infer, by this analogical process(§ 5~), the absolute
uses of every part in any species of animal that may be, for the first
time, subjected to the knifo of_the anatomist. And this process of induction may be carried to a great extent from an established standard
of comparison in the animal to the vegetable kingdom. But the principle is equa11y comprehensive in respect to plants, when, as with antmals, a complex being is marked out, as a standard, in all its structures and functions.
The same is also true, though in a far more limited extent, of the
modifications of structure, an<l the corresponding modifications of function, at the different eras of life(§ 153-162). And when we come tu
the variations of function in morbid states, though unattended by any
appreciable alteration of structure, and consider how various must be
the treatment according to the nature of th~ affected tissue, we are
deeply impressed with the indispensable impi>rtance, to the physician,
of an accurate knowledge of all that is relative to the sensible organization of the material part of organic life (§ 2, c). Though the structure, itself, reflect no light upon pathology, excepting through its morbid alterations, an observation of its morbid phenomena loads us to a
knowledge of the parts diseased, and this knowledge is important to
a just interpretation of the phenomena, and to a. right method of treatment(§ 131).
83}. \Ve have now seen that the composition of organ ic beings ~s
formctl by properties peculiar to organic structure, and that what ~s
thus at tl1e foundation presides over all, an<l is the cause of all ~hat is
~uperinduced upon that composition. The structure of orgamc berngs, which is comprehended under our second division of physiology,
is therefore dependent on the same creative cause. .
.
84. The greatest physical characteristic o~ orga111zed struct~re. is
supposed to be its arrangement into cells. Here all _analogy_w1th_rnorganic substances disappears entirely. The chem1co·phys1olog1sts
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(§ 42). But we have seen sufficiently that all that relates to the composition of plants and animals is equally significant of a radical_ distinction between the simplest organic compound and those of an inorganic nature; the same P°'"·ers being equally concerned in the forma.
tion of organic compounds as in their arrangement into tissues.
85. The general structure of organic beings is made up of tissues.
A knowledge of the vital characteristics of the different compound tissues, of the same tissue in separate parts, of the different parts of one
and the same continuous tissue as it may pass through different compound organs, of the whole as they may be combined into complex
organs, of their vital relations to each other, and of all parts to each
other, is indispensable to a knowledge of the laws in physiology, pathology, and therapeutics.
86 . .Bichat analyzed the tissues more ably than others, and arranged
them as follows :
1. Cellular.
cerebro-spinal.
2 . Nerrnus
{ ganglionic.
involuntary.
3. Muscular
{ voluntary.
arter;al.
4. Vascular
venous.
lymphatic.
5. Osseous.
fibrous.
6. Fibrous
fibro-ca1tilaginou~.
{ dermoid .
7. Erectile.
8. Mucous.
9. Serous.
10. Synovial.
11. Glandular.
12. Epidermous, or comeous.

~

87. Until the era of Bi chat, the tissues were limited to three as
designated by Haller; namely, the cellular, muscular, and nerv~us .
The cellular was supposed to form a large proportion of other tissues.
88. !he~e ~va~ a great err.or, p?ysiological and pathological, in the
foregomg hm1tat1on (§ 87), smce it took no note of the modifications
of the vital properties, and of the particular functions of tl1e tissues as
arranged by Bichat. •
89. The several tissues are distinguished by differences of internal
structure, as well as by modifications of their properties and functions. They are called simple organs, when considered in their functional character ; and when two or more go to the formation of more
complex p~11s, they are called c~mpound organs. Certain compound
organs, which concur to_gether m s?me .general function, are ca1led
an apparatus,· as the urinary, the d1gcstlve, the circulatory, &c. As
the whc;>le exist in ~be un~versal body, they are called an organism.
Each tissue, collect1vely 1 1s also a system,· as the mucous, seroua.
muscular, &c
*Forpn1c1ienlpurposesBichat'sanalysi1h:i.snotbeenimpr1wed, norprobab!ycanbe-IS60.

91. The simple tissues rarely occur in a. separate state, but are
more or less .connected together into complex organs.
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tissues , therefore, in the simple textures, is quite different and far
more intricate thau when tho simple textures form what is called,
specifically, a compound organ.
93. The structure of the general body, and of its different parts, is
radiated. The rar 1 or branches, of certain parts, as the vessels and
nerves, are called ramifications. The rays increase in number and
diminish in size, as they go off from the centres of radiation.
9·1. The trunks of vessels and nerves, and their ramifications, unite,
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vessels, and through the nerves it contributes especially to bind all
the organs together in one harmonious action and common depend~
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ccrebro·spinal and ganglionic systems by morbific or remedial agents.
95. The animal organism is symmetrical as a whole, and in its va1·ious parts. This symmetry is conducive to uniform results, is important to the great processes of life, is always the same in the natural conformation, is indicative of g reat Design, and of peculiar proper·
tics and laws.
96. Bichat, "following the p ath marked out by nature herself," di·
vided the animal organism into two great systems or classes; the dis·
tinction having been already indicated by Aristot1e.
97. The first class relates to the individual being; the second to
the species.
9$. The first class is divided by Bichat into the organs and func·
tions of animal life, and the organs and functions of organic life.
9D. 11 The two classes have nothing in common, but the general
connection that unites all the phenomena of living bodies; but a va·
riety of distinctive attributes characterize them, which cannot be separated from them.''- B1cnA T.
100. The organs of animal life are those whose functions connect
us sensibly with external obj ects, are peculiar to animals, and distin·
guish them from vegetables.
101. The organs of organ ic life consist of such as perform functions
that are common to animals and plants. H The only condition of enjoying this life is organization." It forms an in<lisputaLlc boundary
between organic and inorgnnic bodies. .
.
.
102. Animals have two states of existence, sleepmg and wakmg;
but the former applies only to the division which ~mbraccs .the func·
tions of ani mal lifo. The an imal powers arc subject to fatigue, and
requfre repose; the organic are not,.an<l ar~ in ~erpetual.operation .
103. The fretus has only the organic functtons 111 operation ; but all
its animal faculties and the soul exist in a passive state.• The 1atter
are brought only gradually into exercise.
. . .
10-1. The great, immediate, office of the organs of organ.1~ hfe is to
maintdin a constant vital composition and ''ital decompos1t10n of organic matter; or nutrition and waste.
• See Medical all(/, Pl1ysio/ogical Commentaries,

\'Ol.

i., p. 13.

105. The organs of digestion, absorption, circulation, respir~t~on,
and secretiou, compose organic life. Secretion comprehends nutntton,
exhalation, calorification, and excretion; which four are often ranked
as distinct functions.
106. "Animal life is composed of the organs of sense which r.ecei\·e
impressions, of tbe brain which perceives them, reflects, :;i.1~d wills, of
the voluntary muscles, and larynx, that execute this vohL1on, and of
the nerves which are the organs oftransmission."-J31c11.AT.
107. The organs of organic life are quite analogou~ t.n tlrn lowc~t
animals and plants; but each has peculiar charactenst1cs. In ammals a little higher in the scale, the common functions are perf~rmed
by organs of greater complexitj~, and .this complexity inc1:eases m th~
ratio of the development of ammal hfc. Nevertheless, rn most am·
mals abo,•e the rudimentary there are the same subsidiary functions,
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common function of assimilation.
108. No organ of animal life, in a philosopl1ical sense, is necessary
to the individual. But, no part of the animal can exist without all
parts of the organic system, or an equivalent; which is also true of the
organic viscera. If the heart, for example, be wanting in the fcetus,
the blood-vessels, as an equivalent, carry on the circulation.
109, a. The indispensable organs, of which no one can be abstracted
without destroying the whole, are generally single in animals (§ 128).
The same is true of plants, if we regard those organs which perform
a common function in the light of a single organ. If the ]eaves fall
spontaneously and abruptly in cold climates, no injury results to the
plant, because it is passing into a torpid state.
109, b. Nevertheless, neither the action of the heart hy which the
blood is circulated, nor that of the lungs by which the blood is oxygenized, nor that of the brain by which the harmony of organs is main.
tained 1 nor that of the kidneys and skin by which redundancies are
excreted, nor that of the liver by which bile is ge11eratcd, nor that of
any other compound organ, co_nstitutcs the real functions of life. They
are only secondary or subordinate to others in which the absolute pro·
cesscsoflife consist; and these are carried (\11 by those extreme Yessels
which perform the immediate work of 11utntll.m and vital decomposition. This is exemplified in the development of the ornm (§ 63-72),
and tl1roughout the vegetable kingdom. Indeed, life may be rnntinued after ~emoval oftl~e brain merely by inflating the lungs; an<l. could
\YC imbst1tute a machme for the heart, and the process of transfusion,
both the heart and the lungs could be dispensed with for awhile.
These facts are important in showing the nature of the organic
properties.; how it is, and through. wl~at influences, the compound or·
gans contnbute, and are, each one, md1spensable, to the life of animals.
and tlrnt it is to the fundamental organization that we must look
an the absolute processes of life, and for the essential conditions of
disease(! 1041).
110. The parts by which ~ife is caLTied on in the organic viscet·a are
blended in the organs '?f arnmal lif?, aud. in those of the species.
111. The cerebro-spmal system is assigned both to animal and organic life. The sympathetic, like the cerebro-spinal, goes to the or·
ganic life of animals, and therefore pcrrndes the organization in ani
mal m:; in organic life(§ 110).

fo;

The cerebro-spinal nerves and the sympathetic interchange co11 triburions, in all parts, by which important influences of the former
are established in the organs of organic life (§ 452, &c., 500, 512,
514!-530, b89, 891}, g, k, 893, a, c-c, 902-905, 9·!0-952).
112. Nevertheless, th_c cerebro-spinal system is especial ly designed
for the uses of animal hfe; but an important final cause is answered
~§ ~~~~ng it subservient to the common interests of the whole being
113. The sympathetic system is added especially to the organic
life of animals on account of the complexity of the organs, and to
unite them in harmonious action, through circles of sympathy, '{).nd
thus render them, each in its place, conducive to a common end.
The cerebra-spinal system contributes to this result(§ 111, 112); an<l
each system, unitedly, or independently, exerts special infl~ences on
the specific actions of organs, though these actions a!'e earned on essentially through properties inherent in the several tissues (§ 226-233,
485). The nervous innuence thus also bestows upon animal compouncls peculiarities that do not obtain in plauts (~ 461, 489, 493 cc).
114. The most important common end (§.113), as it respects tlrn indiviclt~al, re.lates to the functio!1s o~ animal hfe. ~he organic system,
tl1en, m annuals, though phys1olog1cally the most important, must be
~~~;c\:i~~~r~~~~~ to the uses of animal life. In plants, organic life is
115. The foregoing union of organic life with all other parts(§ 110114) establishes mutual relations between all parts of the organism,
and brings the animal and sexual systems under the laws which appertain to the organic system (§ 455).
116. The same intimacy of parts confounds, in a degree, the di!:!
tinction in the two lives (§ 115).
117. An important consequence of the foregoing vital union of organic with animal life (§ 110-114) is a general coi ncidence in the
pathological as well as physiological condition of the whole. The diseases of each react mutually on each system of organs, each requires.
common methods of treatment, and remedial, as well as morbific,
agents operate upon the universal body through any given organ
(§ 455, 524, no. l, 647), by exciting reflex nervous influences.
Nevertheless, diseases of the animal organs more readily derange
the organic Yiscera than the latter the former ; but, remedial agents
operate far more powerfully in the .opposite relation. The sympathies in the two Jives, therefore, arc not exactly rnciprocal.
The foregoing apparent want.of harmony in the physiological,
pathological, and therapeutical relations of the two systems of life is
l"ecoucile<l by the consideration that nature has ordainc<l, for tho protection of the organs of animal life, that their wants shall be emphatically made kno,vn to those of the life on which they depend, and, 011
the other band, their dependence on organic life h as placed them under the special thernpeutical control of that l~fc; '~hilc the org~nic
viscera being independent of the organs of ammal life, therapeut1cal
influences are but feebly propagated from tl1e l_atter to tl~e former.
Such are the final causes in the g reat plan o~ Umty o_f Design,
1
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2<l, to the fema le; 3<l, the functions relat1v13 to impregnation.
119. The several organs, and reproduction, belong both to plante
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and a11imals. They are not necessary to the individual, though the
whole organic system is necessary to their existence.
120· Although the organs of generation be not necessary t0 the indiYidual, they exert many natural vital influences upon the animaJ
functions. Their full development has also certain influences in organic life, which illustrate some imp01tant laws as to the vital properties. Their diseases may also give rise to great dera11gcments of
the organic functions. They fail earlier than the animal functions
(I 117,578).
121. In tlrn great sense of ultimate Design, all orgauic processes
have for tl1eir final cause the development of the generative organs,
and the production of germs; that similar beings may be maintained
in one unvarying round of development and growth. l\Iany beings
<lie as soon as this end is attained, and return to the mineral kingdom
to be again reorganized by plants, and again, and again, refitted for
t.he nutriment of animals, and cany out, in both organic kingdoms,
the final cause nf their regeneration from tlrn mineral.
122. It is necessary that the ovum of mammifcrous animals should
remain connected with the parent till the organs of organic life are
deYeloped. The ]aw of dismemberment(§ 108, 109) does not apply
to the ovum of oviparous animals, nor to the seed. They are endowed with the whole essential organization, and maturity of the vital
principle, for independent life. The former gets its nutriment from
the parent, till the organs are brought forth. The latter are supplied
with nutriment from within themselves. In this case, also, the species are destined for great multiplication and distribution; in the
other, their numbers and sphere are more circumscribed.
Nevertheless, the germ of all animals contains within itself the principle of carrying out the full development of a being: similar to the
parent, in all its complicated parts, which, however, have no rudimentary existence in the ovum. The progress, too, of fcctal development i~ always the sa~e.in each spe~ics, and ev~ry .Part is brought
forwarcl m the order of1ts importance m the orgamc life of the fmtus,
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most remarkable illustrations of Design that can be found in nature;
especially that of the seed. They arc the only instances where tlw
entire properties of life cease their ordinary operation without be
c?ming extinct; and w.ere it not f?r this inte:val of repos~, the species would probably disappear; smce, even if the properttes of Jifo
carried out the development of the seed into the plant, the clrnnces of
preservation, and especially of multiplication, would be vastly diminished(§ 633. 1051, 1052).
124. Besides the foregoing general division of the organs and func
tions of living beings, another anangemont of the organs is founded
upon the relation of special functions'. Each componout part, each
group of organs, and the whole collect1vely, are replete with Yarious
and wonderful Design; each, an<l all, haYing peculiar ends, all conspiring to common ends, and in one harmonious Unity of Des;gn
maintaining the life of each other.
125 The following is
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dcd into,

organic and animal functions are also naturally subdivt•
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. 127. There arc generally two sets of organs for the animal foncttons, having a harmony of action in their natural and healthy ~talcs.
128. When the organs of organic life arc in pairs, as the k1dnc):s,
concerted action is not necessary i and here one organ may supply
the place of both (§ 109).
129, a. The whole assemblage of organic viscera act togctl1er in
?oncert; but the animal organs, as a general system, act more or less
mdepenclcntly of each other.
129, b. The mutual relations which subsist between the various organs auJ their several functions arc of two principal kinds; namely,
the vital, and the mechanical.
129, c. Tho first class of relations may be distributed into three different orders. The fir3t order consists of the relations between the
organs of sense. The second order embraces those between the brain
and Yoluntary muscles. The third order comprises the relations
which are especially maintained by sympathy. It is the last subcli\·ision, mostly, which is relative to our present subject. It concerns,
therefore, the organization by which organic life is carried on in nni·
mals, and depends upon the nervous power in its function of sympathy, and upon a principle independent of the uervous power, called
continuous sympathy, and which is probably also an important princi·
ple in plants(§ 111-113, 222, 233, 495-500, 638!, 818i).-NoTE U.
129, d. The vital relations of a general nature evince the highest
order of Design. They refer to the mutual co-operation of distinct
systems of organs in the production of particular results, and of these
various systems in the maintenance of uniYersal life i while the several individual organs possess distinct and specific offices that are
more or less dependent upon the principle of sympathy (§ 222-233,
455), that is, reflex action of the nervous system.
129, c. The sympathetic relations are most strongly pronounced
among organs \vhich concur together in the performance of special
functions, as the circulatory, the digestive, the urinary, the sexual
systems, &c. (~ 124). Other special relations subsist between the
brain and the organs of animal life through the medium, in part, of
the mental functions. Such is seen between the bra.in and voluntary
musc1es in the production of voluntary motion (§ 500, d). Thus,
also, the senses aid each other; the sight being most independent.
In this way, too, a concurrence is established between the teeth, mus·
cles, eyes, nose, &c., in procuring food and supplying the stomach;
each individual part having been also constituted with a refcre11cc to
the nature of the food, and the mode of obtaining it(§ 323).
129,f Plants are devoid of all t~iat intimate association of parts
which is owjng to reflex nervous rnfiucnce in animals, as well as
to peculiarities of structure and special modifications of the common
properties of life. But, a general relation o~ functions obtains to a
certain extent in plants through the law of contmuous sympathy, which,
as I haYe ewleavored to show, depen.ds upon the organic properties
and which J would designate as contwuous influence (§ 498).
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129, lt. The sympathetic relations are variously modified by disease, and are often more strongly pronounced than in health, thou"h
more or less diverted from their natural condition. Remedies al~o
operate with greater effect through these modified relations, as well
as through the greater susceptibility of the organic properties(§ 137, d).
1
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of morbific agents depend upon the natural principle, of which they
are only modifications. And so of those which spring from remedial
agents; these agents giving rise to greater influences in consequence
of the morbid state of sympathy and of the organic properties, as
well as in consequence of their own intrinsic virtues(§ 718, 901).
129, 'i. It appears, therefore, to be a most important law, that moi··
bicl states call i11to operation reflex nervous actions among orgaus,
which, in their natural state, manifest but feeb1e, and perhaps no direct relations whatever; and that, in consequence of morbid changes,
remeclia1 agents will operate sympathetically through the stomach,
&c., upon remote parts, when they wou1d have no such effect in the
healthy state of the organs. This princip1e is demonstrated in every
case of <lisea.s~. and constitutes our first position against the humornl
pathology, and the doctrine of the operation of remedial agents by
absorption (§ 819, &c.). New vital relations being developed by
0

0

1
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may institute analogous sympathetic relations, and thus simultane·
ou:sly induce reflex nervous actions of a salubrious nature in organs
nnt morbidly affected(§ 74, 117, 137, H3, 155, 156, 387, 422, 51-1 lt,
52! d, 525, 528, 733 b, 905, 980).
129, k . The mecllanical relations are equa11y common to plants and
animals. They are maintained by the motion of matter from one organ, or part, to another; as tho transmission of blood from the heart
throu~b the blood-vessels, sap from the roots to the l ea~s of plants,
food through the intestinal canal, urine from the kidneys to the bladder, and from the bla<lder through the urethra, &c. But, the moYe·
ment of the matter is effected by the \'ital properties operating through
the various organs.
130. Every pa1t is a perfect labyrinth, anatomically considered.
It is a labyrinth, also, of perfect designs; while the harmonious con·
currence of these designs in the aggrcgat~ or!?"~ns and ti~su.es is too
profouudly complex for any exact analysis. I he deep mt1macy of
parts in each tissue corresponds with the union of the wl~ole, with
the dominion of common laws, and with that concerted act10n of aJJ
parts, which, in a popular sense, makes up the life of tho organic
being.
131. It has already been stated, that a knowledge of the mi1mtencss
of structure which is supplied by tho microscope is practically ~se
less, while the deceptions of that instrument ha\'C led to many im portant errors in physiology and pathology (§ 83). It cannot be depended upon, especially, in exploring soft structm:es. If it lead to
unioportant facts, it is equally liable to betray us mto error and fal.
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lacious hypotheses. The whole history of that instrument, so far a!I
physiology is concerned, has gone to confirm the foregoing conclusions. which were originally advanced in another work, and has conclusively sustained the opinion of one of the most profound observers
of the present age. Thus :
"Authors," says Bichat, "have been much occupied with the iatimate structure of glands. Let us neglect a1J these idle questions,
in which neither inspection nor experiment can guide us. Let us
begin the study "'anatomy where the organs can be subjected to the
i>enses." "No methodical mind will attend to the minute nature of
the muscular fibre, upon which so much has been written. The exact progress of the sciences in tl1is age is not accommodated to those
hypotheses, which made general anatomy and physiology a frivolous
romance in the last."
Microscopical information, so far as correct, goes to the amount of
human knowledge, and to the perfection of science. though it may
not contribute to useful ends. But experience shows us that we
may not depend, as it respects the microscope. upon the vision of oth-
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tice, alone, can assure him of any general accuracy. The laborious
student may attend to this accomplishment. But, vita brevis, ars
longa; and he will be likely to live the subject of deluded sense
rather than of enlightened understanding.
"Enoughislcftbcsidestosearch:mdknow.
But knowledge is as food, :1!1dneedsuoless
0

0
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Op.Presses else withsurfcit,audsoonturns
'\V1sdom to folly, 11s nourishment to wind."-Mn.Tos.

The following is another example in illustration of Milton's principle, and another instance• of the revolutionary spirit of the microscopic observers. I quote from Wagner's "Elements of Physiology
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"of the VARIETIES OF FORM presented by
the seminal animalcules ought not to be held as any trifling matter, or
as tending to accumulate superfluous details . MosT IMPORTANT PHYSroLOGJC.u coNCLUsrnxs may be BASED on the information thus acqu;red" (§ 83, b).
It is one of the few correct physiological conclusions to be found
in the writings of Liebig, that
" The most exact anatomical knowledge of the structure of tissues
cannot teach us their uses ; and from the microscopical examination
of the most minute reticulations of the vessels, we can learn no more

~~u~~ti~l~e~;·1!u~i~~-}~~=s t~:nth:'ec;ca:~ ~e~~~.?~L~:~~~i"Jn1:~s~~nC~;c:~
istry.-(! 83 c, 251, 699 c and d).
"\¥hen we consider, therefore, the constant deceptions of the micro.scope, especially in all explorations of soft substances, and the absolute uselessness of any knowledge it may convey as to the recesses
of organization, it may be reasonably expected that the time is not
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Jistant wl1en all this lumber will be excluded from practical works
on physiology, and turned, at ]east, into a channel by itself.
132. Each simple texture, when united into compound organs, has
as much its own specific function as the aggregate compound. It is
m·cn more important, in a pathological sense, to regard the individual textures than the compound organ \vhich they may form.
133, a. A consideration of the tissues in respect to their special
character and functions, as well as their obvious anatomical differences, being of the very highest importance to the physiologist and physician, they can be studied advantageously only in these several aspects. 1\'Iuch must, therefore, be now anticipated as to what will Le
subsequently stated more circumstantially in regard to the properties
and functions of life. The student must be prepared with that anal·
ysis before he can approach the tissues with any hope of enlightened
knowledge. A simple statement of their apparent anatomical charac·
teristics and relations, and of their products, would present a barren
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and simultaneously employed in learning how these conditions are
modified in disease. Such, therefore, is my projected plan in relation
to the tissues(§ 83, c).
133, b. Every distinct tissue, and often the same tissue as it occurs
in different places and connections, and even the different parts of one
and the same continuous tissue, possess, respectively, special modifi.
cations of the vital properties and functions. Upon these moJ.ifica~
tions depend the variety of the natural vital phenomena, as, also, very
greatly, those which are morbid.
133, c. But there would be no disease were there not another im·
portant condition iu the constitution of the vital properties; an<l this
is their mutability. Its final cause is the well· being of organic nature;
since, as organization changes in the progress of the p1ant or of ani·
mals to a state of maturity, so must there be an antecedent change in
the properties which conduct the development of organs, &c. The
same principle is displayed in gestation, lactation, &c. It is this, in
connection with the susceptibility of the properties of life to the action
of blood and other vital agents, which renders them liable to morbid
changes when other causes operate. Such, therefore, is a necessary
consequence of the final cause of the adaptation of tlrn properties of
life to the influence of salutary agents, and to the varying exigencies
of organic nature.
Nor would there be any recovery from disease, but for the same
mutability of the organic properties, and their Jiability to other chan·
ges when yet other causes operate(§ 177, &c.. 1 901).
134. Owing to the peculiarities in tl1e vital constitution of the different tissues, a common disease, as inflammation, is characterized by
many peculiarities of symptoms, &c., in the soveral tissues, respect·
ively. Differences also arise in their constitutional influences, and
they may require corresponding variations of treatment(§ 718). This
is even true of different pa1ts of a continuous tissue, as the alimentary
and pulmonary mucous membrane; where inflammation of this mem·
brane in the nose, larynx, trachea, lungs, fauces, stomach, and intestines, is distinguished by almost as striking peculiarities in the vital
signs, and in their constitutional influences, as ar<> the physiological
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functions of tho different compound organs which it traverses (§ 140
752-754, 780, 783).
135, a. The special modifications of t1ie vital properties in different parts of one and the same continuous tissue is ofi.en strikingly de·
noted by the character of the natural product of the several portions:
rnspectivcly; as in the tissue last mentioned. Nothing, for example,
can be more unique than the gastric juice, a product of all complex
animals, while it can be generated by nothing but the mucous tissue
of the stomach. Again, in tho lungs we meet with this tissue performing the office of excretion; being the only example in which an
organ eliminates truly effete matter from venous blood. And here an
imp ortant analogy occurs to show that the elaboration of carbon is a
vital process(§ 316, 419, 827 b). In the uterus the same membrans
appears as an organ of exCl'etion in relation to the arteria! blood, but
for the uses of the utertls alone; nor is there any thing else in nature
that is capable of generating a similar product. But, in all the cases,
the analogy which is indicated by the coincidence of anatomical structure is farther confirmed by the universal production of mucus by this
remarkable tissue. The anatomical difierences are microscopical.
135, b. All the foregoing is delicately exemplified by the great
rnriety of formations which are generated by the gnnulations that
spring from ulcers; since, although in all the cases the granulations
appear to be identical in character, we know from their production of
parts analogous to such as ha<l been removed by the ulceratiYe process, that, in every instance, the granulations must have been endowed, respocti,·cly, with specific modifications of the organic propcrtic~
and shades of di{forcncc in organic structure (§ 733 c).
136. In consequence, also,oftheforegoingpcculial'itics of \'ital con stitution, eve ry tissue, and often continuous parts,ofn ti ssue (as in tl1e
bst example), are determined in their results by special vital mflucnccs, as well as by any peculiarities of organization. Thi s is denoted
by the phenomena where strnctures are most alike. Owing, also, to
the g~ncral coincidence in the vital constitution of all parts there arc
ccrtam general stimuli adapted to the whole, especially the stimulus
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m the vital const1tut1on of all that part of the arterial system which
conveys red blood; while, on the other hand, the difference between
3;l'terial and \'e!'1ous blood shows a diffc~·~n.ce in ~he organic proper~1es of tho artenal ~nd ".cnous sy~t.ems. l l11s has its deep foundation
m the wh?le physwlog1cal cond1t10~ of man an<l animals, and I may
also add, rn the whole Yegetable tnbe (§ 847, c). \Vhile every surfac~ has s~m? s~~rcted product adapted to its own special modification of 11T1tab1hty, many of these products may be offensi\·c to
other parts. Aga.in, the special irritability of one pa~'t may be exactly
suited to some product of another pait, and this may or may not be a
nat~1ra~ vital stimu.lus, and perfectly ino~ensive, ~o the second part,
while it ma.y exconate all other parts. Bile, for rnstance1 is the natural stimulus of the intestine, but will injure other parts. Venous
bloocl is harmless in the veins, and excites t110m 1 more Ol' less, to a
contractile net.ion; but is rapidly fatal within the a11ories (§ 849).
Urine is tho natural stimulus of the bladder, but will excoriate most
other parts(§ 74, 188! tl, 475}, 500 m, 51 If, 647!, 650, 847 c).
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137, a. In th.is relative se~sc. the animal is fi~led with poisons i
c.ach one of winch, however, rn 1ts prop.er place, is not only inoffen:;1ve, but indispensable. Here is the pnnciplc.
137, b. It is, also, upon the foregoing organic constitution of differ..
cnt purts, and which gives rise to a mutual relation of tho different
vital agents and products of organs and of the various parts of the organism, that the difference in the effects of remedial as well as morhific agents upon different parts io essentially founded. \Vine inflames the mucous tissue of the bladder, &c., but may be good for
1

1
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alimentary canal. Other agents affoct the stomach, or intestines, or
lirnr, or uterus, or bladder, &c., each organ more than the others, and
more than other parts(§ 233], 872 c, 838.)
137, c. From not duly regarding these important facts, or from an
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part of the body, as the mucous, for example, are supposed to have
the same relation to the tissue in all other parts. Hence the oil of
turpentine, copaiva, naphtha, &c., barn been abortively or injuriously
employed in pulmonary catarrh, phthisis ernn, diarrhroa, dysentery,
&c., mos~ly for the reason that they exert a specific effect upon the
mucous tissue of the urinary organs.
This great law of adaptation is so universal as to extend throughout the whole domain of medicine, reaching as fully into pathology
and therapeutics as it is conspicuous in physiology. If the blood be
rendered morbid by morbid states of the solids it never becomes
morbific, since there is a progressive adaptation of the vital changes
in the solids to such as the solids induce in the blood. And so of various morbid secretions in relation to the parts by which they may _be
produced . These results, in which the vital properties of the soliJs
are always concerned as the primary cause, are founded in an all·
pervading law of the animal economy, and by which 1 s.ncl which alone,
nature is enabled to throw off disease (§ 524 d, 944 c, 817 a-k).
137, d. Again, it is one of the most important laws in medicine,
that th~ susceptibility of tissues
organs to the action of ~·emedial
agents is more or less affected by disease. l\Iany agents which operate powerfully in certain morbid states, an<l in ce1tain doses, both lo0ally and sympathetically, may be perfectly inert in tl1e natural states
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intensity of disease. The same principle applies to the impressions
which am made by many remedial agents upon existi?g states. of disease, or upon organs in their state of integrity; by wl11ch the diseased
or healthy parts are increased in their susceptibility to the subsequent
action of the same or other remedies, or to morbific causes(§ l 43, c).
137, e. It is, therefore, one harmonious system of laws throughout.
\Vere it, indeed, otherwise, remedial agents could have no existence,
and disease, of course, could receive no help from art. These, also,
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the peculiar impression which they exert upon parts with which they
come in contact; and by which, also, we overthrow the whole systc1T.
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of chemical physiology, tlrn humoral pathology, and the doctrines of
debility, and of cure by the absorption of remedies(§ 847, e~. .
138. The natural modifications of the vital properties and funct10n9,
or the special vital constitution, of any particular tissue, or p~8 of a
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which the tissue may form a component part.
.
Certain tissues of a compound organ are far more liable to d1seas_e
than its other tissues. Thus, the mucous tissue of the stomach is
quite liable, the serous rarely, and tlrn muscular more rarely(§. 764, a)
139. Disease of any particular tissue, or parts of a tissu~, is apt to
be most severe, in its local and general character, accordrng to the
importance of the functions of the compound organ of which it may
form a component part. This, however, is less true of the constitu·
tional influence, than of the local intensity of disease.
140. The sympathetic influences of <lisease al·e also greatly deteJ·
mined by the nature of the affection, especially the constitutional ef·
fects. Inflammation of the serous, venous, and 1igamentous, tissues,
disturb the constitution far more than the same degrees of inAammation alfecting the mucous, atterial, and muscular, tissues. But much,
also, as ah·eady said, will depend upon the nature of the compound
organ with which the tissue, or pa1t of a continuous tissue, may be
associated ; though sometimes, where the compound organ is comparatirnly uuimportant, inAammation of one of its tissues may give rise
to great constitutional disturbances. Such, for example, is true of
some inflammatory affections of the mucous tissue of the throat; and
few diseases are more intractable than laryngitis. Much, also, will often
depend upon the special modification of disease; as in acute articular
rheumatism (§ 525-530).
141, a. Tissues of the same organization are most allied in their
vital properties, and hence are most liable to sympathize with each
other in their diseases.
141, b. \.Vhen a tissue of an organ becomes diseased the properties a~d func~ion.'> o~ the others are more or less disturbed ; though
the primary disease is not apt to be propagated to them from the tissue first affected. It continues rnther in the tissue first invaded. Inflammation, for example, beginning in t11e mucous tissue of the stom·
ach, will extend along that tissue, so far at least as its connection
relates· to the stomach, without being often propagated to the otl-ier
tissues of the compound organ. This principle has a broad foundation, and is owing to the general coincidence in the vital constitution
of all parts of the same tissue, and to the differences between the vital
States of that and_ the associated tiss1~es. Excepti?ns, hmveyer, occur
more frequently m some parts than m others; as m the 1unus, where
pleu~o-pneumonia i,s i:ot unfreque~t.. N e~crt11eless, in th~se cases,
the simultaneous affection of two cl1stmct tissues of a compound or·
gan may be rather owing to. a g:eneral predisposition effected by some
remote cause than to morb1fic u~Aueoces ex~rte~ by one tissue upon
the other. In other cases, especially of specific mflammation, the dis·
ease is propagated directly from one tissue to another, as in scrofula
rheumatism, &c.; but in most other instances by reflex nervous action.'
142. For reasons stated in § 133-136, morbific agents may readily
excite disease in one part of a continuous tissue when they would lrnve
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no eflE:ct on another part of it; or may operate more profoundly on
one part than on another. And this holds true of the action of remedial agents. The same is also true of the sympathetic influences
which may be exerted by disease; and a like principle applies to certain sympathies that fall upon special parts which are immediately
c~ntinuot;ts \V~th each .other, but w.hich are determined, also, by cer
tam special vital relations of the different parts. Thus, the vital rela
tiuns of the tongue to the alimentary canal being far greater than to
the lungs, and as the canal readily sympathizes with other chylopoietic viscera, the tongue is far more seusitivc to abdominal than to pulmonary derangements (§ 129 c, i, 689 i, 694-f).
143, a. A.gain, there may be varying susceptibilities of the dif'erent .~arts of a ~ontinuous tissue (arising ~rom 11umero~s causes not
pos1t1vely morb1fic), when the l)ame morb1fic, or remedial, cause will
affect one part or the other more in conformity with the acquired susceptibilities, than with the natural modifications, of the vital properties in the several parts, respectively. This is also more applicable
to the tissue as it occurs in compound organs not anatomically connected, and to tissues which differ in their organization (§ 783).
143, b. Hence it fo~ws, that, if all the organs be rendered preternaturally susceptible, a general explosion of disease may follow the
oporation of some cause, which, in sounder heallh, would be harmless. U oder these circumstances, however, disease is most apt to
spring up more or less sympat11etical1y, and successively, in one part
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cases, it generally happens that some of the morbid states abate, or
subside, as new ones come forward, the new ones, perhaps, sub<luiug
sympathetically the older in the series (§ 804, 905). The system,
therefore, is rarely universally inva<led by disease, except in idiopathic
fever (§ 148, 783). Reflected nervous action :tpplies in all the cases.
Nevertheless, it probably does not often, if ever happen, except in
fever, that the primary is the efficient predisposing cause of universal
disease, but that disease of one organ proves the predisposing of disease in another; and as one organ after another becomes affected in
this manner, they co-operate together in rendering other parts suscep·
tible of disease(§ 644, &c., 715-719).
143, c. In proportion, therefore, as the susceptibility of the system
at large is increased by morbid changes, or predisposed by morbific
influences, so, in a general sense, will the altcrati\•e action of remedial agents be felt in a corresponding manner(§ 137 d, ~52 h, 715).
By the law of adaptation as set forlh in the J\leclical and Pliysiological
Commentaries (vol. i., p. 649, 653-655, &c.), and in various parts of
the present work, the sympathetic influence of any local disease
which is felt by distant organs modifies the vital states of those parts
in a manner that institutes harmonious relations to the part more profoundly affected; and tlrns remedial agents will extern) their salutary
alterative action to such distant pa.its, and render them the source of
salutary effects upon the essential seats of disease(~ 73, 80, 117 1 129i,,
13·3-137, 140, 155, 156, 169 f, 387' 399, 422, 514 "· 524 d, 525, 528,
638, 649 d, 811, 848, 902f, 905). ·when the wh~le syst~m is invaded by disease, as in idiopathic fover, the a1teratlve actwn of remedies is felt over the univer::;al body (§ 148, 152 b, 222-·232, 500,
E
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!)04 d). It is owing, also, to the same law of adaptation,
same
universal, however partial modifications of the vital states wmch lo~al
diseases ofcen induce, that parts remote from the direct seat of ~1s
case arc protected against all morbific effects from any changes which
the blood may undergo as a consequeucc of morbid action (§ 845, &c.).
lndependcl)tly, however, of any increased susceptibility of organs, the
action of numerous agents upon the stomach may determine influ~nces
upon distant parts whose natural state is unimpaired, and these mfluences may become the source of other impressions upon other parts.
Circles of reflex nervous action may be thus engendered universally.,by
which all parts shall concur in the effocts of the gastric irritation w}u~h
the remedies may institute. In this manner a cathartic or an emetic
may bring the whole organism to bear with favorable influences upon
some slight inflammation of the throat which had exerted no morlifying cflCcts upon other pai·ts (§ 514 lt, 692 a, fl02 g).
143, cl. Again, there are some rcme<lial agents possessing general
vital relations to the whole body, especially the several preparations
of mercury, and others whose specific relations are more limited, like
cantharides, which will affect profoundly the entire organization, Clr

~~:~~s~n~!:;~l~;lc~~~~ti:i~~ al~~~~~l~ca~~~~!~i~e~!r~~~:ra~~~~:~~~'ois~
nearly tl1e truly morbific ones, while they possess the grand characteristic of the 1\lateria Medica of instituting morbid changes which are
nf transient existence 1059, 854 d).
14'1. Many acquired conditions may be transmitted from parents to
child, which may thus form a constitutional predisposition to disease;
being a permanent and more or less universal modification of the vital
properties (though of some patts more than others), which does pot
properly belong to them; as in scrofula. Here, the absolute remote
cause has operated upon the ancestor (§ 75-80, 661 ).
145. Subjects thus constituted (§ 144) are liable to morbific influences which the more natural do not feel; and such causes as would
produce in the natural subject common inflammation of the nose,
trachea, &c., will excite scrofulous inflammation in the lungs of the
acquired constitution (§ 650, 659).
146. Hereditary predisposition to disease manifests itself in certain
tissues and organs more than in others, according to the nature of the
transmitted constitution(~ 143, a).
147. Sympathetic diseases m:iy spring up in unusual constitutions,
when they would not in the more natural. Thus, in certain hereJi.
tary conditions indigestion gives rise to scrofulous, 2·heumatic, and
gouty inflammation of parts distant from the chylopoietic viscera.
The same principle is also in operation when the vital constitution of
part~ is modified by habits, climate, ag?, the development of the generative organs, &c. (§ 542), all depending upon reflex nervous action.
148. Certain causes appear to be capable of affecting, directly and
~ndirect1y, all the tiss_ues of the ~)ody, as i~ idiopath~c fever i though,
m these cases the pnmary morb1fic_ effect is on particular parts, from
which it is disseminated by morb1fic refl.ex nervous action (§ 64!\
665, 666, 760). In these cases, however,. it appears not to be a positive state of disease in the part upon wluch the morbific agents may
exert their primary eff~cts, as on .the r:i~1cous su.rfaces, which brings
the .est of the system mto a pred1spos1t10n to disease; but a predis-
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position being established in those primary parts, t11e impression is of
.such a nature as to be propagated sympathetically over the universal
body; just as when many remedial agents acting upon the mucous
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therefore, in idiopathic fever, as well as in numerous local affections,·
that the parts on which the morbific agents exert their direct cffCcts
may not manifest any signs of disease till the explosion of fever takes
place; or as when pneumonia, or catarrh, is induced by the action of
cold upo1~ the skin ;_ wh~le it often happens that the p~rts thus originally, but unpcrceptibly impressed, become sympatl1Ct1cally the scats
of absolute disease by the reacting iufluence of the diseases which had
been sympathetically produced through these parts. Very complex
circles of reflex nervous action may thus arise. These general af:.
factions may be also broken up by the action of a single remedy, as
by an emetic, or mercury, &c. (557, 559, 712, 715-719).
. 149. I~ is a ~reat and important law, resulting fro~ the physiologtcal cons1deranons now made (§ 133-148), that morb1fic causes, external or internal, determine disease upon the tissues of one com·
pound organ or another according to the particular virtues of the
morbific causes, and in accordance, also, with the natural modifications of the Yitai properties in e,·ery part, and the susceptibilities
which they may acquire from other causes (§ 64-2 b, 722 d, 125,
794, 795, SOS). Hence it follows that many of the natural stimuli of
1
.ife may become morbific.
150, a. It is a great fundamental law, that a general coincidence
exists between the natural susceptibilities of the properties of life to
their ordinary stimuli (§ 136), and to those of a morbific, and of a remedial, nature, according to the natural modifications of the Yitai
properties, whether in a general sense (§ 148), or in their relation to
particular parts (§ 136) i the influences produced conforming, of
course, to the natural modifications of the properties of life and the
special virtues of the several agents, though modified by the transient or permanent influences which spring from other sources, especially from disease (584-, 644.-674, 772 c, 826, &c., 847 e, 904).
Such is the inevitable result of the constitution of tl1e properties of
Jife (§ 177). It is, as it were, the great focal point from which all diverges that is embraced in medicine; the bond \vhich unites every
hranch of the science.
150, b. All that is here said, and in§ 149, is equally applicable to
the nerrnus power, in all its modifications, as an agent in the production and cure of disease, as to agents of a physical nature (§ 222-

233;, &c.).
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151. It is through the foregoing law (§ 150) that t?~ natural stunuli of life maintain all parts in their prec~s~ co~1cl1t1ons,i tln:ough
which, also, morbific agents alter those cond1t1ons m certam umfonn
ways, and through which remedial agents establish certain other
changes which enable the properties and actions of c~·ery part to .return spontaneously to their natural states. The law uwolves. an immense range of facts in physiology, pathology, and therapeutics, and
groups many othor fundamental principles. It sho~ld be thf'. r.oint ~f
~cparture in all our medical researches and reasonings; fm: 1t is, as it
were, the polar star which will guide us safely upon our difficult atid
dangerous voyage C& 794, 79.5. &c.).
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J 5~, a. It follows, therefore, from § 150, 151, that the operation of
all. things upon the living organism, whether food, heat, cold, blood
poisons, the nervous power, or remedies for disease, is upon one com·
mon principle, which is relative to the natural constitution of the organic properties. Food stimulates the stomach, an<l throws a genial
sympathetic influence over the whole organism, warming the cold
surface as soon as it enters its appropriate receptacle; blood maintains, in the same way, the actions of all parts; poisons and morbific
agents, put into the stomach, affect the vital properties of that organ
injuriously, when, unlike the case of food, pernicious reflex nervous actions are determined upon other parts, or the same food in excess
may do the same. 'Ve then introduce into the same organ another
class of morbific agents that are less profound in their operation, and
which prove remedial in certain doses, and therefore establish, through
tbe same principle, a salutary change in the same properties wl1ich
other poisons had affected injuriou$ly (§ 638, 642 b, 854).
152, b. It is also worthy of repetition, that such is the analogy be·
tween morbific and remedial impressions, that thff organs which sustain the former are thus rendered susceptible of the latter, when they
might be otherwise insensible tQ the same remedial agents, in their
appropriate remedial doses. Such is the harmony of the Jaws of nature; such their great final causes (§ 524, no. 3, d) . For the same
reason, also, many of the natural agents of life, such as the ordinary
kinds of food, may be intensely mo1·bific in most of the diseases of
man{§ 849). Or, again, the agents which heal in their remedial doses
may establish severe forms of disease when administered in hea1th.
153. Through the law of development, the tissues undergo natural
modifications in their structure and vital endowments at many periods
oflife. In infancy, the organs are imperfectly developed, though the
properties and functions of organic life, unlike those of animal life,
are strongly pronounced in many of the viscera. A relation obtains,
however, in organic life, between the properties and functions and
the relative size of organs (§ 159).
In childhood, there is another well-marked change. In adolescence, another; when the organs become mature. In old age, another j when life is naturally on the decline.
154. The foregoing stages of de,·elopment (§ 153) arc not sudden,
but gradually progressive.
155. The changes of organization (§ 153, 154) arc preceded by
corresponding changes in the vital properties, upon which the former
depend (§ 445,/). This principle, too, like all others which relate to
organic life, whether in health or disease, is universally true under
any given combination of circumstances. It is true of the develop·
ment of dll tissues and all organs, and all other products, from the beginning of conception to the end of life. Hence, also, the nriety in
the.remedial or morbific virtues ?fmany plants, at different stages of
their growth. As structure varies, the vital properties have undergone modifications, in conform~ty with that order of Design which was
instituted, that where one specific end is accomplished, and others are
to be fu1fil1ed, the powers by which these final causes are to be accomplished slmll have their necessary adaptations. And while, also
the vital properties, under all their natural modifications, arc so con~
stituted as to receive certain exact impressions from the natural stim-
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uli of life, that ''ital actions may be determined according to the purposes ordained, so also will morbific and remedial agents be varied in
their influences (§ 129 i 1 387, 980).
156, a. The foregoing variations (§ 153-155), therefore, give rise
to new dispositions to disease in mauy parts, and are productive of
modifications of former diseases, or the latter disappear. This, as
we have seen, is a necessary consequence of the physiological changes, since the same properties which carry on nutrition and growth
carry on all diseases. The relations of vital and morbific agents move
on, pari passu, with the natural changes in the properties of life; and
remedial agents undergo corresponding modifications of action.
156, b. The great law of adaptation is forever present to the eye
<>f the naturalist; and when the same subjects are contemplated in a
moral sense, the same evidences of Design meet him at every glance
of the mind. Take an example of a compound nature, a universal
physiologico-moral phenomenon in which our present topic is involved. Thus, no soon;r was man created than he was doomed to obtain
hi:s subsistence by the sweat of his brow. Roots, grains, fruits, &c.,
were, therefore, as far as the \Vants of animals would allow, created
mostly in an unedible condition, but rendered susceptible of the requisite improvement by cultivation; and to carry out the great purpose, the nature of soils, air, water, &c., were made subservient (§
74, SO, 117, 137, 143, 155, 169f. 266, 384, 385, 387, 399, 409f, 422
514 Ii, 524 d, 525, 526 d, 528, 638, 733 b, 847 g).
157. Organs arc softest and most fluid at the beginning of their clc >elopment, and increase, progressively, in density through life. The
animal ovum is scarcely more than an organic fluid(~ 67).
158. Vascular action is promoted by the greater fluidity of urg:ans, and vice versa (§ 142) . Inflammation is in part, therefore,
more intense and rapid in infancy and childhood than at later periods, which, with other causes, gives rise to the necessity of great
promptitude of re medies. Other causes attending the vital conditions of old age rend er equally important a decisive treatment of the
severe diseases that may befall that age (§ 574, &c., 1009, &c.).
159. The proportional size of organs varies at different stages of
life. The cerebra-spinal system, for example, is largest in chil<ldood. Hence a greater development of the org.anic properties in those
parts, and a greater consequent liability of the brain to inflammatory
and congestive affections, and to hydrocephalus. The large proportional size of the nervous and arterial systems affects the physiological and pathological condition of all other parts; giving activity to
nutrition, and susceptibillty and intensity to disease.
The glandular tissue of the liver has the largest proportional size
in infancy; but not so the venous system of the liver. Hence, again,
•he glandular function of that organ is especially liable to derangement in infancy, and its venous tissue to congestion at more advan~ed
ages.
It is also important to understand, that the veins, in a general
sense, "have a real inferiority as it respects the arteries, ?uring the
first periods of life."-B1cnAT. There are some excepttons, especially in the brain.
160. '\Vhat has now been said of the modifications of the vital constitution of different tissues and organs may be illustrated by the re l
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ath·e liabi1ity of different tissues, and parts of common tiss':'es, tu
some given disease, by the relati,-c danger of that disease as it may
affect the different parts, and by the effects of some remedial agent
upon the various parts, respectively. The remedy may be loss of
blood, and the supposed disease inflammation. The statement may
be conveniently made in a tabular form, w11ile, also, it may be con·
verted to practical uses (~ 711).
161. The tables are intended in a general sense, and suppose tl10
ci;>nstitution to be naturally sound. If hereditary predispositions. to
disease exist, as in scrofula, or if the constitution be affected by i'n·
temperance, or by previous diseases, &c., the order of liabilities to
inflammation, &c., as marked in the first table, will be more or less
affected. In the scrofulous constitution, for example, instead of the
mucous, the lymphatic tissue may be most liable.
1.62. The tables will be more or Jess modified by age. Thus, the
veins of the pia mater are more liable to congestion in infancy and
childhoocl than any other part of the venous texture. This liability
afterward decreases, ancl returns at the age of fif~ and upward, re·
suiting in cerebral hemorrhage (§ 805).

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
Tissues most liable to disease, especially to inflammation, in the
order of arrangement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Mucous.
Venous (i·cnous congestion).
Ce1Iular.
Serous.
Ligamentous and dermoid (fibrous).
Glandular.
Lymphatic.
Nervous.
Synovia1.
Pcriosteum (fibrous) .
Osseous.
Tendons, cartilage, dura mater, and pericardium (fibrou8) .
Muscular.
Arterial.

Jof the nose.

"

"

1. Mucous textul'C .

·1I "
"
0

lungs, fauccs .
eyes.
Ilium,
small intestine, { Jejunum,
Duodenum.
stomach.
large intestine.

L :: ~~=~~~r~nd vagina.
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2. Venous texture (forming, mostly, venous
congestion) . .

3. Cellular texture ..

4. Serous texture . . .

5. Glandular texture ..

6. Lymphatic texture .

7. Fibrous texture .

8. Nervous texture . .

9. Synovial texture
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of pia mater, in infancy ant.l childhood.
" liver.
"small intestine.
" pia mater of adults.
"rectum (piles).
u uterus (pldchitis) .
" lungs (congestive astllrna).
u lower extremities (varix).
" spermatic cord (circocelc).
sub-cutaneous.
of the lungs.
" pin mater.
" voluntary muscles.
of the lungs.
" parietes of thorax.
" parietes of abdomen.
u liver.
" smallintestine.
" large intestine.
" heart and pericardium.
" cerebral ventricles.
" kidneys.
" stomach.
lymphatic glands. .
mammre (puerperal).
salivary glands.
liver.
testis.
lacteal glands.
kidney.
thyroid gland (goitre).
thymus gland.
pancreas.
of the lower extremities.
" upper extremities.
11
uterus (soc Comm., vol. ii., p. 470)
others rnrely.
ligaments.
dermoid.
periosteum.
cariiJage.
tendons.
pericardium.
dura mater.
brain.

;:~~~~of sympathetic.
spinal cord.
of the knee-joints.
" ankle.
0
joints of ;,,ippcr extremities.

10. Osseous texture .. . . { :~~~~o~~~e.
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·
11. Artenal texture . . . .

{

of the brain.
arch of aorta.
"
extremities.
rare in other parts.
TABLE III.

Relative danger of high inflammation affecting the tissues of di~
fercnt organs, according to the order of arrangement:
1. All textures of the brain.
2. All textures of the heart and pericardium.
3. Venous and lymphatic textures of the womb, iliac a111l other
veins.
4. Peritoneum of abdomen (puerperal women).
5. Serous membrane of small in testine.
6. Veins of the liver (venous congestion in congestive fevers).
7. Parenchyma of lungs.
8. Glandular texture of liver.
9. Mucous texture of small intestines.
10. Mucous texture of stomach.
11. Serous texture of large intestine.
12. Textures of kidney.
13. Mucous texture of large intestine.
U. Serous texture of lungs and thorax.
15. Serous texture of liver.
16. Serous texture of abdominal parietes (common injlammatio-nJ.
17. Veins of lungs (low, or sub-active,forming congestive asthma.
See Comm., vol. ii., p. 494).
18. Textures of bladder.
19. Mucous texture of uterus.
20. Ligaments.
21. Bone and cartilage.
22. Lymphatics of extremities.

wh~~ss~;:c~:l1c~~i~~qh;~~ tfn°af::::::i~~~:~c~~d~~;e:.~ ~~000~~:~!n~;
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which tl~ey are associated, an~ in the order of arrangement.
remedy is supposed to be applied early.

The

All textures of the brain.
All textures of the heart and pericardium.
Serous texture of small intestine.
Peritoneum of abdomen (1.npuerperal women) . NoTEHp. l J 17.
Parenchyma of lungs.
Serous texture of stomach.
Serous texture of large intestine.
Veins and lymphatics of uterus. (Early.)
Serous and glandul ar texture of liver.
Venous texture of liver. (Sub-acute, congestion in congutiVt.
fever. Often more largel!J.)
11. Mucous texture of smal1 intestine.
12. Uterus.
13. Textures of kidney.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

1\lucous texture of stomach.
l\Iucous texture of large intestine.
Serous texture of lungs and chest.
Serous texture of abdominal parietes. (Common i11jlamm ation.)
Ligaments. (Often more largely.)
Bladder.
Mucous texture of bronchire.
21. l\Iamma, testis, parotid gland.
22. Absorbents of extremities.
163. In the treatment of disease, therefore, we should consider the
precise pathology of each alfected tissue, the natural vital peculiarities of the affected tissue in the compound organ, its general character
as well as that of the compound organ in the animal economy, the influences which its morbid state exerts upon the other tissues in a
compound organ, its own morbific influences and the combined influences of the compound organ upon other parts, and how tht:: remote
sympathizing parts may react, or shed an influence on yet other parts.
And then follows not only the general plan of treatment, but all that
nice discrimination of cathartics, emetics, alterati\'eS, and other groups

~frt:~~~\~1%i~ss:i:~f~ai~o:1~~i~ltie~~i::i~~~~i~~!~;~:sp~~~i;,e~~:~1;~~~0~}
repetition, &c. (§ 675, 685, 686). The same variety of considerations
:ire to be made when the condition of diseased parts may undergo
changes, favorable or unfavorable, from the operation of remedial
agents.
\Ve are mostly assisted in the foregoing inqui1ies by comparisons
of the morbid with the natural vital phenomena and physical products
nf each part, and the whole collectively. "\Ve also acquire much of
our knowledge of the natural constitution of indi,·idual parts by observing the deviation of their phenomena when acted upon by morbific or remedial agents. The phenomena are then more strongly
pronounced than in health, or new ones are developed. Indeed, it is
sometimes through morbid conditions only that we acquire a knowledge of some of the important physiological conditions; as, for ex·
ample, the existence of common sensibility in all pa1ts. Hence a
corollary, that none but an observer of disease can expound tl1e nat·
1Jral conditions and laws of life (§ 685, 686, 848).

THIRD DIVISION

01~

PHYSIOLOGY

PROPERTIES OR POWERS OF LIFE.
164. A vrT.H, or peculiar governing principle or power, in organ ic
beings, has been recognized by all the most distinguished medical
philosophers at all ages of the science. It is the funclame1~tal c.ause
of growth, nutrition, and of all other phenomena o~ orgamc be 1~ gs.
It is, in all but the vulgar acceptatiou, synonymous with the term life;
and life, therefore, is a cause, and not an effect, as has been .assumed
by many distinguished physiologists, and as tn.ught by chcnustry.
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165, a. "Until it is proved," says Andra} (the r~storcr uf the Immoral pathology), u that the forces which, in a living body, interrupt the
play of the natural chemical affinities, maintain a proper temperature,
and p1eside over the \"arions actions of org<lnic and animal life, are
analogous to those admitted by natural philosophy, we shall act consistently with the principles of that science, by giving distinct nai:ies
to those two kinds of forces, and employing ourselves in calculating
the difi'erent laws they obey."-ANDHAL's Patlwlogical Anatomp . .
And, to the same effect, the distinguished organic chemist, L1eb1g,
the chief of the school of pure chemistry(§ 4}):
"There is NOTHING to prevent us from considering the VITAL FORCE
as a PECULI,\R property, which is possessed by certain material bodies,
and becomes sensible when their elemcnta1·y particles are combined
in a certain arrangement or form. This supposition takes from the
vital JJ!wwmena nothing of their wonderful peculiarity. It may,
therefore, be considered as a RESTING POINT from which an investigation into these phenomena, and the LA ws which regulate them, may
be commenced; exactly as we consider the properties and laws of
LIGHT to be dependent on a certain luminiferous matter or ether,
which has no farther connection with the laws ascertained by investigation."- Lrnnw's Animal Chemistry.
So, also, Carpenter, Roget, and other eminent chiefs of the physical
school(§ G4).
And thus, the eminent MUller, ·who leads in the school of chemicovital physiology:
"The only character that can be possibly compared in organic and
inorganic bodies, is the mode in which symmetry jg realized iu each.''
u ·whether the vital principle is to be regarded as imponderable matter, or as a force or energy, is just as uncertain as the same question
in re~erence to. seYeral phenomena i~1 physics. Physiolog?', in tl1is
case, Js not belnnd tl1e other natural sciences; for the propertws ef tltis
principle in the functions of the nP.rvcs are nearly as well known as
those of1ight, caloric, and electricity, in physics."-MiiLLEn's Pliysiology.
Finally, we have the pure vitalist 1 teaching the same doctrine;
though, with greater consistency. Thus:
"P~1ysiology," says Bich?-t, ".would haYe .made much greater prog!·ess, if all those who studied it had set aside the notions which are
oorrowed from the accessory sciences, as they are termed. But, these
sciences are not ae:cessor~; th~y are who11y strangers to physiology,
~nd should be bamshe~ from 1~ whol!Y·" '.' To say that physiology
lS made up of the ph~1cs of ammals, is to give a very absurd idea of
it. As well might we say that astronomy is the physiolocry
of the
0
stars."-B1cHAT's General Anatom?J, ~~·c.
Tiedemaim, too, was right in saying that,
"AU the qu~lities of organic bodies should be looked upon as the
effects of the ''Ital powers. Even those phenomena seen in them,
wh~ch th~y e~hibit i? comJ?On with inorganic bocli?s, undergo modificat10ns of t11e1r specific action, and should be cons1<lere<l suborllinate
to the vital powers."- TrnDE!\lANN's Pltysiology, 4·c.
There is not, indeed, in the whole r.ange of medical literature, one
author, however devoted to the physical and chemical Yiews of Jife
who does not e\·ince the necessity of admitting a governing vital l>'rin~
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ciple as a distinCt entity, distinct from a1l other things in nature. I say,
there cannot be produced one author of any consideration, who does
not summon to the aid of his discussion a vital princii_)le whenever ht:
touches upon the abstract phenomona of life. And this I have abun
dantly shown by an extensive range of quotations in my various publications (Except 9 1034).
165, b. \Ve are constantly asked, how we know the existence of
the vital properties or powers 1 Again, I say, precisely by the same
means as the advocates of the chemical and physical philosophy
of life defend their knowledge of the forces which govern tho inorganic world. The question is important, as implying that physiologists either do not arrive at thei1~ knowledge of cause::i through their
effects, or, that there is nothing different in the phenomena of organic
and inorganic beings. \Vhat would the metaphysician say, were we
to ask him for any otlmr demonstration of mind than its manifestations; or the mechanical or chemical philosopher, should we demanc1
any other evidence of gravitation, magnetism, chemical affinity, &c.,
than the effects which they supply 1 And do we not distinguish one
from the o,ther1 and regard them as wholly distinct forces, by the difference in their effects 1 The proof is clear and tangible, in all the
cases. \Vhere the results of power differ so materially from each
other, it is as good a ground of argument, that the phenomena depend
upon specific powers in one case as in the other; and 1 if it be "a
cloak of ignorance" in either case to assume the existence of powers,
it must surely appertain to him who attempts an explanation of the
phenomena by assuming forces with which such phenomena. have no
known connection(§ 175 1 bb, 1085).
166. Many of the eminent ancient physicians considered the vital
principle an intelligent agent; and even Hunter has been supposed,
though erroneously, to have been of that opinion. Some distinguish·
ed physiologists, of the present day, are inclined to regard tho soul as
that agent. Others confound it with the Deity;• while yet others,
confounding the Deity with Nature, fall into a labyrinth of absur<lities.t Others suppose the vital functions alone to constitute lifc.t
The ancient physicians generally distinguished the vital principle from
the soul, and regarded both as immaterial(§ 175 d, 350.f /~) .
167, a. The vital principle was early known underthe names of Anima and Calidum Innatum. It was greatly lost sight of in the "dark
ages," but reappeared among the earliest restorers of learning, when
it took the name of Anima Vegctans, as signifiCant of its organizing
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tary and demoniac influence. Then came Van Helmont with his in.
novation of a Spiritus Arcluxus, an immaterial principle, which he located in the upper orifice of the stomach. It presided over the ?ody
in n general sense, and had under its command several subord1~a~e
spirits. (one for each organ), to exocute the or~ers of _the weat spult.
Ilut1 hko Paracelsus, he expounded much of lus phys~olog1cal results
upon chemical principles, and had no definite co?ccp~1ons o~ the office
of his Arch~us. Stahl followed Van Helmont with Ins Ratwnal Soul,
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and Lord Bacon had entered the field in defense of ti vital principle
Then came Haller, with his great phi losopl1ical and practical <list~nc
tion of the Vis Insita and Vis Nervca. Here we enter into the midst
of the profound theories of irritability and sensibility, which had been
suggested by Galen(§ 476, b). Glisson, too, had forced Iris way into
the laws of irritability; and Baglivi had already dealt his fatal blows
~pon the humoral pathology. \Ve may, therefore, date the progre~s:
1ve an<l substantial foundation of vitalism and solidism from Daghv1
to Haller i a period of about one hundred years.
. .
167, h. \.Vhytt modifi~d the Stahlian doctrine; and t?e v1s10n~ry
Des Cartes led the way in rejecting altogether. for awhile, the v1~al
powers, in which he was ai<led by the hypothesis of a nervous fluid,
which appeared about his time. The doctrine then followe~, as a
consequence, that matter acquires Yitality in virtue of a peculiar organization, and this became an easy step to the atheistical c1octrine of
spontaneous generation. Then came up the view as set forLh by
l\Ionro, Sir Humphrey Davy, and others, analogous to the Cartesian,
that a living principle pervades the universe, an<l governs all tl1_ings.
Some of this school suppose the uniYersal principle to be subordmate
to the Deity i but a greater number, like Carpenter, Prichard, and
especially many of our present geologists, as Lyell, &c., regru·d it as
th e Deity Himself, whereby th e latter, either directly or by implication, confound nature with God. The doctrine becomes, here, either
atheistical or of a direct atheistical tendency; and we have, as a renewed consequence, the assumption of spontaneous generation.•
167, c. Those great luminaries, Hunter an<l Bichat, came forward
in good time to rescue the philosophy of medicine from the degradation with which it was threatened by chemistry and physics, and have
left an impregnable shield to all future ages.
167, d. Tiedemann, too, soon after appeared with his" Physiology
of Man," in which the doctrines of life are ably expounded, and which
must be ranked as one of the productions of an original mind. Tiedemann could not believe that there was any sincerity in the absolute
rejection of a peculiar governi ng principle of living beings. "However different," he says, H may be the names chosen by physiologists
and physicians to designate this power, however various the ideas
they attach to it, yet all must agree on the essential point, that of regarding it ns intended to maintain living bodies, vegetable and animal,
a_nd ~11 their parts, ~~ring a cer~ain_ space of t~me, in a state of integnty, m the compos1t10n, orgamzat1on, and vital properties that me
r.eculiar to _them_, and to render th?se bo~ies capable, at a certain period of their e'."-1sten~e, of producrng bemgs of the same species as
themselves, wluch beings are confi ned to the same determinate mode
of formation and development, a~d exhibit sim itar phenomena."
"'Ve arc b~und, therefore, to cons1~er the p~·i11ciple which presides
?ver those different acts, as a powe_r rnh?rent m all parts of living beings, and we cannot assume that, either m vegetables or animals, it is
limited to any one part or parts. All the parts of a plant, the roots,
stem, branches, leaves, flowers, wood, and bark, are nourished. Nutrition takes place in all the tissues aud organs of animals. The con-
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tinual tendency of this power to preserve the individual aud all its
parts, forms the prominent character of individual lif<:, and is presented to us as lite most importan/, internal condition of life. This power
not only converts the alimentary matters, drawn from without, into nutritive fluids, endowed with special properties and assimilated by it,
but it also introduces them into the solid organic form, determines and
regulates the composition, the organization, and the vitality of parts.
Every living body is exposed to external inAuences, which urge it to
manifestations of activity. E,·ery one, however, under certain exter-
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ture, and <livers organic matters, vegetable and animal poisons, are
uble to ANNHHLATE tlLis power,• and thus to cause the death of the
living bodies on which they operate.11
167, e. Next came the illustrious l\Iiiller to aid in arresting the almost universal onslaugh, in Europe, that seemed to threaten the extinction of every sage in medicine from Hippocrates to the exit of
Bichat. Under the magic wand of Andral the venerable doctrine of
humoralism reared its portentous form; while Louis substituted mar
bid anatomy for the science of pathology, and Liebig, and his scho1•l
with fire and acids, overrun the whole domain of medicine.
Although l\Itlller employR the language of Stahl, in relation to a
vilal principle, I think it rather designed as a forcible mode of expression, than as imputativc of intelligence. Thus, "~!tis RATIONAL creative force," he says," is exerted in every animal strictly in accorclaw:c
witli, what tlte nature ofeaclt part requires." The fact is truly stated;
but it reposes on great laws of organization, not upon intelligence.
That such is MUiler's view appears from another expressio11, that,
"tlteformative or organizing principle is a creative power, m1..•difying
matter blindly and unconsciously." The radical fault of this plulo~o
pher consists, like that of Van Helmont, Stahl, Hoffmann, and Para·
celsus, in referring many vital results of organic beings equally to a
"vital ·c reative principle" and to chemical forces.- See l\luLLEn's
PliysiQlogy.
167,f. So remarkably different, however, arc all the results of life
from those of dead matter, that some of the shrewdest physiologists,
of our own day, can scarcely avoid the chimerical theory of Van Hel·
mont. Thus, ernn Marshall Hall :
" The principle of action in the cerebral system"' he says, "is the
,,Pv,Yl/, or the immortal soul. Upon the cerebrum the soul sits enthroned, receiving the emba.ssa<lors, as it were, from without, along
the sentient nerves; deliberating and willing, and sen4ing fortlt i'ts
emissaries and plenipotentiaries, wlticli convey 1'ts soverelgn mandates,
along the voluntary nerves, to muscles subdued to volition."f- (HALL
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on tlte Nervous System.) Here I suppose the "emissaries and pleni·
potentiaries" to be nothing more than the nervous power1 a property
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of the vital principle of animals, and whose mvdus operandi in developing ,·oluntary motion I have endea\'Ored to expound iu sections 233,
245, 500, d, and references there.
167, g. For the proof of the existence of a vital principle, and of
the government of organic beings by laws peculiar to themseh'es, a!s
derived exclusively by myself from their composition, see that division of this woTk, and my Essays on the Philosophy of Vitality; and
fo1· the proof which I have offered as founded on the phenomena of
life, sec Essay on the Vital Powers, in l\Iedical and Physiological
Commentaries, vol. i., p. 1-119.-A lso, RIG H TS OF AUTHORS, p. 912.
168. I t is practically useless to investigate the nature or the vital
principle. That nature, however, may be as well inferred through
the medium of its phenomena, as the nature of the most tangible objects. The opinion of ~Hiller commends itself to every right-thinking
mind.
u \Vhether the vital principle," he says, "is to be regarded as imponderable 1natler, or as a force or energy, is just as uncertain as the
same question is in reference to several important phenomena in
physics. Physiology, in this case, is not behind tho other natural sciences; for the properties of tlte vital principle are as well known in
the functions of the ner'rns, as those of light, caloric, and electricity
in physics." .c But, without1 in the remotest degrce1 wishing to compare the vital and mental principles with the imponderable agents,
we must express our conviction that there is nothing in the facts of
natural science which argues against the possibility of the existence
of an immaterial principle independent of matte~, tlwugli its powers be
manifested in organic bodies- in matter."-1\Iu i. . LER's Pliysiology.
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beltaves, in alt its manifestations, EXACTLY like otlter natural farces;
tliat it is devoid of consciousness, or of volition, and is subject to tltc ac. .
tion of a blister"(§ 165, a).
169, a. \V c know, however, but little of the nature of the pnnc1ple of life, and as little of the most obvious material substances;
but, while this proposition is sufficiently plain, it is extensively argued that the vital principle, or organic force, has no. exi~ten~e, ~c
cause it is not obvious to the senses. Thus neglecting its rnfii.11tc
phenomena (our only knowledge of the most sensible existences), the
age has run into a materialism that takes in its way the soul itself.
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imperfectly. \Ve can only describe matter by its manifestations;
and so of the soul, and the principle of life. Of the nature of the
soul, however, we have, as it respects its spirituality and some other
important attributes, a special Revelation.
169, b. If organized beings possessed a principle of life that could,
like light, be seen, they would then be allowed to be governed by this
agent, and we should be relieved of the encumbrance of the physical and chemical hypotheses. But, though no such principle address itself to the sight like electricity or light, its existence is far
more variously attested by other phenomena, and more so than all
the other powers of nature; and these phonornena being wholly different from such as appear in the inorganic world, it is prima facie
evident that powers or properties which are predicated of them
carry on the processes of health and disease; while the scrutiny of
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subject, so much of
fact to substantiate our conclusions, it would seem highly probable
that all the facts which may be raised in opposition have no relative
bearing, and that they are brought forwarJ in the spirit of hypothesis.
169, d. The more comprehensive a Jaw may be, the more readily
is it Mtown an<l. determined, and the less likely is it that apparently
conflicting facts will arise. \Vhenever such are produced, it is ow·
ing to a proper want of investigation. The facts are examined su·
perficially; and the speculatirn or the credulous mind seizes upon
some prominent characteristic, and pushes its opposition to nature
under the spur of novelty, or the delight of discovery, or the uoad of
ambition. (See CoUREJ.ATION Oh' FORCES, p. 921, § 1085.)
i::i
Since, also, we seek, alone, for the existence and the nature of
causes by means of their phenomena., he is nc.. philosopher who refu·
ses an inquiry into causes from want of other means of information.
'~he objection has never been raised in any science excepting medicme ; but here we are told by many that we have no means of
reaching even the existence of the j>roperties of 1ifc as contradistin~
guished from those of inorganic matter. It is this blindness, in part,
which refoses to apply to the science of life the uni,·ersal fact, that the
phenomena arc the ouly index to the forces which govern :he inor·
ganic worl<l, that l1as embanassecl the progress of medicine, and encumbered it with a spurious fhilosophy.
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~69, e. Con~cious, the~, that I }~ave taken my stand upon ground
wl11ch true plulosophy will recognize as her own, I shall go on with
an im·estigation of the properties of life, as the source of all vital
phenomena, of all morbid conditions, and which constitute life itself
and lio at the foundation of medicine. I shall enter far more exten'
sively into ?-~ anal~sis of those properties than any other writer, shall
set forth ongmal news as to the character and office of the nervous
power~ and as to th~ mode in w.hich this power participates in the
operation .of remedt?-1 and morb1fic agents, and endeavor to show,
a.lso, tha~, rn proportion as philosophy may depart from the deductions wlucl~ are founded on the phenomena of living beings, so must
all such plulosophy be fundamentally false, and become the unavoidable cause of P.ra~tical errors of the highest moment (R1GI1TS &c., p. 912).
169,.f. Nor 1s it a small part of the proof that vital ism is founded
m nature, that it is consistent throughout; seeking no multiplication
of causes, but serving as an impregnable an<l universal foundat'ion fo1
every fact and c,·ery rational principle in physiology, pathology, a11t]
therapeutics; and, therefore, uniting all the principles re1ati•.-e to
life, health, disease, and the art of medicine, into one consentancous, harmonious whole. \Vhat a contrast with the mechanical and
chemical speculations, or those commingled with vitalism ! \V11at a
boundless source of stupendous philosophy for the votaries of one ;
what unmitigated confusion, and corruption of knowledge, and misapplication of mind, for the disciples of the other! How truly, and
with what sublimity on the one hand, and imbecility on the other, is
here exemplified the great distinction between roan and his Creato1,
that the former devises in parts that may have no congruity, while
the latter perfects the whole and all togctlur (§ 63, &c., 74, 80, 117,
137, H3, 155, 156, 266, 323-326, 387, 399, 514 lt, 524 d, 526 d,
C,38) !
170, a. The vital principle is a whole, in respect to its substantial
nature, and is common to Yegctables and animals. Organic matter,
or an organized substratum, is necessary to it~ existence; and, since
the perpetuity of organic matter depends upou the vital principle, it
is manifest that both were brought into being without the agency of
each other. The vital properties cannot be generated by matter,
since upon them the existence of organization depends, nor is there
a single phenomenon that indicates their presence in inorganic substances; nor can they be produced by the forces of physics, since
they are perfectly incapable of restoring the structure, or even its
elementary composition, after the organized matter is decomposed,
or, of reanimating the machine before decomposition has begun; while,
on the other hand, these are the forces \'\-·hich Jay waste the structure,
and on1y so, after the signs of the vital properties shall have totally
disappeared (§ 1079 b, 1085).-NoTEs Pr p. 1142, Qq p· 1145"
This una,·oidable deduction goes far in co11finning the Mos.a1c account of the different steps observed by the Almighty in the creation
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that organization ha\'e been perpetuated 1ll connection with the properties of life sirico they came from the hands of the Creator, and are
rho present source of all animated beings. Any doctrine ad,•crse to
• See Mcdiral a11tl Physiologic'F Commentarie1, vol. i., fl 86-92.
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this is not only atbeistical, but is opposed to all t.he. su9gestion.s. of
reason• ( § 74, 350-i: k) . Nor is this all. The varieties rn tl.w d 1!lerent tissues of each animal, and of every plant, all the mod1fi.cat1ons
of the vital properties in each species of animals and plants, 111 eoch
tissue, and in every part, as already set forth (§ 133, &c.), and to be
yet expounded, all the various functions that correspond to the modified structure and vital properties, all the secretions, even to the odor of flowers, &c., arc exactly the same now as at the day they were
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precise as the principle and laws of grav1tat10n, as the cond1uons of
the solar beam and the la\vS which they obey.-NoTE PP p. 1142.
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to
must be exalted to an organic condition. .If chyle, blood, semen,
the gastric juice, &c., possess life, so, also, must they possess an organic state. This, indeed, is obYious from what we lmve seen of thn
manner in which their e lements are united.
170, c. The living piinciple appears, therefore, to be neither the
result of organic compounds, HS supposed by Hunter and others,
nor, as stated by Prout, J\Iillcngen, and others, tho primary cause of
organic conditions. Both have coexisted sin ce they were the protluct of Creative Power, both are necessary to the vivification of dead
matter, and the co-operation of both to the farther development of
each.
171. The vital principle appears entire in parts wl1en separated
from their connections, if such parts be constituted with the requisite
structure for independent nutrition (§ 304). Hence the deYelopment
of the egg, the germination of seeds and flower-buds, the growth of
shoo~s, and the mulliplication of polypi from portions of the animal.
Mti1ler, and others, suppose the vital principle to be divisible in
such cases i but this construction regards the principle too much in
the light of ordinary matter, and too little in that of a specific substance endowed with a variety of properties. These properties, so
far as necessary to organic life, are implanted in every part, and each
part may Le regarded as a whole as it respects its own organic condition. In simple beings, therefore, \.Vhere no great complexity of
organs is necessary to the great final cause, nutrition, many paits of
such beiugs may be capable of carrying on the process independently of the rest (§ 299, 302, 30.J., 322). It is probable, therefore, that
the vital principle, in the foregoing cases, is no more "divided" tlrnn
the soul or in stinct as implanted in the ovum.-llfedical and Pliyswlogical Commentaries, vol. i., p. 85, 87.
172. The principle of life, or li fe itself, may be summarily defined
as a ~ause, consisting of ccr~ain specific properties, appertaining to
orgame matter, capable of bemg acted upon by external and internal
physical agents,_by the nervous po,~er, '.lnd bymen~alcauses, and of thus
being brought mto a :;tate of action itself, an<l m no other way. It~
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tio11, upon which all the functions depend; in the latter its ~peration
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is through Lhe medium of the gastric juice in animals, Lut is more
obscure iu vegetables. 'l'he principle is creative so far as it combines
the elements of matter in peculiar modes, and arranges the compound
molecules into tissues and. organs, and in modes identical with those
which came originally from tl1e Creative Energy of God, \Vho thus
far imparted to the principle of life a formative endowment. The
nrinciple is capable of protecting the matter which it endows arrainst
lhe decomposing influences of all the physical agents by which it fs natllrally surrounded, while the extinction of the principle exposes the organic substance to an intestine chemical dissolution, and to the decomposing action of surrounding agents, which proceeds with a rapidity
without parallel in the natural state of t11e inorganic world. ThC'
principle is also susceptible of certain limited changes from the influence of causes, mental and physical, which constitute the essence
of disease; while other causes are capable of modifying tho morbid
changes in such wise that the principle of life takes on a restorative
energy, through which it recovers its normal condition. The properties of the vita) principle are rnriously and naturally modified in
different parts, aud undergo natural modifications at certain stages of
life, giving rise to changes of organization, &c. (§ 62, 6-1, 133, &c.).
These natural modifications will be fatther explained iu all the detail
which is demanded by one of the most important topic..:; in physiology; and I now proceed to the various specifications relatirn to thf'
principle of life.
173. It is the special province of the '"ital principle in plants to
combiue the elements of matter into organic compounds; while in an·
imals it can only appropriate compounds of an organic 1iature. This
i:; a fundamental distinction between the two departments of the organic kingdom; from which it appears that plants arc indispensable
10 the existence of animals(~ 1052).
174. The vital principle is subject to extinction, and this consti·
tutes death. When speaking of the composition of organic beings I
adverted to the manner in which they resist the decomposing effects
of chemical agents, and how the seed and egg are capable of being
converted into complex living beings, or the whole animal and ,·egc-
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either case when life is suddenly destroyed, and the exact difference
which arises in the two cases, from the influence of the same causes,
can be owing only to the presence of peculiar powers in one case
which ha'"e disappeared in the other. The cessation of the phenomena of life is the consequence of death; and, there is nothing to die
(certainly not the forces of chemistry) but the principle of lifo upon
\Vhich the phenomena depended, and which held the elements of
~tructure in vital union(§ 581, 633).
175, a. As set forth in the 1lledical and Physiological Commentaries,
ei I bclie,·e the ,·ital principle, vital power, organic force, organic power,
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as constituting life itself. I believe, also, th.at tlus pn.nc1ple has Yan·
ous attributes, common or generic, and partial or specific; or pe_rhaps
I should call the former distinct properties. Thus, of the generic, we
ha\"e irritability, mobility, sensibility, &c., and the modifications oi
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each of these in the same or different tissues form the specific or pa1.
tial variations. These properties are also constantly vari.ed iu d.isease, and these variations I call cliangcs in kind. The partial mod1fi
cations in their natural state I designate as variations i'n kind"(§ 133
16
7
l.).The vital principle has certain analogies with the mi!1d or
soul, and with the instinct of animals(§ 241). Each is inherent. rn qr·
ganic matter, and the operations of each are through tlrn mcdmm of
that matter. Each, respectively, is one si..bstance, and each possesses
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modified in its nature, and only so in conjunction with that structure
(§ 189, 191, 234.f. 2<11, 566-568).
.
.
Even in the inorganic world we meet with a substance winch is
not wilhout its light in tho way of analogy. This substance is ligltt
itself. It is apparently one homogeneous, imponderable, substance,
yet snid to con$ist of distinct component parts, each ofwbich is endowed
with specific attributes. These component parts would thus be distinct
entities, which I do not recognize in relation to the properties of the vital principle, or of the soul. But the distinction is not important to
my present purpose, and I should also add that it is indifferent whether we here regard the corpuscular or the more probnblc warn theory
of light(§ 234 e), as the indim'duality operates in either case.
175, bb. It has been well said by Professor Draper, that
"Just in the same way that I am wiUing to admit the existence of
forty different simple metals, so, upon similar evidence, I am free tv
admit the existence of fifty different imponderable agents, if need be
Is there any thing which should lead us to suppose that the imponderables are constituted by Nature on a plan that is elaborately simple,
and the ponderables on one that is elaborately complex 1 That the
fo rmer are all modifications of one primordial ether, and the latter intrinsically different bodies, more than a quarter of a lrnD<lred of which
have been discovered during the present century 1" (~ 1085).
"''Ve are thus forced to admit that rays of light, rays of lrnat, t.itlwnic rays, phosphoric rays, and probably many other radiant forms 1
have an INDEPENDENT EXISTENCE, and that they can be separated, by
proper processes, from each other."-DRAPER's Treatise on tltc Forr:es wl1,icli produce tlie Organization o.f Plants, p. 70, 71.
Organic life, however, needs only a single principle, or" imponderable," till it be shown that its supposed properties are individual existences(§ 165, b).
175, c. I have presented in the COMMENTARIES, in the Essays "on
tlw Vital Powers," and "Spontaneous Oeneration," and my "Notice
ef Reviews," certain facts wl1ich go to the conclusion that the mind
or soul is a distinct immaterial substance, and that the instinctive
principle of animals is equally a distinct substance from tho brain. I
will now add a few words, physiologically, in respect to the main argument ~f t_h~ matcrial i~ts, draw~ from analogy, that the mind, like
the gastnc JUICe, the unne, &c., is only a product of the functions o{
the brain(§ 1076, c).
The analogy is fictitious. Both the mind and instinct are entirely
wantin.g in e\:e1:r kr.own ?ttribute of ~h~ produc~ of other organs, and
are su.i genent rn all their charactenst1cs. TillS is sufficiently obvi-
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But there are other considerations which establish tho distinc·
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duction of bile, urine, &c. 1 Certainly the blood, in connection with
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suspen~ed in all their manifestations during sleep, and often so with
great rnstantaneousness. And yet there is e\'ery reason to believe
that the organic functions of the brain continue to move on as perfectly as those of the lirnr, the kidneys, &c.; especially when it is considereJ. that sleep may happen in almost the twinkling of an eye.
Indeed, were any change to befall the brain, it should be more or less
manifested by some consequent modification of all the organic actions;
particularly as those of animal life undergo complete suspension.
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sleeping to waking, and the occurrence of the change without any
change in the organic functions of the brain. Take in connection the
act of s1eeping and the act of waking,-the instant suspension and
the instant reproduction of the intellectual operations, and in all their
isolated aspects, and the most obtuse understanding must concede not
only the entire want of analogy with any other phenomena of nature,
but that there must be a unique cause for such perfectly unique effects.
But, again, suppose some change in the organic condition of the
brain as the cause of sleep; what is it, I say, that so instant ly reinstates its functions when we pass from the sleeping to the waking
state 1 '\Vhat rouses the organ to its wonted secretion of mind 1 Are
there any analogies supplied by the lirnr, the kidneys, &c. (§ 241) 1
\Vhat is it, I say, that brings the great nervous centre into operation
in all the acts of volition, in all the acts of intellecriou 1 This question must be answered consistently, or in some conformity with the
argument drawn from analogy. If that can be done, then it must be
conceded that the analogy is forcible, and that the argument in favor of
materialism is logically taken. So, on the other hand, should the argument fail in this indispensable requisite, materialism must stand
convicted of sophistry, insincerity, ar:d a leaning to infidelity(§ 14, c).
The premises are petfectly simple. They arc also sound so far as
it respects all orga.nic actions and results. The blood, as with all
other organs, is the natural stimulus of the brain, and here as there
all the organic phenomena are distinctly pronounced. Thc=:y proceed,
in all parts, with uniformity, and without iaterruption. Nothing can
suspend them or modify them in the brain, or elsewhere, during their
natural condition. So far the analogy is complete. Now, as it cannot be the blood, according io the analogy, which rouses the brain to
action in willing, re.fleeting, &c., I ask the materialist the nature of the
stimulus wl1ich operates upon the brain in eliciting the phenomena
of mind 1 And again, I say, if he can sustain his answer by analogy,
such is the consistency of Nature in organic philosophy, such _the _h armony of Design, that it might be difficult to ?ppose Rcve1at10n itself
10 what is so fundamental in Nature.
(Continued at p. 882, § 1076) .
l 75, d. It is assumed by many late physiologists, as Drs. Carpen
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author of the "Vestiges of Creation," is only a circuitous method
of confounding nature '~ith Go<l (§ 35or. li-?50] !)· ~~t us, ho,~
cver, suppose that there 1s a Supreme Being rn thcll' op1111on, who is
the Author of nature, and that He is the Power who presides in organic beings, and regulates all their processes, and we shall see that
the doctrine abounds with absurdities. Its advocates generally carry
this sophistry so far as to affirm that the particles of matter are c01~
stantly maintained in union by Almighty Power, that chemical affim·
ties arc nothing but manifestations of that Power, that gravitation is
only a constant emanation of the Deity, that digestion, circulation,
secretion, excretion, &c., are only immediate acts of God. lt is
plain, therefore, that they can allow no other God than nature.
But, let us now look physiologically at this pantheism. Organic
beings arc made up of matter, which, it will be conceded, is distinct
from God, if we allow !tis existence as distinct from matter. It is
therefore perfectly consistent to suppose that this matter is endowed
with distinct forces for its own goYernment (§ 14, c). If we regard,
next, the results of Yital stimuli, we ham a palpable proof that they
elicit actions and physical results through principles which possess the
power of acting, or we must tnke up the absurdity of supposing that
they act on God himself. The same may be affirmed of the poisons,
medicinal agents, &c. But this will not hold either in religion or
philosophy. N evertheless 1 it is e\'ident tlrnt some active a.ge11t is operated upon. If stimulants are applieJ to the nose, the heart may be
thrown, on the instant, into increased action. Of course, it cannot be
entertained that God is the agent acted upon in such a case, any more
than when prussic acid destroys life with the same instantaneousness;
and, therefore, He cannot be assumed as Lhe cause of the healthy and
natural functions (64 Ji, 241 d, 350t g-350-f o, 376-t, 733 d).
In my "Exam. ef Reviews" (in Comm., vol. iii.) I have shown
that the doctrine of" tlte properties of life in tlw elements of matter" is
thoroughly material as it respects the soul (§ 14 c, 189 h, 3501. l, m).
176. Besides an organized substratum and a principle of lif~ 1 there
is s~mething. still b?yond not less. important t? all the great purposes
of life. Tlus consists of the act10ns and vanous results of life. If
a11 animated beings existed in the state of the seed and ovum, the
whole universe would be 11carly without any other apparent anima·
tion than what is elicited by the fo~ccs of physics and chemistry.
The mo~ements of the heavenly bodies would be tlie p 1-incipal de·
monstrat1ve source of power.
Although, therefore, the actions an<l phenomena of organic bcinQ'S,
like the moti.ons of the heavenly orbs, are merely the effects of a 1~e·
culiar power which \\'C call life, they are, nevertheless, the unly at·
tendants of life that interest our senses beyond the physical struc·
tore. Hence, it is not remarkable, considering how liable the senses
are to take the lead of the understanding, that e\'en the soundest
t!linds have supposed that life consists of its results alone 1 and have
overlooked the great efficient cause or power upon which the results
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power which is called gravitation, and without which all the orbs
would suffer the stillness of death, the conclusion would have been
unavoidable that celestial motion is merely an effect, and, therefore,
that all organic motions and their results depend upon moving powers. They should ha\·e seen, too, that when a drop of prussic acid,
or of the spirituous extract of nux Yomica, is applied to the tongue,
all the phenomena of life are instantly extinguished, that nothing can
rf"procluce them although the orgunized structure remains unimpaired, aud that the whole being is immediately resolved into its ultimate
elements(~ 1042).
•
177. The properties of life are the fundamental cause of all healthy
and morbit.1 phenomena. They arc liable to be more or less diverted
from their natural state by a variety of causes, and these new conditions constitute the most essential part of disease. This instability
of the properties of life is at the foundation of ull disease, and even
of therapeutics(§ 642 b). Other causes, acting upon these morbid
conditions, a1ter them in yet other ways, and contribute to their res·
toration to the natural stanJard. This is the aim of all our remedies;
and the recuperatirn tendency of the properties of life (tlte -vis mcdicatrix natura), when they are driven by morbific causas from their
healthy state, enables them to recover spontaneously from the artificial conditions which are substituted by remed ial agents for tho more
intense ly morbid(§ 172, 851 a, 853, 854, 893, 900, 901, 905, 1059).
178. Notwithstanding the natural instability of the properties of
J:fc, they have a definite character in every part of the bC1dy, according to tl1e nature of each part, .at every hour of existence(§ 153-156).
179. The exact nature of disease depends mostly upon the foregoing definite conditions (§ 178), and upon the particular virtues of the
morbific agents. The salutary changes produced by remedial agents
in\'olve the same principles. But, these definite changes, and the action of morbific antl remedial agents, are liable to contingent influences from habits, &c.; as set forth under the fifth division of Physiology. Our calculation of results is thus embarrassed accordiug to the
nature and extent of the contingent influences(§ 756, b).
180. The vital properties are without renovation, or mutation in
health, except as they are liable to certain irntural modifications at
different periods of life, o~ during ~es~ation, or from the sl~w operation of external agents, as m the artificial temperaments. 1 hey mu~t
remain without renewal, to be forever ready for the work of 1rntntion, &c. (§ 237, 570-630) .
181. The permanency of the vital properties enables us to understand the nature of predisposition to di sease, artificial tcmp~raments,
and hereditary tliseases, which many refor to the evor-changrng blood
1
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power (§ 177), an<l are thei·efore ilppronching a state of extinction.
Hence, essentially, in connection with the nature Qf the remote causes,
the analogies among diseases (§ 670, 756).
.
.
. 183. In their highest development, the prOJ?Clties o.f the _v1_tal p~rn
c1ple ~re six; namely, irritability, mobihty, vital ajjinity, vi~ification,
sensibility, and the nervous power(§ 175). They arc called vital properties, vital powers, and vital forces; but are clearly att~·ibutes of a
common principle, just as judgment, perception, the \~tll, &c., m:e
properties of the soul. They will be examined accordmg to the~1
nearest relations to each other in the most perfect beings, and their
practical application.
184, a. The first four properties (§ 183) are common to plants and
animals, and reside in a11 the tissues: They may be properly called
organic properties, as they carry on the organic processes(§ 416-492,
516 a) . The last two are peculiar to animals. This ~ultiplication
of vital prope1ties in the animal kingdom harmonizes with the introduction of tissues and organs which have no existence in plants{§ 201,
222, 232, 450, &c., 500).
184 b. The nervous power has been cousi<lered a principle by
itself, and often regarded by eminent physiologists as the ga:lvanic
fluid, generated by the brain, or other organs, and conducted by the
nerves (Med. and Pltys. Gomm., vol. i., p. 65- 6S, 107-119). Its phenomena, however, declare it to be entirely distinct in its nature from
all things else; while its analogies to the other properties of life show
it to be an element of the vital principle (§ 227- 232). If it be difficult for the limited comprehension of man to surmise how this property should prove an age1it to others with which it is associated, the
difficulty is no greater than the admitted fact that the will may control other prnperties of the mind, and the passions. Nevertheless, it
is unimportant in a practical sense, and in the institution of principles,
whether the nervous power be considered a property of the vita]
principle, or a principle by itself(§ 175 bb, 186, 226, 1072 b).
1S5. Although the organic properties which arc common to plants
and animals are essentially the same, they possess greater modifications throughout than wi11 have been seen to appertain to the same
properties in the different parts of animals. But all the variations in
the two organic kingdoms are intimately connected by close analogies; just as they are in the di(ferent animal tissues (§ 133, &c.).
Much of the difference in tl1e general vita] constitution of the two
kingdoms is owing to the presence in one, and the absence in the oth·
er, of the nervous system, and those corresponding properties which
play so important a part in the animal tribes (§ 733,f). In both departments of organic nature, howe,·er, there is, essentially, the same
principle of life, its great organic elements, and the same great functions over which they preside. Hctc, too, in the vegetable kingdom,
in the modifications of structure and of the organic properties and
functions, and of the laws which they obey, we witness the greatest
simplification oflife. The vegetable tTibes, being also exempt from
most of those secondary influences which so constantly embarrass our
iuq.uirics in m?re complex orga~ization, especially from. the complications that anse from uervous rnfluence, arc better subjects for tlrn
experimental researches which concern the philosophy of life; and
the focts, therefore, which they supply may bP. carried up, for 1.lw
1
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r:.ame general purpose, as sound analogies, to more complex beings
(§ 191 a, 409, 733, 853, 1052).
186. The mental property, perception, is necessary to the exercise
of SJ?ecific and common sensibility, and the will to that of mobility as
modified in the function of voluntary motion(§ 194, &c., 226, 241
243, 500 e). H_ere w~ h:ive not only 0th.er analogies between the inte~lectual and vital -ennc1ples, but each 1s brought into direct action
with the other(§ 17t>, 184 h).
187. The vital properties co-operate together in their functions,
more or less, as they exist in any given being.
187!. The conditions now mentioned as to the principle of life, as
well as a.II those to be hereafter stated, and the phenomena of which
they are predicated, form other groups of facts, which, individually
and collectively, contradisringuish the principle of life from all the
forces of inorganic nature (9 1041).
IRRITAlllLITY.

188, a. Irritability belongs to all tissues, and is the property upon
which all vital agents, external and internal, physical and mental, natural, morbific, and remedial, produce impressions in organic life; except as sensibility is conccmed in reflex nervous actions (§ 201-203,
226), and as the nerves, from being incorporated in other tissues, take a
subordinate part in organic functions, independently of reflex action
(§ 461, 492). All actions or motions, in animal as wcU as organic
life, are brought about by impressions on irritability (§ 205, 233, 257,
486, 500 ll). Tbi.:; may be cicbcr by the direct action of the agent, or
by the indirnct action of the uervous power (§ 222, &c. ).
'Vhen vital agents affect the organic functions in a direct manner,
it is by direct action upon the irritability of the pnrts which perform
1hc functions. This is true, in part, of the naturnl excitants of organs;
as blood acts directly upon the irritability of the heart and blood-vessels, bile upen. that of the intestines, food upon that of the stomach,
&c. In these cases, however, influences arc also transmitted through
sympathetic sensibiliiy to the nervous centres, and thence reflected
upon the muscular tissue of the organs(§ 201, 514 /). So, also, remedial agents operate upon the irritability of parts to which they arc
:1pplicd, and thus affect their functions in a direct manner. Hut their
influences are commonly more extensive, and then they call into operation the nerrnus power by their action upon sensibility(§ 201), thus
giving rise to reflex nervous actions (§ 222, &c., 475-}, 500).
"'hen mental emotions affect the organic functions it is by determining the nervous power upon the irritability of the part.~(§ 22G, 227).
And, although sensibility receives the primary impressions in the function of sympathy, the resulting influences upon organic actions are
brought about by a determination of the nervous power upon the irritability of the affected organs(§ 201, 226, 227, 475.fr, 647-h 1041).
188, b. When vital agents act upon specific sensibility the results of
their impressions arc merely their propagation to the nervous centres,
anU a consequent action upon those parts(§ 194-204, 222-234).
188, c. I shall endeavor to show that the doctrine is entirely unfound·
eel which supposes that vital agents produce their effects ~n organic
lifo by <lircct impressions upon the nervous system, cxceptmg so far
as explained above(§ 188 a). This demonstration, indeed, was made in
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that plants have no nervous system, yet carry on all the .esse~tial organic processes that exist in animals i while they are alike liable .to
co1responding results from th e operation of morbific and rcmcd1a1
agents.
!SS~, a. Every thing which is capable of afiCcting irrirnbility, and
sensibility, is a vital ag?nt. Th ese agents are either ~atun:d t~ the
body, as blood, heat, bile, &c., or external, as food, air, heat, hght,
electricity, &c. Irritability is perpetually alive to the stimulus of
blood in all parts of the sanguiferous system, as it is to that of the
sap whereyer it circulates (§ 136). This shows the exquisite susceptibility of the property.
lSSL b. l\Iany vital agents, those just mentioned, a.re indispensable
to the mniutena.nce of organic processes, either in animals or plants.
Hence, from maintaining the organic powers in constant action, they
are called vital stimuli. Those of a morbific or remetlial nature arc
known by these epithetR, though, in a philosophical sense, they are
vital agents. They are distinguished by very <lifforent characteristics
from the natural agents of life ; even all those which are stimula11t to
the organic processes; for they not only excite the properties of life,
but arc capable, also, of affecting their intrinsic nature. But, there
are others, n·hose eHect, in certain degrees of intensity, is directly tlie
reverse of the foregoing, as hy<lrocyanic acid, tobacco, &c.; and these,
when thus operating, are Yital depressants(§ 441 d, 650 , 743).
l SSh c. Some of the Yitai stimuli which arc natural to the body,
as blood, and bile, and also food, subserYe other purposes than that
alone of rousing the aclion of organs. They arc also acted upon and
appropriated to the uses of the system. Thi s is more extensively
true of animals than of plants. In the latter case there are ccrtai11
cxtemal stimuli which are indispensable to vegetation, and whose
only operation is that of excitants, but which are comparatively uuimporlant to animals. These agents arc particularly light and heat,
and perhaps electricity. The heat which is most important to animals
i~ generated by the living organism.
lSSi, d. An important error has prevailed amonrr chemists, from
~heir necessary want of physiological .knowledg1', fn regarding the
imponderable agents as the causes of life, and not as mere stimuli to
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vitiation of philosophy has beset, especially, the functions of animals
as it regards their assumed tlependence on electricity, ancl the [ull(;tions of plants in their ?h":ious dependenc~ upon. light. The fallacy
of the former hypothesis is shown extensively m the l\Iedical and
Physiological Commentari?s (Essay on. tlte_ Vital Powers and its Appendix). Of the latter I w11l ~o.w say, that.mall_ the relations of1ight
to plants we have the most distinct analogws with olh er ,·ital stimuli
1
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tion, by which they decompose carbonic acid gas, carry on the work
of appropriation, &c. (Parallel Columns, nos. 64, 65, 66, 68, 74).*
But, thanks to my colleague, Professor DnAPEn, whose name in
early lifo glows upon the sunbeam, orga nic science is supplied w!th
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an adurnment which vies in delicacy, yet sublimity, wiln the capabiliticsofthe nen.-ous power(§ 222, &c., 23•1 e).
The professor has obligingly furnished me with the following statu
ment of' the progress, and nature, of the discoveries in relation to the
solar beam. Thus:
"Until the time of Sir Isaac Newton, it was universally supposed
that light was a simple elementary body, and therefore incapable of
1lccomposition.
" The great optical discO\·ery of Newton consisted in pro\'ing thm
the white light of the sun, or of day, is in reality made up of many
colored rnrieties. Ile fixed the number at seven: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. He indisputably established that
that which we commonly call ligltt is made up of, and therefore con
tains, the seven prismatic rays. They differ not only by impressing
the organ of vision with different sensations, but alsn in intrinsic brilliancy or illuminating power. It is to be remarked that of these tho
yellow is the brightest.
"It was the opinion of Newton, and his followers, that when light
falls upon bodies and disappears, it is conYertcd into heat; or, in oth·
er words, that beat is extinguished light. Sir 'V. Herschel, the as·
tnmomer, proved the separate and distiuct nature of these principles.
The proof chiefly depends on the fact that tile brightest ray is not the
hottest, and that in the sunbeams there exist rays in abundance which
are wholly in\·isible, but which can rapidly raise a thermometer.
That which we cannot sec we should scarcely call light. l\Ioreover,
a vessel of hot water in the darkest place is in\'isible; yet common
observation shows it is emitting calorific emanations. The independence of light and heat may therefore be considered as established.
"Some of the alchemists discornred that certain of the white salts
of siker (the chloride) turned black under the influence of the sunshine. Toward the close of the last century it was shown that tho
rays which produced this effect were invisible, and therefore could
not be rcgar.<led as rays of light. At a. later pe~·iod I showed that they
could ncit disturb a thermometer, or communicate to our organs the
impression of warmth, and therefore must be distinct fn:,m beat.
From the circumstance that they are always a.ccompauiecl by light, l
gave them the provisional name of Titlwnic rays, from the fable of
Tirhonus and Aurora.
"The same species of modification which light exhibits (as colors)
has hecn traced hy 1\Ielloni for the rays of heat, and by me for the
Tithonic rays. But, as both these classes of rays arc invisible, their
coloration must be necessarily so too, and is known to us only by indirect facts. 'Ve speak of it, therefore, as ideal or imaginary. There
arc seven colors for heat and the chemical rays, as there are seven for
l~ht
. .
.
.
"It is worth remarkin" how complex the constitution of hght is
now understood to be, wh~n contrasted with the opinion held by the
predecessors of Newton(§ 183, &c.).
.
"I have established, as respects some of these rays, th~t they ~1s
charge extraordinary functions. It is the yc!l01!' ray of hgl~t which
has control of the evolution of plants. Under its rnfluence their leaves
effect the decomposition of carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere, setting freo its oxygen 3nd fixin7 its carhon. This wouderful phenom-
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enon is unquestionably the first step in the pr?ductio~ of organi~cd
matter, such as starch, woody fibre, &c., from morgamc gases. 1 ho
carbon is first fixed under the form of chlorophyll in the leaf. Chlorophyll occurs under remarkable circumstances as the coloring matter <'f
bile.
"Extended investigations ha,'e shown that each particul~r ray_ of
tl1ese principles exerts specifi.~ powers. The compounds m. wluch
silver enters arc affected by those of a violet color; chlorine l~ most
acted on by the indigoi and carbon by the yeJlow. It is for_ tlus.reason, as I have shown, that to the animal eye the ye1low ray 1s bngbtest. If nature could have formed a retina of which silver was t11e
basis, the indigo would have been the most brilliant ray. ~II our
conceptions of beauty in colors depend, therefore, on the physical peculiarities of the carbon atom. And it is a beautiful and interestmg
fact, that the ray which evokes from atmospheric air the multitude of
forms composing the vegetable world has charge of the process of
vision in all animals (p. 797, 798, § 1034).
"Dr. Gardner discovered that the movements of plants are chiefly
directed by the indigo rays of light. They g1:0w -in the direction in
which it falls upon t110m i and the blue color of the sky is one of t11e
causes of the upright growth of stems.
"Besides the three classes of rays which I have mentioned, there is
a fourth, of which much Jess is known ; the pho!'pborogenic rays.
These take their name from the fact that when they fall on certain
bodies, such a'> the diamond, Canton's phosphorus, &c., they cause
them to glow with a pale or splendid light. The extraordinary peculiarity they possess is, that glass is opaque to them.
"The advance of chemical optics has sufficiently proved tlrnt each
of the constituent rays of the sunbeam, or of light derived from artificial sources, has capabilities of its own. Thus, each of the seven
rays of light impresses our minds with special sensations. The yellow, moreover, controls the growth of plants, the indigo their movements. Of the Tithonic rays, the blue is the one concerned in DagueITcotype portrait taking, and the i-ed can bleach paper blacked
with oxide of silver. The same peculiarities will undoubtedly be
discovered as respects the rays of heat."
Professor Draper's analysis of the sunbeam, by subjecting plants to
the various elements of the solar spectrum, demonstrates, what was
still conjectural, the indi,•iduality of its component parts, and establishes their rank as distinct physical and vital agents. Analogy justifie~ this demonstration; a?d had the professor proceeded upon the
basis of analogy, and applied the spectrum to the philosophy of life,
it would have been one of the most splendid achievements of the lmman mind. But, like Philip and Millier, in respect to the nervous
power, he Jost the ?pportunity; but. in losing it, he 1·eared another
he?con upon .the qmcksa~ds of chem1stry (§ 476, 493, 514i b).
fhe chemical properties of ~he solar sp~ctrum having been announced by other ph1losophers, 1t only remamed to infer that like all
other things, the integral parts of the spectrum which had m~nifested
pecu_liar agen_ci~s in the _rl!ysical worl~ wo~1!d probably, if each were
spec1fic~lly d1st1~ct, exl11b1t greater d1ver~1t1~s. in organic lifo (§ 52,
13G, 17.J bb). This would app~a-rtoseUle themd1v1clnality of the numerous
rays. The results of sensation, th e test of1he thermometer, and cvcni
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of chemistry, with their united force, established only probabilities.
~ature ~ay ha~'e ~upplicd the unerring, .the "ind.isputable., requisite,
111 the\ ital Prmc1ple.
And, although chscovcry is probably only begun, the principles of inclividunlity, and at' organic relation s, are as
well determined by the properties of one ray as by those or a dozen.
Thnt others than such as arc known belong to the class of vital arrento;
there can be little doubt. The physical capabilities of otl1er ray; su 1 ;~
ply a strong analogy for this conclusion. Uut the doctrine of imJi,·iduality is unimportant to our purpose, since, if the homogeneous n:Hmc
of light and the elegant wm·c theory become established, each prismatic ray will \Jc as much distinguished by peculiar properties as if cn!ry
ray were an entity(§ 175 bb, 23·1 e).
It will be now observed that every tangible substance yields an
overwhelming analogy in corroboration of the doctrine which I advance as to the vital relations of the solar spectrum; while the coincidence in the specifio influences of its component parts upon organic
life with every other distinct agent, equally in its own turn, surrounds
the spectrum with a vital philosophy.
Nor is this alone the importance to organic philosophy of the rich
discovery. The individual parts of the spectrum not only affect sensibility and irritability in modes peculiar to each, but, in beautiful
harmony with all tangible substances, each part, respectively, affect!'
certain organs only, according to their special modifications of irritability or sensibility, and according to its own peculiar virtues(§ 1.33 b,
136, 137 b, 150 a, 188 a, 190, 194, 1991 203). Here, also, it will he
seen, is another analogical proof of the vital nature of tl1e influences
of light upon organic beings(§ 74 a, 303 c).
Much, also, may be found in Professor Draper's own conclusior:-;
to show the vital nature of the agency of light. Take, for example.
the statement that the uindi'go ray controls t11e movements of plants,"
and that "the blue color of the sky is one of the causes of the upright
growth of plants." Now what intelligible explanation can chemistry
offer of those phenomena in their undoubted relation to light 1 The
unavoidable answer supplies an indisputable analogy for the vital inAuences of the yellow ray, &c. As to the decomposition of carbonic
acid gas, it is the only phenomenon in organic life, and I may add
animal, which Liebig abstracted 1 unequivocally, from chemical agencies (§ 350, nos. 66, 68).
If we now caJTy the foregoing analogies along in comparing the
effects of heat and electricity with those of light upon vegetable organization, we shall readily see that a common philosophy attends
the operation of the whole1 and that light, in its relati o 1~ to veget~blc
life, is nothing but a vital stimulus, adapted to the pec~lrnrly modified
vital properties of the leaf, as blood is to the sangmferous system,
sap to the circulatory system of plants, bile to the intestine, semen to
the ovnm, pollen to the germen, &c. (§ 133, &c.). Consider, t~o, the
analOgy which is supplied, in the foregoing asp~ct, by the action of
light upon the retina (§ 234 1 e), and how it contnbutcs to the produ?tion of various hues of the skin, and how, on the other hand, the skrn
becomes blancl1ed, like the plant, by the exclusion a.flight.. _And tho
analogy may be extended to the motions produced m. the ms by the
action of light upon the •1 carbon atom" of the rett~a (§ 514, '")·
Nay, more, the action of light, as I have shown 1 by lts absence, at
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lea_gt, reaches far beyond the peculiarly modified sensibility o~ ~he.

retma (§ 199); since, by its long privation, the entire organ ~f v1s1on
ceases to be developed (§ 74). Again, by what chemical pl~1losophy

shall we interpret not only the painful effect of light upon an rnflam~d

eye, but its aggravation of the disease 1 And here,_ by-the-way; 1~s
:;imultancous action upon tlrn sensibility of animal life and the irn-
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Either will promote the growth of° plants which no degree or modification of light can exert. So will they, also, promote nut~·ition in
muscles that are wasted in paralysis; and if the pneumogastnc nerrn
be divided, the transmission of galvanism through the inferior portion
will rouse the stomach to the production of the true gastric juice and
partially restore digestion. And here I may stop to say, that the coincidence in the effects of galvanism upon vegetable an<l animal organization is one of the many facts which establish the general identity
of the properties of life in both departments of the animated kingdom, while it proves that galvanism aud the nen·ous power are .perfectly distinct, though each be a vital agent (§ 73 b, 74, 185, 226).
Again, also, galvanism is a remedial agent, affecting morbid functions
after the manner of other remedies, which, with its analogy to light in
prnmoting the growth of plan~s, shows farther that the latter is, in the
'Oa me sense, only a peculiar stimulus to organic functions(§ 74, 303).
·what is said by Professor Draper in the foregoing abstract on the
1;ubject of the yellow ray in its connection with sensation deserves a
critical inquiry, not only for the sake of the facts, but as contributing
light upon organic philosophy. The chemical doctrine of vision is
so dearly fallacious, that any specific relations which may be showu
between particular rays of light and the sensibility of the retina, may
ndvance our knowledge, analogically, of the connection of the rays
with organic functions, through irritability. But I see not how it is
shown that the yellow my 11 has charge of the process of vision in all
animals," since "each of the seven rays of light impresses our minds
v..·i.th special sensations" (p. 797-798, § 1034).
Moreover, if the yellow ray give rise to sensation hy its action on
thlj carbon atom, or by any chemical influence, then, also, do each oi
the remaining six, and each on(il in modes peculiar to itself, and in all
the cases upon distinct bases. Nay, more, when the retina feels the
united rays, each of the seven must simultaneously exert their specific
chemical actions. Besides, how are those invisible ravs employed
which operate chcmicnlly upon inorganic compounds? \Vhat means
the impol'tant distinction _bet\\:cen the visible and invisiLle l'<-l}'S that
the former act upon orgamc berngs, the latter upon inorganic ?
F~·~n~ th_c clo~e ana~ogics b~t":een. ~he ~·elation of physical ngcnts to
sens1b1lit.y Ill mwnal life and 1rntab1hty rn organic life, if their action
1
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But, organic philosophy, through ils analogies, shoul<l be :ble to
explain what chemistry cannot as to the r esulting sensation when the
united rays of the sunbeam fall upon the retina. One example will
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either meclrnmcally or chemically: a new ::igent 1s created, which
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erates either in an individual sense, or if by se,·cral virtues, as an entire whole. So, in respect to vision, the united virtues of the numerous rays of the sunbeam acting upon the sensibility of the retina give
rise to sensation attended by a white light (§ 136, 188, 193, 199, 650,
872 a, 1054). In organic life they equally act separately or unitedly.
The intelligent reader may now test the foregoing philosophy by
what is perpetually obse.rrnd within himself, an<l bring to its i.llustration
tl1e exact analogies which I have indicated as being supplied by the
different passions of the mind; how anger stimulates the whole vasculnr system,-how fear depresses it,- how shame acts upon tlie capillaries of the face alono,- how joy acts upon the heart and kindles the
eyes in its own peculia1· way, or its antagonist, grief, seeks tho lachrymal gland, or expectation of food the parotids,-how fear, again,
rouses the kidneys, or bathes the skin with perspiration,-how love
poises its aim at tho genital organs(§ 227, 234 g, 509, 512, &c.). If,
therefore, light do not affect organic actions, and influence organic
results as su1lposed of the foregoing mental causes, and as imputed, also,
to all vital agents, but, on the contrary, its t".lperations upon plants, an<l
therefore upon animals, be of a chemical nature, then, by the clearest analogy, all other agents of life, the mind and its passions, every
act of intellcction, every voluntary movement, belong equally to the
same category (§ 175 c, 319 e, 1072).
189, a. '\Vbere physical views of life obtain, their advocates suppose that vital agents operate directly upon the structure. This is
one of the first steps in materialism. Many of the chemical school
imagine, as Liebig expresses it, that" every motion, every manifcsta·
tion of force, is the resu It of a transformation of the structure, or of
the substance of parts;" that" every thought, every mental aAection,
is the result of a change in the composition of the substance of the
brain." And so of every pulsation of the heart (§ 3.10). Others,
again, who belong to the sd1ool of vitalism, to accommodate their language to the physical conceptions of tlrn day, speak of tho action of
\·ital agents "upon the structure thrnugh the medium of tho vital
properties." This difference among vitalists is only verbal; since,
by admission, the sn·ucturo can only be affected "through the medium of its vital propcrties, 11 upon which, therefore, the impression
must be made. Hence, distinguished vitalists, Professor Caldwell,
for example, who defend the semi-physical mode of expression, often
fall into the simple realities of their philosophy. Thus the profossor,
in his "Outlines of a Course of Lectures," observes that "irritability
and sensibility can be acted on by stimulants alone." "Purgative
llljdicines act chiefly on our irritability," &c. (p. 185, 187). And so
it ever happens withJnquirers after truth. They cannot adhere even
to ambiguities of language : and others who see the tru.th,. but build
upon hypotheses, are often betrayed into fata l contrad1ct10ns (§ 64,
236, 345-350, 350j! n, 699 c, 740, 819 b).
189, b. But, what is more remarkable, the most absolute physical philosopl1ers of life, they who deride the existence of the "vital J?roperties," and speak of their" destruction" as an absurdity, n_ot onl;: tall mto
the language of the vitalists, but una,·oidably contradict .t~eir wh?Ie
system of materialism, whenever they approach the reahties of hfe.
Th is is true e,·en of Dr. Carpenter, who, in his review of my Cornmentaries attempted thf!ir overthrow by satidzing the supposed exist·
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once of" \·ital properties," and particularly the supposition that proJJ
ertics could be "destroyed." Thus, then, Dr. Carpenter, at a subsequent time, and in a work of great professional popularity. The capitals and italics arc mine:
11 lt is a fact of some impo1tance, in relation to the dispu ted question
of the connection of musc ular frritabih'ty with the nen'ous system,
that whon, by the application of 1rnrcotic substances to the nen'es,
their VITAL PROPERTIES ARE DESTROYED, the frritability of the muscle

:~~;::a~~t ~[tl~~~:r~~~ lo~~~rc~ ~;: :~~l!:iJt~~n~lt~~~ t~~~~e~~:i~~:c~

~ility [mobility, of these Institutes, § 205] must be a property really
inlterent in muscular tissue, which MAY UE CALLED INTO ACTION by various stimuli APPLIED TO ITSELF, and which may be weakened by various depressing agents APPLIED TO ITSELF i and that the 1lerves have
the power of conveying the stimuli which CALL THE PnOPERTY JNTO
ACT ION, but have liule or no other influence ON JT ."-CARPENTER's
!Iuman Pliysiology, Section 376.-Sec, also, this work,§ 175 d, 167 d,
291, 350; b; and Examin'fttion ef Reviews, p. 8-12, 26-43.
It is important to the great objects of medicine, that I should now
~ay, that the foregoing is only an example of numerous palpable coutradictions of the physical views which form the fundamental philosophy of life in the foregoing work, and, I may add, of most others which
are devoted to the propagation of medical materialism. It will be
~een that enough is admitted in the preceding quotation to substantiate
every doctrine adrnnced in these Institutes. There arc the vital properties, in all their individuality, called into action by stimuli, and" acting" of themselves even beyond the doctrine of vitalists, or, agab,
H weakened by various depressing agents," and liable to be "d&~
strayed;" though I do not allow, as affirmed in the quotation, tlrnt
''contractility'' is the property acted upon(~ 206). Finally, we have admitted," that tlte nerves h~~e tlte power ?f c~wcying tlte stimuli wltit:h
call tlwproperty [-:ontractdity, or mobihtyJ rnto action;·' and which is
a11 that is necessary to the whole doctrine which I have propounded
as to the r1ervous power(§ 222-233~, 500, &c., 512, &c., 893-905).
189, c. The impressions which are made on the vital properties be
come the causation of the changes wl1ich may ensue in the actious, or
structure, of the solids, where the impression is made. No vital ao-ents
elicit actions, or a single phenomenon of life, when applied to ~n inorganic comp?und, not even fr~m ai;i organic being just dead from instant destruct10n by hydrocyamc acid, or by a pin thrust into th e meclu11a oblonqata. On the c~ntrary, indce~, all the agents which had
before contributed to the mamt~nancc of hfe, now carry out tlie wiyk
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therefore, that agents do not elicit the actions of life by operating upon
the organized structure; but upon those properties which hy<lrocyanic acid, &c., may extinguish in an instant of time; nor do they operate upon the functions, since those are merely effects(§ 176). And
is it not a greater paradox that hydrocyanic acid, or aconite, &c.,
should destroy life in a s.e~ond o.f t~me by_its .action upon the mere
st_ructm·c tha~ upon t~rnt lwmg pn~c~ple which imparts to the organic
kmgdom all its peculiar charactenst1.cs 1 Or, as the blood, or joy, or
bng-er, rou ,;f>s thr. heart, or as fear brmgs on perspiration, micturition 1
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&c., or as the want of air throws into action the respiratory muscles
as odors, light, &c., produce their sensations i
'
By facts of the foregoing nature, and by all those considerations
which ha,'e been made in relation to the differences in the vital con·
stitution of the different tissues, and of different parts of one and the
same continuous tissue (as of the alimentary and pulmom..ry mucous
i:icmbrane, § 133, &c.) 1 it becomes perfectly obvious that the propertws of life are something per se, something besi~s organization itsel.f,
or organic functions, and upon which the agents of life exert their immediate impressions(~ 1029, 1030, 1034, 1041).
There can, therefore, be no appreciation of the laws of organic be
ings, of the modus. operandi of natural, morbific, or remedial agents,
of healthy or morbul processes, of voluntary or involuntary musculat
motion, of the results of the operation of the nen·ous power aud sen·
sihility, or even of perception, without a critical reference to the properties of life as the efficient causes, and as receiving the impressions
which may be exerted by external and internal agents (§ 872).
190, a. Irritability, and other vital properties, are naturally modi·
fied, in kind and degree, in the different tissues, in tissues of the same
order, and in different parts of one and the same continuous tissue
(§ 133, &c., 199, 203, 227-232, 525-529).
. These natural modifications are shown in all parts by the peculiar
action of the natural stimuli of life; as blood upon the heart and
bfooJ. vessels, food on the stomach, bile on the intestines, urine on the
bladder, the will, through the nervous power, upon the voluntary
muscles(~ 215, 227, 486), and by the differences that arise from their
action on parts to which they are not peculiar. And so of the diversified effects of external agents on different parts.
190, b. There are remarkable modifications of irritability in the m·a
of oviparous and viYiparous animals, and in seeds. Semen is the only
natural stimulus of the former, in their absolute state of ova ; while
in the ova of viviparous animals, the actions, after being roused by
the stimulus of semen, must go on to a full development of the organ·
ic being, and in undisturbed connection with the parent; but, in the
oviparous, when the ovum has acquired a certain development, the
actions cease spontaneously, the properties oflife no longer obeying
the vital stimuli as in the other case. These properties then become
dormant (and in the seed, also), and nature, having fulfilled her final
cause, the ovum is expelled from the body, and the seed cast off, that
they may be subjected to new agents. Semen will not now act upon
the e<m, but heat and atmospheric air become necessary to restore
· t11e aci.fons, and carry out the process originally instituted by the spe·
cific stimulus of semen.
There are certain oviparous animals that present other peculi~rities,
and other changing modifications, of irritability in respect to their ova.
At certain seasons their ova undergo a partial development from the
influence of season. and from the stimuli supplied by the female pa·
rent. These influences, however, finally cease to operate, and the
ovum is expelled to undergo the action of semen m th~ external
world. This action again modifies irritability, and adapts it to other
vital stimuli.
Again, it may be affirmed of many oviparous animalsie·P'· birds, that
a partial development of the ovum takes place, though unperfcctly,
G
•ir
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Lhrough stimuli supplied by the female parent, and the o,·um is ulti-
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actions, eitlrnr from the stimulus of semen, or other vital agents (§
71- 73, 1051) .
191, a. The variations in kinc1 and degree of irritability (§ 190)
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great plan of organ ic life (§ 133, &c.). Tho same principle governs
the operation of rnorbific, anc.1, more or less, of remedial agents, and
is one of the main causes of disease, and of the determination of disease upon one part in preference to another(§ 149-151). The principle is, therefore, very comprehensive, and refers as \Yell to the kind,
energy, and degree of the operating causes or agents, as to the kind
and degree of irritability (§ 150). A11d so, also, of sensibility (§ 194).
'l'he principle is not only seen in all parts of the organic ~leiug, but
every distinct species of animal and plant l1as, in a collective se nse,
its own special modification of irritability, through which its organic
habits as to food, composition, nutrition, &c., are specifically regulated. It is this which renders ,.,.·hat is poisonoi.::s to one animal or
plant salubrious or inoffensive to another. And this Jets us into a
knowledge of the reason why certain atmosplKric influences induc(:I
the 1' milk-sickness" in the kine of the "\Vestern States, and p:-obably
in no other animal. It reveals to us how it is that the stately platanus occidentalis and the common peach tree have been <lying out over
extensive regions of country, and why the potato-crop is cut off, yea~
after year, in vast regions of Europe and America, while every other
tree and herb escape _the epidemics (§ 150). These very facts de·
monstrate, also, the prmciple as to the natural modifications of the
properties of life, and establish, alone, the fundamental identity of the
vital properties in the two departments of the organic kingdom(§ 185).
191, b. Again, more remarkable modifications of irritability, 01
changes in kind, are artificially effected by morbifie and remedial inBuences, external and internal, physical and mora1; and these, far
more than a mere increase and depression of this property, constitute
an essential. pmt o'. disease. These affection~ of irritability give rise
to ne'~ series of rnfluences, from every vane~y of agent, and often
Yery different from such as are exerted under circumstances of health
(§ 542). H ence it is that ordinary food, &c., becomes morbific in
diseased conditions, remedial agents operative, either for good or for
evil, when otlrnrwise they might foil of any effect (§ 226), and, upon
this mutability, and varying susceptibility of the property now uncle1..
consideration, is greatly founded the art _of medicine. It is, especially, tLese varying conditions of irritability which demand so much
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ularly due the salubnous mfluenc?s. which are _exerted(§ 901).
191, c. And hero we h ave stnkmg analogies in the manner in
which the properties of the minrl are modified in their character and
again restored to their integrity when the organic properties of the
brain become affected in the foregoing manner(§ 175).
191, d. Remote analogies proLtibly exist even in the innrrrani.c
kingdom; though we haYe apparently nothing there in this rc~pcct
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which transcends other affinities between th.e two great king<loms vf
1~ature. \~ e do no.t ~nd that dead matt~r is endow~<l. with proper.
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cx:tenJs to dead matter, its properties do not appear to be liable to
any mutations in kind, but only in degree; and here it would seem
that the analogy should end, since we do not find that instability in
the mineral w?rl<l wl~ich, in the organic, grows out of the mutability
of the properties of hfe.
\Vhat I ha\·e thus sai<l of the analogies between tLe properties of
!i,·ing and dead matter i"S sustained by the late researches of chemists.
Thus, on the allotropism of simple bodies, it is said by Prof. Draper,
that, "to a certain extent1 the views of 1\1. Berzelius coincide with
those which have offered themselves to me from the study of the prop·
erties of chlorine. They am not, however, altogether the same. M
Berzelius infers that elementary bodies can. assume, under varying cir·
cumstances, dijfcrent qualities. The idea which it is attempted to
communicate in this memoir is simply this,-tlmt a given substance,
such as chlorine, can pass from a state of high activity, in which it
possesses all its well-known properties, to a state of complete inactivity, in which e,·en its most energetic affinities disappear. And that1
het10een tlicse extremes tlicrc arc innumerable intermediate points. Be·
tween the two views there is, therefore, this essential difference: From
the former it docs not appear what t/ic nalltrc of tlte newly-assumed
properties may be; from the latter, they must obviously be of tltc same
cliaracter, and dij)'er only in intensity or degree , diminishing from stage
to stage until complete inactivity results."- DRAJ'CR, on Allotropism
of Cldorinc as Connected with tlic Theor!J of Substitutions. 1845.
192. Irritability stands as a sentinel at all the openings and pores
of the body, and between tho capillary and extreme vessels of the arterial system; admitting and excluding according to its natural mod·
ifications in different parts. Thus, a11 but cl1yme is excluded from
the duodenum by the pyloric orifice of the stomach, and all but atmo·
spheric air by the glottis. The globules of blood are vastly smaller
than the visible capillaries which cany only white blood, from which
they are excluded by the peculiar irritability of these vessels.* "When
admitted, as in inflammation, it arises from a morbid alteration of irri·
tability. And so when the lacteals absorb deleterious agents, or the
pylorus allows the escape of undigested food. There is no analogy
between a set of inert tube.s and the living ducts. And yet are we
presented with tubular instruments of glass, &c., to demonstrate the
laws which govern the circul ation of the blood and of sap, an<l sponges
and lamp-wick to exemplify the process of absorption as carried on
by the lymphatics and lacteals (§ 289, 201).
193. Bichat confounded irritability with sensibility, by calling the
former organic sensibility, and the latter animal sensibility. He made,
also, a greater mistake in supposing that irrit~bility and .sens.ibil.ity are
only different de""rees of one property. Tins fact denves its 1mpor·
tance from the high authority of the French philosopher, and the er·
rors into which he has thus led a multitude of others.
The coincident functions between plants and animals, and organic
actions being carried on in parts of anjmals a~tcr the greatest p~ss~b1a
destruction of the nervous communications, evmcc th e clearei:;t d1strnc1

• A few are said to be admitted, but are \•isiblc only through the microscope.
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tion between irritability and sensibility, howcnr close their.analogies
in respect to the operation of physical agents. Kor c21'n the uen·ous
influence act as a stimulus in such cases, though the nerns may form
a channel for other stimuli(§ 461, 476-!z. c, 489, 490).
2. SENSIBILITL
194. Sensibility, which is peculiar to the vital principle of animals ,
resides exclusively in the nervous system. That which gives rise tc
true sensation is mainly limited to the cerebro-spinal system (§ 184,
523).
195. Through sensibility we learn the existence and nature of external objects. These objects make their impressions upon this property as we have seen of other agents in respect to irritability (§ 188,
&c.).
Another important function is also performed by sensibility, which
consists in the transmission of impressions to the cerebro-spinal axis,
as a part of the great function of sympathy, or reflex nervous action.
All the modifications of sensibility are designed for the transmission
of impressions from the circumference to the nervous centres (§ 4 50,
451). Tbe sympathetic nerve contributes centres in organic life,
196. The nerves are the organs of sensibility, and the brain and
spinal cord the recipients of impressions transmitted by tl1is property
through the medium of the nerves. Perception is also necessary to
the recognized modifications of sensation; and, therefore, the perfect
exercise of the power, in its function of true sensation, requires a
healthy state of tl1e foregoing elements (§ 523, no. 3).
197. Sensibility is said to be of two kinds, common and specific. I
shall distinguish it into a third kind, which may be calle<l. sympathetic
sensibility(~ 1037, b) .
198. Common sensibility is the source of pain, and resides in all
the nerves. It is generally dormant in the organs of organic life, but
may be greatly roused by disease. The best examples of this latent
state occur in the ligaments and bones. Its development by disease
is a clear illustration of the light which is reflected upon natural physiological conditions by .their morbid changes (§ 137, d).
199. Specific sensibility is peculiar to the senses, where it manifests very striking peculiarities. Light, alone, will affect the specific
sensibility of the retina, the intrinsic virtues, only, of various substan
ces give rise to tasting and smelling, certain mechanical impressions
to hearing, &c. This proves a difference, or modification, of specific
sensibility in the several organs of sense, by whic11, as in the case of
irritahility (§ 190, 191), it is adapted, in nrious parts, to the action of
special stimuli, according to t11e predetermined uses of each part.
109!. The impressions transmitted by common and specific sensibility . are received. by the brain a~on~, or its equivalent. Tho spinal
cord 1s only a medium of commumcat1on. These, also, are the kinds
of se.nsibility which require for their operation the exercise of perception (§ 451, 523, nos. 1, 2) i and it is tl1cse upon which true sensation depends. \Vhenever brought into operation, the mind takes
cognizance of the transmitted impressions (p. 864, 11otc).
200. The foregoing(§ 197- 199) are coincident with what we have
seen of differences in irritability (§ 133, &c., 190, 191), though more
strongly pronounced, and are clear examples of wh:lt is meant bv
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natural modifications of the vital properties; and illustrate those modifications which constitute the essence of disease(§ 133, &c., 191).
The three principal kinds of sensibility, and the several modificat10ns of the specific kind, as shown by the special causes which, respectively, give rise to seeing, tasting, smelling, &c., also illustrate
1
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parts; and this, also, reciprocally illustrates the characteristics of sensibility. A harmony of laws prevails universally (§ 133-138). Like
irritability, sensibility is also liable to artificial modifications from the
action of external and internal causes; aud, as will be seen, the nervous power is susceptible of even more remarkable influences(~ 226232, 72.5).
201, a . The last section leads me to consider the third kind of sensibility, or what I have denominated sympatlwtic sc1lsibility (§ 197).
Its office will explain the qualifying term sympatllCtic, which appears
to be necessru·y to avoid the confusion which prevails in the application of the general term to the distinct offices of exciting acts of intellection and of influencing organic motions, and of producing inrnluntary motion in animal life. There was a radical objection to Bichat's designation of irritability as organic sensibility (§ 193); but in
the present term there seems to be a peculiar advantage (§ 451, d).
"Impressions," says l\Ililler, "conveyed by the sensitive nerves to
the central organs are either reAectc<l by them upon the origin of the
motor nerves; without giving rise to true sensations, or are conducted
to the sensorium, the seat of consciousness."
When light produces vision, or odors give rise to agreeable sensations, it is due to specific sensibility. The mind percei\'eS, and the
effect goes no farther; there is no extension of the impressions beyond the sensiti\'e nerrns. Again, the light or mechanical irritants
are productive of pain, and the effect is limited in the same manner.
But here there is no specific sensation. It is the same in a11 the organs of sense. This, therefore, is due to common sensibility. At
another time, however, the light induces a paroxysm of sneezing, or
the odor syncope or disease. Here is a perfectly new train of resu1ts, the principal of which arc in parts distant from the direct scat
of the impressions. The primary influences ha\·e been propagated
upon various organs by the nervous centres through the syste m of
motor nerves. These influences, therefore, have called . into action
another modification of sensibility, and that is the sympathetic (§ 450,
&c., 464, 51-l k-m, 902).-Notc D p. 1114.
201, b. This variety of the common property, like specific ~ensi
bility, belongs ta_certain part~ only of the nervous system, an~ 1s the
medium through which impressions upon all parts are transm.1tted to
the cerebra-spinal axis, in the functiou of sympathy. Perception, and
true sensation, therefore, which is rarely an attcudant phenomenon,
are not necessary to the office of this mo~ification of sensibi~ity, 11or
is a continuity of the nen·es with the bra1u. Reflected motion 1~ay
be as readily excited through the spinal cord as through t!1e bram;
"and we are in possession,'' says l\li.iller, "of no. facts wluch prove
that the spinal cord, when sepni-ate<l from the bram and medulla ob·
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of this."

The ganglia of the sympa.thetic nerve arc, also, centres.
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201, c. Sympathetic sensibility appertains to what are denominated
the sensitive nenes, and the sensiti,•e fibres of compound nerves,
whic,h are a1so, in part, the instruments of common sensibility. But,
a remarkable anatomical distinction, and which goes far to sustain
the vn.riety of sensibility which is here indicated, is found in the sensi tive fibres of the sympathetic an<l pncumogastric nerves; which
possess'. in the most exalted degree, tho po,~er of transmitting .organic
1mpn·ss1ons to the nen-ous centres, but which arc nearly destitute of
common sensibility. Indeed, it is through this .system of sensitive
~bres th~t the whole organic department maintains the specific i-elat10ns of its several parts(§ 129, 523, nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 1037, h) .
201, d. The impressions transmitted through sympathetic .sensibility
may be receh·ed either by the brain, spinal cord, or ccrtam parts of
the ganglionic system (§ 520); and either connectedly or independ·
ently of each other. 'Vhen thu.s recei\'e<l by the 1rnrvous centres,
they give rise to a development an<l transmission of the nervous pow.
er through what are called the motor nerves, and terminate in those
influences which complete the functio? of sympathy, by gi,·ing rise to
sensible or insensible motions, or mo<l1fying such as .had existed.
202, a. The manner in which sympathies are brought about through
the medium, in part, of sens~bility, and the failure of impressions upon
common and specific sensibi lity to generate sympathy, or to excite the
influence of the motor nerves, ancl the absence of sensation in the
former case, and the admissible absence of the brain, as well as other
pecnliarities, prove, abundantly, the existence of this rhird kind of
sensibility. Besides, also, the prominent demonstrations to the fore·
going effect which occur in disease, this modification of sensibility is
in miiversal operation in healthy states of the body; as manifested in
respiration, and in the concerted action with which the various organs
carry on their respective functions. Through this modification all
parts transmit to the cerebro-spinal axis special influences that arc
relative to their existing conditions, and these influences are propa1
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The special function of this kind of sensibili1y, and its co-operation
with the nervous power in the function of sympathy, will be farther
con~ide red along with that function, and the function of motion, and
agam uuder the laws of sympathy, and the modus operandi of remedial agents O 1037, b).
2~2, b. It may be now said, however, that when sympathetic sen.
sibihty contri~utes t? moti.on, '~h~ther in 01:ganic ~r animal life, or
whether sensible or rnse11s1ble, it ts through 11uprcssions received and
transmitted by this property to the cerebro-spinal axis, or to the
centres of the sympathetic when a medium of reflex action, and a
consequent development of the nervous power, which power then op·
erates, through motor nerves, upon the organic irritability of paits
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199),,
property, ir.
ntab11ity (§ 190-192), sympathetic sens1b1hty 1s vanously modified in
different pa11s 1 by which it is adapted to the reception of impressions
from agents of particular virtues, and for their transmission to the
nervous centres, and for. the ultimate gen.era.lion of true sympathyj
while the same agents fail of these cffecls rn other parts (§ 133, &c.)
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204. Another manifest contradistinctio_n between sympathetic, and
common and specific scnsibilily, is seen m the general failure of impressions made on sympathetic sensibility to a.ct upon the mind, and
therefore in the ordinary absence of all sensation. If sensation be an
atte ndant phenomenon, it then arises from impressio ns simultaneously
made upon common sensibility(§ 445, 464-467, 473, no. 5, 47.J, no. 4,
523, ~037, b).
3. MOBILITY.
205, a. 1llobility is the property by which all motions are carried
on in animals and plants. It is peculiar to tho solids, though some
late physiologists have ascribed it to the globules of blood, while others have mistaken the globules for entozoa (§ 233, 253, &c.).
205, b. Sensible and insensible contractility, as employed by Bichat,
and muscular power, are bad substitutes for the name mobility. They
lead to erroneous conclusions; since the heart, blood-\·essels, and other
muscular organs dilate or elongate, as well as contract, through the
same vital property; and motion occurs in vai-ious tissues.- (1lfed
and Pliyswlog. Comm., vol. i., p. 150, 379-391.)
The terms sensible and insensible contractility limit the law of motion to simple contractio11, while there musl be often a corresponding actirn•dilatation, or the part would always rcmaiu in a state of
tonic spasm. Elasticity will never explain the dilatation of the heart,
of the veins, &c.- (lllcd. and P/1.ysiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 147-150,
l 75, 176, 399- 402, where this is fully examined).
206. The philosophical Macbride remarks that, "as irritability necessarily implies mobility of the animal fibres, this does not require
to be considered a distinct property." If, then, the existence of mo·
bility be thus implied, it is a di~tinct property; and when the phenomena of irritability and mobility are duly considered, it will be seen
that they should be regarded in a separate sense. Irritability is certainly necessary to the exercise of mobility i but the former may be
greatly exalted without a corresponding increase of motion. The
distinctions are numerous and of great practical importance 0 500, rl).
207. The existence of mobility in p lants is abundantly shown by
the motion of their Aui<ls, which no mechanical principle can interpret, by their secretions, and by other results analogous to those which
depend, in part, on this property in animals. It is also manifested by
the sensible mo,·ements of the leaves, blossoms, stamina, &c.; and
from these we may reason analogically, and infer ~nscnsible m?tions
of the sap-vessels, the secretory apparatus, &c., as 1s also done m animals(~ 1054).
l\Iobility, therefore, givrs rise to sensible and insensible motions.
They are generally sensible in animal li.fc, and of cith.er k~nd in organic(§ 476-492, 516, no. 2; also, Mcdteal and Pkystological Commentaries, vol. ii., p. 150, 379-391).
.
.
208. Mobility is brought into operation throu~h _impressions made
on irritability, whether by vital stimuli in orgamc hfc, or by ~he nervous power in either organic or animal life (§ ~88). The pl11losophy
of this will be considered along with the attributes of the nervou~
power, the function of sympathy, and the laws of.sympathy.
209. ff sensation appare11tly give. rise to motion, 1t may b~ ?~ca·
i;ioned by the action of external or mternal causes upon sens1l11hty j
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but this impression is imparted to irritability an<l then to m~bi~ity,
before motion can foilow (§ 195); or, from the intimate assoc1atu~ns
and analogies between irritability and sensibility, the tn•o properties
may be simultaneously affected by the same agents. \Vhcre, h?wcver, sensation is accompanied by motion as an ai:parcnt effect of impressions upon common sen:;ibility, it probably anses i~1 all cases from
a simultaneous impression upon sympathetic sensibility (§ 198, 201,
202). This exact analysis is indispensable to our subject.
210. Irritability may be increased through an exalted state ofsympatlrntic sensibility, and organic motions may be thus increased
through sensibility; which is nearly the same as the foregoing law
(§ 209).
211. It is doubtful whether parts may be initated without exciting
mobility (§ 202) ; but it is otherwise with common an<l specific scnsi
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may be in a passim
or dormant state, as in the ovum and seed, or as sensibility exists in
the organic life of animals. All are roused by appropriate agents,
and could not be roused were they not already present. Certain animals, such as the wheel, and the sloth animalcula, may have all apparent traces of life extinguished, may be completely exsiccated, and be
speedily revived by heat and moisture.•
•
The first impression of semen, or of heat, &c., upon the ovum, or
seed, is made on irritability, through which, as the next step in the
process, mobility is roused into action. Then follow the new elementary combinations.
\Ve thus learn, in part, that life is a cause, not an effect.-(Alcd.
and Pliysiolog. Comm., vol. i., p . 9, et seq.)
213. Sensible mobility is especially manifested in the compound
tlrgans, taken as a whole (§ 205). Insensible mobility occurs in the
small vessels (§ 207). But, the palpable evidences of a special law
of motion in the small vessels arc apt to be sacrificed to the negative.
fact that the motion itself is not of a visible nature. As well might
we deny the existence of microscopical animals.
214. The insensible motions in organic life are the most important
that occur, especially such as take place in the extreme capillary ves·
sels i since these are the iustruments of all tbe most essential actions
and phenomena of life, and of disease.
215. Voluntary motion is brought into exercise by the will and
nervous power, as will be set forth under my consideration of the latter property and the function of motion (§ 222-233i!, 500 d). The
essential difference, therefore, between the motions in animal and organic life lies in the nature of the stimuli; voluntary motion requiring
the exercise of the will, while the organs of organic life rarely obey
the stimulus of the nervous P?~vcr when excited by the will O500 e).
It is probable, also, that mobility has a peculiar modification in the
muscular tissue of animal life.
Notwithstanding ?1ob~lity, in ani~al life,_ is .alw_ays su1ject to the
nervous power, motion is Jrnre, as m orgamc hfc, mdependent of the
nervous system, excepting as supplying a stimulus (~ 483, 486).
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4.

VITAL AFFINlTY,

216. It has Leen seen that the elements of orgau:c compounds arc
rcry differently combined from those of inorganic(§ 32, &c.). Hence
has arisen the. term. vital 0Jli1tily, as denoting a property peculiar to
plants and ammals, by which all their elements are united and main-

tained in combination. \Vhen death takes place, chemical affinities
operate, and resolve the organic into inorganic compounds, or into
their simple elements (§ 174 ).
217. Vital affinity exists in modified states in the two departments
of organic nature ; since, in plants, it unites the simple clemenrs into
organic compounds, whi!e in animals, it can operate only upon compounds of this complexity. V cgetablc organization is, therefore,
more of a creati,-e nature than animal (§ 13).
5. VJVIFJCATIO:\'.
218. By 1:frijication, in conjunction wirh vital affinity, life is bestowed upon dead matter. The elements of matter are , essentially, combined into organic compounds by vital affinity; but there is a pro·
grcssi"e vitalization of the organic· compounds till they become united
with the solids. This shows that vital affinity must have an associate
power of ,;,,.ification.
219. Vivification belongs, particularly, to the assimilating organs,
though its energy must bo great in the gastric juice. It has natural
modifications in all parts, aud presents distinctions between plants
and animals.
220, a. Vital affinity and vi\'ification, lik e the other properties of lifo,
are susceptible of morbid clianges. This gives rise to changes in tho
general \'ital character, and in the composition, of the solids and fluid s.
These changes in composition are inferred upon pri11ciple, as well
as from obscr\'ation (§ 666, b). No chemical analysis can detect them,
unless it be an alkalescence or an acidity of the secreted fluids, or
changes in the urine; and e\'en these imperfect results are oflen surrounded by objections (§ 5} b, 53, l 029, l 030).
220, b. Changes in some of the secretions , as in the milk, may be
brought ab?ut by temp~rary influe~ces, and independently of disease,
as by cmohons of the mm<l, the action of cathartics, &c. These also
affect the condition of organs and their products in the \'arious states
of disease; and upon this depends the art of medicine(§ 852, &c.).
220, c, The alterations which take place in the solids and fluids arc
always the same in any gi\'en conditio~ of the affc~t~d propc~·tics of
life. They are, therefore, constantly liable to variations dunng the
. progress of disease, and arc various in different diseases, and accord ing, also, to the nature of remedial influences, and of those other cau.ses
.
by which they are affected independeutly of disease (§ 672).
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fluences of direct or reflex nervous actton lead mg to disease, and something to the natural lar.v that the .nen·es impress a special conditio_n
upon a11imal compounds, both sohd and ftmd (§ 69, 226, 399, 40.:>,
HG a, 455, 45G a, 4Gl, 485, 488-\-, 489, 512, 740, 952).
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6.

'IllE NER \'OUS POWER- I TS DIRECT AND REFLEX ACTION.

222, a. Th e analysis which I shall make of sympathy establishes
1
1
1
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lu defining this function, generally regarded as a. pr.opcrt)'.", 1 sha! I
iutrodnce the nervr>Us power, upon which, in connection w1t.h sens 1•
bility, the function depends(§ 201). This is reflex ncr1.1ous action. .
222, b. Th e philosnphy of the operation of the nerv~us pow.er .rn
producing motion, und er all its various aspects, as marnfcste<l rn its
natllral regulation of organic functions(~ 202), or by its ether r_eflex
actions as induced by morbific and remedial agents, or by tl1e mfluenccs uf disease, in the motions which are generated in the org:ans '!f
organic life by the passions and analogou_s affoctions of. the mrnd, 111
the movements of th e voluntary muscles, m the production of sudden
death from all causes, as well as the solution of other relatirn problems, and the physiological interpretation of the recognized luws of
sympathy and their general intl'Oduction into pathology and therapeutics, were originally attempted by myself in the Medical and
Physiological Commentaries, and subsequently, and more extensively,
in my Essay on the l\Io<lus Operandi of R emedial Agents.• Should
the exposit ion them and now set forth prom to be well founded, it
must necessarily result, sooner or later, in the overthrow of all thC'
meehanical and chemical hypotheses in physiology, consign to its
well-merited oblivion the hum oral pathology, and place upon its true
foundation the operation of remedial agents.-See RIGHTS, &c., p. 912.
223. The nervous power appertains to the vital principle, resides
exclusively in tlrn nenous systems, and is, therefore, peculiar to animals(§ 184, b). It gives rise, however, to resulls in organic as well as
animal lifo. These results, also, arc far more numerous and important in t11e organic than the animal mechanism, while sensibility is especially designed for the .latter. Unlike sensibility, also, in its function of sensation, perceptlon is not necessary to the operations of tlie
nervous power, nor does the latter, like sensibility in its ofllce of proJucing sensation, requ ire a continuity of the nerves with the brai11 for
reflex or direct nction, especially in organic life(§ 200, 50i).
The nervous power is constantly, though, for the most part, in insen~iblc operati?n ~h.roughout the organic mechanism, modifying tho
actions and anzmalumg the products of all parts. For this special
reason l have .endea~'Or~d to sho_w that the nervous power is superadded to the vital pnnc1ple of animals, and that the complexity of organs and functions which it is designed to su bscrve, and the absence
of its phenomena in plants, afford a substantial proof that the property belongs to animals alone (§ 1041.)
224. Th e nervous power is exerted, especiall y, through what arc
denominated the motor nerves and the motor fibres of compound
nerves, or" nerves of motion ;u these nerves, however, being mainly
{\e~~'~)l.ent for th e nervous power upon the brain and spinal cord

. Ncverth~less, there is reason to suppo~e that tl1<: nervous power j 8
~mpl antcd 111 the motor n~rves, as well as m tl1e_ bram and spinal cord.
fh c phenomena of contiguous sympathy, as when inflammation of
the liver, the lungs, &c., is relieYed by blisters, over the region of tho
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affected orga~s, ca nnot be traced throug~1 th e cercbro-spinal sys tem,
excepting in its connection with the ganglionic, which supplies, in such
cases, tbe immediate centres of reflex_ nervous action (§ 8!)3). There
1
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life, the latter to organic(§ 113); and, although the cerebra-spinal be

associated in function with the ganglionic, purely cerebra-spinal nerws
exert no influences upon the organic functions, not even the pneumogastric till independent life begins, while the ganglionic supplies the
stimulus to organic muscles, combines the organic Yiscera, ancl determines exciting and modifying cfiCcts upon all their actions, by which the
secretions are variously increased or diminished, and the organic products imbued with the peculiarities that distinguish them from the organic compounds of plants; and what is of vast practical importance,
it is owing to those physiological ditforences that morbific and remedial agents operate, essentially, through the sympathetic system(§ 113,
4
4
1
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nervous power is capable of being acted upon by external and internal
causes, both mental and physical, of being increased, or diminished, or
nltcred in kind, according to the nature of the causes(§ 200, 203, 258).
226. The nervous power possesses the remarkuble characteristic of
being a Tital n{!ent to the property irritability (§ JS! h). It is also liable to artifici..d modifications from the operation of physical and rnentnl
cnuses upon the nerrnus system; and its influences upon irritability will
correspond with Lhe nature of its modifications; being thus rentlerecl a
vital stimulus, or a Yitai depressant, or a vital nltcr:ttin (§ 150). 'Vhcn,
therefore, this power operates in any unusual manner, organic and animal motions, whether sensible or insensible, will be rnriously modified,
or produced, by calling mobility into exercise, according to the nature
of the influences exerted upon the power, :md products will vary rtccordingly. This grows out of the natural office of the nerrnus system
of exciting and modifying organic actions and their results(§ 461).
227. The nervous power is brought into unusual operation nry Yariously, according to the scat and 1iaturc of the exciting cau::e (§ tl51).
lst. Its operation is excited in a direct manner by irritants, &e., npplie<l to the brain, to the spinal cor<l, and to the motor nerYCS. It is
also excited directly by cerebral or spinal disease, by the pnssions, mentnl emotions, imagination, intense reflection, and by the will. This I
call ditect nervous action (§ 222 a). In all the cases, the nervous power will be rendered stimulant, or depressant, or alterati,·e to the organic properties and functions, and variously energetic according to
the nature of the operating cause, ancl the intensity nnd suddenn e~s
with which it may operate(§ 480, 743, !)51). In blushing, the power is rendered stimulant; by fear, depressant; by grief, anger, hope,
&e., alterative (§ SH). These effects are also common ly Yery sudden, especially the physiological. Even such as rtrc morbific arc often almost instantaneous; and this rapidity of change ceases to be re-
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dial, as the latter may develop the nervous power through sens1t1ve
nerves. These analogies will ham been va.riously illustnitct.l. They
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evince the simplicity of fundamontal principles and the relationsllip
and perfoct harmony which prevail among the whole, even those
which are especially relative to mind an<l instinct as supcraddeJ to
the simple condition of the vegetable kingdom (§ 323-325, 818}).
2d. The reflex action of the nenous power is excited through the
mc1lium of sympathetic sensibility(§ 201-203). This complex process
1 c:mlts in the true function of sympathy.
Impressions arc. made ~)'
physical and mental causes, by disease, ~c., upon the foreg?mg van~
ty of sensibility, which I call sympatlwtic from the office ol the sensitive conductors in this function of reflex nervous action. The impressions are then commuuicated to the cerebro-spinal axis, or to other
central parts of the nervous system, and there bring into operation.
aud variously modify, the nervous power {§ 224). Tbe power, thus
developed, thus influenced, or so modified in kind that it partakes of
the nature of the transmitted imprcssion8, which are more or less coincident with the virtues of the remote causes, is then exerted, through
the motor system of nerves, upon the organic properties of distant
parts, or of the Mn·ous system itself(§ 208, 209, 462-469), by which
those properties, and their resu lting functions and products, arc variously affected according to the foregoing circumstances. From this
fact it also results, that the modified conditions which are brought
about by the nervous power, when the preternatural operation of this
power depends upon external causes, whether morbific or remedial,
are more or less analogous to those changes in the organic conditions
which are wrought in parts by the direct operation of the same causes
(§ 188, 657 b, 503-505, 891z k 893 e, 902, 904 a, 951 c, 990~).
228, a. It thence follows, that there is imparted to the nenous
power, by the foregoing means (§ 227), more or less of the characteristic virtues of the remote causes, but under tlte influence of its own
nature, by which the nervous power is substituted for those causes,
and thus reaches, with its acquired attributes, and their various effects,
every part of the organization, and, often, \Vith great instantaneousness. It appears, therefore, that this constitution of the nervous power is wonderfully suited to the various exigencies of life; while, as
will be seen in section 232, it grows out of its physiological nature as
a regulator of organic actions (~ 1057, 1075, 481 d) .
228 b. It is also an important law that the nervous power is vari9usly influenced in its morbific and remedial action by slight variations in the intensity of the operating causes, whethermental or physical; though a determinat~~n is simultaneousl.y given to its action by
th~ numerous other conditions already mentioned, and which may
happen to be present. Thus, an impression from cold, as a blast of
air, or a drop of cold water, upon the skin in syncope, will rouse the
respiratory organs, Another impression from the same, and under
other circumstances, will excite catarrh, or pt1cumonia, or art.icular
rhcumat.ism. 01!e degree. of impression upon the stomach by tartar1zed antimony will detcrmmo tl1e nervous power upon the respiratory
mu.scles (as will cantharid?~ up<?n the bladder, or mercury upon the
salivary glands), and vom1trng is the conscque?ce; while it. simul·
taneously reflects the same power upon the skm, and other organs,
and of which perspiration, &c., is a consequence. In smaller doses,
the respiratory movements are not affected, but only the condition of
lhe skin, &c. 1 and in lesser degrees. But, these examples embrace
1
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only certain parts of the influences in each case; while in others they
are far more complex, ~me sympathetic result becoming the cause of
others, till, through a srngle impression upon the skin, various circles
of morbific or remedial reflex nervous actions may be instituted.
2
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mote parts, or upon the nervous system itself, it often imparts to it a
modification by which a similar condition of disease is generated in
the parts upon which the power is thus determined. Hence the con·
secutive inflammations which are often springing up, sympathetically,
in Yarious parts. But, this depends, more or less, upon the nature of
the organs secondarily affected, upon their precise condition as divert·
ed more or less from their healthy states by otber causes, upon temperament, age, sex, &c. When, therefore, the nervous power is developed by disease, other conditions varying more or less from the
primary affection are observed among the common effects. For the
same reasons, also, when morbific and remedial agents operate through
the medium of the nervous power, the results may be very various.
230. If the nervous power be brought into preternatural operation
in a direct manner (§ 227), as when impressions are made upon the
brain, or spinal cord, or the trunks of nerves, or by cerebral disease,
or when the mind or passions dC\·elop its operation, is also liable to
modifications, and corresponding effects, as when the impressions are
communicated through the medium of the sensitive conductors. Thus
alcohol: applied to the brain or spinal cord, increases the action of t11e
heart and capillary blood·Yessels, and so do anger, joy, hope, love,
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iety. We see, a1so, various other organic functions affoctc<l in a cor·
responding manner (§ 480-485, 489-492, 943, 945). In these cases,
the nervous power is often determined, with more or less effect, di~
rectly upon the organic properties of the brain, and may extinguish
them instantly. A sudden explosion of anger may, in this manner,
induce apoplexy, while in other cases the destructive influence of the
nervous power is expended mainly upon the heart. Inflammation of
the brain determines the nervous power directly upon the cerebral
vessels which carry on the morbid process, and thus increases its force
and obstinacy. So with many morbific and remedial agents of a
physical nature, which, when applied to the stomach, excite the ner·
vous power indirectly, or thrnugb the medium of the sensitive fibres
of the pneumogastric and sympathetic nerv~s, but in ~vhich cases t~e
nervous power is reflected upon the organic propert1f'S of the bram.
ur of tl1e spinal cord, or of the individual ner\'es, as well as upou
those of other pmts. Such is the case with all the narcotics, strych0
1
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morbid states of the brain or nen'eS (§ 487 g, 526 d).
231 . It is nut alone the general functions of tissues a~1d of compoand organs which are affected by the nervous power ~n .the foregoing manner(§ 227- 230), but equally, also, those of the rnt1mate organization of all parr.s, upon which nutrition, vital decomposition, &c.,
llepend . It always acts upon minute structure(~ 395, 10-10).
232. The mod_ifications of the nervous power now described (§

110
~.27-230) are analogous to those which we ham seen to be: exerted
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ed for g reat natural purposes in the animal economy. 1 lus power is
manifestly associated wilh th e vital pri nciple of animals(§ 184., b)_as
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failures of some shall institute vital changes in other parts that shall
contribute to the restoration of the fo rmer, or exempt the general orga nism from the evils which would otherwise arise(§ 455). Voluntary motion (§ 215, 486) , respiration, a permanent contraction of the
sphincters, are also other final causes of the institution of Lhc nervt)us
power. Th e power is in perpetual uperation in every p art of the
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however, not less constantly operative, though with less intensity, in
all organic proces~es , bestowin~ import~nt conditions upon all p1:0Uucts of an organic nature, solid or fluid, and forev er stretches its
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ble to the most asto11ishing variety of physical, vital, and mental causes;
and 1 that it may feel and transmit the influences of th e vital changes
that may befall one part or another to other parts, for th e maintenance
of the great balance of functions, and to fulfill the office of restoration
as well as of conserrntion, there is imparted to it, as to the other prope1ties of life, a partial mutability in its nature, conformable to the various impressions exerted upon it, and by which it is rendered variously an<l usefully aheratirn to morbid conditions; and since, also,
such alterat ive effects as arc dema nded Ly morbid states could not be
exerted by a natural vital agent in its unmodified condition. Thus
1
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ety of changes th at are not less obviously exerted upon it by morbific
and remedial agents than are plain its r eflex and dire ct actions.
233. The nervous power does not generate motion either in animal
or organic life(§ 476-492, 516 , nos. 2, 7). It only in Ouences the organi? prope1:tY. mo?~lity, upon which all motion depe11ds, throu gh the
medium of irritability (§ 188, 205, 208, 209 , 226). Even voluntary
motion is entirely independen t of ~he nervous system. excepting as
the nervous pov,:er is a stimulus to uritability. In the production of
this complex function several elements are concerned : 1st. The will,
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acts as a stimulus upon irritability (§ 226); 3<l. l\f obility is thus called
into exercise, the immediat ~ result of which is voluntary motion (§
205, 206, 208, 209, 245, 256, 476 c, 486, 487, •192, no. 7, 500 d).
However complex, and destitute of analogies in the world of mere
physics, this phenomenon may be, I ha,·e no doubt that the solution
r eceived by every pl1ilosophical mind
which I have offered will
which may attent ively consider the nerrnus pcwer in its c{mnections
with th e motor nerrns, and the experiments uf \Vilson Philip (§ 164.
&:c., 476, &c., 1041).
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uo sympathel1c relation of parts, the diseases of one part are folt by
other parts only through the common laws of' nutrition, while, also,
rllmedial agents are curative by their local action alone.
233}. The nerv0us power, in a manner analogous to its determination upon the sphit•cter of the bladder afi.e1· the evacuation of the
urine, may he propagated upon <listant parts, with morbific or curative
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upon the part to which the agent was applied (§ 514 g, 516, no. 6).
233~. One of the 111(1st remarkable laws of the 11crvous power is
that of its determi11atio1t through particular nerves upon certai11 parts,
according to the nature of the exciting cause, whethormental or phys·
ical, whether natural, morbific, or remedial, and equally so in animal
and organic life; passing over, in the fulfillment ol' this law, various
intermediate nerves of more direct anatomical connection. This is
remarkably exemplified in many musical performances and feats of
agility. Tbis special determination of the nervous power is most in
conformity with the special influences that may bring it into operation,
in healthy conditions of the body; but in diseased states, or where or·
gans arc but partially diverted from their natural state, a direction is
more or less given to the determination of the power by these acquired
busceptibilities {§ 500 j, k, 871 ). This peculiar attribute of the ll ervous power distinguishes it from the direct action of remedial and
morbific agents, which, if taken into the circulation in efficient quantities, would often derange the universal body. But the same physi·
ological constitution of the ncrrnus power which renders it obe<lien:
to the will in its transmissions to particular muscles, or to the passions
in its effects on special organs in organic life, renders the power, when
modified by remedial or morbific agents, and according to iLs precise modification and susceptibility of parts, equally determinate and
circumscribed in its operation(§ 150-152, 838, 8-14). There is noth·
ing in Nature more wonder~Ul and r:aradox~cal _than th~s a~tribute of
the nervous power; and wlule the facts wluch 1t supplies in connec·
ti on with the operation of the will and the passions bear with the
strongest analog.ical force upo~ the philosophy which ri:spccts the influences of morb1fic and remedial agents upon all parts distant.from the
seat of their application, that analogy is corroborated by the limitation
of the morbific or remedial effects to certain parts of the org:mism.
2332. It appears, therefore, that the ncn·ous inRucnce, nflex or diJ"ect, is generally the t'mmediate nmote cause of all changes beyond the
scat of ti.le direct action of other causes (§ 644-G47 ~., 889 l).
GCNERAL REMARKS UPON THE J'JllLOSOPlll:" OF LIFE.

234, a. Notwithstandin~ aJI the laws of sy~npath~, that.are ncces·
sary to the full interpretation of the remote effects of ~orb1fi~ and remedial agents, are as well established as a_ny laws rn physics, they
have not been applied to these important objects i but, ~11 th.e_contrary, those philosophers who have contributed most t? their cr~ucal ex·
position overlook their pathological and therapeut1ca~ bearmgs, a?d
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powe1· in a philosophical manner to an exploration of tbe natural ~he
nomena of sympathy. The oscillations of Newton, the co11tract1ons
of Darwin, the vibrations of Hart1ey, the secretions of Galen, the galvanism of Galvani, the destructive forces of the chemist, and tl1c caloric
and the magnetism of wilder imaginations, continue to be adopted,
and show as well by their great incongruity as by their failure, that
th~ hypotheses arc founded on imaginary data, and that each has
neglected the phenomena of life (§ 189 b, 185, 1085 ).
234, b. I say nothing of those who still refuse their assent to the
well-ascertained laws of sympathy, as manifested in the natural states
of the body. These they have yet to study and to learn; but it may
be well objected that their ignorance shall prove an obstacle to the
progress of knowledge(~ 905l).
He, indeed, must have been a very imperfect spectator of human
events, who anticipates the acquiescence of ignorance or prejudice, or
the ready concurrP.nce of inferior minds, in the intricate problems
which relate to the laws of the vital functions. The demonstrations
of Philip have become obsolete in all but their abstract nature; and
the discoveries of Prochasca, Sir Charles Bell, ~Hiller, Hall, Valentin,
and others, in the functions of the nerves, arc either unknown, or un·
appreciated, by all but the erudite student or such as aim at erudition ;
and the very anatomical medium of reflex actions, through which the
operations of the nervous power and the phenomena of sympathy ap·
peal, as it were, to the senses as well as to the understanding, is apt to
be regarded as an accidental or as a superfluous appendage of the
body, or thrown in to embarrass inquiry by multiplying the complex
ities of' organic beings(~ 1039).-RIGHTS OF AUTHORS, P· 912.
Coming to the different kinds of irritability and sensibility, or as
these are modified by morbific and remedial agents, or by other p11ys·
ical causes, as well as the analogous modificatious of the nervous
power, and its remarkable attributes as a vital agent, its direct actiou
as such when developed by causes acting directly upon the nervous
system, or when brought into operation indirectly throngh the medi·
um of sympathetic sensibility(§ 227), a'ncl other analogous facts which
are equally substantiated by an endless variety of phenomena, t11ey
are pronounced by a no small number of the profession, even by writers who appear in the character of expounders of medical philosophy,
as metaphysical speculations, or as imaginary hypotheses. Even life
itself is regarded as a subtlety of the schools, or as a phantom of less
reputable claims. "For my part," says Magendie, "I decJare boldly
that I look upon these ideas about vitality, and the rest of it, as noth·
ing more than a cloak for ignorance and laziness"•(~ 1031).
234, c. If, then, you object to the existence of a principle of life,
why not to the existence of mind, to the imponderables, or to tangible
matter itself (§ 168, 169, 175 bb) 1 Do you deny its se,·eral weJJ.
attested properties 1 Then why not deny the properties of the mind 1
Have you n0t, for the aid of the senses, a ta:igible analogy in the solar
beam (§ lSSt d, 234 e) 1 Do yo~ cast aside all the phenomena of
irritability and sensibility, and maintain that the action of internal and
external causes, the mind and its passions, is exerted upon the slTucturc alone, because you cannot see the properties (§ 169, 189) 1 Can
M::C~di~:cdicul and Physiolo{{ical Commentaries, vol. i., p. 397, 511, 51!:!, 5lt, 515,
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you see the Maker of the eye, or did the eye make itself(§ 7 4) 1 Do
the muscles move without a moving pawed Are you not amazed at
what you cannot deny, that the mutual co-operation of the mind aud
the brain, which results in willing,. is Ii mite~ in its action upon the
body to exactly those parts where its openit10n can be alone useful
to the animal, namely, the voluntary muscles; nay, more, that the will
elects of these muscles such only as are precisely necessary to its
present.p~rpos~, and bestows eve~·y imaginable degree of force withm the limit of its power, and vanously, also, on the several muscles
which it may throw into simultaneous action (§ 233-;f, 349 e, 500 i) 1
ls there nothing as improbable iu all this as in the propositions of the
vitalist 1 Consider how, on the other hand, those other acts of the
mind, called the passions, so near akin to the will, judgment, reflection, are clearly ordained to operate in organic life for the moral and
physical good of the being; or, if they be also the causes of pain and
disease, the analogy of Nature shines out even here in placing them
on a par with the morbific agents of the external world. If this be
so, or a single fact conceded, how will you disregard the multitudinous phenomena of irritability and sensibility, or their various natural and artificial modifications(§ 64,f) 1 'Will you consider an argumentum a~ lwminem?
you, t.hen, deny that you posse~s judgment, reflection, and the ability to discover truth 1 If you object not
to this, you must concede the philosophy of these Institutes as to the
foregoing properties of life, and by the same demonstration upon
which that philosophy rests you must admit the imputed attributes of
the nervous power, ·which are far more clearly and variously attested
than judgment, reflection, or the ability to discover truth. Look at
the experiments by Wilson Philip, Hall, Miiller, Bell(§ 464, &c., 476,
&c.). Look at the nervous system, and there you shall absolutely see.
Or, do you require other aid for your senses, look, again, at the analogies which are supplied Ly the solar beam, by electricity, by galvanism, by magnetism. Consider how they astonish you in their overpowering influences upon all things but the living being. And yet
you can not see how these dcstructi\·e effects are exerted. You give up
your senses when the needle traverses the compass, and stand in mute
astonishment, gazing at the north for some sign that shall help the understanding as to the nature of the mysterious agent. But you see
and feel nothiqg. Nor is this a1l; for the dismay of sense becomes
inexpressible, when imagination surveys the interval of thousands of
miles, through which the unseen force exerts its mystic sway. And
so of gravitation. But the effects are strongly pronounced upon the
sense of vision, and their frequent repetition begets an acknowledgment that there is something besides the tangible and visi~le qualities
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viating rounds. And here, in the perpetual operation of magnetism,
there is something to aid your conception of an equally unintcrrnitting exercise of the 11ervous power(~ 1034).
234, d. Do you object to what I have propounded as to the artifi~ial and temporary modifications of the nervou~ power (§ 2~7-232)?
Can yon state an objection, farther than that which has been Just considered 1 Do not the infinite phenomena of sympathy mutually conspire together, without a contradictory fact, in proving the occurrence
H
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of such modifications; an<l is there a sin gle effect of morbific and
remedial agents, operatin g through the nervous systems, which cannot
be clearly, perfectly, explained by t110 doctrines which I hav~ pro·
pouml ed in relation to the nervous power 1 Can a lik e affirmation be
made of any other thing 1 But, you cannot see the !11odi.fications of
the nervous power. Neither can you sec the mochficallons of the
electric fluid, as manifested under the condit ions of electricity and
galvanism; but, the effects of the latter make a strong impression
upon sense, which grows into the belief that physical causes do, in re·
ality, alter the conditions of electricity and turn it to gah-anism, and
those effects have actually engendered the expression of" modification
of electricity." Hero, then, is something for the senses, to aid them
in th eir survey of the Jess tangible, but not less precise, and infiuitely
Ji versified, phenomena, th at mark the artificial modifications of in:itability, sensibility, and the nervous power. And, should yon re(1uirc
a like assistance as to the natural modifications of irritability and sensibility, or even the existence of t11e different properties which appertain to the vital principle, you have only to regard the solar beam,
anJ the solar prism, and try experiments with each prismatic color
(§ 1 88~. d).
234, e. Do you marvel at the rapidity with which the nervous
power moves in its operations 1 Consider, then, the incomprehensi·
ble velocity of light,-200,000 miles in a second of time; or the more
rapid apparent motion of the electric fluid. Or, take the more probable doctrine of the undulations of light, and this wi ll be yet more con
fonnable to what is probably true of the nervous power. Of the un dulations, then, we have not less than 458,000,000,000,000, for the red
ray; 535,000,000,000,000, for the yellow my; 727,000 1000,000,000,
for the violet ray, in a second of time.
I say, wh en we think of the physical effects of electricity, gahanism, magnetism, and of light, and more especially when we attempt to
think of the inconceivable rapidity wi_th which ~he undulations of li ght
are propagated 1 we shall have no difficulty with what I have attributed to the nervous power in l·esolving the phenomena of sympathy,
voluntary motion, &c . • and when, nlso, we reflect that those very undulations, according to their variety, produce on the retina all the impressions that are requisite for every phenomenon of vision, and that
every impression, which is thus produced, must be transmitted to the
brain, before tl10 sense of vision can be excited(§ 188! d, 500 !.:).
If, aleo, the retina be thus sensitive to the undulations of a substanc<..
which is so imponderable that it is doubted by many whether the sub·
stratum of light be actually material, we shal l have no difficulty, I say,
by th e aid of thi s plain analogy, in making the same phitvsophical use
of the vastly more numerous and unique facts that arc supplied by an·
imal life, or in apprehending that the virtues of more substantial
agents, whether morbific or remedial, may, in like manner, exert powerful impressions upon the propc1ties of every part, both nervous and
organic, and that such influences may, equally with the impressions
of light, be transmitted to the brain and spinal cord, and establish impressions upon t11C parts in conformity with the \' irtues of each agent
(§ 503).
The undu lations of light are exci ted by the various objects from
which they proc(:ecl. And so of the nervous power. It is not in tran-
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1itu, a '"?ovable substan~e, but, li~e the p~·inciple of light, is e,·cry
whc:e diffused .through ns. appropna.t~ medium, and, ~ike that principle, ts hi:ough.t mto operation by exc1tmg causes. I s 1t difficult, how-
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comprehension of the admitted fact that light traverses the diamond
as rapidly as it docs ethereal space (§ 175 b, 1 88~ d). Do you sti ll
marvel as to liow the nervous power should induce or subvert diseases 1
Were you not equally in the dark as to the modus operandi of the solar beam in its various agencies upon inorganic compounds, till a few
obscure phenomena led to the hypothesis of undulations 1 But 1 what
have you gained by the undulations 1 Can you tell us how these inconcei vably small motions operate, without a resort to absolute assumptions 1. Are you a??' more convinced than. before, that the phen?mena ?flight arc reaht1cs 1 or have you been aided a whit, by these
d1scovenes, as to your former knowledge of the laws of tight 1 You
tell us that not only the well-known colors of the solar spectrum
possess, individua1ly, specific ~roperCies, but that "each of these comprises rays differing in constitution.' and diflCring in refrangibility,
and that, doubtless, to each one specific effects are due. 11 • You show
the physiolC?gist a few positive results, and he believes the analys~s,
and Lhe existence of the several rays i though he may greatly d1sc.:redit your philosophy of the effects as manifested in a department of
uaturc which you study only under influences supplied by the laboratory (§ 188!, d). But, you te11 hi~, also, that the solar ray embraces
"other principles which are invisilile,U and you caH upon him Lo admit the existence of these, notwithstanding he cannot see them (§
175, bb). The physiologist, however, readily admits their existence
upon the strength of the fow facts which imply the operation of an in\·isible agent i and he does so because he is a physiologist. But, taking your own rule of judgment as to a vital principle and its several
properties, you were doubtful whether he might demand more tangible proof; and, accordingly, you prepare l1im for an admission of
your premises by a mode of reasoning which you reject, contemptuously, when the physiologist sets forth his endless series of facts which
prove, each one, the existence of properties peculiar Lo living beings.
You prejudge the case, as it were, by impugning his understanding,
unless the induction be conceded. You tell him, that, 11 just in the
same way that I am willing to admit the existence of forty simple
metals, so, upon similar e,·idence, I am free to admit the existence of
fifty different imponderable agents, if need be"(§ 175 bb). The pl~ys
iologist requires you to admit but one, and, with ~h.is one .he explains,
with perfect consistency, all the processes of hvmg: bcm~s, all the
phenomena in physiology, in pathology, and theral?eut1cs, wl~lic.no one
of them can be interpreted without the agency of such a prmc1ple.
231,.f. But again, I say, what have we gained in a practical sense,
or as to the modus operandi, or the laws of light and heat, o~ of the
constituents of the solar ray, by the discovery of. tl~e undulations, ~r
by any supposed decision of the question a~ to d~stmct rays or m~d1fications of a common ray,or even by the prismatic colors 1 Nothrn~
whatever ; no more than has been gained, ~n a useful sense, by nucroscopic explorations in physiology, but with the greater advantago
• Dmpcr's Treatise on Tl1e Forcu wldclt produce the Or1:r1.11i::ation of Plants, p.10:\.
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of more precis:ion, and more accomplishment to scicucc, and withom
t!1e pernicious hypotheses of the latter. And can the san:e affi-:m~
t1on be made of our knowledge of the properties of the vital pnnc1ples, and of their natural modifications in cliffore11t parts, and those
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uses of organic beings, not only in a direct practical sense, but in unfolding the great laws by which they are governed. This kn?wledge,
indeed, is the great foundation of physiology and of the heah_ng art.
Do you object to the relation which sympathetic sensibility bears
to the nervous power(§ 201), and the relation of the nervous power
to irritability (§ 226), in the phenomena of motion 1 Have you any
better data for your conceptions of the relation of the magnetic pole
to the needle; and to explain that relation, do you not admit a peculiar imponderable, invisible agent, which acts upon the properties of
the needle i Do you understand any better, or have you any better
facts respecting, the relation of physical agents to the mind, in the phe·
nomena of sensation i You obtain your ideas of matter through the
operation of physical agents upon the iutellectua1 part; and how will
you explain the access of those physical means to the spiritual substance unless you also admit the physiological property, sensibility 1
\Vhat intelligible connection is there between the properties of mind
and the motions of the brain i \Vhat intelligible connection between
the stimulus of the blood and t11e motions of the heart, or those motions which attend the generation of bile and all other organic products,
unless you admit a principle of life i The forces of life are concerned
about sensation in a peculiar manner, and there would be a violent
interruption of the Jaw of analogy were there not something intermediate between mind and matter, a bond of union, as it were, through
which impressions upon the senses should reach the spiritual existence.
\Ve may fancy it to be electricity, or the chemical forces; but, this
no more aids our comprehension, through the known phenomena sup~
plied by these causes, as to the communications from matter to the
immaterial, thinking existence, than if we regard the nerves, per se,
as the only medium. \Ve therefore turn our reason to the special
phenomena, and find a property in universal operation throughout tl1e
body, as the medium through which certain kinds of impressions from
physical agents are transmitted to the mind. But, we find, also, another analogous series of phenomena which force us to tl1e conclusion
that these depend, also, ~po~ a cert~in modification of the same property as that through which 11npress1ons are made upon the mind by
e:-:ter~al objecL~. \Ve see, al~o, tlrnt tlrn~e transmitted impressions
give nse to another endless senes of peculiar results, which have their
point of departure in the nerrnus centres; and we see, too, that each
one corresponds with, and confirms the others, in the seYeral series
respectively. \Ve learn, besides, that those of the last series are a11alogous to the direct effects of vital agents, healthy, morbific, and ref'?edial, upon the organs whi~h a1:e the immediate seat of t11eir operation. Hence, we conclude, mev1tably, that there exists what is denominated the nervous power, with all the capabilities which I have ascribed to it, and that it is brou.ght into oper~tion th.rough the same
channel of sympathy as the mmd when sensible objects exert theIT
effects. The mind, and the nervous power, are, therefore, so far on a
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par. Each is au agent, each gives rise to sensible and insensible motions, and modifies variously the ordinary results when themselves
are affected in an unusual manner, and each is brought into opera-
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organization; the nervous power, another special bond between the
sa1i:ic properties o~ the vital principle and other r.arts of tlie organization, and by winch, and by the perpetual operation of that power,
the whole organic mechanism of animals IUO\'es on in a well-balanced,
concerted action. Thus arc the properties of the mind, the properties of the vital principle, and the sensible mechanism, a11 mutually
related to each other, and bound together by laws as precise as those
1
1
1 11
1
11
nature of
the nervous power, or of the organic prope1ties. It would be as absurd as to interrogate the nature of gravitation, or of any other property of mere matter, or even matter itself; though we may well say
what the nervous and organic powers are not, and thus sa,•e much
speculation and its resulting practice. It is enough that we know
their existence and the laws they obey. This is all that can be philosophically or practically useful. \Vith these we are about as well
acquainted as we are with the laws of gravitation, or of 1ight. An
ignorance of the nature of the principles or causes affects in no respect
our stu<ly of their laws, of their modes of operating, or of the influences to which they may be liable. Their laws, like the laws of galvanism, or of optics, must remain the same, whate,•er theory may be
adopted as to the nature of the causes.
Inquiries, therefore, so obviously beyond our reach as the absolute
nature of the vital principle, or any of its properties, should never
raise our curiosity, much less rccei,·e our attention. Their pursuit
vitiates the judgment, diverts the mind from practical and useful inquiries, and renders it prone to speculation.
But again, I say, we know enough of the whole of this subject for
the purposes of philosophy, and for the good of mankind, by the phenomena alone; and since tho phenomena of organic beings are far
more <li\·ersified than those which relate to inorganic matter, so also
should we be as contented with the former as with the latter, and ap ply them in the same philosophical and practical manner. We also
know enough of physics to marvel at nothing in organic beings which
may be utterly different from the constitution, the phenomena, and
the laws of inorganic matter; an<l, if it seem mysterious that su~h .an
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upon the phenomena of the immaterial mind in its .c01~nect1 on with
organization, as in muscular motion, blushing, pnlp1ta~10n, sy~cope,
apoplexy, &c. 1 or even upon the velocity of light, the mconce1vable
rapidity of its undulations, its laws, its effCcts, &c.
.
All that we can know of the nature of any substance, material or
immaterial, is by the phenomena it manifests. \Vhc.re these are the
same, or closely allied, as in electricity and gah-amsm, we may be
sure that the essential causes are the same. But, where great and
striking differences exist, and more especially where there are no
analogies in the phcnomcua, as between tho nervous power, or the
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qrganic properties, and all inorganic agents, substa nces, or causes, we
may be equally certain that the agents, substances, caus~s, or ~owcrs,
are as different from each other, in their essence, as 111 th eff phc·
nomena (~ 1085).
.
It follows, therefore, that the nervous power, and th~ or~amc prop·
erties, are, respectively, sui gencris; having no analogies m the morganic world.
.
The phenomena which different agents, powers, or causes, manifest,
are so unlike each other, that different modes of investigatio n must ~le
pursued to anive at a knowledge of each; and the phenomena will
be just as conclusive of the nature of one substance or power as of
another. A stone, for instance, affects the sight, and touch ; .it ap·
pears of a certain size, shape, color, &c., or it is hard or soft i if an·
alyzecl, it is found to be composed of several distinct substances, each
of which manifest other phenomena; and this is all we know of the
nature of a stone. And so of magnetism, galvanism, light, heat, and
whatever else appertains to the inorganic world. \Ve examine their
manifestationf, and compare them together, and distinguish different
things from each other by the manifestations or phenomena of each.
Dut, there arc groups of phenomena which have certain general re·
semblances, and these we arrange into genera or families, as the seY·
cral earths, metals, gases, &c. ; but the specific distjnctions always
remain, so that by the phenomena peculiar to each species ·we can
al ways distinguish one from another. Just so it is in respect to the
physical and chemical powers. The me<ms of knowledge are of the
same 1rnture in all the cases, and the proof is as good in one case as
in another.
Coming to plants and animals, a general smvey of their phenomena
shows us that they have no other analogies, of any importance, with
the inorganic world, than in the elements of which they are cnmpose<l.
These are derived from the inorganic kingdom; and here the similitude ends. If we investigate the phenomena analytically, they come
upon us in a profusion wholly surpassing those of inorganic beings,
and without the most remote resemblance. Here, therefore, we apply the same rule as to inorganic beings, and we learn by the same
process of observation as much of Lhe nature and powers of one class
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asmuch as their phenomena arc more vanous. By the same rule, also,
we attain all the know~edge ,~-e possess of the soul, and, beyond that
of Revelation, all that is relatwe to a Supreme Being; and we distinguish each from all the others, or bring them into relationship, in the
same way.-See CORRELATION OF FORCES,§ 1085.
The same mode of reasoning is, of course, applicable to what I
have said of the modifications of the nervous power (§ 227-229), and
of the organic properties (§ 133-156, 188-215).
234., Ji. \Ve are, however, so much tho creatures of sense, that the
majority will proba~ly still g? .on explaining every thing appertaining
to life by some tangible or v1s1ble cau.se, or by some laws with which
we fancy ourselves t~ be better acquarnte~. I !1av.e already cited several examples; and 1f we take up any writer! md1ffcrently, it is more
than an equal chance that the authoritieS" will be increased. Thus,
here is Sir Gilbert Blane's Axce\lcnl work on u l\ledical Logic."
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"The 1~hanges/' he says," accomplished by the actions of life may be
conceiveH to be effected through the agency of some imponderable
fluid; such· as electriciry, light, or magn~tism. '\Ve may conceive,
for instance, that each gland may be funushed with a sort of voltaic
apparatus for cflE:cting its specific change." The same doctrine has
been ~dopted by a host of medical philosophers of our own times.
But, dtd any of the foregoing agents C\'er produce, out of the organic
being, a single one of the phenomena of lifo 1 Did they ever give
rise to one of those phenomena in a dead subject, although the organized structure remain unimpaired; as in cases of instant death from
hy<lrocyauic acid, nux: vomica, or from a needle thrust into the me.dulla oblongata 1 Is not the whole hypothesis contradicted by all that is
known of the effects of those agents 1 It is the merest assumption to
sustain an unintelligible and absurd hypothesis to affirm that structural derangement is necessary to death. If. galvanism, the chemical
forces, &c., be the immediate cause of the deposition which constitutes
the interstitial growth, what bestows vitality (or life, if it be preferred)
on the new-formed matted Or, if this vitality be imparted by spe·
cific power:; of the formative instruments, \vhy should not those pow·
ers be adequate to the entire work(§ 64)? '\Vhy so great a violation
of the most common rule in philosophy as to introduce other forces,
whose great office is to pull down, and whose results are confusion 1
234, i. The whole art of medicine consists in producing certain impressions upon properties or powers that are wholly unlike those
which rule in the inorganic world. It will not answer to talk of mocl-
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to this, if you will have it that those forces preside over organized
beings, or even if they be allowed to have a subordinate agency (§
175, d, 360, 409 k, 446 a, 488~, 493 cc, 500 nn, 893 a, 893i).
235. Finally, the phenomena of life arc as easily comprehended a!:I
those of inorganic matter, and denote as clearly, and even more so,
the nature of the causes. '\Vho will demonstrate the nature of thoae
physical propelties by which foreign agents produce their impression
on the properties of life? And yet so accurate is our discrimination
among them, as prompted by the vital signs which they produce, that
it is one of the most important objects of the physician to select from
the multitude of cathartics, emetics, &c. 1 a certain species whose
properties shall correspond with the modified signs of the properties
of life; and, it is no unusual phenomenon, that, of the whole range
before him, he decides with accuracy that there is only one medicine
which is well suited to the case. And hi !:I conceptions of the specific
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theit· uuited resu1t. He knows as much of the properties of life as of
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tion. VVhoever .prescribes for disease upon any other ground is a
mere charlatan.
\Vho, again, will define the nature of cohesion, gravi;~tion, chen:iical affinities, &c. 1 Like the properties of life and of spmt, and thei r
relations to matter, their existence is on ly inferred from certain uni·
form phenom("na, and from such, alone, we deduce their relations to
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ol~ects of more sensible demonstration; and this is all we know of

the sensible objects themselves. We !"each the connection between
common matter and its properties, between the vital properties and
organized structure, between the intellectual and moral faculties and
the nervous system, the concurrence between them in the production
of certain effects, and the differences in the nature of the several properties, by a common process of observation. There are mysteries at·
tending the same conditions of the whole which must be left to the
sole comprehension of the Author \¥ho intended the whole to subserve the purposes in which we arc alone interested; \Vho has wisely secured to Himself the nature and control of primary causes; and
\Vl10 has thereby restricted our inquiries to the only useful end of
knowledge, the existence of the causes, and their various phenomena
and laws. These may be so employed as to answer the wants, the
conveniences, and the various exigencies of intelligent beings. Those
are the springs of action which it might be unsafo for man to understand.
236. From what I have hitherto said on the subject of life it must
evidently be reg.a rdeJ, in a philosophical sense,. as a cause, i1ot as an
ejfcct. The functions and other phenomena arc the effects. This construction, which I have also set fo1th in my Essay on the "Vital Powers" in other demonstrative aspects, is indispensable to any sound
principles in medicine. All effects have their causes; ancl this simple
principle obliges us to look for a cause of the phenomena of life. It
is with the conditions of that cause, ascertained through the medium
of its effects, that all physiology and medicine are concerned.
237. The powers by which living beings are governed, cceteris paribus, are always as precise in their operation, and bring about z:.esults
as precise, as gravitation itself. But the propc1ties of life are constantly liable to variations, and, therefore, there will be corresponding variations in their phenomena. Gravitation, and other physical
forces, on tbe other hand, are immutable, and there are, thercfore 1 no
variations in the results of their operation. But it is also equally true
that any given condition of the properties of life, connected with any
given influences, is equivalent to the unvarying state of the J>hysical
forces. That particular condition, in conjunction with the supposed
influences, always determines the same results, whether in health or
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therefore, to which the science of medicine is liable, or any other whid1
has nature for its foundation, are owing to our inability to understnnd
all the facts. If any remedial agent produce an effect at one time
which it does not at another it is because the properties of life have
been diflhently affected in the different cases; and there may have
been, also, a concurrence of many other diffhent influences. Never-
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ces. Each combination of circumstances, however, always gi,·es a
uniform determination to the laws which govern the effects. "\Vhere
the conditions are the same, the remedy in a certain dose will always
produce the same results.
Although gravitation is immutable in its nature, we yet see some·
thing analogous to the foregoing influences upon the properties of
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lifo in the manner in which tho revolution of' the heavenly bodies
may be affected by their interference, in relation to each other, with
the power as exercised by the sun ; as seen in the erratic movement
of comets. In either case the incidental influences may be calculated,
and the results foretolJ,- conforming, in one case, to the laws of gravitation, and in the other to those of the vital force. The sameness o(
the physiological conditions enables us to calculate not only what will
happen to-day, but through all future time. But, the vital conditions
are _subject to p~·ecise modificatio~s at t_hc several great eras or stages
of hfe; but, bemg marked by uniform1ty, the results are forever the
same, at each era respectively. The fundamental changes enable
us, also, to foresee how the modified properties of life will be differently affected by vital stimuli, the new sympathies that will spring up,
the different relations of sensibility to the faculties of the mind, the
difference in the acquisition of knowledge, &c., at the several eras.
From these natural and uniform modifications of the vital states, we
may turn to those of a fluctLiating and accidental nature, which grow
out of the influence of climate, habits, employments, &c., and which
may be not only as lasting as the individual, but may be transmitted
to his posterity. As at the different eras of life, we here find, also,
variable influences from the natural, the morbific, and the remedial•
agents, variable sympathies, &c., among organs, according to the arti·
ficially-modified condition of the properties of life. These conditions,
however, arc rarely exactly the same in any two individuals; but,
they are strictly analogous in principle to the natural ones which distinguish the several stages of life, and, so far as they may be known
in any given case, we may calculate, with great approximation to the
truth, what will be the special characteristic phenomena that will
mark the organic, the animal, and the intellectual existence of that in·
dividual (§ 153-156, 535, &c., 574, &c.).
Thus we have a series of analogies, in respect to the mutability of
the properties of life, and corresponding results, which b ring us upon
the confines of disease; which consists, also, in certain modifications of
the vital properties, but more profound, more various, and more transient (§ 176-182). Here lie the difficulties nf medicine; difficulties
attending our knowledge of the modifying caus;-js, the influences they
produce, the complications of sympathy, and other contingent circumstances. All these conditions must be known in any given case, to
foresee, with certainty, any immediate or more remote result either
of disease or of the action of any medicine, or of any natural vital
agent. But, the properties of life being never very greatly varied
from their natural character, we may come, by a careful observation
of their varying phenomena., to a knowledge of their condition_s, and
to foresee the results, or such as may spring from the O_Perat1on of
medicine, from the different kinds of food, &c., with sufficient accuracy for all useful purposes. With this knowledge, we get at the most
impmtant laws of disease, general and specific, ond buil~ up principles which arc more valuable in practice than ages of disconnected
experience (§ 149, 150).
238. l have said, that although instability is a prominent characteristic of the properties of life, and lies at tho foundatio1.1 of disease and
therapeutics, these properties never undergo any radical change till
they shall l1a\·e lost their recuperative tendency. They ar~ tlm only
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change of their nature, to carry on the work of decay and renewal,
which are in perpetual progress in all the solids and fluids over which
.
the properties preside.
Hence an important law, that all hereditary predispositions to dis
ease, and all impressions from morbific agents, which <.lo not produce
their manifest effects till the blood shall have undergone a renewal
(as in hydrophobia, fevers, &c.), must be pTimarily exerted· upon the
properties of life, and that all the subsequent changes in the Auids
and solids must be due to that original modification of the vital properties. To perpetuate the prima1·y influences something of a pennanent nature must receive the impression. Am:ilogy, alone, would assure us that this must be also equally true of the effects of all morbific and remedial agents(~ 666).
239. There is nothing more important to be known and appreciated than the endowment of the properties of life with a tendency to
return from diseased to their natural states. This is the vis mcclicatrix natura, and is the immediate foundation of therapeutics. This,
and this a.lone, has given rise to the ar"t of medicine; since, by no ar·
titicial means can the diseased properLies an<l functions of life be conYerted into their healthy state. It is also remarkable that the most
efficient remedial agents institute their favorable effects by establishing new pathological conditions; which farther shows that it is irntun.
alone which cures, and through the foregoing principle. That prin·
ciple consists in the controlling influence of physiological laws, and,
without it, orgauic na.ture would become extinct (~ 853).
240. Connected with the foregoing law is another not less fundamental, an<l which shows the fallacy of reasoning from the effects of
remedial agents upon healthy to morbid conditions. It is, that the
susceptibility of all parts to the action of remedies, physical or mental,
is Yery different in disease from what it is in health, and the nature
and the results of the influences are greatly different in the two conditions. Take many of the most powerful agents, arsenic, tartarize<l
antimony, iodine, &c., ancl when administered in certain small and
repeated alterative closes they bring about the cure of the most obsti11ate and formidable conditions of disease; while tl10 same doses
may not manifest any action upon the system, or on any part of it, under circumstances of health. This manifestly depends upon an in~
creased susceptibility of the organic properties, in their diseased cond.i~ions, to the action of foreign agents, and upon au increased disposition to undergo changes. And here we have opened a grand display of infinite Design, \Visdom, and Goodness, to mitigate the pen·
alties of disease, and to preserve the human race. This law, ,,,..hich
unfolds a principle latent in heallh, and by which morbid orrranic
pro_rer~ies acquire susc~ptibilities to salutarl influences from agents
which m health would either produce no cfiects, or lead to untoward
result.s, and its. all~, the groat .r~cuperatirn principl~ (~ 239), impose
the highest obligation on phys1c1ans to become medical philosophers.
7. THE M I ND AND ITS PROPERTIES.

241, a. Reason antl instinct belong to man; instinct alone to animals. Mind is commonly regarded as synonymous with reason, and
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instinct a principle by itselt: The latter is uncloubred:y true of an i.
mals; but I would consider instinct, in relation to man, as a property
of the soul; while in animals it is shorn of tho great distinguishing
attribute of man, the rational, immortal faculty. Independently of
the specific facts which go to this conclusion, it has the strong ground
of analogy in the more complex condition of tho principle of life as it
exists in animals than in plants(§ 184, 185).
2H, b. To simplify the discussion of this intricate subject, the word
mind, with the foregoing explanation, and mental properties, so far as
perception, the will, and the understanding, are concerned, may he
applied indiscriminately to man and animals. Judgment and reflec·
tion are the great characteristics of reason ; but, contrary to the usual
representation, the understanding belongs as well to the instinct of
animals as to t11e human mind. Many, again, may be disposed to
consider the understanding a function, rather than a property; but
this construction would suppose the operation of judgment and reflec·
tion 1 which do not belong to animals. The term is also employed in
nther acceptations than the present.
.
2U, c. The abstrnct manner in which metaphysicians have considered all the operations of the mind, while no one of them is performed
without the co·operation of the brain, or a principal nervous centre,
and originally e1icited through the corporeal senses, proves to us that
physiologists are best qualified to analyze the phenomena of the soul
and of instinct, and to indicate their r elations to the body, and the
laws which they observe. There is a1so a mysterious affinity between
the soul of man and the instinct of animals, of which metaphysiciam:
take but little or no cognizance. This alliance is shown by the corresponding manifestations of perception, of understanding, and of the
will in animals; by the amazing precision with which their habits are
regulated ; by tbe evidence of common passions i by the coincidence
in the external senses of man and animals, through which they alike
acquire a knowledge of external things; by the parallel in the anatomical structure of the brain of man and of animals which stand high
in the scale; and by other analogies, which denote an affinity between
the soul and instinct So great and various, indeed, are th e evidences
of the foregoing nature, that the special attributes of instinct are as·
sociated with the human mind i thus forming a connecting link, through
the moral faculties, between rational and inational beings.
Ne\•ertheless, the phenomena of tho human min<l are infinitely superior to those of instinct, while the operations of instinct in_ animals
greatly surpass any of its manifestations in man. l\lany special peculiarities concur, also, in demonstrating an absolute distinction between
the rational mind and instinct. The latter, for instance, always moves,
in each individual species of animal, in a particular, u~varying p~th,
but differently in each species of anima1. 4 It never diverges to tm·
prom its original endowments, or to add a gain which it ?id_ not possess in its infant condition. It is then nearly as perfect rn its operations as at mature a,!{e; nor does one generation of ani~als gai.n upon
its predecessors. How different with reason, and with the mstmct
of man! He passes through early infancy without a trace of _the for.
mer, and with only that helpless clevelopment of the latter which ena-
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bles him, with the foreign aid of reason, to imbibe the sustenance required by organic life. Unlike the instinct of animals, however, the
corresponding manifestations become greatly multiplied as age ad·
vances; but it remains always far more circumscribed and imperfect,
and often plunging itself, and leading rcason 1 into violations of their
natural functions. And what a contrast between the limitations of instinct and the progress and grasp of the human mind; the latter forever ranging through all the labyrinths of uature, investigating their
phenomena, developing their powers, their subsidiary causes, aud their
laws, turning in upon itself and multiplying its knowledge, and ~n
Jarging its powers by its own independent efforts, laying up the gams
of the past as a fruitful source of present good and of farther acquisitions, distinguishing $"ood from evil, from which results the sense of
moral responsibility, rnvestigating its own attributes, and attempting
even its own nature, and tracing up its existence to a Higher Power,
as the Author of the Universe which was made for the contemplation
and the enjoyment of mind (§ 175 c).
241, d. It is not an object, however, of the Institutes to investigate
the philosophy of mind beyond those pJ1ysiological considerations
which are relative to the properties and functions of life, however
it may have been important to their interests to contradistinguish the
Maker from His works (§ 14 c, 1751 350~ lt-l). Perception and the
will are the only mental properties which concur, more or less, in the
phenomena of animal life.
242. Perception is always necessary to true sensation, and therefore
to the exercise of all the senses. The mind, or instinct, must perceive an impression made upon sense, and consciousness must operate
before the impression can be realized. The phenomena of sympathy in their connection with sensibility, in the ordinary precesses of
life, are not relative to sensation, but depend on a special modification
of sensibility and on the nervous power.
243. The will, another property of the 'mind, upon which volition
<lepen<ls, exemplifies yet farther the complexity of the principles
which obtain in the animal kingdom; and its phenomena admonish
us to pause over that materialism which sees notl1ing but the demonstrations of physical and chemical power in the equally unique manifesta tions of irritability, sensibility, mobility, the nervous power,-the
entire organic force (§ 215).
The will presides in animal life. It governs the movements not
only of the voluntary muscles, but even the operations of the other
mental faculties. In producing muscular motion, the operations of
judgment and perception are often associated, and even bring the will
into action. AU muscular movements with which the mind, or instinct, is not connected, depend upon other causes than the will. Voluntary motion is, therefore, as dependent on the will as true sensation
is upon perception(~ 1072, b).
The will has very little operation in organic life(§ 500, e); thougl1
the passions operate with power upon the heart, the abdominal viscera,
&c. This peculiarity is founded in consummate Design; since greater latitude to tho will would be incompatible with animal existence;
while, on the other hand, other elements of the mind are allo,ved, for
useful purposes, to stretch their influences to the deep recesses of life.
2H. The will, a property of the mind, like the nervous power a

property of the vital principle, is, therefore, a vital stimulus to the
brain, whose chief office is the production of voluntary motion, by
hringing into action the nervous power.
245. ·w hen the will gives rise to voluntary motion the philosophy
is the same as when motion is developed in the organs of organic life
by the nervous power (§ 205-215). The latter may take place
through impressions transmitted to the nervous centres (§ 227 1 500),
or by impressions exerted in a direct manner upon these centi·es (§
~27, 230, 477).
The will operates in the direc~ manner, develops
the nervous power, and transmits it to the irritabihty of the voluntary
muscles, by which mobility is brought into operation (§ 233). \\Then
the passions affect the movements in organic life it is exactly in tho
same way as with the will in animal life(§ 500 h, 1040, 1072 b).
246. Thus it appears that the unity in the great plan of the ner''ous power, in its relations to both organic and animal life, to mind as
well as to matter, and the perfect concurrence of all the facts, and the
obvious nature of the whole, which declare a harmony of principles
and laws throughout all the immense variety relative to the nervous
power, continue to unfold a grandeur of the subject which invites an
unprejudiced attention to the expositions I have made of this brilliant
institution of Nature(~ 1069-1082).

FOURTH DIVISION OF PHYSIOLOGY.

!"UNCTIONS.
247. Oun fourth grand division of Physiology comprehcmls the
functi ons of organic beings. They are carried on by the prope1ties
of life in their connection with organized structure (§ 170, 175, 177),
and of which the functions are the great final causes or effects(§ 176).
They are, indeed, the only useful ends of life; since, otherwise, all
organic beings would exist in the condition of the seed and egg (§
235, 236). The terminating series of the capillary vessels arn the immediate instruments of all the essential processes in organic life, and
therefore, also, of all diseases(§ 109, 4101 411, 668, 679).
248. The functions are comrnon and peculiar.
249. The common functions belong to all organic beings. They
consist of, 1st. P.fotion; 2d . Absorption; 3d. Assimilation~· 4th. Distribution; 5th. Appropriation, or nutrition and secretion i 6th. Excretion; 7th. Calorification; 8th. Generation. The first sev_en are indispensable to animals and plants. The eighth ?"PPCttams only to
the species, and has no essential part in the orgamc economy (§ 97,
118-123, 153-156, 237, 578).
250. The peculiar functions belong to animals only.. They arc,
I. Functions of relation ; comprehending, 1st. Sensation; 2d. Sym·
pathy, or reflex nervous action.
.
.
. .
II. Voluntary motion, and functions by which the mrnd and mstrnct
act on external objects.
I II. Other mental and instinctive functions.
1
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COMllfON 1 OR ORGANIC FUNCTIONS.
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represented in one case by simple creca, or blind sacs; in another by
tufts of creca; in a third by bunches of cells; in a fourth by a spongy
mass; in a fifth by branched ducts ending in feather-like ter.minal
twigs ;0 and so on, up to the complication of the most perfect ammals.
Nevertheless, they all secrete a very analogous fluid . And so of other organs and functions.
A due regard for the preccdiug facts must unavoidably reconcile
every mind to what I haYe said as to microscopical explorations of the
minuteness of structure (§ 131, 304, 306, 409, e).
252. Though structure be very various, there is a great analogy
in the vital functions and their immediate products,- even between
plants ::ind animals. This is remarkably true of every individual part
in the different races of animals, whatever its simplicity or complexity (§ 251 ). Hence , it becomes more and more manifest that the
properties of 1ife have a greater agency in the formation of organic
products than the structure itself(§ 67-69).
1.

MOTION.

253. l\Iotion is the immediate result of the action of mobility or
contrnctility, and was necessarily explained in describing that prop·
erty (§ 205-215). It is the function by which all things acquire their
movement in organic beings.
254. l\Iotion may be remotely mechanical, as the mo,·ement of the
blood, ingesta, &c.; but the power and the actions of parts which generate the mechanical movements are purely vital.
255. Motion l:ielongs, of course, to every tissue in 'vhich its manifestations occur; and it is therefore an error, h owever common, to
limit this function to the muscular tissue.
256. The great offices of motion in organic life are to supply the
system with useful materials, and to remove such as are useless.
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tion of this modification of the function with that which is common to
the organic life of a11imals and plants, on account of their common nature.
·
258. Voluntary motion proceed.~ from the action of the will upon
the great nervous centre, by which the nervous power is developed
and transmitted to the irrita~ilit! of the voluntary muscles(§ 188, 208,
233, 476 c). Here the c:-c1tat10°: ?f the nervous power is direct, as
in the experiments by '\V1lson Pluhp (§ 486, 487). If the motion be
involuntary, as in the ordina;y .mo.\'Cments of respiration, the dernlopment of the nervous power 1s mclnect, according to the usual process
when organic action~ arc influenced ?Y the nervous power(§ 222, &c.,
500). ':Vhcn other mvoluntary motions affect the muscle"l of animal
life, as convulsions, &c., the dcvelop~cnt of the nervous power may
be direct, as in diseases, and con~uss1ons, of the brain, or indirect, as
in teething, and int~stinal irrit~t10~. The philosophy, however, respecting the product10n <1f motion m a11 these cases, is exactly the
same. \.Vbether the movements be voluntary or involuntary, the
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movements depend upon the action of the nervous influence upon mobility through the property irritability. The mind docs not, as has
been supposed, leave the brain to enter the muscles in volnntar)' motion. 'l'be difficulties of explanation are not only multiplied by this
supposition, but it is shown to be erroneous by the analogous movements which may be excited through the spinal c:ord, or through the
nerves, after the soul and instinctive principle are separated from tho
body by the removal of the head. This philosophy is also coincident
with that which I have propounded as to influences of the nervous
power in organic life. Each illustrates and sustains the other(§ 500).
259. It is now important to repeat, that the nenous power never
generates motion, per se (§ 222-232). The function always depends
immediately upon the organic property mobility, which is brought into
action through impressions made upon irritability (§ 188). The ner·
vous power is only a stimulus to irritability. But, it is much more important to motion in animal than organic life; since it is the only nat·
ural stimulus of the voluntary muscles, while blood, and other agents,
operate upon the tissues with which they are in contact in organic life,
and thus excite reflex nervous actions, ancl render them tributary as an
exciting cause of muscular motion and in increasing or diminishing
and otherwise affecting the secreted products(§ 224, 22G, 475-!, 893-&)·
260. Very important laws grow out of the foregoing distinction between the relation of the nervous power to the function of motion in
animal and organic life, and its essential independence of that power
in either life(§ 475z, 476, 498, 500 m, 893!, 1042).
261. That motion does not depend upon the nerves is shown by
the sensible and insensible motions of plants; by that of their leaves,
stems, stamens, by their absorption, nutrition, secretion, &c. (§ 455, c).
The analogies in results prove this independence of the nerves, and
the near identity of the function in plants and animals. Indeed, the
chemists will ha,·e it that all the essential compounds of the animal
are formed by vegetable organization(§ 18, 409). Such analogies are
always sound, being based. on great fundamental 1aws. But there may
be great variety of mechanism. Where ncnres exist, and in connection
with centres capable of generating a stimulus, they arc so far tributary
to muscular and other motions, and voluntary motion is wholly dependent upon that stimulus, as also natural involuntary muscular motion.
262. "The heart of a frog continues to beat with its ordinary rhythm
even when the entire base of the organ, when the ventricles, as far as
their juncture with the auricles, are cut away" (p. 346, 9516 d, no. 8).
In the same way," the peristaltic movements of the intestinal caual
continue not only when the intestine is removed from the trunk together with the mesentery and ganglionic plexus, but also when the
intestine itself is isolated from the plexlfs Ly being separnted from the
mesentery at the line of its insertion."- 1\ltiLLER's Plivsiology.
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heart was still such as to carry on, in a sligfa degree, and for a short
period, the circulation of the blood through the pu.lmonary artery, antl
a few of the capillary vessels." He adds his belief, "that the actual
cirrnlation of the blood has not been before seen proceeding entirely
and independently of the sympathetic system.''-IIALL.
2G·l. Now, in the Jast two of the foregoing cases there may have
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been local nervous centres, ganglia, perhaps, or some otlicr part of the
sympathetic nerve to supply the requisite stimulus through reflex actions; the air ancl the injuries operating as remote exciting causes of
the nervous influence (§ 4751)· But in the case of the mutilated heart
the nature of the injury precludes the supposition that there could have
been any radiating focus of reflex actions, which is probably equally
true of the case in§ 498 e; so that in those instances the air and the
mechanical irritation were a lone the exciting causes. NOTE A p. llll.
265. Motion, therefore, whether voluntary or involuntary, is carried
on through properties inherent in the various thsues, and the nervous
influence is on ly a remote exciting cause, and in that respect on common ground with other ,·ital agents, while also, as will be seen, it is .an
indispensable regulator of the organic mechanism of animals, and tnbutary to the perfection of their organic compounds (§ 222~233t, 500).
266. The nervous power, in developing motion in either organic or
animal life, as a stimulus to the organic properties, does not follow
the nerves according to their regular order of distribution from the
nervous centres. On the contrary, its entire want of uniformity in
that respect-operating simultaneously, at one time, through a nerve
or nerves proceeding from the cranium and some inferior part of the
spinal canal, while it passes over all intermediate nerves-or, at an·
other time, electing, without any regularity in respect to orcler of arrangement, two or more of those· intermediate spinal nenes-thi!i
entire want of respect to anatomical order is so familiar to all that it
has not appeared as one of tlrn most difficult and sublime problems of
nature. This very extraordinary attribute of the nervous power if<I
rendered the more remarkable by our knowledge of the fact that itt<
operation is determined through particular nerves either by an act llf
the will, or, in organic life, by particular passions, by their intensity
of operation, and by the special nature and intensity of physical agentil
which may transmit their influences to the nervous centres through
some other part; and, in the cases relative to organic life, according,
also, to the existing susceptibility of the various parts of the organism
(§ 137 d, 143, 148-152, ~33t, 500, 892-& v, 893, 905, 1059).
2G7. All the foregoing are established facts, of perpetual occurrence;
and they should be taken in connection with the doctrines which I ha,·e
advanced as to artificia l modifications or the nervous power, and the
modus opcrnndi of morbiJlc and remedial ngcnts (§ 224-233-!, 497-500,
503, 506, 889 a, 89 1 ~ !.:, 892 aa, 893-005).
2.

ABSORPTION.

268. Absorption is performed, in animals, by the lacteals and lymphatics; those Yessels being very similar in their constitution and
fo.nction . There are corresponding means for the office of absorption
·
in the roots and leaves of plants.
269. i\lagendie, and others who have copied from him, ha,·e fallen
into the error of attributing the office of absorption to the veins. He
was led into the mistake by an ignorance of the fact that the lymphatics terminate variously in small veins.• Fallacies of that nature
s~ould be. apparent. up~ n princ~ple ~l?ne:-at least to ~uch as recogmze a umty of design, and a sunphctty m the great institutions of
nature. Every system of vessels, so far as known, 1rns but one func·
" See .h!rclical and Pkysiclogical Commcnhtrie.<, vol. ii., p. no, note, 380, 394-396.
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tion, however that may be modified in different partr., as seen in tlie
lymphatics and lacteals, in the terminal series of the capillary arteries m all parts, &c. The distinction depends either upon structure
connected with the modifications of common vital properties, and
their relative adaptations to the physical properties of different fluids,
or, structure may be apparently less concerned than the organic properties i which is one of the most universal and important principles
in physiology (§ 133-150).
270. The lacteals perform the office of absorbing, and introducint'7
0
into the organization of animals, foreign nutritive matter.
271. The lymphatics, in greater part, are destined for the vital decomposition of the body, and for the removal of waste parts, which
are conveyed by the lymphatics into the torrent of blood to be ultimately cast out of the system, or again to undergo, in part, the process
of sanguification. May absorb from surfaces, but not nutritive matter.
272. By these vessels, also, the solids are removed in the ulcerative
process of inflammation, and mortified parts are detached from the
sound,• and foreign substances which are introduced into the body are
taken up and removed.
273. Hence it is obvious that the lactcals and lymphatics are antagonizing Systems, and thnt beings so endowed are the constant subjects
of waste as well as of nutrition; the balance being maintained through
the inlet supplied by the lacteals, and the outlet provided by the lymphatics(§ 180-182, 28G). Notwithstanding, therefore, the coincidence
in the general function of these two systems of Yessels, the otftce of one
is creatin'!, tha~ of the other destructive.
During the period of growth nutrition overbalances ·waste; but,
when growth ceases, nutrition and vital decomposition must be in
equilibria.
274. No substances but such as exist in a fluid or very attenuated
state are taken up by the lacteals and absorbents.
275. The intestinal villi ha.ve been shown by Cruikshank, l3leulanc1,
and others to possess open orifices,t though this is denied by the microscopists; and I have shown that the modifying influence of the
ganglionic nerves upon all the organic functions nnd products contradicts the hypotheses of catalysis and endosmose and cxosmose (§ 1089).
2iG. DiffC.rent substances arc absorbed with various degrees of rapidity, both in animals and plants. This depends on their peculiar
virtues, and on the manner, therefore, in which they affect irritability;
thus showing the vital nature of the process(§ 14D, 188, &c., 207).
The same conclusion is also inferable from experiments, as well upon
plants as animals.
277, a. Again, the bcteals, in virtue of tl1eir speci_al modi(ications
of irritability, exclude every thing but chyle. llile 1s not taken up
either by the lacteals or lymphatics; cathartics pass off; emetics are
rejected. The principle is every where; is shown in the larynx,
pylorus, &c., in the sparseness of the red globules in the lymph
ve~se l s, th ough their diameters be many times larger than the globules
ofbloocl (§ 399). The principle lies in the virtues of the agents and
the special modification of irritability which belongs to each part (§
13.5). It is designed for the conservation of every pa1t, and of the
., See Med. and Phyeiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 168, 169, 171-173.

t Il!id.,vol.i.,p.683-690,699-112.
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whole. Had n~t the lacteals and lymphatics been endowed in this
wonderful manner, 9r were absorption a mere physical process, or capillary attraction, or endosmose, all foreign substances would have free
access to the internal parts of the organization, and organic b~ings
would have had no continued existence. They would have penslied
as soon as created. Hence, are the vital properties so modified in all
these millions of inlels into the labyrinth of organization that they
shall he i1ot only vigilant serltinels, but recognize, at ~nee, ev~ry one
of the thousand offenders that may endeavor to steal Its way rnto the
sanctum sanctorum (§ 192).
277, l;. Some of the most important laws in medicine are founded on
the special modifications of irritability in different parts (§ 149, 150);
and as it respects the lactcals and lymphatics, the principle not only
contradicts the assumption of the operation of medicines by absorption,
but confirms, in a beautiful manner, the laws of sympathy.
278. It is only when the lacteals and lymphatics become morbidly
affected, or their irritability essentially modified by the morbific action
of agents offensive to the organization, that those agents are at all ad·
mitted, and then only very sparingly. The principle is the same as
when undigested food escapes the pyloric orifice in indigestion, or
the red globules of blood gain admittance to the serous vessels in inflammation (§ 14, 74, 117, 137, 143, 155, 156, 169 f, 266, 303f a, 306,
528 c,
310, 313, 325, 387, 399, 409.f. 422, 514 ''· 524 d, 525, 526
638, 649 d, 764 b, 811, 847 '· 848, 902.f. 905).
279. If, therefore, foreign agents affect the absorb ent vessels in the
foregoing manner, so also do they affect the condition oFthc other tissues
of the part. This is the beginning of disease, which may now go on
accumulating without any farther agency of the exciting cause; or,
if tlie offending cause gain admission into the circulation, it may continue, per se, to exasperate disease. But, even in this case of the continued operation of morbific or remedial agents after their absorption,
I have shown that solidism an d vitalism can alone explain their effects
(§ 819, &c.).
280. I have also shown that when morbific or remedial agents are
taken into the circulation the quantity is so small, their dilution by
the blood and other fluids so great, and their elimination by the kid~eys so rapid (at. least ~n a.general sense), t~at little or nothing is
likely to be contributed m this way to the morb1fic or remedial effects.
The rnpidity with which agents that are not morbific, but useless
t~ the systet?, are elaborat~d. by th~ kidneys, is a pro?f1 upon the principle of Design that a prov1s1on exists for the exclus10n of deleterious
agents from the circulation. B?t, since they maY:, under special ci1cumstanccs, pass the great sentmel (§ 278), the kidneys are provided
as other guards to the general organism, to expel the offenders at once.
Just so with the lungs. If offensive objects pass the larynx, all the
muscles of respiration, thro.ugh a he.autiful system of Design, immcdi~.tely 1>~t at work t_o ge~ n~ of the mtruder. ~he intelligent reader
will reachly carry this pnnc1ple to. more recondite processes, as the
institution of abscesses, and the cunous steps that attend their prom:ess
0
from deep-seated parts toward the surface(~ 733).
281. It may ~e al.so added, tl1at I know of no cri~ical attempt having
been made to mvahdate the facts and _the reasonmp set forth in my
Essay on the Humoral Pathnlogy, wlnch has for its object the ex-
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posure of that pathology and the defense of solidism and dtalism.
and, although that work has been now six years before the public,
know not that I have omitted the investigation of one essential fact or
experimeut that has been alleged or instituted in behalf of humoralism.
If such omission has occurred, let it be shown.*
282. l\la.ny distinguished men have been led into the error of sup
posing that noxious substances are taken readily into the circulation
because the skin is deeply tinged with yellow, in jaundice; or because
the bones become red when madder is eaten; or the urine is colored
by rhubarb, or manifests the odor of twpeatine, of garlic, &c. But,
let it be considered, that the inoffcnsh·e coloring matter of the bile is
alone absorbed, as is also tbat of madder and rhubarb, &:c.; while the
th~usandth part of a grain of spi~its of turpentine, or of garlic, is enough
to impart all the odor to the unne that has been ever observed to attend that product.
283. If remedial and morbific agents be absorbed, it devolves upon
the mechanical philosophers to show the fact, which t11cy ha,,e failed
of doing in regard to many of the most important(§ 826 c); but should
their assumptions become realities, I shall have demonstrated by a multitude of ::ma.logies where absorption is out of the question, and in various other ways, that the modus operandi of the whole rests upon the
philosophy of the natural physiological laws(§ 1088-1089).
284. Although a very limited operation of morbific and remedial
agents, through their absori;>tion into the circulation, be not incompatible with solidism and vitahsm (§ 277, 278, 283, 827 f), the usual interpretation of their elfects, according to the doctrines ofhumoralism,
would compel us to abandon the application of physiology to medicine,
whether pathologically considered, or in respect to the operation of
curative agents. The 1aws of disease would be totally unlike tho
laws of health; or, rather, disease would be without laws, and there
would, therefore, be no general principles in medicine. Practice wou1d
be a blind empyricism. Diseases would be just as various and uncertain as every chemical change in the blood, and these changes,
upon the ground of humoralism, would have no resemblances to each
other.
285. The properties of life lie at the foundation of physiology.
It is a knowledge of their character, and of the laws which they obey,
that enables us to conform our habits, at all ages, in the best way for
the maintenance of health. But, what is disease i It is a deviation
from the state of health ; and, therefore, if there be any consistency
in nature, disease should consist primarily and essentially in modifi.
cations of those vital properties, which, in a different state, constitute
the important conditions of hcaltl1. In this way, therefore, medicine
takes the rank of an intelligible and important science. Physiology
is the ground-work throughout. Pathol ogy becomes nothing more
than physiology modified. And, coming to therapeutics, it is sti ll
physiology applied to the cure of diseases; or, in other words, tl~e
application of such agents to the morbid properties of life as sha11 a1cl
their restoration to their natural physiological state. The whole is
thus bound together. ~ o new clements come into operati?n; ~ut,
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so are the laws, of health and disease, as are those, also, by which
diseased are converted to healt11y conditions. But, the i1owers or
properties of life being modified in disease, and again modified in
other ways by the action of remedial agents, so are tho Jaws, under
which all these results happen, varied in a corresponding manner.
The laws are only the conditions under which effects take .place; and,
as those effects have always a direct reference to the state of the vital
properties, they must be fundamentally of the same nature .under al1
the various conditions of life, since, also, the vital properties never
lose their fundamental character(§ 1, 639).
286. \Vhcn, therefore, I may speak of the laws oflrnalth and the laws
of disease, I must not be understood as meaning something entirely
different in the two cases. And yet, their modifications arc always
precise, and the results of each are always determined in one uniform
manner. This is necessarily so, because the changes in the vital
properties are always precise, and according to the nature of the intluences by which the changes are effected (§ 149, 150).
287. In this sense, therefore (§ 286), the laws may be assumed to
be, in each individual modification, ofa specific nature.
288. Laws may be said to be general and specific; which, however, is only another mode of considering the foregoing principle (§
285 ). Thus, it is a general law that the absorbents, whether in health
or disense, Jo not take up foreign substances of a deleterious !lature;
but, it is a .specific law, that when the irritability of the lacteals or
lymphatics is modified in a certain way, they will admit a small proportion of the noxious agent by which the alteration is produced (~
277, 278).
289. Those mechanical physiologists who have not, or will not have,
;ust conceptions of the properties and actions of life, refer the process
of absorption to capillary attraction, or that mechanical principle which
determines the ascent of oil in the wick of a lamp (§ 277). The
chemists belong to this class of reasoners i even such of them u allow
the existence of a vital principle. Thus, for example, Liebig bas it,
that,
"A cotton wick inclosed in a lamp, which contains a liquid saturated with carbonic acid, acts exactly in the same manner as a living
plant in the night. Water and carbonic acid are sucked up by capillary attraction, and both evaporate from the exterior part of the wick."
Again, "All substances in solution in a . soil are absorbed by the
roots of plants exactly as a sponge imbibes a liquid, and all it contains, without selection."-Lrnnw's Organic Cliemistry applied to
Pliysiology and Agriculture.
Nl.lw all this might be very good philosophy fora common agriculturist; but it evinces an unaccountable disregard of facts, and of the plain·
est suggestions of nature. A1~d yet it i~ a common doctrine now-adays; a part of the" new experimental philosophy." In the first place,
however, it is not true that the roots of plants imbibe their nourishment "without selection." \Vhen plants are cultivated in glass vessels containing distilled water, their roots will even decompose the
glass, and select its silica, or alkali, or take them both, and assimilate.
them to themselves, and in the absence of any known chemical affinities or influences. Absorption is nearly as exact in plants as in animals; and so is ailtropriation. Like animals, their absorbent sy5tem
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is naturally repulsi,·e of every thing that is offensive and not suitable to
~ieir ec~nO~J:· If p_oisons, when a1tifi~ially applied, get admission,
it is by mfhctmg a v10lence on the rad1cles of plants (§ 278). Aud
what is thus prompted by reason, by analogy, by common experience,
is fully confirmed by the chemists themselves, in those analyses of all
parts of a plant, even the sap, which are designed as standards of the
composition which shall sen·e for any particular part Of any giYen
species of plant, as well through all futnre time as at the hour when
the analyses were made(~ 1052, 1053, 1054).
290. '!'be simil e of the" lamp-wick," and of the "sponge"(§ 289),
show us how far astray our friends are from the path of truth. It is
not alone the complex mechanism of the root which the abso1·bed materials traverse, but a labyrinth of highly organized and living tubes,
passing th.rough the whole trunk ?f the plant~ till the materials finally
reach the leaves. In those respiratory organs, the pabulum vita is
farther subjected to the action of another complicated, unique, and
living system of vessels. And what is the "wick of a lamp i" A
mere bundle of dead, disorganized fibres, broken upon the card, and
spun upon the wheel(§ 350} n, o, 826 c).
291. But, the foregoing degrading doctrine of li fe(§ 289) is not pe1
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same vital and physical processes. One example, in a distinguished
quarter, will suffice. Thus, Dr. Carpenter:
" I t will be hereafter shown that the absorptic~ of nutritious fluid
is probably due to the pliysical power of endosmose. A continued
absorption may be produced by a physical contrivanct!f.wliiclt imitates
the tjj"ccts of vital action; [ ! ] as in t/i,c wick of a lamp, wliicli draws up
oil to supply tlie combustion above, but will cease to do so wlien tlte demand no longer exists" I (§ 64 g, 175 d).-CARPENTf.:R's Comparativt
Physiology.
The work, a standard one, from which the foregoing is quoted,
abounds with analogous doctrines. They are, of course, fatal to
physiology and to all medical science.
292. Immediately aftel· the quotation from Liebig, in the preceding
section, that author proceeds to reprobate physiologists for their exclusion of chemistry from organic life, and charitably regards it as a
prejudice arising from our ignorance of the science (§ 350, a). This,
however, is quito an untenable position; for, wherever medicine is
culti\·ated chemistry is justly made a fundamental part of education.
It is, indeed, the knowledge which the soundest physiologists possess
of chemical science that enables them to institute the necessary contrasts, and \vhich convinces them that chemistry, in its proper acceptation, has no connection with the processes of living beings.
ThiR, indeed, 1 have abundantly shown to be the real opinion of the
chemists themsehes (§ 350, &c.). Bold in assumption, inapt in illustration, and, at last, like Liebig, contradicting the whole by an acknowlcdrrment that "vitality, in its peculiar operations, makes use ef
a speciat'apparatus for eaclt, function ef an organ," and that "1·n tlu
living organism we are acquainted witli ONLY ON& CAUSE OF ~I?TION;
and tltis i·s tlie SAME CAUSE wliicli determines tlte growtlt of lvvzng tisntes, andgii.:es tliem tliepower of resistance to external agencies. IT lS
f'HE \'ITAL FOHCE ."-Lrnuw (§ 350, nos. 26, 27, 28, 71-77, &c.).
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293. Looking at other facts attending the process of absorption in
plants, we shall find them all concurring with what I have already
stat_cd as to the dependence of this function upon vital actions ; and,
if vital here, we need not look for other proof of a similar law in animals. Thus, Van Marum demonstrated that absorbed fluids could
rise only. eig]it inches by capillary attraction. Hales, \Val~er, Mirbel,
Che\Teml, and others, have shown that the sap moves with such Yelocity and force in plants, that it must be propelled by vital c~ntrac~
tions and dilatations of the vessels. "\Ve have examples of this surprising rapidity of the circulation in grape-vines. Don and Barbieri
affirm that they saw the moYements of the vessels.
.
Again, the motion of sap is increased by light, heat, and other stlm·
uli, which have no effect on capillary attraction. And this is the opinion even of Liebig, who says that" the FUNCTIONS of plants certainly
proceed with greater iutcnsity and rapidity in sunshine, tl1an in the
diffused light of day; but it merely ACCELERATES in a greater degree
TllE ACTION ALREADY EX I ST ING; " "an action," he says, "which depends on tlte vital force alone."
It was shown by I~a Place, that, if the sap rose by capillary attraction, it should not, as it <.loes, flow from the openings made in the vessels. But, again, the sap will not flow from the openings, if the plants
be poisoned with prussic acid. The effect is tlm same as upon the
circulation of the blood i ancl it would be equally absurd, in either
case, to suppose that the poison acts upon any physical force. Astringents, and various other substances, appl ied to the opcniugs, avert
~;; !~{§ ~~;~Js~:l~i3~ )~n only be .done through the forngoing prin-
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294. Here is another fact, and which appears to be conclusiYe of
the vital nature of absorption, and of the discrimination obsen-cd by
tlrn raclicles of plants(§ 289, 291). It is, t11at the sap of the root is
unl ike any thing which it absorbs from the earth. All the substances
are decompounded at the moment of entering the roots, just as the
carbonic acid is by the leaves. Their elements are then also united
according to the modes which prevail in organic compounds(§ 38, 42).
295. Equally unfounded as the doctrine of capillary attraction are
the supposed processes of endosmose and cxosmose. They are generally predicated of experiments upon dead matter, and arc then carried, by way of analogy, to the living organism, and in defiance of all
the contradictory phenomena of life.* Having entered extensively
into a refutation of the hypothesis of endosmose and exosrnose in
the Medical and Physiological Commentaries, T shall not now resume
the subject (91052, 1053, 1054).
3. ASS IMI L."-TIOS .
206. By the function of assimilation subs1anccs taken into the
body are converted into the homogeneous blood, and id entified in composition and vital properti~s with all parts of the body. It is therefore especially concerned m th~ process of growth, and in supplying
the waste ·which is constantly m progress. It is the fo.nction, therefore, by which the properties oflife are communicated to dead matter.
5
0
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ed in tho alimentary canal of animals, and in the absorbing Ycsscls of
plants.
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298. The nutriment of vegetables consists always of inorganic sub
stances, or is reduced to the condition of inorganic matter before its
appropriation. The food ot animals is always organic. The former
exists in au elementary or in a state of binary combination, the latter
of ternary, quaternary, &c. It is the work of vegetable assimila'tion
to overthrow the chemical combinations, and to unite the elements
in ~h~se very different modes which constit~te organic compounds.
Tins is the most remarkable and comprehensive System of Design of
which we h.av~ a~y knowledge(~ 1052).-NoT~sNRpp.1121, 1123.
299. Ass1m1lauon, therefore, devolvr.s especially upon the proper·
tics vivification and vital affinity (§ 216, 218); though it be certainly
true that all the organic powers and functions m·e necessary to each
othet·, and concur together in producing every result. But, in every
result there arc some more interested than others.
300. Animals, being incapable of organizing inorganic substances,
are dependent upon the Yegctable kingdom as their ultimate source
1
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dergo the action of the vital properties in another being. The gastric juice, for instance, has no effect upon any living substance.
301. No organic compound ever undergoes chemical decomposition, or any approximation ton·ard such decomposition, to fit it for the
purposes of animal life. On the contrary, every such tendency places
the appropriate nutriment of animals, more or less, beyond their as·
similating endowments. It is the province of animal life, and of all
its provisions for assimilation, not to carry back toward their inorganic
condition the peculiar compounds generated by the vegetable king·
dom for the foreordained uses of the animal, but to carry them forward to yet higher degrees of life and organization. This is one of
the most fundamental laws of nature, and is conclusive against all the
chemical speculations with which physiology has been so unhappily
\'isited (~ 356 b-376).• The argument belongs to me(~ 1084)
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rank in the scale of life. It would appear1 therefore, that organization bears a rntio more or less propo1tionate to the endowment of Ol'·
ganic compounds with the properties of life (§ 301, 409).
302, h. The process of co1werting inorganic into organic compounds
begins in two orders of Yessels, oue of which are the radical absorbents of plants, the other analogous vessels in the leaves.
T~1e matter absorbed by the mots ascends through the st~m to the
leaves, where, by the operation of a series of YCsseis, variously mod-
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purposes of nutrition. This juice then descends through other vessels, to be appropriated to all parts, and to form the source of all the
various products of vegetable organization.
303, a. \\Te come, therefore, to a conclusion as remarkable as it is
comprehensive, that the atmosphere is i1ot only cs~ential to plants an<l
animals in its usual acceptation, but that it supplies the great means
Qf nutriment to both orga!1ic kingdoms: directly to t~1e vegetable, and
rnclirectly to the animal department(§ 298-300). l\lmcral compounds
appertaining to the earth must yield the less important clements., and
*Chcmistilarcbcginningtoadoptthisconclusion,asappcarsinNoteatp.HlG.-18GO.
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even some proportion of oxygen through the decompo5ition of rocks
and metals and the appropriate combinations that may ensue; but
we must look especially to the atmosphere and what it contains for

~~~ f~hu; ~i:~~~=~e';t~~t; ~~~,i~:~ec~::;:: ~~~~~~ ;;~~~;~n !'~~1~~~~~
which the air contains, and the carbon of tlrn carl>omc acid, are a.s
much at this day the great source of nutriment to plants, as before the
"mist" went up from the seas, or animals yielded ammonia. Oxygen
and nitrogen, therefore, as it respects atmospheric air, are appropriated by plants in their elementary condition. Upon organic compounds thus formed is animal existence, in the main, dependent.
Ammonia certainly contributes to the nourishment of plants. But
this is an incidental means, at least if there be any truth in Moses.
And that his Record is true, is plain enough upon the principle of
Design; since it is impossible that Providence should have created
the auimal kingdom, which yields tLe ammonia, before he brought
forth that kingdom upon which animals depend for their existence.
303, b. As it respects absorptivn, the leaves and the roots of plants
appear to have a common office, though tho former ru·o designed especially for assimilation. The carbonic acid, and the oxygen and the
nitrogen of the air, are precipitated along with the vapor, and thus
reach the organs which a~e principally devoted to absorption. In no
other way can we primarily reach the materials of all organic beings.
Before their absorption can have begun, the most essenlial elements
must have been embraced originally in the atmosphere, and in the
simple conditions which I have stated. Nor is it a difficult process to
follow out that circuit of causes and effects in which revolves the
economy of nature in making the waste of organic beings during their
own existence a subsidiary supply of nourishment to themselves, or to
others of their own day, or to generations in the womb of time; or,
when consigned "to the dust," how their elements, from one generation to another, form an endless round of materials for reproduction
and growtq, either in the form of gases and vapor diffused in the air
or as imbddied with the earth.
303, c. Although it be the special object of the radical fibres to
cany on the function of absorption, this office is more or less perform·
eel by the leaves of plants, but in various degrees, according to the
natw·e of the species. In arid climates, the leaves have this function
strongly pronounced; and many plants, like the sempcrvircns, will
grow as well when suspended by a string, as when connected by their
roots with the soil.
303, d. The 1eaves of plants ~bsorb ca1·bonic acid mostly tluring the
day, clecompound it through a vital process, and otherwise prepare it as
an important source of nourishment. Light is necessary to this function of the leaves, and without it the plant languishes and dies. As
an attendant result oxygen gas is e,•olved into the atmosphere. The
process is, therefore, suspended during the absence of light, and some
proportion of carbonic acid is regenerated and escapes along with the
vapor which is exhaled by the leaves. It has been also supposed that
more or less oxygen is absorbed at night; but this opinion appears
not to be sustained by later and better observations. It is most probable, indeed, that the temporary absence of light occasions scarcely more
than a suspension of the assimilating process. Light acts as a vital
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stimulus to the Jeavtl~, by which tlleir organic properties arc 1 endere 1)
capable of overthrowing that most refractory compound, carbonic acid
(§ 188! d, 350, nos . 64, 66, 68-76,)
303, e. The leaves of pl ants being the great or<Tans of assimilation
and light tho vital stimulus by which the functi~n is maintainecl (§
188!, d), it appears from what has bee n now said that ligltt holds the
first rank among the requisites of life. It was therefore brourTht into
exist?nc~ before the cre~ti.on of .the vegetable kingdom ; and being
thus md1spensable to all hvmg bemgs, we see the fallacy of a common
tenet in theoretical geology, that the most thrifty period of ''egetation
was through a great cycle of total darkness, and an atmosphere of
carbonic acid (§ 74, 1079 b).
. 303!.' a. O~e of the ~ost interesting fac~s in v.egetab~e phys~ology
ts the 1mme_drnte necessity of plants to ammal life dunng their very
growth; their final cause, in this respect, being the abstraction of car·
bonic acid from the atmosphere, and the renewal of its oxygen. Ani·
mals, too, as we have seen, incidentally contribute carbon to the Yege·
table kingdom, in the form of carbonic acid, and nitrogen in the form
of ammonia. There is tl1is remarkable subscrviency of the organic
kingdoms to each other, though there be not a reciprocal dependence.
Vegetables, indeed, preceded animals, and are, therefore, essentially
independent, while animals derive all they possess from vegetable
creation (§ 303, a). Plants are the producers, animals the consumers.
The former directly, and the latter indirectly, live upon the air and
what it contains. The plant dies and becom es food for the animal;
but it seems scarcely less important in its Jiving state to the ex ige n·
cies of animal life. And so the animal, living and dead, yields back
its all to the atmosphere; and thus are the inorganic, and th e two de·
partments of the organic, kingdoms united(~ 1052, 1053).
303f. b. But, we have seen, as I originally indicated in the E ssay
on the Pltilosopliy of Vitality, that the supply of ammonia to the atmo·
sphere is only a contingent result of the creation of animals, and there
fore not indispensable to vegetation (§ 156 b, 303 a). Liebig, how.
ever, reverses the order of Creation, and affirms that
" \Ve have not the slightest reasou for believing that the nitrogen
of the atmosphere takes part in the process of assimilation of plants
and animals." "These facts are not sufficient to establish the opinion
that it is ammonia which affords a11 vegetables, without exception, th6
nitrogen which enters into the composition of their constituent substances. Considerations of another kind, however, give to tltis opinion a degree ef certainty wlticli completely excludes all otlier views of
Ute matter."- LtEBIG's Organic Cltcmistry, &c., p. 70, 71.
303f, c. The same mistake has arisen with the chemists as to the
reciprocal depe ndence of animals and plants, in r egard to the excre·
~ion of carbon by one and oxygen by the other. Howev~r :rue it i:iay
oc that auimals are depc11dcnt on plauts for oxygen gas, it is certainly
an. assumpt.ion that the vegetable kin gdom is ~like dcpe~dent on the
animal for its carbonaceous element. If the pnmary creation of plants
be admitted, that is sufficient i and to those who reject tb e Mosaic
Record, and the concurring testi mony of geologists, I may repeat
the admitted fa.ct that vegetables aro the ultimate. so ur?e of supply
to all animals. The former, therefore, arc essentially rnd epon de nt,
tho latter depnndent; wl1ile thi s universal fact corroborates, also 1
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the original account of the primary creation of tlrn vege1able kingdom
(§ 303n.
As to the relations of the living plant to organic life, it is c.omputed
by Saussure, and allowed by others, that the atmosphere contains about
rrloo th part of its weight of carbonic acid. The atmosphc:re must
be also losing, through the processes of respiration, combustion, &c.,
a proportion of its oxygen. It is estimated, also, that the prc~ent numbet· of human beings would, alone, double the existing quantity of carbonic acid in the air in 1000 yea1·s; and, in 303,000 years would exhaust its oxygen. It is also found that atmospheric air of the prc~ent
day does not contain less oxygen than that which is found in Jars
buried for 1800 years in the ruins of Pompeii.
From all this it is inferable that there is a universal cause in operation, by which the carbonic acid of the air is consumed, and oxygen
supplied i and, from the various well -know:i, and indispensabl_e uses
Jf the vegetable kingdom to tlrn animal, wlucli declare its creatwn for
tlte bcnefi,t of the latter, and, therefore, its antecedent or simultaneous
creation, we should naturally be prompted, by analogy, to look to this
sobordinate provision as the universal source through wl1ich the great
1

1
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vegetable kingdom, and the contingent aid which it derives from the
animal; while it enlarges our view of the vast conceptions of Unity of
Design.
303!. It is also worth our while to obiserve of these important laws,
as we go along, how they are perverted by the ignorant in physiology, and how incapable the chemist is constantly proving himself of
" pursuing his reasoning1 " as said of him by Hunter, " even beyond
the simple experiment itself."
Vegetables, as we have seen, are composed mainly of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, a11d nitrogen (§ 37, 303). The carbonic acid of the
air (as well as of the soil) is absorbed by plants, and appropriated
to their nourishment and growth. This gaseous substance, therefore,
is dec_omposed by vegetable organization, the carbon vivified and appropnated, and a part of the oxygen thrown off to replenish the atmosphere. It is incorrectly said, however, by Liebig, that "the atmosphere must recei,·e by this process a volu me of oxygen for evel'y
volume of carbonic acid which has been decomposed." It may be
meant, howe"·er, that rm equivalent or atom of oxygen for every equiva lent of carbon is given off to the atmosphere; but m·en this construction is invalidated by the multiplicity of' sources from which plants a rct
supplied with that important element. But enough is known to ren der it certain that a large proportion of the oxygen of carbonic acid is
retained by plants and combined untler a new form along with the carbon and other elements. Liebig"s hypothesis of capi ll ary at.traction
led him , not improbably, to O\·erlook the fact that the water wh ich
is absorbed by plantg is actually decompounded, and its elements com·
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the hydrogen which abounds in plants(§ 303, h). \Vater, therefore,
being composed of oxyge_n and hydroge!l, furnishes a imurce of the
1mpply of that oxygen wluch goes to the mcrease of vegetables; and,
for aught that can be said lO the contrary, it may form a part of what
is evolvr,d into the air.
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·we luwc seen, also, that plants derive a part of thtir oxygen from
mineral compounds appertaining to the earth, and probably by means
of the roots from the atmospheric air which is held in solution by W:\tcr,
when the gas may be thus appropriated, notwithstanding it~ elementary
condition in the latter case. Although, doubt less, mo1·c or less carbonic
acid is reproduced in the lcaxcs and escapes at night along with the \·apor exhaled, the probabilities arc against the supposition that a proportion is also then generated ::mcl emitted by plants in a manner analogous
to the respiration of animals, and h::wing for its oqjcct, in par!, the
separation of carbon from some of the ycgctablc constituents.
303l. But let us come to philosophy: 0 At night," says Liebig, u A TRUE CHEMICAL PROCESS COM MENCES,
in consequence of tho action of the oxygen of the air upon the substances composing the 1eaves, blossoms, and fruit. This process is not
at all connected with the life of the Yegctablc orgauism, because it
goes on iu the DCAO p1ant EXACTLY as in a L I VING one" !
Here, in the first place, is an important fallacy in the premises from
which the induction is made; since the processes have not the least
a.na.lo~y in the living and dead plant. In the former, the oxygen is
taken into the organization, and goes to form organic compounds. In
the dead plant, it is an agent of chemical decomposition, by which the
organic compounds are destroyed, and the structure broken up.
Now we shall always fiud that authors who reason in the foregoing
manner perpetually contradict themselves. In the case before us, a
contradiction necessarily arises from the fundamenta l differences between the processes of organic and inorganic beings, and the laws by
which they are governed. A little farther on from the quotation I
have just made, Liebig affirms that" tlte laws of life cannot be investi·
gated ia an organized being wldcl1, i4 diseased or dying." Here, then, is
a contradictory opinion, which inculcates as great an error in physi·
ology as that of identifying the effects of oxygen on "living beings"
and on such as are actually dead. Here is an absolute denial of any
analogies between tl1e laws which govern Jiving" diseased beings"
and the" laws of life." But, this declaration of the chemist, devoid
of truth as it is, is un iversally applicable where he would be least
disposed to see it operate. Such an application, too, is an irresistible
sequitur; since, if" tlte laws of life cannot be investi'gated in an organ·
ized being wliiclt is diseased or rlying," it certainly follows that the
laws which relate to dead, or inorganic beings, and the forces upon
which those laws depend, can harn no agency in fo•ing beings.
Such, however, is the material which is uow·a·days denominated
" experimenta1 philosophy," and "the progress of medical science."
And, if the reader will now turn to the parallel columns (§ 350), ho
will see yet other contradictions directly relative to the foregoing
quotation (9 1052, 1053).
. . .
.
But, it may, perhaps, be well <t10ugh, before d1 sm 1~smg ~lus su~
ject, to say, that, although ' 1 the laws oflifc cann~t be uwesug_ated 111
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ofLen reflect great light upon their strictly hea1thy concht1on . \ Vo
arc, or should be, constantly reasoning in this manner in all cases of
disease; and it is only by comparisons of the modifications, which
constitute disease, with the natural conditions of life, that we can have
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a~y just know~edge of <liseases. In proporti~n, howe\:er, as .the indi·
v1dual approximates a state of death all this reasonmg fails; and,
when actually dead, 110 such comparisons can be institut~d. !fere,
then, it is that the foregoing admission of the chemist applies with all
the force of truth(§ 639 a).
. . . .
.
304. The greater complexity of the organs of assin11lat10.11 rn ammal life gives rise to a variety of subordinate functions in amma~s .not
fo°:nd in plants; such, for example, as digestion by the gastric.Jmce,
sahva, bile, &c.; then a farther advancement of the process m the
lacteals, in the blood-vessels, in the lungs, &c. Some of these subordinate functions, ho,vevcr, have their analogies in plants; such as the
action of the sap-vesse]s upon the circulating fluid, the imbibiticn and
exhalation of gaseous substances by the leaves, &c. But, in all the
cases, the extreme vessels which perform the office of nutrition are the
main instruments of organic life. All the functions which are carried
on by compound structures are subsidiary only to that of tho nutritive
vessels(§ 171).
305. The organs of assimilation in animals are more or less complex according to the nature of the food . Probably every animal
has a stomach, or some analogous organ, a11d a mouth, and anus,
which would form, as supposed by Aristotle, a fundamental distinct.ion between plants and animals (§ 11). The analogies which are
supplied by the higher 01·ders of animals would prompt this conclusion in respect to the most inferior, or some equivalent arrangement.
306. In vertebrated animals the stomach is generally an expanded portion only of the intestinal canal. In fishes the intestine is
commonly short ; but this is often compensated by folds in the mucous membrane. In birds there is a complexity of the alimentary
organs which does not exist in fislrns, amphibia, or reptiles. In mammalia the digestive organization is still different; and here it is more
rnmarkably various according to tl10 nature of the food, and as the
necessity of supplies may be folt at short or at longer intervals. The
more, also, the phenomena of animal li fe are multiplied the greate1
is the development of the digestive system (§ 107, 251, 353). Its
complex nature has an intimate relation to the qualities of the food,
and these relations have an affinity with that principle of instinct
which 1.lirects animals in the selection of food . The more dense and
tough the food, and the more remo:f.ted from the nature of the body
which it is destined to nourish, the more complex are the organs of
digestion. And so, on the contrary, the softer t11e food, and the more
it is like the animal in its composition, the more simple are the assimilating organs. Animals, therefore, which live on hay have these organs much more complex than such as are nourished by animal food ;
especially that part of the organization which is destined to make the
first and greatest change.
307. The principal agent in tlrn assimilating process, in animals, is
the gastric juice; a vital organic fluid, which is secreted by the internal coat of the stomach(§ 135 a, 3 16, 419, 827 b). This secretion is
especially promoted by the stimulus of food, which is dissohed and
altered in its elementary constitution by the vital influences of the
juice. This is the first and greatest step in the process of assimilation.
It i_s hei:e .that .dead ma~ter rnce~ves its first impressions from the prnpc1t1es Y1V1ficat1011 and vital affimty (§ 216, 218). The chemists tell m
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that the proc.ess is a chemi~al .one; a~1d that, notwithstanding the va- ·
rious, and umque, and astomshrng devices of nature for the elaboration
of the gastric juice 1 they would persuade physiolo,!!ists into the bel ief
that many different ~rocesses of the laboratory will generate a gastric
juice with all the umque properties that appertain to the fluid as elabora.ted from the blood by. the various modifications of organization
which were instituted by Almighty Power for these specific objects.
And having been thus regardless of the most sublime and profound
institutions of that Power, they proceed to assume that the product of
these artificial compounds, in their a~tion upon food, is the homogeneous chyme of living nature, and which is apparently the same in all
animals, whatever the kind or the variety of food. But the chemist
is met at the very threshold by the fact, that there is nothing in or·
ganic nature itself that can elaborate that fluid from the blood but thal
particular part of the '4"reat system of mucous membranes which forms
a component part oftbe stomach(§ 135, a} .-NoTES N R.
308. The foregoing relates to complex animals; but ~malogy, as well
as obsernl.tion, renders it evident that the inferior races }lOssess an organization which is equin1lent to the stomach(§ 251).
309. In most animals that consume food of a solid nature, there are
preparatory organs which assist mechanically, by dividing the food.
TJ1e construction of these organs of mastication, both as to their osseous and muscular parts1 has a strict reference to the kind of food upon
which the animal is destined to subsist. A11imals of prey are furnished with organs for the destruction of Jife and organization; since no
substance which possesses life can undergo digestion, and all solids
must be divided to admit of a free access of the gastric juice and saliva.
310. The organs of mastication are more various than any other
parts; yet so uniform in each species, so allied among numerous species, that naturalists have taken these characte1·s not only as signifi.
cant of the species, but as the found.:.ition of a systematic distribution
of the species into genera, and of genera into orders.
311 . Where the usual organs of mastication are deficient in ani·
mals, the species is often supplied with means in the stomach itself
for reducing the aliment to a soft substance, so that it may be pene·
trated by the gastric juice. The stomach of the armadillo, which sub·
sists on insects, and of the granivorous birds, is endowed with a powerful muscle for crushing, or grinding the food. The stomachs of
other animals are armed with bony or horny parts, as in many insects
312. The food is moved about in the stomach by the muscular ac·
tion of the organ; but so peculiar and exquisite is the modification
of irritability of the pyloric orifice, the food is not permitted to pass
this outlet till it is converted into chyme (§ 278). Much of the aque·
ous portion, however, is early and rapidly absorbed by the stomach.
313. \Vhen, however, as we have seen, the irritability of the pylorus is artificially modified, as in disease, it will often allow undigeste.d
food to pass, more or less readily, into the duodenum (§ 278). But it
is more remarkable that it will suffer many hard, indigestible sub·
stances to escape, wl1ile it detains such as arc most congenia] to its
nature. The passage of indigestible substances is effected gradually
by repeatedly presenting themselves at the pylorus •. a~d thus so habit-
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. the latter is detained; the stomach thus electing wbat is most congenial to its nature and to the wants of life(§ 188, &c., 539 a, 543, 551 ).
314. The saliva, bile, and pancreatic juice are auxiliary to th.e gastric juice, though how far is considered problematical. The ltver is
found, under a great variety of forms, in all animals whose struc ture
can be made the subject of ocular demonstration, and it is known to
generate bile in all instances. The pancreas and salinry glands occur in all the mammifcra, birds, anJ reptiles, and in many fishes, mollusca, and insects.
From the general occurrence, therefore, of the foregoing organs, it
cannot be doubted, independently of the more direct facts, that the
fluids which they secrete have an important vital agency in the process of assimilation.
315. Animals which live on vegetables have larger salivary glands
than euch as feed on animal substances; and, since vegetables require
greater assimilating means than animal food, it is a just inference
from final causes that the saliva answers a far more important object
than, as is commonly imputed to it, of moistening the food and facilitating its passage to the stomach. On t11e other hand, however, it has
been with still less reason imagined by others that it contributes more
than the gastric juice to the conversion of food into chyme. But
here, as on all speculative questions, some distinguished chemists ~e
fer the agency of the saliva in the process of digestion to the atmospheric air it conveys to the stomach, while others of equal renown
attribute this high office to its own specific virtues.
316. The bile and pancreatic juice mingle wilh the chyme in the
upper part of the duodenum, where it is probable that the latter fluid
contributes an assimilating influence analogous to that of the saliva;
while the disappearance of some of the components of the bile, and
other relative facts, show a direct connection of this fluid with the
process of assimilation. The bile also separates the excrementitious
from the nutritious part of the chyme; the former portion occupying
the centre of the canal, and the latter the parietes (417, b).
Connected with these important uses of the bile is its well-known
function of maintaining peristaltic ~ction. Such, tb~refore, being its
great final causes, we may safely reject the hypothesis of the mechanical theorists, that the liver, like the lungs, is designed to depurate
the blood. The injury consequent on the failure of the liver, by experiment or otherwise, to perform its function, no more proves its
supposed depurating office than a like contingency befalling the stomach would place that organ in the same category.-See 9 1031-1033.
317. The intestinal tube, like the roots of plants, is supplied with
absorbing vessels, which are called lacteals in animals of complex organization. The nutritive part of the chyme is taken up by these
vessels, where it undergoes a farther assimilation, and receives tho
name ofchyle.
Nothing is absorbed by t~1e lacteals which is offensive to their
exquisitely modified irritability, excepting under the circumstances
already set forth(§ 278).
318. In the higher animals th.e cbyle is transmitted by the lacteals
to the thoracic duct, and by tlns vessel to the left subclavian vein,
where it mingles with the general mass of blood. Thence it passes
to the i·ight cavities of the heart to be sent to the lungs, where it re·
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ceives another important impress of vi,·ification, parts, for the first
time, with a portion of its carbonaceous matter, and undergoes a de·
velopment of its coloring ;principle. From the lungs, it passes with
the old blood, with which it is now fully incorporated, to the left cavities of the heart, to be transmitted to all parts of the body to undergo the last act of assimilation.
319. Assimilation advances progressively from the first conversion
of food into chyme till the nutritive matter becomes vitally united
with the solid parts. At each step of the process, in the stomach, in
the duodenum, through the lacteals, in the lungs, and at its final destination, the degree and kind of assimilation is forever the same, at'
each of its stages, in every species of organic beings; thus denoting
specific powers and laws by which a11 this unvarying exact'ness is
maintained(§ 42).
Assimilation is more simple in animals )ow in the scale of orgaui
zation i but close analogies prevail throughout:
320. The chyle is found to exhibit globules under the microscope,
of which eome are reddish. It is said, also, that they have been seen in
the chyme ; but l\lUller thinks that impossible, as the lacteals, accord·
ing to him, have no opea orifices, and, therefore, the globules could
not be admitted through the "invisible pores" of the closed lactcals.
These vessels, however, have open terminations by the villi of the intestines(§ 275, 1089).
These questions as to the existence and shape of the globules of
blood, chylc, milk, &c., are of very little practical importance and arc
apt to lead to much waste of time, and encumber medicine with speculation and false doctrine; while the instrument, through the aid of
which the imagination is thus sent upon its airy flight, is also the im.
bodyment of a thousand falsehoods in the path of truth (§ 131, 251 ).
321. Since, however, no one doubts that the nutl'itive part of t]l{
chyme undergoes a very positive change in the lacteals (§ 320), and a
higher degree of assimilation, the proof is the same here, as in absorp·
tion by plants, that the fluid is not taken up and can·ied forward by
capillary attraction (§ 289-291 ).
322. Looking back upon the variety of parts which are concerned
in the work of assimilation; their exact adaptation to each other;
their peculiarities in different species of animals according to the na.
ture of their food- varying, indeed, more or Jess in every species, yet
always alike in all individuals of the same species; the prevalence
of four specific digestive fluids, and each of these analogous in all an.
imals, notwithstanding the variety in the structure of the secreting 01"·
gans, yet only generated, respectively, by one special part, their production in unusual quantities, especially of the gastric juice, to meet
the exigencies of digestion; the apparently exact similarity in the
composition of the ci1yme of all animals, whate,•er the nature and the
variety of the food ; it appears to be one of the highest a?surdities to
supI_Jose that all t11is complexity of parts, all this magmficence ~nd
variety in Design, should be merely intended to subscrve a _chemical
reduction of food in the stomach, especially, too, as all that ts known
of chemistry is in conflict with every part of this stupendous whole.
And when we pursue the otlrnr steps through '~hi?h. the great end of
digcstif)n is attained, and steadily regard each md1v1dual part forever
giving ri~e to certain unvarying resulls, each part in its anatomical
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and vital relatiuns to a1l the rest, the uecessity of every part LO every
step in the process of assimilation, the necessity of the whole to every
secreted solid and ftuitl, the derivation of the whole uuique and forever exact variety (millions upon millions, § 41-46) from four elements mainly, out of a, homogeneous fluid which embraces yet fourteen
other elements, the necessary co-operation of many of ti?c secreted
fluids toward their own formation individua1ly, and toward every formation in the complex animal-when, I say, we duly consider this
labyrinth of complexities, moving on in one unvarying rou~1d of harmonious action and results, moved by a power within which has no
'known analogy in the world where chemical results obtain, ·we r:iay
reconcile unbelief in all this Design with a yet higher order of infidelity, but certainly not with the ordinary promptings of reason, 01
with th0 plainest rules of evidence (§ 638).
But, let us analyze, in another section, the great plan of nature fo1
the maintenance of organic life in animals.
323. Let us analyze, after the manner of Cuvier, the constitution
of animals in respect to the subserviency of the various parts of the
fabric to the single function of digestion, and accordiug to the uature
of each species of animal; and when we shall have reflected upon
the principles which determine the coincidences, and see that no one
of them can be explained by any of the forces and laws of the inorganic world, let us cast from us, as unworthy a thoughtful mind, the
supposition tlrnt the final act, or that of digestion, is a chemical proccs~; and let us also apply the same induction to every other pr9cess
of11vingbeings.
' "Every organized Leing," says Cuvier, "forms a whole, a unique,
and pe1fcct system, the parts of which mutua11y correspond, and con
cur in the same definite action by a reciprocal reaction. None of
those parts can change without the whole changing; and, consequent
ly, each of them, separately considered, points out and marks all tbe
others. Thus, if the intestines of an animal are so organized as only
to digest flesh, and tlrnt fresh, it follows that the jaws of the animal
must be constructed to devour prey, its claws to seize and tear it, its
teeth to eat and divide it, the whole structure of the organs of motion
such as to pursue and catch it, its perceptive organs to discern it at a
distance. Nature must have even placed in its brain the necessary
instinct to know how to conceal itself and lay snares for it& victims.
That the jaw may be enabled to seize, it must have a certain-shaped
prominence for the articulation, a certain relation between the position of the resisting power and that of the strength employed with the
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of the zygomatic arch under which it passes. This zygo111atic arch
must also possess a certain strength to give strength to the masseter
muscle. That an animal may carry off its prey, a certain sLrength is
requisite in the muscles which raise the head i whence results a de-
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flesh, tl1ey must be slrnrp, and they mu.st be so more or less according
as they will have more or less exclustvely Oesh to cut. Their roots
should he more or .less solid, as th.ey _ha,:e more and. larger bones to
ornak. All these circumstances will, m hke manner, mfluenc.e the de-

\'elopment of ~11 those paits which serve to move the jaw. That the
daws may se~ze the pre.y, they n;iust have a ce.rtain mobility in the
ta1ons, a certain strength m the nails; whence will resu]t determinate
formations in all the claws, and the necessary distribution of musc]es
and tendons. It wil1 be necessary that the forearm have a certain
facility in turning, whence, again, win resu1t certain detenninate formations of the bones which compose it. But, the boue of the forear_m, artic'!lating in the shoulder-joint, cannot change its structure
without tins also changes."
Again, observe what may be inferred from some other given part,
11.s from the shape of the bones: " The formation of the teeth bespeaks
that of the jaw i .that of the scapula that of the claws; just as the equation of a curve involves aH its properties. So the claw, the scapula,
the articulation of the jaw, the thigh-bone, and all the other bones
separately considered, require the certain tooth, or the tooth requires
them, reciprocally; and, taking any one of them, isolated from the skel·
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Take the ltoef, for example. \.Ve see, very plainly, that hoofed animals must all be herbivorous, since they have no means of seizing
upon prey. \Ve see, also, that having no other use for their forefeet than to support their bodies, they have no occasion for a powerfully-framed shoulder i whence we infer, what is the case, the absence
of the clavicle and acromion, and the straightness of the scapula. Not
having any occasion to turn their fore-legs, their radius will be solidly
united to the ulna, or, at least, articulated by a hinge-joint, and not
by ball and socket, with the humerus. Their herbivorous diet will
require teeth with a broad surface to crush seeds and herbs. This
breadth must be irregular, and for this reason the enamel parts must
alternate with the osseous parts. This sort of surface compelling horizontal motion for grinding the food to pieces, the articulation o~ the
jaw cannot form a hinge so dose as in carni\'Orous animals. It must
be flattened, and correspond with the facing of the temporal bones.
The temporal cavity, which will only contain a very small muscle, will
be small and shallow," &c. (§ 169,f).
324. An intestine, claw, tooth, hoof, or other bone, therefore, of an
unknown an imal being given, we may construct a skeleton that shall
be nearly true to nature in all its parts. We may then proceed to
cover it with muscles; and, lastly, we can tell from that tusk, or claw,
or hoof, or other bone, what was the structure of the digestive apparatus, and to what kind of food the gastric juice was specifically adapted, and what were the peculiar instinct and habits of the animal,- so
special is the adaptation of all other parts of the organization! both in
animal and organic life, and all the habits and instincts of ammals, to
the peculiarities of the digesti\•e organs in every species (§ 18).
325. Now the whole of the foregoing mutual concurr.e nce of all
parts of the bocly, the adaptation of each part to the others rn stru~tu re
and use, being directly designed to subserYe the purposes of _digestion, and since it cannot be seriously entertained that any physical or
chemical force is concerned in such a labyrinth of harmomous structure and actions, ancl so distinguished throughout by a multitude of
the most consummate Designs, and all conspiring to one common end,
it is manifestly absurd to imagine ~at digestion, tltefinal cau~e of tl1e
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wlwl~ , is carried on by agencies which have no counection with the va.

rious subordinate means(§ 14, 74, 80, 117, 129 i, 133-137, 143, lf)5,
156, 169 f, 266, 303} a, 306, 318, 336, 387, 399, 422, 514 11, 524 d,
525, 526 d, 528 c, 638, 649 d, 733 b, 764 b, 811, 847 c, 848, 902f, 905).
326. V\Th:it we have now seen of fundamental Design in the construction and subservience of all parts to the function of assimilation,
and of the exact concurrence of the whole toward the incipient step,
may well prepare the mind to realize the same Design tbro°:gho.ut the
whole system of organic processes, the same exact foundation m anatomical structure, and in vital properties, the same precise and everlasting Jaws (§ 169, f). Do we look again, therefore, at the stupendous fabric upon which, and its special vital endowments, the Ja,vs of
sympathy depend 1 Astonishment abates, and unbelief yields as well
to the force of analogy as to direct demonstration.
321 . The philosophy of assimilation applied pathologically, and iu
conformity with tlrn doctrines of solidism, is the following : The function of assimilation 1 being performed by the organic properties through
their media of action, there will be a corresponding chaugc in the
elementary com bi nation of the new compounds which are added to
the parts affected, and the same morbid condition of the vital properties will be imparted to tho new compounds.
328. If tho stomach be diseased, then the nature of the gastric juicv
will be altered according to the manner in which the properties of the
stomach may be affected. If, also, we allow, in this case, that the
chyme will have a corresponding variation, and · that this will in itself
affect the whole character of the circulating mass of blood, so that the
new elementary combinations, those of the solids and secreted fluids,
will be more or less modified in all parts, we shall in no respect compromit the consistency of nature, or the fundamental principles of
physiology (§ 44, 52, 78, 153-155, 218-220). However such admission may look like humoralism, it has i10 affinity with it. The whole
proCess resolves itself into a primary disease of the solids; and the
modified condition of the blood, which I am now supposing, does not
derange the vital properties and actions of the system (§ 156 b, 845,
&c.). But when chylification is affected by diseased states of the
stomach, reflex nervous actions are then so exerted by that organ upon
other parts, that their vital states do actually sustain a change 1 and
often a far greater one, from that sympathetic cause. This more gen·
eral modified condition of 1he solids contributes still farther to modify
the new combinations, and to give rise to what are called vitiated secretions. The most striking examples are seen, of course, when di·
gestion fails altogether, and the solids become universally affected by
disease, as in fever (§ 14.3 c, 148, 657 b, 776, &c.).

flu!!~~~~ ~~~t~~a: ::~e"~:~~~.~::!1s~ei:a~~:~ri~eb~~~~ :~i1~!~·y:1 :~~~
or less affected in its composition, and assimilation is otherwise va1;ously modified in all other parts, not only in consequence of the
change in the blood, ~:mt o'. t~rn .affection o~ all the organs and fluid!
which are concerne~ m ass1~1lat10n. Nothmg affects the composition
of the blood so rapidly as disturbances of the vital conditions of the
heart and blood-vessels; or, perhap~, I should rather say of the extreme capillary blood-vesse1s. N othmg can prove more distinctly the
rruth of solidism and the fallacies of humoralism i especially those
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more instantaneous changes which are effected in the entire circulating mass of blood by abstracting only an ounce of it from the arm (§
845, &c., 952).
330. Now, suppose, instead of treating disease upon some broad
principles, we were to undertake the specific object of the humoralists
in any of the foregoing cases (§ 327-329); that is to say 1 the resto~Lion .of the blood in it:> c01:nposition. an~ na~ure. T_he lllltnoral pa~
tholog1st would attempt its dtrect med1catwn, m the vam hope that his
<lrugs can prod~ce, by their direct action upon the fluid, that natural
combi~1ation ~fits clements, and th~t natural state of its vital properties,
for domg which Nature has provided the whole system of the great
\·ital organs, and many living secretions (~ 8-!5, &c.). Since, there·
fore, the humoralist has not a physiological principle for his government, he has departed wholly from nature. The duty of cure thu9
devolves upon the solidist, who proceeds to restore assimilation by re-

~:~~~~isj~:~i~~~: ~aJu~:~;::d~~~:n;!at~~dv~~id~se~~~~:s c~~~e o;p~~1=
altered condition of the blood; and this is effected according to the
manner set forth in my chapter on the 1nodus operandi of remedial
agents. There, too, you shall find, as well as in my disquisitions
upon the philosophy of solidism, that the lidng solids are the only
agents which can possibly effect any salutary changes in the pabuZ.um,
vita, and, therefore, that when the former are diseased along with tl1e
latter, they must take the initiating step both in the morbid and healthy
processes. Just in proportion, therefore, as the solidist improves the
condition of the diseased organs, assimilation "·ill approximate its
natural state, and the blood be regenerated according to established
physiological laws.-NoTE R p. 1123.
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more or less significant of the morbid changes which may affect the
solid parts.
332. Having now gone over the general philosophy relative to assimilation, I shall proceed to consider its principal e lement, or what
is denominated
TUE PllYSIOLOGY OF DIGESTION.

In my investigation of this subject I shall enter rather extensi"·ely
upon the ground of Organic Clumistry, in all its applications to the
science of medicine; siuce it is here, especially, as said in the Commental'ies, that chemistry has reared its batteries, and from whence it
sends forth its artillery into the various dominions of organic life. A
contrast will be instituted under the general designations of PuYSJOL·
OGY and ORGANIC Cnc.m sTRY, in their relation to healthy and morbid
processes.
333. The doctrines of life, as hitherto expounded, should be applicable to all tbe problems in organic beings which. may seem to a ~u
perficial observer to fall under the laws of chemistry, or of _physics.
Such problems are especially presented by digestion, respirat1~, and
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pounded lie at the foundation of the foregoing results, it is probable
that chemistry must be abortive in facts, and wild in conclusions; anrl
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the more so as it ad\·ances to the greater obscurities in physiology
pathology, and therapeutics. Such are the realities; and their exposure is the overthrow and the perpetual doom of organic chemistry.
334. Human physiology has been greatly vitiated, in recent times,
by experiments upon animals, and conducted under the most unnatural circumstances. They have been extensively made, in a physiological aspect, without any view to the differences in organization
and vital constitution between animals and man, and often with a reference to more functions than belong to any organic being. \Vhen
prompted by pathological and therapeutical considerations the experiments have been liable not only to the foregoing objections, but
to the greater one of assuming that there is no difference in the susceptibility of organs to the action of natural, morbific, and remedial
agents in the varying states of health and disease (§ 149, 150, 240).
These experimental fallacies, and the vast errors to which they have
led and are still leading, I have conside1·ed extensively in my Essay
on the Humoral Pathology.-See p. 839, § 1058 b, 11ote.
In a physiological sense, tbe greatest evil attending the foregoing
experiments consists in neglecting the fact that the constitution of man
i5 different from that of animals when applying the results of such
otherwise unnatural expcr;ments to explain the vital laws which govern the functions of the human species.
The disparity increases between the natural Jaws and results of the
human and those of vegetable organization, and others, again, of
chemical affinities, just in the ratio of the difference between the varieties of organization and ,·ital constitution, and the attributes of the
inorganic kingdom.
335. \iVhat, then, shall be said of those experiments which are con·
ducted in the laboratory of the cl~emist to determine the physiology
of the highest function of life, but m which organization takes no pa.it,
and the whole process is carried on by artificial " mixtures" and
chemical reagents 1 This is now the almost universal philosophy, and
therefore demands an investigation which ~hall lead either to its confirmation or to its ovc1throw (RIGHTS OF AUTHORS, p. 912).
336. It is in the stomach that vitality is exemplified in its most im·
pressive and astonishing aspects, and where unequivocal demonstra·
tions abound that fluids, as well as solids, are endowed with the prinr.iple of vital operations, "a principle distinct from all other powers
of nature" (§ 64, 339). It is here, especia1ly, that nature has illustrated her distinction between the animate and inanimate world, and
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powers which oper<tte in the most elaborate organization, and an equal
exclusion of the forces which appertain to dead matter. It is here
the line of separation begins abruptly ; but where analogies are pre·
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as we mount along the entire function of assimilation, and find, at
each•tep of the ascendi~g serie~, that.the wh~le agency is committed
to forces that have no existence m the morgamc world; that the whole
is the harmonious result of a principle which may form an interme·
dig,te link between SJ?irit and matter; ai:icl that there is no power with·
in our control by which we can cletermrne the nature of the changes.
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Cr.sting a glance at the vegetable world, we find the connection co11 tinued, by other analogous links, with elementary matter itself; but
here, as in the higher department of nature, the line of separation i~
equally defined, however low in the scale of analogy may be the prope1tie~ of life which have their beginni~g in ':egctable organization.
It 1s here, then, at the threshold of hfe, as m tlrn propagation of the
ijpecies, that we especially witness a substitution for Creative Power;
and, as all that appertains exclusively to the organic world was perfectly distinct in its Creation from the inorganic, so are the substituted
processes of generation, and of the conversion of dead into living matter, equally distinct from the causes and results of inorganic processes
(§32, &c.,63, &c.).
For conducting that connected series of changes which make up
the process of assimilation in animals, a complex apparatus bas been
provided, whose beginning in the vegetable kingdom, and whose progressive developmen~ i? the higher. kingdom, have been contrived
upon consummate pnnc1ples of Design, that the clements of matter
shall be gradually brought into those perfectly new conditions, both
as to composition and properties, which contradistinguish the organic
from the inorganic kingdom, and thus as in all things else in the natural world, that abrupt transmutation of inorganic into organic matter
which distinguished the Creati•we Act shall be avoided, and remain a
r.haracteristic of Creative Power(§ 14, 172, 325).
337. In the early part of this work, I set forth some general facts
which evince an incongruity of doctrines that clearly divides the physiological world into three schools ; one of them (pure chemistry) making no distinction between the properties and laws of organic and inorganic beings; a second (pure ''italism) contradistinguishing the two
kingdoms in those fundamental conditions; and the third ( chemicovitalism) blending the doctrines of chemistry and vitalism (§ 4!, 820 c).
Earh of these denominations has interpreted tho philosophy of digestion according to the general doctrines of life which are peculiar
to each.
338. Beginning with pure chemistry, we find the great leader setting forth the process of digestion in the following language in hi s
late work on Animal Chemistry applied to Patltology and Tlurapeutics
u CH\'MIFICATION, 11 he says, "IS INDEPE NDENT OF THE VITAL FORCE.
It takes place in virtue of A PURELY CJIEUICAL ACTION,-EXACTLY SIMILAR to those processes of decomposition and transformation which are
Known as PUTnEFACTION, FERllENTATfON, OR DCCAY" (§ 365).
It will be also seen from tlrn foregoing quotation, that the chemist
s regardless of his own rules of philosophy, and of the fundamental
principles of chemistry; since he identifies the orgauizing act, or that
which combines the elements of matter into complex organic compounds, with the chemical process that resolves these compounds into
their ultimate elements. We arc told, indeed, that this is" experimental philosophy," and that, therefore, we must submit to it (§ 350).
339, a. I shal l now set forth the exact doctrine of the vitalists relative to the physiology of digestion, in the language of th~ same ~is
tinguished "reformer" whom I have quoted in the precedmg section.
It i<J true, the doctrines arc as fundamentally opposed as contradiction
can possibly make them. But, as will have been abundantly seen,
the moot remarkable characteristic of the writinge of this distingui shed
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man are their palpable contradictions. N01· can there bt any proof
so conclusive of the radical distinction bct\\tecn the philosophy of life
and the philosophy of chemistry, about which "the reformer" was
simultaneously concerned.
But, I will go back for a conflicting doctrine to the treatise "on
Organic Cliemistry applied to Pliysiology," published a year or two
antecedently to his work "on Animal Cltemistry ;"by which we shall
learn the extent of the confusion which pervades his writings, and the
tardiness with which it is discerned by his medical disciples. In tlrnt
work he says,
"The equilibrium in the chemical attractions of the constituents of
food is disturbed B\'." THE VITAL PRINCIPLE. The UNION OF ITS ELEMENTS, so as to produce N2W COllBINA.TIONS AND FORMS, indicates tho
presence of A PECULIAR MODE OF ATTRACTIOX, and tlte existence of A
POWER DISTINCT FROM ALL OTHER POWERS OF NATUUE, namely, THE
nTAL PnINCIPLE."
"If the food possessed life, not merely tl1e chemical forces, but THIS VITALITY would offer resistance to the vital force
of the organism it nourished."- L1EBIG.
Such, then, is exactly the doctrine of the vitalist and solidist, mistaken by the chemist for his own, when he happened to be reasoning

~~~~~~~:3 ~~ :~= ~:~.~~~~ni:Z!a~l;:~~E~:;r~. ~~).e same views are
339, b. And here, perhaps, it may be worth our while to say that
the resuscitated chemical doctrine(§ 338) is apparently too wide a departure from fact even for that part of the British me<lica1 profession
who have received most of the sayings of Liebig as oracular revelations; for we read in the 1ate edition of the "Pltarmacologia," now
devoted to the authorized philosophy(§ 349 d, 676 b), that,
"According to the experiments of Spallanzani, and still m01·e recently of Dr. Beaumont, if, after putrefaction has actually advanced, a
substance in such a condition be i11troduced into the living stomach,
the process is imm~diately checked, and no s1·gns of putrefaction are
presented by tlte dtgestcd food , although were the same substai1ces
left at the temperature of 99° F ., they would soon evince eYidence of
its progress. It is therefore clear that the VITAL POWERS of tl1e digesth·e organs must, in such cases, reverse or suspend the ordinary
chemical affinities''(§ 676, b).-PAR1s'sPliarmacologia, p.148. Lon::~t!.84-3. And such, in reality, is one of Liebig's conflicting state·
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And why should not the "vital powers reverse or suspend the ordinary chemical affinities" in all other cases of food, where it is far more
obvious that such-resistance docs happen; and why may we not conclude that the law in relation to digestion h as a wide fou11Jation in living beings 1 \Vhy doe~ not the blood putrefy 1 VVhy not any other
animal or vegetable fluid 1 \Vhy not any living animal or vegetable
solid 1
340. Let us n.ow hear the student of organic nature upon the phys·

~~~~iii:{ '~~~e::~~ds ai~nheati;~sr ~~~~e!~~t~;·tl~!t~':?f; }~~s i~~~:n~~
career, every thing bore reference to one great idca,-tlte discotery
and elucidation of nature's laws;" "who," says another," was neither
anatomist, physiologist, surgeon, nor naturalist, alone, but the most
rem a· kable combination of all these which the world has yet seen;"
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for, u where," says another, "in the calendar of time, shall we look
for an equal in the compass, the variety, and the depth of his resea1·cl1es
into the mysteries of animal life, or for consequences such as those
that have resulted from his labors to universal pathology;" while another apostrophizes, "how humble do any of the men of the present
clay appear when placed by the side of Hunter!" "The genius of
Hunter," says another, "long ago explained the objections to othe1
theories of digestion. These have been turned into ridicule to smooth
the way for hypotheses that have no better foundation."
\Veil may we ask, what says John Hunter on the physiology of di
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etalfe and animal matter mto the same kmd of substance or compound, which no chemical process can effect. Those who took it up
cltemicall!t• being 1j;norant of lite JJrinciples of lllc animal economy, have
erroneously referred the operations of the animal machine to the lawR
of chemistry."
3-l l. The illustrious George Fordyce, after a thorough experiment
al investigation of the subject, comes to the conclusion that,
"The changes which take place in the substances capable of giving
nourishment, and, therefore, of being converted into the essential parts
of the chyle, are TOTALLl' DIFFEREST from those changes which take
place any where but in the stomach, duot.lenum, and j ejunum 1 wlien
alitoc. Therefore, no experiment made any where, •:XCEPTJNG IN THESE
INTESTINES OF THE Ll\'I/\"G ANIMAL, can in ilte smallest degree injl.uenu.
the doctrine of digestion." "Food placed in all the chemical circumetances that can be conceived similar to those in which it is placed in
the Jiving animal, will never be converted into chyme, but will undergo other changes totally different." He finally adds, as the result of
his own experiments out of the stomach, that, 11 wltether we employ t!Le
gastric juice, or bile, or saliva, in no case lias CHYLE, OR ANY TllJNG LIKE
IT , EVER BEEN PRODUCED."
The reason is, that the gastric juice, like
the blood, loses its vitality as soon as abstracted from the stomach.
Hunter arri\·ed at exactly the same conclusion from his obserrntions
(§ 364).
342. It is the opinion of Tiedemann, another distinguishet.l inquirer
into the nature of digestion(§ 340, 341), that,
"All the phenomena of digestion an<l assimilation, and which are
only observed in living bodies, appear to rest, as to their foundatiou,
on the \'ITAL PROPERTY which organized liquids possess of producing,
un<ler certain circumstances, in other organic matters, similar changes
that cause these bo<lies to acquire the properties themselves are ent.lowe<l withal." Again:
"It cannot be mistaken that digestion is an operation excl usively
the property of livin g bodies, and is in no way lo be compared with tlie
changes of composition which general physical forces and the play of
chemical arc capable of producing in inorganic maltcrs. It must be
considered as a vital act, as an effect of life."
As to assimilation by vegetables, Ticdem~nn h.olds the sam~ ~oc
trine as Hunter, Fordyce, and all other physwlog1sts whose opm1011s
have survived the day on which tlrny were promulgated. Thus:
"On the subject of the material changes whic11 vegetable parts un-
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Jergo in nutrition, chemisz,ry has hitherto given us no satisfactory iu·
fonnation, simply because, being ejj"ects of life, such clwnges arc beyon~l
the domain of clternical science. All that we are authorized t~ _admit
is, that the changes nf composition that occu L' during the nutrition of
vegetables are the consequence of vital manifestations of activity, and
uot the effects of chemical affinities, such as arc obsen'ed in inorganic
bodies. 0
"All the attempts/' he goes on, "of the iatro-mechanicians and i::i.tro-chemists to reach this point (assimilation) have failed; and it is
well ascertained that such ideas are both unsatisfactory and erroneous.
We are therefore under the necessity of regarding them as effects,
sui generis, as vital manifestations, founded on a power peculiar to,
and inherent in, organic bodies." -T1E DEl\IANN'S Pliysiology.
343. Turning to the greatest of French physiologists, we hear ~:om
him the same general protest against the corruption of medicine by
ingrafting upon it tho physical sciences (§ 5!, b).
344. In considering farther the physiology of digestion, I shall in·
traduce, in the first place, a series of general conclusions which have
been deri\"ed from chemistry, both as to digestion and other organic
processes, and when in this respect and otherwise prepared, I shall
state the remaining grounds upon which I rely more specifically for
establishing the vital doctrine.
345. Let us hear, then, the distinguished chemist, Dr. Prout, as the
representative of those who mingle chemistry with vitalism.
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state. This operation seems to be altogetltcr cltemical.
"2d. The stomach has, within certain limits, the power of changing
i.nto one another the simple alimentary principles," and "this part of
the operation of the stomach appears, like the rnducing process, to be
diemical; but not so easy of accomplishment. It may be termed the
converting operation of the stomach.
"3d. 'l'he stomach must have, within certain limits, the power of
organizing and vitalizing the different alimentary substan ces. 11 "It
is impossible to imagine that this organizing agency of the stomach can
be chemical. Its agency is vital, and its nature completely unknown ."
346. Such, then, is the doctrine of digestion as entertained by the
chemico.vitalist (§ 3-15). But, from what we shall have seen of the
absolute contradictions which abound in the writings of those who at·
tempt the application of pure chemistry to the functions and results of
organic life, we may expect that the chemico-vitalist will be equally
inconsistent when he applies himself, at one time, to the phenomena

~[01:;j~~g t~~~~g;ii~71~~!1:a~otl~;~~;J~~~;~,f~~: ~!~~ 1:~t~\~ ~ff~~~ ~a:~:~

of the foregoing doctrine of the chemico-pl1ysiologist, that )1e broadly
affirms that
u There is NO RELATION WIIATEVER between the MECIIANIC,\L ar·
rangements and the CHEMICAL properties to which they administer.,:•
"There is NO REASON why the chemical changes of organization should
result from the mechanical arrangements by which they are accom·
plished; neither is there the SLIGHTEST REASON, '"·by the mechm1ical
arrangements in the formation of organized beings shoul<l lead to thr
chomical changes of which they are the instruments" !
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Here, then, in a sing~e ~entence, are n.ot only the strangest conu·adictions, but a full adm1ss1on that there ts not the "slightest reason"
for the application of chemistry to any process, function, or result of
living beings.
347. Nor is that all. For the chemico-vitalist, the same eminent
chemist whom I have just quoted, goes on to say, that" with the liv.
ing, the animative properties of organic bodies, cltemislry ltas not tlie
rmallest alliance, and probably will never, IN ANY DEGREE, elucidate
tlwseproperties. The phenomena of life are not even RE!llOTELYANALIJGOUS to any thing we know in chemistry as exhibited among inorrranic
agents." And, as if to complete the overthrow of the chemical°part
of the philosophy of digestion, the same reasoner observes that1 "the
MEANS by which the peculiarities of composition and structure are
produced, which is so remarkable in all organic substances, like the
RESULTS themselves, are QUITE PECULIAR, and bear little or no resemblance to any artificial process ef cllemistry /' that" those who have
attempted to apply che_mistry to. physiology and pathology have split
on a fatal rock by hasttly assumrng that what they found by experi.
mcnt to be wanting, or otherwise changed, in the animal economy,
was the cause of particular diseases, and that such diseases were to
be cured by supplying, and adjusting artificially, the principle in error.
But the scientific physician will soon discover that Nature will not allow him to officiate as her journeyman even in the most trifling degree.''-DR. PRocT's Bridgewater Treatise.
348. And, to the same effect may be quoted Dr. Carpenter, on6 of
the foremost, as we have seen, in the school of pure chemistry (§ 64,g).
"The agency of VITALITY," says this reasoner, in bis Comparative
Physiology, where be generally ridicules the term and all that is relative to it, "llle agency of VITALITY, as Dr. Prout justly remarks, does
not change the properties of the elements, but simply CO!'ilBJNES THE
ELEllENTS in modes which, we cannot imitate".'
So, also, Dr. Roget, alike distinguished in the school of chcmico·
vitalism (§ 64,f): "VITAL chemistry," he says," ~·s TOO SUBTLE A
POWER.for human science to detect, or for human art to imitate."
And thus the eminent Wagner, not less anaycd on the side of
,·hemistry:
"The existence of one or more powers, commonly called VITAL
powers 1 is not, however, denied. The FIN AL CAUSE of the secretion
of the gastric juice LIES IN THE NATURE OF TUE ANIMAL ORGANISM, and
is UNK...l\lOWN to us. "-\V..\GNER's Pliysiology, London, 1842, p. 346.
And yet this distinguished observer is one of the mauufacturern of gastric juice.
349, a. Thus might I go on with one after another, till I sl~ould
have exhausted the whole that have attempted to confoun_d the sc1Cnce
of ]ife with the science of chemistry, and prove by their own statements that there is not the sliubtest intelligible connection betn·een
them. Indeed, I have already, in the Medical and Physiological
.
Commentaries, pointed out this universal admission (9 626 b).
The ground of chemistry being thus virtually abandoned to tl~e V?talist, it would seem superfluous to pursue an adversary who 1s always upon the retreat. But, as he flies, he is forever S~('loting from
behind, and his Partbian weapons fall thickly ~ncl heavily. upon th_E'
rnst multitude. Ile must therefore be subdued mto a practical acqm1
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oscence hith those consistent principles of nature which exact liis con·
sr.nt, but 11ot his compliance.
349, b. Perhaps no author ]ms supplied so many examples of con·
tra<lictions in great fundamental principles, and in so small a compass,
as he who has so lately taken captive the physiological world. In the
Preface to the Essays" On the Philosoplty .of Vitality and tlte .1lfoduJ
Operandi of Remedial Agcnts" I had occasion to say of tl~e rirucle on
"Poisons, Contagions, and Miasma," in LrneJG's " Organic Cltcmistry
applied to Agriculture and Pltysiology," that "it is certainly tl1e most
stupendous exhibition of pen·crted facts, of combinations of confl~ct
ing doctrines, and of the rudest system of pathology and tlrnrapeut1cs,
that can be fou~d in the records of dreamy speculation.''
It was o~jected by the editor of the London Lancet, tliat I did not
prove my allegations(§ 5~, a). Nor was it in any respect the object
of that work to do so. I was satisfied with calling attention to the
facts, and with what Iliad already published in t11e 1\fe,]ical and Physiological Commentaries. Since that day, the work on" Animal Cliem1'stry" has appeared ; and it is now my purpose to sustain the allega·
tions of the "Preface/' and tl1is more especially from the objections
alleged by Liebig against physiologists (§ 350, mottoes, a, b, c, and d).
I say, therefore, tliat we meet on the same page a purely chemical
and a purely vital philosophy of digestion i and equally so of other
important organic processes. That each is laid down without qualification, and with the dictum of a master, who is conscious that the
preponderance he giYes to the purely chemical p11ilosophy oflife will
establish his Empire in that philosophy with an age more prone than
ever to the doctrines of mii.tcrialism.
349, c. Let us, therefore, not be deceived; for, l10wever this very
extraordinary and successful pretender in medicine may beguile us
with words, and seem to persuade rather than to rule, 1et us remem·
ber that, at most, he does but invalidate J1is own edicts by counter~
mands, and that in the end he tells us that these apparently adverse
decrees are, in their absolute impo1t, one and the same; that they
are consistent laws delivered from the laboratory, though apparently
in conflict on account of the opposing forces, the attraction and repul.
sion, which preside in the chemistry of nature; that, however, in re·
ality, there is 110 difference whatever in the seemin<rly two great principles which lie at the foundation, which are one ~nd identical, since
"tile mysterious vital principle can be replaced by tlw clwmicalforcesj''
and si~ce, also, "tl1e vital force unites in its manifestations all tlte peculiarities of tlw cliemical forces, and of the no less wondeiful cause
wMcli we regard as tlw ultimate origin of electrical plumomena.'' And
again, " in tlte processes of nutriti'!n and reproduction, the ultimate cause
of the different con~itions tlte Vltal force .are chemical forces" (§ 64, e).
-LIEnm's Organtc Cliemutry; and Ammnl Chemistry.
349, d: It i_s painful to sp~ak th~s of o:ie so highly endo,ved, so
devoted m mmd, so accomplished m chemistry ; but science and humanity demand the sacrifi ce. But, agai11 1 I wish to be understood,
that neither here, nor in any otl1er case, is it the iudividual of whom
I speak, but of his doctrines alone (§ 1 b, 4 b). Nor yet would th1·
8
1
1

of.

~~lt~;1 :;s n~~ ~~p!-~~!~1~d~ha~ ~;fs~:: ~~:te l~~~~~ ~~1~:t~~~~1d b ~~~~·=~
of medicine.

The gigantic physical school had too much of the Pro·
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teau character, too little unity of purpose, and demanded greater stability. The learned men of a great Nation, Tlte British Association for tlte Advancement of Science, united in the object, an<l bestowed the honor of achieving the enterprise upon a foreign Chemist.
Tho note of proscription has been sounded in high quarters, in due
conformity(§ 5t a, 350-f kk), and medical philosophy has 11othing to
hope evon from a spirit of toleration. Tbe subject, therefore, must
be brought to the test of observation and reason, and he who arraigns
the authorized doctrines will cheerfully abide an unsuccessful issue
(§ 1 b, 676 b, 709, note). I shall therefore dwell upon the conclusions
of those who have engendered the corruptions, and shall array them
in all the force demanded by the magnitude of my subject, that we
may the better realize the shallowness of that prete nded philosophy
which has so lately swept, like a hurricane, over the intellectual world,
that we may see, in the system of contradictions, the equal fallacy of
that school who endeavor, with great sincerity, to mingle the conflicting principles, and that we may the better cultivate and enjoy the
~imple and consistent philosophy which nature teaches. Nor will ]
yet leave this general reference to that stupendous system of assumption and contradiction which was so lately hailed by physiologists as
the harbinger of a total revolution in medical science, ay, in the very
practice of medicine, without showing you the depth of the materialism in which it was founded.
I say nothing now of the avowed
infidelity to which it has led. Examples of that disregard of instinctive faith I have already placed in their proper connection with my
subject.• But, I will merely present, in relief, from Liebig's revolutionary work, a doctrine of the chemical school, from which, if I mistake not the ambition of intellectual and immortal beings, the very
impulse of nature will turn the most indifferent with a loathing aversion. \Ve shall see from it, also, how entirely degraded to the rank
of the merest matter is every thing relating to organic life; even man
himself. Thus, then, "the Reformer," in behalf of the school of
chemistry:
349, e. "Physiology has sufficiently dccisiYe grounds for tl10 opinion that every motion, every manifestation of force, is tl1e RESULT of a
transformation of the structure or of its substance; that every conception, every mental affection, is followed by changes in the chemical
nature of the secreted fluids; that every thought, every sensation, is
accompanied by A CHA.N'GE JN THE COMPOSITION OF TUE SUBSTANCE OF
THE DRAIX. n
"Every manifestation of force is tlte RESULT of a tra7lsformation oftlie structure or of its substancc."-See p. 158, no. 5~.
And now may it not be reasonably asked, what is the cause of those
ciiemical changes in the cerebral substance which give rise to " every
cor.ception, every mental affection, every thought, a~d every sensation''(§ 175 c, 500n,1054, 1076 a) those "manlfestatwns of for?~"?
Many organic chemists, however, are disposed to. admit a sptnt~al
part, and they should therefore recollect that the existence of a prmciple of life is not less substantiated by facts thai;i tl~e. existence of ~he
soul, which they are so ready to concede when mntmg our attention
to the physical doctrines of life.
350. I havo just said that I would present such an array of contra-
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dictory opmions on the physiology of digestion, and the general phi.
losophy of life and disease, from the two brief National Essays by
Liebig(§ 349, b), as should induce physiologists to retrace their steps,
and thus make some atonement to the science which was surrendered
with. ~n acclamation that bad been worthy the original institution of
med1cme.
In the first place, however, with a view to the cause which I advocate, and in justice, also, to able and independent philosophers, I shall
quote the following remarks from a letter addressed to myself by a
llistinguishcd writer, of .Manchester (England):
"Manchcstcr,May5,184G.
"DEAR

Sm,

"I made your pampldet (a Lecture on Digestion) tlw subject of a
Paper wl1icli I read before tlie MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PmLO·
soP111CAL SocrnTY, and wltich provoked a discussion two nigltts. Tlie
result was almost unanimously in favor of your views in reference to the
Pltilosoplty of Digestion. I am, &c.,
H CHARLES CL.o\Y, l\I.D."
I shall now exhibit, in parallel columns, the new philosophy which
~~:~;e~~1e present science of medicine, preceded by some appropriate
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k. "Mr. Locke, I tl1iuk, mentions an eminent musician, wl10 believed that God crentcd
theworldiusixdays, audrested on the seventh, because thcrearebutsevennotesiu
mu.sic. I mys~lf knew one of that profession wlio thought there were only tb~ee parts in

f;.'.~~J.l~~~.\~~·/J; 5j;0 ~~~~r'J~l t;{:::~~eAfi~d: !~lrii.,arEs~:; ~~r:.eJi~.rsons m the Trin

op~r~t!\~~~~ ~i:~t!~~ !~~~~~ a~d:O a;nae~~~n~fi~~eff~i~~~(:~e;3e).~BudRo:~.t that it will
1. "~fr OBJECT has been, in the
present work, to clircct attention to
the points of intersection of clumistry witli pliysiology, and to point
out those parts in which the sciences become, as it were, mixed
up togetlier. It contains a collection of problems, such as chemistry at present requires to be resolved, and a number of conclusions drawn according to tlie rules
of that science. These questions
and problems will be resolved;
and we cannot doubt that we shall
~ave int.hat case A NEW PHYSIOLOGY AND A RATIONAL PATUOLOGY."

·- LTEBIG's Animal Cliem~·stry.
2. "In earlier times, the attempt
has been made, and OFTEN WITH
GREAT succEss, to apply to the objects of the medical art the views
derived from an acquaintance
with ckemical observations. Indeed, the great Pll\'SlCIANS, who
lived toward the end of the 17th
century, were the FOUNDERS OF
CHEMISTRY, AND

JN THOSE DAYS

TUE
ONLY
l'UILOSOPHERS
AC·
QUAINTED WITH
JT."-Lrnnw's

Animal Cltemistry.

(See mottoes

b, e.)

3. 0 1n the animal body we recognize as the ultimate cause of all

47 ... A RATIONAL physiology
cannot be founcled on mere reactions, and the living Dody cannot
be viewed AS A CHEMICAL LABORATORY."

"The study of the USES of
the functions of different organs,
and of their MUTUAL CONNECTION
in the animal body, was formerly
the chief object in physiological
researches i but lately TUIS STUDY
has fallen into the back-groun<l."
- LIEnm's Animal C!temistry.(See motto c.)
48. "WITH ALL ITS DISCOVER·
IES, J',fodern Cliemistry has performed but SLENDER SERVICES to
physiology and pathology."- LrnDIG, ibid.
49. "Physiology still e!ldeavors
to apply cltemical expermunts to
the removal of diseased conditions;
but, with all these COUNTLESS F.X
l'EltllHENTS, we are not ONE STEP
NEARER to the causes an<l essence ef
disease."-LtEBIG, ibid.
50. "Mechanical philosophers
and CHEMISTS justly ascribe to
THEIR metl10ds of research the
greater part of the success which
has atten_dcd their labors. 0 - LJEmo's Animal Cltemistry (a).
51. •:In the animal ovum, as
well as in THE SEED OF A PLANT,
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food and the oxygen of the air
mutually exercise on each other.
The only known ultimate cause of
vital force, either in animals o:· in
plants, is A CHEM ICAL PROCESS . If
TllIS be prevented, THE rnENOltC.~A OF LIFE DO NOT MANIFEST
TUEf!ISELVES. If the cliemical action be impeded1 the vital phenomena must take new forms." "ALL
\'ITAL ACTIVITY ARISES from the
mutual action of the oxygen of the
atmosphere and the elements of the
food."-Lrnmo's Animal Clumistry.
4. "TIIE LIFE of anim als cxhibits itself in the continual absorption of the oxygen of the air, an<l
its combination with ce1tain parts
of the animal bocly."-Ln:n1G's
Animal Chemistry.
5. 11 Physiology has sufficiently
clecisive grounds for the opinion,
that 'EVERY MOT ION, EVERY MANIFESTATION OF FORCE, IS THE RE SULT OF A TRANSFORMATION OF
TllE STRUCTURE OR OF ITS SUBSTANCE; that erery conception, every mental ajf"ection, is followed by
cltanges in the chemical nature
of the secreted fluids; that every
tlwuglit, every sensation, is accompanied by a change in the composition of the substanceofthebrain" !
-LIEBIG's Animal Clu:mistry (no.
411 18~ ).
5-~. That our Author's intent
cam;ot be doubtful appears from
bis unequi1:ocal statement that"The higher phenomena of mentai. existence cannot, in the present state of science, be referred to
their proximate, and still less to
their ultimnte en.uses. [Ojcourse,
t/1erefore, not to a Soul.] ' Ve only
know of them that they exist."
Again - " The efforts of pbilosophers, constantly made to penctr~te the relations of the soul to

GROWTH, or increase in the mass,
and of reproduction, or of supply
of the matter consumed; A FORCE
I N A STATE OF nr:sT.
By the action of external influences, by impregnation, by the presence of air
and moisture, the condition of
STATIC EQ.UILIBRIUM of this force
is disturbed. ENTERING INTO A
STATE OF MOTION OR ACTIVITY, it
exhibits itself IN TUE J'RODUCTION
of a series of forms, which, although occasionally bounded by
right lines, are yet widely distinct
from geometrical forms, such as
we observe in crystalizecl mincrals. This force is called Tue VI
TAL FORCE, vis vit<X, or VITALITY."
"The increase of mass is effocted in li ving parts hy the VITAL
FORCE-''-LIEBIG's Animal Clum,istry. (See my Essays on Vitality, &c., p. 13-18.)
51.}. "The OXYGEN of the atmospi1ere is the proper, active, external cause of the WASTE of mattcr in the animal body. It acts
like a force which tends to d•sturb
and DESTROY the manifestations of
the VITAL FORCE at every moment.
But its effect as a chemical agent
(in producing wastt), the <listurbance proceeding from it, 1s HELD
IN EQUU.tllRIUl\I ny THE VITA.L
FORCE."-LIEuIG's Animal Chemistry.
52. "The vital force is manifostcd in the form of llESISTANCE, inasmuch as by its presence in the
living tissues their elements acquire
the powe1· of withstanding the diSlU7·bance and cliange in llieir form,
and CO:i\IPOSITLON which external
agencies tend to produce: A rowER which, as CUEMTCAL coMPOGNDS, TIIEY DO NOT POSSESS.''
-Lu:mo's Am'mal Cl1emistr!J.
.53. "The VITAL PIUNCIPLE must
be a MOTI\"E POWER, CAPABLE OF
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animal li fe, have a ll along retard- D!PARTING MOTION TO ATOlIS AT
cd tile progress of physiology. In UEST, and of orPOSL'IG nESISTA.."'iCE
this attempt men hUve left the TO OTHEH forces producing moprovince of philosophical research tion, such as THE CllEMICA J. FORCE,
for that of fancy" (p. 182-183, heat and El.ECTRIClTY."-LIEnIG' S
§ 350'} gg, p. 924-925, § 1085). Lectures Jo.- 1844.
LIEBIG'S .Animal Cl1emistry.
"EVERY THI~G in the organism
goes on under tlte influence of
th e VITAL FORCE, AN lilL\lATERU. L
AGENT, which the chemist cannot
employ at will."-LIEcw's Animal C!tem1'stry.
6. " In the processes of NUTR ITlON and REPRODUCTION, we perceivc the passage of matter from
the state of motion to that of rest
(static equilibrium). Undertheinfluence of the nervous system, this
matter enters again into a state of
motion. The ultimate causes of
these different conditions of the vital force are CHE MI CAL FORCES."
7. "T1rn CAUSE of the state of
:>.IOTION is to be found in a series
of changes which the food undergoes in the organism, and these
are the RESULTS OF PROCESSES OF
OECOMP~ITJON, to which either
the food itself, or the S TR UCTURES
formed from it, or parts of organs,
are su~jected" (~ 1054).
8. '' Th e change of matter, the
manifestation of mechanical force,
and the absorption of oxygen, are,
in the animal body, so closely connected with each other, that 'rn
may consider the AMOUNT OF l'!IOTION and the Q UANT ITY OF LIVING

ve~;~:'r~~:::1::i~Z1~~~.,.t~:~,1~::

TISSUE TRANSFORillED, AS )'ROPOR-

as a PECUL IAR property,
which is possessed by certain materia1 bodies, and becomes sensible when their elementary particles are combined in a certai n arrangcment or form. This suppo·
sition takes from the vital pltenomena nothing of their wonderful peculiarity. It may, therefore, be
considered as a RESTING POINT
from which an investigation into
these phenomena, and the LA W5.
which regulate them, may be com
menced; exactly as we consid e1
the properties and laws of LIGll1
to be dependent on a certai n luminiferous matter or ether, which
lms no farther con nection with the
laws ascertained by investigation."
- LIEBIG 's Animal Cltemistry.
55 . "EvERY TlllN"G in the animal organism, to which the name
of M OTION can be applied, pro·
ceecls from the NERVOUS apparatus ." "In animals we recognizA
in the nervous apparatus,\ SOURCE

TION'AL TO THE Q UANT IT Y OF OX-

OF P OWER CAPABLE OF RENEWlNG

FORCE

YGEN inspired and consumed in a. IT SELF at every moment of their
gi\·en time b.Y the animal."-L1E- existence." - LIEBIG's Animal
nw's Animal Gltemistry (no. 3, 4). Cltemistr.11.
9. "If we employ these well5G. "\Ve may commu11icate
known facts as means to assist us MOTION to a body at rest by means

1

~~!~:e!t!~~~:~!~ :;~~~~i~~~:~~~ ~~t~1;i;~:f:~fnfr~:~::io~~~~y ~~~:-.
imal organ ism, observation teaches a time-piece may be set in mo.tion
us that the MOTION OF THE BLOOD by a fall ing weight (gravitalwn),
AND OF TllE OTHER AN IMAL F LU- or by a bent spring (elasticity).
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ws.proce~ds from distinct organs, Every kind ofmoti~n may be pr~
which, as m the case of the HEART duced by the electnc or magnet!t.
and intestines, DO NOT GENERATE force, as well as by chemical at
THE MOVING POW"ER IN TllEM- traction j while we cannot say, rui
<;ELVES, RUT RECEIVE IT FRO!ll OTll- long as we only consider the manER QUARTERs."-LJEDIG'S Animal ifestation of these forces mthe pheClwmistry (no. 3, 4).
nomenonorresultproduced,which
10. "Now, since the phenome- of these various causes of change
na of MOTION in the animal body of place has set the objects in moARE DEPENDENT ON TllE CllANGJ:: tion. IN THE ANIMAL ORGANISM
OF MATTER, the increase of the we are acquainted with ONLY ONE
change of matter in any part is fol- CA USE OF MOTION, and this is the
lowed by an increase of all the SAME CAUSE wliich determines the
motions. Consequently,if, in con- growtli, of living tissues and gives
sequence of a DISEASED TRANS- them the power of resistance to exFORMATION OF LIVING TISSUES, a ternal agencies. IT rs THE VITAL
greater amount of force be gencr- FORCE."-LIEBIG, ibid.
ated than is required for the pro57. ''In order to attain a clear
duction of the normal motions, it conception of these manifestations
is seen IN THE ACCELERATION OF of TUE VITAL FORCE, so DIFFERENT
ALL OR SOME OF THE INVOLUNTARY in form, we must bear in minci,
HOTIONS, as well as in a HIGHER that every known force is recogTEJ\lrERATURE OF THE DISEASED nized by two conditions of actidP.4.RT."-I.rnmc's Animal Cltem- ty," &c.-LIEBIG's Animal Cliemtstry. [ Suclt, witlt § 350-h i, and istry.
no. ll,istliecltemicalsubstitutefor
the medical apliorism, "ubi irritatio ibi ajjluxus." It will be also
seen from tke foregoing nos. 7, 8, 9,
tlwt Liebig considers tlte circulation of the blood due to tlie agencies ef oxygen, and not at all to tlte
action of tlie heart.]
11. "TnE ro WER to effect TRANS·
58. "Our notion of life i1wokes
FORMATIO NS does not belong to tlte someth ing more than mere repro
vital principle. Each transforma- duction, namely, the idea of AN AO
tion is owing to a disturbance in TIVE POWER exercised by virtue of

~~~~~~~c~:o:n~fi~~ ~o~ :e~~:~ tl~: ~ :n~e:en~:~-a~~rnmin :n~ef~~~uf~~~~
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The production of organs, and
their power not only to produce
their component parts from tlie
food presented to them, but to GEN~RATE THEMSELVES in their orig·
ina.l form and witli all tlteir propTllE CONVERSION OF FOOD INTO TJIE ertus, are characters DELONG ING
VARlOUS TISSUES and secretions, EXCLUSIVELY'l'O ORGANIC LIFE, and
and to their metamorphosis into constitute a form of reproduction
lf(eless compounds; HIS INVESTJGA- INDEPENDE NT OF CHEMICAL POWTJONS ougltt to tell us WHAT HAS Ens. The chemical forces a.re suhPURELY

CHEMICAL

PROCESS." -

LrnnJG's Organic C!temistry applied to Pliysiology, &c.
12. "The combinations of the
cnEMIST relate to the change of
matter1 Jorward and backward, .To
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l'AKEN' PLACE AND WUAT CAN TAKE
rLACE IN THE BODY."-LtEDIG'S
Animal C/1-emistry.
13. "How beautifully and a<lmirably SIMPLE, with the aid of these
discoveries (cltemical), appears the
proccss of NUTRITIO:'i in animals,
the FORMATION OF TUEIR ORG ..\NS/'
&c.
14. "In the hands of the physiologist, ORG.4..N IC CIIEMISTRY must become an intellectual instrument, by
means of which he will be enabled
to trace the CAUSES of phenomena
INV ISIBLE to the boJily sight."T.tEnm's Animal Gltemistry.
14~. "Since, in different individunls, according to the amount
of force consumed in producing
voluntnry mechanical effects, unequal quantities of Ji\·ing tissues arc
wasted, there must occul' in C'\"ery
indi\'idual, unless the phenomena
of motion a.re to cease entirely, a
condition in which all voluntary
motions are: completely checked;
in which, therefore, these occasion
no waste. This condition is called
sleep."-Jlnll.

ject TO TUE INVISIBLE CAUSE Ill'
WlllCU TLllS FOR)l IS PRODUCED.
OF TnE EXISTENCE OF Till s CAUSE
ITSELF we are made aware ONLY
by tlte plienomc-na which IT PRO
DUCES. I TS LA ws must be investigate<ljust aswcinvestigateT110SE
of tbe OTHER POWERS which effect
motion and changes in matter."LrnB1o's Organic Clierm'stry applied to Pltysiology, &c.
59. 11 It is not the true chemist
who has endeavored to apply to
the animal organism his notions
derived from purely chemical processes. He has not had the re ·
motest intention of undertaking
the explanation of any really Yitai
phenomenon upon chemical principlcs.
The only part which
chemistry now, or for the future,
can take in the explanation of the
Yitai processes, is Jimite<J to a more
precise designation of the phenomena, and to the task of controlling the correctness of inferen ces, nnd insuring the accuracy of
all obserrntions by number and
weight. Although the chemist is
able to analyze organic bodies, and
tell us their ultimate elements, he
does not claim the power of synthesis, or of producing them again
by the union of these elemenLc;" ! ! !
-LIEBJG's Lectures for 1844 (§

15. "The self.regulating STEAMENGINES furnish no unapt image
of what occurs in the animal body.''
.. The body, in regard to the production of HEAT and FORCE, acts
just like one of tliesc macMnes.''L1Enrn's Animal Chemistry.
16... TnE VITAL FORCE UNITES in
its manifestations ALL THE PECVLIARIT IES OF CHEMICAL FORCES, aud
of the not less wonderful CAUSE
which we reCTard as the ultimate
orig-inofeLEC;ll.ICAL phenomena."
-Ln:n1G's Animal Cltemistry.
17. "The mysterious VITAL

60. ,, IN WIUT FORM OR IN WUAT
MANi\""Ell. THE \'ITAL FORCE PRO·
DUCES MECHANICAL EFFECTS JN
TUE ANllHAL BODY IS ALTOGETHER
UNKNOWN, AND JS AS LITTLE TO
DE ASCERTA INED BY EXPERIMENT
AS TUE CONNECTION OF CllCl\TICAL
ACTION WITH TllF PHENOMENA OF
MOTION, which we can produce
with the galvanic battery. We
know not how a certain 1'nvisible
something, lteat, gi\'eS to certain
bodies the power of exerting an
enormous pressure on surrounding objects. \Ve know not ~Yen

350!-350i).-Scc no. 39.

L
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l'RINCIPLE Call be REPLACED by the
CHEMICAL I-'ORCES."-LrnnIG's Organic Cltemistry applied to Pltyswlogy, &c.
17l "The animal body is a.
heated mass, which BEA-RS TnE

SAME UELATIO~ TO SURROIJNDING
OBJECTS AS

ANY

OTHER

uow tltis somctMng itse1f IS pro·
duced when we burn wood or
coals.
"So it is with THE VITAL FORCJ[
and with THE pnENOllENA exhibited by living bodies. The CAUSE
of these l'IlENO:\IENA JS NOT CHEM-

II EA TED ICAL

force

j

IT I S NOT ELECTRICITY,

It receives heat when the nor magnetism. I t is a PECULIAR
surrounding objects are hotter, it l<'OHCE, because it exhibits ma.niloses beat when they are colder fcstations which are formed by NO
than itself." - LIEmG's Animal OTilEU K.l"fOWN FORCE•. ,
Chemistry. (See § 350!, 440 c,
61. "In regard to the NATURE
1044 a, b, 104G-1050.)
AKD ESSE~CE·: of the \"ital force, WC
can hardly deceive ourselves, when
we rnflect, that it behaves, in all
its manifostations, exactly like
OTUF.R natural forces; that it is
devoid of consciousness or of volition, and is subject to t!te action of
a BLISTER." - Ln:nIG's Animal
Clwnistry.
17-f. "The high temperature of
61!. "Certain other constituthe animal body is uniformly and cnts of the blood may give rise tD
under all circumstances the result the formation of CARBONIC ACrn IN
of the comb in ation of a combusti- THE LUNGS. But, all this has NO
hie substance with oxygen."
CONNECTION with tlrnt VITAL PRO·
"The CARBON of the food, which CESS UY wmcu THE HEAT necessais conve1te<l into cAnnor.rc ACID ry for the support of life is OEN·
within the body, must give out ex- ERA TED in
part of the body."
actly as muclt lteatas if it had been -Lrnn1a's Animal Chemistry.
MASS .

ever,r

~~;,~~!. ;~~·~::~~~}~1¥ ~r'.f«~:i:'.~~ ~~~~~i~fh~f~~~~n~f;::~f~:\~¥~

duccd is chUusccl over unequal iro~1'J, the other in the cnpillnrics [the
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TCRI!: NECl~SSARY TO THE l\LlKH'ES- LUXGS is kept up, while the heat of the

~~~~~~~~a~~·iv::::..~~L;:B;;.~d~c,~t ~,~;;E~;, !~f1~~1~~s i~n~~,i;~t~h~1~fs~ .e
1

mal Cltcmistry (§ 440 1 nos. 17 and
JS).
18. "The NER\'ES which accom62. "In the present state of our
plish the voluntary and involunta- knowledge, no one, probably, WILL
ry MOTIONS in the body (no. 7-9) H\I,\(llNE that ELECTRICITY is to be
are, according to the preceding considered AS THE CAUSE of the
of !llOTION in the
exposition, NOT THE PRODUCER S,

phenomena
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the current to traverse them, and of MOTION can be applied 11roceed~
presentt as CONDUCTORS- OF ELEC- from, tlte nervous apparatus. In
TRICITY, ALL TUE PllEXOMENA animals we rec1Jgnize in the ner-

~\:.~c~~ T;:~Ey v~~.:i~n~::~E?,~~L~~~ ~~':!c~~]~~~t~F AR~~~~t~~l~i~T:~~~~
nlG's Animal Clmnistry. [Compare with no. 55.]
IS!. "If CHEi\HC:\L ACTION be
exclud('d as :l. condition of nervous
agenciJ, it means nothing else than
to derive the presence of MOTION,
the M.\!l;lFESTATION OJ.' FORCE, FROlI
:XOTIUNG. BuT l\O FORCE, NO POWim, CAN COYE FRO:\{ NOTimm"!LIEma's Animal Chemistry (no. 5) .
19. u By means of the NERVES,
ALL PARTS of the body receive the
moving force which is INDISPENSABLE to their functions, to change
of place, to the production of mechanical effects. W!wre nerves are
not found, motion does not occur.
plants, for example?]
The
excess of force generated in one
plac~ is conducted to other parts
by the nerves. The force which
one organ cannot produce in itself
is conveyed to it from other quar·
ters, [ ! ] and the vital force which
is wanting to it, in order to furnish
resistance to external causes of
disturbance, it receives it1 the form
of excess from another organ, an
excess which that organ cannot
consume in itself" !-Lrnnw's Animal Clumistry (§ 422, 423, 733 e).
20." The phenomena of MOTION
rn vcGETABLES, the circulation of
the sap, for ex.ample, obscr\'ed in
many of the cbaracere, and the
closing of flowers and leaves, de·
pend on PHYSICAL and MECHANICAL
causes. HEAT and LIGll'r are the
REMOTE CAUSES of MOTION in VEG·

r1n

at every moment of their e xistence."-Lrnnm's A:ni'111.al Cltem(no. 55).
G2-tr. "But all this (formation
of carbonic acid) Jias no connection
with that VITAL PlWCESS by wln"ch
tlte heat necessary for the support
of life is generated in every part
of the body." -LIEBIG S .Animal
Cltemist1:11.
63 . "Pathology informs us that
the true vegetable life is in NO WAY
dependent on THIS APPAR.\TUS
(the cerebro-spinal); that the process of nutrition proceeds in those
parts of the body where theNERVES
of sensation and voluntary motion
are paralyzed, exactly in the same
way as in other parts where these
nerves are in the normal condition; and, on the other hand, that
the most energetic volition is incapable of exerting any influence on
the contractions of the heart, on
the motion of the intestines, or on
the processes of secretion.'"- J... 1EBIG's Animal Cltcmistry.
~·stry

0

.
64. "Although plants reqi:ire
LIGIIT, and, indeed, sun light, it is
not necessary that the direct rays
of t11e sun reach them. Their
FUNCTIONS certainly proceed with
greater intensity and rapidity in
sunshine, than in the diffused light
of day; but it merely ACCELERATES

~;~i:~E~n; t~~\:;r~~:1;"~;;;a;:t~·:: ~:.R:A~:at:~,~~I~:~~· :EL:~;t;.~
SOURCE OF POWER, capable of re· Organic Cltemislry applied t,
newing itself at every moment of Pltysiology, &c.
their existence."-LIEmc's Ani65. "1'11E VITAL I'RlNCIPLE is
ONLY known to us through the pe21. "\Vhile the ..\SSIMl,LATION culiar form of ITS INSTRUME NTS;

mal C!temistry.

16.4

of food in

and the that is, through the organs IN
WHICH IT RESIDES.
Hence, whaton certain ever kinJ of energy a substance

VEGETABLES,

WHOLE PROCESS OF THEIR FORl\IA·
TION,

are

DEPENDENT

7

5 8

~~;eE;~:i1:n:,Nt~1~uJ~:~lo~~~~ ~f:i~~ ~:J ~~~~~5;c ifo~t ~ no A~~rp~~~
organism is, to a certain which the Jl\tPULSE, MOTION, or
extent, ind:ependent of those exter- change, proceeds, IT DOES NOT
nal inAuences, just BEC.4.USE the 1,JVE . Its ENERGY depends, in
ANIMAL body can produce WITHIN THIS CASE, on a CH El\l TCAL ACTIOJ'(,
ITSELF TilAT SOURCE OF MOTION LIGHT, HEAT, e1ectricity, or other
wmcn rs Jr..+utsl'ENSABLE TO THE influences [justly considered here
nTAJ, PROCEss."-LrnnIG's Ani- by Liebig as vital stimuli and not
mal Cliemistry.
forces] may increase, diminish, or
22. "Neither the emission of arrest THIS ACTION; but they ARE
carbonic acid nor the absorption NOT I TS EFFICIENT CAUSE." "T11E
of oxygen (by plants) has any con- VIT,\L PRINCIPLE OPPOSES to the
ncction with the process of ASSll'II- continual action of the atmosphere,
ILATION; nor have they the slight- moisture, anil temperature, upon
est relation to each other. The the organism, A RESISTANCE which
one is pttrely a meclianical, the is, in a certain degree, invincible.
other a purely cltetm.Cal process. It is by the constant neutralization
A COTTON W I CK, inclosed in a and renewal of these external inlamp, which contains a liquid sat- flue11ces th at life and motion a~e
urated with carbonic acid, acts ex- maintained." - LtEBIG's Organic
actly in the same manner as a ]iv- Clicmistry applied to Pltysiology.
ing plant in the night."- L1En1G'R &c. (§ 188!, d).
Organic Cliemistry applied to
66. "An abnormal productior
Physiology, &c..
of certain componentpartsofplant~
23. "At night, a true CHE)JI CAL presupposes A P OWER AND CAPAD IL·
process CO!\H1IE NCES, in conse- ITY OF ASSIMH.ATION, to which the
quence of the action of the oxygen most pO\verful CHEl\llCAT, ACT IOJ'\
of the air upon t1rn substances CANNOT nE COMPARED. The best
co mposin g the leaves, blossoms, idea of it may be formed, by conand fruit. This process. is ·not at sidering that it surpasses in power
all conn ected with the hfe of the thestrongestgalvanicbattery,with
\·egetable organism, because it which we are not able to separate
goes on in the DEAD plant EXACT· the oxygen from carbonic acid, as
Ly as in a living one" !
is done by the lea·ve~ ef plants,"
Nevertheless,
"and without the direct solar rays."
23}. " 'Vh at value can be at·
67. "All that we can do is to
tachcd to experiments, in which supply those substances which are
all those matters which a plant adapted for ASSDIILATION BY THE
REQU IRES in the process of ASSll'll· POWER already present in the or1LAT10N, besides its MERE NUTRI· gans of the plant."-LIEnIG's Or1uENT, have been EXCLUDED WJTll ganic Clwmistry applied to PliysTUE GREATEST CARE 1 Can the iology, &c.
LAWS OF LIFE be investigated in
68. "The living part of a plant
an organized being which is dis- acquires the whole force and dieased or DYING 1"-LlEntG 'S Or- rection of its VITAL EXERGY from
ganic Chemistry applied, &c.-Or, the absence of a1l conductors of
cnn those Jaws be investigated in force . BY tltis means the leaf it
Al\'ll\TAL
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" a cotton wick, inclosed in a
lamp 7"
And so of animals.
24. " The permeability to gases
is a mechanical property, common.
to ALL ANIMAL tissues; and is
found in the S-\!HE DEGREE in the
1.1v1NG as in the DEAD tissue" ! L1rnIG's Animal Cltemistry (§
350}, 11, and 1'Iedical and Pltysiological Commentaries, vol. i. 1 p.
565, 569, notes, 683- 690).
2 -i~. "The surface of the body
i3 the membrane from which evaporation goes constantly forward.
Is CO:SSEQOENCE 01'' TlllS Ev APOJU TIO~ ALL THE FLGIDS OF Till::
BODY, rn OBEDIEXCE TO ATllOSPHERIC PHl':SSVRE, EXPERIE.."iCE MO-

TIO~ in the direction toward the
evaporating surface. This is obviously the CllIEF CAUSE of the
passage of the nutritious fluids
through the walls of the blood-vessels [strai11ed off], and TllE CAUSE
OF TUElR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH
THE BODY.
\Ve know NOW what

important function the skin fulfills
through evaporation'' l -Ln:nIG's
Researches on the Cltemi'stry of Pood,
&c., Ame1·ican Jow·nal of Science
and Arts, l'\Ia.y, 1848, p. <115. Sec co11tradictioii in nos. 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 69-75. Also§ 350k n.
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enabled to overcome the strongest
cltcmical attractions, to DECO!HPOSE
to ASSIMILATF.
nourishment."
-LtEBJG's Animal Cltemistry.
69. "In vegetable physiology,
a leaf is regarded in every case
merely as a leaf, notwithstanding
that leaves generating ajl of turpentine or oil of lemons, must possess a dijfereut nature from those
in which oxalic acid is formed.
VITALITY, in its peculiar operations,
MAKES USE of a Sl'ECIAL apparatus
for each function of an organ. Vegctable phy~iologists, in the study
of their science, have not directed
their attention to that part of it
(the laws of vitality) which is most
wo1·tl1y ofinvcstigation."-LumIG's
01'ganic Clwmist1y applied to P/1yslology, &c.
70. "In the living plant, tl10 INTEXSITY of the ''ITAi. .F OncE far exceeds that of the CllE)IICAT, ACTIO~
of oxygen. \Ve know, with the
t:TlIOST CERTAL"iTY, that, by tbe inftuence of the YJTAt. i··oncE, OXYGEX is reparatcd FROM El.EllENTS to
which it has the strongest affinity;
nnd that it is gi\'cn out in the gascous form, without exerting the
slightest action on the juices of the
plant.'' -Ln:mo's Animal Cl1em1·stry.
CARBONIC ACID, and
the ELEMENTS of its

~~-r~~~~ ~~·f~~:~~~7~~; 1~ar~~ 1;:~~~~,~~N~"~:A,~E;;:.:;::~~.
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of
A
the very UNAPT COMPARISON of the
.. AsSli\llLATION, or the process
\'ITAL functions of PLANTS with of FORMATION and GROWTH, goes
those of AXIM:\LS."-Lrnmc's Or- on in the SAME WAY in ANIM.\LS
ganic Cltemistry applied to Physi- and in VEGETAULES. In both the
oloft·

.~·LL

SUBSTANCES IN SOLU-

~:.;~:e c:t:as~.ote,I~;;~ccson~~?tu~;~

TJ(JN IN' A SOIL ARE ABSORBED llY the TRUE vegetative life."-L1F.
rue: ROOTS OF PLANTS, EXACTLY AS BJG'S Animal Cltemistry.
A SPOl\.GE IMBIBES A LIQUID, AND
72. "The CONSTITUENTS of l'EG
ALL THAT IT COXT..\IXS, WITllOUT ET ADLE and animal substances art.
SELECTION," and "THEIR ASSDH· formed under the guidance and
1.ATION is ll; PURELY c111;;\llCAL PRO· power of T!IC VITAL PRINCIPLE,
CEss."-Inm. (no. 22, § 289-291 ). which determines the d~rection of

Ncvertliclcss,

the ir molecular attractwn "

"b
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26~ . u ·when roots F I ND their
MORE APPROPRIATE BASE in sufficient quantity, they will take up
LEss OF ANOTHER." And, again
(in opposition to tlw simile of tlw
"sponge," and "lamp-wick") :
"It is thought very remarkable,
that those PLANTS of the grass
tt;be, ::he seeds of which furnish
food for man, follow liim like t!te
domcstic animals. But saline plants
seek tlte sea-slwre or saline springs,
and the Cluenopodiu1n tlie dung·
!till from similar causes. Saline
plants require common salt, and
plants which grow on dung.hills,
only, need ammonia and nitrates,
and they are attracted whither
these can be found, just as the
dung.fly is to animal excrements."
"The roots of plants m·c COil·
stantly engaged in collecting from
the rain those al!.:.alies which form·
ed part of the sea·water, and also
tl_1ose of the water of springs wl1ich
penetrates the soil."
21. "Each new radical fibril
which a plant acquires may be re·
garded as constituting, at the same
time, A MOUTH, A LUNG, and A
STOMACH.
The roots perform the
functions of the lca?.:es from the
first moment of their formation i
they EXTRACT from the soil their
proper nutriment, namely, the CAR·
BONIC ACID generated by the bu·
mus."-Lrnnw's Organic Gliem·
i.stry applied to Physiology.
28. ["~Nature speaks to us in a
peculiar language, in tlie language
of plwnomcna. She a~swers, at all
times, the questions wlacli are put to
lier; and sucli questions are expcr·
i'»itnts. An experiment is the CX·
1ircssionofatltought. TVearenear·
er tlte trutli, WHEN T U E P ll ENOM·
ENON, elicited by tlte EXPER I MENT,

the formation of vegetable and an·
imal substances, TllE VITAL PllIN·
CIPLE opposes, as a FORCE OF RESTSTANCE, the action of the O'fllf:l~

FORCES,'' &c.- L1En1c's Lectures
for 1844.-Sec p. 3li 9 59.
73. "TuE FOnCE which gives tu
the germ, the leaf, and the RADICAL FIBRES of the VEGETABLE Tin;
SAME WONDERFUL PROPERTIES (cligestion, circulation, and secretion),
is THE SAME as THAT residiug in
the secreting membranes and
glands of ANIMALS, and which en·
ables every animal organ to per·
form its own proper functions.''Lrnn1G's Animal Chemistry.
74. "In the ANBIAL organism the

VITAL FORCE EXHIBITS ITSELF AS
IN THE PLANT, in the form of
GROWTH, and AS TUE MEANS OF m;.
SISTANCE TO EXTERNAL AGENCIES."

-Imo.
75. "If we assume that ALL THE
PHENOMENA exhibited by the or·
ganism of PLANTS and animals are
to be ascribed to A PECULIARCAUSE 1
different in its manifestations from
ALL OTHER CAUSES which produce
MOTION or CUA.'\"GE OF CONDITJON;
if, therefore, we regard TIIE VITAL
FORCE. as an IXDEPEi\DENT FORCE
(no. 3), then, in the phenomena
of organic life, as in all other phe·
nomcna ascribed to the action of
forces, we have the statics, that is,
the state of equilibrium determ.
ii1ed by a RESISTANCE, and the DY·
NAMICS OF THE \'ITAL FORCE"!-

Jorn.
76. " Vegetables produce in
their organism THE DLOOD OF ALL
ANIMALS ."-LIEDIG , ibid.
To occupy space, nos. 26t and
27 are ·contrasted with nos . 25 and
26 ln the same column. And so
with 5~· , 23!. But here is more in
CORRESPONDS TO THE T ll OUGIIT; the more appropriate place, upon
wliile THE OPPOSITE r.es1dt sltows this fundamental point. Thus:
tltat tltc question was FALSELY STA·
77. "When it is considered,
TED, and tltat tlte conception was that sea.water contains less that:
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ERRONEOUS ." - LIEnIG's Organic Too+uoo of its own weight of io·
Chemistry, &c. (§ 1052, 1054).
dine, and that all combinations of
[I pa.use in .mr quotations for the pur· iodine with th.e metallic bases of

lll·lili'
~9. "The most decisive experiments of physiologists have shown
that the process of cm.'MIFICATION
is independent of tlte vital force i
that it takes place in virtue of a
l'URELY CUEl'lllCAL action, EXACTLY
SL\llLAR to those processes of DECOMPOSITION or transformation
which are known as PUTREFACTlON, FERMENTATION, or DECAY."
- LIEBIG'S Animal Cl1emistry.
"Those 1·emarkable phenomena, FERMENTATION, PUTREFACTlON, and DECAY, are THE PROCESSES of DECOMPOSITION, and
their ultimate results are to RECONVERT the e1ements of organic
bodies into that state in which they
exist before they participate in the
processes of ]ife."-LIEnm's Leeturesfor 1844.
30. "The second part of the
work will treat of the CJIEJ\llCAL
processes which effect the COMPLETE DESTRUCTION of plants and
animals AFTER DEA Tu, such as the
peculiar modes of decomposition
usually described asfermentation,
putrefaction. and decay." -LIE-

could not otherwise obtain from
the water without the evaporation
of WHOLE SEAS."-LJEBIG's Organic Cliemi.stry applied to Pltysiology, &c.-(§ 1054).
78. " The EQUILIBRIUM in the
chemical attractions of the constituents of food is disturbed nv THE
VITAL PRINCIPLE;" and "TllE UNION of its ELEMENTS, so as to produce new combinations andforms
indicates a peculiar mode of attraction, and the existence of A
POWER DISTI.i'iCT FROM ALL OTHER
POWERS OF NATURE, namely, the
VITAL PRlNCIPLE."-Lrnma's Orga1tic Cliemistry applied to Pltysiology, &c.
79. "The VITAL FORCE CAUSES A
DECOMPOSITION oi tho constituents
of food, and destroys the force of
attraction which is continu ally excrted between their molecules. IL
alters the direction of the c1rnmCAL FORCES in such wise, that the
ELEMCNTS of the constituents of
the food arrange themselves in another form, and combine to produce new compounds. It FORCES
thcnew.::ompoundsto assume forms
ALTOGETfl£R DIFFERENT from those
which are the result of the attrac·
tion of cohesion when acting free·
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uJG's O:ganic Clicmistry applied
to Pltyswlogy 1 &c.
31. "In the SAME WAY as r.JUS·
CULAR PIBRE, when separated from
the body, communicates the state
of decomposition existing in its
clements to the peroxide of hydrogen, so a certain product, arising
by means of the vita1 process, and
by consequcnc-., of tlte transposition
of tke clements ofparts ef tlw stom·
ach and ef tlie otlter digestive orgdns [ ! J while its own metamorphosis is accomplished in the stomach, ACTS ON THE FOOD. The insoluble matters are DIGESTED"!L1Enm's Animal Clu:'Jnistry.
32. "Is it truly VITALITY, which
generates SUGAR IN THE GERJ\l for
the nutrition of young plants, or
which gives to the STOMACH the
power to dissolve and to prepare
for assimilation all the matter introducod into it 1 A DECOCTION
OF MALT possesses as little power
to reproduce itself, as the stomacli
of a DEAD CALF. Both are, unquestionaLly, destitute oflife. But,
when starch is introduced into a
decoction of ma1t, it changes, first
into a gummy matter, and 1astly
into sugar. Hard-boiled albumen,
and muscular fibre, can be dissolved in a decoction of a ca1f's
stomach, to which a few drops of
muriatic acid have been added,
PRECISELY as in t!te stomach itself."-L1EnIG's Organic Clu:mistry, &c. (no. 11 ).
33. "All substances which can
arrest t110 phenomena of Jermentation and putrefaction in liquids,
also arrest digestion when taken
into the stomach" !-LIEnIG's Animal Chemistry.
34. "In the natura1 state of the
digestive process, the food only
undergoes .'1 cliange in its state of
coltcsion, becoming fluid without

ly, that is, without resistanct:.''·Lrnma1s Animal Cltemistry.
80. "It is well known that
in many graminivorous animals,
where the digestive organs have
been overloaded with fresh juicy
vegetables, these substances UN·
DERGO IN THE STO!UACII THE SA!\IE
DEconros1TION as they would at

the same temperature OUT OF THE
They pass into FERMEN'fA·
and PUTREFACTJON, whereby
so great a quantity of CARBONIC
ACID GAS and of INFLAMMABLE GAS
JS GENERATED, that these organs
are enormously distended, and
sometimes e'•en to uunsTING."LIEum's Animal Clumiistry.
81. I< The YITAL FORCE appears
as a MOVING FORCE or cause ofmotion, when it OVERCOMES tllC CHEM·
ICAL FORCES, cohesion and AFFrNITY, which act between the cnnstituents of food, and when JT
cnANGEs t11c position or place in
which their ELEMENTS occur. The
VITAL FORCE is manifested as A
CAUSE OF IllOTJON in 0VERCOJ\1ING
TIJE C HEMI CA L ATTRACTION of the
constituents of food, and is, forther, TUE CAUSE wmt:n COMPELS
them to combine in a new arrangement, and to assume new forms."
-LIEnIG's Animal Cltemistry.
82. "It will be shown in the
second part of this work, that all
p1ants and vegetable structures
undergo two processes of decomposition AFTER DEATH. One of
these is named FERMENTATION, the
other DECAY or PUTREFACTION."L1~n1G's Organic Clwmistry aJ>·
plied to Pl1ysiology, &c., (§ 31H),
c, e).
JJODY.

TION

83. "The individual organ:>
such as the STOMACll 1 cause all the
organic substances conveyed tc
them, w11ich are capable of trans·

L~i;,t~1.~r.~~~~l~~ obx;,~v.s~~~s.''- *i;:a~i~~;l~~l~s~~:;e~F.'~1:01~~!
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35. Although "the process of
f'H\":IJJF' ICATION JS ll'li'DEPENDENT of
the vital force, and takes place in
vi1tue of a purely chemical action,
EXACTLY similar to those processes
of decomposition which are known

16!J

MENTS of these substances to unite
into a CO)IPOUND.fitted for the for·
mation of the blood."- LrnnIG's
Organic Chemistry, &c.
8-1 . "Tho FIRST substance capable of affonling nutriment to an-

~:~~~;~c:~,~rt~1~~~::~~.Al~~~=~ ~~=~~1i:E tl~~~L~~s; tt:~:tta~~et:~

:
Q.\NIC compounds DIFFER from OR- -Lrcn1G's Animal Chemistry.
GAXte 1·n as great a degree as in
85. " The special characters of
their SIMPLICITY ef co1lstitution."- food, that is, of substances fitted for
Lrno1G's Animal Cltemistry, and assimilation, are ABSENCE OF AC·
Organic Chemistry.
Tl\'E cnEMIC.\L PROPERTIES, and
the capability of yielding to transformations." -Lrnmo's Organic

Chemistry applied to Pltysivlogy
&c.
86. "All experience proves that
there is in the organism only one
source of pltysical power ; and
this source is the conversio1i of liv1'ng parts into lifeless, AMORPHOUS
lo COi'IIPOVNDS ." - L 1EB10's Animal

36. "TuE POWER of elements to
uuitc together, and to form peculiar compounds which are generated in animals and Yegctables, is
CITEMIC:\L .o\FFIXITY." - LIEIUG'S

Organic Chemistry applied
Pltysiology, &c.

Chemistry.
SGt. "It is only with the COM·
MEXCEMENT of clumical action that
the separation of a part of an organ in the form of lifeless compounds begins.''-L1cn1G's Ani-

mal Chemistry.
37. "Weshou1dnotpermitoursch-cs to be withheld, by the idea
of a \' ITAL PRIXCIPLE, from considering in a CHEl\llC.U POINT OP \'JEW,
the process of TRANSFORMATION OF
TllE FOOD, and its ASSDIILATION by
the \'An mus ORGJ..XS. This is the
rnore necessary, as the views hitherto held have produced no results, and are quite incapable of
useful application."-LIEmG's Organic Cltcmistry applied, &c.
38. ""\Ve know lhat an organizc<l body cannot generate substances, but only change the mode
of their combinations, and that its
SUSTENASCE and REPRODUCTION'
depeml upon the CHEMICAL transformation of the matters which arc
employed as it~ nutriment, and
which contain its own constituent

87. ""\Vhen a chemical com
pound of simple constitution is introduced into the stomach, its
CHElUCAL ACTION is, of course, OP·
POSED BY TUE \'ITAL PR INCIPLE
Theresu1tsproduced clepenJ upon
the strength of their respective actions. Either an equilibrium of
BOTH POWEils is attained, a change
being effected without the destruction eflltevital principle,· i? which
case a MEDICINAL EFFECT 1s occasioned. Or, thcactingbodyYIELDS
TO THE SVPElllOll FORCE OF VITALITV, that is, IT rs DIGESTED. Or
lastly, the cnEMIC.\L ACTION obtains the ascendency and -\_CTS AS
A POISON." LIEBIG's Organit

Cltemi.atry applied lo Pliysiology,
&c.

87!. "The VITAL POWER in ,.£'1;'
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elements. \Vhatcvor we regard etables accomplishes the TRAN~
as the cause of these transforma- FORMATION of MINERAL substances

~o~~s~~~~ ~~~E~;I:.:~n~~~:E~t!~n i~ ~?~~.. a~ r1~~~~~ 1:~~~~edC;i~!:~
1
~~~l p~~c!~~;:n~ifa~;z~~::::: ~~~ ist'li.f. ''The cause of waste of
zmtrefaction, that any disturbance matter is the chemical action of
of the mutual attraction subsisting between the elements of 'a
body gives rise to a transfonnation."-L1Ea1G's Organic Gliem,istry, &c.

39. 0 By cnEl\IICAL AGENCY we
can produce the CONSTITUENTS of
muscular fibre, skin, and hair"!
"We m·e able to form, in our }a.
boratories, formic acid and urea,
&c., all products, IT 1s SAID, of the
tITAL PRINCIPLE .
We see, there·
fore, that this !IIYSTEllIOUS VITAL
PRINCIPLE

CAN

BE

REPT,ACED

BY

CHEMICAL FORCES"! !-LIE·
BIG's Orgilnic Cltemistry (no. 16,
51, 59, ~ 53).

TnE

40. "The INFLUENCE of poisons
and of remedial agents on the living animal body evidently shows
that the CHEMICAL decompositions
and combinations in the body,
wmcu MAN I FEST THEMSELVES IN
TllE PHENOMENA OF VITAL ITY, may

oxygen. This waste of matter accurs in consequence of the absorption of oxygen into the substances
of living parts. This absorption
of oxygen occurs only when the
rnsistance which the vital force oj
living parts opposes to the chem
ical action of the oxygen is weak·
er than that chemical action." LIEDIG'sAnimal Chemistry (nos. 3,
4, 7, s, 11, 86,,.
SS. "The CONSTITUENTS of VEG·
ETABLE and ANIMAL substances
HAVING DEEN FOR:\fED under THE
GUIDANCE AND POWER of the VITAL
PRINCIPLE, it is t!ti"s principle which
determines the direction of their
molecular atn·action." "T!te vi·
tal principle ALONE is capable of
restoring the original order and
manner of the molecular arrange·
ment in the smaliest particles of
albumcn."-LrnBia's Lectures for
1844 (§ 48-50).
" We cannot expect from 01·
ganic chemistry the SYNTHETIC
proof of the accuracy of the views
entertained, because EVERY TmNG
in the organism goes on UNDER
THE INFLU¥NCE of the VJTAL FORCE,
AN I MMATERIAL AGENT[!] which the
chemist CANNOT EMPLOY at will."
-LIEB IG's Animal Clicmistr.11.
89. "From the theory of dis·
ease developed in the preceding
pages, it follows, obviously, that a
diseased condition once establish·
ed, in any part of the body, CANNOT be made to disappear by the
CHEMICAi. ACTION of a remc<ly."LmntG's Animal Cltemistry.
90 ... T11E VITAL FORCE JS SUB·

be increased in intensity by cnEM·
ICAL FORCES of an analogous char·
actcr, and retarded or PUT AN END JECT TO THC
TO 'by THOSE of opposite clrnracter. -Ibid .

ACTION OF ..... BUSTER."
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o.nd thaL we are enabled to exervise an influence on C\'cry part of
an organ by means of substances
possessing a well-defined cnc:n\CAL ACTION."-LIEBIG'S Animal
Clwmi#ry (mottoes a-e).
41. "It is singular that we find
medicinal agencies ALL DEPENDENT on CERTAIN MATTERS, \vhich
<l.iffor in composition [moral cmo-

twns, heat, cold, change of air, exercfae ?] ; and if, by the introduction of a substance, certain abnormal conditions are rendered 11ormal, it will be impossible to reject
the opinion, that this phenomenon
depends on a CHANGE IN THE cOi\IPOSITION of the constituents of the
diseased organism {no. 5],a change
in which the ELEMENTS OF THE
REi\IEDY TARE A SHARE S011LAR TO
TJJAT \Vmcu T!l& VEGETABLE ELE·
J\JENTS OF FOOD ha\·e taken in the
formation of fat, of m embranes, of
tlte saliva, of tlie seminal fluid, &c.
[!] Their carbon, hydrogen, or uitrogen, or whatever else belongs
to their composition, are <leri\'cd
from the vegetable organism; and,
afrer all, tlw action and l}/fects of
quinine, morphia, and the vegetable poisons in general, are no
lt.'!Jpot/1,cscs" / - L1En1G's Animal
Cliemistr.?J (§ 18, and motto d).
42. "\Vith respect to the ACTION
of quinine, or the alkaloids of opium, &c., physiologists and pathologists entertain no doubt that it is
exerted chiefly on the brain and
nen·es. If we reflect that this action is exerted by substances which
a.re material, tangible, and ponderable; that they disappear in the
organism; that a double dose acts
more powerfully than a single one;
that, after n time, a fresh dose
must be given if we wish to produce tho action a second time; all
these considerations, \'iewed chemically, [!) permit only one form
of explanation ; the supposition,

17 J

91. "The VITAL FORCE in a h,._
ing animal tissue appears as A
C.\USE of growth in the mass, and
of RESISTANCE to those external
agencies which tena TO ALTER the
form, structure, and COMPOStTlON
of tho SUBSTANCE of the tissue in
which the vital energy resides."LIEBIG's Animal Chemistry.
92. "The slij;ltlest action of f:l
cllemical agent upon the blood exerciscs an INJUR IOUS INFLUEKCE.
Even the momentary contact with
the air in the lungs, although effected through the medium of cells
and membranes, alters the color
and other qualities of the blood."
-LIEBIG's Organic Clu:mistry applied to Pltysiulogy, &c.
93. "E,·ery substance may be
considered as NUTRIMENT, which
loses its former properties when
acted on by the VITAL PRINCIPLE,
and does not exercise a cltemical
action upon the living organ. ANOTHER CLASS of bodies change the
direction, the strength, and intcnsity of the resisting vital principle
and Tnus exert a modifying influencc upon the FUNCTIONS of its organs. Tliese are MEDICAMENTS.
A THIRD CLASS of compounds are
called PO ISONS, WHEN tliey possess
the property of UNITING WITH ORGANS or with their component
parts, and when tlieir power of ef-

fecting tliis is stronger titan tlte resistance ef!crcd by tlie vital princi·

ple."-Lmnw's Organic Clte1m·.¥try, &c.
93.fr. "Death is the condition
in which all resistance on the part
of the vital force entirely ceases.
So Jong as this condition is not
established the liYing tissues continue to offer resistance." - LIEmG'S Animal Chemistry.
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namely, that these compounds, by
means of their elements, take n
share iii tlu: l-'OH:'!IATION of new or
the TRANSFORMATION 01'' EXISTING
BRAIN AND NErtvous lIATI'ER" ! ! LIEBIG ·s Animal Cheml$try.
43. ''Owing to its volatility and
the ease with which its vapor permeates animal tissues, ALCOHOL

[The next follo wing (94) i's c~n
finned by otl1er observations, showing
tliat ALCOHOL, Opium, a11il 1'obacco

CAN

SPREAD

THROUGHOUT

THE

UODY IN .UL DIRECTIONS" !-LIE-

BIG's Animal Chemistry (§ 350!,
11).- NoTEs N R pp. 1121, 1123.
44. "It is impossible to mistake
the modus operandi of putrefied
sausages, or muscle, urine, cheese,
cerebra1 substance, and other matters, in a state of putrefaction.''
"It is obvious that they COMl\IUNI·
CATE THEIR OWN STATE OF PUTREFACTION TO THE SOUND BLOOD,
from which they were produced,
exactly in the same manner as gluten in a state of decay or putrefaction causes a similar traniformation i'n a solution of sugar'' !
45. "The MODE OP ACTION of
a nwrbid virus exhibits such a
STRONG SIMILARITY TO TUE ACTION
OF YEAST upon liquids containing
sugar and gluten, that the two
processes have been long since
compared to one another1 a~though
merely for the purpose of tllustration. [They have often been represented as identical.] But, when
the phenomena attending the action of each respectively are considered mofo closely, it will in RE·
AL ITY be seen that their influence
DEPENDS UPON THE SAME CAUSE."
" Ordinary yeast, and the virus of

ai·e not absorbed, but act tln·ough the

ner1:oussystem, P· 301-310, § 481484. Alcohol is digestedJ
94. 11 According to all the observations hitherto made, neitlter the
expired air, nor the perspiration,
nor the urine, contains ANY TRACE
OF ALCOHOL, after indulgence in
spirituous 1iquors."-LIEUIG's Animal Chemistry.*
95. "The v1v1Fl'ING agency of
the BLOOD must ever continue to
be the most important condition
in the restoration of a disturbed
EQUILIBRIUM, and the blood must,
therefore, be considered and constantly kept in view, as the ulti.
mate and MOST POWERFUL CAUSE
OF LASTING VITAL RESISTANCE, as
well in the DISEASRD as in the UNAFFECTED parts of the body." -·
L1Enw's Animal Chemistry.
N e\'ertheless,
"No other component part of
the organism can be compared to
the BLOOD, in respect of the FEE·
DLE RESISTANCE which it offers to
exterior influences.'' "The chemical force and the vital principle
hold each other in such perfect
EQ.UILIBIHUM, that every disturbance, however trifling, or from
WHATEVER CAUSE it may proceed,
EFFECTS A CHANGE IN THE BLOOD."
-LIEBIG's Organic Cliemistry applied, &c.
But, again, nevertheless,
"It is obvious, moreover, that
in all diseases where the forma-

~t~t~t~l1~u~1~:~~.:::ro:!:~i~:. t~1i:~~~ ~~~~~1fe~oa~~a~i~~~o:~~:~~~1~~ 7:mer in vegetable juices 1 the latter
in tlte blood'' ! u The action of the
virus of cow-pox is analogous to
that of low yeast [ ! ] It comm~nicates its own state of decomposttion to A MATTER in the blood, and
from a silCOND MATTER is itself rebu:

ver, TWO diseased ct>n<litions simul·
taneousl.IJ exist, and two processes are simu1taneous1y complcteJ;
and that the BLOOD, as it were, nv
REACTION, that is, fever, BECOME!
A MEANS OF CUHE."--Lrnnrc's Animal Cliemistry.

;~~~~.!sth~~\~~~f!~~ i~;~[~c~~J;.ci~le~}~~~ ~~~e~i8GJ~so, that alcohol is'' burned,"
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generated"! "The susceptibility
of infection by the virus of human
small-pox MUST CEASE afler vaccination, FOR TUE SUBSTANCE to the
presence of which this susceptibility is owing HAS BEEN REMOVED
from the body by a peculiar process of DECOMPOSITION artificially
excited"! "COLD MEAT is always
in a state of decomposition . It is
possible that TIIIS S"rATE may be
communicated TO THE SYSTEM of
a FEEBLE individual, and may be
one of the SOURCES OF CONSUMP·
TIOX" ! ! (§ 821)- LIEBIG's Organic Chemi'stry applied to Physiology,
&c.
'' From tl1e unequal degree of the
conducting pozcer in the ner\'es, we
must deduce those conditions which
arc termed paralysis, syncope, and
spasm,. !- LIEBIG'S Animal Gliem-

i.sll·y.
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96. "It is only by a just appl ication of its principle that any
theory can produce really beneficial results."-L tEDIG 1S Animal
Cllemistry.
97." \Ve can have no very high
idea of experiments made by gentlemen (chemists, with reference to
digestion) who, for want of anatomical knowledge, have not been
able to pursue their reasoning
even beyond tho simple cxperiment itself." - Jo 11N HUNTER'S
Observations on Digestion.
98. " ' Yhene,·cr the chemist forsakes his laboratory for the bedside,
he forfeits all h is claims to our respect,and his title toourconfidence.
It is amusing lo sec the ridiculous
errors into which the chemist fa lls
when he turns physician. "-PAmS'
Pliarmacologia. Lonclon, 6th eel.,
1825.

46. "IN ."-LL CDRONtC DISEASES,
OEATll IS PRODUCED BY TllE SAME
CAUSE 1 NAMELY, TUE CllE~llCAL
ACTION OF THE ATi\lOSPllERI:."
"TnE TttUE C.-\USE OF DEATH IS
THE RESPIRATORY PROCESS, [!]that
is, the chemical action of the atmosphere." - Lrnnw's Animal
Clwnislry (§ 674-676).

:~::~~!~rn¥j5:~i~~~:f1;~i~Ii!~·:~;~z~:;:~~~!:;~:~~~~~~·1~£
350f. To carry out the full object of the foregoing section, I shall
devote another to a farther exhibition of the pathological and tberapeutical doctrines which have been deduced by the author of the u new
era in medicine" from his chemical and physiological clements, as
their resulting compounds. This more cxtonclcd display of theoret·
ical ancl practical doctrines, as they came to us from the laboratory,
will reflect a broad light upon the chemical hypotheses of digostion 1
nutrition, &c., as set forth in the preceding section, and show us, also,
the extent of the probabilities which relate to the analysis of food
and of the conclusions which arc predicated of that analysts{§ 18, 409,
676 b), and, in brief, enable us to comprehend the nature and _amount
of the service which organic chemistry has rendered to the science of
medicine(§ 5, 5-j- a, 376-j-, 1029, 1030, 1034) .
This otherwise isolated suhjcct will be farther interesting, as I shall
embrace in the quotations the whole science of medicine as foundetl
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on ch.emistry and physics, and thus place in contJ:ast the syr,tems of the
~wo rival schools, and enable the reader to adjust their relative merits: To do this work of consigning chemistry to its 1egiti!11ate pm·suu.s the more effectually, I shall also expose, in an appropriate place,

~~~p~~:~i~a\1~~~ti~i;t~1~£ ~~~n~~i:~:~~;l; 1!1?t~:~tg~~tJe~{ /§i :3;~b4°5~~
1

676, 1043-1050).
And before proceeding to a farther exposition o~ tlrn vital aud
chemical doctrines of digestion, I shall, in consideration of the general surrender of this subject to the laboratory of the chemist, exhibit
the corroborating testimony of the distinguished l\Iiilder that physiology and medicine have nothing to hope from observations conducted
out of the living body (§ 350, nos. 48,49, also LEHMANN, ~1029, 1030).
By the method now contemplated ohstac1es may be removed, and
the reader better di!!posed to consider maturely the grounds upon
which I have placed the vital doctrine of digestion, and come the more
willingly to the conclusion that none are su imperfectly qualified to
interpret the properties and laws of organic beings as they who can
reason alone from the slender and deceptive analogies supplied by inorganic nature, and artificial expedients.
It is certainly remarkable that this systematic cxpQsure should be
necessary at the middle of the nineteenth century, when arts and all
other sciences, though more so the arts, are making a steady, sometimes an astonishing progress.
I may be mistaken in the importance which I have attributed to the
innovations which have been made by organic chemistry upon medical phj.losophy. I know that I am but feebly sustained by others in
my conclusions; though now and then a blaze of mind assures me
that deep volcanic action is ii1 smothered progress (§ 376¥ ).
350!, a. We have, then, from the authorized w01·ks of Liebig (§
349, d), in the first place, the following inductions, in the order of
their occurrence, of
Patltological Principles, or " Tlteory of Disease" (350, no. 59).
"Every substance or matter, C\'ery chemical or mechanical agency,
which changes or disturbs the restoration of the equilibrium between
the manifestations of the causes of waste and supply, in such a way
as to add its action to the causes of waste, is called a cause of dis·
ease. Disease occurs when the sum of tl1e vital force, which tends
to neutralize all causes of disturbance, in other words, when the resistance offered by the vital force, is weaker than tll,e acting cause of
disturbance ;"-with the reser'lation, nevertheless, that '' tlte cause of
disturbance, or cltcmical force and tlte vital force, are one and identical.''
350i, b, ''Death is the condition in which all resistance on the pmt
1

~~bWs11;~~a!1:~\~~i~;t~r:;~e~e:~~:inu~~o ~l1~~::i~a~~~~~,i.tio~ is not es350~,

c. "To tbe observer, the action of a cause of disease exhibits

itself in the disturbance of ~he proportion betw?~n waste and supply
which is proper to each period o_f life, In med1cme, every abnormal
condition of supply or of waste, m all parts, or in a single part of the
body, is called disease."
350~, d. "It is evident that one and the same cause of disease will
produce in the organism yery different effects 1 according to the periorl
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of life. A cause of disease which strengthens the causes of supply,
either directly or indirectly, by weakening the action of the causes of
waste, destroys, in the child and in the adult, the rnlati\'e normal state
of health i while in old age it merely brings the waste and supply into
equilibrium.
350J, e. 0 A child, li'glttly clotlted, can bear cooling by a 1ow external temperature without injury to health. [ ! J The force available for
mechanical purposes and the temperature of its body increase with the
change of matter which follows the cooling i while a high temperature, which impedes the change of matter, is followed by disease."
350-!, f " A deficiency of resistance, in a living part, to the causes
of waste, is, obviously, a deficiency of resistance to tho action of the
oxygen of the atmosphere.
350-f, g . "\Vhen, from any cause whatever, this resistance diminishes in a living part, the change of matter increases in an equal degree.
350-!o li. "Now, since the phenomena of motion in the animal
body are dependent on the change of matter, the increase of the
change of matter in any part is followed by an increase of all motions.
According to the conducting power of the nerves, the available force
is carried away by the nerves of involuntary motion alone, or by all
the nerves together. [ ! ]
350·h i. "Consequently, if, in consequence ofa diseased transformation of living tissues, a greater amount of force be generated than is
required for the production of the normal mot!~us, it is seen in an acceleration of all 01· some of the involuntary motions, as well as in a
higher temperature of the diseased part. This condition is called
fever.
350t, j. " When a great excess of force is produced by change of
matter, the force, since it can only be consumed by motion, extends
itself to the apparatus of voluntary motion. This state is called a
febrileparoxysni.
350.t, k. u In consequence of the acceleration of tlrn circulation in
the state of fever, a greater amount of arterial blood, and, consequent·
ly, of oxygen, is conveyed to the diseased part, as well as to aJl other
pa.its; and, if the active force in the healthy parts continue uniform,
the whole action of the excess of oxygen must be exerted on the diseased part alone (§ 350, no. 10).
350{-, l . "According as a single organ, or a system of organs, is affected, tlie cliange ofniatter extends to one part alone, or to the whole
affected system.
350~. 1n. "Should there be formed, in the diseased parts, in consequence of tlte clwnge of matter, from the elements of the blood or of
the tissue, NEW PRODUCTS, which the neighboring parts cannot employ
for their own vital functions; should the surrounding parts, moreover,
be unable to convey these products to other parts, where tlrny may undergo transformation, then tltese new products will s~~er, at the place
wllere they have been formed, a process of decomposilwn analogous to
fermentation or putrefaction" !
350,1,, n. " If we consider the fatal accidents which so frequently
occur In wine countries from the drinking of what is called feather
white wine, we can no longer doubt that GASES OF EVERY KIND, wltctlt.
er soluble or 1'nsolublr h1 wat<:r, possess tltc prope,.ty of permeating am-
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m~l tissues, a~ wa_ter P.enetrates unsized paper [ ! ] (§ 35~, no. 24). .Tl.iis
poisonous wrne is wme still in a state of fermentation, which 1s increased by the heat of the stomach. The carbonic acid which is disengaged penetrates through the parietes of the stomach, [ ! ! through
~he diaphr_agm, r ! ! ! ] and through all the interven!ng .me~branes, ( ! ! ! ! J
rnto the air-cells of the 1ungs, [ ! ! ! ! ! J out of which it displaces the atmospb~rical air. [ ! ! ! ! ! ! ] The patient dies with all the symptoms of
asphy xia caused by an irrcspirable gas, [ ! J and the s~rcst proof of the
presence of carbonic acid in the lungs is the fact, that the inhalation
of ammonia, which combines with it, is recognized ~JS the best antidote
against this kind of poisoning" !-( ~ 1055 ).
.. No doubt a part of these gases may ENTER THE VENOUS CIRCULAflON through the absorbent and lymphatic vessels, and thus reach the
lungs, where they arc exhaled i [ ! ] but the presence of membranes
offers not the SLIGHTEST OBSTACLE to their passing directly into the
cavity of the chest"! (§ 349 d, H1b,827 lt) .
350}, o. "It is known that in cases of wounds of tlie lungs a pecu
liar condition is produced, in whic11, by the act of inspiration, not only
oxygen but a~mospherical air, with its whole amount of nitrogen, penetrates into the c:ells of the lungs. This air is carried by the circulati on [ l] to every part of the body, [ ! ! ] so that EVERY PART is inflated or
puffed up with the air, as with water in dropsy.(! l This state ceases,
without pain, a~ soon as the entrance of the air through the wound is
stopped."
350.t , p . u The frightful effects of prussic acid 1 which, when in
spired , puti; a stop to all the phenomena of motion in a few seconds,
are explain"ld in a natural manner by the well-k nown action of this
compound on those of iron, when alkp.lies are present"!! (~ 494 dd,
827 d, 904 b) .-LTE nIG's Animal Cliemistry.
350t, q. The foregoing doctrines, with the h umoral philosophy as
quoted in§ 350, nos. 40-45, make up the whole science of pathology
as delivered to us from the laboratory ; and such, too, are the doctrines which are hailed as the foundation of " a new and the greatest
era of medicine." There can be no doubt, however, that deliberate
investigation will satisfy every mind that they are unintelligible, impracticable, absurd; and, consequently, that the whole pretended system of physiology from which they are deduced, is equally unworthy
the dignity nf reason.
350-}, a. T shall now employ the same authorized chemist(§ 349, d)
to give the last blow to his baseless fabr ic, and to scatter its fragments
beyond thf' reach of idolatry itself. This will be done by setting
forth, in thP language of the author, his deductions from the physio·
logical and pathological doctrines of the laboratory, as to

J

Tlie Clwnical Treatment

of Disease (§

350, no. 59).

"The accelerated change of mat.ter, and the elevated temperature
in diseased parts, l:ihow that the res1~tance offered by the vital force to
the action of oxygen is feebler than m the healthy state. But this re·
sistance only ceases entirely when death takes place (nos. I, 46).
By the artificial diminution of re.sistance. in another part (as by blisters, sinapisms, or setons), the resistance m the diseased organ is not,
indeed, directly strengthened; but the chemical action, the cause of
the charge of matter, is diminished in t.he diseased part, being direr.I·
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~d to anotlier part, wl1,ere tlie pltysician lias suoceeded in producmrr a

~~;G~=~e feeble resistance to tlte clwnge

ef matter, TO

TUE

ACT I O~~ 01,

350}, b. "A complete cure of the origiual disease cccurs, when ext~n~al action and resistance, in the ~iseased pa~·t, aro b~ought in.to equi0

!~~·~:~dit~~~}~~i::~ '~~7ei:e,~~r:~e :b~~ ~e f~~s~:s,~::~s:,~~~~ ~~~~:t
ing action of oxygen, by any means, that it becomes inferior to the resistance offered by the vital force, which, ·although enfeebled, has never
ceased to 'act; for this proportion between these causes of change is
~;;:i~~~~·.~ and necessary condition of increase of mass in the living
350}, c. " In cases of a different kind, where artificial external disturbance produces no effect, the physician adopts other indirect
methods to exalt the rcsistauce offered by the vital force. He diminishes, by blood-letting, the number of the carriers of oxygen (the globules), and, by this means, the conditions of change of matter; he excludes from the food all such matters as are capable of conversion into
blood, &c.
350t, d.." If he succeed, by t?ese means, in diminishing t?e action
uf oxygen m the blood on the diseased part, so far that the vital force
of the latter, its resistance, in the smallest degree, overcomes the chemical action ; a;-id if he accomplish this without arresting the functions
of other organs, then restoration to health is certain. [ ! ]
350j., e. "Practical medicine, in many diseases, makes use of cold
in a highly rational manner, as a means of exalting and accelerating,
in an unwonted clegrec, the CHANGES OF MATTER. This occurs especially in certain ·morbid conditions, in tlie substance eftlie centre oftke
'1pparatus ef motion,· when a glowing beat and a rapid current of
blood toward the head point out an abnormal METAMORPHOSIS OF THE
BRA I N [ ! ] (350, motto i, nos. 3, 5).
\Vhen this condition continues
beyond a certain time, experience teaches that all motions in the
body cease. [ ! ] If the change of matter be chiefly confined to the

~:~~· ~:~:enr ~:rt~~FJ° ~~1;1~!;;~~;ffo~~;::~1\~~ ~~~~::·ti!t~~:hz;
the disease is limited to a short period. \.Ve must not forget that the
ice melts and absorbs heat from the diseased part; that if the ice be
removed before the completion of the mctamorplt0sis, tho temperature
again rises; that far more lieat is removed from tltc liead tltan if we
were to surround the head witl1, a bad conductor of luat. There has
obviously been liberated, in an equal time, a far larger amount of
heat than in the state of health. (That is to say, such is the pathology of cerebral inflammation, such the remedy, and such it.s modus
operandi.)
3:50i,.f "The self-regulating steam-engines, in which, to produce
a uniform motion, the human intellect has shown the most admirable
ac1;1teness and sagacity, furnish no unapt image of what occurs in the
ammal body.
"Every one knows, that in the tube which conveys the steam to ~he
cy1inder where the piston-rod is to be raised, a stop-cock of peculiar
construction is placed, through which all the steam must pass. By an
arrangement connected with the regulating wheel, this stop-cock opens
when the wheel moves slO\!\.'er, and closes more or less completely
M
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when the wheel mO\·es faster than is required for a uniform motion.
When it opens, more steam is admitted (more force), aud the motion
or
of the machine is accelerated. \Vhen it shuts, the steam is more
less cut off~ the force acting on the piston-rod diminishes, the tension
of the steam inc1'eases, and this tension is accumulated fur subsequent
PROis
speak,
to
so
FORCE,
THE
or
,·apor,
use. The tension of the
of coals 1' n tlte fire .
DUCED DY CHANGE OF MATTER, by tlte combustion
its
place. The force increases (the amount of steam generated and
detension increase) with the temperature in the fire-place, which
in
pends on the supply of coals and of air (§ 433, &c.) . Thero are
en
these engines other arrangements, all intended for regulation. \Vh
the
the tension of steam in the boiler rises beyond a certain point,
reis
combustion
the
passages for admission of air close thcmseh-es;
ne
tarded, the supply of force (steam) is diminished. \Vhen the engi
digoes slower, more steam is admitted to the cylinder, its tension
minishes, tho air-passages arc opened, and the cause of disengage·
ment of heat, or production of force, increases. Another arrange·
as
ment supplies the fire-place incessantly with coals in proportion
they are wanted.
the
"lf we now lower the temperature at any part of the boiler,
regu·
the
tension within is diminished. This is immediately seen in
the
lators of force, which act precisely as if we had removed from
the
boiler a certain lJUantity of steam, or force. The regulator and

ai~~r;;:z:~;,~:n~e~na~-<~h,: 1;}~c;~:~:~1;~~ief ~~::~f ~:~lf:~~~:~~'}~st
tern·

of tltese niac/1,ines. \Vith the lowering of the external
perature, the respirations become deepC'r and more frequent i oxygen
of
1s supplied in greater quantity and of greater density, the change
matter is increased, and more food must be supplied, if the temperature of the body is to remain unchanged."-L rnnJG'sAnima l Chemistry.
Here ends the science of tlterapeutics, as founded upon the preceding doctrines in physio1ogy and pathology; and as the whole system
is comprehended within the limits of the last three pages, the reader
will readily contrast its hrcvity with the 1abors of the past, and will
of
not fail to discover in this rime-saving, thought-saving attainment
and
medicine, as well as in the impenetrability of t110 system itself,
the unequaled confidence with which it is set forth, the main causes
of its success.
I shall now proceed, as proposed in § 350J, to demonstrate by the
farther showing of chemistry itself, that physiology and medicine
have little to hope from the laboratory of the chemist.
350f, a. Of the school of pure chemistry, and of an authority ap·
iuproaching to Liebig, is the distinguisl1ed Professor Mulder; less
consistcnt than Liebig, but compelled to admit the existence of pecu·

like one

~i:t:;,or~~:ri~h~iv~~n~=~n~}· f?~fcl~~:.1t1iv~l~;l~:1t~i1~g~:~~~er,I~c~d;;:

existence of all the properties of living beings in the elements of mat·
ter, which conducts him, lik~ others, to the belief in Equivocal Genhe differs
eration~ atlopts the C?-ta!yt1c tlteorY. of Berzelius, in which
fundamentally from L1ebjg (§ 40.9 ,J); reasons, after the usual manner
of the 1physical philosoph~rs of_ life, from the _re~ults of inorgnnic pro-

~~s~~l a~~~q~;ee ~fi~ ~~~·~~~e~f ~i~·~1~r b~1na:s~~~t;>~~1 !;~~~· ~~:~;et~1~e~
1
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any author of merit, is guided in his conclusions as to the processes
anc.l results of organic beings by the fallacious analogies which are
studiously sought in the inorganic world. The whole system of vital
philosophy, as taught by this distinguished Professor of Chemistry,
may be so briefly set forth in extracts from his work on "The Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology," and they convey so forcibly the conject_ural i:iature a:nd wo.rthl.essness of chemical physiology,
that the solectIOn will contnbute 1ts important part toward the final
expulsion of chemistry from the rich and fascinating domain of organic nature. The quotations will be made in the order of their occurrence in the work; and we learn from the first the author's opinion
of force, which corresponds with my own as employed in the Commentaries, and as defeuded in my Exarnination of Reviews. Thus:
350-f, b. 0 It is a matter of indifference whether we conceive that
the forces slumber in two substances, and are brought into operation
by contact; or that these forces were present in the two bodies in an
active state, pri!vious to the contact, but produced the phenomena of
combination only during the contact. The mode of considering this
point is almost a matter of indifference; but we must always bear in
mind that it is a power, a force which is exerted by the one, and which
acts upon the otber."- 1\IULDER.
350f, c. The next quotation is preliminary to the total denial of the
Principle of Life, and of all the properties in living beings excepting
such as are active or "slumbering" in the elements of matter. Here,
too, appears the fallacy of analogies derived from the laboratory of
the chemist. Thus :
"Adhering to what we observe and know with certainty, we calculate that every elementary body is endowed with a great many specific
properties, which, to a large extent, are dependent on the same principle tbat causes their combination, and thus on the proportion and
• character of tbe cliemical tendency. If we adopt this idea, we have
the advantage of seeing somewhat of VITALITY IN DEAD !llATTER. ( ! ]
IT ts AN IDEA DERIVED from the endless series of phenomena winch
are observed IN THE LABORATORY, in daily occurrences, and in nature
at large"(§ 1 75, d). - ~IiiLDER.-(9 1034, LE!DTANN).
350~, d. After the usual disquisition upon the "catalytic action" of
platinum and othP-r inorganic substances, we come next to the same
appl ication of catalysis, in connection with the ordinary laws of chemical affinity, to the interpretation of organic processes and results, as
I h<1¥e exam_ined in the" Commentaries" (vol. i., p . 55-78). It comprehends MUider's whole theory of life, and is a good specimen of the
author's analogical reasoning. Thus :
"Platinum possesses chemical tendency in a high degree; but it is ,
of such a kind, that it does not rnact upon the platinum. Hence it
may be iuferred, that we have good reason for distinguishing by apeculiar name such actions as proceed from certain substances without
reacting upon themselves; and we have to acknowledge that to the
introduction, by Berzelius, of the peculiar term catalysis, we are indebted for a more correct idea of the nature CJf ordinary chemical
action.
" What is called the nascent slate of substances is that condition of
the clements in which they exhibit both analytic and catalytic phenomena ; in which, being free and unconstrained, not ren dered powerless
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citlwr b; being agglomerated into masses, or by combination into cum
poun.<ls, they show themselves in tl1eir proper cliemical condition ,
that is, an active one, in whic11 they can operate upon others, excite
a s!umbering energy, and cause combinations and decompositions, in
which they themselves may either participate or not. This nascent
state is the real clicmical. state of bodies. In that state both the elements and compounds exhibit themselves in their true character. Jn
the organic kingdom the greater number of substances are actually in
that condition; and to tMs nascent state we ought to ascribe the num~:ous peculiar phenomena apparent in orgam'c substances" (§ 409).MULDEn.--{~ 1034, LEHMANN) .•
350f, e. The next quotation sets forth the whole practical application of the foregoing doctrines, and is a fine example of the chemical
reduction of orga.nic uature to the condition of dead matter, and one
of the best summary exhibitions of chemistry in all its pretended relations to living beings. It begins with the caption
'' Disturbance of Cltcmical Equilibrium.''

"It is a property of the chemical forces, when acti\·e in any substance,
to excite analogous forces in others. 'Ve notice this especia1ly ir.
organic nature, and it is 11owhere more strikingly illustrated than
in the NUTRITION of animals. Blood, a HOMOGENEOUS fluid, circulates
through v'ery different parts of the body (§ 42). In the musc1es it
sustains muscles, in the liver it supplies the component parts of the
liver, and from it the gall is there secreted; in the kidneys fr maintains
their various parts, and secretes the urine, &c. f>lone of tltese secretions appear in t!te blood wit/t, tluir peculiar qualities; ef some of tlu:m
not even a trace is found. But the four organic elements of the whole
are to be found in protein and its combinations, in the coloring mat·
ter of the blood, &c. The elements of protein might, no doubt, be.
transposed in the Ii.ver, &c., by means of catalysis, and so the corripo- •
nent parts of the liver and gall be produced from it. It would only
be necessary, then, that the constituent parts of the liver shoulcl be
put into contact with the component parts of the blood, and the forces
of affinity resident in the substance of the liver would not require to
influence those in the protein, or to produce any chemical alteration
in its component parts.
"Other causes, however, ought undoubtedly to be considered.
For instance, a change of its component parts takes place in the lh·er
itself, and, from the first, chemical forces actively operate thivein.
For the continual change of its component parts is a chief characteristic of every living organic substance. These forces may disturb the
chemical equilibrium of other substances, and cause the formation of
new products. If the constituents of the blood-the combinations of
protein, the coloring matter, &c.-enter the liver when it is in a state
of action, and are there put in contact with the gall during its secretion, and with the substance of the liver itself, wl1ich is in a state of
continual alteration, then the result will be, that this change of their
component parts having taken place, the action will be transferred to
the elements of the blood, and wil1 maintain the secretion. If, on the
other hand, the constituents of tllC blood arc in a state of continual
change, then the circle of action in wl1ich they are involved will extend to the mas!:: of the liver; and so with every organ (~ 18).
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"'Ve have, however, no more knowledge of the manner in which
rhis secretion originally commences- whether it proceeds from the
blood or from the secreting organ, [ ! ] or whether each of these contributes its part- than with the manner in which the first germ of the
whole organ, the liver, is produced, or in which the germ of the animal is converted into an animal. But the continuance of the actionthe duration of secretion- entirely corresponds with some other phenomena, which we may observe separately, and which therefore throw
light upon these animal actions. This is the case especially wi.th.fermentatwn, from which Liebig has drawn many illustrations, for the
purpose of clearly exhibiting his ideas; and with the same view we
sliall also avail ourselves of this process.
" Y cast changes sugar into carbonic acid and alcohol, and is at the
same time changed itself. The latter change causes the former, and
is only transferred to the sugar. If we substitute blood for yeast, and
the liver for sugar, we may form an idea, more or less distinct, of the
Becretion, of tlie gall. [ ! J The component parts of the blood are continually undergoing change. This constant change of the component
parts in organic bodies is a chief cause of the continuation of their existence. The lh-er without intennission assumes new parts and loses
others. This process we call nutrition. At the same time that the
parts of the blood in the substance of the li\•er are thus undergoing
drnnge, chemical forces arc excited; these forces are transferred to
the elements of the blood, and so are enabled to produce from them
the gall. This takes place the more easily, as the blood itself is also
in a state of continual alteration, and thus readily yields to the impulse
which, in some way or other, is communicated to it. As the impulse
varies, so does the effect. Hence that great diversity in the sccretiun of very dissimilar substances, which are in a state of alteration,
from the same fluid- lhat is, the blood, which is itself at the same
•time in a state of decomposition."- l\'lVLDER.
350!,f. In our next quotation we barn an assumption founded on
a begging of the very question :V issue; that is to say, whether there
be or not a radicnl difference in the original constitution of organic
and inorganic nature. The author having assumed that there is no
difference, proceeds, by the force of surmised analogies drawn from
the probable constitution of inorganic matter, to repeat the assumption already stated that there are no other properties in living beings
than such as exist in the elements of matter. Thus :
"The idea of cmnviunication offorces is unsound; it is only what is
i.ubstantial that we can communicate. Forces may be excited, they
cannot be cmnniunicated. Hence it results that every transformation
in plants is effected by the molecular forces of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen,- the clements of carbonic acid, water, and ammonia,- the forces being excited in these elem~nts by t~e plants ~hem
selves." "Any one who imagines that tl1ere ts any thrng else m action than a molecular force, than a CHEMICAL FORCE, sees more tban exists. The forces excitrd in tlie elements vary with the influence '\vhi~h
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differ from those produced by the or_g11US of plants; while, from carbonic acid and water, plants can produce cellulose and oxygen! a re;•rnlt
which CAN!IOOT YET be imitated by art." "To expres.3 our idea m i
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few words :-The ~lcmcnts of the organic kingdom, carbo:i, hs_<lro
g_en1 oxygen, aud mtrogc11, arc susceptible of endless mod1fi~at1o?s
11 or that reason they can form, with minute changes, a great d1versll)'
of products(§ 41); and by the operation of the same primary forces,
they stand toward each other in entirely different relations from tlws~
assumed by all tlie otltcr elements; so that TUEY CAN PRODUCE a J'CCUliar series of bodies, wlticl1, are called organic substances" t• " Organic
substances, whether called germs or food, possess properties of a PE·
CULJAR KIND, EXISTl:\G IN TUE FOUR ELEMENTS of which they are ull
constituted" !- l\liiLDER.
350-f, g. The difficulty, therefore, with the chemists appears to iit
in their habits of reas011ing exclusively from what they obsen•e of in.
organic compounds and their elements, and an indisposition to admit
that the Almighty superacl<led to organic beings a principle of life,
while they allow the special creation of mind in animals. Nor does
their philosophy permit them to imagine that the former may be as
capable of governing all the processes of organic, as the latter is of
animal life, and that the principle of life may be supposed, with as
much reason as the principle of intelligence, to be imparted by the
exact organization perpetuated from the Almighty Hand to new ac
cessions to that organization ; while the phenomena of life arc fa1
more multifarious and concJusiYe of the existence of a special principle than such as oblige the chemist to yield his assent to a mental
principle distinct from the matter with which it is associated. \Vhy,
then, does not the chemist equally maintain the existence of mind, as
of the properties of life, in the elements of matter, and that its <level·
opment is alike owing to a difference of circumstances~ Does he
fear that this stretch of materialism, this act of philosophical consistency, or his neglect to abjure the obvious inference, may impair our
confidence in the apparently though not really less objectionable
scheme of reducing organic life to the virtual condition of the simple
elements of matter, and thus foil of inculcating the most dangerous
atheism by attributing crcati,·c power to those clements(§ 14, c)?
300}1 gg. But let us hear the ch&mist upon this interesting point.
Aud Liebig, fast; ''ho, also, shall show that no injustice is done by
the preceding remarks. Thus:
"The higher phenomena of
mental existence cannot, in the
present state of science, be referred
to their proximate, and still less to
tlieir ultimate causes.
" 7 e only
know of them that they exist.
\Ve ascribe them to an immaterial
agency, and that, in so for as its
manifostations are connected with
matter, an agency entirely distinct
from the vital force, with which

"Physiology hns sufficiently decish:e gl'ounds for the opinion that
eycfy thought, eYery sensation, is
accompanied by a change in tlie
composition of the substance of the
brain; that enry motion, every
manifestation of force, JS TllE nESt;LT of a tmnsformation of the
structure or of its substance."-/b.
"Thought, sensation,., &c., are
"manifestations of force," and are,

~;~1.~sJ1~:r~;t~gdJi:i~~~;on .,-Lu:- ~~~·~:~: L~~~~~~ p~·e:~~' :!~,,5~~c.
And now the other able and distinguished chief:
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"I will not venture to raise

tl1c veil, by which the AC.TION OF TUE
or the IIIGllER FUXCTIONS OF THE l\ffND, have hitherto beeu
shrouded from observation. As man UAS an HllMATERIAL and immortal part, wlii/.;h is identical witlt his real being, an<l of which alone he
will consist, when the material frame by which he is bound to the
earth, shall be dissolved; and, as the inferior animals possess, in common with man, certain powers of perception, associated with certain
appropriate organs, whose functions have no connection with consciousness; so do animals and plants perform in common a great many
operations which are distinct from DOTH of those now mentioned, or
which, at least, have theiL· origin in DJSTlNCT CAUSES.
"It is only the LATTER CLASS of which I speak, and to which I apply
the general ter.m of organ.ic life. To that subject I shall restrict my
remarks."-MliLDER, ut czt.
Now, I say, 1st. \Vhy not "raise.the veil from the action of tlte
nerves" in a professed work on physiology, and a. work, too, which
would revolutionize the science 1 Have you no phenomena. to guide
you in "Taising the veil 1" Do you fear their contact wilh the phenomena of the laboratory 1 Is it right to make this declaration, and
NER\' ES,
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(see § 350, no. 18!) 1 I deny, too, 2d, that" the higher functions of
the mind have hitherto been shrouded from observation;" and I am
supported by all who truly believe in the independent existence of
mind., in the affirmation that its "functions" are characterized by an
infinitely greater variety of uuique phe~omena than are the processes
of inorganic nature. There is no "VCll to be raised" in this or the
other case. It is, imleed, by the recognition of these phenomena that
our author feels obliged to admit the existence of "an immaterial
part," however inconsistent the simultaneous declaration that "the
functions of the mind have hitherto been shrouded from observation."
And, I am alike sustained, also, and by e,·ery dictate of philosophy,
in the conclusion that, if the phenome;:na of mind are decisive of lhe
existence of "an immaterial part," so are the far more varied, and
numerous, and equally unique phenomena of organic processes, con·
elusive of the existence of some not less peculiar force, power, or
"immaterial" or material "part," upon which they depend. In any
event, howe\·e1" the physiologist has a right tn insist that the chemist
shall not ~eject all considerations relative to the "action, oJ ~lte nerves,"
when he mvades organic nature with retorts, crucibles, acids, &c.
"Analogy is/' undoubtedly, as Bacon says, ''the basis of all the
sciences." Nature, throughout, is bound together by analogies. The
principle reaches from the Creator to the mind of man, to his "immaterial and immortal part." And so it does from the force and
the properties of life to those of dead matter. Here is the delusion
of the chemist. But, there is even a wider difference between the
formative principle o.( life and destructive clumical oJ!init.1J, th8:n there
is between the Creative SpiL·it of God and the created, dependent
spirit of man(§ 1076).
350], h. The grand characteristic of organic life is t!~e P,rincip~e of
life, capable of imparting that princi.Ple to matter wluch. 1s de.st1tute
of it, an<l which it retains only while 111 its proper connect10n with the
being by which it was so endowed. The doctrine which rcfors the

properties of life to the elements of matter is atlteistical in its applica·
tion (§ 14 c, 74, 175) i and the recognition, simultaneously, of a" Cre·
ative Power," is but another conventional word for nature, or designed to protect the doctrine against the fatal imputation of irreligion (§
64, 11). That imputation, however, is indelibly stamped by uature
hersClf. The mode of defense is well shown in the late highly lauded and popular work on the "VESTIGES OF THE NATURAL H1sTOR\'
1w CREATJOK," in which the author considers La Place's infidelity as
to 1he modus operandi of matter in forming the Universe, and the doctrine of s·pontaneous generation in its most ample extent. The author's defense of Mr. Crosse's creation of animals out of silex is a good
example of the specious reasoning by which so many are cheated into
projects which contemplate the worst results to philosophy and relig.
i·m.• Thus:
.
350 ,i i i. ''The supposition of jmpiety arises from an entire misconception of what is implied by nu aboriginal creation of insects. The
experimentalist could never be considered as the author of the exist·
ence of these creatures except by the most unreasoning ignorance.
The utmost that can be c1aimed for, or imputed to him, is, that he arranged the natural conditions under which the true creativt: energy,
that of the Divine Author of all things, was pleased to work in this
instance. On the hypothesis here brought forward, the AcAnus CROS·
s11 [ ! ] was a type of being ordained from the beginning, and destined to be realized under certain physical conditions. \Vhen a HUMAN
HAND brought these conditions into the proper arra:mement, it did an
act akin to hundreds of familiar ones which we execute every day,
and which are followed by natural results, but it did NOTUING M6RE."
The defense of La Place's system proceeds upon the same specious
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usual geological hypothesis of a successive creation of animals, but that, also, of
spontaneous generation; both of which are, of course, anti-l\losaic,
and regardless of the established order of creation (§ 303 a, 3031).
But here we have an exemplification of a strictly atheistical expedient, in the attempt to assign the existence even of organic beings to
the merest chance, under the pretext of ascribing to that chance the
intrinsic attributes of a Creative Power, and the imposing title of
"the Divine Author of all things"! It is the same with each and all
who allow a God, a Creator, &c., yet reject entirely His Rcve1alion
as to creation, supported as it is by the most consummate and endless
systems of Design. It is the old expedient of the wolf in the disguise
of the sheep(\ 14 c, 64 Ii, 74, 733 d).
350,?, k . Nevertheless, the foregoing work is powerfully sustained
by able articles in the Bn1T1su AND FoRElGN l\I1rn1cAL REYn:w for
January, 1845, consisting of twenty-six pages of eulogistic remarks;
and in the ~lEorco-CnmuRGICAL REVIEW for the same month, of ten
pages not less congratulatory. The work '~~s pu.blished late in 1844,
and, although 11ot at al! releva1.1t t~ med1crne, 1t was taken up with
avidity by the two lea<lmg medical JOurnals of Europe, and an effort
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made to prepossess the medical profession before the work itself
should fall under their observation; observing in this respect the system which was almost universally pursued by the periodical press
even in anticipation of Liebig's work on Animal Clwmistry.
In my Essay on Spontaneous Generation, embraced in the .lllcdicat
and Pliysiological Commentaries, I have had occasion to refer to the
charge of infidelity which is often laiJ against the Medical Profession.
[ have there, too, defended that Profession against so great an injustice, and have held responsible the proper Sources that have given
rise to this imputation. I have also shown that that imputation is
greatly due to the cultivation of the chemical and physical hypotheses
of life, to '~'hich the foregoing Reviews have .been laboriously devoteJ.
In conclusion of the whole matter I have said that,
0 1
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have ultimately reached the brink of the precipice, there is but one
dreadful plunge, and we are then in the vortex of atheism. \Ve may
begin, as I bave said, by a simp1c denial of the living powers of organized beings, when it will becumt::, at last, an easy argument upon
this, and analogous premises, that the Almighty had but very little, if
any agency, in the most sublime part of existences."
"Let pliilosopliy intenogate nature to its fullest satiety, under the
direction of its Heaven-born principles; but let it be consistent, and
maintain its dignity. And should it sometimes, as it must in its wide
range of nature, come in contact with miracle, that is its limit, contented that it begins at the confines of Creation ; yet still may it
stretch into the regions of Eternity, past and to come; but now it is
employed in its nobler work of sacrificing its relations to second
causes, and in establishing relations with the FmsT CAUSE OF ALL."
-1l[edical and Pltysiological Commentaries, vol. ii., p. 140.
350i, Id~. It is now my purpose to quote tl1e foregoing Reviews m
connection with the" Vestiges of Creation," partly for the object just
assigned, and in part to supply other examples in justification of what
I have said in behalf of the Profession, and of the tendency of the
chemical and physical hypotheses of life and disease to lay the foundation of a grosser materia1ism, arnJ of infidelity in Religion (§ 175).
It seems peculiarly appropriate that Reviewers, who wield an exten·
sirn and powerful sway, and whose occupation it is to . defame whatever molests that dominion, shoulJ be used for tl1e contemplated purpose, and this, more especially, <i.s both Reviewers offer defiance to the
"Saints," and the "timid religionists." The Reviews are conducted
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tendencies. There can be no difficulty with a defense of the right.
The inculpated are able, their means ample, their coadjutors numer·
uus and powerful, the public generous, and, as I said on a like occasion in the Commentaries, "I am single-handed, and have nothiug but
facts for my weapons" (vol. i., p. 391).-NoTE W p. 1127.
Infidelity is certainly a term which shoulc~ be well sustained in its
application; better, at least, than when applied to myself by the first
of the following journals (see Examination of Reviews, p. 84-88).
As it respects the Reviewers, the imputation appears to be invited
aud expected, as an ob~ ious conscc111oncc of the doctrines ach·an1.:cd;
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and, although I do not belong to the denomination of' 1 Saiuts," or of
the "timid religionists/' it is not less my duty as a man, and as an expounder of the Institutes of Nature, to bring those institutions to operate upon infidelity. There can be no place more appropriate for
looking" through Nature up to Nature's God, 11 than in the general
survey of 01~ganic beings. lf ordain~<l i1_1 their organization and their
laws by a lughcr Power, that orgamzat1on and those laws may well
be urged in proof of their Origin. Then, too, shall the minister of
health realize the importance of the Institutes of Medicine, and the
spirit of the Hippocratic maxim, that "a philosophical physician is like

a god."
I shall quote a passage of general import from each of the foregoing Reviewers, that no doubt may linger upon the mind of any reader
as to the justice of the criticism which J have now exercised in behalf of
religion, ofmonlity, of the dignity of medicine. The enipliasis is mine.
And first the elder brother; beginning thus :
"This is a remarkable volume, smaU in compass, but embracing a
wide range of inquiry from worlds beyond the visible starry firmament, to the minutest structures of man and animals. No name isprefixed,-perhaps in order to avoid the snarls of the narrow-minded
and bigoted SA INTS of the preseut day," &c.
The middle thus:
"For how many millions and millions of years this production and
reproduction of animals went on before man made his appearance
on the scene, no human being will ever know. [ ! J In all probability,
countless ages must have elapsed, before this master-piece of creation
appeared. Our author's speculations on the ltow, the why, th e wlwn,
and the wlterefore this great event occuned, will not gi,,e satisfaction
to the present RACE of mankind. [ ! ] His hypothesb is three or four
centuries in advance of the TIMES, and will be stigmatized by the
modern SAINTS as downright atheism," &c.
And the end, thus:
"\Ve have dedicated a space to this remm·kable work that may induce many of our readers to peruse the original. 'l'he author is decidedly a man of great information and reflection. He will haYe a
host of SAINTS in array against him, and many will join in tho cry,
from hypocrisy and self-interest. As we said before, his doctrine~
have come out a century before their time."-l\JE01co-Cmnunc1cAL
REVIEW, p.147, 153, 157. Lo~<~on, Jan., 1846.
Next, Dr. FonuEs, in the British and Foreign llfedical Review.
"Tbis is a very bea'l!tiful and a very interesting book.
Its theme iB
one of the grandest that can occupy human thought,- no less than
the CnEATION OF TUE UNIVERSE." "We are also influenced by the
abstract desire to place before our readers matter for their contemplation, which cannot fail at once to elecale, to gratify, and to enriclt
the mind. It has always been one of the boasts of our noble profession that it touches and blends with every science; and we sl10uld be
sorry that our humble effo_rts should ~t any .tin:ie b_e wanting to stimulate its professors to exertions that might still JUSt1fy the boast"!
Of La Place's nebular hypothesis, he says :

to:'r~~sf~~a~~o~tt~~.:~~~n~:l~~:~=~~~~;l ~;~~~~cc;1s:v~i;l~oT:~:z~rRi~L;h~
grandest contribution wlticli Science lws 11et made tu Religion," &c.
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The reader, therefore, will harn no difficulty in understandino- the
• conventional" nature of certain phrases in the following remarks by
Dr. Forbes. (Sec 11.)
"That the Creator formed man out of the dust of the earth, we have
scri1Jtural authority for bclieYing, anJ we must confess our own predi~
1
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Rtvrnw, p. 155, 158, 180. London, January, 1846. (See l.)
The author of the Ycstiges ef tlie Natural History of Creation is
thus quoted by Dr. Forbes:
"'Ve have seen powerful evidence that the construction of this
globe and its associates, a!ld, inferentially, that of all the other globes
of space, was the result, 11ot of any immediate or personal exertion
of the Deity, but of NATURAL LAWS which are expressions of H is will.
\Vhat is to hinder our supposing that the ORGANIC CREATION is also a
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expression of
Upon the foregoing extract, which is a part of a more extended
one of the same nature, Dr. Forbes remarks, that,
"The COi'llPLETE ACCOnD.-\NC.F. OF TLIESE VlEWS with those some time
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ISTS may urge against them, that they are inconsistent with the Mosaic record, we simply reply with our author, that we do not think it
right to ADDUCE THAT RECORD either IN SUPPORT OF, or in objection to,
any scientific liypotltesis, based upon the phenomena of nature," &c.!
- BRJTISH AND FORE IGN MEDICAL REV1EW, p. 167.-KOTE PP p.1142.
Dr. FonBES assumes, of course, that all the misapprehensions arnl
perversions of" tho phenomena of nature ' ' are paramount to any thing
declared in the Mosaic Record(§ 5}, 74, 733 cl, 1079 li, 1085).
The most superficial i·eader cannot fail of discerning in the foregoing principles, as in many other analogous instances, the moti,·es
which have induced those foremost medical Reviews to lend their
powerful aid in prop agating the materialism of Carpenter, the absurd ..
ities of Liebig, the humoralism of Andral, and the putrid anatomy of
Louis, and of their respective schools; and why, on the other hand ,
they have been equally regardless of truth in their vocation as critics
on the labors, the researches, and the statements of others.- N OTE \Y
350], l. I have already shown in this and other works how convenient a matter it is for "the properties of life in the elemen.ts of matter" to bring these elements into an organic st~te. And smce I ~~
now on the subject of the first and greatest step m the process ofvnafication, it may be useful, as it is appropriate, to show how tho advocates of" the properties of life in the elements of matter," and t11c
propagators of spont~neous g~ncration! and ernine~t geologi~tS' who
promulgate a successive creation of anu:nals according to their scale
in organic nature and in conformity with the development of new
physical agencies, ay, and certain eminent vitalists whose otherwise
sound philosophy should have enlightene<l them U!" to tho Great First
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Cause-in view of all these things, I say, it may be conducive tt
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complex fabric, after that matter shall have been duly compouudcd
by" the properties of Jifo which reside in the elements.'' For thi2
purpose I will take the statement of the distinguished vitalist Ti edemann. Thus,
"The most prnbablc hypothesis is, that the substance of organic bod~
i P_.a ex isted primitively in water, as matter of a particular kind, and
that it was tltereendowed witli tlic plastic faculty; that is to say, with
the power of acquiring, by degrees, different simple forms of fo·ing
bodies, with the concurrence of the general influences oflight, heat,
and perhaps also of electricity, &c., and of then passing from the si mple forms to other more complicated ; varying in proportion to the
modification occurring in the external influences, until the point when
each species acquired duration by the production and manifestation
of activity of the genital organs" !- TIEDEMANN's Pliysiology ef Jlfan.
That is the doctrine, candidly avowed by those to whom gen ius ancl
the conviction of a right discernment of the ways of nature impart a
fearless independence, however it may be disguised by others under
the "conventional term" of creation. But, Tiedemann is a philosophical vitalist, and did not confound the principle oflifo with the forces of
in<;irganic matter, nor, like Carpen ter, Fletcher, Prichard, Roberton,
FOL·bes, &c., place the properties of that principle in the elements of
matter. H e started with matter in more or less of an organic state,
and leaves it problematical how its elements became united into that
peculiar vital compound. He did not even imply that the elements
being so endowed could organize themselves, for he adds to the foregoing statement, that,
"Although we cannot here answer the question, wlicnce came the
water and ·.he organic matter which it contained, yet this hypothesis
is the one which accords best with tlie facts with wlticli geology has
lately been enrided." And again, ''If it be asked, wlwncc organic
matters proceed, how they are produced, together with tlie power of
formation inkerent in tlum, we are necessitated candidly to confess
our ignorance on the subject, inasmuch as the first origin of organic
matters and living bodies is altogether beyond the range of experi·
ment."-TIEDEMANN'S Pltysiolog:IJ of llfan, p. H, 193.
It will he thus seen th at even Tiedemaun's doctrine etijoys "a loophole" which cannot be all owed to those who place "the properties of
life in the elements of matter," or who endeavor, or propose, to ere
ate organic compounds in the laboratory of the chemist; since, in reRpect to the latter, were the production of organic compounds within
" the range of experiment/' the accidental nature of the origin of
such compounds, and, therefore, the incipient being of man, would
be established by the laboratory. And irnw I ask, tloes not the or~on ic chemist attempt or profess to create organic compounds 1 So
says Liebig,§ 350, no. 39, and so say most other di stinguished chemists. · Liebig an<l his di~ciples create the compounds; Crosse and bis
followers create the anwwl. Others do but make the attempt ,· and
this is a very numerous class who thus enter into competition with the
OruGINAL AuTuon of organic c01;ipounds.
\Vhat, therefore, is the
rlitforr ucc in principle between bun. who pretends to have succeeded
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m this work of creation, and the other who has attempted t11c work,
hut without success 1
From the physiologist who advocates the existence of" the properties of life in the elements of matter," we hear that,
"There is no reasonable ground for doubt that if the elements
could be brought together in their requisite states and proportions !Jy
the hand of man, the result (artificial organic compound) would be tlu
same as the natural compound." Again, "that the germs (of parasiLic
plants and animals in the interior of others) have been conveyed from
witlwut into the situations where they are developed, must be held as
a very forced supposition" !-CARPENTER'S Principles of General and
Comparative Pliysiology, p. 146, 395; also, tit.is work, § 14 c, 175 c,
d, 189 b.-See doctrine of" Development" p. 922, and NoTE PP 1).1142.
3501, 11i. Mi.ildcr has the manliness to carry out the obvious tendency of his doctrines, which may be expressed in a brief quotation.
Thus,
"Upon the principles which ham been stated, no room is left for
the dispute as to equivocal generation and epi"gcncsis." Nevertheless,
it is allowed by MUider that cellular structure" cannot yet be imitated
by art." But, waving this conceded difficulty, if the physiological arguments which I have adrnnced ia section 14 c, as to a real Creator,
can be invalidated, I shall concede that a ground has been obtained
for the doctrine of spontaneous generation (9 1051, p. 922, 9 1085).
350-t, n. As I shall soon dismiss t11is author, it may be useful, in
consideration of his exalted worth as a chemist, and 11is authority
among physiologists, to show that m·en one ,.,.ho endeavors to hold a
consistent philosophy on the subject of chemical physiology, yet sees

~~i~~~~u~~eb~~:~~ ~~c~nus~~ t!~cc;~~:1~!~: ~~t~ ~a~~c~~~~~~~!~=~· ~~a:o:~
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found the science of life with that of chemistry (§ 4-}, d). For this
purpose I shall select two passages only, and place them in parallel
columns, after the manner adopled in relation to Liebig in section
350. I shall elect, also, for the negative side, a passage which will
show, what cannot be too often repeated, that the chemists are absolutely regardless of their own fundamental doctrine, of "ascending from
phenomc:ia •to their causes," by rejecting all the unique phenomena
of life as indicative of any peculiar force or laws. Tho a.dirmative
Pide, however, is all that the vitalist desires(§ 189).

Denial

of tlte

Vital Principle and Recognition of tltc Vital Principle
Vital Properties.
and Vital Properties.

"Wherever forces are found in
organic nature, there are substances which are all supplied with
molecular cnEMICAL FORCES. Even
those singular structures, the
ucrves, consist of the same elemeats as the ordinary substances

u The question is, whether, during decomposition, the ORGANIC
FORCES grow weaker of themselYes, permitting the elements to
obey their primary tendcncy,-or
whether causes must exist by
which these ORGANIC FORCES are

~tust~~d~~~:~i~, ~:f~hoem~IOLI~c~~ ;~~:b;;~ak~~~~YN ~i~~~ i~vhii:b
LAH FORCES act a chief part in the ceases to be subject to the VITAL
organism, so far as a change of PRINCIPLE, becomes incapaLle of
~ubstances takes place therein; being stimulated by the vn•.\L

mo
and that NO GENERAL, NO VITAL
FORCE, should be assumed as the
source of those molecular forces.
8uch a vital force is irreconcilable
with the true principles of science,
which require that nothing should
be assumed as existing, but that
every thing should be souglit for
in nature; which teach us to ascend only from an unprejudiced
consideration of the phenomena to
their causes, and to assign those
causes only as we deduce them
from the observed phenomena."
-MULD ER'S Clumistry ef Vegetable and Animal Pliys£ology, p.
68. 1845.

;-it is placed in Other
circumstances; aud as the PROD-

FORCES
ucTs

OF

TUE

VITAL

ARE DIFFERENT FROM

FUll."CTIONS

·ruE PROD·

in
consequence of the Yery difference of the circumstances ir.
which the elements are placed, sc
the products of substances, dcprivecl of VITAL INFLUENCE, must
also GREATL y VAnY with circurr.stances. Hence it may happen,
that THE FORCES present in organ·
ic substances, when deprived of
the VITAL INFLUENCE, may DISAP·
PEAR of themselves.
The impression they had at first received is
changed, modified, OBLITERATED
and th erefore the effects can n<..
lon ger be the same. A substance
persists in the state into which it
was.first put, according to the law
of INERTIA; but the maxim, sublata causa tollitur ffff'ectus, is of
EQ.UAL VALUE ."-MiiLDER's Gliem·
istryofVegetableandAnimalPliys·
iology, p. 54 (§ 59).
UCTS

OF

INORGANIC

NATURE,

I shall conclude with an extract from ~folder, in which it will bt
seen that he has adopted the method set forth by myself in my Essa~
on tlie Pliilosoplty qf Vitality" (1842), of imestigating the subject in
the development of the germ. It may be useful to place in contrast
the purely chemical and the purely vital interpretations of that development (§ 65) . I may also premise that it should be observed that
the chemist keeps out of view all the remarkable circupistances attending the development of the egg which. I have set faith as irrecon·
citable with chemical phenomena, aucl lnnits 11imself to statements
founded on a supposed analogy \vith t110 simple results of chemical
affinity as observed in inorga11ic nature. Thus :
"If we review the phenomena ~f.Iifo, caused. by change of maleri
als, we must go back to the ongmal forrnat10n of organs-to the
growth of an iudividu al from a germ." After illustrntiug the develment of the germ by "an example from the inorganic kingdom" (the
formation of prisms from a solution of the sulphate of soda!), this
distinguished chemist ~roceeds to s<l:y, tha~
"Undoubtedly the differences wl11ch exist between the particles of
the same organic substances are not chemical, in the ordinary gross

~i~i!~~~~~:.ut T~~eo!h~~i~ta~:~ 8o~:l~~s: a':l~ia: 1~;·:uft~~~~t~:~v~~

sition in a hundred parts, frequently not affording us any insight into
either the real characters of substances, or into their real differences.
VVhenever such dissimilar pa:ticles come together, a compound must
be produced, possessing peculiar forces, which, though depeudent upon
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!he mo1ccu1ar forces of the clements, are yet not determined by these
alone. The new arrangement causes a modification of those primary
forces. 'Vhenever it takes place, they appear modified, and therefore
indicate their presence by producing new effects. In sulphate of soda,
the whole collected forces of its constituent molecules-those of sul·
phur, sodium, and oxygen- arc still existent; and upon these alone
depend its qualities, composition, and crystaline form. Sulphate of
soda cannot possess other qualities-ca1mot become other in property
-than what results from its elements, and exclusively originates in
these.
1
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complexly. Not a trace of any organ is as yet perceptible, however;
nor of any force, therefore, by which these organs will be gove rned.
By the new arrangement of the particles, the molecular forces arc
~odified anew, and this process is continuous. Although the primary
forces, once united with the materials, remain the source of every ac·
tion, of every manifestation of phenomena, of every chemical and or·
ganic, that is, physical, combination; they must, nevertheless, produce
different effects, as the combinations become more complex. Each
existing partic1e is the germ of a subsequent one, which is more com·
plex; and, while the temperature necessary for hatching keeps the
primary forces always excited, there is originated in the new arrange·
ment of the particles, and also in th~ forces proceeding from the
groups recently formed, a modification of these primary forces, which
is constantly on the in crease.
"The whole material of the embryo in the egg is gradually brougl1t
in this manner within the circle of action. Then the circle is still
more extended, an<l in its action arc comprehended the elemeuts of
the yolk, and also of the albumen. These are erroneously called the
food of the newly.formed chicken, or its rudiments. In tl1ese ele·
ments there are forces also conjoined with the materials-chemical
forces, analogous to those which exist in the embryo, and contributing
to the production of tbe whole. These forces differ from those found
in the embryo, not in nature, but only in direction, or in the mode of
manifestation."- Mi.iLDER, ut cit, p . 71-73.
351. Having in the preceding sections, as well as at other times,
summoned, in behalf of truth, and of the noblest institutions of na·
ture, an adverse party, and having shown, not only by the nature of
the pursuits which engage the whole practical attention of the leaders
of that party, but by an open cross·examination of the acknowl.edged
chiefs, that tbe enti1:e fieJd of physiology an<l medi~in.c rem~ms~ as
ever, in sole possess10n of those who are employed rn its cult1vat10n ,
and that, by no possible accident, fraud, or conspiracy, can it be trans·
formed or transferred into the laboratory of the chemist, I shall pro·
ceeJ to a. more critical examination of the philosophy of digestion,
both in its vital, and its suppos~d chPmical attributes. .
352 . All other processes oltl1ving beings, ~vh~ther arnmal or vege·
table, and especially the whole work of assimilation after the entrance
of the food within the lacteals, being ex.elusively vital, it follows, as a
great analogy of nature, that the first step in the process of assimila.
tion is equally due to vital influences (§ 323-326).
363. Since every species of complex animals has some peculiarity o(
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organization, not only of the a1imentary canal, but of the liver, salivary glanJs, pancreas, te~th, jaw, skeleton, muscles, and also of in·
stinct, corresponding with a certain modification of the vital endowments of the gastric juice in each species of animal, which shall be
exactly, and forever, and undeviatingly suited to the cligestion of those
kinds of food which were ordained by the Creator for the sustenance
of each when He thus wonderfully instituted this almost endless system of exact Designs i each individual part having its specific final
cause, each final cat'l.so modified in every species and with correspond ing peculiarities of organization, and rill concurring to one great final
cause of subserving those exigencies of life which are fulfilled hy the
gastric juice, and whose modifications in different species of animals
harmonize with the special attributes of all the concurring causes, and
so suited by Infinite \Visdom to the nature of the food of every animal, that its incipient change shall be one of assimilation to the nature
of the being, yet nearly coincident in all animals from the general coincidence in all organic compounds; I say, in all this labyrinth of Designs, so exactly modified in every species, yet correspondent in all,
and each and all, in their individuality, their variety, tlieir modifications, and their unity of purpose, having a specific reference to the
alimentary material of each species of animal, we see in pe1:petual
progress what is equivalent to a 110ver-ending voice from Heaven,
proclaiming that the organic stomach has no parallel in its capabilities
and results in the inorganic world, or in the laboratory of the chemist.
But this is not all; nor will I fail to convert the stupendous whole, as
I advance with the details of assimilation, to the fundamental philosophy of organic life.
354 . The constituent elements of the food having been subjected to
special transformations, and imbued with the first gradations of life, by
the vital action of the salivary and gastric juice, and perhaps, also, by
contact with the stomach, is thus converted, in all animals, into apparently one and the same homogeneous product. It is then submitted
to the farther organizing effects of the bile and pancreatic juice, passe<l tlm)Ugh the wonderfully vi,,ifying lacteals, caITied forward and
st1bjecte<l to the whole animating influence of the pulmonary system 1
per fected in its exalted endowments by the whole labyrinth of the
circulatory organs, and, lastly, though not least, the \"arious compounds are determined, ~ach and all, from tltat one homogeneous
fluid, and in one everlastrngly exact manner, and according to the
nature of each part, by other complex living systems, and thus perpetuated forever in all their exact varieties,- but lww, no imagination can form the most remote conccp~ion, but through the instrumentality of those specific properties of life which were t11e only power
concerned from the beginning to the ending of tl1e astonishing series
of unvarying changes (§ 42); and, however it be that each ultimate
product is destined for the immediate uses of the individua l, it is undcnia~le that tlie !freatfinal ca~e efevery step in tlle assimilating pr~
r.rss, till it results rn tlwfonnatwn ofblfJ!ld-, is tlte reproduction ofgastnc
juice for the maintenance of a~ unceasing supply to the exigencies of
organic life, and the perpetuation of the species (§ 41, 323-326).
355. The gastric JUice being designed to prepare the material fur
the formation of blood has its powers so constituted as to be merely
an agent. The blood, being the ]Jabulum vita fully prepared for the
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regeneration of the gastric juice, aa well as of other organic compounds
{§ 354), is most~y a substance acted upon by the living solids, or by
the ovum-cell, JUSt as the food had been by the gastTic juice, while it
serrns, also, as a stimulus to the vascular parts, and is highly endow-

~~lid~t;r t~~i~::o~~eJt!~smo!k~if~s t;r~~~i~~=\~ ~~se ~~~~d~::s~e\~t~o~~~;
ible with thetr hfe.-NoTE R p. 1123.
356, a. While we are thus employed in describing the ...·arious derails of ~simil~tion, a~tention is unavoidably <1;rrested by the magnificence of tts umque philosophy, and by the ultimate aim of every derail of all the immense variety (§ 353-355), even excretion itself(§
412, &c.), at the production of gastric juice! Ancl as we penetrate
the more latent, but yet more impre~sive physiological laws to which
that juice is obedient, we rise in adm;ration of the preliminary means

~fa~ke~1~!u;~i~;~7:~soa;l~e~:·o~~a~~h~d'~~:~~ ;~o7:C~et~et~:~:is~~~:;~f
his own science, what can be more emphaticallysignificantofthc abstraction of digestion from chemical agencies than the fact that the nervous
power so modifies the vital constitution of the gastric juice that it faiki
of its usual function when a clivision is made of the pneumogastric
nerve 1 Imagination can surmise no connection between the nervous
p~w~r and tbe processes ~f chem~stry. And y~t do the wr~tings of
L1cb1g, and of other orgamc chemists, abound with assumptions that
the supposed affinities of chemistry, as operative in animals, are subject to the nervous power! though it is conceded that the nearly coincident processes and results in plants sustain no such nervous influences (§500, nn). "Tlie animal organism," says Liebig, truly, "is a
ltiglter kind of vegetable." To suppose that such powers operate in
harmony together, and that the mind or its passions are capable of influencing, extensively, the operation of chemical forces, in constantly
modifying the various secreted products, both as to quality and quantity, is a positive violation of the most obvious and universal rules iu
natural philosophy(§ 455 a, 461, 478 b, 488!, 493 cc, 893 a, c, 893t).
356, b. It is evident that a great difficulty exists with many, who
admit a principle of life in relation to the solids, in imagining a fluid
to be equally endowed, and alike capable through that principle of
acting upon organic matter. But we must take the facts as we find
them, nor allow inorganic nature the slightest interference. If analogies must be had, let us seek them in the organic being, and we shall
be certain of success. In the instance before us we have the admitted vitality of the blood ; but, unlike the gastric juice, it produces no

;~:;!r~:e:.~. ~~tt:{~ i::g~~~~' ~f''i;;~{)!~;e~:~:e"o;o~fa~"~:~~ei~i:~!

means of itself assimilating, and {ltercby organizing and endowing with
vitality tlte materials supplied hy the inorganic world"(§ 64, g). Here,
then, the analogy is remarkably forcible, and the more so, as the fact
is conceded by the strictly chemical school of digestio~. . So, of the
semen, in another aspect of the active condition of th~ p:mc1ple. of life
in an organic fluid; this substance, through that pnnc1~1e, being cathe organ ic constitution of the ovum m sue? wise,
pable of modifyinu
0
that the offspring shall inherit the intellectual, vital, and physical poculiarities of the male pa:ent, with six fingers i~stead of five~§ 72,. 73).
357. One of the mr~<>t 1mportan~ arguments rn favor of vital d1geR·
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tion consists in the remnkab1e endowments of the stomach, as manifested by its vital signs, and '.Jy the sympathies which prevail between
this organ and all other parts. The final cause of this .reculi~r constitution of the stomach, this lavish supply of the propcrues of hfe, this
subservience of other organs to its ~ominion, must be sought in its
adaptation to the generation of a fluid that may bestow the first and
most difficult act of vitalization upon dead matter(§ 356, a). There
would also have been something harsh and a~rupt in nature to have
admitted into the recesses of her living orgamzation mere <lead matter. It is opposed to all analogy, and is, therefore, opposed to all
reason. But, that a fluid should perform this astonishing office, this
first and great step in the ascending series, ~t must possess in a high
llegree the principle of life. I\lyste1·i~us as it may be represented, we
must all of us come at last to the admission of the existence of a vital
principle; yet far less mysterious, and far less difficult of comprehension than the human soul. It is fair, then, to conclude tbat an organ
destined for such a high function should possess that principle, in
common with all other parts, as the means on which its function depends; and the best evidences in favor of this analogical inference arc
to be seen in its diversified manifestations of life.
358. 'Ne 1rnve seen, also, that it is conceded by philosophers who
defend, £n extenso, the chemical hypothesis of life, that there may be
somctJ1,£ng appertaining to the stomach totally distinct from the chemical powers, and which is capable of imbuing the chyme with vitality
and an organic condition; and it is, therefore, quite a philosophical
conclusion that this vital sometlling has an important agency in preparing the material for t11e admitted exercise upon it of the vivifying
or organizing power. Nor can there be any valid objeclion to the
::mpposition that this vitalizing power, which so far transcends the
chemical forces in the organizing effect it is allowed to E;xert, may be
folly adequate to any transmutations the foo<l may undergo; and this
inference is the more corToborated by the consid eration that matter
already in an organic state must be hetter fitted for the process of
vivification than it can possibly be after its elements are broken up
and recombined by forces with which those of life are in absolute opposition. Besides, the vitality of the gastric juice, or the vital influence of the stomach itself, being fully admitted, and even capable of
organizing the food anew, shou ld sufficiently protect the alimentary
matter against any chemical agencies whicl1 have been supposed to
operate. That this counteracting power, indeed, prevails to the full
extent which I have alleged, appears to be rendered certain by t11e
ordinary absence of any uf those chemical changes which take place
where numerous substances arc mixed together ont of the stomachsubstances which often possess strong chemical affinities for each
other, and whose operation within the stomach would be promoted by
its high temperature. On the contrary, whatever the variety, it is
uuiformly resolved into o'ne an~ the same homogeneous substance, utterly unlike the results of chemical reactions of one kind of food upon
other kinds; and what is also as conclusive as it is astonishing, the
chyle is apparently the same substance in all animals. Chemistry
must here be consistent with itself, and not renounce, for the sake of
hypothesis, those precise laws by which, in its legitimate pursuit, it
lays open, with astonishing exactness, what had appeared the arcan:l
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of nature. H ere, too, upon the chemico-physiological hypothesis, is
presented an instance in which it is necessarily assumed that the
properties of life and the forces of chemistry act together in concert
in converting <lead into living matter-one destroying, and at the
same moment the other vitalizing! while the assumption is contradicted by all that is known of the relation of these forces to each

ot1N~;§u:ao;~v! 1~s!~~g1~ :)~he
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demand of philosophy not to multiply
causes where one is perfectly adequate; and especially where it is
admitted that all the others are of themselves wh?lly inadequate.
359. The last remark may be also equally applied to a common assumption which is set forth in the follow ing apparen tly plausible manner : "The vitalists," says one of their opponents," are loath to admit
the operation of chemical agents at all, and would seem to consider it
derogatory to suppbse that any changes, save the subtle ones effected
by the powers of life, are worked upon tho aliment." " The vital
principle," he says, "whatc\·or it may be, incessantly makes use of
chemical and mechanical agents for its purposes; and it is no more
degrading to it to employ an acid liquid, and a triturating process, in
order to digest the aliment, than it was to have recourse to bony levers, cartilaginous pulleys, and tendonous ropes."
Here, in the first place, will be observed an entire begging of the
question as to digestion by an acid, since that has never been shown,
and is the main point at issue. It is a perfectly unfounded and extorted inference from the factitious analogy supposed to be seen in
the admitted mechanical movement of the food in the stomach, bony
levers, cartilaginous pulleys, &c. But the pretended analogy, I say,
is utterly inapplicable, were it admissible to reason from better premises of this nature to the existence of important facts which have no
other foundation. The bony levers, muscles, tendons, heart, and large
blood-vessels, arc mere instruments acted upon by the vital principle,
and have no part in the vital results, except as they are the passive
in:!>truments of the properties of life. The same distinction exists between the process of digestion, and the mechanical movement of the
food in the stomach, or the "trituration" of the food, as it is erroneously called by the writer just quoted; since food is not triturated by
the stomach excepting where that organ is designed to supply the
place of teeth. There exists, I say, a total want of analogy between
that mechanical movement of the food and the assumed action of an
acid; since, in the latter case, a radical change is fmpposed to be
wrought in the alimentary mass, while no such change is wrought by
the mere movement, or ernn by the trituration or grinding of food ln
the stomach. The contractions of the stomach, which are purely of a
vital nature, facilitate the process of digestion; but they ~o .n? more
than to expose the food freely to the action of the gastnc JUlce, by

~~!1~~~1,o~l~1~~it~:.:tf~~1,;·,e:s:~:~:~~l;h;;:: i;af.,e~~o1~~~tl·ia1~fel~et~o~it~=~:
tion, with the teeth, or with the knife, which divide the foo~. '~he
acid alone applies to the supposed chemical process of chymdicat1.on.
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e1t ies of life in the functions which belong to these properties. Nor
is this all. Those chemical forces, or an equivalent agent, are sup-
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posed to ai- p13rtain to the gastric juice (a product of the most 11ighly
endowed 01gan in the animal system); and through that product, and
by that product, to operate independently of the vital properties, or,
under their control. But, here it may be again affirmed that througl1out nature there is not an analogical fact to warrant the conclusion;
and with equal truth it may be said that there is notl1ing to aid our
conception of the co-operation of the chemical and vital forces, while
all that is known of their relations to each other proclaims their a1
solute independence.-11fed. Cllirurg. Rev. Land. vol. 29, p. 107.
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ic matter is insusceptible of any such influence from gastric action.
Every fact proclaims that nature has provideJ. the vegetable kingdom
for, the purpose, especially 1 of determining organic combinations out
of inorganic substances for the sustenance of animdl life. In the language of Liebig, ''The first substance capable of affording nutriment
to animals is the LAST product of thBtCREATIVE ENERGY"-ay, "the
CREATIVE ENERGY," he says, IC of vegetables."-(Animal Clu:mislNJ.)
It is manifest, therefore, that it would be an absurdity on the part of
nature to have ordained that chemical agencies sl10uld operate even
at the very threshold of life, at the very fountain for wluch she had
provided elaborate means to subvert the combinations of chemistry,
and to bring them into those entirely new arrangements tha"t approximate the changes they are destined to undergo in the animal stomach. And far less probable is it, that this fundamental principle
should be lost as we ascend from vegetable to animal organization;
since every chemical result within the stomach would tend to reduce
the aliment to the state of that inorganic matter whose complete reduction into organic compounds was effected by the vegetable king·
dom for the uses of the animal Such chemical results, therefore,
would counteract the great final cause of nature, in either organic
kingdom; and, in the animal, would render the means of sustenance
more and more indigestible, and progressively liable to the condition
of inorganic matter (§ 338).• This is fully al1owed by the chief of the
scl10ol of pure chemistry, as shown in the foregoing parallel quotations. Take another summary statement, than which nothing can be
more contradictory of the chemical rationale. "\Vhile no part of an
~rganized being," says Liebig! "can serve as. food to vegetables, until, by the process of putrefaction and decay, it has assumed tlrn forn:
of inorganic matter, tlte animal organism requires, for its support and
development, liiglily-organized atoms. T!tefood of all animals, in all
circumstances, consists of parts of organisms.''-(Animal Cliemistry.)
Chemical philosophy should consider that nutriment of an animal nature requires but little more than the solvent process, and the bestowment of vital properties; while, in accordance with its crude hypotheses, animal compounds must be, more than ngctable, subject to disorganizing agencies, and thus more completely removed from their
original and nca: approxi'.nation ~o tho~e ~f the li\'ing unimal (9 18 a).
361. Hut agam I say, if the vital pnnc1ple be "capable of making
use of chemical agents," no reason can be assigned wl1y it may not
be equal to the whole work of digestion, and of CYcry other process
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l)f living beings. The simple construction may be comprehended,
wl1ile the other is utterly unintelligible. The former alone is agreeable to the rules of philosophy 1 and abolishes the inextricable confusion which attends the chemical hypothesis. What, indeed, can be
meant, by the vital properties making use of chemical forces 1 Can
there be a more glaring absurdity 1 more absolute nonsense 1 How
are those chemical forces brought into use, how held in subjection,
how forever maintained in one exact operation in each particular organic process, of which there are multitudes, distinct from each other,
going on in the same individual 1 How do they elaborate from one
common, homogeneous fluid, either the blood, or the sap, all the various, unique, unchanging, secreted products of the whole organic being 1 Products, forever the same in every part, yet differing from
each other according to the nature of the part 1 Did you eve r hear
or dream of any thing analogous to this in that inorganic world where
chemistry holds its empire 1 \Vhen do those chemical forces begin
to operate, in the living body, what part do they perform, UTl'l wl1at is
the allotment of Lhe properties of life 1 Is there any knowa concert
of action between the two species of forces 1 On the contrary, is it
not every where demonstrated that the properties of life are in direcl
opposition to the forces of chemistry 1
\Vhate\·er be the construction, by uniting the two forces (as is done
by the only chemical school that is entitled to a respectful notice), we
conrnrt what is a simple problem, lik e all other processi::s of nature,
into the greatest paradox that has been yet devised by the ingenuity
of man. It is in vain to say that some one or two of the products of
organization, such as carbonic acid, and urea, are such as result from
chemical affinities, since these are excrementitious; while chemistry
assures us tj;iat all organic compounds are utterly different in their elementary combinations from any compound of a chemical nature.
Thus might I go on to argue this subject upon general principles
alone; while at every step of the argument we should see the whole
chemical hypothesis of li fo taking its proper rank as a <lream of the
imagination, or as a project of ambitious minds.
362. Digestion having been assumed to be more or less, or alto
gether, a chemical affair, it rationally followed that it might be imita
ted by art. Accordingly, when this ambitious science bad succeeded
in turning the whole inorganic world into the laboratory, it set itself
at the manufacture of organic compounds, and even at the entire animal. It did not, like Alexander, sit down and weep because it had
no more worlds to conquer; but, like Sbakspearc, having ''exhausted worlds, it then imagined new." Even eminent physiologists, who
should look with jealousy upon any invasions upon the laws of nature,
especially upon such as it is their peculiar province to illustrate, began the manufacture of gastric juice by fire and acids, fi;nd me.tal!ic
salts. \Ve are thus presented by these philosophers Wlth art1ficml
compounds, of a most incongruous nature, and we are told that ea.ch
one is the gast1;c juice; that each is capable of the same precise
results as that universal product of animals, apparently the same in
all, and elaborated from the blood by an organ of the highest vital
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and all derived from one common source (§ 135 a, 314 , 419, S27 h).
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363. A diversity of opinions exists as to the real nature i...f the
chemical agent supposed to be employed by nature in the process of
digestion. Free tnuriatic acid having been found, or supposed to exist, in the stomach, it has been concluded by many that this must be
the great agent; while Dr. Prout, and others, affirm that "free muri atic acid more or less retards the process of reduction." Dr. R.
Thompson 1 however, states that, by digesting muscular fi~re in dilute
muriatic acid, he produced a substance "exactly resembling chyme."
This experiment was pretty widely repeated, and many were equally
successful with "dilute muriatic acid" as was Dr. Thompson. Others, on the contrary, declared their fai lm·e, and others, like Dr. Prout,
maintained that thi s aci d retarded digestion. Eberle had already advanced the hypothesis that mucous membranes, no mattel' whether of
the stomach or the bladder, dissolved either in muriatic or acetic acid,
would form the true gastric juice, and perform its wonderful operations. There is now a general bias in favor of one of these compounds, though other preparations are supposed by many to form very
good gastric juice. Again, it is said that the "digestive mixture/' as
it has been well denominated by the manufacturers, "retains its solvent properties for months," while t11e gastric juice loses its solvent
power soon after its abstraction from the stomach(§ 341 ). And what
equally establishes a total difference between the "mixture" and the
gastric juice is the no small circumstance that the clrnmist may torture
and extinguish the artificial "digestive principle" in a variety of ways,
and then transmute it back in all its ,·igor. Thu s, according to Schwann
and Mliller, the artificial "digestive principle" may be neutralized by
an alkali, and afterward "precipitated from its neutral solution by
acetate eflcad, and obtained again in an active state from that precipitate by means of hydro-sulphuric acicl." This precipi$ate, we are
told, when thus treated, and thus compounded of principles radically
different from the original mixture, is essentially the same as Lhc
gastric juice, and that the results of such artificial preparations must
be taken as the test of the pltysiology of natural digestion; that, abandoning nature, we must look to the resources of the laboratory for
any satisfactory account of her vital processes. Nor do I at all exaggerate; for it is distinctly avowed that we knew nothing of digestion
till the invention of the artificial mixtures. Thus, it is said of Schwann
by one so able and distinguished as l\1iiller, that he (Schwann) " having discovered that the infusion of dry mucous membrane with dilute
acid, even after it is filtered, still retains its digestive power, the digestive principle, tliereforc, is clearly in solution, and tlte tlieory ef digestion by contact/alls to tlw ground." Here, a most important physiological induction is wholly founded upon a process wl1ich has not
the most remote connection with organized matter.
364. I have said that the experimenters took the hint of manufacturing gastric jui~e .from the occasional discovery of an acid in the
stomach. But, tlns ts undoubtedly a rare phenomenon in a healthy
stomach, and where the food has been at all appropriate in quality
anrl quantity. Th e chemical hypothesis, as~ have said, was long ago
in vogue, and was put at rest by demonstrative proof. Distinguished
observers, Hunter, H aller, Willis, Spallanzani, Fordyce, and more
recently Dumas, Schultz, and others, insist that the reputed acid is
the result of a tiue chemical decomposition of vegetable matter.
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Spallanzani, whose experiment~ were almost endless, Scopoli, Chev·
reuil, and others, rarely succeeded in finding it at all, and in soow an.
imals nev~r. Spallanzani, indeed, affirms that the gastric juice is
neither acid nor alkaline in its natural state.
As far back as Baller's day, when this subject was agitated, it i!!I
said by this illustrious and accurate observer, that, "although there
may be some rare signs of an acid in the stomach, it does not, there·
fore, become us to suppose that food is animalized by a chemical
process; much less to compare this process with the action of an
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can be no doubt that Hunter's prophecy holds good to this <lay, that,
"If ever any matter is formed in any of the juices secreted in any
part of ti. vege~able or animal body similar to what arises from fer.
mentalion, we may depend on it, it arose from that process i but we
may also depend on it, that there is a defect of the living principle in
these cases."
These are not the mere speculations of genius, but. the facts and
the conclusions of genius after a long, an<l wide, and experimenta1
survey of nature. And are these observations, nay, our own experience, our own sen5cs, to be set aside to accommodate an hypothesis
of' life which identifies dead, even inorganic, with living beings 1
36-1{. But perhaps even a greater violence, than the foregoing
manufacture of gastric juice, has been recently clone to physiology,
in the alleged conversion, by chemical manipulations, oft.he secreted
products of organs, totally unlike, into each other. It should be conceded, however, that this has been generally sanctioned by the jour·
nals of the day. Thus, in the LONDON LANCET for July, 1845, is a
quotation from the report of MJ\I. Villefranchc and Barreswill to Lhe
French Academy on the " Clwnical Plwnome1ia of Digestion," from
which the conclusion is deduced that
" Thus, it appears easy to trans.form ·lite gastric juice, tlie pancreatic
jhdd, and the saliva, into eaclt other, and TO MAKE AN ARTIFICIAL
GASTRIC JUICE FROM TilE PANCREATIC FLVID, and vice versa"!
It appears, also, from these late experiments, that the digestive
priuciple depends on an organic matter, that "the said matter may be
destroyed by an ele\•ated temperature," and that "its digestirn powers vary, according as it is associated with a fluid ha,·ing an acid or
an alkaline reaction."
It would seem, therefore, not improbnb1e that a new hypothesis
will soon be in vogue, and that the acid principle will be abanJonec.
.
to satisfy the claims of new aspirants.
365 . The assumed identity of tl1e artificial products with the chyme
of the human and other stomachs has never been shown in the slightest degree; and that it is the merest assumption is uot only proved
by what I have already set forth, but is fully admitted by those who
advocate the chemical doctrine. The conclusion rests upon the mere
appearance which the artificial substance offers to the eye. Thus, it
is lately said by Dr. Davy, that
"It is impossible to witness the change '":h~ch t~kes place ~n mus·
cular fibre, in consequence of putrefaction givmg nse to a flmd very
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like chyme in appearance, without asking, may not PUTREFACTION be
concerned in digestion itself, according to tl1e earliest theoretical notions on the subject/' and as now maintained by Liebig, and his followers (§ 350) 1 Farther on, however, in the same work, he says,
"twenty different semi-fluids might be mentioned, to which, as far lli!
~he eye can judge, this putrid matter bears as close a resemblance as
to chyme"(§ 341).
366. "Dr. Beaumont [of St. Martin celebrity] has instituted several
experiments with a view to determine the power of acids in dissolving articles of food; and the results which he obtained, although they
varied somewhat according to the substances employed in the expe.riments, have nevertheless led him to the conclusion that no oilier fluzd
produce~ tlie same ejfect on food wlticli tke gastric juice does, and that
IT is the onlz1 solvent of aliment" (§ 341, 373).- MULLER's Pltysiology,
p. 589. London, 1839.
So far Dr. Beaumont's accuracy may be readily admitted.* But, as
his observations upon the natural process of digestion, as carried on
in St. Martin's stomach, have become incorporated in most of the
subsequent works on physiology, and even in systematic works on
diet, where they generally serve as a foundation for some of the most
important conclusions in the science of 1ife, and have been seized
upon with avidity by the supporters of the physical and chemical
doctrines, and without any reference to their credibility, or to the unnatural condition of that celebrated stomach, it may be well to show.
by their conflict with universal experience, that those observations
are not only worthless, but pregnant with the greatest practical errors. For this purpose, it is only necessary to present a btief abstract
from the tabular view supplied by tlie author of the average time occupied by different alimentary substances in undergoing digestion.
Thus:

~~;~,feet, 60d~e~

boiled.
do.
do.

Salmootrout,frcsh.

iill:~;~~L~~~~~bJ.;
Cake,spoogc

.

.

~~~k, iat ~d tea:ii, re~entlf
Pork11teak • . .

g~:~n~~~Je~e~

Bread,wbcat,fresh.
Do. Indiancorn

~m~~£~i~an: rar~

Mutton,fresh .
Fowls, domestic
Potatoes,lrish.

100
100
130

130
200
230

.

sa.lt~d

230
230
230
300

315
320
300
345

330
315
330
330
300
315
<00

330

Here, then, we have pigs' feet nearly four times as easy of digestion as baked Lread, or roasted mutton , or beef, or domestic fowl!,
or eggs, or oysters; raw cabbage nearly twice as easy of digestion;
"nasted pig and g )Ose a third or more ea'iier, &c. And these arc
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common examples of what is known, in medicine, as "the ex1Jeri mental philosophy of the nineteenth century," and "the march of medical science" over all former and more rational experience (§ 18).
367. The experiments with pepsin, or the artificial mixtures, have
been limited to substances already animalized, i n their simple conditions, and in minute proportions. Hay, nuts, onions , and even arrowroot, would be appalling to pepsin; and the quantities of tho gormand, or the variety of the epicure, would soon show the nature of
this branch of" experimental ph ilosophy."
368. A chemical dilemma presents itself. The supposed chemical
agent in digestion should be the same in all animals, to explain, in the
least, the identity of the resulting products,- and so it is admitted by
the advocates of one u mixture," or of another, respectively. But
this, on the other hand, is clearly contradicted by the variety of. the
" mixtures," and by the vast variety of alimentary substances, consumed by different species of animals i while, indeed, if the least regard were paitl to the laws of chemical nffinity, it should be obvious
thnt there would be no smnll variety of chemical influences in the
stomach of omnivorous man.
369. Nevertheless, if the" digestive mixture" be made from the mucous tissue of the stomach of a. strictly graminivorous animal, or even
from its bladder, it will "digest" meat and other substances which
!Orm the peculiar food of carnivorous animals, but will refuse to digest most or the substances common to the animal from whose stomach
~a~~~:.igestive mixture" is prepared. This, therefore, is contrary to
370. Digestion is well performed and often promoted when alkalies
are taken into the stomach in sufficient quantities to hold the reputed
amount of acid in a neutral state.
371. On the contrary, digestion is always impaired by the introductivn of acids into the stomach while the process is going on.
372. Did the supposed acid exist in the gastric juice, it would ren
der the medicinal doses of the nitrate of silver, or the acetate of lead,
perfectly inert. This principle is also of obvious application to many
other substances. Indeed, it would be a perpetual " incompatible"
with many remedial agents.
373. Jf digestion depend on the supposed chemical agencies, the
stomach should always undergo more or less of that change after
death; especially violent death. It is the rarest phenomenon, however,
in man or animals, to witness the slightest change in that organ that
can be t"efcrable to the gastric juice (§ 366).
314. It is fundamental in nature that an organ which is designed
for the production of an organic fluid does not also generate an inorganic substance, especially a simple element like chlorine, for the purpose of bestowing organization and life.
375. Again, since it is the mucous tissue of. the stomach a.lone
which, in all animals, secretes a juice capable of producing chyme ;
and as no other part of any organized being can generate a substance
of similar power, how arrogant, therefore, the supposition that art can
manufacture a fluid of the same virtues (§ 323-325) !
376. AR new aspirants enter the field, nove1ties, of courne, will
spring up. They serve, however, to show us the importance of regarding with suspicion whatever may conflict with the long-establish-
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ed conclusions which have been drawn from an observation of the
most common phenomena of living being::;. This leads 1:ic to adve.rt
to the experimental researches of Dr. Schultz, the eminent Berlin
professor, which, whatever be their foundation, effectually destroy our
confidence in all those "digesti,·e mixtures" which hav4: figured, of
late years, so conspicuously in nearly all the systematic works on
physiology.
In the first place, Professor Schultz infers t1rnt neither the stomach
nor the gastric juice have much agency in digestion, but that this
great office is mostly performed by tl1e saliva. This distinguished
observer also finds that,
1st. "The secretions of the stomach are always alkaline excepting
durin g the process of <ligestion."
2d. "No foo<l undergoes digestion without saliva."
3d. "The chyme is uot produced by chemical action, but is an or·
ganic compound formed by a vital trausforrnation of the food."
4th. "There is no such product as the supposed acid gastric juice;
only a sour chyme" (§ 364, HuNTEn).
5th. " The acid found in the stomach is the result of a chemical de·
composition of the food" (§ 364).-ScnULTZ, de Aliment. Concoctiont
Also, the Rfjuvenescence ef llfan, &c. 1842.
Again, still more recently, l\'.1. Blondlot, under the guidance of 41 ex·
perimental philosophy,"• affirms that the saliva is of the nature of mu·
cos, little else than tbe waste of organs (as Liebig regards tlte gastric
juice, § 350), contributing nothing to digestion, and only useful as a
shield to the mucous surface (BLoNDLoT, Traite de Analitique de la
Digestion, p. 124, 126).
376~- . It appears, therefore, that all the prevailing physical views
of digestion, the chemical doctrines of secreted products, the healthy
and morbid processes of living beings, the modus operandi of morbific
and remedial agents, which completely shuts out the magnificent laws
of sympathy, and the whole bathos of the lrnmoral pathology, have
been, in recent times, the work of the laboratory. Physiologists and
therapeutists, the British especially, appear to ha,·e forgotten that it is
their business to explore the facts and the laws of organic nature, and
to ha,·e turned the whole matter over to the chemist(§ 349, d). They
have surre11dered this high calling to the laboratory, m1d have bowed
in submission to ,whatever its acids and crucibles have pretended to
reveal as to the processes and laws of living beings. A vast number
have thus discarded their lofty pursuits, and have substituted for them
.a most unnatural dependence upon the Jaboratory of the chemist.
The chemist has seized the opportunity with avidity; since his employment with inorganic nature is mostly analytical, mostly exhausted,
while that which relates to living beings supplies an unbounded field
for the institution of great principles and laws, whether true or false,
and for the highe~ renown in philosophy. It is not remarkable,
therefore, col1Sidering the prizes are few, the competitors many, that
the "race is to the swift, and the battle to the strong," that the ambitious clwmist should abandon the mere work of analysis, and push his
inquiries into tliat magnificent clepa:tment o_f natm·e where the richest
laurels may be gathered. Inorgamc ch_em1stry supplies no sucl1 op·
portunities. Its work is analyLical, and its principles few and simple;
"Annrtifidalfistu.lousopeninginndog'sst.om:i.cb (§366).
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~ml tlLis, alone, t"s tlic legitimate ohject of organic cliemislry.
That object bas been lately well expressed by l\Ir. Hoblyn, in his J.1Janual of
Cliemislry . Thus:
. ".The peculiar prin~iples which exi~t in al_l organized beings an::
dtstmct from those wluch operate on morgamc matters. and may be
denomi~ated organ~c agen~s. '!~heir mode of operation is mysterious.
Tile object of orgamc cliemistry is to investigate tltc cliemical liistory of
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animal kingdoms, and

I therefore say, let us look well to cl1C doings of the chemist. Let
us properly regard his tampering with so profound a subject as phys·
iology. whether in its natural or morbid aspects. Let us scrutinize
his fa~ts when he assails the experience of all the renowued in medical science through al I past time, and declares that experience worthless (§ 350, mottoes). Let us not, however, indignantly retaliate upon
him his attempts to overthrow the great fabric of medicine, or his cf·
forts to undervalue the labors and the doctrines of men who have
toiled in tlle field of organic nature, and have immolated themselves
in the ~hambers of the sick. Let us rather kindly advise the chemist
to culuvate modesty, and tell him, frankly, that, to comprehend the
laws and the processes of living beings, they must be perpetually the
objects of profound study. both in the natural state of the being and
in all the variations to which he is Jiable from the influences of morbific and remedial agents. Let us tell him that he has acted wisely
in refraining from all such obscrn1tions, and in making the laboratory
the exclusive theatre of his experimental inquiries. Eitbar science,
analytical, and limited in pifociples and laws, as chemistry may be, io
enough for the compass of an individual; and medicine transcendH
the powers of the most gigantic mind. The physician, therefore, i.f
he aim at the highest practical usefulness, or at the science of mechcine, will find only the leisure to acquire the outlines of chemistry,
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within the precincts of his work-shop.
And now let us remember, that there is not one name in all the
annals of medicine which rests for its distinction on the physical
and chemical doctrines of life. On the contrary, in every instance
where attempts have been made to carry the science of chemistry into
physiology, in all, and every such instance, the individuals who have
Deen so employed have sunk rapidly into oblivion; unless here and
there a name, like Fourcroy's and Liebig's, which is rescued by lofty
genius, and by purely chemical labors in the inorganic king~on:i.
376-t, a. Finally, I will not forego this opportunity of bnngmg. to
the support of opinions which I have hitherto all.\'anced the following
extract from Judrre
STORY'S late address before the Alumni of Har0
vard University. It will be seen that the views of this distingui~hed
man are entirely coincident with those whi.ch I had expre.ssed m. a
former work. (See Medical and Physiological Commentaries, vol. i.,
p. 331- 333, 310, 307, 308, 327, 385-400; vol. ii., p. 6ti6-677, 8011

Sl~,I ~~;;•s;i~~,', ~!;; ~~~eminent jurist, "that th~ ten<lenc:( in our
day is to ultraism of all sorts. I am aware that .tins suggestion may
appear to some minds of an easy good-nature, or rndolent confidence,
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to be over-wrought, or too highly colored. But unless we choose
voluntarily to blind ourselves to what is passing before our eyes in
lhe daily intercourse of life, it seems to me impossible not to feel that
there is much which demands severe scrutiny, if not serious alarm.
I meddle not here with the bold, and yet familiar speculations upon
government and polity, upon the fundamental changes, and even abolition of constitutions, or upon the fluctuating innovations of ordinary
legislation. These might, of themselves, furnish out exciting themes
for public discussion, if this were a fit occasion to introduce them. I
speak rather oftbe interests of letters-of the common cause of ]earning- of the deep and abiding principles of philosophy. Is it not painfully true that the spirit of the age has broken loose from the strong
ties which have hitherto bound society together by the mutual cohesions and attractions of habits, manners, institutions, morals, and literature~ It seems to rrie, that what is old is no longer ~ matter of
reverence or affection. What is established, is not on that account
esteemed positively correct, or even salutary or useful. \\That have
hitherto been deemed fundamental truths in the wide range of human
experience and moral reasoning, are no longer admitted as axioms.
or e\·en as starting-points, but at most are propounded only as problems, worthy of solution. They are questioned and scrutinized, and
required to be submitted to jealous proofs. They have not even conceded to them the ordinary prerogative of being presumed to be true
until the contrary is clearly shown. In short, there seems to me, at
least, to be abroad a general skepticism- a restless spirit of innovation and change- a fretful desire to provoke discussions of all sorts,
under the pretext of free inquiry, or of comprehensive liberalism.
And this movement is to be found not merely among illiterate and
vain pretenders, but among minds of the highest order, which are capable of giving fearful impulses to public opinion. "\Ve seem to be
borne on the tide of experiment with a rash and impetuous speed,
confident that there is no risk in our course, and heedless that it may
make shipwreck of our best hopes, and spread desolation and ruin on
every side, as well on its ebb as its flow. The main ground, therefore, for apprehension, is not from undue re,·erence for antiquity, so
much as it is from dreamy expectations of unbounded future iutellectual progress; and, above all, from our gross over-valuation and inordinate exaggeration of the peculiar advantages and excellences of
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clearness of vision; that we reason, as men never reasoned before;
that we have reached depths and made discoveries, not merely in abstract and physical science, but in the ascertainment of the moral and
intellectual powers of man, and the true structure and interests of government and society, which throw into comparative insignificance tho
~ttainments of past ages. \Ve seem to oursel~·es to be emerging, as
it were, from the darkness of by-gone centunes 1 whose 0O"low-worm
lights 'show the matin to be near, and 'gin to pale their ineffectua1
fires,' before our advancing radiance .. \Ve are almost. ready to persuade ourselves that their experience is of little value to us; that the
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change of circumstances is so great, that what was wisdom once iR
no longer such; that it served well enough for the day, but that it
ought not now to be an object of desire, or even of commendation.
"Nay, the comparison is sometimes eagerly pressed of our achieve.
ments in literature with those of former ages. Our histories are said
to be more philosophical, more searching, more exact, more clabprate
than theirs. Our poetry is said to surpass theirs in brilliancy, imag·
inativeness, tenderness, elegance, and va1;ety, and not to be behind
theirs e''en in sublimity, or terrific grandeur. It is more thoughtful,
more natural, more suggestive, more concentrative, and more thrilling than theirs. Our philosophy is not, like theirs, harsh or crabbed,
or irregular i but wrought out in harmonious and well-defined pro·
portions. Our metaphysical systems and mental speculations are (ai::
we flatter ourselves) to endure forever, not merely as monuments of
our faith, but of truth; while the old systems must fall into ruins. or
merely furnish materials to reconstruct the new- as the temples of
the gods of ancient Rome serve but to trick out or ornament the mod·
em churches of the Eternal City. Ay, and it may be so. But who
will pause and gaze on the latter, when his eyes can fasten on the gi·
gantic forms of the Coliseum, or the Pantheon, or the Column of Tra.
jan, or the Arch of Constantine 1
"May I not stop for a moment, and ask if there is not muc11 delu·
sion and error in this notion of our superiority over former ages; and
iftl~ere be, whether it may not be fatal to out· just progress iu litera.
tu re, as well as to the permanent interests of society 1 I would not
ask those who entertain such opinions to accompany me back to tht
days of Aristotle and Cicero, whose works on the subject of govern
m.e nt and politics alone ha,·e scarcely received any essential addition
in principles or practical wisdom, down to this very hour. Who, d
all the great names of the past, have possessed so profound an influ·
ence and so wide an authority for so long a period 1 Jf time be the
arbiter of poetical excellence, whose fame is so secure as that of Homer and Virgil 1 Whose histories may hope to outlirn those of Thu·
cydides and Tacitus 1 But I would limit myself to a far narrower
space, to the period of the two centuries which have elapsed sinco
our ancestors emigrated to America. Sun-ey the generations which
have passed away, and let us ask ourselves what have been their literary labors and scientific attainments 1 \Vhat the productions of
their genius an<l learning 1 What the amount which they have contributed to meliorate the condition of mankind- to lay deep and broad
the foundations of Theology, and Jurisprudence, and llfedicine-to
eetablish and illustr;:ite the principles of free governments and iutcr·
national law- and to instruct as well as amuse the leisure, and to refine the taste of social Jife1 Unless I greatly mistake, a calm survey
of this whole matter would convince every we11-ba1~nced mind, that
if we may claim something for ourseh•es, we must yield much to the
scholars of those days. \Ve shall find that much of our own fruits
have been grafted on the ancient stocks. That much of w~1at we now
admire is not destined for immortality. Tltat muc!t ~laclt toe deem
new is but an ill-disguised plunder from tltc olcl reposit~rtes. And tliat
m.uclt wltich we vaunt to be true consists of oldfallac~es, often refuted
and fo1gotten, or of unripe theories, which must pcnsh by the way·
side, or be choked by other weeds of a kindred growth.
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done hifore. 'VbateYer may be the extent or variety of labors and
attainments, much of them will fail to reach posterity, and mmih which
reaches them will be felt, uot as a distinct formation, but only as component ingredients of the general mass of knowledge. l\lany of the
imniortals of one age cease to be such in the next which succeeds it;
and, at best, after a fitful season of renown, they quietly pass away,
and sleep well in the common cemetery of the departed. What is
present is apt to be dazzling and imposiug, and to assume a vast importance over the distant and the obscure. The mind in its perspective becomes affected by the like laws as those of the natural vision.
The shrub in the foreground overtops the oak, that has numbered its
centuries. The hill under our eye locms higher than the snowy Alps,
which skirt the edge of the horizon.
"But let us subject this matter to a 1ittle closer scrutiny, and see if'
the annals of the last two centuries alune do not sufficiently admonish
us of the mutability of human fame, as well as that of human pursuits.
What a vast amount of intellectual power has been expended during
that period, which is now dimly seen, or entirely forgotten! The
very names of many authors have perished, and the titles of their
works are to be gathered only from the dusty pages of some obscure
catalogue. What reason can we have to suppose that much of our
own labors will not share a kindred fate 1 But, turning to ano.ther
and brighter part of the picture, where the mellowing band of timo
has touched with its finest tints the varying figures. \Vho arc there
to be seen but Shakspeare, and Milton, and Bacon, and Locke, ancl
Newton, and Cudworth, and Taylor, and Barrow, not to speak of a
host of others, whose works ought to be profoundly studied, and
should illustrate every library. I put it to ourselves to say, wlw are
the men of tltis generation to be brougltt into <:omparison witli lliese, £n
the extent and variety eftlwir labors, tlte powers of their genius, or tlte
cleptlL of tlieir researches? 'Vho of ourselves can hope to exercise an
influence over the human mind as wide.spread as theirs 1 'Vbo can
hope to do more for science, for philosophy, for 1iteratuTC, for theolo·
gy, than they 1 I put the argument to our modesty, whether we can
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osities for collectors of the antique 1
"I ba\'e but g1anced at this subject. It would occupy a large dis·
course to unfold it in its Yarious bearings and consequences. But the
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comp1icated interests of literary as well as social life. It not only
loosens and disjoints those institutions, which seem indi spensable to
our comm?n happiness and security, but it puts afloat all those prin·
ciples, winch constitute, as it were, the very axioms of all sound phi·
losophy and literature. In no country on earth is the danrrer of sucb
a tendency so pregnant with fearful re~ults, as in our o~Yn; for it
nurses a spirit of innovation, and cx.per1ment, and oscillation, which
leaves no resting·place for sober meditation 01· permanent progress.
1
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becomes master of the rudiments;' and that he who begins by presuming on his own sense has ended his studies as soon as he has
commenced them."- Judge STORY'S Address, &c.*
376q, b. In parting, for the present, with organic chemistry .
would again pay my humble tribute to a science of exalted wo rth, in
its vocation of laying open the constitution and laws of inorganic nature, and in applying its results to many of the most useful purposes
of life. The physiologist venerates the science, does homage to its
cultivators, would do battle for its cause. In protecting the great Institution which it is his province to illustrate, in preser ving unsullied
the stupendous philosophy of Medicine, he makes no encroachment
on a sister science i but, ever obedient to the voice of Nature, he worships in all her temples(~ 1034).
4. DISTRIBUTION.
371. The fourth function common to animals and plants is distribution or circulation. In the former, after the food has become so far
assimilated as to receive the final acl of appropriation, or, in other
words, after it is formed into blood, it must be distributed to all parts
of the body, for their growth, nutrition, &c. This office is performed
by the heart and blood-vessels in a11 perfect and superior animals,
and by the blood-vessels alone in tlie inferior tribes, and whenever
the heart is wanting. In the last instance the means are very similar
to those which carry on the circulation in plants.
378. The mechanism of circulation is shown by the function. h
the perfect animals the b lood is expe11ed by the left ventricle of the
heart into the aorta, and thence distributed to all parts of the body;
where it is applied to nutrition and secretion, and undergoes depuration by the excretory organs. Such as is not thus appropriated is
sent forward to the communicating veins, by which it is conveyed to
the right auricle, and from thence to the right ventricle, to be distributed to the lungs through the pulmonary artery, and returned, again,
to the left ventricle through the pulmonary veins and left auricle. In
the lungs, the venous blood is converted to arterial, and perfected fo1
the various exigencies of organic life, by the joint agency of the pulmonary mucous tissue and atmospheric air(§ 419, 827 h) .
379. A remarkable exception occurs to the foregoing general plan
of the circulation in the transmission of venous blood from the abdominal viscera to the liver, through the Yena portre. It is also
anomalous, that this blood is appropriated, in part, to the formation
of an organic fluid, the bi le, while the residue is transmitted to tho
vena cava through the hepatic veins i these veins being also the associate medium for the return of blood from the hepatic artery(§1031).
380. There are three principal distinctions between the ~lood sent
out by the left ventricle and that which is returned to the nght: 1st.
The color of venous blood is a moclena red; that of arterial a bright
scarlet. 2d. Venous blood is more highly charged with carbonaceous
matter than the arterial. 3d. Venous blood will not support the lifo
of organs.
381. The blood supplie~ all parts with their .me~ns of nu~ition, se~
cretion, &c., and is, itself, the stimulus by wl11ch its own circulatory
organs are excited to motion, and by which the formative an<l secretory vessels are mainta ined in their action. The pabulum vita is,
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therefore, remarkably distiaguisbcd from all other substances in na·
ture, in being equally the stimulus of the whole circulatory system,
and the substance acted upon and appropriated according to the na·
ture of every part in which it may circulate (§ 136).
It is the same with the sap of plants as with the blood; both being
alike the pabulmn vita. Each is every where converted into the
solid organs to which it is distributed, and into fluids and other products '"'1hich have their special allotment in organic life; and nothing
is formed which is not derivc<l immediately from the blood or sap (§
41-44, 847 c, 1053).
OF TJIE POWERS WHICH

CIR~ULATE

TUE BLOOD. •

:382. Much of the philosophy of medicine is involved in a right estimate of the powers which carry on tl1e circulation of the blood.
But, having set forth this subject extensively in the Medical and
Physiological Commentaries, I shall now limit my remarks to a statement of the most prominent facts(§ 407, a).
383, a. A great error has prevailed of ascribing the circulation of
the blood to the propelling power of the heart alone. Another, less
common, imputes venous circulation to the action of the capillary arteries; while a still greater regards it as a hytlrostatic phenomenon
dependent on the arterial column of blood. Another, subversive of
all principles in medicine, refers the circulation in the capillary vessels-those instruments of all the essential organic processes-to capillary attraction. Another supposes that the blood is moved in virtue
of its own inherent power. Another, that the globular portion is
composed of animalcula, which traverse the circulatory system by
their locomoti\•e endowment. But, the most obnoxious to objection
is the latest speculation which flows from the universal doctrine of
Liebig, that
"All vital activity arises from the mutual action of the oxygen of
the atmosphere and the elements of the food;" that "the life of animals exhibits itself in the continual absorption of the oxygen of the
air, and its combination with certain component parts of the animal
body;" and that "the cause of the state of motion is to be found in
a series of changes which the food undergoes in the organism; those
ciianges being the results of processes of decomposition, to which the
food itself, or the structures formetl from it, or parts of organs, arc
su~jected."
(See§ 350, nos. 9, 10, § 1054).
This last hypothesis imputes the circulation entirely to the chemical
action of oxygen gas upon the tissues and upon tlrn blood itself; rejects, altogether, the propelling and suction power (lf the heart, overlooks the respiratory movements, the peristaltic action of the intestinal canal, the permanent contraction of the sphincters, tl1e motions of
tlrn iris, denies all vascular action, even in the face of such phenomena as blushing, and all other sympathetic mo,·ements, nor recognizes
a local morbid pl1ysiological determination of blood, or a morbid process, or a physiological influence of therapeutical agents, but construes all these unique results upon the same chemical phenomenon.
383, b. A modification, however, of this doctrine concedes an instrumentafay of the heart in circulating the blood. The heart still
acts in virtue of the combustive process; and so far the doctrine iR
~

The term pou:crs, ns here employed, comprehends the instruments of circulation.
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consistent. But it is fundamentally contndicted by the incongruity
of the two great sources of power at the apex and at the circumference of che circulation, when contrasted with the exact balance which
prc,·ails between the moving power of the heart and the circulation
5
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specific effect as that which imputes the circulation of the blood to
an associate mechanical impulse by the heart and a chemical process
in the capillary blood-vessels(§ 129) .
384. There are numerous elements concerned in the circulation of
the blood, each one of which I haYe endeavored to substantiate in a
former work.*-Sce also p. 934, ~ 1090.
1st. The heart possesses, through its vital properties1 an active
power of dilating and contractiug (§ 498, e, 1090),
2d. The arteries possess a similar power, though in a far inferior
degree. This has been determined by the application of irritants.( Medical and Pliysiological Comm., vo1. ii., p. 147-152, 375-403.)
3ll. The capillary arteries, or the reservoirs of blood to the extreme vessels, have the same power, which is much more actively exercised than in the larger arteries. The capillaries are consequently
brought into greater action when stimulated by physical agents, as in
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4th. The extreme vessels or terminating series. of the arterial system, ha,·e, also, a like power of contracting and dilating actively, and
in a still greater degree than the capillary arteries (§ 136, 750).
5th. The extreme capillary veins have, also, a special action of the
foregoing nature, which aids in transmitting the blood from the arterial system to the next larger series of veins.
Gth. The larger veins possess the power of dilating and contracting
actively, according to the varying quantities of blood transmitted from
the arterial system. Their constant conatus to contract on their contents assists in the transmission of the blood.
7th. All the cavities of the heart operate upon the principle of an
exhausting pump, during their dilatation.-NoTE Bn p. 1131.
385. All the foregoing powers (§ 384) concur together, according
to a consummate Design, in circulating the blood. All arc important
elements; no one adequate in itself, while each should be studied by
itself, as well as in connection with the whole(§ 74, 80, 117, 137, 143,
155, 156, 169 f, 266, 303i a, 306, 310, 3ll, 387, 399, 409 f, 422,
511 lt, 524 d, 525, 526 d, 528, 638, 733 b, 750, 764 b, 811, 847 c,
848, 902.J-; 905, 1054). The EXP. &c. arc in the Commcmtari~s.*
386. The contraction and dilatation of the heart and arteries are,
respectively, nearly synchronous. Although there be a perfect consent
of action between the capillaries, the extreme vessels, and the heart,
those vessels are not associated with the movements of the heart,
nor with each other, in the same way as the actions of the h?art and
arteries; and they are modified, also, according to the special functions they perform in different parts (133 h, 135 .a. 1.36). The case
of blushing shows us the law in regard to th.e c~p1lla.r1es (§ 476, &c.).
387. The final cause of motion in the vems is ch1eAy that of sub1
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of the principles and laws which govern the fuuctions of or~anic. life.
It bas been, indeed, the universal doctrine that the capacity of tbe
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supposed physical distension and elastic contraction of the veins are
without foundation, and would form a most serious obstacle to the circulation of the Llood. On the contrary, it appears that those actions
are not only of a vital nature, but that they arc a perpetual illustration of sympathy, depending upon sympathetic relations of the veins
to the communicating series of arterial capillaries.
This peculiar constitution of the veins explains the reason why they
collapse when divided; since their sympathetic relation to the arteries
is thus extinguished. The veins, indeed, appear to be not less susceptible of action from the stimulus of sympathy with the capillary
arteries than the iris with the rntina (§ 514, k), whose phenomena so
clearly demonstrate the operation of that principle in developing senRible motions; but compounded as to veins of continuous and remote.*
The dilatations aud contractions of the veins are, therefore, very
greatly effected by reflex nervous influences exerted upon them by the
varying states of the capillary arteries, as well as by the quantities of
blood they are employed in transmitting to the veins. These influences appear to be originally felt by the capillary series of veins,
where the organic properties are most strongly pronounced, and
thence propagated by continuous sympathy to the larger series(§ 4!'.18,
and Gomm., vol. ii., p. 520, 521 , &c.), when reflex a.ctions ensue.•
Did not a consent of action with the arteries (depending on the
principle of sympathy, § 452, 495, &c., 498) exist in the veins, the vital contractility, a11d the elastic property of the coats, must be mechanically overcome by the increased quantity of blood transn-.itted to
them. The blood must be forcibly injected into the capillary veins
by the vis a t.ergo, and in numerous pa.rts of difficult penetration
by the finest injections of art. This is utterly repugnant to that Unity of Design which prevails in all parts of the organized being, and
would be leaving an important function to a fortuitous and inadequate
provision. Nor can it be consistently supposed that the phenomena
which appertain to one class of vessels are of a vital nature, and
those of the other, resulting in an anatomically associated series,
mechanical.
The veins possess, also, longitudinal fibres, by which they are fitted for rnpid and uniform motion over an extensive tract; and this
action implies a predominance of co11ti11uous sympathy (§ 498). It is
also proved that the veins, like the heart and arteries, dilate actively
on the application of certain stimuli to their external surface.(.Med. and Pltysiolog. Gomm ., vol. ii., p. 147-152, 375-401.)
388. Venous ci1·culation is determined principally by the suction
or derivative power of the right cavities of the heart, but is aided by
the contractile power of the large veins, by the more specific action
of the capillary veins, and by the propelling power of the communicating series of arterial capillaries. The contraction of the left ventricle of the heart, and that of the large arteries, have little or no
a~ency in venous circulation. Their force is probably exhausted, or
•con1inuouss)·mpatliyisco11tinuow1nfiue11ceoftheselnst1tutes(aee.t'29c,/,4.98a)
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nearly so, when th~ blood has reached the terminal series of the art&o
rial system.
The blood is returned from the lungs to the left cavities of the heart
by the powers just stated.
It is not alone the dilatation of the auricles which constitutes tbc
derivative power, as had been supposed till I investigated this subject;
but equally, also, that o the ventricles(~ 1090).
389. In the Medical and Physiological Commentaries, I have ex·
arnined every objection which has been alleged against the imputed
dependence of venous circulation upon the dilatation of the cavities of
the heart, and atmospheric pressm·e. One objection had been stated
with greater force and apparent plausibility than the rest, by Drs.
Philip, Arnott, and other eminent men; namely 1 that the parietes of
the veins should collapse :upon the supposed doctrine of suction. To
chis objection I have replied, that the injecting power of the communicating arterial capillaries maintains the veins in a state of fu1lness.
The perfectly harmonious relation among the powers which circulate
the blood establishes a correspondence between the movements in
the venous and arterial systems, by which nature has duly provided
against so great an e\'il as apprehended.
390, a. The suction power of the heart, as I have endeHored to
show in the "Commentaries," is indispensab le to the portal circulation, and to that, also, of the lymphatics, lacteaJs, thoracic duct, and
umbilical vein; though, doubtless, the independent action of these
..·essels contributes to the motion of their contents.
390, b. In the foregoing work I have considered tho objection relati,·e to the occasional jet of blood from a vein wounded in ve11Csection in certain conditions of disease; and I purpose now, from its
amb~guous relation to my subject, adverting to the causes of th~ inten;nitting pulse that so often attends co1\gested states of ~he liver.
Tlus phenomenon has been long observed; but no substantial cause
has been assigned . It is due, I apprehend, to two influences 1 one of
wl1ich is sympathetic, the other more or less mechanical.
The sympathetic is readily appreciated; the mechanical and most
important, requires explanation. In my Essay on Inflammation, and
in the present work, I have endearnred to show that the current of
blood is accelerated in tbe vessels immediately concerned in that
morbid process, notwithstai;iding the enlarged diameters of the vessels
(§ 711, &c.). But not so in venous congestion, unless the propelling,
and therefore, also, the suction power of the heart, be considerably
increased. It often happens, 11owever, that the force of the heart,
in venous congestions of the liver, is even rt:duccd below its ordinary
standard, however there may he an attendant hardness of the pulse
(§ 688). Now, therefore, since the veins undergo an enlargement in
1
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enter that organ in an unusual manner, it is highly probable tha~ lt
would embarrass its action. Such wo.,..icl be the effect of a sluggish
or irregular ingress, especially, as will be seen, if not correspondent
with the egress of blood.
.
.
But, it not unfrcquently happens that the pulse becomes rntenmttent, for the first time, after the hepatic affection has sensibly yielded.
This occurs, howe\'Cr, mostly, if not altogether, in rather intcnsG
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forms 1 f venous congestion, and where the force of tlrn heart, and
therefore its suction power, are manifestly Increased, so much so,
indeed, that practitioners, cautious of blood-letting, will venture upon
the remedy. An incomplete subsidence of the disease, and the
means of treatment, rnduce the action of the heart; and t110 suction
power being thus lessened, while the veins remain yet enlarged, the
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port~veins,

and disturbs the

There is also another, and important element of this mechauical
cause, which consists in an interrupted balance between the blood
which enters the heart and that which is projected from it; its entrance being rendered slow by the state of the portal veins, while its
projection is unembarrassed. If the pulse be mere1y intermittent,
and only so after several beats, excitement from exercise, but not
from the mind, will often restore, for a sh01t time, the harmony Qf
both ventricles. Mental excitement, on the contrary, through nervous
influence, is apt to increase the intermission, a11d often adds an irregularity(§ 227, 509, &c.). But, unlike the simply i.ntermitting, an irregular pulse is commonly increased in its irregularity by violent
exercise, as well as by excitements of mind. The intermitting pulse,
on the contrary, is often most strongly pronounced in the horizontal
posture. Reflex nervous influences enact a part in thjs phenomenon.
The 11ature of the sympatli,etic cause will be readily appreciated
by tho accurate observer, when he considers l1ow often intermis·
sions or irregularities of the pulse are increased by a full, and some.
times a scanty meal (§ 512), through r eflex nervous actions.
Cerebral inflammation often gives rise to an irregular action of the
heart; but here the cause is determined by the nervous pQ\ver alone
(§ 226, &c.). In tl1e case of the brain, also, the pu1se is apt to be
more irregular than intermiltent; while in that of the liver it may
be both (\ 687, &c.).
391. The vah-es of the rnins have been universally supposed to con·
tribute essentially to venous circulation, by supporting the column
of blood. This, however, I have endeavored to show, is a mistaken
opinion;• for they are always open when tlrn current. of blood is passing. Like the valves of the hea1t their great final cause is to prevent
the reflux of blood when pressure operates, and to contribute to the
like design of the frequent inosculation of the veins. The supposed
co-operation of the voluntary muscles in venous circulation is also
merely accidental.
392, a. It appears, therefore, tlmt the whole theory of the circ\!lalion is strictly relat!ve to the prorertics of life. The pressure of the
atmosphere, by which the blood 1s forced along the returning vessels,
is entirely incidental; and, although tl1e transit of blood from one
part to another is merely mechanical, its motion originates entirely ir.
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important pathological and t~erapcutical principles. It may be useful to consider yet farther some of the most indisputable, and to re·
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392, b. Although the V3:Scular system contributes an important part
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toward the common circulation, the heart possesses within itself a
general control over this great function of life. Had it been otherwise, "a thousand causes might intervene, over which the orrran, so
limited in influence, could ha.ve no control, to retard or <liv~rt the
course of the blood ; and which, by occasioning one short delay, might
prevent its return forever." It is, therefore, not only the great motive source, through its contractile po,Yer, in the uni,·ersal act of distribution, but, to effect a return of the venous blood, "it is made the
centre of atmospheric pl'Cssure and gravity, and designates the stage
in the circulation in which a deficiency of supply would be the last in
being felt. Hence it appears that the functions of the heart are perfonned, and life preserved, notwithstanding long and copious discharges of blood, which, upon any other hypothesis, must have been
fatal. For, according to these hypotheses, the heart, or at least the
auricles, are placed at the end of projection. They mark the highest
advance of the tide, and would first be abandoned by the retiring
fluid. They would be drained by every profuse hemorrhage, and the
heart would expend its energy in fruitless efforts to circulate a fluid
that came not within its reach." Upon any other theory, how could
what Armstrong calls "the beautiful balance between the right and
left sides of the heart" be preserved 1 How, otherwise, would the
circulation be restored in syncope 1 In respect, also, to the absorbent
power, it is farther well said by Carson, that, " though we are not acquainted with any data from which the powe~ of the heart can be calculated, there must exist, nevertheless, certam limits, within which it
must reasonably be supposed to be confined. If we consider that the
quantity of blood in circulation is nearly one fifth of the weight of the
whole body; that this great mass is spread ornr an immense surface;
that it is therefore subjected to great resistance from friction, especially in the small vesse1s where each globule is to be rolled over a
fixed surface; that the currents, in consequence of anastomosing
branches 1 are perpetually flowing in opposite directions1 and that attraction must powerfully prevail between the blood and small vessels;
when we consider the mass moved, the motion with which it is moved,
and the resistance opposed, it is impossible to imagine that tl1is labor
could have been performed by the propelling power of the ventricle;"
besides the obvious objections of the liability of the cnrvature of the
aorta and the capillary arteries to be ruptured, and the exigencies of
the portal, placental, and lymphatic circulation (§ 390).
Again, "the two truuks of the ascending and descending cava meet
at the heart in such a manner as to form a straight line. The streams
of hlood which are conveyed by these vessels to the heart are placed
at that point in direct opposition. Upon the supposition that the bloo_d
is returned to the heart by a vis a tergo, this position of the vessels 1s
the most unfavorable that can be conceived for the office that is assigned to them. The momentum of blood in one vessel would be destroyed by that of the other; or, if the current in t11e <l.cscending was
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. 392, c. In the Medical and Physiological Comme~tane~, especially
m the Essays on Inflammation, and the Powers which Ctr~ul.ate the
Blood 1 I have exhibited a great am0unt of proof estabhshmg the
Yital actions of the capilla1y blood-vessels, and showing that the mo
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mentum of the blood, as d€.rived from the left cardiac ve.1tricle, l.i
nearly lost in the capillaries. The opinion of Hunter, Bichat, Philip,
and other distinguished observers, to the same effect, being founded
upon the most ample investigations, would seem to leave no doubt
upon a question of such fundamental importance in the philosophy
of organic life. ''Have they," says \:Vilson Philip, "who maintain
that the circulation is supported by the muscular power of the heart
alone, made even the rudest calculation of the degree of resistance
to be overcome in driving the blood through two capillary systems at
such a rate, that, in a given time, the same quantity shall be delivered
by the veins, which is thrown into the arteries~ Ha\·e they made
any estimate of the strength necessary in the different sets of vessels,
and particularly in the larger a1teries, to sustain a power capable of
overcoming this resistance 1 Let them give what imaginable power
they will, they cannot make this power greater than the coats of the
vessels will bear without rupture"(~ 1054, 1056)
So completely aJTested, indeed, is the momentum of blood 'vhen
it re.aches the arterial capillaries, so manifest are the vital actions of
these vessels, and so unaccountably did Philip and Bichat overlook
the suction power of the heart, that they ascribed the circulation in
the veins entirely to the propelling action of the capillary arteries.
Owing to this limited view, Bichat was led to observe, that, "not·
withstanding all that has been written as to the cause of venous circulation , there is an obscurity in it, in which there arc but few rays
of light." The circu lation of the liver embarrassed him especially;
since any general hypothesis which should fail here must be wholly
abandoned O 390). He considered it, however, "incontestibly
proved, that when the blood has arrived in the general capillary sys·
tern, it is absolutely beyond the influence of the heart, and that the
left ventricle has no influence in the venous system."
392, d. The demonstrations of a direct nature, to show the independent action of the bloo<l·vesse1s (the veins as well as arteries),
are too numerous and variouS' for concentrated observation. They
are scattered throughout this work, and many of importance occu1·
only in the llicdical and Pliysiological Commentaries (vol. ii., p. 147L52, 375-401 ). The original suggestions of many belong to myself,
as, also, their general application to the subjects before me. It has
been one of my special objects to demonstTate an active dilatation of
all the blood-vessels, as well as their active contraction. The latter,
indeed, proves that the dilatation is active and vital. The greater
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inrr principles of motion, or there would be a permanent state of
co~1traction or tonic spasm. The sanguiferous system, therefore,
~rnulcl be devoid of function, and nothing but "stagnation" would
he the great law of organic nature(§ 748, 1039, 1090).
393. The doctri_ne of vc_nous ?irculation, as I have expounded it
here, and proved it cxtens1v~ly ii: the "Commentaries," is replete
with the most important phys1olog1cal, pathological, and therapeutical
eonclusions. It strikes a fatal blow at the whole mechanical hypothesis and the stimulant treatment of. venous congestion(§ 788- 793),
as sl1 own in my Essay on that affect10n. It determines all the great
fundamental points which have been in dispute respecting the cirr.u·
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lation of the blood. It proves that t11e propelling force of the left
ventricle of the heart is lost, or nearly so, in the extreme capillary
arteries. It proves, what is of greater importanco than all things
else in the Institutes of medicine, that the extreme vessels possess an
independent vital action ; since otherwise the blood could never be
carried forward in the veins by the power of suction (§ 389). But
that would not be the greatest oversight in the plan of organic nature (91039,10-10).
394. The highest practical, as well as philosophical, conclusions
are involved in a correct estimate of the powers which determine the
circulation of the blood (§ 393). But there are no errors so prolific
of evil, and so derogatory to medical philosophy, as that which assumes a passive state of the terminal series of the arteries, or that
circulation is carried on in that series by capillary attraction, or by
their oxydation (§ 383).
Were either of these hypotheses true, there could be none of the
organic products, as derived from the blood, no sec1·etion, no nutrition- not a principle in physiology, pathology, or therapeutics; for
all the essential organic functions, and all the processes of disease,
are carried on by the terminal series of the arteri~s (§ 481 g, 483, &c.).
Consider the phenomena of sympathy; contemplate the experiments of Philip to determine the laws of the vital functions; study
the laws of the nervous power in their relation to organic functions;
observe how instantly mental emotions will variously affect tho action
of the heart, or bring a suffusion of blood to the pallid face, or how
st imuli applied to tl1e brain will as instantly produce corresponding
results (§ 481- 485); and yon will concede ·that these results of the
operation of the nervous power demonstrate the independent ''ital action of the capillary vessels, and overturn the physical and chemical
hypotheses of life.
395. The foregoing influence of the cerebra-spinal and ganglionic
systems upon the capillaries and extreme ves~els is of the highest importance in pathology, and in the philosophy and treatment of dis·
ease. These vessels are not only the instruments of disease, but they
sustain all the morbific influences which result in sympathetic diseases, and upon these vessels all remedial agents exert their curative
effects, whether by their direct action, or through the instrumentality
of the nervous power(§ 222-233~, 456 a, 1039, NoTE Bn p. 1131).
396. Nor is it alone an active condition by which the terminal se·
ries of arteries is remarkably distinguished. Our various facts establish the no less important principles, that the several orders of terminal vessels have their vital properties and actions strongly p~onoun·
ced, and that these properties and actions are peculiarly modified in
their natural state, both in a general sense, and in differ~nt parts, and
that they are liable to various other peculiar modifi.cat10ns from the
operation of morbific and therapeutical agents. Hence, all our .c~ati\·e means must have a steady and direct reference to the cx1strng
condition of these extreme capillary vessels (§ 149, 150, &c.):
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trition, another for the secretion and excretion of the fluids 1 and au·
other series coinciding with the veius.
Without being disposed to submit this question, in the Joa.st, to the
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microscope (§ 131), tl1ere might be allowed, according to Wagner,
what has probably been hypothetically suggested by the well-known
'Jimplicity of nQture, that there is " but one kind of termination in reference to an artery-a passage into a vein through a capillary vesseJ,
and an intermediate net-work." In this case, however, there must
either exist lateral projections from the terminal capillary, or there
must radiate from the u intermediate net-work" vessels whose office is
to distribute the blood from which are eliminated the materials for
nutrition, &c.
398. The extreme vessels wl1ich are destined for nutrition, secretion, aud excretion, elect from the blood, contained in their reservoirs
the capillary arteries, the precise elements that are necessary to the
formation of each peculiar compound throughout the body, and in
such uniform proportions aud modes of combination as sha11 forever,
and without deviation, render them cxact1y conformable to the nature
of every part, as ordained at the CREATION (§ 41-44). This is done
in virtue of the peculiarly modified states of irritability and other
properties of life, according to the exact office of every part. Y ct
am these the vessels which are said to be under the sole government
of physical and cherpical laws (§ 383), and whose morbid state in inflammation is constituted by a mechanical rela."Xation of their parietes,
and a stagnation and coagulation of their contents (§ 711, &c.) !
399. In their natural state, the foregoing vessels admit but very few
of the red globules of blood, in virtue of t110ir peculiarly modified irritability; and this, tlrnrefore, where the calibre surpasses the diameters of the red globules. There is no mechanical •1 straining off of
the finer from the coarser parts of the blood" by an inadequate capacity of those vessels which convey only wl1ite hlood (§ 493, d). The
separation is effected in a homogeneous substance, and by causes
which are very foreign to "strainers" and "sieves" (§ 129, 135-138,
266, 750). The same principle interprets tho admission of the red
globules into those serous vessels, in inflammntion. lrritability is there
morbidly affected, and the usual process of vital decomposition of the
blood is, of course, aITested (§ 327-329). Tbe entire blood then finds
its way into the lymph vessels, as they arc ca11ed; and the organic
law by which that result is determined (§ 192, 278) is beautifu11y illustrated by two experiments; one by Buniva, the other by Procter
The experiments also confirm the doctrines which I have taught as to
the character of the nervous power, and its agency in organic actions,
while both observers pursuing different routes, and attaining a common end through opposite effects, but by common principles relative
to the nervous power, illustrate and confirm the experimente of each
(§ 222-233~, 476, &c., 500).
Buniva had great difficulty in effecting an injection of au artery of
a living dog, till he divided the spinal cord, when, by thus withdrawing the stimulus of the nervous power, the capillaries lost tl1eir peculiar susceptibility, and the contents of the syringe passed freely on.BuNIVA (~ 1039, 1056).
In Procter's experiment, ."a horse was killed by dividing the medulla, the bowels turned aside, and the branch of the sympathetic
nerve, which joins the ischiadic, laid bare; also, one of the arteries
of the leg. A wire applied to the positive pole of a galvanic battery, defended with sponge, was applied to the nerve, and the nega·
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uve wire to the artery. The positive wire was then dram1 slowly
along the plates of a fifty-plate ~att~ry and the effect was certainly
not only to reproduce the pulsation 111 the artery, but also clearly to
excite circulation in the morn minute vessels." A by-stander exclaimed, "See how that pipe beats when they put on those wires!"
- PROCTER, on. tlte Sympatlietic Nerve. 1844.
To the foregoing may be added the experiment by Dr. Hall(~ 263),
which, it will have been observed, is insuperably opposed to l11s conclusions as to the agency of the nervous system in producing organic
actions, and as examined in my Essays on "Vitality," ~c. (p. 42,
1wte). See, also, Experiments by Kriemer, § 485, and Philip, ~ 483,
and Dr. Parry's case,§ 487, gg. -NoTE Q, p. 1122.
5.

APPROPRIATION, OR NUTRlTION AND SECRE1'JON.

400. APPROt'RIATJON, like assimilation, is a comprehensive, though
less complex, function. It embraces what arc commonly designated
as two functions, namely, nutrition and secretion.
.
401, a. A common fluid being formed, and distributed to the sever·
al parts of the animal and vegetable, is then appropriated to their
seYeral uses.
401, b. Animals are distinguished by an unceasing change of the
materials of which they are composed. The actions of life disturb
the composition of parts, which, being thus unsuited for the purposes
of organization, and reduced to a fluid state, arc returned to the
general circulating mass of blood, where they either again undergo
asi:.imilation, or are eliminated and cast off by the excretory organs.
To supply this \Vaste is, in part, the office of appropriation, which
furnishes new molecules from the blood, in exact conformity with the
process of disintegra.tion after growth is completed, but occurring in
excess while nutrition is engaged in rearing up the fabric to a state
of matmity. Appropriation is also the function through which those
secreted fluids, which act as auxiliaries in the processes of life, are
renewed in their original character.
402. Appropriation, therefore, whether it refer to the increase and
renewal of the solid parts, or to the production of useful fluids, being
equally a process of secretion, every organic product, vegetab1e or
animal, is the result of secretion. But appropriation, as applied to
the useful fluids that are formed from the blood or sap, is more commonly known as an act of secretion; and though the next function
which will be considered, namely, e.:n::retion, is very analogous, yet the
final causes of secretion and excretion being entirely different, it i8
proper that they should be arranged as distinct processes.
Since, however, nutrition, secretion, and excretion are very ana]o.
gous processes, secretion is a good generic term for the whole. Each
process consists of certain acts by which new formations are generated from the blood. All pa1ts are first eliminated in a fluid state.
Such as are destined for nutrition assume the condition of the solids
wl1ich they supply as soon as eliminated : such as subserve the "uses
of fluids remain permanently fluid. It is evident, therefore, that appropriation, in a philosopl1ical sense, is the highest act of assimilation, but may be very properly regat·ded as a function by itself.
403. Every part of the body possesses a secreting apparntus, since
every part appropriates tho blood to itself (§ 398).
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404. The organs which generate the permanent fluid products ore
fiery Yarious, and more complex than such as carry on nutrition. The
former are either glands or simple membranes, acting in their compound condition (§ 92). The immediate instruments consist of a sim
ple series of extreme vessels which pervade every part, and which
are every where so constituted, anatomically and vitally, that they
elaborate from the common nutritive fluid such compounds as are exactly conformable to the nature of each part respectively (§ 41-44,
133, &c., 135 b, ! SS, &c., 205, &c., 233, 397, 398).
405. 'fhe vru:iety of secreted products, solid and fluid, is greate1,
and the quantity more abundant in an imals than in plants, and in proporti on, also, to the complexity of organization.
406. The following products of secretion which remain more 01
less fluid occm' in the animal kingdom. The first six are common to
most animals:
1. Gastricjuicc.
2. SaliYa.
Concerned in dige>tion.
3. Pancreatic juice.
4. Bile.
Of th e serous tissues.

lI

5. Serous fluids.

6. Mucous Auids.
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nose.
pharynx.
larynx and

lun~:.chea.

stomach.
intestines.
urinary and genital organs.
skin of aquatic animals.

1. Tears.

Suet, and fat of cellular tissue.
l\Iarrow of bones.

8. Fatty or oily liquids.

~~i-~:~~n0 }ht~:?'!r~ce

of the skin.

Fatty fluid of prepuce.
l\Iany other oily products.
fok of the sepia.
Liquids of insects.
9 . FluiJs of defense.
Virus of serpents, &c.
Galvanism of torpedo, &c.
10. Humors of the spider, and of other insects, from which thei1

1 . F~:r;,~~;;;~;:~~~;;:"j'I~;~;;::: ;;:~:'"'
species.

Liquid s in the fcetal memb~anes.
The milk ofrn:nnmifera.
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The foregoing fluids are variable according to the nature of tho nu
imal, but always the snme in each species, and analogous, respectively, in all (§ 53, &c., 83).
407, a .. In considering the mechanism and the function of nppropriation, it deYolves upon the Institutes of Medicine, as in all other
anatomical and physiological inquiries, to apply the whole to the elucidation of the laws upon which the mechanism is founded, and under which the phenomena take place. It will still be my purpose,
therefore, to interrogate the whole in their various rnlations, and to
illustrate the philosophy of the whole by contrasting the defects of
spurious systems.
407, b. The exact an::i.tomical condition of the instruments of llll·
trition and secretion, as well as the functions themseh·es, can never
be brought within the cognizance of sense; nor would it be of any
practical use to know them beyond what is revealed by the vital antl
physical results(§ 83, 131). By these facts we are enab!ed to institute many of the most important conclusions in physiology. By
them, especially, we demonstrate the errors of the physical and
chemical doctrines of capillary circulation, and of the chemical and
mechanical hypotheses relative to secretion. By them, we show that
all the products from the blood, as well as effusions of blood in the
ordinary forms of capillary hemorrhage, find their way out of the
vessels through some vital act, and that the physical doctrines of percolation, and cn<losmose and exosmose, have no foundation in organic nature (§ 131, 275).
407, c. It has been also seen by demonstrations in respect to the
development of the ovum, that appropriation is conducted by the
same powers throughout the life of the being that were brought into
action by the stimulus of semen; and it may be now added that the
coincidence is beautifully enforced by a progressive and uninterrupted march of that primary development, which was instituted in the
ovum, after the beginning of independent life (§ 63- 81, 1.53-159).
408. The mechanical doctrine of filtration, which supposes the incalculable variety of secreted products to exist already formed in
the blood (§ 41), still disfigures the physiology of the schools, a!ld
forms a prominent characteristic in the prevailing pathology of inflammation. To the whole of this subject, as well as to the chemical
hypotheses, I have given an extensive investigation in my Essays on
the Hu moral Pathology, on the Vital Powers, on the Theories of Inflammation, on Endosmose and Exosmose, and on Diabetes, as embraced in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries. Many remarkable assumptions, intended to sustain the physical rationale of
\;tal processes, are there examined and refuted. But, the explosion
of one error, it bas been said, often prepares tho way for anolher; as
exemplified in the following quotation relative to the hypothesis of
endosmose and exosmose :
"This permeability to gases," says J....i~big, "is a mechanical property, common to all animal tissues; and it is found in the same degret
in tlie living as in tlie dead tissuc."- Lrnma's Animal Clwmistry.See, also, § 350, 1031 b.
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applied in connection with what I shall now advance in c011tinuation
of the subject.
409, b. \Ve have seen that, in opposition to the received doctrines
as quoted from Liebig in section 18, there is nothing in the secreted
products of animals, solid or fluid, that subsist on vegetable substances similar to the food, except in elementary composition, nor in the
blood itself; while it is also affirmed. by Liebig, that H analogy, that
fer!ile source of error, ltas unfortunately l~d to tlte VERY UNAPT COMPARISON of the vital functions of plants with tlwse of animals."
But
the reader, who may have attended to the parallel columns, and the
sections on the chemical hypotheses of disease and therapeutics, will
be neither surprised at the inconsistencies now and formerly indicated
as to the prerogative of the vegetable kingdom in doing the whole
w01:k of assimilation, and even trespassing upon that of appropriation,
in behalf of the animal tribes, nor unprepared for a farther explosion
of the doctrine by its principal author. I~et us, therefore, hear the
chemist yet farther in his contradiction of the great fundamental doc·
trinc (§ 18). Thus:
"We must not forget," says Liebig, "that, in whatever light we
may view the vital operations, the production of nervous matter from
the blood presupposes a change in the composition and qualities of
the constituents of blood. That such change occurs is as certain as
that the existence of the nervous matter cannot be denied. In this
sense, we must assume that from a compound of proteine may be formed a first, second, tltird, &c., product, before a certain number of its
elements can become constituents of the nervous matter."
Again, having in view another special point, we are told that
"This much, at least, is undeniable, that the herbs and roots consumed by the cow contain no butter; that in hay, or the other fodder
of oxen, no beef suet exists; that no hog's lard can be found in the
potato refuse given to swine; and that the food of geese or fowls
contains no goose fat or capon fat;"-" that as yet no trace of starch
or sugar has been detected in arterial blood, not even in animals
which had been fed exc1usi,,e]y with those substances."- (See Comm.,
vol. i., p. 674-682.)
And what gives special plausibility to these speculations is tlie controversy which has taken place between "the Reformer" on one
side, and Dumas and other French chemists, on the other, respecting
the origin of fat,· the former maintaining that it results from transformations of sugar, starch, and other u vegetable proximates," while
rlrn latt.er contend that not only this, but agree with Liebig that all
the other unique products of herbivorous animals are formed without
the aid of their complex assimilating organS,-that they are merely
applie<l as generated by the plant. In this latter doctrine is also seen
a striking display of the human mind to run into simple views of nature; ornrlooking all the complicated facts and the whole labyrinth of
animal organization, and making tl1e ultimate sustenauce of animal
life but one remove from tho c011stituents of the atmosphere (§ 303f,
• 304, 305, 322).
And again, when chemical demonstrations cannot be resisted,
"We must admit/' says Liebig," as the most important result of
the study of ~he composition of gelatinous tissue, and as: a poirit undcuiaUy establlS!ted, that, although formed from compounds of protein•
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it no longer belongs to the series of the compounds of proteine. No
substance ANALOGOUS to the tissues yielding gelatin is found in vegetables ."
Nay, not even in the blood itself; though,
"It is conceivable that mernbrnnes and tissues which yield gelatin
are formed from albumen by the addition of oxygen, of the elements
of water, and those of ammonia, accompanied by a separation of sulphur and phosphorus. At all events, tlteir composition is ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT from: tltat of tlte chief constituents ef tlie blood."
"But
there is no doubt that these tissues are formed from the constituents
of the blood"! Q. E. D .-LIEBIG's Animal C!temistry.
It will be thus seen that the chemist is finally coerced to the admission that many of the most important organic compounds depend
a1togethcr upon the specific action of organs by which they are elaborated from the blood, and that he is even embarrassed with au doubt"
whether 0 these tissues are formed from the constituents of the blood.'.
The admission is comprehensive. It betrays the factitious nature of the
whole physical rationale. It proclaims that every secreted product is
different from the common source of supply, and different in every
part of the animal. Chyme differs from chyle, and blood from either.
Each differs in e\·ery species of animal, from man down to the whitehlq:oded tribes; yet each, wherever existing, is forever the same in
the same species. And so with plants, even with such as seek fo r
ammonia and nitrates upon the dung-hill, or others that gather iodine
from the deep (§ 289, 350, nos. 26!, 77). Each product, therefore, is
generated in its unique characteristics by agents and processes which
are designed specifically for the formation of eacl1. Nor would this
be doubtful to any observer who may pass along the various gradati ons of the assimilating organs from their simple condition in plants
to that complexity which demanded the superaddition of the nervous
systems (§ 336, 356 a, 461, 478 b, 488~, 493 cc, 500 nn, 893 a, c, 893t).
If we take, now, the premises on which the chemist proceeds to
the exact conclusions which he sets forth in his formulre of organic
compounds, those who have been inattentive to his method will be
surprised at its destitution of all but vague conjecture, where organic
compounds are concerned; and, for the unique nature of these compounds the reader must turn to what I have said on the subject Clf
Composition. The following is the great starting point:
"The organs are formed from the blood, and contain the elemer.its
of the blood. They become transformed into new compounds with
the addition only of oxygen and water. Hence the relative propor·
tion of carbon and nitrogen must be the same as in the blood.
"If, then, we subtract from the composition of blood the elcmeuts
of the urine, then the remainder, deducting the oxygen ~nd water
which have been added, must gi\'e the composition of the bile.
"Or, if from the elements of the blood we subtract the elements of
the bile, the remainder must give the composition of uratc of ammonia, or of urea and carbonic acid"! Q. E. D.-Lrnuw's Animal Cltem·
istry.- Sce LEIDIANN's opinion p. 780, ~ 1029, 1~31 b. .
·
Such, once more, is the basis of 01ganic chemistry, with all the apparent precision of mathematics in its extraction of a cub~ _root; yet
ne,·er tho same in its analysis of the elementary compostt10n of the
blood, avowing the homogeneou~ nature of that compound. of 17 M
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lS elements, and 1 finally, in the very midst of its mathematical accuracy, allowing that there is no one organic compound _cla_borated froru
the blood by the li·ving similar to the results of artifi.ctal processes.
This I have already abundantly shown, even in the present section,
and in another relative to it(§ 18). The same evidence abounds in
the parallel quotations (§ 350), and a glance at the "Animal Cltem·
istry," or the " Organic,' 1 would supply other facts for my present
purpose. Thus, in the following sentences enough is conceded to
substantiate my position; and it is worth the specific remark that
" we know with certainty" that albumen and fibrin haYe not the same
composition.
"\Ne must be careful not to dcccirn ourselves in our expectations
of what chemical analysis can do. \Ve know, with certainty, that the
numbers representing the relati\·e proportions of the organic elements
are the same in albumen and.fibrin, and hence we conclude that they
have the same composition."
" If we reflect, that from the alliumen and fibrin of the body all
the other tissues are derived, it is peifectly clear that this can only
occur in two ways. Either certain clements ham been added to, or
removed from, their constituent parts," and so on.- LIEDIG's Animal
C!iemistry.-NoTE Np. 1121.
409, c. If the viper be fed exclusively with any one substance, its
peculim· poison will be generated ; and so of lhc characteristic products of the civet, the cuttlefish, the skunk, the beaver, &c. i each,
also, being always generated by one particular part. Here, then, are
tests for an important and comprehensive philosophy. From these
we may descend along a scale, where we shall find in some of thesecreted products of every animal and plant certain prominent characteristics which declare that not only these, but the lrss striking, also,
are as much dependent on special organization, and special powerE
and actions, as the poison of the viper, or the fcetor of the skunk, or
the ciYet, or the beaver, or the ink of the cuttlefish, &c. \.Vil! any
thing in nature, excepting the mucous tissue of the stomach, produce a
substance at all analogoLlS to the gastric juice 1 Is there any thing
analogous to semen in the blood 1 Can it be generated by any thing
but the testis(§ 83, b) 1 Can it be surmised that it is at all the product of forces which govern the inanimate world 1 Consider the nature of granulations, .s? obvious to the eye, and yet so analogous to
the products of nutnt10n. From whatever parts of the body they
spring up, they have all, originally, the same appearance. The same
in bone as in muscle. But, so various are the modifications of their
Yital constitution, that they ultimately elaborate substances exactly
conformable to the nature of the tissues, respectively, by which the
granulations were generated. \Ve know that there must be specific
powers to effect these results, and that in each tissue, and in the granulations thereof, the powers are modified i and we know, also, that
!.he results defy all explanation by any chemical or mechanical laws.
409, d. Carry the same principle to morbid conditions. Is not the
virus of hydrophobia generated exclusively by the salivary glands,
and by those glanJs in a particular state of disease, and probably, also,
by the canine and feline tribes al.one 1 Does not every morbid prodllCt require a specific mode of disease 1 Is not this Jistinctly exem·
plified in scarlatina, measles, small-pox; and, therefore, f'qually truP.
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in less striking cases 1 Equally as true of commun pu:; as of tl1e pus
of variol.a 1 And hero I would refer to what I have said, in my Essay on Inflammation, of the nature and formation of pus;* how its
formation is indiscriminately imputed by the same philosophers to a
spontaneous alteration of blood in the large vessels, to chemical actions in the small, and to the decomposition of dead animal matter;
how its analysis has led different chemists to opposite conclusions
both as to its natu re and formation; and how it is affi.1med by the
chemist to be unchangeably the same, whether the product of an abscess, of a chancre, or of the variolous pustule. The confusion in
these respects is very remarkable, showing the perfect inadequacy of
the principles by which the explanation is attempted; while they,
who believe that animated nature operates by other forces, sec noth·
ing but admirable simplicity, and a fountain of the highest practical
advantages to mankind(~ G53).
409, e. Again, do we not find remarkable relations between the
structure of secreting orgam; and the matter secrnted (§ 34.6) 1 'Vhere
organization is most complex, the secretions arc most compounded,
and, as the structure becomes more and more simple, so also do the
c;orresponding secretions. And yet, in the most simple membranes,
,lpparently of the same organization, the products, according to Cu·
\"ier and others, arc almost as various as the different species of ani·
mals, ccmsisting of fluids in some, and of air in others i yet always the
same in each species. On the other hand, what complexity of organ·
ization in the liver of the higher animals; yet all is precise, harmonious, and adapted to specific ends. Those ends, and that complexity,
are fatal to all the chemical and physical views of the functions of
assimilation and appropriation. And yet is the secretion of bile,
which, according to the chemists, is composed of forty different com·
pounds, and these made up of four or five elements, compared to
what is supposed to be a chemical evolution of carbon from the
blood i and the li\'er is also said, by distinguished physiologists, to be
merely a "strainer of bile." \Ve are told that 11 physiologists have
been induced to suppose that the structure of the kidney is such that
it allows the urea to percolate through the fine vessels emptying into
its pelvis, like the mechanical operation of sifting orfiltering, but denies a passage to the other constituents of the arterial blood." But
how" deny" them; why do they never escape; why do not the constituents of the bile lfOme this way, and vice versa? Is it more diffi::ult for one substance to "sift and filte r" its "passage" through one
set of vessels than the othed The iatro-mechanical, it is true, are
comparatively few with the iatro-chemical philosophers. The latter
have also greater zeal. They are morn recently in a field full of se.
ductive novelties, and other allurements, while pure chemistry can
offer nothing but the details of analysis(~ 1032).
409,.f. All the secreted fluids not only have an apparatus peculiar
to each, whose complexity corresponds remarkably with the com·
pound nature of their p!"vducts, but they are all destined for important specific ends in the economy of living bodies i a fina l purpose of
which chemistry and physics are wholly incapable. One would be
perfectly unsuited to the office of another, and would be even destructive of life, in most of the cases, should one product interchange with
" In Medical and Phy~iological CommcntarWs, vol. ii., p. lB I-204.
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another (§ 129 1 135-137). The saliva, gastric and pancreatic JUICes
are designed for digestion; the blood being thus an almos~ direct
cause of its own reproduction (§ 323-325, 356 a). The bile subserves three specific purposes, which, when regarded in their connection, supply one of the most remarkable instances of Design. This
fluid participates <lirectly in the assimilation of food, is the important
cause of peristaltic motion, and pe1forms, lastly, that inferior office,
which is often regarded as its only 011e 1 of contributing with the lungs,
kidneys, and skin, as an emulgent of the blood, though in a different
aspect from the organs of excretion(§ 415, 423). The products of the
serous membranes are designed, for the most part, to facilitate organic
and voluntary movements; mucus serves, like the cuticle, to protect
its organ against offending causes, &c.; the "humors" of the eye, and
of the internal ear, arc media of communication between external ob·
lccts and the nerves of sensation; and they are wonderfully adapted to
the laws wl1ich they are intended to subserve. The semen, milk, fat,
animal heat, &c., are other remarkable example.-; of final causes which
secretion is intended to fulfill. To these might be added many others,
less important, but not Jess to our purpose; as the poison of snakes and
of insects, the galvanism of aquatic animals, the ink of the sepia, the fluid from which tbe spider builds his house, and with ,,,..hich we cure in·
termittent fever, &c. And, when we regard, in connection, the bile,
the gastric juice, semen, milk, &c.-all derived from the homogeneous
bloot.l,-and consider the uniformity of their respective composition
1
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fications of the vital phenomena, are we not moved with astonishment at thj:! total difference in their nature 1 Is there any relief for
our astonishment but in a firm rnliance upon powers that are equa11y
unique in their operation 1 VVould not amazement othenvise increase,
till it should prove that the human mind does not rightly interpret tho
laws of nature, and is unjust to its own endowments 1
409, g. If we now survey the vegetable kingdom, we shall find all
things constituted upon the same plan. The poppy, digitalis, croton,
spurge,-every thing growing side by side in the same earth, the same
air, and watered with the same fluid, have, each one, its unique and
unvarying sap and secreted products ; an infinite variety of precise
combinations derived from about four simple clements (§ 41, 42).
1
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have produced, from the day of their creation, the same identical
products, in all their parts, in every variety of soil and climate. And
so of all animals, \•:hatevcr the variety of food. In the vegetable
kingdom, we are also amazed at t~e systematic Design manifested in
the coincidences between the vanous elementary combinations and
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are maintained in all the varieties of soil to which the plants may bfl
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species, and of the se\•era.l parts of the -same species, have certain peculiarities, and these, too, will depend, i!1 many plants, upon the stage
of their advancement. toward the flowering season, '"hile they are nl)t
infl.ueuced by soil, climate, &c. (~ .'i2, 1.55).

409, lt. Apply what has MW been said of the products from the snp
of plants to the formation of blood alone, which is composed of about
the same elements, and we see how ,·ain the attempts to explain by
chemical laws even the formation of chyle; its conversion e,·cn from
a white to a de<'p rt:<l color, ancl yet that colot· changing to white agai11
under the influence of slight disease; and, finally, the vitality with
which the blood is endowed. And, notwithstauding the complexitJ
of the human body, its endless variety of food, and its artificial com·
binations and changes, has not the chemist given us a standard of the
composition of the chyle, the blood, the gastric juice, bile, saliva, milk,
&c., by which their morbid changes arc to be tested in all countries,
at all seasons, at all ages of man and of the world 1 Has he not told
us that all this is so uniform in the natural state of the animal, so unlike
the results of ch01TI.ical agencies, that when changes arise they arc indicative of changes in health 1 And does he not offer to show, that
this alteration of the blood and secretions is so uniform under the same
circumstances of disordered health, that you may tell by it the nature
of disease and the appropriate remedy (§ 5, 5! a) 1 ls not this the
basis of practical humoralism 1 I grant the fact as to the relation of
specific changes in the secretions, the blood, also, and specific modifications of action. But is not all this in absolute opposition to wlmte"er is known of Lhe capricious operation of chemical forces 1 An<l
what shadow of proof is there, that these vital powers, which the chemist now and theu invokes to his aid, are not entirely adequate to the
physiological results that are ascribed to the forces of chemistry 1
409, Mi. As to the 11ypothcsis which supposes tlrnt gnlnmism is
identical with the nervous in!luence, and the cflicient power in the
formation of animal product~, it is fu lly contradicted by the many analogous compounds generated by plants. This sulriect will han been variously considered in other places(§ 70-80, 409 !.:, 493 cc, 893 a, &c.).
409, i. And now, turning again to the mere physical theorist, if
there be any who cannot appreciate the objections which I ha,·e set
forth to their peculiar views of secretion, let them appeal to their ordinary habits of observation, and look at the conditiou of the blood
as reputedly laden with the various compounds which arc supposed
to be strained off from the great vital fluid . \Vhat an unphilosophical
mixture! All the forty ingredients of the bile into which that homogeneous substance is separated by the various manipulations of the
chemist,- all the variety into which the urine is resolved by the same
ingenious devices,- mucus, sali"a• gastric juice, albumen, gelatin, cerebral substance, fat, tears, sweat, milk, semen, the germinal fluid,
&c.,-nay, more, all tl1e peculiar compounds which go to the formation of tbe different parts of the body; and each oue, and no other,
straint::d off by that part alone which has been forever engaged in the
individual office of eliminating one exact compound, or one special
variety of compounds. Nor is this the end of the absurdities i for
the same physical doctrine supposes that this principle is coextensive
with the vegetable kingdom, and that every species of plai~t an.d animal embraces in its circulating fluid special ''arieties, which, m the
aggregate, make up the many millions of specific and unvarying com1
1 0
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cbcmir.al hypotheses of secretion, that all these millions of compoundi;i
p

are liable to exact variations 1 according to morbid changes in lhe
parts by which they are elabor:.itc<l.
409, j. Is the chemical hypothesis of catalysis better calculated
than the mechanical to resolve the great problem which concerns the
formation of tho millions of unique products from one common fluid,
and in conformity wilh the facts which have been hitherto stated 1
This doctrine is, doubtless1 the most ingenious of any which hai:; been
advanced hy chemistry; Lut it has little to sustain it even of the specious analogies supplieJ by inorganic processes. Indeed, so liltle i.s
catalysis supported by the phenomena of inorganic naturei that its
existence is denied by many able chemists. Thus:
"Liebig," says MUider, "has been led to reject catalysis entirely,
and to give a totally different explanation of facts. He has assumed,
that chemical forces are in action in those substances which according to the supposition of Berzelius, are capable of exciting action,
though without taking part in that action; and he thinks that by such
chemical action, another may be excited in other substances. He
adopts the principle 1 indicated by La Place aud Berthollet, that a
molecule, being put in motion, can communicate its motion to others,
if in contact wilh them. He applies this principle to yeast especially," &c.-l\IULDEn's Cl1cmistry ef Vegetable and Animal Pliysiology.
In section 350f, d, is a brief statement of the catalytic theory as
advocated by l\folcler; and in the l\Iedical and Physiological Commentaries (vol. i., p. 55-78) I have considered specifically the obstacles to its application to organic processes1 while it must encounter,
also, all that I have liere alleged against tho mechanical and other
physical doctrines. Nor is it the least objection to the whole chem·
ical system of organic life, that the two principal leaders in organic
chemistry "give a totally dijferent explanation offacts," that make up
the essential attributes of living beings. l\'Iiilder affirms that Liebig's
theory is an "assumption," while Liebig "rejects entirely" the catalytic theory of l\IUlder. The medical reader will easily appreciate
the worth of Liebig's "assumption," by refening to its attempted
"explanation of facts" as revealed by disease. (See§ 3.50, nos. 40,
41, 42, 44-, 45, 3.50-:}, and LEll:\lANN on Cl1em1·cal Equations,§ 1029).
409, k. In respect to the .supposed agency of galrnniEm in the formation of animal compounds through the medium of the nerrnus system,
the doctrine is consistently applied to the modifications which arise
from morbid processes ; but we han! just seen (§ 409 ld1) that the fundamental hypothesis is contradicted by the close analogy between the
products of plants and animals, and by the absence of the nenous system in the former, and therefore, a jol'tiori, galvanism has no connection with morbid products. Gahanism is also alike n stimulus to the
secretory functions of plants ancl animals, which fort her establishes its
distinction from the nervous power(§ 113, 224, 226, 356 a, 399, 446 a,
461, 475-b 493 cc, 500 nn, 5)2, 8!)3 a, c, 893-b 902).-NoTE Y.
410. ·we may therefore well conclude that there is nothing so important in the whole compass of physiology, an<l in the philosophy
and practice of medicine, as a proper understanding of the vital con·
slitution, in their properties and functions, of those extreme nssels
by which nutrition nnd secretion are performed. Those rire also the
instruments of nil morbid processes, and those by which all morbid
products are elaborated from the blood. And since all healthy products are clearly the result of processes to which there is nothing anal1
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ogous in the world of dead matter, how obviously must all the products of disease, all those of inflammatory conditions, which vary but
little from the natural standard, be owing to the same vital processes
of those formative and secretory vessels somewhat diverted from their
natural states, and in which deviations disease must be allowed to consist(§ 750, !039, 1040, 1056).
411. Finally, the function of appropriation is that which evinces,
more than any other, the existence of a vital principle. This principle, being admitted as the basis of that function, must be carried to every other process of living beings. It is by appropriation that the new
elementary combinations, in their endless variety, are fonned from
the blood or sap. By nutrition, which begins at the earliest development oftbe embryo in the aspect of growth, under the government ol
a peculiar power, as admitted by all, the organic being is carried forward to full maturity, and maintained while life continues. At every
stage of his existence, it is the same process as that which was started by the impression of the semen upon the germ; and, since no new
results are brought forth, no new powers can be called into operation. The lh'ing semen is the first stimulus of the organic properties
of the embryo, and in this respect it is analogous to those vital stimuli
which forever after maintain the same powers in action, and by which
the same nutrition, or the same elementary combinations, are effected
at every subsequent stage of existence. By nutrition, through the
operation of these vital properties, and according to specific plans instituted by the Creator, and to be foreYer perpetuated by tho substituted energy of the vital principle, all those forms of organic beings,
which pass by almost insensible gradations from the mushroom up to
the gigantic tree, and from the microscopic animalcule to the majesty
of man, are maintained in all their exact peculiarities, in all their analogies to each other, in all their vital and moral attributes. It is by
nutrition, that is to say, by the specific modes in which some three or
four principal elements are united together, and joined to pre-existing
parts of the same nature (§ 41, 42), that each animal or plant, according to its species, acquires and maintains a specific configuration and
organization, exhibiting vital results that are peculiar to each, pro·
ducing specific germs that are developed in exact conformity with the
natm·e of the parent, and each pursuing forever a certain path which
was marked out for itself alone by the Hand which gave it existence.
Such, and far more, is the wondeiful power, a power substituted for
the Creator Ilimself. wl1ich directs capillary circulation, atid governs
the process of nutntion in the development of the embryo, in the maturity of the being, and in the perpetuation of the species.
Briefly, then, the whole essential philosophy of organic life, all that
is important, or useful, or dignified in medicine, is directly relative to
the vital constitution, and the vital actions of the formative and secretory vessels. Here is tlw labyrinth, of life, Jun of disease, liere tlte 1dtimate aim of' medical pliilosopliy (~ 1040).-Non Ip. 1118.
6. EXCRETION.
412. Excretion is the sixth grand function common to animals and
\·egetables. It is analogous to secretion, and is performed by analogous organization; though the dilference& in th~se r~spect~ are probably greater than betwee;i nutrition and secretion, m their ordmary
accoptation (\ 402 404 ).
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413. By excretion useless matter is elaborated from the blood and
ejected from the bo<ly. The results of this function, therefore, are
entirely different from those of secretiou, which are destined for usefu l purposes in the animal economy.
414. The terminal series of the arterial system, as with appr(Jpri
ation, are the immediate instruments of the function of excretion.
But, like secretion, a compounded organization is neces.!-lary to excretion, In this respect there appears to be about the same anatomical
\'ariety allotted to secretion and excretion (§ 404 ). The same tissue,
indeed, and even the same part, may perform both functions; as in
the lungs, and in the uterus (§ 135).
Notwithstanding, however, these coinci<lences, the final causes of
excretion and secreLion are so very different (§ 413), the processes
\'li·hich give rise to such opposite results should be regarded as different functions.
415. The difference between secretion and excretion, as denoted
by their respective uses, is confirmed by the elementary constitution
of the products of these functions; those of secretion being organic,
those of excretion inorganic. There is also reason to believe that
special elementary changes take place in the urine soon after its elimination from the blood.• Urea may be also artificially produced i
and such is not improbably the fact when chemica11y obtained from
blood, or even from the urine(§ 53, b, 1032 a, LEHMANN).
416. The principal excreted substances are, 1st. Carbon; 2d. Sweat;
3d. Urine. The lungs, skin, and kidneys, are the organs by which
they are elaborated. The lungs and skin exercise their function,
principally, after nutrition and secretion have been performed., and
are, therefore, mainly concerned in excreting the waste parts of the
body; though this devolves also upon the kidneys, especially in dis.
ease.
417, a. No one of the foregoing products is of an organic nature; and
the supposed triumph of the chemist in manufacturing urea is no more
a proof of the dependence of organic compounds on chemical processes than any other transformation.t The sweat and the urine being liable to transformations as soon as elaborated (§ 4-15), and more
especially as every chemical agent by which their analysis is attempt·
ed necessadly changes their composition, their actual condition at the
moment of their production can never be known . Such, also, is trne
of the analysis of.every organic compound. The very analysis supposes the generat10n of compounds or of elements in artificial modes;
but the origin a~ com~ound being the product of the organic power:3,
the transformation of its elements, whether spontaneous or effected by
the chemist, and through certain agencies, occurs in ce1tain determinate modes, and according to the influences which had been impressed
by the organs of life (§ 54, a). Besides, it is now fully admitted that
many very uniform and rcmar~able form~tions out of organic com·
pounds, an? themselves, too, allied_ to o~gamc substances, have uo such
natural existence; as hydrocyamc acid, 11arcotin, &c. (§ 42, 409).
Even Magendie threw in the way of proximate analyses the conclusive fact that, "during the short transit from the vascular tubes to
your receiver, the component elements of the blood are found to effect
a new arrangement"(§ 1032 b, c).
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417, b. \Vhen, therefore, I may speak of changes in the "component parts" of organic compounds, I refer either to such as may bo
wrought by organic processes, or by influences exerted by less obvious causes, as in the case of the bile (§ 316), or to those chemical
transformations of a specific nature which depend upon chemical
agencies (a).
418. Carbon is the greatest excrement of animals, and is evolved
from plants. In the former it is effected by the mucous tissue of the
lungs, and often by the skin(§ 135); iu the latter by the leaves(§ 303!, ).
419, a. The excretion of carbon by the lungs is construed by the
chemists according to their rules of interpreting other organic actions.
But, as I ham endeavored, in the "Commentaries," to establish the
vital character of this phenomenon, I shall only now advert to its philosophy, and in connection with that which respects the production
of animal and ,·egetahlc heat (§ 433, &c.). They are thus associated
by myself out of regard to tbe confusion which has befallen them in
the hands of tbe chemist. But, appealing to him who sees in organic
nature its plainest contradistinctions from inorganic, I would, in this
place, submit to his understanding whether it be not probable that
the same philosophy attends the elaboration of carbon by the lungs
and by the skin, and whether that function of the skin in many animals
be not as much an organic process as the associate secretion of sweat 1
419, b. But, if the foregoing analogies be not sufficiently conclusi,·e,
consider, nex:t, the elaboration of that ex:crementitious matter, the
urine; which all but the purely physical philosopher recognize as a
vital process. And, again, shall it be admitt.ed that, while nature has
constituted the pulmonary mucous tissue, like that of the stomach,
intestine, bladder, &c., upon her universal plan of organization, and
endowed it with the vital function of generating mucus, she has departed from it i11 an isolated part of one and the same continuous tissue to
introduce, along with the vital, a chemical function? It is the same
argument as deri,·ed from the production of sweat, in its connection
with carbonaceous matter; and here the analogy brings into cooperation every product of the living being, and establishes the whole
upon common principles(~ 447! c, 1032 b).
419, c. There remains, however, a demonstration from analogy
which is perfectly in·esistible. '\Ve have already seen how differently
modified in their vital c11aracter are uot only different tissues, and tissues of the same apparent organization, but even different parts of
one and the same continuous tissue. \Ve have seen this exemplified
in a variety of aspects, and especially by the specific nature of the
product of certain parts. \Ve have seen, for example, that there is
nothing in nature but that part of the gastro-intestinal mucous tissue
which lines the stomach that will generate gas~ric juice, while, also, it
produces mucus (§ 133-136). Now, carry this to anothe~ part of th.e
same continuous tissue which Jines the air-cells, and the mferencc 1s
plain that if the gastric juice be elaborated by a vital process, so also
is the carbonaceous matter. Nor cau any objection be urged that
other parts of the mucous system <lo not contribute to the ~unction of
decarbonization upon the ground that t11ey aro less clehcate, and
therefore less permeable to the air, than the mucou~ portion of the
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dosmose and cxosmose, since atmospheric air is often in conta<.t
with the mucous tissue of the stomach(§ 447i c).
420. Perspiration or sweat, which is sensible and insensible, being
elaborated by an organ of highly complex· organization, is dearly a
product of organic actions; and since the skin of' some inferior animals, like the mucous tissue of the lungs 1 eliminates both mucus and
carbon, this coincidence of function in two very complex ori;;-ans may
be considered worthy of some regard in forming the logical rnductiou
to which the facts in the prececling section may seem entitled.
421. The excretion of urine is the next great source of depuration
to the blood. Like the other products of excretion, it contributes to
the process of assimilation by its depurating effects (9 416). It is as-
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minutes intervening. This rapidity of excretion is particularly true
of all matter which is offensive to the organization .
422, a. There is a remarkable sympathy subsisting between the
kidneys and skin, by which, as it were, they interchange functions
with each other. \Ve are all familiar with the fact that the urine is
most alnmdant in cold weather, and the perspirable matter most deficient, and vice versa; and, as a general principle, when one excretion abounds, the other is lessened. This is true in disease as in
health (§ 129, 1032 a). It depends upon reflex nervous actions.
422, b. For the fulfillment of their final cause the kidneys posses1'
an exquisite susceptibility to the influence of the nervous power
(§ 188, &c., 226, 528). Hence arises the rapid and profuse excretion of urine when fear and certain other emotions of the mind are
in operation. The same affirmation, too, may be made of the skin,
though perhaps less extensively. This, too, is the reason why fear
so readily induces copious sweats. In either case, the phenomena
are owing to the direct de,·elopment and determination of the nervous
power upon the organs, respectively. These phenomena, too, prove
the great susceptibility of the skin and kidneys to the influence of the
nervous power, and are a key to the whole philosophy of the interchanges of action between the skin and kidneys (§ 129, 230, 638!)·
But there are, also, as may be inferred from the facts just stated,
great sympathetic rnlations between the skin and kidneys and many
other organs, though these relations are much more manifested by effects which arise sympathetically in the excretory organs than by the
influences of these organs upon other parts. This is mostly seen in
disease, and during the operation of remedial agents applied to the
stomach. So great, indeed, is the snsceptibility of t11e skin and the
kidneys, in their excretory fonction, to remedial agents, that a large
variety have received the denomination of su<lorifics, and another
class, diuretics. But, owing to the special \'ital constitution of the
skin and kidneys, by which they are rendered sensitive in their ex·
cretory function to a thousand slight influences, it is obYious that tl1e
11
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422, c. Jn respect to the foregoing .P.rinciple as shown by diseased
r.onditious the facts are not less fannhar. In such cases. an orga11
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which is naturally designed for secretion may sometimes, by a niorbid
increase of its products, take on the relative function of excretion,
and thus, both by morbific reflex nervous actions, and by copious
e laborations from the blood, diminish or suspend the excretion of
urine. In the cholera. asphyxia tl1is excretion would foi l entirely,
even when the profuse intestinal discharges were unattended by the
usual perspiration. But, m the case of the intestinal affection, much
was due to the morbific, vital influences; since we often see the urine
increased by the active operation of cathartics.• Scarcely a morbid
state disturbs the organs of digestion without diminisl1ing or increas-
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pose of depuration, do not hold a corresponding sway over the great
organs of life, but mainly so as it r espects their dependence upon
those organs (§ 129); while a greater reciprocity of sympathy be·
tween the skin and the essent ial viscera of life, and a predominant
sympathy between the skin ancl kidneys as organs of excretion,
evince the wonderful nature of Design in its provisions and limitations, according to the final causes which directed tho plan of organic
life (§ 325).-Illustratcd by heart in§ 500 m, 687!-688, 694f, 826 cc.
423. Ho\v vain the attempt to refer any of the foregoing processes
and results to any of the forces or laws which rule in the inorganic
worl<l ! The entire rationale rests upon the peculiar operations of
the nervous power, and its laws of reflex action(§ 222, &c., 446 1 &c.,
455 e, 500). A balance of actions and products is thus perpetually
maintained, though, of course, with less uniformity and exactness in
sickness than in health. But nature, ever provident, has so constituted the properties of life, that when one organ, whether excretory or
secretory, becomes morbidly su~pended in its function, the e\·il will
be felt by other organs, by reflected nervous action; and they will
thus take on, as it were, the work of that suspended organ. If the
excretion of urine be wholly arrested, not only the skin, but many
other parts, may join in the concerted action of relief. But, no other
part will over excrete urine, no more than the skin will secrete scmcn.t The absurdity of this prevailing doctrine is shown, at once,
by the fact that urine would excoriate the eliminating vessels of every
pa1t excepting those of the kidney (§ 83 b, 133, &C.).
Organs of pure secretion, howernr, may take on, in consequence
of the foregoing condition, the office of excretion ; that is to say, they
will elaborate, along with their natural fluids, the excrementitiQus
matters, in certain peculiar combinations, which, in the healthy state
of the kidneys, would appear in the form of urine (§ 417).
42.J. The philosophy of all that I have now said in respect to the
interchange of offices among the orga11s of secretion and ~xcretio1~,
and of the dependence of the several products upon spec_ial cond itions of anatomical structure and modifications of the orgamc proper-
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mary glands sympathize with the new change in the uterine system,
and produce a fluid which is totally different from the ~loo<l, although,
like all other products, it is derived from that fluid.. And, then~

wonld be just as much wisdom in supposing that the refle.x ncrvou~
action of the womb upon the mammary glands, at this cntical juncture, is a chemical phenomenon, as there is in t'efcrring the elaboration of milk to the capricious forces of chemistry, while its reputed
filtration from the blood, by others, is equally refuted by tho sympa·
thetic nature of lactation in every species of mammifcra (~ 1031, b),
425. The excretion of urine, more than the products of m1y other
part, may be affected by the absorption of unnatural agents into the
circulation. This is because many agents which will excite the action of the kidneys arc not offensive to the lacteals nor to the system
at large 1 and arc therefore freely absorbed. Such are many saline
and alkaline substances, and others, again, which are natural to the
body, as aqueous fluids, &c. Those being either unnatural or rcclundant rouse the action of the kidneys, as the proper organs for
their elaboration. The quantity of urine is thus increased; and,
while the kidneys arc thus stimulated they may be rendered the
means of excreting other matters, though in a very different condition
from their existence in the blood(§ 408).
426. In morbid states of all the principal organs the urine is remarkably liable to change. This arises from various causes. If the stomach be the primary scat of disease, or, if its condition be di sturbed
by reflected nervous influences of other diseased organs, as is almost
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nutrition and secretion. The kidneys, therefore, carry off more than
their wonted quantity of excrementitious matter, while this matter appears under conditions more or less varied from the natural product
(§ 425). The whole office of appropriation is, also, more or less impaired, which farther moclifies the condition of the blood an<l the formative action of the kidneys; though a part of the office of excretion,
under these circumstance~, dernlves upon the skin and lungs(§ 416).
A third great cause of the rnriablcness of the urine consists in unusual vital decomposition or wasting of the body, or of some of ite
parts, when it devoh-es upon the kidneys to co-operate, beyond their
natural habit, with tllC lungs and skin, in removing the redundancy
of waste materials. A fourth cause of the urinary changes, and a11
important one, lies in actual morbid states of the kidneys themselves.
The kidneys, however, are not often the seat of morbid affections beyond those of a simple functional and trnnsient nature, as induced by
reflex nervous actions excited by the diseases of other pa11s; but to
whi<;h influences the kidneys are extremely liable, and, thernforc, to
consequent modifications of the urinary product.
427. Briefly 1 then, e''ery alteration of the natural action of the kiducys, whethe1· primary or sympathetic and every defect in assimilation and appropriation, is attended by some change in the urine; while
an endless variety is impatted to it by the qualities and quantities of
the ingesta. From this circumstance, which should ham prompted
01her conclusions, h<ls arisen t11e belief that the state of the urine
sLtpplies some of the most important signs of pathological conditions.
not only of the ki~neys themsclv~s, but of remote 01·gans with whi~h
they may sympatl11ze. From H~ppocrates to our day, elaborate d1s11uisitions havo appeared concermng the changes of the urine as intlic·
ative of particular forms of disease. of their special seats, of thf' clif1
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ferent stages· of their rise and decline, and of their <legrees of severity and clanger. The humoralists we re apt to regard the unusual
conditions of this product, and other "vitiated secretions," as tl1e
cliscase itself; and in this respect they are imitated by the humoralists of the nineteenth century. · Chemistry has been also brought to
bear upon the fluctuating states of the urine, and has increased the
factitious importance of a symptom which is often as likely to denote
some alimentary substance, or di\·ers forms of disease, or imperfect
~!~~::~ion, or some remedial agent, as the source from which it emaBut, coming to the bed-side we find that all these critical observations are relics of the s1rnculative ages of humoralism. Herc, we
find that all that is practically useful in relation to the urine is generally best ascertained by mere inspection; and upon this subject, we
have all, and more than is desirable, from Hippocrates himself: Those
philosophers, however, who are employed in inteITogating disease by
chemical analyses are not often or long in the chambers of the sick.
They carry on the in\"estigation of morbid processes in the laboratory
of the chemist, and then and there fabricate the appropriate reagents
(§ 5}, a). He who studies organic nature according to the method
of solidism and vitalism has neither the leisure for those most difficult, unattainable, and laborious analyses, nor would they have any
influence upon his judgment as to the pathology or treatment of disease, in the midst of such a multitudinous variety as is presented by
the vital phenomena of disease. Of one thing, also, we may rest assured, that nature has supplied all those ready means for interprnring
disease that may be necessary for immediate action; nor can we often
delay the treatment of acute disease for consultations with the laboratory. In respect to tlie blood, were it even practicable to learn from
analysis its variable conditions in disease, it would reflect no light upon
morbid states of the organs, since the qualities of that fluid vary with
every varying change in the vital conditions of the solids, ;ind there·
fore, too, would fail to indicate, in the least, the appropriate remedies.
This is also true, in a general sense, of the urine and all other excretions, and secretions. The ready sight, their sensible properties, the
vital phenomef!a, physical signs, experience, and general principles,
must be our gmde. These may be sometimes facilitated by extraordinary modes of observation, but which are always within the reach
and clear understanding of every practitioner; such as the usual
mode of examining the blood in inflammatory diseases, evaporating
the urine in diabetes, &c. On the contrary, were the Immoral doctrines correct the teaching and the practice of medicine should be restricted to chemists alone; since there is no branch of inquiry so difficult as organic analyses, while their uncertainty would soon imply
that the vis medicatrix natura is the only ordination of nature for tlie
:naladies of the human race (§ 691, 1033 b).
428. The menstrual fluid is another and a fourth product of excretion; and, from its close resemblance to the blood, in the human spc·
cios, it is one of tho proofs that capillar.y hemorrhage is &'encrally the
result of a secretory process. In tho lugher orders of ammals, even a
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specifically det~rmined by the nature of the pa1t (§ 135). Unlike
the other products of excretion, it is not essential as an evacuation,
though important to the function of generation. It is therefore pe·
c_uliar, also, in exerting important vital influences upon the genera·
t1ve system.

•

429. At certain periods of the year tl10 female genitals of all animals undergo changes, by which they are developed or prepared for
generation ; as, for instance, the ovaria of birds become enlarged, the
vagina of rabbits and of other animals is tumefied with blood, increased in its vascular action, and pours out an unusual mucous or bloody
fluid. It is only at these periods that they are susceptible of impregnation.
430. But woman is capable of impregnation at all times; and that
this may happen, her organs must be often developed and prepared
for the purpose.
~
The philosophy of the whole of this preparation, howe\'er various
in different species, and at whatever intervals of time, is tho same in
all. The several conditions depend upon changes in the yital states
of the generative organs, by which the sexual desire is excited, and
the germ rendered susceptible to the stimulus of the semen. This is
the end and the aim of the whole.
431. It follows, therefore, that the periodical excretion of tho menstrual fluid is only essential to the office of generation, and not to the
whole system, excepting so far as this excretion is a healthy function;
and the suspension of any function being a morbid condition, the
whole system may sympathize with tho uterus when the menstrual
discharge is snspended.
432. Hence it follows, as a practical result, that all our prescriptions for suspended menstruation must proceed upon the principle
that this excretion is a vital, and not a mechanical result; and that its
suppression is owing to some morbid state of the uterus, either direct,
orsympat}letic.
7. CALORIFICATION.
433. Calorification is the function by which plants and ai1imals generate tbe heat which is peculiar to themselves. Chemistry, however,
has enjoyed a more undisturbed exposition of the nature of this function than e,·en that of digestion; nearly all but the most eminent
physiologists, such as Hunter and Bichat, having acquiesced in the
speculations and assumptions of chemists as setting forth the true philosophy of animal, or, rather, organic heat (§ 333).
It is obviou1, therefore, that few things in medical philosophy have
greater demands upon the physiologist than a right interpretation of
this groat and wonderful function of organic life, that its philosophy
may be carried to the illustration of otlwr organic processes, that all
may be seen as a system of consistent Designs, and that no foot-hold,
in the way of analogy, shall remain to him who would substitute ilrlificial devices for the institutions and laws of Na tu re. The times have,
and always have had, a demand upon the physiologist for a critical
exposure of this exte11sive vitiation of medical philosophy. They urge
it upon him now more than a~ ~ormer periods. Nothing has been
hitherto done but to express op1mons ; and we now witness, as a consequence, an almost universal substitution of the chemical and phy~-
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ical theories ot life, disease, and therapeutics, for the promptings of
the most obvious phenomena of Nature. l\lankind, in masses, in the
aspect of Nations, are carried away by the simplicity of the chemical
dogmas, and by the confidence with which they are uttered. They
have become incorporated in most of our works on Physiology, Medicine, Hygiene. Nor is this at all limited to the Medical Profession.
It is coextensivu with society. It is ingraftecl upon popular wozks i
canied into our colleges, academies, anU. even public schools. It has
become a part of the general plan of elementary education; and it i~
now most extensively an object, through voluminous publications, to
induce the whole race: of mankind to regulate their food by chemical
analysis. Banners, I had almost said, are e\•ery where paraded, bearing the inscription from Liebig's Animal Chemistry, that
"To DETER'.\IINE WHAT SUBSTANCES ARE CAPABLE OF AFJ.'ORDING
NOURISUMENT, IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO ASCERTAIN THE COMPOSITION
OF THE FOOD, A:SD TO CO:'ltPARE IT WITH TUE INGREDIENTS OF TUE
BLOOD.''

434. At the Yery outset of our inquiry, we discern the speculatiYe
nature of the chemical philosophy from tht: vast difference in the several hypotheses which have been advanced with equal confidence,
and which, for awhile, have been received with almost universal farnr. The theory of Crawford, which is relative e·xclusivcly to the
lungs, and to the difference in the capacity for heat of venous and arterial blood, will not soon lose its fascinating simplicity nor the plausibility of its pretensions. Its elegance will stand forever in forcible
contrast with that deformity which is the idol of the present day.
Genius and taste will never cease to do their mournful homage to
one, while they turn from the other as from the distortions of a Pagan
<leity.
A third hypothesis may be stated as contributing to the improbabilities of the whole, and which has not yet been fu1ly supplanted by
the greater novelty. This is that which ascribes the evolution of organic heat to the passage of the common nutritive fluid Lo a solid state.
It has, even more than Crawford's, the merit of philosophical simplicity, and of an apparent foundation in nature, but far less of the spice
of genius.
~35? a .. The first two of the foregoi.ng hypotlrnses have, as one ~f
their md1spensable elements, the muon of the oxygen of the air
with the carbon of the blood, or with that of the body; though, as
[ have endeavored to show in the Medical and Physiological Commentaties, neither that act in respiration, nor the excretion of carbon,
has any greater connection with the production of animal heat than it
has with that of the gastric juice, or any other result of organic functions. The whole of that subject is investigated so extensively in the
work just mentioned, and, I may say, the speculations and assumptions which have been subsequently put forth by Liebig and his school
are, also, so fully considered in the same work, either as already extant, or as likely to ensue, that I shall now limit myself to a statement
of the latest and most approved positions of chemistry, and to such
rem~rks and prominent facts as may be necessary to complete the in tegnty of those fundamental principles which arc the main objects of
this work, and to show tbat· tlature operates in her several depart·
ments, respectively, by general and not by pa1tial la.\\.'S 1 and that a
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stable and perfect foundation may be thus ]aid, as it exists in nature
for the great superstructure of pathology and therapeutics (§ 2,. 892)
435, b. The arguments and the facts which I have employed m the
foregoing Essay on Animal Heat must have been oftener approved than
arnwed, si nce they have been freely adopted by some subsequent
writers without indicating the source from whence they were derived
(§ 906,g).-See RwnTs OF ~UTHORS p. 919, no. 23 ..
435, c. I may be also perm1ucd to make the fo1lowmg extract from
the Preface to the third rnlume of the Medical and Physiological
Commentaries, published four years subsequently to the first two volumes. Thus:
"In respect to chemistry, the author may safely affirm that not a
fact has been subsequently di sclosed that reflects the smallest light
upon _-physiology or pathology. The whole of that wound, wherever
cherrustry has obtruded itself upon the science of life and disease, is
so amply explained in the former volumes of th ese Commentaries,
that not a substantial fact, nor a vague conclusion, has been put forth
by the sch'Jol of Liebig, which is not there examined, anticipated, and
answered, as something which had already an existence, or was like·
ly to emerge from the speculative philosophy of the laboratory then
in almost universal vogue" (§ 1 b, 350t, 820 c).•
436. \Vhat, therefore, I may now say in refutation of this or of
other chemical doctrines of organic processes and results, will con·
sist, in part, of a summary view of some of the facts and arguments
which are arrayed in copious detail in the l\Iedical and Physiological
Commentaries. And, truth being my only r:ibject, I shall begin the
subject under consideration with a statement of' the opinions of some
of the most accurate and distinguished observers, which correspond
with my own. But to show, however, that nothing but opinions have
been expressed even by those who have comprehended che subject, I
shall quote from each author all that I have any k110wlcdge of his hav·
ing said upon the question at issue, with the exception of the little
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that no precedmg attempt had been made to show the errors of the
chemical doctrines of digestion, and that I l1arn incorporated in my
prefatory remarks to that im'estigation all that I could learn from the
distinguished authors whom I have there summoned in belialf of
philosophy.-Sec RIGHTS OF AUTHORS p. 919, no. 22,
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~ous to those of which the .s-eneral capillary system is the seat."of tlu
vital forces."-" The state of respiration has no influence upon the
actual he at of the body."- " \Vhen we place on one side all th e phe·
nom1ma of auimal heat, and on the other the chemical hypothesis, it

c' The disengagement of calonc is always suborduzate to tlte state
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11ppcars to me so inadequate to the explanation that I tliink cve1 y rnc·
Owdical mind cati refute it witlwut rny assistance."-D1cHAT's Genera}
Anatomy applied to Pll:ysiology and llfedicine.
437, b. John Hunter, like Bichat, placed the elaboration of organic
heat upon the same vital grounds; regarding it as a secreted product.
"It is most probable," he says, "that the power of generating heat
in animals arises from a principle so connected with life, that it can,
and does, act independently of circulation, &c., and is that power
which preserves and regulates the internal machine."-HUNTEU's
()bservations on Certain Parts of t!te Animal Economy.
437, c. And thus Wilson Philip : u Among the secretions I have
rauked the evolution of caloric, although not taking place on any parlicular surface, because it appeared to be performed by the same
power acting on· the same fluid; and because, like secreted fluids, it
fails when any considerable _part of the influence of the brain or spi nal cord is withdrawn."-P111L1P's Experimental Inq1tiry into tlie
Laws oftlic Vital Function~(§ 446, b).
437, d. And thus the philosophical 1\Ioore: "'Ve must allow the
bodies of living animals and vegetables to form an original source of
heat, as much beyond our power of explaining as the source of the
sun's heat."-l\loonE's 1lfedical Sketcltes.
437, e. And l\liiller thi.is: .c From the experiments of Dulong and
Despretz, it results that, even if the chemical theory of nispiration be
adopted, tlicre must be still some otlter source of animal heat." ''A general source of animal heat is undoubtedly to be found in the organic
7)rocesscs, in which, by the organizing forces on the organic matter,
heat is generated not in one, but in every organ of the body." Again,
"Since all organic prpcesscs are chiefly dependent on the influence
exerted by the m~rves on the organic mattter of the body, it cannot
appear wonderful if the reciprocal action bet\~'een the organs and the
ner\"es is a main source of animal heat."-1\IULLER's P!tysiology.
437,/ Tiedemann has the same view of the subject. "The ou1y
point," he says, "that can be regarded as placed beyond doubt is, that
the evoluLion of heat is a vital act which depends immediately on the
process of nutritiun, the conditional and pre.:iervative cause of life.
The intensity of the evolution of heat, and the property of maintaining
itself at a certain temperature proper to each species, are, in animals,
in direct ratio with the composition of their organization, and with
the sum and intensity of their manifestations of activity."-TIEDE·
MANN'S Pltysiology.
437, g. Finally, it is even said by the distinguished chemical physiologist, Dr. Carpenter, that, "It is evident that the chemical doc·
trine in its present form is insufficient to explain the phenomena of
animal calorificatiou."-CARPENTER's Human Pkysiology, p. 611.
London, 1842.
438, ~- The very able Dr. Edwards, in his work on the lnflu_ence.
.if Pliysical Agents on Life, maintains that "rcspfration and animal
!teat stand related as cause and ttffect." This doctrine is maintained
by Edwards with great ability; far more so than by aII other authors
whom I ham consulted. I thought it, therefore, important to dispose
of his facts an<l arguments, in my former work, as far as their p1ausi·
Lility and my own advantage of the right posirion would admit.
There is much said, in the Commentaries, in refutation of that doc·
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trine, which is at the foundation of Liebig's (§ 410), and to w11ich
uo farther reference will be ma<le in this work ( § 10 l l ).
438, h. Coming to the heterogeneous assumptions which distinguish
the school of Li ebig, there was no difficulty in anticipating tho nature
of such as might be relative to former theories. I had set forth the
various doctrines in their ample dimensions, and brought them to the
test of facts and philosophy. The combustion theQry was then in
vogue, and nearly in the terms as expound ed by Liebig. In descanting upon its peculiarities I took for my guide the most recent and ap. proved phraseology, which, it will be seen, is coincident with the. supposed novelty; and, although it had numerous and ardent admirers,
it passed into such oblivion, in the brief space of two years, that when
~iebig p~omulgated th e same hyp~th.esis, an~ in tlH~ sam~ lang~a~e,
it was ha1led as one of the most bnllmnt aclucvements of that d1stmguished man (§ 349, d). The doctrine which had been thus nearly
expressed by Billing, in his " Principles of Medicine,' 1 was taken for
my tcxt and is now presented again, in its original typography . Thus:
"'Ve have in the LUNGS a CHARCOAL FIRE constantly burning, and
in the OTHER PARTS a woon FIRE, the one producin~ carbonic acid gas,
the other carbon ; the food supplying, through tllC c1rculation, the vegetable or animal fuel, from which the charcoal is prepared that is burned in the lungs . .It is thus that animal heat is kept up."-]~ILLIXG,
1838 (§ 4470 a, no. 4, 1044).
438, c. Somewhat prior to Billing's day, Roget had embellished hi$
"Bridgewater Treatise on Animal and Vegetable Physiology," by
tl1e following graphic description of the apparatus, and th e office
which each part fulfills in the generation of animal heat. Thus :
"The food supplies the fitel, which is prepared for use by the digestive organs, and conveyed by the pulmonary arteries to the place
where it is to undergo combustion. The diapl1,ragm is the bellows
which feeds the furnace with air; and the trachea is the cl1,imney
through which the carbonic acid, which is the product of combustion,
escapes."- RoGET (§ 350l.f).
438, d. Now, the only fundamental difference between the foregoing :ind Li ebig's hypothesis is this: The former supposes the com·
bust10n to take place in the lungs, the latter in C\'ery other part ex·
cepting tlte lungs, where, as will be seen, a spec·ial proYision is made
for the temperature of those organs(§ 447~,f).
That no imaginary obstacle may lie in the way of the Yital theory,
and that truth may have the advantage of rival d octrines by their close
apposition, and that knowledge may not be limited to the fa cts and
deductions of unadulterated science, it remains to show, by a series of
quotations from Liebig's Animal Chemistry, th at the doctrin e of the
dependence of organic heat upon the chemical process of combustion
has gained nothing from the L aboratory at Geissen; while the attentive reader will find in the e::.tr?cts themselves the most ample proof
of its untenable nature. Tins, md eed, may have been well anticipated from what I have shown of this philosopher's regard for facts and
consistency in sectior. ~50. Indee.d, the same in congruities, the same
contradictions, and worse assumptions, go to form the whole fab1~c of
Liebig's disquisitions upon animal heat, as I have shown to make up
his jumble respecting digestion, and other great functions, as well as
prnperties of living beings(~ 1044).
1
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I shall endeavor to execute my task with the same efficiency a!J
was attempted in relation to the chemical views of digestion (§ 350),
in the earnest hope that the chemist may discern the error of his
ways, and )earn to the student of Organic Nature those difficult pr?hlems which concern the highest welfare of man, and whose consistency, in their philo,;;ophical bearing, cannot be disturbed without laying
in ruins every principle in physiology, and carrying death into the
chambers of the sick (§ 4 a, 5, 5! a, 376t, 376i- b, 819, &c.)
440, a. Let us begin, then, with a stateme ut of the doctrine as summarily delivered by Liebig in his work on Animal Cltemistry, and
we shall see from the first proposition that it is essentially the olJ
speculation(§ 438, b), alike based upon artificial expedients, and upon
the assumption that the living organism is a mere chemical apparatus ,
'!::::!~~e of all properties and laws that are not common to dead
1. "It is evident that the supply of heat lost by cooling is effected by
the mutual action of the elements of the food and the inspired oxygen,
which combine together. The animal body acts, in this respect, as a
furnace wltic11, we supply witl1, fuel." "In order to keep up in the
furnace a constant temperature, we rnuBt vary tlie supply offuel according to tlte external temperature, that is, according to tlie supply of oxygen." -Animal CltemUtry.
It will be seen, from the close of the foregoing quotation, that a
capital error is made in assuming a law that the quantity of food is
regulated by the temperature of the air {§ 440 cc, no. 12). That
assumption is carried out in opposition to all well-known facts ; while
it is also assumed as a Jaw, that apimal heat, whatever its uniformity
in the warm-blooded animal, or its instability in the cold-blooded, depends upon the relative law of the temperature of the air and the
quantity of food consumed, although this law is virtually contradicted
by various other requisites for the promotion and maintenance of animal heat. But let us have another unqualified proposition which defines the 1aw in relation to the dependence of animal heat upon external temperature and the food consumed. Thus :
2. "In different climates, the quantity of oxygen introduced into the
system by respiration varies according to the temperature of the external air. The quantity of inspired oxygen increases with the loss
of heat by external cooling, and the quantity of carbon or hydrogen
necessary to combine with this oxygen must be increased in the same
ratio.''-Animal Clwnistry.
Now compare the following, 3, 4, and 5, with the preceding 1 and
2, and observe the conflict between them, and the contingencies upon
which the great law is made to depend that determines a uniform
temperature. Thus :
3. "The quantity of oxygen consumed varies according to the temperature and density of the air, according to the degree of motion,
labor, or exercise, to the amount and quality of the food, to the com
parative warmth of the clothing, a11d also according to the time within
which the food is taken" ! A proposition mostly relative to man, and
unfounded as to him (§ 440, c).
4. " Tlte quantity of.food is regulated by the number of respirations,
by the temperature of the air, and by the amount of heat given off to
the surrounding mecliUm" ! (§ 447, c).
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5. "Tliemutual action between Ute elements of tl1efood and tlie o::.ygen conveyed hy tlie circulation of tile blood to every part ef t!te body IS
THE SOURCE OF ANIMAL HEAT."
"For a give1i amount ef oxygen tlte
heat produced is, in all cases, exactly t!te same."-L1EB1G's Animal
Chemistry(§ 447, c, 1048).
6. "There is not the sma11est support to the opinion that there exists, in tho animal body, any other unknown source of heat, besides
the mutual cltemical action between the elements of the food and the
oxygen of the air. 11-Animal Chemistry.
No farther comment is necessary to indicate the complexities aud
contradictions involved in the foregoing quotations; such as" the quantity of oxygen consume~ depends ?n the amount and quality of the
food/' while "the quantity of food 1s regulated by the number of respirations/' that is, by "the quantity of oxygen consumed," &c.
If, also, we now add to the foregoing, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, other contingencies upon which it is assumed that animal heat depends, we shall
have such a variety of accidental circumstances to interpret the uniform temperature of eacli individual of every species of animal, and
that, too, according to the constitutional peculiarities of each species,
that the nature of the chemical rationale will be sufficiently obvious.
Thus:
7. " Where tlie fond contains meat, fat, and wine, hy reason of the
hydrogen in those kinds of food which is oxydized, and which, in being
converted into water, it evolves much more heat for equal weights."
8. ''The cooling of the body, by wliatevercause it maybe produced,
increases the amount of food necessary. The mere exposure to the
cold air, &c., increases the loss of .heat, and compels us to eat more
than usual. [ ! J The same is true of those who are accustomed to
drink large quantities of cold water. It increases the appetite, [ ! ] and
persons of a weak constitution find it necessary, by continued exercise, to supply to tho system the oxygen required to restore the heat
abstracted by the cold water" !-Animal C!temistry.
HO, b. Here I pause for a moment to advert to the ground of the
assumptions in the quotations 7 and S. The rnason is one which goes
conclusively to the vital theory of animal heat. \Vhcn wine, for ex·
ample, is taken into the stomach, an evolution of heat ensues as soon
as the stimulant is swallowed, in virtue of its stimulant effect on that
organ. In the same way meat stimulates more than vegetables, and
will light up a glow upon a cold surface before its digestion has begun (§ 512, b). In respect to the superiority of cold w;;iter in provoking hunger, there is no oth<:r way of explaining the philosophy
against the fact than by supposmg "the Reformer" was pledged to
the popular cause of temperance. But since wine, brandy, &c., fa1
more than cold water, '' increase the appetite" and " compel us to eat
more than usual, " and since these fluids are said to yield a far greater
amount of" fuel" to the system than the food itself (whose main object is also supposed to supply the means of combustion), it sl10uld
follow, upon our author's premises, that less food would be necessary
to the purposes of life in proportion to the quantity of alcohol consumed, and therefore that wine should, in reality, diminish the appe·
tite and "compel us to eat less than usrial" (nos. 4, 7 i § 441, e).
It may be worth obsen·ing, also, in respect to the "cold water/'
t.hat the assumption is foundec upon several impo1tant mistakes;
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namely, 1st. That the appetite is virtually regulated by the condition
of the calorific process i 2d. That "the ani_mal body bears the sa..'11e
relation to surrounding objects (in respect to an interchange cf cal0t
ic), as any ~th_e~ heated mass" (no. 14); and, 3d. That drinking
cold water d1m1111shes the temperature of the body (§ 442, b, c, d, e).
And the most strenuous and extensive efforts ha,·e been made to choke
down these absurdities under the penalty of being lampooned as an
eucmy to "experimental philosophy" (§ 5}, a.) . I have no doubt,
however, that they will forcibly remind the reader of the parallel quotations, and of the pathological and therapeutical principles which
emanate from them in the two subseGuent sections.
440, bb. As to the u fat" (no. 7), the chemist assumed that to be an
important source of animal heat because it is one of the best substances for combustion "in the ai1· or in oxygen gas" (no. 10); and
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it be taken as an article of food and converted into chyme, or consist
of food which has been converted into the fat that makes up a part of
1he consumer. The uniform temperature, therefore, among a variety
:if other things, will depend not only on the amount of.fat eaten, but
on the amount formed out of the blood. This leads our author to
say that,
9. "If we were to go naked, like certain savage tribes, or if in
hunting or fishing we were exposed to the same degree of cold as the
Samoye<les, we should be able with ease to consume ten pounds of
Resh, [!]and perhaps a dozen of tallow candles into the bargain, daily,
as warmly-clad travelers have related with astonishment of these
people. [ ! ] \Ve shoul~ then, also, be able to take the same quantity of
brandy or train oil Wltlwut bad q[ecls, because the carbon and hydrogen of these substances would only suffice to keep op the equilibrium
between the external temperature and that of our bodies."-A11imal
Chemistry(~ 1050). And yet Alcohol is not absorbed§ 350, no. 94.
And that, too, in a critical work on science which professes a rigorous adherence to facts, as the only apology for a contemptuous derision of long-established doctrines, and as the only basis for the attempted substitutes. But let us now turn from "fat" as a combustible
substance, via the digestive apparatus, to "fat" as appertaining to
the organized tissues(§ 10-18, 1049).-NoTE Np. 1121.
10. "The formation of fat depends on a deficiency of oxygen.
But, in this process, in the formation of fat itself, there is opened up
a new source of animal heat. The oxygen set free in tlie formation
of fat is given out in combination with carbon or hydrogen, and there
must have been generated by the formation of carbonic acid or wateI
as much heat as if an equal weight of carbon or hydrogen had been
humed in air or in oxygen gas."-LJEBIG's Organic Chemistry, &c.
Introductory to the fo regoing quotation, we are told, that,.
"The production of fat is always a consequence of a deficient supply of oxygen, for oxygen is absolutely indispensable for the dissipation of excess of carbon in the food."
And then we are referred, in illustration, to t11e "lean, muscular,
•inewy limbs that are exhibited with pride by the Bedouin and Arab of
lw desert" (c). But what says tlie vatiety in respect to fat 1 and oxygeu
nll heat, that pro mils among the teQnts of the ocean, who have but ono
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common supply of food 1 Contrast, for example, tho blubber of tho
whale, who breathes with lungs, with many a lean, voracious, cold·
blooded animal that respires with gills. The hypoth esis, therefore,
falls (no. llt, and§ 443, b). Or, if it survive such difficulties, take,
then, the following statement, designed as an important basis for tho
combustion theory, and which should have had a place among our author's pathological doctrines (§ 350t). But our present interest liel!J
in the fact that it appears, after all, that it is not "true without exception," that" the production of fat is always in consequence of a deficient supply of oxygen." Thus:
"Exercise and labor cause a diminution in the quantity of the menstrual discharge; and when it is suppressed in consequence of dis.
ease, the vegetative life is manifested in a morbid production offat" I
Herc is another "most trustworthy observation," and "pe1fectly
conclusive" as to our author's doctrine. Thus:
"The quantities of oxygen which a whale and a carrier's horse can
inspire in a given time are very unequal. The temperature, as well
as the quantity of oxygen, is much greater in the horse."-LrEBIG's
Animal Cltemistry, &c.
Now the temperature of the whale in the frozen seas is more than
1000 Fh., nor can tho "canier" bring up that of his horse to a higher
degree, with the aid of a tropical sun. It is evident that our author
bas regarded the whale as a cold-blooded fish .
4,10, c. I shall not now stop to inquire farther into the factitious na·
ture of the foregoing doctrine, but go on with other extracts in which
the author endeavors to sustain his great law of animal heat (5. 6),
and expound by other contingencies that exact tcmperatmc which
distinguishes e\'ery wann-blooded individual of every species of nni·
mal, and according to the nature of the species, and with scarce a Ya·
riation, at all seasons, in all climates, at all ages, with all kinds and
quantities of food, from him who "devours 10 lbs. of flesh and a dozen
ta11ow candles into the bargain, daily, ancl the same quantity of brandy
and train oiJ without bad effects" (no. 9), to him who, like "old Cornaro," lives on "half nn egg a <lay;" and whether clad in tl1e flannels
and woolen broadcloths that arc preferred as matters of comfort by
many inhabitants of tropical climates, or absolutely naked, with Fah·
renheit at 40° and lower, like the Petcherai Indians (442, b); or, whcth·
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statements our "Reformer" may make to the contrary notwithstand·
ing. It will appear, therefore, that the following affirmations should
be carefully considercd 1 before they arc admitted as appendages to
the general law; namely,
11. "Our clothing is merely an equi\·alent for a certain amount of
food. [ ! J The more warmly we are c1othed the less urgent becomes
the appetite for food, [!]because tho loss of heat by cooling, and consequently the amount of heat to be supplied by the food, is diminish·
ed" (no. 9, and 12, and§ 442 a,c, 1047, 1048, 1049).
Herc onr author predicates two important errors of the hypothesis
which they are intended to sustain i the assumptions and the bypath·
esis being mutually designed to support each other.
11!. But again i having seen that (in the language of Mr. Ancell,
"the Reformer's" interpreter) "the deposition of fat is supposed tn
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act as a substitute for free nspiration in the production of heat" (no.
10), we shall not be surprised to learn that" its absorption, answers
as a substitute for food in the production of animal heat." So it is extensively affirmed in the work on Animal Cliemistry.
\Vby, then, is the temperature of a very fat ox and a very lean one,
or of a very fat man and a ,·ery Jean one, exactly the same in each
species, respectively 1 \Vhy does the fat man sustain a much less
exaltation of heat than the lean one when emaciation is in rapid
progress in febrile diseases 1 \Vhy those daily periodical evolutions
of heat (1000 to 1100 Fh.) in the emaciated subject of phthisis, subsisting on barley-water; and respiring with lungs unfitted for half
their usual functions? And this leads me to state the chemical philosophy of mania and delirium, which flows immediately from the
subject before us; and by which we learn, also, what is nlore important, the extent of our author's theory of combustion. Thus :
"In the progress of starvation it is not only the fat which disappears, but also, by degrees, aJl such of the solids as are capable of being dissolved. In the wasted body of those who have suffered starva!.ion the muscles are shrunk and unnaturally soft, and have lost t11eir
contractility. All those parts of the body which were capable of entering into a state of motion have served to protect the l·emainder ot
the frame from the destructive influence of the atmosphere. [ ! J Toward the end, the particles of the brain begin to undergo the proces.<J
of oxydation, and delirium, niania, and death, close the scene."
This construction of the cause of delirium and mania is conformable
to the author's hypothesis of thought, mental emotions, &c. (§ 349, e);
but that the phenomena are due to totally different influences "in the
progress of starvation " is shown by the unifo1m preservation of tlrn
intellectual powers in the most emaciated subjects of phthisis pulmo·
nalis (§ 441 , c).-See INDEX II, Article Hunger.
440, cc. But, we are only beginning with the contingencies which
contribute to the fundamental principle of animal heat, and which are
designed to interpret its remarkable uniformity, yet variety, in differ·
ent species of tbe warm-blooded tribes, and its variableness in the cold·
blooded, and to bring the general doctrine into correspondence with
a great law of caloric which prevails in the inorganic world (§ 440 e,
no. 14).
12. "In cold and temperate climates, the air which incessantly
stri,•es to consume the body [ ! J urges man to laborious efforts in order to furni sh the means of resistance to its action, while, in hot
climates, tl1e necessity of labor to provide food is far ~ess urgent' 1
(§ 445, b).-Animal Cltemi'stry.
In the first place, all animals are overlooked in the foregoing statement, and our philosopher is actually regarding man as the only living creature who has a temperature above the surrounding atmosphere; for it surely will not be said of animals that they must work
harder for a supply of food in temperate than in wanner climates.
Nor will the reader fail to observe that much of the stntemcnts and
reasoning1 throughout, is predicated specifically of man, and of man,
too, in a state of health.
As to the necessity of more "laborious efforts to provide food" in
cold than in hot climates, a very different philosophy 1ies at its bottom
than assigned by Liebig, which consists in the greater necessity of
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labor to wltivate the earth and raise the means of supply in the for
mer than the latter sections of the globe. It is evident, also, that
"the Reformer" had not only man exclusiYely in view, hut in that
part of the contrast which relates to "hot climates," he was thinking
alone of the indolent and luxurious master, without reference to the
slave, who toils the day long under a torrid sun for his own scanty
subsistence and his master's too.-NoTE Oo p. 1141.
But again, although man be compelled to work in cold climates
"to provide food" to keep up his temperature, while this" necessity
for labor is far less urgent in hot climates," tho cold-blooded finny
tribe, and the warm-blooded whale, and beasts of prey are quite on
an equality, in that respect, in all regions of the earth.
440, d. But, we are yet far from the end of the "contin gent influences" which modify the exact law of animal heat (nos. 5, 6), and
\vhich go to the preservation of its exact uniformity. One of our author's hypotheses, which will be soon stated (no. 14), betrays him into
a mistake, which has been often made and as often exposed. Thus:
13. "Tlie contraction of muscles produces lieat ,· but the force ne·
cessary for the contraction has manifested itself through the organs
of motion, in which it has been excited by chemical changes. The
ultimate cause of the heat produced is, therefore, to be found in these
chemical changes."- Animal Clumistry.
Now, setting aside the sophistry of this reasoning in a circle, we
have the simple proposition that "tlw contraction of musclt: produce8
heat,·" and evidently because n a piece of caoutchouc, when rapidly
drawn out, forcibly contracts again, with disengagement of heat."
And to this conclusion the " Reformer" was impelled by l1is funda·
mental doctrine that the living and the dead are undistinguishably
governed by the same properties and laws, as implied by no. 14, and
as extensirnly sot forth in § 350. This assumption as to the effects
of.muscular motion I ham sufficiently noticed in my former Essay on
Animal Heat; but it may be now said that it is disproved by the uni.
formity of animal heat in all warm-blooded vertebrata, under all circumstances of rest and exercise. \Vhen the latter is sufficient to give
an impulse to the general circubtory and other organs, an increased
crnlution of animal heat is liable to happen, like an increased flow of
saliva, sweat, or any other secreted product; but it does not happen
with any certainty, and is never due to the physical causes assigned;
neither the mechanical one of" muscular contraction," nor the "cliem·
ical changes."
440, e. I {:Orne now to one of our philosophe1·'s parallelisms of or·
gani.c and inorganic beings in respect to thei1· grnat laws and functions,
and which necessarily flows from the grand physical hypothesis that
the living body is a mere chemical apparatus;. Thus:
14. "The animal body is a heated mass, ,.,.·hich bears THE SAME
Rl~LATION

TO

SURROUNDlt\G

OBJECTS AS ANY OTHER HEATED

l\U.SS.

It rccei,·es heat when the surrou~ding objects are hotter, it loses
heat ·when they are colder than 1tself.·"- Animal Cliemistry. (See
§ 350j-, e, 1044 a, b).
Thus we have throughout a consecutive series of mistakes and blun·
derS, emanating from a false position in respect to the fundamental
constitution of living beings; while this perversion of nature is the
monomania of materialism. But there remains much of the like na.·
1.ure yet in prospect.
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From the last proposition, and from the common level in wl1ich living and dead objects are regarded, and in Lis unacquaint:rncc with
physiological facts, the chemist has been betrayed into lhe supposition
ll1at all the contingent circumstances which I ha,·e now stated (nos.
1-U) contribute, along with the fundamental law, 5 and 6, to the pro·
duction and maintenance of that uniform temperature by w11ich every
warm-blooded vertebrata is distinguished, while every other product
of the tissues is forever variable in quantity, and which are to explain
equally, also, the vicissitudes of the cold-blooded race, and all the
diversities of temperature which spring from cliscase.
The plainest facts in u experimental philosophy" contradict the as
smnption, and place the generation of animal heat upon its own independent ground. lf we enter an apartment heated to 260° F., the
temperature of the body remains unaffected i and equally so in a bath
of water, wliere all evaporation is preYented. If we pass the day in
an ice-house, or dwell in an atmosphere at 50° be1ow the zero of
Fahrenheit, it is all the same (§ 442, c, d). If water, at zero, be
dashed on the body, a glowing heat is instantly lighted up on the surface; and so it is upon the cold and shriveled skin of the starvi ng
man as soon as food shalJ have entered his stomach. A flash of indignation, or an impulse of slmm c, will, on the instant, set the whole face
in a state of "combustion;" the face being then said, by common
consent, to "burn"(§ 441, c).
'Vith the last proposition (H) goes another which has the concurrence of all; namely,
15. "The heat given off to the surrounding medium is restored
within the body with great rapidity."-" All living creatures, \vhose
existence depends on the absorption of oxygen, possess within thcm'3elves a source of heat independent of surrounding objects."
16. And (for the third time, 5 .and 6) 1 "This disengagement of
heat is, uniformly and under all circumstances, the result of the combination of a combustible substance with oxygen.11-Animal (}hcmistr.1J.
Such a chemical machine, with an internal sou rce of heat, and COfl
stantly liaLle to elevations and depressions of temperature from "surroundin~ objects like any other heated mass," could possess no stability of temperature,- none comparable with the inanimate objects
by which its own internal source of heat is said to be influenced; ancl
when we superadd the various other contingencies, the varying quantities and qua1itics of food, nriableness of respiration, the oxygen
1
0
1
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gencies present themselves, whic11, in connection with the "internal
independent source of heat," should render the temperature of the
living warm-blooded vertebrata variable at every moment, whi1e that
c.l the cold-blooded animal should be distinguished by the greater uniformity.
It ncc1..1 scarcely be added, that the warm-blooded vertebrata are
rcruarkahly exempt from the l:iw which chemistry, to be consistent,
imputes to them as conductors of caloric (no. 1·1). And herein, an
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every where else, chemistry betrays the fa11acy of its fundamental as.
sumption (nos. 5, 6, 16). The warm-blooded vertebrata are especially contr~distinguished from "other !teated masses, in their relation
to surrounding objects/' by their resistance of heat from external objects (§ 441 c, 442 e); and this contradistinction is not only shown by
universal experience, but forcibly so by the comparative rclatiou
which cold-blooded animals and "other heated masses bear to surrounding objects." These animals depend mostly for their temperature upon that of the surrounding medium, and consequently sustain
much of the relation of 11 other heated masses." Still, they possess
not only a feeble power of generating heat, but, what is more to my
purpose, they have a corresponding power of resisting its ingress irom
surrounding objects, since it was ascertained by Crawford that 11 a
living frog acquires lieat more slowly than a dead onc."-London
P kilosopli. Trans., 1781 1 p. 485.
It is also worthy of remark, that the chemist has mistaken the rise
of animal heat, when occasioned by the heat of a fire, for that interchange of caloric which takes place between inanim ate substances of
different temperatures. The phenomenon is peculiarly a fact for the
vitalist, since, in the former case the rise of heat is due to the action
of caloric as a stimulant to the organic functions(§ 188!).
On the other hand, when the temperature falls from the direct action of cold upon the living body, it is from the abduction of heat from
the su perficial capillaries alone, by 1•lhich the calorific function is arrestc<lnotonly in the skin, but may b?, by reflex nervo~s action,tluoug~
our. the body. And what also forcibly shows the vital nature of tins
phenomenon is the frequent and speedy exaltation of the cutaneous
heatafter its sudden reduction by the application of cold water(§ 1011).
440,f. In the midst of so much error and confusion, it is nc <liffi·
cult matter, as already seen (§ 350), to paralyze an author by an exposure of palpable contradictions in fundamenta l doctrines. As an
example of this nature in relation to the present subject I shall place
in opposition the following statements:
A.lfirmati1:e.

Negative.

l~/. "In whatever way carbon
may combine with oxygen, the act
of combination cannot take place
without the disengagement of heat.
It is a matter of indijfcrcnce wlietlier the combination take place at a

18. "Carbon never combines
at common temperatures with oxygcn, so as to form carbonic acid."
" There is NO EXAMPLE of carbon combining directly with oxygen
at common temperatures,- but nu·
?1erous .facts shOw that liydrogen,
m certain states of condensation,
possesses that property. Lampblack whicli lws been lieated to redncss may be kept in contact witli
oxy$en gas, witlwut forming carhome acid. The spontaneous inflammability of the charcoal used
in the fabrication of gunpowder
has been correctly ascribed to the
hydrogen which it contains in consi<lerable quantity; for during its

UIGll OR AT A LOW TE.i\IPERATU.RE;

the amount of heat liberated is a
r:onstant quantity."
" In the foregoing pages, it has
been assumed that it is especially
CARDON and hydrogen which, by
comhining with oxygen, serve to
produce animal heat."
"The carbon of the food, which
is converted into carbonic acid
within the body, must gi\·e out exactly as much heat as if it had
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been directly burned in the air or
in oxygen gas."
"The 13·9 oz. of carbon which
are daily converted into carbonic
acid in the body of an adult,
evolve 197477 degrees of heat,
which is sufficient to raise the ternperature of 370 lbs. of water to
98·30, the temperature of the lmman body." - LIEDIG'S Animal
Cltemistr,y, 1842. [See, also, nos.
5, 6, 16.J

reduction to powder, no trace of
carbonic acid can be detected in
the air surrounding it. It is not
formed until tlte te1ll.perature oJ tlte
mass ltas reaclted tlte red !teat.
The heat which produces the inAammation is therefore not caused
by the oxydation oftlie carbon."LrnnIG's Organic Clmnistry applied to Pltysiology, &c. 1 p. 263,
311.

440, g. These contrndictory doctrines were put forth in different
works, but almost simultaneously, and each was designed to sustain
important hypotheses that regarded, respectively, the negative and
the affirmative statement. But, even in the work on Animal Cltem·
istry, a subject collateral to the general hypothesis of animal heat
leads the author to a partial contradiction of his all-pervading idea of
the ready combustion of carbon at temperatures ns low, at least, as
those of cold-blooded animals; since, upon that collateral subject, he
says, "at tlte temperature of tlte (warm-blooded) body, the affinity of
hydrogen for oxygen far surpasses that of carbon for the same element." (See§ 441, e.)
440, lt. I shall not undertake to decide whether oxygen unites singly with carbon or hydrogen, in the li\·ing body, or along with other
elements from which the carbon is ultimately excreted, nor is it the
pro\'ince of these Institutes to inquire into a truth which belongs to
the laboratory. In my former Essay on Animal Heat, I have examined this subject in its physiological aspect adversely to the chemical
doctrine, and in conformity with the great law which excludes the
formation of all inorganic compounds within t11e Jiving organism, as
set forth by chemistry (§ 38, 39, 419).
440, i. Of the remaining subsidiary causes, that relative to the bile
should not be neglected. It is thus summarily expressed by Liebig's
interpreter, I\Ir. Ancell:
19. "These facts, and the reasoning founded upon them, have led
Liebig to the conclusion th~t the FUNCTION OF TUE B I LE is to support
respiration and produce animal heat1 by presenting carbon and hydrogen in a very soluble form to tile oxygen of a~~erial blood."-I\Jn
ANCELL, in London Lancet, 1843.
The reader will, therefore, the more readily comprehend the doc·
trine of" the Reformer" as stated in the following language. Thus :
"In the carnivora the bile contains the carbon of the metamorphos·
t:d tissues. This carbon disappears in the animal body, and the bile
likewise disappears in the vital process. Its carbon and hydrogen are
given out through the skin and lungs as carbo~ic aci<l and wate~·; ~nd
hence it is obvious that the elements of the bile serve for respiration
and for the production of animal heat."-Animal Cltem£str.IJ.
That may answer for the 41 carnivora ;"_while the gra.minivo~·a depend more upon their "fat," and other tribes upon their special al·
lotments.
Having already adverted to the true uses of the bi le (~ 314-316
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409f), I shall proceed to say, without stopping t..> inquite how the
foregoing 41 facts" were ascc1tained, that this part of the doctrine will
hanJly abide the test of morbid conditions. It often happens, for instance, when the production of bile is nearly or wholly arrested, that
the temperature of the body is exalted above its natural standard,
while at other times, when the bile is redundant, the tcmpt::rature
sinks below its equilibrium. This, too, is familiar to physicians as
occurrin(J' in the proO"ress of the same disease; and I have thus introduced tl~s subject ~ore for its hearing upon physiology and Jisease,
than on account of its perversion by the chemist(§ 1031 b).
441, a. Having now set forth the principal doctrine, and the most
impo1tant contingencies which are brought to its support, I shall proceed to make some farther comments both upon the doctrine and its
auxiliaries, and present a variety of facts in confirmatio11 of the phys101ogica1 theory of animal heat.
441, b. ln the first place, it is worthy of farther remark in regard
to a principal element of the main hypothesis, that scarcely any two
individuals, of whatever species, consume the same quantities of food
in a given time, while society abounds with habitual examples, where,
under the same circumstances of age, health, sex, climate, temperature, employment, &c., there is every gradation in quantity from a
daily consumption of many pounds to a fow ounces, or with slight variations as to quantity in many individuals. \Vithout, however, now
reverting to the preceding relative statements of our author, let us
adduce another for the sake of its logic and precision. Thus:
"The consumpti_on of oxygen in equal tifncs may be expressed by
the number of respirations. It is clear that in the same individual the
quantity uf nourishment required must vary with the force and number of the respirations."-Animal Clwmistry.
Imm ediately after this t)UOtation, which has for its object an adjust·
ment of "the quantity of nourishment requireJ" for the assumed
amount of carbonic acid generated in the body, we are told that,
"A child, in whom the organs of respiration are naturally very active, requires food oftener than an adult. 11
Thus, therefore, according to this statement (which has the me1;t
of being true, not only as it respects a" child," but all young animals),
the author has presented a fact subversive of his hypothesis relative
to the source of animal heat; since, if. a "child" and all young animals consume more food and oxygen rn the ratio of their size than
men and adult animals, the po,Yer of evolving heat should be greater
in the young than in the adult. But the experiments of Edwards, and
others, ha,·e dem.onstrated that young warm-blooded animals may be
air,
cooled down rapidly to near the temperature of the surroundinO'"
0
which is impracticable with adults. But Edwards adds the fact,
which farther confirms the vital doctrine of the generation of animal
power
tlw
acquirin,,.
in
make
tlwy
w!Lich
progress
rapid
th_e
"
heat, that
of producing lieat is wondeiful." The same facts are applicable to a
"child," though probably less so tha1.1 to unfledged birds, puppies, &c.
(§ 153-155, 442 a, 445 /). I may finally add, that the whole of this
subject is extensively considered in ~y former Essay on Animal Heat.
441, c. Nor can I neglect refornng the reader to the facts which
I have arrayed in the Commentaries upon the subject of food, with a
view as well to the humoral pathology as to the chemical doctrine of

animal heat,-how the northern savages, as known by observation,
and from the necessity of the case, consume much less food than tl1c
civilized man of the temperate and even equatorial climates; the former, also, often breaking his fast only at distant intervals. There,•
too, may be found a multitude of corresponding facts in relation to the
endurance of Fasting without any sensible influence on the human
:system,-a general suney, also, of the habits of animals in relation to
tempe rature, and which, like many of my arguments and other facts,
have been ad,·antageously employed by subsequent writers to accom·
plish what I had already done. I have urged the fact, in respect to
animals, that they enjoy, ex necessitate rei, but a scanty supply of food
in the arctic regions, and that, when gorged with the same sustenance
on their removal to warmer climates, they still maintain nearly their
original constitutional temperature; and there may be found a series
of facts as to the relative temperature of the warm-blooded and the
cold.blooded tenants of the deep, which, side by side in the arctic seas,
subsist on food of the same quality; the whale, with a temperature of
10"'2° F., and the far more voracious shark, whose heat is down to a
lower standard. There it is urged, that when the emaciated hibernating animal is roused by pricking, &c., ay, even by exposure to a still
lower temperature, 25° F., his heat suddenly rises from 390 to 97° F.;
besides a multitude of similar proofs which should be examined in
connection with what I have said extensively on the influence of the
nen:ous system upon the generation of organic heat in the warm-blooded vertebrata (~ 1047, 1050).
How poorly accords our author's assumption as to the greater \'O·
racity of polar animals with the well-known facts relath-e to the hyenas, tigers, lions, crocodiles, vultures, cormorants, &c., that range in
temperate and equatorial quarters! And what answer will chemistry
make to the poor ability of aU tropical animals to bear C\'en the autumnal cold of the temperate zones, whatever the quantity of food 1
But the facts arc "the things," and let us, therefore, have them
(§ 5f. a) . They will show how far .c the animal body bears the same
relation to surrounding objects as any other heated mass"(§ 440 c,
no. 14), and how far a large supply of food is necessary to the same
animal temperature ill frozen regions as appertains to the inhabitants
of warmer climates.
In the Commentaries, th en, I have called to witness, against the
assumptions which I am again employed in refuting, the half-starved
bears, and foxes, and reindeers, and hares, and even small birds, sub·
sisting on a scanty amount of half.frozen food, and respiring and surrounded by an atmosphere at 300 to 500 below the zero of Fahrenheit;
yet maintaining about the same temperature as when transported to
a southern climate. I have said that" in 15 out of 16 foxes, the temperature was 1000 to 106io, in the other 980 ; the thermometer rang·
ing below zero from 30 to 320 Fh. Capt. Lyon found that the tctro
alius maintained its temperature at 500 below zero. It was, also,
equally so with the smallest birds" (§ 442 b, 446 d, 1046-1050)
After what Ins been stated, however, of" tall(Jw candles," "labo1ious efforts,"'' heated masses,"" clothing," &c. (§ 440, nos. 9, 11 , 12),
the reader will not be su rpiised at our author's statement that, "every
im:Jb;(jed;~,a:n~i1.r:.~~oi~W,cal Commentaries, vol i., p. li:>l-695. Also, the Essny on M
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one knows tltat tlie animals ef prey in tlie arctic regions far exce.cd i't.
1·oracity tllose of tlie torrid zone." And yet " every one knows" that
the consumption of food is universally greatest where it is most abundant, and therefore least where it is assumed to be most abundant.
And what will the disciples of chemistry say to the fact that the
low-born of the North of Europe, the exiles of Siberia, &c., often get
little more than bread made from the wood of trees, and a wardrobe
equally expressive of their destitution of the" comforts of life"(§ 442
b, and Commentaries, vol. i., p. 691-69S) 1 What is the contrast iu
temperature between the well-fed loungers of Europe and the halfstarve<l laborers of the same countries~ \Vhat, again, between the
slave and his ma.ster1 One, too, feasting on animal food and othe1
highly "combustible matter," in the shape of brandy, porter, wine,
&c., while the other gets nothing but potatoes, yams, or bread, at
be~t. and limpid water (nos. 7, 8) 1 Their temperature is alike. The
only contrast in the case is between truth and error. Is the balance,
then, to be found in the difference of clothing· (no. 11) 1 Exactly
otherwise; for the man of ease is incasecl with flannels and brnadcloths, and lives in heated apartments (no. 14), while he of the shovel
or the hod is no less contented and comfortable in rags, and whether
he repose upon a bed of straw or a bank of snow. And here I may
add, what is equally fata l to tho chemical hypothesis, that this houseless sans culottes will maintain his warmth better with water than with
rum, and that, the more he consumes of the 11 combustible substance,"
the greater will be his danger from frost (nos. 7, 9, NoTE Oo p.11 tl).
It is also manifest that the ever-Yarying quantities and qualities of
food employed by man in temperate ancl torrid zones, while his
heat is always 110arly the same, shows, with my other facts, that it is
less dependent on food than are other products of organization. l\lore
especia1ly is this demonstrated io many acute diseases, where the
tcmpr:rature of the body, or of particular parts only, is often greatly
exalted, and where, too, the patient is wholly deprived of food, and
emaciation so far advanced that not only tl1e" fat," but the very" tis·
sues 0 are nearly "consumed."
\Vithout inquiring into the hypothesis that meat is more combv.stible,
and yields a greater quantity of heat than vegetable matter, it is important to place their relations to the calorific function in the proper
physiological aspect.
There is no doubt that the generation of heat is more promoted by
animal than by vegetable food, until the system is accommodated to
the latter by its habitual use ; an<l even then the preponderance will
be in favor of the former in high northern latitudes. The princi·
ple to which I now advert depends upon the law of vital habit and
that which relates to the virtues of different natural stimuli, and is as
foreign from chemistry as any two subjects can be from each other
(§ 136, 150-152, lSSt, 442, 512 b, 535-568).
The whole philosophy, then, which concerns the greater tendency
of animal than of vegctabl~ foo~ to promote the generation of heat,
consists in the fact that ammal is a greater stimulus than vegetable
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stomach of the famished wayfarer; and every cme knows that his
warmth will be thus instantly increased to a greater degt·ee by cold
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meat ti1an by cold potatoes (§ 512, b). And so is it, ro a greater extent, with the alcoholic liquors which the chemist assumes are burned
in the recesses of the Ol'ganization (nos. 7, 9).* The principle which
concerns the whole is exactly the same as wlrnn warm water lights
up a glow upon the surface, or dcte1mines perspiration, or an act of
vomiting. Here, too, in all this development of heat, as in the other
results, is involved a magnificent agency of the nervous system, but
which to the chemist is impenetrable darkness (§ 350, no. 97, 500 nn,
512 b ).-See a curious contradiction about ALCOHOL, p. 172, nos. 43, 94.
Those that have but imperfect views in physiology may comp1·chend the merits of this subject by considering the relative effecls of
animal and vegetable food in fovers and inflammations. An ounce of
the mildest broth may raise the temperature many degrees, while a
liberal supply of appropriate vegetable food would ham no such in·
fluence; though a great exaltation of tempcrat':lre would ensue upon
solid vegetable food that should not undergo digestion. The rnason
of all this gives the right interpretation to the relative effects of animal and vegetable food in the generation of heat in ordinary states of
the system, or till habit may interpose its influence. Irritability being in an exalted state ia febrile affections is more than usually susceptible of the stimulus of animal food, and hence the incrct\se of Ya5·
cular action and the greater evolution of heat, both from the direct effoet of the food and the exciting reflex nervous act_~ons it occasions.
'Vhere ,·egcrable food remains undigested, in the foregoing case, it
becomes a morbid irritant to the stomach, and the cause of reflex
nervous influences that augment the fever or the inllammati011, aud thus
engenders a rise of temperature(§ 137 d, 150-152, 222, &c., 512, &c.).
The same philosophy is applicable to diffc:rences in climate. Little
vegetable food is consumed in the arctic regions, and, as little animal
food should be eaten by man in tbe equat01·ia1. Nature l1as ordained
this allotment to men and animals, by a scanty vegetation at the north,
while she appears to have limited her provision of animal food io
tropical climates to the wants of the carnivorous race . To the north
she has given beasts and birds, but with a stinted band, and has beeu
scarcely more liberal of the tenants of the deep. To the tropics a
profusion of csculent roots, fruits, &c.; and has displayed a munificence in animal and vegetable creation throughout the vast temperate
regions. This ordination of nature is particularly suited to the exigencies of the human constitution. Animal food is especially stimulating to all the functions of man, and therefore to that which generates heat. Irritability is greater, more susceptible to the action of
stimuli, in equatorial than in other climates. The tropical heat is its
measure of endurance; and when the stimulus of animal food is superadded, the tropical man is extremely prone to foyer, and dies
early. If wine, brandy, &c., be ndded also, so much the worse; but
not because it is "burned" in the body (§ 188, &c., 615, &c., 618).
Our author's philosophy, however, is too much of a curiosity to be
~eglected, and should have gone along with tho pathological in<luctrnns (§ 350}). Thus:
"The Englishman in Jamaica sees with regret the di9appearance
of his appetite, previously a source of freqoently-rccurriug enjoymeot; and he succeeds, by the use of Cayenne pepper and the most
powerful stimulants, in enabling himself to take as much food as he
ati::-~c:1~~~~g~~~e:b;o~~~~,;~~~~~~ ~T;ci s ~.igcstcd, and in thnt state of trn11sform•
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was accustome<l to eat at home. But the whole of the carbon Lhus
introduced into the system is not consumed. The temperat~re ol
~he air is too high, and the oppressive hea.t does n~t allow 111m to
increase the number of respirations by active exercise, and thus to
proporlion the waste to the amount of food taken. Disease of some
kind, THEREFORE, ensues."-Animal Clwmistry.
1
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so for the obtuse irritability of the northern man(§ 1~1, 585, &c.);
and it is therefore true in this acceptation that the arctlC man would
be more likely to freeze upon vegetable than animal food, despite ol
the superabundance of carbon in the former{§ 447, h) . But, as I
have said, and shown, he may, by the mere force of habit, come to
endure the cold nearly as well upon vegetable as on animal diet
\§ 442 b, 53.5, I 048).
I will also say, that it is a vulgar prejudice that "train oil and ta.I.ow candles" are appropriate food for man in any climate (§ HD b,
no. 9). The arctic, like every other man, would soon perish upon
these indigestible substances. They would yield him neither flesh
nor "fuel.' 1 Ancl, having thus come. again upon the philosophy of
'' fat1' asµ. source of heat when taken mto the stomach(§ 440, bb), the
chemist is evidently embarrassed by the contrast which is presented
by certain grnminivorous and carnivorous animals (§ 440, i) ; and so
he clears the way by the following assumptions, which have only reference, also, to a limited number of two genera of animals (§ 440, cc).
The couclusion of the extract is a good specimen of our author's mode
of disposing of former obseL·vation, and a profitable commentary upon
what is requisite in "experimental philosophy" {§ 350, mottoes a- e,
and no.28) . Thus:
" T•Ve know, in fact, that the graminivora expire a volume of carbonic acid equal to that of the oxygen inspired, while the carnivora,
the only class of animals whose food contains fat, inspire more oxygen than is equal in volume to the carbonic acid expired. Exact ex·
periments have shown, that in many cases only half the volume of oxygen is expired ir the form of carbonic acid [350! n, 440.f. nos. 17
and 18, 447tfJ. These observations cannot be gai1111ayed, and arc
far more com·incing than those arbitrary and artificially produced
phenomena, sometimes cal led experimeuts [by the "digestive mixture,'' retorts, acids, lamp-wick, &c. 1]; experiments which, made, as
too ofren they are, without regard to the necessary and natural conditions, possess no value, and may be entirely dispensed with i especially, when, as in the present case, Nature affords tltc opportunity for
observation, and when WE make a rational use of that opportunity."
Lt remains only to say of the foregoing, that the chemist was not
<luly mindful of the fact that all the principal tenants of the deep,
1
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ing, also, '~ith l un~s, anil in thei~ co~pari~on with the low tempera~
ture of their associate!i that respll'e with gills, contrasts forcibly with
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trine of "fat" (§ 440 bb, no. 10). But since animal food, especially
fat. contain.s more of the "fuel" than vegetable food, how docs it hap·
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pen. acco:ding to the foregoing statement as to the rclatirn proportions of oxygen consumed and carbonic acid expired by the graminivorous and the carnivorous animal, respectively, that the former shoul<l
surpass the latter in the formation of fat 1
Wherever, therefore, we look at the "facts" of the organic chemist, we find ourselves not only in the midst of contradictions, but em
ployed in refuting assumptions that are opposed by universal experience(§ 5}). That experience I had employed in the Commentariea
for the very purposes to which its adverse assumptions arc now consecrated by the disciples of the 0 improved philosophy"(§ 349 d, 350f ).
441, d. In the case of the hibernating animals (§ 4,11, c), the excessive cold, and mechanical irritation, in rousing the calorific function, operate as a stimulus to the nervous system 1 and thus restore the
Nganic functions, and the natural temperature as a consequence,
along with the other organic products; though the heat more perfectly than any other. In a less degree, cold is a sedative to the hibernating animals (§ l8St 1 743). This, also, is an example illustrative of the opposite influences of vital agents, according to their intensity of action, and the circumstances under which they are applied,
and of the wonderful adaptation of the natural agents of life to the peculiarities of particular species of organic beings(§ 191, 446 d, 500 o).
1
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the nervous power is de\'eloped and radiated abroad upon tlie organic properties of the entire body, by which they are brought into
operation (I 222- 233, 500, 512, &c., 638, 1044, b).
Respiration and other organic functions nearly cease during the
state of torpor; but the restoration of heat is far more than commensurate with the progressive return of respiration. Of all the
products, an evolution of heat takes the lead, as indispensable to the
other important results. This appears to ha\'e been seen by Liebig.
Nor is there any principle in physiology, nor any facts, which will
at all explain the operation of cold in diminishing respiration, or circulation, till it has first reduced the temperature of the surface. And,
were the chemical hypothesis true, the hibernating, and the young of
other warm-blooded animals, s1101ild not sustain the remarkable reduction of heat whi~b is produced by an 'atmospheric temperature of
45° F., since more oxygen is then consu:ned than at higher temperatures. There can be no such positive exceptions to a fundame11tal
law. If peculiarity of constitution be assigned as the cause, then is
the chemical hypothesis abandoned, and tlrn vital theory admitted.
It is therefore apparent, that the reduction of temperature depends
essentially on other causes than diminished respiration. The converse of this must be equally true; and when heat, therefore, is re·
stored, the first step in the process is an increased action of the capillary blood-vessels, through the stimulus of the nervoufS power (§
222, &c.), by which an evolution of heat is imrr.ediately started i and
then begins an increase of the respiratory movements. "Wc ca~ always hasten respiration," says Bichat, truly, "by making an ammal
suffer i but an acceleration of the pulse is always prior to that of respiration, which nppears to be determined by it."-(See § 484, Exp. C.)
441, e. That is a test. If the heat rises without oxygen, it certninly does not, in such a case, depend upon combustion. The "caniersi' 1
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must be regularly supplied(§ 447i, a). I have said that Liebig appears to have been sensible that internal heat is important to the organic processes, though v_astly more so in the ~varm~bloo.dcd tl1an tl~e
cold-blooded race, and lns statement upon tins subject is one of lus
numerous contradictions uf the hypothesis which he assumes. Thus:
"It is obvious that TllE CAUSE OF TUE GENERATlO~ OF FORCE is
tliminished, because, with tltc abstraction of lt,eat, the intensity of lite
vital force diminislws. It is also obvious, that the momentum offorce
in a living part depends on its proper temperature." "The increase
of mass is effected in liviug parts by the vital force. The ?nanifestalion of this po\Yer is dependent on luat; that is, on a certam temperature peculiar to each specific organism." " The abstraction of heat
must be viewed as quite equivalent to a diminution of vital energy."
- L1EntG's Animal Cliemistry.
Now, according to this reasoner, "in the animal body we recognize
,1s the ultimate cause ef all force only one cause, the clu:rnfral action
which the elements of the food and the oxygen of the air mutually ex·
cfoise on each other."
\.Ve are also told that "the mutual action between the clements of
the food and the oxygen conveyed by the circulation of the blood to
every pa1t of the body is the source of animal licat."-LrncIG's Animal Clwnistry.
But, we have just seen that the same reasoner affirms that these
very movements are "dependent on heat" (§ 350, no. 17!, &c.).
The cause depends upon the effect, and the effect depends upon the
cause (§ 440,f). And how could it be otherwise with an hypothesis
so estranged from nature 1 Indeed, our author not unfrequently quits,
entirely, the chemical ground of animal heat, as we have seen of
many other assumptions (§ 350), and gives way to the simple dictates
of nature. For example,
"Certain other constituents of the blood may give riso to the formation of CARBONIC ACID in the lungs. But, all this has NO CONNEC·
TION with that VrT ... L l'ROCESS BY WlllCJI TUE HEAT necessary for the
support of life IS GENERATED in every part of the bocly."-LrneIG's
Anmial Clwmistry.
And yet it is both a doctrine of this philosopher in physiology and
medicine, that the evolution of animal heat is a purely chemical pro·
cess, and that carbonic acid cannot be formed in the body without the
disengagement of heat(§ 350, no. 1 n; § 440, no. 17). Taking, also,
in connection the two parts of the foregoing quotation, we haYe one
of those palpable contradictions of a fundamental assumption which
are the never-failing characteristic of false doctrines. There is the
double affirmation that carbonic acid resulting from any other source
than a vital process is not a cause of animal beat, and that animal
heat is alone generated by a vital process. (See, particularly,§ 440,
nos. 6 and 16.) Or, allowing what the language does not admit, the
dependence of animal heat upon carbonic acid " generated in every
part of the body," we should then have the curious phenomenon in
chemistry of the production in the animal body of carbonic acid by a
chemical process and by a vital process, while that of the former, the
very gist of the doctrine, does not, as avowed, contribute to animal
heat(~ 1014).
4-t.l,f. Again, it is reiterated. that" the mutual action bot ween the
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cle1nents of the food and the oxygen conveyed b71 tlie circulation oJ tlu:
blood to eYcry part of the body is the source of animal heat" O 350,
no. 3).
Now, frogs have a feeble power of generating heat, as hm·c "all
living creatures whose existence depends on the absorption of oxygen"{§ J.4-3, c). But, these animals contradict our author's hypothesis
as to the" carriers of oxygen," not only in its relation to animal heat,
but other importam matters, such as the production offurcc, of motion,
&c. (see § 350, nos. 3, 4, 8). Spallanzani, for instance, dcpi:ivcd a
number of frogs and toads of the heart, large blood-vessels, &c.,
and buried them in the snow, along with others which retained their
circulation and vivacity. The whole soon became completely torpid,
and "appeared as if frozen." In a few hours they were all remo,·ed
to a warm situation, where all of them began to leap and make their
escape; the reanimation being apparently as perfect iu those which
had been deprived of blood as in those which had not. \Vhen ex·
posed to greater degrees of cold they perished in equal times(§ 441!
d, 443 b, 494).
How simple a? experiment, therefore, may overthrow the most pop
1
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apparently frozen," that their independent source of heat is owing
to "the oxygen conveyed by the circulation of the blood," any more
than their" amount of motion is proportional to the quantity of oxygen
inspired and consumed in a giYen time by the animal" (§ 350, no. 8).
And then, too, according to our author,
"Since physiology has proved that the globules of blootl take no
share in the process of nutrition, i·t cannot be doubted that they play a
part in the process of respiration." Especia1ly in white·blooded ani
mals.-Lrnmc's Animal Chemistry.
From all which it is more and more apparent, that" the Reformer"
was employed about a plan of human chemistry rather than of animal
chemistry(§ 440, c).
The foregoing subject i~ farther continued in§ 443-445.
4411, a. What has been said in the preceding section of the hibernating and cold·blooded animals is true, in principle, of all other an·
imals who suffer only a partial reduction of temperature. The differences do not arise from different fundamental laws, but from different
modifications of the pnrperties of Jife in different species of animals,
and at different ages of the same individual (§ 155, 185, 191): There
are many animals that approximate the hibernating in their feeble
power of maintaining heat; and others, again, which sustain intermediate relations to the more perfect of the warm-blooded vertebrata.
"The high temperature," says Edwards, in his Influence of Physical
Agents on Life, " which seems to characterize the mammalia and
birds, does not belong to them exclusively, since examples of it a1:e
found among insects; and, on the other hand, among the mammaha
themselves (as the hibernating), which, at certain periods, present the
principal phenomena of the cold-blooded vertebrata; and, lastly, a
great number of non·hibernating mammalia and birds, in the early
peiiods of their li fe, show, as far as the phenomena of heat are concerned, a strong resemblance to the cold-blooded animals."
It mny Pe thrnce inferred, that what is so remarkably conspicuom
'
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in the torpid hibernating animals is only the result of a law that pre.
,·ails throughout the ammal kingdom. This law extends equally to
the Yegetable kingdom, which possesses a far greater power of generating heat than frogs and other cold-blooded animals. The trees
1
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maintain a greater uniformity of temperature, and are destroy.cd ~y a
degree of cold in which some northern herbaceous plants spring mto
active life, and pierce their way through snow and ice.
44H·, b. And this leads me to say, that, through the same law, the
warm-blooded vertebrata have their standard of heat modified by climate; and even man himself sustains variations of 1° to 2° F. And,
as I have sai<l in my former Essay on Animal ]{eat, it is important to
remark, as showing the entire independence of this phenomenon of
respiration, this change does not take place till such as remove from
one climate to another shall have been for some time subjected to the
new condition of vital stimuli. It is the result of acclimation, and,
trivial as it may seem, it is full of the most instructi\·e illustration to
a reflecting mi11d . The phenomenon, I say, is owing to permanent
modifications of the vital constitution, and is of the same nature as the
change of temperament which tJ1c melancl10lic undergoes on passing
from the temperate to the equatorial regions(~ 602), and about which
the law of vital habit is interested(§ 561, 585, 602, 603, 1047).
4-11}, c. It is equally a fatal circumstance to the chemical hypothesis, that the standard of heat is lowest in cold, and highest in hot climates, whate\'er the amount of clothing, &c., since more oxygen is
respired in the former, aud, according to our author, a far greater
quantity of" fuel" is consumed both by the mouth and by oxygen gas
(§ 440, 11os. 8, 0, &c.). It is not difficult, therefore, to understand the
bearing of the following statement:
"The most trustworthy observations prove that in all climates, in
the temperate zones as well us at the equator or the poles, the tem-
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And why, again, is the temperature of man higher in tropical than
in temp~rate climates 1 The reply is another proof of the tampering
of chemistry with a subject utterly beyond its reach; since the heat
of the tropics operates gradually as a vital stimulus to the calorific
function, and thus slowly establishes that condition by which an exalted temperature is determined throughout the universal body(§ 350,
no. 65, 441 c, 445 e).
441-h d. Nor may T neglect the striking characteristic of the egg,
which possesses tho power of resisting cold "in a degree equal to
that of many of the inferior animals/' This is one of the facts which
led l\lr. Hunter to believe that the vital properties are capable of
gene rating heat ind ependently even of circulation(§ 441,f), while its
greater evolution is seen to be the result of those properties in active
op8ration through the mature organization (§ 65). The former cond .tion, associated, also, with the power of resisting the causes of putre·
faction, is a beautiful illustration of the nature of life, that it is an active, not a passive state, that it consists essentially of power, and that
its laws are specific. But, how will the combustion hypothesis dis·
por.ie of the intcrn:il source of heat in the egg 1
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soon presented. It is, rndeecl, a forcible 11lustrat1on of the nat.ure of
the properties of life, of the dependence of animal beat upon vital action, and of irs obedience to the law of vital habit, and to the constitutional law by which all results shall be so regulated as to maintain
the integrity of organic processes, and, therefore, a uniform temperature of non-hibernating warm-blootled vertebrata; while, as I have
endeavored to show in the same work, the modifications of these processes in hibernating and cold-blooded animals, as well as in the vegetable kingdom, a.re not only perfectly consistent with what is observed of the non-hibernating warm-blooded vertebra.ta, but go to confirm the whole philosopl1y which is founded upon the phenomena of
these animals.
There, too, I have shown by an examination of facts, that the rapid
change in the power of elaborating heat in early life depends on the
same common principle which determines the changes in all other
tunctions and results, that they a.re all on a par in principle, and that
the rapid increase of the resistance of cold in the young of the warm·
blooded vertebrata proves the vital character of the calorific functiou
(§ 153--159, 441h,1047, 1048).
442, b. In illustration of the law of vital habit as it respect8 the
power enjoyed by man of resisting cold(§ 44.l, c), and in farther disproof of the assumption that a living animal is "like any other heated
mass in relation to the temperature of surrounding objects," I shall
quote from the Commeptaries one of the facts which are there present·
ed for the purpose which is now in view. Thus:
" Mackenzie says, that some of the northern sarnges follow the
chase in the coldest weather with only a slight covering. Lewis and
Clark state, that two Indians slept upon the snow during the night
in a light dress, when the thermometer was 40 degrees below the
zero of Fahrenheit. The man was uninjured; the boy had his foct
frozen. Now it is evident that no civilized man could sustain such an
exposure. The phenomenon is owing to tltc power ef lwbit in relation to the forces of life, and is utterly insusceptible of explanation on
any other principle."-Commentaries.-See §, 1047, 1048.
On the other hand, an individual froze to death in the woods of
Peacham, Vermont, on the night of the 7th of June, 1817 ; notwithstanding, also, he was full, to intoxication, of the most combustible
substance (§ 440, no. 9).
But, again, we are informed by Captain VVilkes, that, when the
thermometer was at 400 F., "the Petcherai Indians were entirely
naked, with the exception of a sma1J piece of seal-skin, only ~ufficient
to cover oue shoulder, and which is generally worn on the side from
which the wind blows, affording them little shelter against its piercing influence."
Again, says Captain 'Vilkcs, "On the 11th of March, th;ee bark
canoes arrived, containing four men, fou'r women, and a girl a.bout
sixteen years ofage, four little boys, andfourinfants, one of the latter
about a week old, and quite naked. The thermometer was at 450
R
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Fh."- 'V1LKEs's Narratir:e of tltc United States Exploring Expedi·
.
tion, vol. i., p. 121, 124. 1845.
The foregoing, in relation to the infants, should be considered 111
connection with what has been ascertained by Dr. Edwards as to tho
comparative inability of infants to bear a cold atmosphere, :vh~n un.
accustomed, and with what is known of hereditary const1tut1on (§
44 7 It, 540, 561. See, also, lliedical and P!tysiological Commcnta
ries, vol. ii., p. 27, 52, 56, 69-74).
"The power of the Russian Zincali of resisting cold," says Barro~v,
·•is truly wonderful, as it is not uncommon to find them encamped m
the mi<lst of snow, in slight canvas tents, when the temperature is 30°
or •10? below the zero ofFahrenheit."-BAnnow's Zincali of Spain.
No two individuals under apparently equal circumstances, of the
same health, ago, sex, and with the same quantities anJ qualities uf
food, clothing, &c., arc alike in the power of resisting cold. Place
them in a temperature at zero of Fahrenheit, and one will perish
while the other will not suffer. One shall enjoy a glow of warmth
from athletic exercise, while the other shall perish with the same
counteracting means. It is a common event to witness the blasters,
in the vicinity of N cw York, at work in winter with heavy drills in
their naked hands, while others, unaccustomed, would be frost-bitten
at the same temperature. The difference is manifestly owing in part
to a diflerenco in constitution, but especially to the influence of ltabit,
which engenders the power of enduring intense degrees of colcl 1 and
which no chemical principles can possibly expound(§ 535-568, I0-17).
4!2, c. The foregoing facts show us, also, how it has happened that
animals have spread abroad from the spot where they were created,
and become specifically adapted to different c!imates. The element
of their adaptation was implanted in their vital constitution at the
time of their creation, and relates to almost all physical agents. And
so with Yegctables, which may be gradually transplanted from the
equator to high nortlrnm latitudes, where they also undergo changes
of organization (§ 155, 535, 538, &c.). Thus do we also again bring
the philosophy of physiology to the overthrow of that infidelity which
departs from the Mosaic account of organic Creation(§ 74, 3501, lt-n).
442, d. Again, do the beasts or the birds of the polar clime change
their fur or their plumage when transported to a temperate region 1
\Vhat, for example, answers the white bear1 with which we are all
familiar 1 And yet their temperature sustains but a slight change,
though a change subversirn of the combustion theory(§ 441 c, 441!).
Here, too, in truth, they consume a far greater quantity of food; aud,
if the chemist's hypothesis as to an interchange of caloric with the at·
mospheric air be adopted(~ 440, no.14), these transplanted creatures
should sustain a very exalted rise of temperature. But, upon the
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any supposed deficiency of oxygen(§ 440 e, 441! c, 1017).
" And then, on the other. hand," turning ngain to man, and as 1
have said in the Commentaries, "are the experiments of individuals
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442, c. \Ve see, then, in the Yarious demonstrations, which haYe
now been made, of the power of all warm-blooded, non-hibernating
vertebrata to maintain a uniform degree of l1eat under the greatest
vicissitudes of atmospheric temperature that are compatible with life,
a proof of a mo.st astonishing law of the living body, in perfect conflict with the laws of caloric as they exist in the inorganic world.
"\Ve know it" as exactly as we comprehend the nature and opera1
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a positive distinction between these forces and the organized strncture.
If I am not right in this construction, I say, once more, let the ground
of objection be shown. I mean not the usual denial, or by renewed
misrepresentations of my statements. The objections must be founded upon a broad and philosophical survey of all the phenomena of
heat that relate to living objects as they may be modified by natural
causes, or by morbid states of the system; and the ground must cover
the general physiological co11dition of organized beings. How wide
from all this are the assumptions, and those mostly relative to man
(§ 440, c), that have been lately consecrated as the true "cxperimen·
tal philosophy'' of animal heat(§ 349 d, 1047) !
44:3, a. As my former Essay embraces an extensive range of inquiry
into the facts and philosophy attending the calorific function in the
cold-blooded race, I shall now add only a few remarks to what I have
already stated upon this subject, and as suggested by the present stage
ufmy inquiry(§ 441f, 441~ a).
44-3, b. Frogs and other cold-blooded animals are supplied with
capacious lungs; and, however it may be argued that their consumption of oxygen is less than that of warm-blooded animals, they have,
ne,·ertbeless, the same respiration, nutrition, vital decomposition, and
the same "charcoal fire," in the ratio of the food consumed 1 and yet
is their temperature principally regulated by that of tho surrounding
medium. They also emit a large amount of carbonic acid, which
proves a free consumption of oxygen and a liberal supply of food. All
this is as essential to frogs as to man; and they equa11y perish
when deprived of atmospheric air, and so of all the cold-blooded finny
tribe(§ 350, no. 17!·, and§ 440, no. 10). And what will chemistry
answer to the exa1ted temperature which attends the inflammations
of the cold-blooded vertebrata 1
Chemistry must here be consistent, and in being so it necessarily
abandons the hypothesis that the crnlution of heat, in warm-blooded
animals, depends on the union of oxygen with the carbon and hydro~
gen of the body, and that it occurs in the ratio of that combination.
u In tlic animal body," says Liebig, "tliefood is tliefuel_; witli a proper supply oJ oxygen we obtain tlie liettt given out during its combuGtion." (Also,§ 440, nos. 5, 6, 17.)
443, c. The difference in the law regulating temperature is owing
to a di-lference in vital constitution, of which the chemist takes no account (§ 440, no. 12). But, there are also many other peculiarities
in the vital phenomena of cold and warm-blooded animals which are
due to the same condition of constitution, and by which their relative
power of generating heat is shown to depend on _a co_mmo~ cause.
and which is common to all the phenomena. It is tins which 1
ders cold-blooded animals greatly subject to the temperature of
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-.urrounding medium, but which also enables them to resist its iufluence by some 2 or 3 degrees at all seasons of t11e y~ar..
.
.
443, d. If the chemist resort to difference of consutut1on m explaming the foregoing phenomena, as is generally done, he resorts to the
properties and functions of life, and abandons his own t?rnund. Jn
one case he says, it is because they are cold-blooded, and m tho other,
because they are warm-blooded, and so on. Such, indeed, is the fact.
But, is it not because the organization and vital endowments are
not adapted to the same generation of h~at i_n one case ~s pre~ails in
the other; and this, too, when the orgamzatrnn may be m a high degree simple(§ 409, e) !
.
444. Let us, therefore, settle this question by reference to an ammal
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temperature, for example, of a hive of bees is at about 90° F., when
the air is at 40°, and upward of 70° in winter. Their power of generating heat is also increased during the breeding season. This phenomenon corresponds with the obsen'ations that I have made upon
vegetables; having found the temperature highest when the leaves
and blossoms are putting forth.-(llfedical and Pkysiological Commentaries, vol. ii., p. 75-78.)
445, a. Still more conclusively, than the obvious dependence of or·
ganic heat in the cold-blooded vertebrata, insects, &c., upon vital
principles, do the phenomena of vegetable heat evince the same great
law of organic nature. This subject has been ably explored by John
Hunter, and, as I have intimated in the foregoing section, has received a careful attention from myself. Senebier, als::i, saw the thermometer rise from 79° to 143~ F., when placed in the midst of a
dozen spathes of the arum cordifolium, at the time of opening their
sheaths. And so Huber, and others.
445, b. That fact, and the ability of plants to generate a temperature often far above the earth or the surrounding atmosphere 1 are so
apparent that they are universally admitted; but obtain from the
chemist no farther notice. Indeed, the following is all that we have
from Liebig on the subject of vegetable heat. Thus:
"All living creatures, whose existence depends on the absorption
of oxygen, possess within themselves a source of heat independent of
surrounding objects. This truth applies to all animals, and extends,
besides, to tlie germination of seeds, to the flowering ofplants, and to tlte
maturation offruits.''-Animal Clwmistry.
A~d yet is the'' combustive pro~ess~' always in progress, more or
less, m all parts of vegetable orgamzat1on. The question, therefore,
arises as to the motive for not only concealing an important fact, but
in thus implyjng, by c~rc~mstantial statements, that no other parts of
vegetables "possess withm themselves a source CJf independent heat."
The very fact that.such a sourc~ belong~ to seeds in their germinating
state, &c., is sufficiently conclusive that it extends to every part of the
plant, and " the Reformer" could not have been ignorant that the very
egg resists a temperature below the freezing point in vi 1tue of its in·
t.ernal source of independent heat.
But, all this is fatal to our. author's hypothesis. Eggs do not con·
tmme oxygen, have no ''.carriers of oxygen," and trees, it is said, do
uot "~um·• like the ammal body (§ 302, 303-j-). Consequently, the
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chemist, to carry out his hypotlrnsis of animal heat, must maintain the
anomaly that seeds, flowers, and fruits, during their development, a.re
the only parts of the vegetable world that possess "an independent
source of heat." The secret of all this will be farther seen in the follow-;ng passage:
~ 45, d. " The distinguishing character of vegetable life is a continued passage of matter from the state of motion to that of static equilibrium. A plant produces within itself no cause of motion" (sec§ 350,
nos. 7, 8, 10, and § 440, nos. 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, &c.). "In a word, no
waste occurs in vegetables. [ 1 J \Vaste, in the animal body, is a
change in the state or in the composition of some of its parts, and
consequently is the result of chemical action." - LIEBIG's Animal
Clmm·stry.
•
And, again: "Analogy, that fertile source of error, has unfortu·
nately led to the very unapt comparison of the vital functions of plants
with those of animals."- LIEBIG's Organic Clwm£stry, &c.
445, c. Thus is the problem solved. There is either no heat generated by plants, 1Jr, otherwise, the chemical doctrine of animal heat
is radically false. To show how this may be I shall now introduce
an abstract of some observaiions made by myself on the temperaturo
of trees. It is unnecessary to state the mode in which the obscrva·
tions were conducted, or the precautions adopted, as they are record·
ed in the Commentaries.
On the 9th of April, 1839, in a neighboring forest, the following re·
sults were obtained:
Range of the thermometer in the shade during the observatio.ns,
which lasted six hours, from 38° to 52° F. Near freezing at sunnse.
A dead upright tree was selected as a standard of comparison.
Its diameter was 12 inches. The temperature of this tree, at the close
of my observations, was 45° at the centre and in all other parts (§
440, nos. 14, 15, and 16).
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445,f. It is abundantly manifest from the foregoing observations
that vegetables possess a '-ital power of generating heat, according to
the activity of their organic forces; and I carry the analogy to the
animal kingdom. The temperature wa"s not influenced by that of
the euth, as seen by the preceding statement. The heat of the latter, however, was not ascertained at the first observation. It appears,
also, that the power of generating heat is greater in proportion to the
youth of trees. This remarkable fact is not only especially indicative
of the vital agencies in the generation of vegetable heat, but is worthy
of notice on account of its opposition to what obtains in tbe animal
kingdom in respect to age. It conesponds, also, with observations
upon herbaceous plants. The difference depends upon the relative
difference in organization and vital properties at the corresponding
periods oflife. - Comm. Also,§ 153-155, 441 b-i, 1054.
445, g. I t is a fundamental principle, therefore, that "tlie general
plu:nomena of the dt'sengagement of !teat remain always tlte same ·in animals witli lungs, in those witlwut tliem, and in plants, all of wli,iclt
/1ave an independent temperature."- BicuAT.
446, a. The relation of the nervous power to animal heat is the
same as that of all other products of animal organization i its influence, however, being sometimes remarkably pronounced in the elabo
ration of heat, as seen in the quick transition of the hibernating animal
from temperatures below 40° to upward of 900 F. This subject, how·
ever, has been so extensively investigated in my former work that I
shall only say now that the elaboration of animal heat does not depend
on the nervous power, as often maintained, but, like other functions of
animals, is only influenced by it(§ 183-185, 188, 222-233, 489, 492, 500).
These are vai:iously affected by varying influences exerted upon the
cerebra-spinal and ganglionic systems, as, of course, are also the se·
crcted products in a correspondin~ mann·er. In the perfectly natural
state, the nervous system has no important agency in t he production
of tho phenomena, but may become powerfully instrumental in modifying the properties, and actions, 3:nd products of life, when unusua1
conditions exist, or when unusual impressions are transmitted to the
cerebral and S)'.mpathetic centers. Analogy, also, as supplied by
the vegetable kingdom, affords the strongest presumptive evidence
that the uerrnus system may haYe no active participation in the elab-
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oration of heat, in the natural condition of the body, while this induction is strengthened by what is known of other secreted products in
both of the animated kingdoms. Still, in respect ~o the animal kingdom, the mere existence of the cerebral and ganglionic systems, their
remarkable properties and susceptibilities, and their intimate connection with all parts of the organization, is, prima facie, conc1usive that
they have important offices in relation to animals, and that their presence, in the natural state of the complex Leing, is indispensable to the
integrity of every function. This, as will have been seen, has been experimentally ascertained in relation to many; and that unusual, or
sudden impressions that are not unnatural, as the operation of the passions, for instance, may be extensiYely and profoundly propagated
from the brain to other organs. It has been fully demonstrated that
the natural condition of the secretions depends upon tlrn integrity of
the nervous con~ection between the secerning organs and the cerehro·
spinal axis; while it has been equally shown tbat the organic functions, and all vascular action, may be immediately and powerfully
influenced by impressions made upon the brain and spinal. oord,
whether in a direct manner, as in Philip's Experiments, or indirectly
through reflex nervous action, as in blows upon the stomach, surgical operations, the action of medicines and of poisons upon the intestinal canal, &c., the ganglionic nerve being the principal medium.
Assuming, then, that animal beat is also a secreted product, it
would come philosophically under the common law; and since it appears from experiment, that animal heat depends even more upon
the presence of the brain than an imperfect production of gastric
juice and other secreted fluids, and may be as powerfully influenced
through the nervous system, the physiological analogy between heat
ancl other secreted matters becomes quite apparent; while it explains the remarkable effect of a low .atmospheric temperature in
developing heat in the torpid hibernatmg animal (§ 441, 441! a);
and thus conducts us, also, to the philosophy of the operation of other causes in modifying animal temperature(§ 461, 1032 d, 1014).
To maintain the foregoing conclusion, I have examined, in my former Essay, the merits of Brodie's, Philip's, Chaussat's,anclothcrexperiments upon the nerrnus system, the phenomena of hibernating
animals, the modifications of temperature t11at spring from injuries,
diseases, and other affections of the nerves, &c., the admissions of
distinguished chemico-physiologists, and other import.ar~~ considerations. Some of these facts in relation to the nervous mtluence upon
animal temperature will appear in the next following section.
446, b. It should be said, however, that it has bCen stated by some
that the experiments of Philip conflict with those of Brodie and
Chaussat, which establish an influence of the nervous power over tlie
phenomena of animal heat. But that is an error; si!'lce the deduction of Philip himself from his own observations ascnbes to the nervous power what is due to the organic power. Thus:
" That the maintenance of animal temperature is a fm~ction of the
nervous system, properly so called, appears from a. variety of facts
generally known; the temperature either of a part or of the whofo
body beinff'
lessened by any cause that impairs the action of particu0
lar nervcs in tho former instance, or of the whole nervous s~·stcm in
the la1.ter."-Ptt1L1r, on Acute and Cltronic Diseases, p. 48.
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Again he says, "I here consider it as proved, by experiments a].
ready laid before the reader, that the evolution of caloric is a function
of the nervous influence."-P111Lrr's Inquiry ,into tlic Laws oftlte Vi.
tal Functions, Exp. 77. (Also,§ 437, c, Norn AA p. 1131.)
446, c. It is, of course, enoneously stated by "the Reformer," tha!:,
"by the clivisi<;in of.the pneumogastric nerves 1 the motion of th? ~tom
ach and the secretion of the gastric juice are arreste<l. 0 The JU~ce is
only modified in quality, while it is actually increased in quantlly (§
461, 489).
"The Reformer" has also high conceptions of the agency of tli e
nervous system in organic results, notwithstanding tlrny are all exclusively due, in his estimation, to the merest chemical processes(§ 350).
"Every thin fl" in the animal orfl"anism," he says, "to which the name
of motion ca~ be applied, pr~ceeds from the nervous apparatus."
Our author, however, is entirely mistaken in bis opinion that u tlte
singular idea that the nerves produce animal heat has obviously arisen
from the notion that the inspired oxygen combines with carbon in the
blood itself." Nevertheless, we are told by our author that "every
tliing in the animal organism to which the name of motion can be ap
plied proceeds from tlte nervous apparatus;" and we are also told that
without this motion there can be no animal heat (§ 350, nos. 3, 17t,
6, 7, 18!, 19).
But, take the ordinal'y construction of those who mingle together
but virtually contradistinguish, the powers and processes of living and
dead matter, and impute to the nervous influence no small share, along
with chemical agencies, in the production of heat and other products
of the living organism, we are asked to sanction one of the most unphilosophica1 an<l incongruous medleys of powers, processes, laws,
and principles, acting and reacting upon each other, that ever pre·
sente<l itself for well-merited satire. The nervous power is also apt
to be regarded by the chemico-vitalist, as by the chemist, a mere
chemical ageut. But, we shall have seen thnt this construction is encumbered with difficulties (§ 222, &c., 451_,f, 500 nn, 638~)
446, d. Tho modifying influence of the nervous system upon the
generation of animal heat being established not only by experiments,
but especially, also, by facts relating to morbid states of the system,
to which I shall soon advert, ancl by all that is philosophical in physiological science, and when we consider, also, how easily and rapidly
the nervous influence may be determined upon the vascular system
(as in blushing), and upon the organic viscera, we have an intelligible
explanation of the, operation of a very low degree of cold in recall·
ing into action those vessels upon which depends the exaltation of
temperature in the torpid hibernating animal(§ 441 d, 441! a). That
the intensity of the cold, like the mechanical in·itant (§ 441, c, d), op·
erates, also, in a direct manner, upon the organic properties, as in
other instances of foreign agents, is undoubtedly true (§ 189). The
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the agency of respiration, like that of digestion, &c., as being i~stru
me11tal in perfecting the blood, and thus adapting it to the uses of the
various organs which are concerned in the elaboration of heat and
llt11er products.
1M7. a. \Vhatever is true, in a fundam ental sense, of the productiou

of heat in the natural state of the organic being, must be equally Ro iu
its morbid· conditions. It is true, we are told by "the Reformer,"
that "we cannot investigate tlie laws of life in an organized being wliiclt
is diseased,"' but we have seen that this will not hold in experienco
or philosophy (§ 303% ). It serves, however, its useful purpose in the
chemical doctrine of animal heat. But, since the truth is. just the reverse (§ 160, 163), I shall present from the Commentaries, in this section, a series of facts which contribute an important light upon the
physiology of calorification, and upon the general constitution of organic beings. '\Ve shall learn yet farther, by this demonstration, that
the evolution of animal heat is exactly on a par with all other secreted
products, and has a corresponding dependence upon decarbonized
blood, and can be regarded in no other aspect (§ 764, c). And here
our author's philosophy is consistent, since lie imputes alike the for·
mation of animal heat, and all other products, even the circulation of
the blood, nay, all diseases, yea, death itself(§ 350, no. 46), to the
union of oxygen gas with the elements of food.
447, b. Indeed, it cannot be too often said, as sbmrn by the question before us, that the phenomena supplied by diseased conditions
arc often the most important in illustrating the properties and laws of
organic beings; and upon no question have they a gi.·cater bearing
than the one under consideration. Morbid states are only physiological changes, and the resulting products and phenomena are simply
modified conditions of such as are mpre natural, and are dependent
upon the same laws, the same causes, the same functions as determine the healthy results (§ 155, 156). This is an undeniable propo·
sition. In the conflict of doctrines, therefore, which are predicated
of the perfectly natural phenomena, we should seek for the light of
such as emanate from diseased conditions; and here t11e chemist is
even more disqualified for investigation than in the dark mazes of
physiology. To him, the vast field of pathology, which every where
stamps with falsehood his chemical views of life, is as hidden as undis·
covered regions; and since all pathological and therapeutical conclu·
sions necessarily refer to the natural physiological conditions, their
impracticability, absurdity, and destructiveness, when deduced from
t11e chemical premises, as clrnrly demonstrate the sl1allowness of their
foundation. The student of organic nature, therefore, appreciates, as
he deplores, the ignorance which is received as the light of knowledge(§ 349, d).
447, c. It should be co118idered, also, in respect to the vast differences in temperature that spring from morbid conditious, whether
high or low, the diet is often the same, very spare, or when the temperature is most exalted, as in active forms of fever and inflammation,
there is a total abstinence from food. Consider, also, the brute animal under the same circumstances, abstaining totally, yet suffering a
very exalted temperature (§ 440, nos. 1, 4, 5).
I shall proceed, therefore, to a statement of some of the important
facts which are supplied by disease, as set forth in my former Essay
on Animal Heat. For the authorities quoted, see the Essay.
447, d. Diseases of the brain supply a variety of facts which illustrate our inquiry. Thus, in phrenitis, one arm, or one side of the
body, is colder than the other. "That the temperature of a paralyzed
part is generally below the normal standard is now universally admit·
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ted." That this is owing to' impaired vitality, is also shown by the
frequent failure or nutrition in the paralyzed part, as well as other coincident phen omena. In a case related by Mr. Earle, he .found th:
temperature at 700 F., in the hand of a paralyzed arm, while that of
the opposite hand was 920. He could also effect a temporary restoration of temperature by electricity and by blisters. "The circu~a
tion of the blood did not appear to have suffered, the pulse at the_ wnst
being sy nchronous, and equally strong with that of the othcL· lunb."
In an injury of the sympathetic nerve, Chaussat saw the temperature
fall from 104·88° to 78·8° F., in ten hours.
On the other hand, there is a remarkable exaltation of temperature
in a part at the invasion of tic douloureux. So, when the nerves aro
mechanically injured. There was a patient at St. George's H ospital,
whose temperature rose 11 a F" in consequence of an injury of tLe
spinal column; and this took place when the respirations did not exCeedjfre or six in a minute. It is stated by Dr. Macartney and other
observers, that when the .Principal nene of an extremity is divided,
tho temperature of the hmb is immediately exalted several degrees.
Th e philosophy of this is well expounded by an advocate of the chemical doctrine. "\Ve sl1ould be disposed,'' he says, ''to regard it a!I
due to the temporary excitement of the molecular changes by theirritation produced by the section of tho nerve, and propagated to its
extremities." Now apply this language to the exa1tation of temperature in any inanimate substance, however produced, and we may ap·
preciate the merits of the chemical solution in the former instance.
" ln some subjects of insanity," says Dr. Cox, of Fish Ponds," who
were under strong coercion in tho horizontal position, with the head
much elevated, whoso face was red, and the vessels turgid, tho di!Ter·
ence of heat was very obvious, varying 10, 12, and even 15 degrees."
In apoplexy, the tempei"aturc has been known to rise, after death,
a number of degrees aborn the natural standanl; and its persistence
has been found so uniform in apoplexy, that Dr. Cheyne regards it as
a diagnostic symptom. The temperature of a lawyer, dead of apoplexy, was so high at twenty-four hours after death, that Pot"tal delayed an examination of the body. The same phenomenon is obscn·e<l
after death from other diseases,- especially when the nen•ons system
has been unusually concerned in the morbid process.
11
ln opening bodies at th e HOtel Dieu," says Bichat, "I have observed that the time in which they lost their a11imal l1eat was very variable; that a body continues warm a gre3'er or less time, especially
among those who l~a,·e died suddenly of an acute affection, in the paroxysm of an atax1c fever, for example, or by a fall; for those who
d~e of a chronic disease, lose almost immediately their caloric. The
difference in tl1e first is often three, four, or even six hours. This
phenomenon arises from the fact, that whenever death is sudden, it
interrupts only the great functions; tho tonic action of the parts continues for a greater or less time after. Now this action disengages a
!itLlc caloric from the blood that is in the general system." u \Vhen
the disengagement of caloric ~as ceased in the body, that which remains in it becomes in equilibrium with that of tlie external air, according to the general laws of this equilibrium. Now these laws being uniform, their effect would be tlrn same in every case."
A gain, sometimes the temperature in apoplexy is greatly depressed
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before death takes place i and this, too, while t11e circulation is suc11
as to admit of blood-letting. Two cases of violent apoplexy ("via.
lento paroxysmo") are recorded in the Ephemerides Germanii, in
which the blood, as it flowed from the veins, was actually cold. Morgagni m~ntion~ an instance of another affection in which the bl:>od
flowed "in an icy cold stream" from the arm. Thackrah saw a sunilar phenomenon. So, also, De Haen. I need scarcely say, also, that
when respiration is extremely labored and slow in apoplexy, the natural temperature is often either undiminished or considerably exalted.
Our familiarity with the fact, however, only increases its importance,
and shows, by the frequency of the coincidence, that respiration can
be only remotely concerned with the generation of heat.
Here is another variety in apoplectic affections:
"While a gentleman," says Mr. Hunter, "who was seized with a11
apoplectic fit, lay insensible in bed, coYcred with blankets, 1 found
that his whole body would, in an instant, become extremely cold in
every part, continuing so for some time; and as suddenly would become extremely hot. "\Vhile this was going on alternately, t11ere was
no sensible alteration in his pulse for several hours."
Here is another case, from the same obsen·er, not less fatal to the
theory of respiration :
"A man fell from his horse, and pitched on his head, and produced
all the symptom'i of a. ''iolent injury. There was concussion, and perhaps extravasaLinn of blood. The pulse was at first 120, but came to
I 00, and sometimes to 90, and was strong, full, and rather hard. He
was very lwt in the skin, but breatlied remarkably slow, only half the
common frequency." Other injuries exalt the temperature in othe1
modes of an equally vital nature. Thus, extirpation of the kidneys
through the increased stimulus of the blood, often raises the temper·
ature of the body more than six degrees. ·
The following case, by Mr. Hunter, also, seems al.so to have beeu
inter.ded for our special purpose:
"February, 1781, a boy, about three years old, appeared not quite
so y;ell aa common, being attacked with a kind of shortness of breathing in the night. It 11ad become excessively oppressive about five
o'clock on Sunday morning, so difficult that he appeared dying for
want of breath. The common rate of breathing in such a boy is about
thirty inspirations in a minute. At 10 o'clock, he was drawing his
breath with a jerk,- about two and a ltalf 1:n.rpirations, or even less,
in a minute. Pulse sixty,faint, slow. On tying up the arm, the vein
did not appear to rise in the least, so that the blood did wot go its round.
Body purpliali, especially the lips. He had a fine warmtli on the skin
all over tlte body, although in a room witltout a fire,-oot covered with
more clothes than common in the month of February, with snow falling at noon."- HUNTER.
This, and the preceding case, appear to differ in some ph ysiological details. In the former, the disposition of the capillaries to generate heat seems to have been a good deal determined by the cerebral
influence ; in the latter, the alt9ration of the vital forces was probably
owing to other causes. Like other cases, therefore,_ which I have recited, they ser¥e, by their variety, to illustrate the vital .nature o~ the
principles which are mainly concerned. in the producuon of ammal
heat. But, standing alone, they must either subvert the hypothesis
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which 1~onccrns respiration, or we must have a chemi~al theo~·~ for
the natural state of the body, and a vital one for its morbid cond~t1ons.
This would be clearly absurd; at least, if there be any s~ch tlnng: as
philosophy, or any consistency in the powers and funcuons of life.
These examples show us, also, how very probable it is, _that all o~r
chemical hypotheses in relation to life are the mere offsprmg of ha~lt,
or imit:ition, or of narrow observation. It is certainly hard to give
up the fruit of great toil and research; but it is harder for others to
endure it, who prefer to be instructed by the voice· of nature, rather
than by artificial results.•
I shall present other examples to the foregoing effect, as supplie~
by morbid conditions of the system; since these, more than ex pen.
mcnts, conduct us to the true philosophy of animal heat.
1
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is often exalted when respiration ii slow, and again depressed when
breathing is hurried; and it is one of the most common phenomena
to find it different, by many degrees, in different parts of the body,
and under every variety of respiration and circulation. It will, there·
~~;~~e~~ my purpose only to mention a few of the more unusual in·
Dr. Philip has known the temperature of the skin at 74° Fh. in
the cold stage of an intermittent, while in the hot stage it rose to 1050.
Craigie found it at 1070, and 109°. Here the respiration and circu·
lation are often most accelerated during the cold stage. This1 with
the vast difference in temperature refers the depression of heat to
other causes than the mere constriction of the capillaries in the cold
stage. Here, too, as in a11 analogous cases, we have a coincident
diminution of all other secretions. Piorry has seen the temperature
in six cases of typhoid fever varying from 1080 to 1170; and in one
of these, the blood was at 113° Fh. In phthisis, be lrns known it at
114°, and in a case of pneumonia, the blood was 1130. Prevost
found tlie temperature of the body at 1100 in tetanus. Granville says
it sometimes rises in the uterine system to 1200 Fh., and that it depends on the degree of action in the organ. In hydrophobia, where
respiration is probably always accelerated, Currie found that "there
was no increase of animal heat in any one of five cases."
"The Reformer" says that, "for a given amount of oxygen tlte lieat
produced is, in all ca~es, exactly the same,·" and that" tlie consumption
ef oxygen in equal tancs may be expressed by tlte number ef respira·
tions" (§ 440, no. 5; 441, b). But, in stating this, he did not reply to
the following interrogatories propounded in my former Essay. Tlrns:
How is the natural temperature maintained in consumption, where respiration is sometimes so greatly impaired as not to be compensated
by a.ny acc~leration of its movC:ments 1 O_r why is it, when the lungs
are 11nperv10us from co~1<lensat1on._ and their function otherwise great·
ly impaired by destructive ulcerat10n1 the heat rises habitually in the
afternoon, even to 114° Fh., and that, too, without any previous reduction of temperature, and often without any increase of rcspiration 1
1
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Why do t11e palms of the hand " burn" when t11e rest of the surfac€
is cool? 'Viii chemistry explain 1 \Vilt it explain, also, at tho same
time, the analogous phenomena, and the vicissitudes of heat and cold,
the quick transitions from one to the other, that are forever perylexing the physician i~ his tre.atment ~f c~nti~ued, remi~tent,_ an~ intermittent fevers? \V11l chemistry marntarn, m conformity with its doctrine, that these periodical evolutions of heat are due to paroxysmal
combustions of the tissues, especially where little remains to undergo
the process. respiration obstructed, and yet a high exaltation of temperature 1 Explain, I say, all this in conformity with the "oxygen
and fuel" system, and vitalism will surrender to the devices of human
ingenuity.
\Vhy is it, that when the general temperature of the body is at
some 850 Fh. it may exist at the sc-robiculus cordis at 1060 and upward 1• i\Ir. l\Ialcolmson states, that in the Asiatic cholera "the
skin is sometimes colder during life than after death, and a partial rise
of temperature O\'er the trunk is frequently a fatal symptom." I have
witnessed the same phenomena. Mr. .M. also observes. that beriberi
supplies analogous instances; and that when the temperature was
extremely reduced," it was not different when the limbs were closely
wrapped in woolen, or when the thermometer was held between the
soles of the feet or hands, and free evaporation carefu11y prevented."
Is it not ob,·ious, in these instances, that the power of generating heat
was lost in consequence of modified vascular action; and if so, then
the generation of heat depends upon vascular action, and is, of course,
a vital product. This, too, is most emphatically shown, in the instan·
ces here and elsewhere stated, by the "partial rise of temperature
over the trunk" just antecedently to death. It is analogous to those
cases in which profuse perspiration breaks out in syncope, or as pa·
tients are in the act of expiring. It grows out of a powerful reflex
nervous influence upon the vires vita, by which a sudden change of
action is induced in the elaborating vessels (~ 637).
\Vhy is the temperature often exalted in congestions of the lungs,
" where life is endangered by diminished communication with the
air i" and why, in such a case, will "the abstraction of blood diminish the power of producing heat,"t although, by this means, we extend the communication of the lungs with the air 1 Or, again, in
congestions of other organs, when the respiration is na1.ural, t.he cir·
culation in the lungs unobstructed, but the animal heat greatly reduced, wl1y does it happen that the abstraction of blood will at once
exalt the temperature without affecting the respiration, or even increasing the force or frequency of the general circulation (§ 961, d) 1
In the latter cases, the rationale appears to be, as I .have endeavored to explain in my Essay on Blood-letting, that a direct change is
exerted by the abstraction of blood upon the instruments of all vita.
actions, by which the calorific, as well as other functions, are improved or restored. It is here, animating these minute vessels, that we
shall find the principles residing by which we are to account for all
the remarkable phenomena of animal heat. As the operation of these
forces is modified, whether by natural or artificial causes, so will be
the phenomena which depend upon them. This is universally lTUO
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of all the manifostations of the organic forces, whether they consist of
vital phenomena, or of material products. The function of respiration is just as much concerned with one as with the other, an~ probably no more. It aids, like the chylopoietic viscera, in perfectmg the
groat material from which bile, urine, the gastric juice, &c., are elaborated by the vital properties and their instruments. And just so is
.
respiration concerned in the production of animal heat.
Again," sympathy," says Bichat," as we know, has the greatest mllucncc upon heat. According as this or. that part is affected, there ~s
disengaged in others more or less of tins flmd. How d.oes all tlus
happen 1 In this way : the affected organ acts sympathet1ca1ly on the
ronic forCes of the part; these being raised, more caloric than t~sual is
cliscnga_ged. It is precisely ~he same as in s~mpathetic.secretlo!ls or
exhalations. \V"hether the vital forces arc raised by a stimulus dll'ect·
ly applied, or by the sympathetic influence they receive, the effect
that results from it is exactly the same"(§ 1044, a, b).
And again, the same accurate philosopher: 11 Each system has its
own degree of heat." This fact was not so well known in Bichat's
time as now. But it was his induction from general principles. 1
shall only advert to the example of the dog's nose, which is familiar
to all. Hunter, however, rendered tho fact sufficiently ob,·ious ;Davy and others have confirmed it. Now, how exactly all this corresponds with what is known of the vita1 endowments of particular organs. \Vhere they are most strongly pronounced, there the temper·
ature is npt to be 11ighest, there the phenomena of organic life pre·
dominate, and there it is that morbific causes make their most fre.
qut::nt aud .deep impressions, and develop the most exalted tempera1ure.-(See Essay on Venous Congestion,§ 8, 9, in Comm.,§ 10·15).
447, e. Finally, I come to what I consider an experimentum cruci1,
supplied by an able philosopher, and by one of the most able defenders of the chemical doctrine of animal heat. He states that great differences ari~e as to oxygen, during the respiration of atmospheric air :
"The real causes are chiefly certain inherent differences in the state
r.if the venous blooJ, which are indicated, indeed, by other physiological facts, but by none so unequivocally as by this variety in the power
of altering the oxygen of atmospheric air. The first cause is a difference in the degree of venosity or venalization of the blood in passing
through th{' capillaries." The second aud last "cause of diver:sity in
the action of venous blood on atmospheric air is a difference in the
proportion of coloring matter contained in the blood."
Now, if the chemical doctrine have any foundation, its advocates
should show that there is a greater, or, at least, as great a consump·
tion of oxygen in those states of the system which are attended by an
exaltation of temperature, as in the natural condition of the body. On
the contra1·y, however, they show just the rcYerse of this. Thus, the
high authority whom. I have just quoted :
"The inferior act.ion of th~ bloo~ o? the oxygen of the air in its
passage to the artenal state simply md1cates, that it is less removed
from a state of artcrialization, that is, partakes less than usual of the
characters of venous blood. Accordingly, the least alteration of oxygen inrariably occurs in those febrile diseases where the circulation
i~. 1:iucl1, ex::iud, and tlie ~-espi~ation at tlte sam~ time free. These con·
J1t1ons exist most especially m acute dte1tmatism; and it was, there--
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fore, in cases of this disease that the four instances of ~ligllt action (on
the air) formerly mentioned have occurred. On all these four occasions the blood was evidently more florid than usual, and in the instance n·here the loss ef oxygen was only 0·51 of a cubic inch, the
stream from the vein was so bright, that the gentleman who opened
it had at first some suspicion that he had opened the aitery.'"'
Her~. also, we have, from a distinguished chemist, a philosophical
resort to the modified condition of the system in disease, for an inter
pretation of the wonderful peculiarity of living organized matter in
manifesting the power of generating heat.
447, f "\Ve ha\·c thus again seen that the chemical 11ypotheses
which immediately concern the functions of respiration are surround
ed by too many exceptions to come within the pale of nature. These
exceptions meet us every where in the habitual state of the animal,
and in the history of disease they become almost as multiplied as the
individual cases. Here it is that we may most successfully contemplate the law and its operations, in the various modifications which it
l:iUStains from the influence of remote causes, and th1Jse witl1in the
body. Among the latter, are those of the mind, and the derangements to which the lungs are liable, both in their general and organic
functions. But far more frequently, and more profoundly, is animal
temperature directly exalted, or diminished, by affections.of the stomach and of the nervous system. I need scarcely repeat, it would be
absurd to have one theory to explain the phenomena of heat in
health, and another in disease. It would be a violation of all philosophy, as well as a reckless disregard of all facts. According to the
common designs of nature, there cannot be one law for the generation of heat in the healthy state of the body, and another which determines the exalted heat of fever and of local inflammati011s. \Vhile
the various functions proceed in their natural mauner, the evolution
of heat, like the other products, remains without any radical alteration.
But when the latter are disturbed in their naturnl character, the former
is liable to corresponding variations, which can be explained only on
the principle that the power of generating heat is as much an attribute of vitality as any that may be concerned in the process of disease, ancl that their various modifications are constantly determined
by analogous causes. It is a broad, fundamental principle, that "the
general phenomena of the disengagement of heat remain always the
same in animals with lungs, in those without them, and in plants, all
of which have an independent temperature."
-147, g. Some chemical philosophers, like the able Edwards, in
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esis. \Ve hear much about the "power of the system to generate
heat/' without being let into tlie secret in what that constitution, and
that power, consist. To allow that the forces of life have a large and
uniform share in the generation of animal heat, would mak~ a repulsive medley, in its connection with tlrn chemical 11ypothes1s. Now
that" constitution," and that" power," are something mor? than ideal;
gomething diOerent from the organize<l structure; for, m the la~ter
case, i:nany variable phenomena, in adults, proceed from unvarymg
conditions of structure(§ 1047).
~
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Just so is it with all the varying conditions of animal henL lu
health, the varieties are owing to peculiarities in the natural condition
of the vital properties; in disease, they arise, like all the other changts,
from morbid alterations of those properties i and, if the blood sustain
any want of its proper influences from defect of respiration, this will
contribute toward the modifications of temperature in the same way
that it affects the other results oflife, and, I apprehend, in no other.
Although Dr. Edwards deri ves some illustrations regarding the con·
nections of the phenomena of animal heat with respiration from certain morbid conditions of the body, as in asphyxia from carbonic acid,
syncope, the cold stage of intermittcnts, &c., yet it is manifest that be
looks upon disease as supplying facts which it is prudent not to investigate. " The question now is," he says, " what is the influence of
the respiratory movements on the temperature of the body, when
they are raised beyond the rate of health 1 'Ve cannot answer this
inquiry by observations on the sick. Tlte circumstances are tlien too
complicated to admit of our deriving conclusions from tkcm."- Op. cit.
In this conclusion I do not at all agree. It is an unwarrantable
abandonment of nature for the contrivances of art. Morbid conditions,
above all others, give us a clew to the true philosophy. The vital
properties are altered by disease, and with them there is a clmnge in
all the phenpmena and results, of which the modifications of animal
heat ar6 one. Hence, it appears to me, that a very obvious "conclusion" may be deduced.
44 7, Ji. In respect to the natural differences in constitution that are
denoted by apparently contradictory facts in relation to animal heat,
they are as clearly constituted by natural modifications of the same
forces, which are as much, or more influenced by other causes than by
respiratiou; whose power of evolving heat in young animals is greatly and rapidly depressed by the operation of cold, notwithstanding
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acquire the power of completely resisting the same cause without the
former acceleration of the respiratory movements; "the animals thus
passing from the state of cold-blooded to that of the warm-blooded,"
while in the hibernating mammalia generation of beat still goes on
although respiration have come to a. stant.l, or, when the cold be·
comes intense, is carried to. its highest pitch by the very ~ause '".hich
had produced its great declmc; or, the same forces main tam a um form
state of heat when the respiratory movements are greatly accelerated
by external heat, and resist equally the heat of the sunounding medium; or, such is their n~tural susceptibility they may be so
influenced by season, that their power of producing heat is said to be
less when its production is greatest; which power u may be varied, in
some, by suitable food and a graduated temperature;" which "is generally diminished in natural sleep, though modifications occur which
change the relation;" which is so modified in the ~holera asphyxia,
that the temperature may greatly fail while respiration is accelerated.
and the lung.s free from congestion; or, is undiminished in asphyxia
from carbonic acid, "when the respiratory movements are no longer
seen;"• or may attain, as in apoplexy, preternatural vigor after res·
piration an<.1 ci rculation have entirely ceased.
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••Constitution," then, and the /4 power of generating heat," manifestly relate to the vital properties, and to nothing else. The united
::ipcration of these powers, through their instruments of action, results
rn tlie elaboration of bile, gastric juice, heat, &c., from the blood.
That particular determination by which they eliminate heat, in all
parrs of rbe body, may be called a law, though it is but the joint result of rhe vital powers, concurring in a certain manner to a specific
effect. The result is variously affected by climate, season, the quality
and quantity of food, stimulants and sedati.,cs, cold or warm air applied externally or to the lungs, by morbific agents, and other causes;
or, as the vital properties happen to sustain pecu1ia1·ities in relation to
individuals, age, &c., so will the generation of heat be modified when
respiration is exactly the same; and along with those modifications
of beat are variations, more or less coincident, of other products. The
causes are obYious from the effects. The former are few and simple i
the latter are diYersifie<l without end(~ 1047).
Most of the reasoning which abounds in authors who believe animal
heat to depend specifically upon respiration, or the result of a chemical process, consists in rncouciling difficulties by referring tl1em to
the vital powers, and sometimes to the entire exclusion of the chemical hypothesis. True, they do not say ?:ital powers. They \\'ould
otherwise be non-conformists. They speak of" constitution"- " the
power of evolving heat,"-yet tum into ridicule the only true pl1ilosophy, and the only possible thing which they themselves can mea'n. If
they hazard the 11 term vitality," it" is employed for the want of a better," but" without any connection with the mystification which sometimes attends ?ts use;" while others, like Dr. Elliotson, can see noth·
ing in" animal heat,"" but a peculiar state only;" and here, as in the
case of "vitality.'' Dr. E. "a<lovts the common language in speaking of animal heat," to make the subject intelligible.
It is from the blood, like all other animal products, that beat is derived. And since <lecarbonization, an<l, perhaps, an absorption of oxygen, is indispensable to the healthy performance of all other functions, it is doubtless important to the generation of heat; though manifestly Jess so in the latter instance, since we see the evolution of heat
sometimes going on when respiration is nearly, or quite extinct;
while in the cold-blooded animals it exerts but little, it' any, influence
upon temperature. Decarbonization of the blood, and probably the
absorption of oxygen, are among the numerous processes by which
its vivification is perfected, and by which it is prepared for an elaboration of the various animal products, and in animals of a certain constitution for the evolution of heat. When respiration ceases, all the
most important functions immediately fail; but it is remarkable that
the evolution of beat appears to be the very last.
I conclude, therefore, that the elaboration of animal heat, and all
other secretions, are on a par in regard to principle. It is true, acertain proportion of latent heat may be extricated by the conversion of
blood into the solid parts. But this would be counterbalanced by a
corresponding change of the solids, particle for particle, into fluids.
This appears to me to be fatal to a late doctrine which imputes animal
heat to this cause ; as weJl, also, to the condensation of gases. Be6ides, what becomes of the principle of condensation where the tern·
pcrature rises after apparent death£§ 447, d) i ·where is oxygen gas 1
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447!, a. In my former Essay I ham also considered the hypothe~
sis relative to the absorption of oxygen gas by venous blood, a1~J the
conditions under which it was supposed to unite with carbon, rn the
process of respiration. It only i·emains now to state circumstantially
the views entertained by Liebig upon tbis subject.
1. "During the passage of the v.enous blood through the lungs, it
absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere. Fart~er, ~or _ev~ry volume of
oxygen absorbed, an equal volume of carbomc acid 1s, m most cases,
given out."
"The globules of venous blood experience a change of color, at1d
this change depends on tho action of oxygen."
"The red globules coniain a compound of iron ~· and no other constituent of the body contains iron."
"The compound of iron in the blood 11as the characters of an oxydizcd compound." "No other metal can be compared with iron
for the remarkable properties of its compounds."
2. Many "observations, taken together, lead to the opinion that the
globules of arterial blood contain a compound of iron saturated with
oxygen, which, in the living body, loses its oxygen during its passage
through the capillaries."
The last quotation is a uni\•ersal theory with our author. By it "the
Reformer" interprets all motion, the generation of all power in the
animal body, the circulation of the blood, inflammation and fever,
obesity and emaciation, the various phenomena of life, and even
death itself. "The oxygen of the air and the carriers of oxygen"
are all in all. The u carriers lose their oxygen during their passage
through the capillaries," when a "combustion of the tissues is st:t
up," which is the true and only cause of the principle of life, of its
extinction at death, and of all the unique phenome na of the animal
creation(§ 350, nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 18, 19, 46 i § 440, nos 1
4, Ii, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 1054).
It is not, therefore, remarkable that "the Reformer'' should haYe
considered animal heat as life itself,-both the cause and effect of
life (§ 441 ~. 440, nos. 8, 9, 11, 12, !.4, 16),- since every known
process and result in the animal " machine" is due to 11 combus·
tion ."
3. "The compound, rich with oxygen (no. 2), passes, therefore, by
the loss of oxygen, into one far less charged with that element. One
of the products of oxydation fonned in this process is carbonic acid.
The compound of iron in the venous blood possesses the property of
combinin.g with carbonic 3:cid, and it is ob\'ious that the globules of
th~ arterial ?loo~, after Io.s mg ~part of their oxygen, will, iftlwy meet
with carbomc acid, combme with that substance (§ 440 f. no. 18, and
It). ·when they reach the lungs, they will again take the oxygen tl1cy
have lost; for ev~ry ~0Jm1:10 of oxygen absorbed, a corresponding
vo~ume of carbomc ~c.1d will be separated i and they wi11 again ac
quire the power of g1v111g off oxygen."
"In their return toward tho heart, the globules which ha\'e lost
their oxygen combine with carbonic acid, producing venous blood.;
and when they reach the lungs, an excliange tal~es place between thu
carhonic acid and tlie oxygen of tlte almospliere."
u The ORGANIC COMPOUND of iron, which exists in venous blood,
recovers in the lungs the ..JXygen it had losti and, in consequence of
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this absorption of oxygen, the carbonic acid in com1ination with it is
sepanted."
4. "Hence, in the animal organism, two processes of oxydatiou
arc going on; one in the lungs, the other in the capillaries. By
means of the former, in spite of the degree of cooling, and of the increased evaporation which takes place there, the constant temperature
of the lungs is kept up; while the l1eat or the rest of the body is supplied by the latter."-Animal Clu:mistry (§ 438, b, c) .
447!, b. If, therefore, we exclude the vegetable kingdom as au important element in our interpretation of organic heat, we shall have
seen by this fundamental hypothesis as to the globules of blood that
there can be no doubt that the general theory of animal heat has
been founded upon certain speculations relative to a limited number
of red*blooded animals, and often, as we have reason to suppose, to
man alone. It takes no cognizance of all those white*blooded races
that possess no ferruginous globules, and therefore no "caniers of
oxygen gas/' and whose temperature in some instances, as in the
bee, approximates that of the human race (§ 444). However much
a general theory may draw upon contingencies for its support, it must
be universally applicable to the same combination of phenomena.
It will not answer to have "ferruginous carriers of oxygen" for one
class of animals, and something very different for another class, to
explain what is common to both.*
447Z, c. In the former Essay I have devoted to the questions rela
tirn to the elimination of carbon from the blood, and the formation of
carbonic acid, all the attention which the subject might otherwise now
require; and in another section of this work an argument is present*
ed to sustain my former conclusions (§ 419). In the foregoing Es::;ay
I ham endeavored to show that the distinguished chemical theorist,
Or. Ed wards, is right in his position, that
" Carbonic acid is not formed at once, in the act of respiration, by
the combination of the oxygen of the air with the carbon of the blood,
but is entirely the product of exlialation."-EnwARDS.
I there urged, that the carbonic acid evolved from the chest does
not exist in the state of that inorganic compound in the blood; but
that ~he carbonaceous matter exists in intimate union with the blood,
from which it is eliminated iu the form of carbonic acid gas by tl1e
joint agency of the pulmonary mucous tissue and oxygen; the former
taking the lead in the process (§ 419). The carbon of the blood is
thus readily convertible into carbonic acid whjle undergoing that
special vital process of the mucous tissue. I may quote from the
Commentaries a remark which is not less extensively applicable in
these Institutes. Thus :
"Before going farther, I may say, that, in having employed_. as I
shall continue to do, t11e established phraseology of chemical scienc~,
I have assigned many reasons in my first volume, as I shall others 1_n
my Essay on Digestion, for believing that every product of _the an.1*
!11al system, including the excrementitious, is <lifforently co~st1tuted m
its elements from such as result from the agency of chemical forces i
that, what we may fiud in our test glasses and crucibles has been
really different befot·e, or at the time of its elimination from the
?ody.. Chemical changes may accrue in excreme?titious sub~tan~es
1mmedrntely after their elaboration; and the ultimate combmatton
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may be uniform, c 8 pecially where, as in carbonic acid, only two. E>le-mcnts are ultimately concerned.u-.llfed. an~ Pltys. Com_m., ut ~lt.
Although our author, while employed about the cheimcal rat10nalc
0
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laboratory, and looks upon carbonic acid as equally _the _product of
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supply witl1-fuel," § 440, no. 1), he now aud then yields to tho force
of facts, and even allows, at one time, that tl1e iro1i of the red globules exists in the state of an "organic compound" (no. 3, this scc.
tion).-NoTE R p. 1123.
447!, e. It is also important to consider that tl1c absorption of oxygen from the air, and the excretion of carbonaceous m?tter, take place
through a highly organized tissue, and the moment life cease:;, so also
do these processes, notwithstanding artificial respiration. The same
tissue, too, which performs those functions, secretes, also, a mucous
fluid. This secretion being distinctly the result of vital action, it will
hardly be insisted that the same tissue is simultaneously performing,
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congruity as we have seen of the chemical theory of digestion, in establishing antagonizing processes for the conversion of food into chymti
\§ 358, 360, 374).
447-!,f. It remains now to notice, of the foregoing quotations (§
417! a, nos. 3 and 4), another of those extraordinary mistakes in fun·
damental principles, and where pure chemistry is concerned, which
so much abound in our author's work on Animal Clwmistry.
In the first place, we had been told again and again, that" animal
heat is produced by the i::ombination of oxygen with carbon or hydrogen," and in no other way (§ 440). That is the combustion tlieory,
and without it there is no animal heat (§ 440, no. 6).
By referring, however, to § 447! a, 2 and 3, it will be seen that
oxygen does not unite with any combustible substance in tlrn process
of respiration, but only with an oxyd of iron; and that in no. 4, it is
asserted that by this supposed union of oxygen with iron "tlte con·
stant temperature of tlte lungs is kept up, in spite of tho degree of
cooling, and of the increased ernporation which takes place there."
h 11ence," says Liebig, " in tlie animal organism, two processes of oxy·
dation are going on,. one ,·n tlie lungs ltho union of oxygen with an
"organic compound of iron"J, the otlwr in lite capillaries [the union of
the absorbed oxygen with carbon, &c.]. By means of lite FOJt~tER, in
spite of the degree of cooling, and of tlie increased evaporation whict't
lakes place tliere, the constant temperature of llie LUNGS is kept up; wltile
tlic ltcatoftlte REST OF TllE UODY is mppliecl by lite LATTEn."-LTEDIG·
. :rhe general concurre_nce, even of chemists! in.the foregoing expo
s1t1011 of the laws of animal heat, can alone JUSt1fy any farther com
ment. But the work must be efficiently done to operate as a pcrper·
nal barrier to the pernicious invasions of chemistry.
I say, then, in whatever aspect the foregoing statement may be re·
garded, it is deeply discreditable ernn to chemical philosophy. In
the first place, a disLinct chemical provision is made fo1· the "lungs"
:md for" the rest of thr- body,'' respec.tiwily, for the maintenance of
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the same uniform temperature in all the pa1ts, while it is assumed
that the union of oxygen with the iron of the blood is exactly equivalent as a source of heat, and under all circumstances, to the union of
oxygen with carbon and hydrogen in the process of combustion i
without regarding the auxiliaries, "clothing," "laborious efforts,''
"cold water," &c., which are brought to' the aid of the chemical pro·
cess in" the rest of the body."
But that is not the worst of the doctrine ; for it denies to the lungs
any participation in that combustive process which is not only the
foundation of animal heat" in the rest of the body," but of every result which appertains to life. Chemistry, of course, abandons the
ground; but it must carry with it a mortification which is due from
the physiologist(§ 350, mottoes a, b, c, d, c), and a farther recognition
of the justice of the rebuke administered by Hunter (§ 350, no. 97).
It will have been seen, however, that the foregoing is only one of
a constant succession of blunders whenever the chemist trespasses
upon organic life. And were we to look .Yet farther into the last of
the series, it would be found laden with objections. The physiologist,
for example, has a right to insist that the general doctrine shall apply
as well to the lungs as to the "rest of the body," and that there is an
equal combustion of both. The chemist, therefore, necessarily places
the temperature of the lungs at 1960, in making the union of oxygen
with the iron of the blood equivalent to the comLustive process. And
having thus rectified the hypothesis, we find ourselves. presented with
a fundamental auxiliary to the general principle, that its integrity may
be preserved in the lungs which are beyond the reach of" clothing,"
while the surface of the body, which is more exposed to the operation
of cold, is left to the general principle supported by the contingencies
r,f dress, along with those other provisions, " food,'' " laborious ef·
forts," " candles," &c., that are designed for the maintenance of the
same temperature in "the rest of the body" which is accomplished
by the two chemical processes in the lungs (§ 440, nos. 10, tl, 12,
13, 14).
'Vhile now adverting to the subject of carbonic acid in its supposed
relation to animal heat, I will place in contrast two doctrines by our
author, w11ich makn up a part of his system of pathology, as the best
evidence I can offer, in parting forever with Organic Chemistry, of
the since1~ty of the motives which have governed the demonstrations
I have endea\""ored to make in behalf of sound philosophy, the honor
of my profession, and the best interests of man (§ 1 b, 350f, 376f b,
820).
C11EmsTr.Y

asfoumled on tlte basis

oj 14 Experimental Pltilosopliy."
" \Ve find~ in point of fact, that
the living blood is never, in any
state, saturated with carbonic acid;
that it is capable of taking up an
additional quantity, without any
apparent disturbance of the func·
tion of the globules. Thus, for
e:-ampl~, after drinking elferves·
rmg wrnes, beer, or mineral wa·

as founded on tlte ba·
Experimental Pltilosopliy."

P11YSIOLOGY

of

sis
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If we consider the fatal acci·
dents which so frequently occur in
wine countries from the drinking
of what is called feather.wine, we
can no longer doubt that gases of
every kind, whether soluble or in·
soluble in water, possess the prop·
erty of permeating ani1~ial tissues.
as water permeates unsized paper
u
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ters, more carbonic acid must necessarily be expired than at other
times. Less, however, will be
given out after the use of vat and
stillwines,thanafterChampagne."
- LrnoIG's Animal Cltemistry.

This poisonous wine is wine stili
in a state of fermentation, which is
increased by the heat of the stomach. The carbonic acid gas which
is dise~gagcd, penetrates tltrougli
tlte paricles of tlie stomaclt, tlirouglt
the diapltragm, and tkrougli all tlu
intervening membranes, into tlie air.
cells oJ tlw lungs, out of wliick it

displaces tlte atmospltcric air."LIEnIG's Animal Chemistry(§ 350,
nos. 24, 43).

4-18, a. The main objection to the vital doctrine of animal heat, or
that which places it on the common ground of secreted products,
seems to have arisen from a difficulty of comprehending the manner
in which heat can be generated by any process than such as has been
most familiar t.o the senses. The objectors, however, have no diffi.
culty in assuming that the " nervous power governs the chemical for.
ces in the formation of animal heat.' 1 This admission of the insfru·
mentality of the nervous power is founded upon certain irresistible
facts which chemistry cannot appropriate, and goes very far in allow.
ing the force of analogy which refors the production of animal heat
to the same great principles of life that are known to preside over all
other products "of animated beings.
4·18 , b. But, is the1·e any stability to the doctrines which relate to
the evolution of caloric in the inanimate world 1 None at all. Even
Lavoisier's hypothesis is ove1thrown.
"A new theory is, therefore/' says Turner, "required to account
for the chemical production of heat. But, it is easier to perceive the
fallacies of one doctrine, than to substitute another which shall be
fau~tless, and it arrears to me that chemists must, for the present, he
satisfied with, tlte simple statement, that energetic chemical action does,
efitself, give rise to increase eftemperature.''-TunNER's Cliemistry.
448, c. Let us now borrow from the same distinguished chemist,
an example by which the foregoing statement is sustained, and which
will remove all difficulty as to the. problem that animal and vegetable
neat are elaboratet~ by the orgamc force through the instruments of
vital action, according to the other products of organic bein!!S. Facts
\vill receive their prope1· interpretation, an important analogical in·
duction will remain inviolate, while the uniformity of other secreted
products, coinciding with the uniformity of temperature, or each va·
rying together under the same vital inOuences, expounds the latter
phenomenon and corroborates tho vital interpretation. Thus. Turner:
"It is a well-known fact, that increase of temperatute frequently
attends chemical action, though tlte products contain muclt more insen·
sihle lieat tltan tlie substance:,, from wl1,ich tltey were formed. This hap
pens remarkably in the explosion of gunpowder, v~rhich is attended
by intense heat; and yet its materials, in passin..,. from the solid to
the gaseous state, expand to at le.ast 250 their ~oh 1 me, and consequently render latent a large quantity of heat."-TunNEn.
448, d. Now, a1lhough it be allowed that phenomPna of the fore·
~oing nature may have been ex~lained by supposed differences be·
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tween specific and latent heat, they show us that lrnat exists, and is
developed, under different conditions; and to exp:mnd the variety of
results in the mineral world, it has been necessary to multiply yet
farther the natural states of caloric (§ 448, e, 1085).
448, e. As showing farther, also (c), that there is some obscurity
attending the phenomena of ordinary combustion, I may quote tho
high authority, Dr. Kane, to that effect, who says, that,
"Laying aside altogether the attempt at deducing the phenomena
of combustion from any change in the a.mount of latent or specific
beat in the bodies which enter into combination, it remains only to be
admitted as a general and independent principle, that chemical com·
bination is a source of heat and light. It is, however1 impossible to
arrest inquiry at that point i and, accordingly, tlrn speculations of phi·
losophcrs have been directed, in seeking a cause for the phenomena
of combustion, to the disengagement of electricity/' &c.- KANE 'S
Elements of Clienu"stry, 1841.
448, f. Now, however it may be that tLe results are tlrn same in
the inorganic world, upon the theories either of caloric or electricity,
the remarkable differences in views in that respect show the difficul·
ties which chemistry must encounter when it approaches the philoso·
phy of organic heat; and this, especially, when we consider the vital
nature of the development of electricity and light in living animals.
-{Sec 11[edical and Physiological Commentaries, ,·ol. i., p. 107-119.)
The physiologist undertakes no explanation of the modus in which
organic beat is elaborated. He avoids all inquiries of that nature,
although he might proceed to interrogate the manner in which the
vital principle operates with as much propriety as the chemist "spec·
ulates opon the cause of the phenomena of combustion." But, in do.
ing this, he would trespass upon inscrutable difficulties, and encumber
philosophy wilh useless hypotheses.
8. GENERATION.
449 1 a . The eighth and last great function common to animals and
plants is generation. This function, being alone designed for the perpetuation of the species, is not necessary to organic life. It is here,
however, in an the processes that are connected with tl1e formation
of the germ, and of semen, in the prepantion of the generative or·
gans for impregnation, in the mental and physical circumstances attend·
ing the act of copulation, in the impregnation of the o\•um, in the de·
velopment and growth of the fcetus, in the sympathetic influences of
the uterus upon the rnammre which result in the formation of milk,
and in all their individual and connected designs, and in their great
final cause of perpetuating the species, and in the various incidental
provisions which are supplied for the fulfillment of that encl, that
chemistry and physics may he as effectually banished from physiology as by the demonstrations which I have made in. relation to the
germ, or by those which respect digestion, or orgamc heat, or the
nervous powcr.-See Yourn p . 376-380, § 578.
449, b. 'V!lat may be the extent in which the male particip~tes in
p_roducing the offspring it is i~possible to know; probably as impossible as a knowledge of Creatlvo Ene1·gy. ~Ve know, howe~er, that
the male and the female impress, alike, their own moral, vital, a11d
ph~sical character upon it. But th<-> mother supplies the germ, also.
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449, c. In another work I have examined the merits of the old do1..1rines of seminal animalcula, and their germinal character; _lately revived along with other illusions or pretensions of the microscope.

The subject is scarcely worthy a renewed discussion(§ 131).
449, d. It may be fiually said, that whatever is tn':e of the essential physiology of generation, as it ~elates to aui?J~ls, i.s eq?ally s~ of
plants. The coincidences, too, which arc so stnkmg m tlus function
of the two organic kingdoms, remove every ambiguity which has been
supposed to attend the more important functions of plants, confirm
the ,·ital character of the whole, and, with the uni,·ersal analogies, r~
fer the whole to the same properties of life which ca1:ry on the o:gamc
functions of the animal kingdom. It were imposs1ble, according to
the ways of nature, that a function, like generation, which Jep.end~ in
animals upon a vital condition of all other processes, and wl11ch ts a.
{'freat final cause of all those processes, should, in plants, depend on
~thers of a different nature. By the coincidences, therefore, in the
function of generation between animals and plants, I prove a. like
coincidence in the ,·ital character of all the organic functions of both
animated kingdoms(§ 185, 1052 c).
But little can be said relative to the function of generation, beyond
certain important relations that have been considered, that can serve
as a ground for Institutes in Medicine(§ 63-Sl). Its more extended
consideration belongs to elementary works on physiology.
]]. PECUL IAR, OR •.\NIMAL FUSCTIONS .

A. Functions of Relation.
J. SENSATION.
450, a. HAVING distinguished three kinds or principal modifications
of sensibility, namely, common, specific, and sympallwtic, and as sensation is performed through that property, there are naturally three
modifications of the function; to wit, common sensation, specific sen·
satiou, and sympathetic seusation (§ 19!-204, 1037 b).
450, b. The nerves arc the organs of the functions, and the n~rvous
centres the recipients of the transmitted impressions. But, it is im·
portant to remark, that the parts most essential to sensation a.re the
extremities of the nc1Tes at their ori~n and termination, and that the
trunks are, mainly, the conductors. This is also true of voluntary mo·
tion, and of those involuntary movements that are excited by the ncr·
vous power. The nerves of the organic viscera, therefore, follow this
rule, as i~ respc~ts all .natural, morbific, a?cl remedial .agents. A .n?g·
lcct of tlus cons1derat1on has led to follac1ous conclusions in mcd1cme
from experiments on the trun.ks ofner~cs (§ 110-117, 826 d).
450, c. _Common ~nd specific sensat1?n require a continuity of the
nerv.es with the brai~, and a. co-opcratton of.the .mental power pe1:·
ceptmn. Sympathetic sensation may be excited m the brain, or sp1·
nal cord, or certain parts ?f the gan~lionic sys.tern, either in their
connected state, or when d1sconnected. In their most natural con·
dition it is probable thnt all the parts concur more or Jess toO'cther in
giving rise to sympathetic sensation i though some parts m~re than
others, according to the uature o~the imprcssi0ns tramrnittcd and the
part from which they arc transmitted(§ 201, 1037}.
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450, d Common sensation appertains to all parts, and is the cause
of pain. In the natural state of the bodiy it is inappreciable, but may
be greatly r1Jused by injuries and by disease. Its intensity will then
depend upon the nature of the part and the exciting cause. It is apt
to be most exquisite in parts where specific sensation is least; as in
tendons, ligaments, membranous tissues, &c. (§ HIS).
450, e. Specific sensation corresponds with specific sensibility. It
is the function through which we acquire a knowledge of external
things, and is, therefore, the great inlet of knowledge. It has, of
course, the several modifications which appertain to specific sensibility (§ 199, 200) i consisting, indeed, of five apparently djffere11t functions. The expanded nen•es of sense, which arc the organs of this
function, it is superfluous to say, are supplied with auxiliary means,
such as the various appendages to the retina, to the auditory none,
&c. A close analogy exists among the whole, and they may be
brought more or less to the aid of each other. Although a common
function, its remarkable modifications are shown by their uses, respectiYely, and by the necessity of certain specific stimuli to each. As
with common sensation, the specific kind requires the aid of perception. The rationale of the entire•function is far more wonderful and
incomprehensible than that of sympathetic sensation and its various
results which terminate in the influence of the nervous power on organic actions, and for which the grossest doctrines in chemistry and
physics have been substitutccl 1 because the vital interpretation is "inconceivable," or cannot be su~jected to the critical inspection of that
far more obscure, but acknowledged, causation in the chain of pe1:ccption, specific sensation (§ 222-237). \Vhat can task the under·
standing more than the step in the process of intellection as connected
with the functions of sense; beginning with light and its properties,
or with the odor which none but the dog can discern, or the abstrac.
tions that convey to the mind all the varieties in taste, or the modified
undulations of air which render so distinct from each other all the
gradations of sound, from the .iEo1iav harp to the braying of a jackass; tl1e impressions of each upon the extremities of the nerves of
RCnse, one alone upon the eye, another alone upon the nose, and an·
other upon the ear alone; the transmission uf these impressions along
the trunks of the nerves to their other extremities in the brain, and in
each of the cases through the aid of some special mechanism ; thei1
excitement of the brain and the co-operation of the mind, by \vhich
the nature of the primary impression is discerned, and the external
objects re~lized. by the inward immaterial agent according to their
real material existence(§ 188!, cl, 500, nn)?
450, f The common hypotheses which have been propounded to
explain specific scnsation such as the motion of a nervous fluid, galvanism, vibration of the nerves, the passage of light, of undulations of
air, &c., to the brain, betray a general disposition to avoid the phenomena of life for those which are manifested by inanimate objects.
But, of this I have already had enough (§ 189, 234-237).
451, a. The action of material objects upon the mind through the
function of sensation, and the astonishing influences of mental emotions upon irritability (§ 188, a), and of the will in acts of voluntary
motion ~ 227, lst 1 233), bring the laws of organization and those of
the immaterial mind and instinr.t into harmonious relation; while the
1
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nature of mind and the impressions it receives illustrate the character
of the vital properties (§ 450 e, and Medical and Pltysiological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 92-102).
451'. b. Impressions upon the brain through the medium_ofspecific
se11Eat10n learn no transcript; and perception of objects without sensal i•m, as in reveries and dreams, has led to a denial of the materiality of the world; supported, too, by far greater ingenuity ~han t~1oso
objections to a vital principle which are regardless of all its umque
11 11

ph:~~: c~ ;~

~eccssary

has been seen that perception is
to sensation,
in the usual acceptation of this function, which is essentially mental.
This term, however, is employed to represent the cerebra-spinal impressions which giYe rise to involuntary motions, whether in animal or
organic life; and "feeling" is used by Mr. Hunter, and others, to denote the susceptibility of organs to the existing condition of each other, by which their concerted action is maintained through the medium
of the nervous system. It is obvious, however, that the mind takes no
cognizance of those impressions which result in involuntary motions;
no perception, no act of the will, is excited, so far as it respects the
direct results. And, although there be an analogy between all the
influences of sensation in animal life, it reaches least to the movements which spring from the nervous system in organic life, since the
impressions made upon the brain through specific sensation never affect the organic actions ; while there is a perfect identity of effect between those impressions which give rise to involuntary movements in
apimal and organic life.•
451, d. As the term sensation, therefore, has a very di!Terent import
in the different cases; and as in one tbe transmitted impressions terminate in exciting an act of the mind, while in tbc other no such act
is called into operation; hut <liflerently, also, from the former case, the
nervous power is excited in the nervous centres and then reflected
with the effect of a vital agent upon all other parts (§ 226); and since,
also, the impressions through spQcific sensation must be exerted upon
the brain, while in the latter case the results may be equally pronounced whether the impressions be made exclusively upon the brain
or on the spinal cord or organic nerve, I have ma<le a third distinction
in sensibility to separate its oflice in the function of sympathy from its
province as described under the va1·ieties of common and specific
sensibility, and to avoid the confusion which has hitherto prevailed
by an indiscriminate use of the term sensation (§ 194, 199!, 201, 204,
453, 523, 1037 b).
451, e. This third distinction .in sensibility I have called sympathetic sensibility (~ 201); and tlus conducts me to a. third distinction
in the corresponding function, and which should be known by tho
same epithet(§ 464-467, 473 c, no. 5, 474, no. 4).
The epithet s.vmpatlietic denotes the special function of sympathetic
sensation, which has been sufficiently described in the preceding section, and in what has been said of sympathetic sensibility(§ 201-204).
451,f. The consideration.., made in § 450, e, illustrate the vital phiJosophy of sympathetic sensation as one of the functions concerned in
the t.ransmission of impressions from ~ne p~1t to another through tl~o
medmrr. of the nervous centrns, and rn wlnch the nervous power 1s
the agent by which the reflected impressions are exerted (§ 222, &c.).

tio: ',~.hich\~cc~~i~~~mT\!c~i~~i~ ~~;c:ffi~r;;ti~:~~~~";'. ;~~~;~~o~~.h some mental emo-
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!he facls in t~ie former c_ase bear with tl1e strong.est force o.f a~alogy
m demonstratmg the ent1ro absence of a11 chemical agencies m the
phenomena of the nervous power. The alliance of the whole, through·
out the mental and physical results of specific sensation, places the
whole upon common ground in respect to principle; and if it be true
that nervous agency in one. case is chemical, it is equally so in all, an<l
equally so with perceptirm itself (§ lSS.!, d). Other demnnstrations
to the same effect will be presented in another section (§ 500, 11n).
2. SYl'lll'ATHY, OR. REFLEX ACTION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTE:'ll.
452, a. I now enter upon·the consideration ofa function which be.
longs not only to animal life, but has far greater a11d more important
relations to the organic life of animals. Although it have no existence
in the vegetable kingdom, where its anatomical medium is also ·want.
ing, it does not bestow those striking distinctions in the organic life
of the two animated departments of nature which the importance of
the function, and the presence of the nervous system, in the an imal
economy, would denote. The organic actions are essentially alike in
both, conducted in both by common properties appertaining to the
various tissues and organs, and only influenced in animals by reflex
and direct action of the nervous power as a vital agent(~ 185).
452, b. Nevertheless, it is a fonclion of wonder:tUl characteristics, and
can be appreciated only by an extensi\'e investigation of its endless variety of phenom Pna. And yet is this function extensively ridiculed by
enlightened men; and eYcn l\lilller, who has written more luminously
upon its laws than any other observer, applies them only in certain
natural processes, considers the nervous power the actual cause of
motion, construes the function of absorption according to the physical
rationale, defends the hypothesis of endosmose and exosmosb in ex·
tenso, interprets all the secreted products· upon chemical principles,
expounds diseases by the humoral pathology, and recognizes no ther·
apeutical influences of medicine but through its absorption into the
circulation. For all this lie was well commended by the British ancl
Foreign Medical Review, while the .same critical survey of that remarkable work on Physiology stamped its displeasme upon those
doctrines oflifo which render the work a proud monument of the age.
Again, no one has employed his knowledge of the Jaws of sympa·
thy more usefully than Bichat. 11 The \vord," he says, "is of but little
consequence, provided what it expresses is understood." And yet,
while he also affirms that "we know the principle exists," he also
says, that the" word is only a veil for QUr ignorance in respect to the
relations of the organs to each other"(§ 234).
452, c. Sympathy is the most important function wliich is peculiar

~~ ~~!mo~~;n~~ ~:n~fi~~;~ ~~!)e;~.·a~·te~~n~:~tiyp~~~eor!~~~a1:~~~7:fo~cs:
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and the greatest amount of therapeutical influences. It also over·
throws the venerable doctrines in lrnmoralism, in all their contempla~
Lions of vitiated blood, morbid lentor, "living putrefaction," t:.nd of
those conformable therapeutical means whii::h were invented under

~ifu:~~fi:t~~~;:,~s~sa~[r:~~:~~~.s~~l~~~~~~~~:~~i~~~~~~~~~~-ncrassants,
453. Sympathy has been commonly reputed a.s one of the properties peculiar to animals; but it is not only a funct10n, but one of great
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INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE.

complexity, since it involves the united operation of sensibility and
the nervous power. The result of that concerted action is sympathy,
01· reflex nervous action.
This is the established acceptation; but the

~1:t·:~1~s ~~~~i~~~:~~~~~:~:::~~s t~1l~r~~;!,~:o~~:~:~~~\~C~'\1~~0~~~::, i~ ;~r~~
my preservation of the generic term sympathy (§ 6381")·
In the farther prosecution of this subject, I shall consider,
I. The general uses of the nervous systems.
II. The different orders of nerves(§ 462, &c.).
Ill. Exp. to determine the Laws of the Vital !<'unctions(§ 476, &c.).
IV. The rnrieties or kinds of sympathy (§ 495, &c.).
V. The laws of sympathy, and their application to pathology and
therapeutics; the latter being peculiar to mysclf(p. 912).

J.

01" TllE GE...'\'EHAJ. tiSES 01'' TllE NERY0t;S SYSTEMS.

454, a. The phenomena of the ncnous systems (the cerebra-spinal
and ganglionic), in their connection with organic processes, forcibly
declare how broad is the gulf between the properties and laws of dead
and living beings, and how vast, magn ificent, and profound is the science of lifo in its Yaried aspects of health and disease.
454, b. The nervous system having no existence in plants has given
rise to the fundamental distinction of" animal and organic life" (§ 96123), although in animals it belongs to both lives.
454, c. The cercbro·spinal system appertains particularly to the organs
of animal life, thougl1it contributes largely to the organic viscera(§ 111117, 224, 2331, 356 a, 409 k, 461, 478 b, 488~, 493 cc, 647-h 893~).
The ganglionic system is universally appropriated to the organs of
organic life, and pervades every part of the animal; since organic actions are carried on as well in the organs of animal life as in the organic viscera, and require the influences of this system (§ 115).
455, a. The great final cause of the brain is to subscrve the intellectual powers in man, and instinct in the lower animals(§ 241, 454 b,
500 p). But reason and instinct woul<l avail but little were their opem.tions circumscribed by the limits of thcfr organ. Hence the brain
is prolonged into nerves, and various connections are thus established
with all parts of the body, and with the external world. Admirable
as is this Design of associating in harmonious action the immaterial
with the material parts, it would still be defective, and the economy
of nature obviously Yiolated, were not an organ so prominent in the
animal mechanism rendered subservient to the great purposes on which
its existence depends. Therefore that other system, the ganglionic,
has been established, with intimate connections with the cerebra-spinal,
through which they co-operate together, especially after independent
life begins. Nevertheless, ~he. essential influences in organic life deYolvc mostly upon the ganghomc system, whose principal offices, besides
that of c~mbining the ~rganic functions (§ 113), consist in so modifying
the functions as to vanously affect the secretions in their quantity and
quality (the organic in their Yitai constitution), and in supplying the
stimulus of ner\'ous influence to the muscular tissue in or<T~mic life
(§ 224, 356 a, 422, 461, 46 l·h 473 c, 4i5~, 483 c, 488-1, 500 g, m,
524 d, no. 7, 889 g, 892f, 893 a, c, 893t, 902 r;).
•
455, b. Jt appears, therefore, that one of the great secondary uses
of the cerebral system is that of co-operating with the ganglionic in
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establishicg a circle of sympathies among the organs of orgnnic life
and preserving the whole in that harmony of action that is indispensable to the life of complex animals.
455, c. Thus we learn that the various parts of the organic mechanism of animals are not only indispensable to each other, but that acertain established influence of one upon the other is necessary to each,
and that the functions of the whole may be fatally deranged, eithc1
directly, by causes that may inteITupt the common chain by which the
relations are established, or indirectly, as by a blow on the stomach,
vr by poisons acting upon some part of the intestinal mucous tissue,
or by withdrawing some particular organ from the symmetrical whole
(\ 109, 129).
455, d. \Vhaternr, indeed, may affect the powers and embarrass the
fuuctions of tlic cerebro-spinal system, will more or less disturb this concert of action, may modify the functions of every part, and may derange
the whole series of vital phenomena. The nature of the disturbances
will depend entirely upon the nature of the impressions produced upon
the nervous systems, as well as upon the rapidity and vinlence with
which the impressions are made. Direct injuries do it in one ·way,
and according to their nature and extent. Morbific, or other causes,
acting upon other parts, affect the nervous centres, and consequently
give rise to remote derangements, in other \•mys, acc<>rding to thci1
nature, and tho violence with which they operate. Medicines do the
same thing, and according to their nature, their· dose, and according
to the 11ature of the part, as well as the existing state of the part to
which they are applied, or that of other pa1ts upon which they may
act sympathetically.
Intricate reflex nervous actions, in all these
cases, are liable to spring up, and that, too, in rapid succession(§ 222233;, &c.).
455, c. The same laws, precisely, arc concerned throughout. \V c
do not, however, witness the display of reflex nervous actions in health
as in disease, or as when remedial agents operate; since, in the natural state of the body, the nervous influence is more or less in equilibrio; operating uniformly and equally on all the organic viscera, and
thus maintaining among them one concerted, harmonious action. But
this power being constituted with the greatest sensitiveness to the various conditions of all parts, that it may transmit the existing condition
of each one to the whole (as strikingly seen in the almost instant i11terchange of function between the kidneys an<l skin, on the contact of
cold air, &c., § 422), it necessarily happens that when the state of any
one part is varied from its natural standard, that part will transmit an
unnatural influence to the brain and spinal cord, will develop the nervous power in an unnatural manner, and thus produce disturbances in
other. parts (§ 350, no. 19). The alterati\•e influences, therefore, of
~orb!fic and remedial agents necessarily result _from ~he nat~ral p~~s10log1cal laws of the nervous system in connection with the rnstab1hty
of the organic properties, nor can it be otherwise. The principle is
absolutely ingrafced upon the constitution of animals.
455,f I say, therefore, that wl1en unusual causes operate, whether
upon the nervous contres or upon remote parts, th.cy n~ces.sarily de ..
\'elop the nervous power in greater intensity than it c:-;:1sts m health ;
when it is reflected abroad upon various organs, and with the greatest
variety of effect. The parts upon wl1ich it may fall will depend upon
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their existing susceptibility and the nature of the remote causes; and
the nature of the effects produced will depend grcatl:y upon the parlicular virtues of the morbific or remedial agents; for 1t is also an important law that the nervous power itself will be altcrn<l according to
the particular nature of the impression which may be produced upon
the part on which the agent may exert its direct cflCct (§ 222, &c.).
455, g. The actions which are thus influenced through the connecting medium of the nerves are not alone the great general functions of
organs, such as digestion, the action of the heart, &c., but, also, those of
their minute constitutio11al organization. Herc it is, indeed, that morbific and remedial agent.s exert their principal effects (§ 483, &c.).
456, a. In the ordinary rhyLhm of the organic system, however, the
capillary and extreme ''cssels are not as dependent on the nervous
influence for tho precision of their funcLions, as the complex organs
(§ 455, c). It is greatly with these vessels as with the ana logous ones
in plants. They have an independent function in each particular part,
the performance of which does not require so much a harmonizing nervous influence as in the collect ive sense. H erein also is seen a reason of
the absence of a nerrnus system in plants, while it is more or less necessary to :mimals. The vessels go up continuously from the roots to the
leaves, and continuously back again, and there arc only vessels; no
complex organs. Each part of a plant has within itself an organization adequate, or 11carly so, to its independent existence. It is otherwise, howc,·cr, with uuimals. Here, other essential parts are superadded to the simpler mechanism, arc made dependent on each other, und
a certain correspondence of action rendered necessary to the integrity
of the whole. For the fulfillment of these ends the 11cn·ous system is
alo:o superadded, with its wonderful attribute, the ncrrnus power, that
a perpetual change of influences shall be maintr:ined among the great
organic ,·iscera, while it is also made instrumental in exciting and
modifying the organic functions of c,·cry part, and thus also atfocting
the nature of the products(§ 226, 232, eno, 4-46 a, 4Gl, 473 c, 483 c,
485, 489, 512, 74G c, 8,16, 889 g, 902, 952).
4.36, b. Hence it is that slight influences upon the nenous centres
will determine the nervous power, with a very manifest cflCct, upon the
capillary and extreme vessels, as seen in blushing, and in the experiments by Philip(§ 227, 477, &c.); and coming to the ordinary operation of disease, and of morbific and remedial agents, we have constant
demonstrations of the great susceptibili ty of these ,·cssels to the action
of the ncnous power, and ~f strong reciprocal sympathies among them,
and of consequent changes rn the products(§ 394, 1040).
457. One of the most striking peculiarities of the ganglionic system
is tlrn.t of its not transm itting the influences of the will to the organs
which it supplies, notwithstanding it. is so inlima.tcly combined with the
cercbro-spinal nerves; while, on th e other hand, the pnssions operate
mol'e powerfully through the ganglionic than tlu·ough the cerebro-spinal
nerves(§ 4i6 c, 500 e).
This fact shows us at once that the sympathetic system must ha\·e
certain special functions; and when we trace out its anatomical constitution, and its distribution to the essential parts of organic: life, we
perceh·e that one special office must be that of maintaining a harmony
of actions among these parts; and experim ental observation confirms
this induction. Consequently, from the exquisitely delicate nature of
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tlus high office the nerve is rendered intensely susceptible, and from
Lhe intimate manner in which it pervades the organic ti ssues it is
made to exercise a profound and somewhat governing influence upon
their organic actions (§ 456 b, 10-10).
458. The relations of the cerebro-spinal and ganglionic systems to
each other, their special or mutual functions, awl those of individual
nerves, all having their distinct individuality, yet all more or less l'Clated and concurring in harmony, and for important purposes i.n animal and organic lifo, supply the most complex and astoni:::;\iing in
stances of Design to be found in nature; and their natural attributes,
existing under the most absolute laws, afford a ready interpretation of
the endless phenomena of reflex actions, as the result of disease,
or of morbific or remedial agents.
459, a. All parts of the nervous centres are not only more or less
mutually connected in function, hut all parts of the nervous system
are subordinate to the brain. There are no distinct, separate, and
independent influences, of an involuntary nature, exerted by any
parts of the nervous centres in their state of integrity. They all concur more or less together. This is experimentally demonstrable, as
well as denoted by the natural phenomena. If, therefore, it should
appear from experiments upon the spinal cord, for example, while
connected with the brain, through any TCmaining communications,
that the influences arc determined by the cord alone, we may be assured that the brain has participated (§ 201, 473, 481, Exp. 15).
459, b. I have said in my Essay on Bloodletting (in Med. and
Phys. Comm.), that the injuries which are inflicted on the spinal cord,
to determine the specific functions which have been assigned to it,
are so severely propagated to the brain, and may so affect the properties of that organ, that the results which appear to flow from the
spinal cord may be actually due to the cerebral influence, or to an intenuption 6f that influence when the spinal cord is divided or destroyed. Both principles, in the latter case, may act in co-operation;
the cerebral influence being detennincd through tlrn superior nen'es
and the ganglionic system, and otherwise impressed by a reflected
influence from below that part of the spinal cord, where its direct
connection with the brain is interrupted(§ 481, Exp. 12, 15).
"\Vhile, therefore, the brain remains, experiments upon, the spinal
cord are entitled to much less confidence than those which are made
upon the brain. But even when the brain is removed, the vital prop·
crties of all parts become so profoundly modified in consequence, that
we can scarcely infer with accuracy the specific functions of the spi nal
cord from subsequent experiments (§ 477, &c.).
459, c. The late experiments by Dr. Stilling, with strychnia applied
to the spinal cord, arc entirely consistent in their results with the foregoing remarks (b). From these experiments he supposes that the
spinal cord is greatly independent of the brain, and that whe.n divided
in numerous places, each portion is capable of the s:i~e _mflucnces
upon the parts it may supply, as when the whole cord is 111 its natural
state. Tims, when the small portion connected with the fore-legs is
separated from the rest of the cord by two incisions, and strychnia is
applied to this isolated part, the legs will be conv1;1lse~. Still, _however, there are remaining and important co_mmumcat1ons of tlus apparently isolated part with the head, and with all other parts of tho
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spinal cord, which will forc\•er embarrass tllese critical inquiries, unless there be a removal of the brain(§ 473 a, no. 2, 473 c, 494 d, 51~ e).
459, d. "The experiments of M. Le Gallois," s?'ys Wilson Plulip,
"prove, in the most satisfactory manner, that a principal function of
the spinal marrow is to excite the muscles of Yoluntary motion, and
that it can perform this office independently of the brain, as after the
removal of the brain. Yet we constantly see injuries of the brain impairing the functions of the spinal marrow. Of this apparent inc?nsistency, M. Le Gallois justly remarks, that two facts, well asce11ained, however inconsistent they may seem, do not oveiturn each othel',
but only prove tlie imperfection of our knowledge."
Now, in the foregoing case, there is no difficulty in reconciling the
facts by the interpretation which I have given to the acti?n of the will
and of the nervous power. The wili operates as an exciting cause to
the nervous power, which then determines voluntary motion. Rut,
the motions are never voluntary after the removal of the brain; but
the nervous power pervades the whole system of motor nerves, and
when stimuli are applied to the spinal cord after removing the brain,
the nervous power becomes an exciting cause of involuntary motions
(§ 226, 473, 500).
459, e. Every principal part of the nervous system has a certain
special office which is exercised in conjunction with the whole. " The
cerebrum does not act like the cerebellum, nor the cerebellum like
the metlulla oblongata, nor the medulla oblongata like the spinal cord
and nerves. In the cerebral lobes resides the faculty by which the
animal thinks, wills, recollects, judges, becomes conscious of sensa·
tions, and commands its movements. From the cerebellum is dcri\•ed
the faculty which co-ordinates the movements oflocomotion; from the
tubercula bigemina or quadrigemina, the primordial principle of the
action of the ?i;>tic i1~rv~ and retina; f~om the medulla oblongata, the
motor or exc1tmg pnnciple of the re spiratory movements; and, lastly,
from the spinal cord, itself, the faculty of blending or associating into
combined movements the partial contractions immediately excited by
the nerves in the muscles of animal life."
459,f Enough, however, is known to show us, that wl1en the cere·
bro-spinal and sympathetic systems exist as a whole and unimpaired,
they act more or less as a whole; but that different parts have certain
peculiarities of function, ai:d that when injuri es befall any part of
these great systems, a portion of the whole may perform certain cir·
cumscribed functions, at least for a limited time, and often, perhaps,
as perfectly as the whole apparatus in its state of integrity (§ 201,
515, 516 d, no. 8).
Impressions, as I liarn said, when transmitted through sympathetic
scnsiLility, may be receirnd either by the brain, spinal cord, or certain
parts of the ganglionic system; and either connectedly or independ·
ent1y. But, in the natural state of the nervous system 1 all such im·
pressions, when received especially by .an ~ndividual part, are doubtless propagated to the other parts, and mst1tute that harm 1mious con·
cunence in .all the pa~·t~ which ren?ers the whole nervous syste m in·
strumental m determmmg the ultimate phenomena. This ·is even
1
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t11e brain and of the supetior parts of the spinal cord(§ 4611, a). These
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conclusions are warranted in experiment, and by all that is known of
the dcpendrnce of the harmonious relations of organs upon the presiding
influence of the nervous system. There must be harmony there ns a
fundamental requisite (§ li9).
459, g. In the application which I have made of the nervous power,
in the present and in my former works, to the theory of disease and
to the modus operandi of remedial agents, it is important to regard
the whole nervous system in its unimpaired relations to its own and to
other parts.
460. No experiments upon the sympathetic nerve can show that it
is more than tributary to the organic processes; for the moment any
unusual impressions are made upon it, the nervous influence is unnaturally excited, and determined with more or less violence upon the organic properties, and thus deranges the functions.
461. It is an assumption to say that the nerves are the generating
sources of the secreted products, however certain it may be tbat they
influence the organic processes and their results. If the products are
altered by impressions made upon the brain or nerves, it is because the
nervous influence is preternaturally <letermined, as a morbific agent,
upon the organic viscera, and because thP.: nervous influence exerts
naturally a modifying effect upon the products of organic actions. A
division of the pneumogastric or of any other nene may hm·e all the
effect of a morbific agent, producing congestion and inflammation; the
very division of the ner\'e determining a shock of the nervous power
upon the organic properties of the part to which the ner\'e is distributed. But, in the instance of di\·iding the pneumogastric nerve the
gastric juice and the pulmonary mucus are secreted in preternatural
abundance. Digestion, however, becomes at once greatly impaired ;
iJut oven that may be more or less restored by rousing the nervous influence in the di\-ided portion of ner\'e leading to the stomach by means
of gah:mism, or other irritants applied to the ncn·e, thus perfecting the
juice(§ 226, 409 I.:, 44G a, c, 489, 493 cc).
461{-, a. The brain and spinal cord are not necessary to the organic
life of the fretus, not even to the action of the sphincter muscles; since
both ha\.·e been wanting in the full-grown human fcetus (§ 459 /). In
the fcetal case reported by Dr. Clark in the London Philosophical T1·cmsactions (1793, p. 154), in which it is said that there was no trace of
nen·cs, it cannot be doubted that the sympathetic existed, since the
laws in respect to the organic compounds of animals arc as applicable
to such a monster as to the perfect being, and since also these compounds in the latter case arc imbued with special vital conditions
through influences of the sympathetic nene upon the secreting vessels. The sphincter ani, the heart, &c. require the stimulus; 'kut there
was no anus in the above case(§ 409 k, 473 c, 483 c, 488!, 493 c, d).
461{-, b. Hence it appears that the sympathetic nerve is, to a certain
extent, independent of the brain and spinal cord, and the relations of
the latter to the former become most important after independent life
begins(§ 224, 473 c, 483 c).
461~, c. In brief, then, the influences of the cerebro-spinal and sympathetic systems are more or Jess reciprocal in organic life.
And,
although sympathies may be combined by the ganglia of the sympathetic nene, as in contiguous sympathy(§ 497), this nerve transmits
the impressions it receives to the brain and spinal cor<l in the same
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wny as the cerebral and spinal nerves, and influences are propagated
from the ccrcbrn-spinal axis upon either system of nerves, anJ the organs they supply, in n 1ike manner(~ 111-117, 227-230, 455, 893).

II.

OF THE DIFFE:RENT ORDERS OP NEll\'ES.

462. Coffcsponding with the two important functions of the ~ll'ain
and spinal cord, those of receiving imprc:ssions from external objects,
and of generating the nervous power, are two orders ~f ncn'CSj
whose distinct clrnractcdstics were first pointed out by Sir C~arles
Bell. It is the office of one of these orders of nerves to transmit the
impressions to the nervous centres, and of the other to serve as a medium for the exercise of the nervous power upon all parts of the
body. This combined function establishes the more complex one of
sympathy, or rcilcx nervous action.
463, a. The foregoing anatomical discovery only establishes what
was before known of the laws of sympathy by accurate observers of
nature. The general attributcn of sympathy were undcrstooJ by
11 ippocrates, and were at the foundation of no small part of his medical philosophy and practical habits. From the origin of me<lici!lC to
the present time the subject !me engaged the attention or the medical world. Its important outlines were originally drawn from the \'i·
ta! phenomena. alone. 'Ve learn from Plato, a. cotemporary of Hip
pocrates, that the genernJ doctrine of sympathy, in its application to
the cure of disease, was considered fundamental by physicians. Thus:
"Occulorum morbosos affectus sanari non posse, nisi prius cmctur
caput, neque caput nisi prius curctur corpus, neque corpus sine a11imo1 aiebat mcclicus quid em apud Platonem." Galen writes of it.
463, b. " 7 llCn the uervous system became understood, this knowl1~dge aided greatly an analysis of the laws of sympathy. "Glisson,
in 1677, speaks of an influence being' reflected' from one nerve at its
origin upon other nen·es, so as to cause consensual mo,·cmcnts."
Unzer, in 1771, was close upon Bell's discovery, and 'Vh)'lt and
!Homo also carried on the inquiry in conformity with the designs of
structure. In 178 I, Prochasca. established the theory of' reflex action
of th e nervous system. This great theory has boon recently analyzed
ancl reduced to a system of magnificent laws hy Professor Miillcr, to
which Dr. Hall and others have also made some contributions.
464. But, the present century contributes to medicine a disco\·ery
which lays open the precise mechanism that subserves the lawoi of
sy.mpatl1 y. It consists, essentially, in ha,·ing demonstrated the two
orders of nerves (§ 4G2). \Vith this mechanism, in its connection
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liar to organic beings as their structure and results, and as determinate
as the mechanism i~ replete with cons_ummatc Design.
465. The posterior roots of the spinal nerves, which ham a gaug·
lion upon them, denote the part appropriated to sensation, or to such
impressions as may be transmitted from the periphery to the centre.
The anterior roots, which are without a ganglion, exercise the motor
function, and that range of influences upon which all tl:e immediate
and important results of sympathy depend (§ 226. &c.). Tho fibres
of these roots are gathered into bunCilcs, fonni n(T the 11erves, and are
thu<i distributed to vario us well -known parts; and wh at is of the high
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est moment in organic life, and mainly important to tho purposes ot
these Institutes, these nerves contribute to the great sympathetic (i
111-117, 129, 500 c-m, 514 c,d, 515, 520, 89l!g, k, 893a, c, 1037 b).
466. The motor and sensitive fibres of a common nerve do no1
unite, but are even distributed separately in tlrn organs which they
supply.* They have, therefore, no action upon each other except
through the n~rvous centres. The phenomena, at least, declare it.
467. All the late anatomical im·estigations of the spinal cord by
Stilling, Van Deen, Budge, and others, go to confirm the foregoing
conclusions (§ 465, 466). They have also probably indicated the
anatomical mediums, in the spinal cord, by which impressions are
..::onducted to the brain, and influences transmitted from that organ.
Stilling, fOr instance, supposes that the longitudinal fibres of the
posterior gray substance of the cord transmit the sensitive impressions to the brain, and that the longitudinal fib1·es of the anterior
gray substance are the medium through which the will operates in
rnluntary motion.-Scc § 1037 b.
468. The foregoing discovery has led to the knowledge that one of
the fu11ctions of a nerve may be destroyed without impairing the other. If the posterior root be paralyzed or Jivided, sensation is destroyed, but not the power of motion. So, on the other hand, if the
anterior root be divided or paralyzed, volu!:.ta.ry motion is destroyed,
but not sensation; and, as organic motion is independent of the will,
it is CJnly influenced, not destroyed, ~y this injury of ncn'OS (§ 205-208,
226, 257, 500).-See later obscrvatzons, § 1037 b.
469. The two orders of nerves occur in the great sympathetic, and
appe1tain, also, to those nerves which proceed directly from the brain,
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~v~1,e;·:s~:~~i:~~Y ~~::~rn~~~fi~~~d ~d~e~~ai~ t~1~ ~a'~a~tr:i~~·es, or make
Those which proceed from the brain are distributed into three
classes:
1st. " N en-es of special sense i namely, the olfactory, optic, and
auditory nerves.
2d. "l\lixed nerves with the double roots; the trigeminus,glosso·
pharyngcus, ( 1) and the par vagum with its accessory, and, in several
mamma1ia, the hypoglossus.
3d. "Single-rooted nerves, for the most pa1t of motor function,
which arc either themsekcs entirely motor, and recci\·c sensitive
fibres from other ncn·es, or which, if their roots contain sensitiYC
fibres, still cannot be classed wiLh the double-rooted nerves. These
are the occulo-motorius, the troch1earis, the abduccns, and the facial

0

nervc."-~IiiLLER .

470. The nerves of the sympathetic system arc exquisitely endowed with that modification of sensibility which I have denominated
sympathetic sensibility(§ 201-203, 451, &c.). This modification i:t
not less stronrrly pronounced in the sympathetic system than specific
sensibility in cl10 nerves appropriated to the organs of sense; .for it is
~~;~o~g~J~!~~n :~~~uc~ ~~1 ~~/ll the organic viscera "feel," ns it were,

1

~he nerves of the ganglionic .:-ystem have onl.Y a_n involunta1·y mo·
tor rnflnence upon the parts to which they are d1stnbuted.
"It bein(I' shown that the sympathetic regularly receives fascicull
of motor a~1d sensitive fibres from the spinal nen•es, as their motor
•This is inferable from the phenomena, and/rom theu the /owB 11rcdedu.ced

(~

131,990l c),
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and sensitive roots, the existence of a. similar relation between it an<l
~ose cerebral nerves which are analogous to the spinal nen-cs, in havmg double roots, becomes Yery probable."-MliLLER.
Laws of tlie Action

of 1~1otor

Nerves of tltc Cerebro-spinal System.

471. 1. "The motor influence is propagated only in the direction

~~l;~c~t~~~o~~ !~r~~fv:~ga~~ ~:ve~~~c;e:.~~:~~~at~: c~~-~~.i,~n of the
2. "The application of mechanical or galvanic irritation to a parl
of the fibres of a nerve does not affect the motor power of the whole
trunk of the nerve, but only of the insulated portion to which the
stimulus is applied."
3. "A spin al nerye entering a plex:us, and contributing with other
l'lerves to the formation of a great nervous trunk, does not impart its
motor power to the whole trunk, but on1y to the fibres which form its
continuation in the branches of that trunk."-1\iiiLLER.
Laws of tltc Action

of Sensitive

Nerves qf the Cerebra-spinal System.

472. 1. 0 When the trunk of a nerve is irritated, the sensation is
felt in ~J I the parts which receive branches from it. The effect is the
same as if all the ultimate ramuscules had been irritated."
2. "The sensation produced by irritation of a branch of a nerve is
confined to the part to which the branch is distributed, and generally,
at least, does not affect the branches wl1ich come off from the nerve
higher up, or from the same plexus.''
3. "When, in a part of the body which receives two nerves ofsim·
ilar function, one is paralyzed, t1rn other is inadequate to maintain the
sensibility of the entire part. On the contrary, the extent to which
the sensibility is preserved corresponds to the number of the primitive fibres unaffected by the lesion."
4. "When different. parts of the thickness of the same nerve are
separately subjected to irritation, the same sensations are produced
as if the different terminal branches of these parts of the nerve had
been irritated." The sensations, however, are great1y less in the former instance (§ 826, d).
5. u The sensations excited in the minute e1ementary fibres are trans·
mitted from the surface of the brain, without being communicated to
the other fibrils of the same nervous trunk."-MiiLLER.
The foregoing laws arc relative to specific sensations, and are more
or less applicable to sympathetic sensation(§ 450, 451).

Of the Spinal Cord.
473, a. 1. "ln a physiological point of view, the spina1 cord so far
agrees with the nerves that it propagates actions of the nerves, which
enter it, to the brain, j~st n.s tl_rn cerebral nerves communicate impres·
0
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from i~ which thus receive, through the medium of it, the cerebral
influence, just a~ if they ar~se from the. brain itself. In other respects,
however, the spmal cord differs .essent1a1ly from the nerves in possessand
ing priJperties which belong to 1t as a part of the central orll'ans,
0
do not reside in the nerves {§ 459).
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2. "All the cerebral nerves are immediately subject to the influence of the brain, and all the spinal nerves are subjected to the same
influence through the medium of tl1e spinal corcl. As soon as the
transmission of this influence is interrupted, impressions on sensitirn
nerves cease to be pmpagatcd to the scnsorium, and the brain loses
the power of voluntarily exciting the motor action Qf the nerves which
are withdrawn from its influence. \Vhen the communication of the
brain and spinal cord with the nerves is interrupted by wounds, pressure, or paralysis, all the branches which are given off below the affected spot cease to be voluntarily excited by the motor action; and
the action of external stimuli on the same parts produces no sensatiOJl.
473, b. "Those branches, on the contrary, which come off from
the nerve above the point of injury are still subject to the influence of
the brain and of volition, and, when irritated, give rise to sensation."
473, c. "The parts of a nerve below the injured point preserve,
however, their motor power for a certain time . It is merely the influence of the brain upon them that is lost. The nerve docs not lose its
excitability to external agents until it has been several months cut ofl
from intercourse with the brain"(§ 459 c, 461).
In organic life impressions may still be propagated to and from the
brain upon parts situated below the point of interruption, through the
sympathetic nerve, and although there be no otllCr medium of communication than by the connection of the sympathetic nerve with the
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remedial agents in
3. "In man and the higher animals the spinal cord stands in the
same relaCion as all the cerebral nerves to the brain. It is to be regarded as the common trunk of the nerves of the body; although it is,
besides this, distinguished by special properties."
4. "The fibres of the spinal cord pass through tl1e medulla oblongata. to reach the sensorium commune. All the piimitive fibres of the
nerves terminate in the brain; tl1ose of the cerebral nerves immediately, those of the spinal nerves through the medium of the spinal
cord."
5. " The spinal cord has the property of reflecting initations of its
sensitive nerves upon the motor nerves, but without itself perceiving
the sensation"(§ 201-204, 451 tl-45lf, 1037 b).
" The spinal cord, even when separated from the brain, and without
any external stimulus, can excite automatic movements."
6. "The spinal cord, although capable of exciting the motor nerves to
automatic actions, nevertheless, in tl1e healthy state, leaves a great
part of the motor nerves, those supplying the muscles of locomotion
more especially, in a quiescent state; while on others it exerts a coni:;tant motor influence(§ 500, k). It thus maintains constant involuntary contractions, which are arreste<l only by the spinal cord becoming paralyzed. The motions of this kind are, 1st, those of muscles
which are also subject to the influence of the will, as the sptiincter
ani; 2d, those of muscles not subject to the influence of t~e wil.l, as
the sphincter vcsicre urinari<e, the muscular coat of the ,m testmcs,
&c."-MfrLJ.ER. Those muscles may be affCcted by the will (~500 e).
474. 1. "The activiry of a.11 the spe cial fuuctions of the nerves ia
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de_tcnnincd by the central organs, paitly under the influence of tho
mmd, and partly iudependently of this influence."
2. "The central organs connect all the nen'eS iuto one system. Tu
this even the sympathetic nerves do not form an exception."
3. "The central organs are the exciters of the motor nerves whicl1
conduct the motor influence of the nervous principle to the muscles.
This motor influence may be constant, as we sec in the case of the
sphincters; secondly, it may be evidenced in intermittent rhythmic
movements, such as those of respiration; and, thirdly, the motor influence may issue voluntm·ily from the scnsoriurn, commune (the part of
the brain on which the mind acts) to ihe central organs; this se.nsorium commune being subject to the spontaneous actions of the mmd.
0
The motor nerves are affected by this motor influence in two ways.
First, the nerves of one class act as mere conductors of it. In their
normal state they do uot exert this power spontaneously, but only when
excited by the central organs. These arn the motor nerves of the ce·
rebro-spiual system.
"Secondly, the nerYes of the other class, which arc quite withdrawn
from the influence of t110 sensorium commune, as far as regards voluntary actions [not the passions], are likewise capable of being excited
to constant and periodical action by the central organs. But they present the peculiarity of affording independent discharges of the nerrnus
iuftuence; although, after a time, communication with the central orga11s is found to be necessary for the production of the nervous power.
Such are the sympathetic nerves with regard to their motor actions."
The first of the foregoing varieties of motor influence is the exciting
cause of voluntary motiou. By the second I interpret, mostly, the.
operation of morbific and remedial agents upon parts not immediately
connected with the direct seat of their action, and the phenomena of
sympathetic diseases, and other sympathetic results among separate
parts.-Sce RIGHTS OF AUTHORS p. 912.
The former part of the next following law, and § 4 73 c, no. 5, ha\'c
led me to distinguish the third kind of sensibility and sensation, which
I have denominated sympatl1etic (§ 201-204 , 451). Thus:
4. "Impressions conveyed by the sensitive nerves to the central or·
gans are either reflected by them upon the origin of the motor nerves,
without giving rise to true sensations, or are conducted to the sensorium, the seat of consciousness."
5. " The nervous influence is generated in the central organs."
This is not universally true, since " Tlte maintenance of tlte e:r:citability
in tlte nerves does not, ltowever, depend solely on tlte continuance of tlu
influence of tlie central organs on tlicm, but also Ypon t!teir own activie'!J."- MtiLLER.
It is still a problem whether the "activity" of the nerves here spoken of be not equivalent to a partial production of the nervous power.
Thcl'C are many facts which appear to denote a low degree of this
office (§ 224, 461, 497).
475. It remains now to say, under th e present section, tJiat it is important that the hypothetical words motor and sensitive, and senso-motory, do not betray us into the belief that t110 nerves are the causes of
motion, or that there is any sensation connected with the organic phenomena of sympathy(§ 20 1-215, 257, 222-233, 451). The term" r.zcilo-motory" is for preferable to molor .i and sensitive it might be difficult to improve The term reflex involves profound philosophy.
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475~. Although the nervous power is the only immediate cxcitin"
cnuse of rnluntary motion (§ 258), t he mind is a remoter cause (and
therefore a substan t irn agent), and so for voluntary motion is on common ground with motious in organic life, where, for example, the blood
is the remote exciting cause for the heart and blood-vessels, food for the
inteslinc, acting upon their l ining tissues(§ 136), while tho nervous
power, by reflected action, is the stimulus for the muscular tissue in
natural st~1tes. Bnt all muscles mny be made to a('t by other stimul i (§
2-13-246, '176 c, 498 e, 500 m, 0 1 5U f, G47-}, 10-12).-NoTE A .

IIL

Exx'ERIJHENTS TO DETERMINE THE L,\ WS N' THE VITAL

FuNC·

1st. On tlte Principle on 1cl~icl1, tlte Action ef tlte 1-leart and ressels of
Clrculation depend.
476, a. I now come to certain important experiments by different
obsen·er.s, especially by Dr. A. P. \Vi lson Philip, as contained in his
work on the LA ws of tlte Vital Functions. It was the main ol~ect of
those expe1imcnts to demonstrate the independence of organic functions of the nen·ous system; to show that those functions arise from
the org-anic properties (§ 183, &c.); and they are perfectly triumphant. They have been often repeated, and their results as often verifiecl. It may, therefore, be thought that a simple reference to those
result~ '~·ould an~wer the objectS of the present work.
But, an age of
matenal1sm requires a constant appeal to the senses, as the only recognized mode ofrcaching the understanding(§ 234, 350] k); and, I haYe
in view not only the great original objects of those experiments, but
what is still more practically important., and pecu liar to myself~ the
application of the laws of the nervous system which they illustrate
to the operation of morbific and remedial agents, ha\'ing especially employed them for the last purpose to demonstrate the philosophy of the
operation of loss of blood, in tbe !lledical ancl Pltysiologicat Commentaries, vol. i., p. 161-173, &c. 'fife experiments show us how it i~
that morbific or remedial agents, when applied to a part, may develop
and modify the nervous power, and reAect it with Yarious effect upon
other par~s (§ 226). They also place all the processes of living beingi:;
upon pure] y vital grounds; even the vegetable kingdom, by the force
of an incontrornrtible analogy(~ 1041.-Also, RIGHTS OF Aun1ons).
476, b. Prior to the time of Haller, the nervous power was considered, in one way or another, as iudispensable to the motions of the
heart, and the brain was the seat to which the power was referred
\Vhytt had just before laid the foundation for rejecting the supposed
necessity of the nervous system to organic life. Haller tl~en took up
the inciuiry, and carried it forward by a mllltitude of expenments, and
OYerthrcw the doctrine of the necessity of the J1ervous system to or·
ganic actions (§ 167). The experiments of Philip confirm those of
Haller, while, also, they arc more conclusive. But he is entitled to
!he greater credit of demonstrating, experimentally, th?t organic actions are iufluenced by tho nervous power, although 1t was clearly
kno\•n to "\Vhytt, Haller, and Prochasca, that such an inOuencc obtains; while Haller, Jike Philip, separates it cnti1:ely froi:i1 the natural relations of the nervous system to the organic funct10ns . P rochasca, also, hail ascertained, near the close of the last century, about
ail tbat is now more distinctly known of the doctrine of rcflnx ncrvou~
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action, or remote sympathy; but the nature of the principle, and the
remarkable distinction in th~ constitution of the anatomical medium,
were not shown till demonstrated by the experiments of Bell and
Philip (§ 462-469). Hunter, reasoning upon the natural phe:iom~na
of healthy and morbid conditions, contributed largely to the rnqu1ry.
Bichat followed immediately after, and pointed out the natural distinction of the two lives, analyzed the tissues (§ 86-88, 96-101 ), and developed, more than his predecessors, the nature of the vital properties, and construed all the phenomena of life, healthy and morbid, by
the normal and abnormal states of the properties of life.
476, c. It has bee'n a question of difficult solution, how t~e pas.
sions should affect so sensibly the actions of the heart, wlulc the
will has no influence upon this organ. And so of all other Or·
ganic Yiscera. This problem I have explained by showing that
the will is a distinct clement of the mind, as the passions are equally
distinct. One determines the nervous power upon the voluntary
organs, the other upon the involuntary; each having their great,
specific, final causes(§ JSS~, d, 205-208, 226, 233,481 b,486,487,lt,
492, no. 7, 500 d-k, 951 ). In the latter l'espect, the passions are
exactly analogous to the influence of morhific or other foreign
agents that may operate either directly or indirectly upon the brain;
being, like those agents, capable of modifying the nervous inAuence
in its relation to the actions of organic life, while the will is incapable
of such modifying effect upon the nervous influence in its relation to
the actions of animal life (§ 226-228, 233, 500 d-k ). The principle
depends greatly upon the fact that the will limits the nerrnus influence
to cercbro·spinal nerves (except§ 500 dd, e), while mental emotions act
chiefly throup;h the sympathetic(§ 500 g, 893 a, c, 893t, 1067, l0i2 b).
476!, a. The researches of Le Gallois upon the influence of the
medulla oblongata and the spinal cord on organic actions led immediately to those by \Vi Ison Philip, and others who embarked in the same
inquiry. Le Gallois very happily analyzed the rnlations of the medulla oblongata to the respiratoty function, and the various move·
ments of the process, and showed that it was the most mortal part of
the body, by its immediate control over that function. The subse·
quent discoveries of Sir Charles Bell as to the sensiti\·e and motor
1
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476!, b. Le Gallois' experiments upon the spinal cord, and his in·
ductions from them, and as sanctioned by others, are remarkable ex·
emplifications of the fallacies to which results, artificially obtained,
may conduct us 1 and supply a forcible illustration of the propensity of
the mind to grasp at a single fact, and to draw important conclusions
from it, to the exclusion of all others, however contradictory. It is
mainly, however, as to the supposed dependence of the functions of
the heart, intestines, and other organic viscera, upon the spinal cord,
that these errors relate. A general summary of the observations will
aid the inquirer after the philosophy of this subject. I am the more
induced to present this outline from the misapprehensions which con·
tinue to surround the subject, even in the ranks of the most eruditE"
physiologists. Thus, Dr. 1\farsllall Hall, in his late Jlrlemoir on th'Nervous System (1841), inculcates the_ following doctrine3: "Tlte spi·
nal marrow," says Dr. Hall, u exclusive of the cerebrum, is lite sounoti'
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" Tlie IRRIT_ADILITY of tlie muscles of organic life devends, probably, Oft tlte ganglionic system"(§ 188-193. Also, my Essay on the .Modus Operandi of Remedies, p. 42, in 1l!cd. and Pltys.
Comm., vol. iii.).-~ 1041.
4 76!, c. Such were the results of the experiments, and such their
novelty, that, having led their author to tlrn conc1usion tlrnt the functions of the heart, and other organic viscera, depend upon the nervous
power of the spinal cord, the doctrine was received with eclat by the
ft'rench Institute, and, indeed, by all Europe, in defiance of the wellknown fact that fretuses have been born alive without brain and spinal cord, that the heart will palpitate for hours after its removal from
the body, that the intestines will roll about upon tl1e table, when air
and injuries, not the nervous power, are exciting causes. Th ey simply took, as the ground of their conclusion, the safety of excision of
the brain, or of its removal from the cranium, contrasted with the deSlructive effects of crushiug the spinal cord (§ 456, 461-! a, 490, 498 c).
476!, d. The foregoing conclusion was inferred from the interruption of circulation by destroying the spinal cord by a wire thrust down
the spinal column. The action oft11e heart, however, was not wholly
arrested; but it failed to circulate the blood in the large arteries.
This was supposed to be owing to a privation of the nervous power,
by which the heart became enfeebled. Le Gallois also supposed that
the actions of the heart were inegularly performed, which was also

ef animal life.''-

Next, he destroyed only small portions of the spinal con], and the
results led to the conclusion that it is not from the whole sp inal cord
that every part of the body derives its organic life, but from that part
of it only from which the nerrns are supplied. And, although this
philosophy is wrong, the conclusion is right, that in deslroying any
particular part of the spinal cord, we only impair life in those parts of
the body which correspond to that part(§ 507-510).
476~, c. Now, although rabbits twenty-two days old have no difficulty in living for some time after the head is cut off, yet the fact was
ascertained that tl1e destruction only of the spinal cord destroyed life,
at that age, in less than four minutes; respiration ceasing first. This
e xperiment, especiaIJy, Jed to the belief that the principle oflife upon
which the heart depends resides in the spinal cord.
Le Gallois next ascertained that the destruction of either the dorsal or cervical po1tion of the spinal cord was fatal to rabbits of the
foregoing age, even in a shorter time than that of the lumbar portion;
that is, in about two minutes. The results, however, as to time, varied at different ages; and death took place soonest in parts that were
opposite to the portion of the cord destroyed.
Now this sudden abolition of life, from a partial destruction of the
!ipinal cord, was imputed by L e Gallois to the loss or extinction of the
circulation; and this, regarded as a remote result, was in part true.
But, as will have been seen, the immediate and essential e!foct consisted in the destruction of the organic properties of the heart and
blood-vessels, by determining upon them, and all other parts embraced within the compass of experiment, a pernicious nervous influence by the sudden destruction of the spinal cord (§ 226, 227, 510)
It nlso appenred to follow (and such was the conclusion), that the
power, on wl1id1 the motion of the heart depends, resides in the whole
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error of the conclusion; since a fatal ner"V"ous influence would be

equally propagated upou the heart, not only through the co!ltinuous
patts of the spinal cord and brain, but through the sympathetic .nerve,
b)'." destroying any one of the .three po1tions of the co.rd, an~ tlns, too,
without the \'.cart being intrinsically dependent for tts motions upon
any part -;,f the spinal manow (§ 458, 459).
47G~,f. Such, however, was the effect of the foregoing influence
upon tl.rn powers of the heart; and, as the blood-vessels arc, also, pros.trated m their action by the same cause, it is obvious, if the extent
over which the blood circulates be lessened in proportion as the heart
is enfeebled, the circulation will be prolonged in parts corresponding
with the po1·tions of the spinal cord that are not destroyed. lt is only
necessary, therefore, to apply ligatures arnund the principal arteries,
to answer the iutention. Hence, rabbits live much longer if the aorta
be tied neat· its cmcrsion from the diaphragm, before destroying th e
respective parts of the spinal cord. By th_c same rule, also, if_thc
hca<l be cut off, before destroying the cervical portion of the spinal
marrow, life is supported much longer than when the head is on.
476hg. It appears, therefore, that death resulted in Le Gallois'
experiments partly from the propagation of the nervous power upon
the vital prop.-.:rties, not only of the heart, but of all tho organic viscera, and in part, also, by withdrawing the regulating medium of
concerted actions, and thus deranging the organic relations (§ 129,
455, 510).
476L lt. Le Gallois found, to his surprise, and beyond his explanation, that if the spinal cord be slowly destroyed, the effocts were great·
ly different from such as resulted from its sudden destruction; that is
to say, the circulation was at once arrested when the cord was suddenly dc::.ctroycd, but not so when gradually destroyed . This fact, in
itself, is subversive of his principal conclusions; anil the difference in
results depends upon the greater Yiolcnce of the ncrrnus power when
suddenly, than when more slowly excited(§ 479). This is also shown
in paroxysms of joy and anger. These passions may kill on the iustant, if suddenly excited, but nc,·cr when gradually proiluce<l, wharever their ultimate intensity (§ 230). So a blow upon the region of
the stomach, which shall not exceed in force ten pounds, may destroy
life instantly, when a weight of one hundred pounds, gradually ap·
plied, ma.y be wholly iunoxious (§ 509). This is a very important law
of the ncrrnus influence, as it is in constant operation in the p:-oduction and cure of diseases, whether the effects depend upon physical or
mental ca.uses. I t is owing to the suddenness with which the nen·ous
power is J.eveloped, that syncope may be occasioned by a very small
loss of blood (§ 94.0, 961, 974}, or when it proceeds from offensive
0
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they operate rapidly than slowl.y. .It is an especial reason why emet-

~~~i~;~~n;ftf~~,:~a~~o~~fr:11! cc:l~~~'~,~ ~';i1~~rp~~·(§~~~/3 ~~ld~~v~)~ their aq
477 1 a. I 11ow apprnach the imp01tant experiments wLich overthro>'t'
Le Gallois'. and all the conclusi~ns which were so extensiYely derived from tliem as to organic actions, and through which, in part, I
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interpret all the laws of remote sympathy, all the effects of moroific
and remedial agents upon distant parts when app1ied to the stomach,
or skin, or lungs, &c.; oftbe remote influences of J.iseasc, and all the
effects of the passions; of blows upon the epigast1fom, and the sud·
dcnly pernicious influen.ces of surgical operations; in short, ewry unusue.I phenomenon which can be supposed to happen through the
agency of the nervous power. It will be seen, also, that they corroborate, and are corroborated by, all the conclusions which I shall have
Clrawn as to the nen·ous power, and its laws of reflex nervous action,
from the phenomena of natural and morbid conditions, and from the
discoveries in relation to the two orders ofncn·es (§ 464).*
Unless otherwise stated, the experiments are by Philip. A large
number arc omitted 1 as unnecessary to my purposes.
477 1 b. Experiment 1. "A rabbit was deprived of sensation and
voluntary motion by a blow on the occiput. Respiration ceased, but
was kept up artificially. The spinal marrow was then laid bare from
the occiput to the dorsal vertcbrre . The chest was next opened, and
the heart was found beating with considerable force. The whole
cervical portion of the spinal marrow was then removed, and without
affecting the action of the l1eart. The skull was then opened, ancl the
whole brain removed, so that no pait of the central organs remained
abo>e the vertcb~. There was, however, no abatement of the action of the hernt. By suspending artificial respiration, howc,·er,
about an hour ;, nd a half after the removal of the brain, the heart
ceased to beat; but its action was again restored on renewing thC':
rcspirntion; that is, C!l receiving oxygenated blood.
Exp. 2. "Having rendered a rabbit insensible by a blow on the
occiput1 Philip <lesLroyed tho whole spinal marrow by a hot wire.
Respiration was supported artificially, and, on dividing the carotid artery, the blood spouted out.
Exp. 3. "A rabbit was rendered insensible by a blow on the occiput,
and artificial respiration performed. The spinal marrow, from the
base of tlrn skull to the beginning of the dorsal ,·crtebrre, was rcmo,•ed,
and the remaining part of it was destroyed by n hot wire . The carotid artery was then found beating, and, on diYiding it, the blood rushe<l
out with great force, per saltum.
Exp. 4. "ln another rabbit1 insensibility was produced in the foregoing manner, the whole spinal marrow rcmo,·cd, and artificial respiration not performed. The carotid artery being divided, dark-colored
blood flowed per saltum. The lungs were then inflated, and florid
blood began to spout out of the artery.
Exp. 5. ·'In this experiment tlio rabbit was rendered insensiLlc1 but
not motionless, by a blow on the occiput, and natural breathiug con·
tinued. The spinal cord \Vas then destroyed by a hot wire. A femoral artery was now opened, and the blood spouted out. Then the
other femoral artery was opened, from whid1 the LJood flowed copiously, and contim10d to flow for seven minutes ; when one of the carot·
ids wus opened, from which blood issued in a fu 11 stream, an<l till most
of the blood was evacuated.
Exp. 6. "The brain of a frog and the spinal marrow, as low ns the
dorsal vertcbrre, were laiJ bare. The thorax was t!1en opened, and
the heart found acting vigorously.
The part of 1_h e spinal man-ow
which had been laid bare was then rcmorn<l, but w11hout at all affect·
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ing either the motion of the heart, or the passage of blood through it.
The brain was then removed with the same resu1t.
Exp. 7. u The brain and spinal ma1Tow of a frog were removed al
the same time. On opening the thorax the heart was found performing the circulation freely.
Exp. 8. "A ligature was applied to the nee~ of a frog, !llC he~d c~t
off, and the spinal marrow destroyed by a wire. The c1rcula~1on m
the web continued afterward, for many minutes, as vigorous as m tba!
of a healthy frog.
Exp. 9. " The spinal marrow anJ brain of a frog were destroyed by
a wire. The animal appeared quite dead for several minutes, during
which the circulation was seen in the web as vigorous as in that of a
healthy frog."
478, a. The foregoing and following experiments disprove the conclusions derived from L e Gallois', that the power, on which the motion
of the heart depends, resides in the spinal cord, and in all pa1ts of it.
They also establish, what had been sufficiently shown by the heart
when severed from the body, that its action may be continued without
brain and spinal cord; and the proof extends equally to the blood-vessels. "From various trials," says Dr. Philip, "we found that the circulation ceases quite as soon without, as with the destruction of the
spinal marrow. Loss of blood seems to be the chief cause." ''The result is still more striking in cold-blooded animals, in which denth takes
pJace so slowly that the circulation continues long after the total destruction of the brain and spinal marrow" (§ 257).
478, b. The experiments proYe, what will be more fully shown, tliat,
to influence the heart and vessels through the main nervous centres an
impression must be made either upon the brain or spinal cord. But
the sympathetic nerve, with its central ganglia., was present, by which
an exciting influence was propagated upon the great organs and bloodvessels; and however the heart and intestines may be maintained in
muscu lar action when severed from the body (§ 264), the whole nervous mechanism, especially the ganglionic, is engaged, in natural states,
in reflecting exciting influences upon those organs, the blood-vessels,
&c., and thus, also, modifying the organic products (§ 113, 356 a, 390,
456 a-459 g, 461, 473 c, 475..fr, 476 c, 483 c, 889 g, 952).*
478, c. The experiments prove, in connection with others to be related of the same nature, that t1lC actions of life are carried on by powers or properties inherent in each part(§ 18.J.).
478, d. They prove tlrnt when death suddenly follows a di,·ision of the
medulla oblongata, or a simple removal of the brain and spinal cord, it
docs so essentially by abolishin~ respiration, or rather as in § 510.
479. A practical con~idera.t1on of great moment grows out of the
difference in the modes m wlnch the foregoing experiments were per·
formed by Philip and Le Gallois, and the vast difference in the re.
suits. The discrep?nces in r~sults were owing entirely to a difference
in the size of the wires by wlnch the two experimenters destroyed the
spinal cord; Le Gallois having employed a wire that filled the cavity
of the spinal column, and thu~ destroyed the spinal cord suddenly,
while Philip used a small e_r wire, an~ de~troyed the cord gradually;
or it was removed, along with the bram, without farther injury to them.
In Le Gallois' experiments, therefore, the nervous influence was suddnnly and pO\rnrfully transmitted through all the nerves leading- from
• See late E':ryerimeJUa with poisons, Non: B p. 1113.-1862.
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the spinal cord, as well as the sympatllCtic; while in Philip's, it wns
so gradual and imperfect, that it was not determined with destructive
violence upon the organic properties of the heart and blood-vessels,
though always with a more or less prostrating effect at first. So, too,
of the sudden or gradual destruction or removal of the brain. 'Vhat,
also, is thus: true of the heart and blood-vessels (as will farther appear),
is equally so of all the other organic viscera(§ 476Ft, 509, 510, 947).
2d. On tlte Relation wlticll, subsists between tlte Heart and Vessels

of

Circulation, and the Ner·vous SysU:m; and tl1,e Influence of tlte Nervous System upon tlte Capillary Blood-vessels.
480. The following experiments are much more important than the
preceding in ascertaining the existence of the nervous power, how it
may be variously excited, how variously modified by artificial causes,
and how it may be determined with various effects upon the organic
functions. These, with another group relative to the stomach and intestines, open to us the modus operandi of the passions in organic life,
of morbific and remedial agents in their effects upon parts distant
from the direct seat of their operation, of sudden deaths from injuries
distant from the nervous centres, of the sympathies from diseoses,
&c. ; when taken in connection with what is known of the sensitive
and motor nerves, and the reflections of the nervous power, as set
forth in the laws relative to this subject(§ 462-470, 512- 524).
The object in producing insensibility was to prevent all agitation of
the animals, that the effects of the stimuli, &c., might be most advantageously observed.
Experiments relative to tlte Heart in 1'ts Connection witll, tlw J.V"ervou•
System.
481, a. Experiment
A rabbit was deprived of sensation and
voluntary motion by a blow on the occiput, artificial respiration performed, and the brain and cervical part of the spinal marrow laid bare.
The thorax was then opened, and the heart observed to beat with
strength and regularity. Spirit of wine was then applied to"-he spi·
nal marrow, and a greatly increased action of the heart was the consequence. It was afterward applied to tlrn brain with the same
effect. The increase of action wos immediate and decided in both
cases, and as great in one as in the other. The effect of tJ1e hlow
upon the head, in all the cases, was to lessen the frequency of the pulsations; as generally happens in apoplexy.
Exp. 11. The foregoing experiment was repeated, with the difference, that the whole of the spinal cord was laid bare. The motion
of the heart was nearly, if not quite, as much influenced by the ap·
plication of the alcohol to the dorsal, as to the cervical portion of the
spinal marrow; but it was very little influenced by its application to
the li1mbar portion.
481, b. We see, therefore, that experiments 10 and 11, independently of tlie more important ones which follow, illustrate the most
essential elements that are concerned in remote sympathy, and in the
operation of the passions upon organic actions, in their connection
with what has been said of the sensitive and motor nerves and their
relations to each other(§ 462-475). "W'"hen, ~or ~nstance, a morbific
or remedial agenl, applied to the stomach or skrn, mfluenccs a remote
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part, and produces, or removes, disease in that part, its primary impression is transmitted to the brain and spinal cord by the sensitive
nerves, where the impression acts upon the central organs 3ust as the
01
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upon remote parts, just as it was to the heart in the application of the
alcdhol; the incident nerves in organic lifo being the sympathetic.
As to the passions, they are exactly equivalent to the action of
agents applied directly to the brain, and develop and modify the ner\·ous power in the same direct manner. Such as are exciting are
analogous in their effects to those of alcohol; such as are depressing,
to those of tobacco, opium, &c. (§ 227-230). From tho equal effect
of lhe alcohol, also, wben applied directly to the spinal cord, it is evident that the nervous power is also generated in this p art, as it is,
more or less, in all the nerves.
When, however, the nervous influence is developed by the primaf y action of alcohol 011 the stomach, and the action of the heart is in·
creased in consequence, the de\'elopment of the nervous influence is
reflex i just as it is in respiration (§ 500). But, in all these cases,
the nervous influence is developed in the brain and spinal cord by
the transmitted impression, just as it is by the alcohol when applied
directly to the nervous centres; the transmilte<l impression being exactly equivalent to the direct action of the physical agent upon the
1
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upon the brain and spinal cord, that when they exist in connection,
the influence of agents applied to the cord, in developing tl1e nervous
power, may be mostly exerted upon the brain (§ 459, 481 c).
E.rp. 12. "Preparation the same as in Exr~ 10 and lJ, excepting
only the anterior part of the hrain was laid bare. The spirit of wme
applied to this part of the brain produced as decided an effect on the
motion of tho heart as in Exp. 10 and 11. The spirit of wine was
washed oA: and a watery solution, first of opium, then of tobacco, was
applied~ with the cnect of an incrca.se, but of a much less increase of
Lhe heart's action, than arose from the spirit of '"inc. The increa.c;ed
action was greater from the opium than from the tobacco. 'Ihe
effect of both was soon succeeded by more lang1licl
of the heart
than that which preceded their application to the brain. This effect
was greatest and came on soonest when the tobacco was used ; and
there was always observed, for tl~e experiment was frequently repeated, an evident increase in tltc actwn of tlte lieart when t!ic tobacco was
waslted off. This was also seen, though in a less degree, when the
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feet had subsided, the action of the heart returned to only about the
same degree as before the application of the stimulus.
Exp. 13. "The foregoing experiment. was repeated ou an animal of
cold blood. In this case a frog was depnved of sensibility. in less than
a minute, by immersing the hind legs in the tincturo of opium. Alcohol, and watery solutions of opium and tobacco, were applied to the
brain and spinal cord, as in Ex:p. 12, and with precisely the same eff'ects. The application and washing q/fof tbe stimulant and sedatiYee
were frequently repeated in this experiment with the same results
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lt is remarkaLlo that we could a:ffcct the motion of the heart by thE:
ugents applie<l to the brain and spinal marrow after they !tad a/J
ceased to produce an cjjCct on tlw muscles of voluntary motion through
the medium of the nervous system. The action of the heart could be
1lso influenced by these agents applied to the brain and spinal marrow "long after tlte circulation lwd ceased." Of course, therefore , no
•
action by absorption.
Exp. 14. "This experiment only differed from the last in the cer
vical part of the spinal marrow and lower part of the brain being re
moYed, and the agents applied only to that part of the brain which
lies between the eyes of the frog. Spirit of wine, opium, an<l tobacco, thus applied, affected the motion of the heart quite as much, and
precisely in the same way, as when they were applied to the entire
• brain or spinal marrow.
"The action of the heart, in the foregoing experiment, could be influenced by agents applied to the brain and spinal marrow long aflcr
tlie circulation liad ceascd."-NOTE B p. 1113.
481, d. In Exp. 12 1 13, and 14, we have an illustration of the modification of th~ nen•ous power according. to the nature of the agents
employed, wlnle the effects correspond with such as arc produced by
the same agents when taken into the stomach (§ 226, &c.). It will be
also obscrnid that the effects are parallel with those of the different
passions; those of the alcohol corresponding with the effects of anger
and joy, and those of opium and toLacco with such as arise from grief,
fear, &c. I hold that the doctrine which I have propounded as to
modifications of the nervous power is established by these experiments; though abundantly shown by the phenomena arisi!1g from
morbific and remedial a.gents. There is no other intelligible solution
of the problems which they supply. In the experiments, too, it will
be conceded that the nervous power was the efficient remote cause of
the results; whcnceitfollows that the nen·ous power must be in difr
forent states when it is excited by alcohol, opium, and tobacco, corresponding with the differences in effects (RIGHTS OF A UTH01ts, p. 912).
481, e. The foregoing Exp. 12, 13, and 14 independently of the
multitude of other facts, also completely refute the doctrine of the operation of morLific and remedial agents by absorption. It will be observed that in these experiments the action of the heart could be influenced by the agents applied to the brain and spinal cord "long after
the circulation had ceased.' 1 This circumstance, besides its bearing
upon the doctrine of absorption, shows us how the heart is roused iuto
action, in cases of syncope, by the application of stimulalltS to the
nose, cold to the surface, &c. (§ 945).
Exp. 15. "The spine of a. rabbit was divided near the head, and
the spinal marrow destroyed by means of a wire. Spirit of wine was
then applied to the brain, which influenced the action of the heart as
readily, and to as great a degree, as it does wheu the spinal marrnw
is entire" (p. 321, 9 494 e, ExP.-NoT£ B p. 1113).
4Sl,f This experiment demonstrates the difficulty of forming proper conclusions a5 to the special functions of the brain and spinal cor~1,
and of different parts of the brain, by any experiments (§ 459, a). lt
shows, however, that the action of tlie heart may be as powerrully
influenced thrcugh the bruin when the spinal marrow is destroyed, as
when it is entire. The ganglionic nerve resoh·es the problem.
1
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481, g. I now come to those experiments '"·hich farther illus\.rate
the principle concerned in the sudden production of death by lil?W8
on the epigastric region, surgical operations, small loss o~ blood, J?!0
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taken in connection with Exp. 10-15, aud others which are to follow.
The effects now supposed depend on the rapidity and intensity with
which the nervous power may bo excited, and reflected not only upon
the heart, blood-vessels, stomach, &c., but upon the brain itself, as also
upon the manner in which the nervous power may be modified by the
nature of the agent, as in Exp. 12 ancl 13.
If the head and spinal marrow of a frog be removed, the heart
continues to perfo1rn tts functions pe1fectly for many hours1 nor does
1t seem at all immediately affected by their 1em0\ al But, we find
the effect very different when the most sudden and powerful agent is
applied to them. If they are even destroyed by being sliced away,
the heart, after this mode of destruction, beats on as usual. But, if
either the brain or spinal cord be instantly crushed, the heart feels it
immediately and forcibly. Thus:
E'JJp. 16. H The thorax of a large frog being opened, tlrn brain was
crushed by the blow of a hammer. The heart immediately performed a few quick, weak contractions. It then lay quite still for about
half a minute. After this, its beating returned, but it supported the
circulation very imperfectly. In ten minutes after, its vigor was considerably restored i when the spinal mar'row was crushed by one
blow. The heart then beat quickly and feebly for a few seconds,
and then seemed who!ly to have lost its power. In about half a min·
ute, it again began to beat, and in a few minutes acquired consiJera·
ble power, and again supported the circulation. It beat more feebly,
however, than before the spinal manow was destroyed. It ceased to
beat in about an hour and a half after the brain had been destroyed
In another frog, after the brain and spinal marrow had been wholly
removed, the heart beat nine hours, gradually becoming more Ian·
guid."
Exp. 17. "The foregoing experiment cannot be performed in the
same way on warm-blooded animals, but it may be performed in a
way equally satisfactory. In two rabbits the brain was crushed by a
blow. In both the heart immediately beat with an extremely feeble
and fluctuating motion. The anterior part of the brain only was
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ment it was tightened, the head was cut off. The heart continued
beating regularly, in this c:i.se, and not more quickly than in health.
All the rabbits were of the same age."
Exp. 18. The fo11owing is still more conclusive:
" The anterior part of the brain of a rabbit was cmshed by a ham·
mer. No motion of the heart was perceived by applying the hand to
the side. The head was cut off, about three quarters of a minute af·
ter the brain had been crushed. No blood spouted out, and very fo.
tie ran from the vessels. A strong ligature was passed round the
neck of another rabbit of th~ s~me age. It was suddenly tightened,
and the head cut off. In this instance the heart was found beating
regularly under the finger for about three quarters of a minute. At
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tho end of this time, the ligature was slackened, and the blood spouted r:mt to the distance of three feet, and continued tQ spout. out witlJ
great force, till nearly the whole blood was evacuated."
481, h. The last of the foregoing comparative experiments goes
with others in demonstrating the error of the common opiniou, that
when the action of the heart and blood-vessels, or other organic functions, fail by crushing the brain, it is owing to the withdrawal of the
nervous influence. But, still more conclusive is the fact t11at the entire brain and spinal cord may be removed without any present effect
1pon the actions of the heart and blood-vessels, as in Experiment 7.
Gy this, and other considerations, I have endeavored to shO\Y that
.vhen syncope arises from loss of blood, it is not owing, as has been
iupposed, to the failure of the nervous inAucnce upon the organs of
-:irculation, but that this infiuence increases on the approach of syn·
:ope, is a principal cause of the paroxysm, and is actua11y greatest
when the paroxysm is complete (§ 94 7, 948, and Medical and Pliys·
iological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 168-176).
482. The precedigg experiments determine a variety of important
points, of extensirn physiological, pathological, and therapeutical application, and to which brief references were made. The whole should
be viewed in connection, and also with such as are to follow; while
~ constaut reference should be had to the 13\'<'S of sympathy, as sot
IOrth in the fifth division of our subject.
Experim'ents relatiue to the Arteries in tlteir Connectwn wttlt tlte Ner·
vous System.
483, a. The next imp01tant step in our inquiry is to ascertain, in a
more specific manner than the preceding expe1iments, lww far tlie ves·
uls of circulation are capable of being influenced tltrough llie brain and
spinal cord(§ JOIO).
To 1letermine the foregoing problem, it is first necessary to settle
another; namely, lto-.ofar tlte vessels of circulation can sltpport tlic mo
tion of tlic blood independently of tlte ltcarl. That the small al'teries
possess this power in an eminent degree has been already rcndere<l
!<Ufficiently certain (§ 392, 393. Also, .Med. and Pltys. Gnmn., vol. ii.,
p. 14.5-151, 398, 422, &:c.). But we now arrive at the same knowl·
edge by another proccss.- NOTE Q. p. 1122.
As a comparative experiment, Philip p1Ssed a ligature round all
the vessels attached to the heart of a frog, and then cut out llte heart.
"On bringing the web of one of the hind legs before the microscope,
tli1 circulation u-as found to be vigorous, nnd continued so for many
minutes; at length gradually becoming more languid."
Now, if the heart be allowed to remain, whatever impression made
upon the brain shall suddenly diminish or arrest the circulation in tho
-:apillary arteries, will prove that these vessels, as well as the 11cart,
may be influenced by the nervous power.
Experiment 19. "The web of one of the hind legs of a frog was
brought before the microscope, and while l\Ir. Hastings observed the
circulation, which was vigorous, Dr. Philip crushed_ the brain witl~ a
hammer. The \'essels of the web instontly lost then· power, the circulation ceasing. In a short time the blood again began to move, but
with less force than natural. This experiment was repeated, with the
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same result !f tl1e brai'R, he not completely crus!ted, tlte blow i11crease1
tlte rapidity of the circulation in tlie web ."
.
.
The next experiment corresponds with those of the forcgo1 ~1 g, which
denote that the effects of the nervous power upon the orgamc properties and functions depend ur;wn the ~anner in which it is developed,
modified, and reflected. Will galvanism explain them (~ 893 a)?
Exp. ~O. "The spine of a frog .was laid open at the lower end,
and a wire, of nearly the same dimensions with the cavity of ti.~
spine, forced throuo-h
it, as in Le Gallois' experiments. ~'he circu0
lation was found to harn who11y ceased in the web of the hmd leg."
Now mark the contrast when a small wire was employed i for, in
another frog the spinal cord was destroyed by introducing in the samo
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the circulation in the web was found to be vigorous.
Exp. 21. "Part of the cranium of a frog was removed, the web
of one of the hind legs brought before the microscope, and the circulation in it observed. The animal was now rendered insensible
by the immersion of the other hind leg in laud5.num. The insensibility did not in the least affect the circu lation in the w~b before the
microscope. Spirit of wine was then applied to the bram with an ev
idcnt increase of the velocity of the blood in the web. The same effect was produced in a Jess degree by watery solutions of opium and
tobacco. After the tobacco had been applied for about half a minute,
the motion of the blood was much less rapid than before its- application. On was/ting off tlie tobacco, the velocity of tlie blood was increased,
and was again lessened on applying it. This was repeated se•eral
times with the same effects. \Vhen the circulation in the web had
almost ceased after the tobacco bad been washed off, its velocity was
increased on applying spirit of wine to tlw brain."
Analogous experiments, but varied from the foregoing in some of
the details, gave the same results.
483, b. It may be proper to add, that Dr. Hall attempted to invalidate Philip's. experiments with alcohol, &c., applied to the nervous
centres, by repeating just one of them, and that one tho least important of any. It was the least imponant because it was made upon a
cold-blooded animal, and because, also, the state of insensibility was
produced by laudanum i the experiment being no. 21, or the last of
the foregoing series. Of tliat experiment he says that the motions of
the heart were not af'.ected on applying alcohol to the brain. It does
not appear that he tned the effect of the infusions of opium and tobacco, nor that he repeated those fa r mure important experiments upon
warm-blooded ammals.
The difference in tho results is of the easiest explanation. By Dr.
Hall's method of producing insensibility by the long-continued and
extensive application of laudanum to the surface of the animal the
sedative effect of the nervous influence was so powerfully determined
upon the circulatory organs, that alcoh0l, when applied to the brain,
failed of rousing the action of the heart. In Philip's experiment it is
obvious that the cutaneous application of the laudanum was of short
duration, and this was only relative to a few upon frogs. Dr. H all,
indeed, seems to have been awar'3 that this objection might be raised
against his experiment; for he remarks that, "I believe that there
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may be one difference between Dr. Philip's experiment and my owu
(tl:at is), I might apply the laudanum more <:./fcctuaZZ.'lf·" It is this <lif.
ference which makes all the difference in the result~(~ 484 a, Ex. C. D).
Finally, the force of Dr. Philip's experiment is increased by the
rnry objection which has been made to the production of insensibility
by laudanum; since his subsequent application of a watery infusion
of opium to the brain influenced the heart and blood~vcssels as in
those cases where insensibility had been effected by other means.
And so of the following like experiments by Alston, and by Dr. Hall
himself.
1183, c. There is one more fact connected with the present stage of
my inquiry, which it. may be well to con'sider, and by which Dr. Hall
would invalidate, still farther, the conclusion drawn by Dr. Philip
from his experiment of crushing the brain. In this experiment the
action of the heart is temporarily suspended. Now, Dr. Hall would
argue that this suspension is not tlrn result of any special influence exercised by the brain over the heart, during the act of violence, because the same effect will follow when the stomach is violently crushed
after removal of the brain and spinal cord. Thus:
"In an ecJ, in which tlrn brain Imel been remo,·ed, and the spinal
marrow destroyed, the stomach was violently crushed with a hammer
The heart, which had previously beat vigorously sixty times in a minute, stopped suddenly and remained motionless for many seconds. It
then contracted; after a long interval it contracted again, and slowly
and gradually recovered an action of considerable frequency and
\'igor."
Dr. Hall, therefore, argues that the nervous system had no agency
in transmitting influences of the injured stomach to the heart, and
that, "the organic structures (meaning others than the nervous) must
have been tbe medium through which the effect of the violence was
conveyed to the heart."
I need not go far to indicate the capital error of Dr. Hall's conclusion, so opposed to the pl1enomena of the passions, and the well-known
effects of cerebral hemorrhage, and blows upon the head. It is sufficient, notwithstanding the removal of the brain, and the destruction of
the spinal cord, in the case of the eel, that the whole ganglionic system, all the spinal nerves, and the pneumogastrie besides, remained
entire. It was therefore through this vast range of most important
nerves, through the great solar plexus of the sympathetic, through the
whole of the ananaplwlous system of nerves (§ 461!), that the nervous influence was propagateJ to the heart by crushing the stomach
of tlie animal. Had, however, the brain and spinal cord been permitted to remain, the demonstrations of nervous influence upon the
heart would have been more strongly pronounced. Nor was it a fair
experiment to have selected a cold-blooded animal, and so tenacious
of life as the eel, to contrast an important result with such as had
been obtained by a very different experiment upon a warm-blooded
animal.-NoTE B p. 1113.
But, as I have said, slight blows over the stomach of a man may
destroy his life in an instant, when they would be harmless to an eel.
Hunter, and others, relate instances of instant death when extirpating a testicle, or performing minor operations; an<l Mr. Travers, and
others, from lancing a thecal abscess of the finger, and other similar
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ing to the explanation "the ten thousand" facts that are '~ell e~taL.
lished as to the influence of the nervous power upon organic actions;
while we thus arri\·c at tho obvious conclusion, that it is through the
same principle blows upon the epigastrium, crushing the liver, and
. .
.
.
similar injuries, produce their fatal effects. .
But, if we concede to D1·. Hall the incons1stency m which he ism·
volved by bis experiment, and by his direct affirmation that sympathies in organic life arc owing to the mutual inAuence~ of or~ans among
each other, and without the agency of the ner~es with which they arc
supplied, it would not affect the principle wluch relates to syrr;ipat~ty
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turn only on the nature of the cause upon which the function of sympathy depends; while the very cases of disease wl1ich Dr. Hall produces to illustrate the existence and nature of the principle are fatal
to his humoral hypothesis, and go to my doctrine of reflex nervous action.
But the accuracy of all Dr. Philip's experiments has been fully as.
certained by numerous physiologists.
484., a. 1 shall now introduce a series of experiments by ot.her J1ands
w11ich illustrate, still farther, the applicability which I have indicated
as !o the preceding experiments.
In the Edinburgh Medical Essays for 1733, vol . , .. , p. 128, are to be
found the first experiments which I shall now mention, and which appear to have been neglected by later obseners. They were made by
Dn. A1.sTON, who had no theory in view to embarrass his vision oi·
judgment; and yet I have met with no reference to them.
Exp. A. "I com·eyed," says Alston," through a small glass tube a
few drops of a solution of opium in water into a frog's stomach, and
putting the animal into a glass cylinder, adapted it so to a good microscope, that we had a distinct view of a part of the membrane between the toes of its hinder foot, where the circulation of the blood
may be easily seen. l\ly design was, since I found opium killed frogs,
to observe if there was any visible change made by it in the blood itself, or in its moti~n- Ne_ither of us could, indeed, see any alteration
of the blood as to its consistence, color of the serum, magnitude, fig·
ure, or color, of the red globules; hut we vcr!J distinctly saw a surprising diminution of the blood's velocity, for it did not moveltalfsoswiftly a~ it natural~y does i.n those creatures. \Ve alternately looked at it,
agam and agam, and m less titan half an hour sa1c lite velocity of the
blood gradually i~crease. The une.asy frog recovered its wonted vig·
or, and the blood its common velocity."
The foregoing experiment was repeated, after awhile, upon the same
frog. Alston goes on thus:
Exp. B. "I put the frog into a basin of clean water, and allowed it
half an hour to rnfresh itself; then gave it another dose of opium. The
blood tlrnn moved yet slower than it did the first time, and its velocity
gradually decreasing, it at length stagnated, first in the smaller, then
in the larger vessels, and in about a quarter of an hour the animal died.""'
The experiments were frequently repeated, with the same results.
H~ff' C. The following experiment was performed by Dr. ;\larsba11
..~t':'~'~.13fo: io 1755, 1u:i.de !imih1r c~p~rim~ut! with the fame eff~t.-Won...:a, 4.to. p. ilt0-327.-~
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"1 applied laudanum," he says," over the back part of a frog, co.rcfully a\·oiding its contact with the web. In less than half an hour, ils
respiration and all sensibility had ceased, and the capil1ary circu1atiou
became, at the same time, more indistinctly pulsatory in the arteries,
and more and more slow and feeble in the capillary rnssels and veins.
This effect became gradual1y more marked, and in two hours the circulation !tad ceased almost entirely i11, all ll1e tltree sets of i·essels. 1
new wasltcd off tke laudanum, and placed tlic frog iii waler. The circulatio1& at first gradually, afterward more speedily, returned, and became l:ery vivid and vigorous, E\'EN DEFORE THERE WAS THE SLrGHTEST
The respiration and sensibility at
RETURN OF RESPIRATION (§ 441, d).
length also returned completely. The laudanum was reapplied and
again removed witk precisely the same e.!Jccts. The 1'nsensibility was
so perfect that the eyes were not retracted on being touched. Tiu
recovery was prompt and completc."-See § 483 b.
Exp. D. The foregoing experiment was repeated with opium and
water i when the effects were less rapid, but" at length the circulation
in the web ceased, and the animal became affected with complete tetanus."
Exp. E. "The same effect was produced more speedily on induci ng the animal to swallow a few drops of the opiate solution/'•
48,l, b. I have now to notice six principal points relative to the experiments A, B, C, D, and E.
1st. In Dr. Hall's experiments (C an<l D), the opium was applied
t.o the skin exclusively.
2d. The effects were exactly the same as obtained by administering
opium by the stomach (Exp. A, B, and E).
3d. The effects in both cases were similar to those obtained by
Philip from applying opium to the brain, both in cold and warmblooded animals.
4th. The experiments by Hall and Philip fully cotToborate the obvious conclusion from Alston's (Dr. Hall's being only a repetition uf
Alston's), that opium cloes not produce its effects by absorption into
the circulation (as is especially supposed of this agent), since in all
the experiments, and the same with tobacco in all (§ 483, Exp
21), the effects upon the circulation went off as soon as the solutions were washed from the skin, or from the brain, and returned
when they were again applied, and again promptly disappeared when
the solutions were washed off. Brodie's experiment with tobacco is
also in direct proof of its universal operation through the nervous
centres(§ 90-l, b, JOSS b, c).t-NoTEs BI pp. 1113, 1118.
5th . It appears from the foregoing facts, that tl1e circumstances at·
tending the effects of opium upon the system at large arc the same,
whether it be applied to the nervous centres, to the stomach, or to the
skin. It follows, thercfmc, in connection with what is kuown of tho
influences which the brain and spinal cord may exert on the action:,;
of organic life, that the remote effects of opium, applied tc the stomacl1 or skin, are produced by a modification and reflected action of the
nen·ous power upon distant parts(§ 221, 226, &c.).
Here, then, we see, more and more clearly, the propriety of the ap·
plication which I have made of Philip's experiments, and which will
become more strikingly obvious by connecting them with the sequel,
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and with the ws11lts of Sir C. Bell's disco,;cry. Let us suppose, for
instance, that we ha\·e no other knowledge of the principle upon which
remote sympathy depends, than the natural phenomena which are con.
stantly manifested. 'Ve should certainly know, from these results,
that such a principle exists i but where, or how dcv~lopcd.• or ho~v
varied in its influences, we could not know with certainty without di·
rect experiment. 'Vith the ad,·antage, therefore, of such experiments
as Philip's, we an·ive at the clearest de mon stration of the manner in
which effects now under consideration arc brought about, and thus put
an end to the worst speculations in medicine. But, ?efor~ re~soning
from these experiments we should know the manner m which impressions arc transmitted to the brain and spinal cord by the nenes of
sensation, how they are reflected from these central organs, and the
obvious results which follow in animal life, and how the se results correspond with similar effects in organic life (§ 500). The foundation
of an important philosophy is thus laid by demonstration, and rendered acceptable to those who rely only upon the plainest testimony of
sense(§ 234).
6th. Agai11, I say, since tl1e action of opium, through the stomach
or skin, upon remote parts, is different from that of tobacco, alcohol,
&c., and since each produces, rcspccti\•ely, the same effects when ap·
plied directly to the brain or spinal cord, an<l, in all the cases, by ex·
citing and reflecting the nerrnus power, it follows that this power, like
th e organic powers, is capable of being modified in its nature according to the nature of the causes by which it is deYeloped (§ 224-233,
494 c).-NoTE B p. 1113.
485. Finally, Kriemcr has multiplied experiments to a great extent
with reference to the part which the arteries take in the circulation,
and they all concur in proving their independent action, and that they
may be powerfully aflCcted by impressions made upon the nerves.
'\Vhen he tied th e cru ral nerve of quadrupeds it lessened immediately tho jet of blood fr om the femoral artery. The same experiment
on frogs arrested the capillary circulation in the web of the foot.
What is also an important fact as showing an alteration of the organic
properties of a part by the nervous influence, he observed that the ar·
Lerial blood passed on to the veins without being conYerted into venous blood(§ 399, 507, 952)*- NoTE Q, p. 1122.
3<l. On tlw Principle on wltich, llte Action of tlic .Muscles oJ Voluntary
11ifotion depends, an<l tlie Relation wliiclt tlwy bcrir to tlie Nervous
System.
486. Philip next pro,·ed by experiments that tho muscles of ,·olun·
tary motion, like the heart and blood-vessels, are ind ependent of thr
brain and spinal cord, as it respects their excitability and power of
motion; but that they are alike capable of being stimulated through
the nervous system. "\Ve do not, surely,'' he says," in the experiments which have been laid before the reader, sec any difference in
th e nature of the muscular power of the heart, and that of the muscles
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188}-190). Neverthelessi the nerves supply the immediate stimulus.

Bc:n~~~~~~n~J:ates the :m:i.logous experiments which il::i.ve been lntely made by Cl.
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4th. Interesting Experiments were made by Philip to ascertain tltc
comparative Effects of Stimuli applied lo lite Brai1i alld Spinal lllm·row mi lite Iieart and 8Iuscles of Yoluntary ]lotion.
487, a. I shall state only a few of the impo1tant practical conclu
sions. Thus: "Another circumstance, which appears to be of great
importance in tracing the cause of the different effects of stimuli applied to the brain and spinal marrow, or the muscles of voluntary and
im·oluntary motion, is, that the heart obeys a much less powerful stimulus than the muscles of voluntary motion do. \Ve have scon that
only the most powerful chemical stimuli al:fcct them, while all that
were tried readily influenced the action of the heart and blood\'essels." This should be considered with§ 493 cc, 500 m, 687~-688 .
487, b. The foregoing shows us the distinction between the irritability of the heart and voluntary muscles, &c., how it is differently affected in organic and animal life Ly the same agents, how the nen·ous
power acts upon that irritability according to the nature of the agents
by which it is excitetl 1 whether they be applied directly to the non·ous
centres or to the stomach, &c. (§ 133-16t, 188}-190, 20."5, 206, 208,
209, 22~-233, 25G, 484, 500 m, 82G cc, 893~-).
487, c. It. is also an important fact, as well in a tlicrapcutical as
physiological sense, and especially as distinguished from the action of
the will and other things(§ 514 d), that, as the animal approached a
state of death, he found that, "after all stimuli applied either to the
brain or spinal cord had ceased to produce any exc itement in the muscles of voluntary motion, both chemical and mechanical stimuli, so applied, stiH increased the action of the heart; and t/1c frritatiur1 rrge11t13
more titan the mechanical"(§ 224, 500 m, nn, 637, 694~, ~2!), 893~).
487 1 d. It was also found by comparative experiments on the actions of animal and organic life, "that initating or depressing agent!>,
such as alcohol, alkalies, opium, tobacco, &c. 1 applied to the brain,
and spinal cord, exert a. greater power over the heart thau mechanical stimuli (such as variously injuring the structure of the brain),
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rues'' (References above) .
487, e. A~ain, it was found "that stimulating every part of the
brain and spinal cord equally affects the action of the heart (also, the
stomach and lungs), while the muscles of voluntary motion are only
excited by stimuli applied to the parts of those organs from which
1

1
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more irregular than the action they excite in the muscles of voluntary
motion; that their effect on those muscles is felt chiefly on their.first
application, but continttes on tlte lteart (and blood-vessels) as long as
tlte stimulus is applied'' (§ 233}, 506, 516, no. 6).
487,f In connection with this comparative inquiry, Philip has a
remark which is worthy of deep consideration. "It is tnic," .he says,
.c that although the heart is only influenced by agents applied to a
large portion of the brain, we may conceive them so applied as to
produce in-egu l ar action in it; and we fim~ t!.a.t ~ertain irritations of
the nervous system have this effect. But it 1s evident that the heart,
not being subject to stimuli whose action is confined to a small por-

tion of this organ, and being equa1ly affected through all parts of it.
must reudcr it much less subject to irregular action; :vhic:h may be
one of the final causes of the heart (whose regular actwn 1s of such
importance in the animal economy) being made subject to the whole,
and not to one part of the brain, and readily accounts for our not being able to produce irregular action in it by experiments upon the
brain and spinal marrow." H \Vhen, indeed, the source of the nenes
of the heart is considered, it will be found to derive its nervous influence from every part of the nervous system, and not Yery remarkably
from any one part; a circumstance which particularly corresponds
with the results of the foregoing experiments,"-and with the phenomena of sympathy as manifested in disease(~ 500 m, 1032 d).
Analogous obsen·ations are also applicable to all the other organic
\'isccra; which fartl1er proves that a great final cause of the ganglionic system is to unite the organs of organic 1ife in one concerted
action, whiJe, also, it subserves their fwlCtions (§ 48St, 4Gli a, 1041).
487, g. By the same facts we may explain why the heart and other
orgauic viscera arc affected through the brain, and spinal cord, after
their power is so far \Yeakencd as no longer to convey the influence
of a stimulus to tho muscles of voluntary motion. As these muscles
obey stimuli applied to only a part of the brain, or spinal cord, where
th e n,erve supplying a muscle originates, if the impression on this part
be not sufficiently strong to produce a muscular mo,·ement it cannot
be assisted by auy other part of the brain or spinal cord. Thus, it
was found by Dr. Philip, "that a blow which affects the brain generally, without materially injuring it, produces comparatively little ef·
feet on the muscles of voluntary motion, because no one part of the
brain suffers greatly; but it produces a great effect on the heart, because this organ feels the sum of all tlie impressions. (And so of the
stomach, liver, intestines, &c.) The nervous system, therefore, may
be so far exhausted (or affected) as not to admit of the vivid impressions necessary to excite the muscles of voluntary motion, an<l yet capable of those which iuflucnce the heart," blood-vessels, &c. This i~
strikingly seen in apoplectic affections.-NoTE B p. 1113.
The philosophy of thi s subject is farlher explained in the following
lnminous manner by Dr. Philip: "Here," he says, "the question
arises, by what means is the one set of organs (that is, the heart,
stomach, &c.) subjected to the influence of every part of the brain
and spinal marrow, w11ile others arc influenced by only small parts
of those nervous centres 1 In these latter instances, we sec directly
proceeJing from those small parts the nerves of the parts influenced.
ln the former instances, we do not sec, in any case, nerves going directly from all parts of these organs to the parts influenced; but we
always see this part receiving nen·es from a chain of ganglions, tc
which nerves from all parts of the brain .'lnd spinal marrow are sent.
lt is therefore evident, from direct experiment, that the nerves issu·
ing from the ganglions convey to ~he parts, to which they send nerves
the influence of all the nerves winch terminate in these bodies."
By the same philosophy, so clearly founded in nature, we readily
interpret the ''ast exteut of influences which may be propagated from
the stomach, or other pa.rts in organic life, by morbific and l'cmedial
ugents, through imp_rcs~ions transmit~e<l to the brain and spinal cord
IJy way of thC' grrnghomc system; while, also, all parts of the nervous

centres may be influenced in their organic condition by impressions
upon any distant pnrt (§ 230). This application, too, of the foregoing
philosophy is divested of prejudice, since it was not contemplated by
rhe experimenter ~ 1038).
487, gg. ''The following case, related by the distinguished Di.
Parry, on the arterial pulse, might alone be regarded as proving the
cxis1ence of two sets of nerves in the extremities; the one supplying
the muscles of ,-oluntary motion, the other the powers s11pp01ting the
circulation, and strikingly illustrates what has been said on this subject. 'I have seen,' says Parry, 'a total loss of JJUlsc in one arm
with colduess, but complete power ef motion in that part i while the
other arm was warm, an<l possessed a perfectly good pulse, but had
lost all power of voluntary motion'" (§ 113, 224, 399, 500 11n, 893!).
487, li. 'Ve may now readily perceive, from the vast difference in
the results between the influence of the nervous power upon animal
and organic life, how the muscular power, or strength, as it is usually
called, may be excessively prostrated at the invasion of disease, while
organic actions may be as greatly increased, or if depres~ed, they may
be so modified as to require the application of remedies from which
we might shrink if we regarded alone the prostration of the voluntary
muscles. It is an ignora nce of the principle which opcrntes in these
cases (as in the vast range of congestive fevers}, and reasoning from
the prostration of mltscular power to a supposed analogous state vf
the great powers of life, and thus mistaking mere prostration of ani.
mal life for absolute "debility" of the organic viscera, that has led so
extensiYely to the administration of stimulants and tonics, where
bloodletting and analogous agents are most imperatively required.
The mind, too, is inoperative in a11 these conditions, and the volun·
tary muscles languid, in consequence; and the very failure of the
will to rouse them into action, where drowsiness has contributed its
effect, has been often regarded as an evidence of that "debility"
which calls for the "stimulant plan of treatment" (§ 473, D61, 893t).
It cannot, therefore, be too strongly enforced, that in all cases of
:Hidden prostration at the invasion of fever the nervous power has a
principal agency in the phenomenon,- that its influences on animal
and organic life are widely different,- that it simply fails to stimulate
the voluntary muscles, and hence the greater amount of apparent
"drbility ;" while in relatinn to the organic processes, it has been so
modified as not <mly to exalt, or perhaps depress, the forces of life,
hut to alter profoundly their very nature(§ 476 c, 500 lt, 1111, 893!).
There is nothing in the 'vhol~ range of medical philosophy so prac.
tically important as these considerations (§ 569, 9Gl, VG7). It is a
subject, however, which requires thought for its proper understanding, as well as a comprehensive view or profound la'"··s in physiology.
It is tl1erefore repulsive to the many, who will rather rest upon the
simple chemical and physical hypotheses than contemplate Nature in
her dignified and rational aspects. The charm of sii:nplicity which
hung around the celebrated theory of John Brown. encircles, als_o, the
humoral and other chemical hypotheses, and atlds us fotal delusion to
those prevailing doctrines (1068 a).-Nons E~ p. 1133, FF p. 1135.
488. An important remark is made by Plul ip at the close of his
experiments relative to the functions of tho heart, blood.vessels, and
rnluntary muscles, and their essential independence of the llfffV(lus
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system, which goes to corroborate the conclusions l have drawn as to
thei agenc~ of the nervous power in 1be healthy and morbid processes,
of its mod1fications accordinrT to the nature of the agents by which it
is developed, &c.; and this the more so, as Dr. Philip had formed no
such inferences, but regarded the nervous power as the galv~nic fluid,
stimulating the various pa1ts of the system, and a mere chem1cal agent
in the formation of the secretions. I refer particularly to the clause
in italics.
"It not only appears," says Dr. Philip, "from the experiments
which I ha\·e laid before the reader, that the power of the hca1t and
vessels of circulat ion is independent of the nervous system, but that
that of the muscles of voluntary motion is so likewise, and that these,
li!.·r: tlw former, are only subjected to tlt,is system IN THE SAME W.\Y. in
wltu:lt tltcy are suNected to every otlwr agellt tlwt is capable of excitmg
lltem. Thus we find, tlrnt all the moving powers of the animal body,
as fur as we have hitherto traced them, am independent of the nervous system, but that this system is equally capable of acting as a
stimulus to tlwn, altliovglt in dijferent wa.11s, whether they are subject
to the influence of tho will or not" (§ 133-162, 1884-190, 222- 233,
205 , 206, 208, 209, 256, •176 c, 484, 500 ''· "'· 826 cc, 893.j}
488~. I shall now advert, once mQre, to tlie remarkable distinction
between the operations of the nervous power as manifested in animal
and organic lifo (§ 96-110 ). In animal life, tho nervous power constantly influences, in a sensibl e mar.r.er, all the im·oluntary actions,
and is obedient to the will in respect to all the voluntary muscles
(§ 215, 476 c 1 500 It). Its intensity of action, and consequent mani·
fostations, depend upon the force or intensity of the exciting causes.
For these habitual functions of the nervous power the cerebra-spinal
system is specifically prO\·ided. Coming to the organs of organic 1ife1
we find them supplied wilh a system of nerves remarkab ly different
from the cerebro-spina1, and a corresponding difference in the laws of
ncn ·ous influence. This system scr~' CS as a medium through which the
cerebro-spinal operates in organ ic life, possesses in its ganglia centres
of reflex acti on which combine tributary influences from different parts
of the ccrcbro-spinal, unites the organic Yisccra, supplies the slimulus
to organic muscular tissue, and contributes a vitalizing effect upon organic compounds through a modifying influence upon the org:mic functions(§ 224, .220,. 400.1.:,.456 a,.461! a, 4_i3 c, 4i5}, 500 m, 89::J a, c.)
But there is this cornc1dence m the actions of the two liYes; namely, the power which generates motion, both in animal nnd organic lifc 1
is independent of the nervous system(§ 205-215); but the ncnous
power is cgually capable of in fluencing its operation, though in different modes(§ 226-233, 454-4Gq, 500, 8D3)).
48n. The question is investigated by Philip, "whethei· tl1e pou:er of
sec1·etion is also i11d,.pu1dent of, tl1oufJh influenced by1 the nen:ous system ."
Th.ough settled by experimcn~, the analogies supplied by the yegeta·
ble krngdom arc amply conch1:cn·e !hat the ncrrnus system is only an
cxcitant to the ~unction or sce<retion, an<l di<:.pcnses a modifying in fluence upon org:m1c compounds(§ 224, 400 1.:, 4.5G a1 461.\- a 488} 893!, ).
l•'rom Philip·s, and the experiments of others, it re..suits fo; exu~1 ·
pie, that a division of the pneumogastric nc1Tes either 'destroys or
greatly impairs the digest ion of food. But, says Philip, " it d cSCf\"Cil
notice, that the food, in such cases, is found covered with apparently
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the same semi-fluid which we find covering the food in a healthy stomach;" and H the lungs arc found distende<l with a frothy fluid, which fills
the bronchi n.nd air-cells''(§ 461).
It follows, therefore, that the function of secretion, and its vrod11cts,
arc so far independent of the nervous system as to be only influenced
through tlrn.t system. Such is the ineYitablc conclusion from the experiments themseh-es; and yet their author was led into an important
eM'or by his hypothesis of the identity of the nervous power and galrnnism (§ 409 ld1, k, 493 cc, 893h 902, 905 a, 1040).
5tl1. On the Principle on which the Action of the Alimentary Canal depends.
490. Philip destroyed separately, and simultaneously, the brnin nnd
spinal cor<l, and, in other instances removed both at the same time.
In all the cases "the motion of the stomach and intestines continued
till the parts became cold, so that when the intestines exposed to the
air have lost their power, that of those beneath still remains." "It
appears from these experiments that the power of the stomach and intestines, like that of the heart and blood-vessels, resides in themselves:
and is wholly independent of any influence derind from the ner\"ous
system." This is true as to the mo1.:ing power; bnt the experiment is
defceti\·e in neglecting the syinpathetic ner\'e, by whose reflex action
the peristaltic ruo\'emcnts were maintained (§ 889 9). In§ 4 76~ c the
air and meclianical irritation were eqni,•alcnt to the stimulus of the
nen·ous power ,~ 173 c, 478 b, 483 c, 462-464, 498 c).
Gth. On l/1e Relation zchicli tlie Alime11tary Canal and L11119s bear to the

.J.Yen·ousSystem.

4!)1. Direct experiments, as in the foregoing cases, by agents applied to the brain and spinal cord, show that the stomach, intestines,
and lungs may be influenced through the nervous centres. '"It oft.en
appeared," says Philip, "that spirit of wine applied to 1i1e brain and
spinal marrow increased the motion of the crmal ;" that "the stomach,
like the heart, is capable of being influenced by ernry part of the brnin
ancl spinal marrow" (§ 487 g). For these important investigations the
reader is referred to the work itself.

Rei:icw of tltc Inferences J1·om the preceding Erperimcnfs.
492. The following inferences are made by Dr. Philip in rel:1tion to
his various experiments, and it will be seen tlmt they arc gener:1lly
correct, and may be applied to the most important problems in phy~
iology and practical medicine :
1. ''That the \"essels of circulation possess a power capable of snp
porting a certain motion of the blood independently of th~ heart:
2. " That the power both of the heart and vessels of c1rculat1on I:,
independent of the brain and spinal marrow.
3. " That t11e nervous inAuence is capable of ncting as a stimulus
both to the heart and vessels of circulation.
4. 0 That the nervous inAuence is capable of acting as a sedatiYe
both to the heart and vessels of circulation, even to such a degree as
to destroy their power.
5. "That the effect of the sedative is not the result of rm excess of
stimulus, but, like excitement, the direct operation oftbe ;:igent.
6. ' 1 That the power of the muscles of voluntary motion is indepen<l-
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ent of the nervous system, and that their relation to this system is of the
same nature with that of the heart and vessels of circulation, the ner~~dss~d~~?,:e~n:~~ncing them in no other way than as other stimuli
7. "That the cause of the muscles of voluntary and involuntary ml}

~~~1 ;p~:~~~~g,b~ ~:~~{~:~::n~:~~~ e~~~~:.~~!~~ i~1~b~~L;.~a~~r~~~:1 ~h~;:

ways excited by the nervous influence, the latter, t!1ough oc~as 1onally
excited by this influ ence, in all their usual functions obeymg other
56 1
6
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on the heart, as well as on the muscles of voluntary motion.
9. "That the laws which regulate the effects of stimuli applied tv
the brain und spinal marrow, or the heart and muscles of voluntary
motion, are different.
[This affirmation can be made only of co1tain differences in the modes
in which vital agents affect the heart and \"Oluntary muscles. A commQn principle is at the foundation of the whQle (§ 500, li, 893!).]
10. "That mechanical stimul i applied to the brain and spinal mar·
row are better fitted to excite the muscles of voluntary motion, and
chemicalstimulithe11eart.
11. "That the heart obeys a much less powerful stimulus applied to
the brain and spinal marrow than the muscles of \"oluntary motion do.
12. "That s.timuli appli ed to the brain and spinal marrow excite
irregular action in the muscles of voluntary motion.
13. "That no stimulus applied to the brain and spinal marrow e~·
cites irregu lar action in the heart or vessels of circulation, nor is their
action rendered irregular by sedatives, unless a. blow, which crushes a
considerable part of the brain or spinal marrow, be regarded as a sedative.
14. "That 1he excitement of the muscles of voluntary motion takes
place chieHy at the moment nt which the stimulus is applied to the
brain and spinal marrow, while that of the heart may generally be per·
cei,·ed as long as the sti mulus is applied.
15. "That after all stimuli applied to the brain and spinal marrow
fail to excite the muscles of voluntary motion, both mechanical and
chemical stimuli, so applied, still excite the heart.
16. "That the vessels of secretion, like the vessels of circulatio11,
a.re independent of, but influenced by, the nervous system.
17. ••That the peristaltic motion of the stomach and intestines is
independent of the nervous system, [excepting its stimulus~ 478 b].
18. " That their motion is capable of being influenced through the
nen•oussystem .
19 . "That the stomach and lungs, like the sanguiferous system, are
infiuenccd by e\•ery pa1t of the brain and spinal marrow.
20. " That the proof of the vessels possessing a principle of motion in
dependent of their elasticity, which bears the same relation to the ner·
vous system as the excitability of the heart, not only ns far as respects
the kind of influence which they derive from that system, and the
way in which it is supplied to them, but also ns far as respects tbe pur·
poses for •vh ich it seems to be bestowed on them, affords a strong argument for believing that this power is of the same nature with thlt
of the ho<1rt."
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493, a. It is remarkable that the sagacious mind of Dr. Phi lip should
have fallen into the error of deducing from his experiments the identity of galvan ism and the nervous power, and the dependence of the
secreted substances upon that principle. " The vessels of secretion,"
he says, "only convey tlte fluids to be operated upon by tlte nervous ·influence." Here the "influence" is regarded strictly as a cl1emical
agent. But, at the same time, he unavoidably concludes that "the
vessels of secretion, like the vessels of circulation, are rnclepenclent of:
but influenced by, the nervous system i" galvanism, however, being
the supposed agent in all the cases.• And yet Dr. Philip, through
the light of galvanism, is led to the contradictory statement, "tlrnt,
although the powers of circulation are independent of the ncn·ous
system, those of secretion are very far from being so." And, as to
the products themselves, had he, 01· lrnd others subsequently, considered the simplicity of the laws of Nature, and the remarkable Unity
of Design which prevails in the fundamental constitution of all organic
beings, from the humblest plant up Lo man, it neYer could have been
entertained tlrnt the powers which circulatfl the blood, like those of
the sap in the vegetable kingdom, and govern the action of the secreting vessels, arenotderived from the nerrnus system, and yet tlmt the
formation of the secreted products is the work of the nerves. There
is nowhere in Nature so great a violation of consistency; while, also,
i;ecretion is just as much a function of vegetables as of animals(§ 638).
I am not, however, unmindful of the indisposition to predicate of final
causes, or of any obvious Design, the intentions to he fu lfilled, or any
principle fn philosophy which may bo invoked in the Plans of the <::rcator (§ 350i, kl~). But, since every thing in nature emanates from its
fundamental constitution, I can have little doubt that we slrnll be graJually led to recognize the connection of philosophy with tlrn ·works
of its Author, and to acknowledge that in a1l philosophy we are employed in seeking out the Institutions which He spoke into existence,
and in doing which we may derive much assistance from going beyond the immediate phenomena, aud thus, also, render philosophy
nnd natural Religion, and of course, therefore, Revelation, subservient
to each other.
493, h. Dr. Pliilip also adopted the error, which had been longpropagated, of regarding the brain as a mere galvanic battery, and
of course designed for the generation of galvanic fluid, and thus gave
a fa1ther impulse to those chemical hypotheses of life which have so
extensively usurped the place of medical pl1ilosophy 1 was compelled
to embrace these hypotheses }1imself, and thus to advance the very
errors which have contributed to obscure the light which his expcri~
ments reAect upon every department of medicine (§ 350, nos. 5, 1820, 42). It was his misfortune to have come upon the stage just at
the overthrow of that philosophy which had been so higbly _advanced
by Hunter, Bichat, Cullen, and tl1eir compeers, and t11e revival of tllC'
explolled physical and chemical doctrines of life, and of the humorni
pathology. But his experiments must endure forever.
1

ar:~~·c:~s~1;a~~· t~1:v}~~c~i:~~f~o~ 1~::i~~t.~.eP~~~!; :~~:!~~a~~j=~~?c;~
which he foresaw would prevail.

This objection cousists in the ma-

au:j~:teof;:i~:/u:n~~s~~ff;i~~;::i~lcfom111cntaries, ml. i., p. ri2-6B, 107-119, where the
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turily of Lhe fretus without brain and spinal cord; and to defend th·?
chemical' hypothc::.is, antl the assumed identity of the netTOU3 power
and galvauism, and ucglrcting the sympathetic nerve, he assumes, that,
when the brain and spinal marrow are absent, the uterus performs the
functions of those parts to the fcetus; that is, it acts exactly .as the
?rain an~ spinal cord in ~upplying the nervous pow~r.* But ~Ins conJCCture, rndcpendcntly of the absence of every fact, is contrad1cte<l by
the total want of the requisite analogy between these two R)'~tcms of
organs. To give greater plausibility to the hypothesis, Philip remarks,
that 40 no writer has before attempted to explain the difficulty."
493, cc. I shall htwe introduced many facts to disprove the dependence of animal products upon gahan ism or catalysis. The agency
of the former, as we have seen, ~ positively contradicted by the fact
that phnts, which arc destitute of' nen'es, generate compounds Yery
similar to animal (§ -100 hit); and farther on is an argument drawn
from the electrical circle(§ 893 a). Again, cerebro-spinal nen·cs simply excite the voluntary muscles, while the sympathetic not only excites
tbe organic muscular ti::isue, but exerts a. peculiar vitalizing influence
upon the organic products(§ 893U. :Xow, I submit that no reason
can be assigned why galvanism should, according to Chemistry, act as
a. decompounding agent upon the blood when exercised through the
~ympathct ic nerve, but not through cerebro-spinal nerves-especially
as Chemistry alle~es that it is an oxydizing ngcnt of all muscular fibre.
It need scarcely be added that whatever irnrvous influence is exerted
upon the bl ood, it i!:l-, in all parts, through the sympathet ic nerve(§
111-117, 22!, 22G, 35G a, 409 M, le, 4SG a, 4Gl, 475!, 481'), 893!).
4-03, d. Moreover, the eminent man who has contributed so largely
to the philosopl1y of life falls into another common cnor now taught
by the schools. Thus: " lt is not to be OYerlookcd," he says, ''that
the vessels convey the fluids to be operated upon by the extreme parts
of tbc nervous system in a peculiar way. By the diminished capacities
of the capillary vessels tho blood is divided as by a jine strainc1', some of
its parts being loo gross to enter the smaller vessels.. , "This," he adds1
"is necessary to prepare the blood for the due action of the nervous
influence"'(§ 18-i, &e., 390, 408-4 !1 , 748).
Now, what can be more inadmissible thnn the comparison of the liv·
ing, organized Ycsscls, whose actions are 1woi:cd by Dr. Philip to be influenced by tho nervous power, to a set of dead, inorganic tubes?
In consequence of the foregoing mechanical hypothesis, Dr. Philip is
compelled to gi\'C in his adhesion to the present physical doctrines of
inflammation, as set forth in the sequel (§ 7-18, &c.). Thi!:l, too, may
be regarded as n. principal reason why his experimen ts have not been
applie<l to the philosophy of disease and therapeutics (§ 476 a).
Philip thus lost the opportunity of applying his observations to any
useful or practical purpose. N cvcrthelcss, his very misapprchen!:lion
of their true i1:i:iport; nnd his di,·er~j~n from the pnth of Nature, impart

~~e t~~:7s ~!~~ ~~~;t~t~~~!~ ;~~;;~ ,:~;!~1~: t~:~o~'~:r~~n~~~d~~n;~i;1~~~ ~~;~

port of error(§ 5l, 188! d).-See RIGHTS OF AcrnoRs, p. 912.
494, a. In concluding this imp~r~ant subject, I shall bring up the
late experiments by Van Deen, 8t1lhng, Budge, and others, by which
those of Philip have been again confirmed, and the results extended.
of :li~tli:~::i:fi~~~ J;~~i~j~gii1~t~t,h:s si~n§e
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[twill be seen that they have a very specific bearing upon the doctrines
of humoralism (§ 819, &c.), ancl upon the modus operandi of morbific
and remedial agents (§ 893, &c.). lt might have been useful to have
stated tbem in immediate connection with either of those subjects;
but they should form a part of the combined force which marches in
advance upon the regular plan of organization.
494, b. Exp.- After Fontana had ma<le more than 6000 experiments,
in which he employed more than 3000 vipers, and caused to be bitten
more than 4000 animals, to extort the conclusion that the poison of the
viper kills all animals by acting upon the blood, the whole of those
6000 experiments were overturned by a single one by Girtanner;
1;howing that the poison will kill frogs entirely deprived of blood in as
short a time as it kills those which have not lost their blood.
The conclusive nature of Girtanner's experiment has been entirely
disregarded by subsequent humoralists, whether as it respects the operation of morbific, or of remedial agents; or more probably the experiment is unknown to most, or forgotten.
The late experiments by Van Deen an<l Stilling arc of the same
import as Girtanner's, and again call upon physiologists to return
upon the path of nature. Of these experiments I shall present one or
two only, as being sufficient for every intelligiLle purpose connected
with my su~ject.-NoTE B p. 1113.
It should be premised, that when all the viscera, the heart, blood-
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mal will hop about for half an hour, and appear in all rnspects as natural as in its perfect state. (Sec, also, Spallanzani, § 441,f.)
49,1, c. Exp.-'I'he frogs being thus completely eviscerated, and all
Yascular connections with the spinal cord destroyed, Van Deen divided the cord tl1rough the third vertebra, and then introduced within
the mouth a drop or two of the acetate of strychnia. In a few minutes, the parts above the section of the cord were affectP.d with spasm.
while those below were unaffected.
494, d. Exp.- Again, Stilling also eviscerated many frogs, after the
foregoing manner, and, on applying acetic acid to the sldn, as late as
half an hour after the evisceration, he excited reflex movements.
494, dd. Obsen•e, too, how an important modification of these experiments goes to the same conclusion. 8tilling exposed the spinal
cord of a frog thus completely eviscerated, and touched it with a so-
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Even an isolated portion of the cord would give rise to spasm in part~
supplied by that portion, ~n being touched with the solution. Fro;n
this fact, Stilling draws the conclusion, tlrnt if the cord be divided m
numerous places, each portion is a nervous system in itself, and capa~le of transmitting influences through communicating motor nerves,
mdepenclently of the brain, or of other parts of the cord (§ 459 , 828).
In the foregoing experiments, which are only examples of a great
variety by the same physiologists, we have another full confirmation
of the preceding ones by Philip with the additional adv~ntage of oth-
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eviscerated fro~s when acetic acid was applied to the skin as when the
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acctat_e of strychnia was applied wi_thin the mou:h, as ~n
De~n's
experiment(§ 494, c). This is an important clement rn rnterpretmg
the sympathetic influences of remedial and morbific agents when ap·
plied to the surface of the body(§ 1088 b).
lt will be also seen that the foregoing experiments upon the ~kin
coincide with those by Alston, made in 1733 (§ 484).*
These observations put at rest MU.lier's interpretatiou of tho ~ction
of.prussic acid in producing instantaneous death when a drop is applied to the tongue, and which has been ~xtensiv~y employed by the
humoralists to preserve the purity of their doctnn~s- The m~re we
consider the profound familiarity of the Berlin Plulosophe1: with the
laws of 1he physiological state of the nervou~ system, and his full recognition of the vital principle and all its attributes, t~e more are we
surprised at his uniYersal doctrine of physical absorpt10n, and his ex-

~1::~aectdi.~~s~i~f~~~~n~,~~:efi~~~l:~J~JJ.' a~ ~:~n:ced in the following
"Tho rapid effec~s of prussic acid can only be explained by its p_os~essing great volatility and power of expansion, by which it is enabled
to diffuse itself tltrougl1, tltc blood more rapidly than tltat fluid circulates, to permeate the animal tissues very quickly, and in a manner
independent of its distribution by means of the blood," &c. And yet,
in tlrn same paragraph he states that nux vomica, which is not volatile, will produce the same speedy death(§ 500 c, 826 c, 821 d. Also,
Med. and Pltys. Comm,., vol i., p. 565, 569, text anJ notes).
And again, says Millier, "My experiments, as wel1 as many others,
instituted by well-known physiologists, prove that, before narcotic
poisons can exert thei1· general effects on the nervous system, they
rnust enter tlte circulation" (§ 657, 827 d-829, 904 b, 1032 d, 1066).
MUiler's doctrine, I may also say, that the absorbent vessels have
no visible orifices, and his physiological construction of their func·
tion, leads him to the propagation of errors which ha..-e vitiated the
whole fabric of physiology and medicine. The doctrino may be summarily expressed in the following language of its author. Thus:
"Tho primary phenomenon of the immediate absorption of substances in solution into the blood is the permeation of animal tissue.~
by the fluids. The property of permeation by fluids possessed by
tissues, e\·en a~ter death, depends upon their i'ltvisiblc porosity, and is
termed imbibitwn." Some of the consequences may be seen in sec·
tions 289, 291, 350, no. 2 1!, 350} n, 514·} b.-See § 1080.
494, e. \Vhat I have now stated of the experiments by Van Deen
and Stilling relates particulady to influences exerted in animal life,
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the foregoing involve a complex agency of the ganglionic nerve (§ 516,
no. 13).
~udge, however! has. lately m.ade a multitude of experiments with
a view to the phys1olog1cal relat10ns of the ccrebro-spinal and sympa·
thetic systems. There is novelty about them, and they go far in sustainiilg my philosophy of remote sympathy, and in all its wonderful
details, and in corroborating that philosophy which I ori,,,.inally seL
forth in the 11 Commentaries" as to tho modus operandi of m~rbific and
remedial agents (RIGHTS OF AUTHORS, p . 915).
It will be observed, also, of Budge's experiments, that they are anal-
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ogous to those which have been made by introducing different agent~
iuto the stomach capable of affecting the great nervous centres, and
thus deducing the special influences of certain functions of the brai1,
upon distant parts. The experiments in which the nervous centres
were in·itated should be, pa1ticuhnly, compared with those by Philip,
in which he employed alcohol and tobacco. Thus:
Exp.- Tbe heart of a frog having ceased to beat but once in fourteen seconds, the anterior cords of the cervical portion of the spinal
marrow and of the medulla oblongata were initated, when the heait
beat once in three seconds. On first irritating the posterior cords, no
effect ensued. In other experiments the action of the heart was restored, after it had ceased to beat, by irritating t~1e anterior cords of
the medulla oblongata with a needle, or by caustic potash. So, also,
irritation of the corpus callosum reproduced the actions of the heart.
Irritation of the cerebellum restored the mo,·ements of the stom?.ch,
and brought on vigorous contractions of the colon and urinary bladder.
The last two organs were also affected in the same way by irritating
1he anterior part of the spinal cord {p. 303, § -181 r, ExP. 15).
The young student should be careful not to confound these morn
mcnts with those of continuous sympathy, as exhibited in § 498, &c.
The foregoing are effected by a determination of the nervous power
upon the organic properties of the scYeral parts (§ 222, &c.).
IV,

OF TUE YAUIETIES OR KINDS OF SY!llPATHY.

495. 'Ve have hitherto seen tlrnt the se>eral properties of life an:
Jistinguisbed by remarkable modifications, and that in somo of the
instances the varieties are so great as to amount to distinctions in
kind (§ 133-163, 175, 177, 185, 190, 191, 197, 200, 215, 217, 219,
220, 226-230). And so, also, more or less, of the functions. The
same rule obtains as to sympathy, this function having been divided
by Mr. Hunter into remote, contiguuus, am] continuous(§ 452, &c.).
496. Rem.:>te sympathy is the principal condition of the function.
Its office is the transmission of impressions, whether natural , morbific, or remedial, to and from parts separate from each other, or diflerent parts of a compound organ, or through which the nervous influence is determined on parts which receive the primary impressions,
or when that influence proceeds from direct impressions, physical or
mental, upon the cerebra-spinal system itself(§ 230). In the last case,
the rationale of the function is very analogous to that of voluntary
motion(~ 233). In the former, it is reflex action of the nervous system.
497. Contiguous sympathy is a circumscribed condition o.f remote sympathy. Its peculiarity is shown by the effects of blisters,
leeches, and Yarious other external applications, in relieving internal
disease, in proportion as they are applied most .immediately over th<'
int~mal part. Doubtless the centre of this kind of sympathy, or
where the nervous power is excited and reflected, is the ganglia
of the ganglionic system, or perhaps some plexus of nerves, or some
parts of the sympathetic nerve itself(§ 473 1 no. 2, c; ~ 516 d, 893 a,
905). It should be observed, however, in t~1ese ca~es, that remote
sympathy, in its dear acceptation, is brought mto action (~ l 038).
11H~ app:irent effects of contiguous symi;>athy, h~WC\'Cr, may he
sornotimei; explained, especially i~ consecutive morb1c1 processes, Ly
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498, a. Continuous sympathy is independent of the nerves, except
as they enter into compound tissues. It is most strongly pronouncc<.l
when unusual stimul i operate, and it always occurs in the tissue, or
another continuous with it, upnn which the primary impression is
made. I WOL1ld prefer calling it continuous influence(~ 1042).
4~S. b. Its mode of propagation consists in the condition of a par.
ticular part of a tissue, where some impression is made upon the organic properties, being extended to other parts continuous wan It, in
uninterrupted succession; though the changes may be much more intense in some parts of the tissue than in others (§ 516, no. 2).
498, c. In the natnral condition of the being the operation of this
principle is strikingly manifested in the various sensible motions of
plants. For example,
"To excite the motion of tl1e leaflets and petiole of the mimosa, it
u not necessary that either the intumescenco itself, or C\'en the lcaYcs,
~hould be touched.
The stimulus may be appl ied to a more or less
distant part. Even the roots transmit the exci tation to the Jea,·cs.
M. Dut rochet moistened a small portion of the roots of the mimosa
with sulphuric acid, and, before there was time far tlu absorption oftlu
acid to have taken place, the leaves became folded"(§ 289).-Mui.t.En's Pltysiology.
And yet we learn from able physiologists that the whole connect·
o<l movements of plants, in thair circulation, and other organit: ac·
tions, d~pend upon purely physical causes (§ 257 1 261, 289-291, 293,
291, 303, 304, 1053-1055).
498, d. In the animal body, I have shown that the contractions and
dilatations of the veins are greatly owing to continuous sympathy, the
imm ediate exciting causes consisting in the existing state of the communicating arteries and the \'ariable quantities of transmitted b100tl.
Here, too, as in the circulation of the sap, the propagation of the continu ous. sympathy or c?ntinuous influence is exceedingly rapid, and
results rn a cnrrespondrng development of motion (§ 794, 795).
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from the animal kiugdom, ~hawing lhc action of other stimuli i
ln the heart of many ammals, "cut out and left undisturbed until
the frequency of its beats shall have so far Jiminished that considerable inter\"als intervene ~etw~ei:i th.e contractions (or if it have entirrly
ceased to beat), mechamcal ffntat1on by means of a 1rnedle excites a
coutraction which ca1~n~t b~ confound~tl \Vith the regular beats; and,
at whatever part the 1rntat10n be applied, the reaction is the same as
if the whole heart had ~een irritated i that is to say, there ensues a
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Bichat says of the foregoing expc1·imcnt, if the action of the hea11
he allowed ~o cease enti~·ely, and the o~gan ?e then pricked, it will
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:->cconds after tl~e part is irritate~ (§26_4, 265, 475!, 516 d~ 637, 617~).
498,f 9ontmuous sympathy is _an 1~1?o!·ta_nt clem~nt in the Jihysi·
ology of dumasc and Qf therapeutics. l l11s is conspicuomly sec!! iu
•SceNoTii:s..\ p, 1111, Bui·.1131.
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the propagation of inflammation from a central point. In a therapeutica1 sense, it is seen in the relief of hepatic congestions by leeches applied to the anus i when, besides the direct effect from Joss of
blood, the peculiar vital impression which is made upon the organic
properties of the muf:ous tissue of the rectum by this mo<le of ah.
stracting blood is propagated progressively along the whole tract of
the membrane up to the duct of the liver, along which it is extende<l
to tbe organ itself, whose secretion is thus, in part, increased, and the
organ otherwise brought under a salutary influence. But, it is also
true, that the impression which is made upon the intestinal mucous
membrane is propagated to the brain and spinal cord by way of the
sym~athetic nen-e, from whence the nervous power is reflected upon
the hver, skin, &c., with a salutary effect, through the motor fibres of
the same nerve; and thus rnmote sympathy is simultaneously brought
into operation (§ 523, no. 6. Also, JY[edical and Pltysiological Commentaries, vol. i. , p. 135, &c.).-RraeTs OF AuTHORS, p . 912.
498, g . The continuous impression, in the foregoing case, upon the
intestinal mucous membrane, is equivalent, in principle, to that which
is produced by cathartics; so that reflex nervous influences may
be propagated from all parts of the canal , as well as from the verge
of the anus. Exactly the same order of influences springs from enemas and suppositories, whether of a sedative or purgative uaturc
(§ 526). In all the cases, the functions of the liver are reached
through the instrumentality of the intestiual mucous tissue, just a.!!
mechanical irritations of the conjunctiva, or of the membrane of thf!
mouth, affect the lachrymal, or the salivary glands(~ 923, 524 a).*
498, 11. 'Vhether continuous sympathy will give rise to reflex nervous actions, and to what extent, will depend greatly upon the nature of
the causes and the tissue affected (§ 135-152). It is strongly ruanifostcd in all irritations of the alimentary mucous tissue, but is seen but
little or not at all in irritations of the muscular tissue, animal or organic.
409. The brain and spinal cor<l are, therefore, the sources of gen eral reflex nervous action; but the ganglionic system not only participates in all the reflected actions upon the organic >iscera wh en proceeding from the cerebra-spinal, but supplies in its ganglia, plexuses,"
&c., local centres of reflex action known as contiguous sympathy (§
455, 456 a, 458, 459, 473 c, 478 b, 483 c, 490, 893 a, 905 a).
500, a. Remote sympathy may depend either upon impressions
made upon the sensibility of p::trts distant from the nervous centres,
or directly upon the centres themselves. In one case the function is
associated with sympathetic sensation, in the other it is not(§ 451 ).
500, b. When made upon distant parts, the impression is tran::;mit·
ted to the nervous centres through nerves of sensation or the sensitive
fibres of compound nerves, and brings the nervous power in those
centres into unusual operation, from wl1ich this P°''•er is reflected
through nerves of motion, or the motor fibres of compound nerves,
upon the irritability of other parts, or of the pa.rt which sustained the
primary impression, and thus gives rise to those various results whicl1
are the prominent phenomena of reflex nervous action (§ 455 d, 464471), and which for brevity, I call remote sympathy, or sympatlty .
500, t;. The ordinary re'sults of remote sympathy will follow impressious made directly upon the nervous centres, and, indeed, upon
the lTunks of nerves(§ 474, 507).
These impressions may be mado
•See
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upon the brain and spinal cord, and by all kinds of_ pl1ysical agents,
and by the mind and its passions. The physical and the mental
are alike operative. They rouse the nerrnus power, and modify
it according to the nature of the cause, as in the former case (b) i
when it is transmitted to other parts, as in the more complex
process (§ 222-233, 476-492). If tl1e brain or spinal cord be irritated by the direct application of alcohol, it will increas~ the .action of the heart and blood-vessels; or, on the contrary, their action
will be diminished by the application of tobacco, opium, ~c. (§ 476,
&c.). And just so with the different passions, and emotrnns. Joy
produces a lively action of the heart and all the cutaneous vessels;
anger a more violent state of genera1 arterial excitement; shame suf.
ruses the face in one way, and Joye in another; fear subdues the ac.
tion of the heart and capillaries, induce~ palpitation, coYers tllC body
with a col<l sweat, and leads to unwonted micturition; jealomoy is at·
tended by other remarkable results in organic life; grief undermines
digestion, &c. Disgusting sights, like emetics, produce vomiting, as
will even their recollection. These cases are all coincident with
those in which organic actions are influenced by irritating the brain
or spinal cord mechanically, and involve exactly the same essential
principle which is concerned in the most complex processes of reflex
nervous action (§ 476, &c., 508). I call it direct action (§ 227).
500, d. The operation of the will, in producing voluntary motion,
follows the same rnle as that of the passions. Each is equally a cause
of development of the nervous power. The will merely acts as a stimulus to the brain, by which the nervous power is developed and trammitted to the ,·oluntary muscles, where, by its operation upon mobility, through irritability 1 voluntary motion is produced (§ 215, 226, 233,
243-246, 258, 467, 476 c, 818!, 1072 b).
"Irritability," says the able Macbride, "is to be held as a rcqui·
site foundation for the power of voluntary motion; for, if we may be
allowed to make a comparison, the soul would be no more capable
of moving any particular muscle, or set of muscles, if their fibres, in
general 1 had not the property of irritability, than a musician would be
·capable of bringing music out of a violi11, if its strings were not endowed with the property of elasticity" (§ 189, 206).
And this shows, us, also, the final cause of the exquisite endowment
of all muscles in organic and animal life with initability, while they
possess only a low degree of sensibility (§ 193, 206).
VV e thus see, too, another remarkable exemplification of the man·
ner in which the nervous power is so excited by the nature of the ex·
citing cause that it shall give rise to voluntary motion. That the will
acts as a stimulus, only, to the brain, and that voluntary motion is ex·
cited by the stimulus of t11e nervous power is manifest from the coincidence between voluntary motion and the spasmodic affections of
the same muscles that arise from irritations of the gums or of the intestinal canal. ~·he same is shown by the spasmodic actions induc~d
by nux vomica, 111 paralytic affections; which also illustrates the dis·
tinction between irritability and sensibility, and shows that motion
is effected by the organic properties(§ 184 a, 188, 193, 195, 206, 208~
In this case, sensibility may be very obtuse in the affected limb, while
the agent will exert a great~r spasmodic effect on the paralyzed than
on the sound muscles. Tins greater cfiect is owing to the morbid
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development of i_rritability. And what farther illustrates Lhe philosophy as to the action .of the nerYo_us power upon i.rritability in ~·ousing
par?lyz ed muscles, is the opposite effect of coma; for, m tlns case,
coma paralyzes the muscles wit.bout ~mpairin~ ~en~ibility (§ 487,gg).
In all these cases of spasmodic action tho 11T1tat10ns ..are propaCTa-
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analogous function of voluntary motion. But the c-oincidcnce is mote
perfect between tbc voluntary movements nnJ the in\'oluntary ones that

~:p~~7~~:~~~,~~~~ i:;:~t~;1;~fc~i ~~~i~;~~:1~r;1~:n~;,.~:t:d~1~ct i~h~1~~ij~~::
upon common ground with the will and the passions(§ 477, &c.).
500, dd. The action of the will generally terminates in the muscles
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as m vom1tmg, foar,gnef, &c. (~ 5001, k,514f-m, Index If., RoosTINo) .
500, e. l\lotion is produced 111 muscles that are partly Yoluntary and
partly involuntary (as those of respiration) tJ,rough the principles now
stated; and the modus operandi of their involuntary movements also
illustrates fully tLe phiiosopby of voluntary motion. Thus, in the in·
voluntary act of respiration some peculiar impression upon the lu ngs,
arisi ng, perhaps, from want of air, is the cause of that development and
transmission of the nerYous power to the respiratory muscles which induces an action precisely similar to that which is excited in the same
muscles by an act of the will. The only apparent difference is, that in
the latter case the nervous power is excited by the will, and not, as in
the other case, by an impression transmitted to the brain from the pulmonary mucous membrane. It appears to be a common phenomenon,
also, for the will to determine the nervous power upon the muscular coat
of the intestine, just as it is by the reflex nervous action of a cathartic.
This is evinced by the quickened peristaltic action when on the way
to the temple of Cloicina. It is an example, too, in which the will is
seen to exert a retarding as well as accelerating effect upon the intesThe will has a still greater control over the muscular coat of
tine.
the bladder, by which that organ is excited into action in the voluntary
discharge of urine (§ 518). In the foregoing cases, however, tlrn will
commonly operates upon the organic muscles through its associate action upon the muscles of the abdomen and perinreum (§ 243, 519).
Here, also, is presented another fact in proof of the exactness of
Design, another display of the special modifications of the properties
of life, since it is here, if any where in orgauic life, that the \."ill may
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other part of the truly organic system(§ 72-74, .136, 181f d, 199)..
500, ee. The principle concerned in the foregomg voluntary and mvoluntary movements is the same as when an emetic operates; only,
in this instance, the peculiar impression transmitted from the mucous
tissue of the stomach, through the sensitive fibres ~f the pneumog~stric
nerve, modifie:i and directs the nen•ous power 111 a way peculiar to
itself; so that besides taking its reAected cours~ through the rcspiratoiJ nen•es of motion, and ox citing couvulsive mstea<l of respiratory
.. Seep. 891,§ 1077, and No-rEAp.1111.
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movementa, it falls upon various other parts, and may thus s!multaneously induce copious perspiration, establish profuse sec:cuons from
t.he li ver, intestines, &c., and break up croup, or pneumonia. Exac1ly
1
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5~0,f The fore9oing an.alogy bet,~ee~ voluntary and spasmodic
mot1ons, and the mixed motions of resp1rat1on, exten.ds to those move.
ments which are generated m· inOuence~ by the passions, and betw~en
the whole there is a close analogy w1th tho effec~s of _all physical
agents, and all morbid states, w~iic~1 influence orga111c act,1ons thr?ugh
reflex impressions of th e gangliom~ nervous system. 1 he. pass~ons,
also, like physical causes, produce If!\·oluntary movements in ammal
as we11 as organic life(§ 245, 814).
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sensibility, may be morbidly exalted, and yet the muscles be incapable
of obeying the will, as often happens in paralysis(§ 487, gg). Again,
other muscles, as those of respiration, are influenced both through tl1e
will and by reflex nervous action. And while, in these respects,
we can recognize no anatom ical distinction, either in stru cture or relation of the parts, this inscrutable phenomenon is not less paradoxical
than the agency I have ascribed to the nervous power in the produc·
li on and cure of disease; while yet more astoni.shing is the institution
of different orders of nen·es, even of fibres in common nerves, for tho
transmission of impressions to the nervous centres, and from those cen·
tres to the circumference; an<l more surprising still is the reception
and transmission of impressions from those centi·es (§189,23~,450e).
And still more remarkable is the manner in which the will, the pas·
sions, and other exciting causes of motion, through the agency of the
nervous power, pass over intermediate nerves, and elect, as their motor channel, those which arc variously disconnected in their anatomica1 relations(§ 233-f).* And here we may ohscrve, farther, the analo·
gy which subsists between tl1e modus operandi of the will, and of phys·
ical agents, in de\·eloping motion (d). In all the c<1;ses, whether voluntary or involuntary, or mixed, as in respiration, the nervous power
is roused and transmitted through motor nerves upon the irritability
of all the parts that may be influenced (§ 188, 205). In the case of
the will, and the passions, and of the immediate action of physical
agents upon the nervous centres, the development of the nenous
power is direct; hut, when causes operate upon the nervous extremi·
ties, the nervous power is, of course, developed by impressions trans·
24
1
1
2
;h e '
since tho will determines voluntary motion, but has no influence upon
organic actions, with the exceptions stated (e); and since, on tlrn con·
trary, tl1e passions operate pow~rfully in organic, but imperfectly and
only in an involuntary manner m o.mmal life, and as judgment, per·
ception, and reflection, exert no appreciable influences in either lifei
unless as morbific causes, or sometimes lessening tho action of the
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heart, while each manifests special relations to tlie nervous system,
it appears that all these causes. or properties are distinct clemC'nts of
the mental ancl instinctive pnnciple; just as irritability, sensibility,
mobility, &c., are distinct properties or elements of the vital principle
(§ 175 b, 183, 188! d, 234 c, 47G c), or equivalent (9 10G7, 1072 b).
500, i. Consider, again, how different agents appliocl to different
parts will aflCct particular organs, remotely situated, in a very un:fonn manner, and, by common consent, through tlie nervous system;
as the respiratory muscles, fol· example (~ 137). " The whole system
of respiratory nen·es can be excited to action by in·itation of any parl
of the mucous membrane, from the mouth to the anus, from the nostrils to the lungs." This irritation may be established, and result in
increased respiratory movements , by mechanical agents, as by tickling
the fauces, and by many others through their intrinsic virtues, as tobacco applied to the nose. But, what is more remarkable, respiration
may be also accelerated by impressions made upon particular parts of
the surface of the body, as by tickling the feet; and again, by a strong
light impinging on the retina; ancl yet, again, by hope and fear, by Jove
and hatred. These examples embrace all the rn1-ieties that occur be·
tween tlie simple act of respiration and coughing, sneezing, and con\'Ulsive spasm. Again, another modified order of movements may be
iuduced in the same muscles by agents of yet other virtues; :is from
the irritation of emetics. Mechanical irrita[ious of the t1iroat may
also determine either coLJghing or rnmiting; and here, as with the increased respiratory movements, certain irritations of tho surface, as
tobacco to the soles of the feet, will excite the abdominal muscles to
tho act of vomiting. In this last case, however, tho irritation is fir;:;t
transmitted, by reflex action, to the mucous tissue of the stomach (§
504), from whence it is returned to the nervous centres, and from thence
reflected upon the respiratory muscles, tl1e skin, &c. (§ 504, 514 d, k, !) .
It wil.1 be ~hus seen, that these ~ar.ious agents, acting upon different
pal'ts, give rise to analogous or srn11lar phenomena through the medium of the nervous power, but they iuvohre a great variety of sensitive nerves, wl1ile the motor nerves are abciut the same in all tlic
cases. This reflex nervous action is our merlical calculus.
500,j. But, the foregoing complexity, which must fiud its solutiu:i
in the attributes of the nervous power operating through its anatomical medium, is vastly increased by the coincident phenomena which
may be determined by the \vill and by mental emotions. Thu.'3 1 increased respiration, coughing, vomiting, &c., may be produced by an
act of the will; grief occasions \Veeping and sighing; joy, laughter;
yawning gives rise to yawning in another i disagreeable recollections
produce vomiting, &c.
500, '/!,. It is readily seen that a common philosopl1y must interpret
all the foregoing effects. The fundamental cause is the same througl1~
out. It is every where the influence of the nervous power; but what
strange variety in tl1e remote exciting causes! Nor is this a11; for the
same great and simple law obtains in all voluntary movements. Let
us also especially remark the paralle1 which exists between the determination of the will upon particular muscles, according to its own
choice, and thus constantly passing over, or isolating, various motor
nerves, or, yet more remarkably, sending its influences through certain branches of a compound nerve and holding in passive suhjcction
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all the rest, and of those aO'ents which we have just seen to extend
their influence specifically ~o the nerves of respiration, and thos? of a
remedial or morbific nature which, like the will, elect and avoid the
nen·es without reference to order (§ 233i, 492, no. 6). This astonishing phenomenon is perpetually in progress in health among al~ the
organic viscera; aud when we consider, also, how the well-trained
juggler brings into simultaneous action almost every volunt~ry .mus-
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tensity, and incalculable changes of direction, and compounded in an
endless manner, upon those muscles which arc the immediate instruments of the vocal apparatus(~ 234 e, 413 c, no. 6, 526 d).
All the effects of mental emotions arc so many coincidences with the
operation of remedial and morbific agents. Like the will, their effects
may be limited to excito-motory nerves, but they are apt to institute
reflex nervous actions; each emotion, too, acting upon particular parts
according to its own particular nn.ture (§ 500 c). Take, as an example
for the whole, the coincidences between the effects of disgust and emetics. The latter irritate the gastro-mucous tissue and give rise to vomiting, as in § 500 ee. Equally, therefore, must disgust institute the
same chain of causation; but by first determining the nervous influence
as a nauseant upon the stomach (§,514 b, c, 1067 aa, 1072 b, 107i).
500, l. In what has been said, therefore, of the various exciting
causes of motion in tbc respiratory muscles, alone, we have a great clement by which we readily attain the philosophy of those analogous examples in which morbific and remedial agents establish changes in organs where the nervous communications with the direct seat of the morbiflc or remedial action may be obscure, or far less manifest t ban with
other parts on which no sympathetic influence is simultaneously exerted. And, coming also to those complex influences wl1ich hold the iris
in complete obedience to the great final cause for which it was ordained,
ancl many other equally demonstrable but intricate problems relatirn to
the nerves, and those others which concern an unintcrmitting action of
the nervous power in maintaining some of the most exact and ob\ ious
conditions of animal life, as seen in the permanent contraction of the
sphincter muscles, we have a flood of light upon the subject which will
not fail to dissipate every remaining obscurity, and cslablish fi;irever an
impregnable barrier against the chemical and physical doctrines and nil
the corruptions of the Immoral pathology(§ 1072 a).
500, m. If we now consider the actions of the he:ut and blood-Yessds both in their natural state and under morbid influences, it will be
seen that no chemical or humoral dogmas can have the most remote
connection with the philosophy of medicine; for ]1erc will be found a
concentration of phenomena which embraces not only the physiological
conditions upon which a11 their fluctuations that emanate from the
modi.fled slates of other parts depend, but a correspondence in the pheM
nomcnn, that arc wholly exclusive of every interpretation which can be
1
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rendered by chemistry or humoralism within the entire range of pathology and therapeutics, and a full confirmation of my doctrines relative
to the nervous system. In the first place, then, we have seen that the
motions of the circulatory organs depend upon the nervous influence,
as the immediate exciting cause, reflected upon the muscular tissue
(§ 475!-488h 493 cc, 514f), and that in consequence of this susceptibility (§ 422 b, 487 a, 892.f), and of the liability of the ncnous influence to endle.§ modifications according to its exciting causes(§ 227,
230, 89-! b, 904- a, 990~), that influence, both reflex and direct(§ 222 a,
227, 903, O!JO!), is constantly modifying the actions of the heart and
arteries, as seen in the operation of multitudinous external natural
causes and the multifarious effects of mental emotions, while other
things, except when intermixed with the blood, fail of such influences
(§ 233t, 630 c), and of all which Chemistry and Ilumoralism clo not
pretend to make any explanation. Therefore, by parity of reason all
the disturbances of the circulatory organs that proceed from alfoctions
of other parts, and all the remote effects of medicines, poisons, &c., arc
equally estranged from those assumptions, and in all the cases the fluctuations in the circulatory organs depend equally as in the natural con ditions upon refJex or direct action of the nervous power, and as will
appear (§ 68i !-688, 604J, 826 cc) we examine the pulse (when the
heart is not diseased) for the purpose alone of ascertaining how far and
in what manner the pathological conditions of other parts, or the operation of remedies, &c., may reflect the nervous influence upon the circulatory organs, and not in the least to ascertain how the blood is affected or the remedies may be absorbed-See~ 829, 1088.*
500, n. Contrasted with the foregoing should now be stated the doctrine of the chemical school, as it comes applauded from the laboratory.
The source of motion with this school, voluntary and inrnluntary, is the
same with that which Liebig assigns for thought, nmncly, a chemical
change in the subs1a11ce of the organ (§ 350, nos. 5-}, 7-10). In this
way, too, the chemist expounds the balance between waste and nutrition; and for this purpose sleep has been ordained, the approYed philo!:iophy of which is the following:
,
"Now, since in different individuals," says Liebig, "according to the
amount of force consumed in producing voluntary mechanical effects,
unequal quantities of living tissue arc wasted, there must occur in every individual, unless the phenomena of motion arc to cease entirely, a
condition in wliich all voluntary motions are completely checked; in
wliicb, therefore, these occasion no waste. This condition is called
sleep. Now, since the consumption of force for the inYoluntary motion
continues in sleep, it is plain that a waste of matter also continues in
that state; and if the original equilibrium j3 to be restored, we must
suppose that during sleep an amount of force is accumulated in the form
of living tissue exac 1 /y equal to that which was consumed in yo\untary
and involuntary motion during the preceding waking period.''-LIE·
mc's Animal Chemistry.

I h~ve quoted the foregoing on account of its appeara.nce of a ration·
nl plulosophy and logical method, but apprehend that 1t has no better
foundation than the gaseous doctrine as presented in § 350! n.
50~, nn. But again, I ask the chemist for the primary ~ause of those
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3501 gg) . I ask the chemist, and the physical philosopher of life, to
ex.plain the mechanism and the laws of sympathy by tbe applicatior
of any principle in phy:iics or chemistry. Let th e chemist consider,
that in every process of remote sympathy there arc involved ve~·y di.
verse, yet very precise effects, and that he must have one species of
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ertecl upon those centres, another for the reflection of the influences
throu gh the motor nerves, and yet another for the effects e~ert~d al
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morbid states, there must be another series of chemical .changes con·
forming, respectively, to the nature of every morbid influ ence and
prnduct (§ 188! d, 464, 45lf, 649 b, 675, 487 gg, 1076).
Take any single attribute of the nervous system, and we shall find
it as remarkably distinguished from all things else as is the mental
principle. The power which appertains to that system, and presides
over the whole life of animals, is just as unique in all its operatious.
The distinction alone, in various aspects, between the condition of the
sensitive nerves, or the sensitive fibres of compoun<l nerves, and those
which are appropriate to the motor infiuence,-tl10se which convey
impressions to the central parts and those which transmit them to all
parts of the organization, lO the organic structure of the fountain
itself,-those, I say, which serve to awaken the mind, or to stamp on
the nervous centres, with all the precision of thought, an inconceivable
rnriety of influences which arc unceasingly in progress in every other
part, but with no other appreciable result than the movements which
follow in all the organic constitution, contro.sted with the totally distinct prerogative of those nerves, and those fibres of compound nen·es,
which give ris.c to the distant movements and changes,-placc, at an
unutterable tlistance, all analogy with the recognized imponderable
substauces and with every other agent or power in the mineral king·
dom (§ 151 c, 453). But, I would not so far speculate upon the nature of the nervous power as even to assume for it a place among tli.ti
imponderables, which the ph)rsical philosopher, upon no better C\'ldeuce, unhesitatingly avows as the condition of light, heat, and that
more inscrutable substance, imponderable magnetism, which awakens
no sensation, and produ ces llO effect upon organic life. Least of all
would I place the principle of life, or its element the nerrnus power,
1
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(§ 175, bb). The true physiologist attempts not problems which have
no relation to principles and laws, and which divert philosophy from
its prac~ical uses. Jt is true, he argues the ex istence of the principle
of life, lts remarkable attributeli, its contradistinction from all other
agents, upou the ground of the philosopher in physic!>, th at he may
meet the obtruder with bis own ratiocination. HC tells him that his
premises arc the same, only more various, distioct in their nature,
and more demonstrative. He points him to his "undulations" of
light, the velocity of their movements, tbe prismatic analysis, its
confirmati ~m by life, his imponderable mystery which spans the globe,
its co·operaii on with the electric Auid, their instant transmission ol
a di sturbing cause to the ends of the earth, making the record at one
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of its pole~ ere the impulse has ceased which began at the other
(§ 175 bb, lSSt d, 234 c, d, e, 281, 872 a1 892 b, 892} v, 893 q, 904 a).
500, o. Let us now observe, summarily, the wonderful system of
analogies which Nature has ordained among the vital stimuli, and learn
from this, and from the same system of relationship which distinguishes other parts in the great chain of existences, that her laws are simple where the phenomena are various and complex, and that all her
designs and operations are susceptible of reduction to a few general
principles, which, when once known, illuminate the darkest labyrinth,
and sen·e us instead of the voluminous facts which have been gradually accumulating for ages. One principle is a key to a thousand phenomena; and as new ones spring up, having analogies with such as
;,ire known, the principle comes to their ready interpretation.
In respect to the analogies among the vital stimuli, the mind, being
connected with the body, and acting upon it both directly and through
the nervous power, should naturally be one of them i and here we find
it operating in peculiar ways upon the irritability both of organic and
anirual life,-first directly upon the brain, and then producing voluntnry motion through the nen'ous power, or so affecting the organic
states as to be a morbific or a curati,·e agent. Just so with foreit;"n
agents . Irritate the brain and spasms will follow, while the same irritation goes to the recesses of organic life. The natural stimuli of
life maintain the vital actions by exciting the vital prnperties. But,
there are manj' foreign agents which are morbific, and these operate
in the same '"ay, only, at the same time, they aller the nature of the
vital properties; and it is exactly in this way, also, that tlic mind and
its passions produce disease. The impressions, however, in the former
case, may be reflected from the nen-ous centres, while in the latter,
they orig}nate in those centres. Again, there are other foreign agents
which aid in restoring the diseased properties and actions to a healthy
state, and their principle of operation is exactly similar to that of the
mind when this agt:mt aids in the remO\·al of disease(§ 1067).
Take next the blood, the natural vital stimulus of organic actioni:;,
which makes its impressions upon {he same propel'ties and develops
the nervous influence like the mind and foreign agents. But, unlike
the latter, it is a living age11t, and calls into action the properties of
life for the purpose of being itself acted upon, that it may be incorporated with the organized strncture and receive the plenitude of those
powers through which it becomes a part of tlrn organized tissues, that
this new formation may again generate the same fluid, and be acted
upon, in its turn, by other blood. Its analogy, therefore, to the mental principle relates especially to its property as a vital agent. But,
we find in the nervous power an agent of more extensive analogies
with the blood, since this agent, like the 1lood, not only affects the
organic properties and actions, but is also exquisitely susc~ptible OI
m?difying influences, of cha~ges in its nat~re, from the act~o.n of the
mrnd and from external morb1fic and remedial agents,- aoqumng even
the very character, as an operating cause, which appertains to the
agents, respectively, that may call it into acti6n (§ 223-232). The
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in its action upon the organic properties of the ovum; infusing, also.
not 011ly a physical, but a mental constltution into the ornm, The
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corporeal and mental attributes of both parents are, in consequcr..cc,
blended togethe.· (§ 63, &c., 475}).
Consider, finally, the hibernating animal, whose general modification of irritability (§ 191) is so constituted with a reforencc to preservation against low degrees of external temperature, that mechanical
irritation, heat, and a variety of agents applied to the surface, shall so
awaken the ner\'ous influence that his temperature will suddenly rise
from below the 40th degree of Fahrenheit up to its natural standard of
gso. But the curious fact attending this remarkable law of prcsen·ation is the same result from an intensity of cold that would otherwise
destroy the animal(§ 441, d).-NoTE AA p. 1131.
500, p. In respect to the subserviency of the brain to the operations
of the mind, I will ad<l in farther explanation of what I have said in
section 241, that we haYe the best reasons for believing that the brain
is especially designed for the subserviency of the will and perception,
and has comparatively little connection with judgment, reflection, &c.,
and less with perception than with the will. Its great final ca.use, in
respect to mind and instinct, is to serve as a medium of communication with the voluntary muscles, through the nen·ous power(§ 455, a),
The will is, therefore, a stimulus to the brain, while this organ supplies, in consequence, the nerrnus power by which the voluntary muscles arc brought into action.
In respect to perception, we discover the relation of the mind to
the brain in another aspect, and, also, another analogy between the
will and physical agents as vital stimuli. Through sensibility the
brain is acted upon, and this impression rouses the mind, or its prop·
erty, perception, and sensation is the resulting effect (§ 175, c).
501, a. Sympathy is active when it produces sensible effects. It is
fJassilic when its effects are insensible, as in the natural rhythm of the
organic system. It is either reflex or direct nervous action (~ 638!).
501, b. In the perfoetly natural condition of sympathy in organic
life the nervous influence is a mere regulator of the organic properties. Its natural operation is disturbed by morbific and remedial

ag~~~s; c~ ft ~;' ::~~~;l i~1m;~:1a::ions of disease that we notice the re·
11

suits of sympathy. In health we see only the universal harmony;
unless disturbed by a blush, or by the abundance of urine when cold
chills the surface, or fear exerts its more mysterious sway. Disease
affords the striking examples of display in the nervous power, and
these exam pl cs are what most engage the attention of the physician.
To trace out their complexity, as one part after another gives rise to
disease consecutively in each, ai;id as each may exasperate the morbid
states of the whole, or as remedial agents may institute corresponding
circles of reflex action, are the most important an<l difficult objects of
medicine.
502, a . Diseases gener~lly begin.with little agency of the nen·es.
:\forbific causes make their 1mpress10n upon the vital constitution of
some particular part, when it co.mmonly happens, sooner or later,
that the affected state of the part 1s felt by the nervous centres, from
whence a disturbing nervous influence is transmiued to other parts
(§ 133-15<!, 188-193, 516, no. 7, 657, 666).
502, b. ln all the foregoing cases, therefore, where remote parts becom e the sc:it!' nf morbific action, as in pn eumonia. and idiopathic fever,
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sympathetic sensibility is alf~ctcd by the primary morbific cause as an
important element in establishing the remote predisposition (§ 149,
201, 451 b, 559 , 660, 666).
502, c. Remedial agents may operate directly upon a part and rt.
store its morbid properties and functions without reflected nervous
action. Tliis is apparent only where the remedy is applied directly
to the tissue affected ; but, in all other cases the nervous power is the
medium of transmission. Upon these fundamental principles, the
main art of therapeutics is or should be founded (227, 644-647~).
503 . \Vhen <lisease, or morbific, or remedial agents transmit their
influence from any part to the brain and spinal cord, and there develop
anJ modify the neryous power, the modification corresponds with the
nature of the impression which is transmitted to the nervous centres.
These transient modifications of the nen·ous power arc similar, in
principle 1 to the changes which occur in the organic properties, an<l
which essentially constitute the disease. The passions also modif:
the 11ervous power in ways peculiar to each; and, in all the cases
conesponding effects are produced upon the condition of diseased
parts upon which the nenous power thus modified may be reflected.
That is to say, the nature of the nervous power is variously modified
in all the cases; and, therefore, like external morbific or remedial
agents of different virtues, modifies the vital states according to its own
acquired modifications. The nerrnus power, therefore, thus acquires,
more or less, the virtues of the exciting causes, and becomes, more or
less, a substitute for them (§ 226).
50·! . Various circles of sympathy are generated by the action of
remedial agents upon the stomach, intestines, &c. The first impression of the agent may set in motion a great rnnge of reflex nervous
actions; as the operation of emetics (§ 500, i); and, as new impressions are sympathetically instituted they become the points of departure for other reHex nervous actions, and react upon and increase those
in which they originate.- NoTE D p. 1114.
505 . \Vhen the nen·ous power is excited by remedial agents of
positive virtues it is essentially morbific, like tl1e remedial agcnt::i.
themseh-es. Each is, therefore, curative only by induci11g new morbid conditions by wi1ich the natural recuperative tendency of the vital
properties is brought into operation. The great difference is, that
morbific aaents alter the vital conditions more profoundly and more
permanently than the remedial(§ 854 c-858, 893 d, c, 894 b-901).
506. Impressions once made upon any part may continue for an indefinite time afrer the cause is witbdrawn 1 and may continue to develop an<l modify the nervous influ ence, and direct its operation upon
other parts, as when the agentwasinoperation(9 516,no. 6). Thus, the
operation of many active remedial or morbific agents will con~inue to
be exerted upon the system at :iarge, for a longer or sho1ter lime, af..er they shall have been thoroughly removed from the stomach, &c.
Inflammations excited by cantharides, issues1 wounds, &c., hol<l an
unceasing operation, curative or morbific, upon remote parts. ~he
spicific impression made by the virus of the mad clog becomes established in the bitten part, and generates a morbific reflex nervous action
till, through the law of cumulation, .an explosion ?f dise~se ultimately
follows(§ 558, a.). The same principle, exactly, is apphcable to mercury, when a small dose, or its external application1 produces saJi ..·a·
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constantly illustrated in natural state.s of the body; as where tho
sphincte rs remain permanently contracted after the expulsion of the
urine or of fecal matter (§ 514 g, 516, no. 6, 1059).
Here, then, we have another important law to interpret tho u·ue
modus operandi of remedial an<l morbific agents (§ 503).
507. The nervous power pervades the whole system of motor
nerves; and, although its active operation in the ordinary function
of sympathy be developed mainly, if not altogether, in the central
parts, it may be brought into operation by irritating any of the motor
nerves (§ 473 c, 499). A division, or other injury of nerrns going to
tho organic viscera, us the par vagum, may destroy their functions, or
otherwise affect the vital constitution and products of the part, or induce innammation, by the shock of nervou s power thus inflicted on
rlie organic properties of the part(§ 4?1, 485, 489, 950, 1032 d).
508. The nervous systems are as hable as other parts to be affected in theiL· organic condition by the nervous power, wl1ich, in the
5amo way, may be actively determined upon them. But, there is this
1lilference. \Vhen any part of the tiervous system is the seat of dis~asc, it is liable to produce greater disturbances in remote parts than
other organs when diseased. These disturbances are occasioned by
the direct propagation of the nervous power, but they are apt to be
less of a morbid nature tlrnn when produced by the more complex
process of reflex action(§ 500, a-c).
509. The ner\'OUS power may extinguish life with great instautaneousness. \Vhen rapidly fatal, the causes by which it is brought into
operation must be violent and sudden in their action (§ 455, d) . Examples occur in the fatal effects of joy, anger, blows on tlrn epigastrie
region, drinking cold water, prussic acid, sudden death from small
losses of blood, apoplexy, &c. (§ 479, 1040).
In the case of joy, anger, and apoplexy, the nervous power is de\'eloped in a direct manner (§ 500, c), and destroys mainly by its sudden determination upon the organic properties of the brain and heart.
Blows on the stomach g ive the same determination through reflex
nervous action, as do also cold water and prussic acid(~ 476!, h). The
mode of death from small losses of blood will be explained un(for the
philosophy of the operation of its loss (§ 943, 946, &c.).
In the foregoing cases, the nervous power is also deterrnineJ with
violence upon the stomach an<l intestines, and upon the whole capillary system of blood-vessels(§ 48.1, &c., 490). The general effect is
also increased by the injury sustamed by the brain itself.
510. The foregoing modus operandi of the several age11ts is similar
to the causation of sudden death from injuries of the brain or spinal
cord. Thus :
If the spinal marrow be suddenly destroyed, or only one half of it,
hy a large sti lotte, life is imme~iately extinguished. The modus operand i appears to be the followmg:-lst. An injury of the vital prop-

;,~~:!r~~t!~;~~ic~1~~~:~~s~is~~i:aAn2~~t!.~:·~~~~~to}n;:~~~;:t:~L; ~~o~~~
ments. 4Lh. A pernic10us nervous. power 1s propagated from the cord
to the orgnnic powers o_f tl~e brarn. 5th. Pernicious influ ~n c~s aro
propagate<l by the orgamc viscera to tl1e cerebral and ganglionic sys-
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~ems,-tlms greatly increasing the destructive nervous influence upon
themselves (§ 455, c). They arc complex circles of nen·ous influence, but arc determined by exact ]a,vs, and each cirdc has its distinct
individuality, although involved in each other.
A like explanation is also applicable when a. sudden destrnction of
life is eifected by crushing the brain.
511. It is upon the principle that the effects of the nervous inftucncc depend upon the exact nature of the impressions made upon the
nervous centres, whether direct or indirect (§ 226, 500), that we must
explain the differences in the results of slightly-varied experiments
relative to these parts; those, for instance, by which the brain or spinal cord is slowly destroyed interrupting the harmony of actions and
the organic functions more grndually, and therefore less fatally, than
such as produce their destructive effects with greater rapidity.

V. THE LAWS OF SYMPATHY, OR REFLEX ACTION OF THE NERl'OUS
SYSTEM, AKO THEIR APPLICATION TO PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEIJTCIS.

512, a. The various nen·ous communications of the intestinal canal
with the brain and all other organs are demonstrative of the ascendant influence which the stomach, particularly, possesses when acted
upon by remedial agents. '\Ve see all this exemplified, analogically
at least. in the endless remote derangements which follow the common irritations and morbid states of the organ, as, also, of the intestines. We see, indeed, the whole in natural progress. \Vhcn, fm
example, lrnnger operates, an actual sensation is then felt hy the
brain, and the mind, of course, participates (§ 323). Numerous and
complex influences may be thus brought into operation, of which the
stomach is the primary source. The will, being excited, briugs into
action all those muscles which am necessary to obtain a supply of
food, and other muscles to effect its mastication, and convey it to the
stomach. Various sympathetic organic influences arc, in the mean
time, taking place, which it is unnecessary, as it might be difficult, to
explain. Many of these organic influences spring from the mind itself. Thus, tbe brain feeling t1ie sensation of hunger, the salivary
glands begin to pour out their fluid at the sight or sme11 of food, or
even at its expectation. The food establishes an influence upon tl1e
nervous centres, by which an exciting nen'ous power is co11stantly
reflected upon other parts. The bile, saliva, &c., arc thus iucreased,
while the mind contributes a direct nervous influence to"·ards these
results. The stomach being supp.lied with its wants, all these influences cease, and a new order anses. Cut off the par vagurn and
none of them will obtain, unless feebly through the ganglionii.: and
spinal nC'rves. When the foo<l bas undergone digestion, and the exciting impression is removed from the stomach, all the rcflec1ed inlluP.nces of the brain and spinal cord cease in consequence.
512, b. The vascular action and the glow of \varmth, which aru
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Row of bile which is determined by the action of food on the sLom·
!lch, esoeciaJly whcrn the food is of an auimal nature, are manifestly
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owing to an cxcitiug reflex action of the nervous system; or, aga1n, the
copious perspiration, and other rnsults, which often follow immediately a draught of bot water, illustrate the whole philosophy of this apparently entangled subject of sympathy, whether in relation to natural, morbific, or remedial agents; and we learn from these obvious
examples that the essential principle is simple, and readily explains
all the diversified phenomena, which are effects of reflex and direct
nervous actions, whose original starting point is the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane. But when, in the case of the food, it shall
have been digested, an<l have entered the circulation, some of !ts earlie8t and s~rongest demonstrations may have disappeared. It is worthy of remark, too, thut such is often the immediate effect of food upon
the great nervous centre, that sleep is almost irresistible, or apoplexy
follows, " paulo post prandium;•• as no unusual result; the .ncn•ous
power being reflected, in the former case, upon the orgamc prop·
erties mildly and agreeably, in the latter with sudden and destructh·e
violence(§ 226-233, 411 c, 476! h, 500-51I,1040).
513. Physiological conditions, like the foregomg, are so intelligible
as to be peculiarly important in iJlustrating coincident problems in
pathology and therapeutics. \Vhenever well-pronounced reflex ncrv·
ousactions are propagated from one organ to others throughthcccrc·
bro~spinal and ganglionic systems in their natural states, and by nat·
mal stimuli, as by food, these iuBuences are generally greatly increas·
eel, as well as modified in kind 1 by morbific and by remedial agents
(§ 524, no. I).
514, a. The foregoing considerations lead me to the statement of
one of the most important laws in physiology, which is alike applicable to the cerebro-spinal and ganglionic systems, namely:
"'Vhen impressions, made by the action of external stimuli on sensiti,·e nen·es, gi,·c rise to motions in other parts, these are never the
result of the direct reaction of the sensitive and motor fibres of the
nerves on each other. The irritation is conveyed by the sensitive
fibres to the brain and spinal cord, and is by those communicated tn
the motor fibres"(~ 455, 462-472).-1\iULLEn.
The foregoing law is in operation in all cases of remote sympathy,
whether of a physiological, pathological, or therapeutical nature(§ 455,
c-li). It is clearly exemplified in the natural process of respiration,
Ly the analogous results of emetics, &c. In respiration, the want of
air is felt through the medium of the sensitive fibres of the pneumogastric and sympathetic nen•es, and appear:> to be concentrated about
the medulla oblongata. The nervous power is thus developed, and is
then reAected upon the various motor nerves which supply the mus·
cles of respiration; when the action of these muscles follows as a con·
sequence (§ 233, 462-472, 500).
514, b. The only rnmarkable <l.ifference in the physiology of rnmiting from that of respiration consists in the primary impression being
made upon the same nerves in the mucous tissue of the stomach, and
the convulsirn movement of the abdominal muscles. A radical dif·
forcnce, however, obtains in the influences which may be exerted by
an emetic upon the organic states; especially in their diseased condi·
tions. This, too, will depend greatly upon t11e cause of vomiting i
and so of every other agent, according as it may be natural, morbifir 1
or remedial. \Vhen the effects depend upon reflex nervous influences,
•A term offre:iucntoccurrcnce among Aulhctll who wrote in Latin.

the morbific and remedial agents so modify the uervous power that it
alter:> the existing condition of the organic properties and functions of
all parts upon which its positive action may fall (§ 129, 226, 227).
If the stomach itself be the seat of disease, even its mucous tissue,
the remedial effect of any agent may not be wholly, or principally,
due to its direct action upon the organ, but may be also exerted
through a chain of causation exactly similar to that by which the respiratory muscles are tlirown into action in respiration or vomiting.
This must be obvious enough in the case of peritoneal disease of the
stomach; and it is equally true of diseases of its mucous coat, that the
impression of the remedy is transmitted, more or less, through the
sensitive fibres of the pneumogastric and ganglionic nerves to the
brain and spinal cord, when the ner\'ous power is reflected, with a11
alterative effect, through the motor fibres of the same nerves upon the
mucous, as upon the serous, tissue of the stomach. The same philosophy applies to the muscular coat of the stomach in the actiou of an
emetic, and to the same tis:sue of the intestines when peristaltic mow~
ments are excited by cathartics (§ 657 a, 658, 889 a, 902 g) .
Again, the bile which is ejected during the action of an emetic or a cathartic may have been· mostly generated under their influences; the emetic or the cathartic establishing a bilijic reflex nen·ou~ action over the li,·er,
in conjunction also with continuous sympathy(§ 498); and those influences, in connection with tile more efficient direct irritation of the intestinal mucous tissue, instituting the increased product of that membrane.
These palpable facts associate themselves with the immediate exciting
cause of the muscular monmcnts in vomiting and defecat ion, and with
:m endless extent of analogous results that flow from other unusual influences, and thus evince thedcpendenceof the whole upon theforegoingcausations, of which alterativc reflex nervous actions :ire apt to be the principal.
514, c. We thus comprehend how an emetic of the most simple na ture may suddenly a1Test a paroxysm of hooping-cough, or of spasmodic a~thma, or of hysteria. T~e emetic_, through the foregoing
process, mduces new movements m the aflcctcd muscles, and thus
ends the paroxysm. Dr. Greenhow, for example, has lately related,
in the London Medical Gazette, the case of a man 1 who was affected
with a chok ing, as if a ball was rising in his throat, and shortly after
a violent hiccough began, which continued for several days. About
the eighth day, his wife, sister, and maid-servant, "got into the same
state;" the affection being communicated in the last three cases or induced by the operation of the mind(§ 227, no. 1, 844 a). "It was a
painful spectacle, though a somewhat ludicrous one, to see four indi-
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ever, somethmg taken by the maid-servant made he1· vomit, and from
that moment the complaint ceased. A mustard emetic was immedi::i.tely ordered for the others, when the sister and wife were also relieved; but not so the husband, whose attack, hewe,·er, was always
suspended by ·vomiting, but soon returned." !n the ~ase of the husband, there was present a state of disease, which contmued to reproduce the paroxysms ; but in the otlrnr three tbero was little else than
the spasmodic action of the muscles. Dr. G. says he "always afterward found that vomiting put an end to attacks of hysteria, and believes that the dread of an emetic has often had the effect of checking
y
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an hysterical attack;" in which case the mind develops a controlling
nervous influence.-NoTE Cc p. 1132.
514, d. Consider, next, an example of the manifestation of sympathy between the skin and other parts, as indicative of the modus ope-
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influV olkma~n, in pointing out the great ddfe1:cnce between the tr~~ks
and the mmute terminations of the nerves m the power of excitmg
reflex motions, prefers the skin for illustration; which, he says, surpasse~ all other organs in the property ?f exciting thes~ motions..\Vhen
an ammal, for example, is under the mflucnce of opium, the slightest
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skm are generally less. The philosophy is the same when cold air,
or cold water, restores a patient from a state of syncope. A drop of
col<l water, when snapped upon the face, rouses the subject by trans.
mitting an impression through the cutaneous nerves to the nervous
centres, which instantly develops an exciting nervous influence that is
then reflected upon the muscles of respiration, and upon the heart and
extreme blood-vessels. The same law governs, also, the constant mutual interchange of action between the skin and alimentary canal, the
skin and kidneys, &c. 1 whether in health or disease. From these ex:imples of a great fundamental law, we readily obtain the modus
operandi of mercury, iodine, blisters, issues, &c., when applied to the
skin, aud of cold in reducing hernia(~ 224, 232, 527 b, 1088 b, c).
514, e. With the qualifications stated in sections 458, 459, it is" a
general law, that, whenever general spasms are excited by local irn.·
pressions, the phenomenon depends on no other communication between the scnsiti\•e and motor ~br~s than exists in the spinal cord. In
many cases, however, local irntat10n of the nerves gives rise, not te,,
general, but to local muscular spasms." "In the contraction of all
the perineal muscles in expelling the semen, which are excited by
irritation of the sensitive fibres of the penis, the spiual cord is the
medium of communication between the sensorial impressions and the
movements." - MULLEll.
514,f Many" muscles i1wested by sensitive membranes, and arc
not themselves exposed to the direct stimulus, can only be excited to
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the propagation of the motor influence from the nervous centres to
themselves. Thus, the ~ontractions of the glottis and air-passages,
excited by the contact of irritating gases, are not the immediate result
of the irritation of the parts themselves, but of the excitement of the
sensitive fibres distributed to the mucous membraue and the reflected
influence of the brain and spinal con] upon the motor nerves of the
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this case, the sensit~,-e nerves which transmit the impi~ssion to the
nervous centres are, according to Dr. Reid, the glosso·pharyngeal, the
superior laryngeal, and the branches of the fifth, sent tu the soft palate
and isthmus of the fauces.
The motor nerves for the movements ot
deglutiti?n are t~e pharyngeal ?r~nc~ies of the pa~ vagum . . A like
explanation applies, also, to the irritations of the sphincter am and the
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SfJbinctcrs of the bla<lder. The muscles cannot be themsekes stimu~
lated by the excrement and the urine; but these matters act upon the
sensitive nerves of the mucous membrane and excite the spinal cord,
which, as if constantly cltarged witlt motor influence, reacts upon tlu
muscles. In this case the phenomenon appears to depend on no other
communication between the sensitive and motor fibres than exists in
the spinal cord . Hence, after injury of the spinal marrow, these
sphincters become re1axed."- MULLER.
The operation of cathartics involves more complex laws. These
are agents of specific virtues, and are capable of modifying the ,·ital
states of tlie intestinal canal and of pa1ts remotely situated. Their di·
rect impression is exerted upon the intestinal mucous tissue; but the
muscular is brought into increased action both by contiguous and remote sympathy (§ 497). This renders it manifest that reflex ncnou:s
action is concerned in the ordinary peristaltic rnornments that are induced by the natural contents of the alimentary canal (§ 475~, 490);
nor, indeed, is it conceirnble that either the intestinal muscular tissue
or that of the heart can be reached in any other way than by the stimulus of the nerrnus influence excited as in § 4751, 490. But in the
case of cathartics, something more happens. The influence being extended to the nervous centres, the nerrnus power is propagated through
motor fibres of the pneumogastric and sympathetic nerws upon the intestinal mucous !issue, by which the various influences of these agents
are increased, as in the experiments by Wilson Philip (§ 113, 224, 226,
475}, 491, 889 a, 1042, 1088 d).-NorEs A p. II 11, BB p. 1131.
514, g. The sphincters remain contracted after the expulsion of the
foces and urine. This is owing to the permanence of the impression
upon the mucous tissue, which maintains an excitement of the nenous
influence till the excrements are again deposited. And so of the continued influences of remedial and morbific age11ts long after the agents
themselves ha Ye ceased to operate; the impressions remnin ing upon the
pa.rts where their direct action had been exerted. In this way miasmata, the Yirus of the mad dog, mercurial and other remedies which may
be slow in the full de>elopmcnt of their effects, establish their influences
where their direct action may fall, and these are subsequently and
slowly propagated to other parts by unceasing alterativc reflex ncrrnus
actions (§ 516, nos. 2 and 6, 5i8 d, 65i a). Sec a lso 1·oosti11g (§ 500 dil).
514, h, More complex examples of tlie law with which this section
was begun will be presented hereafter. Such as 1iaYC been stated are
intended as introductory to the series of laws which arc soo~1 to follow. But we see from examples already produced, that when sympathies are set up in one part they may become the cause of sympathies in other parts, and that in this manner remedial and morbific
agents, which begin their action on some gi\'en part, may establish
very complex sympathetic etfects, each DJodifying the others through
new influences upon the nervous power (§ 228). When the food, for
instance, as in§ 512, induces vascular action and warmth in the skin
before digestion commences, that organ excites salutary reflex nerrnus
influences on the digestive organs, and thus promotes digestion. ' Vhen
tartarized antimony, in small doses, induces a sudorific nervous influence, the skin becomes the source of many reflex nervous actions
upon other organs; thus showing, also, that it is not t-he perspiration,
but the vital change in the organ itself, which leads to results that can-
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uot be imitated by any other mode of exciting this excreto~ function
And so, more or less, of other parts upon which the ant1mony may
exert its primary sympathetic effect (§ 863, e, 902 g).
Thus it happens, that whether cerLain remedial agents are applied
to the stomach or skin, reflex nervous actions arc propagated to each,
as well as from each to other organs, while each, in its turn, reflects
the impressions back to the brain and spinal cord, from whence they
are again returned with increased intensity; or organs not before involved are ultimately brought under their influence (§ 129 lt, 674 d).
And so of disease of any given organ; which is only equivalent to the
influences of morbific causes (§ 647, 660).
If two or more remedial agents be united, it is readily seen tlm
their combined effect mey be extended from the stomach to Various
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514, i. 'Ve may now regard an example whicn presents o. union of
the physiological, pathological, and therapeutiial principles, as aer
forth by myself: in their Te1ation to the nervous influence; all referable to one common law in its connection with modifications of the nervous power (§ 22G). Thus: "Certain cases," accon:ling to Marshall
Hal1 1 " as hydrophobia, epilepsy, hysteria, and certain remedies, as
strychnia, cantharides, &c., not only induce augmented excitability,
but manifest their effects upon the organs which are physiologically
under the dominion of the excito-motory power."
514, k. Finally, a glance at the physiology oftl1e contraction of the
iris may aiJ our understanding of the complex sympathetic influences
of morbific and remedial agents, and of the applicability of the follow-
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knife without exciting contraction, while it is exquisitely sensitive to
the action of light(§ 74 a, 188!· d, 136 1 137). The co-operation of a
sensitive and motor nerve, through the medium of the brain, is necessary to this phenomenon. The impression upon the retina, being
transmitted to tho brain through the optic nerve, is reflectetl upon the
iris through the motor ciliary nerve. This may, perhaps, open t11e
eyes of the chemist as to the true <locti-ine of vision (§ 188! d, 500 nn).
But it is a more inte1·esting fact, that when one eye is closed, and the
other open, t11e pupil of the closed eye will follow, in a measure, the
movements of the open eye i and this will happen to an amaurotic eye
when the souncl one is exposed to the stimulus of light. This sympathy between the two eyes, as well ns in other respects, and the harmony between the two ears, involve very delicate considerations ns to
the influences of the nervous centres, and may be employed in tracing
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ed by morbific or remedial agents(§ 1072, a, note).
514, l. A multitude of illustrations may be brought to the same
purpose, which show us, also, how complex may be the influences of
rnorbific and remedial ogents, and l10w the mind may participate,
wlrnn these ngonta operate upon the organic properties which con·
rluct the·insonsible mo~eme_nt.s. Thus, sneezing is commonly produced by the action of stnnuh upon a nerve of common sensibility distributed from the fifth pair to the mucous tissue of the nose, and thr
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reflection of this irritation upon the respiratory nerves. But the
stimulus of the sun's light may produce sneezing by acting first upon
the optic nerve, and through that medium upon the nervous centres.
The nervous power thus developed is roHected upon the Schneiderian
membrane through the branches of the fifth pair which impart common sensibility to the nose (§ 198). Here a new sensation arises,
which is sent back to the brain and spinal cord, the nervous power
again developed, and, according to relations between that membrane and the respiratory organs, and the nature of the remote cause,
the nervous power is now reflected upon the respiratory muscles,
when sneezir.g follows as the result of the convulsive movement.
(See, in connection, § 188! d, 500 nn).
The mind itself will do the same thing by dwelling intensely on a
former paroxysm of sneezing. Here the nervous power is excited in
a direct manner by the mind, and is then, as in the foregoing case,
directed upon the nasal branch of t.he fifth pair. And so of sympathetic yawning, sympathetic micturition, vomiting from disgust, &c.
514, m.. The olfactory nen'e is mostly endowed with specific sensibility, and is only excited by odors, while they have no such eifect
upon tbe nasal branches of the fifth pair, unless the odors be at the
same time of a pungent nature; and then it is the pungenc.1J, not the
odor, that operates. Odors affect the mind agreeably or disagreeaUly. The smell of a rose may have no other effect than that of so
impressing the bra.in as to give rise to a pleasurable sensation. But,
in some constitutions its impression will excite avarietyofrcilexuervous actions.
Its effect may be at first pleasurable, but followed
immediately by the transmission of a disturbing influence to the
heaTI, or stomach, or even to the intestines. The heart may be thus
dep1 essed in its action, the stomach nauseated, an<l the bowels have
been purged by the same cause. Hence the poet's expression, to
"die of a rose in aromatic pain." Even the recollection of disagreeable results from offensive odors brings on nausea and vomiting (§
.500,i,k. Sec, in connection,~ 188~, d).-NoTE D p. 1114.

ef lite Sympatlutic Ncn·e , and tlw Propagation ef bnpressions in it.
a . Having now, and in former sections(§ 471-475, 477-496,
500), stated the most important facts and laws which relate to the
cercbro-spinal system, whether acting independently, or in connection with the sympathetic nerve, I shall proceed to speak of those
which concern especially the latter system. But the cerebra-spinal
is so interwoven with the sympathetic nerve, it is obvious that the
influences which appe1tain to the hrain and spinal cord must be more
or less common to the ganglionic nen•e (§ 115, 458-460, 893 a).
514!, b. The following laws are generally inferable from what has
been already said of the nervous po,.,·er, and of sympath)'.·. But, I
have deemed it most useful to the young studen_t of m?dicme, and
possibly to the more advanced, to present them m a bnef and systematic form, with comments of a practical nature. The quotations
are from Mi.i11er, unless otherwise stated. In this branch of physiol~
ogy Millier is eminently philosophical; and in thus adhering to the
path of naturf', he is arrayed in opposition to those ~hemical and
physical \'1ews with which he has thought proper to obhgo the mateLaws of Action
514~,
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rialists of the arre, and which .prevail in other parts of his ~vork on
~hysiology. After variousl,y expounding the Jaws of the ~ita l prin.
c1ple, and reasoning as a pl11losophcr upon the abstract suh1ect of reflex nervous influence, like i\farsltall Hall, and others, he cuts loose
from all analogies, and from the whole philos?ph.r of the ~·~ta! prop·
crties. As in the equally remarkable case of \V1l:son Ph1hp, he as.
cribes llll the organic function:> and products to physical and chemical agencies,-maintaining that,
"The formation of any one of tbe peculiar secretions, the essential
proximate constituents of which do not exist in the blood, presupposes
tlte operation ef a special cltcmical apparatus, whether tltis be a mem·
/Jrane or ci gland." Of all morbid states, he affirms, that u All tlim
plwwmcna arc owing to <t noxious matter absorbed into tlte blood, 01
generated in it.''
The same Immoral interpretation is applied to the modus operandi
of remedies, which, like morbific agents 1 are supposed to be taken into
the circu lation by endosmosis or by capillary attraction, and it is quite
"uncertain;' he says, "whetlier tlie matters are first received into tlte
blood-veasels or lympltatics."- MiiLLER's Elements of Pliysiology. Also,
f.Iedical and Pliysiological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 37, note, 56, note,
565, 510, 681, 685; and tltis work,§ 494, dd.
I have thus adverted again to the discrepancC's in the views of this
philosopher, that the r eader may appreciate the value of hi s luminous
exposition of the laws of sympathy, since they contemp lated no theoretical conclusions in pathology or therapeutics.
515. It is still a controverted question how far the sympathetic
nerve is independent of the brain and spinal cord, though in their natural state the intimate physiological relations of the latter to the former admit of no doubt (§ 459). Microscopical investigations ha\·e
been carried on extensively with reference to this inquiry by Valentin,
V olkm ann,Bidde1., MUiler, Rcmack, Henl C, Purkinje, Rosensthat, Pap·
penheim, and some others less known in the walks of physiology. As
may be readily supposet.l from the nature of the investigation, and tlie
· means relied upon, thern has been great discrepancy, and even entire
opposition, in the principal statements and conclusions i all tending
to atrcngthen my objections to the use of the microscope in anatomical
ant.l physiological inquiries (§ 13L*' Also, JJied. and Pltys. Comm., Yol.
i., p. 699-712; and Examination of Reviews, in vol. iii., p. 6, 89).
\Ve know enough, however, of the relations of the sympathetic
uerve and cercbro·spinal systems, and of their connections with other
~arts, and enough of th.e phenomena which grow out of those rela·
tHms, to lay down the important laws of sympathy; aml these are
what we require for practical purposes.
Of the Actions of the Sympallietic Neru in Inrnlunlary JJ!otions.
. 516, a. 1 .. " All the parts subject to ~he influence of the sympathet·
ic uen·e arc mcapable of voluntary motion," except as in§ 500 e.
2 .. "The pai:ts whic.h rtre supplied with motor power by the sympa·
thettc nerve still continue to mo,:c, though more feebly than before,
when they arc separated from their natural connections with the rest
of 1~1~ s~mpatl!el i c system, a11d 1clwll9 .1·clll~i:ed from tile body."
11ns is an important fact, as contnbutrng to prove that the viscera
of organic life obey not only the nervous power, but other stimu li, and
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that all the essential processes are carried on by properties peculiar to
themselves(§ 184, 188, 205-216, 222-232, 475h 476-492, 494, 500),
though constantly influenced by the nerves(§ 456 a, 746 c).
516i b. Clear demonstrations of the foregoing law abound in the history of organic life. That in relation to the extirpated heart, where tho
air anJ mechanical irritants were equi,' alent to the nervous stimulus,
illustrates the subject{§ 264, 498 e, 637).
516, c. Again, if the intestines be removed from the body, and some
pa.rt of th 3m irritated, their motion is increased, "and this effect continue3 long after the stimulus is witbclrawn 1 and does not immedicdc/y attain its greatest degree." And so with the heart. Its contractions may
not begin till some seconds after it. is irritated, and they may then be
long continued(§ 51G, nos. G and i). This does not show, however, that
the ne1·\·e3 do not supply the natural stimulus of the muscular tissue,
but only that other stimuli will excite its action(§ 475!, 4i8 b, 490).
5 L6, d. \Ve have, therefore, in these examples, a type of all the movements which arise from continuous sympathy* (§ 498, 524, no. 2), and
a proof of the existence of the organic properties, of their independence
of the nervous system, and of the active, vital nature of the dilatation of
the he.'.l.rt (§ 498 e). The principle is of great moment in a pathological
ancl thernp~utical aspect. \Ve sec, for example, that the direct facts,
and the analogy suppl ied by the actirn dilatation nnd contraction of the
hoort, substantiate a rythmic, conscntaneous mo,·ement of tlic arteries
(§ 384). We carry t.his wit.It the other facts to pathological conditions.
Thus, when the extreme capillaries of the skin, as of the finger, for inst.a.nee, 01· any other part, are irritated mechanically, or by any chemic·
al or other agent, an inflammation may Le excitetl at the point irritated;
just as the heart, or intestine, is roused into action by the prick of a pin.
The inftamrnation then extend.-,, progressi,·ely, from the point. irritated,
the finger throb3, its principal artery begins to pulsate, and finally the
raclial. And so of the irritation of the ducts of glands, by which the
glandular secretion is increased. Generally, also, remote sympathy, or
reflex actioa of the nervous power, is simultaneously brought into cffoC't.
3. H Ilencc, all the parts endowed with motion nnd supplied with
nerves from the sympathetic, are, in a certain degree, independent of the
brain and spinal cord." This can apply only to the structures of organ·
ic lifo, a11d as they may enter those of animal life-thus distinguisliing the
cerebra-spinal from the ganglionic system(§ 215, 233, 475~, 487, 803~).
4. H The central organs of the ncrrnus system can, ho,,·c,·er, ex:crt
f§n ~c~~~e ~1:fl~~c~)~e on the sympathetic nerves and their motor power·•
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Thi3 is a very important physiological fact to the physician, and is
fully established by the experiments of Philip, Valentin, l\foller, and
others, ::ind is conspicuom;ly shown by the clfocts of the passions.
It is through the liability of the whole body to be influenced by the
nervous power of the brain nnd spinal cord through the sympathetic
ncrrn, and as generated by the central parts of that nerve that I interpret the whole philosophy of sympathetic diseases, and the operation
of all morbific and remedial ngents when they affect parts that arc distant from the direct sent of their action.-RTOHTS OF AUTHORS p. 912.
5. "The experiments of Dr. Philip tend to show that distinct
parts of the sympathetic, and the movements dependent upon them,

* Co11tinuousinjlucnceorthese In stitutes{§ l2!> e, f,4!>8n),
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as of t.he hearti for example, do not derive their nervous influence
from distiuct regions of the brain and spinal cord ; but, on the contra·
ry, that the whole brain and spinal cord, or every part ~f them, can
~xert an influence on the motions of the heart," of the cnp1llary bloodvossels, of the intestinal canal, &c. (§ 476-492, 494- d).
6. Next follows a most important physiological law, wl~eu applied
pathologically and therapeutically, and by which I cxplrun the con.
tinued operation of morbific and remedial agents long after the cessation of their direct action.
·
"The movements excited in organs which are under the influence
of the sympathetic 11erve, by irritation applied to them or to their
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fication of the ordinary rhythmic action of the organ. Hence, in these
organs, the reaction consequeut on the irritation is entirely of longer
duration tlian tlte action ef tltc stimulus"(§ 514 g, .516, no. 2, c, 487 e).
Now, what is true of the norvous influence as it respects its effect
on the great organs is, according to the experiments of Dr. Philip,
and others, equally so of the small blood-vessels, and the vessels of secretion, and as a consequence, of their products.
The foregoing law is founded upon experiments in which the irritation produced by agents is not directly morbific, such as galvanism
and mechanical irritants. If such causes, therefore, will continue to
c.lerange the actions of the organic viscera after the operation of the
causes is withdrawn, those which are truly morbific will continue in
action longer, and establish disease more permanently through the
same channel And so of remedial agents. The law is shown, nat·
urally, by the unabated contraction of the sphincter muscles after tllf'
evacuation of urine and of fecal matter (See B elladonna &c., p. 674).
This physiological law, therefore, is of vast moment in interpreting
the effects of t·emedial agents, corresponds with that natural condition
which is set forth in§ 514,g, shows us how the influence of an emetic
or cathartic may continue to be felt by the lungs, the brain, &c., long
after their most characteristic effects arc over; or how an uninterrupted aucl cumulative action of the foregoing nature may be main·
tained by small and repeated doses of mercury, antimony, &c., or by
the peculiar clrnnge which leeches establish in the vessels to which
they are applied, and, finally, how a morbific cause of yet other specific virtues may, by its momentary action on the mucous tissue of the
stomach, or _lun~s, &c., be kept up in ~hose tissues long after the re·
mote cause 1s withdrawn, and progressively shed a morbific influence
over all tho organs of the body (§ 150, 4D8f. .54.5, 549, 550, 558 a,
559, 666). The impression is maintained, in all the cases, upon the
organic constitution of the organs immediately impressed, for an indefinite time after the agents themselves have ceased their operation .
While that impression remains the influence which has been thus ex·
erted continues to modify 1 more or less, the vital nature of tlrn parts,
and to be refl~cted with. va.ri?us effect upon distant organs. \Vo
have seen the s1mple phys1olog1cal. elements operating through the
combined media of the cerebro-sprnal and sympathetic systems, in
9 514, f, g, as it respects the permanent contraction of the sphincLer muscles, anc.l in the explanation which I have given of the persistnnce of their contr<~tion after the expulsion of the utine and fa~ces.
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Nt.n\o, that principle which physiologists have Jimited to an explanation of the natural phenomena in relation to the sphincters is most
extensiv.ely applicable in resolving the problems of disease and of remedial influences, and I shall carry it, in con11ection with the foregoing law, far into the labyrinth of organic life, as it may fall under the
cognizance of tbe pathologist and therapeutist. Iu the aspect, alone,
of its bearing upon the amount ancl frequency of doses, &c., in the
treatment of disease, the law is of incalculable magnitude (§ 857)
The same impressions which are left upon the bladder and rect.um
after the evacuation of their co11tents, and which continue to propa·
~ate reflex nervous actions to the sphincter muscles, and thus maintain
them in a state of contraction till the urine or the freces again accu·
mu late, equally appertain to morbific and remedial agents. Hence]
deduce an important practical rule for the regulation of doses, thE
frequency of their repetition, the order of their application, &c., ac·
cor<ling to the nature of disease, the nature of the agents employed,
the duration of their effect, &c.; all of which is amply sustamed by
the results of practice, especially those which so constantly accrue from
excessive doses, and their repetition before tllC influences of the pre·
ceding shall have duly abated, or where other means should have
been substituted. There is 110thing, I say, of greater practical impor·
tancc in the whole circuit of medicine than what is involved in this
section, and in those which I shall have brought to its illustration.
"\Ve must attend to the physiological facts. The effects of mistaken
practice are entirely insufficient to enlighten the understanding. Physiology must be brought back as the basis of pathology, the groundwork of therapeutics; keeping ever before us those natural la.wR
through which the evil and the good of practical medicine are essenlially determined. However various the causes and the phenomena,
a concurrence of principle and of laws obtains· among the whole;
whicb is the surest prnof that the doctrines here taught have their
deep foundation in nature (§ 237). There is notl1ing that can assure
us more emphatically of the importance of sweeping away the chemical and physical doctrines of life, of disease, of therapeutics, than the
facts about which I am now i11terested 1 and the mischief which has
arisen eitlmr from removing pathology and therapeutics from their
proper foundation, or in deriving their foundation from the laboratory
of the chemist (§ 5! a, 350;, 350f, 819, &c.).-NoTE FF p. 1135.
7. The next following law shows that the organs of organic life are
essentially a system by themselves, that their actions are carried on
by their O\\'n inhe1·ent powers, and are essentially independent of the
nerves, and that the great office of the sympathetic nerve. is to provide a stimulus, and animalize organic compounds. It will be seen,
however, that a common error occurs, that" tlie immediate cause ef tile
involuntary motions lies in tlie sympatlietic nerve" (§ 516, no. 2).
"The immediate cause of the involuntary motions, and the cause
of their type, lies neither in the brain nor in the spinal cord, but in
the sympathetic nerve itself. Even the influence of the ganglia is not
necessary. The branc11es of the sympathetic going to an organ may
be entirely removed, the twigs tlistributed to t11e substance of the organ only being lefr, and the motions will be maintained as before, tl1c
reciprocal action between the muscular fibres nnd these ultimate ner\'ous twig-s being apparently adequate to their production."*
• Sr.cNOTF.Bep. 1131.
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INSTITUTES OF l\lEDICINE.

The phcnomenn. arc the same in plants. They depend, not on the
nervous power, but on the organic properties of every part. This appears from l\luller himself, who says that, "to excite the motion of
the leaflets and petioles of the mimosa, it is not necessary that either
the intumesccnce, or cYcn the lca,·cs, should be touched . The stimulus may be applied to a more or less distant part"' (§ 184, 20i, 208,
233, 257, 4!)0, 502, 524, no. 2). Had Millier said the exciting instead
of the "immediate cause," there would have been less ol~ection; but
the present case is like that in§ 26-1, 498 e, 51G c, 1042.
8. Now follows the great law, that, notwithstanding the foregoing
separate nature of the organic properties and their essential independence of the nervous power, the organic properties arc constautly influenced through the cerebro-~pinal and sympathetic syf;tcms. W hat is
said, however, of the "extreme branches of the sympathetic'' must IJc
regarded as erroneous (no. 7), though it be certain that influences may
be determined by reflex action through the ganglia and plexuses of the
sympathctiG nerve(§ 459). The law is thus expressed by l\follcr:
"Although, from the foregoing obserl'Mions (no. 7), it is certain that
the extreme minute branches of the sympathetic havC' still the power
of regulating the movements of the parts not subject to the ·will (when
such pqrts are abstracted from the body), yet it is not less true that
both the brain and spinal cord, and the ganglin. themsehes, when in
a state of irritation, exert :m influence on tliesc movements as long as
the contractile organs arc connected wilh them through the medium
of the nerves. The brain and spinal cord are, however, also to be
regarded as the source of the power of the sympathetic itself, which
would 1 without them, become exhausted" (§ 473 c, 524, no. 6).
The bst clause of the foregoing law is inapplicable to the fa:tus
without brain and spinal cord (§ 493 c). As to the exciting cause of
motion in tbc extirpated heart and intestine, the question is important
only as it relates to tlie proof that motion depends essentially upon
propenics inherent in the tissues, and as inYolving an implication that
the sympathetic nerve embraces in its minute ramifications centres of
reflex nerrnus actions. In its larger branclrns such centres probably
exist(§ 2G2, 263, 4-73 c, 498 e, 516, nos. 2, 3, JO.t2) .
The preceding law invokes the sum of reflected nenous actions, cf
the operation of the passions, and of other direct cerebra-spinal influences on the organic viscera (§ 227, 230).
9. 1 would vary th_e phraseology of the following law, to render it
more conformable with the facts. I do not believe that the sympa·
thetic ncn·e is any longer charged with the influence deriyed from the
brain and spinal cord than during its connection with those parts. So
far as this nerve manifests an influence after that connectioii is severed, it is itself the sourco of that influence; and this conciusion is sustained by the fretus wit~1out brain or spinal cord (~ 1038).
"It rcsltlts," says l\i~illcr, '' fr?m the fact already stated (uos. 7 and
S), that the sympathetic ne~·vc is charg~d, as it were, with nervous
power by tl.c brarn. and spinal co1 d, wluch may be regarded .as the
dOurces of nervous mfluence ;_ but that, when once charged, it continues to emit this influence 111 the manner peculiar to itself, CYCll
when the farther supply is, for a. time, diminished" (§ 516, nos. 7 and
8; § 520, 524, 110. 5).
If the "fact" show anything, it is a ce1tain in<lcpendcncc of tho

eympathetic of the cerebra-spinal system, which becomes strougly
pronounced when the 1atter is wnnting in the fcetal state, or when clc-

ranlo~d •}1~:0i:~tc~~~,n~~o~~.~l~l~~~s~he action

of agents is incomparnbly
greater upon the minute terminations of the nerves than upon their
trunks. lt is equally applicable to the cerebro-spinal as to the sympathetic. Thus:
"The influence of narcotics locally applied to the sympathetic
nerve, does not extend to the distant organs which the nerve supplies; but these organs may be paralyzed by the direct narcotization
of the minute nervous fibrils which arc distributed to them.' 1
The principle is general, extending to all other ageuts, m1d lrns
been misapplied by Muller, an<l many others, to sustain the humoral
patholo~y (~ 826, cl.
ftled. and Plt.71s. Comm., vol. i., p. 563, 56,1).
11. The next followi11g law will be seen to he important in interpreting some of the nrious phenomena of sympat11y, wheu they originate in the sympatl1etic nerrn. Thus :
u The laws of reflection (in the cerebro-spinal system) stated in the
third chapter of this section rrevai1, likewise, in the actions of the
sympathetic nen·e. Strong impressions on parts supplied by the
sympathetic nerve may be propagated to the spinal cord [and brain],
and give rise to motions of parts which derive their nerves from the
cerebra-spinal ~ystem.''
As an illusll,!tion of this law, "Volkmann has obscrrnd convulsions
of the body produced by in·itating the intestines of a decapitated
fro""
'\Vi.th the head on, and in animals more susceptible than frogs, tho
foregoing law becomes extensively applicable to agents applied to the
intestinal canal, or other viscera that are especially supplied by the
sympathetic nene. Thus, nux vomica produces spasmodic action of
the voluntary muscles, while opium, &c., relieves them in the same
way. Indeed, it is well ascertained that all the spasmodic movements
of the voluntary and respiratory muscles that arise from affections of'
the abdominal organs depend upon irritations transmitted to the bram
and spinal cord, and their su9sequent reflection upon cerebra-spinal
nerves. Hence, al so, the action of the abdominal muscles in the
vomiting excited by iITitation of the intestines, by irritation of the kidneys, of the uterus, &c. And so of the natural movements of the respiratory muscles(§ 500, 889 g, sgq. g, k, 903 a, 902 g).
12. "Impressions on parts of which the nerves arc deri,·ed from
the sympathetic arc communicated to the spinal cord and brain, and
excite the motor influence of the sympathetic nerve by reflection."
The foregoing Jaw is an extension of no. 4, ancl is the most important of well-ascertained laws in medicine, as explaining all the sym·
pathetic influences of disease, all the influences of remedial ancl morbifi.c agents exerted upon parts distant from the seat of their direct
act10n ; except such phenomena as may also fall more or less under
the laws 11 and 13, in con11ection with which this law should be considered.-(Med. and Pliys. Comm., vol. i., p. 569-572.)•
13. "Reflected action of the sympathetic, from an impression communicated to the spinal cord by cerebra-spinal nerves, is a frequent
occurrence"(§ 893 a, c).
The "fre'luency of the occurrencc' 1 is such, that it is through the
• See
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foreg('ing law, and the 12th, that remedial agents operate upo~ the
organic system when applied to the skin, that diseases. of the skm ~f
fect the abdominal viscera, that the contact of cold air suddenly increases the excretion, or the discharge, of urine, &c. T!rn 12th law
is involved, since both the cerebra-spinal and sympathetic n_erves of
the skin are the media of transmitted impressions. The cham of invoked influences is of the highest in~portan~e, pa~l10logically an~ therapeutically. As one of a thousand 1llustrat1ons, if tobacco applied to
the skin produce vomiting th e effect is fir!St propagated to the nervous centres, from which it is reflected upon the stomach through the
motor fibres of the par vagum and sympathetic nerve. This iITitatiou
of the stomach is equivalent to a direct impression from tobacco upon
its mucous ti ssue (9 503). It is then returned to the nervou~ centres
through the sensitive fibres ?f the par vagum and sympathetic nerve,
and reflected upon the respiratory muscles through the motor nen·es
of those organs(~ 113, 224, 226, 475z, 500 k, 893, 893z).
But there are other profound influences, and other circles of sympathy simultaneously established. The organic properties of the
stomach are affected, reflex nervous actions are reverberated upon
the skin, displayed in the heart and blood-vessels, in the liver, and other important organic viscera, while these influences also mutually react upon the several or$"ans, respectively, and involve other parts,
such as the uterus, the kidneys, the bladder, the voluntary muscles,
the sphincters, the senses, the mind, &c., in the deep complexity of
results. And all this astonishing consecutive series of effects, moving
forward unrler the most precise and fundamental laws of nature, and
all the work of a mom ent, is set in motion by the simple application
0fa leaf of tobacco to the sole of the foot(§ 502, 902g) .
517. Finally, the nervous power may be determined upon the organic properties of the brain, or of any part of the nervous system, by
physical and m ental causes, with much of the variety of effect which it
prodr1ces on other parts (§ 230, 512, 1040) .-NoTE Q. p. 1122.
518, a. "In certain organs, which are subject to the influence of
the sympathetic and of the cerebra-spinal nerves at the same t;me, a
voluntary influ~nce seems to. ~e ~xertaf,l ~:mly after the long continu·
ance of a ceutnpetal or sens1t1ve 1mpress10n."
So far as this principle is operative, it goes to demonstrate the remarkable peculiarities, the versatile and complex nature, of the func·
tions of the nervou~ system (§ 500,j and k). The urinary bladder,
for example, which is under tho influence of the will, presents the fol.
lowin~ phenomenon: "'~he will ~l.oes not come into operation until
a considerable accumulation of urme has taken place; in other words,
not until the fluid has made a long-continued impression on the sensitive nerves of the bladder, and through the medium of these upon the
cerebro-spinal axis" (§ 500, e).
518, b. Analogies evi<lently occur in the viscera over wbic11 tho will
has no control , while the facts are illustrated by the principle as a.sc~r
tained in the foregoing manner; such, for example, as the !emu incubation of miasmata, of the hydrophobic virus, mercurial influen°ccs, &c.,
'l.nd the sudden accession of the phenomena to which they respectively
give i;se (§ 500 e, 514 g, 516, no. 6). In sections 500, j and k, are
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519. The following law is a farther exemplification of the foregoing comments(§ 518, b), and should be cousidered in conriection with
the 11th and 12th laws. Thus :
"Many parts wl1ich arc supplied by the sympathetic nerve, an<l capable of involuntary motion only, become associated with the motions
of parts subject to volition; a part of the voluntary motor influence
being communicated involuntarily to them; just as in the associate
motions of the voluntary muscles."
Of this, examples are afforded by the iris, the vcsicula seminalis,
and int~stine (§ 500, e). It is in this way the will affects the iris.
520. The problem is propounded by MU.Iler, "Can reflex phenomena be produced in the sympathetic nerve through the influence of the
ganglia, and independently of the brain and spinal cord 1"
He is disposed to answer the question negatively, and observes that,
"We arc at present entirely ignorant :ts to whether irritations in one
organ ever, through the medium of the sympathetic, give rise to sympathetic movements in another." And yet when he comes to reason
from the phenomena of nature, he remarks that, " in many cases, it is
probable that tbe reflections are produced through the medium of tLe
sympathetic alone;" and again, that in such cases, "it is probable
that the sympathetic nerve alone is engaged in the production of the
phenomena." This is enforced by the considerations, that, "the peculiruity of the orgauic or sympathetic nerves, namely, the difficulty
of distinguishing either origin or termination of them, their want of
(definite) arrangement into trunks and branches, and the incrcuse in
their course which they frequently undergo, is certainly in favor of
their actions being propagated in all directions.from tlte central points
of tlte ganglia."
•
This was the old doctrine, which concerned itself mostly about
the sympathetic nerve, and the fact is distinctly evinced by many
of the phenomena of contiguous sympathy (§ 497), and by the fcetus
without brain and spinal cord. It seems, also, to have been shown
by the experiments of Henle, Grangier, and Valentin, upon the intestines. But careful attention is necessary, in these cases, to distin.
guish what is due alone to the independent organic properties of
any part, from that which is owing to an influence exerted upon
those properties by the nervous power(§ 222, &c., 507, 516, nos. 7
and S, 1038). In the former case other stimuli operate(~ 490, 498 c).
521. "It is not proved, and several facts have been observed
whicl1 are opposed to the belief, that the ganglia can exert an insulating action so as to impede the transmission of motor influence froir
the brain and spinal cord" (§ 523, no. 4).
All the phenomena of sympathy in organic life appear to be oppo·
sed to this belief.
522. "It is not certain that the ganglia are the cause of tl10 parts
supplied by the sympathetic nerve being withdrawn from th~ inAu.
ence of the will."
IL is probable that the cause is inscrutable, since it is owing to peculiarities in the vital as wP.11 as mechanical constitution of the two
systems of nerves. We see, however, that influences arc as readily
transmitted from the brain to the organic visc~ra as the will operat~s
on the voluntary musclei;;; and while the pass10ns scarcely operate m
animal life, they have a powerful and rapid effect on organic.
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Laws of lite Sensitive Functions of tlte Sympatltefic Nerte.
523. 1. "The sensations in pa1ts, the nerYes of which Lclong to
the sympathetic system, are faiut, indistinct, and undefined; distinct
and defined sensations being excited in them only by violent cause:J
of i1Titation 11 (§ 201, b).
2. " The sensitive impressions received by the sympathetic nen c,
although conveyed to the ccrebro-spinal axis, may uot be pcrcei\'ed
by the sensorium" (§ 199~, 451).
3. " The impressions which give rise to reflex motions, when conveyed to the spinal cord by the sympathetic nerve, are 1 in most instances, not productive of sensations; while those impressions which
are received by cerebro-spinal nerves al ways give rise to sensations"
in natural states. The reflex is our sympathetic sensation(~ 201, 451).
4. "The ganglia of the sympathetic nerve do not prevent the
transmission of centripetal a~tions in that nen·e to the spinal cord.
They have not an insulating power over its centripetal cunents"
(§ 521, 1038).
5. "The ganglia arc likewise not the cause of the impressions on
the sympathetic nen·e being unattenJcd with true sensation."
6. "In many cases, irritation of a violent nature in Organs supplied
by the sympathetic nerve gives rise to sensations in those parts. ]n
other cases, the irritation being less violent, the sensations in the
parts affected are indistinct, while distinct sensations are present in
otlter parts supplied witli ccrebro-s-pinal nerves" (§ 518, b ).
"\Ve have examples of the first kind in inflammations of the intestines and liver; of those of the second kind, in the troublesome itching of the nose and anus in affections of the intestinal canal, and paiu
of the shoulder in hepatic and cardiac diseases, of itching of the
glans penis in chronic affections of the bladder ancl kidneys.
7. 1 ' The secondary sensations in cerebra-spinal nerves, consequent
on ilTitation of the branches of tho sympathetic, occur especially at
the extreme parts of the organs affected."
Morbid states of the stomach produce a sense of iJTitation in the
throat; and nothing is more common than obstinate iuflammation of
the !11ucous tissue of the fauces from gastric derangem~nts, which are
not rnflammatory.• In all these cases, remote and contmuous sympa·
thy are more or less in combined operation. An ignorance of the
laws which govern in such instances leads many physicians to apply
tl~eir remedies to the parts where the sensation is felt, or the inflammation appears. There is also a special sympathy between the ex·
tremities of the intestinal mucous membrane. Smoking, for instance,
often brings on an attack of the piles; though an intermediate chain
of morbific i~flnences is also propagated to the anus through the
<tomach and hver (§ 498.f. 514 h, 689 l).
1

Laws

ef tlte

Organic Functions of tlte Sympalltetic Nerte.

521, a. 1. """'hen, in consequence of impressions on sensitive
nen·cs, secretions take pl~ce in distant parts, tl1c brain and spinal
cord arc probably the mechum of commnnication." Thus, "impresi:;ions on internal mucous membranes, as by hot drinks, frequently
11
glve rise immediately tn a general sweat.
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This is precisely similar to what I harn said of the effect of foo<l in
liohtin<•
0 up a warmth in a cold skin (§ 512).
0
Thc foregoing law is Ll'Ue, in a general sense (§ 455, 458, 459, 490
493 b, 516, nos. 7 an<l 8). It lies at the foundation of the whole doctrine which I lrnve projected of altern.tive reflex action, through

;:~:~er~ !ni~t~~~r:~e~!t?~~e~:c~~1;~~:f1~~J ~~ma~d~~;1:~~~~~c:;o~f';:1~t~~
remote from the seat of their direct influence. IL is variously expressed in the preceding laws.
If hot water operate upon tl1e stomach and transmit its influence
through the ccrebro-spinal and sympathetic system to the whole surface of the body, it is clearly in the same way that tartarized antimony produces a sweat over the whole cutaneous organ when it determines nausea, or the act of vomiting, and therefore, also, when it acts
upon the stoma.ch in a more insensible manner. And so of the remote influences of other remedies, or of morbific agents, or of gash ic,
or any other primary disease. If it be the principle as laid down
physiologically, it must be equally the same for analogous effects in
disease, or in its treatment-See RIGHTS OF AUTHORS, p. 913.
2. 11 There prevails a consent of action between the different parts
of a secreting membrane. Thus, the state of one spot influences the
condition of the whole extent of a mucous membrane"(§ 498.f. 516,
nos. 2, 3, and 7).
This is the continuous sympathy as expounded in this work. It is
more or less manifested in most of the diseases of all tissues, and altlr:rngh not a function of the sympathetic nen·c, I have retained th1
law under that denomination (§ 141, 498, 520, 923).
3. "A pa1ticular state of one organ, such as inflammation, or a se
creting action in it, often causes the production of a similar state in
other parts."
This proposition is intended in a specific, not in the general seuse
in which disease of one part gi,·cs rise, by reflex action, to diverse af.
fcctions of other parts. lt refers lO peculiar states of disease in which
remote sympathy is often remarkably characterized. Thus, "inflam·
matiou of the testicle may be replaced by inflammation of the parotid;
erysipelatous inflammation of the skin may be transferred to the mem·
branes of the brain; suppression of the secretion of one organ may
girn rise to increased secretion in another." So of the extension of
rheumatism and gout from oue part to another of very different or~anization (§ 142, 893 11, 905 a).
521, b. 'Vhere sympathie~ of the foregoing nature arise, there is
often a special reh1tion of natural functions betwrcn the respective
parts, as between the uterus and mamm<E. Or such relation appears
to be pronounced only by morbid states, as between the purotid and
testis, and the parotid and mammre, in the mumps (§ 142).
524, c. As resulting from the foregoing (no. 3), though apparently
the re,·erse of it, we ba,·o the important reflex influences, that when
disease springs up in distant parts as a consequence of some aflection
of other parts, the secondary affection often proves curative of the
primary one. It is the same, in principle, as when blisters, setons,
&c., relieve some imernal malady. Many sympathetic diseases have,
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,·enous congestion often rclicrn a more formidable affocliou of tlie
veins(§ 803, 804, 905. Also, 11Ied. and Pltys. Comm., vol. ii., p. .519524). Inflammation of the bronchial mucous membrane, or of the
pleura, supen•cning on pneumonia, may assuage the latter affection.
Phthisis, supervening on gastric disease, sometimes removes the latter condition. Eruptions of the skin relieve disease of the internal
\•isccra. The hepatic action which leads to morbid rcdundances of
bile mitigates cerebral or other congestions and inflammations, and
the effusion relieves the li\•er; while it is the tendency of inflammat"on of all parts to relieve itself by some morbid product, whether the
disease be primary or secondary. Nature, in these cases, has supplied indications for the hand of art; and, instead of waiting for llrn indirect and spontaneous course, we should abstract blood, or hasten
to establish those changes which result in increased socrntions, &c.
\\7hile, also, we are accomplishing the~c results, which, abstractedly
considered, are depletirn, we are acting, at the same time, upon the
diseased properties, either by a direct impression upon them by the
remedies, or indirectly by reflex nen ous action (~ 503). But this is
mainly true of the uatural processes as it respects spontaneous hemorrhage. All the other natural effusions are greatJy wanting in those
direct remedial effects which are exerted by thcrapcutical agents th111
lead to similar products.
"The principle of the balance of sympathy teaches us how we must
avoid aggravating the morbid condition of one organ by the mean~
which we apply to another; but it also teaches us how we may pro·
duce a change in the state of one organ directly inaccessible to us by
effecting au appropriate change in anothcr."-MiiLLJm. Here Miiller
is any thing but a humoralist, as, also, throughout his disquisition on
the laws of sympathy; though in other places he lays down the broaci
doctrine that morbific and remedial agents produce their effects by
absorption into the circulation (§ 1194. clcl, 514~ b. Also, ll1cd. and
Plt!JS. Comm., vol. i., p. 563-571).
52-1, d. It might seem, at first glance, that tl1e fact of the vital prop·
ertics and actions being liable to disease is inconsistent with the great
laws of recuperation and solf-preserrntiou. But it is not so; since
morbific agents being permitted, their occasional deleterious action
grows out of the natural constitution of the properties of life, which
is physiologically designed for the healthy processes. That these
processes may be carried on, the properties of life must be susceptible
of being acted upon by foreign agents, o.s food, &c., and universally
by the blood. They must nlso be Jiable to modifications in the ir nature, that certain specific functions may be instituted from time 10
time, as the processes of gestation, 1actation, &c., and the powers ot
all other parts must be so constituted as to adapt themsc1vcs to rliese
transient modifications. And so of other changes, as from infancy to
childhood, from childhood to puberty, &c. (§ 153-1 59). Now the
changes which arise in disease are analogous to those of gestation,
lactati on , and more remotely to those which occur at puberty; and they
arc, therefore, necessary consequences of the natural and essential
constitution of the \'ital p~operties when n?::c:ious agents act upon them.
\Ve therefore return agarn to our propos1t1on that it is even a necessary consequence of the final cause of the adaptation of the properties
oflife to the influence of salutary agents. And hence, also, the natu1

ral law of adaptation(§ 136) extends to morbid states of the system 1
being, for example, the principle already ad\'etted to, which pH•tects the general system against those morbid changes in the blood
that ensue upon local diseases, and diseased parts against the irritation of their morbid products (§ 74-, 129, 137 c, 143 c, 150-152, 155,
156, 387, 524 c, 9<14 c, 980, 1019, 847-850).
4. "The gauglia a]lpcar to be the central parts from which the
\'egctativc influence is distributed to the different organs."
5. "This radiating influence appears to be, in a certain degree, independent of the brain and spinal cord" (§ 520, .516, no. 9).
6. "It appears, however, that the brain and spinal cord are the
mai?i source whence the power of lirn organic nerves is gradually ren
ovated"(~ 1038).
7. The sympathetic ncne modifies organic functions and their products, and supplies the stimulus of the nervous power to muscular fibre
iu organic life (§ 224, 45.3 a). Every organ, through this channel, is
rendered sensitirn to the condition of each otheri and they so interchange
their influences upon each, that the whole nrc maintained in those rcl~\live states of action which are most conduci\·c to the good of the whole.
From the exquisite susceptibility of the nervous power. and of sympathetic sensibility, wh ich is so con~picuous in this function, arise those
disturbances that are inflicted by organs upon each other, and the reJlcctcd influences of remedial and morbific agents(§ 113, 224, 455, 4G1,
461~, 475-:h 487 It, 500 g, 51G d, nos. 7-9, G47 -i , 893, 893,Z).
SYMPATllJES Ok' TllE IXDIYIDUAL TISSUES-nu·u:x AKD CO!'l'"TIN(;ODS.

Sympatliies

of Similar

Tissues.

525, a. Enungh, perhaps, has been said upon this subject(9 85-117,
133-143). \Ve have seen that tissues of a similar vital constitution
have the greatest tendency to sympathize with each other; but it is
not necessary that the secondary disease should be of tl1e same nature as the p~imary, though such is apt to be the case (§ 140, 141,
149-152).
The most frequent instances of morbid sympathies in tissues of the
same nature, but remote from each other, occur in the following or·
der (§ 162),
1. The venous tissue, in the form of venous congestion(§ 786, &c.).

2.
3.
4.
.5.
6.
7.
S.

The fibrous tissue, as in rheumatic inflammation.
The serous tissue, as seen, especially, in dropsical affections.
The mucous tissue.
\
The cellulat' tissue.
The lymphatic tissue.
The nervous tissue.
The arterial tissue.
!J. The muscular tissue.
· 10. The osseous and cartilaginous tissues.
525, b. "\Vhen similar tissues sympathize with each other, the sympathetic disease and its phenomena arc apt to be similar to the pri·
mary of!'ection i while, in the case of sympathi<'s arising nmong cliffc1:cnt tissues, the phenomena are difl'erent in each, even though the
primary and secondary affections be of the sarne general natme, as,
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however, th ey a.re not wont to be. When like tissues sympathize
with each other, the diseases and the phenomena. arc most analogous
because the same tissue in different compound organs has, respect·
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between the primary and secondary diseases of diffCrent tissues (§
.
133-140).
525, c. \Vhen disease springs up in tissues of the same organiza.
tion, but remote from each other, as in rheumatic inflammation of the
often exists in some
affection
primary
the
example,
for
fibrous tissues,
other part or parts, as the digestive organs, and is generalJy of a different character from the secondary affection. In these cases, which
are common, the successive secon<l~ry a~ecti.ons may be more owing
to reflex influences of the parts pnmanly ihseased than to the sympathetic iufluence of the tissue secondari ly affected upon other part~
of it.'I own denomination. This is an impo1ta11t practical consideration, for upon its just estimate will depend much of the treatmt>nt in
any given case of disease (§ 902 m, 905). It is a lso equally true that
the sympathetic affections which supervene among compound organs
arc apt to be more or less different from the primary affection.
526, a. Tissues morbidly affected sympathize, continuously, in th eir
Revera! parts, most readily i11 the follow ing order (§ 133-136, 498):
I. The ''enous tissue, in congestion or sub-inflammation.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The lymphatic tissue.
'l'he cellular tissue.
The mucous tissue.
Th e fibrous tissue.
The scrnus tissue.
The glandular tissue.
The dermo id tissue.
The nervous tissue.
The muscular tissue.
Th e cartilaginous and os<Jeous tissues.
The arterial tissue.

Owi11g to the peculiar vital constitution of each tissue, disease is
apt to be confined to that which it first invades, but to disturb the
condition of other parts with which it may be associated (§ 133-136).
There a~e, .indeed, s?mc striking_ exceptions to the general rule; as,
rheumatic mtlam:nat1on of the hgar:nents is often propagated to the
heart, an~ somet.1mes to a mucous tissue. Inflammation of the pulmonary air-cells is very apt to be extended to the serous tissue of the
lungs, or inflammation of the li ver to its investing membrane. InJeed, th.e serous m?mbrane~ gen~rally participate in the morbid
states of the other tissues with which they are associated; nor can
mach intensity ~f. diseas~ affect ::my t~ssue without disturbing, more
or less, the cond1t1on of its associate tissues. But there is much va·
1;ety in these respects, even in continuous ortrans as between the
stomach and the small and large intestines. If th; mucous coat of
t~1e small. i?tes~ine be act_ively inflamed, it is frequently the cause of a
hke condition rn the peritoneal coat, when the mucous inflammation
may subside ~s a s.rmpatheti_c consequence; thus representing the
double operation of the law m 9 524, no. 3. But, however severe·

ly the mucous coat of the stomach may be affected wiLh inflammation,
the disease is rarely propagated to the serous tissue of the organ, but
far more readily to the serous or other tissues of the lungs, &c.
In respect to the arterial tissue, when we regard the extreme and
capillary series as the instruments of all diseases, and, therefore, o.1ways invoked in morbid action in the diseased states of all other tissues, it must rank as the first in its liability to continuous and remote
sympathetic influences(~ 1040).
The a1terial tissue itself is but little subject to other conditions of
morbid action ; and when the large arteries become inflamed in any
part, the disease remains very circumscribed. They haYe, also, no
great action in their natural state i it being their office, mainly, to
serve as conduits for the blood. N everrheless, they are constantly
liable to sympathetic irritations, either by continuous influence or reThe next series, or the capillary arteries,
flected nervous action.
are resen·oirs of blood to the extreme vessels; and to meet the exigencies of this function, they have their vital properties and actions
more strongly pronounced, and are readily and manifestly inflnenced
by the nervous power, as abundantly shown in blushing, &c. (§ 512, b).
Hence, from this natural, physiological constitution, this series of the
arterial system is more liable than the larger to irritations and aug·
mentcd actions, as manifested in most inflammations(~ 715-719).
\Ve c0me next to the extreme series, in which the capillary arte·
rics terminate; and here we find the vital properties developed in an
eminent degree. This is known from their being the essential instruments of all healthy and morbid processes; and the changes in
their phenomena and products during disease evince the rapidity and
grnat extent in which these properties and actions may be modified
by the nerrnus power, and which are brought about in an instant of
time when that power is developed by the mind (§ 227, 500, 516 d).
Reflex nervous action plays an incessant and extensi,·e round among
this extreme series of vessels, both in health and disease. A breath
of cold air may arrest the secretion of sweat, and simultaneously determine an increased flow of urine, or fear will as suddenly augment both excretions. Coming to disease, and the influence of remedial agents, this natural relationship of the exn·emc Yessels, and the
same physiological principle, are at the foundation of Lhe principal
philosophy. Indeed, the organic properties being now more susceptible than in 11ealth, and the nervous power morn intensely developed
by morbific and remedial agents, its operation must be more rapid,
extensive, and profound, in the latter than the former case. H ence,
in part, inflammations, &c., are liable to spring up in rapid succession
in various remote organs, after tl10ir invasion of any oncpart(91056).
526, b. Next, as to the venous tissue. Here the sympathies are
great, both of t11e remote and continuous kind, particularly the latter
(§ 498). It is especially through the natural physiological sympathies
of the veins, that I have endeavored to shQw how they co-operate in
circulating the blood, as also the error of the physical doctrine of Yenous congestion, which supposed llrnt this most prevalent and fatal
disease depends on obstacles to the circulation and consequent stagnation of the blood. I have, therefore, endeavored to expound the
pathology
of this affection upon purely vital grounds, and in conform0
ity with physiological laws(§ 786, &c.). The main physiological prin·
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i.:iplc of a sympathetic nature, however, should be stated in conuection with the subject befuro us. Tho venous radicles possess a vigorous action which is constantly influenced, through continuous sympathy, by the corresponding state of the capillary arteries, and by the
quantities of blood transmitted to them; and that the trunks of the
veins have a most visible action is shown by their rapid contraction
and dilatation when cold or heat may operate upon the skin. This
action is simultaneous, or nearly so, over a large extent of the veins,
and is the result of continuous sympathy with the arterial system, rui
well as dependent on the quantities of hlood transmitted and upo.n re·

flex nervous action. But, when an increased quantity is transmitted,
the enlargement of the veins is in no respect mechanical, but produced,
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tlrn cxFrom these few remarks as to the vital endowments of the n~i11s,
and of the acti\'C functions they pctform, it is evident that they must
be quite liable to morbific influences, and that remote and continuous
sympathy of a morbid nature must have a ready operation among
them(§ 74, 117, 137, 155, 156, 387, 422, 514 It, 524 d).
526, c. In respect to the lymphatic system, the principle or continuous sympathy, as in the rnins, is strongly exhibited under the influence
of irritating agents. If a lymphatic become inflamed at some point in
the skin, the inffammntio11 may extend rapidly along the course of the
vessel, while the glands, also, will take on the same condition. Here
:s the great bulwark of hurnoralism. Herc it is, and in the lacteals,
that the Immoral pathologists suppose that morbific agents enter the
rirculation and corrupt the blood, or remedial ones are equally absorb
ed, and transmute it from a morbid to a healthy state! But, since the
needle, whose prick may propagate an extensive inflammation along
the course of a lymphatic vessel, is not absorbed, nor the leeches which
remove the inflammation, we may rest satisfied that the poison of the
viper, of the mad dog, &c., do not produce their etTects upon the principle of absorption (§ 268, &c. Also, 11Ied. and Pltys. Comm., vol. i..
p. 480-514 ).-Also ~ 494 a-c, 5 14 g, 828-829.
Diseases of the lymphatic glands are especially owing to constitutional predispositions, as in scrofula. VVhen disease is developed in
any one or more of these glands, others readily take on the same state
of inflammation. \Vbile, therefore, under special circ~mstances, remote sympathy predominates in tho lymphatic glands, the continuous
form is mostly witnessed in the lymphatic vessels.
In the great plan of organic Design, those inlets of the absorbent
system, the lacteals, arc greatly exempt from morbific influences.
526, d. Sympathies between the brain, spinal cord, and nerves, and
between the nerves themselves, are more or less in progress, in the
natural state of the body. Their phenomena, howeyer, are not very
manifest, unless the nerves of some particular part sustain an irritation (§ 501). Thus, the ir:ritation from stone in the bla.d<ler riccasions
morbiJ. sensations in the penis. Other examp1es occur in § 523, no. 6.
When disease is produ~ed, sympathetically, in the brain, or spinal
i;:or<l, or nerves, by morbid states of other organs, it is not due, as sup-
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Tn this respect, tl1e sympathiP.s of th e nervous system with other or-
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gans obser\'e the same laws as apply to other sympathizing parts
both as to disease ancl its resulting reflex nervous actions (§ 230)
It is difficult to an~lyze the sympathies which occur, specifically, iu
the nervous tissue, since it is the medium through which remote sympathies take place. Continuous sympathy we know to be of very
limited extent, and have every reason to believe that the great final
cause of the nervous system is protected by an unusual exemption of
this system, especially such parts as supply the organic viscera, from
severe morbid conditions 1 which never fail to inflict great injuries upon
other parts. It is also true that diseased conditions of the nervous
tissue are not easily reached by remedial agents; and the injury t.lrny
inflict on other parts constantly reacts in maintaining morbid states of
the nervous tissue.
The sympathies of which I am speaking refer to the changes which
may be produced in the organic state of the nervous system, not to
the transmission of impressions, nor to the development and influences
uf the nerrnus power, excepting so far as this power may be productive of direct changes in the organic properties and actions of lhe nervous tissue(§ 230). The general convulsions that arise from irrilation
of the nen•ous expanse in the intestinal canal, or from teething, &c ..
imply no absolute disease of any part Of the nervous system; bu:: only
a strong development of the nervous power, and its forcible reflex action upon the muscles that may be spasmodically affected (§ 223- 226.
233, 500, 891~ b, g, k, 893}, 903, 984 b).-NoTE Q, p. 1122.
l therefore think that authors, as Marshall Hall, for example, in hi$
work on the Nervous 8ystem, are wrong in considering "all convulsive affectious to be diseases of the true spinal or excito-motory system." On the contrary, I apprehend that in most of these cases there
is no actual disease of any part of the nervous system; and it is of no
little practical importance that this question should be rightly settled.
The" principal causes," says Dr. Hall, "are dental iITitation acting
through the fifth nerve; gastric irritation acting through the pneumogastric; and intt:stinal irritation acting through the spinal nerves."
Now, we ha,·e ''ariously seen how the nervous power may be preternaturally excited, and determined with various effect upon the organs of organic and animal life i being so constituted as to be exquisitely susceptible to a vast variety of natural causes (§ 226, 227, 500).
The muscles of animal life are naturally under the powerful influence
of the nerves; this being a special ordination in relation to the nervous power and the mobility of muscles of animal life, to enable the
will to determine the nervous power so as to produce voluntary motion, and other causes to render it subservient to respiration (§ 205,
208, 226, 233, 500 c). Hence convulsions readily spri11g ~p; while,
from the nervous system being designed for vital objects. lll organic
life, preternatural influences of the nervous po\'.·er give nse to ot_her
phenomena in that di,·ision of life. Owing, also, to these const1tutio11al peculiarities, as well as to the natural modifications of the ''ital
properties of the animal muscles, the ne1:vous power, wh~n ?etermined with violence upon them, rarely occas10ns disease; wlnle m respect
to the same properties in the organic system, w~e~·e they ha~e a ?it:
ferent modification, and the nervous power a <l1flerent phys10log1cal
function, it readily proves morbific (§ 133-150, 452-456, 893!). ·
"' e have, therefore, all the elements that arc necessary to show that
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Dr. Hall's pathology is wro?g. The convulsions to which he r~ftm
as actual diseases of the spuial system affect the muscles of ammal
life, upon which the will may operate with violence in an instant, or
"Vhich are perpetually held in action by the nervous power fur the performance of the respiratory movements, and to cany out the office of
the sphincters. A slight irritation, therefore, propagated to the nervous centres may rouse these natural motions into irregular and more
violent ones, without producing m1y more .disease in the nerves or the
muscles than is produced by the operation of the will, or by those
causes which maintain the movements of respiration. Again, if a rere
bro-spinal nerve be irritated, convulsions are produced, and the same
is done by a shock of the electric fluid. Now, these results arc ex.
actly analogous to the natural ~onvulsions which are supposed to de·
pend on'' disease of the true spnrnl system of nerves." l f we analyze
the supposed cases, the same conclusions will follow. "\Vhen, in one
case, the gum is lanced down upon the tooth, the convulsions may
cease immediately. In another, or when the convulsions depend on
gastric or intestinal irritation, a dose of morphia, or an emetic, or an
enema, or warm bath, will generally remove the convulsious very
speedily, and they are not apt to return(~ 893f).
Diseases of the membranes ·or the brain or spinal cord, or of the
substance of the brain or of the spinal cord itself, do not often occa·
sion convulsions; which, indeed, are commonly independent of any
disease of the nervous system. \Vhcn, however, they do gfre :rise to
convulsi\'e movements, or when such result follows an affection of a
nerve, as in traumatic tetanus, there is no morbid state sympathetica1ly induced in any other part of the nervous system, but the convulsions are owing to a propagation of the nervous power upon the mus·
cles as in the foregoing cases. Here; the cliseasc of the nervous tissue is exactly equivalent, in developing the nervous power, to the
irritation propagated to the nervous centres by dentitim1 1 intestinal
irritation, &c. It sometimes. happens, therefore, that a division of the
affectcd nen·e, in tetanus, will at once remove the spasms.
'Vhen, therefore, convulsions arise from dentition, or intestinal irritation, we apply our remedies to the gums, &c., and not to the spinal cord, or to its nerves. Such as may depend upon disease of the
nervous centres, or of a. nerve, arc obstinate, and the treatment is
then directed with a special reference to the part which may be thus
affected. Here the nerve-action is direct, there reflex(~ 227, 500 c, d).
Here, also, we learn the importance of an intimate acquaintance
with the laws of the nen·ous power, and of correct theory. Convul·
sive movements, under most circumstances, have a very similar char·
acter i and to ascertain their causes, we must apply ourselves to other
symptoms ancl other considerations. N e\•ertheless, they are apt to
have ce1·tain differences in some affections. Those of tetanus have
the strongest peculiarities; an<l here there is a Ycry limited state ot
disease at the wounded part, bu~ idiopathic tetanus may depend upon
intestinal disease. But, thero is often a complete resemblance between the ordinary convulsions from dentition, and gastric, and intes·
tinal irritation, and those of hysteria and epilepsy; whatever may be
8
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Sympat!ties of Di'ssimilur Tissues.
527, a. Morbific reflex nervous actions occur less frequently among
organs of diiferent organization than among many of those which are
constituted alike, with the exception of the mucous tissue of the alimentary canal and other parts, and between the skin and other parts.
Between these two organs and a11 others there is, on tbe part of the
lat.ter, the most intimate connection by reflex nervous actions, especially the mucous tissue of the stomach(§ 512); and it is through this natural relation, and the increased susceptibility of diseasecl parts, that remedial agents so readily exert their effocts upon the diseases of all organs, when such agents are applied to the intestinal canal or to the skin
(§ 113, 465, 516 d, nos. 12, 13, 889 g, 89 1! g, k, 892 g, h, 893 a, c).
527, b. l\Iorbific reflex nervous actions between the alimentary canal and other tissues are >ariously considered in the progress of this
work. Those between the skin and other tissues deserve farther consideration in this place. Their predominance and intensity between
that organ and the alimentary mucous tissue are shown in the dependence of a vast proportion of cutaneous eruptions upon primary disease of the latter tissue. There is great reason to believe that such
is the fact even in rela.·~ion to measles, scarlet fever, and small-pox,
when it occurs spontaneously, and probably also in the inoculated
form; though, in the last case, there must be first a reflected influence from the artificial pustule of the skin upon the intestinal mucous
membrane, from whence the influence is propagated back to the ·1vholc
surface of the body (§ 902, m). This construction, so opposed to the
humoral pathology, is sustained by the analogy which is supplied
by most other cutaneous affections, and by tlrn direct fact that tlie
eruption of scarlatina and of measles appears in the mucous membrane
Qf the throat before it does upon the skin. The eruption, especially
of measles, is apt to be preceded, also, by inflammation of the mucous tissue of tlic eye, the nose, and lungs, as well as by cough. But,
as will ham been seen, it is not necessary that the secondary, or sympathetic, disease should be like the primary; especially in parts that
are dissimilar(§ 527, d). If this pathology as to the consecutive order of developments be true, it is of great practical importance; since
it assures us that great care must be bestowed upon the intestinal muco11s membrane, as a principal seat of the radiating morbific influences. But the severity of small-pox, &c., depends greatly upon the extent of the cutaneous aff'eclion, and its consequent reaction upon the
abdominal organs (p. 347, § 51G d, no. 13); and hence the advantage
of moderating the eruptions by local applications. Can humorali:nn
explain? Why such definite periods of rise ancl decline(§ 654 b)?
Sympathies between the skin nnd kidneys arc naturally inst ituted
for special exigencies of the animal economy; but these organs arc so
constituted in their relative susceptibilit.ies, that the great final ca.use
of thcit· physiological relations shall not be defeated by the propagation
of morbific reflex nervous influences from one to the other (§ 422, &c.).
Sympathies between the mucous and serous ti ss ues arc comparatively ra.re in health, and, therefore, in disease. Since, also, the same
principles, in a general sense, are concerned in the remote influences
of remedial agcnts 1 we thus understand why medicine taken inwardly
has so moderate an effect upon peritonitis, or pleuritia, &c.; and this
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ph.ilosophy is clearly confirmed by the ready action of cold upor. lhc
skm in developing iuAammation of the pleura, and by the manner in
which that inflammation may be often oYcrcomc by blisters ·or othe1
irritants applied to the skin. I uclecd, so extensive arc the natural
sympathetic relations of tho skin to most internal parts that there is
scarcely an inflammation of an internal tissue or organ that may not
be more or less mitigated by irritants applied over the neighboring
surface, if the application be not prematurely made(~ 514 d, 893 a,c).
There is a very intimate sympathy between the fibrous mcmbrancii
and tho cartilaginous and osseous tissues, which leads to the <lctenni.
nation of morbific reflex nervous influences among th em (~ 141, b).
527, c. Sympathies of difl:Crent tissues with each other, of much iutensity, are more common in parts that are distant than among the
tissues of one and the same compound organ.
527, d. \Vhen disorders arise among difiCrent tissues, Lh ey arc, as
1 ha\" C said, apt to be more or less different from the primary affcc1inn, or if alike, their phenomena more variable than among tissues
of the same organization (§ 525). The primary affections may be
mild while the sympathetic are severe. This relative mildness and
inteusity is constantly seen in the supervention of inflammations aud
congestions in remote parts as consequences of some minor derangement of the stomach, or other digestive organs, and in the manner in
which severe diseases of all parts are subdued by the action of remedial agents upon the stomach. So, again, the action of cold upon
the ski n induces, by rcrlex artion, inflammation of any of the tissues
of the lungs, or of the intestines, uterus, liver, ligaments, &c.; bur
here no actual <lisease is produced in the skin, and the morbific agent
is also of a negative nature . Hence a clifficuity, notwithstanding its
importauce, of detecting the original source when a complex. series
of sympatheLic affections has ensued (§ [114 d, Ji, 527, b).

Sympathies of Ind hidual Tissues
Compound Organs,
528. \Vh en any tissue of a compound organ becomes the sent of
disease, the influen ce of such disease is felt, more or less, by all the
tissues of such an organ, where the primary disease is at all severe;
especially in the organs of organic life. The tissues, as we have
seen, which are seco ndaril y affected may or may not sustain the same
character of disease as the original affection; and this will depend
much upon the nature of the organ. The sympathies, for instance,
between the different tissues of the lungs are far greater than between the different tissu~s of the stomach, and I may say, indeed, of
any other organ. If the mucous coat of the stomach be. even sever~· ·
ly inflamed, the disease generally remains limited to that tissue, anJ
will far sooner give. rise to infl ammation of the pulmonary mucous
membran e tlian it will be extended to the cellular, muscnlar, or serous tissue of the stomach, however much it may otherwise disturb
their functions. On the contrary, however, it is quite otherwise with
the lungs; especially when the cellular or parcnchymatous tissue of
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Aammation is apt to be propagated, sooner or later, both to the serous
and mucou s Lissues of the organ (§ 115-117, 129, l32-155). And
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here may be ob.served a wise ordination of Nature for lhe ultimate
rnlicf of so grave a disease as acute or chronic inflammation of the
main substance of the lun gs; an augmented secretion of mucus or
serum contriburing to that result, in connection with a reflected sympathetic influence of the action which is necessary to those increased
products(§ 74, 117, 129, 137, 155, 15G, 387, 422, 524 d, 525). When
't!1cse redundant secretions take place, the general la.w is that the
p1·imary and secondary inflammations begin to abate. The salutary intlucnce of the secondary disease . independently of the depletive effect,
is seen iu the frequent abatement of chronic muco-inflammation of
the lungs or of the stomach when it may supervene in one organ or
tl1e other as a sympathetic consequence of a primary inflammation of
either, the philosophy of which is fully expountlcd in ~ 905 a.
529, a. Compound organs

gen~rally

sympathize most readily with
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ways excepted(§ 528). These groups or systems of organs have been
already specified, and the sympathies to which they respectively give
rise among their component parts sufficiently designated (§ 124-130,
149, 150).
529, b. l\forbicl sympathies are inHuenced by a great variety of accidental causes, although they depend essentially upon the constitutional relations of the various pa1ts of the organism to each other.• One
of the most remarkable is the determination which is given to reflected nervous actions by almost inappreciable impressions exerted by
morbific and remedial agents upon some particular part, according to
the nature of their virtues, one agent ultimately involving the whole
system in morbid action, or one remedy being as extensively curati\·e
(§ 149); whi le others, far more intense and rapid in their operation,
are very circumscribed in their analogous sympathetic effects (§ 149,
150, 163). In the case of the morbific agents where many organs
are brought into sympathetic derangement, the various results may
be mostly due to the action alone of a single cause, as with the miasmata of fc\"er, the yirus of small-pox, of scarlatina, &c.; or, the complex results may be greatly owing to tho united action of many causes.
[n thQ case of remedial agents, their effect as to extent, intensity, &c.,
will depend much upon the exact nature of the pathological states.
530, Having now arrived at the end of our long journey OYer the
enchanting paths of sympathy, I cannot but hope that they, to whom
the mere physiological explorations may be new, will have gained
many treasures that will adorn their knowledge, and render m.cdicinc
a subject of their profound veneration and care. An attentive su rvey of all the facts will assure them how far they have lived on in ignorance, how much intellectual enjoyment has been lost, how they
lia,·e been beguiled into the chemical and physical doctrines of life;
and, if what I have propouncled of the applicability of the natural
laws of reflected actions of the nervous system to pathology and
therapeutics be founded in trmh, the realities of Nature and the sub·
stitutes of art will strike with greater force, and supply a. ne,·er-failing
source of advancing knowledge, a. shield against the corrupti0t1s of
ignorance or ambition, a guide to practical '1abits, and a blessing to
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the sick. The natural laws of the nervous system are sct.Ucd by demonstration; as well settled as the laws of gravitation, or any of the
most undoubted in physics or chemistry. Such as arc immediately
applicable to the higher and more difficult branches of i:iedicinc I
have selected from authors who have had no such objects m contemplation, that they might come unalloyed with the suspicions attendant
on theory. My attention, in this respect, has been mostly turned to
tho great Prussian Physiologist, ~y far tl1e greatest of the ago, and to
the invaluable experiments by \Vdson Philip. I commend them again
and again to all those who would study medicine as founded in Nature, and escape the temptations which have been devised for the
gratification of indolence, or for the accommodation of imbecility. \Ve
have seen it said, in high quarters, that " the time is approaching when
the foundation of practice on tlte. laws of Organic C!temistry will form
the distinction between the enlightened physician and the mere pretender" (§ 5} a, 289-292, 349 d-376t, 438--448). I repeal the declaration as expressing the ascendant spirit of the age, and that all who
may be disposed to encounter the threatened degradation may duly
realize the importance of a firm determination to maintain their
grnund (§ 440, b).

B. Functions especially relative to tlte JJfental Principle and Instinct.
531. The present subdivision of Peculiar Functions having no spe·
cial relations to organic life embraces but transient subjects for conEideration in this work (§ 450). It comprehends,
1st. Vnluntary motion.
2d. Functions by wlticll. tlte -mind and instinct act on external object.,
3d. Otltcr meutal and instinctive functions.
532 . The subject of voluntary motion has been already sufficiently
oxamincd (§ 21.5, 227, 232, 256, 257, 486, 487, 500).
;):13. The functions by wl1ich we act on external o~jects are performed throllgh Yolition and the voluntary muscles. The philosophy
is the same as in § 532.
534, a. The brain co-operates with the mind, and with the instinctive principle, in the acts of intellection or instinctive functions
(§ 241, 500 o,p).
534, b. Although the soul be an immaterial an<l imperishable substance, it is so associated with the brain that a healthy state of this
organ is generally necessary to the ordinary functions of the mind, as
it is, also, to those of instinct.
In a general sense, the mental functions suffer in proportion to the
extent and suddenness of cerebral disease; ancl the same is true of
the iufiucnces of the brain upon organic life. There is not always,
howe,·e1" a correspondence between injuries and diseases of the brain
and the resulting affections of the mental principle. Apparently
slight injuries or diseases of the organ will suspend 01· abolish the
faculties of the mind, whit~ in other cases their integrity is pre·
served under the most appalling affections of the brain. It is also re
markable in those cases where the mind is least affected or unimpair
ed, that the organic functions a.re apt to suffer least.-(llfed. and PliyJ
Comm., vol. ii., p. 139, note.)
• • • Subject continued in Appendix, article SouL &

lNSTIN'CT.
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VITAL HABIT.
535. VtrAL HABIT relates to the modifications of functions, and the
variations of their results, in organic and animal life, as arising from
rhe repeated or continued operation of natural, morbific, or remedial
agents. It frequently happens, howcYer, that the single application
of a vital agent will establish this condition (§ 516 d, no. 6; § 545).
This simple principle is at the foundation of some of the most profound and comprehensive laws in medicine(RIGHTS &c.,p. 919, no. l!J)
536. The functions of orgrmic beings, plants as well as animals, are
liable to great and more or less durable changes from the foregoing
causes. I have applied the epithet vital to distinguish this constitutional law from those ordinary plt:IJsical ltabits which are almost peculiar to man, and of which vital !whit is a common result.
537. The functions of animal life, in man especially, are more under the influence of vital habit than the organic. The latter are variously affected, as to habit, by climate, season, food, ancl morbific anJ
remedial agents, and by disease. The results of habit are most important in its relation to the groups of causes now mentioned.
538. Habit is liable to be more strongly pronounced in plants and
animals by certain influences, particularly domestication, climate, aud
soil, than in man. Thus, as to vegetables, the ricinus communis is an
annual herbncl'uus plant in America, while in India and Spain it is a
woody perenuial tree. The acquired power of enduring cold is strikingly manifested in man, animals, and plants(§ 442, 10.!6-1050).
539, a. The philosophy of vital habit consists either in a tendency
of any given ,fOndition of the vital states to remain without change,
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lation to each operating cause, by which tlleir susCeptibility to the
action of the particular c<ruse or causes is diminished or increased
(~ 176-215). The philosophy is alike applicable to the properties of
the mind as to those of the vital pri11ciple, and, of course, to the func·
tions of each(§ 173-176).
539, b. In animal life, therefore, habit concerns the senses, volun·
tary muscles, and the intellectual and instinctive faculties. Jn organic life, it refers to the organic prope1ties aud functions of every part,
~vhether organic or animal, and takes in the various and important
influences of the nervous system(§ 110-117, 224, 226, 495, &c.).
539, c. Since, also, the i11fiuence of habit in either Jife genern1Jy
relates to the particular agents only by which it is induced, we learn
the ad\·antages of interchanging catha1tics, anodynes, &c. (~ 119, 163,
550). And so of the different modes of exercise, as it concerns both
organic and animal Jife; and so, too, of the employments of the intellectual faculties, that a due improvement may be imparted to each
(§ 565, 566, 855, 872 a) .
540. The principle of habit is every where the same; always relative to impressions, moro or less durable, upon the vital or mentn!
constitution. The analogy is perfect throughout, in all its details,
and is utterly subversive of every chemical or physical view of life or
disoase (9 1047).
541. It illustrates the instability of the vital prope1ties {& 177-223).
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542. The modifications arising from vital habit exercise an impor·
tant sway in the treatment of disease; since remedial agents must be
varied in kind, force, quantity, time of repetition, &c., according tc
the artificial modifications of irdtability and sensibility, especially the
former (§ 150, 188-204, 857).
.
543. Habit is liable to obtain under the repeated or continued op
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pain from injuries, and in the ordmary pleasures of sense, which arc
always about the samC', however frequently repeated. But the pain
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landscapes, the verdure of spring, &c., which are more or less variable in effect. An interval of suspension, howeYer, in these case-~, re·
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agents, such as miasmata,
cease to be injurious. This is most likely to happen if the in~ividual
reside from infancy in the miasmatic region, or, in the unacc.hmated,
after recovery from au attack of the miasmatic disease. Such is the
philosophy of acclimation (§ 539, 551); and the same is alike applic.abfe to tobacco, &c., and to its ultimate conversion into a luxury.
545. Sometimes the single application of a particular agent wilt so
confirm th~ intensity aud permanence of habit that it Lecomcs for.
ever afterward inoperative. Such is not unfregueutly the case with
miasmata, and it is conspicuously shown in small-pox, measles, scar·
latina, &c. And so of vaccination in its relation to small-pox i though
repetitions of the vaccine disease may be necessary to even a tempora1·y exemption from small-pox, while at other times thc...effect goes off,
leri.ving individuals exposed to small-pox(§ 350, no. 45, 543). All this
shows, too, a 1lear identity between the vaccine and variolous Jiseases (§ 75-79, 552 a, 654 b).
546. The law of habit applies extensive1y, also, to remedial agents;

~~~~:~~~,i;1i1t~ ~ht ~;=~~· t~ytl:e~~~-~:~;~tf:e l~~:~n~;.g or increasing the
547. Habit, in respect to remedies, as, also, to morbific causes, dem·
onstrates their reflex nervous inflllences, antl that they do not operate
by absorption. Introduce the agents with any frequency into the circulation, there will be no such manifestations of the la.ws of Im.bit.
548, a. The effects of habit in organic life are generally most per·
manent when induced by causes of unceasing and long-continued op·
eration, such as climate, the presence or absence of light, &c. There is
then some Yery persisting or permanent modification of the organic
properties, and sometimes Yery remarkably of the structure (§ 74,
538, 545).
548, b. The foregoing law is of very extensive application in the
philosophy of disease, and replete with practical bearings. Its illus·
trations are constantly seen in the obstinacy of chro11ic diseases, and
in the comparative inefficiency of remedies when the treatment of
fevers is neglected for A single day .
548}, a. In a general sense, the natural Yitai stimuli, such as fooJ
wl1ich is of easy digestion, heat, water, &c., for obYious final causes,
produce, like the blood, nearly the same impressions upon the organio
properties, nt every uge, and at every hour, under equal circumstan
ces (~ i1G, 1:)7).-l::iec CAUSES, FINAL, Index I.
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518!, b. :N evc1thelcss, certain kinds of food, and analogous stimu:i,
as wine, &c., come within the law of habit. This is whc;·e the kinil
vf food may not be natural to the age of the individual (§ 568); or
when it may be at first oppressive or detrimental at any age, it may
become, by use, inoffensive -and nutritious. During the first experi·
ments the food may escape the stomach undigested, having, also, irritated that organ, induced headache, &c. But, in a process of time,
the irritability of the stomach becomes adapted, by habit, to the presence of that particular kind of food, its ready digestion follows, and
all sympathetic results disappear. It is exactly the same law tha1
renders tobacco, asafcetida, &c., luxuri~s (§ 543).
549. The law of habit, in respect to morbific and remedial agents,
follows the law which governs the relative duration of disease when
produced by remedial agents and such as ar~ truly morbific. Disease
excited by the former, if not in great intensity, soon subsides spontaneously; but when by the latter, it is far more lasting. This principle, also, as it relates to remedial agents, is at the foundation of their
curative effects(§ 893, &c., 926).
550. 8ince habit subsides iu various degrees, and at various times,
after the removal of its causes, aud the properties of life acquire,
therefore, more or less, their original susceptibility to the particular
agents or causes(§ 539,543), and since the effects of remedial agents
are commonly transieut in respect to habit(§ 549), we may, in most
cases, soon resume the suspended remedy, and obtain its original effect(§ 539 c, 857). And just so of acclimation; its infl11enccs ceasing
on change of residence, when miasms will be agflin morbific on returning to the former acclimnted region . And so of pleasure and p.ain (§
543). The coinciclenccs demonstrate the fallacy of humorn.lism (§ 665).
551. Again, it is through the principle of \"ital habit that we must
interpret the abiiity of the system to sustain, with the same or dimiuished effect, increased doses of remedial agents, as opium, tartarizc<l
antimony, &c., while this peculiarity will be limited to the agents
which are thus employed. The eighth of a grain cif tartarized anti·
mony may produce vomiting at the first dose; but, by gradually increased doses e,·ery two hours, it may be sometimes raised in twelve
hours, by lessening gastric irritability in relation to its own virtues,
to two grains at a dose, without vomiting again (§ 556). But gastric
irritability will not be thus reduced in relation to any other emetic.
And so of miasma.ta. &c. ; and I may ad<l to § 544, that if the unaccliruated pass gradually through a series of climates having gradations
of miasmatic intensity, he will ultimately reach its highest virulence
with far greater safety than if he plunged at once into its fury. Shoul~,
however, epidemic influences occur of an unusual nature, he will still
be as much, or more exposed to their malign effects than in uninfected countries(§ 150).
55~, a. Other parallels ho1<l, also, in tl1e foregoing cases(§ 551). If,
for example, the antimony be suspended for tweh-e hours, gastric irritability will recover its natural relation to that substance, &c. And
so of the miasmatic agent, if the acclimated subject retire to a s<ilubrious region, and subsequently revisit the insalubrious_(§ 557, b).
552, h. Again, the antimony impresses the system rn the ratio of its
action upon the stomach, or of tl1e duration of its action. Fever, or
pneumonia, &c., will fail to be assuag-ecl unless the gastric effect ho
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kept up, if the agent be employed in its small altcrative <loses. Ur
a single dose, operating as an emetic, may at once overthrow lhc dis.
nase (§ 52·1 a, no. I). And so of miasmata; since, in the case supposed (§ 551), the individual may be gradually brought under its influence, till, at last, its greatest intensity may_ produce an explosion of
disease; or, this may ensue with great rapidity in the same subject if
the gradual acclimation be ncglectccl (§ 511 fr 1 516 c, 518 b, 557 h).
553. No two agents being precisely alike m their effects, habit will
vary ac~ording to the exact nature of its causes (§ 150, 19~, 649).
Some, hke antimony, often lessen irri tability with great rapidity, and
the property will recover its relation to the ~gent after a short interval of suspension. Others as frequently reqmre a much longer time,
and irritability will take various intervals of repose, often months or
years, to recover its relation to these agents.
554. It is fundamental in medicine that the foregoing interrnls (§
553) are not long as it respects remedial agents, in their ordinary use,
but much longer m respect to the truly morbific causes. In the case,
for int)tance, of acclimation(§ 551), if the subject return to a salubri·
ous c1imate, it may be many months, or years, before tho system will
have recovered its susceptibilily to the rniasmatic agent.
555. The foregoing exemplification of habit in respect to morbific
and remedial agents(§ 554) is allied to the principle which lies at the
foundation of disease, and of its cure by remedies, whether physical
or mental. Disease consists, essentially, in a more or less permanent
alteration of th e organic properties; while remedial agents establish
more transient alterations, \\.·hicb enables the morbid properties aucl
actions to obey th eir natural tendency to a state of health.
556, a. Vital habit appears, also, under an aspect opposite to that
of diminished irritability. It then presents itself more in the condi·
tion of a morbid change of the organic conditious. Thu s, tartarizecl
antimony, instead of reducing gastric irritability, as in § 551, may exalt it; so that, beginning with the eighth of a grain, as in the former
example, but without an emetic effect, and repeating it without even
increasing the dose, vomiting will take place at the second or third
dose (§ 514 g, 516 c and d, no. 6). In these cases, we must some·
times progressive ly reduce the <lose to the fiftieth part of a grain, or
vomiting will ens ue. In this particular case irritability is also increased in its relation to ipccac uanha, and to most other irritants (§ 841).
556, b. This lets us into the philosophy of the most successful mode
of o,·ercoming habitual and obstinate constipation, by small doses of
cathartic medicine, repeated once or twice d aily; as the fourth of a
grain of blue pill, and half a grain or a grain of aloes. The irrita·
bility of the intestine is thus permanently exalted, by which it is soon
rendered so sensitive to the increased quantity of bile as to require
a diminution or di~continuance of Lhe medicine. The impression of
each dose remains till the next is repeated (§ 5 14 g, 516 c, 516 d, no.
6). The law of in.creased susc~pti?ility is brough_t into operation §
137, d, and alterat1ve reflex .act1o_n rncr~ascs the bil e (§ 889 l, m).
\.Vhat I have thus stated m tlns section involves some of tl:..e most
important philosophy in m_edicin e. In its practical nature it rakes in
a wide range of therapeut1cal problems, some of the most essential of
which are relative to the dose or the amount of a l'Cme<ly, and the prop·
11r time for its repetition (§ 857).
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556, c. The foregoing principle is farther shown by the effect of saline and other cathart~c.s in promoting salivation when given a few
hours after the exhibition of a full dose of calomel. The fact was ascertained by George Fon1yce, and has been often verified in my own
11erson after the use of blue pill. The mercurial agent will not exert, in the cases supposed, this profound constitutional effect without the subsequent aid of the other agents, which so increase intestinal irritability, and that of the whole system, that the mercury operates
with greater local and general iritensity; a fact, by-the-way, which is
also opposed to the doctriue of operation by absorptiun. Just so, too,
bloodletting increases the susceptibility of the system to the constitu·
tional and local action of mercury, cathartics, and many other agents,
while it also lessens much their doses. A common principle lies at
the foundation of the whole (§ 150, 890} g, 892t u, 893 q, 90 ~ c, 1088).
556, il. Augmented irritability, sensibility, and mobility, in thei1
proper relation to habit, depend often upon peculiar states of the
stomach, on constitution, climate, &c. Hence in some climates cer·
tain remedies, as antimony, are borne much better than in others i cathartics often exalt irritability (especially of the direct seat of action)
in an intense degree, &c.
But other influences in connection with the foregoing are often iu
operation, and may be the main cause of the effects which are, at oth·
er times, due to the causes now supposed. Thus, cathartics arc liable to be surrounded by such influences, especially by increased irritability from the presence of disease, or as the effect of pa~sion, or
the play of sympathy, or the bile may be increased in quantity or in
its stimulating virtues. These modifying influences may be Yariously

applied.
557, a. The difference in the results of the same remedy in anal·
1Jgous conditions of disease often depends upon, and illustrates, the
law of habit. Thus, an emetic and cathartic, exhibite<l near the i11vasion of continued fe\·er, will often break up the disease; but not so
if the fever ha\'e been neglected for twenty-four hours. The morbid
action is then under the power of habit. On the contrary, an emetic
will often remove an intermittent fever of long duration if administer·
eel during the intermission. Here, the febrile ar.tion being greatly
suspended at regular intervals, the force of habit is constantly broken,
and nature puts on its recuperative tendency (§ 555, &c., 715, 926).
557, b. A special exception occurs, however, in the abstraction of
blood as it regards its remedial effects upon disease which has acquired the force of habit. In active or chronic forms of inflammation,
and in fevers of considerable duration, general bloodletting, particularly, when carried to its just extent, may at once mbvert the disease,
or, at least, greatly cripple its force and its habitual tendency. Here,
an impression is simultaneously and powerfully made upon the wholo
circulatory system, and that which is thus exerted upon the immediate instruments of disease is greatly advanced by reflex nervous actions
from all parts of the capillary blood:vcssels (§ 921, 931-934). There
is,. therefore, a clear analogy in a ~1~d b with the modl~S op~randi of
rmasmata when they prove the excitmg as well as pre~1sposwg cause
of disease near the first moment of their contact with the body (§
552, h)-philosophically considered (9 654 a).
.
558, a. The principle involved in§ 556 embraces what is called the
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cumulative ejfcct of remedies, and of which digitalis, nydrocyauic ac1a,
mercury, narcotics, &c., supply examples, in their small repeated
doses (§ 014, g). And yet some of the same agents, as the narcotics,
b>"' longer use, will establish the opposite condition of habit, or that of
diminished efiCct; thus illustrating the different aspects of the laws of
vitalbabit.
558, b. In the cumulatirn aspect of habit, the agent, as .digi~alis, or
mercury, or cantharidus, for instance, establishes progressive impres.
sions on the vital states, proportioned to the amount and frequflncy of
the dose, cceteris parilms (§ 926). \Vhen that impression reaches a
certain degree of intensity, the organic properties are brought into so
full a relation with the morbific virtues of the agent, that they underg.o, abruptly, a ~1eater change; when the phenomena of full mercurial action, of <l1gitalis, &c., take place suddenfy, and perhaps with
violence. The last is morbid, and exactly the same as we have seen
of the progressive operation of miasmata (§ 552, b). But we often
sec manifested by digitalis, prussic acid, &c., the same variety of
habit as was stated of tartarize<l a11timony in § 551, since we must
ollcn increase the dose to maintain the original effect. And so, again,
of miasmata (§ 551). This, however, is not true of some of the cumu
lative remedies, such as the mercurial (9 516, d, no . 6) .
558, c. And now, to illustrate the altcrative reflex action ofremc
<lial agents by the process of removing the morbid effects of the fore.
going cumulative remedies (b), we harn but to interrogate the only
possible manner in which we may speedily subdue those effects by
other remedies, and as explained in § 891! k, 984 b.
559. Exactly the same philosophy (§ 558) is applicable to what is
called predisposition to disease (§ 148, 503, 538, 539, 544, 547, 552
b). NeYertheless, predisposition may differ from the cumulatiYe im·
pression of remedies in being established by a single, and eYen momentary action of the morbific agent, when the organic states may go
on with their morbid tendency till an explosion follows, as in § 148,
652.. So, often, of a single dose of mercury in respect to its curati,·e
effects (§ 514, g) . But, the difference lies in the greater intensity of
the agent, or in a greater susceptibility of the subject to its action, or
in both(§ 549, 666, 516 d, no. 6),
560 . Another aspect of habit, as it respects morbific agents, and
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of mtermittcnt fever, at intervals of months, eYen after the subject
shall have removed to a climate exempt from the causes. Here the
original impres!iion remains(§ 514, g), and frequently, also, some local form of disease, by which the general predisposition is maintained,
and its exf)losions more or less produced(§ 148).
561- \Vhat concerns the acquired habits that appertain more or less
to the constitution of all men, and which have a modifying, and often
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\'ital habit; and this is more obviously true of the accidental modifi·
cations of temperament that o.rise in individuals from the influence of
climate, heat, cold, &c. (§ 78, 412 b, c, 535, 539). '\Th ere the pecu·
liarity of const itution is transmitted from parent to child the modify.
ing causes ha\'e, of C()tJrSO, oneratc<l upon the ancestor. But the
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tramnnitted peculiarity is equivalent to that which is generated by the
direct action of tho modifying agent(§ 75-80, 585, 587, 591 , 659).
Here, too, we may observe how the incubatiou of fC\·cr, for a week
or for months, is analogous to the slow progress of the artificial tempcrame:-its; though, in the former case the remote causes may operate
for an hour only, and thus establish a tendency in the organic properties to achance in their morbit.l predisposition, till, reaching a certain
amount of change, a developmen~ Jf fe,·cr is suddenly displayed;
while, in the artificial temperaments the changes are commonly the::
result of the continued operation of the remote cause.
562. The luxuries and customs of ci\'ilizcd man affect J1is natural
constitution upon the same principles as morbific agents produce disease, or as the reme~lial alter the properties of lifo back again to a
state of health . In all the cases, the results arc owing to impressions
rnrious1y ma<le upon tho properties oflife (§ 191 b, 535, 539).
563. So simple is Nature in her elemeulary laws that the periodi
cal desire of food, and many little usages of the body, fall, more ot
less, under the comprehensi\'e law which I have cxemolified by prominent instances of habit. And here, too, we glance at the philosophy of instinct in its magnificent relations to ce1tain natural habits;
and realize, also, in the phenomena, the principle.!< which are concerned in the analogous relations of the will to voluntary motion (§
500, c-lt) .
.564. In my last proposition I was on tlie borders of education, whicl1
is mostly confined to animal life, or extended to both where animal
and organic are associated in functions.
Education is allied to habit in its philosopl,y, as manifested l!loth in
the cultivation of muscular power and the properties of the mind
(§ 175 b, 241).
565, a . Education often improves some of the ar.imal functions at
the expense of others; but this mostly where some are more the subjects of cultivation than others, as seeing, hearing, &c., or the muscular action of the arms, &c. (§ 539, c). 'Vhen one sense, as sio-ht, is
extinct, others, as heal'ing and touch, become very exquisite. :fi1 tho
case of the muscles, mohility is augmented, and their nutritWm increased; in that of the senses, sensibility.
565, b. A more ciitical analysis, in the case of the muscles, shows
us that mobility in organic, ancl its modification in animal 1ife, are
both ach-anced (§ 205, 215). Hence result the increase of voluntary
power and the increased size of the muscles. By this muscular exercise the function of digestion is also increased, the elaboration of
bile, and important vigor is imparted to the whole organic mechanism. Tbe principle is exactly the same as in all the preceding examples relative to vital habit.
566, a. This chain of exact analogies brings us to the prope1ties of
the mind, which are improved upon the same principle (§ 175 b, 241,
565). Here, as in the foregoing instances(§ 565), one or more of the
properties is apt to be exalted at the expense of the r('st (§ .539, c).
Tbe poet, therefore, thinks differently from the man of culti\'atecl judg·
mcut; tho lawyer is prone to sophistry and skepticism; the mathematician is wrapped in abstract truths, and deficient in practical business;
the clergyman, from his well-disciplined trust in ltevelation, and his
11cholastic habits, suffers that trust to degenerate into credulity, and too
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all the powers of his understanding, and all departments of nature,
1
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than any other class of mankm<l.
.56G, b. And now we are prepared to comprehend the analogies hetv:ecn tl1o'>e impressions which are brought about by the habitual action of external objects upon the senses.' and in which the mind is con-
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changes that are incident to the organic properties from the habitual
use of tobacco, of stimulants to tho nose, to the stomach, &c., or such
as arise from tartarizecl antimony, acclimation, and those moral influe nces through which the black skin , the low forehead, and the flat
nose, arc rendered more beautiful to the African than the analogous
features of the white man, or which render the flattened head, and the
scarified face, an ornament to the eye of the American In<lian, or the
deformities of the corset, or the artificial rump, elegances in polished
society, while the few tlwt worship at the Graces' shrin e hecome ob·
~:~~s of disJike.
The same fundamental philosophy obtains through·

561. From tl1e foregoing analogies between the mental an<l \"ital
powers (§ 566), it appears that the former are cultivated through tho
medium of the senses and brain, and as well by external influences M
by the operation of the sensorium commune, upon the same principle
that the vital properties are influenced, more or less permanently, by
the operation of foreign agents (§ 17 5 b, 241 ). The impressions in
respect to mind, however, are more complex, since, in this case, they
come tn the spiritual p art through material organs.
568. \Ve may now sec the nature of the analogies hr.tween the
special injuries which result f~·om too much or improper food in the
ea rly stages of life, and crow<lmg the min<l with study or with topics
beyond its easy comprehension; and those between the ullimatc adap·
tation of tho properties of the stomach to what was once offensive, and
the corresponding developmont of the properties of the min<l an<l of
its organs by which it sustains what had been detrimental to both, and
to the gene ral heallh. These principles lie deeply at the foundatio11
Qf a proper elementary education of the mind (175 b, 548l b, 567).
STRENGTH, .-\ND WEAKNESS OR DEOILITY.

569, a. Much of what has been nnw considered under the rnrious
aspects of habit ~s often vaguely clefiued by the terms strength, and

~;~;,~:J ~: :::~z~~~~n!~:. ~~-~~t~c:i-~i~;.~~~;~u\ ~~I:ctr~neg;e~;~~~eaI'n~
A. a.mod, muscular actton ts impaired m the hand, or arm. This is called wMlmes.f, debility, both of the vessels which are engaged in the
mot bitl process, and .of the muscl_es. But, bloodletting, either general or by leeches, will cure the disease and restore muscular action.
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Hera the uaturc of the remeUy contradicts the supposed philosopb)
·
569, b. Strengllt. and debility are, also, often confounded, 1eading
to still greater confusion and error. Thus, manifestaLions of fu]J
muscular power are said to denote strength, while the high vascular
action of inflammation is supposed to depend on deb ili1y. The form3r is also often seen in deplorable states of disease where llcbility
is thought to reign supreme. On the contrary, also, the mere prostration of Yoluntary motion at the very invasion of disease is as constantly considered a state of debility, however exalted may be inflammatory or fobrilc anections upon which that contingency in animal
life may depend. Tonics and stimulants, therefore, have their sway
according to these supposed imaginary conditions,-imaginary, since
disease consists neither in one nor tlrn ot11er, so far as they have any
intelligible import. The designations, for the most part, are borrowrd from the inorganic worldi and even at this day some physiologists
are making experiments upon the dead muscular tissue by immersing
it in sohitions of tonics and astringents, to learn the value, and the
modus operandi, of those agents when applied to morbid states of the
living being. Dr. Adair Crawford, for example, in his Experimental .
lnq1tiry into tlte E.ffrcts of Tonics and Astriugcnts (!SIG) , attributes
their influence entirely to tlie tanning process, by which physical cohesion is established. His premises are those upon which the illustrious and able Pringle, and his compeers, rested the same conclusion; animal membranes having been immersed in Yarious infusions,
and comparisons made of their resistance to weight with the same
membranes soaked in water. Strcngtli was implied in the former instance (§487h,1001-1008, 1019, 1068) .-NoTES FF p.1135, [1 p.1130.
569, c. . If strength and weakness, or debility, be applied to or~anic
state.c;, it must be in a. totally different acceptation from their ordinary
meaning. In their vital applications, they can relate alone to any
present condition of the vital powers. I n this sense, the greatest
strength of the body consists in a natural performance, by all the organs respecti\·cly, of the functions appropriate to each, without either borrowing from the others any assistance which it docs not constitutionally enjoy, and without taking upon itself any undue amount
of labor. In a state of undisturbed health, and temperate habits, the
functions of all organs move on in harmony. each administering to the
others a certain allotted contribution. But, in impaired constitutions,
the whole of this natural harmony is more or less disturbed. Digestion
is imperfectly performed, and every meal tasks the stomach beyond its
natural abi lity. The other orgaus suffer, sympathetically, in consequence, an<l often seem to bend their actions toward a co-operati,·e
effort in ai<l of the diseased act ions of the stomach. In this sense,
therefore, all the powers of the system may be said to be unnaturally
tasked. But, in the mean time, all the sympathizing organs are themselves afilicted, an<l just in proportion as they sympathize with the
stoma.ch. The food escapes from this organ in a half-digested sta te,
in which chemical changes have also occurred. These chan_ges b.cget
acids and flatulence, and, as the crude mass traverses the rntestmes,
it irritates, and increases the sympathetic derangement of those or·
gans, wh ile these, again, reflect back pernicious influences upon .the
6tomach and all other parts. Jnr;mased and unnatural mucu.1i, char·

(§ 743, SOI, 964).

lNSl'lTUTES OF MEDICINE.

rhcea, &c., follow in the train of intestinal symptoms, urged on .l1y ar;
unhealthy production of bile; while an offensi\•e taste in the mouth,
a foul breath, or a coated tongue, tell us of the sym!)aLhics which are
going on in that region. The red or turbid urine shows us that the
kidneys have joined in the disordc1:ed acti~ms. Th~ pulse may be
languid, or it may beat high, accordmg as rnflammat1?n may be absent, or have set in as one of the sequelre; but accor~mg to the accidental state of this symptom tlte degree of w~a.kness 18 .greatly measured in this complex and very common ~ond~tton of chsease (§ 423).
But, whate\•er the symptoms, the systep1 lS saul to be u·cak, to be debilitated. There is, however, no truth in this constructiou, as it i.~
ordinarily understood. The powers 1!1ay be all exal~ed; and that
this is generally so, is shown by the rncreased secretions from the
liver and intestines; while it is fully demonstrated by the nature of
the curative means, which consist especially of a low diet. The sup·
posed debility is nothing but an altered condition of the properties
and functions of life, an<l tho very remedies which the irlea of debility
would suggest, such as stimulants and tonics, are generally aggraYating causes. Such is the exaltation of irritability, especially in the
intestinal canal, that it may not bear even the stimulus of broth, no1
the mechanical irritation of solid food.
569, d. The nearest approach to the popular sense in which debihty is properly applied consists in the exhaustion of the organic powers that attends the ud\'anced stages of prolonged disease.-See § 487 /1.
So far, therefore, as debility has rm existence, nnd as connectccl with
disease, it is nothing but a symptom resuhing from some modified condition of the functions of one Ol' more organs, in which the true pathological cause consists, and to which alone our remedial treatment should
be addressed.
The lrnmornl terms anamia, leucmmia, cachexia, and
chlorosl,s, in their connection with iron and debility, are, therefore, re·
sponsible for un incalculable amount of mortality. But as I have said
much of this 8!Jmptom (always mostly so in the early stages of disease)1
is owing to the failure of the 'Vill to act upon the voluntary muscles
(§ 487 Ii, 961); nnd when this cii·cumstancc is duly considered it may
. result in a profitable inquiry into the probable extent of mortality that
ma.y be ascribed to the tonic and stimulant treatment of disease(§ 621 a,
1001 a, 1065 c, 1068 a). No writer who has discarded loss of blood
ns a principal remedy for inRammations and congestions, or inculcated
"the stimulating plan." has survived his own generation excepting
John Brown, and his work exists only as a curiosity in medical literature (§ 1068 a). The practice is perpetuated by individual prejudices
and impulses(§ 960 g), not by the authority of enlightened or recognized experience, nor by any thing in the pathology of disease (p. 8i2).
569, e. Finally, I may conclude this subject with the nervous language of Southwood Smith (On F'cvcr): Thus-even "in the intense
form3 of congesti\'e fever, I look upon the notion of debility to be
an error not less palpable in its nature, than destructive in its consequences; and if the havoc it produces do not confer upon it a. pre-eminence as bad as that of the \'cry disease of which it is supposed to constitute the essence, it at least entitles it, in comparison with every other error i11 medicine, to the distinction recognized in society between
the hero and the murderer. The one destroys a single human being
now and then, but the other numbers its victim!:lo by thousand~."
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FIFTH DIVISION OF PHYSIOLOGY.

MODIFICATIONS OF THE VITAL PROPERTIES AND
FUNCTIONS ARISING FROM AGE, TEMPERAMENT,
CONSTITUTION, SEX, VOLUNTARY HABITS, &c.
570. Tim differnnces among indi~·icluals, and classes of mankind,
which arise from age, sex, temperament, &c., may be regarded in
the light of qualifications of the four preceding grand attributes of
organic beings.
571. Organic beings are 1iab1e not only to permanent chang.cs iu
their constitution from external influences, but to others of an inhe·
rent nature. Constitution and temperament supply examples of the
former; age and sex of the latter.
572. These changes (§ 571) consist in varying conditions of the
properties of life, and possess, therefore, not only important relatioll3
to the physical agents of life, but modify, according to their different
~:.:~~:::=~~~ces, the operation of morbific causes, and our therapeutical
513. All the foi-egoing conditions spring from the natural instability of the vital propert~es i and such as are brought about by external
influences involve exactly the same philosophy that is concerned in
vital habit (§ 177, 539). Under the present division of Physiology,
however, lhe modified conditions are, in a general sense, of a far more
permanent nature than such as I have assigned to vital habit.

J.

AGE.

574. As our bodies undergo progressive changes from the time l)f
birth to the end of life, the duration of human existence lias been divided into five periods; namely, 1st. Infancy; 2d. Childhood; 3d.
Youth; 4th. Adult or middle age i 5th. Old age. They mark tho
times during which the greatest physiological changes take place.
575. The differences which grow out of age consist in variations of
the externa1 form, and of the forms and density of the internal parts,
of variations of structure, and of natural modifications of the vital
properties and functions. Upon these last depend all the other clrnnges (§ 153-155, 237) .
1. INPAXCL
516, a. lNFA..'\CY extends from the time of birth to the end of the
first dentition.
576, b. At this age the fluids predominate. T11e organs are now
softest. The bones are imperfectly ossified. The muscles small.
The arteries are as numernus as in the adult, but more capacious.
The cutaneous veins small, while those of the brain, and some othei
internal organs, are well developed. The skin warm, thin, and delicate, covered with sof~ hairs and underlaid with fat, which, in the
adult, is removed to the internal viscera; acute in irritability, obtuse
in sensibility. The eyes are large, but inobservant,. res~in~, for the
most part, on dazzling objects. The organ of heanng ts imperfect
and dull, and attracted only by acute or loud noises. Th: nose small

:n1
and irritable, sen::;iti\·c in th e nasal branch, but Juli in the olfactory.
Taste indiscrimiuate. Sensibility and irritability are highly dc\·cloped in the intestinal canal. The teeth are making their way, one after
another, till at the encl of two and a hai r years, the fii·st dentition is
11
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almost as soon ps appeased. The development of the Cigestive sys·
tern keeps pace with the prog rcs~ of the teeth, ancl when eight or teu
shall have appeared, the stomach 1s ready for a gradual change of nutriment. The limbs arc feebly controlled. Sleep is ofhm repeated
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fmtal habits. li'ew mental 1mprcss10ns berng made th ere 1s no trouble fr"om dreams. Sleep is thcrcforn calm while the organs maintain
their healthy round . lt is all sleep OL' all wakefulness, with but little
of the i-every of later years. The pleasures are sensual and without
alloy, hut very limited. The gratification of appetite is the highest
enjoyment, arn] hunger the grcate-st suffering. Judgment and reflection are in a dormant state. The mind is easily irritated, but as easily appeased; and c1·ying is as natural and salutary as laughing at a
later age.
516, c. The most important pi::culiarities of infancy, physiologically,
pathologically, and therapeutically consi<lered, arc the general imperfect development of sensibility, and the g reater general development
of irritability, mobility, and sympathy, than at any other period of life.
576, d. As the diseases of infancy, like other ages 1 correspond with
the physiological characteristics(§ 155, 156), they are not liable to be
aggravated by causes which operate thrnugh common and specific
sensibility; but the greater development of irritability, especially of
the brain and intcst_inal ca nal, than at any other perioJ of life, subjects
the infant to a predominance of cerebral and intestinal di seases. It
is owing, also, to this physiological condition of the alimentary canal
that any excess of food is readily rejected by the stomach. But iITitability, in, being thus susceptible of the influences of the natural vital
stimuli, that all it s contingent purposes may be fu lfilled, is especially
liable to morbific impressiuus (§ 137 a, 150). It is owi ng to the imperfect development of the cutaneous veins in infancy, and childhood,
that there is an absence of varix ; and, on the at.her hand, cerebral
congestion and hy<lroc..:ephalus are now common, because the cerebral
veins, and the brain itself, are large and hi ghly en dowed with irritability. Croup also pre,·ails, and is more or les~ attended with a produc·
tion of coagulable lymph, because of a peculiar natural modification
of tho organic properties of the mucous tis~;ue of the larynx, which
changing at l~ter period~ gives rise to catarrhal inflammation (§ 134,
135_}. l\Iorb1d sympat.lues ~re common and strongly pronounced, espec1ally between the mtestrnal canal and the skin, and between the
former and the brain. The sym,pathies, however, are mostly on the
si de of the skin and the brain, the primary affections being in the intestinal canal. Next, the lungs are liable to pn eumonia, but most so
:ifter dentition begins. The appearance of the teeth is attended with
some new physiological conditions, and dentition aggravates or gives
1·ise to intestinal derangements, disturbs the natural sympathies of or·
gans, and provokes convulsiom of the voluntary muscles (§ 526, d).
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576 c. Di seas~s being rapid and actirn iu infancy, and i11jurious
eympmhies speedily and pov.·erfully determined, it is obvious that
remedies must be prompt, decisive, and of quick operation. But, it
is alsc, an important consideration tbat nature is now strnngly recupe.ratiYe; that the same physiological susceptibilities of infanti; to c1is-
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operate speedily and with power on account of the great development
of irritability, mobility, and sympathy (9 150). Hence it is, that milder means wbich fail at adul t age may succeed under apparently the
same circumstances in iufancy. An emetic, therefore, or cathartic, or
alterative <loses of tartarize<l antimony, &c., may become a substitute
for a certain quantity of blood, whose abstraction in the same cond ition of disease would be in<lispe11sable at adult age; or leeching may
be sufficient in the former case, when general bloodletting would be
necessary in the latter. But, since the dangers of disease are greater, and them is less time for delay, in the diseases of infants than of
adults, we shoulJ be sure of the right before we decide on neglecting
or procrastir.ating the more vigorous treatment. This observation,
how ever, is intended to apply especially to the abstn1ction of blood.
Active internal remedies should be delayed in cases of doubt. On the
other hand, an early loss of blood is far less likely to be detrimental;
and where it may be required, but delayed, the chance of its useful
application may be Jost, not only through the advances of disease, but
by the prostrating effects of other remedies (§ 155, 156, 925 a, b, c,
964 d, 974 c, 1058 p).
576,f. It may be finally said of the characteristics of infancy, that
the first few weeks of independent life are marked by peculiarities
which go to illustrate the philosophy of life as expounded in these
Institutes. Sleep, for example, is remarkably continued; cutaneous
sensibility so dormant that injuries of the surface are scarcely felt,
&c. But it is in organic life that we meet with functions that are
destined for speedy modifications, of which the generatitm of heat is.
the most remarkable(§ 441, b).
2.

CHILDHOOD.

577, a. CmL011000 extends from the age of two and a half to fif.
teen or seventeen years in males, and to fourteen or sixteen in females.
577, b. Irritability, anJ the other organic properties, become modified, and variously, in different parts. Those of the brain settle
down into that motlification which is only necessary to establislied
functions (§ 156); or, at most, do but undergo slighter changes at tlie
subsequent pe1-iods of life. Consequently, the brai n sheds a new influence over other organs; and irritability, heing less strongly pronounced in all other parts than in infancy, they aie less disposed t(l
sympathize with diseases of the bra;u, and of each other, or the brain
with them. The dig-~stive system has undergone manifest change:;;
and here, too, irritability is particularly diminished. Solid food hae
become indispensable, while it was inadmissible in ea rly infancy; is
less frequently desired, and can be digc s t~d only when taken al
longer intervals. The secretions and excretions ba"Q lessened, as a
consequence of the changes in the organic states.
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Sensibility, especially specific, had made adrnnces in infaucy, an<l
increases rapidly in childhood. The various organs of sense arn
turned with increasing attention to surrounding objects. This denotes an increase of perception and with it the other mental faculties
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gans of speech are unfolded, and there is great volubility of tongue
The skin has become less delicate, and the sub-cutaneous fat has un0 11
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which that of infancy is nearly lost. They reflect the operations of
the mind, and beam with enjoyment when not disturbed by the angry
passions that now spring up along with knowledge and reason.
511, c. Tho forego.ing ~ ew stat~ of ~bing~ gives rise to_ new diseases, or to new mod1ficat1ons of mfantile diseases. 1\Iorb1fic causes
operate according to the new modifications of the vital properties.
There arc new and modified circles of sympathy (§ 156, 566). New
parts become the seat of disease, as the Jigamcnts, the mesenteric
glands, the lymphatic glands, the j oints. Disease, too, is now apt to
result in disorganization, from which infancy is greatly exempt. 'Ve
have seen that some diseases become less frequent, as those of the
brain. The diminution of intesti nal irritability lessens the frequency
and force of abdominal derangements; and this relative exemption
cuts off that exuberance of sympathies which was displayed in the
intestinal irritations of infancy. Croup disappears at the age of
twelve. Among the new causes of disease may be reckoned the
passions, and the new avenues of external influences through the
senses; though the absence of grief and the predominance of hnpo
are favorable to childhood. This is the age when severe mental labor
docs its worst ,\·ith the constitution.
577, d. Remedial agents bear a general relative correspondc11ce
with the new physiological cond itions, like the morbific, as we ha\'C
seen of infancy, \'arie<l, howcrnr, from the latter by the modification;;
indu ced by disease(§ 149, 150).
3. YOUTH.
578, a. YouTn extends from the end of cl1ildhood to the age of
twenty or twenty-five years.
578, b. As the characteristics of infan cy pass by imperceptible degrees into those of childhood, so do those of the 1atter graduall y fade
into the condition of puberty. New phenomena are alike presented
by the mind and body; all springing from natural modifications of
the same powers which conducted the development of the ovum
through all its stages to that of the infant; which carried along the
exact vicissitudes of infant life to that of childhood, and which transform the child into a being capable of procreating his species. The
1levelopments of structure go lmnd in hand with those of the vital
powers, the latter always taking .the lead, according to the ordinati.on
of tlm Creator; and for \Vhose d1roct Agency, as exerted at the begm·
nin rr of or""anic life, these formati\·e pnwers are designed as a subordin ~te sub~itute,-always fashioning the new being according to the
original model (§ 63, 64, 155).
Th e most remarkable peculiarity by which youth is intruduced is
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[ha development of the organs of geueration, which, as in plants, may be
regarded, in a physiological sense, as the great final object of the development of all the other organs from the embryo state; ucw beings being thus produced that other new ones may follow. Such, then, being
the ultimate tendency of all the physical and vital developments, it obviously follows that a new condition has taken place in all the animal
and organic powers at the age of puberty, and that the development
of the generative organs will, in their turn, so modify the cond1tions
i,f life as to carry out the design of nature in perpetuating the species.
578, c. Specific sensibility is now at its acme of devclopmeut, and
its co1Tesponding mental power, perception, is in full and rapid operation. Knowledge of external things pours in as rapidly as the eye
can glance from object to object, or the ear distinguish the tones of
music as they run into each other. The mind now seizes this knowledge, and appropriates it more extensiYely than before to the impro\·ement of its own powers. It compares phenomena with each other,
observes their resemblances anJ contrasts, and as the judgment, under this exercise of reflection, acquires maturity, it deduces the great
laws by which the phenomena. are regulated, and finally carries them
up to the very powers from which they emanate. llut it does not so
clearly follow that the proYision which natme has made for the right
government of the mind or the body will be duly employed. No
sooner, indeed, are we born, than abuses begin,-if not on the part
of infancy, on that, at least, of its natural guides and protectors. The
stomach is crowded with solid food instead of its uatural fluid, or
\\'hen solids become appropriate the least appropriate are often selected. The properties of life being thus abused, they suffer, and not
unfrequently perish in consequence. The passions, yea, even anger,
are designed for our happiness or for our protection. But judgment is
permitted to fail of its legitimate sway, and the passions are let loose
to fill us with disease, to imbitter our corporeal and intellectual existences, to incarcerate our bodies, or to hang us upon the gallows.
Coming to the abstract operations of mind, d o we not find a like
abuse of the undcrstanding1 Do we not constantly find that the
kuowledge which has been acquired is perverted to the worst conclusions 1 Are not the phenomena of uature which are opposed to each
other made to assume resemblances, and such as are dearly allied
equally estranged 1 And do we not then, by this abuse of reason,
proceed to refer these incongruous results to common laws and common causes 1 \Ve need not go beyond the subj ects before us for an
affirmative answer. Are not all the unique phenomena of life, all
those which mark the distinctions between infancy, childhood, and
youth, all those which attend the consummation of the body for the development of the generative organs, for the production of the ovum,
of the semina l fluid, even sexual desire itself, and its ultimate termi na·
tion in new beings, ay, the very thoughts which go up to Heaven,
most extensi\'ely referred, at this thinking, speculative age, to the forces which rule over dead, in organic matter 1 But there is a stnge of
human existence, which that modified materialism that acknowledges
a soul has not yet dared to invade. That stnge begins when both parents infuse themselves into tl1eir foturo offSpring, when a new soul,
liken new body, is geneV""ted; and it extends throughout. the fcetal
dendc nment. The same processes, as we have seen, are now in prog~
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ress a::. dl C\"ery subsequent stage of life. Tlie same powers, tli~1e·
fore, and uo others 1 are alike at all times the causes of the coinci<ll•nt
resnlts (~ 65-76).
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and ofi:.cn to anxiety an<l distress, without absolute disease. The
mammre also prepare for the work of nutrition, swell out, and assume
that peculiar rotundity which is considered the beau ideal of beauty.
The beard puts forth. The face swells with blood, that the features
may be supplied abundantly ''.'ith the matc l'ial which is necessary fo r
their foll dcrnlopment; anJ. 1t is now that physiognomy begins to
take its rank among the sciences. The muscles obtai n greater firmness, greater power, and greater action. The cutaneous veins enlarge
beyond their former capacity. The organs of speech undergo another
change, as denoted by the hoarse and rough voice. The body spreads,
becomes firm and erect, and often shoots up, in early youth , with
amnziug rapiJity.
So much elaboration of structure, and tho institution of the generative functions, cannot fail, according to our doctrine of life, as sourf'C'S of many new reflex nervous actions, of new diseases, or modifications of former disease. The principle, indeed, is fundamental,
that diseases vary according to the natural variations that may spring
up in the vital states of di!Tcrent parts, or of the entire body, at different periods of our existence(§ 150, &c.). These fluctuations of the ,
natural states of the system, as also disease itself, and its very cure,
as we ha\•e seen, grow out of the _n_a tural instability of the. properties
of life(§ 177). The natural i11stab1hty, or liability to defimte changes
'it the progressive st::igcs of life, is ordained not only for the new physical de\·clopmenls that are taking place, but also for cei·taiu inci<lental
conditions, such as gestation, lactation, &c. (§ 155, 156). \Vil\ chemistry explain 1
\\Te consequently fincl that tho concerted action of organs is liable
to be disturbed at the beginning of youth, independently of disea::.~.
The hcal't beats irregularly, respiration is hurried, or slow, CH" laborious, and fluctuates as the passions rise or fall, or as the mind may
happen to poise; and the heart, and the cutaneous vessols of the face,
obey the same influences. These snsceptibilities may be more or less
extended to all other parts, without tbe intervention of disease. Among
these physiological results arc frequent bleedings of the nose, hea{~
ache, constipation, and partial disturbances of digestion. So, also, ii;
that pa.ii~ and distress :which attend menstrnation, a.nd all the reflex
nervous influences wl11ch are inflicted upon. the system at large during
the progress of this ~xcretion. It is the v1~al, not the chemical powcr.s, which are thus d1sturLed 1 but not morbidly affected(§ 237).
578, d. \Vhere, however, nature introduces so much nove1ty there
must be new diseases, and new sympathetic results of a morbid character. And now mark the coincidence between the progTessi,·e dcvelopmcut of the vital states :rnd their liability to morbid affection!'!.
The uterus, for instance, has hitherto bcln merely in a vogetatin~
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state. It lias had no specific function, and its organic properties have
existed onlv in that condition which is e~sential to nutritiou. This
organ, thcr~fore, has been scarcely liable to any disturbance, not crnn
of a sympathetic nature; for the organ, hitherto, has taken n_o part in
the general operations of the body. And how clearly this 1llustratcs
the la.ws of reflex ucrvous action in their application to disease,
and exposes the absurdities of the humoral pathology! But, as puberty arri\'es the uterus takes Clll its specific function i and, that this may
be performed there must he a great modification of the orga11ic life
of this organ. Agreeably, therefore, to the universal law the uterus
must be now liable to direct disease, and to morbific reflex nervous actions from Uiseases of other organs; while pri.mary diseases of
the uterus, in their turn, develop sympathetic affections in other and
distant parts. Diseases of the digestive organs inflict disenscs upon
the womb, and menstruation is suspended as one of the consequ?nees. Again, when the uterus is most actiYcly engaged, as dunng
menstruation, it should, accordi1.1g to our principles, be most liable to
~isturbance, either from the direct operation of foreign caus~s, or
from reflex nervous influences of other diseased organs. Accordmgly,
even exposures to a chilling atmosphere, damp and cold feet, &c.,
will so disturb the uterus, when engaged in excreti ng t110 menses, as
to arrest its function. An d what are the frequent consequences 1 A
long chain of sympathetic diseases, which, from the beginning of their
primary causC'. we might as well attempt to explain by lunar influence, or by the ebbing and flowing of the tides, as by any principle
in the Immoral pathology, or by any laws that rule in the world of
dead matte.r. And yet does the intellectual world abound with phys·
ical hypotheses of life and disense for the interpretation of phenomena of which those now under consideration arc only simple elements.
Now, too, the mammre, for the fiJ"St time, haYe their organic powers
brought forth, to be in readiness for the secretion of milk. And
mark, as we go along, the harmony of Design, aJ"1d the coinci dence
bet,.,.·een the preparation of the mammre and that of the uterus. The
development of the latter takes the lead, while that of tho mamma::
is the work of sympathy, and this ascendency is maintained in the
pregnant state. And yet we are told that final causes should have no
place in philosophy. But the mammoo, like the uterus, 11ow, and for
the first time, become the seat of morbid conditions; and, from what
we ha,·e seen of their natural relations to the uterus, we readily comprchcnd the reason why they inflame when the uterus undergoes its
sudden and Yiolent change in parturition, and why the secretion of
milk is now started, and why they arc liable to diseases, such as car·
cinoma, which , at least, seldom occur before this organ is brought under the uterine influences {§ 138, 524 b, d). How forcibly do u]J
such problems admouish the chemist and physical pliilosopher to regard. all others relative to life, in .tiiis natural and morbid conJ itio~n ! as
~ part of that great whole, of wlnch the former are only more stnkrng
examples!
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so
Of course, therefore, for the first time, these organs should be liable
to morbid affections, should now, for the first time, sympathize with
th e diseases of other parts, and inflict reflex actions upon dis~
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tant organs. But, besides the general functions, susceptibilities, and
influences in which the testes, the uterus, and the mammre now participate in common with other organs, there arc some special characteristics relative to each part that reflect no little light upon our doctrines of life antl disease. The development of the testes, for exam·
plf', exerts a powerful reflex 11ervous infiuence on the chang~s which
are simultaneously going on in other part.s, as ~enoted by its well.
known effect upon the voice. If the parouds be invaded by mumps,
the testes and mamime arc liable to inflame by sympathy, &c. The
natural and pathological conditions harmonize togetl~er; the latter being strongly associated through tlrn nervous system with the new del'CI·
opmcnts of structure and modifications of the vital states, all of which
are owing essentially to alterative reflex nerrnus influences unceasingly
excited by the evol4tion of the generative organs(§ 51G d, no. Ci).
From the vital elaborations which are in progress about the face,

it is liable to eruptive affections, and the throat to inflammation. Articular rheumatism is now more rife than in childhood, and more so
than at any other stage of life. If disposition to scrofula exist, it still
manifests itself, as in childhood, in the lymphatics of the neck; but
now, especially, it invades the lungs. This, therefore, is the age for
tuberculous phthisi::;. The brain, haviug already nearly acquireJ its
plenitude of development, and mo\·ing on in quiet stability of its or·
ganic. powers, and the mental faculties employed in undisturbed operations, is comparati\'ely exempt from disease. The passions, it is
true, arc now at work; but they are not of the morbific kind, eithc1
<lS it respects the brain or distant organs.
Anger is the worst, but
goes off in explosions. Envy has not been whetted. Grief is tran·
sient. Malice has not had its incentives. A \·a rice awaits the maturity of judgment. Hope and love hold a sway over the whole, and
these arc conducive tu health 1 when love does not nm into excess.
N everthelcss, there am transitions from excessi\'e hilarity to the
gloom of melancholy, and the mind by fits is fanciful, nnd by fits ie
dull. But, by more than all things else, it is subject to depressing inAuences from the development of the genernti\'e organs, and this in
proportion to its rapidity; and the state of the mind, as to its dull·
ness, is an index of what is in progress for the procreation of the
species. When the organs of generation have attained their matu·
rity, the mind acquires its equilibrium; and its faculties, by this pro·
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state, the body, like the mind, increases in vigor, and is capable of
all Llw labor of maturer years. Now is the period for athletic exorcise, and feats of streugth, and now the awkwardness of youth subsides into the gracefulness and dignity of manhood(~ 237).
4.

ADULT OR •rno1.E AGE .

579, a. l'\lAl\11000 begins at the age uf twenty to twenty-five, a11d
reaches to about sixty yeari>.
579, b. At the beginning of this age, all the faculties of the mind
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or an able physician, wi11 never be so." The stature of tlie body i9
:;oon completed, its form perfected and a11 the organs fully devcl
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oped. \Ve have, therefore, but little uovclty in disease during tl10
age of ma111tood, except such as may i::pring from the operation of
11ew accidental causes. The buoyant hila1·ity of youth is succeeded
by greater steadiness of mind, tempered by sobriety and judgment.
The passions are now in full operation, and those of the worst kind
become more strongly pronounced; of which, avarice and envy are
predominant. The disaprointmcnts and the trials of life ba,·c be.
come manifold, and fall with their heaYiest cACct; and, as one succeeds another, hope is more or less supplanted by anticipation of evil.
The passions, therefore, at this period of life, arc of a morbific nature, and lay deeply the foundations of disease, or embanass the opnation of our curative means, and the salutary efforts of nature.
Diseases of the cligestiYe organs, especially, ancl their sympathetic results, arc the frequent consequences of grief and tlisappointment.
And, although the appetite bas diminished, and is less frequent than
at former ages 1 habits have become more mtificial, temperance gives
way to excesses, and the activity of youth yields to sedentary 1rnrsuits. Numerous arts, and the seductions of the stti.dy, call us, also,
from the genial influence of the open air, and in various other ways,
contribute morbific influences.
Most of the injurious tendencies which are superadded to the age
of manhood beset, in the first place, the organs of digestion i dyspepsy being one of the most frequent forms in which disease is now
presented, and canies in its train a multitude of sympathetic evils.
It is not, however, till the age of thirty-five that these manifestation~
become common 1 unless the foundation have been laid, as is frequently the case, by violations of nature in childhood or in youth, or
by transmitted predisposition. This is also the period of pregnancy;
and, although a natural condition, the artificial habits of society hm·e
so modified the natural state of the system, that prcgna11cy, parturition, and the period of nursing, give l'ise to no small amount of disease. For the same reason, also, menstruation is often interrupted.
while this interruption deranges other organs. Owing, in 110 small
degree, to these acriuired peculiarities and tlrn diseases of women,
midwifery has become a distinct an<l important department of medicine. From forty-five to fifty menstruation ceases, and with it tlw
period of childbearing. This new change in the uterus is apt to develop sympathetic disturbances in other parts, and to become a cause
of disease in the uterine organs. But, as a compensation, there il"
now an exemption from those maladies and that suffering which J"C·
s11lt from the menstrual fonction .
From the age of 45 to 70, the cerebral Yeins take on that peculiar
modification of congestion which results in a secretion of blood, and
which, as occurring in the brain, determines the common form of
apoplexy. This condition decreasei; toward the age of 70. But, I
sha11 not dilate farther upon the peculiar1tics of this era of life, since
they are all referab1e to the great principles which govern the characteristics of e,·ery other period, and all reqnirc the same c011sidera1io11s in tl1e aspects of pathology anll therapeutics. As at all other
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old age, or that stage of hfo when ii is very crroneous~y su11posed that
"the machine is wearing out"(§ 237, 581 b, 584 b, 633).

fj, OLD AGE.

580. The last period of life has been subdivided iuto i11cijJier1t Jr
grcc1i old age, which extends from 60 to 70; con.firmed old age, or
caduc:ity, from 70 to 85 ; an<l decrepitude, from 85 years, upward.
581, a. ~lore remarkable changes now take place in certain partR
of the organiz:ition than from the beginning of youtl~ upward; but,
as they occur uot in tho essential organic parts, mocl1ficatio_ns of the
organic properties and functious are less the cause of certam promi.
nent phenomena than the physical dcviatiom1 in comparatively uncs-
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becomes dim, and the car is only anested by acute, or distinct, or
loud 110ises. The rnotious of tho body arc slow, 1hc back stiA: and
more or less curved. The intervortebral cartilages, also, shrink, and
the stature lessens in consequence. The joints and tendons hrcome
rigid; the sutures coalesce; the skin is <larker and more wrinkled i
the fat retires from the circumference to tl1e internal or~ans, by
which the superficial veins arc rendered morn prominent, and the eyes
l'!unken.
581, h. Nevertheless, rigidity and other changes go on in the most
essential organization 1 which are principally characterized by a natural decline of the vital properties and function~; but none are abrupt, and thern are no new functions introduced, and none are arrest·
eel. All these new conditions, too, as at all other stages of life, are
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their dcstrcction. Irritability and sensibility arc, therefore, upon tlie
wane, and mobility is alike embarrassed by the foregoing pliysical
changes. The nervous system has mostly played out its part.
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ween the soul and the organic properties which animate its abo<lc,
rarely '~?a~·s out . . It spa1·kles as bright as ever when the
fl1ckcnng lamp of life 1s hut dunly seen.
5Sl, d. The decline of the mental powers is a::companied by :;,
subsidence of the passions; a11d as sensibility also fails, former mor·
bific causes and avenues to disease are thus greatly diminished.
581, e. The old man waits his certain doom in calm serenity, or
only impatient for its approach. He is satiated with the pleasures ol
life; perhaps because he can enjoy no longer. His reminiscences
arc rather of his pai~s than of bis delights, because the former are
m~re indelibly cstabhshed, and are not now counteracted by present
enjoyments.
582. From what we have now seen of tho physiolocrical conditions
of old age it is evident that diseases Yary but little fr;m those which
prevail afror 40 or 45 years i only from the gradual embarrassments
sustained by the organic powers disease is apt to be less "iolent,
~'·bile, also, for the same rea~on, thc~c is less of the recuperative abil·
Hy. Apoplexy, palsy, on;amc affections of the hca1t, and urinary dif·
ficultie.:i, arc the predominating acci~ents of old age.
t83, a. Although, therefore, morb1fic causes are less encrcrctic in
olil age than at other stageB of life, remedial agents are, also, r:-le~s opl
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crative, nature less rncuperativc, diseases less easily arrested, are
sooner beyond the reach of art, and often eventuate suddenly in death,
without having attained any degree of severity. I.ife often snaps when
the old man is quaffing his wine, or as he "shoultlers his crutch to
sho w how fields were won ."
583, b. Hence it is apparent that remedies must be prompt and efficient in proportion to the exigencies of disease; as is more exten::.ively set forth in the article on Bloodletting(§ 101'1).
584, a. Finally, it appears from the characteristics of life at its various stages; the progressive variations in tl1e vital states; llic successi \'C dcn•lopmcnts of important organs; of the new functions which
are instituted and again extinguished; till we come to that period
when the properties oflife lay the foundation of the ir own ruin by in: :; tituting disorganizations of structure; and from what, also, we have
men of the corresponding modifications of disease at the various eras,
and of the new ones ·which appear, with their new train of sympathies, it is obvious, I say, that there must be some corresponding variation of treatment which may be l'elatiYe to a common character of
disease (§ 117, 134-160). 13ut, at c,·cry varying stage of life, all
things proceed upon established laws ; and, however modified the
powers which may be in operation, and by which every result is
brought about, and whether so by nature, or by morbific causes, or
by art, there are precise laws by which all the phenomena ru·e detel'·
mined according to the particular combination of existing circumstances. It is an important object of art to find out all the conditions
which may attend any given state of the properties and fouctions of
life, whether natural or morbid, that the most appropriate regimen
may be adopted, or remedial agents be applied with the greatest precision. In all this the nervous system demands a critical attention.
584, b. Every remedy would always operate in one uniform way,
were the conditions of the vital propertif:s and functions, and the structure which they onimate, always the same i just as the blood always
affects the 11eart and vessels in one uniform manner, in health. But,
such is the instability of the properties of life, and such, in consequence,
the variableness of morbid conditions, that these modifications are
rarely precisely the same in any two instan ces, or at any two successirn days. To find out these varieties, and to adapt accordi1~gly the
general principles of treatment, and in their relatively specific details,
is one of the highest and most difficult aims of medicine; and demands,
as an indispensable qualification, a profound knowledge of the philosophy of life.

lL

INDIYIOU,\L AND GENERAL PECULIARITIES, CONSISTING OP TEMl'ERA•
MENT, CONSTITUTION, IOIOS\'NCRASY, AND NATIONAL ATTRIBCTES .

A. Temperament, Constitution, Idiosyncrasy.
585, a. Untler our fifth division of physiolo:zy we ha\'C next in or·
der the T l'111J'eraments, &c., or those peculiarities of life which natu·
rally distinCTuish one individual from another. The tcmperament:;:i,
0
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upon causes that are relative alone to the rncl1v1dual, the _former, or
innate constitution, has been brought about, at some antenor genera-
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tion, by the physical agencies of life. This is the u·uc tcm1wrument,
and belongs to masses of mankind.
585, b. Idiosyncrasy is only a variety of temperament and con~titu·
tion, and like those, therefore, depends upon some peculiar mod1fication of the properties of life, .especially irritability i but only so in re·
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ject who is salivated by the external application of a fow grains of
mercurial ointment, anJ in whom syphilis, or fever, may be speedily
extinguished by this simple use of the remedy. But here is another,
in whom the internal administration of an ounce of calomcl may pruducc no constitutional result, and make no impression upon syphilis.
Or, it may be in another case of extreme susceptibility to the action
of mercury, that the agent always displays the effects of a profound
poison, aggravating fever and syphilis, or, in the absence of disease,
greatly deranging all t11e functions of life. Most men are poisonec.l
by the slightest contact with the rims vernix; but now and then an individual handles it with impunity. l\Iuscles, and some other animals,
are always poisonous when oaten by some people, though generally
goo<l articles of.foo.a.
585, c. Consldutwn comprehends all the peculiarities of the individual,- the temperament, idiosyncrasy, conditions relative to age, sex,
habits, &c. It is therefore liable to many variations at all periods of
life. The prevailing characteristics of each of the elements may remain, but yet so modified that what is known as constitution may be
"broken Jown ."
585, d. The same principle is concerned throughout, whether in
respect to constitutimi, temperament, or idiosyncrasy. It is the same
a5 prevails habitually in respect to the naturally modified irritability
of different organs in man 1 and in all animals, and ~n plants; that
which renders urine iunoxious to the bladder, but morbific to all
other parts,- that which renders the eye susceptible to the undulations of light, the ear to the undulations of air; ancl so on(§ 133-15!)).
The principle, and its everlasting, unchanging laws, are every where,
in all tT1at relates to organic beings, whether in respect to the system
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ever pregnant of variety, ever illustrative of the peculiar character of
the properties of life, of their natural modifications, of their instability,
and forever supplying fresh sot_irces of interpretation of the laws which
the properties and actions of life obey.
586 . 1t is eYident, therefore that temperament, constitution, ar.d
idiosyncrasy, are constituted.by certain acquired or transmitted con·
ditions of the vital properties, which form a part of the natural or ha·
bitual state of each individual, and from which arise various degrees
and kinds in the susceptibilities to the action of physical agents, anc.l
certain peculiarities, also, in the material conclition and conformation
of parts, especially the external. By studying these sensible peculiari·
ties, as well as the phenomena of Jife in their natural antl morbid con·
ditions, we infer the peculiarities of the natural vital conditions in dif.
1
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(erent individuals, or their na1ural constitution and temperameut, ot
any more remarkable idiosy ncrasy. They reach, also, to the mind,
which is apt to bear certain relatiYc peculiarities to 1hose of the or·
ganic states.
588. ] n the farther consideration of this su hject , I shall regard those
peculiarities of constitution which are mostly of a determinate nature,
and include them under the general denomination of temperament.
589. The physiological <lilli::reuces between temperament, idiosyn·
crasy. aud constitution, are neither great, nor of much practical importance. Indeed, so allied are they in principl e, that a common
philosophy determines the remedial treatment, which is always more
or less modified by temperament. Each should be considered a.Jon£
with the modifying influences of habits, climate, &c.
590. Temperament and constitution do not depend, as supposed by
some writers, upon the special dernlopment of particular organs;
though this is true of some of the vicissitudes of age {§ 153- 159, 5aG).
The former have their foundation in the system at large, and are apt
to be transmitted by one or both parents ; or the transmitted peculiarities may come from a remote ancestor, and not from the imme11
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generation and reappears in the third .
591. lt appears, therefore, that temperament, whether innate or acquired, is duo to the slow operation of causes upon the vital constitution; just as we have seen of the law of 'l:ital ltabit (§ 535-568) . Tu
the latter case, the modifications are more or less trnnsitory; but may
be so ingrafted as to be transmitted, for a time, like the permanenl
temperaments, from parent to ch ild, as seen of some diseases, such as
lues, or of predispositions to disease of a transient nature, as in smallpox, or even ordinary fever. Coming to hereditary disease of a permanent nature, as scrofula, we run from the transitory phenomena of
vital habit, by an intimate analogy, into the permanent temperaments;
and from these we are conducted by tho same philosophy, which respects th e operation of physical agents in modifying the properties of
hfe, to those more remarkable peculiarities which spring up in irnimals from domestication, and in plants from changes of climate and
soil (§ 75-80, 143-147, 220, 327-331, 559, 561-563, 659, 666 b,
674).
592. It is scarcely probable that differences in temperament ha,·e,
ofren, any appreciable effect on the elementary composition. DiffCrences, hnwever, obtain in respect to structu re, as seen in the general
form, the i"roportions of the limbs, the features, &c. ; while more remarkable corresponding analogies are witnessed in the hcrbaceou~ and
arborcscent habits of the same plant, as it may be subject to the mlilucnces of a tropical or cold climate, as the ricinus communis _(§ .538).
593. Great differences arise not only in rnspect to the mAucnccs
of the same rcm~clial agents from the mere cir~ums.tance~ of temrerarnent, but morb1fic causes may be equally vanous m theu· operation,
The same causes may also be very apt to affect one temperament,
while they will rarely have an effect on another. tempName~1t (§ _142
l4;i, 740). The nervous system is murh intcrestedm thosemod1ficat1ons.
59 L The temperaments, as designated by the ancients, and re ·
~ained by the moderns, are divided into the sa11gninl', the melancltvlic,
Bu
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the clwleri.c, and the pltlegmatic. The artificial habits of the modcrm1
have added a fifth, or the nervous.
595. It is not usual to find all the attributes of each temperament
united, while some of the whole may be blended in the same individ.
ual. N evertbeless, the characteristics of one or another generally
predominate.

596. Temperament is most distinctly pronounced at adult age, af.
tor the intluences of development have ceased (§ 590).
1.

THE SANGU INE TEMPERAMENT.

597, a. Unlike the other temperaments, the charactctistics of the
sanguine are perpetuated from i~fancy, .and pe~·haps, therefore.' may
be con sidered the most natural. I he skm rem ams soft and dchcate;
the lim bs rounded and foll; the superficial veins, unlike those of infancy, large, conspicuous, and blue 1 especially about the head and
temple; the complexion fair1 florid, and anii:nated; the eyes large and
blue; the hair light, or r ed, or of intermeclmte hues.
591 1 b. Sensibility and irritability are strongly pronounced; th!!
great dev~lopment of the latter gi\•ing tl,rn _rrincipal <letermi~ation to
the sangurne temperament. The blooo, •n consequence, stimulates
the he art to more frequeut, high, and regular action, maintains the
capillaries in a lively and plethoric state, and thus determines the
red11ess and softness of the skin. Other vital stimu li also operate
with greater intensity than in other temperaments. For the same
reason, the secretions and excretions are rnpid an<l copiour., and are
little liable to vacillation, in the ordinary conditions of health . All
things else move 011 in a corresponding manner; the whole assemblage of whicl1 beautifully illustrates the true philosophy of life.
The great development of sensibil ity contributes, also, its consid.
~rable pa1t to this temperament.
Th e senses are ever on the alert;
1
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im agination lively, memory prompt. The succession of iJeas is too
rapid for comparison, and hence the judgment is infirm, unless asso·
ciatctl with genius; when it is distinguished for eccentricities. This
is exemplified in lhe poet, Byron, and in the warrior, the Marshal
Duke of Richelieu,- " that man, so fortunate and brave in arms, light
and iucoustant, to the end of his long an<l brilliant career."
597, c. Inconstancy and levity are the great moral attributes of the
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have carried, as he <lid, his maidenhead with him to the grave, at the
aO"e of fourscore." Nor do the senses afford that leisure for profound
i:editation, nor admit of those intellectual operations which are indi spensable to the mathematician and astronomer; whose habits, also,
are mo1·e ad,·ersc to this than to any other temperament.
The sanguine is eminently generous or prodigal, and the end of
gain is the purchase of pleas~~e. Quick in anger, 11e is soon cool;
or he is impelle d to hasty <lec1s1ons that aro soon regretted. A chal·
lenge to a duel would be glad ly abandoned , did not a souse of prirlc
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u 1 gc him on to the combat. Revenge and envy have no hold upon
this constitution.
597, d. It is evident, tlrnrefore, that the prevailing diseases of tho
sanguine temperament are active and inflammatory; that the organs
!iympathize readily and greatly with each other, and that the sympathetic affections are disproportionately greater than the primary affections. Infancy always partakes of this temperameut; but if it be
truly constitLltional, the infant is liable to extraordinary demonstrations
of its fundamental nature. The irritation of a tooth, for example, is
more apt to produce convulsions, and intestinal derangements still
more so, or to lay the foundation of cerebral disease, &c. At aduJt
age, slight disturbances of the wCJmb bring 011 hysteria, or indigestion
contributes to a more sudden accession, more violent phenomena, and
a more rapid progress, and lights up the flame of other diseases more
speedily, and more violently, than in 0th.er temperaments. Anger,
being quick and vehement, here displays its instant effoct in developing inflammations, an<l hemorrhages. But love is too instable to undermine the health; and as e1n-y, grief, and jealousy, torture not the
mind, so do they not the body. The nervous system is in lively force.
b97, e. As external causes, whether natural or morbific, make
tl1Cir impressions rapidly and profoundly upon the sanguine temperament, and its diseases beiug active and violent, remedial agents should
be prompt, and decisive, as in infancy i but here, also, for the reasons
which are relath·e to the first period of life, and for such as are assigned in se,ction 597 b, remedies are also profound and speedy in
their operation. And since the pre,·ailing disease of this temperament is inflammation, bloodletting is the principal means of cure, and
will require but little co-operation from other agents. If early applied, and carried to its proper extent, it will often nearly extinguish
the most ,·iolent inflammations during its first application. The test
of this extent will be also more exactly determined in this than in
othe1· temperamei:1ts by th~ s~bsi~ence of symptoms during the progress of the operation. It is rn tlus temperament, also, that the philosophy of the vital influences of loss of blood is most evidently shown
(§ 191 ), and morbific and therapeutical aspects of reflex nen·ous actions
2. TUE MELANCHOLIC TEMPERAMENT.

598, a. The mclanclwlic temperament has certain points of resemblance to the sanguine, though they are strongly contra<listinguished.
The general external aspect of the latter is cheerful; that of tbe melancholic, dry, stern, or gfoomy, and excites no fo·eliness in others,
though it command J'espect and even admiration. The solids predominate in the melancholic; the capillaries show less blood, thou~lt
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to yelJow, thick, coarse, and hard to the lancet. The blood flows
''!'.ore freely from the sanguine when the skin is pricked; and this exemplifies the state of the capillary circulation at large. The same
principle obtains, therefore, in the pulmonary circul<i:tion, and he1~ce.
in part, the blood is darker in the melancholic than rn the sanguine.
The eyes CJf the former arc darker and less prominent than in the lat·
ter; and the lrnir is dark, coarse or stiff; eyebrows large, black, and
often projecting; the muscles and tendons, like the superficial veins
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stand out, from the absence of that cutaneous fat which giYcs rotun
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arc comparatively dull in the melancholic. External objects do not
m~ke the strong and rapid impressi?n .UP~°: the sense~ as in the san.
gum e j and, from the obtuseness of 1rntab1hty, the aclton of the bean
is slower, the capillary blood-vessels arc less charged with tlrn vital
fluid, the secretions and excretions less, and more slowly performed
O 191). The nervous system evinces great stability of functions.
598, c. The melancholic temperament is the principal abode of genius; embracing a large proportion of those great men who have un.
folded the laws of nature, or ha,•e made the highest advances io the
arts, or have astonished the world with deeds in arms, or with the
achicvemeuts of tho statesman, or the orator, or the painter, or the
poet. The melancholic is the man of men . I had almost sa id, in
moral constitution, he is perpetuated, unchanged, from the model of
his race. Here is witnessed the highest intellectual renown at the
very dawn of manhood; and here it is that we so often meet with ge·
nius struggling with those adversities which an:cst the ambition of
other temperaments. The rnelancl)olic is forever indomitable; rising
in determination as obstacles rise before him. Inflexible in purpose,
the passions are disciplined to urge on an arduous enterprise, or if
allowed to become impetuous, it is to accomplish the decisions .of the
understanding. "'ith equal facility ho concentrates his mind upon
abstract inquiries, or at the next moment sends it abroad over the
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though he docs not move till the path before him has been explored.
His imagination, therefore, is of the highest order, being disciplined
by the sterner faculties. It is such an imagination as is always an
clement of genius ; such as contemplates the realities of life and the
truths of Revelation. He is thoughtful, grave, or sad, but may tune
his mind to great elerntion and grea t sublimity and enthusiasm, an<l
ofren soars on poetic wings through the regions of Heaven. The san·
guine, on the contrary, delights in the romance of fiction.
Honor holds its empire in this temperament, however it may be
wauting in human sympathi es. If pledged to a good or a bad action,
it ii\ fulfilled. The melancholic is generally fervent but dignified in
his attachments, or looks with indifference or with scorn upon human·
ity. A few, like Tiberius, are fearful, perfidious, suspicious, and
cruel : an<l others, like Nero, or Richard, insensible to danger, and
ever ready for the work of d eath.
598, d. As \Yith sensibility and in;tability in their natural aspects,
so is it in their relation to morbific and remedial agents. The coin·
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ease in other temperaments; and the passions, a prolific cause with
others, are subdued by the melancholic into mere agents of the un
derstanding. But when morbific causes have made their impression,
the dullness of in;tnbifity and mobility exp lains why di sease is apt to
be obstin ate, and why rnmedial agents operate with less rapidity than
in the sanguine. The vital properties and functions being slowly su.s·
ceptible of morbid changes, they are slowly altered from their morbtJ
states, and with this coincide the actions of the nervous system.
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It is easily inferred that the diseases of the melancholic are mostly
of the digestive organs, and that their remornl is tedious. It is al.so
manifest that these, and other affections, are slow in developing dis
eases of other parts, and that the brain and the mind must be most
likely to sympathetic distUl'banccs. Hence it is that hypochondriacit:;m
and insanity are apt to supervene on the melancholic temperament.
Cathartics a.re demanded more by the melanchol ic than by any
other temperament; though their exigencies have a special relatiou
to the disorders of the digestive functions. Bloodletting, also, is often
necessary to reach these chronic maladies; and, although its delay in
the grave forms of inflammation be less hazardous than with the san·
guine, its necessity is as great, and its extent aud frequency of repe·
titian are greater. It is here, too, that the greatest demand is ma<le
upon the materia medica for auxiliary means.
3. THE CH OLERIC TE.\l l' ERAl\tr.N'f.
599, a. The Clwleric is intermediate between the sai1guine and mel
ancholic temperaments; and although it form lho sanguineo-melan·
cholic, it possesses characteristics which girn to it an individuality.
The skin has greater fullness of the capillaries than in the melan·
cholic, mid therefore greater softness, and warmth, but less than in
the sanguine. The pulse is intermediate in fullness and frequency.
The secretions and excretions moderate and uniform; the healthy
functions performed with regularity and ease.
599, b. The passions are easily roused, though not impetuous , and
therefore less transient and less easily appeased than in the sanguine,
though n0t so persevering as in the melancholic. The choleric is tenacious of his own rights, but less disposed to infringe upon the rights
of others than the melancholic, while he has less generosity than the
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for their moderat10n.
599, c. Irritability and sensibility holding an iutermcdiate degree
between tho~e of the sanguine and melancholic, external age11ts op·
e_rate with a rela~irn effect and rapidity; so t~iat the ?rganic fu1~c
t10ns move on without frequent or profound mterrupt1ons, and dis·
eases yield to a more compound treatment, though less readily than
to th~ simpler mean~ required by the sanguine, but more speedily
than rn the melancholic.
4. THE PllJ.EGl\IATIC, OR LYl\IPllAT IC TEMPERAMENT.
600, a. The PMcgmatic is characterized by slothfulness of mind,
and by a simpler ~isplay of vegetative life than any ?ther.tempera·
ment. The Hesh is soft, the countenance pale, the hau delicate, and
the fat amounts to an encumbrance. The limbs are rounded, feeble,
and without expression. The veins are smal1, and lie deep. The
pulse is small, feeble, and soft; arteries small, and the capillaries de·
ficient in blood. lnitability is dull. The secretions and cxcrelions
are performed slowly, and their products are thin or watery. Sensi·
bil1.y is also obtuse, and perception weak, which greatly circum
sr1;bes the senses as an avenue to the mind; wl1ile
"Fatholdsidcasbythelcgsaadwings"

(§ 140 bb, 440 c,

110.
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But, with all the intellectual dullness and bodily indOlencc whicl!
distinguish this temperament, it is obstinate, fearful, suspiciou s, und
avaricious. The nervous system is blunt and on the side of evil.
600, b. The organic properties of the phlegmatic are easily liable
to interruption, though morbific causes, unless intense in th~ir nature,
make their impressions feebly. The mind, and its predonunant pas·
sions, have, of course, but little agency in the production of its dis·
cases. Disturbances, however, seem to arise from the mere ine!'lia
of the vital powers; and when morbific causes make strong impressions the properties of life often go down at once to near the verge
of extinction. So, also, do active remedial agents operate with a
relative effect. Emetics are scarcely a<lmissible; violent cathartics
prostrate excessively; and any unnecessary extent of blooJletting
breaks down the whole energies of the body. This temperament,
therefore, requires great moderation of treatment(§ 150).
5.

THE NER\'OUS TJ.:Ml'ERAMENT .

601, a. The Nervous temperament displayed itself feebly among
lhc ancients, but has been brought to a high maturity by the progress
of civilization. It is the only temperament where the primary causes
may be traced, which consi~t mainly of such as are attendant 011 indolence and sedentary pursmts. It involves alike, therefore, the rich
ancl the poor, the sensual devotees of fashion and the plodding shoemaker, the laborious student and the readers of romance.
601, b. The nervous temperament is founded upon the sanguine,
or the sanguineo-melancholic, and is either transmitted, or springs up
originally in the individual. It is therefore the most artificial of all
the temperaments, and is susceptible, individual1y, of great improvement. It is shown externally by a general aspect of feebleness, a
spare body, and small, soft muscles, which are incapable of much exertion.
601, c, Disturbing reflex nervous actions are the 1cading char·
acteristic. Irritability is also strongly pronounced. Hence, slight
disturbances, even of unimportant parts, give rise to greatly disproportionate sympathies in the more important organs; ancl these sec·
ondary results will be still moro iutense :if the primary disease be seat·
ed in any important organ.
The functions ari: con~tantly subject to irregularities, especially
those of the abdommal viscera. If the subject be addicted to the
causes of this temperament he is rarely free from indiO'estion, and an

:~t~~!san:r t~~~su~~s~th~is:~~:~.a~~~~·~~,~~. t~r~h~ 01~a~~r~i~~~~isa:'~~~t~~

the sanguine, nor as :erofound ~s with the melancholic. The mind is
irritable, but·the passions not v10lent, though they readily disturb the
organic functions. S?ch as display themselves depend much upon
the habits and occupatwn of the subject.
601, d. Remedial agents operate with power; the same coincidences existing between their effects and lliose of a morhific nature,
as in other temperaments. Moderate impressions, tlierefore, made
upon the intestinal canal arc sensibly felt by remote parts; and in this
temperament, particularly, the peculiar principle upon which leechin~
np~rntes is well illustrated(~ 145 1 147, 914, &c.).
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General Remarks on Temperament.
602, a. Different epochs of life appear often to partake of a par~
ticular temperament; one subsiding into another. The sangui11e iE
most characteristic of infancy and childhood; the melancholic and
choleric of middle age ; and the phlegmatic of okl. age.
602, b. The several temperaments are also often hlended, more or
less, wid1 each other in the same individual, though the characteristics
of one generally predominate. VVhen combined in the same individual, they are called the sanguineo-melancholic, the sanguineo-p~1leg
matic, &c. They are also liable not only to the foregoing mo<l1fications from age, but from sex, climate, habits, education, &c. So great,
indeed, is the influence of dimate, that a change of residence (as from
a northern to a tropical country) will sometimes gradually transmute
one temperament into another; and this is particularly true of the
sanguine, the melaucholic1 and the choleric.
602, c. The foregoing accidental influences arc sometimes such as
to generate anomalies, in which it is difficult to recognize any distinct
features of the prevailing modifications of temperament, and which
~ ~~- disappear with the in<lividual 1 or be transmitted to his descend~

1

602, d. All the varieties comprehended in this section o.rc more or
less liable to modifications of a common form of disease, and require
corresponding variations in the details of treatment. They concur together, therefore, in forming a part of the difficulties of medicine, aud
in demonstrating the complete abstraction of organic beings from the
forces and laws of the inorganic (§ 659).
603. I My, organic beings in their most comprehensive sense (§
60~. d). For are not the varieties which have sprung from <lomesti·
cation, and cultivation, among animals and plants, and which are
ecp.ially, and more perfectly transmitted than temperament, constitution, &c., in relation to man, integral parts of a common principle 1
Exactly the same philosophy lies at the foundation of the whole, n11d
is another broad field of cYiclence to substantiate the unity of the Vital Principle, of its common laws and fu.nctions throughout animate<]
nature, and presents the whole in a magmficence of Grandeur, a Harmony and Unity of unfathomable Designs, which stamps an unutterable contrast on the confusion an<l imbecility of the chemical and
physical hypotheses of life. (Sec Climate.)

B. Races

of Mankind.

~:~;;l:~EJ~!E.~~~i;f~:F~~i.%~~e~~~:f.~~;~i:;:~~;;~;~£!~~~

nearly, in the physical characteristics, with those sensible changes
which arc established by the domestication of animals, and- by the
cultivation of plants (§ 603). As with many species of the latter, Llie
varieties of mankind have existed without change as far back as history begins its record. This circumstance has often led the speculative mind to imagine as many original ancestors as it may distribute
the human species into varieties of race (§ 350i, kk). But, with exactly the same reason may we astume that the black and the white
barn-yard fowl, and all tl1e other varieties of this anima:l, or the red

and the white potato, and other varieties of this root, the sloe and
the plumb, the crab and the apple, arc equally distinct, and tha1
each has descended from a di::;tinct original progm1itor. Or take the
yet more remarkable transmutation of a salt and bitter weed into the
varieties of the cabbage and cauliflower by transplanting it from
the sca-sl10rc into the rich mold of gardens, and which arc as dissimi.
lar as each from the original species.
605 1 a. The attributes of Race arc mostly of a physical and moral
nature; and, unlike the temperaments, but analogous to the foregoing
\'arieties of animals ancl plants(§ 604), they are not attended by any
special modifications of the properties and functions of life i but all the
races arc liuble, in<lividually, to the physiological conditions of tempcrnme11t. The general attributes, the_rcforc, admit of no physiological, pathological, 01· therapeutical applications.
605, b. And here it is worthy of remark, as illustrative of the common nature of the properties and functions of life, that other changes
to which animals and plants are liable from unaccustomed physical
agents arc attended by distinct modifications of their vital states, and
remarkable variations of structure. An animal, for example, transferred from the tropical Lo colder regions 1 undergoes a change in its
hairy or woolen vesture, or from summer to winter in the same climate. The tree, transplanted from the tropics to a northern lutitu<le.
may be made to resist the inclemencies of winter1 and finally puts on
a denser bark, and a hibernaculum for its leaf and flower-buds. Or
yet more strikingly, what is herbaceous in equatorial regions may become a shrub or a tree in temperate climates. These mutations1
therefore, are strictly analogous to the temperaments of man. Or1
again, what is more emphatically characteristic of the analogies of nature in any of her grand departments consists in the fact that the va1·i,..:ties which are constituted by hybrid animals and plants arc, equally with the foregoing, both in respect to cause and effect, corresponding phenomena with the varieties of temperament(~ 72).
606. From what is known of the analogous varieties among different species of animals and plants{§ 60 ·1), we shall have little difficulty
in referring the characteristics of race to the inAuence of physical
ugents upon the properties of life; and of these there are none so obvinus as climate. L ikc temperament, &c., the whole falls under the
laws of vital habit (§ 535, &c.) .
607. Perhaps there is 110 better classification of Race than LacC·
pE:<le's i who reckons only the European Arab, the Mogul, the Negro, and the Hyperborcan. These ha,·c been variously subdivided.
Blumcnbach's division of t11e races is also simple and just; namely,
the Caucasian, the l\Iongolian, the Ethiopian, the American, and the
Malay. The Caucasian variety answers to the European Arab of
LacCpCde; the i\Iongolian to the l\Iogul; the Ethiopian to the Negro;
the AmOrican embraces all the natives of N 011h and South America,
excepting tho Esquimn.ux; and the Malay includes the inhabitants of
Sumatra, l~orneo, New Holland, and many other islands of the South
:Sea.; most of whom speak the Malay language.
608. The European Arab comp1isc~ the people of Europe, Egypt,
Syria, Arabia, Barbary, Tartary, Persia, the North American ln<lians, &c.
The fundamental characteristics arc an m•al face from forehead to

chin, a promir.cut skull anteriorly, a long nose, skin more or less
white, aud long, straight hair.
609. The Mogul race is composed of the Chinese, the inhabitanls
of Eastern India, Tonquin, Cochin China, Japan, Siam, and the South
American Indians. This race is more numerous than all the others.
Its characteristics are a flattish forehead, eyes turned rather obliquely outward, checks prominent, oval face between the two cheek bones.
610, a. The Negro, a native of Africa, possesses the most perfect
characteristics. The black skin, the low, flat forehead, the depressed
nose, the thick lips, the crisped hair, the dullness of understanding, and
the acuteness of his senses, mark him as tlie greatest phenomenon
among the physical changes of our species. This is the only race of
whom it can be surmised that the change has been miraculous.
610, b. Th e bondage to which the Negro has been subjected has
naturally excited the sympathies of the human e, and bas led them to
assume in his behalf an id eal rank in the scale of mind . I would not
oppose this harmless prejudice were it not in co1Ji ..,ion with fundamental laws which it is my duty to interpret, as far as may be, as nature
teaches. The brain has sustained in this degraded race (degraded
as well by nature as by man) that failure of development, which,
as universally admitted, stamps the white man ,.,.ith intellectual inferiority. But, degraded as is the Negro in mind, in body, and in bondage. he is yet a man, and, like ~he rest ?f the.l~~man family, desce?d ed from common parents. His very 1mbcc1ltt1es, therefore, cnt1tlc
him the more to our sympathies and protection(~ 1078, s).
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of
Sarnoiedes, Ostiacs, Tschutski, &c.
They have broad faces, flat features, swarthy skin, and are stinted
in growth. In the scale of intellect they rank next above the Negro

III.

SEX .

612. Certain physiological differences in the sexes appear to have
been impressed originally upon the constitution; and this, indeed, was
necessary to the perpetuation of the species. But, although our firsL
parents were created in a state of maturity, there '\Vere ingraftcd up on the constitution (~ 64 &c.) the laws of development for natural growth, a11<l which are designed to conduct the individual to th8t
mature condition in which he came from the Hands of the Creator.
613. Besides the special difference in the organs of generation,
woman is of a lower stature than man, Jess rigid in organization, softer and more delicate in her skin and complexion, abounds more ,\·ith
cutaueous cellular tissue and fat, (§ 440 bb, 4.10 c, no. 1q., 441 c),
which gfres greater rotundity to her limbs and greater concealment
to the mu_scles. Laws of nervous system more strongly pronounced.
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Si!ems, however, especially designed for tho reproduction of the species, and for the early care of her offspring.
614. Sensibility, irritability, and therefore mobility, arc more exquisite than in the male, and, for a like reason, she is more susceptible, as with the infant, and the sanguine and nerrnus temperaments,
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to th e action of morbific causes. Sympathy predominates, also, in
the female; and hence local diseases are more apt, than in tlie other
sex, to disturb other parts. But she is not, therefore, more li able to
death i since the vital powers being more strongly pronounced, they
are more recuperative, anJ the same susceptibility to morbific causes
renders her, also, more susceptible of the genial effect of remedial
agents. \\That Providence has denied to one, He has gi,·en to the
other.

IV.

C LIMATE.

615. The influences of climate .in modifyi?g the physiological
character of man are gr eat and vanous, and still grnater and more
various in predisposing him to disease. The physiological effects of
climate are also stro ngly shown in animals , though often far less in
their organic than lhcir animal economy; while in the vegetable tribes
these or analogous results are often strongly manifested in organic
life. The nervons system takes its usual rnodifyiug share(§ 578 d).
616. I shall speak now mostly of those permament effects of cli.
mate which are kuown under the denomination of temperaments, for
the purpose of illustrating still farther the radical changes which may
be established in the vital states by physical agencies (§ 585-603).
This, also, will show how profoundly climate may operate in disposing th e organic functinns to a state of disease, and will contribute,
with what has been said in other places, in im.lucting us into a know!·
edge of the philosophy which relates to predisposition to disease.
617. The extremes of heat and cold arc conducive to the formatio11
6
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mainly the d,.y heat of the tropics which goes to the formation of the
sanguine temperament. The phlegmatic and sanguineo-phlegmatir
belong mostly to warm climates, especially to such as are moist. The
choleric and mcla11cholic occupy the temperate regions; and here,
therefore, we may look for the demonstrations of genius. The chol·
eric. an.d mcl~ncholic. graduall y merge into the sanguine, or phlegmati c, m tropical r egwns(~ 1047).
618, a. Th e philosophy of life, as already expounded, enables us
to comprehend the manner in which the foregoing transitions an<l varieties arc hrought about ; while the changes confirm that philosophy
(§ 617). Thus, when the melancholic migrates from the temperate
to a tropical climate tlrn uninte1Tuptcd an<l powerful action of heat
upon irritability and sensibility renders these properties more and
more susceptihle to the action of blood, and all vital stithuli. The
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effect; and srnce, also 1 the orgamc properties of the brain sustain the
modifications iu cide nt to other organs, and the senses acquire greater
liveliness, the whole character of the mental faculties takes on that of
the sanguine temperament, and what was once an uninterrupted efful5
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ment incline to the san_.gnin e. But 11ero, as with the choleric, or
where the sanguine and melanchol.ic arn di.stinctly associated, if the
temperament lean to the phlegmatic the Yltal properties are rather
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depressed by heat, and the functions of the body and mind arc mor8
slowly and foebly performed; being influenced even by the vicissi·
tudes of season, and by the daily atmospheric changes.
In the tropics, therefore, man is indolent, given to pleasure, and
lives only for himself. ·with the nati\'es of high northern Jati·
tudes the properties of life are under the perpetual iuflueuce of
cold, which fails, in consequence, of its usual action as a stimulus in
temperate climes, and all the fo11ctions are slow ly performed i save
only the generation of heat, which has its special final cause.
Growth must therefore be slow and stinted, and there must be (ccetcri,,
parihus) great capability of resisting morbific causes, and a gradual
recovery from disease. As tllC temperate climates hold an intcrmeJiate rank in their vital relations, it must be here that we shall find
mankind representing the most perfect attributes of their nature.
618, b. The same philosophy holds in respect to animals and plants,
since all observation teaches that they arc as sensibly affected, m certain aspects, by the dirnrsities of climate, as the human race; being,
also, like man, subject to modifications from education, soil, &c. (~
605, b), allowing for differences in organization and life (§ 185).
619. 'Ve tlrns see that climate contributes largely to the formation
of temperament, and exerts direct modifying influences upon the general character of disease. In this last acceptation it embraces all the
predisposing causes which appertain to <liflerent regions; such as the
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tions. Physiological principles lie at tbe foundation of the whole.
620, a. From the considerations which ha,·e been now made, M:
well as for other reasons, chronic diseases should abound in the tern·
pcrate zone!!l, while they are comparatively rare in equatorial climates.
Consumption is a grand characteristic of the former, especially of the
sea-board and other humid regions.•
620, b. The principle about which the facts just stated are concerned,
as well as others tliat are relative to climate, is well i1lustrated by the
rapidity with which the chronic maladies of horses yield to tropical influences ; a large proportion of these animals which are destined fo1
the \Vest India markets being thus affected, and thus relieved.
621, a. The remarks which have been now made in respect to cli·
mate lead me to indicate an important duty of the physician as it respects the inhabitants in afi individual sense; though I ham in view
;ts philosophical as well as practical bearing.
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The 11atirn and the acclimatE.d are apt to pos~css very different SUS·
ceptibilitics from the new-comer, from which it results that the treat·
ment of their diseases, respectively, should be more or less governed
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new morbific influences to which he is subjected, and his modified
susceptibilities. The means are various, and of the highest moment.
It was from their neglect, as I have sho wn, th at t~1e m?rtality from
consumption has been so great upon the \V ?St India stat~ons, and the
Report of which has led to so many theoretical aud practical errors (§
620, note). And as to the importance of a proper adaptation of treat
ment to the acute forms of disease upon the same military stations,
it is only necessary to consider the appalling contrast between the results of practice as introduced by Robert Jackson, and th at which im
mediately preceded his superintendence as surgeon-general. By diminishing, also, the allowance of" salt beef and rum" to the sick, he
i;aved the British government $400,000 per annum. And who does
not know that it is the-same now as in Zimmerman's day~ "I know,' 1
says Zimmerman, "a certain Esculapius who has fifly or sixty pa
tients every morning in his antechamber. He just listens a moment
to the complaints of each, and then arranges them in four divisions.
To the first he prescribes bloodletting; to th e second a purge; to the
third a clyster; and to the fourth change of air! The same vulgar
prejudice leads people to have a great idea of the practice of large
hospitals. I have seen, in my travels, some of the largest hospitals
in Europe; and I have often said to myself, Heaven, surely, will ha,·e
pity on these miserable victims"(§ 1065 c, 1068 a).-NoTE Fp.111'1.
621, b. In connection with the foregoing should appear the modifications which arise from peculiarities in the specific nature of the
remote causes of disease, which are almost as various as the causes
themselves. \Ve kn ow, indeed, that the pathological cause of inflammation may be varied by tho manner in which wounds are inflicted;
and more various, therefore, must be the exact modifications which
are determined by agents which possess specific properties. To know
those modifications presupposes, in no sma ll degree, a knowledge of
tl1eir special causes. They demand a great versatility of treatment
where common prin cipl es may apply; and this may be determi11cd
more by a knowl edge of the remote causes th an by any resu1ting phe·
nomena (§ 6411, &c.).
V. HAntT S, OR USAGES.
622. It now remains to speak briefly of the last subdivision of our
fifth grand division of Physiology. Under the denomination of Habits
are included the various pursuits of mankind, their social and political
relations and institutions, their modes of living in respect to food, ex·
crcise, clothing, &c.; with a special reference to their physiological
and pathological influences, wl~ich are great and numerous.
Much of this su~ject is considered under the direct physiological
aspect of vital habit (§ 535, &c.), and the same principles obtain
throughout. The usages of man not. only variously modify his vital
condition in a transient manner, but, hke the effects of climate, incompatible habits may establ ish permanent and transmissible changes of
constitution. The glass-blower, tlrn brazier. the painter, the type
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setter, &c., ham, respectively, modifications of a common diseasc 1
which are still different from those of the sedentary divine, lawyer,
and shoemaker. And so of the various pursuits which demand more
or less exercise in the open air.
623. Habits, in their most extended sense, open upon us a field fo1
endless observation. Here it is, in the neglect of the uatural means
of preserving health, in the pinches of poverty 1 in the filth of indolence, in Bacchanalian indulgences, and in the various resources of licentiousness, we meet with nature so turned from her physiological
condition, that when disease sets in it presents the most embarrassing
anomalies. The hospitals of all countries, especially of Em·ope, show
a disgusting amount of these artificial deformities. And yet are they
se nt forth as legitimate grounds for important conclusions in pathology and therapeutics (§ 620, note) .
All the foregoing varieties of disease, which grow out of deleterious habits, or pursuits, may yield to the substitu tion of natural means,
or to change of employment.
62'1. As to the active treatment of the cases last recited, I can only
say, that, while the great principles obtain as in Je,.;s artificial states, tbey
demand greater modifications of practice than all other special conditions that are incident to man. But, let us remember, that when we
meet with pbrenitis, or pneumonia, or any other grave inflammation,
ay, or even erysipelas, affecting the most broken-down constitution of
the most dissolute man, stimulants will be pernicious, and he must
take his chance from a modified antiphlogistic plan.
625. Under the category of habits may be arranged the modifications which are exerted upon the constitution by subdued diseases.
There are many affections which leave their su~j ects not only unusually susceptible of morbific agencies, but modify the pathological
character of the diseases which may subsequently spring up. The
dyspeptic affections that follow recoveries from fever are more obstinate, and require a more varied treatment, than such as arise from
simple indolence, or even from J1igh living. Syphilis, though cured,
predisposes to an obstinate form of rheumatism, which requires a different <letail of treatment from that which is induced by cold, or by
hepatic and intestinal disease.
625!. The usages and habits of man supply a fruitful field of inquiry
into the modifying influences of the nervous system upon his organic
stales, and for tracing out their analogies with those rcflc~x actions which
contribute to the de\·elopment of structu re, and most remarkably at the
age of puberty, when the evolution of the generative organs, starti11g
in the same inscrutable laws of organic life as arc pro\ idcd for the analogous organs in plants, establishes that profoun<l labyrinth of reflected
nerrnus actions which bring under their sway tlic whole an imal fabrir,
and thl'Ough which we may look as a guide at all the more obscure relations of the nervous system to the organic fluctuations of man and
nnimals, even the exalted grade of thci1· org:mic compounds, and to
which influences are owing, in part, the pec uliarities that di s tingui~h
th e animal from analogous condi1ions of tbc Ycgetable tribes; while,
also, we may find in the same pronunciations of the gcnerati,·e organs
a clear physiological ground for interpreting the modops operandi of morbific and remedial agents and the multifarious influences of organs upon
each other either for good or for evi l(~ 5141(- m, 578, 896 902 i-m).
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SIXTH DIVISIOX O:P PHYSIOLOGY.

THE RELATION OF ORGANIC BEINGS TO EXTER.
N AL OBJECTS.
626, a. TnAT di\•ision of physiology which concerns the relation~
between living beings and external nature is very comprehensive,
and brings into immediate connection the three great departments of
medicine; and it is an object of these Institutes to consider the subject under this limited aspect. Here it is that these several branches
meet together, and here it is that we learn that pathology and therapeutics are only modified aspects of physiology. They are all immediately iuter~ste<l about the properties of life; pl1ysiology re~arding
the healthy mflucnces of external agents upon those propeit1es, pathology their morbific effects, and therapeutics those changes which
arc exerted upon tl1e morbid properties by remedial agents. A common principle is, therefore, concerned throughout. All the diverllified
results, whether physical, or vital, are directly dependent upon the
existing condition of those properties. That condition is ascertained,
in all its mutations, by the resulting phenomena.
626, b. Upon this ground, also, as upon that of the more internal
economy, may be utterly exploded all the chemical and physical hy·
potheses of life and disease ; since, were any of those doctrines
founded in truth, the action of external causes shoul<l be directly upon
the composition and structure. And so should the blood itself upon
the sanguifcrous system, urine upon the Llad<ler, Lile upon the intestine, &c.
The moment we begin the study of effects as
by li,·ing
beings, whether induced by internal or
causes, or those
which arise from the action of living beings upon outward objects, we
find ourseh-es surrounded by an endless variety of phenomena which
denote the existenc~ of a formati,·e principle, upon which all the impressious are made, antl which is the primary cause of all that arc made
upon external bodics,-which mo,·es the body from one place to an·
other, exerts all the changes that are effected in food, elaborates that,
and that only, from the universal mass which is suitable for the for·
mation of blood, which governs all the processes of organization,
which is susceptible of alterations in its condition in consequence of
the action upon it of many external objects, which is liable to analo-
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from a morbid to its natural state, the essentia1 cause of preservation
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jargon of words. He~ce it may be ~lw~ys see~, that those philoso·
phers who deny the existence of a prmc1ple of hfo, or substitute the
chemical forces, are driven _to the necessity of speaking and writing
as if allowinfY its full operation the moment they concern thcmscl"es
about the pl~enomena of life. They must have, and they know it, a
peculiar cause foi· effect!' so peculiar as those of organic beings.
fi27. In my examination of the constitution of the di!Terent tissues,
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PllYSIOLOGY.-EXTERNAL REr.ATIOl\'S.

an<l of the properties and functions of life, the topics embraced within the pl'csent division of Physiology came, unavoidably, under anal-
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But little, therefore, remains to be added.
628. In regarding our relations to external objects we shoul d
carefully discriminate between irritability and se.nsibility, the two
properties through which the relations nre estabhshed; the former
connecting organic life, the latt er animal li fe, with the external world
(§ 188, &c., 194, &c.). Vegetables, therefore, hold tlieir connection
through irritability alone i so that their organizati on is intimately associated with outward objects. The connecting anatomical structure
in the organic life of animals consists of the alimentary canal, the
lungs, and the skin; in plants, of the radicles and leaves (§ 268, &c.).
630, a. In organic li fe, as has been already seen, agents of all
kinds operate through lhe medium of irritability (§ 188). Their effect depends upon the degree, and the !~ind of irritability, and upon
the hind, energy, and quantit,11 of the agents (§ 133, &:c.). Owing to
cha nges in the degree of irritability the same stimulus or sedative,
and in the same quantity, does not always produce the same amount
of effect. It will be more, or less, on one day than on another, even
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also modified in ~~ind as well as in degree. The law is of great importance in medicine, and is su~ject to ma11y cont in gent influe11ces,
both in health and disease, especially that of Yitai habit. Th ese influe nces involve some of the most difficult and delicate considerations
in the practice of medicine, and more so from nervous complications.
630, h. Again, the alterations of irritability in morbid states,
whether in degree or kind, will depend upon the virtues of the mor·
6
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natural and acquired conditions of the organ ic properties(§ 150, &c.).
The principle is, also, equally true of all diseases in their development of sympathetic affections.
630, c. From what has been said of the natural modifications of the
vital properties in clifforent parts, and of the specific relation of naturnl and remedial agents to those various conditions, it is ob"ious tl1at
rhe same morbific agent will affect one organ more or Jess clifforently
from what it will another part(§ 133, &c.). Ca11tharidcs wi\1 not offend the stomach, but will excite inflammation of the bladder, and of
no other part, in its proper ther::ipeutical doses. And just so, though
less remarkably, of the ordinary causes of disease. Cold and dampness constantly excite inflammation of the mucous coat of the nose,
trachea, and lun gs, while they far more rarely affect other parts.
Oni1 poison strikes at the brain, another at the liver, and another at
the skin, thongh their primary action may be ofte11 exerted upon the
stomach. Other directions, however, may be given to each of these
morLific causes when they are brought to act upon p ai:-ts which are
already diverted from their natural states, a11d will be 11able to other
l"ariations from the numerous accicler:ita.l influences by which every
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phus, &c., more malignant at one time than at another, or more \'iolent in one person than another. Thi:! same law obtains even in respect to idiosyncrasy, as in those subjects who are not affected by the
poison of the rhus, &c. (§ 585, b). The differences result mainly
from different modifications of irritability, and corresponding influen-

ces of various causes, not from "absorption and elective affinity."
630, d. As all morbific agents differ in their kind, so are the cffectJ
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the organic states in one uniform way; and this is as true of tlie malaria which generate typhus and yellow fever, the plague, ~c. 1 as of
the virus of small-pox, measles, hydroph obia, &c. The difference.;
in results will, of course, be most strongly pronounced when the mor.
bific causes differ most from each other.
630, e. l'IIany important pract ical considerat ions grow out of the
pl'inciplcs involved in this section (§ 630), and which will come up for
general remark under the remote causes of tfo:easc (§ G44i &c.). As
:.111 illustration, in greater detail, of a single clement of tliis complex
subject, Jet us now analyze tl1c compounded influences which import to
measles, ~carlat i nn, &c., t heir epidem ic charnctcr, :mcl tlicir grcaler
complexities when thus distiJ1gu ished than in their ~poradic fo1m; and
it will be seen, also, that the smne principles :ire of extcmire :1pplication to ind ividual C:.lses of all forms of disease, wlrntc\·er be tlie nature
of the compounded causes. Take, in the fir&t place, epidemic fevers,
epidemic dysentery, epidemic bilious pneumonia, &c. JI ere t!Je causes
may be mainly some special miasmata of intensely morbific propertier:.,
though more or less aided by the use of stimulants and stirnul:1ti11g food,
&c., operating as pred isposing causes subordin:ite to the mim-matic or
essential cause (§ 618 c, G50-659, GG2-6G3, GGG, 870 cw). Coming to
the contagious disease::, each malady has a more dearly defined predisposing cause, which is ahrnys generated by the Sp<'cial morbid states
of these d iseases respect ively (§ 653).
Jhit in thci:c affections when
ocGurring epidemically, and sometimes in their sporadic fo1 m!'=, the miasmata that ara inllispcnsablc to fcrers contribute their malign influences in rendering the system more suscep tible to the rnorbiftc cffocts
of the contagious principle, increase the intensity Clf its operation, and
lay the foundation of those local congestions of the abdominal orgnns
which arc allendant on epidemic fever, epidemic Lilious pncnmonin,
&c. (§ 9G l -9i0, 1002-1005), just as stimulants and stimulating foocl
operate in the!'=e mia~matic diseases. The !'=ame philosophy is applicallle
to the malignant cholem, which has for its indispemmLle cause some
specific atmospheric yirus, but often greatly promoted in its morbific effects by the predispos.ing causes of miasmat ic fevers, and which concur
in instituting the local congestions that arc incident to those fevers(§
G54 a). The principle is the same, a lso, with t hose diseases where a
predisposition to some specific form is impressed upon the coni:titution,
as in scrofula, rheumatism, l ues, &c. (§ 72-73, 75-i9), and which mod·
ifies, or is modified by, the mia.srnatic influences that generate fevers
(§ 652 b, GG0-662, 858). Super6cia1 dir;;eal"c~, such as "putrid sore
throat," erysipelas, &c., often spring from profound abdom inal C"ongestions, and are apt to be fata lly mistaken for simply local affections
(§ 689 l, 9Gl a, 970 c).-Norn Oo p. 1141.
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SEVEN'rH DIVISlON OF PHYSIOLOGY.

DEATH.
6~1.

OnGAKJC beings die; nothing else. What is it, then, that dies;
and why, in conscquence 1 do living beings return to the mineral king·

dom 1 The functions, it is answered by many philosophers. But
tl1e functions are merely results. It is their causes, then, that perish.
And wliat are the causes 1 The chemical philoso11l1ers answer, the
forces which arc capable of so many results in the inorganic world,the chemical forces. But the facts contradict th at philosophy; for no
sooner is the organic being dead, than we witness an exactly oppo·
site series of r~sults as the effects of chemical changes. \Vo witness,
[say, a demonstration of chemical results beyond any other example
in the natural worlJ, ancl it is then only that we witness them at all.
The causes which are withdrawn must have been as peculiar as the
universal phenomena that have disappeared, and as opposite to those
chemical forces which take possession as their power of resisting
them during life is unquestionable. These causes Imm been called
the vital prope1ties, 'vhich, like the powers or properties of the mind,
9.re elements of one principle, which is known by the name of the
vital principle. It is the extin ction of this substant ive principle which
essentially constitutes death, as its existence essentially constitutes
life. Those who deny its existence are generally, also, materialists in
respect to the soul, if they be not chargeable with a greater vice.
632, a. The tendency to death, in man alone, having been introduced since his creation, tlrn properties of life must have undergone
some miraculous change. Man was created imperishable. By sin
came man's death, by perseverance in sin, a farther abbreviation of life.
\Ve must admit this doctrine of Holy 'Vrit, and apply it philosophically. \Ve may not reason as to the Order of Providence, had the
matdrial man been immortal. Doubtle.ss, amp le "room" would haYe
been provided for his indefinite multiplication, at least in the ultimate
abode of the translated Prophet.
632, b. But, assuming that life has been shortened from a thousaud
years to "three-score and ten" by the agency of physical ca urns,
there must have been a miraculous change in the condition of the inorganic world, since it has been without change, in its relatious to
disease, up to the earliest records; but the very face of the earth assures us that there has been neither a natural nor a supernatura l change
in the condition of matter, or in the laws of inorganic nature. 'Ve
are therefore compelled to take the Revelation of Heaven as it
stands i or, in denying one part: to deny, also, the longevity of primeval man i which will obliterate all common ground between the
rlisputants.-NoTEs C p. 1113, PP p. 1142, Q,Q. p. 1145.
.
633. Life does not generally reach what may be called its natural
termination. 'Ve have already see n that its natural extinction is the
work of its own progressive movements; that it is. the result of the
same creative operations that developed the ovum mto th~ new-born
offspring,-tbat continued the same ~rocess throu~h the vanous. stages
of life up to t11e time of full rnaturity,-that still went on with the
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work of supcraddition, till at last, by the progressive condensation of
organs, by clogging the sanguiferous system with int er~titial deposits
0f bony matter, &c., it loses its control over its own instruments of
action, and fails for want of means to carry on its productive opera·
tions. It is not, therefore, from any natural failure of the properties
of life, or any ",.,..earing out of the ma.chinery," as is commonly s~p-
posed, tliat li fe ultimately becomes cxtmct, but from the pro!ongat1011
of that process by which it laid the substratum for those active aper·
ations, which, ,v}ien once begun, must be continued in uninterrupte<l
progress along with the original creative function(§ 63-82, 123, 170 c,
175 b, 176, 237, 584). This ultimate effect, as well, also, as the exposure of li fe to the influence of morbific causes 1 is a striking exemplification of the Order of Providence in carrying out His final purposes in the natural world, where the general plan has been miraculously diverted from its original design (§ 632, b).
634. The principal clements in the prodllcLion 0£ death may be
found in the modes by which it may be suddenly effected. 1st. By the
failure of the circulation, as in syncope. 2<l. By the failure of respiration. 3d. By sudden and pernicious determinations of the nervous power upon the circulatory and other important orgaus. 4th. By tl1e same
determination of the nervous power upon the organic properties of
the brain, as seen in instant death from apoplexy, anger, joy, surgical
operations, blows on the stomach , &c., though, in these cases, there
is also a pernicious nervous influence propagated to the heart, &c. (§
230, 5 10, 511). Death from syncope is immediately owing to the
failure of the heart to supply other parts with hloo<l; though the nervous power is especially instrumental in prostrating the organs of ~ir
culation (§ 940-9-12, 947-949). Death from abolition of the resp1ra·
tory function is owing especially to a consequent failure of the decubunizatiou of the blood. It is remarkable how speedily a loss of con
nciousness, and, of course, of all sensation 1 is sustained by the suspension of this function; and it may be of interest to some to know the facts
as lately experienced iu my own person. Being precipitated into a
stream of water .by the upsetting of a stage. (my head through the window of the carnage), and perfectly conscious when first beneath the
water, the reflections which occupied my mind could not have contin·
ued one minute. There remains the most distinct recollection of that
brief period. The subsequent details, till consciousness was restored
may not be without an interest. l\ly momentary efforts at extrica·
tion were defeated ?Y the '.v~igh~ of .the passengers, and I continued
to occupy the foregomg pos1t10n t1\l mne of them, and mostly females,
coull~ be lifted ~hrough the uppermost door, and while the carriage,
heavily laden with baggage 1 could be rolled over. This process con:mmed at least some seven or eight minutes, an<l three or four more
had elapsed after my extrication before signs of reanimation began to
take p lace.* A large assemblage of farmers from the neighboring
fields were standi ng around, when the first moment of consciousness
was announced by a noise as of distant speakers, and a simultaneous
view of the spectators. Vision was at once perfect; but the sounds
:::.dvanced progressively nearer and ~earer, and within a quarter of a
minnte had identified themselves with their proper sources; when,
als~, conscinusness was corr_ipletely re~established. It may be also worth
sayrng, that only a very shght uneasmcss attended the suffocation.
th~l~ ~~~..~edl~~~cn 1 ~i1~~~dii;~~~i~i~t\~~~ the int.en-al was more than twenty minutes. No-
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635. Nothing extinguishes life more immediately than a destrncti01;1
of all the functions of the brain, whether by a direct injury of the organ, or by an abolition of the circulation. The effect is nearly as great
when interrupting the respiratory process by dividing the medulla
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sufficient to embarrass or to suspend respiration, the nervous power is
determined with a pernicious effCct upon all tl1c organic viscera; but
very variously, according to the nature of the injury or of the disease
(§ 478-482, 510, 634, 948). A simple removal of the brain and spinal cor<l occasions death not only by suspending respiration, but by
interrupting their influence upon the great organs of life j which must
be also true within greater limits of the division below the medulla
oblongata. In the former case, as we have seen, no pernicious influence of the nervous power is determined upon the organic Yiscera;
in the latter, a direct violence being inflicted upon tho spinal cord, a.
destructive effect is propagated upon the Ol'ganic properties, wl1icb
reaches to the brain itself(§ 129, 455, 456, 476·! li, 478, 479, 489,
507, 1032 d, 1037).
636. Death from disease generally depends upon complicated
causes, and upon profound aflections of more organs than one. In a
general sense, also, the particular mode of death will depend upon
the organs diseased, upon the violence and kind of affection, and upon
the particular condition of other parts.
637. It is rare that absolute death takes place at once in all parts.
Evidencf:s of this are seen in the peristaltic movements, in the contraction of the rnluntary muscles, in the discharge of the arterial blood
into the venous system, in the occasional exaltation of heat, &c., after
apparent death(§ 447, d). \Ve have seen, also, how remarkably the
heart may be roused into action long after its pulsations have cease4
(§ 262, 498 e, 516 d, no. 7), continuing, in some animals, to pulsate
with a u rustling noise for ten hours after being hung up to dry"
(111ed. and Pliysiolog. Comm., vol. i., p. 17). Jn other instances, the
heart has been "often seen to raise a weight of twenty pounds," soon
after apparent death; and Lord Bacon states that he has seen the
heart of a criminal, when the organ was thrown into a fire, 1eap up
one foot ancl a. half, and to continue these movements, with a
gradual decrease, for tile space of seven or eight minutes (§ 188, 233,
264, 265, 475 ·h 498 e, 647 -t ). In my work on the Cholera Aspl1yxi('
of New York, 1832, I have spoken of contractions of the voluntary
muscles which continued in progress, drawing up the legs, &c., for an
hour and a half after apparent death (p. 141). These contractions took
place without the application of any exciting causC, apparently like the
mornments of the extirpated heart and intestine (§ 262, 476! c, 490,
498 e); but the latter arc due to the stimulus of the air or other physical causes. There remains, therefore, no other conceivable exciting
cause of the contractions than the stimulus of the nervous power arising
from influences incident to the radical change in the organic constitution, analogous to that development which is attendant. on syncope,
and which in this case, besides its powerful demonstratwn upon organic actions, often induces spasm of the voluntary muscles (§ 948).
The analogies in this respect, and such as arc represented in section
500, arc strongly in favor of reflex nervous action, whi le the corres-
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ponding action of the extirpated heart and intestine may seem to he
opposed to it. The analysis 1 also, of sympathy which I ham ma<le in
preceding sec1ions (500, &c.) shows a special difference in the motive constitution of the organic viscera and of the voluntary muscles,
and in the relative agency of tl1e nervous power as it re:;pert !-1 their
motions. In the former case this power is particularly a modifying
agent in organic actions; in the latter it is simply an exciting cause
(§ 188, 205, 215, 222, &c., 258, 500, 524 d, no. 7, 891! g, k, 893!).
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are equally due to the development and action of the nervous power
(§ 516 d, nos. 8, 9) ; and the whole conclusion is farther strengthened
by the involuntary movements of decapitated animals, and by the mus·
cular contractions which arc effected by the stimulus of galvanism 1
both in life and apparent death, and especially when consequent on
pricking tho skin after removal of the head. The latter case, indeed,
is exactly analogous to motions produced in the limbs of the human
subject by mechanical violence; since in the case of the decapitated
animal there is no direct irritation of the muscles, and, therefore, no
possible mode of propagating the impression upon the skin to the
All this, too, sbws
muscles, excepting by reflex nervous action.
us that, whatever differences may exist between the vital constitution
of man and animals, and among animals, they are essentially constituted alike, subject to the same fundamental laws, and having only
modifications ingrafted upon them.-NoTE: A p. 1111.
It may be thought that all this is a usele:;s refinement in philosophy. But such is not my opinion; nor have I any doubt that better
minds will carry out these suggestions to more important develo~
ments in the philosophy of life. Even in death itself much may be
gained that will be useful in physiology; and if we follow the organic
being till he is resolved into elementary substances, we shall gather
something at every stage of the process that will contribute light to
organic science, and yield an interest to the study of putrefaction (i
fi4 a, 56, 62 e) .

PH\'"SlOLOGY.-ITS UNITY OF DESIGN.
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SUMMARY CONCLUSION OF PHYSIOLOGY.
638. F1to"t what has been hitherto said, it appears that medicin(j,
in all its branches, is a perfect whole, bound together by intimate relations and <lependences, nowhere contra<lictory, but all in unison,
and irresistibly flowing from one great system of UNITY oF HESIGN,
which is the grand characteristic. The foundation is laid in the Principle of Life, and its various attributes. The demonstrations of that
principle, and of those attributes, begin with the elements of organic
beings, their number, the modes in which they arc united, &c.; and
the sameness of the principle throughout, an<l the coincidences in its
laws, arc attested by e\•ery fact in physiology and medical philosophy.
By recurring to the demonstrations already set forth, it will be seen
that my fundamental ground is clearly established; for, whethei· it be
the elements of organic beings which are combined in peculiar numhers, proportions, and modes, and fore\·er in one peculiar and exact
manner in every distinct part of every organic being, and which ai:e
mainlained in combination against the adversities of disease, and
against those chemical agencies which may produce their almost instant dissolution when the vital chain is severed i an<l whether we consider, also, the remarkable nature of those elements, and that in the
animal kingdom, especially, nitrogen gas abounds in the various tissues, notwithstanding the entire kingdom is far more liable, than the
vegetable, to chemical decomposition after death ; or, whether we
pause at the threshold of life, and consider all the unvarying facts at·
tendant on the development of the ovum, how one part after another
springs into existence in a never-deviating, foreordained manner, and
as each part may be necessary to the next succeeding, how the same
exact process of formation, and no other, is continued till the being
becomes again a subject for the mineral kingdom; how the semen,
also, is a type of all the various subsequent agents of life; how we
may here detect the nascent causes of transmitted disease, operating
in conformity with those which play their part in the external world;
how mind itself is impressed upon the embryo, and how the intellectual peculiarities of either parent may be ingrafred upon the offspring1
as are their physical traits, their temperament, their constitution, their
rnry manners,-where, I say, all is uniformity in the graud movement
of organization, and nothing but coincidences in the flucLuations that
may arise from preternatural causes, and always the same according
to the precise nature of those causes; or, if we follow the immature
being to its state of maturity, and obsen'e that the progress of development is always the same, under equal ci1·cumstances, at every stage
of its progress, whether in the animal or the plant, and notice, also,
the coincidences which obtain between the two organic kingdoms, as
in the changes of tissues, in the variations of pro~uct~, up to the ~Oil·
immmation of the whole in that perfect state winch is charactenzed
by the development of the generative organs, the flower, the ovum,
the seed, and the mutual office of sexua1 intercourse; or, whether it
be a corresponding exact organization and vital endowment of every
part of every organic being, yet different in every organ, and often so
in different parts of one and the same continuous tissue as it traversee
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different parts of tho compound organism; or, "··hether we regard
the products of each organ, or of each tissue, or of the sc"eral parl'I
of a continuous tissue, respectively, ancl obsen·c that they arc forever
the same in the same animal or plant, under equal circumstances, yet
different in every part, and more or less different from each other in
every species, whatever the similitude, or consider that the same
products are forever modified in health and in disease in one exact
manner, under any gi\•en modify in~ influences, whether natural, morbific, or remedial; or, whether we interrogate the nature of the relations by which tixternal or internal causes divert the phenomena from
their natural states, and observe that the results depend upon the exact origin al and lJ.Cquired nature of the part and the nature of the influences, and that they nre in perfect harmony with such as emanate
from the natural stimuli of life; or, whether we consider how the
manifestations of disease denote, lik e those which emanate from the
natural stimuli of life, an Cf.lr.blished difference in the closely-allied
constitution of the samo or different tissues, and different parts of a
continuous tissue, as in the inflammatory affections of various parts of
the mucous, or the serous tissues, and the more remarkable peculiarities attending the inflammations of the lining membrane of the veins,
-prostrating the circulation and giving to fever its malignancy; or,
whether it be a small current of air impinging upon the 1rnck, which
wil) suddenly induce an attack of catarrh, or ot' pneumonia, or of
rheumatism, when no such effect may follow an equal expos ure of any
other part of the surface, or even of the entire skin for au equal time;
or whether, in a remedial aspect, leeches, or a warm bath applied to
the feet, may restore menstruation when the same applications tooth·
er parts might be insufficient, or other analogous phenomena which
abound in the history of morbific and remedial agents; or, if we con·
sider the philosophy which concerns the first act of inspiration as generated by the contact of air with the surface of the body, and that it is
exactly the same as that which is relative to the first inspiration iu syncope when cold water or colt.1 ai r are applied to the face, or stimulants
to the Schneiderian membrane, and even the same when the mucous
tissue of the lungs becomes the point of departure,-the same, too,
which concerns all those modifications of respiration which are known
as coughing, laughing, crying, sneezing, hiccougb,-the same as obtains when light, impinging upon the retina, produces either a contraction of the iris or a paroxysm of sneezing,-the same as when a
leaf of tobacco applied to the sole of the foot may disturb every function of the body,-the same when cathartics, or emetics, or altera·
tives, &c., may send th eir influences abroad through the medium of
the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane,-the same when shame mounts
to the face, or fear expels the blood from the su 1facc, or covers it with
moisture, or stimulates both kidneys and bladder, or as anrrcr convulses the heart and braces up the animal muscles,-the same~in principle, whether one or the other be applied in a physiological, pathological, or therapeuti~al sense i or, whether we. regard the organism
as a whole, and consider bow a!l parts concur m harmony together;
how numerous parts are supplied by natural stimuli, consistina of
blood or of products from i.t. which co~spire together in maintaining the
good of the wbole, but either of which would be offensive to other
parts, and disturb the harmony of the whole; or how the nervous
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power sheds its regulating influence upon all parts of the animal
mechanism, and how, through that same power, from its 1rntural susceptibility to the existing healthy state of every organ, both external
and internal causes may lay the foundation of disease, or effect its removal, or occasion the most violent commotions, or extinguish life in
a moment; or, whether we consider that tlie same relative facts prevail in respect to the vital signs that distinguish the physical products,
an<l that they go hand in hand together, under the same established
or contingent influences, natural, morbific, or remedial; or, whether
we scrutinize the coincidences between the facts that arc relative to
the changes that happen at the different eras of life, and to gestation,
lactation, &c., and such as are brought about by morbific and remedial agents, and consider that the latter are a 11ecessary consequence
of the natural mutability of the fundamental constitution from which
the former emanate; and that those wl1ich are natural are an exact
type of the influences and tl1eir mode of production when morbific or
remedial agents operate upon distant parts by impressions exerted
upon the stomach or skin, or when disease of one organ gi\·es rise to
disease in anotheri or, whether we regard the corresponding facts which
are relative to vital hahit, or those which result from the influences
of climate, &c., and which bestow the radical modifications that form
the peculiarities uftemperament, &c., and see, also, that all these variations are produced by causes that operate through the same fundamental constitution; or, whflther our l1ygienic and therapeutical treatment
may be greatly regulated by each of the foregoing conditions, whether natural or acquired; or, '"'hethcr it be the peculiarities of idiosyncr~y that render certain ordinary articles of food morbific to certain
individuals, or the analogous constitution of marine und terrestrial
plants which demands for the former the briny waters of the ocean,
while they are fatal to the latter; or, whether, in like way, the mere
approach within ten feet of the poison rhus will produce a violent
erysipelatous imflammation over the whole surface of one person,
when even the handling the plant will never affect another; or,
whether the rolling of a few blue pills with the fi11gers will e$tablish
salivation, and affect the adult con~titution of some, while a pound of
calomel takeu by the stomucl1 will not affect others in a similar manner, and rarely at the early stages of life; or, whether it be bloodletting, or the mercurial or the antimonial alteratirns, tlrnt are often
bafned by the precise modifications of the specific forms of active inflammation, while they readily subdue the common form and many
specific chronic inflammations, an<l whose differences in results denote the modifying influences of tl1e remote causes of closely analogous affections; or, whether mercurial agents be strictly morb:fic in
their action upon the salivary glands, while they are simuhanc::ously
and powerfully curative of hepatic and other diseases; ~r, ~vhether a
mercurial cathartic will induce salirntion if the suscept1b1hty of tbe
system be increased by the associate use of other cat11artics or by loss
of b1ood, when, per se, no such f'ffect may be produced; or, whether
the same effect follow the miri~ation of fever, when no extent of the
remedy may reach the constiturion in high grades of febrile action;
or, whether the bite of the mnd dog will produce hydrophobia in
all mammalia, while the di!mnse cannot be imparted_ by any other
than the canine and feline tribes; or, whether the poison of the rat·
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tle-Enake, or of the wourari trC'e, or numerous other poisons which
are certamly ancl rnpidly fatal when inserted beneath the skin, be
perfectly innoxious when taken into the stomach or applied to the
surface Or the l>rain; or, whether it be the virus of the small-pox, of
measles, &c., that effects certain modifications of the vital states relative to each particular agent, an~ to no other, that forever protect
the system, in a general sPnse, agarnst a second attack; or, whether
it be the cow alone, as with other animals in respect to the virus of
hydrophobia, that can so 1~od.ify th.e var~olous poison as to generate
in man the equally protect1.ve vaccine d.1seas.c i or, whether the. suscep"ibility sometimes remam so as to give rise to another modification whilt' the varioloid, in its mildest state, but not the vaccine, will
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only slowlv extinguish the susceptibility to their morbific effects after
repeated attacks of the particular forms of fever which they are, respectively, c'lpable of producing, or, if the subject thus acclimated remove to another region, his original susceptibility may return,-being
ana\1)gous, also, to those physical agencies which establ ish the temper·
amcnts, and which change from one tri another as the old influences
may cease, and new ones operate, while analogies, in these respects,
are also supplied by the variolous and vaccine diseases; or, whether
it be hloodletLinp:, or an emetic, or a cathartic, that produce their altera1ive effects'' it}1 a rapidity proportioned to the rapidity in which
their sensible operation goes on; or, whether it he the alterative iu
small doses, and i11 its abstract sense, that slowly establishes analogous
changes in the roorbid states ; or, whether an alterative, as antimony,
for example, must be genern.l ly increased in its successive doses to
keep up tho effect of the first dose, or, if there be, in respect to an
timuny, a suspension of the remedy for at least ·twelve houn), wt
must then go back to the original smaller quantity to avoid an exces
sive effect; or, whether, on the other haud, other alteratiYes, likt
mercury, or foxglove, or canthariJos, or arsenic, or quinine, 01· ipecacuanha, will manifest no sign of thnir influence for several succes·
sive doses, but will, at last, witl'out any increase of the dose, sud·
denly display the full effect of tlrnir virtues; or, whether by associating ipecacuanha with the sulphate of zinc, 1he latter will so exalt the
susceptibility of th~ stomach that the two agents, otherwise unequal in time, will simultaneously co-opernte in their emetic effects
or whether, in the same way, a diffusible stimulant, associated with
a permanent tonic, will quicken greatly the action of the latter;
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bility of the stomach and of the general system in relation to
the virtues of each agent, respecti,·ely, but to those of no other;
or, wh&ther we consider other examples of vital habit, and observe
how ·puugcnt stimuli ce~se to annoy the nose, the mouth, the stomach 1
&c., but 011ly so in relat1011 to each of the agents, respecti,·ely, or how
tobacco, which is morbific in most diseases, and originally offensive
to all, finally becomes the most universal luxury of man; or whether
\ve consider th e manner in which the alteratives, in there small and
oft-repeated doses, maintain their influence, and extend their silent
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invasions upon disease, or how emetics, or cathartics, continue to
propagate their curative effects after their complete expnlsion from
the body, and see that the principle is disclosed by the natural phenomenon of the. permanent contraction of the sphincter muscle~, which,
although the urine or the contents of the rectum be evacuated, are
maintained in equal contraction by the irritation which remains upon
the mucous tissue, and through which the nervous power is uninterruptedly reflc~Led upon the sphincter muscles i or whether we regard the coincidence between respiration, spasmodic aA6ctions, and
the voluntary movements of the respiratory, or of other muscles, and
obser,·e that each is alike due to the propagation of the ncrrnus p~w
er upon those muscles; or whether we contemplate the same vital
agent in its production or removal of disease, and in its absolute mode
(lf operation, and see that the changes which are thus effected consist
in some alteration of the natural or morbid states, and according to
the nature of the remote cause, whether it be positi,·e, like mercury,
or negative, like cold, or immaterial, like the mind and its passions,
and according, also, to the special exercise of one mental power or
another, or the operation of one passion or another, aud thus proving
the susceptibility of the nervous power to various modifications that
coincide with the virtues of the remote cause, ancl a coincidence, in
this respect, with the changes which are pe1·petually exhibited i11 the
organic vital conditions, and which are even brought about by the nervous power itself; or, whether we realize the foundation of these last
phenomena in the naturally exquisite susceptibility of the nervous
power to various influences, that it may constantly operate as a regulator of the rhythmic movements of all parts, and through a law of tbe
nervous system by which all parts arc exquisitely sensitive to the condition of each other, and through which all remote morbific and remedial influences are exerted i or whether, in like way, inflammations
are varied in their character by contused, and punctured, and incised
wounds, or more greatly so by all animal and vegetable poisons,
whether morbid or natural, and mostly so according to the special nature of the remote causes, respectively, or, if subordinate influences
diversify the effects of many principal causes, there be others which
control all other influences, as in small-pox:, measles, scarlatina, &c.;
or whether in fever, as in inflammation, there be analogous varieties,
corresponding, in like manner, with the special virtues of each cause,
while the fundamental pathology is of one common nature in all the
varieties of inflammation, and of another common nature in all fevers;
or whether an ephemera be the type of the inlermitteut, the remitt!3nt,
and continued fevers, and of their several modifications, and consider
how the paroxysms of the intermittent commonly observe established
intervals of twenty-four, forty-eight, and seventy-t\vo hour.i:;, or, if the
usual time be anticipated or delayed, the paroxysms are then apt to
go on with the particular irregularity with which they be_gan, or when,
by regular anticipations of tbe period of ~ach last precedmg paroxysm
they approach the night, one paroxysm 1s often Jost; or wl.1ethcr we
look at the effects of all our best and most universally remedial agents,
as bloodletting, mercllt'y, autimonials, catharti~s, &c:, and see. that they
are strictly morbific to the healthy system, m then· remedia1 doses,
and that, therefore, tbey are at least equally so in their ?ction upon
<liseasecl organs, yet conn;buting to their cure; and wlulc, also, we
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know that neither such nor other agents can, of themselves, transmute
tlw morbid oruanic chanl'TeS to those conditions which are natural to
the being, we Yet discern° the reasons of th.eir favorable effoc~ in the
spontaneous and successful efforts of unaicled nature, and m those
speedy recoveries from morbid states that a~·e induce<l in the heahhy
system by remedial agents, in their rnmed1al doses, and thus infer
that remedies only contribute to the cure of all diseases by instituting
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arsenic, or cobweb, or opium, or an emetic, or bloodletting, or abstinence, or by an emotion of the mind, &c. ; or whether it be stimulants
or sedatives, bark or bloodletting, conjointly or separately, that may
subdue many inflammations, acute or chronic, and thus, also, pro\·c
the near identity of the pathological state in all the varieties, and that
nature recognizes 110 such opposite conditions as active and passive inflammation; or whether it be the abrupt removal of pertussis by an
hour's exposure to the opPn air where all other means had failed, or
the improvement of an ulcerated limb by the same temporary influence j or whether ice, or ipecacuanha, or common salt, or opium, or
bloodletting, or the sulphates ?f zinc, and of copper, or catechu, or
kino, &c., will alike arrest capillary hemorrhage or redundant secretions, by modifying the action of the capillary Yessels; or whether loss
of blood, and tartarize<l antimony, or a dash of cold water upon the
surface of the body, or even a warm bath, be far better "refrigerants"
than pounds of ice, or ?f lemonade, taken into the stomach i or wheth·
er, amo11g the "sudorijics," the drinking of hot water, of mint-teas,
&c.• will excite a more immediate and more profuse perspiration thau
tartaiizcd antimony, or ipecacuanha, &c., and the former exert no
other apparent effect, while the latter may be profoundly curative or
morbific, or bloodletting surpass the whole in all these respects; 01
whether it be the 11 sialogogue," like horse-radish, which only exert$
an effect on the salivary glands through a continuous irrita1ion along
the saliyary ducts, or mercury, which induces salivation only by consti·
tutional influences; or, whether we turn our attention to other corrc·
sponcling Jaws, and to other analogous coincidences, an<l conside1·, for
example, how all but chyme is prcYentcd from passing the pyloric ori·
fice, how all but the air is excluded from the lungs, how all but chylc
from the lacteals, how all but white blood from the serous vesse ls of the
arterial system, notwithstanding the far greater diameters of some than
those of the re<l globules, and yet that when the irritability of one is morbidly affected, as in indigestion, solid food will pass out of the stomach;
or of another, as when certain morbid impressions are made upon the
lacteals, the deleterious agents may obtain a sparing admission i or of
another, as in inRammation, the red globules are alJowecl to pass freely
in; or, if we glance at those more astonishing phenomena which attend the generation of animal heat, and observe that all non-hibernating mammalia maintain one uniform temperature, under all circum·
stances of food, clothing, &c., whether at the poles or at the equator,
yet each species, respectively, possessing a temperature of its own,
and that the very giant of the mammiferous tribe, in the midst of
everlasting icebergs, obeys this law _of uniform and exalted heat,exalted not less than four degrees a oove that of man; or turn our
a<lmiring contemplation to the few exceptions that occur in the hi·
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oernating group, and see how that temperature, which is equally uni.~
form under all torrid and temperate degrees of the ci1cumambier.t
air, sinks down as the thermometer descends from 40° F. till the ani~
mal scale reaches nearly the freezing point, and then rises, with a
bound, to it.s original exalted standard, while the mercury goes on to
the point of zero; or, if we drop from this gradation in analogy, tu
the cold-blooded race, an<l observe how they obey the physical law
of an interchange of caloric with the surrounding medium, yet within
the limitation of a specific and independent power of' maintaining a
counteracting influence that preserves them at a few <legrees of heat
above the lowest of the external medium which may be endured,eating, digesting, and perfo1ming, too, the same organic fonctious as
the mammalia; or, if we consider, also, the same peculia1·itics in t11e
living egg, and their absence where its incubating property is extinct;
or, if we turn oursekcs to the vicissitudes of temperature which at·
tend the phenomena. of disease, an<l remark how they correspond
with all the admitted vital chauges,-rising, in one case, to a degree
of intensity where there is almost a total p1·ivation of food, an<l an extensive destruction of the lungs, or sinking, in another, to an almost
icy coldness, where the subject is plethoric and the stomach is crowded with food and alcoholic stimulants; or wl10ther, also, we regard
the same principle in its natural state, as seen in the process attending the rnproduction of the stag's horn, or in that of lattation, and
~onsider that here is tl1e fundamental element implanted in t110 constitution for great and wise purposes, and that every otl10r consideration
points us directly to the natural constitution itself for an interpretation
of eYery phenomenon in the history of animal temperature, an<l de<lu·
ces a coincidence between these phenomena. and those of the organic
processes, under e,·ery aspect of stability, individuality, and of change;
or whether it be a thousand other different, but analogous considera·
tions, relative to the influences of foreign, natural, morbific, or remedial agents upon man or other organic beings ; or whetl10r we again
look to the mind and its passions, and sec the long exercise of judgment impairing digestion, while imagination comes in as a speedy re·
storatiYe; or whctl1er it be anger or joy, like a blo"~' on the stomach.
or like the shock of a surgical operation, tlrnt strike us dead in a moment, or grief that does but slowly undermine, or hope that throws
it.s balmy influence over every disease, by whatever cause produced;whether, I say, it he one or the other of t110 considerations now mentioned, or thousands of thousands of similar import, which crowd the
history of living objects, each and all are in harmony with each other,
o.nd concur together in one universal demonstration of the peculiar constitution of animated beings as distinguished from the inorganic king·
dom, and declare their essential dependence upon one principle, name·
ly, a VnAL PRINCIPLE, efvariouselements or properties, whose definite
character in their natural conditions, and whose instability or liability
to permanent and temporary modifications and changes, a_ncl '~hose
disposition to return from such as are only temporar~ to thetl'. original
state, lie at the foundation of all the phenomena, will explain C\'ery
phenomenon, and whose unity as a whole is supported by every phenomenon of organic beings. This consideration, therefore, assures us
that we have already compassed the general p~1ilosop~y life, of ?is·
ease, and of medicine; and we contemplate with aflm1rat1on the ~·m·
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plicit.y, yet complexity, of the principles, the stupendous whole, as it
swells from the comparatively simple phenomena of the development of
the ovum, when the properties of life are exposed to no influences that
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ca1culabl c variety of change which the organic properties and funct!ons
sustain in consequence of those exposures, and observe that the whole
immense system, all the variety, springs from the simple influences of
external and internal causes upon the properties of life, and that slight
changes in these properties, like the differences which pre\'ail among
the results of their natural modifications in different animals, and in different parts of a common or a continuous tissue, give i·isc to all the differences between health, disease, and convalescence ;-in the contemplation of all these things, I say, we are employed in witnessing the most
comprehensive and subl ime system of UNITY 01" DESIGN, and enjoy the
conviction that we are cultivat ing a science whose foundations arc laid
in the most Co~sumtATE \V1sooM (§ 1085).-NOTE Rn p. 1145.
HEVlEW OF THE LAWS 01<' REFLEX ACTION OF TTIE NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND
AS Al'PLU:;D PATHOLOGICALLY .Al\'D THERAPEUTICALLY.

638~. A large space has been given to the consideration of the nervous system~ especially to experimental observations upon it, for the
purpose of developing the Lau·s of Reflex Nervous Action, or, as I have
called them, also, for obvious advantages, Remote and Co11ti[Juous Sympatl1y, or, iuclitfercntly, Sympathy. All this inquiry has been made
with a. sole reference to the application of those laws to many important
problems in Pliysiology, pa.rticularly nutrition, secretion, modifications
of structural development, calorification, and circulation, and to erecting upon them a substantial and philosophical fabric of Pathology and
Therapeutics, which sti ll lies extensively before us, and for the purpose,
also, of simultaneously accomplishing the overthrow of the chemical and
physical doctrines now prevailing in all the departments of medicine
Although I am about to enter upon the specific applicntion of the Laws
of Reflex Action of the Nervous System to Pathology and Th erapeutics, I
have, nevertheless, been constantly employed in exem1Jl if)•ing the mor·
bific nnd therapeutical aspects of those laws as founded upon their natural conditions. An indispensable requisite for this application is areasonable proof of the modification of the nervous power according to the
nature of the cause, whether physicnl or moral, by which it is brought
into preternatural operation, nor is there any other consistent or intclli·
gible mocle of interpreting the great range of pathological and thcrapcutical problems, ancl the multifltrious displays of the passions in organic
life, according to their imlividu al nature. The whole of the Author's phi·
losophy upon this vast subject is predicated of the well·established laws
of' reflex action of' the nervous system, nor is he aware of any fact by
wh ich that philosophy is contradicted, while, besides the admitted premises, it is sustained by the whole history of morbific and remedial agents,
and by the diseases which grow out of, and are maintained by, each other.
It may be finally added, thut, although the Author bas shown that the
passions, the will, cerebral di:;;ease's, a~d other causes acting directly upon
the ner\·ous centres, de,•elop and proJect the nervous power without the
intervention ofscnsiti\'e nerves, he has also shown that the essen tial philosophy is the same as that which respects reflex nervous action(~ 453)·

PATHOLOGY.
639, 1i. HAVING now laid a broad foundation for thB superstructurn
of pathology and therapeutics, in the exposition of the properties, the
functions, and the laws of organic beings in their natmal states, and
in contrasting the philosophy of the more difficult problems with those
interpretations which have been borrowed from the phenomena of
the inorganic world, that nothing may obstruct our way, and that
whatever is true in any of the conflicting views rm.y shine with great·
er lustre, I am thus prepared to go on with tllose 10fty objects about
which the healing 2..,.,., is immediately interested. I say, to go on; for
in all my physiological inquiries I have e nd eavored to indicate their
relation:; to the ultimate branches of medicine, and to approach these
branches already prepared with a connected view of their dependenc~ upon natural institutions.
The complexities in physiology give
rise to corresponding i1m·icacies in pathology and tberapeutics, and it
has been therefore neceseyary to explore the ground-work in such various methods, and with such variety of illustration, as shall impart to
pathology and therapeutics a consistency in principles, a ready interpretation of thuir endless problems, and give to the hand of a1t en·
lightened confiUence and firmness in the right. I have designed that
this right shall follow naturally and easily from the premises hi1herto
laid down, and if I have come short of that, then have I failed in fundamental requisites. No system in physiology can stand which is not
true to Na tu re in her altereJ aspects; none that does not come to her
interpretation under all the varied conditions and phenomena of disease; none whose elements conflict with each other (§ .516 d, no. 6,
.524 a, .524 d). There must be clearness, individuality, barmouy, demonstration. I claim not that I have accomplished all this. I d o but
say that I ha,·e attempted it, and with an earnest hope that the e(fort
may not prove abortive. As much has been said, an<l much remains,
which is origin al with myself, and generally relative to the most profound and important topics, and, as there has existed the necessity of
exhibiting in a satisfactory manuer those conflicting errors which
have obtained such general ascendency, I have been impelled to all
the amplitude of inquiry which may obtain either the acquiescence of
the profession in the doctrines which I have taught, or th eir ready rejection {§ 1, 285, 1067).-See Rm HTS OF AUTHORS, p. 912.
639, b. PATHOLOGY concerns the changes which the vital prope1ties and functions undergo in disease, and the resulting changes in
the vital and physical signs, and finally reaches to those lesions of
organization that fall within the purview of morbid anatomy (§ 695,
&c.).
Pat11ology consists essentially, therefore, of those modified states of
the physiological conditions which constitute disease .
.
.
640. Such, also, are the relations between the natural physiological
c.)nditions and those diversions which make up disease that the latter
often reflect the most important light upon the nat?ral ones. The
'properties of life, in all their aspects, ns i.vell as their corresponding
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functions, are not unfrequent1y best comprehended through the phenomena which distinguish their various departures from the normal
1:1tandard (§ HIS, 303!). Chemists, therefore, catrnot be physiologists.
64 1. Pathology is divided into general and special. The first considers d iseases in common; the second treats of the particular history
of diseases. A distinction has been also made into medical and surgical pathology; but it is unfounded in nature, though it may be con,·enient in practice.
G42, a. As all diseases have their remote causes, which often reflect
much light upon pathological conditions, these should be embraced in
the department of pathology.
642, b. The vital properties are so susceptible in their nature that
the good, as well as the evils of life, is constantly inflicting disease.
\Vhatever is sdub rious in due proportions becomes morbific in excess.
The mildest nut1;rnent in excessive quantities, or at unseasonable
times,- an unrestrained indulgence of the passions,- inordiuate exercise, &c., prove the instability of the vital powers. \Ve are also sur·
rounded by agents of noxious virtues, some of which we may al'oid,
but covet as luxuries,-while others, if we would avoid, are beyond
our control(§ 150, 152).
643. 'Ve are therefore le<l to consider pathology under three principal heads; namely,
I. Remote Causes of Disease.
II. Proximate or Pathological Causes.
III. Symptoms.
l. REMOTE CAUSES.
644.. The remote causes of disease are the first in the series. By
their deleterious action on the properties of life they give rise to
those change.s which.c_onstitute.the proximate or pathological causes,
or the essential cond1t1ons of disease (~ 188-192).
615, a. Remote causes are subdivided into JJredisposing and exci·
tmg or occasional causes.
6•15, b. The predisposing causes arc the most important; being in1lispensable to all idiopathic fevers, and to all spec ific forms of disease.
645, c. The exciting or occasional causes are such as de\•elop an attack of disease after the predisposing have laid the foundation. Tho
latter, therefore, may produce their full impression, and the subject
escape an attack, unless afterward exposed to the exciting causes.
The predisposing, however, often operate with such intensity as to
prove exciting, also; as in small-pox, measles, hydrophobia, poisons,
injuries, malaria, &c. (§ 559). But the mildness, or intensity, of
many of these affections, as in the contagious diseases, may depend
upon the .ante~edent operat~on of other modifying causes ; whetht>r
of a pred1spos111g or protecttve nature{~ G30 £').
Again, the exciting causo often consists of something which, under
ordinary circumstances, may be perfectly inoffensive ; such as a full
meal, a few glasses of wiuc, privation of sleep, anxiety, grief. In
such cases there has always been an antecedent predisposing cause
in operation; but either of the foregoing may operate both as predisposing and exciting causes.
.
.
G16, a. Remote causes are either wtemal or external.
64G, b. The internal consist 1 for example, of the passions, laborious
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study, retention of the f~ces, hereditary predispositions, &c. (~ 75-80,
144, 561).
646, c. The external consist, 1st. Of such as arc ordinarily salutary,
but become morbific by their excessive or too frequent use, or when
used at un<lue seasons, or when the body is disqualified for their use.
2d. Such agents as injure mechanically the structure of our bodies.
3d'. Th~ great class of truly morbific agents, which embr~ccs a large
variety m the several departments of nature, comprehendmg, even, a
large proportion of the materia medica, when exceeding the therapeutical doses, or when employed in these doses under circumstances
of health(§ 177, 191 b, 237-2.JO, 524 d, 854 c-J, 893, 900, 901, 905).
647. Among the most important of the internal remote causes of
disease arc morbid conditions already formed. They may be either
exciting or predisposing, or operate as conjoint causes. In the former
case other causes h~we brought about the predisposition. They arc
the great fountain of sympathetic developments.
647 -!· The nervous influence, 1·ejlex or direct, is tlrn t"mmediate remote
cause (predi!'posing or exciting), of nearly all disordered states beyond
the seat of the direc~ acLi?n of other causes (§ 222-233-i)·
648, a. Tbe pred1sposmg causes are general and specific.
648 1 b. The gencrat are such as may be in simultaneous operation
upon many ind'ividuals 1 and are, then, mostly connected with the atmosphere, giving rise to influenza, and other catarrhal affections, &c.
Of these there are commonly several in combined operation; though
there is generally one more important than the rest, especially in
acute forms of disease.
They consist1 also, of all those causes which gi"e rise to the vm:fous
forms of common inflammation, and all other conditions of disease
which do not fall under the next subdivision.
648, c. The specific causes form a far more numerous class than
the general They consist of all the natural or healthy and morbid
poisons, animal and vegetable, and the principal agents of the materia
~edii::a. Each of these will generally establish the predisposition by
itself alone, and is generally the exciting as well as the predisposing
cause. Among these causes must be ranked all those whit.:h generate
idiopathic fever; and these beiug of vegetable origin must float in
the atmosphere, and around the multitude. They are, ti1erefore, tho
main causes of epidemics, properly so called (§ 650, 063) . Such
causes are generally aided in the development of disease by others
which arc simply exciting{§ 654, a).
648, d. The predisposing causes of sporadic diseases are apt to be
more numerous than those of epidemics.
649, a. Remote external causes <lo not produce the;r effects indiscriminately on all parts to which they aro applied. Some are perfectly inert upon the skin, while others exert their J,Jrincipal eflhts
upon this organ. And so of other parts. The surfaces upon which
they operate are, 1st. The mucous tissue; 2d. The skin; 3d. The
surface of wounds and abraded parts; .J.th. By being forced into the
vessels when wounds are made bv instruments charged with poisons.
It is in thr: last two ways alone tl{at many of the mo~t active poisons
produce their effects; such as the hydrophobic v1rn:') 1 the poison of
serpents, the poison of dissection-wounds, &e.
649, h. Some paits 1Jf a continuous mucou-s tissue a.-e more suscep·
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tible than other parts of the same tissue (§ 13:? .-.137). And so of the
skin. A current of cold air, for example, striking the neck more
readily produces catarrh than when impinging on auy other part i
while its direct action upon the healthy mucous tissue of tlJe lungs is
never deleterious (§ 136). Menstruation is most l'eadily suppressed
by cold applied to the foot, &c.
1
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tinal mucous membrane, we learn from it, physiologically, that the
generation of gastric juice, an<l the elaboration of carbon from the
blood, are conducted by special vital processes, &c. (§ 135, 419), and
this, with various othe1· relative facts, such as the variety in effects of
natural stimu li, goes to illu~trate what is denoted by morbid phenomena of the special susceptibilities of different parts of a continuous tissue to the action of morbific causes, and how the same disease pre·
se11ts important varieties in the several parts; and, carrying these important considerations to therapeutics, we i·eadily come to a distinct
apprehension of the reason of the differences, local and constitutional,
which spring from the action of the same remedy upon one part or
another of that same tissue; as, for example, why tartarized antimony
may relieve croup by its action upon the stomach, but may kill in the
same case by an equal effoct upon the intestine. An<l now, casting a
glance at the universal body, we see the same law prevailing in other
tissues, and among all parts which differ in organization. These combined circumstances open an immense field of philosophical and practical inquiry, and should forever employ the physician in a critical
study of the thorapeutical relations of the various articles of the ma!eria medica to one part or another, in their local and sympathetic
effects, and according to the precise pathological conditions of all the
parts which are likely to feel tho influence of the remedy, or as it may
affect the more natural conditions of other parts, an<l, therefore, their
favorable or unfavorable reflected sympathies (§ 129-152, 500, 111i,
514 A. 638 ) ).
·
649, c. There arc probably but few ordinary morbific agents which
affect the skin in its sound state, though some may which are not sus·
pected. Cold is one of the most remarkable. There are but a few
of the active poisons of the materia medica that aflCct either this or·
gan sensibly, or other organs sympathetically through it. Mercury,
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that organ upon remote parts. But, while blue pill, and the blue
mercurial ointment, which are demonstrably not ab:;orbed, produce inflammation of the salivary.glands, and affect the system at large, after
their npplication to the skin, they exert no more manifest effect upon
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cury nre no m(}re absorbed than the cold air, it is evident that their di·
rect action, like that of.cold, must b.c exerted through the cuticle upon
the susceptible properties of the skrn {~ 514 d, 826 c, 1059, 1088 b).
Ca11tharide::; and tartar'ized antimony, on the contrary, affect the skin
::;onsibly, and in a direct manner, and other parts, as in the foregoing
case, hy sympathy. But, tartanzcd antimony applied to the skin wi!I
not induce na11sca, uor affect the constitution at large, whatever its
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morbid susceptibilities, but only certain parts in the vicinity of its application, and then only when those parts are preternaturally susceptible(§ 143). It then operates, like blisters, through contiguous sympathy(§ 497 , !088 b). And so equally of croton oil (§ 893 a, 905).
When, however, almost any article of the materia medica is takeu
into the stomach it produces an obvious impression upon that or:gan,
or upon the intestines. Reflex nervous influences are then transmllted
to other parts i and it is upon this great law in relation to the intestinal canal especially that the curative effects of remedies depend. A
strong analogy is also thus supplied in proof of the p.·imary action of
many of the profoun<lly morbific ageuts upon the alimentary mucous
tissue; since the positive remedial agents are as truly, though more
transiently, morbific (§ 901). It may be one part or another of that
tissue,-where it traverses the nose, or tho mouth, or intestines, &.c
cording to the special virtues of the operating cause, aud the natural or
acquired modifications of the vital states in either part(§ 150, 649 b),
just as one mental emotion or another will, throug-h direct nervous aclion, strike at this part or at drnt of the foregoing tissue, or again
descend upon other parts of the organ as it may fluctuate in its vita!
states; or, at other times, muy aim at other organs(§ 227, 500). The
mucous texture of the lungs is, also, doubtless, often the seat of morbific influences from external agents ; though here we have no great
range of analogies.
649, d. The reason why the skin is so little susceptible of the influ.
ence of morbi6c and remedial agents consists partly in the protection
wl1ich is afforded by the cuticle; not, however, because of itti supposed impen. ious nature. which is inculcated by the mechanical J?hilosophy, but that the cuucle is a mere shield to the very susceptible
properties of the true skin. \Vhen, therefore, that guard is removed,
numerouf', agents operate with great and rapid effect, and send their
influences abroad with great power over the system. Hence, one of
the obvious final causes of the cuticle.- See p. 930, § 1088 b.
650. Every distinct morbific agent (and every remedy}, however
allied to others, has its peculiar virtues, which produce, cceteris paribus, a general corresponding modification of the vital properties and
functions (§ 52). If two or more be united, chemically or mechauically, the compound is an agent of new virtues, and produces corresponding effects (§ 188!, d). This is the reason for combining remedial agents. Hence arise many varieties of inflammation, and of idiopathic fever; the differences being greater where the morbific causes
differ most from each other, or, as two or more may operate (§ 766).
This is rendered distinctly obvious by the specific character of t?ose
diseases which follow the application of morbid or healthy ammal
poisons in each of the cases, respectively. Thus, the poisous of smallpox, of measles, of scarlet fever, &c., always affect the vital condition
in nearly one uniform way. From these distinct and. strongly-marked affections we might safely reason to all oth_er !11orb1 fi~ agents; but,
independently of this analogy, which rarely fai ls m relation ~o any organic laws, we have the same proof, th~ugh Je~s .rema~kable, rn respect
to other affections. In the great family of .1d10path1~ fevcrg, among
which there are close resemblances, there ts no rational doubt that
each variety depends upon speciflcally different predisposing causes.
It appears, also, to be well asl·ertained that these causes are of vege-
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table origin, and that the differences in their nature depend upon cliffer.
ent combinations of their elementary principles, that take place during
the decomposition of vegetable matter. This difference in decomposition, aml the consequent generation of each peculiar poisun, accord-
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atmosphere as to heat, mo1st0:re light, &c. ; and also upon the kind
of vegetable matter, its simpl.1city or variet~, the nature of the soil,
whether wet or dry, whether impregnated with fresh or salt water, or
whether the vegetable matter be superficial or mixed with earth, &c.
Certain climates, cities, &c., will generate varieties of fever, and of
other diseases, which never happen in other places(§ 1068, b, note).
All the foregoing has its exact analogies in the natural agents of
life(§ 136).
651, a. The predisposing causes, nevertheless, give to disease no
small part of its special character, while in each tissue, or part of a
tissue, of any given organ, the exact pathology alsct <lepcnds on the
special vital constitution of tl1at part(§ 132-152).
6!H, b. Age, sex, habits, &c., exert, also, certain influences upon
the results of the remote causes of disease; and it is owing to analogous changes in the vital states that the usual effects of any morbific
cause in ordinary constitutions may be variously modified in constitu·
tions which possess natural or acquired pecu lia1·ities, &c. The influences left by form~r ~ diseases, and whatever may have diverted the
properties of life from their perfectly natural character, or have increased their susceptibility, will be conducive to the deleterious action of morbific causes, and of many of the ordinary stimuli of life 1
and may \'ariously modify the resulrs in the several cases, rcspecti,·ely.
Hence there is scarcely a limit to the modifications of disease, while
they may agree in the general outlines (§ 153-156, 163, 535- 630).
G52, a. By 110 circumstances, however, is the pathology of disease
so greatly determined as by the predisposing causes; and this impor·
tant result, therefor~, will be more or less affected by the simplicity
or the variety, and mtensity, of the causes, as well as by their nature.
(§ 722).
652, b. B_ut, there is not on~y one predisposing cause which is geu·
t1rally most 1m~o.rtant, and wh1c_h mostly rules the pathology, bu.t there
are many mormfic agents winch are capable of so controlling all
other influences as to determine certain uniform morbid conditions,
whose symptoms may be foretOld; particularly the healthy and mor·
bid animal poisons. The contribution, however, which is often made
by other causes as to the intensity and complications of exact diseases
i~ well manifested in epidemic scarlatina, epidemic measles, and epi·
dcmic dysentery (§ 630 e, 663, 827 e, 961 - 970, 1002-1005).
652, c. The precise vital influences of any remote cause, their dependence upon the exact nature of that cause (all other thinus being
equal). is critically displayed by the effects of slightly varied ~echan·
ical agenls. Thus, "a mere prick or scratch is usually followed by
cutaneous erysipelas; but not so with a deeper wound; and a punc·
turecl wound is less likely to induce it than a lacerated one" (§ 722,
725. Also, lVIed. and Pltys. domm., vol. i., p. 610; vol. ii., p. 474-480).
And so in tho same critical sense of the acclimated subject when a
new epidemic influence may prevail, as sot forth in section 551.
1
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Morn strikmg distinctions, and according to the nature of the cause,
1nc shown by such agents as opium, cantharides, mercury, the viru3
of snakes, of the mad dog, of small-pox, measles, scarlatina, &c.
The importance of enforcing this fact, in a practical sense at least,
j3 shown by a common disregard of the subject, as occurs in the following example. Thus,-Pereira, in his ern<lite work on the Matcria l\ledica, very justly says, that, "the precise po.thological condition
of the brain and spinal cord of an animal under the influence of hydrocyanic acid is matter of conjecture." But he adds,- " \iVhatever
it may be, it is probably identical with that which occurs during an
epileptic paroxysm, and with that induced by loss of blood." Now,
loss of blood will often remove an epileptic paroxysm, at once; and
is the best remedy for the cerebral congestion induced by hydrv-::1anic acid, after the depress ing effect of the acid is over.
652, d. The physiological inquirer will not fail to apply the fore going facts in opposition to the chemical and physical hypotheses of
life and disease.
653, a. Animal or \"egetablc poisons, if natural or healthy, are the
product of natural organic actions i if morbid, they are generated by
diseased actions i if altered from the foregoing conditions, they are
more or less the product of chemical decomposition.
653, b. Since, also, every specific disease requires its exact cause,
and as every cause of disease which is elaborated by the living organism requires a certain precise state of the organic properties and
functions for its production, (or if more or less of a chemical nature
it bas lost its original peculiarities,)itfollows that the disease which is
produced by a healthy animal or vegetable poison cannot be generated by a morbid one, and vice versa, nor can a chemical product become the cause of a disease which is induced by poisons that are exclusi\"ely the product of organic action, as in small-pox, measles,
yellow and typhus fevers, &c. And since small-pox is produced by
a morbid organic product, and can never, therefore, arise from another cause, and can be alone propagated by contagion, so, also, as
the foregoing fevers depend, in certain known instances, upon the
products of vegetable decay, they can never be of a communicable
uature. Nevertheless, other causes may predispose the body to the
operation of the more specific pred isposing agents, so that small-pox,
measles, &c., may be unusually epidemic and malignant(§ 630 e) .
653, c. Healthy animal poisons, therefore, are never generated by
the diseased processes which they excite; but the morbid ones are
reproduced by such processes, and by no other, and 1!1ostly by ,individuals of the same species, while the same Jaw of rndividuahty is
universal as to healthy animal poisons ..
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precise modification of the vital states which constitutes tlrn essence of
the disease. By the same inductive process all ~hose affecti~ns whi~h
have for their causes the products of laws wluch gov~rn morgamc
matter can neither be regarded as contagious by th_e ph1loso.Pher, nor
Rhown to be so by the man who doubts eve ry tlung_ but lus senses.
The laws of life and the Jaws of chemistry are as wide as the po1es
from each other. No organic action can form t1_10 ch~m_ical combinations of clead matter, nor can the forces of chemistry 1m1tate the mor-
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bid any more than the benltby products of life (§ 43, 44, 52, .53, 150,
rn1 a, 409 c, d, 447t c, 630 e, 758, 773, 777-780, 1057 e-g).
Since, therefore, miasmata produce yellow fever, plague, typhul', &c.,
it clearly follows that the living system, when affected by those diseases,
cannot generate a poison capable of producing the same aflection in oth~
c.~, since the poison depended originally upon \'egctable decompo:;ition
(§ 657 b, 741 b). "Veritas latet i1iputeo."*
But, independently of this incontrovertible law which is predicated
of numerous facts in physiology and pathology, and without one to in·
validate its force, the whole of this question as to the contagiousness
of fc,·crs is settled negatively by a great ,·aricty of direct obserrntious.
(Sec Objections to tlie supposed Contagiousness of Yellow Fet·e1·, &c., in
.Afed. and Pllys. Comm., vol. i., p. 445-453, t1ole, 532-534; YOI. ii., p.
511.)-Also, § 1068 b, 110le. [Just now, 1860, suddenly abandoned-]
654, a. Specific predisposing causes, consisting of animal, and mineral, and most of the vegetable poisons, generally produce thair sensible effects with great rapidity. Even vegetable miasmata, in a state
of concentration, may determine an attack of idiopathic fever as soon
as their operation begins (§ 648). It is upon this rapidity of effect
that much of the utility of the materia medica depends(§ 554). I bavo
accumulated examples of this nature in the Medical and Physiological
Commentaries (vol. i., p. 471-474, &c.). But as no small number
believe, with Louis, that "it is not true, as has been said too often,
thatfacts do not become old, and the immense majority of them ha\·e
become so; anJ, moreover, those which we collect in these times,
will, in like manner, in tlrnir turn, become old" (the "numerical
method" to the contrary notwithstanding, ibid., vol. ii., p. 810), l
shall, I say, in view of this skepticism in respect to "facts"(§ 5f.a,e),
present an instance fresh from Bombay (1816) relative to the malig·
nant choler::., and as yielding "food for the mind contemplative.' 1
Thus, the writer :
"'Vho shall depict the scene in the hospitals1 I speak more of the
Fusiliers, because of that I saw much; every cot was filled-delirium
here, death there-the fearful shrieks of pain and anguish. J\Icn
whom you had seen a short time before hale and strong, were rolling
in at every door, crowding every space-countenance.<t so full of mis·
ery-eyes sunken and glaring, shriveled and blackened cheeks. This,
too, the work of five short minutes or less! So sudden was death
with some, that they were seized, cramped, collapsed, dead, almost
as fast as I have written the words. Previous health and strength
were no guaranties i men attending the burials of their comradea
were attacked, borne to the hospital, and buried themselves the next
PlOl'lling. Pits were dug in the church-yard morning and evening;
sewed up in their beddings, coffinless, they were laid side by side, one
service read over all."
The foregoing paragraph, as well as the facts to which I have just
referred, in another work, may remind the reader of what has been
said of the action of hydrocyanic acid, nux vomica, &c., and lead him
to appreciate the analogies in the modes in which morbific and reme·
dial agents bring about their res~lts, ~nd strengthen his philosophy of
the properties an<l. laws of organtc bcmgs (§ 494 dcl, 827 d).
654, b. The foregoing, however, is not equally true of morbid ani·
mal poisons, which are alike specific. I may also say, as farther ii- ,
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lustrative of great vital laws, that morbid animal poisons have, commonly, the remarkable attribute of producing their sensible effects at
more determinate periods than any other predisposing causes, with tt
few exceptions like the hydrophobic virus. It is also another striking
fact, that natural small-pox occurs in about fourteen days after exposure, but that the intermediate period is only eight days where the
same disease is communicated by inoculation. The disease, too, is
\'iolent in the former, and comparatively mild in the latter case; thus
showing that slight variations in the condition of the predisposing
causes will not only niry the duration of the predisposition, but modify all the phenomena of the ensuing disease (§ 650, 651). This is
more particularly seen in the relative history of natural small-pox and
the cow-pox, which are, essemially, one disease. lt is an example,
also, which illustrates the specific modifications of the prnpertics of
life in different animals; since we know of no olher than the cow
(certainly not the human species) that can so alter the variolous poison (§ 545. Also, JJled. and Phys. Comm., vol. ii., p. 184, 195-200).
654, c. Again, there may be an interval of weeks, months, an<l
years, after the application and t11e removal of the predisposing cause,
before disease ensues. This is witnessed particularly in some remarkable exceptions which occur amOng the specific causes; as those
which generate intermittent fever, while the same causes may also
develop an attack with great rapi<lity (§ 654, a) . "\Vhen a cause is
applied which produces fever," ·says the philosophical Fordyce, "it
produces it uno ictu, although the cause be no longer applied. N either is it increased, diminished, or altered, by the farther application
of its cause."
654, d . \Vhere the sensible effects follow rapidly the application of
the causes, the predisposing is generally adequate to the full production of disease; and it may be equally so where the iuterval is longer,
as in small-pox, hydrophobia, &c., though more commonl:r some ~x
citing causes are necessary, as probably in a large prop01t1on of icho·
pathic fevers. Hence, an attack of these diseases may be often prevented by a proper regimen, but not by medicine.-NoTE S p~ 1124.
655. Specific causes commouly operate with greater certainty than
the general (§ 646) i and this is owing, in part, to the circumstance,
that the former generally act both as predisposing and exciting causes.
But, even the effects of these may be moderated by a proper regimen.
Low diet, for instance, after exposu're to small-pox, measles, scarlatina, &c., or after inoculation, or exposurn to the causes of fever, will
lessen the severity of the disease. The principle is the same a":J when
a stimulant diet, &c., contribute to their production(§ 663J.
656. The ordinary exciting causes, which, in their usual force, commonly fail of producing disease where a morbid tendency h~s no_t been
induced by predisposing causes, may readily become predisposing, or
both together, by a greater intensity of ~ction:
.
657, a. It commonly happens, especially. m ac~te d1.seases, that,
when pred isposing causes ar~ not foll<;>wed 1mmed1ately by_ a development of disease, the p1'inc1pal morbid states take pl a~e 1~ organs
distant from that on which the morbific causes exert their direct action . The main predisposition, therefore, is produced. b)'.' reflected
nervous action ; and of course it is there that t.he prrnc1pal explosion of disease takes place. lt i::; subsequent to tl11S, that the surfaces
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vu which the agents exert their direct action become sensibly invoh·ed
in disease; an<l then it is probably quite as much a. rcim lt of sympa!ictic reaction from the organs where the main explosion takes place
(§ 148, 514 Ii, .524 c, 743). This is especially true of the alimentary
and pulmonary mucous tissue, and of the skin, upon the forn~er of
which malaria appear to exert their direct action. The principle ie
seen distinctly in the pulmonic inflammation, rheumatism, &c., which
follow the action of colJ upon the skin, and in the application of mercurial ointment, and other unirritating remedial agents, to the undenuded surface (§ 649, c). And so of other remedies addressed to the
stomach. They commonly exert their most sensible effects upon the
remote parts now rendered particularly susceptible by the preseucc
of disease (§ 137, d). But examples of remedial influences more iu
point occur in subsequent sections (§ 902 m, 905). In respect to morbific causes, however, there may not e:itist any preternatural suscep·
tibility of the distant parts, but the agents establish their effects in con·
formity with laws al ready indicated (§ 150, &c.). The propagation
of their influences in the foregoing manner it> replete with problems
of the deepest interest in medicine, and reason is often conducted to
the trnth by a firm hold upon a Jong chain of analogies. In this way,
for example, we arrive at a knowledge that hydrophobia follows the
law of propagation by nervous influence. The hydrophobic Yirus establishes certain imperceptible morbid influences upon the bitten part,
which are by reflex action propagated over the system i and here, as
in miasmatic fever, the predisposition is sufficiently formed in various
other parts as not to require, for the general explosion, a full development of disease in the bitten part. There are commonly present,
however, in hydrophobia, symptoms which denote either inflammation
or morl.iid irritation of the injured part, just antecedently to the general explosion, which is precipitated by it. Hence, also, the reason
why the removal of the bitten part, many days, or even weeks, after
the infliction of the wound, may prevent hydrophobia ; which it would
be absurd to explain by the humoral philosophy of this disease (Medical and Physiological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 499-505).-NoTE D.
657~ b. It will have been seen that a peculiarity attends idiopathic
fever m its universal invasion of the body(§ 148, 757, &c.); and this
leads me to indicate a certain difference in the sympathetic propagation of the predisposing influences from what may obtain in the more
circumscribed forms of disease. In the operation of the predisposing
causes of fever, the reflected nervous influence from the direct
seat of morbific action gives rise ~o co~ncident pathologi.cal states
throughout the system, where there is no mterference from rnflamma.·
tion or venous congestion i while other morbific causes are apt to re·
sult in various modes of disease, as the effects of sympathetic influences radiated from their seat of action. In the former case, therefore, the general extension .of refl ex nervous aC'tions is equivalent,
in principle, .to a specific umversal action of the original predisposing
eause (§ 228, 653, 516 d, no. 6, 638!).
658. If disease be limit.e<l to the part on which the morbific cause
makes its direct impression tile changes may be then instituted by the
direct action of the cause upon the organic properties, and without any
necessaryinterventiun of the nervous power. And so of remedial agents,
at'! when caustic is applied to ulcers, ungu ents to the skin, &c.
But,
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1t more commonly happens that the reflected nerYous powe1 is lho
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reflection of the nervous power may come either directly through the
nerves supplying the part, or from organs more remote(§ 184, 188, 205
-216, 222-2331, 475-492, 493 cc, 500, 514 b, 647~, 893!, 902, 905 a).
659, a. Predisposing causes are oflen involved in much obscurity,
especially when of a complex nature. Their operation may ha\•e begun at some remote period, and there may have bee11 a long consecuti,-e series without much relation to each other. Neither may be
sufficient to lay the foundation of disease; but each renders the
properties of life more and more susceptible to morbific influences
from other causes, but which, otherwise, might have been innoxious,
These new causes being applied, one after another, alter more and
more the natural condition of the vital properties and functions, till,
at last, some new, aud perhaps as mild a cause, produces a sudden
explosion of disease. This last cause is often mistaken, ancl often fa.
tally for the patient, as the principal, or only source of a malady
which has been the slov•,r consequence of a Jong series of causes.
And so of the last remedy, after a series of remedial influences.
Thus it frequently happens that the first in the chaiu of predisposing causes begins in childhood, and the last does not take place till
adu lt age. The gastric and hepatic inflammations which supervene
on the indigestion of adult life have often grown out of imprnper
food in childhood, and a neglect of other natural habits, which are
conti1rned till habitual indigestion sets in. It then becomes difficult,
from the influence of habit, to accomplish a cure; and these patients,
too often indisposed to exercise self:clen ial, go on with persevering
indulgence, and carry forward the morbid changes till obstinate and
C\'Cn disorganizing inflammations ensue (§ 548). Such, 100, is the
frequent history of intemperate drinkers, excessive tobacco chewers
and smokers, opium caters, &c.; the poison being slowly morbific in
all the cases, but aided in its operation by many concurring causes
(§ 524 c, 527 b, d, 548, 578. G30 e, 711, 902 c, m, 905 a, 970 c, 1066).
From this combined series of causes, and their gradual influences
upon the vital conditions, there is every variety and gradation, as tc
number, lime, acti\-ity, &c., down to those which, like a scald, or the
bite of a venomous snake, deYelop iuflammation at once, or, like
prussic acid, extinguish on the instant, and without any other antecedent change, the entire powers of the organic being.
659, b. The foregoing gradual operation of morbific agents JayE
the f~mndation of the scrofulous diathesis (§ 836}, and is anal?gous,
in principle, to the philosophy of acclimatiou, and to the formatwn of
aiti!lcia l temperaments (§ 558, 5G0-563, 591). The causes, indeed,
b~ing: perhaps not remarkably different, and 0111.y 1:iorbific under. special c1rcum.:.tances1 may transform the melancholic rnto the sangurneo·
melancholic, or into the nervous temperament, instead of produ cing
chronic indigestiou, or some habit of feeble health (§ 53_5-~40, 602) .
660. In the last section '"'·e have examples of what 1s m constant
progress in disease, namely, tl1e predisposing iufluence whi.ch a diseased organ exerts on others which were not dis.cas~d . These mor-
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diseases i but, if they concur OtJly in a secondary manner with othu
causes, then they may be only exciting, or ht)th exciting an<l predisposing causes(§ H3 b, 222-232, ·5 14 Ii, 6-17, 7l5).
661. Finally, all those hereditary peculiarities, in which there is u
natural tendency in the vital sta.tes to take on diseased conditiom1.
may be included under remote predisposing causes. But this is
rather for the sake of com·enience, since, in the hereditary constitu·
tions, the tendency to disease is virtuaJly no more than the commou
predisposition to disease, and is equally owing to remote causes
which have exerted rheir predisposing effects upon our ancestors. It
is convenient, therefore, to assume these transmitted peculiarities as
equivalent to the remote causes themseh•es. And, although we cannot trace out the remote influences which lay the foundation of tht>
scrofulous constitution, or of other hereditary predispositions, the
known characteristic peculiarities of the accidental constitutions is
equivalent to a knowledge of the nature of the remote predisposing
causes ; since in other affoctions we do but employ our knowledge of
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662, a. A knowledge of the remote causes of diease is often indispensable to the successful treatment of disease. Catarrh, for instance, arising from cold, in a sound constitution, although prolonged,
may be suffered to pass without much r emedial care; but, if it have
for one of its remote causes a natural tendency to pulmonary phthiais, it should awaken all our "igilance for its removal. The reason is
obvious. In the orJinary catarrh a11 the remote causes soon cease
their operation, exert 110 profound nor specific changes, and the vital
states soon obey their natural tend ency to the standard of health.
ln the other case remote causes had been in prolonged operation,
are more or less of a specific characcer, and the resulting predisposition has almost tlie fixedness of the temperaments (§ 543, 548, 561,
562, 585, &c.). In th ese cases, therefore, the tendency of nature is
to go the wrong way; and in proportion to this she req uires the intervention of art. We must then make repeated impressions upon
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mg accomplished, a favorab le inclination is given to the balance of
nature, aud she comes in with languid efforts at restoration.-NoTE F.
662, b. Again, a fe\•er, or inflammation, with partial remissions,
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miasmata, or of sor:ne o~lrnr morbific agent, although it have kng
ceased to operate; srnce, rn the former case, the Peruvian bark, arsenic, &c., may be indispensable, while in the latter they would be destructive (§ 870). It often happens, also, where the remote cause is
still in operation, tbat its removal alone, especially those of a general
natur e, may be all that is nc_cessary to a speedy cure{§ 648, 815).
Venous congestions, as will be seen hereafter, may be also attencl·
ant on intermittent fe\•er, which shall ultimately require the Peru"ian
febrifuge, but which would be aggravated in most other cases. Afte1
bloodletting, it is the great remedy for the intcrmitting apoplexies of
Italy, &c. In all these cases, the congestive affection is peculiarly
moJificd by the nature of tho predisposing cause(~ 816, 817).
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662, c. Again, it has been always found, on dissection, that delirium.
a potu was attended with venous congestion of the brain; and such is
the modifying influence of the remote cause that one of its frequent
remedies is opium, and in quantities that would induce another modification of the same disease if administered in healthy states of the
system, and for which bloodletting and coffee would be the remedies.
This peculiar fact impresses us forcibly as to the wonderful modifications which different morbific agents establish in particular forms of
disease, and enforces the importance of ascertaining the nature of tlrn
predisposing cause. Striking examples occur in the self-limited diseases(§ 858, 861). In delirium a polu antiphlogistics should prevail.•
663. The remote causes which readily produce disease in one man
may not in another. Thus, during the prevalence of an epidemic fe,·er, or the malignant cholera, or influenza, a greater portion of the inhabitants may escape the disease. There is, therefore, something appertaining to that part of the multitude which escapes that enables
them to resist the morbific effects of the p1·evailing remote cause (§
6-18, b). And here observation, as well as vitnl philosophy, enables
us to understand the reasons, and how epidemics may be baffled.
\Ve find, for instance, in respect to yellow fever, and all other congestive fevers, prevailing epidemically, that their subjects are apt 10
li\'e ori, after the appearance of the distemper, without much regard
to their habits. They eat as freely as usual of animal food, drink
their wine, and perhaps more ardent spirits. Others ham become in.
firm from irregular habits, and such are, in consequence, rendered
more susceptible of the epidemical influence (§ 827 c, e).
On the contrary, we observe that the class who escape are more
generally abstemious, eat less stimulating food, or renounce it altogether, abandon all alcoholic liquors, avoid the night air, retire early
to rest, &c. (§ 610, &c., 623-625, 645 b, 630 e).
And so, where there exist constitutional or other tendencies to disease; its attack may be averted by 1rnbitually avoiding many agents
which are inoffensive to others (§ 150). Peculiarities in respect to
~emperament are, qlso, often concerned in the degrees of susceptibiltty to the influence of morbific agents; just as they are in respect t•)
remedial. The sanguine, for example, will be more 1he subjects than
the melancholic or the phlegmatic; and the former require greater
' 'igilance as to exciting causes(§ 551, 597, 598).-NoTE Oo p. 1141.
664. Certain predisposing causes sometimes extinguish the susceptibility to their morbific action even in conCeutrated degrees when
they ha\'e been long in operation in degrees less intense; as in acclimation, the use of tobacco, &c. (§ 544, 545, 551). Some other causes
always, or nearly so, destroy the susceptibility to their action through
all future time after having once produced disease. These consist,
mostly, of a few morbid animal poisons; namely, of small-pox, mea·
sles, scarlatina, hooping-cough, and mumps. It is remarkable, too,
that all these diseases are contagious without contact, and are the only
ones to which this combined law applies (§ 545, 654 b).
665. Pfedisposition often rema~ns after. di~ease s_hall have been apparently eradicated; as seen part1cularly_ 111 rnte_rm1ttent fever, ~ncl m
chronic indigestion (§ 514 g, 560). TlllS pers1~teuce of predisposition is most likely ta occur where some organic derangement may
ha,·e supervened, or where a low chrouic state of diisease may estab-
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lish itself in some comparatively circumscribed part, and which not
only contributes to maintain the general predisposition, but afterward
increasing, becomes one of the exci ting caiiscs of another attack of feVCl' (§ 806).
These local conditions are generally owing to imperl'ect
treatment; to the neglect, perhaps, in intermi~tent aud remi~t~nt fevers, of proper depletion, or to the use of excessive doses of qumia, &c.
Acquired pre<lisposition to particular diseases, however, often appears
to be almost as firmly ingrafted upon the constitution as those of an
hereditary nature, with inten•als of apparent absence of all disease
§ 535, &c.). Acclimation is a lso a study for the philosopher(§ 554).
G66, a. Predisposition to disease consists in some indefinite change
which has befallen the organic properties, and corresponds, in a general
sense, with the peculiar virtue::; of the predisposing causes (§ 650, 652).
\Vhere the subsequent development of disease is severe, and especially
if sudden, there has been, obviously, some profound antecedent impression npon the properties of lifo, instituted by the local operation of the
remote causes, and propagated to other parts by alterative reflex actions of the nervous system. In fe"crs, especially, obscure symptoms
may be seen some time before the sudden and full explosion of disease
(§ 143, 227, 500 dd, 514 g, G85, GSG, 7G4, 777, 785, 807, 811).
A morbific impression being once made on the changeable properties of life it may go on increasing in intensity, although the remote
cause have been early withdrawn, till, having acquired a certain degree of force, disease may either explode spontaneously, or some mild
excitin g cause may institute a sudden and violent change in the now
highly·susceptible properties of life (§ 506, 512-514, 516 d, no. 6,
518 b, 561, 618 a) . At other times the predisposition appears to be
stationary, perhaps for months, and even for years, as seen in fevers
and hydrophobia; the former having been known to exist in a dor·
mant state for a year or more, and the latter for seven years.* In these
cases, it appears ultimately to assume, of itself, a tendency toward a
full dernlopment (§ 148, 514 g, 559, 561, 715, 826, 657 a).
666, h. A distinct apprehension of the nature of acquired predisposition to disease may be had by referring to the philosophy of artifi·
cial tempel·aments (§ 59 1, 602, 603), and to those naturally modified
states of the vital properties which so frequently result in hereditary
di~cases; as in scl'Ofu la, gout, bronchocelc, &c. In some of those
natural conditions which predispose us to specific modes of disease
(§ 6Gl) there is 110 apparent departure from a state of health, unless
disease be lle\'Cloped by exciting causes (§ 645, c); and this will be
true in proportion as the predisposition is limited to a few parts, aud
especially if those few be not in~portant to organ ic life. Thus, the
predi sposition to gout i::. greatly limited to the small joints, though it
may affect other parts, especially the intestinal mucous membrane.
So, in bronchocele the predisposition resides in the thyroid gland.
In such constitutions, therefore, there is not generally any thing pres·
cnt, under ordinary circumstanc?s of health, to denote any modification of the properties of life which approximates a conclilion of obvi·
ous disease. These cases are so far closely allied to those conditions
in which the predisposition to fe\·er, or to hydrophobia, is in a stat<"
of incubation for many months, or for years(~ 238).
Dut, ir1 scrofulous subjects it is generally utherwise; since in those
who are naturally prcdi.sposcd to scrofula the tendency to the disease
*An apparently clenrcascin Lon<lonL:mcct, F'cliruaryJ, 1838.
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is more or less uni\•ersal, and may affect almost every tissue and organ. There is, therefore, a natural radical fault in all the organic endowments of the system, and this fault or natural modification constitutes the predisposition (§ 661). Hence, in such subjects, tl1e very
elements of the body are diYerted more or less from their perfect
standard, and the union of their compounds into tissues and organs
deviates, more or less, from that of natural subjects (§ 220). lrrita·
bility, especially, is not only permanently turned from its natural
character, but is at all times preternaturally susceptible i and hence
it happens that occasional causes, innocent in health, operate now
wilh morbific effect (§ 143-150). These cases approximate those acquired predispositions where incubation is of short duration, and
where there can be no doubt that the organic properties sustain a
profound lesion during the early operation of the predisposing cause,
or take on, at an early time, a progressive tendency toward an explosion of disease(§ 76, 181, 63Bt, 645 c)

II.

PROXl!\IATE, OR l'ATllOLOG IC,\L CAUSE .

667. The proximate cause, as implied by the term, is that from
which all the direct phenomena of disease arise. It must therefore constitute the essence of disease itself; and hence I substituted
in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries the term patltological
for proximate, and have since retained it as more expressive than the
original name when used in the sense here intended
668. The remote causes, by their action upon the properties of life,
lead co that change in their condition which forms the essential pathological cause, or the essence of disease (§ 644, 658, 666). As a
necessary result, there also follows a corresponding change in the
functions o'·er which the properties preside, and therefore a more or
less modified action of the vessels which are the instruments of disease
(§ 247). All the symptoms, altered secretions, lesions of structure,
&c., arc only consequences, more or less remote, of those primary
changes.
669. Since, also, it appears that all remote causes which differ in
their virtues, or in their modes of influence, establish changes in the
properties and functions of life corresponding, in a general sense,
with the nature of the causes, and with the modes and in tensity of
their operation, it follows that the pathological causes, or results of
the prer.lisposing, must vary in a corresponding manner(§ 650, 651).
670. But there are many remote causes that are so nearly allied in
their morbific virtues that they must produce pathological conditions
of near resemblance. Such are the various remote causes of inflammation, and that other class which gives rise to idiopathic fevers.
Since, however, many of the causes belonging to each class have certain very peculiar virtues of their own, tliere must necessarily arise
corresponding peculiarities in the pathological conditions which they
produce. Hence the very obvious diffCrences w)iich prevail among
inflammations and fevers; though more or less is due to the nature
of the affected patts, and often to many contingent influences. Inflammation of the venous tissue, for example, presents a combination of phenomena that distinguish it at once from inflammation of
any other tissue, though the remote causes. be the sam~. Much of
the variety in congestive fevers is also owmg to some mflammatory
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6tate of one or more organs; while, also, venous inflammation is va.
riously modified, as in all other tissues, according to the nature of the
remote causes(§ 132-140, 149-152, 652, 722, 765, 766. Also, Med.
and Phys. Comm., vol. ii., p. 427-514).
671. Summarily, then, the precise nature of the pathological cause
will depend upon the nature and action of the remote cause, or theh
combined nature when two or more operate efficiently, and upon the
natural or other antecedent modifications of the vital properties of
the affected parts, and the general nature and vital relations of any
compound organ of which an affected tissue may form a component
part; subject, however, to modifications from temperament. age, ha~
ir., &c.(§ 150).
672. Every disease consists of a succession of pathological causes,
till they end in health, or in death. These changes are the result of
the natural mutability of the properties of life, especially when once
diverted from their healthy standard. The morbid states are rarely
stationary from one hour to another. They fluctuate, favorably, from
tlle inherent tendency of the properties to return to their natural con·
dition, or from artificial impressions from remedial agents; or, unfa.
vorably, from the intensity of disease, the force of predisposition and
of habit, or from the continued operation of predisposing or exciting
causes, &c. (§ 177-184, 535, &c., 666, 733 e). The progressive
changes may be gradual, and require but slight modifications of treat·
ment, or great and abrupt; and either condition may follow the same
morbific and remedial agents, according to the surrounding influences.
The absolute condition of disease, therefore, is changing not only
spontaneously during its progress or decline, but is variously modified by remedial agents, and by other contingent causes (§ 733, d).
673. It is to the actual condition of disease, and the organs involv·
eel, that remedies shoulJ be directed. A knowledge, indeed, of the
seat of disease, and of its exact pathology as far as may be attained,
is often indispensable to a successful treatment; and here a knowl·
edge of the remote causes may contribute the greatest light(§ 650).
So, also, at every successive application of remedial agents the
new pathological conditions should form the ground of tha new pre·
scriptions.
674 1 a. Upon the modified conditions of the properties of life, OI
their pathological states, therefore, a11 the modified actions of the
vessels which are the instruments of disease, all the vital phenomena,
and all the physical products depend; just as the healthy actions,
phenomena, and products depend upon the same properties in their
state of health(§ 177, 410). It is for this reason, the modification of
the vital properties in disease, or the essence of disease itself, is called
the proximate or pathological cause; all the rest being merely result&
or effects.
But, there are only certain facts that may be understood in relation
to the changes which the organic conditions sustain from the opera·
tion of morbific causes. \Ve can see distinctly that they are exalted
in inflammation, and exalted or depressed in fevers. But these are
comparatively 'uuimportant clements of the changes. There is also
the greater change which consists in so.me absolute modification of
the nature of the properties, some positive change in kind (§ 177
666). ·what that chauge is it is impossible 10 comprehend, though it
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be the essential part of the disease. We know nc.t, indeed, the absolute nature of the vital properties in their l1ealthy state, and have,
therefore, no standard of comparison in disease. '\Ve may, nevertheless, by the phenomena, as of all other forces of nature, learn all the
laws of the vital properties, and the modifications to which they are
liable(§ 234). The physiologist, I again say, concerns himself about
the facts, the anatomical medium, the existence of the forces and the
laws which they obey. He interrogates not the intrinsic nature of
the powers, nor the proximate modes in which th( results are produced.
674, b. For the purpose of haxing some Yisible or tangible condition before us in considering the pathology of disease, we often include some of the results as elements of the proximate cause, or even
substitute some of the results for the cause itself. Thus, increased
action of the capillary blood-vessels is often said to be the proximate
or pathological cause of inflammation, though this is only a consequence, however a necessary one, of a certain morbi<l alteration of
the vital properties of the vessels concerned in the morbid process.
So, the pathological cause of venous congestion is said to consist in
an accumulation of blood in the veins, though this is a very remote
consequence. As a better designation, according to my exposition of the
pathology, and since venous congestion is assumed as a particular disease, I would say, for the sake of brevity and convenience, that its
pathological cause is sub-inflammation of the veins i the accumulation
of blood being only a remote elfect. And so of active phlebitis, or of
any other inflammation which derives its name from the part affected.
Such, indeed, has become the specification of common inflammation
in almost every part of the body. But, in all these cases, inflamma•
tion is an aggregate term which stands for that change in the organic
properties which is the true pathology.
67 4, c. But what is the pathological cause, in the foregoing comprehensive sense, of other diseases, as fe,•er, &c.1 Here we havo
less light as to the nature of the changes, even of function; and hence
there is less guide from general principles, and more abstract dependence upon symptoms and experience. Still, as will be seen, the
pathology and treatment of fever are not without t?eir i.mporta~t general precepts. W c reach a knowledge of the mod1ficat1ons which the
physiological laws undergo, and this is the most that we require for
the institulion of medical principles.
674, d. The vital states of a part or of the whole system may be
variously modified in their condition so as to approach nearly to actual
disease, and yet the modification fall short of the absol.ute ~l~ange.
This has been already seen in 'vhat I have said of pred1spos1t1?n to
disease, whether accidental or hereditary. It is also constantly illustrated by the manner in wl1ich the heart sympathizes ~vith every.part
which may be the seat of morbid action, and upon which the variable
state of the pulse ,rreatly depends. This prominent demonstra~ion ?f
reflex nervous action may be carried to all other organs, which, m
like manner, are liable to sustain sym.pathetic ~istu~banccs short of
disease, but according to their own natural mod1ficat1on of the properties of life, especially of irritability(~ 133-1?6, 18~) .. And, although
these conditions do not amount to absolute disease m its common acceptation, they may 1·everberate morbific influences upon parts sus-
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taini11g a greater lesion, and often call for the intervention of art (~
714, 848). Or, such influences may give rise to seYere forms of disc:ase in other parts. Thus, gastric derangements, not inflammatory,
may inJuce severe inflammation of the mucous tissue of the throat,
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strntions in remote parts; as the narcotics, cantharides, &c. A sim.
pie element of this is constantly seen in the manner in which cold on
striking the skin will develop catarrh, pneumonia, &c.; though, in the
former cases, there may be specific relations of the morbific agents to
particular parts, while in the latter, other predisposing causes may
ha\'C operated(§ 147-151, 649 c, 651, 722 b). This principle lies at
the foundation of all the consecutive developments which may Rpring
up in different parts as the consequences of some primary derange·
ment of a particular part, or of some local morbific impression which
may come short of apparent disease in the organ impressed.
ln sections 143, 666, 84 7, 848, I have endeavored to show how the
whole system may be brought, by reflex nervous actions, into tl1at
cond ition, and how, in consequence, remedial agents will then exert
n salutary effect upon all parts, when they might fail of any effect upon
the same parts in their state of health; and how, also, in consequence
of such remedial inAuenccs, the morbidly sympathizing parts may be
made the sources of salutary reflex actions upon the primary dis·
case; as may, also, such as have not sustained a morbific influence
(§ 5H Ii, 638!;, 657 b).-NoTE D p. 1114.
675. As illustrati,·e of some of the foregoing sections, particuldrly
the last three. I shall now present an example of a therapi.rntical nature, but which takes, in its comprehensive range, the causation and
philosophy of disease, the principle upon which morbific and reme·
di al agents operate, whether directly upon the vital properties or
through the medium of the nervous influence, the analogy between
the operation of morbific agents and remedies, and how the last may
prove, through a common principle, either remedial or morbific.
I shall assume, for the foregoing purpose, the intermittent fe\·er,
in which the whole system is engaged; and to simplify the treatment,
bloodletting, nauseants, and quiniue, may be the agents employed.
Each of these agents, like all other therapeutical means, operate en·
ti rely upon vit~l principles, as set forth in the appropr~ate ·places in
this work. Will the chemist and humoralist give their attention 1
Now, without the aicl of the philosophy which has been hitherto
considered we coul<l not comprehend, in the least, any of tllC phenom·
ena of this disease, mnch less their consecutive relations, as they are
regularly presented at th e several stages of the complaint; nor could
we any better understand the salutary or the conflicting results of our
remedial agents. But, the true philosophy of life places the whole
s·1bject in a consistent, intelligible, and even sublime aspect. At
each of the several stages of an intermittent, the properties of life
are in different states tJf modification, and tho remedies must be
adapted to their particular modification at the different stages of the
tlisease; or such as may be curative at one stage will either fail of
their effect at all other stages, or exasperate the complaint. In the
first. or col d stage, the prope1ties of life arc profoundly altered; and,
?.~ this is the beginning of tlrn paroxysm, the alteration has not ac·
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quired that fixedness, or that influence of habit, which results from
its prolongation (§ 535, &c.). Powerful impressions may, therefore,
be made upon the morbid properties, and, if 1·ightly made, they may
nt once arrest the paroxysm. But no remedy can be applied with
safety at the cold stage which would add to the excitement if applied
at the hot stage. No stimulants, tlrnrefore, not e\'Cn quinine, which
is so eminently curative during the intermission, can be employed in
the cold stage without proving morbific, and an aggravating cause to
the hot stage. But, many remedies which are appropriate to the hot
stag!'! will tend, more or less, if applied during the col<l stage, to produce a change that wil1 mitigate the hot stage, or bring on at once
the sweating stage. Of the three remedies proposed, there are two
which will often accomplish this result, and cut short the disease at
this stage of the paroxysm, or at least conduct nature to an immeJiate
consummation of her cure in the sweating stage. But, the irna1e1
the beginni11g of the cold stage either of the two remedies are applied,
whether loss of blood or an emetic, the more salutary, for the reason
already stated, will be their effect. Numerous and striking examples
of this important principle might bq stated ; as, for instam:e, nn
emetic will often subdue, at once, pneumonia or croup, if exhibited
at their Yery invasion, when it may be perfectly powerless in a few
hours afterward. And so, in a more limited sense, of the abstraction of blood, which reaches more profoundly and more universally
all the organic properties, and determines upon them, when syncope
npproaches, a greater and more universal impression of the nervous
power(§ 947, 948). This remedy, therefore, may often answer well
ut any period of the cold stage, should we determine upon its use.
But, suppose that the hot stage supcrYene. A new condition of the
,·ital states has now sprung up, and it must be treated accordiugly.
Whatever will lessen and otherwise favorably modify initability
(§ 188, &c.), and contribute to the production of the sweating process, will be salutary at all periods of the hot stage, and whatever in·
creases irritability and mobility will, as at the cold stage, exasperaze
the hot stage and embarrass the sweating stage. It is evident, therefore, that quinine will still prove morbific. But we have in certain
nauseating remedies, as tartarized antimony, and in bloodletting, approptiate means for reducing and otherwise modifying the morbid
state of initability, in the hot stage. Alterative doses of antimony,
even short of nauseating, may now exert a powerful tendency to
bring about that favorable change which ensues naturally; while in
its full emetic dose, so often fa'lorable near the invasion, or at the onset, of the cold stage, this agent is rarely useful and frequently inju1ious. Abstraction of blood has the same useful tendency. But,
this remedy, unlike its effect, and that of emetics, in the cold stage,
will not operate with the greatest force at the beginnin~ of the hot
stage, but near the termination of this stage in ~he S\.Ve?r~ng proces~ .
The properties of life ha,•e now assumed .a radically d1ffere_11t c~n_d1tion. They are rapid ly throwing off the ~nfluence of pred1sp?s1tw~
nnd of m01·bid habit, and their tendency 1s toward a ~cstora_11on ~f
their natural state. Nature is tlrnrefore more successfully aided m
this new condition as she approaches the sweating or mar~ curatirn
process, which i~ the final cause of the hot stage. Hence 1t follows,
where the advantage of one impression only ca11 be had from a remr:-
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dial agent, although it be useful, like bloodletting, at other periods of
this stage, it should generally be delayed, at least, till the stage of ex
citcment has reached its acme. If cathartics be employed at this
stage, they should be dela_yed, at least, till ~he sweating process has
begun; and now an emetic ma:Y .he. so.met1mes salutary. Bu~, the
former, partly on account of their irntatton, should rather be <leferrccl
till the sweatiog stage is over, while ~metics _are most salutary. just
before the invasion of a paroxysm, wluch, as m the hot stage, is al.
ways an inauspicious time. for ~athartic~.
.
In proportion as nature is gomg on with a progressive march toward
a comparatively healthy result, as in the sweating process, there should
be no great interference from art. No help is wanted, for the restorative process will be soon spontaneously completed, and, at an advanced stage of this process, and before it is finished, there will be
always danger of making some unfavorable impression, unless it be
from remedies of a mild character, whose uniform result is that ol
acting as sudorifics, and coinciding in other respects with the changes
which are in progress during the sweating stage. Such a remedy, for
instance, is tartarized antimony, in doses short of nausea.
Finally comes the interval of repose, which is remarkable for its
specific, but various, duration; giving to intermittent fever its quotid~
ian, tertian, or quartern type. Tbere is, however, notwithstanding
the apparent state of tranquillity, very often some morbid condition re·
maining; as sufficiently denoted by any subsequent return of the paroxysm. In all such cases, there is a progressive change going on in
the vital properties from the time of their comparatively natural stale
at the close of the sweating process toward that profoundly morb;d
alteration which constitutes the cold stage. Tbe disease is again in a
state of incubation, aud therefore the tendency tO change in th~ organic properties is exactly the reverse of what had just antecedently
existed during the hot stage and its termination in the sweating pro·
cess (§ 666). lt is now the object of art to prevent a repetition of the
paroxysm. This may be often accomplished by mere rest in a horizontal posture, arid abstinence from all soli<l food; for the tendency ol
nature may be the right way, if she be not embarrassed by exciting
causes; the slightest of which, as a shock of the mind, may throw her
into a state of incubation. This shows not only the great susceptibi\.
ity of the vital properties, durin~ the intermission, to morbid changes,
but, als.o, their frequent disposition to return, unaided, to their natural
state. Should they require any other intervention from art than the
mere act of withholding exciting causes, it is manifest, from what 1
have now said, that slight influences from remedial agents will be am·
ply sufficient; so only we d iscard pernicious causes, and there be 110
severe local disease. The remeJies for this purpose consist of a group
that are called specifics, and have been suggested by experience independenlly of an_y gen~ral princirles; s_o very_p~culiar is the state_ of
the vital properties durmg the penod ofmterm1ss1on. Of these specific
agents the Peruvian bark and its alkaloids is one, arsenic another, and
cobweb another i coming severally from ea.ch of the three great king·
<loms, and each exerting nearly an equal control over the progress of
incubation, but without any other known analogies to each other; certainly none of a chemical nature. The quinine, or arsenic, which would
haYe been surely morbific at any other stage of the paroxysm, may
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now be employed wi1h a remarkably curative effect. But, a great err or is ofren committed in exhibiting quinine, in this \•ery tangible state
of tllC organic properties, in excessive quantities i by which the disease is either prolonged, or the predisposition only temporarily subdued, or local affections induced or aggravatf'd. As an invariable and
importaut rule, also, just in proportion as the organic properties are
approaching a state of health, so should our treatment be cautiously
mild, or it will light up d isease (§ 764. Also, Med. and Pliys. CQmm.,
rnl. i., p. -143, &c.).- NoTE K p. IJl9.
676, a. In the foregoing section I have stated a problem for the spt:cific object of showing the variety of change~ which diseases are liable
to sustain in their pathological character during a short period of their
progress, and the importance of adapting the treatment to the changes
wLich may ensue, with no other reference to symptoms than as they
are indicati\·e of the seat of disease and its true pathology (§ 762).
But I have also, inciclcntally, at the same time, demonstrated the absurdity of attempting any part of the problems of disease, or the modus operandi of remedial agents, by any philosophy borrowed frorr.
the inorganic world, or by any hypothesis in the humeral pathology.
The vital solidists, however, being numerically small, claim to be
little ceremonious with error; and once more, therefore, I shall bring
into contrast the adverse doctrines (§ 350:l--376}, 433- 450). ·with
this intention I shall submit the philosophy as now taught in Great
Britain and France, and leave it to the reader to interpret by that
i;~~f:~~by, if be can, the problems contained in the last preceding
676, h. It is scarcely necessary to remind the reader that Liebig's
speculations in medicine are in general vogue in Great Britain (~
349, d), and have become incorporated in medical works of every de-
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amorphosed, PuARMACOLOC IA of Dr. Paris (~ 339, h).
"In a recent work by Professor Liebig, to which I have frequently
referred," says Dr. Paris," we are presented with views not only applicable to the question under discussion, but well calculated tO extend our knowledge with regard to the modus operandi of contagious
matter, and its reproduction in the living body. I have already explained his important application of the dynamic law of La Place to
chemical action i viz., that a body, the atoms of which are in a state
of transformation, may impart its peculiar condition to compounds witl•
which it may happen to communicate."
Dr. Paris then proceeds to say, that it 11 was reserved for the genius
of Liebig" to apply this doctrine of "fermentation/' "putrefaction,''
&c., to the living body, in explanation of" the modus operandi of contagious matter," &c. I had occasion to set forth this philosophy of tho
Continental Chemist in my Examination of Reviews, together with
the principal examples by which it was sustained (p. 55). Some of
them occur, a]so, in the present work (§ 350, nos. 29 to 46, and 78 to
97). Of the" sausages/' by-the-way (to illustrate the extent of acquiescence), it is said by Dr. Paris that," by entering the b.lood, they impart their peculiar action to the constituents of that fluid, and ail tht
mbstances in tlie body are induced to undergo a modified putrefaction"
(§ 339 h, 349 d, 350 , uo. 44).
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I shall not pursue this subject further, having, in the illedical and
Pltysiological Commentaries (vol. i., p. 385-716), dernte<l an Essay to
the merits of the Humoral Pathology, where all the foregoing points,
the "sausages/' &c., are July investigated (§ 282).
An<l now to complete this example of sudden and general illumina.
tion, and to exemplify, again and again," the recent progress of modical science" under the auspices of" experimental philosophy," let u11
hear Dr. Paris as he was at a former edition of his Pbannacologia,
and when he and others were jnst as much enlightened as to the connection of chemistry with the healthy and rI?orbid processes of man a!
when he put forth the ninth and last edition of that <listinguishe<l
work. Thus:
''Every rational physician must feel, in its full force, the al,surdit!J
of expecting to account for the phenomena of life upon principles de.
<1uced from the analogies of inert matter; and we therefore find that
tlte most intelligent J>!tysiologists of modern times have been anxious to
cl i.scourage the attempt, and to deprecate itsfoll.1J ."
In descanting upon the interfernnce of the celebrated chemist, Mr.
Brande, with medical topics, Dr. Paris remarked 1 that

FO~FT:;~;n:~e: ,~':: ~~~::i:1s: {';;~a:~sn:!:.~~!o:~t:1~~£~;1 ~~= !~d~s~~e~~~~
FIDENCE"

(§ 709 1 1006 a, 1034).

Ill. SYMPTOMS.
671. Symptomatology is the third and last <livision Of pathology; betng the doctrine of symptoms. It eTJlbraces all the phenomena which
r esult either directly or inJirectly from morbid states, and includes,
therefore, the physical as well as vital signs (§ 883).
678. During the healthy state of the vital properties all the results
of life progress in one uniform way, according to the nature of the
several parts of the organic being (§ 249). But, as soon as lhc properties of any pa1t undergo changes there arise corresponding changes
in the motions of the vessels, and in all the phenomena and products
(§ 177) .
•
679. Now it is owing to the inscnsiblC', recondite nature of the efficient causes of all phenomena that we are compelled to apply ourseh·cs to the study of the phenomeua to obtain a knowledge of the
powers or properties upon which they depend, the modifications
which the powers or properlies may undergo, and the }a\vS which
they obey. It is obvious, therefore, that the nearer the phenomena
are to the direct operation of the causes the more significant will
they be of their nature and existing conJition. This undeniable fact
shows us the superiority of the primary effects of disease, as a guide
to pathological conditions, over those ultimate results which are disclosed by morbid anatomy.
680. In entering upon this inductive branch of patl1ology it is import<:mt to bear in mind, that, howe,·er complex the nature and varie·
ty of symptoms they have always as much an absol ute cause as any
effect in the inorganic world; and I am led to this remark for the pur·
pose of addi ng another,- that it is of incomparably greater importance
to ascertain the former than the latter. When motions are disturbed
in the subordinate kingdom it is the first impulse of reason to trace
out the cause; but that is the measure of its compass. The Power
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that garn to mattet its being, or natural influences, can alone rectify
the cause. But, how different with organic nature! How expres~i,·e of the radical distinction between the causes of motion in the
dead and tho living world! In tho latter all is fluct uating in its nature, yet all controllable in that very nature by the hand of man. ' Ve
see in the principle of life the cause of organic results. \Ve see
those results vacillating in every possible aspect; and, as with the
chemist, or the astrouomer, in tlie former case, we interrogate the
cause. llut we do so with a far higher aim; for we know that the
cause is amenable to rectifying influences. In the world of matter
and in the world of life the causes of erratic phenomena may be on
a par in principle. The disturbing influences may be alike due to a
common cause in each department, respecti,·ely. But, in the mineral kingdom there are numerous fundamenta l causes in operation, and
the phenomena, therefore, may depend upon opposing inAuences. In
the organic, from the mushroom to man, there is but one cause i and
hence the obvious induction that certain chan~es in the natural condition of that one give rise to all those clivcrs1ficcl effects which form
the transient phenomena of disease, or those more stabJe chanrres
which arc seen in the progress of the being from its embryo to it~
aduJt state, or in the vicissitudes of temperament, &c.
\Ve therefore apply ourselves, I say, to the cause itself; and here
aJI analogy disappears with any known cause in the inorganic kingdom. The former is changeable in its natu re, and as tho changes go
on, its ex istence comes to an encl. But the same FrnsT CAUSE \Vho
imparted that instability for great and wise purposes ordained, also,
that when tho principle of life should be diverted from its natural
condition by untoward agents, it should still possess, through the same
law of mutability, a capacity of receiving impressions from other
ageuts that shall awaken its inherent tendency to a state of integrity.
In tracing out the nature and the seat of disease through the attendant phenomena, we are also animated with the conviction that
organic beings are subject to Jaws as precise as those which rule in
the inorganic world, under all their fluctuations; and the greater complexity in the elements of their laws than such as relate to physics
and chemistry should stimulate the most exact inrnstigation of symptoms where,·er nature may demand the acti\·e interference of art, so
thol tl1e lattf'r may make the best use ofl1er laws(§ 237, 447 b).
681, a. The symptoms, or effects to be employed as guides to the
nature and seats of clisea.:ic, arc, 1st. Those which are denominated
vital signs, an<l which are independent of physical products. 2cl.
The changes of motion and other conditions relating to the vessels
which arc the instruments of disease, but \•thich are independent of
structural changes. 3d. The physical proclncts which are comprehended under the denominations of secretions ancl excretions. 4th .
Symptoms of the for~goi~1g nature which a~c detcr~ined or moc~ifi.eJ
by changes of orgamzat1011, and about winch. morbid anatomy 1~ 10tcrcsted. 5tll. S igns of a physical nature winch depend upon either
some change of structure, or on the accumulation o~ O~ids, or the
presence of some unusual fluid, or other substance, w1t~11n the body.
These Jast si~s come to us principally l~lrough the med mm of sound
and touch. The first three of tho foregomg classes of symptoms may
be denominated primary, the last two secondary.
0
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681, b. The fixe divisions into which I have distributed the symvtoms of disease, and the remaining facts which we derive from mor.
bid anatomy, and what we learn from remote causes, and the efiCcts
of remedial agents, supply all the knowledge we can obtain of the
pathology of disease.
681, c. W c must, therefore, constantly concern ourselves about cf·
fects, whether investigating the natural world, the powers by which
it is governed, or spiritual existences.
Symptoms, then, are the language of disease, as effects are of all
other real existences.
682, a. Certain symptoms are called diagnostic. By these, in part,
we distinguish diseases from each other. A symptom, therefore, to
be diagnostic, must be peculiar to one affection. 'l'hus, hydrophobia
is the diagnostic symptom of the disease which is called, like some
other affections, after the name of its diagnostic. But it is only peculiar to the disease as it affects the human species. The diagnostic of
intermittent fever is the intermission between the paroxysms i ancl so
of their attendant intermittent apoplexies ; and paroxysmal increase
of those inflammations that are relieved by bark, and the intermission
of periodical headaches, and of tic douloureux, are their diagnostics.
682, b. Some diseases may have several diagnostic symptoms. Thus,
in pneumonia, a good diagnostic is found in the tenacity of the mucus.
Another diagnostic is the crepitating noise which is heard on applying
the ear to the chest. The first symptom, however, is often absent,
and the other is not always present, especially in infants. The crep·
itus, also, disappears when condensation of the air-cells takes place,
and this disappearance is diagnostic of condensation. But if the pa·
tient recover, the condensation generally disappears, and while the
process of absorption is going on the crepitus returns, and this is diagnostic of the absorption. Many diagnostics are supplied by auscultation as to the particular parts which are affected in diseases of
the heart, and which are significant of the precise nature of the affec·
tion. And so of the lungs. Percussion has also its peculiar diagnos·
tic signs. 'Ve are doubtful, for instance, whether a tumid state of the
abdomen be owing to flatu lency or to something else. A hollow
sound, on percussion, assures us that it depends, in part, at least, upon
the presence of some gaseous substance.
682, c. Many diseases have certain symptoms which are nearly
always present at certain stages of their progress, but are more or
less attendant on some other affections. This is the case with the
hectic fever of consumption. In such instances the other attending
symptoms will determine whether the prevailing one in any particu·
lar affection is significant of that disease in the case before us. In·
compressibility of the pulse is perhaps always significant of inflamma·
ti on; but it often requires much skill to detect ir. The attendant
hardness of the pulse may be then taken as a good diagnostic i but
this also is often ascertained only by a delicacy of touch, and may noL
be always distinguished from t?e pulse of pregnancy. An auxiliary
diagnostic will then be found m a huffiness of the blood; but here,
too, that appearance is often presented by the blood of pregnant females. There then remains an unequivocal diagnostic of inflammation
in the associated cupping and fimbriated edges of the blood(§ 688,d,e)
On the other hand, there are many affections which bave no rliag-·
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nostic symptom; and we must then rely upon the combined symptoms, the remote causes, &c.
682, d. Such, then, are symptoms which impart a gCneral apprehension of the nature of disease, or of its variations, &c. They serve
as an aggregate of the other attending phenomena, and, in a general
sense, should be employed only as starting points to a critical investigation of those numerous details which may alone conduct us to a
knowledge of the extent and force of disease, its complications, &c.
683. There are other symptoms which are called prognostic. It is
by these, in part, that we judge of the degree of danger, and of the
probable issue of disease. Hence arise the terms favorable and fatal,
and various other expressions of an intermediate import.
684. 'Ve acquire our knowledge of s~mptoms, or devi.ations from
the natural states of the body, by comparing the former with the phe·
nomena of the latter; and we distinguish diseases from each other1
and learn the changes which are in progress, by comparing' symptoms
with each other. By the same system of comparison we judge, also,
of the effects of remedies, form our prognosis, &c.
685. It is evident, therefore, that the young practitioner, at least,
should acquire a habit of methodical analysis of disease, with a steady
view to its pathological cause, and the successive changes which may
arise in respect to this cause (§ 673, 675). He shonld begin,
1st. With an inquiry into the natural temperament of the subject,
his age, lmbits, &c.
2d. Make a general survey of the symptoms, the organs from which
they spring, their general aspect, number, variety, &c.
3d. In all cases of severity, the remote causes should be ascertain·
ed as far as possible.
4th. All the great organs should be next critically interrogated, that
the primary seat of disease may be ascertained and understood, and
how far it may have involved, by reflex nervous actions, other or·
gans, both in their compound nature and in their individual tissues
(§ 133, &c.), and how far, also, the sympathetic results may react
upon the primary disease 1 or institute morbific reflex influences among
themselves.
This inquiry embraces all the vital signs, the state of the secretions
and excretions, and the physical signs afforded by auscultation and
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come under review.
-5th. A careful comparison of alt the symptoms should be instituted
with the analogous phenomena in health ; with the symptoms of Lhe
same disease as it may affect other parts; with the symptoms as they
may have been observed in various degrees and at dif.1€irent stages _of
the same malady; with the symptoms of convalescence; and with
such as fo11ow the action of medicines i. and with the symptoms of
other diseases.
6th. Inquire into the mode in which the symptoms occur, whether
.
suddenly or gradually, distinctly or confusedly, &c.
7th. Consider their pmgress, their changes, the mode of their prog-

re~~b~~xamine

the relation of different symptoms to each other i ae.
their relative duration, order of occurrence, &c.
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9th. Calculate the degree or force of the symptoms; a point of dif~cult attainm?nt, requiring a correct. appreciation of ~he prope~ties of
life, a profound knowledge of phys10logy, an extensive acquaintance
with its modifications in disease, habits of a close analysis of symptoms, much thought, and a well-disciplinr.d min~. T~ one thus qualified the eye of the patient alone may be a lumrnous rndex to the degree or force of the general symptoms (§ 163, 714).
686, a . And now, as a consummation, next to the direct application
of remedies, of all that has been hitherto submitted to my reader, as
immediately indispensable to the ultimate aim of all that has been said,
and without which the Institutes of Medicine would only serve as an
intellectual exercise, I shall introduce a practical example, as a general standard for investigating any given form of disease with a view
to its treatment(§ 714).
686, b. Let us, then, suppose ourselves ca11ed to a case of idiopathic
fever of sotne three or four days' duration, in which, from the length
of its continuance, there have probably arisen some local inflammaLions, and, perhaps, venous congestions.
We proceed, according to the foregoing method (§ 685), to inquire,
1st. Into some general fact.s, and take a general survey of the case.
\Ve inquire how long the patient has been sick, with what symptoms
he was attacked, what new ones have subsequently sprung up. whether they have undergone an increase in the afternoon, and a d~cline
toward mmning, whetlrnr the attack was preceded by unus•Jal sensations, or by any signs of beginning disease, what is his agP., constitution, habits, &c. The knowledge thus acquired gives us a general
apprehension of the nature of the case, and we come, at once, to the
conclusion, that it is a case of idippathic fernr, affecting an indivi<lual
of a certain age, temperament, habits, &c. This leads us to inquire,
2d. Into the nature of the predisposing causes (§ 662), and as they
are atmospheric (§ 648 1 h}, we ascertain his place of residence for a
few preceding months. \Ve find, perhaps, that he has lately come
from a city where yellow fever prevailed, or had resided from one to
six months ago where typhus was rife, or where it is known to occur,
or from one to twelve months since he had been in some marshy di&trict, or upon some new rich soil, where the remittent fever delights;
or, there may he ~eason to suppose that the causes originated in the
place where he 1s attacked. A knowledge of any of these facts,
whichever may be true, goes far in ascertaining the particular modification of fover he may suffer (§ 650-653). Let us suppose him an
Irish emigrant, just landed in New York. \Ve suspect at once typhus fever, thou&h we ha,-e no such fev~r originating with us.• It is
a. very common form of fever, however, in Ireland i and we learn farther from our patient ~hat it prevail~d in his neighborhood wh~n h.e
lefc that country. Tins knowledge rnfluences our subsequent mqmries, when we proceed,
3d. To inquire specifically into the sympto ms attendant on all the
organs, and to compare them with the natural phenomena of each.
We begin where they are most strongly pronounced, and pass from
one organ to another as may be suggested by the most obvious symptoms, or as they may seem to be related by sympathetic influences
(§ 660). The dis~ase being typhus, the brain, or its membranes, are
probably the soat of inflammation or venous congestion. \Ve inquire
*Sec NOTES p.1124.
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as to headache, whether obtuse or acute, in what part of tho head,
&c.; whether there be drowsiness or wakefulness; whether there be
an unusual pulsation of the carotids, or of the temporal arteries, or
an exalted temperature of the head i whcthel· the face be suffused
with blood, and if so, whether the plethora bo in the arteries or
veins,-being florid in one case and purplish in the other. \V c look
critically at the eyes, observe how their lustre or other expression is
affected; whether the pupil be dilated or contracted, and, if the sight
be dim, we inquire whether it be owing to an affection of the retina, or
how far to actual cerebral disease or to S)'mpathy of the eyes with any
gastro-intestiual derangement; whether the conj1,m ctiva or the eyelids be red or purplish, whether moist or dry, &c. \Ve attend to the
hearing, whether dull or acute; observe how far speech may be affected, and bow much any impediment may be due to cerebral disease,
or to dryness of the mouth, or to inattention, &c. These inquiries
relative to the senses should be accompanied by others respecting
the min<l, whether memory be much affected, perception an<l reflection impaired, whether there be hallucinations when awake, or talking
in sleep, arid whether sleep be comatose, or 110w long continued, &c.
These inquiries may leave little doubt that there is both inflammation
and venous congestion within the head, which will be cleared up by
an im·estigation of symptoms relative to other organs (§ 803, &c.)
Our attention may be next attracted to the chest by cough, or some
embarrassment of respiration. 'Ve inquire when the cough began,
what its frequency and se,·erity, how far it may be indcpende11t, in
its origin, of other local burdens of disease, or how far consequent
on abdominal affections, anil whether attended by expectoration, and
what the nature of the matter expectorated. \Ve count tl1C respira·
tions, and observe their equality or inequality. \Ve see, perhaps,
that the brain influences the respiration unfavorably, especially if
slow, and this adds to our conviction that mischief exists in the
head i or, if the breathing be hurried, it may be due to febrile excite·
ment, or to abdominal derangement. The cough an<l expectoration
show us that some inflammatory action is going on in the lungs; but
we arc doubtful, perhaps, on account of some thoracic pain, and as
the sputa is rather adhesive, whether inflammation be confined to the
mucous membrane of the bronchi, or ha,·c reached the air-cells and
cellular tissue, and thus constituting pneumonia. 'Ve therefore resort
to auscultation and percussion to resolve the doubt. Frnm the former we learn that there is no crepitus, that the murmur is clear and
free, and there is only a mucous r3.lc i by percussion, we fincl that
the resonance is good, and \Ve therefore dismiss our fears as to.the
possible existence of pneumonia, or of tubercle. But the patient
complains of pain in his chest. \Ve ask liim to bre~the deeply, an_d
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once of inflammation in the pleura, while the cough and expe~tora
tion tell us or catanhal inflammation in the pulm01\ary mucous tissue.
It is now time to feel of the pulse, to learn how far reflex nc~vous
actions ma.y a£rcct the heart and arteries, since the ~xtent of tlrn mfluences on the circulatory organs may show us c~ms1derab1y the s~ver
ity of the 1ocal inflammations. But this sys.te?11s also under the i?Auence of the general idiopathic disease, and it is often otrn of the mrefll
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points to determine how much of its character is due to the fehrilo af.
fection 'lnd how much to reflex nervous actions. And the difficul.
ty is enhanced if influences are directly propagated abroad by cere-

bral disease. \.Ye find the pulse, perhaps, not so hard or full as we
had expected, and this leads us to infer more of venous congestion
than of ordinary inAammation of the brain ; or, that there may be Ye.
nous congestion in some other organ not yet examined, since thesl:
congestions are very apt to spring up in typhus, and to moderate a
hardness of the pulse which the coexisting inflammations of the membranes of the brain and lungs would otherwise produce (§ 815, &c.).
Perhaps we discover, also, in the pulse, some intermission or other
irregularity in its stroke. This may be owing to some organic affection of the heart, and to resolve this doubt, we again resort to auscultation. VVe find, however, all the sounds good, and we are now led
by the foregd'ing symptom, along with the subdued hardness of the
pulse, and its want of any great incompressibility, to suspect >enous
congestion of the liver, since interm ission and
other irregularities of
0
the pulse, without organic disease of the h eart1 commonly depend
upon that state of hepatic disease, though, also, on cerebral inflammation i but in the latter the pulse is more frequent than in the fo rmer
case, when, also, in the absence of fever, it is often preternaturally
slow; or, if slown ess of pulse depend on venous congestion of the
brain, as it sometimes does, the respiration is also apt to be slow,
while it is unaffected in simple hepatic congestion (§ 390, h). We
then take the liver next in our range of inquiry. \Ve find, perhaps,
some obscure tenderness on pressing its region, and the patient may
have had some pain in this quarter. \Ve then look at the skin, to seo
whether there be any shade of yellow, and when our cathartics operate, we examine tbe discharges with various references, but particularly as to the state of the visceral secretions. If t11ey are blackish, or
green , thi s strengthens our conclusion as to congestion of the liYer,
though the congestion may be so profound tliat li ttle or no bile is bCcreted. This condition of the liver, however, is more apt to att~nd
rcmittent, intermittent, and yellow fevers. '\Ve observe whethertl1erc
be a redundancy of intestinal mucus, as this would denote some mflammation of the mucous tissue, and has often rm impm1ant bearing
upon the treatment of the case, as does also that irritable state of the
intestine which is denoted by the diarrhcca that often supervenes in
the progress of typhus fever. '\Ve look at the urine, and find it per·
haps scanty, scalding, very high-colored, and depositing a sediment.
This, however, would impl y nothing distinctly, but that the kidneys
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one or more impo1tant remote organs, and those particularly the digestive organs. '\Ve now turn our attention more particularl y to the
alimentary canal, partly with a reference to its morbid state, and in
part to aid our judgment in the right administration of medicines.
Here, too, we may find a great focus of disturbing reflex nervous in
fluences radiating from the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, light·
ing up inflammations or congestions of other parts, or maintaining a~d
aggravating such as may have sprung from other causes. :rnd sustam . .
ing itself reverberated nervous rnflueuces (§ 514 /1, G l7, 889 g). We
press, for example, the l'egion of the stoma(.'h, to leam whetlier it bt1
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ten.:ler, and in like manner examine the whole, or special regions, of
the abdomen, if there be pain or uneasiness in the intt:stines, &c., and
we make percussion to see if there be flatulency . \:Ve inquire what
food the patient has recently taken, and whether the bowels have bce1:
constipated or loose. In all this part of the inquiry we are often greatly aided by the appearances of the intestinal evacuations, which should
be carefully observed throughout the continuance of disease (§ 694k).
\Ve al:~o examine the tongue with a reference to several objects, but
especially with a view to the condition of the stomach and intestines.
We notice its color at its edges and in t110 centre i whether coated, and
how extensh·ely, and what the color of the coating in its different parts;
whether light and loose, smooth or rough; whether dry or moist,
'lnd the extent of each; whether the tongue be enlarged or contracted,
pointed or obtuse, smooth or indented at its edges, what its color, &c.
\Ve look at the fauccs, to learn if they be red or purplish, as i.n<lica.tirn of inflammation or venous congestion, or other derangement in the
important organs below; observe '.vhetber there be glutinous matter
on the teeth, and what its color, and the rapidity with which it may
collect.
\Ve now turn our attention more distinctly than hf'fore to the
functions of the skin ; whether it be dry or moist, or each alternately, and the duration of each, wlrnther hot, n·aim, or cold, and at what
rimes, and how long, whether the heat be distributed equally, whether
the feet be cold when the rest of the surface is hot, whether the skin
be rough or smooth, what its color, wl1ether tl1ero be "sudamina,"
"rose-colored spots,"• &c.
The patient may require the loss of blood, and we observe its col
or, whether dark or florid, the manner in which it flows from the arm,
whether in a full stream or whether it trickle, wbether it throw up a
buffy coa1, be indented or cupped in its centre, or fimbriated at its
edges; and, that these observations may be perfect, we take an ounce
in a funnel-shaped vessel for examination (§ 682 c, 688 ee).
If, in the case of fever now under examination, there be a predominating influence of the venous congestions over the membranous inflammations, the blood will be dark, will trickle from the nrm, or flow
m a languid stream, at first, and will throw up a huffy coat, without
as much indentation as when membranous inflammation exists without venous congestion.
686, c. The foregoing analysis of symptoms is, to the young practi·
tioner, necessary to a clear apprehensiou of many severe diseases, but
must be more or less varied according to tbe uaturc of the disease.
1t may be apparently tedious, but is accomplished with rapidity by a
little practice. Nor have I stated all the inquiries which should ha,,e
been instituted, and which may be of essential moment. Thus, it may
be necessary to call in the aid of smell to ascc1tain whether any footor
'"'c may observe come from the mouth, or stomach, or lungs, or from
the surface of the body. The patient may also supply a vari~ty o_f
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&c. 'Ve vary his posture, to learn how it may affect 1:esp~rat1on, or
Lhc state of his pulse. I have also left out of my exammat1on of the
• See Essay on thu 'Vlitin;s of Louis, iu Jlfci'ical and PhysioWgical Conimcntari,es.
•ol.!i.11.724,&.c.
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foregoing case an inquiry as to l11e mocle in which the symptoms took
place,- whethor suddo11ly or gradually, distinctly or confusedly, wheth er they began with a chill, or with a paroxysm of heat, &c., about
whi ch the patient should be specifically interrogated. Nor did I examine sufficiently the relation of the different symptoms to each other,
as their relative duration, their order of occurrence, &c., by which we
ascertain which organ was first inflamed or congcstc?, and what oth·
ers are more or less affected by reflex nervous action. And there
yet remains to be considered the progress of the symptoms, their mode
of progress, their spontaneous changes, or such as may arise from incidental exciti ng causes, or from the action of remedies, &c., and,
also, their comparison with those of other m?<lifications of fiwt;Jr, or
other forms of disease. I said nothing, spec ifically, as to an inquiry
into the degree or force of the symptoms, which is always a subj.ect
for accurate consideration, as it goes far in denoting the severity of
disease in different parts, and is one important guide to the nature
and extent of tlie remedies. But this is an attainment, as already implied, which cannot be imparted by a description of symptoms, si nce
their force cannot be expressed in language. Their estimate must
come, as it were, by intuition, CHElllJSTRY contributes notl1ing.
686, d. In proportion as our knowledge of physiology enlarges, a11d
we apply it to the i1n-estigation of disease, the practice of a minute
analysis of symptoms becomes less and less necessary. But, to ac·
quire this professional tact or skill, we must first go through the
school of elementary instruction and practice. But industry will at
last triumph, and what seemed at first obscure in diseases may become luminous at a comparatively superficial view. \Ve then begin
to neglect, more or less, many of the minutire. \.Ve confine ourselves
more to the most prominent or characteristic symptoms. The cou~
tcnance alone may tell us of a labyrinth of disease. But, it will still
often happen that no prominent symptoms are present, and it may
then.be necessary to go into the details; or they may be so confused
and mdistinct as to render us undecided as to the seat or the nature
of the disease till other symptoms are <le,·eloped. This may be ill ustrated by the growth of a plant. \Vhen it first emerges from the
ground it may have no specific characters by which we can determine
whether it bo destined for a tree or a weed. \Ve must therefore
await the development of its characters, which, if it continue to
grow, it will certainly put forth. There is ofren an obscurity of a like
nature in diseases, at their early invasion, and cYen when profound.
The soundest judgment may be baffied in the adaptation of certain
rem edies; anJ if these are to be administered internally, especially if
active, no risk should be taken, but farther de,'elopments awaited.
687. It had been my purpose tn have limited my rnmarks to the
general principles which respect the present branch of my inquiries.
But, in consideration of what I shaU say of the pathology and treat·
ment of inflammation, Yenous congestion, and fever, as also on the sub·
ject of bloorlletting, I have determined to express my own views as
to some of the symptoms which take a prominent rank in diseases. lt
is also my <lesire to associate ~he results of disease with the philoso
nhy which concerns t"hern, that those important sources of pathological
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knowledge may be studied in connection with those inquiries which
distinguish the philosophical physician from the mere empyric (5~, a).

Tile Pulse.
687?. There is one system of organs, particularly, whose motillns
are so constant~y affected by reflex nervous actions, and whose phenomena arc umversally employed in estimating the nature, force, &c.,
of all diseases, and at all stages of their progress, and which are also
elementary in denoting the effects of remedies, especially of loss of
hloo<l, that I shall make a general analysis of the prominent clrnracteri:stics. VVe generally learn the influences exerted upon this system
of organs by the varying states of the pulse, an<l the radial artery af.
fords the best opportunity for this purpose, though the pulse may be
often a(l\<antageous1y examined in other places. Thus, in inflamma·
tions and congestions of the brain it is useful to learn how for the
pulsation of the carotids may be specifically affected . So, in similar
affections of the liver ·we attend to any unusual pulsation of the aorla
in the region of the stomach. In all such cases irritations are apt to
be propagated by continuous sympathy along the principal communi·
eating arteries, by which their actio n is more or less increased(§ 498).
It may be also important, sometimes, to examine the heart itself, es·
pecially when it may be suspect~d of being the seat of absolute dis·
ease; and, o.lthough the pulse be generally regulated by the action of
the heart, the arteries, as we have now and before seen, are liable to
independent influences, arising from reflex nervous action, and from
continuous sympathy. As to the latter, if there. be inA.ammation
of the hand or arm, we shall be very l ikely to find the pulse on that
side with greater characteristics of disease than on the other; and
differences will arise from mere differences in the size of the arteries.
Iu inflammations and congestions of the brain, the nervous iuflucncc
will often exert an effect, less marked in similar affeclions of other
organs, upon the capillary vessels, and this effect is sometimes Strongly
pronounced by an inequality in the radial arteries (§ 929-936, 973,
97 4 ). In various forms of disease the heart sometimes beats with
greater force than is denoted by the pulse at tlrn wrist, and sometimes
the pulse is very Yoluminous without a corresponding action of the
heart, according to the nature of reflected nervous actions.-NOTE LL.
688, a. '\Vhen the radial pulse is examined, the four fingers shou ld
be applied along the course of the artery, and vario1:1s ~egrecs of
pressure should be made. The blood taken for t'xammat1on should
be into a conjcal wine·glass, and, if possible, in a full stream.
688, b. Certain general conditions of the pulse worth noticing a.re
the followmg :- its quickness, slowness,frequency, hardness, softness, 111·
compressibility, compressibility,fullness, smallness, s.trcngtli, wcalm?ss,
obstruction,freedoni, 1·ntermis1ion, redoubling, tn:mbling, and other inequalities (See an extensive application of all this in_~ 500 m, _6?4i 1 B26 cc).
688, c. Quickness.-This term cloes not stand rn opp~s1uon to slo_w·
ness althou"h
it is genera11y so considered. Frequency is the opposite
0
of sfowness. Qu ickness arises from the systole of the heart occupying
less time than its diastole; so that a q1dck may be a slot;J puls~. The
stroke is then sudden, the dilatation more prolonged, w_1th an mterval
somewhnt distinct. Afrequent pulse, on the contrary, ts always what
the term denotes. The systole and diastole of the heart succeed each
other rapidly, and in about equal time,,;.
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A slow pulse is, also, like afrcquent one, uniform as it respects the
systole and diastole, both of which are prolonged. It is most apt to
be attendant on chronic venous congestions, though, as the affection
advances, or undergoes any sudden increase, it may becomefrequent.
':Vhen slow in such conditions, the pulse is also often intermittent or
otherwise irregular, and if it subsequently become frequent, the irregularities are apt to disappear. Venous congestion is always to be
suspected, and especially in the liver, when the pulse is preternaturally slow, without other manifest signs of disease(§ 390, b).
Quickness of pulse is not an important symptom, in a general sense.
688, d. Hardness and S<!finess.- These terms stand in opposition to
each other. Softness is a natural state, and liardness a morbid one;
though a pulse may be preternaturally soft. lfardness of pulse is one
of its most important modifications. In nearly all cases it is indicati,·e of inflammation, and no considerable inflammation can. exist long
without producing it. It appears to depend upon some direct modification of the action of the vessels, and uot conuected with that of the
heart; the nervous iufluence being determined in a peculiar manner,
by inflammatory affections, upon the whole arterial system (§ 226, 233,
973, &c.) .. The term lw_rdn_ess may be well und~1-stood ';>~ co1~paring
Lhe sensat10n to that winch is produced by a sohd rod nsmg snnultaneously, and not successively, against the four fingers.
688, dd. Ifardness is often confounded with strength, and fullness;
but the three symptoms are very different from each other. A ltard
pulse is perfectly compatible with smallness and weakness; the former
of which is seen especially in peritoneal in~ammation of the intestine,
and in pulmonary consumption; the latter in unsubdued inflammations after repeated abstractions of blood, and often in congestive fevers, and in phlebitis. To distinguish the liardness folly, in these latter cases, requires a careful regulation of the pressure; scarcely more
than a gentle touch with the four fingers.
Greater pressure may
extinguish the symptom, and the pulse may even appear to be soft.
The distinction is often of great importance, especially in congestive
diseases, as upon it may depend the decision of those who arc apt to
be governed by the state of the pulse in the important matter of bloodletting(§ 96 1-965, 971).-NoTB LL p. 1140.
688, e. Compressihdity and Incompressthility.-lncompressihility of
pulse1s probably peculiar to inflammatory conditions, and one of the
most uniform characteristics of the pulse when such conditions disturb
the general circulatory system by reflex nervous actions. But when
inflammation is fully overcome, especially if general bloodletting haYe
1
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general circulatory system, that peculiar characteristic remains, in various degrees, unless the remedies be very depressing, or the powers
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tious, incompressibility is less marked in all forms of venous inflammation than in equal conditions of inflammation of other tissues. Herc,
too, as with hardness of pulse, the observer is very liable to be deceived; since the general volume of the pulse may give way under a slight
pressure, and yet the pulse be incompressible (§ 688, d) .
The proper method of ascertaining this symptom, in <loul:tful cases,
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is to make a bard pressure with one finger, and a moderate pressure
with another on the distant side, when a thread-like stream will be
felt by that finger. It depends upon reflected nervous influence.
Hardness and incompressibility generally demand the loss of blood ;
though whether local or general, and the necessary extent, must be
determined by other symptoms; the extent, especially, by the effects
produced during the operation of general bloodletting(§ 826 cc).
688, ee. Coincident with ltardness and incompressibility of pulsc1
and almost peculiar to inflammation, is the bujJ'y coat, with its depress- •
ed centre, and often fimbriated edges. The buff which forms on the
blood in pregnancy is dtie to the increased vascular action of the uterus, and a modification of its vital properties not very dissimilar tG
wha• obtains in some varieties of inflammation, and which predisposes to those active forms of the disease which so often beset the
uterus an<l other parts in the early stages of child bed; and should the
indented centre and fimbriated edge make their appearance, we shall
scarcely fail of deriving farther confinnation of the actual presence of
inflammation in an attendant hardness and incompressibility of the
pulse, and probably, also, in some local symptoms. And so of the
buff which is sometimes apparently consequent on violent exercise;
but more probably dependent upon some obscure inflammation. "\Ve
may not trust, in lhese rare instances, to the carelessness of many
obsen·ers, and the incapacity of others, while the fact should not be
neglected that this exception to a significant indication for loss cf
blood bas been raised by such as are adverse to the use of the lancet
in the treatment of inflammation(§ 826 cc, 952, 1020-1024).
The indentation, or cupping, is generally less strongly pronounceJ
after each abstraction of blood, and may disappear altogether, undet
the lancet, before the inflammation is subdued(§ 052 b).
The fimbriated edge is most common where inflammation is se\'Cre, and bas established a strong reflex nervous action upon the
general circulatory system. In such cases, also, it will often continue
to occur after the cupping ceases to be formed .
Like hardness and incompressibility of the pulse, the buffing and
cupping of blood, for reasons already stated, are less ~trongly marked
in i~~ : ~:r~o~;f e:t~~n:h:h~t~kn :i~~~~a~~ n~~~~~~;~:s\i~~.s.and the fimbriated edge, are remarkably affected by the shape of the vessel, and
by the manner in which the blood flows from tho veins. A shallow
vessel is the worst, the form of a funnel is the best.
688,.f Fullness and Smallness of pulse. -These terms are also in
opposition, and both may imply a preternatural state of t11e _pulse,
being now employeJ in their morbid acceptations. Fullness is also
synonymous with largeness.
These morbid states of the pulse are owing t? reflex nervous actions determined both upon the heart and .arteries. The ext.er.t of
these influences, in that respect, is very vanable, and must be .J1;1dged
of by direct examination of the pulse at the heart and ?Xtrem1ues..
It does not necessarily follow that an unusual qua~t1ty of blood is
1ent out by the heart1 since tbe volume of the arte:1es may depend
greatly upon a direct expansion of the vessels. So m a sma~l pulse,
the direct morbid influences may be more upon the artenes than
upon the heart, by which the vessels are held in a contracted state.
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This is especially seen in the cold stage of fever, an<l in perilonea\
enteritis. It is <ftlfo seen in the depressing slates of venous congestion. In all such cases an influence is propagated from the arte·
ries to the heart, by which, as well as by other influences, its action
is accelerated; or, if not accelerated, then the blood accumulates in
the ve11ous system, especially about the l·ight cavities of ~he heart.
[n all these .cases there aTC profound reflex nervous act1011s well
worthy an inquiring mind(§ 222, &c., 514 d, I~, l, 914-919, 929-936,
973, 974).
Smallness of pulse is generally a much more important symptom
than fullness; commonly implying the prcsen~e of greater evil.
Connected with hardness, it is always bad, when it is alsofrequent.
688, g. Strength and TVealcness.-1 barn already remarked' that
these symptoms arc often mistaken fur liardness and seftness. They
1lepcnd, principally, upon reflex nervous actions that are exerted
upon the heart by remote organs, though certainly not altogether,
It is doubtful, indeed, whether morbid reflex nervous actions are ever
exe rted upon the heart with/Jut being simultaneously extended, more
or less, to the arteries; especially to the capillary series (§ 481-485,
973, 974). But, all parts of any one division of the artei;al system
may not be equally affected, or one part may be sensibly affected and
not the rest, as in blushing, when the nervous influence is direct.
688, Ji. Obstruction aud Freedom.-Obstruction is an obscure condition of the pu lse which it is difficult to descl'ibe, but is recognized
in practice. It is not easy to know its cause, as it probably does not
actually arise from any obstacle to the passage of the blood, though
it may be owing to a want of harmony between the action of Lhe
heart and the capillary blood-vessels (§ 386).
688, i. Frrqucncy and Slowness.-Those are two very important
symptoms in some of their morbid aspects, and arc often replete with
information, especially as to the force of disease and tlrn degree of
clanger.
To ascertain these characters, the patient, for obvious reasons,
should be at rest; and if a child, should be asleep.
No writer has so well described the conclusions to bo derived from
a frequent and slow pulse as Dr. Hcberdcn, in his "Commentaries."
From their importance, and as I cannot improve Heberdcn's descrip·
tion, I shall quote it.
" The pulse of a healthy infant asleep," he says, "on the day or
its birth, is between 130 and 1'10 in a minute; and the mean ratt: of
the first month is 120. I have never found it beat slower than 108.
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The same will \'cry nearly sen'e for the fourth, fifth, aml sixth years.
In the seventh year the pulsations will be sometimes so few as 72,
though generally more; and in the twelfth year they will often be uot
more than 70; and, therefore (except only that they are much more
easily quickened by illness, or any other cause), they will differ but
little from the healthy pulse of an adult, the range of which is from
a little below 60 to a little above 80. It must be remembered that
tlie pulse hecomes more frequent, by 10 or 12 in a. minute, after a full
meal. [Mtillcr, remarkably, states the same rates].
"If ,rhe pulse either of a child, or un adult, be quickened sr• as to
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excce<l the utmost healthy limit by 10 in a minute, it is an ir.dication
of some little disorder. But a child is so irritable, that, durin,.,. the
first year, a very slight fever will make the artery beat 140 time~, and
it _may beat even 160 times without danger [I-Icbcr<len meaning either
icl1opathic fover, or the co~stitutional effocts of inflammation]; and, as
there begins to be some difficulty in counting the pulse when the motion is so rapid, tho thirst, quickness of breathing... aversion to food,
and, above all, the want of slct:p, enable us, better than the pulse, to
judge of the degree of disease in infants.
"If the pulse of a child be 15 or 20 below the lowest limit of the
natural standard, and there be, at the same time, signs of a consi<leraole illness, it is a certain indication that the brain is aflCcted, and con:>equ~ntly such a. quiet pulse, instead of giving us hope, should alarm
us with the probability of imminent danger.
[An important exception to the foregoing remark is frequently presented by venous congestions of the liver, when the pulse may be
equ~lly diminished in frequency, but not indicative of present danger.]
"In adults ill of an inflammatory fever, the danger is generally not
Yery gt·eat where the beats are fewer than 100 ;- 120 shm..·s the beginning of danger; and they seldom exceed this number unattended
with some deliriousness. There are two exceptions to this observation. The first is, that before some critical swelling or deposit of
matter begins to show itself in fevers, the pulse may be so rapid and
indistinct, as hardly to admit of being counted; and I have known it
certainly not less than 130, and yet the patient has recovered. And
rheumatism affords a second exception; in which the artery will often
beat above 120 times without any sort of danger.
[Those exceptions are relative to inflammation as limited to parts
unimportant to organic life. They a.re presented, also, in other instances of this r;ature, and in intermittent fever.]
"In an illness where the pulse all at once becomes quiet, from being much accelerated, while all the other bad signs are aggra\·ated, it
is a proof, not of a decrease of the disorder, but of the le!!scned irritability of the patient, and that the brain lrns become involved in the
disease.
"In low fevers, ancl in exhausted old men, the pulse ,,,-in often continue below 100, or e,·en 90, and yet the disease be attended with
want of sleep, deliriousness, restlessness, anti a parched tongue, and
end in death, without any comatose or lethargic appearances.
"A pulse increased in frequency more certainly denotes danger
than a natural one does security, where disorders of the \"iscera am
suspected."
.
Finally, in countries where local congestions of the liver occur, as
in the regions of intermittent and remittent fever, the pulse ofte:i falls,
in hepatic congestions, far below its natural freque~cy .. Considered
;ihstractedly in these cases, and often in the precedmg, it affords but
liLtle information as to the force of disease. There may be great dani;er, or but very little, when the pulse is slow in h.cpatic congestions,
and all other symptoms obscurely marked; but 1f the slowness be
supported by restlessness, sighing, thirst, wakefulness, &c., the dan·
ger is great.
.
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danger, which can only be inferred from oLher symptoms. Indeed, J
may say in a universal sense, that the state of the pulse alone shou\(l
rarely guide our conclusions, either as to the fo rce of disease, or il1
treatment. The circulatory organs are so readily and variously disturbed by the nervous influence, and that influence so constantly generated by physical and mental causes, that disease offers but few opportunities when the pulse may be safely trusted for the just application
of remedies withal.it the support of other symptoms(§ 826 cc, 829).•
688, k. Intcrmission.-An intermitting pulse arises from an abrupt
suspension of a pulsation of the heart. It is not an alarming symptom,
unless it depend upon some organic affection of the heart, or some
disease of the brain. It is a frequent attendant upon venous conges·
tions of the liVer, and often presents itself for the first time after the
patient becomes convalescent, and may continue till the flesh and
strength are restored. It is most apt to appear when the pulse is also
preternaturally slow, and frequently vanishes temporarily if the circu.
lation happen to be accelerated by transient causes, or a great i1Teg·
ularity of the pulse may be the temporary consequence. Its philoso·
phy is explained in a foregoing section(§ 390, b) .
· 688, l. Irregularities of pulse.-These consist of irregularities in its
successive beats, redoublings, treml>ling, hobbling, &c., and are rarely
of much importance unless prnceeding, as in cases of intermission,
from organic affections of the heart, or disease of the brain.

T/1,e Tongue.
689, a. \Ve will ll'>W turn a brief attention to the morbid appearances of the tongue. It is by these, and the secreted products, that
wi:i obtain our most direct intelligence from the internal viscera,
though other less sensible results may be more significant of the na·
ture and force of disease.
689, b. The tongue is covered by a secr eting membrane, whose
action is liable to great and various changes, and which are attended
by visible results. In its healthy state this membrane is covered by
a thin fluid, which is partly composed of its own mucous product,
and, in part, o~ saliva. Tho natural color of the tongue is a light
florid hue, and 1t is studded with short minute papillre, particularly
at its edges. In disease these appearances are apt to undergo va·
rious chau~es; the tongue being often covered more ur less extensively with a coat of variable hues, white, yellow, brown, or black,
barely attached, or closely adherent, rough or smooth, &c. At other
times the organ is preternaturally red or livid, dry or moist, enlarged
or contracted, pointed or obtuse, its natural coat thickeued or appa·
rently scraped off, or covered with patches, vermiform marks, &c., its
edges jagged, the papi llre enlar$"ed and elevated, &c. These condi·
tions depend upon various modifications of the organic functions ?f
the tongue; and as the organ i~ not much liable to independent dis·
ease, it is obvious that its rnorh1cl aspects are mostly sympathetic re·
su its; and from its being continuous with the alimentary canal and
the lungs, morbific influenc~s are. readily propagated upon it from
either of its remote connections (i). But, tho vital relations of the
tongue to the alimentary canal . are far greater lhan to tl.ie lungs,
though not strongly pronounced rn heallh; and as intestinal derange·
ments an" more common than pulmonary, a far grClater proportion of
• No·rnLL p.1140.
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the morbid and intense influences from these two sources are exerted
by abdominal diseas? (§ 12~ i, 135, 142).-See INDEX II, Art. Tongue.
689, c. The coatmg which forms upon the tongue may consist
~ostly. of mucus, or of .a sub~tance rese~bling coagulable lymph, or
~~~::~1xtures of both, m various proportions, and of a morbid char4
689, d. All the phases which the tongue is liable to undergo may
be influenced by the peculiar constitution of the patient, though in a
general sense, where the constitution is sound, these appearances are
less subject to the contingencies of temperament than many other
symptoms.
689, e. \Ve often observe, under various circumstances of disease,
that the coating has suddenly disappeared, and we may be led into
error in consequence, since, in many of these cases, the coating has
been removed by the mechanical friction of food .
689, f. It would be in vain to attempt a definition of the various
changes in the aspect of the tongue which are produced by disease,
according to its nature and seat, accidental causes, &c. The appearances may vary much under apparently the same conditions; and it
is not one ·symptom alone which may attend the tongue, but the
whole in combination, that must guide our judgment. It is important,
also, to observe that the tongue may be yery natural in profound diseases1 even of the alimentary canal and li\"er; but as observation
enlarges, and the depths of physiology are explored, we shall find
the morbid signs of the tongue a luminous index of disease.
689, g. But, there is one remark more important than the rest i
namely, that there are no other symptoms which borrow so much
light from others as those which relate to the tongue; while, in their
turn, they reflect back a light upon the other symptoms. Inflammations of various parts, and idiopathic fevers, at their onset may present nearly the same appearauce of that organ, especially as it regards
the coating. The general symptoms now contribute largely in deter- ,
minin~ the import of the tonguo1 though we shall generaHy find, on
close 111~pection, that not only each class of diseases will offer certain
peculiarities in the morbid aspects of the tongue, but as inAammation
0
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may happen to be distributed. In the progress of the same affections,
the tongue is continua11y fluctuating in the indications it may supply.
689, Ii. The disappearance of the coating in fevers and inflammations generally begins at the edges of the tongue, and is commonly
indicative of an improvement of hea1th, though not always. When
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&c. If indicative of improvement the tongue comt!wnly clears up
fast, along with other auspicious changes; though it w~ll be frequently
kept up, more or less, by remaining though slight visceral derange·
ments iu the abdomen.
689, i. Absolute diseases of the digestive organs affect the tongue
more variously ancl distinctly than other parts; according to their
nature, scat, intensity, duration, peculiarities of constitution 1 habits,
&c. (§ 129 i, 142). In indolent affections of the stomach~ ~ thick,
dirty, yellow coat, easily scraped off in part, appears particularly
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toward the root of the tongue; when, also, the tongue often become~
furrowed, or covered wiLh patches of various forms, indented at its
edges. or apthre arise i the coat, too, varying according to the varying
states of the intestinal canal, or of the liver, &c.
8
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dry, and especially if at the same time denuded, it shows inflammation
of greater intensity in that membrane. A tongue protcrnaturally
naked, even if moist, aml of no great redness, shows moderate or subinflarnmation of the mucous tract; probably of the small intestine. A
livid tongue shows venous conges_tion of tho alimentary mucous membrane, aud probably also of the hver. It is always indi.cati\'e of formidable disease.-See lNoEx II, Art. Tongue, Hear~, Kidney, Pulse.
689, l . In connection with the forego ing subject [may ad\·ert to an
inflammatory state of the mucous tissue of the fauces which ensuea
upon congestive affections of the chylopoietic viscera, and which is too
often regarded as an in~cpendent disease, a11tl treated accordingly .
.But, the condition of which I speak is so comparatively unimportant
with the primary affection upon which it depends, and is so often sig
nificant of the force of obscure, but clangerous forms of abdominal con
gestion, especial!y of the liver and intestinal mucous tissue, that 1
woul<l rather place it among the symptoms than designate it, in its
true character, as a sympathetic form of disease. This inflammatory
affection is commonly of an erysipelatous nature, attended by more
or less tumefaction of the tissue1 and often of the tonsils. It varies
greatly in intensity, and presents different hues from bright scarlet
to livid; the 1atter being the worst, and denoting a profou11d and tlangerous modification of venous congestion (§ 813-816). In its worst
forms, the throat is quite liable to ulceration, and often to sloughing.
In the latter case it is commonly denominated the" putrid sore throat,"
and, most unhappily, this symptom, as it were, has been extensively
regarded as the main disease. These appearances of the throat are
also a common attendant on bad fca:ms of scarlatina, an<l are due to
profound congestion of the li\'er and intestinal mu cous tissue, associ·
ated, more or less, with a peculiarly modified form of infiammation
of the same tissue(§ 803, 816 b). The whole of this seconda ry evil
is, abstractedly, of little coml?arative moment, and is analogous in its
import to those forms of erysipelas which affect the surface when this
symptom is epidemic(§ 463 a, 523, no. 7, 630 e, 713, 961 a, 970 4:11

Secretions and Excretions.
690. The secreted and excreted products, which fall under the cog·
niz ance of the practitioner, are messengers of intelligence either dir ectly from the citadel of disease, or from organs which participate
sympathetically with affections of other 1)a1ts, or which may scarcely
<lo more than minister to the general wants {1f the body. They are,
thernfore, to be received according to their several d egrees of impor·
tance. They consist of urine, sweat, mucus, and tho ahine discharges.
691. Tlte Urine.-No product is so variable as the urine, both in
health and disease. The kidneys, being designed for great and im·
mediate common purposes in the animal economy, in depurating the
blood, or in transiently fulfilling the office of the skin, &c., are render·
ed highly sensitive to the presence of redundances in the blood, and
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to the variable states of otlrnr parts, especially of the skin, whose analogous office is so liable to interruption. The same Great Intelligence,
wliich ordained these final causes, also endowed the kidneys with a
stability of function unknown to other parts (excepting the heart, for a
like principle), where irritability is easily impressed. Being, therefore, but little subject to actual disease, th e variable product of the
kidneys commonly supplies only a report of the nature ()f the in gcsta,
or of the influences which the skin or other parts, and even the mind,
may exe1t upon these organs in a healthy state, or of the n~utahle
states of the body in regard to nutrition, or of any disturbing reflex
influences, shmt of disease, which may be extenJed to the kidneys by
<liseases of other parts (§ 426). It is thence obvious, that but little
dependence, in a general sense, can be placed upon the sensible
changes of the urine as indicative of the nature or force of disease;
and I have endeavored to show, here and elsewliere, that we may
rarely trust to chemical analyses of this product(§ 417, 427). Beyond a transient inspection, occasional evaporation is about all that
we require, unless, also, some practicable test in calculous affections.
The aspects of the urine become more important in renal diseases,
ancl in those of the bladder. Albuminous urine appears in organic
affections of the kidneys, in dropsy, and after pastry and other indigestible food, and is produced by mercury and cantharides. It is ev i.
dent, therefore, that the presence of albumen, about which so much
has been written, indi cates nothing specifically, unless supported by
other symptoms (§ 421-427. Also, llledical and P!tysiological Com·
mcntaries, vol. i., p. 614- 682).-Vide LEHMANN, p. 780.
A sensation like that of strangury is often felt when the urine is
lii.gh-colored and scanty. This is commonly owing to abdominal disease; particularly hepatic congestion.
692, a . Sweat.-The perspirable matter is the least important of
any of the tangible products of disease, unless as it respects the
amount of sweat in its connection with the other attending symptoms,
or as significant of the effects of certain remedial agents. Not much
can be inferred from its quality, and this little is gathered from its
taste and odor. Dryness of the skin is oftener an iT'1portant character i and it is usually one of the best signs supplied by the skin when
its dryness yie lds spontaneously. Perspiration induced by medicine
is of little moment, unless the remedy simultaneously impresses, directly or indirectly, the parts diseased; and then the salutary results,
so far as the surface is concerned, depend upon special vital inAu~n·
ces exerted by the remedy upon the skin, and reacting symp~thies.
This is exemplified by the profound eff€cts of tartarized antimony
and ipecacuanha, the uselessness of hot water, and the frequent pernicious results of the compound powder of ipecacuanha, when free
perspiration may follow the administration of either(§ 51 •1, lt). The
effect, therefore, upon disease deperids but very little upon tl~e evacuation from the skin, as produced by what are called sud.o nfics; ~ut
upon the peculiar action wl1ich may determine the evacuat10.n, and its
conseque11t alterative reflex nervous influences. And this, by-theway (for these opportunities may not be negl.ected), shows ~s the
futility of the chemical hypothesis of tl10 format10n of the secretions.•
692, b. Though sweating be generally a symptom of gooc'! om~n,
it may be one of the worst. Tlrns, a person sudden ly falls down, m.
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aensi,1lc, and copious perspiration ensues. It may be death from hemorrhage, or from a sudden cessation of the action of the heart, or it
may be temporary syncope. Again 1 profuse pcrs.piration often appears suddenly in protracted stages of disease. If the other symptoms are bad, the sweating is still more so. In these cases the pulse
is generally sll!_all and rapid. But it sometimes denotes the near extinction of life when the pulse gives no sign of danger, and the sweating may be even considered favorable if the whole circumstancea of
the case be not carefuliy weighed.-A viscid state of the perspiration
is commonly significant of great force of disea~e. Ii;i some fat~l cases
of the cholera asphyxia there was only an msens1ble pcrspnation,
throughout (In my 11 Clwlera Asp!tyxia of New York," 1832).
693. Mucus.-The mucous tissue being every where more or less
exposed to irritating agents is naturally protected by mucus, as the
skin is by the cuticle; but only in quantity sufficient to cover the sur·
face of the membrane. \.Vhen, therefore, it is continuously discharged
from the nose, expectorated from the lungs, or voided by the intestine, bladder, or uterus, it denotes a morbid state of the tissue; and
that state is of an inA ammatory nature. This is plain enough in regpect to the nose, throat, lungs, and bladder; but the analogy is neg·
lected i1.1 relation to the intestine, where it ofccn supplies an important indication in the absence of other prominent signs of inflammation. This morbi<l organic product is liable to g reat varieties in its
appearance and properties, each one of which depends upon a spe·
cial modification of inflammatory action (§ 409 11,, 410, 415, 682 b).
Tts exact condition will also confonn to the natural modifications of
the vital properties of that portion of the tissue which maybe the seat
of disease. Hence, in part, the varieties attenJing the morbid condi.
tions of mucus, as it may proceed from the eye, nose, throat, lungs,
and intestine (§ 133-135, 682 b).
Unlike the excrcmenti tious products urine and sweat, the product of
the mucous tissue, like all other organic compounds, is uniformly the
same in health in the same parts of the tissue, nor is it liable, Jike the
former, to undergo chemical changes as soon as secreted (§ 417}. Its
morbid changeS are determined by the same precise laws as is its natural condition , and therefore each change depends upon some precise accidental modification of the vital properties and actions, and according to their natural modification in the part from which the discharge may proceed. Cou Id we, th erefore, always ascertain the precise character of its morbid changes we should arrive as nearly as
possible at the particular con.dition of the existing <lisease (§ 237,
682 b. Also, Med. and Physwlog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 197, note).
694, a. Alvine Discharges. -The f~c es consist of the superfluities
of food, and the remains of various secreted products which are pour·
ed into the intestine from the liver, sal ivary and pancreatic glands\
and mucous tissue. But, neither the bile, nor saliva, nor intestinal
mucus, nor the gastric juice, appear in the freces in their natural
state. Combined, however, with the fa~ces, they offer a general natural standard for comparison with the morbid conditions.
694, h. In disease, the foregoing natural conditions as to quantity
and quality of the secretions, and the state of the resi<lunl food, are
more or less affected , according to the nature of the morbid states
which may attend the various parts concerned in digestion. From the
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number of organs, therefore, that are liable to be simultaneously involved in morbid processes, and which contribute their fluids to the
alvine dejections, as well as the imperfect changes which the food
undergoes in the stomach, it would seem more difficult than it is, in
reality, to derive any just conclusions as to the nature of disease from
the condition of the freces .
. The. following arc the most important signs to be noticed in :he alvine discharges:
1st. Tlte Residual Food.- This gives us i11telligence as to the state
~f the stomach. It is mainly important in chronic affections of that
01gan, or during convalescence from acute disease; since, till the subsidence of acute diseases, the food should consist mostly of fluids, wlrnther the stomach be the direct seat of the affection, or disturbed by reflrx nervous actions, or liable to irritation from solid food in the absence
of those conditions(§ 512, 514 lt, &c.). We may be thus guided, also,
as to the food which should be avoided.
2d. The nature and quantity of the matter discharged.-This, iu
acute diseases, will consist, principally, of the secreted fluids, which,
so far as produced, may cease to be in any way appropriated, and accumulate in the intestine, though much, in respect to the apparent accumulation, may be due to the absence of residual food with which
the secreted products are habitually intermixed. Their deficiency,
during the operation of a cathartic, denotes severe disease in the organs of digestion, especially the glandular, or that an unsuitable cathartic has been applied. If the evacuation be large, watery, and colorless, the cathartic was bad. It has irritated, morbidly, the intestinal
mucnus tissue, has not reached the glandular function of the liver, or
may have propagated injurious influences upon that organ. If a judicious cathartic have been employed, and not in excess, and mucu::!
alone follow, it shows inflammation of the intestinal mucous tissue, and
disordered action, probably congestion, of the liver ( § 693), which will
be aggravated by a repetition of cathartics till the disease be lessened
by other remedies; of which general bloodletting, leeching, and blistering, are the principal. Or delay of all remedies may be sufficient
(§ 856, a). Again, a redundancy of bile may be either uufavorable or
favorable, and its proper interpretation may depend upon a variety of
considerations; such as color, the period and past history of the disease, the general and local vital signs, the nature of the remedies, es~
pecially of the cathartic, employed, &c.
\Vhen the bile is redundant, the mucus is apt to be at least natural
in quantity, and when the latter is in excess the bile is c~m~?nly deficient, since, in the latter case, the formation of bile i~. chmm1shed by
morbific reflex nervous actions propagated upon the liver by the
mucous tissue. It is the same as when morbidly-irritating cathartics
diminish or stop the secretion of bile. And lrnre I will ~ay, that I_ am
far from meaninlT alone what are denominated the drastic cathartics;
since calomel, bl~e pill, an<l even the neutral salts, may be more morbific in a given state of disease than sc?mmony, colocynth, aloes, and
especially jalap, in doses of correspondmg energr (§ 889 q").
. •
When the secreted products increase after having sustained a _d1m1-
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nature.

In some hepatic congestions cathartic~ ptocure but small

evacuations till the disease is considerably overcome. The secretiom
then start, become abundant, long continued, and a salutary bilioui1
diarrhc:ea sometimes sets in. The samo is also true of jaundice,
whether arising from disease of the Ii Yer, or from obstruction by galJ.
stones.
3d. The appearance of the fecal matter as to color.-This is a Ycry
important index in many respects. \V c should distinguish carefully,
however, what may be owing to color of food, or what may be imparted by medicine, frorn that which is morbid.
If the discharges be light it shows a suspended secretion of bile,
which may be owing to the initation of an improper cathartic, or to
inflammation of the intestinal mucous tissue, or to inflammation or
congestion of the liver, or to jaundice, &c., and the other symptoms
will dear up our knowledge upon the subject. In all these cases, a.s
disease gives way the bile is secreted in redundance, is apt, at first,
to be blackish, or of a deep green, then changing to brown, or to a
dark yellow, till it finally becomes of a lightish ye1low.
Calomel and acids are very generally supposed to render the bile
green. This they will do when mixed with the bile out oftbe hotly;
but this chemical effect is counteracted by vital resistances afforded in
the intestinal canal, just as putrefaction is arrested in food by the
same agencies (§ 339, h). No quantity of calomel will impart a
green color to the discharges of a healthy. subject, nor will any acids;
being an inquiry whiclri I have sufficiently submitted to experiment.
\Vhen, also, the bile becomes redundant and yellow during the decline of abdominal disease neither calomcl nor acids will affect its
hue, unless a morbid irritation be produced. At the onset of disease
there may be no green appearance of the dejections till calomel or
blue pill be given; but the reason is, that, till then, the secretion of
bile was suspended, and what was accumulated in the gall-bladder is
now dislodged. The mercurial agents excite the liver and it poun;
out its morbid product; or, if they aggraYate the existing hepatic de·
rangement the green may be increased by this Yital influence of the
agents, or tho secretion of bile .may be wholly arrested.
It is important to do away with these misapprehensions i since they
lead us to regard what is truly an imp01tant symptom of disease as
the mere result of accident. The experiments, also, out of the body
-.how us how fallacious are all such pursuits(§ 1058 b).
The worst appearance of the bile, per se, whether vomited or de·
jectecl, is a bluish color. It shows severe and obstinate congestion
of the liYer. Bloody mucus denotes more intense inflammation of
the intestinal mucous tissue than a redundancy of simple mucus (§
693). It shows dysentery if attended with pain and tenesmus. Hem·
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then in congestive fevers the hemorrhage comes from the liver. In
all the cases it is an effort of nature to relieve a very formidable con·
dition of disease (§ 805. Also1 llfed. and Pltys. Comm., vol. i., p.
371-381; vol. ii., p. 546-566).
.
4th. 'Of the sensatiollS produced by the fecal discharges on passing
the anus.-These am mostly of a burning or excoriating nature and
denote either the presence of a morbid condition of the bile, or of
acids that arc generated by the decomposition of food. The auffe:r·
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ing, how1,ver1 gc11crally ~ri:es .from an acrimo~y of the bile. Aloe8
will, donbtless, produce irntat1on of the anus m some degree; but,
when consequent on the use of that medicine, it arises most1y from
the bile which aloes is particularly instrumental in eliciting from the
liver; while its sympathetic irritation of that organ will also increase
the morbid acridity of the bile. The fact is practically important, as
will be readily seen from its bearing upon our conceptions of disease,
and of the virtues of remedial agents (9 1063 b).
694i. From what has been now said, it is e\"ident that the dejections should be always examined in all diseases of any severity and
obstinacy; and, if produced by a cathartic, they should be all examined, and each one in the order in which it may take place. Thii:; is
the only way of practicing medicine intelligibly. The evacuations
often supply more information as to the state of the abduminal viscera
than all other symptoms. I say, therefore, when cathartics operate,
it is often important to examine the dejections in the order in which
they may take place. The first may consist only of the fa~ces resulting from food, and of secretions which had not assumed a morbid aspect. 'Vith this partial inquiry, as is often the case, we may conclude
that all is right with the abdominal viscera, or that they are in a state
to beat· any violent remedies we may choose to exhibit for other purposes. But, on inspecting the second dejection, we may find it like
chopped grass, or of a black, pitchy 1:tspect. This brings us to the
conclusion that mischief prevails at the fountain of life. 'Vhat was
evacuated at this second discharge was perhaps nearly the whole
contents of the intestinal canal; and what may be eYacuated at the
third, or fourth, or farther dejections, will have been secreted after
each successive evacuation.
If any salutary changes, then, be exerted by the aontinued operation of cathartics, \Ve shall be likely to discover them in the color and
other appearances of the discharges, as they come away one after another. If they remain without change more work is to be done .
694f. It appears, therefore, that modifications of mucus, wheresoever
it occurs, ancl of the component parts of the al vine discharges, arc essentially different from the morbid phenomena attending the pulse, the
tongue, and the urine, as indicati,·e of the nature and force of disease.
The first being the direct results of organs morbidly affected are critically significant of the pathological conditions(§ 7•.ll b). The last three,
when the organs are not the seats of absolute disease, arc indirect media which denote the intensity and modifications of the nervous influence
that may be reflected upon the organs by diseases of other parts. In
our ordinary investigations of symptoms, therefore, which relate to
the tongue, the circulatory organs, and the kidneys, we are employed,
however unconsciously, in estimating the relative conditions of reflected
nervou.5 influence, and by which we judge of the nature of the patholog-
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tinuous sympathy in affections of the alimentary mucous tissue(§ 49_8 j,
500 m, 5:26 a, 715-710). And yet this is the great ficl~ of Ilum~rahsm.
This analysis may serve the useful purpose of drawmg atten.tton, for
the first time, to the ph ilosophy of the subject, and _thus contr1b~te toward an understanding of the :mme phi losophy as it respects diseases
wh ich grow out of each other, and the operation of morbific and remedial agents(§ 826 cc, 961 a, 070 c) .
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PATHOLOGICAL INDICATIONS FROM l\IORBID
ANATOMY.
695. LESIONS of organization, and all deviations from natural condi·
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could disease be removed soon after its invasion, or in its formative
stage (~ 639, &c.). It is a great object of art to pre\·ent their occurrence, or, as it is termed in the treatment of inflammation, to effect a
resolution of disease.
697. Morbid anatomy has been pursued with various opinions as to
its relative value to the vital signs of disease. Those who have regarded it of paramount importance have entertained but very Jimited
views in physiology, or of the laws of disease. They have always
considered the organ which was most frequently altered in its condition as the great primary seat of disease, and the cause of all the other lesions and phenomena, and even the cause of death. This doctrine, and its fallacies, I have cOnsidered very extensi.,·ely in an Essay
on the writings of Louis, and in ·another article devoted specifically to
the inquiry; both of which appear in the .111cdical and PlJ.ysiological
Commentaries.
698. Morbid anatomy is indebted to Bichat for its rank in science,
by whom it was cultivated in its most philosophical aspects. It was
this great man who first employed it, extensively, in illustrating physiological and pathological problems; but more especia1ly did be convert the living phenomena of disease to the uses of physiology.
The fruits which were thus gathered from morbid anatomy appeared to represent the field as a terra incognita, where great discoveries were to be made, and, therefore, great fame to be realized. The
older pathologists were either unknown, or crowded aside; while the
very ground which they had gone over was brought forward as new1y-discovered lancl. The multitude lost sight of disease in its vital as
pects, and undertook a system of pathology out of the last wrecks 01
disease; not unfrequently confounding the results of putrefaction with
those of vital actions. Such was the general state of this branch ot
science, upon which, also, humoralism hacl again reared its venerable
form, along with many other physical and chemical doctrines, when 1
undertook their systematic examination. Nor do I say this in a spirit
of arrogance, but as simply due to the philosophy which I have endeaYored to <lefe11d.-See Rwwrs OF AUTHORS, p. 912.
699, a. There has constantly been, however, a group of medical
philosophers who have remained true to nature i an<l the profession,
therefore, split into two classes, taking the names of the Hippocratic
and the Necroscopic or Anatomica l schools. The Hippocratists are
observers of Nature in all her aspects; while the Necroscopists only

co~~eg~£~a~~h:e:r;~~s~ratists maintain that Nature is most significant
of her existing conditions while those conditions actually exist, and
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that we may better infer the nature of present causes by their immediate effects, than by the effects of other causes \vhich may happen a
week, or a month, or a year afterward.
699, c. Tbe Necroscopic or Anatomical school maintain eJ<Oactly tbe
reverse of the foregoing. If, for example, a case of inflammation of
the lungs occur, they allow no satisfactory conclusions as to the nature
of the disease till the patient is dead, and it can be seen whether there
be certain morbid changes of structure, or certain physical products,
which they assume as necessary to constitute inflammation. "In this
country," says the Britisli, and Foreign 111edical Review, H fe,'4 would
be disposed to admit that inflammation ha<l existed, unlc!s some of
its known products were brought forward as proofs." If, therefore, a
patient die of inflammation in its formatiYe stage, and before any of
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tal signs. Hence it is assumed that the cause of death, in cases of.
that nature, is wholly unknown (§ 748), or, "they are like i.ufiarnmation1 yet totally different"(~ 102-1 d) . The London Lancet hns a more
proximate philosophy. Thus: "Inflammation CONSISTS in this, namely. that the fibrin, &c., which should pass from tlte arterial into tlte
The true nature of
lympltatic system, [ ! ] passes into the venous.
inflammation lies in the above few words" (April 8, 1843).
A few of the most eminent of the Necroscopic school have exploded
inflammation as a disease. This is extensively true of Louis, and universally so of l\lageudie and Andra!; the last of whom affirms that
ii it is like an old worn-out coin, which ought to be discarded from
circulation" (§ 753). Of fever, he says, " Tlte progress r!f science hiis
mduced me not to devote, as in the former edition, a special volume
to fevers."- " Singular 'progress' that!" exclaims Cayo!; "a few
such steps, and medical science would be down at zero" (§ 7 40 b,
744). The distinguished Travers, iu commenting upo11 the Anatomical school, especially its corruptions in France, remarks that, "out of
the debris of the dead subject, however accurately inspected, examined, and arranged, to attempt a solution of the great problem of living
actions, and to build upon such a foundation an edifice of pathology of
self-suppo1t, is as injurious a fallacy, and scarcely less arrogaut and
absurd, than that of the Cartesian Philosophers, who undertook, out of
the depth of their anatomical sagacity, to make a man."-NoTE F.
699, d. Again, in another case where there may have been a succession of inflammations in different organs, and, although one or more
in the series shall have entirely subsided, but the real cause of all that
followed, it is assumed by the Necroscopic school that the last in the
series had been the cause of all the phenomena from the beginning
of the complaint. Such, indeed, as well as the preceding doctrines
(§ 699, c), is the natural result of that Jarge school of materialism
which pretends to discover in the structure of organs, even in tl1eir
molecules, the various conditions of li~, a11rl all its diversified phenomena(§ 131).
700, a. Take any case, in the wide range of diseases, and ere its
tenniuation, it may present tr.any new problems for the pathologist.
It may have lost its original character, or its variations may consist of
such modifications of a common pathological cause, that the cure shall
require alternations of opposite remedies. Evf't·y pathological change
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ts a..qcertained through the direct phenomena, and is a far more diffi.

cult effort than the primary con<lilions. Morbid anatomy contributes
noth ing through all the intermediate changes; and what, therefore, is
its positi.ve benefit in any given case of disease at its invasion or termination if it supply us nothing throughout its progres~ 1 The whole
matter is settled before morbid anatomy can yield its hght; and Nature would have been untrue to herself had she left he r dependence
upon art to her 0,,,...1 ruins.
700, h. The physical products of disease can, at best, only denote
the n~~ure of an antecedent functional action in which the essence of
the disease consists, and which has more or less terminated in the
pa1ticular part when the le sio ns of structure an<l morbid depositions
have taken place {§ 732 b, 863). On the contrary, if disease consist
in structural lesions, or other physical products, to what practical result does morbid anatomy conduct us, if it inculcate such a doctrine1
Organic lesions, and often preternatural formations, are to the physician what they are to nature,- ulterior results; and they are equally
unacceptable to both. If the positive symptoms of inflammation are
to be set aside from want of some of its te rminations, or even of vascularity, the foundation of practical medicine will be swept away, and
clinical lectures should be confined to the dissecting- room (§ 730
732 b).
701. Morbid anatomy, as taught by the materialist school, has precluded all regard for those pathological conditions upon which the
lesions of structure and physical products truly depend, and about
which the art of medicine is mainly interested. In its indiscriminate
ch.reer, indeed, it cuts off all diseases except such as are known to the
vitalist under the name of inflammation, and to which he refers those
~esions of organic action and those new form ations which alone engage the school of materialism. But the vita list be lieves t hat" it is a
rule of no small moment, in acute diseases," as expressed by Senac,
"that there may be great disorder in the functions of the body without
real inOammation, or any fixed disease in the sol id parts. Yet these
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a paroxysm nf malignant fever, the terribl e symptoms abate, and often~
times disappear."
702. Morbid anatomy has not, in an original sense, ever given us a
solitary clew to the path ology of disease, any more 1.hun healthy anat·
omy to the natural organic functions. \Ve revert, at last, to the vital
indicatinns, or other imm ed iat? results, for this knowledge. The local
symptoms are often an uu errmg guide, and many which spring from
reflex n?rvou s ac1i~ns 1 where morbid anatomy professes nothing, yield
al so th eir flM<l of hght. \Vo analyze th.e whole group of phenomena, and, by the aid of experience ancl pnncipl es, we go to tho work
of cure without a doubt or hesitation. There is no other mode of
11
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logical; could ho even begin to consider th e condition of disease, or
tho nature ofjts treatment (9500m, 514/-m, 647~, 6!) Ii, 904a 1 990-;\ a)?
70:3. The legitimate ohjects of morbid anatomy arc to expound the
sensible chanq-es which may take place in tho instnlments of morbi1~
i:i.cLion, the lesions of structure, and other new formations, which may
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supervene upon disease . These it associates w;it.h wlrnt had been determined by the phenomena during lite as to the essential pathological conditions; and, when doubtful cases may arise, from thti absence of symptoms 1 should the physical results occur which ha\"c been
found to be the regu lar sequelre of certain known pathological states,
it is then that morbid anatomy reflects its posthumous light with various degrees of importance. Yet certain it is that morbid anatomy
can be of no advantage, so long as the symptoms, the true indices of
disease, may be absent in any subsequent cases of the same JJature,
till the patient is again subjected to the scrutiny of the scalpel.
All physical results stand as the ultimate signs that a certain mode
of action had existed, since these SJ·e the consequences of that action,
of which the vital signs ha<l been the attendants, and which had formed the sole ground of that pathological induction, which, after a series
of observations, the physical products illustrate, and are taken merely
as an indication that these Yital signs the basis of pathological inductions, had been present.
704. It is manifest, therefore, that the materialism inculcated by
morbid anatomy destroys all r~tional attempts at pathological inductions during the treatment of disease; since, if the true import of the
\"ital signs depend upon the ultimate contingency suppo:3ed, no jus1
conclusions caa be formed, either as to the nature of <liseasc, or the
mode of treatment till the patient is dead. This, it will be allowed,
is repugnant to reason; from which it will follow that the premises
are wrong and that true pathology reposes upon the vital emanations
of disease(\ 756, b).- NoTc F p. 1114.
705 a. It is, then, upon the symptoms of disease, its remote causes,
and the effects of remedies, that we arc to depend in reaching all
practical knowledge of any individual case, and, therefore, all cases
of disease. But, since the physical products of disease which are
comprised under morbid anatomy are the results of the eame prop·
eities and actions upon which the vital phenomena depend, they
form an ultimate and subordinate source of iufonnation; and since
they concur, more or less, with the primary remote causes of disease
in ultimately modifying the phenomena, it is important to know as far
as may be, the cxteut of their influence in this respect.
705, b. I may say, therefore, that tlrn greatest practical use of mor·
bid anatomy is the knowledge it supplies of the tendency of certain
pathological conditions to result in the formation of physical products,
or in disorganization; thus giving that direction and energy to prnc.
tice that may be necessary to counteract the supervention of these
deplorable consequences of disease. A second important practical
1
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morbid conditions, and such as depend upon, or are modified by, the
supen'ention of physical products.
. .
.
706. Morbid anatomy can never alter the general prmc1plcs wlncl1
it may have assisted in forming. \Vhen, for examele,_ tho nature of
common inflammation is ascertained in one part, principles are established which arc applicable to this diseas,e in al! o_1her parts, and at
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case, and the trc°atme;t adapted accordingly.

The great principles
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will, of course, be always under the modifying influence of the phe.
nomena from which they have been deduced, according as the principal phenomena may fluctuate.
707. When the structure of parts becomes deranged, or the properties of life are verrrinCT toward an extinction, we have totally a new
order of things. Patl10Iogical principles are then upon the decline,
and therapeutics is more or less afloat, and without compass, on the
broad ocean of experiment. The organic being is fundamentally
changed in bis structure, and the laws by which he is naturally g°'·erned are more or less broken up. And I may also add, without int~nding to discourage its legitimate J?Ursuit, tha~ here it _is that morbid anatomy begins, and has reared its patholog1cal fabnc on the ruins of organization.
708. \Vhenever morbid anatomy has been in the ascendant, the
practice of medicine has been either experimental and empyrical, or
has run into a mere system of" watching," or what was anciently
denominated" a medi-tation upon death." 'Ve need only turn to the
present state of medicine in the Capital of France for a melancholy
exemplification of what I now state, aud which I have set forth extensively in my Essay on the \Vritings of Louis.
709. The foregoing section 1E}ads me to a review of the past, and
to inquire how far events have justiJ1ed my former conclusions as to
the superiority of American practice, and of American me<lical education, over European, as expressed in my Essay on the Cornparati'/Jc
Jlferits of tlte ~Hippocratic and Ana.tomical Schools. I had deprecated
more especially the corruptions of French medical philosophy, and
was led to remark, that, "already our young men are crowding the
schools of the French Metropolis in pursuit of a more thorough
knowledge of morbid anatomy; and immuring themselves within the
walls of Parisian hospitals, to contemplate the worst ravages of disease upon subjects of broken-down constitutions, and who have passed the ordeal. of French hospital practice. They return home with
Gallic pathology, and the results of Gallic therapeutics, which they
could not realize in their own country, and will never witness again
but by carrying out the principles ·which have supplied them with their
means of information."-NoTE W p. 1127.
It is true that a few havo been not a little employed in disseminating these corruptions in this stable land of sound medical philosophy; but, nevertheless, I am still able to repeat, that, " '\Vhat Americans have received from the devotees of 1\lorbid Anatomy, or from
such as would make Chemistry the basis of organic science, has only
tended to show them more distinctly, that the phenomena of life, in
their various relations, are the true foundation of principles in med ·
icine" (§ 350-3501, 744 1 821, 830).
And now, having obtained the requisite permission from one venerable in years, profound in science, and long eminent as an ex·
pounder and teacher of medicine, and practically familiar with European habits, I shall here subjoin a.n extract from a letter which he
did me the honor of addressing to myself, from Louisville, Ky..
April 5th, 1846.• J am immediately prompted to this step by the
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roanr,er in which the Medical Profession of the United States has
been lately presented to 1he \Vorld by the Medical Society of the
State of New York, in the hope that I may be thus instrumfjntal in
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~1or to the pupils of our o,wn schools. Nor ~ave I the least reason to. believe tlfe1~ much
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oblirerating unmerited reproach, and in inspiring my medical couu
rrymen with that consciousness of worth, and self-respect, and self.
dependence, which they are so eminently entitled to enjoy.
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Vther, and perhaps I should say more important objects, are con4
tern plated by this note, and which form 110 small part of the interests
of medicine. They are the same which I ha,·e had uninterruptedly
in view. They are those which are intended to designate the consequences of spurious systems. Those systems and their results. must be
displayed; and that, too, in connection with what may be designed as
substitutes. Nor is there any inquiry in which t11is method is so in clispensa.ble as in the philosophy of medicine. Truth would never
obtain, till the "lion shall lay down with the lamb," unless the In·
stitutes of Organic Nature are presented in forcible contrast with the
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it from the midst of error an<l superstition. It has been tried, I say,
in vain. The present times bear me witness of the fact. The miod
must enjoy ready means of comparison. Nay, more, the com par.
isons must be planned, matured, logical, and irresistible. Such 1 on ly,
can give stability to medicine; can, only, illustrate and enforce the
truth. I have made the attempt: I do but say a. humble attempt.
I design it as an example for more able pens; and ever consistent
and firm in the views which I have now expressed, I would cheer4
fully become, upon my own melhod, the ,·ictim of a better philosophy.
I would have corrnptions, specularions of all kind, swept with an un 4
sparing hand from the tablet of organic nature; and while, tl1ercfore,
whatever I may have attempted shall remain unrefuted, uninvalidated,
or howeYer it may receive approval, or be condemned without "the
ordinary prerogatiYe of being presumed to be u·ue until the contrary
is clearly shown" (§ 376-], a), r shall suffer the method of inquiry t'l
remain undisturbed, the exposures of error to hold firm their places,
in any future editions of this work; that they may unceasingly con·
tribute to their original objects, and admonish the pretender, that some
one mofe competent to the task may fasten upon him a universal
verdict of guilt. They will therefore remain, as a safeguard to med·
icine, till the corruptions be shown to bear on their front the broad
seal of Nature.•
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INFLAMMATION AND FEVER.
710, a. I PROCEED to illustrate the most important principles in meil.
icine by considering those which are especially relative to inflammatfrm and feuer; the two orders of disease, indeed, which make up the
great amount of human maladies, and form the great outlets of J:fc.
The few diseases which do not fall under one or the other of the foregoing denominations are least important in a practical sense, and least
understood in their pathology. Nevertheless, a knowledge of the
principles which apply to the pathology of inflammation and fever
will greatly aid our interpretation of the essential changes which constitute the pathological conditions of other affections.
710, b. Inflammation and fever have been generally regarded as
one disease, and they who have considered them distinct affections
ha\'e offered no analysis by wl1ich their indi\'iduality may be established, and by which each complaint may be readily distinguished in
practice. Important evil s to the sick are therefore in constant prog·
ress from this source alone; aud when there is added to it the entire
darkness in which venous congestion has been shrouded, both in its
absolute pathology and as it modifies fever and the recognized forms
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711. l shall first state the outlines of inflammation, and ii:s essential
pathological characters; from which it will be seen that it takes its
rise in purely physiological conditions, and holds its progress and decline under the same gTCat natural laws of the constitution (§ 137,
149-152, 638).
712. Unlike idiopathic fever, which is a universal disease of the
body inflammation is always local (§ 143, 148). Fever, however, is
often complicated with inflo.mmation of one or more organs at or near
its commencement, and the local disease may precede the constitu·
tional one, and even become the exciting, though not the predisposing,
cause of it (§ 645, 650, 651, 653). More frequently, l10wever, inflammations spring up during the progress of idiopathic fever, and often
attack and disorganize many important parts in rapid succession.
Indeed, it is rare that fever exists long without this greater foe
making its appearance, and o.dding seriously to the difficulties and
1
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complications tl10 capital mistake is
often made of regarding the local affection as the essential or predisposin(T cause of the constitutional fever. Such pathologists assume,
of co;rso, that there is no distinction between fever and inflammation,
and that both, therefore, are equally and always local diseases. But
:his is not the doctrine of those who depend less on morbid anatomy,
and study Nature in her living aspects(§ 699). The single symptom
wl1ich has giv en to fever its ~amc ~ms been a main cause of the confusion which prevails upon tins subject (§ 657 b, 764, &c.).
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714. Inflammations of much activity generally disturb, but very variously, the functions of many distant organs i but the results from
their rC'Ot>etcd nC'rvous n.ctions hn.ve mostly a different pathologicai
condition from the primary disease, and such as arc truly inflammatory are limited to a few parts; while all parts arc affected in fc,·er,
and with pathological conditions more or less alike.
In chronic inflammations sympathies arc more slowly and less extensively produced, or not at all where more acute forms would occasion great constitutional disturbance; even when the brain or other
important organs may be the seat of the chronic variety (§ 140)
Acute inflammation, on the other hand, is prone to girn rise, at its
early stage, to what is called febrile action, or feur (§ 131, 139, 140,
150). But this kind of "fever'' is purely sympatlielic, never pre·
cedes the local affection, and is mostly remarkable for a simple ox
citement of the heart and arteries; while in idiopathic fever, the
most violent excitement uften takes place without any appreciable
antecedent local complaint, but simultaneously with the general excitement all the organs appear to have become involved in a morbid
process; and now, also, inflammation may as suddenly supervene (§
143 b, 148). The febrile condition proves an exciting cause of the
other mode of disease in soi;ne pa1t predisposed to the inflammatory
process(§ 475!-488!, 500 m, 514/, 674 d, 903, 904 a, 990!)·
Ir appears, therefore, that great confusion lms prevailed upon this
all-important subject, and that causes have been mistaken for effects,
and effects for causes. The excitement of the heart and arteries attendant on inflammation appears to have engrossed attention, inquiry
to have stopped short as to all other organs, and a comparison to have
been alone made between the general arterial excitement of inflam mation and that which is aLtendant on fever. In one affection the
general excitement may be almost the only element of disease beyond
the local cause; in the other it is only one of a great number of
clements distributed throughout the body (§ 487 It, 500 m, 686, 694.f}.
Again, it is fundamental with inflammation that the sympathetic
development of general arterial excitement will subside as soon as tl1e
local inflammation, or primary cause, is removed ; but, in fever the
whole disease continues after the original cause is removed. The organs of circulation may be long subject to very high degrees of excitement, as often witnessed in the intermittent fever, ·without a shade
of inflammation presenting itself during the progress of the disease.
And how clear the characteristic distinction, that in intermittent fever
the excitement clii::appcan:: not only periodically, but according, also,
to the type of the feyer, while in infl ammation it remains till the local
cause is removed; when, also, t11e whole disease is at an end. But
violent inAammations which coexist with intermittent fever may be
entirely subdued, and yet the fever proceed uninterruptedlr Again,
it is a common circumstance that all idiopathic fevers are mtroduced
by a chill; while such is rarely the case with inflammations. The
chill, too, and of great sc\·erity, may attend every paroxysm of a longcontinued intermittent. Otltcrdistincttonsin~ 720, 757, 759, 761 a, e, 770.
715. When inflammation gives ri se to general arte1ial exc itement it
is in part by continuous, and in pa~ by ren1ot~ sympathy(§ 498-500).
The latter is mostly concerned in de\·elormg the ~cneral results
The nervous power being excited in the bram and spmal f·ord 1s re·
G
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fleeted upon the heart and capillary blood-vessels of the whole system,
That power, thus reHected, proves a stimulant to these organs, by
which their action is increased, and otherwise modified (§ 188, 205
22G, 480-485). Again, the same primary inflammation which tbu~
calls up a general excitement of the circulatory system _may be si.
multaneously producing inflammation of some other and distant part,
through the same process of reflex nervous action. That second pa11
m:\y have beeu predisposed to inflammation by some external remote
cause, and the nervou.<; power determined upon it may then operate
only as an exciting cause. If the part be not a?tcce.dently predispos·
ed, then the nervous power may prove the pred1sposrng as well as cx-
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thus sympathetically influenced, then becomes the source of other
reflex nervous actions; co-operating, in this way, w.ith the primary
inflammation, and increasing more an<l more the action of the heart
and arteries at large, and. developing inflammation in other parts,
while, also, the general arterial excitement is a supplementary mechauical cause. The circles of sympathy now become very complex,
and interwoven with each other (§ 148); and yet, through the same
laws of reflex nervous action a blow may be simultaneously struck
at the whole by one decisive impression from a single remedy.
Bloodletting, for instance, will do it; but tho operation of this remedy,
although involving the agency of the nervous power, is different, in
some respects, from that of any other agent. But, suppose it may be
.:lone by an acrive catha1tic, combined with a nauseating dose of tartarized <mtimony. The pathological states of the nrious inflamed
organs are every where nearly or considerably alike. A single rem·
edy may, therefore, overthrow at once the whole complex conJition
of disease (~ 137 d, 143 c, d, 476! }1,, 479, 481 g, 484 b, no. 5, 514,
557 a, 929-934, 944 b, 970 c).- NoTE D p. 1114.
715~. So also the foregoi ng modus operandi of the nervous influence in inflammation is applicable to the predisposing influences of thf'
remote causes of fever (§ 148), of hydrophobia, of tbe constitutional
effects of mercury, antimouy, &c., and of all agents, indeed, which
transmit their influences to parts remote from the direct seat of their
operation (§ 500, 535, &c., 657). It is all by reflex nervous action.
716. The general symp~thetic excitement is supposed to often constitute a state of general u~fl,ammation. But this is an error; since
inflammation is always confined to some lim ited part, the minute vessels of which, and not the larger arteries and heart, are the instruments of the disease (§ 407 b, 410, 411). The term inflammatory fever is also obje~ti01:1able, as being significant of what has no ex istence.
The term constitutional derangement is commonly employed to denote
the sympathetic disturbances which inflammation may inflict upon
parts remote from its own location. It is the same condition that goes
under the denomination of fever when owing to the reflex nervous ac·
tions of inllammation. But, unlike i<liopatl1ic fever, per se, it embra·
ccs a variety of morbid conditions in different parts (694i).
717. Inflammation occurring in one part may induce the same dis·
ease in another, and this last in a third, &c., independently of the foreJ;Oing affection o.f the heart and ar~erie.s. It often happens, also, tbal
some sympathetic derangement will disturb the system far more ex
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temsi,·ely than the primary affection. The heart may be the only organ tlmt may be disposed to sympathize with an inflammation of the
skin; but, when the action of the former important organ becomes
disturbed, though only its irritability be increased along with that of
the general arcerial system, it may develop sympathetically, and by a
mechanical impulse of blood, extensive derangements, perhaps inflammations , in other parts. And so, in the same vital sense, of the stoma..:h, brain, &c., when one of those organs may sympathize with some
distant inflammation (§ 139, HO, 525 c), by reflex nervous action. ·
718. The more active and extensive the inflammation, the more
important the part affected, and the more irritable and disposed to
sympathy the individual, the more readily, in a general sense, will constitutional effects ensue, and t:ice versa(§ 139, 140, 591d,660 b). Ex._;eptions are seen in the pleura and the mucous tissue of the fauces.
But only, in the latter case, under special circumstances; probably of
primary abdominal disease, when the secondary affection, which i!!
commonly crysipclatous, reacts, in its turn, sympathetically (§ 689, l).
The special sympathies of tissues and compound organs have been
already considered in a general sense (§ 525-529). As it respects
inflammation, a predominance is seen among certain organs, as the
skin a11cl mucous tissue of the alimentary canal. But the princip1e is
more readily comprehended Ly observing its operation among parts
whose natural physiological connections are strongly pronounced, as
in the principal organs subservient to the process of digestion (§
129, i). The sympathetic results may not be inflammatory, or of the
same nature as the primary disease i but t11e organs which thus cooperate in a special function are readily disturbed when any one part
of the system is invaded by disease, and readily excite reflex nervous actions among each other, and throughout the body(§ .514 It, &c.).
The general constitutional affection is, therefore, often more or less
dependent on the habitual association of the action of difl'Eirent organs
while in health, as well as upon the nature of their vital constitution
anJ their special relations to other parts of the body(§ 129). Owing,
also, to tlrn special modifications of the vital states of associated organs, some of them sympathize more readily than others wilh each
other, and extend their influences more readily and powerfully abroad
(§ 133, &c.). Thus, the small intestine occasions sympathies more
readily and forcibly than the large, and the stomach more readily than
the li,·er, with each other. But these morbid sympathies are not mutual amoug the pa11s where they occur most readily, and the same is
~me of their natural sympathies. Thus, inflammation, or any affection, of the small intestiue commonly produces more Qr less derangement of the stomach i but the same affection happening to the stom·
ach will not e')ually distm·b the small intestine. Gastric dise~se re~d
ily deranges the li\•er; but.hepatic affections do not as ~eaclily aRect
the stomach. Such are plam cases of reflex nervous actwn.
lt may be also well to remark, that were it not that .one rart naturally sympathizes with others, it would never sympathize with 1.hem
under circumstances of disease ; no more than m plants (§ 113117, 129, 183-185, 224, 226, 319, 456--46lt, 475!, 493 c~, 578 d) ..
719. Violent sympathetic disturbances which.are espe~ial~y relative
to the nervous system often spring up from simple 1rntat1.on of the
nerves of a comparatively unimportant part, as convulsions frnn1
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teething, &c. These conditions have been confounded with absolute
inflammatiob. of the nen·cs (§ 526 d).
720. We may, perhaps, reckon as the first among my radical distinctions between inflammation and fever the fact that the constitutional disturbances of the former grow out of direct or reflex nervous in8uenccs instituted and kept up by loc.'l.l disease, while in pure fever they
arc independent of local diseases, though equally brought about by altcrriti\'C reflex nervous influences(§ 233i, 475}, G.J:7!, 715~).
721, a. Inflammation is a very comprcbensi,·e genus; or, perhaps,
it should be rather said, it is a species of disease which embraces a multitude of varieties, forming a truly protean malady.
721, b. According to the rnrictics, it is di,·iclcd into common and specific, whose details distinguish it very broadly from fever.
ln its most simple form, as arising from mechanical injuries, or as
manifested in pneumonia, pleurisy, catarrh, &c., it is distmguishcd as
t:ommon inflammation(§ 652, c).
'Vhen the disease presents certain peculiarities that are not attend·
ant on the common form, it is called specific; as in small-pox, scrof.
~~:·bi~e;, ~~~~ (~l~~~tism, &c., and in all cases of animal and veg·
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722, a. Between the foregoing characteristic examples of common
and specific inflammation there is a vast range of gradations, which
meet, as it were, together; so that it is evident no definite line exists,
a.nd that all the individuals belong to a common family. The very
extremes are so much alike that they may be compared to twins,
which we may mistake, one for the other, at a superficial glance, or
may only know them apart by some peculiarities of mind or manner;
but which peculiarities, again, have so many points of resemblance
that the same general system of moral and physical discipline i!!
adapted to each of the twins, with only some special modifications to
suit the peculiarities of each.
722, b. In a general sense, when iuflammation is produced by a
single cause it appears under the same modification or variety (§
6.52). But when two or more predisposing causes concur in estab·
lishing the morbid change the modification thus induced will be de·
termined more or less according to their combined virtues (, 652).
Thus, cold applied to the surface generally produces what is called
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therefore possesses peculiarities which distinguish it from all other
forms. Hence! i~ this affe~tion other p_rcdisposing causes are c_onccrned, the pnnc1pal of winch may be mgrafted upon the const1tu·
tion, or if transitory, may have begun the foundation of disease in
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by the natural peculiarities
of the vital properties in the different tissues, and the sympathetic
influences it may exert will often depend, both as to kind and inten·
sity, upon the nature of' the tissue inflamed, and the general nature
of the compound organ of which the tissue may form a component
part. As to the modifications of the disease and the reflex nervous
actions as affected by the nature of the tissue, good examples of dif·
ference occur in the comparative phenomena and sympathetic effects
of pleud.•y nnd phlebitis(§ 150, 160-162, 807, 809, &c.).
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As to the modifications of common or specific inflammation which
grow out of the combined peculiarities of the vital properties of par~
ticular tissues and of the compound organ of which the inflamed tissue is a component part, we have numerous and striking examples;
as in inflammations of the brain, stomach, liver, intestines, &c.
Again, the phenomena will be varied as inflammation may affect
different parts of one and the same continuous tissue, according to
the nature of the compound organs into which the different parts
may enter. Examples of this occur in tho pulmonary and intestinal
mucous tissue wherever it contributes to vm·iations of the general
structure (§ 135-140).
722, d. From all that has been now said, it is evident that those
lesions which have been rejected from the general denomination of inSammation by Louis, Andral, Marshall Hall, &c., and arranged under the designations of hyperremia, hypertrophy, lesions of nutrition,
initation from loss of blood, contra.inflammatory action, &c., but at.
tended by many of the characteristic marks of inflammation, fall nat~
urally within the range of this variable affection, (§ 725. Also, ]Jed.
and Pliys. Comm., vol. ii., p. 31•-331, 712-715, 760, &c.).
723, a. Inflammation is also divided iuto acute or active and chronic;
the former being more violent than the latter, comparatively of short
<luration, and commonly distinguished by a 91·eater variety of local
results, and far greater constitutional derangements.
723, h. The foregoing pathological states, being essentially alike,
run into each other; so much so, indeed, ·that ,.,.,hat has been chronic
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vision than such as is here indicated.
724. I am now conducted to an analysis of this disease, and shall
r.onsider it,
1. In its most simple condition, as affecting different tissues.
2. As affecting different parts of dilferent structures.
3. The varieties of inflammation in respect to its general attributes.
4. The sympathies to which it may give rise.
5 . The remote an<l pathologica~ causes of inflammation.
The first four problems will be considered connectedly.
725, a. In a general sense, inflammation is attended by redness, tumor, lieat, aud pain. They were once supposed to be essential phenomena; but either may be absent, particularly exalted beat and
pain. Their presence or absence, intensity or mildness, may depend
upon the nature of the morbific cause, the nature of the tissue, &c.
(§ 651, 722). Thus, there is no redness from the bite of a musketoe,
and there is intense itcl1ing instead of the exquisite pain occasioned
by the sting of a bee. None will deny that the affection resulting
from the latter cause is exquisitely inflammatory, and all must a1low
the near coincidence between the two affections. By this analogy we
bring, also, the white nettle rash, the white gangrene, scirrous tumors, &c., under one general pathological condi.tion (§ 722~ d).
725, h. Again, for example, in respect to pam, much will dep~nd
upon the nature of the tissue alfecteJ, and upon the fore~ and kmd
of inflammation. Inflammation of the serous membranes is attended
with far greater pain than the mucous; in whi~h last it is o~tcn. abseTJt. Simple pneumonia may exist to an alarming extent with little
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or no pain. The serous tissue, also, possesses only colorless bloodvessels in its healthy state, but is apt to become more florid in its inflammations than the mucous. On the other hand, parts which have
only a dormant state of sensibility, as the tendons, bones, Jigaments 1
may become exquisitely painful when inflamed, and more so when
inflammation is produced in the fibrous tiss~es by a lacerated than
an incised wound. There are also pcculianties as to the skin (§
652, c). It is also worth observing, as contributing to a knowl.edge
of the properties and laws of life, that wl~ile cfJ.1nmon sensibility is
liable to be exalted in inflammations, specific sensibility, as seeing
tasting, feeling, is apt to be diminished, or impaired in a different way
from common sensibility(~ 133-137, 193-204).
725, c. It would appear, therefore, that increase of sensibility is
only a contingent result of inflammation. This property, too, is not
(.lirectly concerned in the organic functions; and a part is quile liable
to become inflamed when all its principal nen•ous connections with the
brain and spinal cord are separated(§ 188, 193,205,489,500d, 746c).
726. There is genera11y more or less pulsation in tho inflamed part.
an<l in the larger arteries leading t~ it (§ 498, 516 d, 803). In all
such case3 the extreme capillary arteries, which are the immediate
instruments of the disease, and which natura11y carry little red blood,
have become enlargetJ.. and admit the reel globules. This transmission, however, of the red globules is less due to the enlargement than
to a change in the relation of the vital properties of the vessels to
these globules (§ 192, 384, 394, 396, 398, 399).
728. Like the arteries, the veins of an inflamed part are incrcasctl
in size; at least when the former are enlarged. This is owing t0
active dilatation of the veins, and to the increased volume uf blood
transmitted to them(~ 387, 786, &c.).
729, a. Common inflammation, when it goes on to a natural termination, and in its greatest latitude of simple results, may be distinguished into four stages; namely, the formative, suppurativc, ulcerative, and re1toratfre or granulating. There may be present, therefore, from what has already been said, only the formative stage (§ 700,
&c.). '\Vhen the disease does not advance beyond that stage, it is
said to terminate by resolution. The suppurative and restorative
stages form the most simple natural process of cure. They are also
subject t0 great irregularities.
Pathologists have generally reckoned the adlusivc process as a distinct stage of inflammation. It will be seen, however, that it is not
founded on principle.
729, b. The curatiYe stages of inflammation, wliether regular or irregular, are also called terminations of inflammation. The term is significant of what has not truly happened; and, as words have often
more force than facts, it should be abolished. There is great practical philosophy concerned about the mutations of <lisease at the sev-
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ease, excepting death. Disease remains, lH,wever altered from the
formative stage of inflammation, till nature is completely restomd
(§ 672, 733 c).
730. The formative stage is distinguished more or less by the char·
acteristics already described.
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The sttppurative stage is intmduce<l by a decline of all the symptoms of the formative stage, and when most regular there is a production of purulent matter, which constantly tends to a more complete ~·emoval of the formative stage.
The ulcerative stage is more or less attendant on the suppurative;
generally attends the formation of pus excepting on exposed surfaces; '~he~1 it m~y be present or absent(~ 733, b).. Whenever pres·
ent it is immediately an_tecedent to the restorative or granulating
stage, although. a destruct1\•e ~rocess.
The res~oratwe or granulatrng stage is promoted by the suppuratirn, and 1s mal'ked by a continued decline and ultimate disappearance of all the symptoms.
731. Tht foregoing stages are generally more distinctly marked in
the cellular than in other tissues. \.Vith the exception of the ulcerative, they may be often well obsened upon the mucous tissue of the
eye. The ulceratirn is seen in the intestinal mucous membrane.
732, a. Deviations occur in the snppurative stage in the production
of coagulable ~mph, or of serum, or redu11dant mucus, or effusio11s of
blood, instead of purulent matter. But these results, or however
they may deviate from their prope1· standard, are all analogous to the
formation of pus, being exactly equivalent in principle, constitute
equally the second stage, and, in the same way, contribute to the
restorative stage, or that of perfect cure(§ 732f, 740 h, 764. e, 863 a).
732, b. The fluids effused operate as depleting me~ns; and it is
especially for this reason that morbid anatomists, not finding the vasculai-ity they bad anticipated, declare that its absence in many dropsical affections denotes an exactly opposite pathology from that where
the ~amc affections are atte11ded by a preternatural fullness of the vessels (§ 699 c, 700 h). Nature, however, has no such inconsistencies
(Med. and Pltys. Comm., vol . i., p. 180-182; ,·ol. ii., p. 187, 199, 556,
557, note). At the first reference l1ere made I ha,·e quoted the mccltanical rationale as propounded by Andra I, and ha,·e eudeavored to
prove, by bis own showing, that what are denominated "passim
dropsies" depend on a vitaJ, inflammatory action(§ 740 b, 805, 863 a).
732, c. \Vhen the second stage of inflammation is attended by an
effusion of coagulable lymph it is called the adltesivc, instead of tlic
suppurati,·e stage. This variety appears mostly in the serous aud
cellular tissues, though it is often prese1.1ted by particular pa1:1s of.the
mucous system, as that of the trachea rn croup, and of the mtcstrnes
(§ 133-135).
.
732, d. \Vhen wounds heal from the effusion of coagulable lymph,
it is by the "first intention;" though the pro~ess i~ the same W? when
the pleurre unite, or the lungs become hepalize<l m pneumonia. Iu
either case the new formations are a part of the natural process of
cure (§ 732 a, b, 863 a). However momentous the evil in pneumo-
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cerebral congestion a1·e on a par with h<Emoptys~s, hrematames1.s, &c. 1
or all dropsical effusions with ea~h other, and with .th~ prece<lm& results. Nature makes no digression from .gr.cat pnnc1ples for rumor
purposes. But, in the apparent contrad1cllons now stated Nature
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sorption ( ..Med. and Pliys. Comm., vol. i., p. 371-384; vol. ii., p. 5..J.6566, 733).
732, e. It is also a peculiarity of lympli not appertaining to pus. that
it is readily susceptible of organization, whereby Nature accomphshe~
0
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law cf recuperatton. Bernn- a law of Nature for reparation rn otho1
parts, it must, under equal ~ircum.stances, prevail in all parts.
732, f. It appears, therefore, that the adltesive proc~ss consists of
two stages i that by which Jymph is effused, and the stnctly adhesi\·c.
And, although the effusion of lymph be equivalent to the suppurativc
process, there is superaddcd to the former a distinct final ca~se, since
Nature contemplates in this modification not only the curative effect,
but, also, the reparation of injured parts (§ 732, a).
733, a. When suppuration occurs upon surfaces, as on ~he mucous
tlssue, the process happens in its most simple form. But, m other instances, as when pus is generated by the cellular or serous tissue, the
matter cannot escape as when it is produced by the mucous tissue.
In these cases, therefore, an obstacle intervenes between Nature and
the cure, as when the formation of lymph or of serum takes the place
of purulent matter(§ 732, d). But here, as there, Nature has provided for the removal of the secondary evil, through a principle common to all the cases, and which appertains to the absorbent vessel&
This happens after the following manner, which must be briefly sta·
ted as characterizing an important law, and the third stage of inflammation.
733, h. The process is called ulceration (§ 730). It consists in the
absorption of all the tissues inten·ening between the accumulated
matter and some external surface. It is so significant of a great final
cause, so replete with evidences of Design, especially in connection
with the other attendant processes, that some authors, even Hunter,
have metaphorically ascribed it to something like intelligence. It is
to be observed, also, that in this complex condition the re is in simultaneous progress both the formation of pus and of lymph. The pus
occupies the central parts of the abscess, while the lymph is effused
at the ci rcumference, agglutinates the cellular tissue, and thus, by
forming a sac, prevents the spread of the purulent matter. It is yet
another part of the complex law under consideration, that while the
substance between the abscess and external surface is constantly yield·
· ing to the ulcerative process, reparation or the granulati11g process is
going on posteriorly to the abscess, and the redundant lymph undergoing absorption , or what is equivalent to the ulcerative procc!:ls in
the anterior part of the abscess. There is, however, a certain difference between the processes; bi.:t it is less than between the absorption
of lymph in the present example and the functi()n which is in universal operation in health. In the case before us, like ulceration, the ab·
sorption of lymph is an emanation from inflammation, though more
remote than ulceration. Both, therefore, may be regarded, though
not equally, as pathological conditions of absorption (§ 672).
733, c. \.Vhen the surface is reaclwd, and the matter discharged,
the cavity is no longer circumscribed. Nature now puts an end to
the destructive process, and completes the work of reparation which
had been in progress in thf' posterior part of the abscc~s. This is ac·
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complished by the formation of a substance analogous to tl1at which
had been rem?ved. Coagulable lymph 1 along with more or less purulent matter, 1s sec1·eted by the surface of the ulcer, upon which it is
arranged in little fleshy heaps , or knobs, of a florid color, and forms
the granulat~ons . Th~se. knobs contract and spring from the top of
each other till the cavity 1s filled.
Among the Yarious and strikiug results which are involved in this
process of reparation none is more remarkable, or more strongly exemplifies its dependence on laws that are unknown in the inorgan ic
world, than one which is least appreciated, the substitution for the
granulations of an organized substance similar to that which had heen
removed. The granulations have, originally, the same apparent physical characteristics, from whate·rnr part of the body they may spring.
But they are so endowed with the special vital characteristics of the
paits by which they are generated that in each part they secrete a
substance '"-hich is similar to the part removed, while the granulations
themselves are progressively absorbed (§ 135, b) . Doubtless, also,
the granulations are specifically different, in a physical sense, in all the
cases, differently organized, and therefore, as in all other cases of organized lymph, derive their vessels from the parts by which they are
generated (Jl.Ied. and Pkysiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 354-362).*
The cavity being filled, the granulating process ceases, as if instinct·
i\'ely, and a new one sets in, by which the granulations are covored
with a substance analogous to skin, and which is called the cicatrix.
This completes the series of Designs attendant on the different stages
of an abscess, and which exemplifi es all the regular stages of inflamm?.tion (§ 729, b).
· 733, d. 'Vho shall resolve the foregoing wonderfu 1 processes and
results, their exact concun-ence, their obvious design, their great final
cause, by any process or Jaws of the inorganic world 1 Yet is even
this now almost universally attempted! Such is ever materialism!
But, when it will not listen to the voice of Naturn as it proclaims her
Author, we may hope in vain for any interpretation of her phenomena that may recoguize dignity or design in her minor aspect.", and
least of all as it may conflict with the fundamental principle of materialism. \Vben enor is bold in its demonstn:itions it is reckless of
consistency, and therefore regardless of facts (§ 5J, 5}, 40, 80, 117,
137, 143, 155 1 156, 169,f, 172 b, 226, 303:} a, 306, 310, 311, 3501 g-o,
~76!, 384, 385, 387, 399, 409.f. 422, 500 "· 514 h, 524
525, 526 d,
528 c, 638, 649 d, 733 b, 764 b, 811, 847 c, 848, 902.f. 905, 943 c, 980,
1019f. 1085).
733, e. As we have now and before seen, Nature often contemplates a variety of useful purposes in the individual processes she
adopts for the benefit of organic be~ngs . The healthy state of the
body is full of examples. Every act10u of everyy~rt has c~mmonly
more than one definite object i o~ten many.. So ts it, al:'>O, with those
morbid processes which are instituted for the restorat10n of health.
As soon as the tendency in diseased actions is set u~ toward the nat·
ural condition, the subsequent ~hanges h~ve a specific reference to
the ultimate cure; the complct1on of .wlnch, ho,~ever, ma)'. be very
remote frorr:: the initiatory step. The vital propert.1es and acuons may
pass through a variety of changes before they attam the natural yhysioloO"ical condition (§ 672, 676). But each change, each step m the
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process, may be necessary to the next succeeding, till ? aturc attains
her ~ormal condition. This, however, is only one part of Nature's
plan m her salutary efforts to escape from disease. She renders vari".lU3 results, as .she goes along, instnuncntal in bringing about. tho sub·
sequent steps 111 the process of cure, and even associates with these
?thcr ~scf~l objcct.3. In the case but just before us, while ulceration
l.S makmg its way to the surface for the discharge of matter, the purul?nt formation is constantly subduing tho inflammation, and the sccret1on of lymph, which is designed for agglutination and granulation, has
th e same salutary influence upon the morbid process on which its pro<luction depends (§ 764-1 c).
The properties of life arc thus constituted in such a manner as not
only enables them to underg1) changes from their diseased to healthy
states, but, through their instruments of action, to result in the formation of products which shall contribute to this great ultimate end (§
672, 733 d, 761). This is the philosophy of the vis mcdicatrix nalurt1'.
733,f The foregoing law of 7eparation prevails uni..,.ersally in 01·ganic beings; extending, therefore, to the vegetable kingdom. It appears, however, under various modifications, even among the animal
tribes. It is presented in its most simple form in the growth of divided polypi, the reproduction of the claws of lobsters, of the lizard's
tail, &c., when it takes tho name of regeneration. But, it is equally
an act of regeneration when ulcerated parts are restored in their former organization by the granulating process. The differcnce consists
alone in partial modifications of a common action (~ 733, b). In the
regenerative and rcparatirn processes or plants the difference is still
greater; ar.;<l such as reject analogy, or cannot discern its light, ha,·e
argued that the differences depend upon essentially different laws. A
previous infl ammatory action, it is true, is necessary to reparation in
the higher order of animals, but is not necessary to the fundamental
law as it is concerned in tho regeneration or entire parts in the lower
animals, nor in the reparative process of plants. The properties of
life are differently modified in each, and consequently the processes
ditfcr, though as intimately connected by analogies as the modification!:I of the simple physiological states (§ 185, 672, 688 ee, 733 l}.
Nor is the granulating process an in8ammatory one, but only consequent on that pathological condition ; while the simple production of
lymph may be a direct emanation from inflammation, or only consequent on its decli ne, or on a near approximation to that mocle of action. All the modifications, however, givo rise to corresponding Ya·
· rieties in the nature of the lymph, just as they do in that of purulenl
matter. They may offer to our inadequate vision the sameness of ap·
pearance that is presented by the pus of an abscess, or of a chancre,
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ultimate results supply an unerring test, it is only coincident with all
the others, and even with that which is vffered by the natural states
of the different tissues (§ 22, 42, 48, 53 b, 133, 135 a, 400 e, 411, 739,
740).
By thus pursuing the.inquiry, the rnrious results will be found ~on·
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horn, where some of the most characteristic marks of inflammation
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are present, for.ms an intermediate example. Bnt tho deer, in other
respects, is as ]united as man, or other animals of the same complex
organization, as to the principle of reparation. In all such animals,
the amputation of a limb, or the removal of any importaut organ, is
never followed by a regeneration of the part. Such parts do not embrace, like the parts of a polypus, or of a plant, the organization that
is necessary to constitute a whole. Nevertheless, the law obtains,
even here, to a remarkable extent. If the middle of a bone be removed, it is regenerated. But there must be opposite surfaces, arid
the right action must be instituted in each surface, as when the oppo·
site pleurre unite. In the same way central po1tions of the muscles
and nerves may be removed and regenerated i and tlrn process by
which this is accomplished is the granulating.- Sec p. 473, note.
733, g. This leads me to notice a fallacy of the physical philoso·
phers, who have been led into the error, as in most other cases, from
neglecting, if not altogether the vital properties, at ]east their natural
modifications as they exist in vegetables, and in the different races of
animals (§ 133-163, 185) . \Vith this neglect of fundamental principles, and a substitution of chemical and physical laws(§ 5f, b), they
have endeavored to array an argument against the Hunterian doctrine
of the dependence of the union of wounds, by the first intention, upon
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they, is not an inflammatory process, and, therefore, the effusion of
lymph in the in cised wounds of animals is not connected with inflam·
matory action; and they endeavor to fortify this reasoning hy an appeal to tlrn regenerating power of the polypus, the lobster, &c. As
well might we arguo that vegetables, and polypi, should be subject to
the same diseases as man or quadrupeds, or that all animals should live
alike upon the same kinds of food (1lled. and Pliysiolog. Comm., vol.
I., P· 696-698).
733, Ii. The same objectors, however, set aside, on other occasion!',
some of the plainest an<l most important analogies of nature. They
maintain, for example, that the functions of nutrition, secretion, &c.,
are carried on in all auimals mostly through the nervous system, but
arc comprlled to take a very differcut ground for the same functions
in plants (§ 350, no. 18-20, 62, 63, &c.).
The nervous system, however, being superadded to animals, modifies greatly their common properties and functions or li fe, e~pounds,
in part, the differences and special analogies ~n the foregom.g: processes of reparation, regeneration, &c.; and bemg ~ superadc11~10n to
animals, and a large, however unintelligible element m .the doctnnes of
the physical philosophers of life, I forr:ne~ly empl?yed 1t as ~h~ ground
of an analog ical argument that the principle of hfe was ongmally superadded to aflimals after the creation of ~heir structure.
733, i. Consider, also, the parallel which holds betw.een the morbid growths that are iuduced by special injuries of the a~1mal and veg·
etablc organization. Tako an examrle o\ tl~e lauer 1~ tl~e nest of
the Cynips quercus folii; and how evalcnt ~s 1t,_ from tins simple fact
alone, that both departments of the orgam~ kmgd_om ~re endow?d
with the same organic properties and funct10ns, ahkc hable to dis. .
ease, and goveme<l by analogous laws (§ 185, 191 a, 409).
All the foregoing may be farther illustrated by what I haYe said rn
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a former section of inflammation in its connection with child-bed
women, &c. (§ 688, ee).
733, k. It is certainly remarkable that such ob,·ious analogies should
st:·ike different minds under such different aspects, and doubtless many
Will think it superfluous that misapprehensions of the foregoing nature
should receive a formal rnfutation. But they are sustained by minds
that have a powerful influence, and must be respected. It is so, indeed, with the delusions of imagination itself; and were not a certain degree of resistance opposed to animal magnetism, its votaries
would trespass far upon the domain of physiology, and trnmple without remorse upon universal knowledge.
Irregularities of lNjlammation.
734. The regula1· stages and results of common inflammation which
have been now described are subject to rnrious irregularities, which
spring from innumerable causes, but especially from morbific influences propagated from the organs of digestion . A great variety of
modifications are also attendant on the specific forms of the disease i
when the special results are apt to be mostly due to the nature of the
precli:>posing cause. At other times, and in numerous cases of common inflammation, certain effusions, such as coagulable lymph and
serum, which are equivalent in principle to the suppurative stage, ap•
pear to be regular stages. But they so often run into each other, thal
~te!!. more philosophical to regard suppuration as the elementary pro·
135, a. Instead of the progressive stages of inflammation, the disease may terminate in resolution. This result is gene rally intended
to embrace one of the common products, coagulable lymph; the name
aud mode o~ termination ~oming to u~ from the humoral pathology.
But, accordmg to the philosophy which I hft.ve endeavored to set
forth, I r~ject both the "concoction of humors" and the effusion of
lymph, and mean by the term resolution a. simple restoration of the
morbid properties antl. functions of an inflamed part to their natural
state, without any other supervening result beyond the formative
stage(§ 729, b).
It is a primary object of art to anticipate nature in her depletive
course, and thus prevent inflammation from passing beyond its incipient stage_. It is ~rnre that the advantages of art are strik ingly illus·
tratecl; smce unaided nature proceeds to the cure by effusions of
lymph, pus, serum, &c. (§ 732 d, 863).
735, b. Inflammation frequently advances in its formative starre
without being circumscribed either by effusions of lymph, or by oth~r
causes, and it is then dijfuse. This irregularity is apt to attend upon
some tissues more than others, especially the venous, )ympl:iatic, cutaneous, and serous. · There are also certain striking facts relative to
diffuse inflammation which go to illustrate important physiological
laws. Thus, in erysipelas, it is apt to be symmetrical upon both sides
of the face. In phlebitis, the inflammation is often limited to the divergence of a vein(§ 741, c). In small.pox ~nd kine-pox, the inflammation extends only a certain distance around the pustules, though
not limited by the adhesive process. And here we may notice one of
~he various Jemonstrations of a law expressed in § V19, in the manner
in which the sinapis, coch learia, rhus vernix, &c., produce diffuse in-
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flammation of the skin(§ 649, c) . Each of all the cases, and thousands
of parallel examples, each as a whole, or in its details, supply sc
many problems for the profound inquirer, reveal the apparent mysteries of life, and stamp their seal upon the doctrines 1 ham taught (§
133-163, 177-184, 188-192, 651-657, &c.).-NoTE T p. 1125.
736, a. Opposed. to the termination of inflammation in resolution
is that of mortification, which is the greatest irregularity of the disease. Mortification, also, like resolution, commonly happens :in tho
formative stage. This result also takes place, in most instances,
when that s:::age h&s reached a very high intensity. Exceptions, however, as to the force of the disease, occur in dry gangrene, in the gan- ·
greue of old men, and in white gangrene (llled. and Pliysiolog. Comm,.,
vol. ii., p. 319, &c.). Irregular effusions are more or less attendant
on this mode of terminatiou.
736, b. \Vhat is the cause of mortification~ It can be only said of
it, that th?re happens a profound alteration of the prnperties and actions of hfe which results in their extinction, an<l that tl1is change is
of a vital nature and not dependent on mechanical causes, as supposed
by the physical theorists, unless the circulation be artificially interrupted, an<l as practiced by these theorists with a view to an interpretation of a natural process. Rut this mode of death is as easily comprehended as that from fever, or hydrocyanic acid, &c. (§ 54-5G. A lso,
1lled. and Pliysiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 171-173) .
736, c. By what process is the dP.ad removed from the living parts 1
Here, again, we have, from most physiologists, a mechanical rationale
which shall be consistent with the more important steps in their ph ilosophy of inflammation. The dead parts, say they, are remo,·ed by
the impulse of the vis a tergo. But I apprehend the process to be exactly the same as that by which a thorn is removed from a ljving muscle, or a scab from an ulcer. Each is, in th e same relative sense, a
foreign body, and each brings into operation, for its own removal, the
laws which are represented in section 733. The dead part, like the
thorn, excites inflammation in the surrounding tissues, suppuration und
ulceration set in, the absorbents carry off the portion of the livi ng

:::~~~d~on~~~~o;:o~~s~b~/°;:i!:i\a~f~~e~~;~~e:~:~hi: ~l~~~ (Jfc~:a~~~
Pliysiolog. Comm,., vol. ii., p . 167-172). Or, turning to the analogy
supplied by the vegetable kingdom, wi ll it be surmised th.at the !emoval of the dead i;arts of plants depends upon the mechanical action
of a vis a tergo?
.
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737. Another irre ; ularity of inflammation respects the period of its
different stages, one or more of which may be accelerated or p1~otract
ed beyond the ordinary time. This is often true of th~formatwe and
restorative~· and since the formative may be long .continue~ , and then
result in resolution, we see the importance of holding morbid anatomy
.
,
.
subordinate to the vital signs of disease.
The restorative process varies , also, as t? its cour~e. Granulatwns
sometimes fail of approximating a level .with the skin, w~10n the t~·ue
cicatrix may fail of being formed, and in the p~ace or lt appems a
scabby substance, or some other imperfect formall?n, a~1d .often readily liable to absorption. At other times the true c1catr1x ts sudden ly
removed, the granulations absorbed, and t1~e ulce_r reprodu~ed.
738. S cirrus is another distinct irregularity of mflammat1on. Here
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t11e action is modified in a very remarkable mannel', and is obstinate·
ly retentive of that peculiar modification. It is so far analogous, however, to common inflammation, that some of its worst results are an
effusion of coagulable lymph, and destructive ulceration. It has been
lately denied by the physical theorists that scirrus is an imflammatory affection (llled. and Pliysiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 321-330).
'139. The products of the second stage of inflammation, pus, lymph,
or serum, are liable to deviations i denoting special modifications of
ti1Cl pathological condirions upon which they depend (§ 7'J3,f). Besides the obvious and well-known variations from the proper pus of
common inflammation, there are other varieties which neither sense
nor chemical analysis can detect; as in small-pox, and lues. It prese nts, also, certain obscure peculiarities according to the nature of the
tissue by which it is generated (§ 133-137); and this is also true of
the morbid production of serum (illed. and Pliysiolog. Gumm., vol. ii.,
p. 197, 198).
740, a. Every variety of product has its special pathological cause,
which it is the great end of art to comprehend. lt is the best observation ever made by Andra!, that,
,. \Ve are not to suppose that the qualities of the purulent secretion
are affected by causes which operate locally. The qualities are likewise modified by every alteration, whether physiological or pathological, which takes place in any other organ, no matter how far removed
from the seat of the suppuration, even though it have no particular connection either of function or tissue. Thus, we have all seen instances
of the pus secreted by the surface of a sore becoming suddenly altered
in quantity and quality, under the influence ofa simple moral emotion,
of the process of digestion, of the diminution or increase, whether
natural or artificial, of any of the secretions, or, in sl10rt, of any supervening disease. Nay, farther, there are certain constitutions, certain
idiosyncrasies, which modify the qualities of pus, and in which it constantly assumes a peculiar and determinate character. There are
some persons, for example, whose organs, when irritated, never furnish any other than a thin serous fluid; in others it is always blood
more or less pure which is secreted; while in a. third class of persons
the place of pus is supplied by a grumous flui<l," &c. (§ 134, 135, 222232, 500, 585, &c., 593, 732, 733f, 830, 847 d) .
Thus have I quoted from Andral a luminous confirmation of my
doctrines of vital action, of altcrative nervous inlluencc, direct and
reflex; and I have adopted it on account of tho force which it derives from emanating from a physical theorist of disease, and the distincruishe<l restorer of the humora1 pathology.
f40 1 b. Nor have I yet quoted all from Andra\ tlmt is "expedient,
in this plaCe, on a subject where vitalism and solid ism may establish
their firm foundation; and this, too, by the most absolute, unguarded
concessions from the opposite school.
Let us hear, then, once more, the great modern humorulist. Thus:
"AH attempts to modify the qualities of the suppuration by local
treatment, iu scorbutic and scrofulous subjects, are utterly ineffectual;
for it is the system ~t larg~ •. and not mere~y the suppurating surface,
which is deranged rn nutnt1on and secretion. VVe must commence
the treatment by endeavoring to modify t.he whole process of nutrition,
i11nerv;:ition, and hrematosis.''-A,1d agam : "'\Ve do not know what
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lhe pt~culiar modificalion is which the texture of an organ undergoes,
so that in one case it allows the blood determined toward it to escape
from its yessels i in another it forms pus, or exhales only a thin serum; while in a third, it becomes indurated, softened, and ulcerated i
but tlure is a common link w!iidt unites tluse different alterations~· and
hence it is, under the influcucc of apparently the same cause, we often
.sec them produced in<lilforcntly, and not uefrequcntly replaced one by
the otlter (§ 732, a). But, in all this series of phenomena, we can per·
ceive, throughout the whole course of the disease, one constant lesion,
namely, the ltypcramia, and a succession of morbi<l alterations in the
organic actio? of the tissue affected, producing, alternately, the results
already mentioned" (§ 672, 733 e,f).
Here, then, are pure vitalism and solidism, Lecause the writer was
specifically concerned about matters of fact. The same principles,
exactly, apply to all other :ictions and rcsulls which deviate from the
natural condition of the body {§ 6 !, 315-350, 350J n, 699 c).
7'11, a. Again, h?re is another imponant practic al an<l philosophical fact, which distmctly C\'iuccs the dependence of all the foregoing
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digestion, that the same resu lts may follow as \\•hen the change is pro·
<luced by some loral irritant. This proves that the modifications of
pus, and therefore pus itself, are not owing, as commonly maintained,
either to a degeneration of the blood, or of the tiss ues, or e,·en to
changes of organization, but to certain modifications of the vital properties by which organization is animated i since it would be absurd
to suppose that indigestion, and some caustic or other irritaut applied
to the ulcer, would determine the same physical changes.
741, b. From what has been now and before seen, we may in sist
upon one of the most important conclusions in medical philosophy,
which sttikes at the whole foundation of humoralism, and is unsurpassed in its practical bearings. \Ve may conclude, I say, 1hat when
serum, or lymph, or mucus, are diverted from their natural condition
Ly disease, that the modification depends, in each instance, as much
upon certain special physiological changes as do their natural states
upon the natural condition of the solids. This aualogy prevails
throughout all olher natural products of an organic nature, when
turned from their common standard; and were there no other facts,
ihe analogy would establish the same principle in r~la~ion to all new
formations, as pus, &c. But, such facts I harn mult1pl~ed abundan:ly
in another work. All the varieties, every shade of diffcreuce, anse
from modifications of action which are always necessa ry to the several varieties, respectively. The vital properties 1~1ust. be so 1?odified in the se\•eral cases that the capillaries, act.mg m obed.1ence
to these properties, shall decompound, and rcco?1bine! the part1cul.ar
clements and constitueuts of each product, and 111 their proper ratio,
and modes; rejecting all the rest. Otberwi~c., indeed, there coul~ be
no resemblances among the natural or morbid produ cts, no gr~dat1om
0 1
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would be confused i there would be nothing but the .riot _of the ch~m
ical forces; and even empyricism would. look on. m. d1sm~y. ~he
physical t11eorists, therefore, are fore\"cr mvoh-ed m 111cons1stcnc1es
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excepting their universal collision with facts, and suiting bypothcs1~s
to each particular occasion (§ 42-52, 409 d, 694,i-).
But the properties of life can never undergo any change of their
essential nature till they are Yerging toward a state c•f extinction.
Hence the analogies among diseases, according to the nature of the
remote causes. It is a great foundation of the healing art; and were
it otherwise, medicine would be utterly fruitless, a mere creature of
circumstance, one perpetual experiment(§ 638, 780).
The considerations which I have now made enforce, particularly, a
critical reference to the pathological conditions in all our prescriptions, their seat, the influences which surround them, the precise
adaptation of remedies as to their nature, dose, time and order of
their exhibition, &c. They demonstrate, also, the <listinction among
remote causes of disease, especially such as have their origin in mor.
bid or healthy processes of living beings, and establish the fact that
the same disease cannot be produced by the products of orgacization
and of chemical decomposition (§ 653).
741, c. \Ve may now glance at one or two important facts connect·
ed with the foregoing subjects. Thus, it is impo1tant to bear in
mind that it is the te nd ency of inflammation to confine itself to that
tissue in which it sprin!s up, along whi1,;.h it is propagated especially
by continuous sympathy; though exceptions often occur(§ 133, 141,
&c., •198, 500). \Vhat is true of inflammation in this respect is prob.
ably, also, of other morbid states. The reason is to be found in the
natural modifications of the vital properties of the different tissues.
This modification existing in <lifforent parts of one and the same con·
tinuous tissue commonly limits the continuity of inflammation to a
particular part of tlrn tissue, though it often spring up in other parts
of the tissue by reflected nervous actions(§ 134, &.c., 500, 674 d).
The foregoing general limitation of any given form of disease to
the tissue first invaded (excepting as other tissues of the same com·
pound organ are more or less disturbed in function) is especially re·
markable of the common form of inflammation; and of diseases that
are not distinguished by obstinate conditions, such as specific iuflam·
mations with strongly.marked characteristics; as scrofulous, venereal,
carcinomatous, &c. (§ 149-151, 525-531).
742. The remote causes of inAammation fall under the general
considerations already made (§ 644- GGG). As all the agents which
contribute to its production must be included in the category, such as
are naturally salubrious, or necessary to the purposes of life, as food ,
&c., sometimes fall tvithin the comprehensive class. It is mostly,
however, the abuse of such agents which reuders them prcJisposing
causes; but they may readily prove exciting when other causes have
laid the foundation of predisposition.
743. It only remains to be added upon this subject, that I cannot
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that a right decision of the question is of practical importance.
Opon it may depend, for example, the proper treatment of cerebral
affections arising from excessive doses of opium. In excessive doses,
it is generally coucedecl to be directly sedative i and yet is profound
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cerebral congestion oue of its morbific effects, for which bloodletting is
the most e~cient remedy. Hydrocyanic acid will do the same thing,
which, in hke manner, is best relieved by loss of blood (§ 483, 484,
49•l dd, 827 d, 828). And so of extreme cold, the philosophy of
which is set forth in the Commentaries (vol ii., p. 478-403.) Tartarized antimony is powerfully sedative iu all its doses, and the larger
the more i<o. Yet in its over-doses it produces a serious form of inHammation. Even excessive bloodletting may lead to inHammation,
for which the farther abstraction of blood by means of leeches may
be useful, or at least so it is said(~ 102l a, 1057).
Concentrated miasmata, when followed immediately by an attack of
fever, evidently depress the powers ofJife, as one of the first changes
which they establish (Commentaries, vol. i., p . 471-474). 'Ve must
take the facts as we find them, and build our theories accordingly.
And here we see the importance of looking well to tllC characteristics
of the properties of life, at their wonderful mutability, obsene how
they may be profoundly altered at the moment when certain morbific
causes begin to operate, how they may go down in an instant to a
state of extinction i and how, on the other hand, every restoration
from disease is the rcsalt of their own constitutional tendency to return,
through a series of changes, suddenly or gradually, to their natural
state(§ 175, 177-185, 672, 733 e).
These considerations enable us to understand how the propertic1'
of life may be as readily affected by depressing agents or sedatives
as by stimulants, and how, when affected by the former, they may
speedily react and constitute the absolute conditions of inflammation
and fever(§ 666), or return at once to their natural state (§ 150, 151,
227). When either of these morbid conditions actually ensues, there
can be no doubt that the organic properties ha\·e undergone an exaltation as well as another modification in kind. The physical philosophers will allow nothing but absolute prostration, and a passive relaxation of the vessels, when high arterial action sets in ; but t1JCy look
upon the col<l stage of fever as bein$" best explained .by something
like tllC "glacier theory." And yet, if we go to the simple facts attendant on the very invasion of fever, we shall find in the universal
contraction of the capillary vessels, during the cold stage of fever,
abundant proof of the exaltation of mobility and irritability i and t_his
is farther confirmed by the salutary effects of two most depres~mg
aaents, bloodletting and emetics. See, too, how local inflammat10ns
a~e becoming generated during this stage i and when the hot stage
supervenes, and when, also, in J?rogressive order1 _the secretions break
forth, we have the most m1equ1vocal demonstratwns. of exalte~ powers; though here, as in inflammations, this chan~e 1s o~ly an m.considerable part of the alteration which the properues of life sustain (§
!BB~, 4B7 lt, 569, 675, 764, 96•1).
Still, however, in respect to inflammation, its rn~ s t common, causes
are directly stimulant, and exalt the vital properties and action~ ?Y
their direct operation i but this appears not~~ be equally tr~c of idiopathic fever (Med. and Pliys. Comm., vol. u., p. 2 l3, 241-!!48, 277-

28i•i;~~j,~~~)~ay not lose sight of the fact that the nervous influence,
either reflex or direct, is the immediate remote cause of effects beyond
the scat of the direct action of the primary causes (§ G4 7 t, GG6).
HH
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744. "The act of inflammation," says Hunter, "appears to be an
increased action of the small \'Cssels . It is commonly supposed to be
contraction of the ,·essels; but I have shown that theil· elastic power
also dilates them, and I have also reason to believe that their muscu.
Jar power has a similar effect."- HUNTER 1 on tlu? Blood, &c.
41
The blood," says I\Iagendic, "traverses with ease the infinitely
more minute tubes that abound in our tissues. There must be some
partit:ular conditions to facilitate its passage. What proves the.ir ex·
istence is, that if certain alterations are effected in the composit10n of
the blood, it stops, undergoes morbid changes, becomes extravasated
and decomposed, and vroduces tlw various disorders which pathologists have vainly attempted to explain by the words INFLAMMATI ON
and IRRITATION. \Vhat sense, in truth, is there in applying the word
1
0
1
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Jlfedico-C!tirurgical Review, January, 1839, p. 208.
u For my part, I declare boldly, that I look upon these ideas about
Vl'fALITY and the rest of it, as nothing more than a cloak for ignorance
and laziness." "All the physician can do is to order remedies, which,
if necessary, the nurse could prescribe equally well." u You saw me
give rise, at my pleasure, to pneumonia, scurvy, yellow fever, typhoid
fever, &c., not to mention a number of other affections wltic/1, I called
into being before you."-1\IAGENDrn's Lectures.-And that, too, upon
animals.
"Pythagoras," says an ancient philosopher, "looks at the sun very
differently from Anaxagoras. The former carries his eyes into it liko
a god, while the latter looks up to it as unfeelingly a~ a stone"(§ 1399,
709, 810, 838.-Also, 1lfedical and Pllysiological CommentarieJ, vol.
i., p. 510-515, text and notes, 518, note, 526, 539, 567 1 note, 584 1 611,
650, notes, 697, 698, as to Moge11die. Also, Le!tma11n 1 ~ 1034).
745. No subject has excited more discussion, or more deservedly,
than the pathological cause of inflammation, sin ce this affection and
idiopathic fever comprise most of the diseases of man, and sin.cc, also,
the treatment of disease turns mainly upon our conceptions of its pathological character(§ 4, 667-677).
The example of inflammation invoh-es the whole philosophy of all
other diseases; and, if our views be right in respect to this affection,
we shall have little difficulty with any other. This I shall endeavor
to show by a special considerati?n of fever and venous congestion.
The general laws are the same m all the cases ; though the results
am variously modified. There may be, for instance, in one form of
disease increased action of the extreme vessels, an exaltation of the
vital properties, &c., while in another f0tm an opposite condition may
obtain. Yet these opposite states slrnll depend upon the same great
general laws. In either case, for instance, it is a general law that an
altered condition of the organic properties constitutes the essemial
pathology_; a~d, it is another ~eneral truth tJiat this altere~ condit~on
has been mst1tuted by deletenous agents. The changes m function
will also correspond with the particular changes of the organic properties. But, coming to the details in respect to the exact nature of
th e changes, we find them different in the difiP.rent cases ; and they
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depend mainly upon the specific nature of the remote causes, which
have altered the properties of life in ono series of cases in a diflBrnnt
mauner from the other series(§ 652). These, therefore, are only coutingent results, <l:nd do not afl6ct t?e great laws which arc concerned
about the essential pathology of disease.
746, a. The extreme terminating series of the arterial system of
vessels are the immediate instruments of inflammation. They are endowed with muscular fibres, and perform, naturally, the function of
active contraction and dilatation (§ 384- 387, 397-399). That such
are the essential instruments is evident from a variety of facts, of
which, however, it is only necessary to state one, namely, the analogy
which subsists between the process of nutrition and the reparativc
process of inferior animals and the formative and adhesive s·tages of
inflammation; while the true suppurative, and all its modifications,
are analogous to the general function of secretion (§ 729, 732 a).
The effect of cantharides, &c., applied to the skin, is an example in
illustratioa. All this, tov, corresponds exact1y with what is known
uf the greater deve1opment of the properties of life in the extremP.
,·esse]s; which, it may be now said, supplies an important proof of
their increased action in inflammation (§ 407 b, 410, 411).
Such, too, are some of the numerous instances in which we reason
with certainty from analogy, especially in relation to organic life;
while the conclusions are corroborated by all the relatirn facts.
I have thus thought it important to indicate with precision the instruments of inflammatory action, that they may not be confounded
with that series of capillary vessels which serve mainly ~ reservoirs
to the extreme \·essels, and between which there is also a broad dis·
tinction in their vital states. \Ve shall have accomplished much in
establishing the vita] character of inflammation, and in exposing the
errors of the physical hypothesis, by the plain fact whose statement is
made as a point of departure and for the government of the whole inquiry. Those vessels, as I have endeavored to prove, are eminently
characterized by the attributes of life, and I l10ld it to be fundamental, and cannot be denied, that what is physiologically true is true,
also, of those morbid states which coincide in their genera1 results
with the physiological(§ 41-44, 48, 52, 134, 135, 136, 409 c-411, &c.,
516 d, no. 6, 524 a, no. 1, 526 a, 1039, 1040, 1056).
If such, therefore, be founded in nature, the essentia1 philosophy of
inflammation is to be found in modified states of the natural properties and functions of the extreme series of the arterial system.
746, b. The absorbents, also, are interested in tha ulcerative process, and are, therefore, modified in their action.
7 46, c. The nerves, from constituting a. part of all the tissues, and
from the liability of every part to be affetted by i;>retcrnatura1 determinations of the nervous power upon them, and bemg, also, the organs
of sensibility, arc so far 1iable to a participation in the pathologica]
states or inflammation, and in affecting the secreted products(§ 456 a).
From all that has been said, it is evident that the nervous power
can act only as a remote cause of morbid changes, ai:id that th~ con·
clusion is unavoidable that all the remote causes of rnflammatlon, as
of every other disease, produce their morbific ~ffects upon the organic
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necessary to the disease, however it may exert a profound influence
both upon the actions and products(§ 227, 233t, 475!, 507, 647t)·
The nervous power, it is true, is the immediate remote cause of all
inflammation~ which spring up sympathetically, but it f~rms no part
of the essential pathological cause i nor are the ner~es rn any other
way the me<lium through which inflammations are excited(§ 201-204,
226, 233, 405, 446 a, 500, 647!, 715, 725 c, 902-905, 1039, 1010).
On the other hand, the physical philosophers, with singular inconsistency, maintain that the "nervous influence" has an impo1tant
agency in the inflammatory process, though they do not say in what
that agency consists, or how it co-operates either with mechanical or chemical agencies (§63St).
747. Hunter laid the foundation of the true theory of inflammation.
He supposes that the vessels are in a state of increased action, both as
to contraction and dilatation, and that, in a general sense, they can·y
an increased quantity of blood.
Irritability and mobility, the two great properties upon which 01
ganic actions mostly depend, are probably always increased and
otherwise variously modified in all inflammations. In consequence,
also, of the increase of irritability all inflamed parts are more than
naturally susceptible of the action of stimuli, though not according to
their ordinary effects in health. It is a general law, indeed, in re·
spect to all diseases, that the natural relations of the affected pa1ts to
physical and mental agents are more or less altered; and upon thi~
turns, mostly, the curative action of medicine, &c. (§ 143, 149-152~
It was a radical defect in Hunter's doctrine that he did not consider
the altered condition, in their very nature, of the vital properties, bul
imputed the essence of inflammation to a simply u increased action
of the powers of the part.'' lftbe hand be plunged into warm water,
there ensues an increased action of the vessels, but there is no inflammation.
748. A theory opposed to the foregoing, and now universally adopt·
ed by the physical school of medicine, supposes,
1. That the vessels concerned in the process of inflammation are
passively relaxed.
2. A progressive accumulation, stagnation, and coagulation of blood
within the vessels (§ 789).
3. An enlargement of the collateral vessels proportioned to the re·
dundancy of blood transmitted to the part, occasioned by the force of
the vis a tergo.
4. That the blood is propelled through the collateral vessels by the
action of the heart (§ 392).
5. That the vessels, being paralyzed, relaxed, and mechanically ob·
structed, can perform no part in generating the products, or in those
processes already described as the results or u terminations" of inflammation; but, on the contrary, that all the fluids are mechanically
strained off from morbid blood, notwithstanding the mechanical obstruction occasioned by the coagulation, and that ulceration is only a
mechanical softening of the living solids. (See "Report of tli.e recent
State of Knowledge of tlie Nature of Injlmmnation," by 1\lr. Wharton
Jones, in British and Foreign Medical Review, April, 1844.)
749. Such is the prevailing mechanical doctrine of inflammation,
which, in conform ity with the plan of this work, I have here intro-
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duced as appearing to me the most ad,•erse to facts and philosophy,
but sustained by a powe1fol school. I shall not enter upon its farther
refutation, nor upon the proof of the vital theory, beyond the statement of a few prominent facts. Both of these objects I have endeavored to accomplish in the ]'fedical and Pliysiological Commentaries,
nor have I seen any fact whose import is not there considered (vol. ii.,
p. 14.1-214, 224-397. Also, my "Introductory Discourse," p. 22, &c.,
1842, in vol. iii.).
The mechanical doctrine of inflammation has grown out of experiments by which N aturc is misrepresented. I mean that such is my
opinion ; but not without its attendant reasons. One experimental
fallacy, however, lies mainly at the foundation of all the foregoing
conclusions, which consists in the means by which inflammations are
artificially produced for the purpose of arriving at a knowledge of
their pathology. Irritants of a chemical nature have been applied to
delicate membranes, by which their organization is impaired or destroyed, and the blood also coagulated by direct chemical influences.
The part has been then subjected to the microscope, under the direct
rays of the sun, whose heat has the effect of drying the disorganized
tissues, and consolidating the blood. Let rubcfacicnts be a test.
From such most unnatural results the whole organic process of inflammation, its formative stage, the stages of suppuration, ulceration,
and the secretion of lymph, of serum, &c., are interpreted upon
purely mechanical principles (§ 396, 410).
But, if this were true of inflammation, it should be equally so of
the analogous results in the healthy state of the body ; and growth
itself, and a11 the secreted products, should be equally determined by
mechanical laws. Were the doctrine, therefore, founded in· nature, it
would completely overthrow the whole science of pl1ysiology, and reduce the living being to a mere automaton (§ 639 a, 746 a).
750, a. We have already variously seen what analogy prompts.
\Ve have seen, too, that it bas been demonstrated that the blood is accelerated in the capillary and larger vessels when stimulants are applied to them, or to the brain or spinal cord, and that they give rise
to alternate actions of contraction and dilatation, even in the veins
(§ 384, 387, 392, 399, 408- 411, 480- 485, 498 e). We have seen
how the extreme vessels become enlarged and admit the red globules
(§ 192). We have seen, physiologically, that all the vessels must
have an independent vital action (§ 382, &c., 407, 410, &c.). And
now I ask the physical philosopher, upon his owu ground, how the
extreme vessels in dense structures, such as ligament, cartilage, and
bone, acquire 'their great enlargements in their inflammations~ It is
evident that tlrn physical philosopher has limited his views, as lie has
his experiments, to soft, delicate membranes. He has reasoned from
an isolated fact, and that fact evidently of a spuriou~ nature (9 5,},b,c).
That there is generally, though not inva~ably, an 1~cre~sed volume
of blood circulatiug in the instruments of rnflammat1on, !s shown
the increased quantity of blood which flows from the verns of an mflamed part; by the high florid color of th~ pa~t, and of the bl?od;
by the profusion of blood which follows scarifications and leech-bites;
by the rapidity with which the blood returns wb~n expelled, .b~ rubbing, from an inflamed su1face; by the actual~y rncreas~d fluulay of
the bho<l proceeding directly from the seat of mflammat10n, as showw
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by its slower coagulation than in health; Ly the preternatural gener.
ation of 110at, which eveu no chemical theory can explain without
admitting an increase<l circulation of the blood; by the profuse se.
?retion of certain fluids, and their specific nature; by the frequently
increased pulsation of an artery leading to an inflamed part, and csreci~lly as the pulsation is often strongeRt when the gener~} CircuJallOll JS prostrate, and again, on the other hand, as the tl~robb1~g of.the
vessel often subsides when the force of the general circulation rises
under the influence of the lancet; while the local inflammation may
go on increasing, &c. (§ 1056) .
150, h. Coincident with the numerous physical and pathological
facts which lie at the foundation of the vital doctrine of inflammation
are the effects of remedial agents; since bloodletting, cathartics, antirnoni~ls, and other depressing agen~s, should increase the s~pp:iscd
relaxat10n of th e vessels, and stagnation of blood, both by theu· direct
action and by diminishing the force of tl1e vis a tergo » while, on the
other hand, tonics and stimulants should be the pre,·ailing means of
cure. Nor can the curatiYe effect of the former agenti;, nor the morbific of the latter, be interpreted on any other than physiological principles. How, again, will the physical philosopher explain the instantaneousness with which moderate bloodletting, nay, even syncope
without the loss of Llood, will sometimes overcome pneumonia, inflammation of the bra.in, &c. (§ 951) i How explain the rapidity
with which croup will yield to the prostrating effect of antimonials;
or how deep-seated inflammations t ake their depal'ture as soon as the
same condition is produced in the skin by cantharides, or )'ield more
gradually to the silent influences of antimony, ipecacuanha, mercurials, iodine, colchicum, guaiacurn, veratria, quinia, &c., according to
the special modifications of the disease by its various remote causes
(§ 150, 650- 653, 662 b, 668, 669, 672, 674, 742, 935 d, e)?
751. I have just intimated that, if vital action do not exist, there
should be no varieties of inflammation. It should be all small·pox,
or 1ues, or rheumatism, or, at least, all of the common variety. The
vital phenomena and physical products should be always the same;
the same in all tissues and in all constitutions (§ 409, c-i). Nor
should we have any remarkable and diversified sympathetic influences
of inflamed parts upon the system at large (§ 500, 512-530). The
vitalist supplies the only intelligible solution of the facts which are
presented in real life. He points to the various modifications of the
organic properties, according to the peculiarities of every tissue, the
diversities of the remote causes, constitution, age, sex, &c., which he
believes, also, to be the foundation of all rational pathology; and upon
the same principles he interprets the curative effects of remedies.
Active and Passive Inflammation.
752. I endeavored, originally, in the 1'1edical and Pliysiological Commentaries, to t;how the fallacy of the distinction of inflammation into
active and passi·ve, and to prove the dependence of all forms of the
disease upon one general pathological cause; and I shall now briefly
advert to the manner in which the principles set forth in the present
work establ ish that conclusion.
753. In the active foiom of inflammation there appears to be a Yague
recognition, so far as tlic verbal distinction g-C'es, of the morbidly-in-
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creased action of the part, while in the passive form all is" relaxation" and "stagnation" (§ 748). These exactly opposite states of
verbal pathology are especially characteristic of the school who mainiain that inflammation is always constituted by a passive relaxation of
the vessels and coagulation of blood. "\Vith the .same consistency they
also affirm that the two nominal conditions rcqmre opposite modes of
treatment ; though, in justice to the real hypothesis, it should be said
that the stimulant plan is apt to prevail.
There are many authors
who speak of an active and passive state of inflammation as things in
absolute opposition, but they attempt no C'xplanation of the supposed
distinction.
Andra! perceived that the term active is not in lmrmony with the
mechanical philosophy of the disease, nor with his own views as to the
abolition of the general term; and be therefore substitutes stlu:nic and
astlu:nic to express the opposite conditions, and ltypcrremia in the place
of infl.ammation. But the epithets are as much in direct opposition
as actwe and passive (§ 699, c).
754. But it requires only a right exercise of judgment to understand that the same disease cannot be constituted by opposite pathological conditions(§ 741, b). The supposition contradicts itself. The
varieties depend simply upon partial modifications of a common pathological cause; and this conclusion, as abundantly exemplified, is of no
little practical importance (§ 766). The term passive can only be intended, by those who use it, to inculcate a stimlant treatment, and that
mechanical condition of the blood-vessels whose refutation I have attempted extensively in the Commentaries.
755. Again, in the supposed opposite conditio11s, the vital signs, and
the morbid products, arc nearly identical; which evinces, sufficiently,
a close affinity in the pathological states, while the analogy between
those products and such as depend on the natural processes places
both modifications of the disease on a common physiological foundation (§ 137 e, 150- 153, 639, 746 a, 694!).
756, a. The occasional success of tonics and stimulants in the treatment of inflammation, whether applied intemally or externally, or
with or without antiphlogistic remedies, is no evidence, as supposed,
of a pathological state mauifestly different from that which is most
readily surmounted by loss of blood, cathartics, &c., alone. This will
be obvious when the true modus operandi of remedial agents is duly
considered (§ 150-152, 638, 893, &c.). It is also weJI known that a
sudden aad powerful impression even from alcoholic stimulants will
sometimes subvert an inflammation or a fever of great activity, which,
under apparently the same circum,stances, would be aggravated by
such treatment in the hundred next following cases, but where loss of
blood, &c., woul<l be speedily cmative in nearly all (§. 900, 904 d).
The disciples of Brown have been thus enabk~d to sustam themseh-es
in the midst of general failure.-NoTE EE p. 1133. . . .
Take a clear example, which illustrates the only d1st~nct10n, ~~ far
as principle is concerned, between t~e SO:PP~sed opposite co1~cht1ons
of inflammation. Such a one occurs rn this disease when mo~ified by
the predisposing cause of intermitlent fever. Here the Peruvian bark
may be as necessary to its cure as the loss of blood, though the latter
is commonly, also, more important. A1~d there ~~curs t? me a p~·oof
from analogy which demonstrates the vital doct11ne of inflammation;
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~vhich consists in the fact that the Peruvian bark is also a specific for
mtermittent fever, while, as with inflammations, it wi)J aggraxate other
forms of fever. If, therefore, it be admitted that there is no "stagna.
tion of blood" in the intermittent and other fevers, it clearly follows
from this analogy that there is none in inflammations.
The intense inflammations attendant on scurvy often yield only to
such remedies alone as improve the digestive organs, of which tonice
may be one; and here we witness impressive demonstrations of the
laws of sympathy (§ 500, 512, &c.). And yet in the same conditions
bloodletting may be simultaneously appropriate or necessary. Opposite modes of local treatment succeed in burns and scalds; catarrh
is often cured by" gin sling;" erysipelas has apparently yielded to the
tonic and stimulant practice, though nt the hazard of life ; and typhus
fever, with its train of local inflammations and congestions, <livitles the
medical world into the two opposite systems of treatment.
Again, the most feeble subjects are quite as likely to require the
depletive treatment, in grave inflammations, as the robust; and long·
continued chronic inflammations have often yielded to a repeated loss
of blood where tonics had been employed under the illusive doctrine
of passive inflammation(§ 1007 b-d, 1008, 101 9).-NoTE 11 p. 1139.
The differences in small-pox, varioloid, and cow-pox, which are
essentially one disease, illustrate the principles before us. So, too,
do all the varieties attcntlant on specific form s of inflammation, as
measles, scarlatina, lues, rheumatism, &c. Lues yields especially to
mercury; rheumatism to colchicum and guaiacum; scrofula to io·
dine, &c.; an d yet the simultaneous loss of blood may be more or
less useful or indispensable. The example of tuberculous phthisis i9
illustrative of our whole subject. A mixecl, or even a stimulant, treat·
ment is slow in its destructi\•e effects; an<l its evils have been, therefore, overlooked in the speculative views which morbid anatomy has
suggested as to the nature of the pathological change in which tubercle originates (§ 695, &c.), and in the brown chicken-meat which
chemistry has contradistinguished from the white. This morbid con·
dition has been rcceutly and extensively considered non-inflammatory,
and as supposed by Louis when the most extensive inflammatory lesions and products have supervened; and it supplies us with another
exemplification of the iITesistiblc tendency of theory, true or false, to
determine the treatment of disease (§ 4). The antiphlogistic practice has been abandoned. But what are its results 1 Has the mor·
tality from phthisis diminished 1 On the contrary, it has most fear·
fu11y increased (Jl1edical and Pltysiological Commentaries, vol. ii., p.
622-633, 743-752).-NOTES F P· 111 4, MM P· 1141.
156, b. However varied may be some of the remedies in the different modifications of inflammation, the general principles of treatment
are substantially the same. The incidentally favorab le effect of local
or constitutional stimulants is no p~oof that the pathological conditions
of inflammation are not closely alhe<l. It only proves their effect in
altering the vital properties in such a way as will enable Nature to
take on the restorati\'e process. Least of all can opposite principles
prevail at different times and in different climates. It has been so
from the earliest records of disease. Otherwise, medicine would
consist on ly of an unconnected series of observations. There would
be no principles, and of course no science. Medical learning- would
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1e useless, and experience would suit only tho present occasion. A
new system of treatment would have to be devised for every climate,
every constitution, and every reappearance of the same disease.
But Nature is not thus the creature of accident. It is not Nature
who is inconsistent, or who operates hy conflicting laws. Art may
give her this appearance; but still I say, that "Nature can never
<lecei,·e." It is owing to this consistency of N aturc that medicine
had Jong since become a noble science; difficult and concerned about
all other sciences, and therefore taking the lead of all others. A
science of principles deduced from the phenomena of Nature, and
which, with the facts that are known, conduct us with remarkable
certainty to facts that are unknown. I t is here that well-founded
principles enable us to see farther than the senses, and to learn from
a single vital phenomenon, from the expression of the eye, tho existence and nature of those latent changes which too many can sec
only when seeing is useless, and bring upon art and philosophy the
derision of the crowd(§ 704, J005t, 1006/-1007 d, 1068 a-d).
A sound principle in medicine is like the calculus in mathematics;
and what are falsely called "exceptio11s to general principles" are
nothing more than variations in phenomena, which arise from the instability of the properties of life, and the vast variety of influences to
which they are exposed(§ 177-179, 237). These variations may denote only partial ~odificati~ns of a common morbid action, arising
especially from differences m the remote causes (§ 644, &c.); or,
they may depend upon the same action affecting different tissues; or
upon the morbid condition of particular organs affecting certain other
organs, or all 01hcrs (§ 117, 129, 134, 137, 529, &c.) i or, upon age,
sex, constitutional peculiarities, and other accidents (§ 335 1 &c. 1 .570,
&c.). And , although there be one leading principle in the treatment
of such cases, there are other subordinate ones founded upon the
modifications. These are to be nicely balanced, that the governing
principle may be properly directed (§ 675). But, it is only men of
correct thinking and close observation that can apply these principles.
All others will look upon the variations of symptoms from their usual
state in any one disease, or upon the differences in the results of an
exact methodical practice, as denoting very different pathological conditions, or as constituting "exceptions to general principles;" and
"bark and wine" will therefore obtain in numerous cases where
bloodletting is the only efficient remedy.
FEVER.

757, a. Important distinctions between the two great ?lasses .of ?is·
ease, Inflammation and Fever, have been already sufficiently rnd1cated. The former, as we have seen, is limited to certain parts, while
the latter invades the body universally from its _b~gin~ing. ~ have
reserved for this place, however, a fundamental ~1stmct10n, _ which,. as
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which inflammation gives rise. It is othe'.''·1se with fever, whose distinguishing phenomena are mostly of a v1~al n~ture, and whose mar·
bid physical products consist only of mod16cattons of tlrn natural. secreted fluids(§ 764, e) . Morbid anatomy, therefo:e•. reflects no hght
wbate\·er upon the pathology of fever. And yet is lts treatment, all
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its varieties, as well ascertained as that of inflammation and its nri.
eties. ln<leed, ofn:ostofthe varieties ofinAammation·morbid anatomy does not afford the least information; and yet is the specific treat~ent o_f the most common and important, such as Theumatism, gout,
rntermittent, scrofulous, &c., as well known as the general remedies
for inflammation. And so with the varieties of fever. I say again,
therefore, that the morbid anatomist may not appropriate what so eminently belongs to the acumen of genius in its philosopl1ical observation of the phenomena of nature (§ 695, &c.).
It is plain, therefore, that all those who would render morbid anatomy the principal basis of pathology can have no definite views of
disease. The effects arc mistaken for the cause; and if the former
be not present, the case is regarded as inscrutable in respect t11 its
pathology. Every disease is, of course, to the morbid anatomist cir-

f:~~~~~~i~1!0a~~eo~;-~~~~~Jh~1~!~e~~1~~~~a~~~s o}e~::;i;b~~ed~,s~r:1:~i~sn!~
and as ulceration, and some other lesions of inflammation, may happen
to appear red or white, they are denominated, as by Louis, iuflammatory or contra-inflammatory.
757, h. Many of the ord in ary and most characteristic symptoms of
inflammation are wanting in fever ; such as hardness and incompressibility of pulse, buffing and cupping of the blood, local pain, &c. Th is
is very ob\·ious in intermittent fever. Exalted heat probably takes
place in all inflamed parts; but a sunken temperature is common in
fever(§ 712-722). Reflex nervous actions supply a test(§ 720, 893).
758. Fever, like inflammation, has numerous modifications, as a necessary result of the constitution of the vital properties, the ''atiety of
morbific causes, the unequal distribution of the disease, &c. These
modifications have given rise to the distinctions of continued, intermittent, rcmiuent, typllus, nervous, bilious, yellow fever, plague, &c. But
strong analogies prevail among the whole; the general pathological
cause, as in inflammations, being essentially the same. Most of the
varieties in fever depend, indeed, more or less, upon the modifying
influences of coexisti ng inflammations and venous congestions, though
more so upon the predisposing causes, while, also, the modifications
which grow out of these local affections will depend much upon their
particular seat. Some organs, also, sustain a greater burden of the
febrile disease than others; and this, of course, will g ive to every
case certain peculiar modifications (§ 134, &c., 644, &c.).
759. Fever, in its most simple form, is of short duration, never continues three days, rarely longer than twenty-four hours, and sometimes terminates within four hours. This is the epltemera, which may
be taken as the type of the complex forms tliat consist of a series or
repetition of paroxysms.
The foregoing may be also noticed as a broad fundamental distinction between fever and inflammation; ~ince the ephemera, a perfect
representation of fever, may sweep through its course, and terminate
as suddenly as it invades th e body, and in less than twelve hours, and
leave scarce a vestige of.its forme r presence behind.
760. If feve r, therefore, be continued beyond a single paroxysm it
is made up of a succession of paroxysms. l\Iany have supposed that
eYery compound case consis~s _of as many ~evers following_ each other
as there are paroxysms. 1 his, howe\'Cr, is not patliologically true;
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Bh1ce the same mo1-bid predisposition in which the first paroxysm
originated remains, and is the cause of each succeeding paroxysm,
and, therefore, a connecting link among the whole. The supposed
distinction consists only of periodical abatements of one continuous
disease (§ 514 g, 516 d, no. 6, 665, 666).
761, a. The foregoing abatements of fever are the results of salu·
tary efforts of nature, and are variously pronounced as to thei1· degree
and duration (§ 733). They are most perfect in intermittent fever,
in which they vary from a few hours' duration to one or more days (§
675).
761, b. These abatements of fever, often amounting to an apparent
termination of the disease, supply a fine illustration of the recupera·
tive nature of the properties of life, and of their inherent tendency to
maint.ain themsel ves in a state of integrity. \Ve see, too, the mod11,s
operandi of art in its use of physiolo::rical laws, when, by the interposi·
tion of remedies the natural abatement of fever is confirmed by new
influences that are different from the original morbific ones(§ 675,
897, 898, 901, 237, 239, 447 b. 639, 839, 854, 856, 900, 905).
762, a . Each paroxysm of fever consists, in a general sense, of a
certain succession of symptoms, which, however, a.re liable to great
variations; and new ones that may spring up in the progress of dis·
ease, from accidental influences, may present a general aspect more
widely different from the preceding than the near identity of the path·
o1ogical cause would lead us to suppose. These differences spring
from the very susceptible nature of the properties of life, especially in
their morbid state, and the various new irifluenccs which may operate
upon them; and the manifestations are liable to exceed tlrn ratio of
any change that may be wro_ught in. the v~ta l conditions. A slight
change only, some error in diet, by mstitutrng morbific reflex nervous actions,. may give rise to new an~ striking phenomena, or they
may be forcibly presented by the trans ient effect alone of some mo·
mentary cause, as an emotion of the mind(§ 740, 1067).
762, b. In presenting a summary analysis of fever, I shall first consider the Eplu:mera. Secondly, fever as constituted by a repetition
of the same paroxysm, and in different modes. Thirdly, the remote
causes of fever, the coexisting inflammations, &c. Fourthly, the path·
ological cause.
763. Tlrn epltemera, as I have said, may be ta.ken as the general
type of the entire family of fevers. It generally commences between
six or seven o'clock in the morning, or fivo or six in the evening; a
coincidence of difficult explanation, but manifestly connected with
some natural periodical mutations in the vital states of the. system
(§ 768). It has three distinct stages, which arc commonly present;
namely, the cold stage or cold.fit, the !wt stage, and the crisis.
764, a. The first, or cold stage, is the period of the mos~ intense
morbid action. Its invasion is marked by a sudden ~on~ra.ct1on of all
the capillary blood-vessels, and consequent. det~rmrnat10n o_f blood
about the right cavities of the heart, by a dimmut10~1 of tl~e fhud prod.
ucts, by reduction of temperature, and by a loss, m various degree~,
of the voluntary control oYer the muscles .. T~rnso ~re the 1~ost ob~t
ous changes; and such as relate to orgamc life evrnce a umversahty
of the disease at its invasion. Here we m1y stop to obsen·e another
broad distinction between fever and inflammaticn; since the latter
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does not begin in the foregoing manner, but with an enlargement of
the capillary blood-vessels(§ 712, &c., 757, 759, 770).
In idiopathic fever, many of the prominent, but less important, vital
symptoms, so far, at least, as sensation is concerned, appertain to the
organs of animal life. Those of the organic system are less remarkable at first, as natura.l sensibility is here inferior to its co~dition in
animal life. The eye, for instance, is naturally more sensible than
the intestines, and hence an affection of the former is more conspicuous than of the latter, till dis9ase, at least, may develop the property
in the intestine. The same rule, in a general sense, will hold as to
the individual organs in either division of life, at this early stage of fever, and is app1icable to all other diseases. There may be more disease in one organ than in another, yet the symptoms of that which is
most affected may be less strongly pronounced on account of its natural inferiority.in sensibility, and often 1 also, ofirritability (§ 133-139,
188,19,!).
A preliminary condition, subsequent to the formation of the predisposition, and immediately antecedent to the cold stage, may be recognized under the denomination of access~· a term which has been
employed to denote the cold stage, or the most intense degree of morbid action, and which, being already formed, cannot be regarded a.a
the access of disease. Prior to the absolute seizure, howeYer, there is
commonly a more or less ohvious failure of the living powers to perform any of their functions in their perfect manner; an<l that constitutes the true access of the complaint. The distinction and the term
~~~r~~:~~~c:;Je~:~ful as leading to sound pathological views, and to
The development, or attack of feyer, is always sudden, whatever
the duration of the predisposition; an<l this is one of distinguishing
marks between fever and inflammation.
764, h. After the cold stage has continued for an indefinite time,
the diseased conditions begin to assume a tendency toward their natural
state 1 or to obey the great restorative law, tlie vis medi"catrix 11.atura.
This recuperative effort introduces the lwt stage1 which is the first
part of the natural cure. The prominent characteristics of this stage
are an expansion of the capillaries, an increased volume of blood at
the circumference, greater force of the general circulation, and an exaltation of temperature above its natural standard.
A spontaneous change has happened in the vital conditions of the
whole body. The small vessels expand in consequence. Irritability
has become more susceptible, but less profoundly altered, and the
blood accumulated about the heart in the cold stage now rouses that
•Jrgan to greater action, while it receives concurrent reflex nervous
influences from the changes which are going forward in all parts of
the capillary system. An increased volume of blood is thus sent out,
and this is harmoniously met by the active expansion which is taking
place in all the small vessels (§ 384-:387). ~ut this is only a part of
the involutions of reflex nervous actions wluch are now in progress.
Notwithstanding, boweTer, the hot stage is the beginning of the
natural cure, the symptoms wou ld often denote an increase of the
morbid condition, and frequently call for the intervention of art.
Nature may be excessive in her aims at reparati?n. ~he may overlittlp her ordinar,r limit, and push the organs of c1rculat1on with a ve·
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hemcnce that shall light up inflammations, and call for an outlet of
blood as an indispensable means of prevention (§ 674, d). But we
know, from the general progress of symptoms, and the final result,
that a succession of favorable changes has been instituted from the
beginning of the hot stage.
76·1, c. The crisis follows next. This constitutes the greatest de·
cline of the aisease. The phenomena of health are now more or Jess
pronounced. The secretions break forth, morbid at first, but rapidly
assuming their natural character. Among these perspiration is the
most obvious i and hence this stage of the disease is universally
known as the sweating. The designation is too partial and hypothetical, since the volume of bile, or of urine, may be quite as redundant,
or more so. Crisis is more comprehensive, and implies exactly the
things which are in progress. The lwt stage' is better named i for
exalted temperature is the beginning of the elaboration of redundant
products, and, for a while, it stands alone. And here I may refer to
this connected series of physical products, during the curative stage,
as showing analogically the dependence nf sweat, bile, urine, and the
elevated temperature, upon common physiological principles, and
in which alterativc reflex nervous actions take an important part(§
224, 226, 446-447, 461; 475-491, 503, 512, 902 g).
764, d. The secreted products, although the result of improving
pathological changes, contribute, as in inflammations, to the ultimate
design of nature as depletory remedies (§ 732, 733 e, 157 a).
764, e. In consequence of the foregoing remarks it may occur to
some that there is a greater affinity between fever and inflammation
than I have aJmitted (§ 712, &c.). But that conclusion docs not follow from the course of nature in her restorative movements. The
cold stage of fernr may be the period of the most profound disease,
and nature may be emerging toward her healthy standard during
the stage of reaction, and yet the apparently analogous excitement
of the general organs of circulation, and of the immediate instruments of the morbid process in inflammation, may be the stage of
most profound disease; and this is known by the various attendant
facts.* The pathological conditions, indeed, are so widely different,
that the general arterial excitement attendant on inflammation is not,
as in fever, followed by augmented perspiration, bile, &e. The increased products are relative to some particular part, and are not of
the nature of those which attend the restorativf'l process of fever. In
one disease they proceed from a tissue, in the other from compound
organs. One affection besets the tissues in their individual sense, the
other in their compounded sense. These are, therefore, other broad
fundamental distinctions between fever and inflammation (§ 141 h,
148, 675, 712-722, 757, 759, 764 a, 770).
165. If a repetition of the paroxysm take place, the crisis is a1ways imperfect. Their repeated occurrence is said to form a compound fever i but, as we have seen, the disease is as much an entire
whole as the ephemera(§ 159, 760).
\Vhen the paroxysms apparently go off entirely the fever is called
an intermittent. "\Vhen the interval is less perfect, or a new paroxysm
takes place in the middle of a crisis, the disease is called a remittent.
W11en the disease continues without much abatement of symptoms,
or, rather, if a new paroxysm set in during the hot stage of a precesu;~~r~~~a!\C::~ d~;~~=~l\;a~uf~i~i~sg'.1ot introduced l.iy a chill, liut chills often precede
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ding paroxysm, it receives the name of contilmcd fever. Between the
remittent and continued fevers, however, rhere is no well-defined line
of distinction, as it respects the succession of paroxysms. Again, the
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form before his recovery. When, also, intermittents are badly treat·
ed, they are often converted into a remittent; which is commonly a
more intractab1e form (§ 557).
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ture of the paroxysms of an intermittent, we see that the ephemera. is
a representation of each one. The symptoms also confirm these conclusions; from which we learn, more and more, that the essential elements are the same in all the preceding forms, and other minor '"aricties of the disease(§ 557, 650, 652, 670, 741 b, 75~, 756 b), The existence of this coincidence corresponds with the like attribute of inflammations; the varieties of which, respectively, are not more remarkable in their vital manifestations and results than arc the natural
modifications of the vital properties in different tissues (§ 133-137).
767, a. Notwithstanding, however, the foregoing analogies(§ 765,
766), the causes of continued fever are so far different from lho.se of
the remittent and intermittent, that the first of these varieties does not
interchange with the last, as do the last two with each other, although
the quotidian and tertian types are sometimes manifested with considerable distinctness during the progress of continued fever. Remittents and intermittents are, also, rare in climates where the continued
fever occurs, while the formeL· g0 together, and ha,·e close affinities
in their predisposing causes(§ 652, &c.).
7G7, b. We see, therefore, more and more, the fallacy of the doc
trine which regards disease as a unit , and especially as propounded
by one to whom medicine is under the deepest obligations. There
are, indeed, no tw0 cases precisely alike in their pathological conditions; and there is scarcely a principle of greater importance (§ 673,
B57). It is true of diseases which are most allied, and even true of
the same case during its advances or its decline; and coming to the
specific forms of inflammation, and pa~sing from those to idiopathic
fever and the various modifications of this disease, and regardin~ in
connection, also, the more obscure pathology of the various conditions
of the stomach which arc grouped under the general denomination of
indigestion, and all those states which go to make up the ''nervous
disorders," we can scarcely fail of escaping from the illusions which
have grown out of the physical views of disease, or of turning ourselves to that philosophy which concerns the mutability of the properties of life (§ 177-184, &c,, 780),
768, a. In a vast proportion of all the cases of fever the paroxysms
take place in th e afternoon; generally beginning about five or six
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bid habit, but rather _by its association with a natural evening parox·
ysm, to which all individuals in health are liable, and which happens
and subsides about the foregoing hours, even when traxeling to the
eastward or westward (§ 772, b) . This natural paroxysm is ma1·ked
clearly by its phenomena; and the foregoing coincidence shvws.
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again, how the physiological laws hold their control in disease(§ 133152, 638). A coincidence is farther seen in a diminution of the secretions attendant on the natura·I and morbid paroxysm. A purgative
given now, whether in health or disease, irritates the system more
than at any othe1· time, and produces smaller evacuations than in t110
morning, especially if rapid in its operation. On the contrary, in either case, if the cathartic do not operate till morning, the discharge
will be far more abundant. Toward morning the natural paroxysm
subsides, sweating often comes on, and all the functions of the body
and mind are then manifestly improved. And so, more or less, with
the morbid paroxysm. The former is not connected with the fatigue
of the day, since it is common to mankind under every condition of
repose, employment, and habits.
Again, the first paroxysm of a fever may take place at any period
of the day; the time of the invasion often depending upon some immediate exciting cause. But, the succeeding ones generally coincide
with the natural evening paroxysm; especially in continued and re mittent forms of fever. I speak, however, of the disease as manifested by unembarrassed Nature, or when she may be duly assisted by
art. l\lisapplieJ remedies, and various other exciting causes, will be
apt to affect the periodical law, especially where Nature is least recuperatirn, as in continued and remittent fevers. The regularity of
the paroxysm is also influenced by local congestions and inflammations, and this, particularly, when exciting causes are in operation (§
773). These considerations, independent of their practical bearing,
refer to important problems in the philosophy of life and of disease.
The paroxysms of fever, therefore, observe a diurnal period ; rarely taking place in the night.
768, b. The foregoing natural paroxysm extends its influences to
all diseases, and influences, also, the operation of remed ial agents.
769. If a paroxysm return two or three times, or two or three relapses take place at short intervals (as a. few days, or perhaps weeks),
the force of morbid habit is manifested; since in one case the paroxysms continue to return with greater obstinacy, and in t11e other relapses are more likely to follow, and this, often, for a great length of
time (§ 535, &c., 768 a). Much, however, may be frequently clue to
supervening local congestions, which keep up the predisposition to fe\·er, and operate, also, as exciting causes(§ 645, 665, 666, 870). \Vhere
the intervals are long, the return of the fever is not a relap~e, but a
new attack; though this is truer of continued than of inter1mttent or
remittent fever. And this Je11ds me to say, tl1at any remote cause of
fever is less apt to produce a relapse than to excite the disease in one
who has not been before affecteJ (§ 544, 550, 560, &c.).
770. It would be difficult to say why the paroxysms of fever are
separated hy definite intervals, antl lhese intervals, too, remar~able
for their variety as well as precision iu the same form ~f fev~r. They
show us at least, however, the absurdity of expoun~rng d1~ease by
any of the laws or agencies that nre known in the ~norg~mc world.
These definite intervals have O"iven rise to several <les1gnat1ons of the
sa.1r.e form of fever; and acco~ding to the interval so is the type. \Ve
have nothing like th is in inflammations (§ 71~-722,. 764 e). ,
771. Jn the continued form of feyer, and 111 rem1ttents, tne paroxysms (or exacerbations, as they are t11en called) iecur about once io
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twenty-four hours; but the interval is more indefinite ~ban with intermittents. In a majority of the cases of intermittent fever the paroxysms are repeated .at the end of forty-eight hours, and hence the name
of tertian, or tertian type. The next most common are quotidians, or
fever with daily paroxysms; each one taking place at the end of twenty-four hours. A third, and most fixed variety, is called the quurtan,
having a i·eturn of its Paroxysms in seventy-two hours.
772, a. Sometimes there is a periodical difference in all the varieties, or types, of the intermittent, of four hours; and if, as now and
then happens, the difference be greater, the fever is said to be irr<?:,uular. These irregularities are commonly owing to local congestions,
or other accidental influences, the removal of which will generally establish the more definite interva1.
772, b. When the foregoing deviations occur, the paroxysms may
either anticipate the usual hour, or be delayed beyond it; and it is a
remarkable fact, an<l strikingly illustrates the law of vital habit (since
it is inobedient to the influence of the natural paroxysm of health),
that in such cases the paroxysms are apt to go on with the particular
irregularity with which they began (§ 544, &c., 768 a).
772, c. Another remarkable fact connected with the intrinsic naturo
of the vital properties, and ilh1strntive of the special institutions of
organic life, relates also to the inequality of the foregoing intervals.
That is to say, if the interval of tertian paroxysms, for example, deviate from forty-eight to forty-six hours, or1 on the other hand, from
forty-eight to fifty hours, the occurrence of the paroxysms will be
growing earlier in the former case, and later in the latter. But this
is not the most striking phenomenon attending these cases; for when
the paroxysms, by their regular anticipation of the period of each last
preceding paroxysm, approach the night, one paroxysm is often lost.
This phenomenon, however, has its more obvious foundation, as the
others have more obscurely, in the natural law of the body already
mentioned(§ 768, a), since there is no inherent tendency in the sys·
tern to induce a paroxysm during the night (§ 137 b, 149-152, 638).
773. The intermittent and remittent fever are often so nearly allied
in pathology, that it is sometimes difficult to decide upon the type.
H ere the deviation from the regular form of the intermittent is clearly
owing to the presence of venous congestions, or to inflammation;
since the intermissions will become well defined as soon as those complications are removed (§ 758, 762, 768 a).
77 4. The natural duration of continued fever is about three weeks,
varies with in.termitte.nts according to the particular
rarely six.
type. Such is the power of vital habit(§ 544, &c.), that a tertian naturally occupies from three to four months; and this is one of the numerous instances in which the advantages of medicine are illustrated,
and the philosophy. of solidism establ~sl~e<l; since, as it respects the
pathology, an emetic, or a dose of qumme (of no analogous virtues),
may so alter the morbid properties as to place them at once in a condition to recover their natural state (§ 557 a, 904 d).
Much, however, of the prolongation of fever is often due to the lo·
cal forms of disease which supervene on jts progress 1 to errors in diet,
fatigue, &c.
775. Opposed 1 also, to the humoral pathology, and all the physical
hypothc~e.o;, is the occasional sudder. termination of continued and in·
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tennittent fevers, in a state of health. This is generally preceded by
a severe paroxysm, and the disease is ended at once (§ 557 1 a) . The
\'ery violence of morbid action is attended by an alteration of the or·
3anic properties which enables them to take on the recuperative pro·
cess; just as we sometimes see aJcuholic stimulants overthrow acute
inflammation, or the same conditions of fever (§ 756). "\Vill the
chemist or bu moralist explain 1 Fothergill, Falconer, and others1 sup·
posed that the full and tense pulse which often supervenes on apo·
plexy depends upon a struggle which arises from an action of the
vires vita to restore health. "I believe," says Fothergill, "it hap· .
pens in most cases where there has been a temporary, or even mo·
mentary cessation of the animal powers."
Remote Cause1 of Fever.
776. I come next to the remote causes of fever, and to consider,
also, yet farther, how the general pathological condition, as in inflam·
mation, is liable to modifications by differences in the nature of the re·
mote cal!ses, and how, also, fever is influenced by coexisting inflam·
mations and venous congestions ; with a Yiew to farther illustration
of principles of various import.
777. Tho predisposing causes of idiopathic fever probably crmsist,
tn all cases oftbe results of vegetable decay(§ 652 653). The spe·
cial type and modification of the feyer arc determined very greatly
by the nature of the new combinations; though other influences may
contribute (§ 650, 651, 758, 762, 773). The essential causes make
their impression so profoundly, that the incubation goes on although
t11e causes may ha\'e long ceased to operate; which is commonly dif.
forent with inflammations(§ 711, &c.). The causes of fo\'cr are also
distinguished by the peculia1ity of so modifying the organic propertiel'!
of certain parts by their direct action, that the entire system is sympa·
thetically brought into a corresponding morbid state(§ 148, 657 b).
778. The predisposing causes of fever have been considered in all
their other relations to the disease undei; that general division of pa·
thology ; their modus operandi, the nature of predisposition, the in·
ten•ening periods, &c. (§ 148, 644, &c.).
779. The predisposing causes of feyer are also causes of inflamma·
tion and Yenous congestion; and hence it is, in part, that fever rarely
continues long without the appearance of one, or the other or both
conjointly, of these local affections. Or, the local may precede the
constitutionaJ disease, and become its exciting cause ; or the former
may exist without de,·eloping an attack of the latter, althou!?h the
system be predisposed to the constitutional affection. Or, again, the
explosion of the general malady is very apt to occasion ? full development of the local conditions of disease in organs so pred_1sroscd. But,
independently of this predisposition to local disease, it is the great
tendency of febrile action to lay its foundation. Th.e o:curre1~ce of
these local affections modifies very variously the const1tut10nul d1::1ease,
and increases i!o; force and obstinacy. The treatment, ~here~ore, mu~t
turn greatly upon the local complications, and remam stnctly anuphlogistic till they are removed or greatly subdue~.
.
780. It may seem remark~ble that .d.iseases which are. so cons1d_e r·
ably diverse in their patholog1cal cond1t1ons as fever and mflammat1on
sh1,uld be produ cecl hy tli c same predisposing causes. But this only
Ir
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show~ that there are analogies among all diseases.

Al I tlcpcud upon
certam states of tlio properties of lifo ; and as these properties can
never be greatly di\·c1tc<l from their natural couditious till life is at its
ebb, there must be affinities among all morbid states. lly considering, also, that the vital properties have variuus natural modifications
in different parts we come to understand how the prctJisposiug causes
~f fever may simu ltaneously predispose particular organs to inllamma·
trnn, or venous congestions(§ 133-152, 7'11 h, 767 a, 786 1 &c.). \Vbat
l have said, also, in former sections(§ 662, 670, 675) as to the fluctu·
- ating state of the vital properties and functions during the progresJ
of a foUrilc paroxysm may reflect light upon this subject of analogies.

Patltological Cause

of Fever.

781. Coming to lhe palhology of fover, morbid anatomy yields 11u
assistance, and proves that our conclusions as to the essential nature
of disease must be mainly derived from its phenomena during life
(§ 695, &c.). It is therefoi-e not remarkable that they who look for
the philosophy of disease to its direct manifestations should alone dis.
tingui:sh idiopathic fever from inflammation(§ 695, &c., 712-722, 757,
759, 764, 770).
782. Next to the proximate cause of inflammation no question in
medicine has occasioned more speculation than that of feyer. The
humoral pathology has been at the foundation of many hypotheses,
and others have risen upon some supposed change in the organiza·
tion of the eolids. These were the ancient and are now the prevail.
ing doctrines.
783. In no form of fever do the symptoms denote an absolute unvarying affection of any organ; but, ou the contrary, the great~st va·
riety occurs as to the force of the disease in differeut parts. These
contingencies have suggested the minor designations ru:; stated in section 758 (§ 13'1, 138, 142, 143, &c.).
784, a. Fever being a disease of the whole body, and constantly
liable to complications with local inflammations and venous congestion s, it is particularly important that all the attendant symptom!!
should become elements in forming our conclusions as to the nature
and force uf the disease, both in a general and local sense, and that
our prescriptions should be deter:nincd by the aggregate weight of the
phenomena (§ 675). Vicissitudes may be also hourly occurring in
different parts, embarrassing to the judgment of the practitioner, and
demanding its highest exercise(§ 675, 685, 686, 857).
784, b. Owing to tho universality of the disease, and the general
coincidence in its pathological character, remedial agents, when ap·
plied before morbid habit has taken possessiQn, or local inflammations
haYe supervened, will stretch their influence over the universal body,
aud may iustitute every where those pathological changes which are
capable of a progressive march to their ultimate termination in health
(§ 148-152, 487, 535, &c., 557, 672, 854 , 893, &c.).
785. It is the. triumph of mor?i<l anatomy that it lays open to the
senses the tangible products of mflammation; while it seizes upon
what an observation of Nature had already determine<l as ro the pathology of the disease. The great fa~ily of fevers shall sustain this
positio11 of the vitalist, si nce here nothmg is seen, in numerous cases,
after life has become exti11ct. The knife of the anatomist goes <lowo
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to the smallest fibre, and the aid of the eye-glass is summoned in vain.
And yet do we know about as much of the pathology of fever, for
practical purposes, as of inflammation, and the treatment of one is as
well determined as of the other (§ 705). This has been inferred from
the vital phenomena of both diseases, and from an observation of the
effects of remedies. These phenomena. are not less multifarious in
fe,·er than in inflammation; and so far as sensible "changes attend the
immediate instruments of disease there is more to be seen in febrile
than in inflammatory diseases. In both there is commonly an increased rnlurne of blood circulating in tl10 cnpilla1ies; but there is
also, as a common element of feve r, a primary contraction of those
vessels. \Vl1at I have now said is the test between organic philosophy and morbid anatomy(~ 1056).
And how is it with the Signs wh ich denote the essent ial pathology 1
\Ve ha,·e seen that the facts are equally clear in both diseases, that
there is an exaltation of irritability and mobility from the time of their
invasion(§ 743, 744, &c.). But that is all we can learn of the paiticular changes which they undergo in either aflCctio11 1 and that is only
a minor part of the diseasC'. The organ ic properties and functions
have also sustained a change in kind, which is likewise known by the
phonomena. It is that change which constitutes, essentially, the diseases, respectively, and which distinguishes one from tbe other(§ 177181). The phenomena, however, do not indicate the nature of this
essential change; but what they disclose as to the exaltation of irritability and mobility, in connection with their more indefinite sugges·
tions, and with experimental observation, enables us to institute all the
pathological and therapeutical principles that are necessary or useful
for
in practice. 'l'hc rest is conccalecl, because it would be useless
man to know it.•
The cold stage, or invasion of fever, when morbid action is most
profound, is marked, it is true, by an apparent debility uf the living
powers; so much so, indeed, that it may be difficult to show that this
universal opinion is erroneous. Jn a fonner section, however, I have
attempted it(§ 7·13). Its practical importance cannot be too highly
appreciated, since it deters the practitioner from the use of the lancet, or leads him to that of stiruutants; especially in congestiYe fevers
(§ 961, &c.). The enor has proceeded, in part, from the very fact
which evinces an exalted state of i1Titability and mobility,-the tonic
contraction of the capillary vessels during the cold stage. Tho embarrassed action of the heart, diminished circulation, sympathetic influences of venous congestions, the partial loss of control over the voluntary muscles, or indisposition of the will to act, and the. want of a
proper estimate of the properties of life, and of the mor~1d c~1angcs
to which they are liable, have contributed their share to tlus mistaken
'iew of the pathology of fever. Nothing, however, has done so much
toward the doctrine of" debility," and the stimulant treatme_nt, as _the
impaired energy of the will over the voh.mtary ~nuscles, wluch arises
from the venous congestions that arc associated w1t~1 fever (§ 569'. 487,
•JBS!). I shall therefore proceed next to the sub;ect of Congestion.
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VENOUS CONGESTION.
786. TnE patho1ogy of venous congestion, its treatment, &c., form
an extensi,•e Essay in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries.
For all that relates to the pathology of that disease, as well as of
varix, and for an exposure of the errors of former doctrines, and, indeed, for most that is essentially important in that Essay, I claim the
merit of an exclusive originality(RtGHTS OF AUTHORS, p. 91~, no. 28.)
787. The conch1sions at which I have arrived, if founded m nature,
are among the most important in practical and theoretical medicine i
since tho conditions which obtain in venous congestion often demand
an energetic practice, reveal the true cause of the extensive mortality
which has resulted from the stimulant treatment of fevers, and enforce
the admission of some of the most important doctrines in pl1ysiology
(§ 710, b). The relation, for example, of the pathology of venous
congestion to the philosophy of the circulation of the blood, &c., illus·
trates the vital character, and establishes the elements of that com
plex funclion (§ 384-391).
788. During the last century, the enlarged state of the veins, which
forms the prominent characteristic of venous congestion, attracted the
attention of several write1·s, who ascribed a malign influence to the
enlargement, though they regarded it merely as a mechanical phenomenon. From that time, till a recent period, this state of the veintt
was lost sight of entirely, notwithstanding it contributes, more than
the recognized forms of inflammation, to the mortality of the human
race. The neglect pf this disease in our own times probably arises
from the prevailing disposition to i11terpret organic phenomena, whether healthy or morbid, upon chemical and mechanical principles.
789. The foregoing enlargement of the veins is an esselltial condition Of the disease, though of minor importance. This enlargement
has been universally referred to an obstruction of the current of ve·
nous blood, or to a partial relaxation of the coats of the veins and a
stagnation of blood within them. It has been also as universally sup·
posed that all the evil results of this disease are owing to the accumulated or stagnated blood, while it ls in the highest degree probable
that neither the enlargement of the veins, nor the increased volume
of blood within them, is producti,·e of a single morbid phenomenon
(§ 748).
790, a. The enlargements of veins which are produced by ligatures,
hanging, reflux of blood, and as presented in the "circuitous circulation" occasioned by the pressure of tumors or obliteration of the trunk
of a vein, are in no respect instances of venous congestion, although
they are generally adduced as the most palpable examples of that disease. Nevertheless, the stimulus of distension arising from pres~ure
on a vein may giYe rise to the sub-acute disease which constitutes essentially congestion, varix, and venous hypertrophy; as set forth in
my former Essay.
Four mechanical l1ypotheses have been surmised, to meet the exigencies of all cases. One ~f them sur.poses, that, during the cold
stage of fever, the blood bemg determined from the centre tn the
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circumference, accumulates about the. heart, and then regurgitates
throughout the \'enous system of the mternal organs. A second is
simi lar in principle. It supposes that, at other times, the accumulaLion results from a simply diminished eflergy of the ·vis <t tergo, which
is inadel1uale to the maintenance of a free circulation, and that an accumulation of blood takes place in the ve ins as a consequence. A
third hypothesis assumes that an embarrassed circulation takes place
in the lungs, by which an obstruction is constituted to a return of
blood to the heart, when, also, as a farther consequence, the blood
accumulates in the veins of other parts, particularly the head. The
fourth hypothesis has a similar mechanical cause. It imagines that
\'enous congestions in all parts are owing to obstructions occasioned
by hepatic disease.
I have shown that the ohjections to all the foregoing suppositions
are numerous and conclusive. In respect to those of a general nature, which are mostly applicable, I may now say that it is obvious
that the blood would accumulate principally about the right ca\'ities
of the heart alone, and not in the veins of distant orgaus. Or, should
a reAux. happen, it should be coextensi,·e and equal in the veins of
all parts at equal distances from the heart. On the contrary, however, venous congestion is limited to particular parts, often to one organ, which may be, also, distant from 1be heart or supposed centre of
obstruction. It is often, for example, the brain only that is congested;
where, too, accumulations of blood, unless from disease of the venous parietes, would be prevented by gravitation alone. Again, also,
were there any foundation for these hypotheses, the liver, stomacl1,
kidneys, lungs, &c., should always be congested whenever the braiu
is the seat of the supposed reflux of blood. It is also obvious that,
the moment an equilibrium is restored to the general circulation, as
in bloodletting, the volume of blood should be equally reduced in the
veins of all parts. Contrary to this, however, the veins of some particular organ or organs often continue in a state of great enlargement,
as in the brain, &c. ; while the central accumulation of blood, the
supposed cause, is now completely removed.
790, b. So indefinite has been the pathology of venous congestion,
that injuries attendant on falls, and those prostrated states that are induced by the shock of surgical operations, have been regarded as
identical with profound congestion; and this even by so distinguished
and able an observer as Dr. Armstrong. This great error in theory
may explain his commendation of stimulants in aggravated forms of
congestive fever, and is probably one of the causes w~~ch have led .to
their more indiscriminate use in less prostrating cond1ttons of the d1s•ase (§ 970).
.
791. To arrive at the true pathology of venous cong~st10n, as well
:is to ascertain the powers w hich circulate tho bioi:id, tt ~as .one of
~y primary objects to show that tl1e state of the ~trcul atton ~~ con·
c;ested veins is exactly the rev~rse of lhe furegomg ~uppo.s1tun~ (§
790); th'at is to say, that the vems a~e ~n a state of acttve d1latatto~,
and that t11e blood circulates freely w1thm them. (See Comm.1 vol. H.

AJ;~2~ ~~~a~!9 ~i!own,

~u~cel'.'tible

also, that the \'eins are
of .active dilatation in their natural state from the local 1n-1tat1on of Bt1 mulants;
and that it is owing, primarily, to this action of the veins that they
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swell when the lrnnd is immersed in warm water or exposed to a fire
From these premises, I passed on to a demoustration that the ''cins
possess an exquisite relation t_o the communicating arteries, of a sympathetic nature, and by which they dilate actively in obedience to the
action which exists in the communicating arteries, and the quantities
of blood which may be transmitte<l.- See, also,~ 387.
I endearnred to show, also, that when the veins become inflamed,
as in acute phlebitis, or in the sub-acute ::;tate of venous congestion,
the inflammation of their coats acts as a stimulant, an<l thus occasions
an active dilatation.
793. Whaternr, therefore, will produce any degree of inflammation
in the venous parictcs, will be a remote cause of dilatation i and, althougl't the phenomenon depend upon that physiological constitution
of the veins which occasions their active dilatation when increased
quantities of blooJ are transmitted from the arteries, or when they
are irritated by simple stimuli (§ 387), there is a wide difference in
tl10 proximate cause of the morbid and the 11atural phenomenon. In
the latter case there is simply an obedience to natural influences,
and the phenomenon is therefore transient; in the former, the influences are morbid, and the organic properties altered from their hcahhy
standard, and the dilatation, therefore, is also cotemporaneous with
the disease, or until the vein becomes disorganized, as in acute phlebitis. In the natural state there is also an increased volume of blooJ
constantly transmitted to the veins i in the morbid the increased volume depends upon the enlargement of the veins. And yet the morbid dilatation has the physiological constitution for its foundation.
The following example shows the operation of the natural principle. "Cooks," says Sir B. Brodie, "are subject to varicose veins.
' :Vhy 1 If you put one hand into warm water, and the other into
cold, you know that the veins of the former become dilated, and that
those of the latter will contract."
This is a clear illustration of the physiological constitution of lhe
veins, both as to active dilatation and contraction. But it goes no farther. The dilatation is the result of the operation of a healthy \'ital
stimulus, and depends, in part, upon a constantly-increased volume
of blood which is transmitted from the arteries, as set forth in section
387. In varix there is no such increased volume transmitted, nor in
phlebitis, nor in venous congestion. The dilatation is also permanent
in the latter cases, while in that of the cook it subsides as soon as the
stimulus of heat is withdrawn. The illustration is, indeed, a contradiction of the intended philosophy, since cooks are not subject to
varicose affections in their arms, which are alone, though constantly,
exposed to hot water. And so of the glass-blower. It is nothing
more than the phenomenon which proceeds from exm·cise, or febrile
action, or even from the common forms of inflammation i though
slightly modified in these morbid states of action. The example
serves to confirm, also, what I have taught as to the physiological relations between the arteries and veins, and the instrument!llity of a
great principle in the circulation of the blood (§ 387).
Th e assumed analogy to varix in the foregoing example is a part
of the common mistake of confounding the physical with the ''ital
Ja.ws, and shows the untenable nature of all such positions. 'Ve relax dry, dead matter by soaking it in warm water. The water pen·
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CONGESTION.

etrates the substance; and this whether warm or cold. But what
would he the effect upon the cook if she take the hand from the
warm water and place it with the other in the cold water 1
794. The venous tissue is composed of three coats; the inner,
which resembles considerably a serous membrane 1 the middle, which
possesses longitudinal fibres, and the external or cellular coat.
The inflammation is seated mostly in the inner coat. Contraction
and dilatation are effected by the fibl'es of the middle coat; which, being longitudinal, are capable of producing contraction or dilatation
with rapidity and uniformity over a great exteut. This natural pro·
vision was necessary to the purposes of venous circulation, and to ac·
commodate the diameters or capacity of the veins to the suddenly
and constantly varying proportions of blood transmitted to them from
the arteries. Circulation could not be performed without it; since,
if the dilatation of the Yeins were effected by the supposed mechanical distension of the blood when increased volumes arc determined
upon them by the arteries, the physical resistance of the veins would
impede the transmission, an<l the subsequent progress of the blood.
There would then be a want of harmony between the arteries and
,·eins, wbich would constitute a fundamental defect in organization.
Nay, more; this harmony reaches 1 also, to special modifications of the
organic properties of the venous tissue, by which the vein.s are rcn·
dere<l sensitive to the varying states of the capillary artenes, and to
impressions arising from the varying quantities of transmitted blood
(§ 133, &c., 385).
795, a. Non', it is in the foregoing peculiar organization of the
veins, and the special modifications of their vital properties, that all
the remarkable phenomena of acute phlebitis and venous congestiOn
have their foundation. The veins dilate activclv when inflamed, because such is their natural function when imprc8sed by stimuli, cspe·
cially their natural stimulus, the blood. Their dilatation is permanent
in inflammation, as that affection operates as a permanent stimulus;
and irritability is permanently increased, by which tlrn blood has,
also, a preternatural elfect (§ 143 1 &c.).
795, b. From the exquisite development of their organic properties,
the veins arc extremely Jiable to inflammation; especially that sub.
acute form which constitutes venous congeslion. And whether their
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sue, and liable, in all its forms, especially of phlebitis and congestion,
to give rise to great constitutional disturbances. The diffuse na~urc of
inflammation is partly owing to the natural princip)e by which the
venous tissue has an associated action over an extensive surface; and
all the loca] and constitutional phenomena may be traced to the pecu·
liar vita] constitution of the veins (§ 151, &c.).
.
.
Turning, however, to the arterial system, we !incl .all _things qmte
the reverse and referable to the natural vital const1tutton of those
vessels (§ 149, &c.). The arterial tis~ue is ve:y little liable to inAam.
mation, the disease is always very Cll'cumacnbed, and prnduces but
little, or no constitutional effect (§ 140, 526 a) .
796. It was an important object in my Essay 011 Veno?~ Conges·
tion to establish satisfactory analogies bctwcc1~ acute ph.leb1t1s and venous congestion, an<l l extended the ana.log1es to vanx and \·cnous
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hypertrophy; and in so doing, as well as by the specific facts, dcmon5traled the inflammatory nature of these last affections. The several

~~~~,i-:i~~stl~;f:~:tll~~~o~~~~\g~~u~~. ill~!~a~~asa~l~e ~~nc:~~t;l~ev~1~:~~~
of showing the fallacy of the universal doctrine of the dependence of
varix upon local obstructions to the venous circulation and stagnation
of blood, nor of applying to practical uses the true pathology of varix
(§ 350t ). It was thus shown l10w it happens that tying, or dividing.
varicose veins, is so often followed by active phlebitis.
Besides its ne~·er having been shown that any obstroucting cause ex·
ists either in venous congestion, or in the early stages of varix, if any
stagnation of blood arose from other causes, the valves of the vei11s
should be closed, and a knotted appearance presented at the several
poi11ts. Such, indeed, lmd always been the supposition in relation to
the valves, till I proved it otherwise. \Vhile the blood circulates, the
valves are necessarily open(§ 391).-RIGATS oF AUTHORS, p. 919.
797. Taking the most simple and subdued form of venous inflammation, and in its most local sense, we have a type of the whole by
which we may ascend progressively upward till we reach the strongly-marked conditions of phlebitis, without losing a hol<l upon many
i;triking analogies which assure us that the common feature is imparted
by venous inflammation. When constitutional influences may not obtain, as in the ordinary conditions of varix, there are still present the
dilatation of the veins, their long- continued, unembarrassed circulation,
their ultimate disorganization, pain, soreness, liability to active phlebitis, &c., to establish the intimate Telationship of varix to the highes~ grades of venous infl.ammation, and to throw a broad light over the
common family, hrnvernr they may be removed in degrees of con·
sanguinity.
798. It is also an important practical fact, as well as proof of the
physiological doctrine of ,·enous congestion, that this affection often
springs up in quick succession in different organs, and often manifestly as sympathetic results of each other (§ 525, a.). The same is also
partially true of active phlebitis. Apoplexies are often remotely
owing either to irritation of the stomach , or to venous congestions of
the liver. On dissection, we find in most of th e cases a state of venous engorgement in the brain, which has been excited sympatheti·
cally by one of the foregoing causes. It is especially to hepatic con·
gestion, connected with peculiar influences of external predisposing
causes, and the law of sympathy which predominates in the venous
tissuo (§ 387), that we must ascribe the epidemic apoplexies which
have been described by numerous writers from Hippocrates to our
own times. And how absuri;l would be the coujecture that in such
apoplexies there happens an epidem ic mechanical obstruction to the
venous circulation of the brain, and where, too, gravitation would pre·
vent all accumulations of venous blood, were it not for the actirn, morbid dilatation of the veins!
799. My demonstration, also, of th e essential contribution of thE'
derivative or suction power of the heart to venous circu lation biinge
into view another principle which must tend powerfully to p1·event al1
accumulations of blood in the veins.-( Essay in Comm. Also,§ ass. .
390.)
800. Passing over a multitude of facts which I formerly embrn·
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ccd in the foregoing illustrative proof of the inAammatory tHllure
of venous congestion, and varix, I may now appeal to morbid anatomy for a tangible demonstration of my conclusions. But this ground
is too exten~ive and circumstantial for the objects of the preEent work i
and it has been most amply explored in my former Essay. It is worthy of remark, however, that the blood often gravitates from congested veins of the liver after death (p. 725, note).
801, a. Let us, therefore, attend next to a more practical demonstration, which will be again resumed under the Philosophy of lhc
operation of loss of blood; namely, the appropriate treatment of \·cnous congestion, in its simple forms, and as complicated with idiopathic fever. There is no practical question of greater moment, none
more likely to be decided by themetical principles, and uone where
the thero.peutical facts settle more conclusively the nature of the disease, and the principles which should guide the treatment.
801, b. The method of c11re had been either empyrical, or without
a sound principle to guide it, till my Essay was published. So far as
the mechanical hypothesis has had its sway, it has led to nothing but
errnr, suffering, and death; since, upon that ground, stimulants have
been the remedies.-NoTEs F p. 1114, Sp. 1124.
Nevertheless, experience has led some of the soundest minds, as it
has many in regard to the humeral pathology in its broad application,
to disregard the dictates of hypotlrnsis, and to depend upon bloodlettiug and other antiphlogistic means ; and the result has proved that
they are the only successful means. But there was little of this practice till the time of Armstrong, and even this philosopl1er yielded to
the mechanical doctrine in those intense forms of the disease where
Joss of blood was most imperatively demanded (§ 4, 960, 961, 964
1005). Bloodletting was inculcated by the ancient masters.
Now, therefore, antiphlogistic means being the remedies for inflammation of other tissues, and stimulants, as in such inflammations, being pernicious in venous congestions, they concur with all other facts
in establishing the inAammatoiy nature of this disease.
801, c. By the guide of the pathology and principles which I have
indicated, and as shown by the results of tbe Lest and the worst experience, we apply ourselves to the work of cure with an intelligible
object before us; nor are we harassed by doubts, nor fluctuate from
experiment to experiment (§ 960, 1005). There is a specific object
in contemplation, the only principal one to which our treatment should
ever refer (§ 667, &c.), and we pursue it with steadiness of purpose,
and without the alarm or those imputations of imbecility to a noble
art which fl.ow from the mechanical doctrine, with its associateJ
visions of debility. 'Ve regard the sluggish mood of. the will as
constitutinCT r:rnch of what otherwise seems a state of universal weakness(§ 4871,,~ 569, 743), and look, as in al1 oth~r ~a~es, with the calmness of an enlightened understanding,, upon an ms1d10us and powerful
foe, since we know his ambush and his strength, and our own means
of circumvention and defeat.
802. As to the incipient seat of venous congestio~, sha11 ~mly now
1:oay, that fart1 1er observation has su~tained the opm1~n which I e~
pressed, and endeavored to enforce, 1.n the Commcnta~zes, tha; th~re is
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Many gr()unds arc set forth for the conclusion, some of which were
of the nature of principles; such as the extent in which the venous
system of organs is generally and simultaneously invoked, &c. This
also corresponds with what I lrnve said of the natural function of these
vessels in relation to the \'arying proportion of transmitted blood.
"'\•Vhen the larger Yeins are the seat alone of accumulated blood,
t~1ey are commonly isolated, as in varix. Nor does venous congos"
t1on affect the largest series; but it is commonly limited to some complex vital organ, ,,,.here we are certain that the capillary veins are
more highly endowed with the properties of life than in parts which
are less in strumental in the great organic p1occsses, and ,~·here remote causes, external and internal, may therefore operate with greater intensity, or any general derangement of the organ may develop in
the venous capillaries the supposed morbid condition. The terminating series of the arterial S)tStem are the instrumeuts of all the great
vital actions, and of all disea.ses,-of venous congestion itself. Analogy, therefore, as well as the general office of the veins, an<l thcir anatomical and functional alliance to the terminating series of arterial
vessels, show us that the organic properties of veins are more strongly pronounced in the venous capillaries than in the venous trunks.
And yet they may be so modified that inOammation may run higher
in the trunks than in the capillaries(§ 134, 387, 526 a).
803. V cnous congestion often passes rapidly into inflammation of
other tissues with which the congested veins may be associated; and
both forms of the disease frequently exist together in the same organ
This remarkable fact of the ready passage of venous congestion into
inflammation of other associate tissues grows out of tbc vital relations
between the veins and arteries (§ 387). The mode of prnpagation,
therefore, is by continuous sympathy• or by reflex ucrvous action. Tho
presence of inflammation in the coats of the veins operates either direct1y or indirectly as a stimulus upnn the communicating arteries,
through the foregoing natural relations (§ 802), and thus becomes a
sympathetic cause of inflammation in some other associate tissue.
The nature of the irritation is Rtrongly manifested ln the violent pul·
sations of the abdominal aorta, and of the cceliac and carotid arteries,
in hepatic and cerebrnl congestion; and, I may add, that this phenomenon alone would establish the vital nature of the whole assembla~c
of movements and results. It is t.h e result of continuous sympathy.*
SO!. But, while the foregoing morbid action is taking place in tissues associated with the congested veins, an abatement of the cong-estion or venom; inflammation is simultaneously going forward . This
harmonious process involves, a1so1 another beautiful exemplification
of reflex: nervous action. As soon as the supposed influence is established upon the capillary ~rteries of. the surrou.nding tissues,_ a rcactio.n
of sympathy takes place m the Ycms, by which tho morbid state 1s
oYercome (§ 143 c, 152, 52-1: c, 528, 657, 660, 905). Their contraction
then follows, as a consequence, 'and "the balance of the circulation,"
as it is ca1led Ly the mechanical theorists, is more or less restored.
This salutary reacting sympathy which arises from the supervening
diseases is a common phenomenon. Pulmonary affections, for example, will supervene by re~cx action U}JOn gnstric disease, and simultaneously operate as. a rehcf to the stom~ch. A ,rart of thi s great and
uuiYersal law is rnamfested by the operation of blisters, and sometimes,
• Co11tinuovsinjfue11t1:ofthcsnlnst\tulcs c~ 1'2!! c,/1 -1'.!Sa),
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when the artificial disease subsides, its abatement accelerates the decline
of the natural affection, and thus exemplifies the law of reflex nervous
influence in its compound aspect(§ 733 e, 893, 905).
Inflammation of other tissues is also an exciting cause of venous
congestion, and here, too, the primary affection is apt to subside when
the sympathetic one has taken place; the philosophy being the same
as in the preceding case(§ 6381).
Again, acti\'·e phlebitis of tile li\'er is not infrequent, preceded by
symptoms of venous congestion, which has simply passed into the more
actin state, just as irritation of varicose veins will excite acute phlebitis.
805. \Vitb the farther obje~t of illustrating the pathology of veuous
congestion, as, also, to ascertam the pathology of spontaneous hemor·
rhage, I have gone into a critical inquiry relative to the latter subject
in two Essays embraced in the Commentaries, one of which is devoted
to that investigation (vol. i., p. 37 1-384; vol. ii., p. 546-566). The
subject invokes some physiological and therapeutical principles of
great moment; and so far as I have shown the general dependence ~f
hemorrhage upon venous congestion, it goes with my other facts m
establishing the inflammatory nature of the disease. As a preliminary step, I demonstrated by the observations of mechanical theorists,
that the prevailing physical rationale is contradicted by their own
facts; that it is very rare that ruptured vessels have been detected by
the microscope, and that no vessels admit the transudation of thei1
fluids till putrefaction has opened the way. I shall now only add, that
I ha\'C variou:;ly shown that capillary hemorrhage is not only the result of a vital process, but is analogous, as had been supposed by
Hunter, to that of secretir:m. Prominent examples occur in purpura
hemorrhagica, in petechial fevers, in sanguineous apoplexy, bremop·
tysis, &c. (§ 1002).
The effusion c,f blood is the result of a salutary effort of nature to
relieve the \'enous inflammation (§ 732). The quantities of blood
which arc often poured out in this condition of disease, not only with
safety hut with relief, are perfectly astonishing, an<l such as would be
fatal if imitated by art. \.Ve may, however, well take a lesson from
nature as to this her antiphlogistic treatment of venous congestions,
and pause OYer the administration of stimulants to revive the energies
of powers when prostrated by an overwhelming load of venous inflam.
mation, for the relief of \.vhich nature often snatches the cure frnm the
hand of art, and astonishes the stimulant practitioner by a stupendous
and successful discharge of blood(§ 812, 1018, 1019).*
806. The influences of venous inflammation, in all its degrees, are
\'ery different from inflammation of other tissues (~ 14~) . The g~n
eral circulation, for instance, is apt to be much excited m com~on Jn.
flammations; but in acute phlebitis, and in venous conge~l!on, the
influences nre quite liable to be of a depressing nnture, especially upon
the general circulation. This is generally true when either form of
the disease exists in its greatest intensity; nnd the. phenom~na of ex·
citcment obtain, more or less, when these forms of ,·enous 111flammation are less violent, or when on the decline.
.
Its ruorbific reflected nenous influences, whether 1t be ncutc or sub3 1
1
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These are the most visible results, though more profound cLanges take
place. The predominance of these two manifest influences is generally on the side of the depressing effect, in the stages of full develop~ent ; but, in what may be called the chronic state of venous congestion, the exciting and depressing tendencies seem more nearly balanced. An exception, however, should be made in respect to vcnou!
congestion of the brain, where the usual exciting influences of inflammation are commonly in the ascendant (§ 686 b, 974- c, 975). It frequently happens that a very decided hardness, incompressibility, and
considerable fullness of pulse attend the chronic forms of hepatic congestion, and that there will be little other apparent constitutional dis.
turbance, excepting as the stomach performs its office imperfectly, the
bowels more or less torpid, &c., and that these cases may suddenly
eventuate in a very aggraYated form i especially if miasmatic fever
happen to supervene. The character of the pulse then undergoes a
very striking change; becomes small, accelerated, loses much of it!;
hardness and incompressibil ity (§ 686 b, 688 d, e). A chronic state
of hepatic congestion is often the forerunner of miasmatic fever, and
one of its exciting causes; the local predisposition having been formed by the predisposing cause of the general malady (§ 665, 813).
807. The 1ocal plienomena, also, are apt to be obscure in all grada.
tions of venous inflammation ; and it is no unusual event for uterine
phlebitis to terminate fatally without its presence having been sus·
pected; till a post-mortem examination bas revealed a disorganized
state of the uterine and iliac veins, attended with purulent matter
within the vessels. And, although it is not my purpose to enter iuto
a detail of symptoms beyond what may be necessary to illustrate the
pathology of venous congestion, and tho general principles which I
have in view (§ 800, b ), it is still worthy of the practical remark, and
as showing, also, the special constitution of the venous tissue, that its
inflammations of every Jegree are apt to be unattended with much pain,
or tenderness on pressure; excepting when in the form of varix, which
is sometimes very painful, and often tender(§ 725, b). An absence of
those common phenomena of inflammation of other tissues, and per·
haps only a subdued state of some other of its striking symptoms, not
unfrequently betray tlie unwary into a false security, or beguile him
into the fatal belief that" debility" is the worst attendant.
808. Upon my theory, therefore, of the pathology of venous conges·
tion, we see more and more an admirable concurrence between the
morbid phenomena of that affection and the natural physiological
manifestations of the venous system ; and we arrive through the phys·
iological data at a ready interpretation of the most difficult problems
in venous congestion. By these data we are enabled to discover, also,
why the veins of the external parts of the body are not, like those of
the internal organs, subject to congestion, but rather to varix i and
why, again, an acute inflammation of a. large internal vein is often Jim·
ited to a point of divergence (§ 133- 152, 526 , 576 d, 578 d, 579 b,
721, 722, 794, 795).
809. It is owing especially to the foregoing peculiarities of venous
inflamm ation, that when complicated, either in its form of acute phlebitis or venous congestion, with idiopathic fever, it greatly modifies
the phenomena of that disease ; rendering it insidious, obstinate, an d
fatal (§ 651, 652 1 722 c). It is a1ways an attendant of the plague.
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yellow fever, typhus, cholera aspLyx.ia, "black death," &c., and im·
parts to them much of their peculiarities, severity, ant.l danger.
810. Venous congestion and acute phlebitis not only steal their
march in ambush (§ 807), but often throw a mask over constitutional
fever, or present their own characteristics as the prominent phenomena. Hence it is that when venous inflammation is artificially excited
by mechanical injuries of the veins, or by irritating injections, the results are said to resemble those of typhus, or yellow fever. It was
this illu sion, as well as a radical defect in his physiological views, and
practical observations, which betrayed Magendie into the experimental fallacies recorded in a foregoing section(§ 744). -NoTE SP· 1121.
It will be also observed that the expCrimeuts go to prove the dependence of many of the phenomena of typhus and yellow fever upon
the attending venous congestions.
811. The foregoing modifying influence of venous congestion upon
idiopathic fever (§ 688 dd, 806, 810, 961, &c.) is one of the many
clear demonstrations of the modifying effCcts oflocal disease upon the
vital states of the whole system, illustrative of the manner in which
it may bring all parts into harmonious relation with any changes which
such local disease may effect in the blood, and which woul<l otherwise prom morhific (§ 847, g). It shows, also, how the entire body
may be rendered susceptib le, through morbific influences, to the action of remedial agents which might be otherwise inert, and how, when
those agents exert salutary effects upon the various parts that may be
p~rtially influenced by some l9cal malady, the morbidly sympathizing
parts may then become reacting sources of salutary impressions upon
the more absolute seat of disease (§ 143, 149-152, 514 h, 638, 804.
Also, J.Wed. and Pltys. Gomm., vol. i., p. 649, 653-655, &c.).
The reflex nervous influences of venous inflammation being of a
mixed character (§ 806), are extended, also, over the phenomena of
any coexisting membranous inflammation, as well as of idiopathic fe.
ver; thus presenting still fatther, in their delicate shades as well as
prominent characteristics, the complex results of different fonns of
disease, whether existing independently or in connection with each
other, or offering a striking illustration of the natural modification of
the properties of life in the different tissues and organs, of the manner in which morbid changes in any common disease correspond in
peculiarilies with the natural peculiarities of the vital properties of
the tissue, and showing how reflex nervous influences exerted on
remote parts correspond with the peculiar conditions now stated (§
133-151, 191, 577, 578). It is also worthy of remark, that w_here Vt.;·
nous congestion is complicated with inflammation of other t1ss?es, it
is apt to lessen the hardness and force of the pulse, and to ~od1f~ the
other symptoms which are usually attendant on the. rec~gmze~ fo1m
of inflammation. In congestive pneumonia, and cp1dem1c erys1~elas,
for example, it so far disguises the usual phenomena of tl.1e associated
inflammation, that practitioners are constantl>' betrayed_ 1_nto the fatal
use of tonics and stimulants. These associated cond1t10ns supply ,
also, a good exemplification of the tendency of venous inflammati.on
to maintain the pulse within a limited degree of that hardne.ss ?nd tn·
compressibility which are often very strongly pronounced m mflam~
mations of other tissues (§ 638~, 814, 1005 A) .
Sl2. Examples of independent, isolated forms of venous congca-
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tion arc constant1y seen in the brain, especially of children and o.poplectic subjects, in the Ji,·er, &c. (§ 790, a). But the most prominent instance occurs in purpura hemorrhagica, where all its phenomena may be studied, and where its inflammatory nature may be
fully ascertained, particularly if not complicated with fever, or with
inflammation of other tissues, but depending, immediately, upon extensive cot1gestion of the veins (805 1 1002 d).
813, a. Venous inflammation in the form of congestion is occasioned more frequently than inflammation of other tissues by the
predisposing causes of idiopathic fever (§ 644, &c., .742, &c., 776,
&c.). Congestive fevers and local congestions preva1\ therefore, at
the same time and places. Both may also prove e..xc1tmg ~auses of
each other (§ 712, 777, &c.). The local affection may exist many
weeks, grow into a state of intensity without being suspected (§ 807),
and finally give rise to an explosion of fever, which, from the mild
ness of the predisposition, may not have happenc<l. but for the exciting influences of the local disease. The fever which ensues, though
not a sympathetic, but an independent disease, aggravates the local
congestion, and gives greater intensity to its symptoms; though both
conditions may coexist for some time in great force and obstinacy
without any prominent or alarming symptom. These cases are not
uncommon, nor is it a rare circumstance, in such instances, for practitioners in good repute to stand appalled over a lifeless body where
they had only a fow hours before predicted an eal'ly convalescence i
and if the morbid anatomist be summoned to the scene of disappointment, chagrin, and distress, he seeks in vain for his post-mortem patltology, and pronounces a malediction upon Nature, or upon the imperfections of science, or upon the imbecilities of art (§ 695, &c.).
11
hledieal philosophy ls a metaphysical subtlety, and it were a thousand
times better to confess our ignorance than to give up our senses."
813, b. Since, therefore, miasmata are so extensively the cause of
rnnous congestion, it is important to consider that its exact pathological character will depend, creteris paribus, like that of fever, upon
the exact nature of the miasma (§ 653). Hence, also, the constitutional modifications of fever by venous congestions will be moro or
less determined by tlrn exact pathology of the venous disease, as well
as by the general effect upon the system of the miasmatic agent(§ 644,
&c., 722 c).
814. The considerations which have been now made enable us to
understand the sources of those numerous modifications which distin·
guish the different species of fever, and aid, especially, our comprehension of their connections \~ith venous congestion, and the various
modifying influe,nces of this disease upon the constitutio::.al affection.
Depending greatly on the spec_if1c. nature of their predisposing causes,
the local, as wel.1 as the cons.t1tut.1onal changes, being imbued in the
several cases with the specific rnfluence of these causes, and the
general characteristics being determined, for the most part, by Lhe
constituLional affection 1 the incidental venous congestions impart yet
another general resemblance. among the congestive fevers; varying
the whole from their simple type, and often more or less confounding
the specific phenomena under a common aspect(§ 638!, 811).
It is upon principles which I have now, and at other times stated,
that we may undArstand why the typhus of one country, or of ono
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season, has been, under equal circumstances of treatment, varied in
its phenomena from that of another; why epidemic scarlatina atl(l
measles are more fatal than the simply contagious i epidemic erysipe las more so than sporadic; why the into..:rmittcnts of Africa are more
perniciou~ than those of other countri~s (~ 630 e) . -NOTE Oo.
815. When venous congestion so far disguises the attributes of idio pathic fever as to present the constitlltional phenomena of Yenous in.
Aammation 1 there is TIO cond ition of disease which demands more imperatirnly enlarged views in pathology, a deeper scrutiny of symptoms,
or greater moral firmness for its appropriate treatment. If clanger be
seen, it appals the timid, and prostrated voluntary power urges him
to the fatal u se of stimulants(§ 487, 488}, 569). Under these fearful,
but common conditions, the presence of well-marked inflammation nf
other tissues contributes to the safety of the patient. Such inflammations, however undesi.rable in other aspeCts, tend to co unteract, for
awhile, the depressing influence of venous inflammation, to lull the
imagination, which sees nothing but u debility," or" putrefaction," in
the prostrated state of the circulation and of voluntary motion, and in
itself sustains the powers of life under the influence of depletive remedies, \Yhich alone can cure; and gives the last remaining hope which
may be inspired by the unaided vis medicatrix, but which may be
speedily extinguished by tonics ancl stimulants(§ 662 b, 675, 686).*
816, a. Venous congestion, being mostly occasioned by miasmata,
prevails in its local form simultaneously with congestive fevers, and
independently of any a.rparent predisposition to the latter. .In this
simple condition the disease is most apt to affect the abclommal organs. Nevertheless, it is e,·ident in many of these cases, that the system is also imbued with a predisposition to fever(§ 666). In a still
more simple form it is common in cities i particularly south of the latitude of forty degrees. It seems then dependent, also, upon malari<lUS causes.
And when it is considered that the liver is especially the
seat of venous congestion in the different forms of congestiYe feyer, and
that the veins of this organ are quite liable to acute ph lebifo:, and that
the phenomena of each arc often analogous, a Yery special proof is thus
supplied of the correspondence of the pathological states(§ 390 b, 526 b,

803, 809).
816, b. Other causes of malign influence may be transiently noticed. The disease, for example. is generally an accompaniment of
severe forms of scarlet fever, appearing then mostly in the liver and
intestinal canal; when it is also badly modified by the predisposing
cause of the more specific affection. Again, it often s pn~ gs up as a
sequel of scarlet fever; when it is also imbued with the lingering influences of that complaint, and prese nts obstinate and difficult problems for the practitioner. It is still the digestive organs that suffer
its invasion; and now it not unfrequently leads to inflammatory affections of the peritoneum, or of the cellular tissue. o~ the s_urface, w~ich
ends in dropsical effusions ; or, as when cocx1stmg with scarlatm~,
glandular swe1lings may suddenly supervene about. the neck. ~h~s
is ·especially true if the intestinal canal be often sub,Jected to t~1e 1rntation of mercurials, which are apt to be of a pecu h.arly morb1fic nature in scarlatina(§ 689, l). Gastric irritati:ins in cl11l~l10o<l are common causes of hepatic and c~reb~a! congest10ns i and rn ~any ~dul ~s
there is a constitutional pred1spos1t1on to cerebral congestion wlnch te
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np~ to terminate in sanguineous apoplexy. Various kinds of poisons,
animal and vegetable, healthy aud morbid, gi\•e rise to venous con~estions; each one imparting some peculiar shade of difference to the
affection (§ 721, 722). Such is the case with the narcotic poisons,
alcohol (in delirium tremens), hydrocyanic acid, tho poison of dissection wounds, the wourari, &c. (§ 662, c).
All the foregoing causes, exCcpting miasmata, produce the local
forms of venous congestion i which is therefore never complicated
with idiopathic fever when proceeding from those causes (§ 653).
817. Looking back upon tlrn attributes, the causes, the constitutional effects, and the morbid anatomy, of venous congestion, and considering what is yet to be said of its treatment (§ 961, &c.), we find
a great amount of proof in favor of the vital doctrine which I ha\'e
propounded as to the pathology of this disea~e. As in inflammations
of other tissues, the causes are such as make their imprnssions upon
the properties of life. \Ve see, also, in like manner, even a greater
variety of modifications of the phenomena, corresponding, also, with
the special nature of the predisposing causes. We see the disease
influenced by peculiarities of climate, habits, constitution, age, &c.,
and constantly arisiug with or without fever in some places, while it
is rare in others. It affects the robust far more frequently than the
weak; high livers, the Sanguine, and especially tipplers, more than
the temperate and other constitutions. We see it slaying the morbid
anatomist, while its remote cause has been concealed in a wound
which no microscope can discover. We see it springing up in the
brain in obedience to the specific relations of many agents to that organ; narcotic poisons, alcohol, prussic acid, carbonic acid gas, &c.
We see it coexisLing with affections of a distinctly inflammatory char·
acter, as measles, small-pox, scarlatina, &c., always increasing their
violence, and adding, according to the nature of the principal disease,
to their fatality, as when complicated with idiopathic fever. Or, if it
supervene on common derangements of other parts, those maladies
are such as predispose to inflammation of other tissues. Nor has
morbid anatomy detected a cause of obstruction, nor can reason surmise a cause for a single instance in the midst of the variety; but
where, on the contrary, the variety alone of predisposing causes de·
molishes the whole fabric of the mechanical pathologists.
If we turn to active phlebitis, or admitted inflammation of the veins,
we find it equally depending upon the predisposing causes of venous
congestion, and both diseases often associated iu the same organ, or
presenting t11emselves together as complications of idiopathic fever,
and often making demonstrations of the same phenomena. Shall we,
therefore, in one case, impute the phenomena to a simple mechanical
fullness of a limited portion of tl10 veins, while in the other, we refer
the analogous symptoms, and the venous enlargement, to a local dis' ease whose pathology is settled upon the broad basis of organic action i
The treatment is yet in reserve ~s contributing largely to the comprehensive philr sophy of bloocllettmg, and as demanding, more than
any other disease, that summary remedy. Let us, therefore, study
the pathology of venous congestion, as of inflammation, through the
philosophy of the operation of Joss of blood, and the analogies which
are supplied by its effects upon all other inflammatory conditions:
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nor, when deliberating upon these profound and important topics, let us
neglect the coincidences in the adverse effects of tonics and stimulant~.
818. I now dismiss the great subject of YCnous congestion; than which
none greater can undergo the attention of the philanthropist or the medical philosopher. Hut he may not bring to its im·estigation any fancied
analogies, nor any of the laws, or other conditions of the inorganic world.
He must start with all tlw philosophy of organic life, carry it all into the
depths of the subject, and finally try the grand result by the test oftherapeutical principles. He will then have found that he has accomplished
a study of the most elaborate Character, and where medical philosophy
is presented in its most difficult but elevated aspects. J-Ic will have
cleared up the way to all other obscurities in medicine, and ha\·e obtained
a key by which he will acquire a ready access to most of the arcana of
organic beings.
IlEVlEW OF TUE PillI.OSOPUY rn-vOLVED IN Till-: FOREGOING DISCUSSION
Ol•' TUE REllOTE AND l'ATllOLOGICAL CAUSES OP DISEASE, AND 01<' TUE
SPECJA J, CONDITIONS KNOWN AS INFLAl'illllATION, }'EVER, AND VENOUS
CO!\'GESTION, AS IT RESPECTS TUE NEUVOUS SYSTEM.

818~. Throughout the foregoing fie ld I have endeavored to expound
the operation of the remote causes of disease, whether of an external or
internal nature, and of all remedial ngents, which, in either case, exert
their effects upon pnrts remote from the seat of their direct action, through
tl1e natu.ml laws of niflex actions of lite 11e1·vous system, and have endeavored to demonstrate Yariously modifying influences of those causes, and
according to their special characteristics, upon the nef\'Ous power which
is thus brought into a preternatural nnd alterative condition(§ 222-2331,
·198-514, 894-905, etc.). E,·ery distinct external cause we have seen
to possess certain pcculinrities, or ns two or more may operate, and according to their indiv idual or combined properties the nervous power
will be modified and thus govcmcd in its production or removal of disease, so far as this agent is concerned; and the same philosophy applies
to those internal remote causes which consist of the various forms of
local disease, or any other internal cause, such as the passions, when
they exert morbific effects. In the former cases the effects depend upon
1·ejlex actions of the 11crvous system, by which the modified nervous
power is brought into alterati\'e aci ion; in the other series of cases, or
that of the passions, and diseases of the ncn·ous centres, the development
of the modified nervous power is not 1'eflex but direct. The philosophy is, however, as I hn\'e shown, precisely the same in both cases, the
only diffbrencc being that in the one, or that of 1·e.flex action, the sensitive nerves participate, while they do not in the other. The latter,
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sympall1y were introduced by John Hunter, and predicated of the ph~
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819, b. I HAVE thus brought into contrast the prominent doctrines
of the distinguished individual who enjoys the honor of having restored the humoral pathology, with the same intentions that led me to
a similar display of the chemical philosophy in its applications to
physiology, pathology, and therapeutics, according to the exact quantitive method of the laboratory (§ 350, 350·h 350!, 350i, 350f a-gg,
438-442, 447 f-448f). I have done this, I say, because of the gen·
oral alliance of the whole philosophy, and its almost universal sway
in Great Britain and France, urged on by the powerful influence of
the Parisian School, of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, of the British and Foreign Medical Review, the l\Iedico-Chirurgical Review, the London Lancet, and other periodicals of
tess i~portance (§ 5! a, 349 d, 350-f k, kk, 709, note). In considering the causes which have led to the subversion of medical philosophy, we should steadily distinguish the projectors from those whc
give the impulse and who govern public sentiment. It will be readily seen by every discerning mind, from my analysis of doctrines,
and from what I have shown of the absence of all method, of all
consistency, and the manifest want of any definite conceptions, in the
chemical and physical doctrines, from the intermixture of vitalism,
solidism, chemistry, humoralism, mechanical philosophy, &c., as the
basis, individually and collectively, of exactly the same laws, that if
the systems which are thus projected had been permitted to address
themselves to the reason of mankind truth would have enjoyed, at
least, an equal chance with error. But, the opposing school decided
that it should be otherwise; and nothing remains, therefore, to the
few who have been thus overlooked in the haste, but to disarm, if
possible, the adversary, and turn his own weapons against him. These
weapons, in the phraseology of science, are facts, and upon his own
"facts'' the great questions at issue might be safely rested. The
whole matter, indeed, must ultimately turn upon this species of evidence. The theories naturally follow. As the mind becm~es enlightened about the nature of the premises, there will be no difficulty
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attained without a simultaneous survey of the ground-w~rk of error
as welJ as of truth ; or if the latter take its chance upo_n its Hc:a.venborn rights, it is sufficiently known that it cannot remarn long m the
.
ascendant (§ 1 b, 5~ c).
820, a. I thought it an object of importance to ex.amme t_he whole
ground of the humoral pathology in the former '~ork, which I had
devoted to the high branches of medicine, ~ccordmg to ~he best of
my humble efforts. I shall now rathf~r invite an attention to what
I have there presented, than enter again upon a_ny circumsta.ntial
view of the subject. But, independe11tly of the important objects
RCt forth in the preceding section, the present work would be defec-
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ti~e in its plan, should all regard be neglected for a doctrine 11c

w1<lely embraced by the educated physician in comi:i~n with .the ig·

norant pretender, and so broadly opposed to tho sohd1sm which liej
at the foundation of these Institutes(§ 1 b, 350f).
Moreover, there was not extant, till the appearance of the Com,,.
mentaries, any representation of the doctrines of Humoralism, excepting such as might be gathered from the writings of its masters,
or from disquisitions of a desultory nature by its opponents.
820, b. The restoration of humoralism is an impressive exemplification of the popularity of simple views when brought into contrast
with systems of philosophy that concern profound institutions of Nature, since it unavoidably associates itself with that identical ratiocination which is the parent of empyricism, but wl1ich the more enlight
ened party can only recognize as the offspring of ignorance.
The essential facts, however, which are relative to the great foundations of Nature, especially in her organic department, have be.en
too familiarly known, and their laws too well comprehended, to admit of any important innovations in medicine that shall long retard
its progress, or rescue the projector from a certain oblivion. The
beaten path is the on ly road to usefulness and enduring fame; but to
achieve the latter requires the patient toil of the botanist who looks
for eclat in the discovery of an unknown plant within the environs of
London. Enlightened genius attempts no other route. It is alone
the ambition of narrow mind, or the conceit of genius in its limited
observation, that aspires at revolutions in philosophy. Hence the desertion, by the former, of that path for the old by-ways which lie
obscured in the mists of antiquity; while the 1atter strikes out systems of such eccentricity as command, for awhile, universal admiration (§ 350, 350f, 350! ).
820, c. Without, however, attempting now, as on a former occasion,
to assign more extensively the ground of the foregoing conclusions, I
shall briefly add that I know of no recent attempted innovation upon
the philosophy of organic nature, whether under its healthy or morbid aspects, and as that philosophy recognizes the principles of Yitalism and solidism, but has prevailed more or less at former eras, and
has been so abandoned and eradicated that it now comes up again
with the interest and power of novelty. And it comes to us again
without having changed in one essential aspect its old thread-bare
livery. That this should be so is owing to the absence of all efforts
to refute the enors, excepting as transiently made in the form of
opinions, and imhodied in tho perishable journals of the day.
821, a. The humoral pathology having higher pretensions, from its
dignified relations to the past, than its kindred hypotheses, should always secure for itself a patient hearing, and a full refutation (§ 1 br
350h and RIGHTS OF AUTHORS, p. 919, no. 21).
821, b. In the brief review which I now propose the question
should be first settled as to the main doctrine of the present humoralists. This was so accurately done in niy Essay on the Humoral
Pathology that the l\'Iedico-Chirurgical Review, which was addicted
to that Pathology, quoted my exposition of the main principle, and
allowed that it was 11 fairly stated.'' The following is the passage:
" The question at issue is not, whether the blood becomes diseased
by a morbid action of the solids; and the solidist is surprised r.hat the
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defense Of humoralism should often tu~·n upon labored attempts to
prove what everr bod)'. admits. Nor is it, whetller vitiated blood, or
putrid matter, will excite disease when injected into the veins. The
question at issue is, wliether foreign morhific causes, and remedial
agents, in tluir o:dinary modes of operation, produce tlteir primary effect upon tlte solids or upon lite blood, and tile latter become tlie cause
ef disease in tlieformer~· wltetlter we i lwve liereditary !tumors, as gout,
scrofula,' ~-c., and wltetlier we are 'tlie parents of our own !tumors,
tltat we breed bad !tumors,'" &c.-llled.
Physiolog.
vol.
i., p. 636.
ln the same Essay I have guoted many recent authors, as settino
forth the doctrine in exact conformity with its ancient impurities, and
as promulgated in the newspapers of the day. A paragraph embraces all that is essential in the science of medicine; or, should the
facts, the basis of the science, form an accompanying part, the whole
is comprised within a moderate pamphlet entitled " Organic Clwmis-
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Comm., and
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modus operandi of morbific agents, as expressed in almost every work,
ancient and rec.ent, which recognizes the humoral pathology. The
learned and distinguished Dr. Hosack shall speak for tbe sclrnol and
itsimitators. Thus:
"That• a little Jea,·en leaveneth the whole lump' is as true infa1.Jen
as in, making bread, or in the conversion of acescent fluids into acetic
acid; and tltat upon the
principle of assimilation. That ono
spoiled herring will taint the whole cask, is well known to every
housewife or fish-mover. Hence the great care of the Dutch in theii
herring f..o~!:'ries to salt down their fish as soon as they are taken.
They never permit the sun to rise upon them" (§ 830, b). And so,
also, the chemists (§ 350, nos. 44, 45).
Although, as will be seen by the references, the exact chemical
school differ from the foregoing in respect to the modus operandi of
the mind and passions, they agree as to the physical agents ; even to
the Dutch herring (§ 349 e, 350, no. 44, &c.). So far as these il1ustrations go, it must be in justice admitted that they are peculiar to the
walks of science, and are the rightful trophies of "experimental phi.
losophy." "Qui meruit palmam," &c.
In connection with what I have. now said should be taken the details
of the philosophy as expounded by its late restorer, which may be
.
seen in the introductury matter, and in subsequent sections.
Such, then, by universal admission, is the philosophy ofhumorahsm;
and that it has no better foundation I have endeavored to demonstrate
in my former Essay (§ 4, b).•
822. On the other hand, what says the sOlidist 1 ~o tells us that,
however simple the foundation (§ 638), disease ancl its cu~e d~pend
upon the most intricate system of laws i far b~yond a~y tlnng rn t.he
inor"anic world : That these laws are associated with properties
whi~b arc peculiar to organic being~, and det~rmine al.I the~1· natural processes: That all morbid conditions cons~st essentm1Jy m alterations of the properties and functions of the sohd parts: .1 hat alterations of the blood are only consequences o_f these esse.ntial cha~ges:
That all practical medicine cousists in restormg these so11ds t(J the1. ~ nat-

same
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ural state, without 13ference to the existing condition of the liloo<l, excepting in the aspect of symptoms: That it is only through the agency
of the renovated solids, whose morbid state had affected the condition
of tho blood, that this fluid can be in any respect diverteU frnm its
modified conditions, or restored to its integrity.
Finally, we are told by the solidist that medicine, in any ono of it,
branches, cannot be taught in the compass of a pamphlet.
823. There are some eight or nine principal positions taken by the
present humoralists in the way of tangible proof. \Yith t~ie exc~ption
of the second following, they are the same as are d1ssemmated m the
books of the older writers. They are now, for the finit time, condensed into a methodical order from extended disquisitions in the
Commentaries; namely:
1. That substances deleterious to life have been known to be taken
into the circulation through the lacteals (§ 826).
2. That gaseous and fluid substances, having an affinity for each
other, permeate and unite through a dead animal membrane(~ 827).*
3. That morbific agents, when inserted in wounds, give rise to dis·
eases in ''arious parts (§ 828).
4. That injections of various substances, and morbid blood, into the
circulation, produce disease in the solids, and occasion death (§ 830).
5. That when many substances, as salt and acids, are mixed with
the blood out of the body, they affect its sensible character apparently
like the changes which happen to the blood when circulating in the
living organism (§ 832).
6. That when certain substances, such as yeast, aro added to dead
organic compounds, like vegetable infusions and dough, they create
an intestine commotion. The example of a ptftrid fish, which is of
the same nature as the preceding, contaminating a barrel of sound
ones, has been lately, as formerly, adduced in high qua1ters to pro\'e
the soundness uf humoralism (§ 833).
7. That the blood, i11 ce1tain conditions of disease, undergoes changes
in its appearance; especially in rnfusing to coagulate, and in being of
a dark color i and that chemists, also, have sometimes detected a va·
riable composition (§ 834, p. 780, ~ 1029).
8. That morbid changes occur in the secreted and excreted products(§ 835).
9. That diseases are transmitted from parent to child (§ 836).
10. That l'emedial agents, when injected into the circulation, sometimes produce the same eff'ects upon particular organs as when administered by the stomach (§ 837).
11 . That certain vegetable tonics, containing an astringent principle, will increase the physical strength of dead muscles, vessels, mem·
branes, &c. (§ 842).
824, a. So far as my knowledge extends, the foregoing admitted
facts constitute the entire foundation of humoralism; and it will be
seen that not a single one of them has any sound relation to physiol
ogy ! But what do they prove 1 Nothing whatever beyond t!rn sim
pie fact affirmed by each proposition (~ 5-} ). N n one of them has the
least bearing upon the questions relative to the natural operation of
morbific causes, nor of remedial agents when employed according to
the only methods that are sanctioned by nature or by art. We have
also b~fore us a remarkable display of the general habits of mankind
*Byavio!entproeessitmaybedonethrougti .. 1ivingone.
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in respect to the value of evidence in that sense which Nature has or1]ained as the basis of her institutions. Here we see nothing but a
factitious assemblage of analogies for the foundatiun of great principles in medicine, devised by those very philosophers who condemn all
conclusions in this science that are predicated, in other systems of philosophy, of those analogies which m·e impressed upon the face of Nature. Nor is it less worthy of remark, that the school in chemistry,
who aspire at more exact applications of aualogy to the healthy and
morbid processes of the Ji,·ing being, borrow the whole from the inorganic world, and, for its better success, condemn this method of induction as employed by the vitalists in their study of organic phe·
nomena.
82-1, b. l\iost of the foregoing premises in humoralism are brought
into _view in various parts of this work in their appropriate relations to
special princip1es in physiology, pathology, and therapeutics; and
the subjects are too extensive for elaborate consideration. In the Es·
say embraced in the Commentaries they have- been subjected to all
the examination wl1ich farther experience and reflection would enable
me to bestow.
825. Humoralism, however, has now become so generally preva·
lent, and is sustained tiy so powerful an array of 11 authorities," and
as my own writings afford the only systematic view of the subject, I
shall, for the advantage of the young inquirer, present such a condens·
ed and connected statement of my grounds of objection as will enable
him to comprehend the misapplication of facts, and to apply them in
the manner which appears to ha,·e been ordained by nature (§ 5t ).
I shall, however, introduce other facts and arguments, that they may
be taken in connectiou with the former, a11d shall simplify the subject
by adopting a method in conformity with the foregoing propositions
(§ 823). But it will be my object to bring into view the great pt-in·
ciples which bear upon the several specific statements, either directly,
or by reference to other sections. These references, therefore, will
form an important part of t11e investigation, as they connect it with
various principles and facts iu physiology(§ 639, a).
826, a. As to the first proposition, that substances deleterious to
life have been taken into the circulation through the lacteals, l ob·
ject, that the phenomenon is rare, that it has been mainly ascertained
of certain miueral substances, and that these, as allowed by the chem·
ists, are eliminated by the kidneys in from five to fifteen minutes after
their absorption (§ 280). The lacteals, Qn the contrary, elect, with
astonishing precision, the nutritive chyle, and reject the rest. ~'his is
due to the exquisitely·modified irritability of these ve~sels_; JUSt a~
has been seen of a like provision in the glottis, the pylonc onfice, aud
vessels which exclude the red globules of blood(§ 19!, 192). _Nor
can we too much admire the Wisdom which embraced m one umver
sal Design the general good of the organism by so cnd?wing the .lac·
teals that they shall exclude all things which are not m harmonious
relation to the special vital states of every other part(§ 274-2_95).
When such substances effect their entrance through absorbmg ves·
sels, it is, as we have seen, by modifying the.ir irritaLility, and thus
establishing relations with them; just as undigested food escapes a
morbid pylorus, or the red globul_es of blood ente.r th~ serous vess~ls
in inflammations. B;le, &c., are incapable of producmg such mod1fi-
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cations of the lactea1s, and are, therefore, forever excluded.
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the remote phenomena; while the little that may gain the general circulation is so diluted, and so soon excreted, as to be worthless in our
estimate of causes(§ 1089).
826, b. It should be also considered, that, notwithstanding the rapidity with which foreign matter at all offensive to the organism is
eliminated by the excretory organs (§ 280), the blood and entire body
may have undergone many renewals betwee.n the application of the
predisposing cause and the explosion of disease; that hydrophobia
may not supervene for months or for years, fever for a year or more,
and may then return at annual periods; that salivation may follow a
very minute quantity of mercury, and may be continued long after the
saliva and other secretions have flowed in great redundancy, &:c.;
while, on the other hand, the interpretation of their modus operandi,
according to the philosophy which I have propounded, is in perfect
harmony with every principle advanced in these Institutes, and invites the severest scrutiny. In connection, also, with these topics
should be considered all that I have expounded of the 1aws of sympa·
thy, vital habit, constitution, acclimation, tempq,rament, &c. As to the
oft-alleged smell of garlic in the excretions, of the coloring matter of
madder in the bones, or of the bile in all parts of the body, they are
among the most attenuated of material substances, and arc inoffensi,·e
to the lacteals and the general organism. (See, also, Med. and Pliysiolog. Gomm., vol. i., p. 523- 557, 576-581, 589-594, 599- 608, &c.)
826, c. Nor should it be neglected, that there is no agreement among
chemists as to some of the most importa11t morbific and remedial ag~nta
which have been said to gain a l'eady admittance to the circulation.
82G, cc. Why is the pulse always consulted in all forms of disease
and after all remedies 7 Is it to find out how far the blood is affected,
or whether the remedies be duly absorbed, or whether the heart or arteries \Jc the seats of disease~ Consider the unceasing modific~ttions
of the heart's action, and of the arteries too, as brought about by diseases of all parts, and by medicines, and by mental emotions, and mark
the coincidences, and you will allow that you "feel the pulse" simply
to learn the nature of the reflex nervous influences which remote diseases inflict upon the circulatory organs, and to thus find out the nature and force of those diseases, or equally in the case of medicine what
reflex nervous influences they institute either mediately or immediately.
If such, then, be our objects in feel ing the pulse, why is not the same
philosophy applicable when diseases spring up consecuti\"ely, or when
morbific causes, acting upon surfaces, light up diseases in the internal
organs'? In the former cases you i: feel the pulse" for the purpose
alone of ascertaining the nature and extent of the disturbing or modCrated reflex nervous actions, whether you know it or J1ot, and in the
latter cases the analogy is supported by all the pathological and thcrapeutical facts, and especially so by the staring fact that powerful irritants, like tartarizcd antimony, which occasion violent disturbances
when conveyed into the circulation, break down inflammations and
high arterial excitements when applied to the intestinal mucous membrane(§ 829, 902 g, 904 bb).*" Why is the tongue, like th e pulse, always
expected to supply information as to the diseases of oLhcr parts and the
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salutary or injurious effects of rcmedies7 Can any other rational solution be offered than that which I have presented in relation to tl1e heart
nnd arteries(§ 500 m, 687t-688, 694!/, 840, 89Jt k, 892j!, 893)1•
826, d. \\'e should not be led into the error of confounding the re·
su Its of agents applied to the trunks of a nerve and to its extremities.
The physical philosophers have taken advantage of the comparative
failure of the former to show that morbific and remedial agents do not
produce their remote effects through the medium of the nen•ous system, and have adopted this view from Miiller's misapprehension of
tho subject. " The narcotic action of opium/' says .Millier," does not
react from a particular point of a nerve on the brain." Therefore,
argue the materialists, when applied to the surface of tissues, its narcotic effect is due to absorption. But the great Physiologist has
shown, himself, the error, while, at the same time, he proves the untenable nature of humoralism. Thus:
"The spirituous extrnctof nux Yomioo., introduced in a sma11quan tity into the nioutlt, of a young rabbit, produces immediate death (in a
sec.and of time); whereas, when app~iecl to a nene at some distance
frC'lm the brain, for instance, to the ischiadic nerve, it produces no
general symptoms" (§ 494 dd, 498 c, 514 d).
There is the broadest distinction between the trunk of a nerve and
its expanded extremities in connection with organic tissues; while,
also, the organic properties of the terminal fibres, and especially sym·
pathetic sensibility(§ 201, 451 d), are incomparably more strongly
pronounced than in the nervous trunks. The important consideration
has been also neglected that two orders of nerves are concerned in
the function of remote sympathy as it occurs naturally, and that the
points of depa1·ture and of incidence are the expanded portions of the
nervous system. This is also undoubtedly true even of the sympathies of the nervous system itself, which embraces all the elementary
parts of other organs{§ 472 1 no. 4, .514 d, 516 d, 526 d. Also, ll'led.
and Pl1,ys. Comm., vol. i., p. 507, 563- 566).
Moreover, when irritating, or other agents, produce strong impressions upon the surfaces of organs, it is not, as supposed by Millier and others, mainly upon the ramifications of the nerves, but may
be equally, at least, upon the organic properties of the other tissues
of the part (§ 184, 188). Hence, particnlarly, the wi<le diflhence in
the effects of irritants, &c., w hen applied to the trunk of a nerve and
to an organ of a different vital constitution; as shown, for example, in
the action of vesicants (§ 133, &c.). The insusceptibility of nervous
trunks is also farther shown by their remarkable exemption from the
action of morbific causes (§ 526, d).
827, a. The second fundamental proposition of hu.mora1ism is in
part that gaseous and fluid substances, having an a:ffimty for each other, permeate and unite through a dead animal m~mbi:ane.
That fact is undeniable. But what is its phys10log1c~1 aspect 1 h
it worthy, in any other than its naked relatio~s to chemistry, of.grave
consideration 1 And so of the el1tire amphtude of endosmosis and
exosmosis.
There must first be shown a correspondence between a
dead, permeable tissue, and a living, i~permeable. one! before. we
can proceed to apply the foregoing fact rn any J.J~ys1olog1cal bear1~g.
But ir.s utmost latitude would only show t~mt f?1mgn subs~ances umto
clurnically with the blood through the living tissues. It is true that,
11SeeNoTEslp. lll8, LLp.1110.
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more recently, active chemical agents have been brougllt to bear in a
corresponding manner upon living tissues; but the \'iolent influences
which have been thus set in operation render these experiments as worth.
less as the 01·iginal ones. It is equally a perversion of nature.
827, ~· Of all the agents wh.ich su1Tound us nx.ygeD: ~a.sis tho only
one which has been shown, with any degree of plaus1b1hty, to penetrate a living animal tissue, or to unite chemicall y with the blood, or
with any supposed constituent of that fluid. If it be allowed, also,
that this has been demonstrated, notl1ing can be predicated of it analogically in respect to other extraneous matters, since it is an ordained, function of organic life, under the oontrol of specific Jaw.s in the
ammal and veget~b l e kingdoms, and conducted through special parts
of the organism. The philosophy is the same as we recognize in all
othor parts. It is the office, for example, of the chylopoietic and
sanguiferous organs to rearrange the elements of food, and endow the
new compounds with the properties of life; while it is that of the
glandular organs, the membranes, &c., to select certain constituents
from the common homogeneous mass by virtue of these vital proper
ties, and to impress upon them various peculiarities, according to the
mechanism of each tissue, and as the vital constitution of each part
may happen to be modified (§ 18, 42-44 , 133, &c.).
Coming again to the specific uses of oxygen in the organic king·
dom, the relative laws, the organs, the final causes, &c., are also different in the two organic departments, and even varied as to organization in animals; yet in all according to other variations in the general physiological constitution (§ 133-151, 185, 259-295, 409, 410).
But, I think it must be conceded that I have shown that there is no
physical penetration of the pulmonary mucous tissue even b)' oxygen
gas 1 and that the formation of carbonic acid within the lungs is primarily due to a strictly physiological process (§ 135, 419, 433, &c.,
447t a-:f).-NoTEs Np. 1121, RP· I 123.
I am 11ow conducted to a fact which illustrates the principle on
which miasmatic poisons operate.
It is we11 known that adult dogs, &c., will bear without injury a
suspeusi.on of respiration for the space, at least, of five minutes. But
they perish immediately if plunged into carbonic acid gas. Therefore, say the humora1ists, the gas is absorbed in the latter case, which
makes the difference in results. This, however, is contradicted, in
the first place, by the ordination of nature that carbon shall be evolved from the lungs, and by an organization of the mucous tissue of the
lungs corresponding to that fundamental law; whether the process
be the result of chemical or vital actions, or both united(§ 447!,/).
Organization is thus specifically opposed to the absorption of carbon·
ic acid. As well might it be assumed that gastric juice is resorbed
by the mucous tissue of the stomach. Parbonic acid, therefore, does
not destroy by absorption and union with the blood(§ 419, 420).
But this incontrovertible philosophy is sustaine<l by direct experiment; since it was found by N ysten that "carbonic acid gas may be
injected into the venous system in large quantities, without stopping
the circulation, and without acting primitively on the brain; but wheu
1nore is injected than the blood w~ll absorb, it produces death by di!Y
tending the heart, as when air is mjocted into the veins."-N 1:-s~EN,
R Ccltcrcltes, &c., p. 88. This, however, is not the modus operandi.
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Here, the11, we have the principle demonstrated, which i~ of universal application to mephitic gases, upon whatever suiface their action may be exerted. The poisonous action of carbonic aci<l is exerted upon the pulmonary mucous tissue, an<l then only upon tho
brain, as a consequence of that primary effect, and through the physiological relations of the mucous tissue of the lungs to the g reat ncr\"OUS centre (§ 129, 137, 222, &c., 666.
Also, JJIIed. and Pliysiolog.
Comm., \"Ol. i., p. 443, &c.). This Jets us into the secret why certain
poisons, as that of the viper, of the mad dog, and some others, have
no action upon the stomach, or when applied to the surface of the
brain, but operate with violence when inserted within the organiza.
tion of the skin, and why that of the rhus vernix, &c., will affect the
skiu when applied only superficially(§ 135-137 , 140, 150, 904 b).
Again, in connection with the foregoing illustrntion, it is an important fact that ~nimals may be destroyed by the application, for a
considerable time, of cm:·bonic acid to the skin, although free respira·
tion of atmospheric air be pe1mitted . This shows that it may also ex·
ert a deleterious action upon the organic constitution of the skin; and
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agrees, also, with that of concentrated forms of malaria in the instantaneousness of its effects(§ 654, a).
827, c. An almost endless series of exa mples of clear, definite char·
acter illustrate.:.:::: philosophy of more obscure but analogous problems.
Another, for inst::i.ncc, may be found in the effects of the nitrous oxide
gas, when respired. Here, the immediate production of the phenome·
na, anJ more especially the abruptness with which they subside, prove
that the whole action of the gas is upon the pulmonary mucous tissue,
and that the general phenomena can be in no respect owing to a modified state of the blood, howe,·er the gas may be absorbed. And just
so with the respiration of ammonia, which brings on coughing, rouses
the circulation, &c., instantly, and which cease as instantly on removing the exciting cause. The example of cold in producing pneumonia,
or rheumatism, &c. (§ 649 c, d, 65 7, 666), the fatal action of hydrocyanic acid, aconitina, stryclrnia, &c., the remedial influen ces of tartarized
antimony, of the mercurials, imd of numerous other alterative agents,
concur in one general illustration of this subject (§ 494 dd, 550-563).
The philosophy relative to reflex nervous action conducts us through
all the labyrinth of the wide-spread influences that radiate from n gi\·en
point which may seem almost alone exempt from the general in\'asion
of di•ease (§ 222, &c., 500, 904 b, 1066 a).-No1'E Mp. 1.120. .
827, d. The present place supplies a good opportum.ty for. mtrO·
ducing a case of death from hydrocyanic acid; partly with ~view to
our present subject, and to serve, in part, as a reference to illustrate
other topics. Thus:
A medical gentleman had swallowed a fatal do~e of Scheele's hyd_ro·
cyanic acid, from which Im died in about ten .mrnutes. "~n cu ttmg
into the right lun g, a frothy, dirty-brown sem1-m~ieou~ fluid e~udecl,
tinged with blood. There was nt1 odor o~ prussic acid fro?1 1t. In
the cavity of the rio-ht pleura were about eight ounces of thrn serum.
The left lung was firmly adherent in its whole extent to the costal
pleura. Heart firmly contracted. It exhaled no smell ofpru~sic acid.
Liver healthy. Spleen soft and easily broken down, resembhng mul-
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berry jam. Kidneys naturaJ. The stomach contained about fifteen
ounces of half-digested food, that gave out the well-known odor of bitter almonds. The mucous coat of the stomach healthy, a11d smelled
strongly ef prussic acid after the stomach had been emptied of its contents (§ 657). Intestines healthy. Vessels and sinuses of tltc brain
filled with a dark-colored fluid blood, No smell of prussi~ acid.
Bloo~ ernry where fluid" (§ 494, 904 b ).-1\In. PooLEV, in London
Medical Gazette, 1845.-Sce notes, p. 172, 863.-9 1066, 1088 a, b.
827, e. The foregoing philosophy enables us to understand why the
morbific action of miasmata is promoted by various causes which increase the susceptibility of the system (§ 663), and which has its parallel in numerous examples of <laily occurrence; as the greater liability
of mercurial agents to produce safo•ation if we increase irritability by
cathartics, blood-letting, &c. (§ 55G c, 630 c); while, on the contra~·y,
bad humoralism any foundation, cathartics and blood-letting should di~
minish the chances of mercurial action, nor sh~uld thttt action increase
long after profuse ptyalism has been established. The warm bath promotes the constitutional action of mercurial ointment by increasing the
susceptibility of the skin and system at large(§ 1088 b, c).
It should be observed, also, that upon the hypothesis ofhumorafo!m
there should be no exemption of individuals from epidemic diseases,
since the blood of all should be equally liable to contamination. Humoralism may not, consistently, assign as the ground of exemption a
difference in the susceptibilities of the solids which have been in~
duced by other causes (§ 651 b, 657 a, 837 b); and since, therefore,
the blood is the pabulum, vita, and com•crtible into the solids, it
should, upon the humoral doctrine, when itself diseased, occasion
universal disease of the solids (§ 663). The same is also true of the
poisons, of the prick of a pin, &c. ; but always affecting some severe·
ly, and others sli~htly,-the former sometimes striking at one organ,
and again at auoti1er, while the latter induces in one man erysipelatons inflammation, in another always phlegmonous, and in a third
none at all(§ 652 c, 828 c, 494, 740, 741).-NoTE Oo p. 1141.
827,f. If, however, it be admitted that offensive substances when
absorbed operate through thi:: medium of the circulation, solidism and
vitalism can alone interpret the phenomena. There is abundant proof
that the results are not due to any affection of the blood, but must be
refen·ed to the direct action of the agents themselves upon the vital
constitution of the solids to which they are distributed. This con·
struction of the subject, therefore, is directly within the pale of solidism; though it be foreign from the truth (~ 284, 904 c).
827, g. Again, however, most of the substances whose presence in
the blood or secretions can be detected (a) are either innoxious, or
undergo chemical decomposition as soon as they come in contact with
the circulating mass, and would therefore either be rendered inert,
or would certainly give rise to different pl1enomena from those of tMe
a...,.ents
in their original shape (§ 52, 149, 650).
0
827, lt. But this part of the doctrine of absorption does not end
with gaseous substances; since there are some distinguished philoso-
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chan ges that result in visio11; just as Liebig and his school suppose
that all the operations of the mind are determined by chemical chan·
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ges of the brain {§ 349 e, 350! n-q). By the analogies of Nature,
therefore, we must conclude that, whatever gives rise to other sensations must be equally absorbed and conveyed to the sensorium commune,-tbe odor of plants, the undulations of air, the prick of a pin,
&c. (§ 837, b). If this be frivolous it is not the fault of the logic.
828, a. The third proposition of humoralism sets forth, that when
rnorbific agents are inserted in wounds they give rise to diseases in
various parts.
Here, then, .we have something besides ordinary surfaces. The
"facts" which I have considered in the preceding propositions were
evidently unsatisfactory to" experimental philosophy," and, therefore,
a start has been given to absorption by inserting the noxious agents
within the vascular systems. But, I have gone extensively, in the
Commentaries, into the proof that in all the cases of this nature the
agents have been either violently forced into the torrent of blood, or
that their direct effect is exclusively upon the injured part, and thence
by reflected nervous actions over the system. It will be also observed
that in these experiments the agents are brought into direct contact
with parts where the organic properties are most exquisitely developed and susceptible. The time of incubation (§ 666) may be from an
instant, as with hydrocyanic acid and strychnia (§ 350! p , 494, 74J,
826 b-d, 827 d, 904 b), to a year or more, as with the cause of inter·
mittent fever(§ 561, 657), or even to years, as with the hydrophobic
virus ( § 54 7, 559, 560, 654-659, 500 o, 503, 506, &c. Also, Comm.,
vol . i., p. 496-506). As to the last, the virus can neither remain in
tbe wound, nor circulate in the changeable body for months, or for
weeks. It is either washed away from the former, or carried off by
the latter.
Now all these cases are exactly upon a par so far as principle is
concerned. The same influences obtain in respect to the hydrophobic virus as with those agents which destroy life as soon as they come
in contact with the body. This is the work of the nervous power;
just as it is when joy, or anger, or a surgical operation, or blows on
the stomach, &c., kill in an instant of time (§ 227, 230, 234 c, ·116 lt,
509-.511). The principle is the same as when the division ofa nerve
excites inflammation in the part to which it is distributed. And all
this conducts us, at once, to a knowledge of the modus operandi of
the poison of venomous animals in the following comprehensive case.
828, b. 0 I have seen/' says Dr.Johnson, the late disting~ished editor of the Medico.Chirurgical Review, "the car of a rabbit exposed
to the bite of a cobra de capella, with a pair of scissor:; kept across
the ear, ready to cut it off the moment the bite was inflicted; yet the
animal died quickly in convu lsions" {§ 234 e, 507, 82? d).
The foregoing fact conesponds exactly with expenments of a rn1y
Jifferent nature by Van Deen, Stilling, Budge, &c. (§ 494}, and forms,
with those, substantial grounds for analogical inductions. They ~~y
be safely considered of universal aeplic~t.ion, whatever the mot b1fic
cause, whatever the interval of pred1spos1t10n. . .
.
.
828, c. It is astonishing, too, with what rap1d1ty certain ~orL1fic
causes will establish inflammation, and thus lead to an almost instantaneous disorganization. Take another example from the veno~ous
serpent, as related by Sir E. !fome. He caused a rat to be bitten
by a snake. It died in one mmule. The cellular membrane beneath
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the wound was wholly destroyed, the muscles separateJ from the ribs
and from a small extent of the scapula. The bitten part was greatly
inAamed.
Here the inflammation must have commenced in the region of the
thorax at the moment the bite was inflicted. Absorption and distribution were, of course, impossible, and there is nothing but the philosophy which I have propounded of the nervous power that will in the
least explain the phenomena in this and all analogous cases (§ 222,
&c., 234 c, 503, 509). By the foregoing case we are also prepared
to understand that hydwcyanic acid may light up venous congestion
in the brain, although it destroy with equal rapidity(§ 827, d).
828, d. Finally, an elementary example of uni·.rersal application to
morbific agents, and illustrative of the nature of life, will supersede
the necessity of farther comment upon the three fundamental propositions of humoralism as it respects absorption (§ 823). This example
is of the same nature as that of the scton, farther on ; but more open
to the understanding of all (§ 905).
It will be admitted that when inflammation is excited by the puncture of a lancet, it is not by irritating, or otherwise affecting the blood;
but that all the attendant phenomena arc due to an impression made
upon the solids, and to their consequent morbid action. The inflammation, thus excited, may be extensively an<l violently propagated
along the part, as in phlebitis, &c. (I specify a Yein, as it is here the
acrid injections are made, § 830); and it is but reasonable to suppose
that the same condition is owing to a similar cause at one or six inches
from the wound, as at the eighth of an inch.* No sooner, also, does
the inflammation begin than reflex nervous actions may ensue ;
but as we have no morbific blood in these cases, we must look for
some principle, analogous to that in which the local changes began, to
explain the general derangement (§ 500, 711, &c.). All this will
help us to the philosophy of analogous developments in diseases of re·
putedly humoral origin. But, besides the common effects of inflam·
mation the prick of the lancet may convulse the whole nervous and
muscular systems(§ 222, &c.). Nay, more, and greatly to our pur·
pose, the inflammation arising from a wound will be variously modified in its character by the exact nature of the wound itself, and the
kind of instrument or violence with which it is inflicted (§ 652 1 c).
If there be now added to the point of the lancet sulphuric acid 1 or
the virus of putrid animal matter, · of tlrn small, or cow-po~, or t.he
poison of the viper, of the wourari, &c., th ere will be many dtversities
in the general results of the several causes thus superadded to the
mechanical, but strong resemblances in the local phenomena, and in
the progress of symptoms. The. specifi~ pri:iducts, also, as well as
other circumsta11ces, denote specific mochficat1ons of a common path·
olouical state (§ 722, &c.). lf, then, the mechanical irritation in one
ins~ance haYe acted directly upon tlie solids, is it not a proper conclu·
sion from the progress and ana!ogy of symptoms, that the several varieties of poison ha\·e done so 111 the others 1 It cannot be said that
certain differences in the results imply a difference in the principle,
since all these results, where life is sufficiently prolonged, arc purely
secondary, and will be admitted t~ be consequent on the morbid affec·
tion of the solids. But all the primary phenomena in such instances
coincide with each other, and have the same order of development.
• Bycontinuou11sympnthy,orco11/muolt.!irifiut11ctoftheselnstitutes(sec. l!?!lc,f498a)
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[f the poison of the viper destroy life with great instantaneousness,
this is conclusive against absorption, and is exactly allied in princip1e
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pin which is followed by tetanus (§ 494 b, 509, &c.).
828, e. There is an endless variety of analogies where disease is
excited by agents of a mechanical, or even of a more negative nature i
such as cold, heat, wakcfulucss, fatigue, &c., which, like the opera·
tions of the mind or its passions, in producing or removing disease,
killi11g or curing, according to the exact nature of the intellectual pro·
cess, that are applicable with all the force of the strongest analogies
to show that in all other cases the same laws prevail (§ 188! d, 521 b,
902 m, 905). The laws of reflex nervous action explain the whole.
829. "\.Vhen Wll consider," says Pereira, "the peculiarities attend·
ing the hepatic circulation, and that all the remedial agents, whose
particles are absorbed, ha,·e to pass through the portal vein,-the vein
by whose branches the bile is secreted,-our astmiislmicnt i's great that
this secretion is not more fre'}ucntly affected by the various medicinal
agents JJUt into the stomach."- PEnEIRA's ftfat. llfed., p. 92.
May we nnt, however, rather be astonished that the frequent exemption of the lirnr itself from all morbid effects, as well as the condition
of the bile, did not satisfy our able author that the doctrine of reme·
dial and morbific action by absorption is contradicted by the plainest
facts(§ 889, a)!
Our author, however, has been led into an important pliysiological
error by Magcndie's assumption that the veins, and not the lymphat·
ics, perform the office of absorption; while in respect to any ingresR
of deleterious agents, it is mostly by \'ray of the lacteals {§ 277). Ad.
milting, therefore, that the Yiolent agents of the Materia l\Ieclica oper·
ate by absorption, they are first conveyed directly to the heart through
the thoracic cluct; and if " astonishment" be great in the mistaken
case of the liver, how much greater should it be when we consider the
realitios of nature, and obser\'e how often the exquisitely irritable
heart remains unaffected when the most powerful irritants would be
emptied into its cavities. Or taking the construction of our author,
the etfect upon the heart would be equally the same, since a large
proportion of the portal blood is delivered at the same cavities. In
either case, the irritants would exist in a state of conccntratiun in the
most irritable organ of the body comparecf with their dilution in other
parts, except the lungs, as 1 to 50, or more. Ancl yet 1he hear~ often
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disease on other parts. I present, therefore, tins isola~ccl fact as a?equate in itself to a full refutation not only of the doctrme of morlnfic
and remedial action by absorption, but, by the force of analogy! to
that of the entire system of the humor.al. p~thologr I~ ~mbarrass~ng
to the humoralists in the case of the m1rntable Ji,·er, 1t 1s conclusive
in that of the heart(~ 500 m, 638t, 826 cc, 810, 10_89, 487 •, 901 c)_.•
830, a. The fourtli grand 3:5sumption of humorahsm: a.s &. .part of its
basis, is the production of disease. and death by the 111;1e.ctrn.n of va·
rious substances into the circulation (§ 823). These lnJeCUons are
made upon animal8, and their effocts carried up to the natural morbific
causes which operate on man.

lh~i ?h!~:~~t::>r ~;;~~~!;h[d~di\Vt:;:~h~~~ ;h:if~~~~:~scs

(§ 645), nnd uo one

supposes
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Strange as is this analogical ground of induction, it is, nevertheless,
~he great bulwark of humoralism. The doctrine is thus set forth by
its restorer, M . Andral :
"Various animal poisons, such as those of the snake tribe, and dif.
ferent mineral poisons, as mercury, for instance, act upon the blood
in the same manner as deleterious substances injected into the circu.
lation." "Those derangements of functions and organs produced by
the experimenter1 when he introduces different deleterious substances
directly into the blood, are likewise tlwse that are produced by the
.fling or hitc of certain animals; tl:ey are also those that take place i11
... 1mall-pox, measles, and scarlatina of a malignant nature, as it is call.
ed. They are the same derangements that a.1Jpear in persons exposed
to putrid emanations, vegetable or animal, anJ to miasmata from the
bodies of uther persons that are themselves diseased and crowded in
confined places, &c. (§ 653). Lastly, they sltow themselves, also, in
individuals whose blood is only imperfectly or badly repaired by insufficient or unwlwle.some diet" (§ 744, 819 h).
830, b. The order of results as stated by Andra], and as adopted by
a!l humoralists 1 is the following:
"A vitiation of the blood by the commixture of deleterious sub·
'ltnnces. Next, in consequence of such vitiation, an alteration of the
functions of the nervous system. Lastly, the blood that supports the
organs, and the nervous system that animates them, having suffered a
geueral injury, there takes place a..constam, though not always appreciable, modification of these organs in their functions, or in their tex·
turn"(§ 709, 740, 744, 821, 847 d).
831. Injections of noxious agents into the circulation of animals
were made to an almost incredible extent centuries ago i and millions,
I may safely say, have been repeated in later times. But they prove
only two things,- their short-sightedness and inhumanity. They cer·
tainly do not show, in the least, that the ordinary causes of disease are
taken into the circulation, nor do they produce those constitutional
affections which are generateJ by the natural operation of morbific
causes, especially on the human species. Their action is commonly
upon the venous system; and if the reader will refer to my remarks
upon phlebitis, he will perceive the reason for the conclusion of many
experimenters that they have given rise to yellow fever, typhus, &c., in
the brute race(§ 744, 810, ~c., 1088 d).
These devices of art arc very extensively considered in my Essay
on the Humoral Pathology, where I have endeavored to show that they
all go to the proof of solidism (§ 827.f).-In Med. and Phys. Comm.
832. For an examination of what I have designated asthefifllt prop·
osition in humoralism (§ 823), I must refer the curious reat.ler to the
Commentaries, vol. i., p. 401-408, 431-451).
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jcct which occur in § 821, c; otherwise, he may consult section 350,
nos. 44, 45 ; and the Commentaries, vol i., p. 417, &c.
834. The seventlt fundamental assumption goes with thefifilt, and
tho reader, by the references there, may satisfy himself of their degree
of importance.
335. The eiglttli bulwark of the ~octrine is the important fact,-important to the solidist,- that morbid changes occur in the secreted
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and cxcr~ted pro~ucts.

Nor is it less important in ils philosop11ical
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common ground. Their pathology is the same; afl(.l what is affirmed
in the following extract of the educated, in respect to their practical
habits, C\'ery newspaper in the land assures us is equally true of the
pretender in medicine. Thus the extract:
" The humora) pathologist neglects the stully of Yisceral lesions,
and when he turns his attention to the <ligesti"e system, he only considers its secretions, and not its actual condition, or the state of its
sympathies. His sole purpose is to evacuate sordes, or to produce a
flow of healthy bile, and to eliminate depraved secretions; and this he
attempts without possessing any knowledge of the effects of disease
of the dig~stive system ~m ()ther organs" {STOKES' ~l~eor. Prac. Med.).
Professional l10morahsm assumes that these "vitiated secretions"
are due to a morbid state of the blood, and not to perverted actions
of the solids, which, in their ordinary state, give rise to the various
natural products. And so the newspapers. Perhaps, however, the
student may obtain some ideas to the contrary by consulting the fol
lowing references (§ 42, 44, 53, 135, 220, 222-233:, 284.-292, 307,
314, 322-326, 327- 331, 407-432, 452, &c., 500, &c., 512, &c., 674,
675, 686, 69l~ k, 893 a, c, c, 896, 900, 902g, 904 bb, 905, 905f, 1088.
836. The nintlt ground of induction goes back to ancestral diseases; and assumes their transmissjon, by hereditary impurities of the
blood, to succeeding gene rations. I ha,·e rf:ferrcd sufficiently to the
philosophy of this subject in the present work (§ 75-80, 143-147,
220, 327-331, 559, 561-563, .591, 6.59, 666 b, 674), and more extensh·ely, and in other aspects, in the Commen'IJries (vol. i., p. 464, &c.).
I shall not, therefore, again encounter this part of the foundation ; but
cannot refrain from ad\·erting to its pernicious effects in practice.
One of its vague attendants is the doctrine of ''poverty of the blood,"
and this, as practically appli ed to active conditions of scrofula, is a
fearful scourge to the human family. Tbe "enriching black meats,"
and the "sustaining cordials," which are every where commended to
the subjects of phtbisis 1 in its early stages, are the occasion of a. greater mortality in one day than ever proceeded from the abstraction of
blood in all diseases since medicine became an art (§ 620, note. Also,
Comm., vol. ii., p. 608-634, 11 Patliology of Tubercle and Scrofula").*
837, a. Humoralism assumes, as its tenth, fundamental basis which
I have indicated, that remedial agents when injected into the circulati on sometimes produce the same effects upon particular organs as
when administered by the stomach (§ 823).
Rarely has this experiment been tried on man, in rocen.t times i
probably in consequence of the mere transfusion of ~lood havmg l;een
fatal, and interdicted by law, in former times. It is almost entirely
limited to animals i when, as might be expecte~, . the .agents exert
th eir effects mostly upon the venous system; u g1vmg rise to scurvy,
yellow fever, typhoid fever, &c., not to mention a number of otltcr ajfeciions wl1,icl1, I called into being before you" (~ ~44, 709, 810). . .
.
The case in which Dr. Hale, of Boston, mJected castor Oil mto his
own circulation is a standing reference; ~ut loses force from want
of confirmation. 'Vhat though, however, 1t rewarded tl~e gentleman
with a few moderate evacuations, I have 11evcr yet seen 1t affirmed by
•SeeNOTV.sFp.1114, ?thp. IHJ.
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the advocates of operation by absorption that castor oil has been
1
1
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837, b. That certain articles of the materia medica which manifest
specific relatious to particular parts when administered by the stom-

j~~te~iVn~~x~;~te 8~~-~:l~tf!~c~! ~f~~~~ii~~f~~a~;;s~r~~~lat~:~n~r;;'~:r7n~~:
ple_s in phy_siology . If vomiting result from the mere action of tartanzed antimony upon the mucous surface of the stomach, and purging from that of castor oil on the intestine, it should probably follow
that the same results will happen when either of these, or analogous
agents, are injected into the veins, and arc circulating within the \'cry
organization of parts possessing superficially those relations to the
same agents (~ 150). Each series of observations, however, stands
independently by itself. The injections prove nothing beyond tl1eir
own results. They can have no bearing upon the question of superficial action; and we may as well deny that croton oil, hellebore, elaterium, &c., act upon the skin when they produce inflammation of that
organ as to deny the same local action upon the intestines when they
increase their motion, augment their secretion, or inflict inflammation
upon them; we may as well deny, I say, that we feel with the ends
of our fingers, or assume that offensive odors, tickling the throat, warm
water, and mental emotions, produce vomiting through the medium of
the circulation. Humoralism must group the whole under one category, and must include all those varying susceptibilities which arise
from habits and analogous causes as exerting their morbific effects upon
the blood; for the moment it regards the solids as taking an ini1iatory
step it opens a door fo1·jts own expulsion(§ 651 b, 827 e, 1088 cl).
837, c. A great variety of examples might be adduced in proof of
the repugnance of nature to the doctrine of humoral absorption as
commended to our confidence by the experimentalist, and which
equally: confirm the vital theories of morbific and remedial action,
whether the agents be applied to the mucous tissue or to the skin.
What, for example, would be the condition of the acetate of lead, or
the nitrate of silver, or sulphuric acid, were they absorbed from the
stomach 1 Utterly changed, perfectly inert, on their contact with the
blood. How, then, does sulphuric acid, or the acetate of lead, arrest the night-sweats of phthisical subjects 1 \.Vhat clispositinn, I say,
will you make of the universal effects of certain familiar substances
applied to the skin; as the numerous preparations of mercury 1 Ho\V
will you account for the weJl.known acti~:m of nitric acid upon the
liver, when applied in the form of pedtluvium? Interrogate the
chemist as to the condition of all these things, and many other analo
crous
remedial agents, when he mingles them with the blood (9 1088)
0
The experiments, therefore, have no tendency to prove the doc
trine of absorption. On the contrary, tbey go to substantiate what I
have said of the nervous power as the immediate cause of the remote
effects, and the importance of duly considering the special modificatio11 of the properties of life in the different tissues and organs (§ 133l52, 227, &c.).-NoTE R p. 1123.
837, cc. But, after all, the foregoing experiments are worthless in a
practical sense, since they have beei~ m?~e (unl~ss in rn.re and unsuc·
ceH.sful in:>tances) upon a very few rnd1v1duals m health; and there·
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fore prove nothing as to their action upon diseased conditions(§ 137,
143, 149, 150, 152 b, 156, 163, &c.). And, coming to the multifarious examples in which animals have been the subjects, they serve only
to raise our astonishment that educated men can have imagined t!Jeir
applicability, in any sense whatever, to the profound problems of human maladies. The difference in constitution alone is conclusi,·e
against the supposed analogies. It is conclusive, indeed, against all
such reasoning from one species of animal to another species, however apparently allied; since, in respect to the critical relations C\•en
of food, there is scarcely any certainty attending this inducti\'C process,
while the distinction in respect to the influences of morbific and rcme·
dial agents upon different animals is marked by every agent which is
capable of making any positive demonstration. Some vegetable poi·
sons, indeed, which are most destructive to man, and to many species
of animals, are to others of the brute tribe wholesome articles of food
(§ 18, 150, 191, 366, 447, 854 bb).
838. The natural adaptation of the various fluids of the body to the
several parts with which they come in contact, and the certainty with
which most of them produce disease in parts to which they are not
naturally related, is conc1usive that the blood cannot be medicated by
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(§ 133, 136, 137, 233~, 277, 494, 526, 826 cc, 829, 817 a, 889).
839. As with morbific, so with remedial agents. The philosophy
is essentially the same (§ 1[.il). May we not, therefore, take from
Nature an important hint as to the mode in which remedies operate,
and apply it analogically to the modus operandi of morbific causes 1
Does unaided Nature medicate the blond 1 Does she e\·er effect a
change in that fluid without an antece<lent change in the solids 1
Never. Docs sl1e not always restore the blood from its morbid
states through the agency of the solids alone 1 How is it with sma1l·
pox, and measles, and other se]f.Jimitecl diseases 1 Art can do noth·
ing to shorten their establisl1ed time, or affoct their regular progress.
Nature accomplishes the whole. But I say, again, does she first ren·
ovate the blood(§ 858, 861)1 \Ve may imagine primary changes in
this fluid as the cause of the morbid changes which befall the solids;
but if this were true, then, ex necessitate rei, the restorative powers
must commence and advance with the blood. In the natural cure,
however, there is no agent excepting the solids to exert the slightcist
impression upon that substance; by which I thus demonstrate the de·
pcndence of the morbid changes of the blood upon those solids by
which their subsequent removal is brought about.
840. Try the question by an infallible experiment. Apply the
medicine to the organ affected i tartarize<l anti~ony, for example, to
the brain in phrenitis, to the lungs in pneumonia .. How absurd the
proposition! Even in the primary action of rcmed1C's upon the stom·
ach, and when disease of that organ yields to their operation, it. is
not alone from the direct action of the agents, but greatly _so from tn·
fl.ucnces of the nervous power reflected upon the mucous tissue of the
organ (\ 514 b, 516 d, nos. 6, 12, 657, 658).
Circu lating witl1in the organization, remedial agents of an irritating
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nature. exasperate disease far more ce1tainly and violently than du
catbSJ hes when acting upon a high ly-inflamed intestinal mucous
membrane. This will be readily appreciated by all who have witne~sed the stimulant effects of muriate of soda when injected into the
vems of the dying subject of the cholera asphyxia. Simple as the
substance, the scarce audible heart bounded under its influence beyond its natural vigor, and the whole vascular system instantly emerged from its sunken state into one of pretematural excitement, and
long after the most powerful stimulants administered by the stomach
would not awaken, in the least, the expiring sympathies of the heart,
nor violent irritants applied to the skin rouse its circulation (§ 829).
Can it be entertained that pneumonia, or ophthalmia, or erysipelas,
or furunculus, &c., arc relieved by the transmission of the various
substances, which may yielU relief: to the very organization of the
parts affected 1 And when vesication, and bloodletting, and mental
emotions, are added to those, a medley is presented which defies assumption, but which is interpreted with consistency through the agency of the nervous power (§ 222-233j!, 686 b, 872, 90 I bb, 905).
841. In former sections I had occasion to illustrate the law of vital habit by certain effects of morbific and remedial agents; and
what is there considered would appear to cover the whole ground of
solidism and vitalism. Among the many illustrations is the complex
example of the influences of tartarize<l antimony (§ 549- 554, 556),
which may now be continued with a more specific reference to the
Immoral pathology, as it will be in a future section to that of its mo<lus operandi (§ 902, 904 bb). But now, as hereafter, I shall show its
operation through reflex action of the nervous system (~ 904 bb).
I may say, then, that it is especially to my present purpose that the
humoralist, as well as the solidist, is guided, in his repeated adminis·
tration of the antimonial a.Iterative, by its effects upon the stomach i
since nothing can be more obvious to either than that all the remote
effects depend upon the amount of impression which the remedy pro·
duces upon the stomach. It is not, thercforo, quantity, but effect,
gastric effect, which is regarded in the adm iuistration of this distinguished humoral agent (§ 826, c). The intense excitement of fever,
or the violence of pneumonia, yields to the first nauseating dose of
the antimonial, or if it only approximate that point of gastric irritation.
The next, and the next, in unaltered doses, may fail of an equal as·
cendancy, while the fourth makes no resistance to the returning phenomena. But, if there be now added to the original twentieth or
eighth of a grain only a fiftieth or thirtieth part, the phenomena are
again subdued the ,noment that gastric influence begins. And in
this way may we proceed, experimentally, by continuing the same, or
increasing the dose, and find at each repetition that the general re·
su1ts will conform to the impression which is made upon the stomach,
at its nearest approximation to a state of nausea; whatever the re·
quisite dose,- however small, or however large (§ 556, 873, 904 hb).
Again, antimonials are more salutary when they can be home in
gradua11y-increased doses than where it is necessary to Jessen a small
dose from the beginning. The reason is this. In the first, or most
advantageous case, the irritability of the stomach is not morbidly susceptible to the action of the remedy, but, on the contrary, obeys
the law of vita] habit in its diminishing influences upon the suscepti
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bility of ~he vital states (§ 551, &c.), so that the stomach is not injuriously irritated; while, in the opposite case, the law of habit has its
exactly opposite effect (§ 556), and the susceptibility of tl1e stomach
being morbidly great, and farther aggravated by the antimony, disease of this organ is more-0r less liable to set in as a consequence, and
the object of the remedy to be thus defeated. In the meau time, it
may be shedding abroad pernicious reflex nervous influences in
doses of extreme minuteness. In a general sense, the best dose is just
short of that which produces nausea; but, at other times, occasional
nausea may be \'cry salutary, and again, at others, a full emetic dose
may overthrow, at once, a formidable condilion of disease(§ 476i h).
The principle, though not the details, is universal. Its practical
application is of the highest importance, and, unlike the hypothesis of
absorption, may be in the hands of all (§ 481, 494, 828 b, 1088) .
842. The eleventli foundation of humoralism, and the la.st in the or·
der of arrangemeut (§ 823), is derived from the tan-yard. Thus.animal tissues have their strength increased by immersion in astringent vegetable infusions; therefore, as many tonics are also ast1·ingent, they are taken into the circulation and give strength to the stem
ach and the system at large by the same process (§ 569 b, 904 d).
So much has been said upon the foregoing philosophy in the course
of this work, that I should have avoided the present subject but for
its inco1·poration into the basis of humorafo;m, and as I was desirous
of presenting the whole system in a methodical manner.
l\Jy O\v11 construction of the modus operandi of astringents is briefly
set forth in my Arrangement of the Materia Medica, and will be ex·
tended in subsequent sections of the present work. But I would now
propound for the consideration of the humoralist the modus operandi
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ipecacuanha often reliern redundant effusions from t11e pulmonary
:J.nil intestinal mucous membrane, or how opium restrains all secretions {§ 890 b)? The force of necessity which applies to the answers will be very likely to extend its sway throughout the classes
of astringents and tonics, and yield to the laws of reflex ncnous
action.
843. That nothing may be omitted which may serve to complete
my analysis of humoralism, I may state what may be regarded by
many as a twelfilt, fundamental ground; though it is only an iuduction
from the general assumption that the blood is rndically vitiated, &c.,
aud the efficient cause of the morbid state of the solids. Its" black"
color, as it is called, which appears in congestirn fevers, scurvy, &c.,
is taken as one of the important evidences of its corrupted state; and
when it refuses to coagulate, humoralism assumes that" putridity"
has taken place. [t will be thus seen that "putrescency" is only a
corollary of the seventh proposition in my analysis, arn.l sustained by
thcfiflli (§ 823, 834). Liebig ~as gone scientifically into th? s~bject
(§ 350); and in the Commentaries I have endeavored to do JUSt1ce to
its me•·its (vol. i., p. 403-410, 418, 430-440, 442-460, ~63-673). But,
what is more remarkable than the rest, it is al'guecl, that, because the
blood ultimately becomes u black" or "putrid," it therefore takes the
initiatory step in the morbid processes. It is ~lso an imµortant "fact"
in the" experimental philosophy" of humoralism, that the color of this
blood is changed to a vermilion hue by adding saline cathartics tc>
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that which is abstracted; from which the conclusion is tlrawo thnt the
same substances arc taken into the circulation when administered bv
the st?m;~ch, and that they then and there change the color of thC
blood m hke manner; which proves that the remedial effect is exerted upon that fluid. There is no doctrin~ in humoralism more strenuou:~ly maintained, and none in which the conclusions are considered
more logical. It goes with the rest in reprnsentin,.,. the nature of the
"experimental phi losophy" which now lies at the basis of theoretical
and practical medicine. Next to this are an1Emia, chlorosis and iron.*
844, Finally, an author of the olden times, writing in the palmie~t day;; of humoralism, but not of the professional corps, in one of
111s sallies upon the vagaries of philosophy, let slip a bolt which demolishes every material fabric in medicine.
"All the world knows," he says," there is no \"irtue in charms; but
a strong conceit and opinion alone, which forceth the humors (moral
ones), spirits, and blood, which takes away the cause of the malady
from th.e parts affected. The like we may say of om magical effects.
superstitious cures, such as are done by mountebanks and wizzards
(§ 167f. note). An empiric oftentimes, and a silly chirurgeon, doeth
more strange cures than a rational physician. Nymannus gives a
reason: because the patient puts his confidence in him, which Avicenna prefers before art, and all remedies whatsoP.ver. 'Tis opinion
ulone, saith Cardan, that makc3 or mars physicians i and he doeth the
best cures, according to Hippocrates, in whom most trust. So clirnrsely doth this phantasie of ours affect., turn, and wind, so imperiously command our bodies, which, as another Proteus, or a chameleon, can take all shapes, nod is of such force, as Facius adds, that it
can work upon others as well as ourselves. How can otherwise blear·
eyes in one man cause the like affection in another1 How docs 011e
man's yawning make another yawn 1-one man's p- ing provoke a
second many times to p 1 Why does scraping of trenchers offentl a
third, or hacking of files 1 'Vhy do witches and old women fascinate
and bewitch children, but, as Wierus, Paracelsus, Cardan, Mizaldus,
Valleriola, Vannius, Campanella, and many philosophers think, t.he
forcible imagination of the one party nen·cs and alters the spirits of
the other 1 Nay, more, they can cause and cure not only diseases,
maladies, and several infirmities, by this means, as Avicenna supposeth, in parties remote, but move bodies from their places, cause
thunder, lightning, tempests; which opinion Alk!adus, Paracclsu~,
and some others approve of; so that I may certamly conclude, tins
strong conceit or imagination is astrum lwminis, and the rudder ot
this our ship, which reason should steer, but ornrborne by phantasie,
cannot manage, and so suffers itself and this whole vessel of ours to
be overruled, and often overturned''(§ 167 [.note, 227, 234 e, 500f, o,
509, 892f, 1072). What a display is here ol our direct !lervous action!
815. Having now considered the grounds up?n '.vh1?h the humor~)
pathology reposes, and l1ow estranged from the mst1tut1o_ns of orgamc
nature, I shall proceed to offer the reader a condensed vw~v of my argument predicated alone o.f the fundamental laws of phys1?logy.
J propose showing by tins argl~me~t, tl~at the b~ood is ne1the1: a JJrim«'f!J cause of disease in the sohd~. 11~ virtue of Its own n~or?1<l con-
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846. Nu one will deny what is affirmed by Andra l, tl14t every morbid change in the action of the solids is probably followed by some
change in the blood. The influences from bloodletting often gi,·e rise
to very remarkable and instantaneous changes in the circulating mass
(§ 952, a-lt).-Sec Kn1EMER's exprimcnts § 485.
I also agree with Andral, that any prima1·.v alteration of the blood,
of a morbid nature, must, with greater cc1tainty, produce disease of
the so lids(§ 827, c).
The latter proposition is the basis of bumoralism, anJ it is this
which I now address.
84 7, a. There is a specious parallelism about the two foregoing
propositions, of which humoralism has taken no little a<lrnntage. Both
are concetlcd by the solidists, and humoralism draws its conclusions
from both, just as has been seen of its principal data(§ 823, &c.). Its
inferences involve th e assumption that the blood and the solids sua·
tain, reciprocally, the same relations to each other; wbcn, in truth,
the distinction is nearly as great as between an agent and 1he object
acted upon. There is this difference, bowever. In the present case,
in their natural state, the blood is the object, while it coutributes to
the support of the agent, an<l to maintain its action.
Were the blood, therefore, to becomR primarily diseased, it wou ld
then assume the same relation to the solids as auy other morbi(ic
cause, and this the more so on account of its incorporation with them.
Now, observe the humeral premises, as laid down by An<lral, and
considered impregnable by all humoralists. It will be seen that the
first is the very thing which is most denied in humoralism,-the ground
of solid ism itself; yet is it put forth for an unreflccting world. Thus:
1st. Every morbid cbange in the action of the solids is followed by
:mme change in the blood.
2d. Every primary alteration of the blood, of a morbid nature, produces disease of the solids(§ 846).
Therefore, say Andral, and other humoralists, every morhid change
in tl1e action of the solids is occasioned by a primary change in the
b1ood. That is the logic (§ 843). But, we have seen that the twu
propositions are not conve11ible in a physiological sense, while they
stand as independent statements, and in exact opposition to each other.
But let us reverse the logic, and then see how the case will st~nd.
By tbe first of tbe premises, the solidist argues that all morbid lesions
of the blood are dependent on primary changes of the solids. And
this conclusion is justified by the strongest force of analogy. From
the germ to the adult, all the results of organic life have their origin
in organic actions. The nutritive fluid itself, from the time that or·
ganic actions begin, is universa1ly conceded to be either di~·ectly. or
indirectly the product of these actions; and the only sense rn winch
the blood can be regarded as an agent, i~ that of stimula!ing the solids
so that they shall carry on the work of ltfc and appropnate the blood
to their own uses(§ 1087).
H erc, then, we must steadily regard the true relation of one to the
other, in the farther progress of this .inqui.ry.
.
. .
Now, it is said that the solids, wlnch g1\'e bemg and vitality to the
blood, become, in their normal state, the subject of its morbific ac·
tion; and, according to the premises of bu moralists and solidists, when
the solids arc diseased, the blood u11t.lcrgocs disease in consequence.
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If, _the~efore, diseased blood be originally the cause of disease iu tl1e
solids, it must certainly maintain an ascendency over them . Moreo\•er,
the solids, in theil· turn, react upon the blood and increase the dis~ased state of that fluid, or the primary morbific cause; and, accordmg to the admitted premises, every increasing degree of diseaee in tlte
blood must be a cause of increasing dUease in tlie solids. Thus would
the blood and solids perpetually act and react upon each other; an1
since a morbid state of the blood, according to humoralism, is the pri.
mary cause of disease in the solids, and constantly becomes more and
more diseased and morbific in virtue of the morbid state which it sets
up in the solids, it is plain, if the doctrine of humoralism we re tme.
there could never be a recovery from disease.
It follows, therefore, 1 say, that th e solids having been brought int,
a morbid condition by their own natural stimulus, and their own
means of sustenance, and the morbific state of the bloo<l continually
advancing, according to the admitted. premises, every disease so be·
ginning must necessarily terminate in death. For, again, in the first
place, I have shown the absurdity of attempting the restoration of tl1e
blood to its natural state by any direct action upon it by foreign agents;
and secondly, what I have thus shown an absurdity is a matter of uni·
versal admission, since it is conceded by all that the natural state of
the blood is entirely dependent on a natural or healthy state of the
solids. Nor can Nature, in her spontaneous cures, begin to restore
the blood but through a primary recuperative act on the part of the
solids. NoTlllNG, TllEREFORE, CAN MAKE HEALTHY BLOOD BUT TUE
JIEAJ.TllY ACTION OF TflE SOLIDS.
It is exactly with morbid blood as
with morbid bile, mucus, &c.
The restoration of one depends as
much as the other upon an antecedent improvement of the solids. No
humoralist medicates the blood to change the bile or mucus, pe1· se.
847, b. As the foregoing doctrine is based upon fundamental laws
in physiology, which admit of no" exception"(§ 284-288), it is man·
ifest that, when the constitution of the blood is altered, or becomes dis·
eased, in virtue of a diseased state of the solids, the blood tltus alter·
ed is not an aggravating caltSe of disease in the solids. Indeed,
should it become, under these circumstances, a direct morbific agent
to the solids, the same philosophy would hold, the same effect obtain,
as were the blood primarily diseased; since, as the blood is entirely
depende nt upon the solids for its healthy constitution , the moment it
becomes a morbific agent to the solids, the latter will have lost a control which they can never regain:
84 7, c. The fundamental principles now stated might have been in·
ferred from the final cause of the blood; i:;in ce it would have been a
radical defect in tho animal economy, that a fluid which perYades so
uni versally every part, which is intended for the growth and nutrition
of the whole, which depends upon those parts for its being, and those,
in their turn, upon the blood for th?ir _nutriti on, and is at. ~ll times iu
subordination to the state of the solids m the natural cond1tto11, should
receive a morbid impress from a part or ~he wl~ole, which would not
only defeat its g reat final purpo~e, ~nt. give ~o it an as~en_dency over
those powers and actions to which it 1s entirely subnuss1ve, for the
great end of life, in their natural state (§ 43, 277, 278, 303-h 303!,
322-326, 385, 409 f-i, 411, 422, 424, 449 a, 464, 638, 733 <l).
There is an ever·varying adaptation of the state of the blood to
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the vat ying condition of the solids, and this is brought about by the
solids themselves. It proceeds, in equal pace, with the changes of
the latter; as clearly and forcibly exemplified during the operation of
general bloodletting (§ 136, 970 c). The properties and universal
condition of the blood, therefore, undergo changes corresponding with
any alterations of the vital condition of the solids. \Vhat is physw
iologically true in this respect must be equally so in a pathological
sense (§ 639, a). A morbid state of the blood is au exact product of
an antecedent change in the solids1 by which they move on in harmo·
ny (§ 653, 733 d, HO, 741).
.
84'1, d . Just so is it with the morbid product of an ulcerated sur·
face. The exact condition of the product will depend upon the exact
state ~of the solids by which it is generated (§ 653), nor does the product, however morbid, increase the diseased state of the solids, unless
it undergo some chemical change after its elab01·ation. \Vere it otherwise, the natural an<l immediate result would be a perpetual increase of the morbid condition of the ulcer and of its secreted product.
The same, again, is exactly true of the blood and the organs upon
which it depends(\ 133 c, 136, 137, 150-152, 740, 741).
The analogy of which l am now speaking is still more forcible in
its connections with the humoral philosophy of morbid blood, when
it is considered that, with whatever violence morbid secretions may
act upon sound parts, they bear a common relation to all other morbific causes, anJ that, therefore, as soon as the parts are brought in to
a morbid state and generate other or the same morbid products themselYes, they cease to be offended by either. The surface upon 'vhich
the syphilitic virus, or that of small-pox, excites suppurati,·e inflammation, ceases to be offeuded by the virus as soon as it becomes the
product of the part. Now it is, indeed, that not only is this resistanc.e
made, but Nature may set in with her recuperative process.
It is hardly necessary to add, that there is no physiological coiucidcnco between the foregoing morbific causes and morbific blood in
the humoral acceptation. The blood, in the humeral pathology, is
converted into a morbific cause by agents foreign to the organic properties and actions. These properties and actions, I say, therefore, will
have lost their contrn1 over the blood thus affected, since the blood is
their natural stimulus, the pabulum -i;ita, and depends upon a healthy
state of the solids for its integrity.
847, e. The co1Tespon<lence of which I have now spokeu between
the modified Yital properties of a part an<l its morbid products, and
between a diseased state of the solids and blood rendered morbid
thereby, has its deep foundation in physiological laws. The principle is seen, naturally, in the adaptation of the vei11s to venous blood ,
the ureters and bladder to the mfoe, of the gall-bladder and mucous
tract of the bowels to the bile, while venous blood is fatal in the arterial system, and these natural products excite i nAammatio~ in other
parts (§ 133, &c., 385, 733 d). l\Iark, l1owever, that such mflammation cannot be overcome while a fresh supply of urine or bile is
br~ught into contact with the parts wlnch .t~1~y had thus oilen~cd.
It 1s not now, as was just seen of the syphtl~tic aud ~m~ll-pox virus
(§ 847, d), since no pa1t is capable ofhavmg its const1tut1011 so altered as to generate urine or bile, and therefore there can be. no preternatural adaptation of the vital state of any part to the morhific properties of those natural sf'cretions.
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. And just. so with the ordinary forms of disease, if ex.cited in the solids by a. primary diseased state of the blood. There will be nothing,
then, to mak? healthy blood, and disease must go on to the death.
~he humora~1st ~eems to have lmd some vague conception of thi~.
since he applies lumself to drugging the blood.
8-'7 f Again, as to the morbid secretions and the blood, in the forn:cr ~ase the general powers of the body may contribute their restorative t!1fluence (§ 848), but not in the latter, according to lw.momlism.
Hut, 111 the sense of solidi!lrn, if the alterations of the blood depend on
1
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actions, of which the morbid. state of the l.Jlood has been only a ~onse
quence, as in the foregoing analogous cases (§ 84 7 e). And since the
changes are thus exerted, the same organic properties and actions,
whatewr their condi1ion, can, either unassisted or by the aid of remedies, replace, by their own improvement, the morbid changes of the
blood by others of any degree of approximation to the healthy standard;
as was seen of a pa.rt in relation to the syphilitic or small-pox \'irus.
847, g. Is it asked why the blood, when essentially altered by any
1ocal inflammation, is not, according to my principles, detrimental to
the system at large? The solidist can reply upon sound physiological
laws, while the humornlist can make no answer.
I say, then, that all other parts are now muclified in their powers
aod functions by reflex nervous influ ences of the local disease (§ 222,
&c., 452, &c., 500, &c., 512, &c., 733 d, 811). In proportion as that
affection is capable of modifying the blood, so does it exert a. reflex
nervou,; action upon a.11 parts of the organization (§ 674, cl) . The modifications of the blood and the constitutional derangement being produced by a common cause, the blood and the solids are universally
adapted to each other; the blood being thus inoffensive to the general organization, just as the virus of the small-pox is harmless to the
skin by which it is generated (~ 858).
This law of adaptation meets us every where, both in the uatural
and morbid. states of the animal kingdom. It is the same great work
of Design under all the circumstances of li fo. In disease it is coincident with what is seen in health of the modified irritability of the
la.rynx, adapting it to atmospheric air, of the pylorus to chyme, &c.
The same as Lhe adaptation of natural bile to the natural state of the
intestine, or of morbid, acrid Lile to the diseased or disordered intestine. lt is analogous to the expedient by which a deep-seated abscess reaches the surface, and, finally, to all tl10 processes of recuperation (§ 156 b, 733. d, refereuces). ~hrough the s~me !aw ?f
adaptation, also, the sohcls are brought rnto such relat10nsl11p with
each other by the reciprocal influences of disease as it may affect va1 ious parts, and whatever the. variety in the. coexisting .conditions, that
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perpetually before us; and were not my philosophy true, all our ef?cient remedies would forever aggra,·ate some part of a compound disease. The principle is the same in both the cases, and our experimental knowled~e of its truth in the latter confirms wliat I have stated
as to the blood in the former(§ 143, c).
6'17. lt . \Vere not the foregoing all-wise provisions estahli shed in

the cous~itution of animals, all the diseases which it may now throw
off would require for their removal the interposition of Supernatural
Power (§ 133 c, 151, 152). The morbific blood would not de'"elop
disease in one part alone, as O\"erlooked by the bu moralists, but throughout th e universal organism; and the blood itself, becoming progressive ly dise ased in tl1e ratio of its mCt·bific influence upon the solids,
would hasten the general catastrophe in an increasing ratio. The
blood of the '"ictim of small-pox would poison more and more profoundly, while the purul ent matter would erocle the bocly and lend its
powerful aid in the uni\"ersal work of destruction. Nature, howC\·1:3r,
comes out triumphantly 1 and in an allotted time. 'Ve must look to
th e philosophy which l have taught for the only possible interpretation i while it opens a door to a stupendous, harmonious system of
fundamental laws(~ 233,}, 500 k, m, 841, 893 a, n, 90"1 bb, 905).
848. It will now be apparent from what has been said in the preceding section, how it is that remed ial agents will call into salutary
refl ex nervous actions various parts of the body not affected by disease,
but whose susceptibiliries are increased by morbific reflex .nervous
actions exci ted by absolute desease, and upon which parts the
remedial agents might otherwise be inoperative. In thi~ way1 therefore, v:ufous parts may be rendered instrum ental in estaLlisliing those
influenc es upon the scat of disease which enables Nature to take
on the recuperat ive process (§ 137 d, c, 143 c, 149-151, 152 b, 163,
514 h. 674 d). Whatever, too, may be the complexities of dlicasc,
th e right rnmetly will be at least compatible with the whole condition
(§ 870 aa, 89 1 g, 691! e,f, 892 c, d, S92t c, d).
8-19. Upon the foregoing fundam ental ground(§ 847), it appears, a
fortiori, that if perfectly healthy human blood be a1lowed to flow into
the veins of a subject affected with fever, or scurvy, or inflammation
of any important organ, in quantities sufficient to produce an effect,
while, also, a corresponding quantity of morbid blood flows out of the
\"Cius, such h ealthy blood would aggravate tl10 disease (§ 136, 137 h,
c, c, 149, 152). This induction from principles has been practically
demonstrated, even to the death of human subjects, although the quantity of healrhy blood transmitted was small. There was no natural
relat ion between the healthy blood and the diseased sol ids, and the
former, therefore, became morbific (§ 152 , b).
850. It follows, also, from the foregoing physiological principl,.s,
th at morbid blood may e xcite disease in a healthy suhj ect, if transferred in certain quantiti es into the circulation. It may be necessary,
however, that the quantity should be large; when, as soon as morbid
action follows, the whole mass of blood will beco me affected, and tl~us
brouaht into harmonious relation with the disease d state of the solids
(§ 847, c-g). Renee, the great mass of blood is altered from ~ts natural state by the solids, and convalescence may, therefore, begm spontaneou sly, or through the interve ntion of art.
.
.
.
It is scarcely necessary to add, that th e present case is ~ntirely different from those in which it is assumed by the hum orahsts that the
whole mass of blood is primarily morbific. The inj ected portion is
like any other morbific agont circulating with the blood; nor dN!s it
assimilate to itself, any more than wine, or bile, whoo so inj ected, the
circulating mass. The general mass remains under the control of tlie
solitls, an d receives from them its deterioration shoul1l disease ensuo.
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~ ~r doss i~ follow that the injected blood will produce the same condtt1on of disease as that b:f which it was altered (§ 350 1 nos. 44, 45 1
!:17, ?44, 810), or be fatal either in this or the other case(§ SID).
Sol, a. Fmally, th~ llUmoral pathology cha in s the mind in ignorance, and whethe1· with the learned man, or the bolder empyric, leads
e9ually, in its a~pli~ation, to the most unhappy practical errors. The
v10l_ent assumpt10n 1s equally made by either, that the blood must be
pun~ed _or oth_e:wisc changed by the direct action of remedial agents;
~hat its 1~pur1ties must be purged away i that the means are taken
mto the circulation, even calomel, blue pill, and other less soluble substances; that they are then conveyed into the torrent of the circulation, cleanse, neutralize, purify the blood, and reinstate its natural
condition, as necessary to the subsidence of disease in the solids. It
is all the work of the blood-making faculty of calornel, opium, and nux
vomica. The n·eatment, therefore, is apt to be governed by this indication(~ 1087).
Or, does the_ humoralist resort to bloodletting; he pro.fesses to
carry off the p01son, the "peccant humors," &c., by abstractmg some
1
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of the poison remains behind, and since, also, at the beginning of the
disease, the infected mass must be grnatly less morbific than when
remedies arc applied at its advanced stages. The bu moralist affirms,
indeetl, that an inappreciable quantity of miasma, or of the virus of the
dissection wound, &c., enters the circulation and throws the whole
mass into a ferment, and that this goes on progressively increasing;
nay, that one drop of blood thus affected is sufficient to contaminate
the whole mass, "as a little leaven leaveneth the whole Jump," or
"as one spoiled herring will taint the whole cask"(§ 350, nos. 4-1, 45,
821 c). And yet may a severe grade of disease be suddenly overcome
by a single bloodletting, or by a cathartic, or by an emetic, or by a
full dose of quinine (~ 28t, 330, 892 b, 900, 902, 905 a, 970 c).
But the humoralist, learned or unlearned, is little prone to abstrac·
tions of blood in recent times, and now, more than ever, proceeds
upon the broad basis of his pathology. Cathartics am his spec ial fa.
vorites, for they purge off the humors, and deanse the blood ; or if it
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night darkness to a blind man (§ 240, 839, 853).
85 1, b. How different the practice of the solidist; how enlarged his
philosophy; how variou~ his remedi~s; how consist~nt his doctrines;
110w important to humamt)'. ! Let a smgle example 1l1~stra~e and con·
firm his theories. Accordmgto the nature of the pred1sposrng causes,
and the exact pathological condition~, he ~ur~s ophthalmia by an ematic, or cathartic, or by bark, or arsemc, ~n: 10clme, or mercu.ry, or blo?dletting, or leeches, or blisters, or electricity, or local sedauves or stimulants and by }in-ht or darkn ess (§ 675, 686, 904 a).
351: r,, I regr:t the necessity of the parallel and the contrast. But
0
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easy and gladly accepted (9 I a).
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THERAPEUTICS.
8.52, a. T11ERAPEUT1cs is the great ultimate object of all medical
inquiries. It refers back to the natural physiological states of the
body! ~nd to the la\."S which govern organic beings ~n their lrnalLliy
cond1t1on.. It takes m the whole range of pathology, smce there could
be no rauonal treatment of disease without a previous iuvestirration
of its causes and nature, and a proper knowledge of their relativ~ laws
and principles. Having, also, for its specific objects the means of
cure, and their just application to disease, therapeutics comprehends
all the vital relations of the 111ateria ll:Iedica.
Notwithstanding, however, the vast range of principles which it embraces, and the immensity an<l complexity of its details, it has, cssen·
tiatly, but one fundamental object; namely, that of inducing such
changes in the morbid organic properties and functions as will enable
them to return spontaneously to their natural state(§ 177).
S52, b. \Ve thus find that all parts of our inquiry are intimately
bound together; tha.t together t~ey form a perfectly consistent whole;
and that as a whole each part is necessary to all the rest (§ 137 a,
639 a).
"\Vonderful, indeed, that so rnst a subject should be so simple in its
elementary principle; but more wonderful still that a principle so
simple should be more complex in its attributes than all other principles in nature (§ 133-153, 177-182, 222-233).
853. It is an attribute of the properties of the Vital Principle that
they possess an inherent tendency to return from their moL·bid to their
natural states. This endowment bas given rise to Therapeutics 1 and is
indispensable to the perpetuation of organic beings. It belongs,
therefore, to plants as well as to animals(§ i::rn c, 185). The object
of art, in the treatment of disease, is to place those properties in a
condition which will enable them most readily to obey this natural
tendency(§ 189). This is what I mean by Nature, and the vismedicatrix.
854, a. RcmeJi~l agents operate upon the same principle us the
remote causes of disease (§ 150-1.52). They can never transmute the
morbid into healthy conditions. That is alone the work of Nature
(§ 524, d, 862). Art can only make the best use of her laws(~ 237).
854, b. The most violent poisons arc among our best remedies.
" Ubi virus, ibi virtus." In a medical sense, 11owever, we do not know
them as poisons, but as among the choicest blessings bestowed up~n
man. Poisons, however, they may all become when ll~t employed rn
their proper relations to disease (§ 150, 673, 67 4 l: 'I hat it may 1-e
properly known in what respects they a:e re1:ne<lial, .they sl1ould be
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sha11 we employ them with a more sole!11t;t reference to t1.1e!r r;i?rb1fic
capabilities. ancl under the deep conviction ~hat wheu lllJUd1c10usly
administered they cannot fail to exasperate disease.
.
854 bb The forcrroinrr consideration demonstrates an important
fallacJ at.the very f~und~tion of homreopathy .. It affec.ts Ycry sc.riously its main principle as founded upon expemnents with remedial
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agents upon the healthy subject. But the fact that this objection has
not been advanced is an evidence of the little consideration which is
b~stowed upon the vast. differences between the operation of reme·
~1es upon healthy and diseased organs; and if such palpable distinc-
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different forms of disease and in the variable pathological states of
(§ 137 d, 150, EH, &c., 892f b, 855, 856) 1 There
notlnng, however, more important in medicine than the principle
which I am now cousidering. But, there can be little hope of its gen·
cral recognition till e::'periments upon animals with a view to elicit
the causes and the plulosophy of disease as manifested in the human
race shall have been abandoned. Not till all indications as to the
curati\•c virtues of remedial agents shall become limited to observations upon man alone, and man in a state of disease. Not till all
others shall have ceased. Not till principles in medicine are \\.Tested
from the hands of the chemical and mechanical philosophers(~ 676:'b ).
"Not till a proper decision can be obtained between the two methods
of considering disease as propounded in sections 5~ a, 675, G86 b.
Shou ld the last of th ese references prevai l, then must fall, as an indispensable prerequisite, all the principles and suggestions which have
been derived from the pl1ilosophy which concerns the external world,
and yield to that system which I have set forth as the foundation of
the method of intenogating disease according to that section to which
this special reference is made(§ 686, b, 1058 b, note, 1059).
854, c. In respect to the absolute influences of all remedial agents
of positive virtues, they are essentially morhific in their l'emedia.l
action; as will have been du1y explained (§ 893, 9J2). They are
alterative in disease, as in health, in respect to the vital properties
and actions. There is no difference in principle as to their absolute
action. In certain remedial quantities many may induce 1 in the
healthy organism, various degrees of disease with as much certainty
as those agents which are called morbific. ] t is upon this alterativc
nature of remedial agents that I have founded, in 1-.mrt 1 my Tliera.pcutical Arrangement eftlw 11Iateria illedica (§ 893, 897-901, 1059).
854, d. The <lifference, in effects, between the truly morbific and
lll

~ com~on form
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nently. Positive remedial agents, in certain quantities, exert such
morbid changes as are not . rr?found 1 and from whic? tl1e properties
of life may recover, by then· mherent tendency, their normal state.
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tl10 special virtues of ea.ch, but each establishes changes ac-
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g 0 ing principles. however 1t ma~ have been lutherto _unexplained, or
however it may not be nuw ad~ttted (§ 2 b, 143c, 89.::i, 902 J).
85·1, e. In the treatment of disease,, ther~fore, we do but substituto
one morbid action for another. Phys1olog1cal pro~esscs do the rest.
854,.f In consequence of the laws of organization, tile ap1~roxima
tions of morbid conJitions are such as to en~ble us to establish upon
a cti1taiu combination of phenomena certarn general prim.: ijJ!t'a of
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treatment, corre~pondiug harmoniously with tho principles through
which the morbitic agents han~ induced the adverse changes. The
curative principles, therefore, will be liable, iu all cases which al'e not
exactly alike, to certain modifications according to the modifications
of disease; and these arc to be learned, especially, from the ''ital
manifestations (§ 150-152, 177-179, 182 b, 638, 650, 670, 672, 676,
677, 680, 733 e-i, 741 b, 745, 756 b, 758, 766, 854 bb) .
855 . .Many of the remedies for disease, especially when Nature is
engaged in the recuperati,·e process, consist of the ordinary means
of maintaining health, such as the various modes of exercise, change
of climate, &c. These means now operate with greater power than
under circumstances of health, and must therefore be carefully adapt·
ed to the existing state of the patient, since, when unduly applied,
they aggravate or reproduce disease like agents of absolute virtues
(§ 137 b, 143, 147, 149, 150, 854 bb, 872 a, 90~ ni). When productive of useful effects they co-operate in a direct manner with the tendency to restoration which had already begun (§ 672, 733 e-i).
Of the same nature, also, are the agreeable excitements of imagination, of society, of rural scenery, of joy, hope, amulets, charms, &c.
\Vhile, also, some of these means may be powerfully morbific they
may be equally curati\"e of disease (§ 226, 227, &c., 844, 1067)
856, a. There arc yet other remedial means which may be called
negative, or such as merely allow Nature the fullest opportunity to go
on with her recuperative efforts. They make no impression upon
the vital conditions; and all the clianges to which they admin ister
grow exclusively out of the constitutional tendency of the properties
and actions of life to return to a state of health; which is the import
[ give to the convenient term Nature when employed therapeutically .
856, b. Now the means of cure embraced in this and the preceding
sections are of the highest moment in every case of disease; and yet
are they the most neglected except by those who depend on Nature
alone{§ 854, bb ). In a large proportion of chronic forms of disease, and
where they are acute but not profound, little else is needed than a
modified system of hygiene adapted to the inll ividual cases. Coming to gra\·cr modes of disease, and wl10re active remedial agents are
required, the negati\·e means are more important than in the forme r
cases, and nothing more so than a rigorously low diet.
Here, then, is opened a wide door for the contemplati\'e and prac-tical inquirer. Here recuperati\"6 nature is displayed according to
the Ordination of Providence throughout brute creation. The animal
sickens, ''starves," and thus nature works the cure. l\Ian alone Yiolates her law(§ 239, 240).
857. It has been seen that morbific aud remedial agents, even the
natural agents of life, acting with ce1tain intensities,. and ~nder gi_ven
circumstances, may be entirely on a par; each lead mg w~th certamty
to morbid changes which may transcend the restorative disposition of
the organic functions.
This fact inrnkes a principle which is fun<lame~tal in the l\Iateria
l\lcdico; that of limiting the quantity of remedial agents, and ~h~
duration through which they operate, so that they shall only estabh~n
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.Na~ure, and may be far more so than the conditions which had been
rnstttuted by the primary cause of disease. This is a matter of constant
demonst~ation ; and if we connect with it the more general abuse of
food, their common mode of action becomes so obvious, that he wl10
may pause in his cxcessi,·e medication should take the hint and unite
the advantages of the n.:igative treatment(§ 856) .
. I am now upon ground of tbe first importance in practical medi·
crne. I have endeavored to enforce and to illustrate that importance
by callin.g up, in a variety of shapes, those fundamental physiologi~al
laws which give the greatest determination to the effects of remedial
a.gents, in respect to their amount, and the frequency of their repetition {§ 889, l). I leave out of consideration, for the moment, the vast
qu~stions which relate to the right adaptation of remedies as concerns
their nature, and the order of their application (§ 150). 1 would dwell
~bstractedly upon the dose and the frequency of its repetition. Too
httle reference to the natural constitution of the properties of life and
the laws which they obey in their natural states, and too little depend·
ence upon recuperative nature- a.y, I ma.y safely affirm, too general
an abandonment of that foundation, and even a universal ignorance of
the practical bearings of some of its most important elements(~ 516 d,
no. 6, 524 d), have mainly led to an abuse of remedies in respect to
doses and their repetition which has been more pernicious than errors in their appropriate nature, and their order of application. That
abuse, inc leed, in connection with tbe stimulant and feeding practice,
is the whole secret of the origin of homceopathy, and of its extensive
prevalence(~ 621, a, 1068).
lt must be conceded, however, that there is no attainment in medi·
cine so difficult as that which relates to quantity or dose, or which requires so much critical observation of disease; and next to that is the
time when the dose should be repeated, or varied, or some substitute
made. The most delicate points arc relative to dose and repetition,
and these can never be attained with any accuracy without a full appreciation of certain physiological laws which I have endeavored to
expound as far as my own apprehension of their nature will admit(§
5~ a, 516 d, no. 6, &c., 686). It should be kept steadily in view that
all efficient remedies are morbific in excessive doses, that what would
be perfectly inert in one condition of the same disease may be fatal in
another modification, and that the impressions produced are continued
beyond the time of their <lirect operation, according to the nature of
the remedy, its dose, the precise pathological conditions, &c. (§ 149,
1.50, 163, 191, 514 g, 516 c, 516 d, no. 6, 550, 552, 556 /,, 558 a,
673). A repetition of the means before the influences already estab·
lished shall have ceased, or have duly lessened, or have fallen short of
the intended amount, either prolongs the cure, or exasperates and
multiplies disease (§ 872).
.
858. The foregoing principle is strikingly sh.own, a1~d a .l~rge reliance upon Nature as strongly enforced, by the 1mpract1cab1hty of a;i
in arresting the progress of the self-limited diseases, and . by then·
any act1v~ tre~t·
spontaneous termination in health. We cannot,
ment of small-pox, &c., place the morbid propcrtle~ and ~un.ct10ns m
a morn advantaO'eous state to exert their recuperative prmc1ple than
had been alread)r done by the very causes of the dise:ise. On tl~e con·
trary, all active treatment embarrasses Nature, and is generally mor·
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bific. Accidental conditions, such as inflammation of important organs, may spring up in the truly self-limited diseases, which may re-11uirc a decisive impression from remedial agents; and it is an admirable Jaw of nature that1 in proportion as these special exigencies
may arise, the influences of their pathological conditions will enable
the more general affection to bear the treatment that may be demanded by the contingent derangements (§ 150, 156 b) . But we must be
careful to avoia such agents as may interfere with the established tendency of the general affoction to subside spontaneously(~ 847 g).
Nowhere, however, is the recuperative tendency of nature, the vis
medicatrix natura, so forcibly displayed as in the brute creation, where
instinct alone obtains, and where organic life moves on unshackled by
artificial habits(§ 856, b). All is the work of physiological processes.
859, a. \Ve see, therefore, more and more, that, in therapeutics, we
should cautiously avoid those fallacious inductions which have been
drawn from the actiun of remedial agents upon man in health, and
even upon animals and plants, and which con!:ititute a part of the "experimental philosophy' 1 of the age(§ 854). It is, however, one of the
worst corruptions that has crept into medicine. I have variously indicated it.s want of philosophy, and the e"ils of its practical application. They are summarily comprehended in principles set fo1th in
sections 149-152. These principles I regard as among the foremost
in therapeutics; and here, but for other reasons, they would have
been first announced.
859, b. To arrive at any just knowledge of the physiological relations of any remedy to a given form of disease, it must be oonsidered
in the opportuneness of its application, its appropriate degrees, and
according to the varieties of constitution, age, habits, sex, &c., and
according, also, to the nature of the affected organ, to the variations
of any given disease, its reflex nervous influences, and as those influences may be modified by the remedy, an<l the connection of the particular remedy with other agents that may precede, or follow, or be
simultaneously employed, and all other circumstances that may favor
or embarrass its most salutary effects (§ 133-163, 535, &c., 574, &c.,
585, &c., 622, 650, 651, 659-662, 671-673, 675, 685, 686, &c.) .
859, c. Nevertheless, the salutary action of remedies, or rather the
aid which they may contribute to the recuperative process, is commonly in the ratio of the intensity of disease. This grows out of the constitutional nature of the organic properties, as already variously considered, and Medicine simply administers their laws (§ 235, 237).
860. All remedial agents of positive virtues, like all morbific. ones.
alter the properties and actions of life, cceteris paribus, ~cco~dmg to
the nature of each agent (§ 652). Each one affects t!1em m km~, a.nd
in a way more or less peculiar to itself. Hence, mamly, the vanelles
in any common genus of disease, as in inflammation and fe\'el'; hence,
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may be most appropriate to the precise patholog1ca1 cond1t1on of the
case before us 1 and introduce the right pathological change ..
861. There are but a few diseases which ha\'e a cletermmate tendency to a state of health, an<l these are, in consequence, denominated
sclf-1imited. Sooner or later, however, there is apt to arise in a large
proportion of diseases a sponta11eous subsidence This may not be
l\I M
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w~ule .a greater .number of the same disease may run on to a fatal termmat1cm. Then· morbific causes are not such, as in small-pox, &c.,
as to establish modifications of the vital states which go on through
regular changes till they terminate in health (§ 8.58); though there
may be a strong tendency of this nature ~xisting, as seen in intermittent fevers. New agents (called remedial, but in reality morbific
(§ 901)) may, therefore, be made to operate so as to develop the
restorative ~ril!ciple where it might otherwise fail, or introd~ce it
sooner than it would occur spontaneously; and thus place the disease
on a par with tho self-limited, whose predisposing causes surpass all
remc~ies, in a fun<lamcntal sense, in developing a tendency to the restorative process.
It is also important Lo consider that the restoratirn process, iu a
general sense, is most readily established near the invasion of disease.
whatever its violence (§ 5.57 a, 868, 869, &r.).
862. Nature resorts to a variety of expedients in ca1Tying out her
process of cure. The principle is the same in all the cases, and its
details illustrate what has been l1itherto so obscurely meant by the vis
medicatrix. It is the same, through all the intermediate conditions and
complications, from those diseases which are marked by a definite order of results, as in the self-limited, to tho most intractable maladies.
A clear and impressive example of the nature of the principle is seen
in the progress of an abscess toward the surface, to its termination in
health (§ 733). Whenever inflammation passes its formati,·e stage,
there is always some sensible demonstration of the modus operandi of
the t·is medicalrix. These visible results are of a depletory nature,
like rcdundar.cies of bile, and consist oflymph, serum, pus, &c.; and,
although the results of salutary changes in the morbid states, and conducive to the farther subsidence of disease, they are apt to constitute
as great or greater evil~ than the disease whose decline had led to
their formation (§ 732 d, 733 a). It is the business of art to prevent
these intangible consequences, although they grow out of a law by
which Nature aims at preservation and cure(§ 733, e).
863, a. In the treatment of disease we endea,·or to imitate Nature
in her spontaneous efforts at relief, so far as principle is concerned.
If these efforts result in the formatiou of new products, or an increase
of the natural ones, in certain modes of disease, our remedies should
be such, in the same, or analogous affections, as will be likely to determine an increase of Lhe natural secretions (§ 732 a, b, 756 b, 785,
801, 805). An<l, although these effusions do not relate directly to the
parts that may be mainly diseased (as is generally, though not always,
true of Nature), they arc significant that favorable impressions are
made upon these parts. In the natural cure, also, it is these vital
chancres, far more than the p~y~ical l?ro?ucts to whi~h th~y give. rise,
that determine the cure. This is art1fic1ally exemplified m the rnflucnce of vesicants, rubefacients, issues, moxa, &c., upon deep-seated
inflammations, and proving my doctrine of reflex nervous action.
1
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restorative process. The part, however, wlnch they perform will derend upon a variety of ctrcnmsrnnccs, upon tlrn nature ancl seat of tho
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disease, upon thd means employed by art, upon the organ from which
the effusion takes place, and whether from that which is diseased or
from another which may only sustain a moderate sympathetic derangement, upon the nature of the product, and whether it be the consequence of disease or induced. artificially.
863, c. If Nature institute the effusion, it is commonly far more
curative than when flowing from remedial agents. The latter operate
mostly by changing the morbid states; and although they are designed to imitate nature in their general results, they may be yet intended to prevent many of the couseguences of spontaneous cure, such as
effusions of lymph, serum, and blood, and the formation of pus. But,
in accomplishing this 1 they institute an increase of those natural products which issue upon open surfaces (§ 862).
863, d. The increased product is most curative when it proceeds
directly from the affected organ. This is true both of Nature ant.l of
art. lf produced artificially from other organs, the curative effect will
be generally the greatest in proportion to the importance of the organ;
and will so far depend upon reflex nervous actions set up by the vital changes which give rise to the increased product; as when cathartics augment the bile, the intestinal mucus, &c., or antimonials the
perspir~ble matter. Hence, it will be seen that the vital changes induced will depend, in any given form of disease, upon the nature of
the cathartic by which the bi le or intestinal mucus is augmented. Ca1omel, or jalap, or castor oil, &c. 1 may be speedily curative, when aloes,
or elaterium, or croton oil, &c., may be as speedily fatal. So, again,
as to "sudorifics," as they are called. Antimonials or ipecacuanha,
for example, though they but soften the skin, may overthrow the most
profound inflammations, when hot water, or herb teas, would be perfectly inefficient, though they bathe the skin in perspiration. 11 Sialogogues" fall under the same philosophy. Horseradish is one of them;
but though its mastication may keep up a flow of saliva, it will only
aggravate an inflammation which mercury, without salivation, may
soon subdue. \Ve come thus to understand how all remedial and
morbific agents affect the vital states in conformity with the exact Yirtues of each agent and the existing condition of parts upon \vhich their
effects may be exerted (§ 150). We are thus enabled to understand
why the vomiting which is produced by an offensive odor, or by tickling the fauces, or by disgusting objects, or any other mental emotion,
or by warm water, is less effective in breaking up disease than when
produced by an infusion of mustard seed; and less from the last than
from the sulphate of zinc, and less from this than from ipecacuanha,
and often, perhaps, still less from ipecacuanha than from t~rtarized antimony, and perhaps often still less from either than from 1pecacuan1~a
and tartarizC'd antimony combined. One agent impresses the orgamc
properties of the stomach more profoun<ll.Y and in a different way f~·om
another, and therefore excites and mochfies the nervou~ power m a
way peculiar to itself, which, when reflected up~n the. diseased pai:i:s,
will affect their condition in modes corresponding with the peculiar
impression that had been made by the nauseating influence exerted
on the mucous tissue of the stomach.(§ 226, &c.). And so of every
other remedial agent which produces its eff~cts upon remote parts
by primary impressions upon the gastro-intestmal mucous membrane,
or the skin, or any other organ. The same is also equally true of mar.
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hific agents (§ 650, 653). And here, through the foregoing philosophy, we may understand the reason for the differences in results between the action of cathartics and the analo"OUS effects of emetics
upon ~he inte~tine. We may regard it, for ex~mple, as manifested by
tartanze~ antimony in the double aspect of a curative and morbific
agent as it may happen to prove emetic or cathartic. If it fail of the
former effect, it will, nevertheless, have produced more or Jess of that
p~·ofoun_<l impression upon the stomach which is peculiar to its own
nrtues rn _their !ela~ion to the gastric mucous tissue, and when it passes
on to the rntestrne it exerts not only a more depressing effect upon the
\~hole organism, but may act upon the intestine as a profoundly mor·
b1fi~ ca~se, and develop reflex nervous influences that light up inflam·
mat10n tn the lungs, or extinguish life, as is often the case, ere its
purgative effect has ceased (§ 150, 226, 228). The fu11dame~tal principles are the same th roughout, and rest mainly on reflex action of the
nervous system.
No chemical, p11ysical, or humoral hypothesis can
withstand its force, for ' a single moment, with the enlightened pract~tioner. In a practical sense, it should be the perpetual study of phy·
s1cians ; the touch·stone, as it were, by which all remedies are selected
(§ 149-154, 222-233!, 475t, 500 k-nn, 514/, 647z, B9lt k, 893 a, c)
A great variety of other practical conclus10ns follow in the train of
the foregoing principles. We see, for example, from what is kuown
<1f the rapidity with which emetics produce vomiting, and the reactim1
which speedily follows, that they exert their alterative effects upon
diseased parts with great suddenness, and that the influence of merely nauseating doses of the same agents may be exerted more
gradually, and may therefore, according to the nature of their virtues,
be more profoundly alterative. The depressing nausea which pre·
cedes the emetic effect of tartarized antimony may be remarkably pro·
<luctive of an alterative influence upon all the organs of the body (§
514, h-m); prostrating the circulation, and, when prolonged, removing
croup, or pneumonia, more effectually, perhaps, than by the speedy
operation of an emetic. Hence, also, it is obvious that emetics are
mostly useful, in their therapeutical aspect, soon after the inYasion of
disease, when unembarrassed by the force of vital habit (§ 535, &c.),
01
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a sudden and temporary shock to place her permanently in the right
way.* The philosophy of their success in these cases appears to be per·
fectly simple. The morbid change, in one ,case, having b~t just be·
gun, and Nature, in the other, being inclined to restoratwn, reflex
nervous influences which radiate from the stomach during the action
of an emetic easily establish new changes in the diseased conditions,
when the properties oflife are enabled to obey, at once, their natural
tendency to return to a state of health. This simple principle, therefore leads us to understand that the most auspicious time for adminan emetic in intermittent fever is when the stage of intennis·
isterina
0
sion is fu1Jy formed. There is now .the grea!est suspension of ~.or bid
action, and the organic states are gomg th~ right ~var "\:Ve cnhca~y
seize this moment to prevent N ~~ure ,rassmg agam mto a state of mcubation ; or, perhaps, a better t1r:ie ~s not long b~forc the expected
access of a paroxysm, sit:ce t?e ar.u.fic1~l chang:e berng ma~e abu':1t the
time of the access, the pred1spos1tion is so cnppled at tl11s part1culn.
•Seti p. 29B,
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juncture lhat the artificial change breaks up, most effectually, the successiou. This interruption of the access of a paroxysm destroys the
paroxysmal habit, and the disease is at an end.• The same philosophy
is here concerned as that which r espects the influences of bloodletting just before. the access of the colt.l stage, and goes to illustrate the
modus operandi of that remedy (§ 986, &c.). But the most advantageous time for bleeding, if not demanded by some inflammation, or
by high arterial action during the rise of the. hot stage, is rnon after
that stage begins to subside; and this, next to the time just antecedently to the expected access of the cold stage, is the best period for
administering an emetic; and this, also, is the best period for the exhibition of a cathartic, unless given along with lhe emetic before the
access of the cold stage. The same philosophy applies whether Nature be engaged in a restorative rnoYement or be about tol!nter upon
a state of incubation. The expediency as to time depend s upon tho
kind of remedy. In either case Nature may be readily turned into
her faYorite course. Condilions are instituted which correspond with
those through which the morbid properties take on spontaneously the
progressive changes that result in health; as sh°'"·n by the coincidence
iu the immediate results of the remedies, and those which ensue at
more distant times when no remedies have been applied. In either
case, whether the artificial or the natural, sweating breaks forth, the
secretions of the liver, of the intestinal mucous tissue, of the kidneys,
&c., are poured out. By anti cipating nature we aid her in consum·
mating her efforts at relief; while the artificial change so far transcends the spontaneous improvement that Nature is greatly started
along in her recuperative process, and often obtains an impulse by
which she passes on triumphantly through an uninterrupted series of
c;alutary changes till the properties and actions of life become restored
to their natural state(§ 672, 675).• And here we may look at one of
the reasons why cathartics are more remedial than emetics after disease becomes established; for, although very profound reflex nervous actions may be determined by emetics through the mucous tissue of the stomach, the impression upon that organ, as exerted by the
most curative, is much more transient than that upon tho intestine
by the best of the cathartics (§ 514 g, 516 d, no. 6). This, h.owever,
is only a principal one among other reasons, of wl1ich the d1ffc:rencc
in virtue is the greatest. Hence, an important corollary, that tho
therapeutical effects of cathartics and emetics, and, indeed, of all other
remedies, will depend, other things being equal, upon the particular
virtues of the agent, and t11e tim e, within certain limits, during wl1ich
it may act upon the gastro-intcstinal mucous tissue(§ 516 d, no. 6).
'\Ve may remark, also, as intimately related to the principles and
practice now uuder consideration, and as farther iJlustrative of the
importance of adapting our remedies to the precise pathological condition of any give n form of diseast:} (§ 675, 870 aa), that catha~1:ics, unless united with an emetic, arc apt to be detrimental if exhibited just
before the access of a paroxysm of intermittent fever, a~d to bring on
the attack . But thi s is less the case with an appropnate cathartic,
such as calomel and jalap, if associatetl with ~n emetic; since the operation of the cathartic is then more immediate, less prolonged, mid
its general irritation mere or less counteracted .by ~he prostrating cffoct of the emetic It is the same principle which is concerned wher
:t
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antecedent loss of blood lessens the constitutional irritation of cathart!cs, or when the prostrating effect of an emetic prevents the abstract1~n ?f blood, however apparently different in the two cases. The
pnnc1ple reaches very far into the philosophy of medicine, and concerns, especially, the order in which remedies should be applied. As
one of its more obscure details, I may say that the union of opium with
il cathartic, for the purpose of moderating the irritation of th e l_atter, is
exactly equivalent to either of the immediately preceding examples.
From what has been just said, we readily see one of the pr·incipal distinctions between cathartics and emetics. The non-stimulant
emetics reflect a nervous influence which depresses the circulation
throughout their widest range but excites perspiration. as a consequence of salutary changes, while, on the contrary, cathartics are more
or less apt to stimulate and ex.cite the circulation at first, and do not
often affect, in a sensible manner, the functions of the skin. A knowledge of these differences, as ,\·ell as of the analogies which prevail
among the influences and results of different remedies, and also of their
modus operandi, is indispensable to a successful application of those
suggestions which are afforded by Nature in her unaided efforts at
restoration.-NoTE EE P· 1133.
863, e. In respect to the curative influence of iucrcased effusions,
much will depend upon the intrinsic nature of the product which artificial or natural changes may bring about (b). By the natural process,
in local inflammations, lymph, and serum, and pus are a good deal alike
in the amount of effect(§ 732, d), and redundancies of bile arc next in
the relief of hepatic derangements. Least of a11, in respect to organic
products, is increased mucus. But this will depend much upo11 the
nature of the part. It is most curative in inflammations of the 1ungs,
far less in intestinal inflammation, and still Jess so in inflammatiou nf1he
bladder (§ 133 , &c.). The inorganic products contribute very little,
by their augmentation, to the curative process, whether naturally or
artificially induced. Perspiration is more so than urine. \Vhen these
products, however, flow abundantly, the salutary effects depend mostly upon the vital changes from which the redundancies emanate. Humoralism, on the other hand, imputes all to the augmented product(§
514, It). That is the difference between solidism and philosophical
humoralism. The former detects the cause and renders it his polar
star in his philosophical and practical movements i the latter mistakes
the effect for the cause, analyzes the blood, or the sali"a, or the urine,
and according to the real, or artificial, or imagina1·y developments of
the test glass and ci:ucible, he neutralizc.s an acid or an alkali, purges
off ozmazome, or ptcromel, or cholesterme, and taps the abdomen to
cure the dropsy; wl1ile the charlatan "holds up the mirror," and all
the wor1d believes the shadow reflected u Nature"(§ .5i, 349 d, 851).
863, f But Nature has one means of depletion which stands for all
the rest. And so it does in the hands of art. This, I need not add,
is loss of blood. Here Nature and art meet upon commcm ground.
Both interpose the remedy for the direc.t sub"ersion of disease, and
'ooth equally prevent thereby the formation of other products (§ 805.
890 · d-g, 1019). Ind.eed, sue~ is the mag~1itude of. t_his remedy, and
such its direct effect m changmg pathological cond1t1ons, that I shall

.
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863, g. 'Vhat we have now seen of Nature and of art, in respect to
inflammatory diseases, is equally true of fever. The effusions, hO'\vever, which Nature institutes in fever are less various than in inflammation, and proceed from organs connected with the external world.
But here they are more universal, and it is here as fever is complicated
with venous congestions that Nature makes the same demonstration
with the 'l'emedium principale as she does in obstinate aflections of the
lungs, or the stomach (§ 805) .
863, k. It is a common event for disease to persist until great ema.
ciation, and othe r signs, denote approaching death, but, notwithstanding, for the restorative process to set in, and where no secreted products had apparently contributed to the change. In these cases, howeve~, the emaciation has been more or less an equivalent. And here,
agam, a lesson may be taken from Nature, on the subject of diet, by
those who will not listen to her law as proclaimed by the instinct of
animals. But even where disease is mai11tained by errors in food, there
may be :yet remaining hope from emaciation(~ 1007 It).
864. It appears, therefore, that the salutary changes which occur
spontaneously in all inflammatory and febrile afli:ictions lead to a va·
riety of evacuations from the secretory and excretory apparatus, and
within the organization , of which effusions of blood are the most efficient. Art, in its imitation of Nature, has proved that she is the only
guide; and since feyer and inflammation comprise all the se,·erc forms
of disease, and as there is nothing in the· results of spontaneous chan·
ges which correspond with those induced by tonics and stimulants, ·we
may safely conclude that those practitioners who often resort to that
class of agents have but very imperfect views in physiology and pathoJ.
ogy, and are astray from the path of Nature.-NoTE EE p. 1133.
865. No remedial agents are truly specifics; though, for conventional purposes, the designation is useful. Mercurials will often fail
of curing syphilis, where a non-stimulant diet may succeed alone.
Cinchona may exasperate an intermittent, when arsenic or cobweb
would readily succeed. Th ere is no remedy, indeed, however adapt·
ed to the cure of any given disease, which will not sometimes fail, and
admit of a substitute apparently quite different. Bloodletting, cathartics, &c., will generally remove intermittent inflammation; but cases
occur in which the special fcbrifuge virtue of cinchona is necessary.
866. A ll remedies, therefore, are only so in relation to diseases upon
which they may exert salutary effects (§ 149, 150). Cinchona, for
example, is a remedy for intermittent fever if no local diseases of s~
ve1;ty exist; but if so, it will commonly exasperate the fever, and is
then a morbific agent (§ 854, 857). Its tonic virtues then tr~nscend
itsfebrifuge, of the first of which arseni~ an~ cobw"'..b arc destitute.
The former of this remarkable combmatwn of virtues may be tl10
best for enfeebled. states of the system, or of the stomach, if no inAammation be present; otherwise, it is rnorbific I t should be constantly
before us, that a tonic, an antiphlogistic, &c., are only such when ap·
propriate to the case before us. 'Vith this underst~nding~ we arc led
to investigate the exact pathology of the case, and its various attending circumstances (§ 673, 675, 685, 686).
867. The curative effect of remedies is more or less progressive.
'Vhen the primary state begins to give way, a 11CW pathological _condition is introduced, and so on in regular progress where there is an
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u~interrupted decline of disease {§ 672). But it rarely happens that
d1s?ases are di~·erted from the essential pathological character with

winch they begm.
The curative effect commences at the first moment a favorable impression is made upon the seat of disease or upon any part capable of
participating sympathetically in the rnstorative process, and terminates
~hen that exact change is made in the diseased properties and funct1ons which is most conducive to their spontaneous recovery. \Vhen
remodies are carried beyond that point, they are apt to become mor·
bific. Hence it is one of the most important, but difficult acqui sitions,
to determine when our remedies should be discontinued, or moderated.
668, a. It should be a great object of art to render the associated
train of pathological states as short, and make it corn~ist of as few
changes, as possible. In a general sense, therefore, where disease i~
intense, the first remedial impressions should be strongly made; but,
in doing this, the right agents should be selected. It would answer,
for instance, to exhibit a decisive dose of calomel and jalap, at the on
set of pneumonia; but it would be sad practice in inflammation of the
intestine. Bloodletting, however, is adapted to either case, and is
the right initiatory remedy for both.
As the favorable changes advance, our remedies should become
milder aud milder, till that critical point is attained where Nature requires only the occasional interposition of art to accomplish the reme>v:il of some slight obstacles that are more or less liable to spring up
during convalescence; such as constipation, deficient secretion of
bi le, &c.
868, b. Our remedies may be perfectly right, and yet disease shall
increase by the force of its intensity (§ 68.5, no. 9). In such a case,
however, we may have fallen short of the due amount of the remedial
agent i and this we shall sec to be often true of bloodletting. But it
is rare!)' so of any internal agent; there being a prevailing disposition
to medicate largely. We have thus a positive abuse of drugs and a
negative abuse of bloodletting. Being sure of the right, we shoulJ
steadily pursue it i repeating the remedy, or associating, or substitu·
ting, others of analogous virtues in relation to the case before us, till
their effects are pronounced by a manifest decline of the symptoms.
869. The rapidity with which the full salutary changes will be effected will depend upon a variety of circumstances; but mainly upon
the period of the disease. A.II diseases being most easily and speedily
arrested near the time of their beginning (§ 557, a), the difficulties increase in proportion to their unmitigated duration, or any increase
they may sustain. They soon begin to acquire the obstinacy of a morbid habit(§ 535, &c.), to involve sympathetically other organs, and to
result : in disorganization, effusions of scrum, &c. (§ 660, 712-718,
732 d).
870, a. Some remedies, in their greatest proper latitude, make a
decisive impression much sooner. and more eA€ictuall.y than others, un·
der the same circumstances of disease, and where either may be ap·
propriate. Bloodletting, i?. inflammations and fevers, operates far
more immed iately and decisively than any_ ot?".r remedy, an.d cath~r·
tics arc generally next. And so of many rnd1v1dual cathartics wluch
may be appropriate to a given condition of disease. The saline may
be slowly and moderately useful, and some of them better than oth·

ers; castor oil more speedy and effectual; jalap more so; calomcl far
more so; and the united force of calomel and jalap may greatly transcend either. Sometimes, however, as we haYe seen, a fcrnr at ita
onset may be completely subdued by the alterativc action of an appropriate emetic. Tattarized antimony will do it with the greatest certainty i ipecacuanha comes next i but most of the other emetics would be
perfectly useless or detrimental. The union, however, of antimony
and ipecacuanha improves the useful alteratfre virtue of each, and
lessens the chance of morbific action from the antimonial (§ lliO).
870, aa. Remedies sometimes operate with great and rapid effect
upon one pa.rt of a compound disease, but may fail in respect to other
pat1s i or, if not justly applied, they may assuage a part of the disease,
Uut, from their want of proper relation to other parts, they may prove
murbific to these conditions, and thus indirectly reproduce that part of
the malady which they had been instrumental in subduing. But this
will not happen with the right remedy(§ 150, 552 b, 665, 848). Bloodletting, for example, may quickly subvert pneumonia when complicated
with small-pox, but will not sho1ten the natural progress of the more
general malady (§ 858). But the remedy will now be perfectly compatible with the whole condition of disease; since the local inAammation has brought the specific form under its influence, and bloodletting
n::nv operates in conformity with the law of adaptation(§ 137 c, 143 c,
847, &c.). Through the same law quinine may be peculiarly salutary
in some cases where pleurisy is complicated with small-pox, if the former affection be owing to the remote causes which generate intermittent fever; but will exasperate the whole condition of disease if the
pleuritic affoction be owing to any other cause. Much, also, may depend upon a coexistence of different virtues in a remedial agent, espe
cially in connection with the amount of its doses. Thus, quinia, in the
dose offive or ten grains, may speedily aITcst an intermittent fever by its
fabrifuge virtue. But that is bad practice; since, by its associate tonic
virtue, it is likely to increase or to induce local congestions i thus leaving the patient imperfectly cured and subject to relapses(§ 769). But,
in these cases, the local inflammation and venous congestion are so apt
to be modified by the predisposing cause of the febrile affection, that
repetitions of a small dose of quinine may be curati\·e as to the whole
condition of disease. I have twice seen, in my own family, the most
formidable grade of remittcnt fever, of long duration and attended by
the foregoing complications, ardent l1eat, thread-like pulse, loss of
mind, &c., and w11erc hope of .recovery had been abandoned, yield to
less than a grain of quinine, divided into sixteen doses(§ 137 d, 662 b,
156, 811, 813 b, 857). There had been repeated bloodlettings &c.•
870, b. This leads me to say, that the best experience sustains what
is enforced by my interpretation of the modus operandi of remedial
agents, that simplicity of tr~atment shoul.d distin~uish the c?urse o!
the practitioner. \Vhere drneases arc circumsc11bed, he will have
little 11ee<l of \'ariety; while, on the other hand, t11e more ~ompouncl
ed the affection the more likely ,,·ill it be necessary to b~mg several
agents into operation. In simplo pleurisy an appropriate. loss. of
blood may be the only requisite me~ns, and ~n emetic a.t the m\•as1~m
of croup. But if pleurisy be complicated with congestion of the h\'cr, or with idiopathic fever, &c., several other agents. may be necessary to meet these complications. Much, however, w1ll depend upon
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the stage of the disease when the treatment is begun. There muse
be h~rrnony, however, among the virtuea of the several agents, confonn.1ng tu the general modifications of disease, and the existing susceptibilities to their influence (§ 150, 870 aa, 871, SSS h).
871. \Ve have variously seen how the susceptibility of organs to
Lh e influence of remedial, as well as morbific, agents may be iucreased by antecedent impressions from other causes (143, 145, 149, 150,
556, &c.). This is fundamental in therapeutics, and carries us back
to preceding statements (§ 672, 867, 868). The admini~tration of
remedies proceeds greatly upon this principle. One prepares the
way for the favorable operation of another, or which last might bo
otherwise injurious. A remedy which is curative under one combi-
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inflammation immediately af'ter bloodletting might greatly exasperate
the disease if exhibited without the antecedent loss of blood. And
so of vcsicants, &c. Indeed, so profoundly and rapidly curati \'e is
bloodletting of inflammatory affections, and so greatly does it promote
tho useful effects of other remedies, or prevent their morbific action,
that, whenever it is indicated, it should precede all others; and then
it will be often found that it has taken the place of all others.
Hence a great doctrine in therapeutics, that tho order in which
remedial agents are applied should be in their best individu al relations to the existing pathological state, whether that state may depend
exclusively upon the primary causes, or as modified by the subsequent
treatment(§ 137, cl, &c.).
This principle, howe\'Or manifest, enforces a thorough knowledge,
not only of physiology and pathology, but of the exact capabilities of
rem edial agents, of their various doses, and of their modus operandi,
io any given pathological state. Its highest practical attainment is the
highest consummation uf medical skill and science. It is the ne plus
ultra of medicine (§ 857).
872, a. The last section invokes the principle which is concerned
in the combination of medicines. By tl1e union of t\VO or more, and
according to the exact virtu es of each substance, and according, also,
to the proportion of each, we create, as it were, a new reme<ly,-add
a new one to the Materia l\Iedica. It is thus seen that art may mul·
tiply remedial agents to an almost endless extent; and this explains
the reason, in part, why the most enli ghtened practitioners do not often seek for desirable virtues in the inf~rior medicines. By ..-ariously
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By this process, what might be otherwise highly morbific may be
rendered curative. The cathartic, which given alone might aggravate intestinal inflammation, may be often rendered safe and useful
by the acl<lition of a little opiu".1 or hyoscyamus; ~nd thus, ~oo, the necessity of anteceden~ b!oo~l:ttmg may be som~tl!Ile~ avo~ded. Th.e
narcotic so lessens irntab1hty that the cathartic ts rnnox.1ous, and ts
thus enabled to establish a fa,•orable pathological change. How a<lverse to humoralism this single ex.ample, how confinnatory of the doctrine which I have taught of the action of remedies upon the properties of life(~ 188a,1S9, &:c.) ! Add.to the cathartic, guarded by ~he
narcotic, a grain, or more or less, of ipccacuanha, and new alteratn·e
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tnfl.uences may spriug up, of great power and extent; each ingredient, and according to the proportion of each, modifying, increasing,
and extending the reflex nervous actions, but in such a combined
manner that the compound acts as a whole, and not by its individual
pa»ts (§ 188} d, 224, 500 k-nn, 514 h, 889 k, 89!f k, 896, 902).
Take another example; for these examples not only illustrate im·
p<Jrtant principles, but are, in themselves, practically important. In
a case of common remittent fever, near its invasion, we may proceed
with decision, employ bloodletting, calomel and jalap, and speedily
pretty well overcome the disease. The most that the patient will immediately afterward require will be rest, low diet, and mild influences
by certain cathartics. The lti:ist of these, till the bile begins to assume
a good yellow color, will be small doses of castor oil; for this cathar
tic exerts a peculiarly alteratfre influence upon the liver. \Vhen the
dejections shall harn put on a natural aspect, castor oil begins to irritate the intestine rather injuriously, and this effect increases as its repetition goes on; although given, perhaps, in the <lose of a tea-spoonful,
or a half tea-spoonful only, to an adult. It is also then apt to nauseate
the stomach and prostrate the strength. Convalescence has now advanced too far for this actirn agent, and some other should be substituted to maintain a free secretion of bile, and to procure one evacuation, at least, daily.
But I know of no mild catlrnrtic which is
exactly suite<l to this state of things. If we employ mo<lerate doses
of Rochelle salt:;, they operate too superficially; mainly upon the mucous tract of the intestine, and UFO also apt, in this condition, to irritate
that membrane injUL·iously. Magnesia is liable to the same objection
as it respects the superficial effect; and rhubarb alone is too stimula·
ting to the whole system, and to the mucous tract. But it has tlrn adYanrage of extending its influences to the liver, and of p;omoting t~lC
tone of the stomach and of the whole system, when tlus part of its
tonic and stimulating effect can be properly restrained.
Now, the foregoing three agents in combination, and in proportions
adapted to the state of the case, are exactly suited to the convalescent
from fever who has passed the stage wlrnn castor oil ceases to be use ful. The magnesia corrects the irritating effects of the Rochelle salts,
and neutralizes any acid that may exist in the primro vire, w11ile each
counteracts any injurious stimulant action of the rhubarb, so only the
proportion of rhubarb be not too large. The rhuLarb, also, in its turn,
gi\·es tone to the digestive organs, counteracts the prostrating effect
of the saline substance, and imparts to the whole compound a reflex
nervous action over the liver, by which a free secretion of bile is
maintained till health is established.-Sce NoTE EE p. 1133.
Nature lrns can·ied out this principle of combination ve_ry extcns.i,·ely,
and has thus supplied, in numerous substances, a ~ancty. of v~1tues
in each one, which are exactly adapted to the varying ~x1gcn~1es of
disease. \Ve see it strongly pronounced in the cathart1~, t~mc, and
ast1ingeut properties of rhubarb; in the fobri~uge and t?mc virtues of
cinchona; in the soporific, anodyne, and relatively ::istrmgent properties of opium; in the narcotic and laxative virtues of hyoscyam1.1;s, &~.
Indeed, so manifold is this union of virtues, that art has availed itself of the opportunity, and elaborated many in the form of the alkaloids, &c., by which greater simplicity is ?b~aine~.
.
It is not unusual to meet with presc11pt1ons m systematic, labor4
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saving works, embracing several articles, with <lefinite proportions of
each, which are said to be adapted to certain forms of disease. Thie
p_ractice is not only wanting in philosophy, but is clearly empyri cal i
smce tlrn adaptation of remedies, both as to the ingredients of the
compound, and their relative proportions, should he adjusted by the
united circumstances of every case, as they may exist at the moment;
especially in all the forms of acute disease. It is manifest, therefore,
that this great o~ject of medical science can be fulfilled only by a
careful investigation of every case wheneYer a prescription is made.
It implies a great range of inquiry, an accurate discrimination of tho
pathological conditions, and an intimate knowledge of the \·irtues of
each remedial agent (§ 686, d). Henca. also, the voluminous reports
of cases, with or without the ''numerical method," are only useful for
the institution .of principles in medicine (§ 672, 867). It is so with
every thing, with food itself in every case of disease. The principle
extends even to light in the treatment of ophthalmia; which also supplies another proof of the coincidence in the philosophy that relates
'to the operation of light and other vital agents(§ 74, 188! d). And
so with the agreeable emotions of the mind(§ 500, 539 c, 855, 1067).
If the reader will now attend, in connection with the foregoing
principle, to what has been said of the nervous power (§ 222, &c.),
of its laws of reflex action(§ 500, 512, &c.), and to other spec ial circumstances which favor the operation of rem edies (§ 143 c, &c., &c.),
he will readily perceive the extent of his power in ti1e judicious combination of a few only of the best remedies. But, to accomplish this
art of combining remedies, in connection with the requirements in the
preceding section (§ 871), demands an acquaintance with the whol~
ground which forms tho basis oftherapeutics.-NoTE EE p. 1133.
872, b. And yet I would not abandon any part of the materia medica. I would hold it all, and all in connection; that what is good may
be compared with what is indifferent or bacl, and our knowledge of
remedial virtues and remedial action be thus extende d. There is
a1so scarcely a recognized means of cure but is hallowed by the service it has done, and which it may do again, in enlightened hands,
where the better means are wanting. It was with such intentions,
and to promote the habit of a critical investigation of each member
)f the materia medica, that I was prompted to an attempt of arranging the whole according to their physiological aspects and therapeu tical capabilities.
873, a. It is an important circumstance to be recollected, that many
remedies are cumulative in their effects when employed in small
doses; while the effects of others, on the contrary, lessen by use (§
549-559). The action of the former, therefore, should be carefully
observed during their progressive administration, that they may be
promptly diminished or di scontinued. The latter are not obnoxious
to the equal objection of becoming morbific, as they must be often
increased to obtain progressively their original effects; but much may
be lost by neglecting the ascendency of 11abit in its aspect of diminished susceptibility(\ 535, &c., 841, 889 b).
These two important groups, however, are liable to some essential
modifications. Mercurials, for example, in their constitutional altera·
tive Hense, are cumulative in respect to most adults, but Yery little st·
ia rc'..!:ard to children, who are generally insusceptible of salivation
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Again, in respect to agents which become inoperative from hahit, this
is ofLen true of them only in certain small doses, and when frequently repeated. Tartarized antimony, in its minimum doses, generally
diminishes the irritability of the stomach. But, if carried to the point
of nausea, its effects will then be ofren cumulative, and the dose must
be diminished, or incessant and aggranted vomiting may follow (§
556, 841). Opium, hyoscyamus, &c., lose their effects, more or less,
from habit, when continued at certain intervals, as twelve hours, and
the dose, if expedient, may be increased; but if repeated as frequently, perhaps, as once in six hours, or less, they are cumulative,
aud the dose must often he diminished. By-and·by, however, under
this frequency of exhibition, irritability becomes obtuse in relation
to the agent employed, the oppoRite influence of habit obtains, ancl the
dose must be increased to procure the original effect.
l\Iany agents continue to produce about the same effects in the same
<loses, administered at certain intervals, howe,•er long continued. Such
is true of ipecacuanha, and those vegetable substances which are allied to it. So, generally, of iodine, and many of its combinations.
Much, however, depends upon the interYals between the doses. Un-
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when the dose is a grain. The ipecacuanha will then often produce
nausea and vomitiug, while the antimonial, though repeated at far
sho1tct' intervals, is apt to lose its effect unless progressively increased
to an extent which would prove emetic at the first <lose.
873, b. In larger doses, or in their greatest admissible extent, all
the foregoing agents are apt to be cumulati,•e. This is true of the frequent exhibition of cathartics and emetics, though more so of some
than of others. The dose of aloes which purges from the beginning
must be often greatly lessened at the subsequent doses; or what was
originally only a mild effect may soon become a violent one. This is
also remarkably true of castor oil. All the cathartics, also, when ad·
ministered daily in small doses, commonly raise the initability of the
intestine, and operate with increasing energy, though in some of the
cases a part of the result may be due to an increased production of
bile(§ 516 d, no. 6, 556 b, 841, 889 m, mm, 902-904, 1057 l) .
874. It is an important circumstance, philosophical an<l practical,
that the operation of narcotics is remarkably influenced by p~in, and
by certain states of the great centre of sympathies, as in delirium, a
potu. It is fatally opposed to the physical hypotheses, aud to therapeutical conclusions from experiments on animals or on man in a state
of health.
It is also interesting to the medical philosopher that pain lrns .no
remarkable modifying influence upon any remedial ag~nts exc~ptmg
the narcotics; and of those, such only as have a special relation to
sensibility (§ 194, &c., 891) .
. ..
87
ty
tendency to a state of restoration when dnven by disease from their
natural standard, has given rise to two general modes ~f treatment,
which are familiarly known as the active and the watclting or expect·
ant(§ 853).
R76. The activr method consists in tho application of such remedies
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as produce artificial impressions. It comprises all that is attempteo
by ar~, in a direct manner, to promote the natural curative process.
tlus n:i~thod, th~refore, we forcibly institute those new pathological cond1t1ons which are most conducive to a. return of the natural
physiological states(~ 150, 854 b, 855, 856, 901, &c.).
877. The system of watcMng, or the expectant plan, leaves Nature
mostly to herself; only keeping obstacles out of her way. In its
greatest latitude its advantages are exemplified in the self-limited diseases; but there is a period in all <lieases, terminating favorably, when
art should surrender the case to Nature(§ 858, 861, 867, 868 a).
878. So many evils have resulted from abuses of the active method,
that great numbers, not considering that Nature is embarrassed in
these cases by ignorance or carelessness, and, withal, having enoneous views in physiology themselves, do little else than watclt. This
is remarkably true of the homreopath, whose lessons from Nature
have taught physicians that all the virtue does not lie in the amount of
closes, and that a foe has arisen who can be exterminated on ly by consulting the philosophy of disease, and the modus operandi of remedies.
N evertbeless, although medical philosophy and a knowledge of the
mode in which remedies operate be indispensable to the right treatment of disease, the community look only at the results; and while
the homceopath cultivates his mind, there will be no inquiries, no interest, as to his theories. In Amer ica these innovations cannot prevail extensively, since the contrast will be vastly on the side of our
H ippocratic practice (§ 709). But, in every section of the country
there are some who are prone to a large and indiscriminate medication i and while this evil exists, hommopathy, in its original practical
sense, will make its more successful demonstrations. Nor can it be
doubtfu l that the tonic and stimulant practice which has risen in our
cities, and which still sways the British profession (§ 621, a), would
yield a harvest to those who suffer Nature to take an unmolesled, how·
ever unaided way.•
It is due, however, to truth (fiat justitia ruat calum), that the physiologist concede to the homceopath that his hypothetical views may be directed by an enlightened understanding of the properties and Jaws of
healthy beings. Upon that ground, indeed, his hopes can alone repose; and even his doctrines in pathology and therapeutics are a thousand-fold better, more rational, more consistent, more conducive to
health and to life, than any or all the tenets or the chemical and physical schools. "'With the one there may be a great deal of misapplied
philosophy; with the other there is certainly none at all (§ 892 1 i).
879. It appears, therefore, that the active and expectant modes of
treatment should be more or less associated; either taking the lead according to the general cl;i.aracter of the disease, and the particular cit··
cumstances of in dividual cases. Having made the requisite impression
hy the active method, we should walclt till another remed ial change
may be advantageously yroduced. When all is _steadil~ in the right
way, we should do notlnng but watc)1. Another tmpr~ss1on by an ac1ive arrent would disturb the restorative process, and might so <leraqge
the vi~al states as to establish a condit ion of disease which art and nature together might not be able to surmount (§ 137 d, 150, 151, 854) .
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880. Having, I say, placed the morbid conditions in the right way
lor their subsi<lcncc into health, but little else remains than to withdraw, in good time, the active interference of art. l\luch, however,
as I have said, may remain to be accomplished by what may be called restorative means; such as a well-regulated diet, exercise, exposure to the air, &c. (§ 855). In protracted diseases Nature may also
req 1ire the aid of tonics and stimulants; and this is mainly the advantage which they bestow. They are rather, therefore, adjuncts to
medicines that are curative, than positively curative themselves. The
same is also true of those narcotics which address themselves to exalted sensibility or irritability.-See Non EE p. 1133. Also NoTE F.
SSL Though
t~1e system of watc11ing we intrust Nature with
the cure, the active mterfcrence of art may be demanded by supervening obstacles. Such is the case, as we have seen, when visceral
inflammations spring up in the self-limited diseases (§ 858) . In these
1
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ses of tartarized antimony, &c. The remedies are designed for these
specific objects, and not with any expectation of arresting diseases
which have a strictly natural course and termination. The same principle is applicable to all other forms of disease; according to the na
ture of the contingencies that may arise after the restoratiYe process~
shall have been introduced. It is alike employing constitutional laws
882. It is no uncommon prejudice that certain local, and eYen con
sritutional forms of disease should be allowed to continue for the prevention of some apprehended greater evil. This practice is founded
upon the humoral hypothesis, and is one of the strong exernplificatio11s
of the fallacy of that doctrine. The intermittent fever is thus allowed
to persist, that some peccant matter may be concocted and expelled;
ulcers are cherished as outlets to vicious humors, &c. But, we are
never benefited by the continuance of natural diseases. The sooner
we get rid of them, the more shall we insure the chances of pro·
longed life, enjoy an exemption from corporeal and mental suffering,
and manifest our common sense.
883, a. In considering what is to he clone in the treatment of disease, we speak of the Indications. These consist of the suggestions
that may be afforded by all that relates to the state of the patient.
They refer to the symptoms, the seat of the <liscasc, its remote and
pathological causes, its <luration, the habits, occupation, temperament,
constitution, age, and sex(§ 686, b).
883, h. And here we may go back to the origin of om· Science for
one of those summary statements which can flow only from an ?n-
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phi1osophy, and wlnch

''Consider well," says Hippocrates, "the nature of causes, the nature and seat of the disease, what is most suitable to-day, and '"hat
to-morrow, what the vigor and what the mil<lness of treatm~n~. A
neglect of either may be fatal to the sick. Reason ~s a pract1tione~,
and practice with reason." "Again, an imp.ortant thmg to be clOJlC _is
to consider the seasons of the year, the vanous changes, and the differences of their efiCcts. Next, the winds, particularly such as are
:::ommon to all nations, and such as are peculiar to certain countries."
u The knowledge of disease is to he obtained from the common na-
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of all things, and from the nature of every individual; from the
disease, the patient, the tbi11gs that are administered, and tho person
that administers them, for the case becomes easier or more difficult
accordingly. VVe are, also, to consider the whole season in general,
and the particular state of the weather, and of every country; the
customs, the diet, the employment, the age, of every one, the conver.
sations, the manners, the taciturnity, the imaginings, the sleep, the
watchings, and the dreams; and how far vellications, itchings, and
tears, are concemed ; and what the paroxysms are; what the evacu·
ations by stool, or spitting, or vomiting may be; and what changes
may happen from one disease to another, and their Yarious consequences. Sweat, cold, shi,·ering, cough, sneezings, sighing, breathing, belchings, flatus (secret and audible), hemorrhages, and hemorrhoids, are also to be considered, together with the consequences of
each" (§ 5! a, 350~, 821 c-823).-NOTE Oo p. 1141.
884. \Vhen the foregoing indications are subjects of attention we
pursue the rational system, which is so called in contradistinction to
the empirical.
The rational treatment looks, also, at the physiological states of the
body, and considers disease in its relations to those states. It is
constantly concerned about the laws of ''ital actions, and regards dis..ease as consisting in their modifications. In short, it proceeds upon
the broad ground of inductive philosophy, and, therefore, takes in its
scope all the principles of medicine (§ 639, a).
The empirical practice, on the contrary, discards every thing but a
few prominent symptoms, and would as soon relieve the pain of pleurisy by opium as that which attends a spasm of the stomach. Such,
rather, is the common acceptation of empiricism. But, it is more a
prevailing usage with the ignorant, and with those who discard the
rational treatment, to be regardless even of abstract symptoms, and to
be mostly swayed by the humeral hypotbeses (§ 4 'b, 744, 821, 824,
830, 835).
885. Symptoms, however, are the most essential, in their relative
bearing, in the series of indications. They inform us of the organs
affected, contluct us to a knowledge of the pathological cause, and frequently contribute their aid in detecting the nature of the remote
•;auses, by which the pathological is determined(§ 644, 667, G78).
A few diseases have a particular symptom which is pathognomonic;
as the eruption in small-pox, measles, &c. But signs of this nature
are very rare, and still rarer the strictly vital phenomena(§ 682, b).
In the great class of inflammations there are certain symptoms common to the whole, which, being more or less present, Uenote the presence of this disease, and thus become a general guide to the treatment through t~e light w!1ich tl~e~ shed upon the ~encral path~logy.
That treatment is the ant1phlog1suc; but whether 1t shall consist of
bloodletting, cathartics, alterati~es, blisters, &c., individually or collectively, and to what extent, will depend not only upon the amount
and severity of the general symptoms, but often, also, upon many
others less uniform that may relate to each individual case, and which
frequently mark some special motlification of the common form of inflammation (§ 721, 722).
886. Next in importance to the immediate symptoms, and as often
indispensable to a correct apprehension of the patholog.ical cause, is
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a knowledge of Lhe predisposing causes. This, also, has been amply
shown in its appropriate places(§ 644, 742, 776, 813, &c.). To these
causes, besides the more immediate, belong the innate tendencies to
particular forms of disease, and, more or less, all the natural an<l acquired temperaments, and all the habitual deviations from the natural
»tandard ofa sound constitution(§ 143-147, 561, 661, &c.). It is evident, therefore, where there are many remote causes concerned in the
production of any given case of disease, that a few only, perhaps but
one, haYe an important agency. Those few, or this one, are most important to be known ; and so of the others in proportion to their modifying influence. In the great fami lies of fover and infla.mmation
there is generally but one principal cau!>e for each modification, which
is generally transient, or may appertain to the constitution. In the
~atter case, as where phthisis pulmonalis arises from the combined
influences of cold, moisture, errors in food, &c., I regard these apparently predisposing causes as simply exciting, and assume the natural
predisposition as the predisposing cause (§ 661 ).
887. The great value, then, of a knowledge of symptoms and of t11e
remote causes of disease is that of conducting us to a right understanding of the pathological cause. In forming our indications of
treatment from the symptoms alone we may effect the rnmoval of
many, but in so doing we may agg1·avate the disease, and perhaps
destroy the patient. This is conspicuously seen in the bark and wine
treatment of those congcsti,·e fevers which destroy so many of the
human family i one symptom only being the guide of practice in such
cases. "Debility," indeed, is practically rendered the disease itself
by philosophers of the tonic and stimulant school(§ 476 c, 487 h, 488!,
569, 621 a), though it be a. mere failure of voluntary power.
388, a. It is commonly a simple problem for the enlightened and
observing practitioner to resolve the general character of any pathological condition. \Vith this knowledge we are ready to act in acertain general manner, or, as it is called, upon genCral principles. But,
there is something far more difficult, though often scarcely less important to be known, in many cases of disease; namely, the pal'ticular species, or rather variety, of inflammation, of fever, &c., which
any given case may present. Having found this last important point
in the cases supposed, and settled the modifying influences of contin¥
gent causes, we are folly prepared for all the details oftreatmeut.
888, b. Owing to variations in the pathological stat..:: of many cases
of a common form of disease, but where no fundamental change in
the general character of the affection has happened, it may be necessary to employ remedies in apparent opposition to each otl~er. But,
in these cases, there is no violation of principle, no incons1s.tcncy of
Nature. A diffCrent conclusion only proves that we do not mterpret
Nature conectly. To reconcile the seeming inconsiste.ncy it is only
necessary to recollect the explanation which I haYc gn·en, that our
remedies cure by iustitutiug new pathological stat.es, and that a ce~
tain val'iation of disease from that condition to which loss of blood 1s
generally most appropriate may render stimulants, ~l ong with anti-
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872).
888, c. There are a few fundamental points to be carefully consid.
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ered 1~ a~l cases in relation to the effects of 1 emedies. They refer to
t.he prmc1ples and details already propounded.
1. The direct local effect of remedies upon the part to which they
may be applied.
2. Their effects upon remote parts through reflex nervous action.
3. Their ultimate effects after their direct action jo over.
4. The general influence each remedy may exert upon the course
and termination of disease.
888, d. It is one of the most remarkable facts connected with cons~itutional principles, that those organs which are most important to
h~e are either within the direct reach of medicine, or they sympathize
with such more powerfully and more readily than do the less important(§ 129,&c.)
It is also to be observed that the parts through which we operate
artificially, and with which those vast and important sympathetic relations subsist, an~ of an external nature, and admit the application of
powerful remedies to their surfaces.
And yet, again, observe that whenever no useful results would follow the direct application of remedies to other organs, such o rgan~
will not admit their application without injury to themselves and to
others remotely situated. Nature has therefore kindly given to us
two surfaces through which we may act upon all diseases; while she
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detrimental (9 278 and references there).
888, c. I now leave the subject of therapeutics in its ~eneral U.<;pects, to illustrate the doctrines which I have propounded, and to ad vance the rational treatment of disease, by inYestigating still farther
the modus operandi of remedial agents, and as that philosophy is mod·
ified in its connection with the operation of loss of blood. At a future
time it will he my purpose to calTy the same plulosophy through all
the deto.ils of the Materia Mcdica.
Before proceeding, however, to the summary consideration of the
modus operandi of remedies, I shall make a more practical analysis
of the therapeutical. effects of certain agents which are capable of a
wide range of influences, but between which the resemblances are so
obscure as to have contributed not a little to the errors which prevail
in respect to the impressions they produce, or discourage others from
all expectation of ever attaining any knowledge of their operation beyond their direct manifestations. I shall select such agents for this
purpose as will be most conducive to a ready apprehension oft.he mo·
dus operandi of all others, especially the most important and most
neglected of all-neglected practically as well o.s .Philosophically-loss
of blood. Those agents may consist of catltarl1cs, astringents, tonics,
narcotics, antispasmodics, arsenic, Peruvian bark, or, rather, the alkaloid
quinia, iodine, and ergot. The last four will illustrate what is known
as 8pecific action. In the ~eruvian bark I shall ~lso ?ring into view an
agent possessing two promment and rather opposite. virtues, and thus attempt the just applicati?n of a compound agent to 1n_iportant r:oblems
in disease. So, also, with rhubarb, &c., when speakmg of astnngents.
While cons!dering the therapeutical u~~s. of the foregoing_ agents, I
shall also indicate their morb1fic capab1hties ; and, as an important
meaus of engaging attention, I shall dwell upon their abuses.
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The advantoges of irritants, applied externally, especially vesicants,
will follow in the tTain; and bloodletting, the first in importance, will
be reserved for the last, that it may have the united testimony in its
behalf of all that precedes.
I am also prompted to these inquiries by a desire to introduce the
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congestion, along with

CATHARTICS.

889, ti. ' Vhat I may now say of cathartics is a continuation of what
has been set forth in section 863, d. Their definition as founded upon
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important physiological and therapeutical influences; which are just
as intelligible 1 through the various resulting phenomena, and the laws
of reflected nervous actions, as the evacuations they produce.
The increase of peristaltic motion, and the augmented product of
the intestinal mucous tissue, spring from the ini.tation which is exerted
upon that tissue by the action of cathartics; an<l the whole group of
these agents are more or Jess capable of producing those results. It
is through this irritation, which is variable in its kind according to the
nature of the cathartic, that all the remote influences which they exert
arise; and as these remote effects depend upon modifications of the
nervous power corresponding with the nature of the primary impression, it is obvious that one cathartic may be speedily curative, while
uthc~ may be profoundly morbific, in certain given cond itions of di:3ease (§ 52, 150, 227, 228, 500, 63St, 1088 d).
But cathartics exert, also, important effects upon remote organs by
continuous sympathy;* as upon the stomach, and especially upon the
liver (§ 498). It is extremely common, for instance, when a cathartic
is about operating, for nausea or vomiting to take place; which, however, may result from remote as well as from continuous sympathy.
And here l bring the analogous influences of leeching into connection
with the illustration to which I formerly adverted (§ 498.f, g). By
the foregoing manifest irritation of the stomach we see, also, how the
vital condition of that organ may be at the same time profoundly affected, either for better or for worse, by the mere action of cathartics
upon the intestine. And that this is truly so is evident from the manner in which we often see gastric disease subside, or produced, or increased, immediately after Lhe nauseating effect of a cathartic. But,
should the same results happen without nausea, we know from the
connection of phenomena now stated, that they have proceeded in the
mnre obscure instance from exactly the same iJ1fluence, Lhough the
prominent symptom of nausea happen to be absent. \Ve thus arrive
at the farther knowledge not ?nJy that cathartics thro~v tl~eir powerf~l
influence, by reflex nervous action, upon dislant organs, rn vm~e of their
intestinal action, and in the same manner as the stomach ts affected
by the remote process, but how, also, this organ is simultaneously rendered the point of departure of other profound influences upon distant
1
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time, we shall see that here, also, are phcuomena whwh denote tho
Take, iu the first
1;amc principles, and the same chain of causation.
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place, what is most obvious to the senses, the bile; nnd we find it
often greatly increased during the operation of cathartics. Now it
would be clearly wrong to explain this phenomenon upon any other
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testinal inflammation is extended by reflex and continuous sympathy
into the ducts of the li\-cr (see § 829). Here, also, as in the case of
the stomach, we find that disease simultaneously subsides, or is produced, in. the liver, and we know that it depends upon t1ie same causes that
had given rise to the production of bile. But this is not all. The
~ivcr, from its important connections with other parts, now occasions, as
in the case of the stomach, reflex nervous influences upon distant
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(§ 863). The irritation of the intestinal mucous tissue which determines
the nervous action upon the muscular coat(§ 514/) is the occasion of
extensive alterativc reflex actions upon other structures, ~nd the former
phenomenon is a key to the latter, and of the modifications which result
in increased secretions, the abatement or increase of disease, etc. Organic
act.ions alone manifest change under such inflllences, never the muscular,
and hence the difficulty of reasoning from the latter to the former(§ 893!)·
889, h. But, cathartics often produce their full curative effects upon
remote organs without determining any alvine evacuation; and this
proves to us that the great curative operation of cathartics is of a phys
10logical nature. Nothing, indeed, is more common than to exhibit
cathartics when the intestine is empty; and all the good we then ob·
ta.in from them (and it is often great) arises from those vital influences
of which I have been speaking. lf much bile, mucus, &c., happen to
be discharged in these cases, they a.re mainly generated during the
action of the cathartic (§ 694!). In almost every acute disease of
much importance cathartics are administered, and if not with the intention of which I am speaking, they are employed empyrica.lly.
\Vhen no such specific object is contemplated, they are given merely because it is customary to do so; always excepting the Immoral
interpretation(§ 456 a, 46lt, 473 c, 478 b, 483 c, 1058 d).
889, c. In my Arrangement of tlic llfateria Jlfedica, I have placed
the chloride of mercury and b1ue pill as the first in importance among
cathartics i and yet their purgative effect is comparatively very 1itt1e
with many of those which I have arranged as the most inferior. This
was plainly done for the reason t>hat the curative influences of these
mercuria1 preparations are far greater, in a general sense, than those
of any other cathartic. Experience assures us that the arrangement
is right; while philosophy, as also founded on observation, enforces
the truth that the mT>st Jrastic cathartics inflict their injuries through
exactly t~rn same prin.ciples ~h~t t~e less purgative exert thc:ir good
effects d1fferinrY0 only in the irritations and reflex nervous a.ct10ns.
\Ve' thus see how liable definitions are to lead us astray; and this
is true of most of the desiguations which I have retained in my Physiological Arrangement, and more parti~ularly so of those general ~e
nominations, suclr as demulcents, revuls1ves, deobstrucnts, &c., which
l have excluded {\ 729 b, 819 a).
889, d. \V c m;ly make u~ our minds, therefore, that the mere purgali\'C effect, or the e\'ncunt1on of the focal matter, abstractedly con-
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sidere<l, is one of the least ~hat is exerted by cathartics; and 11othing
can be said in behalf of their supposed action upon the blood.
889, c. Neve11he lcss, it should be steadily considered that fecal
accumulations are a source of mechanical irritation , at least; or, if
they consist more or less of fermented food they also irritate in virtue
of their specific properties, and, in both the cases, exasperate remote
diseases through the same physiological laws that are relative to the
good or bad effects of cathartics. .It is then an object to remove these
exciting causes. But, if none of the important vital influences of ca-
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canal. Precisely the same rule should also obtain in the administration of emetics. 'fartarized antimony and ipecacuanha arc all we
want for profound curative virtues; and sulphate of zinc for superficial
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:i~~~~it;risa:.e~~; ~s~~~~::db~v~~r~~~ico~~\1: ~~~10rs where gastric ir889,f. Does the rca<lcr now inquire why it so frcqueutly happens
that the best effects of cathartics, in diseases remote from the intcs·
tines, are obtained only when they operate decisively, and perhaps
powerfully 1 The answer is important; for it goes far to illustrate the
modus operandi not only of cathartics, but of all remedial agents. It
is, then, because this strong impression upon the vital condition of the
intestinal mucous tissue is necessary to establ ish those reflex nerv
ous actions on remote parts that may be the seat of disease which result in such a change as brings about their own natural curati\·c tendency. Th e repeated evacuations are a necessary consequence of
that requisite impression upon the intestinal mucous tissue, and serve
as an evidence that such necessary impression has been produced.*
889, g. It appears, therefore, that the results which follow the ::ictioa of cathartics may affect powerfully all organs, however remote
they may be from the intestine, without resorting to the common assumption of absorption, or to any doctrine in the Immoral pathology.
In all this, too, we arc aided not only by our knowledge of the physiological rela1ions of the intestinal mucous tissue to all other parta
through the sympathetic nerve, but by its anatomical connections with
the liver and skin, and by its vast extent. It is also the scat of some
of the most important vital functions, and it is here that the whole lacteal system takes its rise, and here is the great concentration of the
sympathetic nerve in the semi-lunar ganglion and solar plexus, with
the contributions from the pneumogastric nerve and spinal cord.
It is owing to these vast and important anatomical and pl~ ysiolog
ical connections, that, when disease springs up in the intestmal mu-
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congestion; now of the l i ve~; ag.ain, i~Aammation ?f tl1e. skm ; at another time, of the bladder; rn tlns suhJCCt rhcumausm; m that, scrofula; in another, croup; in others, inflammation of the fauces; here,
of the eyes; there, of tl10 nose; here, an attack of t.he ~out ; there,
abortion; and so on, through every part of ~he orgamz~t10n.
1
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and how diseases of this membrane may give nse to disease m every
other pa1t, we may readily comprehend how it is that cathartics cxet1
.. See Non; Gp. 1116.
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powerful sympathetic effects upon distant organs when rendered unusually susceptible by disease. And so of all other remedial agcnls 1
mternally applied, according to the nature of their virtues, their
doses, &c. The philosophy lies mostly in reflex nervous artions
889, Ii. From all which it follo~vs, that thre~ principal advantages
arc contemplated from the operation of cathartics; namely,
1st. Their sympathetic influences, remote and continuous.
2<l. The increased secretions to which they give rise; especially
from the intestinal mucous tissue, and from the liver.
3d. The evacuation of the fecal matter, which, in a general sense,
is the least of all.
889, i. Certain cathartics affect certain portions of the intestinal mucous tissue more than other portions; and this is owing to the peculiar modifications of the organic properties in different parts or that
tissue, and the peculiar vital relations of particular cathartics to one
or another of those different parts (§ 134-137, 150.) These special
relationships should become the subjects of critical investigation, since
it often happens that cathartics may be advantageously selected with
a view to these exact physiological conditions. The fact is more or
less understood, but not so the philosophy. There arc some great
errors, however1 as to the facts. A loes, for example, is supposed,
universally, to exert its effect especially upon the large intestine, while,
in truth, its influence is vastly more upon the jejunum and ilium, as
abundantly manifested in irritable states of the small intestine, aud by
the manner in which it aggra\•ates the general arterial excitement of
fever and inflammation. The initation of the highly-sensitive anus
which has given rise to the prejudice depends mostly upon the sudden
production of morbid bile which aloes elicits by its special influence
upon the liver; and this, also, is a proof of its direct ancl main effect
upon the superior portion of the alimentary canal (§ 718). But again,
we have an opposite demonstration of the same philosophy in the
failure of aloes to be attended by this irritation of the anus in the absence of hepatic derangements; and then, also, there is comparatively
little bile evacuated (§1063 b).
The great governing principle, however, in tho selection of cathartics, should be their known effect upon disease, according to its seat
an<l pathology. 1f applied with a view to their special action upon
one part or another of the intestinal canal, they will be often liable to
the worst practical consequences unless the philosophy which I have
set forth upon this subject be crmsidered accurately along with experimental obsen•ation of the relative virtues of the different cathartics;
and, I may add that the more these relations are studied, the more
apparent will that philosopl1y become in its truth and importance (§
52, 131-137, 150, 1058 b, and references there, 1063 b, 1065 b).
889, k. From what has been hitherto said of the philosophy of life,
and as moJified by disease, we readily understand how cathartics
may be greatly varied in their action by associating two or more to·
gether, or by uniting with them agents from other groups. Each com·
bination is a new remedy, and a new one, too , according to the exact
1
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no problem, I say again. more difficult in practical. medicine; and
next to that is the right dose of the whole, or of any smgle agent, and
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next in order the time for its repetition, or for the substitution of some
other remedy. Such combinations act as a whole, and not only upon
the intestinal mucous tissue according to tlieil' collecti,·e Yirtues, but
de,·elop and reflect upon other parts an alterative ner\'ous influence in
a corresponding manner. Thus the nervous influence is on common
ground with those ngents as an exciting and modifying cause, since the
latter increase an<l modify the mucous product by their direct action,
while the increase of bile, urine, sweat, &c., depends upon reflected
nervous action as the exciting cause(§ 222-233:}, 461, 512, 647t).
If we now take an example, familiar as it may be in practice, it may
help our philosophy as to all other combinations of remedies, and
guide the practical hand in regulating the proportion of ingredients,
the doses, &c. Thus, cathartics may become completely inoperative,
as such, by the addition of opium. This is done by rendering the irritability of the intestinal mucous tissue so obtuse that it cannot be
roused by the irritating virtue of the cathartic. Diminish the proportiou of opium, and the cathartic irritates moderately and purges
slightly. Reduce the narcatic still more, and the cathartic irritates
more and purges more. Omit the opium, and the purgative effect
may be violent and attended by great pain. And, in doing all this, we
also variously modify the reflected nervous influences of all the
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the
same philosophy is concerned througl10ut. \Ve sec, too, in this example, how the combination ~cts as a whole. The cathartic and narcotic simultaneously impress irritability and sensibility; each exerting
its force upon those properties of life in the ratio of their proportions,
and according, also, to the existing state of the properties (§ 137 d,
150, 189, 191, 872 a), and so will be the modified reflex nervous actions.
889, l. Cathartics are often cumulative in their effects; but this will
depend much, as with numerous other remedies to which this princi1
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the same dose be continued, the last may operate with violence, although the preceding had manifested no effect. But this is far from
being always true. Indeed, it is often necessary to increase the dose,
e,·en when exhibited at these short intervals; and we arrive at a
knowledge of all this, and sufficient for t~e exi.gencies of t~1~ case,
whether as to dose, the nature of the cathartic, or ttme for repet1t1on, by
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frequently grow out of const1tut1onal peculrnnt1es of patients. 1 hcse
natural peculiarities, in relation to cathartics especially, are often remarkably great; one patient bearing far larger doses, a.ncl more active cathartics, tl1an another under apparently the same circumstances
of disease; just as in th.e case of ?Joodle~ting (§ _912) . I am ther~f~r~
ahvays in the habit of mterrogatmg patients with whos? suscept1b1hties in this respect I am unacquainted, as to. the q.uant1t;: of salts, ~r
of castor oil, they may be in the habit of usmg, with a view ~o their
action upon the bowels. This enlightens us gr~atly as to t_he1r probable susceptibility to tho action of otl~er catlrnrt1cs i :ind, \~1th the o?ject of extending the philosophy wh~ch c?ncerns tlus subJect, I will
add that this knowledrre as to cathartics will not help us mth any oth
er agent. Every otb~r must be subjected to the samP. analysis.
• SccNo·rnEi<:p. 1133.
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Thi;;re is another and impo1tant modification of the cumulative effoct

11f cathartics, according to the frequency of their repetition, and which
may be said to apply, more or less, to most other remedies whose efl?cts ure cumulative (9 555-558). \Ve have just seen, that if cathartics be administered once in four or six hours, that effect is variously
manifested. But, if the interval be much shorter, the cumulative influence will be more strongly pronounced. This is owing to the persistence of the modified state of intestinal irritability afrer each successive dose. Each dose, if soon repeated, raises irritability more
and more, so that each, in succession, operates more and more. But,
if the intervals be long, irritability returns to its 1mtural state, aud a
larger dose will be necessary to make an impression (§ 137 d, 514 g,
516 d, no. 6, 549-558, 857). The princ iple now concerned explains
tho reason why tartarizcd anti mony or ipecacuanha when united with
the sulphate of zinc will take effect as soon us tho latter. It is the
same, too, which brings the permanent tonics into speedy operation
\•:hen associared with the analogous diffusible stimulants(§ 890~, g).
Now, therefore, if the interval be quite short between the doses of
a cathartic, their cumulative effect will be more ancl more strongly
pronounced . Thus: if an infusion of senna, or a solution of salts,
forming, respectively, one full dose, be taken in divided quantities every half hour, the entire quantity of either will often purge more a~t
ively than if tho whole of either were taken at once. So, if a gram
of ipccacua nha be administered once in foul' hours, it will generally
foil of producing nausea; but if half a g rain be exhibited once in two
hours, it will be more apt to nauseate. There arc peculiarities aboul
tartarized antimony and other agents, in this respect, whicl1 have been
considered under the designation of vital habit(§ 535, &.c., 873).
A common principle applies to all the foregoing cases, is cxrcnsi~·e
ly ingraftcd upon morbific and remedial agents, and of vast importance to the hand ofa11. In the 'cases recited, by the frequent repeti·
tion of the remedies we increase progressively the sus.cc:1tibility of one
part or another to their peculiar influences, eitherdHectly or by reflex
nervous action. W e bring the ·virtues of the different agents more
and more into relation with the organic properties; and, when that
relation is fully esta.blished, the last dose appears to exert, and may
f'Xert, a greater power than all that had preceded it.
889, ni . \Ve may now, perhaps, more readily comprehend a part
of the philosophy which should qo,·ern us where it is mainly an object to remove habitual constipation, and to which a brief reference
was made in a former section(§ 556, b). In ca~es of this nature, there
are two primary objects to be kept in view : 1st. To avail oursclvee
of the cu mulative eflE:ct of cathartic remc<lies i 2d. To establish a free
secretion of bile, through altcrativc rcnex nervous actions.
To obtain these objects, it is obvious that the cathartic should be adminis.
tcred with a certain frequency, and that it should be of a certain kind.
The cathartic should be of the best alterati,·e nature, that it may reach
the liver, and establish the most farnrablo change in the intestinal ca11a\. the last of which ha s been already stated (§ J5G, L). Castor oil
is also valuable for this purpose (PA INE'S lllateria Jlledica, p. 37). It
is plain, also, that the <loses shoul~ bes~ ~mall_ as not t~ produce irri~
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It is thereforu less the energy of the remedy, than its sallllary alteratiYe vir.tucs, that is to be considered. In pursuing tlie treatment, our
object should be to imitate Nature as nearly as possible: that is to
say, to produce one free movement, daily, in the adult, and one or two
in infants. The remedy, therefore, shou ld be admiuistered at least
once in a day·; or, if it can be rightly adjusted, evening and morning
would be still better, at the beginning of the treatment. By this process we gradually alter the irritability of the intestine and bring it fully
into relation with the virtues of the agent; and, as the bile possesses,
also, cathartic endowments, we shall have thus adapted intestinal
irritability to the action of that natural and now augmented stimulm;.
The case is parallel, in its philosophy, with that of the emetics and
tonics, as stated in tho preceding section 889, l. Also,§ 516 d, no. 6.
It hence becomes manifest, that, by pursuiug thi s course we shall
soon be under the necessity of diminishing the dose with which the
treatment was commenced; till, at last, the quantity dwin<lles away
to such minute doses that the stimulus of the bile and the mechanical
irritation of the alimentary mauer supersede the farther use of tl1e
medicine; or, the minute doses may 11ow become morbific.
It not unfrequently happens, tlrnt, at the beginning of the foregoing
treatment the doses fail of their intended effect; when some other
cathartic, as a little castor oil, or Rochelle salt, should be exhibited, but
uot enough to operate activeiy. Their active effect would interfere
with tlrn process of bringing the organic prope1ties into a fixed relation with the small doses of the more alterative remedy, and subse~
quently to their natural stimulus, the bile.
In all this series of influences it is clear enough th at a change is
established in the condition of the liver j but a not less important one
occurs in the vital state of the int estine(~ 1057 c).
"889, mm. If we now regard, for a moment, the uni,·ersal system
which is pursued of administering active doses of cathartics, in the
foregoing cases(§ 889, m), at intervals of two, three, or more days,
we shall readily see that different results must fol1ow; while ex11erieJJce teaches that constipation is not often surmounted in this manner.
T oo much violence is thus inflicted, nature is embarrassed, and is incapable of instituting those salutary changes which we have seen to
arise in the former case.-See § 516 d, no. 6, 857.
Nor is it alone the intestine whicl1 fails of being diverted from its
torpid state. A sl10ck is propagated to the stomach; the li\'er violently-impressed, and natural changes are not instituted in its action,
and a continuous flow of increased bile is not established(§ 889, a).
It is readily seen that rhubarb, for the sake of its tonic virtue, may
be ofren substituted for the aloetic and mercurial compound(§ 556, b),
or associated with them, or ipecacuanha sometimes intermingled. Or,
at other times, it may be greatly best to substitute mild enemas •. whose
action is cxplaiued in section 498, or again to depend upon diet, exercise, running especiall y, &c. But, a very_ common e~Tor is committeil in these cases, as it respects food. It 1s uot considered that the
stomach often snffcrs as well as the intestine; and all the laxative food,
as it is called, wl1ich is employed with a view of increasing the residuary
matter, is apt to inflict a greater injury upon the stomach than any
advanta~e that may arise from its mechanical initatio11 nf the intesLinc. These are cases, tllCrcJ'ore, for a very limited diet of those
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things which are erisy of digestion, and for Lhe alterativc treatment
by medicine, e:x crcise, &c.
889, n. And now as to the time, in a general sense, most appropri?te for the exhibition of cathartics, and the philosophy which concerns
(§ 863, d). There is a certain attendant of the human constitution,
as ~lready seen (~ 768), which disposes the system to daily periodical
exc1te~ent.
Tl11S natural phenomenon takes place late in the after
noon, 111 all parts of the globe. I have considered its application in
a pathological sense, and it is of great importance in that double acceptation as it regards the operation of cathartics.
It is obvious, I say, that the system is in its most irritable and susceptible state toward the decline vfthe day, and that this period must be
the worst for the operation of so powerful an irritant as cathartics, and
more especially so if fever or inflammation be present (§ 137, d);
thou~h there is a great difference, in this respect, among different cathartics. The most appropriate time for their administration, in a general sense, is toward the decline of the natural evening paroxysm, or
between ten o'clock at night, and eight o'clock in the mornihg. This
will also generally bring their exhibition in febrile affections at an
early stage of the remission of fever, so that their operation may be
over before the access of another paroxysm. The same principle applies to inflammation; for, although there be no manifest exacerbation in the afternoon, the disease is under the natural tendency of the
system to a sate of excitement at this period of the day.
At a late hour in the evening, the natural paroxysm is fast c.n the
decline, and this is the most suitable hour for those cathartics whose
operation is slow; as calomcl, blue pill, aloes, &c.; and if other p~r
gativcs be afterward necessary, they may follow in the morning with
a speedy effect. In this manner, the repose of the patient is 11ot disturbed, and is conducive to the salutary influence of the highly-alterative cathartics. These cathartics exert powerful influences upon
organs that may not be the seat of disease; which is particularly true
of 'the skin. Now this action which is thus instituted in the surface
transmits a curative reflex nervous influence to parts that are diseased,
and both the impression upon the skin and its salutary reflex nerv~
ous actions will be much promoted by the warmth of the bed, by the
horizontal posture, and by sleep. For the same reason, if cold should
arrest the action in the skin l\'hich tbe cathartic institutes, that organ,
suffering this violence, may reflect morbific sympathies upon other
parts, and may thus, more or less, defeat the useful effects of tl;ie cathartic (§ 514, h).• It is the work, throughout, of reflex nervous action.
But, all cathartics whose operation is speedy should be exhibited
at an early hour in the morning, when the irritability of the system is
leasr, and f'.lcep has had its balmy influences.
it

890, a. Astringents are commonly. supposed to act upon. physi~a1
principles more than any other re~odrnl agents, and that then special
operation is analogous to the tannrng process(§ 5~9, b). .I shall en-
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gents operate like all other re_medial agents up~n vital principles,
whether thoy be admiui<itored rnternally, or applied to the external
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su.far!e i rhat they OJ:lerate by so modifying the living properties u.nd
actions of the seeernmg vessels, that redundant secretions of blood, or
of other fluids, are arrested in virtue of that change of vital action.
890, b. Let us uow look for an illustration of tho foregoing to some
agent which embraces other virtues in connection with that which is
reputedly astringent. There are many of these i such as the su}.
phate of zinc, the sulphate of copper, rhubarb, &c. \V c will take
the last mentioned, for the sake of indicating, also, its uses in prac·
ticc. This substance is positively cathartic in certain therapeutical
<loses, but so stimulating to the system in such doses as to render
great caution necessary in its administration in acute inflammatory
diseases; while, on the othe1· hand, in much smaller doses it is adapt·
ed to many chronic inflammations. Again, in certain other small do·
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as in diarrhrea, yet, in an opposite state of the bowels, as in constipa·
tion, proving an admirable laxative in the same small and repeated
doses (§ 889, m, mm); while its wonders cease not even in its foll cathartic dose- for now in diarrhrea it first operates as a cathartic, an<l
then shuts up the bowe1s as an astringent.
Now, to what causes are all these diversified and apparently con·
tradictory effects owing~ They depend upon the natural susceptibility of the organ ic properties to changes according to the virtues of the
agents which may act upon them, and their existing state when the
agents are brought into operation; and, secondly, as well, also. upon
the doses in which they are administered. When the vital conditions
are affected in a peculiar way, and under a gi\"en combination of cir
cumstances, if a vital agent possessing particular virtues be applied, it
wiH so modify or alter the existing morbid state, that new and definite
results will follow. Thus, when the intestinal mucous tissue is affect·
e<l with that condition of disease which results in a preternatural watery secretion, and consequent evacuations, which is called diarrhrea,
and rhubarb is administered in a certain dose, this substance first im·
presses the membrane in such a way as to determine an increase of
the peristaltic movement; but it simultaneously alters the morbid
state of the intestinal mucous tissue in such manner that the unnatural
secretion is an-ested ; while the change which is thus established in
the tissue removes the morbid reflex nervous action from the muscu·
lar tissue of the intestine, upon which the diarrhreal evacuation in
part depended. The diarrhcea thus ceases after the rhubarb has act·
ed moderately as a cathartic. The same causation which determined
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and the preternatural determination of the nervous power upon tho
muscular coat of the bowels(§ 1062).-Sec NoTE EE p. 1133.
\Vhcther, tl1Crefore, the rhubarb purge, or provo astringent, or
tonic, a common principle and common laws are conce1:ned throt~gl1.
out; and all the sensible results depen~ upon cer.tam a~terat10ui,
which the agent effects in the vital properties and. actwns. ~f the vc.sse1s, or tissues, which arc the seat of the morbid cond1t1ons, or m
whi ch the various pl1enomcna may take place.
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Just so it is, ah.o, with the sulphate of zinc, or of copper, or ipccacuanha, when tliey restrain }1remoptysis by their emetic effect, or
when in smaller doses they arrest other hemorrhages, or diarrhrea, or
at other times bring about the results of ordinary tonics. Consider,
~oo, t1.1e special, but analogous, effects of opium; which, in arresting
mtestinal secretions, or those of the liver and kidneys, surpasses cv~ry astringent. And yet opium has no astringent principle, nor has
1t ever been supposed th at this remedy checks those products by astringing the vessels or condcn~ing the tissues. It arrests them, especially, by so modifying irritabilit.y and sensibility that the natural and
other stimnli become less operati\"C. .And what lets us particularly into
the philosophy of this subject is the coincidence in the effects of opium
as it respects the simnltaneous diminution of the yarious other products
of the abdominal organs; the cause of the diminution of the Lile~ rrnd
of the urine, being the same as that of the diminution of the dlarrhreal
product of the intestine(§ 88!) k, 8!)1 d, 891 i k).
890, lib. 'Vhat I have now explained comprehends the whole philosophy of the operation of astringents. \Vhen they arrest the discharge
of ulcers, or of blood from the stomach, or of any part with which
they come in direct contact, it is mostly by their direct action upon
the vital condition of the parts. In other cases it is through reflex action of the nervous system.
And here we may look at the coincidence in results between the application of an astringent to a suppurating surface and as the same discharge is arrested by a tonic, or by
exercise, or change of air, &c. (§ 227, 7·10, !)02 m). It is the change
of action upon which the ces::.at ion of the Yarious products depends, and
this change may or may not be attended by a Yital contraction of the
sccerning vessels, or of the vessels of any tissues upon which the agents
may exert their direct cffocts.
Other remedies, such as loss of 1Jlood 1 and that one of a negatirn nature, cold, which often surpass the pure astringents in arresting effusions
of blood, &c., may be brought to the same interpretation of the modus
operandi of those astringents. And so the mind itself(§ 740 a).
890, c. \Vhen astringents are applied to outward surfaces,. as to
leech-bites, wounds, &c., they are called styptics,. and in relation to
those agents which are de.signed for the purpose of arresting external
hemrn-rhages only, there are many which act mostly upon mechanical
principles; either by pressure upon the bleeding vessels, as with lint,
agaric, cobw?b, &c., or by ~oagulating the b.lood 'vhich exudes from
the part; wlnle they also stmmlate the bleedrng vessels to contract.
890, d. Astringents arc one of the classes of remedies which have
been greatly abused, as well as applied with little reference to the
pathological states ther are designed to C<?nect: Hemorrhage from
every part, frequent d1sc)rnrges f~om the rntestme, whether watery,
bilious, or mucous, the discharge m gonorrhcca, leucorrhcca, &c., are
treated hy rnst numbers according, alone, to the physical conceptions
of th e action of astringents; and those agents, therefore, are indiscrim·
inately applied to all the fo1:cgoing .conditions. .Beyond th.is consideration, th e discharge alone is .an object of attentwn; the disease ap·
pearing to consist in this part1~ular symptom. Many ?f the i:rcter·
natural effusions depend upon 111Aamrnat1on or c?ng~st1on 1 which astringents rarely fail to aggravate. A:ncl yet nothmg t~ more co~n.mon
than the exhibition of those agents 111 these pathological con<l1t10ns..
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without any antecedent treatment by other remedies. It is a common
practice, for example, to exhibit the acetate of 1ead, or some other
pure ast1·ingent, for a moderate 11remoptysis. The effusion, being instituted by nature for the relief of the congestive state of the lungs
in which it originates (805, 10lf)), and violently arrested by the astringent, is counteracted in its great final cause. But astringents not only
inflict that ev il , but arc also :ipt to increase the pulmonary affection by a direct morbific action ; just as they increase clysentcric inJfammation when they establish the change by which the redundant
secretion of mucus is arrested. A very frequent ultimate consequence
of the former untoward treatment is tuberculous phthisis. This practice has recei,·et.l a great impulse i11 recent times from morbid anatomy, especially ns promulgated by Louis and Andral, nnd carried forward by British pathologists; who deny the dependence of tubercle
upon inflammation. Nor can we desire a better proof of the importance of rendering all such pursuits entirely subservient to the demonstrations of living Nature (§ 75G. Also, P.Icd. and Pltysiolog. Comm.,
rnl. ii., p. 608-634, 743, 7 114, 748, 780-782, 799).-NoTE F p. 1114.
l nsteacl, therefore, of the foregoing mal-practice, along with the simultaneous use of a stimulating diet, these patients, if the hemorrhage be
small, should be treated by bloodletting, or small doses of tartarized
antimony or ipecacuanha, blisters, &c. These agents arrest the effusion, and so far they exert the effect of astringents. But they do more.
They alter the morbid states in a mode which Nature was attempting; while the real astringents alter them for the worse; though a
cessation of the hemorrhage may be equally the result of either meth·
od of treatment(§ 150, 151, 732 b, 733 e, 862-864, 892! d, g) *
There can be no sound practice till hemorrhagic effusions are rec·
ognizcd as the result of a secreting process, instituted by morbid
states. The proof is abundant; but it is enough that we witness the
consequent relief of disease, and app1y oursekes to the analogy in
this respect with what is known of redundant effusions of bile, of sc·
rum, &c., and which none can fail to recognize as salutary means employed by Nature. These lrnmorrhages, too, are analogous to men·
struation, and here, as there, a great final cause lies at the foundation
There is, therefore, no more propriety in arresting hemorrhage, unless
excessiYe, than in attempting to interfere with the natural function.
890, c. In the ad\·anced stages of fever, and of other severe forms
of disease, hemorrhages have been often followed by death. Aud
here it is that hemorrhages have raised the greatest apprehension of
their fatal tendency. But, it is very rare that it is the hemorrhage
which destroys (§ 1019). It is only a symptom, at this adrnnced
stage of the malady, significant of a fea1ful condition of disease.
which, in itself, in a vast proportion of cases. is the tnie cause of
death(§ 805,863). The cause, therefore, is too npt to be mistaken,
the blame too often attributed to a kind effort of Nature to throw off
rhc deadly weight; and Nature woul~ much oftenc: succ~ed .by tl~is
rlc pletory process ·were it not for the rnterfeYencc ot art with its m1schie,·ous astringents. It is, however, always a fca.rf~l ~ymptom in
the advanced stages of acute disease. But, bad as 1t is, it should be
hailed as the best possible event that can happen. The eff11sio n
comes directly from the congestcJ parts, and if any thing can rclieye
them, it must be this spontnneous effort. Art cannot now interfere
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with bloodletting. The golden opportunity may have been allowed
to pass, either from ignorance, or foar, or from the difficulties of the
case (§ 569, 960, 964 c). Nature, alone, can now institute the great
remedy; and here it is that we so often witness the safety with which
she makes her wonderful demonstrations of cure, and rebukes the
timid practitioner. But she has now her own way of operating. She
has taken the business of rational treatment upon herself, and out of
the hand of art; for now it is that quarts of blood may flow away
from the intestine, and triumph over disease, when bloodletting would
he perfectly useless, and the abstraction of a dozen ounces of blood
would probably be fatal. These arc lessons from Nature of e\·ery<lay occu rrence, and should not be lost even to such as arc incapable
of appreciating disease, or who may be imbued with prejudice, or
haunted by fear, in respect to the g1:eat remedy whose timely application would sa,·c them from the consternation of witnessing a natural
outpouring of blood, and from the mortification of discovering that
there may have been an important error in treatment.
These are cases which require, in all respects, a great precision of
treatment. \Vb ere N atllre may have laid the foundation of CllTC by
hemorrhagic effusions, a slight error in practice may be fatal. And
here, again, the fault is apt to be laid at the door of Nature, and thus
the disposition to interfere with astringents is more and more increased. Nevertheless, we shou1d watch these effusions with vigilance;
and, whenever they appear to be transcending the exigencies of the
case, or the ability of the system to bear them, we shou ld endea\'or
to restrain them by appropriate astringents(§ 805).«<
890, ee. Those philosophers who justly refer capillary hemonhage
to a secretory process have distinguished the condition into active and
passive; of which hremoptysis is an example of tlw former, and that
which ·was considered in the last preceding section, of the latter.
But, this distinction is as clearly unfounded as that of active and
passive infl ammation (§ 752, &c.). Here, as there, the varieties are
nearly on a par in respect to the pathological cause. The differences
which exist amr.mg them are owing to only slight modifications of that
essential cause. The modifications, however, are such as may require
variations of treatment; one of them the antiphlogistic, another the
antiphlogistic and astringent combined, and another the astringent
alone. They are thus seen to run into each other, and they offer
problems where it is the nicest point to determine whether we shall
bleed and purge, or administer an astringent.
890,/ \Vhen hemorrhage su.pervenes upon chronic forms of disease, it commonly happens that 1t must be great to overthrow the obstinacy of habit; and the triumph of Nature is often thus displayed
in the hoc:matamesis which is set up by aggravated indigestion.
The hemorrhage attendant on tuberculous phthisis is a relief to the
sufferer; but not often more t~mn tempora1·y. Nor can we now hope
to do much by co-operating with Natl~re, any f~rther tha~ to moderate the activity of disease by a non-::..ttmula.nt chet, and bhsters to t~t:i
chest, or by general or local abstra~t1ons of blood where the.q.uant1o/
expectorated may be small. Astrmgents ar~ always pcrn1c1ous m
these cases, unless the hemorrhage b.e excesswe; and ~Yen then _wo
shall general ly fail to arrest the_ eff~s1o n on account of its connect1ou
with a serious lesion of orgamzat1011. These, therefore, are case!'
"'NoTEsFF p.1135 1 Gop.1138, l!p.1139.

Also,§1019.
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sometimes prove sud<lculy fatal by the quantity of blood effused, or by its choking up the air-cells.-N OTE f' p. 1111.
890, g . Cases of the foregoing nature (§ 890,f) appear now and
then as consequences of budly-treated pneumonias, especially the cong~stive variet):O or what is called typhoid p~eumonia. But, wo ~·arely
\\'Jtness any thmg more than an expectoration of bloody mucus m the
common form of tho disease, or even in the congesti,·e, if the treatment hMe been of the proper antiphlogistic nature.
890, h. Again, nothing is more extensively employed in the treatment of dysentery than rhubarb, and nothing more injuriously(§ 1.50).
lt:i administration proceeds upon the erroneous views of the modus
operandi of astringents and the want of a pro.per reference to the pathology of the disease. As that pathology consists in active inflammation, it should be manifest that rhubarb is one of the worst agents
that can be de,;setl; since it pos:;esses not only the virtue of a true
astringent, but is stimulant to the whole circulation, irritant to the
whole mucous tract of the intestine, now morbidly susceptible throughout its length from the severe and specific inflammation of its inferior
portion (§ 137 d, 398), and if the agent arrest the discharge, it is commonly by increasing and othenvise unfavorably modifying the inflammatory condition(§ 1062).
As in the foregoing case of bi:emoptysis, therefore, we should have
recourse to direct antiphlogistic means; and the cathartics employed
should be of the least irritating nature, and then, only in cautious
doses. But, they should be also of an alterative nature, and such as
will reach the liver as well as the intestine. In a general sense, cas·
tor oil is the best (P,w:i::'s 1'Iateria 1liedica, p. 45). Also,§ 1057 l.
If we now consider that ipecacuanha is the best internal remedy
for dysentery, and the best for hremoptysis, and that common tablesalt is one of the best for the latter affection, it will help us greatly
to the knowledge we are seeking a;:> to astringents, and lead to many
practical advantages.-Sce Ergot § 892i o; NoTE Go p. 1138.
890, i. Rhubarb, opium, and other agents which arrest redundant
secretions, are often highly useful in some forms of diarrhrea, and sometimes in chronic discharges of mucus; but these products depend upon
various pathological states, and whether astringent remedies will be
useful or injurious will depend upon the precise nature of the disease
(§ 1.50, 670-674, 733f). In the simplest forms of diarrhrea they are
more or less useful; particularly rhubarb, and that agent, chalk, which
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ry canal. Saline cathartics are, therefore, also improper, and, moreover, scarcely extend their salutary perma~e?t effects beyond thu intestinal canal in ca.sos where they are adm1ss1ble (~ 1061).
390, k. But, even in the simple forms ~~ diarrh~a, there is v~rie~~
as to the exact nature of the morbid cond1t10n, wluch demands, m chf-
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but aggravated by opium. To another opium is exactly. suited, as m
pulmonary phthisis; and in such rhubarb. may ~e detnmental, an_d
pure astringenlS U"'Cl<'<::S. To another variety, as rn some old chrome

cases, the acetate of lead may be best adapted ; and to others Lhe puce
astringents, such as kino, catechu, geranium, &c., when all other means
which I have indicated would be either useless or injurious.
890, l. The foregoing examples illustrate variously the general principles which are propounded in this work. But, the variety of illustration may be greatly extended in respect to the remedies now be·
fore us. It often happens, for example, that frequent watery dis
charges am owing either to inflammation of the intestinal mucous tissue, or to a state approaching inflammation; as in cholera infantum.
Here, all astringents are inadmissible; and, if the case be cholera infantum, su?h is the peculiar nature of its predisposing causes (§ 650653), that there is nothii;ig comparable with the mild chloride of mC'rcury in do_ses Yarying from the twentiCth to the eighth of a grain, once
in four to twelve hours; perhaps, also, with a little chalk and the
camphorated tincture of opium along, to neu1ralize an acid and to allay intestinal irritability. But it is the mercurial agent which docs
the work, by breaking up the morbid condition. Calomel, therefore,
in such cases, is just as much an astringent as alum, or the acetate of
lead, or catechu, in other cases of a modified pathology (§ 150, 151,
863 d). Will Chemistry explain (9 892 b)?
890, 1n. Gohonl1cea is another example, and another form of inflammatory disease, where great suffering, and prolonged sickness, are
induced by the want of a proper knowledge of the operation of as·
tringcnts, and a proper discrimination as to the particular state of the
pathological condition when the remedies are applied (§ 672). The
preternatural discharge is .apt, indeed, to be regarded as the disease;
or whether so or not, it is a common practice to resort, at once, to astringent remedies, internally and by injections. 8uch, however, is
the force of inflammation, and morbid irritability so strongly pronounced, that a direct antiphlogistic treatment should be at least premised; when, also, it w ill be commonly found that it has superseded
the necessity of astringents. And here, again, we may remark how
the coincidence in effects between the internal use of copaiba, or cubebs, and injections of an astringent nature, denotes a common mode
of action, and places the whole upon vital ground. The frequent salutary effect of the nitrate of silver when employed as an injection in
the early stage of gonorrhrea, anJ its pre-eminent advantages in leucorrhrea, go to confirm the same philosophy(§ 150, 151). This substance has no astringency, in the proper acceptation, but operates in
its -own wonderful way in breaking up
inflammatory state upon
which the discharge depends.
890, n. And then as to leucorrhrea. How badly is this affection
often treated by astringents, internally and externally, and also by
tonics! And all this, mainly, because the disease happens to have,
for one of its symptoms, a discharge from tl10 Yagina, and is supposed
to depend upon debility of the g~ncral syste?1, and rela."Xation of tho
mucous tissue; a smt of mechamcal exudation from a flabby membrane that tonics and astringents may condense and strengthen(§ 409 i,
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the mode in which astringents may check, for awhile, those <lischarges
which they may ullimately increase, or others, in other cases, succe:"S·
fully and permanently.
890, o. Let us now consider the remarkable manner in which ce1tain agents will arrest a copious excretion of sweat, and we shall
learn still more distinctly that astringents operate through reflex nervous actions ; and thus be guided to tlrn only intelligible purposes f~11
which they shoul<l be employed, and cany this knowledge throughout
the breadth of the Materia Medica.
Thus, then ; here is a _eatient affected with pulmonary phthisis, who
rises in the night to shift bis wet for dry linen. But this incom·enieuce may be stopped at once by a few drops of sulphuric acid; and
opium will often do the same. The acid and the opium, however,
produce very different impressions; though each arrests the sweati ng
by certain vital influences. One may be beneficial, while the other is
injurious, and vice versa, according to the exact combination of pathological circumstances when the agents are administered. In other
diseases, and where the skin is dry, opium will induce perspiration;
and it accomplishes this through the same laws as when it arrests the
excretion. And, if we now observe the apparently contradictOl'y philosophy" when opium simultaneously checks the products of the liver
and kidneys and increases that of the skin, we gain yet farlher li ght
as to astringents, penetrate to the common laws which are distinguished by opposite results, and go to the work of cure as the mechanic
when be elicits countervailing movements from a common principle,
or a common power, whose attributes are kt.own ( § 86.3, d) .
The vegetable kingdom supplies many astringents from which a
substance is derived under the uame of tannin; and hence, in part,
the physical rationale of their modus operandi upon living beings. It
is supposed that their astringent virtue resides in this tannin; and this
may be so where the principle may be elaborated. But, there are
numerous substances of active astringent virtues from which nothing
analogous to tannin can be derived; such as the acetate of lca<l, and ,
indeed, all the mineral substances belonging to the group of astringents. \Ve see, therefore, that the effect of the astringents themsehes is not due to any coincidence in the constitution of these substances; and yet, notwithstanding the great differences among them,
they may all bring about a common result (§ 150 , 892 b, 892! v).
It is not alone to certain pathological states that result in red~mdanl
effusion that astringents are applicable. Certain conditions ~f mflammation, especially of external surfaces, are often greatly re~ievcd by
their local action. Acetate of lead is one of the best rnmed1es, externally applied, for inflammntion of the skin, of the eye!'!, &c. Sulph~to
of zinc, also, for conjunctivitis, the mineral acids or v~getabl~ astnn·
gents for inflammation of the tonsils. These are active astrmgents,
and Lhe variety in their effects, according to the nature of the patl10logical conditions, whether employed internally 01: ~xternally, declare
their physiulogical'action, and cull upon the p~·acm~oner to st.udy well
tbe capabiliti es of each one. Nay, more; their variety of acti~n .when
applied externally is not less than what we have seen from their mt~r
nal aclministralion. The acetate of lead, for example, may speed ily
relie\o·e certain conjunctiva] inflammations, when such modifications of
inflammation would be greatly aggravated by the sulphate of ziuc j
Ou
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but, in another case apparently alike, the sulphate of :;::inc will ans we.
a better purpose. The nitrate of silver, however, or blisters, or leeches, may be well adapted to all the modifications. But here is a case, ap-parently the same, in which all the foregoing means have failed entirely. On pushing inquiry, howe\•er, we learn that in the generation
preceding the last there prevailed the scrofulous diathesis. \Ve acconlingly resort to iodine, and the inflammation yields as under the
influence of some magic power (§ 137 e, 150, 151, 851 b, 863 d).
Now, it is of vast practical importance to consider that the forego
ing <li.fferen<:es in results depen~ rnos~ly up~n slight shades of difference rn the inflammatory states m tbe Se\·cral cases(§ 150, 662, 673).
And who can mistake the comm<;>n nature of the modus operandi of
all the agents employed (§ l 37, e) 1
890, p. It is important, therefore, to understand that no two astringents are exactly alike in their effects, and that the property which is
recognized as such may be associated with other acti,·e virtues in the
same substance, by which the astringent is variously modified; while,
as in compound medicines, the several virtues act as a whole, that
which is most predominat1t giving the greatest determination to the nature of the impressions that may be produced (§ 188! d, 889 1~, 892).
This variety, it appears, adapts these agents very variously to different forms of disease. When, therefore, a pure astringent is only re
quired, such as may possess tonic or stimulant virtues should, obviously,
be avoided. Remarkable examples of this nature, associated also with
other virtues, occur in rhubarb, cinchona, the muriated tincture of it on,
&c. Hence ~here is a great range of choice among remedies which
may be selected to answer the intention of an astringent, in its strict
acceptation. This has been already variously illustrated, as in the example of rhubarb. But we will have an exemplification in the Peruvian bark, an infusion of which, on account of its specific febrifoge
virtue, would be exactly adapted to diarrhrea attendant on intermittent fever; or quinine, perhaps, would be preferable if the disease
be recent. In such cases a pure astringent would be useless i which
farther illustrates the operation of astringents, as it does, also, the distinctions between tonic, astringent, and febrifuge virtues.
But, the foregoing arc broad shades of difference in pathological
conditions. In very many cases where th"!re is a great approximation
in the pathological states, in many modifications of inflammation, it is
often important to apply a certain remedy of astringent virtue in preference to others.
890, q. We may now see that certain astringents may be best suited
to certain organs to which they are addressed than to other parts (§
133, &c., 140, 150).
But these aaents are so much circumscribed in their uses, that it is
no longer an ~bject to pursue the inquiry. \Vhat has been said is
more with a reference to bring these remedies within the pale of med•ical phi1osophy,_and t_o il!ustrate that phi.losophy i an~, in so ?oing, to
prevent their nnsapphcat10n. Those winch are. associated with other
virtues are mostly wanted i such as rhubarb, cmchona, the sulphates
of zinc and copper, &c., and these, mainly, for the sake of those vir·
LUCll.
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PERi'IIANENT TONICS, AND DIFFUSIBLE STl!ltULANTS.

890!, a. Tonics ~ay be regarded as a counterpart Qf the antiphlogisLics. From the circumstance, therefore, of the latter occupying the
high places in the materia medica we may come, at once, to the con.
clusion that the fonner are comparatively of very limit~d importance.
Indeed, it is only in the advanced, or in the declining stages, of acute
diseases, or in certain states of chronic affections, that tonics can ren·
der much service.-NoTE EE p. 1133.
No remedial age11ts, however, ha Ye been more extensi,·ely employed,
an~ therefore none which have been so extensively injurious(§ 569, e).
Tins misapplication of the Materia l\Iedica has arisen, as in other ca
ses, from erroneous theoretical views of disease, and mistaken notions
of the modus operandi of remedies (§ 854 bb, 863 d, 892 b, 904 d) .
.890!, b. In considering the uses of tonics it. should be borne in
mmd that they have but a very limited range of curatirn influe11ces;
an~ that, in a general sense, they do but invigorate organic actions
which have been re<luced by profonge<l disease, and where there is
either no great amount of absolute disease, or where nature is already
in the way of the restorative process, or where that process may cmly
require an invigorating impulse to start it into existence. Such are
the uses oftonics.-NoTE F p. 1114.
By now regarding the true mode in which these intentions are ac
complished, and the absolute influences which arc exerted by tonics,
we shall come to a just apprehension of their relations to morbid states,
and be better qualified to avoid them where 1.hey may be injurious.
890-i. c. Tonics are commonly supposed to act upon mechanical prin·
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at former times, to demonstrate the truth of tl1is conjecture by exper·
iments upon dead tissues (§ 569, b). This has led many to con·
found the virtues of tonics with those of astringents. But, we shall
find that here, as in all other cases, Nature is consistent, and that ton·
ics bring about their results like other remedial agents; that here, as
in all analogous instances, there is no departure from Unity of De·
sign (§ 137, e) . A few plain illustrations will place the operation of
tonics in its proper aspect.
890f, d. Thus: on 1eferring to an example already stated for anoth·
er purpose, we cannot fail to observe that the increased warmth of
the skin, and muscular vigor produced by animal food as soon as it
enters the stomach, are due to the same causation as the analogous cf·
feet of alcoholic stimulants, and that both must be expounded upon vital
principles (§ 512, b). Those speedy effects manifestly depend upon
vital impressions exerted upon the mucolls tissue of the stomach, an<l
their transmission by reflex nervous action to othe~ pa~s. T1_1ey arc variously pronounced according to the exact combm.auon of c1rcumstan·
ces. The food will display itself most dis~inct~y rn such as. have suffered its privation, and where the surface i~ clulled ; .th~ wrne "~here
it is least employed (§ 535, &c.). By varymg these 111c1dental rnflu.
ences a conesponding variety will obtain in the result~. Employ the
food or the wine in febrile and inflammatory states and the same man.
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tonir-6. These agents produce the same effects as the foregoing causeq,
They are the same, or sufficiently so for my present purpose, in the
uatural state of the body, and are modified in the same manner \Vhen
employed in fever and inflammation. The fatigue incident to hard
labor is instantly reUevcd by nourishment or by wine. The influences
here are exactly analngous to the vigor which is imparted to the vo}..
untary muscles by tonics in cases of indigestion. In the former case
th e powers of the stomach and the animal frame have sunk under fa.
tigue (§ 855); in the latter from disease. The food and the wine iu
one case exalt those conditions; and, from the analogy in the influences which are established by tonics in the other, we know that a common mode of action has obtained throughout(§ 137e,151). But, the
tonic goes yet farther, and brings about a change in the organic state
of the stomach, since food will not remove the condition upon which
its indigestion depends. The tonic, therefore, is an alterative stimulant. In all the cases the voluntary muscles are suddenly or gradually invigorated by reflex nervous actions propagated from the stomach. It is the same with the tonic as with the food or the wine. No
sooner has the dyspeptic swallowed the first dose of bark than he tells
us that his strength is coming as by enchantment. Tho tonic, also,
like the wine, increases the desire for food; and if this effect can be
no more interpreted by tho physical doctrine than the former results,
it may be safely concluded that every other problem offered by tonics
falls within the philosophy of vitalism (§ 500, 516 d, no. 6, 350, no. 94).
It is now an easy matter to institute analogical demonstrations of
the physiological operation of tonics, as in former cases, that of asttin·
gents, for example (§ 890). For this purpose ipecacuanha and tho
nitrate of sih-er may be taken; neither of which 1ms any tonic virtue,
while the former is contra-stimulant. But these agents are appropriate to the same states of indigestion as the tonics, and bring about tho
same results (§ 904, d). Or, take a mental cause for an exactly simi·
lar parallel, which may be seen in the effects of some agreeable intel·
ligence, which, no one can mistake, has imparted, on the instant, ~
keenness of appetite, a vigor of digestion, and an exaltation of muscular strength, whicl1 had not been enjoyed for a month or a year (~
137 c, '227, 512, 514 li). Or, place the same individual on board a
vessel, or give him an airing by land, and the first hour, perhaps, will
have brought with it far greate1· improvement of digestion and of muscular strength, than wou ld have been imparted by cinchona, or any
other tonic, in a month(§ 150, 657 a, 847 g, 856 a).
890!, c. As to the extent in which tonics may act as alteratives,
that, as in respect to all other remedial agents, will depend upon tlrn
departure of the organic properties and actions from their natural
typo. As in all other cases, also, the useful effects will depend upon
the nature of the morbid changes. But these conditions, in their relation to tonics, are not often constituted by any great deviations from
the natural states. In most other instances tonics are morbific (§ 137, e).
If they happen to be useful in active forms of disease, it is a random
hit (§ 756). Their upet'ation, however, even then, comes under the
same principle as when they produce favorable results upon chronic
derangements (§ 901). Sometimes_, ~l~~refore, when active disease
becomes prolonged, an<l tho suscepttb1ht1es of the parts affected turned a little from the incipient pathological state and under the influ·
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euce of vital habit, t!1nics will prove less frequc~tly detrimenlal, or
may be so far curatn·e tliat we venture to associate them now ancl
then with the direct antiphlogistics, to obtain their mixed influence.
lt is oflen useful to combine them, especially the \'egetable, in the
form of infusion, or, perhaps, of tincture, with the nnld cathartics that
are adapted to the ad,·anccd stages of diseRse, just as we have seen
of the union of rhubarb with saline purgatives (§ 872, a). In such
cases, they not only pre,·ent any prostrating eRCcts of the cathartic, but
are positi\·ely remedial by going t? the vital condition of organs (§
137 d, 150, 569 c). And here, as m the case of xhubarb (§ 872, a),
we may reverse the order of indications, and suppose that a touic may
be useful if it can be prevented from stimulating injuriously. This
object may be often attained by uniting a mild saline cathartic, Ol',
administering small alterative doses of tartarizCll antimony.
T his
practice, in respect to antimony, is often highly useful in the treatment of intermittent fever, where the tonic vi1tue of cinchona, or quinia, interferes with the iebrifuge ''irtue ; while, at the same time, the
antimony does its important work as an antiphlogistic alterative.
Both of the agents, in these cases, are principal remedies. But it is
the febrifuge, not the trmic virtue, ·which makes the salutary impression. The former is positively morbific, and may not only defeat the
febrifuge action without the counteracting influence of antimony, but
aggravate greatly the whole condition of disease . And this, by the
way, is a distinct exemplification of the existence of those two opposing- virtues in cinchona.; while in the other forms of diseasq it Hhows
itself in the aspect only of one of the best tonics (§ 137 d, 150, 535,
&c., 672, 673, 675, 756, 847 g, 848, 854, 863 d, 867, 889 k, 890 b).
890,\,f. But I say, a.gain, that these agents arc never wanted, in
their relation tu diseased states as tonics, in the early stages of any
<liseasc whatever; aucl, however t11ey may now and then succeed (§
756), they are generally prejudicial. If employed in certain forms
c.f fever or inflammation in \vhich tonics possessing febrifuge virtues,
like cinchona, are not indicated, they endanger life(§ 150, 569 e, 621 a,
652 c, 662, 84 7 g, 848, 863 d) . I think I shall have justified this as-
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of disease, which prompted the tonic and stimulant treatment to so
o-reat an extent that it has been computed to have destroyed a great~r number of the inhabitants of Europe, in the first forty years of it&
prevalence, than all the wars of that sanguinary period (~ 621, a, 1068).
890J, g. There are great resemblances between the virtues of ton-
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between them, or of all other remedies, they shou Id be. regarded rn
their just relations to morhid stales; for in this adaptation alone e:an
they be remedial. 'Ve shall thus find that .~oth clas~cs of remed ies
a.re more or less applicable to the same cond1tt0~s of d1se~se, ~nd tha~,
on account of the differences that exist in their remedial virtues, IC
will be often useful to combine them togcthur (§ 863 d, 889 k, l). In
their proper therapeutical acceptation, tonics make their impression
much more gradually, and more permanen~ly~ th~n diffusible. stimu·
Jants ; observing, in this respect, the same d1strnct1on that subsists betwrc11 nnimal and vegetaLlo food (§ 44 l c, 890! d). 'Vhen, also,
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tonics are useful, their effects are far more profound than those of dif.
fusible stimulants. But this is not true of their morbific effects under
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duce their usual more rapid impressions, but exasperate the morbid
states to far greater degrees of intensity than any of the permaneTJt
tonics. The p1'inciple holds, also, in chronic diseases when tonics or
stimulants pro,·e morbific (§ 137, d) .
The foregoing peculiarity of tonics fits them admirably to certm1.
~hronic forms of Jisease where the strong influence of a long-pro.
tracted morbid habit is to be surmounted (§ 535, &c.). Stimulants
will not reach these conditions with sufficient altcrati,·e effect, or they
may act with too much rapidity where a diseased habit is obstinately
established, and ,.,.·here long-continued organic actions of a morbid nature can be surmounted only by the slow operation of favorable
causes. But, in these obstinate conditions the permanent tonics may
not act with all the rapidity that may be useful i and then we associate some of the transient stimulants with them, by which the morbid
states are rendered more susceptible of the effect of the tonic remedy,
just ns by uniting the sulphate of zinc with ipecacuanha the latter will
exert its emetic effect f'imultaneously with the former; all of which
contradicts the doctrine of absorption (§ 137 ti, 889 k, l, 904 bb).
Again, however, some of the tonics possess, also, the virtues of
transient stimulants, such as the cinchonas; and these compound attributes SiUit them well for those conditions of which I was last speaking, or for irritable states of the stomach when tonics are wanted, but
are apt to nauseate(§ 150, 889 k, 890 b). In these conditions, a cold
infusion of cinchona, whether as a febrifuge or as a tonic, surpasses
its alkaloids on account of the presence of a volatile oil by which the
stomach is promptly and gently stimulated, and thus enabled to bear
the tonic influence of the bark.
890~., h. The suggestions which have been now made let us at
once into the reason why all the tonics and stimulants may be converted to useful purposes in disease, and why it is greatly otherwise
with cathartics and emetics. In the last instances there are far greater diversities in their curative and morbific virtues, and they arc far
more of an alterative nature than such as appertain to tonics and
stimulants. There exist, indeed, among cathartics and emetics many
agents that can rarely be applied to any morbid conditions without
increasing the existing evil or engendering new ones. In this respect, all the tonics and stimulants, when employed in actiTe febrile
or inflammatory states, are on a par with the most in;tating cathartics
and emetics. Their effect then goes deep; which admonishes us,
more and more, to study well the relations of remedies to diseased
conditions, and to discard all the conclusions which have been drawn
from an observation of their effects upon man in health(§ 137 <l, 150,
662 a, 675, 854 bb).
Nevertheless, the same principle of diversity applies to the several
members of the classes of tonics and stimulants; but it reaches them
in a very inferior degree (§ 52, 65?)· . Since! th~refore, there are nc
groups of remedies so closely allied 111 their ''lrtues throughout a~
tonics and stimulants, there are none which, throughout, bring about
results in the treatment of disease that so closely resemble each othPr
(§ 863, d).-Norn EE p. 1133.

\Ve thus come to understand why all the substances which compose
the classes of tonics and stimulants m3.y be more or less useful, and
that no one of them is au excrescence upon the l\lateria Medica;
notwithstanding the vast abuses to which they have been subjected,
and the immense mortality of which they have been the conspicuous
causes(§ 569 e, 621 a) . "\Ve are also thus led to the knowledge that
one tonic, or stimulant, will often answer a better purpose than another; awl we find, on applying ourselves to an observation of Na
ture, that experience confirms all the other premises. We have just
seen an example of this in cinchona, and it is a striking general distinction, that the Yegetable tonics are best adapted to the prostrate
conditions which follow long-protracted acute diseases, while tho mineral, especially the preparations of iron, are suited to chronic maladies, such as indigestion. Here, however, the vegetable tonics may
be equally appropriate, while the mineral ones arc not so to the direct
sequelre of acute maladies.
891, a. Narcotics are agents which affect, especially, the ner\"ou:i
centres, and are, thereforn, also denominated cerebro-spinants.*
In my Arrangement ef tlte Jlfateria 1lledica I have divi<letl them
into six groups or orders, according to their special influences upon
the nervous system. Narcotics stand in a gJ:oup by themselves ; and
the remaining fi,,e consist of antispasmodics, tetanics or cerebro-spinoexcitantr, moto-paralysant.s, senso-paralysants, and cerebro-spino-depresscmts. These distinctions are more or less observed by others.
Some of the narcotics, however, possess also the virtues of :ithcr
groups, aud vice versa; and, therefore, in conformity with this compound endowment, the same agents appear under the se,:eral appropriate denominations.-NoTE NN p. 1111.
891, b. The most useful of the narcotics arc the great agenls by
which pain is immediately assuaged, restlessness subdued into truu·
quillity, and wakefulness converted into refreshing sleep. Such,
therefore, may be taken as tho definition which I apply to narcotics,
and without :::peeial reference to the profound influences whic:h they
may exert upon organic functions, or to other usefu l effects.
But, all narcotics do not equally produce their Se\'eral effCcts.
Some of them are more remarkable for diminishing and relieving
pain, and are ca1led anodynes (§ 19.f., &c.). Others produce slce F
more particularly, and are known as soporifics. Oth~1·s allay irritability and diminish vascular action, local and genera l, m a more cleci<led manner than the rest, and are called sedatives(§ 188, &c.).
Such are tl1e denominations in common use; but they are somewhat defoctirn. All the soporifics, for instance, arc also anodynes,
and most, though not all of the anodynes, are more or less soporific.
There are, also, many sedatiYes which do not rank at all among the
narcotics; to which, indeed, the most powerful do not belong, such as
bloodletting, hydrocyanic acid, tobacco, &c., and of .which bloodletting
is tlrn only one of much value in the treatmeut of disease, hut that one
emphatically and justly denominated the rcmedi1~m 'I!rincil!ale. '~'be
sedatives, therefore, which fall under the denommat1on of narcotics,
possess, al~o, anodyne or soporific virtues.
891, c. \Ve ham seen how extensi\'ely large classes of rcmeJie-:
11
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have been perverted in their uses, and have yet to consider the no Jess
common neglect or misapplication of bloodletting. There is no other
way of enforcing their claims to a just consideration. In respect to
the agents now before us, there is a yet smaller class who are equally
unhappy in their estimate of their virtues; and, while the stimulating
school exhaust the energies of Nature by adding to the intensity of
disease in their peculiar way, the narcotizing school do the same
mischief by a similar neglect of the pathology of disease; and what in
either case should be attacked by the lancet, cathartics, antiphlogistic
alteratives, &c., is roused into greater immediate violence by tonics
and stimulants, or indirectly by other morbific influences which appertain to the narcotics(§ 150, 151). Take, for example, the opinion of
the able and distinguished London physician, Dr. Sigmond, wl10 says
that,
" Of all tlLe dijfe1·ent classes ef medicine we possess, we may fairly
consider the narcotics, skillfully, judiciously, and watcltfully administered, tlw most important.' 1-S1GMONn's Lectures in London Lancet,
183G-7, p. 216.-And so, also, Pereira,~ 960, a, p. 718.
Tbe foregoing affirmation shuts out, of course, bloodletting, cathartics, all the important and numerous agents which I have grouped under the denomination of alteratives, as inferior, in therapeutics, to opium, hyoscyamus, &c. (§ 854 bb, 857).-NoTE Hp. 1117.
On the contrary, I shall have endeavored to show, in various patts
of this work, that narcotics are but little more than humble auxiliaties
to more important remedies, and then only in a comparatively sma11
number of the cases of disease; or, that they are mere palJiatives, giYing a temporary ease by blunting sensibility, where death is probably
inevitable, and thus easing the sufferer out of existence.
89 1, d. That narcotics are extremely deficient in curative virtuE's
should be sufficiently apparent from what has been already said of the
uses to which they are constantly applied. But, even these inten~
tions can be rarely well fulfilled by narcotics where much disease is
present. \Ve must then resort to the class of antipblogistics for our
great curative means; and, if the narcotics be summoned to their aid,
it should be done with the greatest caution, or they may prove fatally
morbific. We may exhibit opium, &c., for the relief of mere spasm
of the stomach, to procure rest, &c., where no important acute dis·
ease is present. But he who should employ them to assuage the pain
of pleuritis, enteritis, or any other acti\•C form of inflammation, and,
in a general sense, of chronic forms, would either most seriously aggravate the disease, or destroy the patient(§ 150, 151).*' "\VhcneYer,
also, there is any affection of the head, or any tendency to cerebral
disease, so great is the liability of narcotics to induce congestion of
the brain, that they are totally inadmissible where that organ is in~
creased in its susceptibilities (§ 137, d). And then let us consider
their neYer-fa.iling effect, in their ordinary doses of so injuriously
modifying the action of the gla~dular organs, that tlic. secretions of the
whole, especially of that most imp?rtant organ ~he h\'er, are more or
less diminished; whereby Nature is obstructed m one of her greatest
processes, natural and curative, and morbific nervou~ actions reflected
upon all diseased parts, and upon tlrn whole orgamsm (§ 862, 863).
Should this uervo us influence excite in the skin a perspirablc action,
it. is not of n. salubrious nature; and here, again, we sec demon-
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strated the evils that arise from regarding the product and not the nature of the action upon which it depends (§ 512 b, 863 d, 902 g).
Hence has arisen the pernicious custom of depending upon the com
pound powder of ipecacuanha as a principal curative means in the
treatment of fever. The opium determines morbific nervous actions upon
the glandular organs and nervous system ; being scarcely modified
for the bett~r through its union with ipccacuanha, even in its greater
diaphoretic mflucnce upon the 1H~ryous power.
891, e. In respect to the modus operandi of narcotics, I shall now
ouly lay down the proposition that these agents produce t11eir salmary or their morbific effects like all other remedies, or all other causes
of disease, and set fmth the proof in other appropriate places(§ SDI t k,
904, &c.). The principle i11rnh-et1 is so perfectly in harmony with
all physiological facts reluti\·e to the healthy state of the body, and
supported hy all the well.ascertained facts in medicine, that it enables us to comprehend how it is that ten drops of the tincture of opium administered by the stomach will afford mure relief to one man
than fifty drops will to another, or how the ten drops of laudanum may
do more injury in the former case, than fifty will in tbe latter, where
the conditions of disease are exactly alike , but where the doctrine
which I have advanced expounds the difforence in effects upon natu·
ral physiolog-icnl differences and other attcncl:mt peculi:ll'ities, ancl, as
for tbe rest, by the procluction of a sedati\·e reflex nerrnus action corresponding with the existing susceptibilities(§ 227, 447, 891! g, k, 904).
The failure of narcotics to produce the same effects when applied
to the trunk of a nerve as upon its expanded extremities is a promi·
nent fact in humoralism, and has contributed largely to the doctrine
of remedial effect by absorption. The fallacy of the whole philoso.
phy is indicated in other places (§ 826, d, &c.).
891, f. The effects of narcotics generally decrease, respecti\·cly,
when frequently repeated, or when habitually employed at more dis.
tant intervals (§ 558, a). But the organic properties, as in their rela·
tion to all vital stimuli, whether remedial or morbific, maintain about
Lheir usual susceptibility to all narcotics except the one in use ; ancl
it is therefore often advantageous to change from one to another, or
ro employ two or more in cumbinalion (§ 150, 151, 650, 889 !.:). And
here I may remark how a single fact proves that remedies operato
upon the system at large by reHex actions of the nervous system.
\Ve ha\·c hithe1to seen that an admirable variety of virtues appcr·
tains to many of the different members of each group of remedies, by
which they are extensively adapted to various pathological conditions
that approximate each other, but which arc marked by such differences that, were each group composed of only one or two ag·cnts, we
should be constantly baffled in the treatment of disease (§ 889, k).
And, how vastly, in this respect, has the J\Ia.tcria Medic~ been improved in recent times by simplifying certain .s~bstances of compound
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crally inadmissible in inflammations, unless to mo?crate 1rr1ta~nhty
of the intestine in muco-enteritis, or of the lungs m pneumo111a, or
ufter the diseas('I a...'l affecting some other pa1ts ~hall have been subdu
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ther, however, be admissible, we possess in byoscyamus, or conium.
or lactucarium, or 1upulin, or churrus, &c., substitutes winch may be
often employed with advantage. So, again, belladonna, aconite, stramonium, render, each one, their peculiar senices in certain painful
affections, or other conditions of disease, or subserve some purpose
in sur5ery. As these last three, however, possess no soporific virtue,
Lut lead to sleep by assuaging pain and irritability, they are included
in my arrangement under the denomination of senso-paralysants.
891, g . The most extensively useful effect of narcotics is that of
procuring sleep; so great is the tendency to wakefulness in diseases,
and so pernicious is its presence. This, too, depencls greatly upon
age; children requiring a great amount of sleep, while four or six
hours will commonly answer for manhood and morn advanced age.
This is for disease. Rather more than the maximum is wanted in
health. The law of adaptation comes, here, into operation, in morbi<l
states, as with all things else(§ 137, 847 g, 848, 859, 863 d, 870 aa) .
But, before the aclministration of narcotics for the purpose of prncuring sleep, we should look well to the cause of the wakefulness;
for the loss of blood, or a cathartic, or an emetic, or greater abstinence
from food, &c., may be the appropriate means. '\Then, however, narcotics are adapted their effect is peculiarly happy, not only in relim'ing and aiding Nature, but in promoting the operation of other reme·
dies(§ 137 d, 150).
891, lt. 'Ve are often required to witness an obstinate wakefulness
arising more from anxiety, or other affections of the mind, than from
the disease itself; and when tlrn day comes, the first glance of the eye
upon the sunken or ghastly features of the patient may awaken ap·
prehensions for which there is no just foundation. Now let the win·
dow- shutters be closed, exclude all unnecessary attendants, let the
nurse be seated quietly in a chair, lay aside medicine and even food 1
take down the bed-curtains, ventilate the room, but not from a win~
dow that may throw a blast upon the patient, graduate the bed -clothes
to his sensations, moderate or put out the fire, and if the patient have
not rested when ni~ht comes on again, give him a su itable n.arcotic,
keep a11 things quiet, and, at our morning call, we shall be h~ely to
und erstand the reason why narcotics are so improperly admi111stered
when wakefulness arises from profound disease, perhaps of the brain,
or when sleep is ample, but pain and suffering call for a relief that
narcotics may not yield. It is the deligl1tful effect of these agents, in
the case which I have just supposed, and where preliminary means
for tranquilizing the system have been adopted, that often leads tho
inattentive observer of the pathology of disease to their indiscriminate
use ; ancl his blindness is frequently such, and so great may be the
quiet and insensibility whic.~1 the nar~~tics proJuce! ~hat the patient
may drop into the grave without ra1smg the susp1cwn that he ·w as
doomed by the treach~rous rei:nedy.
.
.
'Vh at I have just said of q_UJet, darkness, &c., are excee<lrn}jly 11nportant auxiliaries to so-porilics, and should be c~refully directed.
They are causes, too, w~1ch should awakeu att?ntlon to the mod~s
operandi of active remedies, whereby the ne~ess1ty of the la:ter will
be greatly diminished. Choose, also, the night, ~vhen poss1b~e, for
the exhibition of soporifics; ~o: only on accou~t of its greater stillness
than the day1 but because tlns ts the natural lime for sleep(§ 137, e).
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891, i. The uext great use of narcotics, in an absolute remedial
sense, relates to their power of diminishing the irritability of disease;
whether local or general, and thus aiding nature(~ 188, 905 b).
Irritability is augmented in inflammations, and it may be impQ1tant
to allay it by narcotics; not only to enable Nature to take on the cur(',
but to prevent the undue action of exciting causes (§ 137 d, 150,
6·1.~ c, 855). Thus, it may be very useful to exhibit morphia in pneu·
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more admissible, and far more useful in inflammations of the intestinal muco.us tissue than of any other organ. Here, too, in various states
of the alimentary canal, narcotics may often precede advantageously
the administration of cathartics, or be associated with them; and, in
a general sense, hyoscyamus is by far the best. In this case we lessen
the irritability of the intestinal mucous tissue, and thus prevent the
rathartic from doing mischief to the part(§ 8$9, k). So, also, in dysentery opiates are often giYen to allay the irritability of t11e •part inflamed; even when no other internal remedy may be employed. Or,
it may be to prevent any irritation from small doses of ipecacuanha,
or calomel, &c. But when opiates are employed in such affections,
the doses shoul<l be small, and repeated if necessary. Larger ones
prom morbific. ]n serous inflammation of the bowels, on the other
hand, they are entirely inadmissible (§ 137 1 b, &c.). Hut, it not unfrequently bappPns, that active iuflammation seated in some circumscribed part of the intestinal mucous tissue induces spasmodic action
in the contiguous muscular portion, which catliartics never fail to aggravate. In these cases a moderate dose of opium may relie,-e the
spasm, and result in free dejections, by imparting a. sedalive influence
to tha.t reflex nervous action which occasions the spasm(§ 891! !).
Nevertheless, opium shou]d be always cautiously exhibited in all
cases of the foregoing nature; but, with tl1is reservation 1 they are likely to prove highly salutary in very many instances. But it is in all
such instances only a subordinate agent; and it wil1 be oftl:ln far better to accomplish our purpose of obviating the apprehended bad cf~
fects of a cathartic, or any other remedy that may be likely to irritate
the intestinal mucous tissue, by the general or local abstrar:.tion of
blood, or by vesicating the abdomen(§ 890 b, 1058/).-NoTt: Go.
It shou ld be now said that puerperal peritonitis is sometimes treated
successfully by opium given to full nm·cotization, though rccoYery is
then as slow as seldom. The same has been more doubtfully affirmed
of intestinal peritonitis. Irritability is so thoroughly subdued in the
successful cases that it ceases to be morbidly excited by the blootl, and
the inflammation yields in consequence. Greater cxccp! ions may be
seen in§ 756. The practice is empyrical (§ 1005 a-9).-NOTES E JI.
SOI, k. Next in order comes pain, depending on exalted or mot bid
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be now beneficial will depend upon the cau se of the pam, Its seat, and
other circumstances. If owing to active in11ammat~on. they will be
likely to aggravate tho disease in mos~ parts, but not mall. And h~re
we learn the vast importnnce of n critical kno,~lcdge ?f the specia l
vital cndowmcuts of the different tissues, and ol a studious rcfcn:mi.:o
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to the seat of disease, as well as a critical examination of the attend
ant symptoms, since the pain of mucous and serous inflammation of
the intestine may be exactly the same, and opiates curative in the
former, hut certainly fatal in the latter (§ 133, &c., 150, 685, 686).
Here, tO•), in the mucous tissue, they accomplish the double purpose
of reducing irritability as well as sensibility(§ 150, 188, 19·! ). In the
othe~ case, or that of serous inflammation of all parts, if they _render
scns1b!l~ty obtuse, they do not often fail to injuriously modify the
irritability of the part, and thus aggravate the disease. In the same
general sense, also, opiates are more or less suited to inAammatory
states of the whole mucous system.
891, l. But, the great agent for the relief of pain attendant on activtj
inflammation of any tissue is bloodletting; and this, particularly, when
the disease affects any gi eat vital organ. In a general sense, also, the
less important the part tbe safer will narcotics be in inflammatory affections, whether acute or chronic; though, in these cases, care should
be takeu that they are not contra-indicated by obscure conditions of
disease in the complex and great (_)rgans of life (§ 150, 689 l, 863 d).
And here it is well to remark, that the organs most impprtant to life
are far from being most liable to pai11. This is true of the lungs in
pneumonia; and the fo'er, also, is but Jitlle subject to pain in any of
its diseases, while the pleura, or peritoneum, or thecal membranes,
the ligaments, &c., are never much inflamed without great attendant
suffering. The urinary and generati,·c organs arc liable to very pain·
fol affections; and here, most happily, narcotics are very often admissible in their acute inflammatory diseases. So, also, they afford immense temporary relief in pain of the stone: Tbey operate like a
charm in cramp of the stomach, and in the suffering attendant on the
passage of a gall-stone along the ductus choledocus. In these last
cases the narcotic is directly curative by relieving spasm.
When pain attends chronic affections narcotics may be adminis·
tered with less hesitation ; but still with a careful reference to the scat
and nature of the disease. They are of the greatest value, as palliatives, in the pain of cancerous affections, and generally for the suffer·
ing attendant on the chronic maladies of most parts that have not strong
sympathetic relations to important organs(§ 725, 859 b).
891, m. It may be said, in connection '''ith the foregoing subject,
that pain is very rarely a cause of disease, but may increase the force
of such as may be present. But, even in these cases the aggravation
of disease is owing more to the general disturbance inflicted, and to
privation of sleep, than to any direct influences upon the part affected.
Great suffering may exist without disturbing even the action of the
heart, if the subject be firm of endurance. If the _general circulation
be tlisturbed as the apparent consequence of pain, it is mental emotion,
not the pain, which produces the phenomenon(§ 167f. note). lndecd,
the true philosophy of life conducts us to the aLovc con~lusion, since
the property upon which pain depends is .not interested m the organic functions (§ 194, &c.). In the foregomg manner, or through the
medium of the various mental emotions it produces, pain may a~gra
vate or develop an attack of dis.ease i and it is tln·ough the medium of
the cereLro-spinal axis that it mcreus~s disease without the iuten•en·
tion of the passions, that is, by alteratlve reflex nervous ac~ion.
The power of endurance, aucl, therefore, the degrees of inJui·y which
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pain may inflict, depend greatly upon temperament, and the general
condit ion of the constitution as arising from disease, habits, culture of
mind, &c., and these contingencies aflCct, also, the susceptibility of the
vital states. Much, too, will depend upon the kind of pain i and the
kind, also, has its important influence in directing tho u·eatment.
891, n. Owing to the provalencc of sympathies, the patient is ofteu
liable to be deceived as to the true seat of pain; and an inattentive or
ignorant physician may be thus led into the greatest mistakes(§ .526 d,
891! b) . Diseases of the liver, for example, give rise to pain in the
right shoulder, which opium may relieve, while it would aggravate tho
hepatic aff'ection. Or, if he apply a blister, or other agents, to the shoulder, they will be useless. J3ut, if placed over the seat of the liver,
they will be more or less likely to relieve the remote sympathetic affection. This, also, enlightens us as to the importance of addressing
our remedies, in all cases, mainly to the organs upon which sympathetic de\·elopments depend, and where they may remain under the in
fluence of the primary affection (§ 689 l, 905).
891, o. \Ve see, therefore, that blisters are among tile great means
of assuaging pain; but, like bloodletting, they operate in a very different manner from narcotics, though by reflex nervous actions.
There are, also, otlrnr agents not of the class of narcotics, which are
remarkable for their control over the pain of particular modifications
of inflammation, such as colchicum, guaiacum 1 &c. (9 892 b, c,).
Hence we see, more and more, the uncertainty of pain as a guide
to treatment, and that our remedies should be mainly determined by
other considerations. Nor will I neglect the opportunity of s<1ying
how deeply all this subject relative to pain, wakefulness, &c., and the
counteracting influences of the narcotics, should impress us with the
futility of the chemical and physical philosophy of natural an<l morbid
processes. From what we have· seen, too, of the great vatiety of
means by which pain may be assuaged, we come to an unhesitating
conclusion as to the modus operandi of narcotics.
891, p. There is one agent not yet mentioned, which is often very
l'emarkable for the relief which it affords in tranquilizing restlessness,
allaying pain, and in procu6ng sleep; wh ile it has also the great ad·
\·antage of being generally free from objection. This is the warm
bath; or analogous means in the form ofwann fomentations and poultices. By these means intestinal pains, strangury, the intense.suffering
from sprains, painful menstruation, &c., are frequent1y dissipated at
(Ince. Again, refreshing sleep may be often induced by the warm
bath when narcotics fail, or would be injurious(§ 150, 863 d). These
agents are also curative in a direct manner; but variously so, accord·
ing to th~ nature of the affection and the degree of lrnat employed.
The bath at 10.5° or 110° F. frequently, perh.aps daily appl~ed, CS·
tablishes such impressions upon the skin that lughly salu~ary m~uen 
ces are often reflected upon some chri:>nic forn:is. of hepatic and mtes-
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ing pain, and as contributing to many gen.oral ~bjects in_ the _rhi.losophy of life, I may advert to the manner 111 which certam aflec~1~~s
of the mind arrest intense suffering, remo\'e wakefulness, &c. llns
is strikingly shown in the ~udden subsidc!1ce of toothache wh~n the
dentist is expected, and in the relief which follows the exercise of
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c.harms, &c. Certain sounds, also, by awukcuing agreeable emo·
t1on~, produce similar results; as va-riously obsen·etl in the effects of
music, the ~onotonous bubbling of the brook, &c .. ; and here the direct nervous rnfluencc illustrates the reflex of narcotics(~ 8 l4).
891, q. Narcotics are generally direct1y sedative, though there is
son:ietimes a temporary excitement of the general circulation. But,
their great effect, and which is positively conclusive of their sedati\·e
action, consists in lessening irritability and sensibility in a direct manner. Nevertheless, opium is considered by many as the most powerful stimulant; which sl10ws the importance of correct views in the
philosophy of life (9 1057) .
891, r. Narcotics gencrnlly produce their effects with rapidity, so
that when their repetition is indicated for immediate purposes, the
intervening time need not be long. And this leads me to advert to
the remarkable manner in which pain often counteracts the sedative
effect of' narcotics, and enables the patient to bear a quantity that
would be fatal in health. The solution of this problem is even be·
yond the compass of the physiologist; nearly as much so as that of
sleep (§ 137 e, 150, 151, 175 c, 500 n).
Certain special affections of the nervous system also counteract the
usual effects of narcotics in an astonishing manner; as seen in delirium of drunkennese, which excites an irritating nervous action.
891, s. Finally, habit, in respect tc1 the use of narcotics, is ''cry remarkable. Instances are authenticated in which the habitual use of
opium has enabled iudi\·iduals to carry it to the extent, daily, of more
than three hundred grain:;;. Solidism' and vitalism point to correspondence between the general results and the o..mount of impression
t1pon the stomach for an intcq)l·etation of the philosophy(§ 841).*
891·! , a . Two principal objects are contemplated in rendering the
antispasmodics a subject of consideration. First, to aid in illustrating
the philosophy which concerns the nervous power; and, secondly, to
indicate their misapplieation in many conditions of disease.
891!, b. The group of antispasmodics embraces all the narcotics,
aud regards them in the special aceeptation which it is my present
purpose to consider. As the term implies, they are employed for the
relief of spasm, and, mostly, of the voluntary muscles. Now these
agents are very commonly applied for the relief of the symptom, and
with too little reference to the fundamental cause. Thus, Dr. Paris
says that" Spasm. may arise from excessive irritability, as from, tce~lt
ing, wounds, worms, ~-c-, in wliich case a nr.rcotic would prove beneficial"
(§ 526 d, 676 b, 891 n). I have taken this illustration because it is
quoted by others as a good example of spasm where th~ narcritic antispasmodics may be properly employed. But, .to my ~m<l, all the conditions which arc here stated very rarely admit of relief from narcot-
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which is maintaineci by teethmg, the remedies are then the foregorng
and others of greater imp?rtance relative t~ the abdominal affection,
1mch as calomcl, castor 01\, warm fomentations to the abdomen, &c.
*See NOT!': Hp. 1117.
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If narcotics be now employed, it is for the purpose of allaying intestinal irritability, and not at all with a view to their direct action on
the ccrebro-spinal system. As to spasm from wounds, the uarcotics
have been most extensively tried and abandoned as useless, excepting
where they are slight; and then, more relief may be procured by a
\varm poultice applied to the wound. If worms be the cause, WC'
ought surely to look for the remedies among the anthelmintics (§ 150,
526 d, 891 "· 859 b, 863 d) .
891-k, c. Antispasmodics have been largely employed in liysteria.
But here they have been almost as fruitless as in the spasms of chil·
dren i though, perhaps, not so detrimental. Hysteria, in numerous in·
stances, is so dependent on some uterine derangement, and this con·
dition so often consequent on visceral disease of the abdomen, that the
treatment should be, in such cases, of quite a compound nature, but in
which antispasmodics can take no useful part. An emetic, however,
in a general sense, will afford temporary relief, which it accomvlishes
in part by modifying the several conditions of clisease 1 and 111 part
through influences which nrc called into operation in suspending a
paroxysm of spasmodic asthma, aud hiccougl1, as explained in section
514, c, where the philosophy rests upon reflex nervous action.*
S91}, d. Clwrea is another complaint in which antispasmodics have
been extensively employed, and with as little reference to the cause
of the symptom. They haYe, therefore, foiled, or have left the patient
for. the worse. Abdominal disease being at tlrn foundation, the rem·
edies should consist of cathartics, a well· regulated diet, exercise, and
change of air (\ 150, 863 cl).
89H, e. But, worse than all, antispasmodics have hecn in high repute for epilepsy i notwithstanding their universal failure to afford
any relief. The disease, however, is attended by spasm, and the
symptom, as in the other affections, has been taken for the disease,
and no smaH amount of suffering and death have been accordingly in·
flicted by antispasmodics. In many cases this affection depends, im·
mediately, upon cerebral congestion; and then bloodletting, mostly,
is the proper remedy. At other times it is owing to a transient sym·
pathy of the brain with an overloaded stomach; when a mild emetic
is the sure antispasmodic. In other cases the sympathetic disturb·
ance of the brain depends upon profound disease of the liver and oth.
er abdominal organs; and here, cathartics of calomel, &c., and doubt·
~ less bloodletting also, are tlie appropriate means. Again, it J~pe~da
upon organic disease of the brain, or on a spicula of bone prOJ~ctrng
from the dura. mater, or on depression of some part of the era mum.
The foregoing are almost all the causes of epilepsy; from which_ it
results that antispasmodics should have no place among the remedies
for this affection(§ 150, 847 g 848, 850, 863 d, 870 aa, 1058 v).
"
891J,f. Congestive asthma, the usual form of the _diseas?, bas had
its full share of the antispasmodics, and, of course, with as little bene
fit as they have yielded to the preceding affections. They are more
or Jess app!'Opriate, however, to the rare fo:m of spasmod_ic asthma i
but here an emetic is often better, or a pipe of stramomum leaves
may answer(§ 514, c). But congesti,·e asthma depends upon S0;11e·
thing more than simple irritation of the nervous centres. Thero is a
highly·injccte<l state of the venous system of the. lungs, consequent on
disease of the abdominal viscera, involves many important organs, a11d
• $1:-:- X.,.1E r e p. 11:::2.
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calls imperatin~Jy for blood-letting, and cathartics (§ 1501 786, &c.,
847 g, 848, 859 b, 863 d, 870 aa).
891!, g. 'Ve ha,·e thus seen various examples in which reflex actions
originate either in sensitive fibres of cerebro-spinul nerves and terminate
in motor sympa thetic fibres or vice 1:ena, and di1·ect nervous action originating in the brain or spinal cord and terminating in motor fibres of
the sympathetic system(§ 111-113, and references there, 488!, 803 a).
891!, /1. It appears, also, that the true narcotics must be commonly
injurious in most of the affections which give rise to spasms.
891-h i . But there are some agents which are mostly antispasmodic,
in their relation to the nerYous system, such as asafcetida, musk, valerian, &c. These agents are known as the true antispasmodics, although
opium greatly transcends the whole iu its virtue of arresting spasm.
But those of simpler virtues are very circumscribed in their morbific
relations to ~he brain and to other organs 1 and exert but little effect
as therapeut1cal agents (§ 150). This leads me to consider the re·
maining object of the present inquiry(§ 801{-, a) .
891~, k. No one c11n mistake the immediate bearing of the whole
of this subject upon the general philosophy which concerns the modus
operandi of remedial and morbific agents, while the function of res·
piration, and other natural processes, display the physiological laws
under which the former are directed (§ 462-475, 495-534, 639 a).
Although, therefore, the phenomena of spasm form so luminous a guide
through the whole labyrinth of sympathy, and impart a peculiar interest to the discovery of Sir C. Bell in relation to the difterent orders
of nerves (§ 462-4 70, 476 b), we need not be long detained in making
the contemplated exposition.
In the first place, then, we observe that the irritation of tl1e nervous
centres may be either direct, as in severe forms of epilepsy(§ 891.t, e),
or indirect, as in the more compound and ordinary reflex nervous in·
fluenres (~ 227, 230, 500). In the former case the nervous power
is developed in a direct manner, either in virtue of some disease affecting the nervous centres, or by some direct mechanical irritation,
as in depressions of the skull.bone, projecting spiculre of bone, anJ
extravasate<l blood(§ 476-494). In the latter case the primary irritation is in a remote part, as in the gums, or intestinal canal, &c
(§ 891t, a). In this instance the impression is transmitted through
sensit ive nerves to the nervous centres, where it operates as an ex·
citing cause of tho nervous power, and is exactly equivalent to the di.
r ect irritation of those centres; as observed in the former case. The
residue of the process then becomes alike in both the cases. That iE
to say, the nervous power is reflected through motor nerves, or motor
fibres of compound nerves, upon the affected muscles, and thus are they
thrown into spasmodic action (§ 230, 233, 500 , 893~.)
Such, again, are all the elements; and siuce they arc now in oper
ation in tb~ir morbid aspect, we have the plainest demonstration that
the whole rrocess depends upon na~ural physiol~gic~l laws.
And now, briefly, for the opposrng or curative influences. \Ve
have seen that when the simple antispasmodics arrest the movements,
they institute only milcl ii:ipressions upon the ne1:vo1:1s centres; but
they must necessarily modify the nervous po\\rer rn Its very nature,
or they could not an·cst the movements of the muscles; since it is the
ncn•ous power which now operates, and upon exactly the same mus·

cles in which it had developed the spasmodic action.* In one case,
therefore, it acts as a stimulant, in the other as a sedative. l\fore or
less, however, is due to a mere suppression of the exciting nervous
influence. The same results obtain, also, when the narcotics operate
in simply removing spasm. But these are agents which embrace other virtues that are ve L·y apt to prove morbific (§ 891, d), and their rporbific impression may be transmitted from the stomach to the ncrvou!;
centres, especially on account of their specific relation to the nervous
system(§ 137, c), without first engendering or increasing disease in
the stomach or other parts (§ 502, c), or, there may happen along with
this a direct morbid change in the condition of the stomach (§ 502, c),
or indirectly, through the increased morbid change in the nervous
power. in other parts. These new co11ditions of dis<"ase may aggravate the spasmodic affection; since the nen·ous power is not rendered sedati\"e to the affect~d muscles (§ 150, 228 b- 232, 233-t); or, on
the other hand, the morb1J change may be of such a nature as to break
up tho special condition of the nervous power which gives rise to the
spasm, and thus put an end to that part of the malady, although there
ensue a very aggravated state of disease(§ 890, 900, 901, &c.). Thus
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simultaneously aggravatiug or inducing disease in other parts, an<l increasing all other symptoms. The principle is distinctly the same",
throughout, as when the narcotics, or simple antispasmodics, establish
that change which results only in the remo\•al of spasm. There is,
therefore, presented in the examples before us, as a general ground
for the interpretation of morbific and remedial agents, the union of
the pl1ysiological, morbific, and remedial processes (§ 903, 984 b).
From the foregoing facts and philosophy we might reason safely to
the modus operandi of all other remedial and morbific agents, espc·
cially in connection with the natural processes of sympathy (§ 500),
had we not about the same amount of concurring proof in the maniff'stations of every other cause.
C'JNCHONA, AND ITS ALK..4.LOIDS.

T11to,cito,elj'1Jcunde.

892, a. As an interesting incident in the history of tl1is extraordinary agent, it may be said that the Peruvian bark was not introduced
into Europe till the year 1640, or more than one hundred years aftc1
the full conquest of Peru; which is abundantly conclusive that all the
alleged connecti011s of the savages, lions, and vultures, which continue
to appear in works on the l\Iateria Medica, are wholly fabulous. It
was not, howe\•er, till a century afterward, or in 1738, that the plant
became known to naturalists, through Condamine, the French savant.
His account of the tree appeared in the l\Icmoirs of ~he French Academy, along with the story about the lions. Condamme ~ays that the
Countess del Cinclton, wife of the Viceroy of Peru, earned the l~ark
to Europe in 1640; from which circumstance, ~nd from her previous
connection with the introduction of the bark rnto use, as stated by
Condamine, Linn~s immortalized her na~c. The countess brough t
the bark into use in Peru by a first experiment upon hers.elf, at the
suggestion of the Corregidor of Lox a. She then transferred its patronage to the Jesuits; when the bark dropped the name of the .. Count.
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ess' powder," and became known as the "Jesuits' bark." It would
be an entertaining inqairy to follow the history of cinchona after its
introduction into Europe. No article of the i\lateria Medica has employed so extensively the pens of medical philosophers, and under every aspect of praise and condemnation, and of angry controversy;
and.z1ext to this, that now universal luxury of man, the 11icotiana tabacum. Before the time of the alkaloids, Von Bergen published the
names of more than six hundred authors whose w1·itings he.had consulted on the subject of the Peruvian bark, aJ1d refers to eight hundred distinct treatises upon this remedy. Subsequently to that period, the discovery of the cinchona alkaloids, and their application as
therapeutical agents, have given rise to so vast an accumulation of
books, pamphlets. a11d memoirs, that the writings upon this single article of the Materia 1\'Iedica would, alone, form a libmry of very imposiug dimensions. And yet do I find myself at the threshold of another
paragraph upon what should seem so completely exhausted. I shall
therefore endeavor to turn myself upon that track which has been
least pursued. and which, as in many other cases, is too often abandoned,-the path of Nature.
The bark , having been early carried from Spain into Italy, it may
be well supposed that a country so liable to intcrmittcnts, and those,
too, of the most form idable character, would soon illustrate the virtues
of this extraordinary febrifuge, and enlist in its favor the most powerful patronage. About this time, however, it was called to encounter
one of those checks which it repeatedly afterward underwent with
less disaster, and which will remind us of what has befallen the philosophy of medicine in the laboratory of a German chemist. I shall
therefore state it, in the hope, at least, that it may go with tl1e rest ir.
promoting independent habits of observation(§ 349 d, 350, 350!).
The commendations which the bark received from the priesthood,
and the popular appellation of the "Jesuits' bark," were not sufficient to establish its success in countries less scourged by malaria
than the Peninsula; for even in Spain the physicians were either disposed to reject the remedy, or to meet it with opposition. But, its
demonstrations' were such in the Italian climate, that Pope Innocent
the Tenth made it the subject ofa papal communication to the Church,
and co-operated with the Italian physicians by directing the publication of their report; in which the curative virtues of the bark were
set forth with all the confidence that has been warranted by subsequent ex pe~icnce.
The med ical document which was thus promulgated was called the
"Schedula Romana," aucl contained directions for administering the
bark as to time, quantity. &c. i the established close being two drachms
of the powder.
This Schedula soon became a target for those who had been hostile to the bark ; and the warfare was begun by one who had professed to have entertained prepossessions iu its favor. This individual,
whose name was Ch ifletus, was prompted in his opposition to the
bark by its partial failure in a case where it was important for the
physician to have obtained more complete success: A relapse, how·
ever, ensuing at the end of a. month, ~he chagrin of tl1~ pl1ysician led
him to denounce the remedy rn such v10lent terms, that it Jost, at once,
many of its firm friends, and rekindled the animosity of its opponent.!!
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Chifletus boldly assumed that all the Roman and other encomiums
were mere pretense, and that the bark was not only useless as a i·emedy for feyer, but absolutely pernicious, and should be utterly proscribed by the profession. He challenged any well-authenticated
cases of cure; and by this arrogant style he attracted the attention
of 110 small part of Europe. The credulous came to believe his assertions, and the evil-disposed united in a crusade against the tenant
of the Andes. Chifletus was hailed as a great public benefactor, as
"the Reformer" of the day, in ha,·ing relieved the world of a scourge.
His publication was reprinted in the languages of different European
countries; and, for awhile, the whole profession appeared to acquiesce in the justice of the decision.
Nor was this condemned article ultimately rescued from the trammels of ignorance and prejudice by its proper guardians; but by a
learned Jesuit, who once more bore it aloft by unequivocal proof of
its extraordinary control over the great bane of Italy. From that
lime, ollposition became more and more feeble, and the merits of the
remedy gradually established.
But, this is only a passage in the eaTly history of the Peruvian bark.
ft was not, like the tobacco, required to encounter the edicts of despnts, though it equal1y underwent the ordeal of a fierce disputation;
and it is scarcely possible for us, who now contemplate these two remarkable members of the vegetable kingdom with the calm indifference of long and universal experience, to appreciale the uncertainty
in which their virtues were held, or the angry and vindictive reproach
to which that uncertainty gave rise.
W~ see, also, in the nature of the hostility v:hicl1 was for awhile
waged by a great part of the profession against this invaluable remedial agent, and in the very face of its triumphant success, a disposition
to trample upon the best interests of society, where it may seem expedient to bow to the dictates of a despotic writer, Ol' where profeil-'
sional pride, or cunning jealousy, or maleYolent envy, may hope for
gain. Nor can we fail to observe in this extraordinary and almost
universal denunciation of the Peruvian bark, as a CUiSe which was
scarcely exceeded by pestilence, a striking parallel with the furious
1Jpposition which Uloodletting has been required to encounter.
It is also an interesting, as well as instructive, coincidence, that
while Sydenham was storming the prejudices against the remedium
prinripale in the treatment of inflammations and fevers, he was also
employed in combating the oppo:sition to the bark, which had become
very general in England. He triumphantly set forth the advantages
of the former, and compelled bis obstinate cotemporaries to acknowledge the healing virtues of the Peruvian feb~i~uge. .But, to the Pon·
tine marshes of Italy we may refer the stab11tty wluch was first bestowed upon the bark. Here were perpetua~I.y emitted the seeds of
intermittents, which were now, for the first time, controlled extensively by the all-potent drug.-NoTES F HK: pp. 11_14, 1117, 1119.
892, aa. In my Arrangeme.n t of the Maten.a I\led1ca, I have grouped together, in the order of their therap~u~1cal value1 m~ny agents
which aTe peculiarly appropriate to intcrm1ttmg forms of disease, and,
into this group no other reme·dies are admitte~. ~hey p_ossess, ~here
fore, what are commonly denominated spec 1~c .vntues m relation to
the di seases to which the group refers. Tins, mdecd, may be more
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or !ess af!1r?1cd of all the other groups, excepti ng those of a common
ant1phlog1shc nature. Il is not, therefore, to be inferred, when the
remedies for any given character of disease are specifically indicated,
that there may not be others that are more or less appropriate, but
which are not included in the group before us(§ 137 d, 150). Cathartics, even, arc liable to this qualification; since, without previous bloodletting they will often aggravate disease. But, after applying the former remedy the cathartic may cease to be necessary. The loss of
blood has accomplished all that was contemplated from the internal
agent; but blood-letting cannot be arrangetl among the cathartics. In
certain conditions of amenorrhc:ea it may be evident that guaiacum will
establish menstruation after blood-letting or a purgative, but would be
injurious without, or either of the last may be sufficient. Now, tho
same remarks are precisely applicable to the group of anti-periodics, un~
loss it be that the virtues of these remedies lmve a remarkable bearing
upon the remote causes of intermittents (§ G50, G52 c, 653, G62, 675).
892, b. It is the prevailing doctrine that cinchona., arsenic, ind other anti-periodics operate by either neutralizing some imaginary poison,
or by forming chemical combinations with the tissues of the body, and
thus transmuting them in to their normal conditions ; while there arc a
remaining few who ascribe the results to molecular changes induced by
a tonic or astringent principle, as in tanning(§ 350, nos. 41, 42, 487 It,
569, 851 a, 890 a, 802} i). On the contrary, I endeavor to show that
these remedies in subdu ing special fo1·ms of inflammation and feyer operate upon the same principle as loss of blood, cathartics, and antimonials, in the common forms, and therefore as antiphlogistics (§ 756 a, b).
Excepting loss of blood and the antimonials, the remedies which are appropriate in a. general sense to inflammations and fevers will often prove
morbific in some of the pathological phases of the common forms of those
disen.ses. Cathartics a1·c comparatiYcly of little use, an<l often injurious,
ia pneumonia, pleuritis, enteritis, phrenitis, &c., without antecedent
loss of blood; and this is still truer of vesicants, which may ultimately
render important service in those diseases. But there is a large class
of inflammations which deviate from the common form, known as specific (§ 648, 653, 721-722). Here, however, the same principle obtains, and is corroborated by a greater variety in the means that may
be suitable to the special pathological conditions. Intermitting infl.amnrntion ant.l intermitting th~er are specific forms of inflammation and
fever, and are so far bent from the common forms as to be benefited,
in connection with the general antiphlogistics, by many heterogeneous remedies of special virtues, but which will aggravate the common
forms of those diseases. And just so of chronic rheumatism, for which
colchicum, and guaiacum, and rnratria., and other acrid and miscellaneous substances are special remedies, but which will aggravate not
only the common form of inflammation but even acute rheumatism.
Blood-letting, ho,vever, and tartarized antimony, arc the main remedies
for intermitting inflammation and acute rheumatism, and gcnera1ly the
best for the ch ronic forms. It would be, therefore, equally necessary
to deny that loss of blood and antimonials act as antiphlogistics, in the
vital acceptation, as the foregoing specifie remedies, and to assume that
the entire medley, indiscriminately employed, lead to a common result
in the cases supposed by some common neutralizing or chemical process
\§ 350, nos. 41, 42) ! As well might it be ai:::;.umcd that any of the
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remedies for interm i ttents will unite and form an identical compound.
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rilla, and a non-stimulating diet, and frequently loss of blood, are Yery
good remedies. And so of scrofula, in which the general antiphlogistics
are often necessary, but mainly sudsidiary to iodine and bromine, while
the lattet· ne,·er fail to aggravate the common form of inflammation (§
851 a, 863 d, 892! v, 89tf; g, 896-900, 904 c, 905j', 951 c, 1065).
Having thus ~ivested this plain affair of the mystery which has been
5
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with no httle aid to our experience in the treatment not only of intcrmittents, but of all other <liseases.-NoTES KL pp. 1119, 1120.*
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uf every remedy, aud how those virtues may prove morbific as well
as salutary, enable us to understand the farnrablc and unfavorable relaticms which ci1~chona_, or arsenic, may bear to the different st?ges of
a paroxysm of mterm1ttent feyer, when to apply the remedies and
when t~ withh~ld them, _how they may aggravate any coexisting local
cong:es~10n or mflammat10a, or how, from our knowledge also of the
rnod1fymg effects of the remote causes, these agents may, at other
times, arrest the local as well as the general disease, or how other
agents, like bloodletting, will place the unfavorable states in a favorable way for the action of the tonic febrifuge (§ 150, 675, 84. 7 g, 848,
857, 859, 863 d, 870 aa). \Ve learn, also, from the same considerat-ions, and from what is set forth in section 904, d, that no remedies
cau be properly regarded as specifics, neither cinchona, arsenic, &c.;
since, from the vast variety an<l contradictory nature of the means by
which intermittents may be arrested, we may clearly perceive that no
one of these causes exerts what is understood by specific elfecl. The
several means, however, an-est the disease; and they do it by instituting such changes in the diseased conditions as place them in the
way of restorative changes (§ 672). Each one, however, determines
changes according to its own special virtues, and in no other sense
are they specifics. So far, then, they are exactly on a par with any
other remedy, and with C\'ery cau§c of disease (§ 52, 150, 151, 650,
892% d) . But, this peculiarity of virtues is more strongly pronounced
in some things than in others, and is seen remarkably in cinchona; as
in its profoundly morbific effect during the hot stage of the \ebrile
parnxysm, and its equally curative demonstration during the penod of
intermission. Here, too, I may again say tlrnt its mode of operating
at the:w successive 'stages of one and the same disease is distinctly
seen to be of a common nature (§ 675, 89lt k). Here we have not
only a consis"tent philosophy throughout, but, also, i1~ that philos?phy
and the attendant facts a fountain for many practical conc1us1ons;
such, for instance, as the importance of bringing about, in a ge_neral
sense, distinct intermissions before resorting to wh_at arc emp~at1cally
denominated remedies for intermittents; and that it would be 1mprnp-
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ifiecl by direct antiphlogistic means (§ 150, 847 g, 848, 857, 859 b.
870 aa, 1059.-Sce Modus operandi of Cinchona, p. 677 1 ~ 904 d)
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. Nor may we begin, precipitately, the treatment ?f intennittents hy
cm.chona,, nor by any agents of the present group, simply because it is
an mterm1ttent, and there happens to exist that suspension of febrile
action which is known as the period of intermission (§ 675, 890, d,
891 k, l). There may be present some local congestion or inflamma·
tioi: that may demand the aostraction of blood ; and the general con·
~1itt0n of things will rarely fail of requiring a cathartic, at least. But,
it often happens before any preliminary treatment may have been
adopted, that an intermission is pretty strongly pronounced, and yet
that the intensity of the febrile condition is such as to raise apprehcn·
sions that the patient may be destroyed by the violence of the next
paroxysm. These are frequently cases for grave deliberation, whethm
we shall abstract blood, or administer a purgative, or an emetic, or pro·
coed at once to the employment of bark. If no important local dis·
ease be present, some eight to fifteen grains of calomcl should be giv
en, followed soon by an appropriate dose of castor oil, and, in the
mean time, the sulphate of quinia should be exhibited till the next
paroxysm takes place. It will not do to prostrate the system in these
cases by an emetic. In the way now suggested, however, we may
stay the violence of the approaching shock. Will chemistry explain?
On the other hand, if there be any serious amount of congestion in
the liver, or inAammation of the intestinal mucous tissue, as commonly
happens with the liver especially, we shall accomplish nothing by this
early use of the bark, in these concentrated forms of fever. Either
trust alone to the cathartic till after the next paroxysm, or bleed the
patient also. There is no "debility" in the case. Keep the eye on
the pathology. Nature may rise up at once under the lancet, when
she would sink under an emetic, or the tonic virtue of the febrifuge
(§ 150, 569 e, 576 e, 847 g, 848, 857, 859 b, 863 d, 870 aa, 961, 962).
892, d. Having hr.o ught the system into a condition for the admin·
istration of cinchona, nr some of its preparations, we are next to ascer·
tain which of the two methods should be adopted; for there are two
modes of treatment having essential differences.
One of these methods consists in making a very strong impression,
at once, by a single blow, as it were, upon the diseased conditic.ns,
<luring the intermission, by the admin istration of a large close of bark,
or of quinia (as five or ten grains of the latter), aud thus endeaYoring
to arrest the fever at once.
The other method is one of greater moderation; the remedy being
exhibited in small quantities (as that of a grain of quinia), at intervals
of two to four hours throughout the intermission.
By the latter prncess the alterative action is more gradually exert·
ed; so that the paroxysms may continue to recur" an uncertain number of times, but with diminished intensity, till, at last, they disappear.
And now as to the relatiYe advantages of the two methods. In the
first place, we can readily understand, theoretically, that the precipitate course, by large doses, may exasperate any coexisting inflam·
mation or venous congestion ; and yet, from the difference in the
pathology of fever and. inflammation, the former condition may be
overthrown .
We know, also, that it will not answer to arrest the fever suddenly
by arsenious acid; because a large close of that remedy may inflict a
fi:rr greater evil than is constituted by the fever. Such, in fact, is the
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negative reason; for an excessi\'e dose of arsenic may arrest t11c complaint at once. It is only, therefore, its liability in large doses to infl ict other mischief that prompts its administration in small doses.
And just so it may be with cinchona, or its alkaloids, and their salts.
In the former case the morbific ef1€:cts arc strongly pronounced, and
the agent is not prescribed at random. But, it is quite ot11envise with
the large doses 'lf quinia. The attending venous- congestions, which
are very apt to be present (and far Jess frequently other forms of in·
flammation), may be increased and established without manifesting
any striking phenomena to admonish a hasty practitioner of the mi::;takes he may have made(§ 700, 705 b, 798, 80 1, 806, 807, 8 11, 815,
8 16, 961-964, 967).
.
Now, experience shows exactly what theory, suggested by the trnn
operation of remedies, rendered more or less probable. Experience.
I say, shows that, though bark, and its alkaloids, in large doses, will
often arrest intermittent fever su<lde11ly, such doses are liable cithe1
to induce some cnngesti<m, especially of the liver or of the mucous
tissue of the stomach, or will aggrarntc and establish some coexisting
congest ion; and thus, while the patient is, for the present, relieved of
the fever (§ 904, d), he is dismissed with an insidious local complaint
that not only renders him a permanent invalid (resulting often in indurated enlargements, § 803), but which local malady may, and often
does, become, in a process of time, the exciting cause of another attack of fever; thus showing, also, that the predisposition to the constitutional disease remains, although the paroxysms, and therefore its
absolute condition, were interrupted(§ 150, 560, 665, 666, 779, 904 d)
In other words, while we thus inflict a useful and sudden blow upou
the fever, or general malady, through one virtue of the bark, we lay
the foundation of a local disease, through the tonic virtue, in itself perpetua11y harassing, undermining the constitution, and not unfrequcntly so establish in g the predisposition to fever, that the patient will con·
tinue to suffer returns of it from time to time during the residue of
the brief period of life which an indiscreet practice not tmfrequently
allots to him. He is but" imperfectly cured," as Celsus has it; and
these imperfect cures become the slow cause of those chronic enlargements of the liver and spleen for which iodine is especially heneficial.
In respect to relapses, it is not infrequent that, when intermittents are
suddenly stopped by a large cl ose of quinine the paroxysms return as
soon .as the patient begins to exercise much, or to take l1i s ordinary
food,-certainly with far greater frequency than when the case has
been treated upon the moderate system (§ 847 g, 848, 857, 8.59 b,
870 aa, 878).-NoTES K p. 1119, L p. 1120.
. .
It is now interesting to remark that the plan of larg~ m~d1cat10n is
apt to be adopted by those practitioners who are least m~lmed to rec·
ognize bloodletting as of much importance among remedial agents, or
do not see in the philosophy of disease any other elcmci~ts than de·
bility and something in t11e blood to be expelled or neutralized (§ 569,
960), and suppose that medicines do tile whole wor.k of cure(§ 8.53, 856)
On the other hand, when the gradua11J: ~Iterative. process 1s pursued, the patient is not only about as expcd1t10usly relieved of the fever,
but, also, of his local congestions; for, Nature. has now a chance to
th row off these more obstinate affections (§ 904, d), which s11e is great·
ly disposed to do wJi\e undergoing the gradual remonl of the febrile
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action; so only we do nothing to interfere with these local 1mlutary
elfo:ts (§ 662). But, there is also the more important a<hantage resultmg. from the n~gative fact o_f not directly increasing, or actually
producin&, congestions by the milder system of treatment.
Accordmg to this plan, certain other objects of the highest importance are not as likely to be overlooked as when its anta"onist is
~rought into action. It presupposes a tolerable regard for the existrng state of the pathological conditions before the treatment is begun,
that care is taken that all congestions or inflammations of important
orga.ns are so. far mitigated by bloodletting or cathartics, or by antimonrnl altcrattves, and the intensity of the fever so far subdued by
so1i:ie onu. or more of those direct antiphlogistics, as shall 1·encler the
tonic febnfuge not only safo, hut speedily curative(§ 150, 151, 847 g,
848, 857, 859 b, 863 d , 870 aa); for speedy it will almost always be
\~hen its administration is proper, and the case continues to be judicwusly treated. If the intermissions be not well marked, there proba·
bly remains some special burden of disease upon the stomach, or liver
or other importaut organ, which shc'.lld be yet farther mitigated before the use of the tonic febrifuge is begun; altl10ugh, as already
seen, it may be sometimes employed in cautious doses where the local
inAammations and venous congestions have refused to yield to bloodletting, cathartics, antimonials, &c. 1 and even now ancl then at rather
advanced stages of the disease where the paroxysms run i11to each
other (§ 662). In all such cases, however, we shou ld move on with
great circumspection ; never employing the agent of tonic virtues till
it become apparent that this form of fever, and its local complications,
are not likely to surrender to the direct antiphlogistic means(§ 870 aa).
Among what may be considered the subordinate remedies, but
which are truly among the most important, are perfect rest in bed,
and a total privation of stimulating and solid food during the existence of the fever, whatever may be its p1·olongation. It is astonish·
1
0
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if the food be in a solid form, it will irritate the stomach mcch:micnlly; while the erect posture, if lon g continued at least, proves in other ways a.n exciting cause. Aud then, as to all those things which f.lO
falsely pass under the denomination of refrigerants, such as the acid
of lemons, oranges, &c., they never fail of so irritating the intestinal
mucous tissue as to aggravate the symptoms which they are intended
to assuage. A cathartic, o.r blo~dletting, are th.e only thing~ th~t desen•e such a name, unless It be ice; and even m regard to ice itself,
either of the first means may prove far more refrigerant to the organic
being (§ 150, 151, 440 e, no. 14, 441 c, 442 b-e, 443 c, 44 7 c, d, 44 7 h,
447t/. 863 d).
.
.
.
A proper want of attention to food, and fatigue from exer~1se , durin<T convalescence, are the great causes of the relapses whtch take
pla~e after well-treated cases o~ inten~ittent fever. Almos~ any thing
will arrest the paroxysms when apphecl under favorab!e Circumstan·
ces. And just so it is on the ?ther hand:. alm.o~t a~y thmg u11d~ly applied will reproduce them wlnle .the pr~d1spos1t10~ IS stro~g. as tt c~m
monly is for some time after their subsid ence. W~ll.cbem1stry .cxrlam?
802, e. In the quotidian form I commonly exh1b1t one gram, m SO·
luti on, of the sn lphate of quinia C\·ery two or three hours during !he
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intermission. In many of the cases tlrn patient does not suffer another paroxysm after the prelimi?ary treatment and beginning the use of
quinia; but, in a majority of instances be has another paroxysm, but
of great comparath·e mildness. This, however, is almost invariably
the last of the fever.
1
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and I therefore take no unnecessary risk of aggravating, or of producing any local forms of disease, but administe1· the sulphate of quinia
in doses of one grain once in three or four hours; and ] continue this
~eg:ula.r exhibition of the remedy throughout the night. In a vast ma.
.1or1ty of these cases there has been no return of the paroxysm after
beginning the use of the quinia-so only the fever have been a regular tertian, and the intermission well marked. But absolute rest,
and a fluid, farinaceous diet, till there is a failure of the periodical return, are a sine qua non.
892,f The various means which I have now stated as to the treatment of regular intennittents, with the exception of cinchona, are still
more important in remittcnt nnd continued fevers; and their importance increases in the ratio of lhe intensity of any Jocal inflammations and congestions of important organs. The former affection
is here far more apt to spring ~p than in intermittent fever, especially in the continued form; wlule venous congestion is the predomiuating condition iu intermittcnts and remittents.
892, g. \VJ1en the hot stage of an intermittent is unusually prolonged I ham found it most useful to employ not more than i1alf a
grain of quinine at a dose; and, in remittents, of the most fonnidable
nature, after repeated abstractions of blood, and 1.he exhibition of cathartics, especially of calomel, and a1terative doses of tartarized antimony, I have in the end resorted to the sulphate of quinia in the minute
doses set forth in section 870 aa, and patients have been thus rescued
from otherwise inevitable death.
Here, too, as in numerous other gradations of feb rile action, especially where the constitutional affection is not subdued into a distinctly
intermitting form, or where it remains complicated with declining inflammations, quinine may be brought to bear a(hantageously in small
doses, by associating with it the minimum doses of tartrirized antimony, when the former agent would be otherwise morbific. The antimony lessens irritability, subdues arterial action, and thus counteracts
the stimulant virtue of the tonic febrifuge, while it also reaches more
profoundly by its alterative virtue.
For an opposite rectifying in·
Huence tonics may be sometimes brought usefully to the aid of antimony; especially where unsubdued chronic inflammations are kept up
by prolonged indigestion. So, again, cathartics, especially the neutral salts, may be added to tonics with the same double inteution; or,
on the other hand, tonics may be combined with cathartics to counteract the prostrating influence of the latter.
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an l this explains th~ r~ason why an impression has obtam~<l that tl~is
compound ts apt to irritate the stomach, or to produce purgrng. lf1ts
full effects in such quantities were farther analyzed and better nppreciated we should al$o hear of them much more unfayorablc reports.
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, .892, i. The celebrated French writer, and admirable practitioner,
T1s~ot, more than a century and a half ago, complained that the bark
had suf'.ered much in reputation from being employed in too small
a quantity. The subject, in consequence, was submitted to the test of
critical observation. Tlic dose employed by himself, and which was
about the same as sanctioned by the distinguished men of that age,
was one drachm of the powdered bark. If the fever were of the tertian type he administered eight of these doses during the intermission,
or a dose every three hours. For a quartan he pi·escribed the same
dose, and at the same inten·al, so that, instead of an ounce, as in the
tertian form, a n ounce and a half would be taken during the period
of intermission. "These doses," he says, "frequently prevent a repetition of' the paroxysm." And this it wou1J have done with greater
success had it not been the usage of those days to enjoin exercise
upon these patients, and even to allow them solid food duri11g the intermission.
As to the quantity of bark, Tissot gave the maximum doso that was
mostly employed. This was considered abundantly large. Tissot,
indeed, observes that," The frequent failures of the bark are owing to
small doses. On such occasions the medicine is cried down and condemned as useless, when the disappointment is solely the fault nf thosP.
who do not employ it properly."
If we allow, therefore, the large proportion of one grain and ~half
of the alkaloids to one clrachm of good bark, and that the fobrifuge
virtue of cinchona depends mostly upon these pri11ciples, we shall not
have more than one grain at a dose in actual operation, on account of
th~ nature of the compound. Hut1 in a g reat proportion of the barks
in common use there is not the quantity of one grain of the alkaloids
in.a drachm of the bark. The crown bark of Loxa (C. Condaminea),
an excellent species, and mostly in use in Tissot's day, has less than
half a grain of the alkaloids to each drachm. These facts are of great
practical moment as it respects the important question now before us;
as they come from some of the very best observers, men who would
venture upon bloodletting whenever necessary, and who had the same
question under consideration.-NoTES KL J>p. 1119 1 1120.
In Tissoes time, however, there were many who employed exces·
sive doses of the bark and thus injured or destroyed their patients.
And this, of course was another reason why the bark was ofren iu dis·
repute. The alkaloids, it is true, are rather less morbific ; but 11ot at
all so in the ratio of the moderate and immoderate practice. The
consequences, therefore, are the same ~ow a~ represented by Tissot,
Morton, Torti, Sydenham, and others, Lil their times.
Be it also remembered, that they who are thus fearless of the cinchona alkaloids, and others who administer calomel by the table-spoonful in congestive f~ver, and ~a1tar emetic in five to ten g.rain doses,
repeated at short mtervals, m the treatment of pneumoma, &c., are
tbe very ones who most condemn the greatest, safest, and most speedy of all means for the cu~·e of ~uch affecti.ons. And Just so too,_as
in former times, the public, seerng the failure of then· efforts with
quinia, and other powerful intemal agents, ~s is very natural with a
class so entirely uninformed of the true merits of the case, run to an
opposite extreme, and imbibe a belief that medicines are hazardous
unless in such small doses as slmll exert no effect whatever. The
1
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confidence of the public being thus more or less impaired in the whole
profession, there will not, of course, be wanling those who, as in Tis.
sot's day, will take advantage of this false conclusion, aud will, as in
former times, employ cinchona, and other remedies, in such minute
closes as will render no aid to Nature (~ 854 bb, 878, 894, mottoes).
892, k. The large medication by quinia may be traced up, in part,
to the analogous use of tartarized antimony in Europe. But, whi le
tho treatment of intermittents by doses of five and ten grains of quinia
has extended from Europe to America, we have not kept pace with
its progress there. How far this practice has ha<l its origin in physiological or pathological facts may appear from some of the results
which have been aflirmcd by its advocates. Thus, the distinguished
l\I. Piorry, having embraced the opinion ofM. Louis that the enlarged
and induratcd spleen, a condition which oft.en supervenes on neglected
or badly-treated intermittents, is the cause of the fever, applied the
treatment upon that hypothesis. Accordingly, we leam from 1\1. Piorry the following results. In a patient, for example, affected wit.h a
quotidian, we are gravely told that,
"All the organs were UEALTn:, except tlte spleen, the length of
which was seven inches and ten Imes, breadth five inches and firn
lines."
To this patieut thirty grains of quinia were given at a dose, and i11
twenty minutes afterward the hypertrophied spleen was rcducetl more
than one inch iu its length and breadth, as ascertained by percuss ion i
but which we may rngard as physiologically impossible. Four days
afterward, as the paroxysms still continued, l\I. Piorry gave this patient forty grains of the sulphate of quinia at a dose; and measured the
spleen by percussion in twenty minutes afterward, and found it more
than four inches shorter than when the first dose was exhibited!
Other ca<;.es of the same nature are related, in which he administeretl
sixty grains of the sulphate at a. dose; with the never-failing effect of
reducing the spleen at ]cast an inch in all its dimensions within the
regular time (twenty minutes) after the exhibition of the remedy (§
864 bb, 867, 878).
These reports of cases have been extensively circulated, and inCMporated into the "experimenta] philosophy" of the day. Sigmond
has a salutary remark upon this subject, which may not be without its
advantages in this place. Thus:
"He who has in car]y youth sedulously watched the practice of
hospital physicians, and has heard from them the mode of management which was formerly pursued; he who has compared what he
himself saw at that period, with what he ga~~crs from th~ mo~t eminent writers, and has then enj oyed opportu111t1es of ?rawmg. his conclusions from ihe bed-sido of patients, both in pli?hc establ~shmei.its
and at their own houses, will be able to appreciate the d1fficult1~s
which occur in the application to practice o~· the r~l.es that are 1a1d
down by some individuals with such ~ogmatt.c preclSlon; he can also
judge of the inutility of those theones which appear bas~d. U,POD
plausible foundations, and wl1ich are often promulgated by mdmduals who hastily draw conclusions from few facts, and who commence
explanations of their own views, ignorant of what. bas been thought,
said, and practiced by some of tho. able J:?Cn ~vho have pre~edcd
them; who are again reviving cloctnncs which time and experience
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have already demonstrated to be erroneous. Tlw disregard ofphysiolo~y and patlwlogy ltas been one of ~lte great fallacies of the age in
wlacli, we lwe. Tlte devotion to morbid anatomy, however praiseworthy is its investigation, has absorbed too much of the consideration of
some of our most eminent medical philosophers. They ham rather
reasoned from the ravages which disease has committee.I, than from
the signs and symptoms, and from the gradual development of the
morbid functions of organs. Hence fever has been imagined to be
a local disease, and hence the \'arious theories ha\'e Jed not only to
unsound, but, in my opiniou, to dangerous practice. 11 "The enlargement and induration of the spleen , which attend upon mismanaged
inte11nittc nt fever, are not uncommonly produced by the neglect of
the proper means previous to the use of cinchona, and by its administration in the wroiig stage."-SJGMOND's Lectures. London, 1837.
892, kk. In what l1as now been said of the employment of cinchona
with a special reference to chronic enlargements of the spleen (§
892, k), it is not intended to be implied that the agent is not more or
less adapted to such cases; as it is, also, to analogous affections of the
liver, &c., which supervene upon intermittent and remittent fevers.
But, in all such cases there are other means not less important; such
as a well-regulated diet of mild vegetable food, leeching and vesicating the aflbcted region, the local or internal use of iodine, &c. In
all such cases, however, the doses of quinia should not exceed one
grain ; and the practitioner and his patient must yield to the necessities of the case, and be content with advances toward a state of cure
that shall correspond, in some degree, with the gradual progTess of
the disease from its incipient to its aggravated form (§ 150, 548 a,
557 a, 855, 856, 926).
892, l. Pereira has presented a good summary of the effects of
quinia in the exclusin! practice, as inferred from general experience.
Thus:
·
u In doses of ten grains , sulphate of quinia has produced on man
three classes of effects :
"1. Gastro-enteritic irritation, marked by pain and heat of the gastric region, nausea, griping, and purging.
"2. Excitement of the vascular system, manifested by increased
fullness of pulse and augmented respiration. Furred tongue, and
other symptoms of a. febrile state, al'e observed.
"3. Disorder of the cerebro-spina.1 functions, indicated by headache, giddiness, contracted, and in some cases dilated, pupils, disorder of the external senses, agitation, difficulty of performing various
voluntary acts, somnolency, in some cases delirium, in others stupor."
-PEREIRA's P.faleria Medi.ca.
Here, then, arc a g;eat vari~ty of sympt~ms wh_ich de.note tb_e .P.ernicious effects of quima as havrng fol~O\ve<l 1mmed1ately its exl11blllon
in doses of ten grains , and I have witnessed mai:iy of them fr?m five
~rains only. But, it is th~se strong demonstrations o?l_y wlnch 3:re
likely to engaO'e the attention of a large class. of practitioners, while
the more obsc~re, but analogous effects of winch I have spoken, pass
.
unheeded, or are imputed to other causes.
8
us
of intermittent fever; and clear up, at least, any local congestiom
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that are so apt to stand in the way of the tonic febrifuge. But, let us
not neglect the important consideration that these local states a1e im~
hued with the special influences of the remote causes of the constitutional affection, and that they are more or less amenable to the Peru.
vian bark, and would, doubtless, be far more so but for the tonic virtue of the febrifuge (§ 650, 652 c, 662, 670, 814-816, 847 g, 848,
857). ·where they are marked by periodical exacerbations they may
refuse to yield in their specific nature to all things else than sumc
agent of very peculiar virtues; and here it is that cinchona, or arsenic, manifest their effects as specifics. But it is far from being certain that such agents are indicated because the local conditions of disease do not give way to a direct antiphlogistic treatment. It may be
that this treatment has been imperfectly applied, that too liule blood,
perhaps, may have been abstracted, that leeching or blistering ha,·e
been improperly neglected, or out of their relative order to geueral
bloo<lletting and cathartics, or, that some untoward exciting causes,
such as errors in food, or fariguo, &c., have been in operation to defeat the right influence of the principal remedies for inflammation
These are considerations of great moment, and should duly pass under review in all cases, before we summon to our aid the power in
reserve; especially if the local symptoms do not fluctuate like the
paroxysms of fever(§ 151, 675, 686, 847 g, 848, 870 aa).
Again, however, cases arise where the local affections put on a distinctly intermitting character. The symptoms of cerebral congesti011
rise and fall with the febrile paroxysms and the intermissions, or those
of pleurisy undergo the same fluctuations. Here, therefore, there is
little or 1w room for doubt, after a full impression has been made by
bloodletting, cathartics, &c., upon the geueral pathological condition.
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cation which had been impressed upon the congc~ted or inflammatory states by the miasmatic cause; while, on the other hand, bad the
remedies for common inflammation been neglected, and 110 impression
had been thus made upon the universal pathological condition, that
grai11, or less, of quinia would have exasperated the whole condition
of disease (§ 137 d, 1.50, 1.51, 6.50, 672, 673, 801, 814, 857, 870 aa).
892, n. The foregoing peculiarly modi-fietl states of congestion and
inflammation, in their supposed intensity (§ 892, m), are not, ho,~eYer,
common in America; but, it is more common to find that remiltent
fevers, notwithstanding any remaining congestions with which they
may have been complicated, will be ultimately benefited by very small
and cautious <loses C•fthe cinchona alkaloids(§ 150, 870 aa).
892, o. 1t should be added that it has occasionally happened within
the experience of tile best observers, that acute and violent inflammations have occmTe<l independently of intermittent fever, where the inflammation has refused to yield to bloodletting, &c., but 1rns subsequently aurrendered speedily to the bark. It can scarceI:r ~e d?ubtcd, however, that tbese rare conditions are under the mod1fymg rnflucncc of the remote causes ofintermittents (§ 150, 151, 813 a, 816).
892, p. Besides the affe~tions which I ha'''? ~onsi<lere<l in the fo~·e
o-oina sections there are others of an int.erm1ltmg clrnracter to winch
t'he cinchonas.' and their allies, arc especially adapted. These are the
\\'Oil-known intermittent head-aches, intermittent neuralgia, intermit-
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tent amaurosi~, intcr~ittent ophthalmia, &c.; all of wl1ich probably depend, for the1: spec1.fic character, upon the vegetable miasmata that
lay the foundation of intermittent and remittent fever(§ 150, 650, &c.).
S~ch has been the opinion of those who have lived aucl written in tho
midst of such affections. "The same cause," says Tissot, "which
produces the intermittent fever, frequently occasions also disorders
that return periodica1ly at the same hour, without shivering, without
heat, and often without any -quickness of the pulse. Such disorders
generally observe the intermissions of the quotidian or tertian fevers,
?ut much more seldom those of quartans. I have seen violent vomitmgs, and retchings to vomit, with inexpressible anxiety, the severest
oppressions, the most racking colics, dreadful palpitation and toothaches, pains in the head, and very often unaccountable pain over one
e~e, the eyelid, eyebrow, and temple, on the same side of the face,
with a redness of that eye, and a continual trickling of tears. I have
also see n such a prodigious swelling of the affected part, that the eye
projected, or stood out, aLove an inch from the head, covered by th"
eyelid, which was also extremely inAated or puffed up. A ll these
maladies begi n precisely at a certain hour, last about the usual time
of a fit, and terminate without any sensible evacuation, return exactly
at the same hour the next day, or the next but one."
This reminds us of Hippocrates; and the practitioner in the malarious districts of the United States will not fail to recognize in the
graphic portrait the same t11ings in his almost daily walks, as he does
in the "epidemics" of the venerated father of medicine.
The treatment of the foregoing cases is Yery embarrassing, uuless
we are prepared by a knowledge of their peculiar pathological character; and, having quoted the experience of Tissot as to their occurrence, I cannot clo better than to state the treatment which was pursued by one who is so eminently entitled to our confidence; especially as that treatment has not been improved.
If the affection was decidedly inflammatory, as in the case of the
eye, he abstracted blood. Then he goes on to remark that, " There
is but one medicine that can effectually oppose these periodical maladies, which is the bark. Nothing afiOr<ls rel ief in the fit, and no other
medicine ever suspends or puts it off. But, I have cured some of these
disorders with the bo.rk, and ~specially those affecting the eyes, which
happen oftener than the other conditions, after their duration for many
weeks, and after the ineffecLual use of b~eeding, purging, baths! blisters, and a great number. of other .remedies. If a_ proper quantity of
it be given, the 11cxt fit is very mild; the second is p1:ev~nted 1 ~11d l
never saw a relapse in these cases, as ?ft.en happens with mterm1ttent
fevers." But Tissot had, also, a preltmmary treatment.
Ti ssot wrote before arsenic had come into use as a remedy for intermittent fever, and which has been subsequently employed with
..,.reat success for the intermitting headache, &c.
0
892, q. There is one form of continued _fever to which tho ?ark is
:u1apted in its advanced stages, and, what ts remarkable, the t111Ctl~r,:,
is often the best, and that1 too, where stupor has c~me on, along with
subsultu s tendi1rnm, black tongue, sorcles, &c: This form oftb~ continued fever is tl10 typhus, and be1ongs to climates where the mler~
mittin~ diseases are scarcely known to occur.• In th ese cases. tho
4
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bark appears to act both as a tonic and febrifuge. But, it is suited
only to advanced stages of the disease.
892, r. \Vhencvcr ci nchona, or its alkaloids, proYe beneficial under
othe r circumstances than such as have been gtatcd in the foregoing
sections they operate in virtue of their tonic property. But, like all
other tonics their range of usefulness, in this acceptation, is very Jim.
ited; being suited only to advanced stages of acut(' disease, or to
some chronic maladies in which digestion is peculiarly impaired, or
to others attended by profuse mucous discharges, as in old and ex
cossi,·c bronchial secretion, old diarrhreas, &c. Their best effects as
tonics are probably manifested in feeble scrofulous habits, whon di.
gcstion is impaired j and alon g, perhaps, with iodine. They exert,
also, a kindly influc?ce upon the shauered constitutions of old venereal subjects, especially when mercury fails of its usual office, and
then , also, iodine should often go '"ith it. They are among the present helps to broken-down debauchees.
N otwitbstanding, however, the inconsiderable advantages that arise
from cinchona as a tonic, it stands at the head of that group of remedies, as it does in its rank among the special alteratives for intermittent diseases. The contrast in effects separates very widely from
each other these coexisting ,·irtues, while tl1c limited advantages of
one or its more frequent pernicious effects tell us, forcibly, to boware
11f the whole group of tonics.
ARSEl\"IOUS ACID.

892}. a. Arsenious acid, in the treatment of intermittent diseases,
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excellencies of the cinchona alkaloids. But, it remains as eYcr a sure
friend of man wbcnc\•er his necessities may oblige him to call it from
obscurity. It is partly from these considerations, and in part to look
at its peculiar attributes as a curative agent. and thus to elicit new
rays of light upon organic life and the philosophy of medicine, that I
shall venture to disturb the repose of this once busy member of the
•
mineral kingdom.
But, these objects need not detain us long, as I contemplate a reference mostly to its relations to intermittent diseases; and much of
what was said of cinchona is applicable to arsenic. This agent, however, is not complicated by any tonic virtue, as otherwise supposed
by many, which divest!! it of objections that arc relative to that clrnracteristic of cinchona.* ¥ct, it has the attribute of a violent poison,
and may, therefore, be liable to disastrous effects from its incautious
use. But, with this contingent objection the amount of evil which it
has inflicted is insignificant with that which is constantly in progress
from the untimely application of the Peruviln bark, or ~rom its excessi,·e administration. In one case the immediate evils are less
striking, or creep slowly on; in the other it is death itself who stands
before us.
SD2}, b. Arsenious acid appears to be more or less poisonous to all
animals. In its therapeutical dose it produces no apparent effect
upon man in heallh; which is only one of the. numerous facts that
admonish us against all co11clusions as to remedial agents from what
may be witnessed of their effects upon the healthy system, and to giv e
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onr attention to the properties of life as their susceptibilities may be
affected in disease (§ 150, 854, 870 aa, 892! a).
In respect to the manifestations of arsenic in morbid states of the
body, independently of its curative effects, they may be sufficiently
learned from a statement by Dr. Fowler, that, "in 320 cases, somewhat more than one thfrd was attended with nausea; nearly one third
with an open body; and about one third with griping. Vomiting,
purgings, swellings, and Joss of appetite were but rare in comparison
with the preceding effects, and their less frequent occurrence was generally found in the order in which they are here enumerated. About
one fifth of the cases attended with nausea, and one fourth of those
attended by an open body, were unconnected with any other effects.
Griping did not often occur alone. Purging and Joss of appetite seldom or never alone, and vomiting was always accompanied with
more or Jess nausea."
The foregoing observations unfoJd the nature of the general infltiences which may be more or Jess expected from the therapeutical
dose of arsenic, and illustrate the fluctuating nature of the organic
properties. Such effects, however, may be gcncra.11y avoided (9 857).
892t, c. Fowler's Report upon the effects of arsenic appeared in
1786, and subsequent experience has ampJy established its feb rifuge
virtue. It appears, indeed 1 to have succeeded not only occasionally
in the hands of most practitioners of experience where the bark and
its aJkaloids have failed, but even upon an extensive scale in certain
cpidemical intermittents. It owes, in fact, its early reputation considerably to its success in an intermittent fever which infested Great
Britain about the year 1780, and which prevailed for more than two
years. But, it was the obstinacy, more than the great prevalence of
this epidemic, which renders it memorable; and this the more so
from its resistance of the bark, and its submission to arsenic. This
was one of the occasions in which the bark fe11 into considerable disrepute; and we now comprehend the reason of its frequent failure

?i~~~n~h~efa~1~~~mi~~ cJr:v~~ic~rfta~~ ~~t~:1~f fe;!l;o,~~~tt~~fe~d~j n~;
those local congestions and inflammations which either demand the
Joss of bJooJ, or, at least, render it necessary to any safety in the early
administration of bark. But this tonic febrifuge was administered
without the requisite advantages of a preliminary treatment, and the
Jocal conditions of disease were accordingly exasperated, the fever
a{J'{J'ravated and prolonged, and often rendered fatal by the very remedJ upon wl1ich there was the Sl)le reliance (§ 847 g, 848 854 bb,
857, 863 d, 870 aa).
However, therefore, the Uark may have been thus baffied in its ef1
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of the disease, overlooked the local deveJopments, and permitted their
prejudices .against bloodletting and cathartics to d~prive t~em of the
benefits which might have accrued _from the Peruvian .feb~·1fuge. Bein fl" thus bafiled in their attempts with an agent of tome virtues, a few
p1~ctitioners availed themse~ves of the re.putation which. arsenic_had
ohtained in Poland as a febnfuge; and this substance berng destitute
of the tonic and stimulant virtues of cinchona, it was more compatible
with th e local condition of disease, and therefore succeeded in the
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bands of those few better than the bark. It was apt, however, to occasion vomiting and purging; but these effects were mostly the consequence of a neglect of the appropriate means for subduing the force
of the local burdens of disease.
Parallel with the foregoing is an optuion which is tl1Us stated by
Dr. Sigmond.
,
" The effects of arsenic are much more striking in the intermittent
fever occurring during the autumnal months, than ·d uring that which
is prevalent in the spring; and the more intensely the miasm has acted upon the system, the more decided are its good effects, while cinchona, and the barks of certain trees, produce their characteristic effects during the spring."-SJGMOND's Lectures, 1837.
I have quoted this remark for the purpose of carrying out the views
which I have expressed as to the failure of the bark in the English
epidemics, and as it is its ten<lency, also, to encourage the use of
arsenic in the autumnal intermittents, without any just ground for tl1e
conclusion as to its superiority over the bark in the fevers of that sea·
son. The greater success of arsenic as here stated has been observed
only in the hands of those who administer the bark indiscreetly, and
without properly subduing the local congestions and inflammations
which are every where more common and severe in the autumnal than
in the vernal intermittents. And, as one of the evidences that the
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rnay quote the remark from Pereira that, "It is 11ot necessary to in·
termit the use of arsenic during the febrile paroxysm. In agues, ac·
companied with inflammatory couditions, where cinchona and quinia
disagree, arsenic may, according to Dr. Brown1 be sometimes admin
istered with the best efiCcts." It has, he says, no tonic virtue.
Immediately after the events of the British epidemic of which I had
been speaking, Dr. Fowler appeared with his "arsenical solution,"
or the liquor potassre arsenitis; which l1as been supposed by many
to surpass the arsenious acid in its remedial virtues. This preparation
became the means of establishing, rapidly, the character of the new
agent all over Europe.
892f, d. The question arises, next, as to what conditions of in~er·
mittent fever arsenic is applicable in preference to cinchona. "\Ve
have seen that the bark and its alkaloids are capable of surmounting
the disease with great certainty and rapidity under its ordinary con·
ditions when properly administered; and this qualification supposes
that other remedies, such as bloodletting, and especially cathartics
and antimonials, shall be brought into operntion whenever demanded
by the general or local symptoms. The disease, being thus trea~ed
according to its variable pathological condi.tions, a~d the Peruvian
febrifuge withheld till its application is compatible .w~th tl1e patholog·
ical states as meliorated by tl1e direct antiphl?g1st1c_s, we may, un
doubtedly, in almost all cases which are seen m. their early sta~es,
succeed completely with the alkaloids, and tl~us avoid~ remedy, winch,
like arsenic, is liable to the objections of bcmg fatal m. the dose of a
single grain, or of inducing violent symptoi:is, or. o~ laymg the founda·
tion of other serious and evon fatal affocuons, m its usual therapeu·
tical doses, if administered in inauspicious conditions of the system,
or when continued, under favorable circumstances, beyor:.d a certain
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period. These considerations leave no doubt, therefore, that the al.
kaloids should be first employed in every case of intermittents, whether
they be of fever, or of those other local diseases having periodical paroxysms, as considered in sections relative to the bark. Sucl1 1 indeed,
were the conclusions of the soundest medical experience before the
~ntroduction of the cinchona alkaloids i apd, while balancing the merits of these remedies we cannot too well consider the safety of one
when employed with a proper reference to pathological conditions,
and the dangers of the other, under all conditions, that arc liable to
accrue from over-doses. But this objection applies only to the careless, and may be predicated of many other remedies in common use.
We must take the world, however, as it is, and not as it should be;
and- when, therefore, as in the case before us, a choice exists, let us
banish the evil as far as the choice extends. It should still, however,
be recollected that, in the case of the bark, a morbific virtue may be
in operation in the therapcmical doses of that agent, while the same
special virtue does not appertain to arsenic (§ 150, 817 g, 848, 859,
S63 d) .
It appears, therefore, that arsenic will be wanted mostly in neglected or badly-treated cases of intermittent fever; and the former
will be more likely to yield to other means than the latter. In the
neglected cases, disease can, at most, have been aggravated only by
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shall impart great obstinacy to the constitutional disease, as unintermitting exciting causes (§ 659, b). Cases undoubtedly arise, also, at
certain seasons of the yea r, such as the autumnal(§ 892t c), to which
arsenic is better adapted than quinine, or where the latter may fail on
account of its tonic virtue. Again, other cases sometimes present
themseh'es at all seasons where the vegetable remedy fails under the
most judicious treatmeut. This may Le owiug to very peculiar modifications of the pathological states, or to unusual affections of certain
parts, or to some idiosyncrasy. In short, arsenic is the next remedy,
appertaining to the group before us, which should be tl"ied after the
failure of cinchona. But, it by no means follows that agents from other
groups may not be equally or more appropriate. It happens, frequently, in prolonged or badly-treated cases of intermittent fever
where the liver or spleen becomes the seat of enlargements and indurations, that iodine may be employed very successfully in conjunction
with quinine. The accession of these two agents to the Materia Med·
ica has contributed, largely, ir. this as in other respects, to the facili
ties of art.
It has placed, indeed, the foregoing affections greatly under the
control of either; and, _what is very important, where the bark was
in admissible during the coexistence of fever ~v~th the chronic derange·
ments, quinine is often adapt~d ~o both cond1~1ons i so. only, the treatment be properly conducted m 1ts otlw~· deta1~s. Iodme, however,_ is
only appro1)L·iate after an ascendency is obtamed by other remedies
over the febrile state, and where the furce of the local affections has
so yielded that they in~ict no cxciti~1g reflex _nervo~1s influences upon
the 01 gans of circu!at1on.. Ot~erw1se, t~1at mtens1ty. sho~l<l be. first
moderated by leeclnng, bhstenng, _l o\~ diet, &c. \y1th this quah~ca·
tion, and in the absence of fever, 10dme has contnbutecl nnt a little
r.owar l the cxclusion of an;enic from the tleatment of agur.s.
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ln some of the conditi011s of which I have just spoken, arsenic if!:
adrnntageously associated with quinia, or administered in the associated form of a salt.
892t, c. \Ve finally come to the conclusion that a1-senic ranks next
lo cinchona in the certainty with which it overcomes intermittent
fc\•er. But, it is less certain, an<l less rapid in effect; and the objection which applies to it as an energetic poison in over-doses should
hole.I it in reserve, to be employed only where cinchona, or quinine,
properly administered, may fail. Such as may study disease in its
philosophical aspects, taking a comprehensive survey of its varied
pathological conditions, firmly resisting the prejudices which timidity
or ignorance have heaped upon bloodletting, and who prescribe for
the absolute conditions rather than for the name of a disease, will
rarely find it necessary to have recourse to arsenic in the ordinary
forms of intermittent fever.
892hf It is not improbable, however, that this agent may be found
more useful in the distinctly intermitting inflammations which accompany marsh fever. It is always difficult to adapt even a cinchona alka·
loid to these inflammatory states, while it nc,•er fails to exasperate the
inflammation if administered before a strong impression has been
made by bloodletting and other antiphlogistics.
892t, g . lntennitting headache is a more common form of periodical disease than inflammation, in which arsenic proves often useful,
and frequently where cint:hona bas failed. And so, also, of periodic
ti~ douloureux.
892!, h. Besides the intermitting affections, there are others to
which arsenic is well adapted, and which strikingly illustrate the profoundly alterative and comprehensive remedial virtues of this agent.
Tbese remaining conditions of disease are so evidently different from
the intermitting, that I have reproduced the arsenical preparations in
two other groups of remedies, in my l\Iateria l\ledica. It is important, in the first place, to regard each remedial agent of two or more
Yirtues as a whole, and to consider its operation under its compound
aspect. But, in this state of comnlexity they cannot be brought into
that practical use which is promoted by the method which I have
prqjected of considering the various properties of remedies in an individual sense, and according to the prominent conditions of disease
to which they are suited, and by associating under' the several denominations of diseasa the; various remedies adapted to them, and in the
relative order of their thcrapeutical value, and, therefore, presenting
under each denomination groups of remedies having certain remedial
''irtues analogous to each other, however they differ in other ~roper·
tics, or however different may be the special influences by which the
various agents under any given denomination of disease establis.h
those changes which give to Nature the recuper~tlv~ start'. In tlns
manner a single compound remedy comes to.be dtstnb~tcd mto what
ls equivalent to several agents; each remedial adapta~rnn ~o possess
an individuality which distinguishes it from oth~r reme~1~l virtues th~t
qualify the agent as a remedy for other morbid c?nd1t1011s. In. tlus
way 1 I say, we avoid a confusion which ha.s prev~1l~d so extens ively
from considering a remedy of compound. vtr~ues m. its general ~spccL
alune. \V c are led to an attentive examrnation of its se'!"eral virtues,
of their critical relations to different pathological conditions and thu'
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to acquire a more distinct apprehension of the pr(lpijrties oflifo, oftlio
modu~ operandi of remedial agents, and of the laws which govern tho
organic being under all his conditions of health and disease.
892t, i. The diseases which fall, more or less, under the power of
arsenic, and which illustrate the extent of its remedial virtues beyond
those which have been hitherto considered, consist of certain chronic
eruptive affections of the skin, cancer, no]i.me·tangere, chronic rheu·
matism, diseases of the bones, chorea, el ephantiasi~, &c. In some
of these conditions, especially in cancer, it is applied externally as
n·ell as internally. Iodine has been also advantageously associated
with arsenic in the treatment of some of these affections.
892!, k. The variety of diseases to which arsenic is adapted, and its
inertness upon the healthy body in its thei-apeutical doses, illustrate my
doctrines of operation through alterati\'e reflex nervous actions, and of
the increased susceptibility of morbid states {§ 143 c, 222-233!, 500 m,
892 b, 892, v, 900, 902, 1059).-NOTE LP· 1120.
S92L a. Considering the extensive aml powerful nature of the alterative action of iodine, it is remarkable that in its small therapeutical doses it produces no well-marked effects upon the function of any
organ in its healthy state. In this respect, therefore, it goes with
arsenic, and tl1e rest, in illustrating the nature of life, and in enforcing
a limitation of inquiries into the therapeutical capabilities of remedial
agents to morbid states of the body (~ 137 d, 150, 854 bb, 870 aa,
892-l- b). When its use is long continued, emaciation is said to have
sometimes followed, aud now and then a low state of gastro-enteritis
has been supposed to have supervened when iodine has been employed in large doses. This, however, is considered a rare effect, and to
depend upon the incautious use of the medicine. It has doubtless
happened in morbidly irritable states of the alimentary canal (§ 137
d, 150). Lugol, who l1ad great experience with iodine, says, that so
far from even occasioning a. wasting of the body it promotes growth,
and increases the size of organs, ll1 their healthy state. The nervous
system is said, also, to have been occasiona1ly disturbed, in natural
states of the body, by therapeutical doses of iodine; attended by
headache, giddiness, &c. But here, too, there had probably been an
antecedent derangement of the alimentary canal, &c. It has been also
laid to iodine, that it has occasioned a state of the system which merits
a name significant of one of its morbific tendencies; and hence that
of iodism has been associated with the remedy. This condition is
marked by vomiting, purging, cramps, emaciation, fever, &c. But, I
am apt to think that the fault, in these c~e~, is chargea~le to ma~ad
ministration. Others have affirmed that 10dme has occasrnned salivation; but this, also 1 is denied by others. In any event, such a result
is extremely rare. Twel~e grains, o!1 an ?'verage, have ?een given
daily for eighty days, makmg .96~ gr:ims, without an~ mamfes~ e~cct.
In excessive doses, however, iodme 1s capable of actmg as an lrrttant
poison; or, should disease b.e present 1 the whole aspect of the subject
is changed. I have never witnessed any of these alleged effects.
A remedy, therefore, so exempt from all untoward action upon
the healthy body, and, withal, as inoffensi\'e when s.kilfully used in
morbid states, yet cap~blc of n yast range of the most important remc-
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dial effects, must be regarcle<l as an accession to the l\Iateria l\Ie<licH
of great value.
892~, b. I have been thus led to consiclerthc fai lures of iodine upon
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of which iodine is capable, and to show how the vital states are changed iu their relation t~ rc~nedial agents by morbid states. This, how e,·er, may be equally instituted with many other very powerful remcJies, e,·cn those which are Jiable to act upon morbid states, in their
therapeutical doses, with the intensity of energetic poisons, or strike
at other alarming maladies, yet mamfest no sensible effects upon the
healthy organism(§ 137 d, 150, 870 aa, 892f b, k, NoTE L p. 1120).
S92h c. Perhaps the most remarkabl~ demonstration of which iodine is capable is in those latent forms of disease where nothing is
present to denote the morbid state but some gradual change of organization. This is seen especially in bronchocele, for which affection it
surpasses, greatly, any other remc<ly. And here it may be said, as
indicative, in every aspect of the subject, of the vital philosophy of the
operation of iodine, that it is often as efficient in most of the local
forms of disease for which it is employed whether it be adminislercd
internally, or applied externally. I t is also an important fact, of the
same import, that the external applicatiun must be made over the region of the affected part, when disease is seated internally; in which
respect its mode of action through a reflex nervous process borrows
light from the modus operandi o_f counter-irritants .. Its control over th~
ordiuary form of bronchocele is thoroughly estabhshed, and where 1t
has failed I have no doubt it has been generally l'JWing to some defect
in the treatment(~ 893 a, c, e, m, 905-:f, 1059, 1088 b).
I say, the common form of bronchocele; for there are some conditions of the thyroid gland wl1ich nothing will reach; which is one of
the endless exemplifications of thC1 importance of addressing our remedies to the exact pathological condition. Now the true bronchocele
is constituted by a low indolent action of an inflammatory nature, that
which results in hypertrophy; better known at present as a "lesion
of uutrition."
To these lesions iodine is adapted; and, although
it seek out the obstinate forms of disorganization, there arc some
morbid changes of the thyroid gland which have been mistaken for
bronchocele where this a.gent has disappointed expectation, and has
suffered the blame of another's fault.· Among these intractable c~n
ditions are formations in the gland of other substances than deposits
of lymph, such as stony and other concretions. Or, again, the organ
takes on a scirrous condition. Or, at other times, it enlarges suddenly, an<l shows high vascular action, which ends in an dfu~ion of ~e.rum. ;
the gland becoming enlarged in consequence. But tins cond1t10~1 ~s
not apt to remain long; and, although it subs!de spontaneously, it is
not amenable to iodine. Tho remedies conSist of leeches, vcsicants,
&c.; and, if such treatment be applied. to. the i?durated sta~es of
bmnchocelc, preliminary to the use of 1odme, this rem~dy w1l.l n_ot
oflen fail of accomplishing the residue of the cure. I~ 1s also md1spensab1c to subdue, in the first place, any attendant excitement _of t~1e
general circulation, or functional derangement of the_chylopoelic viscera. These, indeed, are important objects of attent10n, '~hatever be
tne nature of the disease for which iodine may be prescnbed. Tht
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external use of iodine, in the treatment of goitre, is net less efficient
than the internal; so that both methods may be associated . Or, where
?bjcctions apply to the more constitutional mode1 the local application
is often admissible. But iodine will not, like the mercurials, extend
its influence over the system through the m~dium of the skin. ltP.
effect is then by local reflex nervous actions(§ 497, 893e,1059, 1088 b).
892 ·~, d. Soon after the discovery of iodine Dr. Coindet applied it
ouccessfully to the cure of scrofula. His observations were soon fol lowed up by others; so that tho claims of the remedy became early
established in respect to this most intractable disease. Numerous
cases and memoirs were published, all tending to ad\·ance inquiry
into the new and extraordinary agent; extraordinary as well in iu
relations to the inorganic as the organic world. It was early and suc·
cessfully tried upon an extensive scale by Dr. Manson in various con·
ditions of scrofula, scrofulous ophthalmia, &c.; employed both inter·
nally and externally. Then followed Lugol, attached to the hospital
of St. Louis, who published three memoirs confirming the favorable
report of his predecessors. This narrative seems to be due to the early
founders of a remedy which has already bestowed incalculable bless·
ings upon man; approaching even cinchona, sin.cc we had in arsenic,
and numerous other means, pretty good substitutes for that. And
now, when we pause for a moment over the countless numbers who
have been already rescued from the grave by iodine alone, and when we
attempt to think of the labyrinth of mellical philosophy through which
the enlightened physician directs, with so much relief to the whole
race of man, tho most potent, as well as the milder agents, of the Materia Medica,- ay, the remedium principale itself, what shall be said
of that credulity of the public which reposes its confidence in the
charlatan, or yields the Pcean triumph to an Apollo in surgery 1
Lugol's authority is valuable. His experience has scarcely been
1mpr0\·ed. He employed the reme<ly internally and externally, and
treated the various conditions to which scrofula is liable, from the
simple glandular swelling, ulceration, abscess, &c., to its destructive
effects upon tho cartilages and bones. An exception, however, must,
and probably always will, be made in respect to tuberculous phthisis.
He prefers a solution of iodine with the iodide of potassium, in water.
This he administered either in the form of drops, or largely diluted
with water under the denomination of io<luretted mineral water. It
has become, indeed, a standing formula; but to which there is tlie
same objection as applies to all other analogous prescriptions. They
all require variations in the relative proportions of their constituent
parts, and lead to a neglect of the varying pathological states of a
common form of disease(§ 150, 672, 673, 857, &c.). It is doubtful,
however, whether the union of the iodide of potassium often increases the efficacy of the simple iodine.; .although the salt, b~ing less
energetic, is often better adapted to irritable states 0f the alimentary
canal, or where the circulatory organs am liable to excitement. It is
readily seen 1 tlrnrcfore, that for this reason the iodide of potassium
may be often united in variable proportions to the more active and
irritating form of tho remed~.
.
. .
892!, e. It should be considered, however, m rev1ewrng the fovora·
ble i·eports which have been made of a new remedy, tlrnt here, as in
most other cases, other observers have been less successful with iodine;
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though a general admission obtains that it is more useful in scrofu lous
affections, with the exception of phthisis, than any other agent. This,
th erefore, is sufficient to place it upon very high ground as it respects
tho most Protoean disease. There is much reason to think, however,
that those who have been least successful have often failed from not
having bestowed \he same attention upon those general means of improving health, such as diet, warm clothing, exercise, &c., which arc,
of themsch·es, not unfrequently curative of scrofulous affections; as
they arc of syphilitic. \Vhen remedies are employed in any given
disease for the cure of which they have acquired the reputation of
specifics, we arc often apt to rely too cxc1usive1y upon the supposed
specific, and the remedy, in consequence, frequently fails when it
would have succeeded under a proper regard for the subordinate
mean s. Failure in this respect may turn the u spec ific" into a formidable foe, especially in active forms of disease (§ 137 d, 150, &c.).
Again, since the early clay, recent to be sure, of the wonder-working power of iodine, the reputed pathology of scrofula has undergone
a revolution ; and where abstraction of blood, general or local, a nonstimulating diet, &c., were often considered necessary, especially in
tho primary stages ofphthisis pulmonalis, a ~onic and stimulant treatment has been erectecl upQn the new doctnne (§ 4, 5t. Also, filed.
and Pltys. Comm., vol. ii., p. 608-631, 743-746, 780-782). From my
own observation, I can entertain no dQubt that iodine is yet destined
to yielJ a subordinate aid in the treatment of tuberculous phthisis;
while it will rarely fail to aggravate the disease if employed before
inflammation is brought under the discipline of the lancet, low diet,
&c., or where the alimentary canal, or the system at large, is in an. irritable state. -NoTE F p. 1114, "hht p. 1141.
892t. f Thirdly. The power of iodine, ancJ of its combinations,
reaches yet farther, and more remarkably, perhaps, than as respects
its control ornr bronchocele. It has often accomplished the removal
of certain chronic affections which appeared to have been excluded
from the reach of every other medical agent. This has been especially
true of many cases of those aff'ections which have run on to induration.
Here it is that iodine illustrates its remarkable virtues as an alterative,
in breaking up the most obstinate conditions of disease, changing entirely the long-established morbid action of those capillaries from
which the deposition of a peculiarly modified condition of. lymph
arises, aud which forms some of the worst enlargements and mdura·
tions short of carcinoma(§ 733j; 738, 740 a, b); while, also,.its santtive effect must extend to the absorbent system of the part, mcreasng its energy, and thus red.ucing the .v~lume oft.he organ a~d re~to.r
mg it to its natural state. Mercury, 1t 1R tru<:, will accomplish tlns m
some instances, but is comparatively inoperafive, and they arc beyond
the reach of quinine.
.
.
.
So also in those chronic enlargements and rnclurat1ons of the hv~
~rand spleen which form the sequelre of inte~mitt~nt _an~ remittcnt
fe,·ers the Peruvian altcratirn finds a competttor m iodme, though
they will now harmonize together(§ 892,kk). l\Iercury,_t?o,in some
of its forms, is also more or less applicable .to thes~ cond11wns. But,
to iodine we look with greater confidence rn the rntractabJe shapes i
Jnd here we may not calculate much upon the cinchona alkaloids.
Nevertheless, eveu here mercury may be often advantageously asso-
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ciated with iodino; and this is particularly true of bad forms of he·
patic induration. Iodine, however, is more apt to take in its therapeutical scope those enlargements of the spleen which are known as
ague cakes. They have often yielded to its influence in this and ir
other countries; and sometimes, indeed, where the splenic indw·ation
has been independent of fever, and where quinia is powerless (§ 662 tt,
813 h, 814, 816 h, 892 kk). Leeching often promotes their effoct.
The uterus, in its former intractable indurations and enlargements,
has frequently yielded of late to the alterative action of iodine. Even
when of a bony hardness, and filling nearly the cavity of tho pelvis,
this condition of the uterus has giyen way to iodine in the space of
six weeks, the volume of the organ reduced to the natural size, ancJ
the catamenia restored. Here the dependence was upon iodine alone;
and justly so, since there was no local or constitutional inflammatofy
symptom to require the co·operation of a depletory treatment. But,
'in other examples, where more or less active inflammation has at·
tended the uterine enlargements, local and general bloodletting, rest,
low diet, &c., have been brought advantageously to the successful use
of iodine (§ 855, 856). It is astonishing, too, with what rapidity these
conditions of the uterus have given way; yielding entirely, in the most
successful cases, within periods varying from six weeks to four months.
These uterine cases, like the ophthalmic, illustrate the safety and
advantage of applying iodine directly tr> the alfected part, wherever
accessible j it being rubbed, in the form of an ointment, in the case of
the uterus, upon the neck of that organ. This practice has succeed.
ed especially where the neck of the uterus has been the special .scat
of induration, and of those hard tumors which are liable to run into
ulceration.
Iodine has even made salutary impressions upon ovarian tumors j
and here, also, it is mainly useful in the induratcd enlargements of the
ovaries, and probably little, if at all, in ovarian dropsy.
Leaving the uterine system for its associate mammary gland, we
have many accounts of its partial success, at least, in those scirrous
affections which put on some of the aspects of cancer, but without its
malignancy; relieving the distress, and holding the disease in check;
while even cancer itself, and in its ulcerated state, is said to have derived mitigation from the external use of iodine.
Few affections arc more sad than enlargements and indurations of
the prostate gland; and here, too, the sufferer has sometimes obtained
relief from this remarkable agent, both from its internal and external use.
The parotid glands swell up and remain permanently enlarged and
indurated after scarlatina, and from other transient causes ; and the
Jymphatic glands become involved in the same way from sympathy
with diseased states of tf1e stomach, or from other causes not connect·
ed with the scrofulous diathesis. In all these cases, iodine is the most
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imparts, also, greater efficacy to the 10dme. Indeed, 1t ts not unusual
that repeated applications of leeches to these glandular tumors, al.
thoucrh of an extremely indolent nature, will alone overthrow their
morbid states, and disperse the whole affection. It is a common mode
of treatment in my practic~, and ha_s of~e~ revealed an altcrntive influ~
ence of the remedy of which cuppmg .,. "tcapable (~ 893 a, c, q, 926),
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892!, g. Iodine has been employed internally and externally, with
various degrees of advantage, in chronic affections of the skin, such as
lepra, i hiosis, psoriasis, &c., and it has been appliell in the same way
to arrest the progress of phagcdenic and other destructive ulcers,
which often put ou favorable changes under the local as well as constitutional effects of this agent; which is also equally tme of bromine.
892!, It. Nor has secondary syphilis refused to yield to the power
of iodine; and this, too, in cases where mercury has either failed, or
has aggravated the affection. But, these cases are not common, and
we should not be led away from the better remedy by rare examples of greater success from an agent which will commonly fail.
\Vhere iodine has succeeded in cases of this nature, without the cooperation of mercury, the syphilitic affCction may have been under the
influence of the scrofulous diathesis (§ 6.59, 662 a) . Besides the internal proof concerned in these cases, the foregoing conclusion is
strengthened by the emaciation, ulcerations of the skin and throat,
and the inflammation of the bones and pcriosteum, which often attend
cases where iodine has exerted an independent sway.
But iodine has succeeded most happily in syphilitic cases when
combined with mercury; especially wl1ere syphilis has affected scrofulous subjects. But simple iodine, true to its great prerogative of
overthrowing deep-seated mischief of chronic glandular inflammations,
has been successfully applied to old venereal affections of the testicles,
and to indolent buboes.
S92t, i. Gonorrhrea and leucorrbrea, in their indolent states, have
been successfully treated by iodine; especially so in scrofulous habits,
when the relief it yields is more uniform than in otl1er cases.
S92i, k. I stated just now, that iodine has been more successful in
real ovarian tumors than in simple ovarian dropsy; but other dropsical affections have not escaped the far-reaching virtues of this new
agent; though I have not much to say in commendation of its efficacy
on this score. As in many other affections, it is evident that iodine
delights in the worst forms of dropsy, and is little disposed to gr3pple
with those simple conditions which depend upon mere inflammation
of the serous o.r cellular tissues. It makes its attack, rather, upon
those dropsies which nothing else will reach; such as are symptomatic of organic affections of the liver, or kidneys, or spleen, or heart,
&c., and where a low inflammation is instituted, sympathetically, in
the serous tissue of the abdomen or thorax, as the immediate proximate cause, and kept up by the organic disease. And now we understand how it is that iodine will sometimes reach these most formidable
dropsies, since it is the peculiar province of this agent to ~reak up old
organic lesions; and, in exerting this astonishing office m regard to
the liver, &c., the cause which maintains the serous inflammation is
removed, and the dropsical affection disappears as a consequence.
Hence, again and again, the importance of looking wel~ n~t only_ to
the nature of the pathological cause, but to all the comphcat1ons with
which it may be attended, and their sympathetic relations to each oth·
er(§ 905).
892-h l . Iodine has been successfully employe.d as an emmenagoguo
by most of the physicians who have illustrated its us~s. l\Iy own ob·
bcrvation leads me to believe that it is mostly useful rn restoring men·
struation in subjects of a scrofulous diathesis; and here it will be sal·
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uta~y, if not contra-i~dicated by irritable states of the btomach and intestines. But, even in such cases the iodide of starch, or the milder
Aponge, may be admissible; and this remark, it will be readily seen, is
n~~re or less applicable to other affections attended by morbid irritability of the gastro-intestinal mucous tissue.
The same agent is also entitled to much considerati~n as an indirect
emme.nagogue in all cases where suspended menstruation is complica·
tcd with. chronic enlargements or in<lurations of any of the great internal viscera. In these instances the uterine affoction is only symptomatic of graver disease, as, indeed, it may be said, in a majority of
other cases, to depend upon a primary though only simple derange·
ment of some other part, especially of the alimentary canal (§ 68!) l,
905), the uterus being distmbe<l by reflected nervous actions.
892!, m. Chronic rheumatism has proved itself amenable, in some
cases, to iodine. \Ve shall find, however, much better remedies for
rheumatism, in all its aspects. But, it is not remarkable that a power
so sovereign in many other intractable maladies should sometimes
succeed in whatever less difficult and somewhat analogous instances
it may be brought to bear. It must be considered, also, that the
scrofulous diathesis is common, and that here iodin e is at home.
892~-. n. In the form of iodine vapor the novelty is even held up as
a rem edy for pulmonary consumption by Sir C. Scudamore, Sir James
1\Iurray, and others. But, it is scarcely probable that this condition
can be affected in any other way than through the constitut ional
method, and it may be expected that the vapor will share the fate of
boiling tar, and the steam of the horse~stable.
892t, o. Gout has yielded to this potent but quiet remedy. The
swellings of tho joints have given way not only in chronic, but in
some acute forms of the disease. Those practitioners who have employed it in the latter case are probably of them who cure the same
disease with bark and wine, and it has been overrated in the former.
'Vith the same experimental views iodine has been administered in
diabetes mellitus; but, whether it may be useful or detrimental in this
disease will depend, clearly, upon the circumstances of each individual
case; especially upon the state of the digestive organs, which take an
important part in the pathology of diabetes(~ 1007 c).
S92t, p . Iodine is employed by the surgeon for various local purposes, among wl1ich many forms of ill-conditioned ulcers arc the most
Common. Here it often manifests its sa11ative influence, but more so
when the cases justify its internal use. It were well, too, if these
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892·:}. q. The ioduretted b~th has been. overrated, and the proof is
a"ainst the supposed absorption by the skm (~ 892i c, 1088 b, c)
0
The details as to dose 1 &c., must be sought by the young inquirer
in the appropriate books. There, too, he '~11 find some useful com.
binations of this with other substances, ~vh1ch have be.en brought together by the chemist, who is alwn):s laymg the profess10n under these
hio-h oblio-ations. 'Ve shall not often want, however, more than t11c
si~ple substance, the iodi~e of J~otas.si um , the iodide of mercury 1 and
the iodi<le of starch. It is not 1mp1obable, also, that we may some.
tim es find in bromine, 0r some of its combinations, useful substitutes
for iodine.
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S92t, r. I ham spoken of the iodide of starch as suitable in many
cases where the intestinal canal, or tl10 system at large, is too irritable
for the more active forms of iodioe. But, 1 am apt to think that, in
such cases, we may also fall back advantageously upon the vegetable
a?thiops, or upon the burnt sponge. They have clone us service in
former times, and may do it again.
lt is certainly a curious fact, in the history of the Materia 1\Iedica,
that the focus vesiculosus and the sponge, one an unseemly weed of the
ocean, and the other an anomalous organic being from the bottom of
the Medite1Tanean, should have been applied to the relief of bronchocele and scrofula, and have led to the important supplement which
the Materia l\Iedica has enjoyed in the iodides and bromides. Nor
is it less curious that a remedy for the same affections had been de.
tected in the liver of the cod.
Although the day of these mysterious agents has passed away,passed in their uses and their rnystery,-it may be that exigencies
may now and then commend to our i10tice their quiet influences;
when we may depend upon it we shall find organic nature as undeYiating in these low conditions of life as in all other objects within its
comprehensive range. \Ve shall always find iodine and bromine
among these humble tenants of lhe deep; and, in doses of one drachm
to four of the calcined preparations, we may depend upon 1·esults, if
not as certain and speedy as those of iodine or bromine, at least such
as will evince an efficient remedial power (§ 290, 350, nos. 25, 26,
26!, 28).
892-}, s. It sometimes happens when iodir!e, or its compounds, ini.tate the intestinal canal, or the system at large, they may be re11dered
compatible by small quantities of morphia, or the extract of liyoscya
mus, or of lettuce, &c. This interposition of narcotics, however, tc
promote the tolerance ofio<line, demands great care; and the narcotic
must not be detrimental if the iodine were not employed. But, it
commonly happens, when iodine produces its salutai·y effects, that it
improves the appetite, if it have been deficient; or, at least, does not
impair it. In a general sense, also, if the subject have beeu thin he
gains in flesh under its influence. These affirmations can be made
of nO other remedy, excepting bromine, of equal curative power. It
is often, indeed, upon the digestive organs that the first salutary effects
of iodine are manifested; as seen not only in the improvement of ap·
petite and digestion, but in the more almndant elaboration of bile, and
m a healthier aspect of the fecal discharges. Simultaneously, also,
the bowels act more freely; and, when purging takes place during
the use of iodine, it is probably often more from the redundaut flow
of bile which it has promoted than from the direct action of the rem
edy ppon the intestinal canal.
892!, t. Here, then, through these effects upon the organs of digestion, we arrive at an interprotation of those salutary changes which
are exerted upon parts remotely situated. It is either a direct sympathetic result, or the sympathetic consequence of the rem~val of diseaso
from the abdominal viscera, by which the remote affect10ns had been
maintained, as C:\."]JOund ed in § 226, 503, 52'1 c, 893 a, c, 905.
8921; u. In a general sense, it has. be~n found. that a n?n~sti~ulant
diet promotes the salutary effects of 10dme. TIHS agent is, m lt1'elf. a
sti1rnllant to the circulntion in most of the morbid states to which it i9
4
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applicable; and, while it heals by other virtues, its stimulant properties disqualify it for all active conditions of inflammation (§ 137 d,
143 c, 150, 151). It is therefore an ohject in the lower forms of inflammation which come within the range of iodine to avoid increasing the susceptibility to its stimulant virtues by stimulating food (§
143 c, 556 c, 872 a). In such conditions, indeed 1 abstemiousuess, in
respect to food, is in itself directly curative(§ 150, 856, 863, 1007 h-d,
1008).
But, there are some conditions to which iodine is peculiarly suited ,
particularly bronchocclc, when the general health is often sound, and
when the ordinary diet may be pursued (§ 143 c, 150, 151, 8!)2f a).
In most other affections to which iodine is adapted the general heal th
is apt to be un~ound, anJ the local affections of a distinctly inflamma·
tory nature.
892 h v. When speaking of cinchona and other special remedies for
specific forms of disease(§ 892 b), I endeavored to demonstrate not only
their therapeutical effects through altcrati\'C reflex actions of the nervous system, but, by the variety of means lefl,ding to a. common result,
the absurdity of the humoral and chemical hypotheses, and I would now
reproduce that section in connection with iodine; nor would it be less
appropriate to the article upon arsenious acid (§ 892!)· The great variety of special forms of disease which iodine and arsenic will remove
contributes to the demonst ration(§ 892.} i, 892t g, 900, 902, 951 c).
892j, a. Tho origi? and special character of ergot ha,•e been only
recently well determmed. l\Iany have supposed it to be a morbid
conversion of the seed, produced by some insect. Others regard it
as a parasitical fungus ; and it is incorporated by them as a true
plant in the genus selerotium. It has been shown, however, by Tes·
sier, an<} others, that a part only of the grain sometimes becomes ergotizcd; which proves sufficiently that it is not a ~ungus. The stig·
ma, too, often remains at the top, nnd the ergot, hke the rye , is intimately connected with the receptacle. Other observations, more re·
cently made, prove conclusively that the microscope has been at fault,
even in this very visible and hard substance, in its report of parasiti·
cal fungi as constituting the ergotized rye (§ 83 h, 131). The ergot
is now sufficiently shown lo be a morbid degeneration of the rye.
892;, b. Ergot was introduced into regular practice, as a powerful
agent for exciting uterine contractions during ~he process of labor_. by
the venerable JoHN STEARNS, !\I.D., of the city of New York, rn a
Jetter to Dr. Ackerly, in 1808; though it had been a popular means
of expediting labor a century and a half ago, in Germany, Italy, and
France.
This letter of Dr. Steams has not often met the public eye, nor has
that reward attended the service which it was the de1ig11t of <larker
ages to bestow upon the $Teat ?cnefa~tor~ of man. The letter., too, is
interesting from the brenty with which .1t announces a most 1mpor·
tant discovery (new at least to th~ profession), for the perfe~t accur~cy
with which the effects are descnbed, and for the precautions winch
DL Stearns had the sagacity to s~g~est as to the c~rcumsta11ces under
Nhich this agent should be a<lmnustered, but wlnch have been most
strangely violated by others.
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The brief statement, which l1as now grown into volumes, of the
wonderful properties of ergot, and of the only known substance which
is capable of exciting uterine contractions, contrasts in its brevity and
modesty not less remarkably with the never-ending and inflated accounts which arc often coming to us of worthless specifics, and more
worthless speculations, than does the decisive power of ergot form an
imposing contrast with the whole host of those pretended remedies
which ham fallen into oblivion, one after another, when their inefficiency has been proYed by an adequate sacrifice of human life.
But let us once more call into light the original announcement.
Thus the letter :
"In compliance with your reqw.est, I herewith transmit to you a
sample of the pufris parturicns, which I have been in the habit of
using for several years with the most complete success. It expedites
lingering parturition, and saves to the accoucheur a considerable por·
tion of time, without producing any bad effect on the patient.
"The cases in which I have generalJy found this powder to be useful,
are when the pains are 1ingering, or have wholly subsided, or are in any
way incompetent to exclude the fcetus. Previous to its exhibition, it
is of the utmost consequence to ascertain the presentation, and whcth·
er any preternatural obstruction prevent the delivery; as the violent
and alnlost incessant action which it induces in the uterus precludes
the possibility of turning. The pains induced by it are peculiarly
forcing, though not accompanied by that distress ant1 agony of which
the patients frequently complain when the action is much less. My
method of administering it is either in decoction or powder. Boil
half a dracbm of the powder in half a pint of water; and gi\•c one
third every twenty minutes till the pains commence. In powder 1
give from fiye to ten grains. Some patients require larger doses,
though I have generally found these sufficient.
11
If the dose be larger, it will generally produce nausea and vomit~
ing. In most cases you will be surprised with the suddenness of its
cpcration. It is, therefore, necessary to be completely ready before
you begin the medicine, as the urgency of the pains will allow you
but a short time afterward. Other physicians who have administered
it concur with me in the success of its operation.
u The modus operandi I feel incompetent to explain.
At the same
time that it augments the action of the uterus, it appears to relax tho
rigidity of the contracted muscular fibres.
"It is a vegetable, and appears to be a spurious grou:t/1, of rye. On
examining a granary where rye is stored, you will be abl~ to procure
a sufficient qu:i.ntity among the grain. Rye which gro~vs 1.n low, wet,
ground yields it in greatest abundance. I have no objeCt~on to yo~1
giving this any t;>ublicity Y.ou may thi~1k proper. 11-Jo11N STEARNS, 10
New York llicdical Repository, vol. x1., p. 308, 1808:
.
That is the whole; correct in every aspect, and '~tthout a pract1.cal
improvement from that day to the present; unless .1t be an extension
of some of the minor points which are embraced m the comprehe~
sive statement of the discoverer. It may, therefore, stand as an adm1·
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the best general guide for the practitioner that can b~ devised, a~1d
ha<1 it been duly posted in medical journals and obstetncal works, 111-
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stead of some of its violations which have appeared from time to tiroe,
it will be conceded, I cannot doubt, that I am not astray from the objects of the present work in bestowing an ample notice of the origin
of an important remedy which stands alone in the natural world.
No sooner was this discO\·ery announced than its value was proclaimed in different quarters, not only by a confirmation of the imputed virtues of ergot, but by an opposition to its use on account of those
ve1~y attributes of the remedy. lt was said to be dangerously violent
in its uterine influences. And so it is, like all things else in their
various relations to disease unless employed with a proper reference
to" ~recaution" (§ 137 d, 143 c, 150, 151).
\V1th others there was not a ready disposition to concede the merit
of originality, and records were hunted up for the purpose of showing
that ergot had been long before in the hands of the common people,
about in the same way as had been the cow-pox before Jenner confi rmed its protecti\·e power. But, whether the former was of any greater
use than motherwort the profession had not troubled themselves to
inquire.
Frightful accounts were also quoted of wide-spread and fatal epidemics, which had been commonly charged upon rye, of which ergot
was supposed to be the in sidious cause (§ 892;t, l). A more feeble
conjecture was ne\·er assigned for epidemics ; unless the hypothesis
be excepted, that damaged rice was the cause of the malignant cholera in Asia and Europe, because the patients had "rice-wnter evacuations;" and, also, that the milk of cows in some of our \Vestcrn
States is the cause of a malignant form of miasmatic fever (lJied. and
Pltysiolog. Comm. , vol. i., p. 537-539).
Other writers entered the field against tl1c new agent in other
shapes; some of them denouncing the rnmedy as inrnriably fatal to
mother and child, while others affirmed that it was as inert as rye itself.
But time puts all things right, though it may come too late for him
who should map the reward. Harvey lost all his practice because of
the envy which was excited by his discovery of the circulation of
the blood; and nothing but demonstration upon demonstration to the
eyes of the multitude rescued J onner from the execration which he
receive<l because he ha<l been so unfortunate as to r..::n<ler a great service to his cotcmporaries. N cwton, too, was so annoyed by opposition that he regretted hi s pursuits, and has left, in consequence, his
stamp upon the very front of Philosophy, that she is "a capricious
maid." But there is this consolation, ::is Bacon has i t -" The sweetest
canticle is, 'Nunc dimitlis,' when a man hath obtained worthy ends and
expectations. D c::i.th Las this also, <that iL o~eneth the gate to good
fame and extinrruisheth envy: 'Extinctus amalntur idem.'"
It was Dots~ in the early ages of our art; and had Han·ey, or Jen-
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grateful memorials for their services to the umversal family of ma!!ki11d.
892i, c. .Ergot is poisonous. t.o fl.ie~, le~ches, and some .other small
animals. l n very large quant1t1es it is said to be destructive to dogs,
cats, pigs, sheep, rabbits, fowls, &c. But this effect l1as been evidently overrated , since it appears that some ounces were ne~ess~ry ~o
affect rabbits and pigeons. Sheep are put down by Perem1, 10 lm
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!11alena Mcdica, among t11e animals that are liable to be poisoned by
ergot. But a little farther on he says that, "In 1811, twenty sheep
ate together nine p~unds of it daily for four weeks, without any ill effects. In another mstancc, twenty sheep consurnt::d thirteen pounds
a11d a half daily, for two months, without injury." And then as to
other animals: "Thirty cows took together twenty-seven pounds daily, for three months, with impunity; l'.lnd two fat cows took in addition
nine pounds of ergot daily," with no ill effect whatevel'.
The same conflicting statements are made as to tho effects of ergot
on man in health; some affirming that in closes of half a drachm to two
<lrachms it excites nausea, occasions pain in the head, dilated eupils,
&c.; while other experimenters declare that it produces no effects whatc\·er. This is probably the fact; since we haYe heard of only some very
rare cases in which it hasJ1ad any other effect upon the susceptible pregnant, or parturient female, than th\;lt of exciting uterine contractions.
'\Te may, therefore, conclude that the fractional number of some five
or six cases in which delirium or stupor is said to have resulted from
doses of half a drachm to two drachms was due to other causes;
especially when it is considered that such affections of the head are
not unusual with parturient women where no ergot has been exhibited.
Universal and large experience has settled the fact that ergot has
no special influence on tho nervous system, and that, in its thcrapeutical doses, at least, it is perfectly inoffensive when administered with
the proper" precautions" that are relative to the uterine system. This
consideration, therefore, imparts an inestimable value to tho uterme
agentj and the other attending circumstances go with iodine, arsenic,
&c., in reprobating all conclusions as to the therapeutical virtues of
any agent which are associated, as inductions, wit!~ its manifestat ions
upon man in health, and especially upon the rnochficd constitution of
animals, or the yet greater modifications that are presented by vegetable life. There is no other agent known to possess virtues analogous to those of ergot, while, also, its only manifest influences are
pronounced under special modified states of the uterus. But, perbaps
you say, and truly, too, that other things will excite abortion, or sometimes hasten natural 1abor. But, in all such cases, the results depend
on \"ery different influences; on some violence inflicted on ot11erparts,
or some uterine or other malady which may be 'thus removed. Cantharides may have sometimes excited abortion; but, if this be true, it
is practically useless, rare in the effect, and obnoxious to other palpa·
bl e objections. The highest practical as well as philosopl1ical considerations ::ire erery where invoked in the priuciples now, again, under
inve~~gat ior. O 137 d, 143 c, 150, 151, 650 1 831, 836, 854 bb, 857,
859 b, 892 C, ll92f b, &c. ).
892.'.!., d. The next question which comes up relates to the circumstance~ under which the uterus is susceptible of the influences of this
specific agent; for this one may be so regard ed till others may appear
which will accomplish the same results.
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been accordinrrly
made upon animals to ascertaJTI wl1ether abortion
0
would h~ thus hrnught about; but Villeneuve, 'Varner, Chatc.. rd, and
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others, have failed in all their attempts, whether the ergot be injected
into the circulation, or administered by the stomach (§ 150, 151'.
But this would not prove that abortion may not be thus instituted i~
the human subject (§ 892!, c). And to show how deeply founded iu
nature aro some of the important laws embraced in a former section
(§ 150), it is worthy of remark that ergot commonly promotes the uterine contractions in dogs, cats, sheep, cows, deer, and, indeed, of all
other animals, so far as tried, after natural labor lrns been for some
time in progress; even where the uterus bas become exhausted by
its long-continued efforts.
As to the human female, there is probably not much doubt that er·
got is capable of exciting abortion. The vital relations, in the preg·
nant state, are more or less in correspondence with the virtues of the
agent (§ 143 c, 150, 189 b, 892~ c). The question is stated in the
following manner by an adequate observer, and who believes in this
remarkable virtue of the great uterine agent:
"Given," he says, "to excite abortion, or premature labor, ergot
has sometimes failed to produce the desired effect. Hence many ex·
perienced acconcheurs have concluded that for this medicine to have
any effect on the uterus it was necessary that the process of labor
should haYe actually commenced. But, while we admit that it some·
times fails, we liave abundant evidence to prove that it frequently
succeeds." Otl1er able obsen•ers testify to this fact i MU.Iler, Ram:>·
botham, and other famil iar names.
It is evident, too, that ergot is capable of acting upon the uterus,
and of exciting contractions of the organ, in its unimpregnated state,
when its susceptibilities are increased by disease (§ 143 c, 150, 151,
177, 189 b). Uterine polypi have been thus expelled, an<l menor
rhagia arrested.
But, this ceases to be remarkable when it is considered how great·
ly chaiiged is uterine irritability in a state of pregnancy; when the
most trifling causes, such as lifting a chair, putting up window.cur·
tains, sudden joy, sudden surprise, or grief, will rouse the muscular
action of the impregnated uterus, and bring on abortion (§ 150, 151,
189 b, 227, 233, 233f, 904 d). If we now add to the foregoing considerations the incre'5ing te11dency to abortion in proportion to the
frequency of its occurrence, it may ai<l our philosophy of life in its
general aspects, and concur with other facts in a specific illustration
of what I have propounded as to the laws of vital ltabit (§ 535-567).
Our experimental knowledge, however, as to the ability of ergot to
institute labor must be always limited; for opportunities must be
rare in which a. physician of any moral sense, and therefore of any
reliable truth, would administer this , or any other agent, with a. view
to producing abortion. Even. in the very lin:iited number of cases
where a.rt is called upon for this solemn duty 1t rather seeks the me·
chanical method.
Connected with the di~cultY: of attai~ing an ad~quate knowledge
of the power of ergot of mduc.mg abortton (especially the .extent of
its power), are the numerous m~stakes that have b~en made 111 re sp~ct
to other supposed effects ?f this sub~tance; particularly tbose winch
are relative to the epidem1cs, and which contn:me to be more or less
ascribed to its malign influence. But, what JS m~re to the present
purpose is the important fact, that, although no-was lll the" epid emic"
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times (p. 622), doubtless, rye 1arge1y compounded with ergot is habitually and very extensively consumed, we have never heard, as oue
flf its evil consequences, that it has given rise to abortion. This un<leniable truth, therefore, must settle the question, at least, as to auy
uniformity in this imputed effoct of ergot, and turn our attention to
the mechanical means when the interposition of art is required, and
our scrutiny to other expedients in detecting the criminality of oth?rs. A ;ight d~cision of the question is one of ~reat int?rest, not only
m a ph1losoph1cal aspect, but on account of its practical bearings,
and, also, in amedico-legalaspect.-NoTE A p. 1111.
S!.12'.h e. It may now be said to the young practitioner, that be
should bear in mind that the expnlsive efforts are made by the uterus,
tlmt all the devices of the lying-in chamber, such as straining, pulling,
&c., are worse than useless, that the uterine contractions arc in·
creased in violence and frequency soon after tlie administration of er·
got, and that they generally go on increasing till the birth is effected.
Indeed, the parturient process sometimes continues, under the influence of the agent, for several minutes after the expulsion of the placenta; but it commonly ceases, so far as the ergot is concerned, after
delivery is consummated{§ 150, 151, 652 c).
S92t, f The rapid and energetic action of the uterus led Dr.
Stearns to say, that, among other things, it is 11 of the utmost consequence to ascertain whether any preternatural obstruction rrevent
the delivery;" and, from what is also said of the circumstances which
justify the use of ergot, it is evident that the discoverer considered a
full dilatation of the os uteri of indispensable importance to any thing
like a safe result. He foresaw that the uterus might otherwise be
ruptured, or the external parts lacerated, or the child destroyed by
the rapidity with which its head would be forced along the yet rigid
parts. He foresaw, 1 say, a violation of nature if the foregoing condition were not awaited. And how fearfully has this been vet·ified in
practice; especia1ly a::J it regards the fc:etus ! Why the vast difference in results in the hands of different accouchcurs 1 'Vhy the numerous cases of cerebral hemorrhage in still-born children, that have
come up, of late, fot· the good of science 1 The question is readily
expounded when we turn to those Essays in which it is affirmed that
ergot may be administered when the mouth of the uterus has attained
the diameter of half an inch ! This has been recommended principally with a view to saving the time of the practitioner; and it opens
to us the ground of the prejudices, which have sprung up in enlight.
ened and more honest quarters, against the use of ergot when it can
be possibly avoided. \Vhere the safety of Lhe mother does no~ ~e
quire earlier interference, it is, doubtless, a good rul~ not to admm~s
ter ergot till the head of the child has passed the brnn of the pelvis,
and the labor has become lingering.
. .
.
If the remedy be delayed till tho os uten is well d1l~ted, thei:i, by
nn admirable concert of sympathy, the external parts wtll have e1t~1er
undergone a corresponding dilatation, or a tendency to an easy dilatation (§ 150, 151, 385, and references).
.
8922., g. "Previous to t11e exhibition of ergot," says the discoverer,
"it is ~f tl1e utmost co11sequencc to ascertain the pre~e~tatiun ;" and
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appears to be conceded that ergot may be emplvyed when t.10 head is
turned from its usual position. But, this is not auspicious. Breacl1
presentations admit of its use where labor has become pn>Ionged, and
the pains suspended ; though here manual aid may be safely appliod
without the forceps. These instruments are always difficult but in
the hand of experience, and are otherwise more or less liable Lo objection.
892t, Ji. It is not alone in protracted labors, where the uterine ef·
forts have ceased to be efficient, that ergot is applicable with a view
to promoting delivery. Serious hemorrhages sometimes spring up,
where it becomes important to hasten delivery by every possible means
that may be less hazardous than the impending evil. In cases of th is
nature, especially when alarming hemorrhage comes on during natural
labor, and the attachment of the placenta is right, we enjoy no means
so likely to insure safety and immediate success as offered by ergot;
so only the pelvis be not deformed, aud the presentation suitable.
892}, i . So, also, in ordinary cases of abortion, where hemorrhage
may become alarming, ergot may be employed to hasten the expulsion of the ovum, and arrest the flow of blood. In these instances,
however, the tampon is probably preferable, since it is always isure,
and it is not certrim that abortion will happen.
892}. k . Some females are rnmarkably liable to profuse ute1ine
hemorrhage after natural labor; and these are cases for the administration of ergot a few minutes before the expulsion of the child; whatever may be the activity of the uterine contractions. In such instances it is not unusual for the pains to be quite energetic throughout the
labor, but to cease abruptly as soon as the child is born. The ad van
tage of ergot, there.fore, administered some fifteen or twenty minutes
befcrc birth takes place, consists in its disposition to maintain the uterine contractions till the organ is so reduced in volume that hemorrhage is prevented or arrested.
892'5, l. Again, where the forceps cannot be use~ in puerperal ~on 
vulsions, ergot may be rendered a valuable subsblute. The obJections which have been made to its use in this condition, on the ground
of its tendency to affect the head, appear to be hypothetical. In any
thing like its therapclltical doses, the common experience of mankind
has fully settled the fact that it has no tendency to induce or to increase
ceiebral or any other condition of disease, excepting as it may increase
convulsions sympathetically through its uterine influences.
The erudite Pereira, in his Materia .i\Iedica, pauses oYer the exl1ibition of ergot in puerperal convulsions, because, as he says," The narcotic operation of ergot presents a serious objection to its use in cerebral affections" (\ 960, a).
There existed a remarkable prejudice against ergot throughout
Great Britain, for many years after it had come into extensive use in
other countries, on account of the stories about its lrnving produced
wide-spread epidemics at former periods. Indeed, it was not employed, I think, in England, till the year 1824, or about sixteen
years after it was in successful use in America. Some of tl1e old prejudices remain in Great Britain, and where they exist the risk of that
formidable affection, puerperal convulsions, will be taken sooner than
one of its most efficient means of relief will be employed. \Ve need
not inquire, in 1he foregoing cases, whether the os uteri he dilated, so
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<mly labor ham fairly begun. But, we may not precipitate ourseh-es
at once upon ergot. There is something else to be done first. The
patient, I say, should he first thornughly bled, as a preliminary requisite, not only on account of the cerebral affoction, but to place the
whole genital organism in a most favorable state for a ready expulsion
of the child. Let each remedy come in its appropriate place. A violation of their proper order of sequence may be fatal, and doubtless
has been (§ 960, a). The specific, as it is called, is, or should be, oflen the last in the consecutive series. If cerebral disease be not first
moderated by loss of blood, the increased uterine irritation occasioned by ergot cannot fail to increase the evil in the head of which it had
been the sympathetic cause. But, loss of blood strikes both at cerehral and uterine disorder. Nor have I any doubt that, where any cerehral symptoms lrnve sprung up after the employment of ergot in its
therapeutical doses, they have been due either to entirely different
~au~es, or. to the use of the ~ge~t at so early a stage of labor that an inJtmous v10lence has been mfhcted on the uterus, and thus sympathetically upon the nervous centres (§ 230). There has been great rashness in the use of ergot, from an unnatural haste of some practitioners
to get rid of their patients in one way or another. It is this haste
which I would reprobate, as, also, a careless administration of ergot
without a due reference to a proper state of the local requisites, and
its employment in such excessive doses as render uterine action injuriously violent (§ 878). In such instances, we need not be surprised
at any untoward result; and, if the uterus be rnptllred, or the chil<l
destroyed, or the nervous system shaken at its centre, w.e may not
blame the remedy.
892!, m. In cases where the placenta is retained from want of proper uterine contractions, ergot, if employed soon after the birth of the
child, rarely fails of its purpose. The longer, however, its adminis
tration is delayed, the less likely will it be to reproduce the uterine
contractions. Nature has accomplished lrnr $"reat pm1JOse after the
expulsion of the child; and if, from artificial mfluenccs upon the human constitution, she pause at her remaining office, it may often be
that she is prematurely started upon her recuperative process, in
which she now makes all haste to her wonted station . But, whether
so or not, experience assures us that uterine in·itability undergoes
changes ,·cry rapidly after the expulsion of the fcetus, and that, in the
.same ratio, the reflected ncrvolls influences induced by ergot fail of
actin~ upon the muscular tissue of the organ (§ 150, 151 ).
892;, n. 'Vherc retention of the placenta depends upon spasmodic
action of the uterus, or is owing to morbid adhesions1 ergot yields no
benefit, and may be injurious. The former condition certainly consti·
tutes a serious objection to its use. The reason is, that one part of
the organ is now in a more irritable state tlian the rest, and ergot,
therefore, will act with unequal effect ~nd i~crcas~ the spasm; just
as a cathartic will increase spasm of the mtestmc which depends upon
some inflamed portion of the mucous tissue ~f that organ (§ 150, 1~1).
892~, o. Our parturient agent has shown itself capable ~f ~rrestmg
uterine hemorrhage in the m1impregnated state, and that l~ is a useful agent in menorrhagia. Here it displ_ays another attribute, and
yet another differing from tl1e astringent v1~ue. . It docs. not ~ow act
as i11 the foregoing cases, as is evident from 1ts failure of mducing any
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of the phenomena of uterine contraction 1 while, moreover, the ute.-us
is already in its contracted state. Its effect, in these cases, is like
that of common salt, or of ipecacuanha, in restraining hcemoptysis.
That is to say, of the individual substances, each one exerts some
drnnge in the action of the part peculiar to itself: but diffCring more
or less from that of astringents, by which the secretion of blood is ar·
rested (§ 904 d, 890, a).
Again, it is said that ergot has been successfully employed in hem·
orrhages from the stomach, intestine, lungs, nose, and gums; all of
which concurs in farther illustrating the modus operandi of the pure
astringents, and of ergot in restraining menorrhagia. It should be
added, however, that the anti-hemorrhagic effect of ergot, except 'ld
it respects the uterus, has been overrated.
892j p. All the foregoing effects or ergot, from its excitement or
uterine contractions to its restraint oyer hemorrhage, are demonstrntiYc
of its operation through reflex action of the nervous system, a.nd, with
a multitude of other things which I have brought to the attention of
the reader, supply n. ground of analogical induction as to the modus operandi of all other remedies (§ 893~).-NOTE A, on the cause of Labor.
892}, q. In the foregoing sections I lrnve been so near upon emmenagogues, and as the right treatment of amenorrhrea concerns so
nearly a vast number of impo1tant cases, I shall briefly state the results of my own observation in connection with tl1is subject, and with
a view, a1so, of multiplying illustrations of the principles which form
the ground-work of these Institutes.
Emmenagogues are arranged in my Materia l\Icdica under the general denomination of Uterine Agents, of which ergot is the first, cantharides the second, and guaiac.um the third in impmtance. I dropped the usual denomination which appears in this scction 1 partly with
a view of moderating a common belief that suspended menstruation
is to be always treated by some agent bearing the name of an emmenagogue, as tlrn name clilorosis leads to medication of the blood.
All the agents comprised in this group possess vi1tues that exercise,
more or less, extensive though various influences upon the uterine
system. In consideration of this known relation, such of them as
have received the appellation of emmenagogues (of which cantharides
and guaiacum are the principal) are apt to be employe<l. with a reference alone to the prominent symptoms attending amenonhrea.
But, when the failure of the uterine function stands by itself, all the
emmenagogues may be inapplic~ble on acc01.~nt of some ~pecial morbid state of the uterus upon winch tlrn cessat10n of the discharge depends. They are. always contra-ind~ca.ted, cantharides and guaiacum
especially, in all mfla~matory and 1mtable states .of th~ ~terus; at
least, till these cond1t1ons arc overcome by ant1phlog1st1c means
They arc also inadmissible where menstruation is only suspended by
some direct influences, as from exposure to cold, &c.; and they are
positively injurious where the suspension depe.nds u~on sympathetic
mfluences propagated by som~ active forrr. of disease m .other organs.
892~. 1•• In a large proportion o.f ~ase.s amenorrhrea I~ consequ~nt
on chronic maladies of the chylopo1et1c viscera, when uterme remedies
are often administered with reference to the remote consequence;
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e.nd the condition of the important organs in which the uterine em.
~nu:rassment had its origin, and by which it is commonly maintained,
is apt to be overlooked or neglected. Where, however, the abdominal derangements are sufficiently pronounced to attract attention, it
is uot less common LO look upon these primary causes as the results of
a mere failure of the uterus to excrete its natllral product. This interpretation comes of the humoral patholngy, and is one of the every-day
practical illustrations of the amount of its philosophy.
But, menstruation has a totally different final cause than humoral·
ism imagines (§ 428- 432). The evils which are imputed to a failure of the evacuation depend but little upon this circumstance. They
are due, on the contrary, to the morbid state of the organ through
which the excretion fails; and this condition is various in its patho·
logical nature. According, also, to the pathological state of the ute·
rus, other things being equal, will be the nature and amount of its
disturbing reflex nervous iniluen~es. In a large proportion of cases,
however, the uterus suffers but httlc, and its function returns as soon
as the remote influences are overcome.
Hence, it is obvious that the main treatment should be addressed
to the organs of the abdomen in all the cases included in this section. The state of the uterus, it is true, reacts upon the primary and
leadi11g seats of disease; but generally feebly(§ 905, a). Local means
should, therefore, go along with the more constitutional ones; such as
leeching the perineum, exe1·cise on horseback, the hip·bath, &c., according to the general nature of the case.
892%-, s. The foregoing view of our subject inculcates a variety
of treatment in the multifarious aspects of amenorrhrea, and regards
all things as emme11agogue, in principle, which will restore the ute·
rine function; though that be commonly one of tl1e least important
efl.Ccts. A cathartic may be best when menstruation is suddenly arrested by exposure to the cold, or a hot bowl of motherwort may <lo
as well. Bloodletting is the main remedy when amenorrhcea is owing to inflammation or congestion of the uterus, whether it be primar:y or secondary. Exercise in the open air, especially on horseback,
chalybeate tonics, mercurial and aloetic laxatives, a well.regulated
diet, &c., are the means when itisdependentonindigestion(~892~v).
892}, t. Having accomplished the leading intentions in the chronic
forms of amenorrhcea, if the uterus still fail of excreting lhe menses,
those agents which are known as emmenagogues may then be called
into use; and of thes"e, cantharidcs, administered till s1ight strangury
takes place, is not only tbe most efficient, but far the sa.!est. Gua.i·
a.cum is liable to irritate the stomach injuriously, and Lo stunulate, un·
favorably, the whole system, and especially the uterus. There are
many cases, however, in which the uterus may ulti~ate~y rcq~ire. this
peculiar irritation, or where certain states of const1patton will yield,
happily, to the action of guaiacum; but they require a sou~der .refer·
ence to the exact condition of the organ than when canthandes 1s Clll·
ployed. The uterus, indeed, is so liable to an interruption of its menstrual function that slight degrees of indigestion will oc?asion its failure; and in these cases cantharides will generally be entJrely compatible with the abdominal affection, and sufRcient in itself to re.establish
menstruation. This variety of things leading to a specific result can be
el.:pounde<l only through a.Iterative reflex aclion'i of the nervous systcw
(See Girn1To-UntNARY AGENTS, p. 683-689).
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892-t, a. Diuretics are agents which increase the urinary discharge,
and are employed either for that purpose specifically, or more commonly with an indirect r eference to dropsical affections, ..tpon which
they. are supp?sed to operate by r.romoting the absorption of the fluid
a11d Its excretion by way of the kidneys.
892t, b. On looking oYer this group of remedies, it will be at once
seen that it is obnoxious to objections which I have made to .other
groups, and that, as in the former cases, the denomination of diuretics must be received with special qualifications. 1\lany remedies, also,
are not embraced in the group which arc capable of producing, under
particular circumstances of disease, the most powerful diuretic effect.
This is especially true of cathartics, and of some of them to so great
an extent as to ha\•e procured for them the appellation of hyclrogogue
catharti cs, or such as al'e capable of expelling dropsical effusions. Indeed, I may say that cathartics are better entitled to the name of diuretics than any other group of remedies; since no one of them operates upon the intestine without very generally increasing the excretion of urine i and, as to their relative effect in subduing dropsical
1

~::1~:~z;~~~:~ltl7e~~ j;:~~~~~:~h~e~~~~dt:~~ pk·~:~s jT\~~i~~t~e:t1~~1~t7~:
accomplish their work as diuretics by overcoming the diseases upon
which dropsical effusions depeud, and by thu s, also, withdrawing morbific reflex nervous actions which those or other diseases inflict upon
the kidneys, and, thirdly, by exciting the kidneys to a freer production
of urine (9 227, 422 b, 423, 510 d, no. 6, 524 c, 889 a, 891! k, 892! k, t).
These remarks relatfre to cathartics lead me to advert to their control over dropsical affections as one of the demonstrations that dropsy
depends upon inflammatory conditions. That pathological cause being removed by the> antiphlogistic virtues of cathartics, the redundant
effusions cease. The modus operandi is shown in the last references.
Bloodletting, which is not among diuretic remedies, has often as
9"t:eat an effect as cathartics, often greater, in establishing a copious
Production of urine, where it has been greatly diminished or suspended. And, from what wasjustsai<l of the pathology of dropsy, it should
be the best remedy, as it certainly i9, in the early stages of hydrothorax and ascites.
To exemplify yet farther the nature of diuretics, and whether one
thing or another will determine an increased flow of urine, and to
show that this is an insignificant result of all the agents that may be
employ ed, and that it is to the scat and pathology of disease that all
our prescriptions should refer,-keeping the at~enti on the.re a~d away
from the kidneys,-! may ;efer to wh~t was said of the ~1~irct1c en:ect
of iodine in a former section, and of its modus operandi rn subdumg
dropsy (§ 892!, k 1 t. A.lso, last refer~nces).
.
.
Arrai 11 there is nothmg more umformly and powerfully dmretlc
tlmn°fe~, which, in all its degr'?es and r:io?ification~, rnrely f3:ils to
iucrease the urinary produc~; ~e1~g, also, 111 its cxcess1v.e operatton, a
most powerful sudorific, while 1t s1multane;>usly cletermmes .the .blood
from the circumference to the centre. 'I he boldest warnor 1s not
without the universal instinctive principle which impels all animals to
flee from danger. On the eve of battle, when most Mimulaterl by
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pride and the hope of victory, he shows that another principle is in
powerful operation by the frequency with which he dismounts, or
turns aside from the ranks, to let off troublesome accumulations of
urine. And just so with man whenever dangers impend ; whether
they threaten his life, his limb, or his reputation. And so with any
event in the success of which he has an immediate interest. All this,
6
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wrong track, and that as mental emotions can excite diuresis and per·
spi.ration only through direct nervous influence, so do physical causes by
reflex nervous action upon the scccrning; vessels (§ 422 b, 1067).
0
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among the passions, and how they correspond in their effects, and in
their organic influences, with material agents. Thus, auxiety, which
has fear for one of its elements, exerts, also, a like but modified effect
upon man. So, again, jealousy, which results from the uuited operation of fear and love (§ 188):, d). Tbus Sappho:
"lndewydropsmylimbs~·erechilled,

~IfJiEie!~~.:Ed~i~:f?E;~'.'.~illed,
And, coming to the pure element, love itself, we obser\·e other coincidences with fear; especially as it respects perspiration. In excessive joy, also, we meet with another powerful diuretic, as, lik ewise, in
the sympathy between man and man. But it is manifest, in all these
cases, tha~ each agent, each passion, produces iufluences peculiar to
itself, each one in its individual or its compound aspect. lt is \·ariously illustrated in the following sections: 227, 228 b, 233}. 234 c,
500 c, g, k, n, .512, 652 c, 827 c, 828 a, 844, 902 g, 90 t d, and in
other places ; while it may be said, in respect to the passions, that we
may discern in the different conditio11s of tile perspirable matter, ;:i nd
in the different states of the skin, indications of different organic infiu·
ences that are exerted by the nervous power, and carry the same conclusions to other parts which may be impressed in their organic states
(§ 227, 228 a, &c.). The same is true, also, of th ose emotions which
are awakened by physical influences. Certain odors prove diuretic to
some and cathartic to others; and, aS affirmed by Shakspeare,
"Cannot ct~;{:in~;:::I'r ~~~n~aB;ftffe~:i~~l~ i' th' nose,
Masterlesspassionswaysitint11emood,
Ofwhatitlikesorloatbcs.''
0

The Jf.st is analogous in its philosophy to what is said of light in
section 514, l. And as to offensive sounds, which fall under the
same category, it is related by Dr. Fairfax that, '',l\listress Raymo~d,
wltenever she hears it thunder, even afar off, begrns to have a bod ily
distemper seize her. She grows faint, sick in her stomach, and .ready
to vomit. At the very coming over of the. thunder, ~h.e falls mto a
downright choJera, and continues under a vrnlen.t \'Om1tm9 and. purgina as Iona as the tempest lasts. And thus hath 1t been with this gentle0woman °from a girl.'' Beddoes speaks of ana.logous .results. "At
any moment/' lie says, "inflammation may be kmdled 111 any part by
some causes which we cannot distinguish; by others too subtle for
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our senses, as, perhaps, by a thunder cloud passing over bend"(§ 230,
828 c). Until the nature of lightning was understood, it was supposed that it corrnpted the blood in such cases. But, later '' experimental philosophy" has enabled the chemist to expound it in another
way, and to the easy comprehension of most people (§ 349, d, e),
while the few take a more circuitous method (§ 222-233J, 500, 893905), although at no little peril (§ 5f, a). Again, cold, applied suddenly to the surface of the body, is often a powerful diuretic (§ 422,
423). But, although neither this nor the preceding causes arc ranked
as diuretics, they are probably about as much entitled to this designation as those agents to which it is specifically appropriated (9 844).
892~, c. The agents and causes of which I have now spoken disclose the whole philosophy of the operation of such as are especi~lly
denominated diuretics, and place it mainly upon the ground of dtrect
and reflex actions of the nervous system.-NoTE D p. 1114.
Whether, therefore, it be loss of blood, or cathartics, or cold applied to the surface, or the operation of fear, or other mental emotions,
which increase the excretion of urine, they all do it by acting directly
or indirectly upon the secreting vessels of the kidneys, and mostly
by means of direct or reflex nervous action. Loss of blood may be
directly exerted upon the organs, or it may be, as is generally true,
through the instrumentality of the nervous system, by removing disease from some other part, as the liver (which is a common example),
and which had sympathetically diminished the excretion of urine.
The principles, as it respects the nervous power, and the change of
organic actions, are the same with cold, fear, &c. Coming, lastly, to
tho diuretics proper, such as are truly remedial produce their effects,
also, upon exactly the same principles (§ 277). Nevertheless, it is
undoubted that certain substances of mild remedial virtues, especially
such as are not offensive to the lacteals, or to the general 01·ganism,
gain admittance more or less readily into the circulation; and, coming in contact with the kidneys, may stimulate, and increase the action
of, these organs. Such, for example, are certain neutral salts. Probably the acetates of potass and soda may produce their effects upon
the kidneys more or less in this way; though certainly, also, through
the nervous influence when they prove cathartic. In respect to these
two agents, however, the chemical and humoral theorists arc not all
satisfied with their general hypothesis (§ 278).-NoTE Z p. 1130.
Nor is it at all surprising that the functions of the skin and kidneys
should be so readily affected by the nervous influence, as developed
by the foregoing causes, mental and physical, when we cons~der the
final causes of each of the organs, and that Na tu re has ordarned for
their fulfillment a great versatility of action, and that, therefore·, mar.
bific and remedial agents will operate variously, according to their
several virtues, through that natural constitution of the organs(§ 423
513, 902 J. g) . This consideration also lets .us into the re~son '~Y
the urine flows so abundantly after some. flmds, such as gm ("1,·lnch
contains the diuretic juniper), and in some cases before there can
have been time for their incorporation with the blood; a fact, indeed,
so often observed, that many physi?log5sts have supposed that there
must be some more direct commumcat1on between the stomach and
bladder than by the ordinary route of the absorbents(~ 350, no 9·1).
892~, d. The "diuretics proper" are the least useful of all the an-
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tiphlogistics; having but little effect upon inflammations or fevers.
Yet arc they often prescribed in high grades of those affections (where
the urine is greatly deficient), in the vain expectation of reacl1ing
those profound lesions by the removal of one of their least important
sympathetic consequences. Their use, however, with the more en·
lightened, is now mainly limited to dropsical effusions in the great
cavities and the extremities; however defective may be the patholo·
gy, or however inefficient these agents arc compared with bloodlet·
ting, cathartics, blisters, mercury, iodine, &c. They are always
most useful in cases that are benefited by loss of blood and by cathartics (See as to heart in ~ 500 m, 685!, 687!, 694f, 826 cc).
892], e. Some of the diuretics which possess compound virtlles,
such as squill, and Indian hemp (apocynum cannabinnm), may prove
rnry det1imental in many cases of dropsy; the former, for example,
by its acrid, stimulating virtue, the latter by its severe action upon the
intestinal canal. \Vhere mercurial agents are employed, they should
be well chosen, and according to the existing pathological states. In
the simple form of dropsy, or if inflammation exist in'any degree of
activity, as in the serous tissue, or in the li\•er then some one of the
simple mercurials should be selected, as calomel, or blue pill; prece·
ded however, by loss of blood, &c. If, on the other hand, the drop·
sical effusion have existed a good while, or be attended by chronic
enlargement of the liver, or of some other viscus, the mercurial should
be chosen with reference to such organic affections; though calomel
or blue pill may answer well. But, in these cases, the iodides and
bromides of mercury are the most appropriate; and now we may,
sooner or later, employ squill with or without other diuretics, though
it is commo11ly most useful LO combine two or more together. If the
subject be of a scL·ofulous habit, iodine should be used freely.
8921,f. Much has been said of the connection of renal disease with
dropsy, and many physicians have, in consequence, gone into a chem·
ical analysis of the urine, instead of the signs to be observed in the
body, for an exposition of the nature of disease. But, so many coincidences have sprung up from other causes, that it may be expected
that this "experimental philosophy" will not endure.
892i,g. Tbe greatest of all the errors in rc1atioo to dropsical affections is that which divides them into active and passive. This erro1
appears to have grown out of anotl1er-that which makes the same
distinction of inflammations (§ 752, &c.); though, in the former case:
the relative states of pathology are supposed to be in even greater op·
position. The practice proceeds upon the same hyputbcsis as that
which concerns the distinctions in inflammation.
1

1

892~, a. This group of agents has had too largo a connccti?n witl1
disease to be neglected; or, at least, ~ot to be !. Jd rcspon~1bl~ for
any misrhief it may have done.
Like many olncr deno~mat1ons,
the term is significant of their most visible effect, although, hke many
others, it is one of the least important in a large proportion of the dis·
cases where they are employed, while the most important can be ob·
taincd only by remedies that do not fall within the group.
The tendency of the name, and the definition which is given of ex·
pectorant!', ha1 ·~ turned a great amount of attention upon the quantity
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of matter expectorated, and away from those pathological Cl·n<litions
upon. which the physical product depends(§ 889 c, 891 d, o).
. It is greatly1 therefore, with expectorants as with sudorifics, diuretics, &c. The secreted product is only a secondary result; complica~e? and various in respect to the conditions and influences by which
rt. is brought about, and capable of being increased or produced, under
difforent vital states of the body, by agents of entirely opposite virtues,-by the most direc:: sedatives 1 and by the most active stimula nts.
~\'ery thing, therefore, which will, uuder any contingencies of disease,
mcrease or produce expectoration, is more or less entitled to be considered an expectorant. Hence, it is apparent tbat, whenernr remedies are applied with a view to the supposed objects of expectorants
they are quite likely to aggravate formidable grades of disease, or to
leave the subject, at least, to an unresisted fate which might have been
ave1ted by appropriate means.
892!, b. I n my Arrangement ef tlte :ll!ateria :Medico., I have placed
some agents, under the denomination of expectorants, as fir1;t in im·
portance, whiclf others, who consider mostly the result upon which
the group has been founded, wou ld rank lower down. But, as the
foundation of my arrangement relates to the therapeutical capabilities
of the various substances, I have designated tartarized antimony as
the first, and ipecacuanha the second in importance. These agents,
in a general sense, are most useful under the condition in which ex·
pectoration is desirable, if rel ief be not obtained without; though it
may or may not be a result of their action. It is now, as when sweating may take place profusely, moderately, or not at all, from ,.,.·hat are
denominated sudorifics. But, I should say that the parallel does not
hold strictly in these cases; since the sympathies between the stomach and skin are so far different from those which prevail between the
stomach and the lungs, that mild impressions made upon the stomach,
as by hot water, wi11 determine profuse perspiration, or, as in other
cases, irritating food will occasion, speedi ly, eruptions of the skin;
while none but agents of considerable power will institute reflex
nervous actions in th e lungs, or give rise to that expectoration which
grows out of such actions. All the expectorants, therefore, of any importance are capable of exerting powerful effects, eitller for good or
for evil; 'vhile, of all the sudorifics, tarta1ized antimony and ipecacuanha are the only ones that are entitled to consideration on account
of the altera.tin reflex nervous action s instituted by expectorants.
Reflex nervous actions, as excited by the ·operation of agents upon
the stomach, depend not only upon the nature of the agents, the natural function of the sympathizing pa1t, and the particular mode in
which it may be affected by disease, but upon the analogies that may
subsist in the structure and vital constitution of the mucous tissue of
the stomach and the part remotely influenced (§ 133-152, 525-529).
The group of remedies now before us ;efer to a tiss.ue of the same
species as that of the stomach upon winch .the remedial agents exert
their direct effect; and reflex nervous actions upon the pulmonary
mucous tissue, when induce~ by rem.edial agents applied to the
stomach, arc, for this reason m pa:t, different from such as are ex·
erted by the stomach upon th<: skm, and are generally much more
.
.
profound, and of a more alterat~ve nature.
892J-, c. Tho effect of remedrns 1 therefore, m their acceptation of

,
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not much allied admitting the agency of remedies that operate as expectorants, it is dear that we must have a classification of these remedies according to their general virtues. I have, therefore, more or
less after the manner of others, distributed them into five subdivisions.
These I shall now state, along with the scYeral agents embraced uudcr each subdivision i a11d for the purpose of illustrating my couceptions of their relative bearing upon disease, and with only a secondary
view to the expectoration which they may be, respectively, capable
of producing, I shall designate each one by numbers that denote their
order of arrangement, and their relati,·e therapeutical uses where expectoration is a desirable consequence if the remedy do not succeed
without.
P..Ton-stimulating.-1. Potassre antimonio-tartras. 2. Cephrelis iperacuanha. 4. Gillcnia trifoliata. 6. Asclepias tuberosa.
Stimitlaling.-3. Scilla maritima. 7. Polygala senega. S. Dorema ammoniacum. 10. Opoponax chironium. 13. Eryngium aquaticum. 14. Myrospe1mum toluiferum. 15. l\ l yrospermum peruiferum. 16. Naphthalinc. 17. Styrax benzoin. 1$. Styrax officinale.
19. Liquidambar styraciflua. 20. Amyris gilea<lensis. 21. Allium
sativum. 22. Erysimum a1liaria. 23. Sisymbrium officinalc.
Stimulating and Narcotic.-5. Sanguinaria cnnadcnsis.
Sedative and Narcotic.-11. Lobelia inflata.
Stimulating and Antispasmoclic. - 9. Ferula asafcctida. Fcrnla.
persica. 12. Galbanum officinale.
It wil1 be seen, therefore, from the foregoing general distribution
of expectorants, that four of them only are adapted to any tl1 ing like
acute infl<immation of any tissue of the lungs i and that the first two
only are wanted. Moreover, none of the expectorants are employed
as such excepting in some inflammatory state of those organs ; or, at
least, according to my views of all the pathologica1 conditions for the
relief of which the expectorants are intended. And when it is considered, also, how very irritable and susceptible the ]ungs are when
affected in their parenc11ymatous structure, and even those parts of the
mucous tissue which line the bronchi, larynx, and trachea i how liable, too, inflammation is to be propagated from the upper portions
into the air-cells; how many there are in whom pulmonary phthisis is
readily awakened by inflammatory states of this membrane; how they
constantly throw morbific influences o\·er the stomach, the intestine,
the genera] organs of circulation, &c.; and bow often inflammation of
the traclrnal poition of the membrane eve11tuates in ulceration;. besides
other sequelre of inferior moment; it becomes apparent that this group
of remedies, with the exception of tho two leading members, has
numb~red its v~ctims next after. those agents which form the groups
of tomes and stimu lants.
\Vhy, then, it is asked, perhaps, does t11e squill rank, in the 8:rrangement, as the third in therapeutical value, and before the non-st1m11 lant
American ipecacuanba, bloodroot as the fifth, scneka the sev~nth, gum
;unmoniac the eighth, and these last threo before asafet1da, &c. 1
The answer is important, although the order o.f arrangc'?c~t assumed
that the reader was sufficiently conversant with tl1c prmc1ples upon
which it is foundod . It assumed, in the first place, that ho was famil~
1
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Jar with the general structure of the lungs, that l1e had some ide~
about a "chemictiF' difference, at least, in the relations of different
portions of the pulmonary mucous tissue to this group of remedies
(§ 134- 143); that he was aware of the inflammatory nature of the disease for which he was prescribing, as well as its exact seat i that he
distinguished between acute and chronic forms of inflammation; that
he understood, that, as one portion or another of the pulmonary mucous tissue might be the seat of disease, and according to the special
modification of disease, it might be relieved or increased by different
expectorants, and according, also, as the premises might be, he foresaw that this or that expectorant might develop tuberculous phthisis,
or become the indirect cause of disease in other parts, &c.
Proceeding, therefore, upon these principles, and as chronic inflammation of the mucous tissue of the trachea and bronchi is a very
common form of disease, and is often benefited, in constitutions that
are otherwise sound, by a stimulating expectorant, it was impmtant
that some one, at least, should occupy a high place in the Arrangement.
But, it should be also one whose virtues are most of an alterative
nature, but most exempt from morbific tendencies; whence it becomes plain that the scilla maritima should stand immediately after
the cephrelis ipecacuanha. It should also precede the gillenia, since
the virtues of this last, as, also, of the asclepias 1 are analogous to those
of the great product of Brazil, yet much inforior. But, comparatively
unimportant as the gillenia and asclepias may be, they are yet so analogous to ipecacuanha, that t11ey may stand by its side, and being of easy
access to the American practitioner, they should follow near upon the
other two non-stimulant expectorants; gillenia taking the precedence
of the asclepias on account of its greater alterative virtues.
Asafetida, I am aware, is a favorite expectorant with many; but it
is less alterative than seneka, and the preceding gums, and is much
more liable to offend the stomach.
As to bloodroot, that substance stands, like castor oil, alone in the
Materia l\Iedica. It is capable of peculiar influences; but, as they
are oftener injurious than beneficial I barn given to it a higher rank
than was warranted by my own experience or by that of some others
It has been 1 however, high ly commended; and in deference, there.
fore. to tlrnt more favorable experience, it appeared to me that it
should occupy a place in the Arrangement that might yield to the
remedy a fair opportunity for more ample observation of its effects,
so far as my Arrangement might have any influence.
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bears upon its fac~ the au~h.or's conceptions of tl~eir special relations
either to pathological cond1ttons that are most all1~d, or to s_uc~1 as .are
di\•crted from the common forms, or to others wl11ch are d1stmgmshcd by greater peculiarities; whil~, aiso, the or~er of each .o.n~, under
the various assemblages,. den~tes. its tbe.rnpeut1cal c~pab1ht1es. If
the author, therefore, be nght. m Ins premises upon which the arrange·
ment is foundeJ, each article is thus rendered more or less descriptive
of its own uses, &c. (§ 892, aa, c). .
.
892~ d. There should be no difficulty with correct observers in
reachi:1g. a. knowledge of the condition~ of ?isease to which remedial
agents of such various anJ even opposite nrtues o.s the expectorants
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4re adapted. 'J'bc general principles of pathology and therapeutics
go far in indicating, at once, which of the groups nre properly suited to
certain pathological states, which of its members is best adapted to
any mod ified coudition of the general pathology, or which of the
groups, or which members of the proper group, should be avoir1ed .
But, a nice discrimination of the variously-modified forms of iuflammation, whether as to its nature, intensity, duration, complications,
&c., and a precise acquaintance with the pectLliarities of each remedial agent, will be otten necessary to guide us to the just regulation
of influence~ which any given combination of symptoms may demand;
or, proceedmg blindly to execute the results of an expectorant, in its
ordinary acceptation, and under the belief that each substance so denominated will alike fulfill the intention, we may as readily destroy
the patient, in the end, by this indiscriminate practice, as we might,
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abstract fact of expectoration that we are to regard, but this is to be
considered as a result of a favorable action which certain remedial
agents are capable of instituting, but which very often fail of that re·
suit when their action is in the highest degree salubrious. On the
contrary, also, we shall see that expectoration may be increased by
increasing the morbid conditions; just as the discharge of mucus, in
intestinal inflammation, is increased by an irritating cathartic. The
only difference consists in the direct action of the morbific i rritant
upon the affected part, in one case, and by reflex action through the
nervous power, in the other (§ 150, 151, 226, 228, 229). It is, therefore, far from being true that the remedy is appropriate when the discharge from the lungs is promoted and increased, even though an expectorant be especially indicated, and the proper one may also tend
to lessen the quantity of mucus tl1i-ough such altcrative influences as
lessen the morbid action upon which it depends.
892}. c. We see, therefore, more and more, how indispensable it is to
look upon results as indicative only of certain complex vital comlitions
which should be ascertained, and, as far as possible, to regard the
proximate causes in all our prescriptions(§ 673, 674, 699, 741). Herc
we have a patient with a cough. A favorable or a fatal issue of his
case may depend entirely upon the exhibition of the right expectorant.
He may be cured by tartarizcd antimony, or may be killed by squill,
seneka, or bloodroot. It is evident, therefore, that "coughs" depend
upon important varieties of pathological conditions; though, when the
direct result of imlmonary disease those conditions are generally of
an inflammatory nature. There may be numerous gradations of the
form of common inflammation from that which constitutes pneumo·
.1ia, and speedily runs its course, to that indolent stat"e which persists
for years, and makes little or no impression up?n the general .~eal th .
All this, however, is doubtless obvious to enlightened practitioners ;
out, when it is considered what morbid anatomy is about, even with
common inflammation (§ 699), and, how deplorable the evils which
have spnmg from the pathology of scrofula. and tuberculous phthi~is
that has issued from the purlieus of Pans, I a~ movecl by ~he conviction that I cannot attempt a. more useful service to humamty than by
exploring the subject now under consideration.
. .
.
It has been no uncommon and fatal error to have exhibited ~tunu·
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lating expectorants (which, indeed, commonly form the "cough mix.~
ture.s"), in active forms of pneumonia, under the belief that these stim-

~latrng agents possess the power of at all times producing cxpectorat~on, and that this result is the main object to be contemplated. Some-

times, however, these agents produce vomitinrT, and their effects are
then less disastrous j or, in subdued forms of ;cute inflammation this
sedative influence may b3.re1y counteract the stimulant virtue, or it
may be nsefu1. It is like employing snuff for nasal catarrh (~ 228 a)
892!,f Coming to special modifications of inflammation, the expectorants in common use perform their morbific work according to the
variety of the disease, and the part of the pulmonary mucous tissue 1
or other tissue of the lungs, in which it may hold its seat.
Readily as that modification which constitutes croup may be removed in its early stages, a pemicious custom exists of prescribing
stimulating expectorants. It is true, they are often united with tartarized antimony in the treatment of this disease; and a formula of
this kind exists in the Uuited States Pharmacopreia, bearing the name
of the Conipound Honey of Squill. That may be well enough, unaccompanied with directions for its use, with the exception of the
honey, which is of no use whatm·er, never fails to injure the stomach,
and often produces colic in healthy people. But, the compound is
tltere, however, with the obvious design of supplying a convenient resource to the practitioner in cases of "cough," and especially that
which attends the croup. In 'Vood and Bache's Dispensatory, of
which the United States Pharmacopreia forms an important basis, it is
said by the editors, that it" rel1uires an explanatory commentary in
order that its precepts may be fully appreciated, and advantageously
put into practice." Now, after stating that formula, the editors remark, that " t.his is the preparation commonly known by the name of
Coxe's Hive Syrup." Indeed, suth is the translation of the original
name. Thus:
"MEL Sc1LLJE CoMPOSITUilf .
U. S. Compound Syrup of Sq1till.
!five S_yntp."
In this are four ounces, each, of squill and seneka, and two pounds
of clarified honey, along with four pints of water and forty-eight grains
of tartarized antimony, boiled down to three pints, or about three
pounds.
Such, then, is a standing formula for croup, with the very name of
the disease associated with it; and a more dangerous weapon was
never put into the hands of the profession. Compared with the lancet, which is so often represented in a similar manner, the ratio is
about the same as computed by Smith between t.he " hero and the
murdcrer11 (§ 569, e). In all the cases 1 however, the questions at issue are to be decided by the force of facts.-NoTEs F p. 1114, MM p. 1141.
If the mischief attendant on the "Hive Syrup" were limited to
c.roup alone, these remarks, perhaps, ha<l never been written. But,
"cough" upon "cough," reaching e\'Cll to all the stages of pulmonary phthisis make their frequent demands upon "HiYe Syrup.''
The antimony which it embraces atones but little for the offenses of
its associates in most of the cases where tlrny are called into action.
89.~}. g. It is resolution, not expectoration, which is wanted, when
it can be obtained, in all the cases of active inffammation,-ay, in aJI
of pulmonary phthisis before suppuration supervenes (§ 700 b. 705,
1

1
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7a2 d, 8G2-S64, 890 e). If the disease be of such intensity that res1
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cathartics, blisters, &c. And when we consider how these accomplish
the intention to whicl~ tl1e expectorants are inadequate only from the
force of disease, it will gp with the many other analogous considerations dis~emi.nated in tbis work toward clearing up the philosophy
w11ich interprets the operation of expectorants, whether in their curative or morbific relations to disease. Or, again, if bloodletting fail of
arresting pneumonia, for example, we may pursue the philosophy in
another aspect; since, while it has relieved the violence of the malady, it has brought on expectoration. It has so moditied the inflammatory condition that mucus is generated in preterqatural quantities;
and therefore we see that blooclJetting itself may operate as an expectorant. \Ve now exhibit tartarized antimony, and it may either increase or diminish the expectoration; and, in doing either, it contributes to the dec1ine of the disease. The expectoration , therefore, is a
mere result, a mere symptom, of a certain change in the action of the
organs by which the mucus is secreted; and it may be the result of a
favorable or an unfavorable change. It appears, therefore, that whether the agent will or will not increase the mucous product, or, on the
other hand, diminish it, depends upon the exact influence it may ex·
ert upon the pathological condition. All this clearly brings the operation of the several agents upon a par, and admonishes us to study
their vi.itues, their mode of operating, and the precise conditions of
disease to which one or the other may be applicable(§ 694f, 741 b).
But, Jet us pursue yet farther the case of pneumonia. Let us suppose a slow termination of disease. Antimonials finalJy pease to bestow any farther benefit, and the cough has subsided into one of a low
chronic nature, without much expectoration. Here it is, if there be
no strong tendency to scrofula, that sqnill, seneka, and other stimulating expectorants, may become highly useful ; and if the cough be
frequent and short, denoting an irritable state of the lungs, we associate an opiate, which not only allays the cough and moderates the
E;timulant effect of the expectorants, but increases the expectoration;
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A blister is also applied to the affected chest, and now, again, ex pectoration either increases or dec1ines; though, in either case, there
is a manifest abatement of disease as a consequence of the counterirritation (~ 111-117, 233-);, 647}, 891} k, 893 a, c, e, 905 a, 227).
But, perhaps the cough has ultimately become complicated with
disordered digestion, or, it may be chiefly maintained by some ~ast1~ic
<lerangement. It is clry, and the usual expectorants .ren<ler it still
more irritating and husky. The remedy, ther~fore, is_ '~rong, ~nd
has not been addressed to the essential patholog1c_al cond1tton; wlnch
consists of some deranaement of the stomach, wlule that of the lungs
has become mostly sy~pathetic. "\Vbat~ver will no~v relieve the f~r
mer affection may remove the pulmonic. For tlus purpos.e tomes
may be useful, and, as relief follows in the lungs, _expectoration. may
be one of the results (§ 905\. Tonics, therefore, m cases of this nature, become expectorants, ~nd equally so ~s any ~f the .agents which
are confined to this denomination of remedies. It 1s obvtous, too, that
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they all operate upon common pri~ciples when they promote expectoration; and whether the result will follow one or the other, will depend upon the existing state of the system, in a general sense, anJ
more particularly upon the precise pathological condition of the lungs.
It is apparent, therefore, that remedies from almost any group may
be expectorant i b)oodletting, cathartics, emetics, narcotics, tonics,
counter-irritants, and even alcohol. The last, indeed, in the form of
hot toddy, is a popular remedy for colds. It may or may not increase
expectoration. It may relieve, but more generally aggravates the
disease (§ 756). Will Chemistry explain (~ 892 b, 892! v)?
Old neglected cou'ghs from ordinary c·atarrh, and what is known as
the old man's cough, come under that condition of common inflammation to which th~ stimulating expectorants are adapted. But, howev-er protracted may be the specific varieties, as in hooping-cough, and
pulmonary phthisis, they cannot be employed without endangering
life. Their effect, indeed, in hooping-cough is so obviously bad that
they are not often employed in its treatment; but, in pulmonary
phthisis, and especially in the catarrhal affections of scrofulous constitutions, we every day witness the penalties which arc paid for substituting morbid anatomy for the vital signs of disease, an<l in defiance
of the plainest demonstrations which thcrnpeutical agents can supply
(§ 137, c, 662 a).-NoTF. F p. 1114.
892t, h. The sympathies to which tl1e lungs are liable from many
diseases of other parts, especially of the digestive organs, and the
more or less reciprocal effects of their own diseases, by which endless reflex nervous actions may be set in operation, together with the
situation of the lungs in a bony cavity, frequently render it difficult to
ascertain their exact pathological conditions, and to distinguish what
may appertain to pulmonary disease from what may be due to the play
of sympathies. The stethescope, like the long.established method of
percussion, has contributed much to clearing away the obscurities, and
has done its good part in substituting pathological considerations for
mere effects, an<l has shown us that cough, difficulty of breathing, &c.,
are not diseases, but merely symptoms of disease. The scientific physician, therefore, no longer administers expectorants, &c., for the relief
of cough, or dyspncea, but he applies the various agents to overcome
pneumonia, pleuritis, bronchitis, laryngitis, pharyngitis, &c. In one
case there is something tangible, intelligible, and susceptible of certain and speedy relief; in the other, or where the prescription is made
to the symptom alone, all is confusion, uncertainty, and death. Or, it
may be some organic affection of the heart, or gastritis, or enteritis,
or little more than moderate degrees of indigestion, upon which the
cough or dyspnrea depends and Y.et w?ere, from want ?f a p~·oper
anatomical knowledge, or of phys1olog1cal an<l pathological SCJence,
the most unhappy mistakes are made with the expectorants, but where
the better informed are often great] y aided, in their embarrassments,
by the stethescope.
But great as is the acquisit~on ?f the stcthescope, the 1:eign .of morbid anatomy has surrounded It with many ab.uses;, the vital signs are
either neglected or l1 eld to ~e of very subord1_nate importance, and the
instrument is turned in pursmt of structu ral les10ns. If cough and dyspnrea supervene upon abd~minal deran~emen~s, the source of tl1e sympt0ms is not r:;cldom found rn some specrnl lesion of the heart, or, others
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detect in the supposed cardiac lesions the cause of an intermittent
or irregular pulse that depends on hepatic disorder (§ 390 b, 688 k,
806, 811). These mistakes are a fruitful source of malprn.tice, aud
arc common among th~ disciples of morbid n.natomy(~ 697 1 699 c, 701).
892.h i. The foregomg considerations appear to be indispensable to
all who would ente~· understandingly upon the trnatment of pulmonary
affections, or to distinguish what is relative to the lungs from what i·s
duo to other organs, or to comprehend the modus operandi of the re·
medial agents, whether they be employed under the denomination of
antiphlogistics 1 ''CSicants, pectorals, expectorants, &c., or their philosophical and comprehensi,·e name of alteratives.
To the young practitioner, at least, I would say that it should never
be forgotten that eYery inflammatory state of the mucous tissue of the
lungs, however mild or chronic, is liable to become exaspe-rated, and
to give rise to pneumonia, or to croup, or what is extremely common,
to phthisis pulmonalis. And when we again consider l10w often the
last affection has been de,·eloped by the stimulating expectorants, I
think that I do not err in my estimate of their relative uses and destructi,•e effects in saying that mankind would be benefited by excluding from the trealment of pulmonary diseases all the reputed members of that group of remedies excepting those which belong to the
first of the foregoing subdivision(§ 892f, c). Independently of the direct practical results, attention would be turned upon bloodleuing,
antimonials, &c., and their strikingly salutary effects in numerous
cases of common inflammation of the pulmonary mucous tissue, and
in the early stages, especially, of those inflammatory states which lead
to pulmonary phthisis, would revo1utionize the whole system of mor-
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In the next edition of my Materia l\Iedica (and I make the suggestion on account of its practical bearing), it is my intention to substitute for the term Expectorants another which shall refer to their modus operandi; probably, Alte~atives adapted to Pulmonic l»flammations, and I will rank bloodlcumg as the first, in a general sense.• This
will take in, also, tartarized antimony, and ipecacuanha, in emetic
doses. Its advantages may be variously illustrated. Almost any condition, for example, of muco-pulmonic inflammation may be accompanied with a strong predisposition to inflammation of the pleura, or,
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tion a1Tested at once, under an equivalent denomination, by bloodletting, and tartarized antimony, and unfettered by the term exp~e:to
rants, the appropriate remedies may have a good chance of ra1s11_1g
inquiry, and their trial may awaken new views in pathology, a~~ dissipate some of the prejudices against loss of blood. The p~act1t1on~r
will soon imbibe the conviction which experiment prod_uced 1_n the distinguished Cleghorn, that bloodletting can scarcely be mis~pphe~ under
any conditions of pneumonia, and be led to avoid the sllmulatrng expectorants, as he will all the tonics, when he approached ~he treatment
of most inflammatory affections (§ 1005, lt). ln proportion as th~ 1?5s
of blood is less likely to be useful where any form of pulmomc m.
flammation, to which this remedy may be adapted, s~all refuse to
yield to its power, so in a greater ratio will the non-stimulating eix• Thisiinprovc mcfltwasmadein thccditiono£1848.
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pectorants, and all other means, be likely to fail. How unavailing,
therefore, must be those stimulatiug expectorants which are so often
prescribed, even by those who confide in early bloodletting, at the advanced stages of pneumonia! The sole object in view is that of increasing or starting expectoration, without any reference to the morbific virtues of the supposed remedy. Let us, therefore, have the
best r emedy, however late, whatever the sex, whatever the constitution or the age; and that remedy, in the cases supposed, will be the
loss of blood, as affording the best chance for life. 'Vhcnever acute
forms of inflammation subside into a chronic state, neither the pathology nor the principles of treatment change, unless as it respects par·
tial modifications. In a general sense, the direct antipblogistic plan
should be continued (§ 752, &c., 1007 b, c, d, 1008).
In the language of the celebrated Dr. Freind, " There are some,
perhaps, who may think these various inquiries into disease may not
be of much service to tl1C lrnaling art. However, they must allow me
to affirm, that it is of very great importance to physic that we have
an accurate knowledge both of the peculiar signs and of the nature
of each distemper, and, also, of its seat; for these being found, we
shall be much happier in our inquiries into the means of cure. Whoever, therefore, perfectly understands the nature of a pleurisy, or peri·
pneumony, will easily perceive what immediate relief may be had
from opening a vein; for, upon this point so depends the whole safety of the patients, that, if you should depart from this kind of medicine in vain will you seek for any other."
But, I would fi"nally say of pneumonia, that however the disease
may abate under the direct effect of loss of bloC1d it not unfrequently
happens that the symptoms recur with more or less violence. It is
this wl1ich we are to anticipate and watch, and to repeat the remedy
from time to time as returning symptoms may suggest, and before
the disease can have recovered its original severity(§ 1005, lt ). In this
manner, we shall co11stantly make advances upon it, and, with the aid
of other remedies judiciously devised, we shall 11ot often fail of sue·
cess. These, however, are cases in which firmness, and a constant
recourse to pathological considerations, are more or less in requisition.
Sanguine hopes may be called up by the great relief which is yielded
by the first outlet of blood, but, to be only in a few hours disappoint·
e<l by the formidable signs of returning inflammation; and when, at
last, we shall have met tl1em again and again by our principal remedy, the disease may appear to have come to a stand, and scarce falters under the combined effect of general bloodletting, leeching, anti·
monials, &c. This is no time for discouragement, but rather to fear
that our means, in coming short of the mark, have not been applied
in sufficient vigor. _Now is the time, I say, to push the h_igh_ princi.
ples of our noblo s~ience; to thr~w ?ff tl_1e trammc~s of prejud1c~, and
let the blood fl.ow, till, by the relief 1t bnngs, we wm new trophies for
ourselves, and for medicine {§ 1005 a, b, c, d , e,f.g, li, 1007 b, c, d,
1008, 1068 c).-See l'.S., 1860, at p. 872. Also, NoTE F p. 1114.
$93, a. I enter now upon the consid~ration of those remedial agents
which establish their influences upon mternal o_rgans through the medium of the skin ; and here is opened to us a display of th ose sympa
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thctic processes which take their origin in cerebra-spinal nerves along
with the sensitive fibres of the sympathetic, and terminate in the motor
fibres of the ganglionic system (§ 113, 224, 454 a, 461-461!, 465,
473 c, 478, 488t, 489, 512, 514f-/,, 516 d, nos.12, 13, 520, 89lzg, k).
That vesicants and leeches operate in the foregoing manner was expressed by me in the London Medico-Cliirnrgical Review in 1834. Sec
p. 827, § 1056.-Also, RIGHTS OF Aunwus, p. 914.
Counter-Irritants exert their effects upon parts remote from the seat
of their application in the same manner as when cold applied to the
surface excites the renal function, or lights up pneumonia, and through
the very complex mechanism set forth at the beginning of this section,
and in other places. Here, too, in the case of counter-irritants1 we
meet with an embarrassing diversity of central parts which govern the
reflex nervous actions, and perplexing results as the irritant may operate through one centre or another-sometimes taking the route of the
brain and spinal cor<l, and then proving morbific, or at other times operating througl\ the ganglia or plexuses of the sympathetic nerve, or
some portion of the nerve itself, in the vicinity of the counter-irritant,
and then only pro\·ing curative (§ 233!, 455 a, 456 a, 461! a, 473 c,
478 b, 483 c, 889 g). \Ve shall see, too, in all these influences the
clearest demonstration that the nerrnus power is modified in its nature
by the impression transmitted by the agent to the nervoas centres (§
481, 89lt g, k), and that it operates either as a directly morbific cause
or is curative of existing disease by substituting pathological conditions
more favorable to the recuperative tendency of the organic properties
(§ 854, 900, &c.). Exactly the same philosophy, therefore, is applicable to the modus operandi of counter-irritants that I have l1itherto represented as characterizing all other agents. But such is the diversity
in the details relative to the laws and phenomena of the nervous system, whether resulting from its direct or 1·eflex action, whether excited
by the will, by mental emotions, or by direct physical irritations of tho
nervous centres· in tl10 former case (§ 227-230, 245, 481 ), or by transmitted influences to those centres from remote parts in the latter case,
or as ce1·tain eerebro-spinal nerves are limited to a subservience of voluntary motion and sensation, or as others co-operate with the sympathetic by contributing to the essential office of the latter in harmonizing the org:mic functions, variously affecting the organic products in
Yital constitution, and perpetually exciting or depressing the secretory
and excretory processes, and seeing how the latter mechanism is the
great medium, through its physiological characterist~, of the transmission of the distrn·bing effects of morbific causes, and the rcstorat.i,-e
of such as arc remedial (§ 113, 500 g, and refenmces above), and, withal, the isolation of intermediate nerves when the mind or pl1ysical
causes operate upon individual parts, and y.et all determined by precise, however complex, laws, we find ourselves in a la~yrinth_where no
light is admitted from the surrounding effulgence of rnorgamc ~aturc,
and recognize the impracticability of expounding its problems rn any
other than a languaO'e as foreiO'n from chemistry and physics as are the
functions and laws ~nd phena°mena of living beings, and the necessity
of a copious analysis of all its parts (§ 5! b, 59, 64, 165-169).* And
this leads me to recur to what I have said of the terms motor, sens£tfoe,
and reflex action in§ 475, that I may now add that 1·efiex action should
be regarded as expressing simply a general result without implying in
*Sc&NOTESAAp- 1131, Dop·1132.
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the least the philosophy of the process. It may be made to stand for
any hypotheses expressive of reaction, though least of all for that of
galvanism, or any other emanating from the science of chemistry. The
reflection even of polarized light, with all its modifications, would not
serve as an analogical basis for the reflection of any influences transmitted to the nervous centres or of the nervous power, and all analogy
disappears in those influences which take their rise in the centres themselYes, or such as I have designated as direct developments of the nervous influence, and which, from the absence of centripetal impressions,
and from engaging only the centrifugal nerves, discloses the defective
import of the term 1·ejlex action. Nor will I neglect this opportunity
of adding to § 409 k the important fact that the hypothesis of galvanism, as applied to reflex action of the nervous system, violates the indispensable requisite of a continuous circle, and contents itself with the
most irregular segments, and these segments and curved lines consisting
of two parts differently endowed, and manifesting peculiarities of function that bearnoanalogytogalvanism. Nay more; for. in a still more
discreditable manner it professes to be the agent concerned when the
nervous influence, as in meehanicD.l irritation of the 11ervous centres, engages only the centrifugal nerves, and then operates in a strai'ght line I
The experiments upon the frogs prove nothing beyond the fact, for
here a continuous circuit is formed and galvanism developed. They
a.re nothing more than the rudest experiments with inorganic matter.•
893 h. In my JVateri'a llfedica and Therapeutics I have arranged Counter-Irritants, with numerous other reroediefl, as an Order of Antiphlogistics, and under the general denomination of C1daneous and otl1er Local Applications. The counter-irrita.nts consist of Vesicants, Rubefacients,
Suppurants, Escharotics, Potential Cauterants, and Actual Cauterants.
893 c. Vesicants are by far the most important, though mostly confined to the blistering insects. The two next groups operate essentially
after the manner of vesicants; but escharotics and cauterants are generally limited to simply local effects, and with only that obscure instrumentality of the nerves which must arise from their incorporation in
compound tissues(§ 746 c), though often giving rise to local reflex actions, especially moxas, but too moderate for much effect upon internal
parts. It is otherwise, however, with vesieants, rubefacients, and suppurants, which not only exert their useful effects through local nervous
centres, but in unsuitable states (§ 893 n, p) the first two often send
their influences to the cerebra-spinal axis, and thus develop a general
reflex action th•i.t disturbs especially the motions of the heart and arteries, which n.re far more readily affected by _these causes than the
functions of any other organ (§ 113-117, 224, 226-233t, 339, 409 k,
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892 b, 892~ v, 893h 902, 904 c-905, 905,t, 952, 961 a, 1059).
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ncss the full display ol reflex nervous actions in one almost universal
commotion of the body (§ 150). This may also follow too extensive an
application of a blister, or of rubefacients, though no excessive irritation be produced in the skin; just as a scald of limited extent may be
*Sec NoTEY n.118fl
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salutary, while another less intense, but spreading OYer a greater surface, will be often fatal. In all these cases, however, the effect is
morbific, and they exemplify the very close analogy between the operation of morbific and remedial agents (§ 901). It _is, indeed, the
amount of the agent, whether physical or mental, and the existing state
of the body, which makes all the difference between salutru·y and
morbid results. The amount of a remedy, which had been curative
in one case, may, in the same dose in another case nearly analogous,
or if not exactly applied, lead to a. fatal issue. In the case of YCSicants,
their action should be so circumscribed as to operate mostly through
local ncrrnus centres, or by co11ti'guous, not by remote sympathy; and
hence a. u~c of these terms (§ 407, 638~). Bloodletting will secure this
by lessening irritability and ge11eml reflex nervous action (§ 224, 1038).
In the preceding discussions upon the materia medica I have bocn ex·
tensively employed in seeking out the provisions which the Author
of Nature has so bountifully, however intricately, ordained for the re·
lief of those principal diseases of mankind, fever aud inflammation.
And yet we have onen had occasion to see that many of the most ,·aluable agents for these purposes are directly productive of inflamma·
tion when unskillfully applied. This is often exemplified by many of
the cathartics; and the Peruvian bark, and its analogous tonic asso·
ciates, will relatively cure or exasperate intermittent fever according
to the exact conditions under which they are administered. 'Ve have
seen, indeed, that even wine, brandy, &c., now and then become remedies for fever, and even for inflammation(§ 752, &c., 892g,p). The
apparent contradictions I have endeavored to reconcile, and to show
that the occasional coincidence in the results of agents which are
opposed to each other under ordinary circumstances is due to a common law which governs the operation of all causes upon organic life.
The causes operate upon those properties in which life fundamentally
consists, and thus give rise to healthy, or morbid, or curative effects,
just as they happen to affect those properties(§ 137 d, 150, 151, 177,
189 b, 350!, 350:f, 569 a, 638, 852 a). In disease, as we have seen,
their susceptibility is variously altered from the natural standard, and
variously so in any given disease, as in fevers an<l inflammations;
according to the numerous fundamental and transient circumstances
already set forth . It may be, therefore, that, in a few cases of common
inflammation bark or \\•inc will place the diseased conditions in as fa\'Orable a state for the rccuperati\·e efforts of Nature, as bloodletting
and cathartics wiJI do it in most other instances i and when either
produce this auspicious change they are antiphlogistics. It is upon
this principle, therefore (or that of the general tendency ?f a vast
range of therapeuti?al agents to establish salutary changes rn febrile
ancl inflammatory disease, when duly employed), that I have assemoled the most useful part of the Materia Medica under the general
<lenomination of Antiphlogistics.-See NoTE EE p. 1133.
..
The foregoing remarks are preliminary. to a farther eXJ.JOS1llon of
the same principles which arc concerned m the therapeut1cal operation of the group of agents upon which we have now entere~~ and
which are curative by exciting inflammation, or analogous cond1t1ons;
and the best of them are such as will effect, in a given time, the near·
est approach to a full development in the skin of the most simple form
of cnmmon inflammation (§ 721, 722, 729 a) . These means arn, nrin-
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cipally, cantharides, issues, and sctons. Their immediate action is
strictly morbific; and they have no salutary effect upon existing inflammations till they produce a corresponding disease, or, at least,
that morbid irritation which forms the access of inflammation, in some
part of the surface of the body. Then it is that this artificial inflammation or irritation so modifies the natural one, that the latter may
subside, rapidly, without any other curative influence; while the ar~
tificial one is so peculiarly constituted by the nature of the remote
cause, that tlrnt, too, readily takes on a disposition to subside, and
thus the patient escapes from the inflictions both of N atui-e and of
art(§ 133 c, 137 e, 150, 15 1, 639 a, 852, 8.53, 854 c, cl, e, 858, 905 a).
893, d. It has appeared to me a matter of no littl e impo1tance to
consider the foregoing facts and the philosophy which couccrns them;
since, in co1rnection with what has hitherto been said of the operation
of internal agents, and connected with what is yet in prospect relative to the special influences of loss of blood, they open widely a view
of the great principles of solidism and vital ism, and of the stupendous
laws by which healthy and morbid processes are carried on, and illustrate that connecting medium between them which is constituted by
the various gradations of the restorative movements as instituted by
remedial agents under the great recuperative law of organic beings.
Tht: whole is but an intimate chain of analogies from the most perfectly healthy state to the gravest conditions of disease(§ 901).
\Ve see, also, distinctly exemplified by the mode in which blisters,
setons, &c., produce their favorable results, that absolute remedies institute the process of cure in virtue of their morbific qualities; and
this becomes the more striking when we associate with the alterative
influences of vesicants upon internal inflammations, through the artificial disease which is established in the skin, those natural cutaneous
inflammations, as erysipelas, &c., that are subdued by the direct con·
tact of the vesicant with the inflamed surface (~ 893 11 1059).
893, e. 'Ve may now pause, for a moment, to observe how clearly
the various effects of cantharides prove the operation of curative
agents, either by a direct action upon the organic properties of a diseased part to which they may be applied, or through the instrumen·
tality of the nervou s power when they extend their therapeutical sway
to distant organs, and how, also, the nervous power is variously mod·
ified, and variously reflecte d upon remote parts, according to the nature of its exciting causes (§ 227, 228, 230, 233i, 497, 500). Tho
com mon mode in which cantharides, setons, moxa, scalding water,
burns, &c., relieve or increase deep-seated inflammations, or disturb
the system at large, is clearly manifest; and since only one of the
foregoing agents. is liable to absorptioi:i, every precept in philo~op!1y
divests the coincident effects of canthandes of a shadow of poss1b1hty
that they are due to an absorption of the a~ent. "Ye have seen, ~00 1
how erysipelas may be remov~d by th~ direct action ~f cantl~andes
upon the part inflamed; and this .(e~pecrnlly when associated with ~he
remote effects of all other remcd1a.1 agents) assures us, as a next lmk
\n the demonstration, that a modification is imparted to the nervous
power, according to the srecial virtue of tl1 e remote cause, _which Op·
crates, in that particular rn s~ance, upo~ th? remote p~rt m a .mode
correspondin g more or less with that.which 1s ~bscrved 111 t~e pnmary
action. And now if we look at what 1s often gomg forward m the blail-
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der, we shall see yet farther (something for the senses, something for
"experimental philosopl1y") that the nervous power actually acquires
Lhc virtue of an inflammatory agent, and analogous, too, tu the specific
ch'l:racteristic of that virtue as it appertains to cantharides. Now
carry tl1is to those inflammations which arc constantly springing up in
1.1ifferent parts as consequences of each other, in the natural round of
disease, and you will come with me to the conclusion that the same
philosophy obtains throughout. It is exclusive of absorption in the
case of the bladder, besides othe1· ob,,ious objections.
It appears, therefore, that when e1·ysipclas yields to the direct action
of vesicants it is by the substitution of the kin.d of inflammation which
cantharides produces in the sound skin, and which subsides spontaneously and speedily. Again, other local applications, as nitrate of silver,
iodine, mercurial ointments, &c., will effect the same result by introducing other and very different pathological clmnges, or the erysipelatous
inflammalion may be subdued by loss of. blood, or by cathartics, or by
the constitutional action of mercury, or perhaps by stimulants. It is
manifest, therefore, from all this variety of means, leading to a common
result, that the cure depends in all the cases upon the substitution of some
artificial pMhological condition which is capable of spontaneous subsidence, though the changes which are thus forcibly introduced arc as various as the remedies(§ 854, 892 b, c, 897-902, 904 d, 905, 1059).
But, though the cantharides supply an apt illustration of the whole
philosophy of our subject, and, like the natural developments of inflammation which follow each other by reflected nervous actions, denote a modification of the nervous power in great conformity with the
nature of the causes by which it is brought into operation, there is,
nevertheless, a great variety of remedial agents, which, in their tberapeutical doses, manifest no action upon the organ to which they arc
applied, and through which they overcome disease in parts remotely
fiituated; as also other important ones, like mercury, when applied to
the skin. And, although it be rendered obvious by the morbific effects
of these agents that they modify the nervous power in their therapeutical aspects as much according to the nature of the several agents,
respectively, as do cantharides, issues, setons, or as when one natural
inflammation supervenes upon another, I have made the qualification
which is due to a subject hitherto so entirely unexplained, that the
modifications of the nervous power take place under tlw influence OJ
its own natnre (§ 228, a, 892t c, 896-901, 1059, 1088 b, c).
Finally, in respect to the modus openndi of cantharides, when c?n-
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tain remedial a(J'ents sustain toward the modified 1rntab1hty of particular parts of th~ organism, and a proof, also, of the diversified con~i
tions of irritability in different parts, and of the remarkable ~anner in
which the nervous power is reflected witl~ s~l~tary or morh1~? effect
through certain motor nerves by the pecuhanu~s o~ each exc1tmg and
modifying cause (§ 233], 500 g), while there ~s s1!nultaneously pre·
scnted by the operation of cantharides a cura~n'e rnfluence upon ?II
parts that are affected by disease, and a morb1fic one upon a spec1:d
part that ·was antecedently in its natural state (§ 150, 151, 188 a,
19U a); but its action is useful only th~ou$"h_ local ~ervous cent~cs.
893,J. From what l1as been now saul, 1t 1s manifest that vcs1cants,

issues, setuns, and other counter-irritants do not produce their favora~Jle effects through the discharges to which they give rise; though thi1>
IS one of the principal interpretations in the humoral pathology. The
effttsion instituted by cantharides is so unimportant that it can scarcely be taken into the account in explaining the curatiYe influences of
thi s agent (§ 863). Moreover, it frequently happens that blisters affor~ all the re.lier of whi~h they are capable b~ acting merely as rubefac1ents. Tins, mdeed, ts oftener h·ue than is commonly supposed,
sine~ vesicants are generally permitted to remain till vesication is established; though in numerous cases this extent of their action is unnecessary (9 497, 1038).
Since, therefore, cantharides will often answer its intention wlrn11
employed only as a rubefacient, and operates at all times through the
vital impressions it exerts upon the skin, it may appear unimportant
to some whether this or another agent be employed for the purpose
of counter-irritation. Such, indeed, is, unfortunately, supposed to be
true by many practitioners, wl10 resort to mustard cataplasms, or ammonia, &c., where cantharides would be a far more useful agent. So
true is this where active inflammation affects any of the important
viscera, and vesication has become appropriate, and may be of the
highest importance, the rubefacients, which operate speedily, have
little or no salutary effect, and are often detrimental by increasing
constitutional irritation(§ 150, 151).
893, g. The foregoing remarkable difference in results (f) is owing, in part, to the difference in the Yirtues of the remedies, and, in
part, to the difference in time occupied by the several agents respectively. In all cases of very rapid irritation of the smface, vesication,
&c., whether induced by ammoniated lotions, mustard 1 boiling water,
moxa, &c., the curative effect upon deep-seated inflammations is far
less than where the artificial disease is more slowly instituted. It is,
nevertheless, of no little moment, in the case of vesicants applied for
active forms of disease, that the irritation of the skin should advance
with considerable rapidity, and that vesication should ensue, at adult
age, in from six to twelve hours. That is the most useful period i
and when the full action of cantharides is longer delayed, whether by
some defect in the remedy, or by a subdued in-itability of the skin,
the curative effect is commonly less obvious.- See p. 298, 9 476! h.
It is also proper to observe, in a philosophical as well as practical
sense, that time has various influences, according to the modification
of disease, its seat, its duration, the constitution, sex, age of the subject, &c. It relates t.o the ~1ervous pow~r, and is explained in§ 47?.
But, in no respect ts the mfluence of time so remarkable as seen m
the difference of results in the treatment of acute and chronic diseases;
in which respect counter-irritation is on a par with other remedial influences. 'When inflammation is recent, the usual rapidity with which
cantharides operates .is best suit~d to almost all forms of the dise<1:5e;
but when it has run mto a chrome state, and has become the subject
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there is no doubt that the difference in results as it respects the time
of these cutaneous agents, in the acute and ch:onic forms of inflammation, has been often much overrated; especially the adn111tage of a
suppurating surface in chronic diseases. It is apt to be supposed, in
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these cases, that there is something to be discharged, either 11 concocted matter," or such as refuses to be concocted.
893, lt. A1though it be. true that chronic inflammations oppose to
counter-irritants the obstmacy of morbid habit, and natura11y suggest
the long-continued and uninterrupted influence of issues, &c., experience has fully shown, that, in most cases of low i11clolent inflammations they are surpassed by a frequent succession of blisters. This
experience, too, has mostly banished from use the savine ointment,
and other agents, which were but lately and largely employed t(l
maintain the action instituted by cantharides. The difference goes,
with an endless variety of analogous facts, in illustrating some of the
profound problems of organic life. The uninterrupted action of issues,
the prolonged ulceration of vesicated surfaces, &c., are more or less
apt to establish a morbid habit peculiar to the modifying agents; and,
although it be a first step in the series of changes which are necessary to establish the full recuperative process, the pace is retarded by
ti1e habit induced. To break this force of habit1 it is only necessary
to intermit the agent during the time required by the healing of a. blister. The curative impression remains, and the irritability of the organ dis~ased undergoes an iucreas.e~ susc~ptibility to the agent at its
successive renewals. Each repetition garns upon the last, and often
presents the aspect of cumulative influence. The principle is shown
in relation to many things, and may be seen in the action of antimony, opium, &c., in former sections(§ 550-556, 558 b, 889 m, 902 i).
The influence of habit of which I have now spoken, as it respects
the artificial change induced in chronic inflammations by th e uninterrupted operation of issues, &c., grows out of the analogous habit which
the agent establishes in the aitificial or curati,,e disease, which soon
lapses into that chronic state which is less and less sensibly felt by
parts morbidly affected i while those parts, and the entire system, arc
gradually accommoaating themselves to the artificial irritation, and by
which this irritation loses still farther its sympath etic and curative influences upon the tiiorbid conditions for which it is instituted. l3ut
if, on the contrary, a succession of irritations be employed, the habit
of which I have spoken is neither established in respect to the system,
nor the parts diseased, nor in respect to the artificiil condition; but
every successive repetition of the irritation produces nearly as profound an impression as the first(§ 150, 151 ). Here, too, a1ong with
the coincident effects of numerous internal agents, we may call up tl1e
advantages of repeated leeching, as present1!d in a subsequent section (§ 926), and in which reflex nervous action is ec1ually concerned.
'l'he same great principles are involved in all the cases. An elegant philosophy obtaius throughout; and, although founded upryn tlrn
great Institutions of Organic Nature, it is suITounde~ by s?.many of
the qualifying circumstances that are incident to t1rn mstability of ~he
vital properties, it can be fully appreciated and conve1ted to th.e !ugh
practical purposes of which it is susceptible only b~ a ca1:cful, .impartial, and unremitting attention to the phen~mena of orgamc bemgs ..
893, i. The principles to which I ha,,e .lUst adverte~ (§ SD3, Ii) he
at the foundation of other practical facts connected '~1th. th~ success
of counter-irritation. The impression upon the. skm, fo1· rnstance,
must be carried to a certain intensity, and that will depend upon t11e
nature and force of disease, and other obvious contingencies. Ifit be
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slight, the necessary impression may not have been made; while, on
the o~her hand, i( in excess, then it may not only disturb the general
fun~t1ons of the body, but aggravate the inflammation which it is tho
design of the remedy to relieve. In this respect, therefore, therc is a
close analogy with the action of remedies, when administered inter·
nally, as it respects their doses.
Another important point to be observed is the extent of the surfaco
over which an artificial irritation should be establ ished. This will
manifestly depend upon a variety of circumstances; upon the nature
of the irritant, upon the extent, force, and situation of the disease, &c.
ff the usual agent, cantharides, be employed, and the surface in-itated
be of narrow limits, it may be insufficient to break in upon the morbid process, however intense may be the artificial irritation. On the
other hand, however, if a very large surface be irritated, its reflex
nervous action may be morbific, although the artificial irritation be
not intense. The difference in effects is of the same nature as that
\\:hich attends the small, deep burn of moxa and an extensive superficial ~cal d i the former being of no importance, while the latter may
be speedily fatal through a. sudden and violent reflex nervous action.
But, there is a. great difference betwe'en the effects of an extensive
surface vesicated by canthari des, and by sca1ding water; and this
probably ai-ises mostly from the difference in the times which the
remedies occupy. In the former case, the system is gradually accustomed to the reflex nervous actions, and may be but little disturbed,
while, in the latter, the violence of the impression upon the system is
proportioned to its instantaneousness i and the extent of the surface

irritated being great, a violent shock ensues. In one case the remedy operates through local centres of the sympathetic nerve(§ 497,
893, a, c), in the otber the cerebro-spinal axis is inYoh·ed, and a general, sudden, prostrating nen·ous influence is developed (§ 476~ h,
479,500, 803,c,p) .
It is evident, therefore, that there is only a cc1tain para11e1 between
the effects of vesication by cantharides and scalding water1 whether
upon a small or an extensive surfacc,- scarcely exceeding the partial coincidence by which I have endeavored to illustrate the diffc1 ·
encc between small and large vesications by cantharides, and to expound again the principles concerned in the effects of agents which
operate gradually or with great rapidity. The difference, indeed, is
so great between the effects of vesication when the gradual result of
cantba.rides, and those which are instantly induced by scalding water,
that we may safely vesicate an extent of surface by the former agent
which it might be fatal to attempt by the latter(§ 891, m). The tincture of cantharides, when applied to the skin, produces vesication
with great rapidity, is f~r l~ss curative, and oftener disturbs th.e constitution1 than when ves1cat1on over the same extent of surface 1s produced by the common plastcr.-See Experiments ~ 476"~ It, 479.
Nevertheless, there are certain inflammations, especially of a neural[J"ic and rheumatic character, and not affecting important organs 1 in
which a rapid and violent irrita~ion of a very small _surface, as by moxa,
will sometimes O\'ercomc the disease. But these mtense, sudden, and
limited irritations, in affections of any of the important viscera, arc
never uscfu1(9 479).
.
.
.
If the disease be of a different character from mflammat1on, as the
suddenly painf.al affections of the stomach that are incident to indiges.
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tion, or, as in colic, &c., the rapid in;tation which is produced by the
:ubefacients may then afford immediate relief, and more effectually
than might be yielded by the vesicating action of cantharidl:s. These
rubefacients arc, also, often abundantly efficacious in the declinino
stages of articular rheumatism, or in low chronic states of that diseas;
But this is a peculiar modification of inflammation which will also
yield, under the same circumstances, to some internal remedies which
axert no salutary influence upon the common, or other modifications
of inflammation(§ 661, 662, 756 a, b, 892 b, 892! v,90-1d,1059).
893, k . The vesicating plaster is generally made too small to yield
all the. benefit of which it is capable. Four inches square is a common size for the thorax and abdomen; while six or eight inches
square are not only equally safe, but far more efficient, under the ordinary circumstances which justify or require this remedy. Indeed,
so comparatively safe is it to institute an extensive irritation by means
of cantbaridcs, when the state of the system is; properly prepared, and
the force of disease is otherwise moderaled, and so important is it in
certain conditions of disease to effect a very powerful impression, especially in the cerebral inflammations that refuse to yield to copious
abstractions of blood, that I have sometimes rescued patients by the
apparently desperate practice of vesicating simult aneously the entire
scalp and a large extent of surface upon the neck and shoulders.
Where blooJletting has been thoroughly practiced, and inflammation
remains obstin ately seated in some great vital organ, a blister of twelve
inches square may be necessary to determine a sufficiently powerful
nervous influence, of which six inches would fail(§ 479).
But, in respect to inflammation of the brain, it should be distinctly
understood that vesication of the scalp is entirely inadmissible, unless the in;tability, and therefore the susceptibility, arising from the
morbid state, be greatly lessened by abstractions of blood, cathartics,
&c. The irritation of the scalp will be otherwise prnpagated with
morbific effect upon the brain; which arises, in this instance, partly
through continuous sympathy along the communicating vessels (§
498). Nor is it expedient to incur the risk when immediate clanger
is not impending, but to apply the agent to the neck and shoulders.
The same objection lies against the application of blisters to the immediate vicinity of the eyes and ligaments in their very irritable states
of inflammation. But if, in these cases, the disease have lost its acti\·ity, or be of a chronic nature, the vesicant is then most efficient when
applied near to the part affected. It sometimes happens, however, in
chronic conditions, that the skin in the immediate vicinity becomes
sympalhetically affected through the same influences from tl~e p~rts beneath as are propagated upon them, at other times, by ves1catrng the
o\-erlaying skin. These morbid states o~ the adjacent surface are generally obscurely marked; though sometim es abundantly llPJ?~rent, as
in active forms of articular rh eumatism. The obscure cond1t1ons oft.
en become strongly pronounced by an irritative, erysipelatous inf18:mmation which is set up by vesicants, and by leech-b1~os, and winch
commonly aggravate for the existing time the natural d1sca_se; thoug~
the morbific influence is apt to disappear, a!1d leave the disease as ll
was, as soon as the artificial irritations subside.
893, l. It may be now said, as a general rule, t1rnt th~ liability of
counter.irritants, when applied near to a part inflamed, to mcrease the
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inflammation, is in proportion to the intensity of the disease, the intensity of the artificial irritation, and the rapidity with which it is produced. It may, therefore, be regarded as safe, in a general sense, to
apply vcsicants and rubefacients immediately over the affected parts
in chmnic inflammations. But this is far from being true of moxa,
where the aflected part is in the vicinity of the surface.
And yet we have seen that it may be sometimes pe1fectly safe and
115eful to place an episp astic in direct contact with certain inflam·
matory states of the surface. This, however, is never true of wmmon
inflammation of the skin, and only so of a few specific varieties. Their
successful treatment in th.is manner, as .in the case of erysipelas, opens
to us another illustration of the principles upon which remedial agents
operate. The disease, being a specific modification of inflammation,
has not the disposition to subside spontaneously which belongs to common inflammation. The rnmedial agent, therefore, varies the mode
of inflammation, and thus introduces a modification in which the prop·
e1ties of life arc brought into recuporafr..·e action. But, it is otherwise
with common inflammation, since the virtues of cantharides are such
as to aggravate this condition when brought into immediate contact
with the part affected. The same explanation applies to the therapeutical effect of the spirits of turpentine when applied to a buin or
a scalded smface; since, in these cases, the inflammatory state is
turned from the common standard, and admits of the institution, by
other irritants, of modifications more favorable to the recuperative
process. And so of nitrate of silver (~ 893 d, 1059) .
893, ni. "\Vith the qualifications now made, it is obvious from what
has been said of the modus operandi of counter-irritants, that they will
be curative in proportion as they are applied to the vicinity of the seat
of disease. Their salutary effects, like their morbific, deper.d more
upon this approximation than upon any special sympathetic relations
between certain parts of the surface and the particular internal organs ;
since it is mostly through local centres of reflex nervous action that
these agents produce their curative effects(~ 497, 893 a, c, 905 a).
It is also a remarkable fact, that it appears to be of no great momenl
in what particular tissue of compound organs the disease is se ated.
Inflammations of either are alike affected by irritants as they are by
loss of blood ; but \·arying, in all the cases, according to the general
vital constitution of the several parts(§ 1150, 151).
893, n. \Ve have seen that it is the tendency of inflammation to lim·
it itself to the tissue which it invades, an<l that its extension to other
tissues of the same organ, or to other parts, is by remote or by contiguous sympathy (§ 497, 498). It is als? particularly_irue of c~rtai n
tissues that they are apt to extend the vwlence of their remote rnfluences upon parts of similar organi::at.ion; esp~cia lly in sp?cific fon~s
of inflammation. Thus, rheumatic mflammauon of the ligaments 1s
rnry apt to i1wade the per~cardiu.m, and ~ometimes the dura mater;
and, the peculiar inflammation winch constitutes the mumps (c~nanche
parotidea) often involves t1ie testes or the rn ammre. There ts m\IC~1
reason to think, in the former case, where th e heart so often part1c1pates, that the inflammation is first propagate~ to th e pericardium, and
subse'luently from that organ to the serous llssue of the heart (§ 141,
526-529). Jn the latter case, ~r that of the mumps, the affection of
the parotid will frequently subside when the other glands become af~
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fected; and tho disease is then said to have undergone a metastasis,
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rapid and successive invasions of different joints, and the frequency
with which it subsides in one as it springs up in another(~ 524 a, 3).
Now, there is a prevailing error in tho pathological construction of
this extension and subsidence of the disease, which has led to a very common error in practice. It is supposed that there is a translation of the
disease from one part to another, an actual movement of the complaint
·-something, probably, after the manner of the gases, as represented
in a former section (§ 350!, n). The phenomenon, in consequence,
has long borne the significant name of meta1tasis; and if gout happen
to go from the foot to the stomach, it wanders so much out of its way
that it gets in the stomach the well-known an<l expressive name of
misplacell gout. As all men, therefore, arc greatly moved in their practical habits by theoretical views(§ 4), it is no less common to imagine
that the rheumatic or gouty affection may be driven or invited back to
its appropriate place. Hence the applications which are made to tl1e
primary seat of the affection, but from which disease has taken its departure. And so, also, counter-irritants arc applied to the parotid
gland, should the testes, or mammre, become affected in mumps, in
the expectation of calling back the disease which is SIJ far astray.
In the first place, however, there is, in all these cases, nothing concerned but reflex actions of the nervous system, and nothing is wanted to render the treatment appropriate and intelligible but a knowledge of physiology and pathol~gy. All the ambigu?us results are directly referable to the laws wluch govern the operation of the nerrnus
power, which now presents itself in the compound aspect of a mor
bific and remedial agent among parts which have either strong uatural relations, or which are especially susceptible of morbific influences
that result in the condition which is the supposed subject of translation from one part to another; while, in its turn, the sympathetic disease propagates, after the manner of vesicants, curative impressions
upon the primary seat of the disease by like reflex nervous actions.
Secondly, the artificial initation excited with a view to recalling
the disease (as in vesicating the joints when gout attacks the stomach,
and this, too, even when that organ may be the primary and only seat
of the affection) is very different from the modification of inflammation which constitutes the pathological state of the disease itself, and
therefore would not become, by any reflected influence upon the parts
beneath, a substitute for it; while it is certainly an anti-patbo~ogical
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means by which we remove inflammation of these P?1ts.
.
The foregoing practice, as founded upon tlrn doc~rrnes. of meta~tae1s
and revulsion, is contra-indicated not only by phy~1olog1cal laws, b'..lt
by all experience. The practice has been wl1olly directed by hypothesis, and has not been sustained by any favorabl~ results. We ~rn~d ~o
no farther in proof of this than the admitted failure of M. Louts, m _Ins
application of" blisters to the legs," to re~ovc, up~n the ~ore.gomg
hypothesis, the gravest fonns of inflammation an~ ~1sorgamzat1on of
the brain, intestine, liver, &c., which befell the v1ct1ms. of" The .Typhoid Affection" at La. Charitt!. And bore we see agn.m exemplified
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in the extensive sway which may be exercised not only by the authority of a favorite writer, but in the pernicious tendency of conclusions in medicine that are founded upon the results of practice as
directed by errors in principles, the proneness of man to rest his inquiries, his hopes, his reputation, the happiness and the lives of mankind, upon simple views of the most abstruse, stupendous, and comprehensive Institutions in Nature,-the Institutions of organic life(§
4, 5fi 5!, 349 d, 350f- 350t). But, let us haYe an example in relation to the effects of counter-irritation by cantharides, as propounded
by the great head of the N ecroscopic School. Thus :
"Blisters," says l\1. Louis, "ougltt to be banished from the treatment of the typhoid affection." "If they exercised any influence
upon the duration of the disease in the patients who have recovered,
it was by prolonging it a little."
Again. "I have not on1y rejected vesication from the treatment of
p~eumonitis; I have also ceased to employ it in pleurisy and pericar·
ditis." "How can we believe that the effect of a blister is to cLeck
an inflammation, wl1en this blister is one inflammation superadded tu
another 1" ! "In thoracic inflammations, their usefulness is neither
strictly demonstrated (according to the numerical metlwd), nor even
probable."
"One thing is most assuredly beyond question, and we should never
be weary of repeating it: that the tlterapeutic value of blisters is not
klloWn/ that it must be studied by the aid of numerous and carefully·
noted facts, .iust as ifnotliing at all were known about it."
If the reader be not conversant with the history of that kind of
"experimental philosophy" upon which the foregoing conclusions are
founded, or with the efforts which are in progress to give it an as~
cendency over the philosophy which Nature teaches, he may obtain
some knowledge of their extent by referring to foregoing sections (§
5} a, 349 d, 350~ kk. Also, Med. and Pliysiolog. Comm., Essay on
tlte 1Vritinga of JYI. Louis, vol. ii.).
Instead, therefore, of the unavailing efforts of applying blisters to
the extremities for the relief of cerebral, or hepatic, or intestinal, inflammation, &c., let them be directed to the organs which are the seats
of Jisease, by applying them over, or in the vicinity of: their regions, to
obtain the advantage of local centers of reflex nervous action(§ 224).
As to the doctrines of metastru:is anJ revulsion, which have had
their origin in the phenomena of reflex nervous actions (especially as
witnessed in the successive development and subsidence of disease
as they obtain in gout, rl10umatism, and mumps), the whol~ system
is constantly supplying examples of the accession of one disease as
the sympathetic consequence of another, and the subsequent decline
of the primary affection as a sympathetic result of the secondary development. And here, by-the·~vay •. we are pres~nt~d, in the natu:al
process, with a perfect e.xemphfi~atio~ of the pnnc1ple upon which
counter-irritants operate rn subdmng diseases remote from the seat of
rheir application; and wa may thus readily comprehe~d how it happens that the discharge from an ulcer, or a scton, or blister, &c., will
be suddenly arrested, or the sup~rficial yarts tu;ned into the worst
conditions, by the occurrence of ~1sease rn SOTl_le mte!nal part (9 740)
The foregoing play of sympathies, howe.ver, is far fr.om being equally true of all organs, or of all forms of disease. It is most distinr.t-
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ly pronounced where pulmonary pbthisis is preceded by gastric de·
rangemcnt, when tho occurrence of the former often takes the lead
and relieves, for awhile, the latter affection; but on ly again to light up
indoigestion, and ulcerative inflammation in the intestinal mucous tis-
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the alime11tary canal. On the contrary, indeed, all such conditions
are likely to aggravate or to maintain any affections that may be remotely situated, their reflex nervous actions being morbific.
Nevertheless, such is the analogy between the reflex nervous actions of diseased parts,-between the rise and decline of diseases, in
certain parts, as consequences of each other, and the curative cffocts
of many internal agents, that a vast number of th crapeutists, overlooking the relations of the alimentary canal to all other parts, confound
these internal remedies with the external counter-irritants; classing
!hem all under the name of revulsivcs or counter·irritants. And here
is opened another wide door to an excessive abuse of violent internal
agents, and where we may well contrast the ten·grain alterative dose
of tartarized antimony, and the most powerfully-irritating cathartics, administered with a view of establishing counter-irritation in the
stomach and intestine, with that prejudice against bloodletting which
sees nothing of the counter.irritant in the effects of tl1is remedy. And
how well does not all th ts submission to theory admonish us of the
importance of im•estigating the nature of the influences which are et~
fected by loss of b1ood (§ 4) ! 'Ve all know what is doing in tl1e way
of tartar emetic. But let us take an example of the same philosophy
from among the cathartics i for this is the only way of helping tho
cause of humanity in such cases, or of arresting another evil (§ 878)
upon a more selfish principle. Let us go to the erudite and ablest
work on l\Iateria l\Iedica for an example; ancl we will have others
respecting certain substitutes for bloodletting in a future section (§
960). Thus, then, Pereira:
"Pliny truly observes that the juice of the elaterium apple is dangerous when applied to th e eye; and Dr. Clutterbuck mentions that
some of it 'getting accidentally into the eye in one instance, it occasioned severe pain and inflammation, with an erysipelatous swelling
of the eyelid s, that continued lhe following day.' 'Ve have a fartllCr
proof of its irritant properties in the inflammation and ulceration of
the fingers of those employed in its preparation. 'Vhen swallowed,
therefore, elatcrium irritates the gastro-intestinal membrane, and occasions Yomiling and violent purging." "In some dropsical cases, I
have known a single close discharge several pints of fluid from th~
bowels. The gripings, and tl1e increased number of evacuations,
prove 1hat the irritation is not confined to the mucous coat, but is extended to the muscular coat. Under the influence of a full dose, thC\
pulse is excited, the tongue becomes dry, and sometimes furred, and
great thirst is produced. Considered with resp.ect to oth?r cathartics,
we find it pre~ eminently distinguislrnd by the vwlence of its purgatiYe
effect."- PERE IRA's llfateria l'IIedica.-NoTES HK pp. 1117, 1119.
And yet is this cathartic commended aborn all other kydrogogues
for the cure of dropsy i and even boldly so •. upo~ the principle. of its
producing counter-irritation in the gastro-mtes~mal mucous tissue;
that is to say, the same sort of inflammation wluch affects the fingers
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when the juice is applied to the skin.

It should be also said of
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practice, and of course, therefore, the principle. The principle is
thus stated by the author:
"Its effects," he says, u in dropsy, are two-fold; first, absorption of
the effused fluid; secondly, the stoppage of any farther effusion in
consequence of the metastasis of vital action from the seat of the
dropsy to the intestinal membrane.''
And again, he says," In apoplectic affections, elaterium, as a drastic
cathartic, sometimes proves serviceable on the principle of counter-ir·
ritation."-NoTE Gp. 1116. Also,§ 1065 d.
That is the doctrine. A metastasis of the ir.flammation to the intestinal canal; ancl such is the virtual effect. But I have shown that
counter-irritants exert their good effects only through local centres of
reflex nerrnus action, while they are injul'ious when they develop a general reflex action of any intensity through the brain and spinal cord,
however those organs may otherwise participate; and such is the pernicious effect attending this counter-irritation of tl1e intestinal canal.
Opposed to metastasis, revulsion, derivation, &c., is the doctrine of repulsion. Thus, in respect to the utility ofvesicating the joints
in acute forms of rheumatism and gout there is a strong array of opposite opinions. The objections to the practice are founded upon the same
pathological conclusions that have led to the cultivation of ulcers, cutaneous eruptions, &c.; it being supposed that it is often the effect of
counter-irritants to repel (as it is called) the disease from the joints,
and to establ ish it upon the heart, the stomach, or other important organs. This supposed elfect, therefore, is exactly the reverse of that
which I have just considered, or the induction Qf disease to sound
parts by counter-irritation. In one case, the advocates of metastas~
suppose that they invite disease from one part to another not diseased;
in the other they a.re employed in driving disease from the affected
part to another part not affected.
That is the modus operandi. But, its fallacy is shown, at once, by
the flitting character of gout and rheumatism ; suddenly subsiding in
particular joints and as suddenly invading others, or attacking the internal viscera, when counter-irritants arc not employed. Indeed, it is
now known that inflammation of the tissues about the heart is a very
common attendant of articular rheumatism; and the fact that acute
gout is, at present, rarely treated by vesication, yet as frequently as ever
invades important organs, disproves the assumption as to the tendency of blisters to produce these results. But, I am not advocating the
employment of counter-irritation in acute forms of rheumatism and
gout; certainly not till t?e intensity of disease is greatly .subdued by
antiphlogistics of a sedative nature, and general reflex action reduced.
Jn connection with the last remark it is also worthy of observation,
that free bloodletting in acute rheumatism is strongly opposed upon
the ground of its tendency to involve the. heart in ~heumatic inflammation. But, in all the reputed cases the mflammatton had probably
already affected the heart be~ore the .abs.tracti?n of blood, and consti·
tuted cases for a very extensive apphcat10n ~t t~e l'Cmedy. If loss ol
blood will surmount the disease more speedily m any other part than
the united force of all other means, it cannot, surely, fail of n conc5ponding effect upon the main source of the circulation(§ 500 m).
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893, o. Among the evil consequences of vesication is a bad condition of cutaneous inflammation, which either refuses to subside und
annoys the patient by its excessive irrita tion, or it results in extcnsi\·c
ulccr~tiou, or in gaugr~ne. These conditions arc owing to a very
morbid state of the skm, generally consequent on some formidable
dis~asc a!fecting the gi·~at viscera of the abdomen; especially the gas
tro-rntest~nal muco~s tissue (§ 689, l). They add, of course, gi·e<i.tly
to the evils of the disease, and hasten a fatal termination, which is apt
to ensue upon the disease itself. These effects of blisters are most
frequently witnessed in scarlatina, and often along with parotis, an<l
ulcer~ted, or spbace1ating, fauces. But, happily, they are rather rare;
certamly less fr.equent than is surm ised by many. lt is never possible
t? know the existence of the peculiar condition of the skin which gives
rise to these consequences; no more so than we arc able to infer t11e
predi~position to erysipelas which is often establi shed by abdominal
nffectwns (§ 689, l). From their rarity, also, an apprehension of their
possible occurrence should never deter us from the use of blisters.
Strangury is another, and a frequent evil of cantharides, though i1
does not often aggravate any existing disease. Tbe urinary bladder
has no strong physiological relations beyond its own system of organs,
and pain is not apt to prove morbific, of itself(§ 140, 422, 891 m).
There is no way of preventing its occurrence in particular subjects
with any certainty.
893, p. The foregoing are the most obvious injuries w11ich are produced by vesicants, especially by cantharides (§ 893, o). These unfavor·
able results, indeed, arc commonly regarded as the principal ones to
which the common epispastic is liable. But, there arc others, which,
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arise from morbific influences which are propagated abroad either by
too intense an irritation of the skin, or from creating the irritation un
der unfavorable circumstances(§ 893 c).
It is the last condition which is the most frequent cause of the un.
favorable effects of blisters, and which, in the hands of superficial ob·
servers, have led to the denunciation of this impoitant antiphlogistic.
The inauspicious states for \·esication depend, especially. upoo too
exalted irritability of tho parts diseased, or of other organs; particularly of the heart and general circulatory sy.stem. If blisters, or other counter-irritants, be applied to the skin in this state of morbid irri.
tability, the diseased pa11s are roused to a greater intensity of morbid
action, and the whole vascular system to a more violent movement;
so that a series of untoward results is thus instituted, which sympathetically, and mutually, aggravate each other, and g ive 1·ise to new
morbid developments, till the multiplying reflex nervous actions may be
arrested only by their own fatal tendency. Nor cm~ I Joubt that many
of those terrible inflamm ations, and structural lesions of all organs,
which abound in l\J. Louis' work on the Typlwid 4/J"ection, and which
have been taken as the basis of the most important principles in pa·
thology and therapeutics, were owing to the cause now u.nd~r consid.
eration; since this distinguished man was abo~1t as _hostile to bloodlettino- as he became toward vesicatioo,aftcr w1tness1ngthelatter'sef
fects in the compli cated malady which will be long celebrated in the
annals of medicine(~ 893 a, c).
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The system, in the advanced stages of fever, is generally in an irri
table state, is oppressed with local congestions and inflammations i or
whether so or not, tho artificial irritant becomes a source of annoyance, and often adds to the dangers it was intended to avert. This,
indeed, is especially the time when such useless local irritations should
be avoided, or quieted if they exist. Remaining inffammations and
congestions should be treated with as little additional disturbance to
the system at large as may be possible in those advanced stages of
fever which were the subjects of Louis' experiments, and of too many
others. Or, if it be necessary to resort to counter-irritants for their
removal, they should be, at least, applied in the vicinity of the affocted organs, where, alone, tl~ey can be of any avail.
Independently, therefore, of the direct and immense adrnntagos of
bloodletting, cathartics, antimonials, &c., we realize more sensibly tho
force of their importancc 1 in acute inflammations, at least, when we
consider that without the antecedent aid of one or another, but of
bloocllettin9 especially, we are corupletely cut off from the benefits of
counter-irritation. Nay, more; so great are the prejudices against
the principal remedy for inflammation an<l fe\·er, or so sparing is its
application, that cathartics inflict many evils when they might otherwise be rendered highly ealutary, or their necessity, as well" as of
cpispastics, superseded by moderating general reflex nervous action.
In all grnvc inflammations loss of blood is indispensable to tho most
useful effects of cathartics, or to their safety, and is absolutely the only
condition under which counter-irritation should be attempted. Just
ns long, also, as the disease may remain in force, or general or local
abstractions of blood may continue to be useful, vesication should be
delayed. This remedy may then succeed with the most happy effect
upon any remaining disease, even though it have passed into some
other form than that of inflammation.
In the chronic states of inflammation, wl1ether of important or unimportant parts, a frequent renewal of blisters may effectually surmount many obstinate mal adies. But here, again, these agents are often powerless, though not as mischievous as in acute inflammation, till
decisive bloodletting have been adopted, and, not unfrequently, often
repeated. This is every day witnessed in those advanced stages of indigestion where a low chronic gastritis is shown by tenderness over the
region of the stomach, and where, too, the liver has generally become
more or less involved in morbid action. Vesication will not reach tl1is
condition till general bloodletting or leeching shall have been duly premised; and cases arc not uncommon, where, after repeated and large
abstractions of blood, such is the force of morbid habit that the disease finally issues in copious hrematemesis. There are, also, many of
the fluctuating states of the stomach in chronic indigestion, where no
inflammatitin has invaded this organ, in which blisters over the epigastric region, an~ withou~ anY: other rcmedia~ agent, bestow great
relief. The appetite and digesuon are at once 11npr0Ycd, and the patient sta1ted along upon the road to health, and placed i_n a state for
the full and rapid influence of change of air, exercise, &c. The analogy, too, in the_se cases, with ~he useful effect.s of toni.cs a~d stimulan~
in others, contributes farther light ~pon the therapeuucal mfluences ot
the latter remedies(§ 890!). Agam, among the sequelce of fevers is
consta'ltly before us n variety of phases of indigestion in which vesi-
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cati.on of the cpi~astric and _hepatic regions ~rings great relief to the
!-"l.1flcrcr, when tins re.mcdy 1s .Properly sustame<l by a well-regulated
diet, and other salubnous habits.
893, q. There are numerous remedies, besides those which have
been under consideration, that operate more or less upon the priuci-
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of the bites, and even the new action which is instituted in the capillaries of the skin by the leeches, being analogous to the irritative process which is set up by the true counter-irritants (§ 498, 923) .
But there are great modifications, in these respects, between the lo·
cal influences of leeching, and the effects of the true counter-irritants,
and, if :ve now turn our attention to the large group of agents under the
<lenommation of local alterativcs, a.s set forth in my l\lateria l\fetlica,
we shall see, that, in a11 the instances, each substance has an altera-
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ciated influences analogous to tl10se which form the great characteristic of the true counter-initants. These, howeYer, will of course de-
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properties peculiar to t11c agent(~ 227, 892 b, 900, 905 a, 1059).
That common principles, however modified in their general aspect,
mt! however varied in the details rclati\•e to the several agents, respectively, are concerned in the principal results, is obvious from the
fundamental simplicity of organic laws, and especially so from occasional coincidences in the curati"c effects of all the agents now under
consideration. \Ve see, for example, in cases of indolent tumors,
chronic enlargements of the liver, spleen, &c., that almost any one of
these local alteratives will sometimes yield complete relief. 'Ve see
it following the application of either leeches, or blisters, or ammonia,
or mercury, or iodine, or even of simple friction, &c. i and, if we next
reo-ard the corresponding effects of many internal remedies for the
s~c conditions of disease, we shall not fail to detect a coincident and
harmonious philosophy throughout(~ 892 b, 8921 v, 8921 t, 904 c).
In connection with the foregoing subject, it may be useful to so1~1c
who mav be baffled in their attempts upon indolent tumors of low m-
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\Vhere they may refuse to yield under this mo~e of treatment, v.cs1cants, or iodine, &c., may ultimately prove efficient, when they m~ght
ha"e been powerless without the antecedent in~uence_s of leechmg.
The tumors, indeed, may not appa1·ently have y10lded Ill the ~east to
the virtues of the leech; but this remedy will have placed tho d1se~~ed
part in a state of susceptibi1ity to the action of other agents.. l he
principle has been variously botOrc us (§ 55?, c), and may receive ~n
other cxemphfication in the frequent. necc~s1t~ of ~eneral bloodlettmg
and cathartics to the salutary effects of vcs1cat10n, m the treatment of
9
1
regard
,·esic.ation as a remedy next in importance to the general and local ab-
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?traction of blood, if the latter be also appropriate, as it commonly i~
m the early stage of the disease; and when, at more advanced period;:,
Nature takes on this recuperative effort, Yesication is the principal remaining means by which we may contribute an aid that timely bloodletting would have greatly surpassed, and would haxc given to art what
ultimately belongs to Nature (§ 805).-NoTES F p. l 114, lip. 1139.
893!. Before entering upon the following SumIATIY REVIEW OF THE
GENERAL PmLOSOPLIY OF TJIE MODIJS OPERANDI 01'' REMEDIAL AGENTS,

whose operation I have reso!Yed, essentially, by n.ltcrati\•e influences of
reflex actions of the nervous system, and with n. reference, also, to what
I have said :;:i,o extensively of this uui\·ersal agency in the organic life of
animals, I will recall an important ground by which the reader may be
aided in his conclusions upon this subject, and which had escaped obscn-ation till the publication of the Al"edt"cal and P!iysiological Commentaries. Even Dr. Philip, in his experiments(§ 476-493), neglected the
analogy of which I am about to speak, referred the modified secretions
to chemical agencies, and sacrificed his great labors to the interests of
chemical physiolo~ and the humeral doctrines. This analogy is the
admitted operation of reflex nervous influences in exciting rnu:::.cular
movements. But that is the only result that is witnessed. There is
no obvious change in the muscular action from what is natural. Not
so, however, with the results in the great processes of organic li fe.
Here the secretions arc not only increased 01· diminished, but modified
in their nature, and various morbid conditions produced or removed;
and hence it is assumed that these results must be owing to very diffCrent causes from tbn.t nervous power which simply produces contract ions
in the muscles. 1t is entirely neglected, in this rationale, tliat the vascular systems are totally different in their functions from those muscular
fibres upon which the nervous power makes its obvious demonstrations,
as in convulsions, vomiting, respiration, contractions of the iris, of the
sphincters, etc. ; and, although there is a vague apprehension with some
that blushing is owing to nervous influences, yet as there is seen on ly a
transient redness, even this gromid of analogica l reasoning to changes
of vascular action that gi\·e rise to increased, or diminished, or otherwi~c
modified secretions, or tl1e production or removal of disease, etc., is
equally regarded as an abstract fact that supplies 110 information upon
the less obvious problems. Neither is it considered that the vascular
apparatus manifests a far more exquisite susceptibi lity to the direct action of common stimuli than the muscular fibre, and therefore that the
\'Cssels may be equally sensitive to that nerYous influence which so readily excites the fibre in muscular organs. Another difficulty consists i1~
comprehending the modifying influences of the J1ervous power upon secreted products, and in its production and removal of diseases, etc., accordinrr to the nature of the remote causes; and this grows out of the
habit ~f neglecting the phenomena and of rcaso1~ing alone from what i§
physically demonstrable.. It should be also cons~dered .that the cerebrospinal system in subservrng th e st:uctures of ~m~al hfc exerts the effect only of a simple stimulus, .wlule t~1e ganghomc not only unceasingly modifies the natural orgamc functions and products, but, through
this physiological constitution, to a
gr:atcr extent when morbilic
or remedial causes operate(§ 11 3, 224, 306 a, 422, 455, 46»--4.6lf,
475!, 487 h, 488!, 500 g, m, 524 d, no. 7, 526 d, 891{ g, k, 10.\.0).Scc NOTE AA p. 1131.
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SUMilIARY REVIEW OF THE GENERAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE i\IODUS OPERANDI OF REMEDIAL
AGENTS.
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"l\Icdicinesdifferfrompoison.!,notintheirnatnrc,butllithcirdosc."- L1Ns.£us.
"NATURA MA.LUM SE~TIENS GESTITAT ltlAG:i;Ol'EnE ~IEDER l ."-GALES.
"NATURA llEPUGSA~TE, N'llllL l'ROHCIT ~IEDICISA."-CELSUI.
"NATUllA OEFICIEMTE,QUICQllA~I OBTISET ~IEDICA A.RS, PERIT ..£GER."-H1PPOCRATES.

894, a . Tnc philosophy which concerns the operation of morbific and
remedial agents was a. subject of consideration in the first two volumes of the Jlfcdical and Pliysiological Commentaries, and subsc
quently in an Essay which contributes to tlrn third volume of tliat
work. The questio~t has also bec~1 i!lvestigated, extensively, in different
parts of these Institutes. But, 1t is a part of the plan of the present
work that its consummation shall consist of a distinct exposition of the
important matter now before us, in the form of a s.ummary review of
the relative facts and doctrines contained in former sections.
894, b. In approaching, again, the modus operandi of remedial agents,
I may first repeat the most essential points,-tbat the vital principle

~o~i~~~~ ~c~~::t~~:r::~~\~p;:~~~~ ~~eo~:~liJ'~~l~~;~if~r i~~~t~~1ii\i~~:
tion of their structure; that the nervous power was superadded also
to the animal kingdom; that all organic functions are carried on,
through their instruments of action, by the four vital properties which
aro common to all animated beings ; that all vital agents, whether
stimu lant or sedatirn, n·hether natural, morbific, or remedial, operate
directly upon these properties, as also the nervous power when concemed in developing motion or changes; that a11 disease consists in a
modification of these properties and a consequent change of function,
and is therefore only a variation of the natural states; that the vital
property sensibility possesses a modification ·which I have denominated sympathetic sensibility; that the nen·ous power is a vital agent,
and, like other agents, develops motion and induces changes by acting
upon the organic property irritability, and is cxclusi\·ely the excit~ng
cause of motion in animal lifo; that this jJOwer or property of the vital
principle in animals may be called, in a direct manner, i~1to increased,
or preternatural, operation by direct impressions, physical or :ncntal,
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by impressions made upon sympathetic scns1h1hty.' .wlnch are transmitted by this variety of sensibility, through scns1tn·e ncrv.es, l? the
11on·(111s centres, and there de\·elop the nervous power, which JS reAoetcd, through motor nerves, upon the irrit8;bility of such parts as
may he determined 1~)'. the various inflt.1cnces lnthc~·t.o expounded, ?11d
tbu~ become tlir- oxcttmg cause of mooo11, of morb1fic or ther'3.peut1cnl
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changes, &c., in those parts upon which its impressions are made;
that the nervous power is susceptible of modifications by the causes
which bring it into unh·ersal operation, whether physical or mental,
an<l thus partakes, u,nder tlte influence qfits own nature, of tho special
\'irtues of each exciting cause, to which principle is due its alteratin~
effects according to the nature of the exciting causes; and, finally,
that a common principle is at the foundation of the philosophy, whether the manifestations of the nerrnus pon·er be displayed in snbserving the natural processes, or in disturbing their normal condition and
products, or in restoring disordered functions, or as the power may be
concerned in developing motion, voluntary or involuntary, when prop ~
agated immediately from the nervous centres, and wit110ut, of course,
the intervention of sensiti\'e nerves, and therefore in a. direct manner.
895. These several fundamental points have been critica1ly presented in former sections (now too numerous for special reference), ancl
they have all an immediate interest in the operation of remedies.
They form the great principles which concern the natural operation
of vital stimuli, and are, therefore, fundamental in the production and
cure of disease. _The plan of Nature is thus perfectly simple, consistent, and sublimely beautiful, in its foundation. The details are disti~guished for their harmonious variety and intricacy, yet susceptible
of the most complete analysis. \Ve trace the complexities to the constitutional nature of the organic properties,-to their liability to multitudinous variations from their natural state,-to the various natural modifications which they sustain in different tissues and organs,-to the
variety of those organs, and the differences in their respective functions,-to their intricate connections and dependences by means of
sympathy,- and to the endless variety in the nature of the virtues of
foreign agents which are capable of inducing modifications of the or~
ganic states of every part, and according to the nature of each a.gent.
Such are the great points to be kept in mind; but most of all, as it
regards my present inquiry, are the various considerations relative to
the nervous power, and its laws of reflex action, as hitherto set forth,
and through which I interpret all the influences produced bymorbific
and remedial agents upon parts that are remote or but slightly distant
from the direct seat of their operation, and often, in part, upon their
direct seat of action, unless such influences are propagated by continuous sympathy (9 2 b, 143, c, 148-151, 495-529, 855, 895, 902 f).*
896. The whole philosophy of the operation of morbific and remedial agents rests, as. we ha.Ye seen, upon physiological pri~ciples.
Exactly the same philosophy relates, also, to the corresponding effects of mental cause8. The wound, or the poison, or the errhine,
whichconvulsesthemuscles, the want of air which determines r espiration, the impression of light which guides the motion of the iris, the
irritation of fa~ces or of urine which maintains a contraction of the
sphincters, the food which excites the mu sc ~lar a.ction of the stomach
01: the contraction of the pylorus, the cathartic which purges, the emetic which vomits, the narcotic which arrests diarrhcea, or allays irritability, or induces sleep, the .gastric stimulant or the rei:iote i1~flamma
tion which rouses the sangUiferous system, or the sedative which prostrates the circulation, or as one or another may destroy life, produce
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moves on in hanaony in all its parts, that the mind brings into actiou
the voluntary mu~cles, that syncope is remoYed by pungent vapors, or
by a current of air, or by a dash of water, that cold to the surface de1
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conditions of disease, that cold at the zero of Fahrenheit, or mechan~
cal i.rritation, rea11imates tl1e torpid hibernating animal, and sends
up Ins temperature from forty or less to near a hundred degrees, that
the first contact of solid food with the stomach diffuses a warmth over
the cold surface of the famished traveler, or that tonics and stimulants
do the same, that shame or anger suffuses the countenance, or fear
withdraws the blood from the circumference to the centre and bathes
the skin in perspiration or renders the urine redundant and the bladder irritable, that cold, when su~clcn ly applied, as suddenly increases
the excretion of urine, or the hot bath determines, as suddenly, its expulsion, that offensive odors, offensiYe sights, and even their recollection, lead to instant vomiting, or to purging, or to syncope, that an
hour's change from one part of the town to another suspends pertus
sis or promotes digestion or the healing of an ulcer, that one passion
cures the most obstinate maladies, or another is instantly fatal,each, and all, I say, determine their effects either through reflex or
direct action of the nenons system.
Anatomy and experimenl
confirm what each phenomenon, and all united, proclaim the work of
that mystic power, operating on those organic properties which arc
the moving springs of every action, the proximate cause of eYery cf~
feet; nor can another intelligible solution be rendered for a single
phenomenon now expressed, or thousands of similar import, "··hile
eYery other must be in conflict with tl1e pronunciations of Nature and
the demonstrations of art. Nor will an attempt be made (an attempt
that shall commend itself to the understanding) now, or hereafter, to
controvert the philosophy which is here preser..ted. The first step in
its overthrow must be the overthrow of Nature. All must bow to
this conclusion, however unacceptable to tl10 humoralist, or unpalatable to the materialist(~ 1034, 1039, 10-10, 1075) .
897. It bas been seen, also, that the fundamental philosophy of disease is perfect1y simple, as also that which concerns its cure; that disease is essentially nothing more than a deviation of the properties of
life from their natural standard, and a conseqcent corresponding
change in the functions over which they preside; that the artificial
cure consists in a restoration of those properties and functions by
making upon the former certai n impressions which enabl~ them to
obey their natural tendency to a state of health ; that remedial agents
of positive virtues operate like the truly morbific, but less. profoundly
in their thcrapeutical doses, and that the philo?ophy o~ their cu~e co~1sists in establishing, in a direct manner, certarn n:iorb1d. alterations m
the already diseased properties and acti?ns .of hfo ~vl11ch are ;1110re
conducive to the natural tendency that exists m the vital properties to
return from morbid to their natural states.
898. It follows, therefore, when disease subsides under the influence of remedial agents, that it is only in cons~quence of. the great
law of recuperation, which is brought into sensible .operation by the
production of morbid states which an: fa~orab_le to its dev~lopmcnt.
But, if Jisease terminate fatall y, i" is owmg either to morbid altera-
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tions which transcend the recuperative tendency, CK to physical obstacles which have resulted from the altered vital cou<litions. If disease subside without the intervention of art, it arises from the operation alone of that lHltural p1·inciple which has been established for the
preservation of health, and the perpetuation of organic beings. Of
this we have remarkable and striking examples in small-pox, measles,
&c. For wise purposes, as we have seen, a principle of mutability
has been established in the properties of life, and it is through thi~
principle, which is designed for useful ends in the animal economy,
that they arc li able to be variously altered from their natural state by
physical and mental causes ; but it is this very principle which enables
them to receive salutary impressions from remedial agents (just as
morbific aU-ect them), and to return to their natural condition.
899. The changes, therefore, to which the properties of life aro li able, arc almost of endless variety; depending, as we have nriously
seen, upon the nature of the operating causes, habits, natural and acquired temperaments, age, sex, &c. ; and whenever they become diseased, they pass through a variety of progressive changes till they
reach the acme of their morbid states. And so, on the other hand,
when rem edial agents begin their operation, a series of other changes
sets in, and continues in regular progress until it ends in health. The
pathological conditions, therefore, of any given disease arc constantly
varying, and may require frequent variations of treatment.
900. It being only necessary to introduce a peculiar morbid change
in diseased conditions that shall favor the operation of the natural tendency of the properties and actions of life to return to their healthy
state, a ,·ery few remedial agents may be all that are requisite to the
attainment of that result i while experience shows that our materia
medica. is encumbered with superfluitie~. Take a. large variety of
pathological cond itions, such, for example, as arc presented by inflammation, it is not necessary that a certain uniform change shou ld be
established by the remedies, but only such as shn ll favor the recuperative tendency. Bloodletting brings about one kind of change, cathartics another, antimony another, mercury another, and so on; while
each of these agents may prove perfectly cur.a.tivc in mnny cases of all
the modifications to which inflammation is hable from absolute mor
bific agents. And yet it is obvious that each one produces changes
peculiar to itself, while the changes induced by ei ther will be as vari
ous as tho natural modifications of disease (§ 7.56, a). And just so it
is in respect to the great variety of rcmedie~ which will tend to the
cure of intermittent fever. This disease will sometimes yield to
almost every thing in the materi~ mcdica, and may be suddenly broken up by an emotion of the rnmd. Bu t eve ry agent exerts ch anges in the morbid properties of life peculiar to itself, but such changes as enable the properties and actions of life to pass, afterward,
through a succession o_f spontaneous cha?ge.:1 un<ler th~ restorati,·e
principle, till they end rn health.• There 1s no. other philosophy th~t
will account for any of these phenomena, while they all concur m
demonstrating its foundation in nature. Hence, also, I may add, what
I have already endeavored to ox.pound, the occasional salut~ry effects
of alcoholic stimulants in the treatment of fever, and acute mflammations, and through which, in part, .I h3:ve attemp~ed to abolish the distinction between active and passive 1110ammat1on. In tlle~e exam
• SeeNons K p.1119, L p. 11~0, Eiip. 1133.
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pies, t11c alcoholic stimu lants do Lut introduce morbid con<litious that
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901. Nevertheless, a distinction is very properly macle into curat1vt1
aC1d morbific agents, however the former may be productive of disease, as they commonly are, in their medicinal doses when they do
not correspond with the existing pathological conditions. Their absolute mode of action, however, is the same in all tho cases; an 1 although, in a general sense, remedial agents exert their salutary effects by inducing new pathological states, and are generally liable to
produce disease when exhibited in health, these morbid states, when
not excessive, are of a nature to allow the full exercise of the recuperati,·e tendency. On the contrary, howeve1·, there is a class of
agents which are more profoundly rnorbific, and whose results transcend the natural recuperative process. It is for the removal of these
consequences that we employ the other class of morbific agents. Or,
there are yet other means, like exercise, air, &c. 1 whose influences
are of the mildest alterative nature, and appear to co-operate in a direct manner with a tendency to restoration which had already begun;
or, as in hooping-cough, ""here the restorative process is often easily
introduced. Our remedies, therefore, are curative by substituting
new pathological conditions, and nature does the rest; and it is only
with a view to a right interpretation of their modus nwdendi that I
have any disposition to depart from established phraseology, or to confound the operation of remedies with that of the ordinary causes of
disease(§ 137, 143, 150-152, 177- 182, 185, 893 c, d, 1059).
That what I have now stated as to the substitution of one pathological state for another in the cure of disease, and that this is the only
contribution which nature receives from art, seems to be abundantly
obvious ; though the proposition which I have thus made appears not
As a change aiises when
to have been a subject of consideration.
efficient agents operate, and as that change, by the supposition, is not
a restoration of the morbid to the natural state it is necessarily a n~w
pathological condition. And so, also, of the unaide_d changes which
Nature institutes, till the natural state is fu1Jy established. Bloodletting, and emetics, it is true, will be sometimes followed, as in fevers
and in. croup, by an almost immediate subsidence of the symptoms i
but, during their rapid operatiou, they haYe only introduced new c'?nditions of the pathological states which enable the morbid properties
to resume, at once, a. near approximation to their healthy standard.
It is certain that art can accomplish nothing more.
902, a . J now proceed to recapitulate the man!'ler in which rem~dial
aO"ents produce their effects upon parts remotely situate~ fi~om the direct
s~at of their application; and this, as I have formerly said, is tl1~ough r~~
motet contiguous, or continuous sympath¥; the agen~s exerting their
direct impression upon tho parts with which thoy are rn contact. Remote, and evidently, also, contiguous sympathy, are c~nducted by th.c
nervous power throu1Th
die medium of the ccrebro-spmal and gangli0
onic systems; whi1e, as I have also endeavored to show, continuous
sympathy is indC'pendent of the nerves.* \Vhen, however, these enter into Lhe structure of parts, as in animals, t110y.have a certain contingent participation. But their primary connectI?ns may be wholly
sc\·erccl, and disease ll?ay be yet propagated continuously along the
•cim ti,iuo11sinjlt1ence o(these lostitutes (§ ll!!lc,f,<l!}SaJ.
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r>art to which they appertained ; as we observe, also, in plants. ] t
appears, therefore, that in tl1ese examples, tl1e morbid condition ie
extended, in a continuous manner, from the organic properties of one
point to the next in apposition(§ 185, 233, 461, 475·1:, 647-J., 746 c).
902, b. I have variously shown that the nervous power is capable
of acting as a Yitai stimulus to the organic properties, is li able tQ be
variously developed by morbific and remedial agents, and to be so
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of the morbific or remedial action, the changes which the agents themselves would exert were they applied dlrecLlyto the remote organs. Tho
nerrnus power may be, also, equally determined with a morbific or curative effect upon the organic properties and actions of the great 1rnrvous centre; or upon any of its radiating parts. The philosophy is
also exactly the same when one diseased part gives rise to disease in
parts that are remote ; and when disease in remote parts, that has
been maintained by affections of other parts, subsides in consequence
o~ the rest?rati~n of the latter, it is owing to the removal of a pernicious mod1ficat1on of the nervous power that had been constantly
propagated by means of the latter upon the former{§ 409 k, 89 1{- k).
902, c. The type of the foregoing philosophy exists in various processes which are naturally going forward in the animal body. A single example of this nature is a key to the whole labyrinth. Thus :
"The whole system of respiratory nenes can be excited to actio;i
by irritation of any part of the mucous membrane, from the mouth to
the anus, from the nostrils to the lun gs."
Mechanical irritation alone is adequate to the greatest vari ety of
effect, as broadly stated in the foregoing law of sympathy. Tick!iug
the fauces provokes vomiting, irritating th e anus produces purging,
and thus are the muscles concerned in respiration, and those of the
stomach and intestine, and even the 1iver and the salivary glands,
brought into unusual action by slight mechanical irritation of the fauces or anus . Irritate the same tissue in the nose, and the respiratory
m1~scles are thrown into another mode of action; irritate the larynx,
and another mode is excited; call up the recollection of the finger in
the fauces, and the mind may determine a11 the sensible results of an
active emetic 1 as set forth in ~ 500 i-m, o, 503, 514, 891{- k, 905 a.
There is the great principle. It is great ly the work of the nervous
power, excited in one series of tho cases by impressions transmitted
from distant parts to the nervous centres, and in the other by the direct operation of the mi_nd upon the sa.mc central par~s. It is thro~gh
that principle that emetics an~ cathartics p~·oduce t1~e1r most ~ens1~le
manifestations, and the same 1s concerned rn all their less obvious mfluences upon eve1y part but th~ intestinal mucous ~issue, except_ as
continuous sympathy may co~tnbute a part of the mfluences .valHch
extend to the liver, &c. It is the same as concerns tho r espiratory
movements, which, as I have said, may be re$"a1·ded as an elementary
exemplifi cation of the mo.st entangled opera~on~ of the ne:\·~us power. The modus operandi may bo repeated rn 1ts exemphfymg rela~
tions to this subject. The point of ?epartu!e, in tl~e p:ocess, is. the
mucous tissue of the lungs, from wl11ch the 1mpress1on is transmitted
1
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the nervous power is excited and reflected upon the organic properties of the muscles of respiratinn through the various motor nerve~
of thQSe organs. These muscles are, in consequence, thrown into action, and the thorax expanded (~ 233f, .500 e, .514 l, &c.).
If the foregoing simple, demonstrable exemplification be duly comprehended, there can be no difficulty with all the rest. In the example of sneezing, as a consequence of the action of light upon the eyes
(§ .51'1, l), the process is more complex, and shadows forth the far
more intricate movements that are in progi:ess,-the almost endless reflex nervous actions which are taking place,-during the progress
or decline of disease, or those which are set up by the operation of an
emetic, a cathartic, &c. (§ 1040).-NoTE D p. 1114.
902, d. Physiological examples of the forego ing nature abound iu
the animal organization, ancl supply the most ample ground for th e in-
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tions ~hat relat~ to the respiratory _s):stem nlone,_as i~ co~ghing, crying,
laughmg, yawning, &c., are a frmtlul field of 111qu1ry into great and
precise laws, and extensively npplicable to the phi losopl1y of medicine.
The only difference is, that, when disease is established in a part, or
when remedial agents operate, the organic properties of the part are
altered in their n ature, and, of cour se, the organic actions over which
they preside. A specific impression, in the latter cases, is transmitted to the nen·ous centers, the nervous power more or less modified in a corresponding manner, and from thence r eflected through other nen•es, or other fibres, to the same or other parts, and, according to
the nature of the modification, disease will be produced or mitigated
in those parts. However complex, and variable, therefore, the phenom ena, nothing can be more simple than the principle through which
all these changes are produced(~ 233~, 475-}, 617i, 893-!).
902, e. \Vbcn an emetic operates, the modus operandi is essentially
3imilar to what happens in rcspiratiou. The mucous tissue of the
..tomach being the point of departure, a different influence is propagated to the nervous centres, corresponding with the nature of th e
exciting cause, with the special vital constitution of that portion of the
mucous tissue, with the compound nature of the stomach, with the
special relations of this organ to the central parts of the nervous system and to the respiratory muscles, &c. (§ 138, 149, 1.50, &c.), while
th e nervous power is also modified in its nature according to the peculiar virtues of the emetic (§ 227). The most sens ible result, as in
respiration, depends upon the reflection of the nervous power upon
the respiratory muscles, while ~nother current d~scends through the
motor fibres of the pneumogastr1c and sy~pathellc nerves to the m~s
cuJar tissue of the stomach. If the emetic operate also as a cathartic,
then a new chain of actions is established , in the same way, upon the
abdominal muscles, while a current of the ncn·ous power is propagated upon the muscular coat of the intestines.(§ 233~, 889 a-f).
.
902,f. But, in the foregoing case,_s?methmg more happens ~han _m
the natural processes. H ere the e~c1t1ng cause possesses p_ecu!1at· \ '1:-tues, is of a morbific nature, and it not only ma~es peculiar impressions upon the alimentary mucous tissue, accordrng ~o the exact nature of its vi 1tucs, but it modifies the nervou~ power m ~ corr?sponding manner. If tl1e stomach bo tho seat of disease, the chrect 1mpres·
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~ion upon that organ, or the change which an emetic may effect m

Its vital condition, will be more or less varied from what is exe1ted in
a state of healtl-1. It may, therefore, prove curative to the StC\l'llach
more or less by this direct influence (§ 514 b, 658). But the nervous
power is also modified according to the impression produced upon the
organic properties of the stomach, and is sent abroad, with alteratin"
effect, upon various parts of the system. According to a law by which
diseased parts are far more susceptible of influences from vital stim
uli than such as are not diseased, the modified nervous power will fall
with far greater effect upon the former than the latter. The organic
properties and actions of one may be profoundly and permanently affected, while the latter are only moderately and very temporarily influenced. In consequence, also, of the deep effect which the modified
nervous power exerts on the diseased parts, they may return, at once,
to their natural state (§ 841, 2, b, 143, c, 148-151 1 855, 895, 481 d) .
But the milder influences which are set up by the nenous power
upon parts in health, or in comparative exemption from disease, play,
also, their part in the salutary process. If the emetic operate also as
a cathartic, impressions are transmitted from the intestinal mucous
membrane to the cerebra-spinal system, the nervous power developed
and modified according to the nature of these impressions, an<l radiated abroad as when the result of the action of the emetic upon the
stomach, and with effects conesponding to this new development and
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organ transmits that impression to the cerebro-spinal axis, and develops and modifies the nervous power accordingly, when it is, as in the
other instance, reflected abroad, and is felt by various parts accol'ding
to their degrees of susceptibility. Various other circles of modified
nervous inHuences set in, and become too complex for analysis; but
all may fall with one concurring curative cllCct upon the diseased sus·
ceptiblc organs. Thus every part may have an allotment in the curative process; as more distinctly expounded in foregoing sections
(~ 143, c, and reference5, 500-514, 516 d, no. 6, 863 d, 889 g, 893a, c). *
902,g. \Ve thus see that when vomiting springs from the operation of
tartarized antimony, and often from ipecacuanha, it is only one of the
consequences, and a minor one, of the peculiar irritation of tho gas·
tro-mucous membrane. Other and far more powerful influences arc
determined, simultaneously, upon the organic properties and actions
of distant and diseased pa1ts (perhaps as distant as the most remote
extremity), by the same ne1·vous power that shook the respiratory
organs during the act of vomiting. And. often, indeed, does it hapren
that those influences are propagated wnh the most profound eliect
when the act of vomiting fails of being consummated; and nausea,
alone, shall send with prostrating force the. m~dified nervous po,~er
over the whole system; when we shall see 1t simultaneously hathmg
the whole surface with perspiration; pouring the salirn from the
mouth· breakin(T down a tumultuous excitement of the heart and ar1
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scntiug a magnificent play of J'Cfl~x actions f~r the evacuation of th? t-lll ids after the manner of an active purgative,-thesc ,-ery effu~1ons,
als~, inatituting other circles of reflex action, which join in tbe great
... Sec Non~ Cc p. 1132.
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l\'Ork of curative movem?nts. Should vomiting now follow, then shall
speedily see the. ntal energies returni.ng,-:-th~ cold, pale skin
g1vmg place to a flond hue and a warm per:;p1rat1on,-the sunken
features starting into the fullness of health,-tbe gastric suffering go11e
::is a ]uxury obtained,- the general whirl of anxiety and distress con,·crted into calm tranquillity,-the headache di ssipatcd,-thc twa11g
of tbc uoup, or the gru11t of pneumonia, no longer sounding an
alarm :-and, all this stupendous succession of events, from the beginning of nausea to the restoration of the vital energies and the uear
r~solution of d~sease,-composing a most astonishing consccuti,-c series of reflex act10ns,- may require less time tlrnn I haYe hastily employed in this general allusion to the subject. And now can it be entertained that this has been the result of absorption, or that the laws of
chemistry or physics have had any counection with the phenomena?*
902, 11,, The foregoing may he taken as an example of the p1;nciplc
which concerns the modus operandi of all curative or morbific agents,
whether physica1 or mental, and of all th e developments of disease tha1
arise as sympathetic consequeuce.s of each orher. In respect to
emetic.s, however, it should be considered that all do not produce the
foregomg effects, and that with the exception of the act of vomiting,
the results will depend upon the precise nature of the emetic 1 or the
manner in which it modifies the ne~vous po'.ver and thus impresses
the organic properties. This explams the difference in res ults between tartariz c<l antimony, ipecacuanha, sulplrntc of zinc, warm wa·
ter tickling the fauces, the mechanical i1Titation of undigested food,
the shock of a fal:, of a surgical operation, sai lin g, whirling, ofiensirn
sights1 offensive odorn, loss of blood, and even their reco1lection ~
while the nature and effect of the gTeater number should lead the pl1ilosophical inquirer to pause at the physical doctrine of absorption,
and survey the other difficulties with which it is fatally encumbered.
D02, i. 'Vhen the alterations, of a sympathetic nature, are mnn•
slowly produced as when mercury induces saliva.tion gradually, awl
brings the whole system under its influence, or when small, and repeated doses of tartarized antimony O\"ercome inflammations of the
lungs, &c., the nervous pov•'cr is de\'eloped .and modified at each sue·
cessive dose, and the repetition of its reflect10n upon the organic properties of diseased parts remote from tl1e stomach establishes progressive changes, till an absolute condition of disease may be induc~d in
certain parts1 as when mercury salivates; while the analogous mAuences which are exerted on parts already diseased supplant th~ naturally morbid. states by others of an artificial nature, from. :vlnch t11e
organic properties are able to return to their healthy. condi.uon. But
these impressions mus~ ?e fr~quently repeated; for 1f the mterval be
long between the adm1mstrat1on of the doses o.f such agen~s. as only
produce their effects in a gradual manner, the diseased co_nda1ons, not
being placed in the way of the rec~p~rati~o ten.denc:y, ~v1ll thro~v off
the artificial impression, and the or1gmal rntensit)'. of _dise.asc will be
thus restored. The process which .I am now cons1denng: is an example of the cumulative effect of remedial agents, some of winch are much
more remarkable than others, and the ultimate results are pronounced
with varying degrees of suddenness. _'~h.i~ is also inAuenc_cd by peculiarities of constitution or of susccpttb1htrns of the orf!a~1c proper·
ties to changes now under considcraton i and therefore 1s lt, that salY?~
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ivation may be: speedily induced in one subject by Jess than a grain
of calomel, wlnlc no amount of the remedy will produce this effect in
oth~rs. And ~o of the morbific effects of digitalis; an agent, also,
which exempldics the suddenness with which cumulative agents may
pfo<luce an explosion of disease, although no symptoms had admon·
1sh~d. us of its approach. This principle concerns, also, the prcdi.~
pos1tton to disease which is formed by miasmata, the virus of smallpox, of hydrnphobia (§ 516 d, no. 6, 64 7 &, 657 a, 666, 90 I bb, 1059).
902, k. The permanent operation of the nervous power in particular parts of the animal fabric, as in the sphincters, supplies an elegant
parallel with the foregoing uninterrupted influences of the same power as developed by remedial or morbific agents. This power operates as a perpetual stimulus to the organic properties of the muscles
just mc11tioned, in the same way as the freces and urine stimulate thi>
mucous tissue. And now, if we mutilate the inferior part of the s1Ji.rn1l
cord, or observe the sphincter ani when relaxed in bad cases of apu·
plexy, or regard its condition when the spiual cord is merely divided,
we shall see the relative bearing. upon other organs of these two
parts of the nervous system in their connected state, but with injury
of the brain, and how the spinal cord is capa.ble of an individual
iufluence (§ 473-475, 476!- 481, &c., 514 g, &c.).
902, l. When mental causes operate in the cure, or production of
disease, they act directly upon the cerebro-spinal axis, and deveiop
and modify the nervous power according to the nature of each me11tal
affection i and, as in the case of physical agents, the nervous power
thus developed and modified may be det~rmine<l as well upon the organic properties of the brain and spinal cord, as upon other parts.
The blow upon the region of the stomach, or the opening of a thecal
abscess, which have destroyed life on the instant, operate in the same
way as the paroxysms of anger, or of joy, which have been as suddenly
fatal. In these cases tbe nervous power is alike reflected with a fa.
tal effect upon the brain as well as other important organs(§ 479).
902, m. A more intricate example may now be presented relative
to those natural means of cure which occur in a former section i such
as change of air, exercise, &c. (§ 855). These are all positirn remedies, and, of course, they have their modes of operating. One example will open the philosophy of the whole. How, then, does change
of air suddenly arrest an obstinate form of the hooping-cough 1 There
is gastric as well as pulmonary disease, and the mucous tissue of the
stomach is preternaturally susceptible to the influence of many causes.
The air exerts its impression upon the lungs, and upon the general
surface of the body. But, there must be other agencies in operation
before the lungs will e~pei:ience relief. These agenc_ies ~pperta~n to
the nervous power, whir h is developccl by the foregomg 1mpress1ons,
an~l reflected upon the stomach and .other abdominal organs. If there
be disease here, it is more or less rel1evccl, and the more so the greater will be the ultimate salutary impression upon the lungs. The
abdominal impression is t~an~mitted to. th~ nervous centres and the
nervous power reflected with its alteratn·~ mAuenc~ upon the p~lmo
nary mucous tissue, and thus ~nds the disease. 1 he spa~mod1c ~c·
tion of tho respiratory muscles is, of course, arrested by w1thdrawwg
the preternatural operation of the nerv?us pm:' er from those muscles, as
a consequence of the subsidence of disease Ill the pulmonary mucous
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tissue(§ 902, c). And so , ,\~·hen change of air promotes lite h?nling
of ulcers upon the extrem1t1es i and should they not be complicated
with derangement of the abdominal organs, one of the sure evidences
that the foregoing is the modus opctai~di of this remedy is the improyement of appetite which commonly prncedes any manifest abatement of the remote affections. The same philosophy applies, also, t0
the control which air and exercise frequently obtain over phthisis pulmonalis (§ 514 c, 525 c, 527 b).• It is conspicuously seen even in tlrn
operation of morbific causes i an d the two aspects of the subject go
to illustrate each other(§ 657, a). The principle is of the utmost importance in medicine. Its laws are precft>e. Their knowledge will
lead to a greater dependence upon the functions of organic life (§
878, 890-} d. But these problems lie in the depths of Jlhysiology.
903. It is important to consider the distinction between impressions
which are made, in organic life, upon irritability and sensibility by
vital agents, whether natural, morbific, or remedial. The latter prop- ·
e rty is the subject of impressions particularly in animal life; though it
becomes more or less involved in organic, in all its natural modifications, by the accidents of disease. But the special modification which
I have considered under the name of sympatlietic sensibility performs
the important part of transmitting impressions to the nervous centres
when they give rise to sympathetic movements in or~anic life. Indeed, the whole rhythmic action of the organism is mamtained by the
transmission of influences from all parts to the brain and spinal cord
through this modification of sensibility, and a consequent reflected action of the nervous power upon all the organs, as each may require
the harmonizing influence of this great regulating property of the vital
principle (§ 233-i, 1037, b), through the potential sympathetic nerve.
The foregoing is the chief agency which sensibility. exerts in org~nic
life, and the nervous power no other than that of a vital agent, actmg,
like other agents, upon irritability, from which the influence is imparted to mobility. This we have also seen to be equally the case in animal life, when voluntary motion is performed. In all the cases, however, where perception is excited, either common or specific sensibility
is more or less interested, though neither modification takes any part
in the organic or animal movements(~ 233!,524 d, no. 7, 647-}, 893~) .
If the brain, or any part of the nervous system, be the seat of disease, of irritation, &c., the preternatural developmen~ of the nen'~U!!
power is, as we have seen, direct, and propagated directly, and with
very various effects, upon distant parts. In this pro~ess th~ .n:iot~r
nerves are alone concerned, and therefore sympathetic sens1b1hty is
not brought into operation. It is exactly the secon.<l part of the process which takes place when influences are transmitted from one organ to another through the medium of the nervous c~ntrcs. Thc:e
is, therefore, no difference in the principle. The expcnments of 'V1!son Philip, &c., illustrate the direct method(§ 477, &c.) i the c~mst1•
tutional action of remedies the indirect, or by reflex nervous act10n.
904, a. In considering the philosophy of the .effects of the. ner~ous
power it is important to regard its nat~re as liable to mo~1~cat1~ns
from the sl ightest influences, both pl1ys1cal and mental. Tins is .ev~n
ced by all the phenomena, is analogous to the natur~l and .art1fic1~l
modifications of irritability and sensibil~ty; and accordmg l? its mod1ficntions. and other concurring causes l11therto expounded, 1t produces
•Sec Non:Fp.1114.
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changes in the organic properties and functions; establishing or removing disease, or killing in an instant.
I say, therefore, again m1d again, as more deeply seated than all
things else at the foundation of medical phiJosophy, the ner\tous
power is not ouly variously excited, exalted, or depressed, or mo<lified in its kind, an<l produces influences upon remote parts according
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tho. patt upon which the remote cause may operate (§ 233f). Thus,
as I have said, one impression from cold, as a blast of cold air, or a
drnp of cold water upon t'he skin, will rouse the respiratory muscles.
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&c.). Mercurial ointment wi ll determine the nervous power specially upon the salivary glands, and liver, and the same effects arise from
the action of mercury upon the stomach. Cautharides, internally or
externally applied, irritates the neck of the bladder. One degree of
impression by tartarized antimony upon the stomach determines the
nervous power upon the respiratory muscles, and. vomiting is the consequence; while it simultaneously reflects the same power upon the
skin as it does in smaller doses, and of which perspiration is a consequencc,-and so on. But these examples embrace only certain
parts of the influences in each case; while in others they are far
more complex,-one sympathetic result becoming the cause of others, till, through a single impression upon the organic properties of
the skin, various circles of alterative reflex nervouu actions may be
instituted. Narcotics induce peculiar modificationa of the nervous
power wlien they are administered by the stomach, and the power
thus modified is not only reflected up1m various distant parts with
effects corresponding with its modifications, but especially, also, upon
the organic and animal properties of the brain and spinal cord.
Hence the obtuseness of the senses, and the venous congestions of
r.he brain, which follow their improper administration(~ 89'1! g, k).
904, b. We have seen that hyJ.rocyanic acid, strychnia, &c., will
destroy life, when applied to the tongue, before one act of inspiration
can be made, and that, when swallowed by man in speedily fatal doses the odor of the acid is indistinguishable in the blood, or within the
organism(§ 350! 1» 827 d) . Wedeme:rer11;nd ~iil~er te~tify to tbe fatal effect of one drop of the hydrocyamc ac1d, wtthm a smgle second:
when introduced into tlie eye of a rabbit. And so of strychnia. It is
also allowed by Miiller, who defends the doctrin.e of absorption in all
cases, that from a minute to two minutes are necessary to one round
of the blood's circulation. The case is a plain one; the contradiction obvious (§ 494, dd) . . Besides, th_e action. c;>f these poisons mu~t
begin at the instant of thetr coi:itact with the ~1vm_g part~, an~ what is
prorrressive throughout the entire second of ttme ts phys1olog1cally the
0
sam e as at the beginning of the second. Magendie kills "the most
vigorous dogs" by applying to. the. fau~es _one ~rop of t~ie l1yclrocyanic
acid u after two or three hurried mspirat1ons.
Pereira says that he
"on~e caused the instantaneous death of a rabbit by applying its noso
to a receiver filled with the vapor of the pure acid. The animal wae
killed without the least struggle." And ~odid .Magendie. P.ereiraadde,
that in cases of this nature, "the rapid action of the p01sons seems
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almost incompatib1o with tl1e idea of their absorption."-Pimimu's
IYiat. l\led., p. 27, 242. The experiments by Stilling and Van Deen
settle the question as to absorption (§ 494). Consider the action of
opium. Apply it to the 11. ucous tissue of the intestine, an<l the local
impression is such that it immediately arrests the peristaltic move.
ments. Apply it to the surface of the braiu, and it im;tantly lessens
the action of the heart and capillary blood-vessels, &c. Now combine
these phenomena, when opium exerts its direct action upon the stomach, and indirectly upon the heart, capillary system, &c., and consider
the natural relatious between the stomach and nervous centres. Take
a substantial, physical fac t, as supplied by the advocates of absorption.
Thus:
"It is very singular," says Sigmond, "that a pill of opium, admi nistered by the stomac~ at night, will be vomited up in the morning,
afier ltaving produced its r.;arcotic eff'ect. This is an obsen•ation which
Van Swiete n originall y made."-StGJ\tONo's Lectures, &c.
My doctrine of alterative reflex nervous action clears up thi::
ohscurily, and admits of the only explanation (§ 512, b, 891! k) .
"I am acquainted with a physician in London," says Siamond,
"who, on taking opium, although in a very minllte quantity, will have
over the surface of the body a scarlet effiorescence" (§ 891, e) .- lbid.
Is not this phenomenon due to the same principle as tl1at which is
concerned when indigestible food occasions analogous eruptions, or
when they spring up, as in infancy especially, from gastric and intes ~
tinal derangements, or when the blotches of a surfei t \'a11ish d uring the
operation of an emetic, or as croup disapi:-ears under the same influ.
ence.1 Turn to the exreriments of Ph~lip, Alston, H all, Stilling,
Bumva, Van Deen, Kreimer, Procter, G1rtanner 1 Johnson, &c., and
they will be found to confirm my conclusicm (§ 399, 483, Exp. 21, 484,
485, 828 b),* that they depend u1>on alterative reflex nervous actions.
The followi ng are other facts which demonstrate the local operation
of remedial and morbific agents, and the dependence of their constitu·
Thus:
tional effects upon the laws of reflex nervous action.
"An imponderable quantity of arropia," says Pereira," is sufficient
when applied to the eye, to cause di latation of tho pupil."
Now consider the effoct of this'' imponderable quantity'' in conncc
tion with the analogous effect of imponderable light (§ 514, k), and
the modus operandi of the latter will be found to coincide with that
of the former. The cases are remarkably parallel, and the more in·
teresting as showing the transmission of influences through sympathet-

lillAI

!c sensibility as pronounced in an expanded nerve an<l as implanted
m the sk i.n of the eyelid, or in the tunica conjunctiva, and therefore
through different se nsitive nerves, while in all the cases, the motor nerve,
and the part which is impressed by the nervous power are exactly
the same (§ 233i). It is also worthy of remark, as exemplifying the
modification of the nervous power by preternatural agents, that the
motion of the iris is very difforent under the different influences of the
remote causes (§ 74 a, 188) d, 514, l, l 012).
"It is a very interesting fact/' says Sigmond1 41 that the application
of hyoscyamus and belladonna to the eye was not applied to any practical purpose until a gentlema n by accid ent applied a piece of the
herb to his eye, when the effect remained for tl1,rec weeks."

on~ea~~~:~~1i;1:~~;1~~1: f~~~,::i~f ~~~~1:y;~~i~s ;a~et~J~~~:~ct~d !~
eyes. This is a closer parallel with the effect of light than the preceding statement by Pereira (p. 344, § 516 d, no. 6).
Observe how many individuals are liable to violent erysipclat'lUS
infl ammation over the whole surface of the body from approacl1ing
only within a few yards of several species of rh us; while, on the other hand, many are entirely insusceptible of its action 1 as many are of
the constitutional effects of mercury (§ 585, b).
Here, again, is another fact, coincident with the foregoing, and which
also e legantly illustrates the different natural modifications of the or·
ganic properties ; even in different parts of the same conti nu ous tissue
(§ 133, &c.). "As an enema," says Sigmond (I quote from the advo-
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even apoplectic symptoms, and also when the "fumes were inhaled"
(§ 827 b, 1066)-LI:CTURES in London Lflncet, Feby. 18, 1837.
Th e snuff which regales the nose, and the tobacco which equall y
delights the mouth, are viol ent poisons to the intestinal mucous tissue;
and the constitutional results harmonize with the local effects in either
case (§ 133, &c., 150, 151). Again, if remedial or poisonous substances act by absorption, why is tobacco smoke so innoxious when inhaled
by the lungs, anJ yet so deleterious when swallowed, or when con·
veyed into the rectum 1 Most remedial agents, indeed, produce constitutional effects accordi ng to the natural vital mod ifications not only
of the mucous, and othe r tissues of different parts, but of oue contin·
uous tissue, as the mucous membrane of the eyes, nose, fauces, resophagus, stomach, sma11 and large intestines, larynx, trachea, and lungs.
Where would philosophy be; where our interpretation of these various consea uences, if we followed the chemist in his physical views of
life 1 \Vliat would tobacco affect in such a case 1 ·would it nauseate
by affecti ng chem ical.affi nity, or cohesion, or clasti.city, or would the
nose or the mouth CO.JOY through any such properties of matter,-or
would galvanism help our un<lel·standing 1 ls it through any such
0
6
0
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eration by absor~tion when he defends a moderate P.raclice o~ opium
smoking,-especmlly as the whole volum e of smoke is drawn rnto th.e
lungs 1-(llfat. Med., p. 1~93.). Shall. w~ n~t. ra~her look to wh_at is
known of the natural mod1ficat10ns of 1rr1tab1hty m the mucous tissue
of different organs 1 If opium offend the stomach, the principle is the
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~~~etl~~s 'v~:~d:~!~etl~:c::~~e~i~~~en:r1r~~~~5 n:~~u~r~~~io~~. thB~~n~~
distinguislrnd author above quoted shall lay down our principl e himself. Thus:
"Sir B. Brodie," he says," found that an infusion of tobacco, thrown
into tbe rectum, paralyzed the heart, and caused death in a few minutes. But if the hea<l of the animal be previously removed, and artificial respiration kept up, the heart remains unaflCcted ; proving that
tobacco disorders this organ through the medium of the nervous system only"(§ 484, b).- Ibid. , p. 869. Also, NoTE B p. 1113.
Should we not rather say, through the medium of the brain in its
connection with the organic nerve, while other parts may suffer reflex
nervous actions through the spinal marrow, or even the ganglionic
system alone. And now contrast with the foregoing peculiarities of
tobacco and opium the fact that the inhalation of the fumes of hyoscyamus produces vertigo, tremors, laborious respiration, &c. i and
that hydrocyanic acid, in· the quantity of a drop, or in vapor, on account of the coincident relations of its virtues to the naturally modified organic properties of various parts, is instantly fatal, whether applied to the mucous tissue of the eyes, nose, ll\Outh, stomach, or lungs.
And so of the spirituous extract of nux vomica. If absorption be good
in some of the cases, it should be equally so in the others. Consider,
too, how the habitual use of narcotics reduces the susceptibility of the
stomach to the influence of each one, respectively, and not to the others, and how the constitutional effects go on, pari passu, in the ratio
Qf the local effects. And consider, also, how music assuages suffering, or the expectation of the dentist relieves toothache. And why,
according to the doctrine of absorption, should not medicines produce
the same constitutional effects when injected into the bladder, as when
administered by the 'stomach i Are you doubtful as to the manner in
which certain substances produce their constitutional effects when
applied to the skin, as mercury and tobacco, for example 1 Consider
the foregoing case Qfhydrocyanic acid; or how an issue relieves deepscated inflammation ; or, again, how belladonna, or hyoscyamus, when
appl ied to the lids of the eyes, as when to the stomac11, produces dilatation of the pupils(~ 1066, p. 838, ~ 1057~)·
904, bb. Let us observe the constitutional effects of tarta.rized antimony when administered in small and repeated do~es. Tl~is. su~s~ance
possesses, in a general sense, the power of lessemng the 1rntabihty of
the stomach (in relation to its own virtues), where the doses are small
at fu·st, and gradually increased. From this principle, indeed, results
the necessity of increasing the doses as far as they may ~e borne
without nausea, fol' the purpose of ma.intainir.g the same mfluenc.e
upon disease as is exerted by the fast and sma1.1er doses. In this
way, in certain affections, as in articular r~10umat1sm, we m_ay sometimes rapidly increase the doses from the sixteenth of a gram t~ ~wo
grains, although the first dose sha11 have actually prod~ced vomitm~,
while the two grains are borne without nausea. It is also certa.m
that this progressive increase of the remedy, a~ far as may be ~dm1t
ted by the stomach, is indispensable to the full rnfluence upon disease
whith was exerted by the smaller doses before the remedy had subdued the irritability of the stomach(§ 516 d, 1~0. 7,. 558, 573 _d, 841).
Now were the physical, and not the phys10logical, cloctnne !rue,
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there should be no necessity for this regular anC rapid increase of
the doses. The nearer, indeed, each dose approac11es the point of
~ausea so will the general arterial excitement, an<l local inflammalions, be held in subjection; ·from which it is plainly manifest that the
remote effects depend upon the amount of influence produced upo11
the stomach. And so of opium, and all the narcotics, and, indeed, of
various other agents which are freely assumed to operate through th<'
circulation. As to antimony, croup often subsides when nausea begins.
But again, on the contrary, we may obtain an exactly opposite series of results from tartarized antimony; by which we prove our prop·
osition by the converse of t11e foregoing phenomena. \Ve may begin
the treatment by one eighth of a grain without producing nausea i but
in an hour or two afterward, a repetition of the same dose nauseates
the stomach, and prostrates the whole system. Again, at the same
interval, we repeat the same dose and vomiting ensues, accompanied
by still greater constitutional effects. 'Ve then reduce the quantity
to the twelfth of a grain and again we have nausea and vomiting, with
still greater constitutional results. ~Ve go on to reduce the dose in
this manner, and, as I have witnessed in adults, it has been necessary
· to diminish the quantity to the thirtieth part of a grain to avoid protracted nausea, and a general prostration of the system. Here, then,
the remedy not only continues to nauseate the stomach in greatly diminished doses, but, as in the opposite case, there is a constant ratio
between its impression on the irritability of the stomach and its constitutional influences and its special effects on diseased remote organs.
However the dose may be diminished, so long as it impresses the irritability of the stomach, it breaks down the general arterial excitement, and often overthrows inflammation just as fu1ly, and rapidly, as
when two grains are administered with a similar effect upon the stomach. Nor is this all which antimony opposes t6 the doctrine of absorption; since in the cases first supposed, when it finally produces
nausea after repeated and gradua1ly-incrcased doses it does not reduce the irritability of the stomach after that close, as after the beginning of the remedy, and when it did not produce nausea. On the
contrary, the gastric irritability is now brought up to a full relation to
the remedy in that last dose, where it either remains permanently for
some time, or is quite as apt to increase in susceptibility to the antiivonial influence, so that it may be necessary to diminish the next fo].
lowing dose to avoid a renewal of the nausea, and perhaps vomiting.
In the mean time, the effects on the constitution, and on remote disease, are r.xactly conformable to the amount of influence upon the
stomach. Clearly, then, its elf'ects depend on reflex nervous actions.
904, c. Pereira has rendered our best standard work on Materia
Modica 1iable to the objection which I am now considering, as he has,
also, to that of reasoning from the e~ects of re~edi~s on man in health,
and even upon the !laturall;y ~~d1fied const1tut1on of. an.ima~s and
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duces its curative effect." And agarn, a universal op11uon" Shall we deny the efficac)'. o~ bloo<l!etting in inflammation, of mercury in syphilis 1 of cinchona rn mtermlttents, and of _a host of. other
remedies, simply because we .cannot acco~nt for tl1e1r beneficial effects 1 The fact is," he continues, u that rn the present statP. of nur
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1839.)
This supposed ignorance is mostly predicated of the failure of detecting the medicines in the circulation; but will it apply to such observers as explain their modus operandi on other principles, and in
conformity with well-established facts 1 If "bloodletting be efficacious in inflammation, mercury in syphilis," &c., they are so through
G"reat and immutable laws; and shall we rest in ignorance of those
raws because we cannot deny the efficacy of the remedies 1 Is it not
this ,·ery common representation of the topics before us, and of the
phenomena of living beings, which has led to so general a disregard
of the great principles in medicine, and to the revirnl of the exploded
~r~eds of the iatro-chemical and iatro-mechanical philosophers 1 Or
1s 1t any argu~ent against the interpretation of the properties and laws
of organic bemgs, of their modifications in disease., nf the modus operandi of remedial agents, as set forth by one inquirer, that fifty different and conflicting systems have been projected by others 1 Such,
indeed, must be the position of every disputed topic when universal
truth shall ultimately prevail. The argument, therefore, however
common, is necessarily fallacious(~ 892, b, 905.t, 829, 830).
There is no objection to admitting that all remedial and morLific
agents find their way, \'cry scantily, into the circulation, excepting as
it regards the matter of fact, and a respect for those principles which
nature has ordained for their exclusion so far as to prevent their ingress in injurious quantities. No conclusions, as I have shown, can
be formed from the effects of injections into. the circulation; which
are the rudest facts in relation to a topic of tlus nature. It therefore
becomes the merest assumption to affirm that the minute proportions
">f medicines, which may force their way through the well-guarded
portals of the organism, produce those remarkable results which we
witness after their administration by the stomach ; while we are met
nt the threshold of the inquiry by the clearest interpretation of their
modus operandi in the pe1fectly demonstrable laws of sympathy, in a
stupendous display of reflex actions of the nervous power in the natural conditions of the body, and as modified by a vast variety of experiments, and by the morbid processes that are perpetually before us.
90.t, d. Again, take the grand characteristics ".f the c~nchona.s, arse·
nic, calomeJ, and the whole group of agents for mterm1ttent ~1seases.
Of cinchona, Pereira says (after having expounded its operation as a
tonic through th e process of absorption), that in intcrmitte~t diseases
its" mctlwdus 1nedendi is quite in explicable."-( ~bid., "?l. n.,,p,, 100~,
IOOG. 1840.) But, is not its mode of operation JUSt as rntelhg1ble 111
one case as in the other 1 Does not the whole system of nature,
where common results are concerned in any integral part, enforce t11b
belief tl1at the same laws are concerned in both cases; and do not all
the relative facts in physiology, all that i ~ kno~vn o.f the propertie~ of
life and of the constitutional effects of vital stimuli of any denommatio~ proclaim the fact, that nature is just a~ consisten~ iu this in.
stance as she is in the simple. principl.es which dctermi.ne the phenomena of gravitation, of chemical affin.1ty, of th? attractrnn ?f. cobei:;ion, of repulsion, &c., or, in more sensible physics, ?f electnc1ty, of
light, of magnetism, &c.1 If we refer, as does Pereira, to the effecu
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of cinchona as a ton ic upon the healthy system, we must explain tho
metliodus operandi before we can apply it in the Jeast to any parallc
effects upon morbid and enfeebled states of the system. But we may
not speak of "augmentation of cohesion of the organic mass," &c.
(§ 890, 890l).- lhid., p.1002. These arc only effects of an antecedent operation, in which the whole modus operandi consists (§ 842).
But the mode in wl1ich cinchona produces its effects in the perfect organism being just as obscure as in diseased states, we start with ou1
interpretation of its modus operandi in intermittents just as we do o'
the mode in which cinchona produces its fullest effects in health; or
raises the vigor of the stomach, sharpens tl,c appetite, and braces np
the animal man, in dyspeptic affections.
Now the mode in which cinchona accomplishes tlrnse 1ast results is
no more obvious than its action as a febrifuge. One must certainly
he as plain as the other, since the essential influences and changes
are exerted upon tbe organic properties of living parts, which are
governed by simple and immutable laws. To explain the operation
of a given cause upon two principles where the res11lts arc of the
same genus, and nearly of the same species, would be to disjoint na·
ture completely, and to render her a deformity.
With this fundamental principle, we move forward to the interpre·
tation of the effects of cinchona when it exasperates or produces dis·
ease; and so of other morbific agents. All the results, as they vary
from those which foll ow the ordinary stimuli of life, depend upon the
mutability of the organic properties and actions. Upon these, mm··
bific causes, like the natural vital stimuli, make their whole impres·
sion; but they go farther in that impression than the natural stimuli
of life. That is to say, they make their impression so profoundly,
and in virtue of their peculiar attributes, as to alter the natural condi·
tion of the organic properties and actions; and this alteration consti·
tutes disease. All that follows are but mere "sequelre." Remedial
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for this reason, therefore, that they produce disease in the healtl1y organism; and when they contribute to the cure of disease, it is in Vir·
tue of that morbific action which they exert on healthy parts. They
are a class of morbific agents, however, which pro<luce only such diseases, in health (if not administered in great excess), as are of a transient nature; and when, therefore, administered for the cure of dis·
ease, they induce a morbid state .more fa~orable th~n the pre-e~isting
to the natural tendency of morbid orgamc properties and actions to
return to their healthy standard (~ 892 h, 893, 901, 1059).
Thus we get at a commo~ principle of the metl~odus operandi of_cii:i·
chona as a tonic, as afcbrifuge, and as a morb1fic agent; and it ts
equally applicable to all other remedies wl1ich possess absolute reme.
dial yirtues. This philosophy enables us at once to understand how
arsenic, cobweb, opiui;1 1 alcohol, mental emotions,. and al.most ~very
thin<T else are like cmchona, more Oi less curative of mterm1ttent
feve~; a~d th~ugh the alte~atio?s which ~re direct~y instituted by
these various agents a.re unhke m all the mstanc?s 1 and correspond
with the peculiar virtues ~f each agent, each one mduces s~1ch chan·
ges in the organic properties as enable them. to take on then·. natural
tendency toward a state of health,-some bemg more conducive than
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others, a.nd either liable to exasperate the disease. We thus see also
how it is that our r~medies must ?e w~ll adapt~d to th~ ex_istidg pa~
tho logy, or they will prove morL1fic; srnce their operatton is as well
regulated by the nature of the morbid condi tions as by the virtues of
the remedies (§ 79,_ 150, &c., 857, 890! d, 892 d). We must look
for the reason of tl11s ready subversion of intermittent fever t o soliclism and vitalism. We must regard nature in her recuperative efforts
as strongly pronounced during the periods of intermission, and thus
learn from her that the mo1bid properties of life may requ ire but a
slight impression to establish an unintermitting tendency toward a
state of health_(§ 177-1 82, 551 a, 756 a, 175).
Th.at there is a 1r:et1wdus operandi, in all the foregoing cases, is too
~ertam to b~ questioned; and such being the fact, it is quite a becom-

~~! ~~~~~~~~'.'f~~st~i~e :l~~a~f ~~~l t~ ci:~~~t~~g:t~ii~~. ~~~u:~~ ;~o:;
of man to find it out"(§ 892, b, 905o\').-NoTES KL pp. 111 9, 1120.
905, a. I will now present a comprehensive example which illustrates the foregoing doctrines . A scton, passed through tho skin of
the neck! removes inflam!Ilatio~ of the eyes. In th_is instance, nothing
can poss1hly enter the c1rculat1on, but the whole rnfluence of the seton upon the eyes must be exerted throu::rh reflex action s of the
nervous system. By tracing out all the efft"cts of which this seton is
capable we may show that it involves all the principles which arn
concerned in the production of disease aud its cure (§ 63-81).
In the first place, the seton establishes an inflammation in the part
of the skin in which it is inserted. Here we have the \vhole interpretation of morbific agents in producing their direct diseases.
Like the seton, all others act upon the irritability of parts , directly
or by reflex action, alter its nature, and involve the other organic prop·
erties in corresponding changes, when a change of function ensues as
a consequence; and then may follow a variety of physical results.
Now let us consider the seton in its curative aspect, as it relates to
the ophthalmic inflammation. The morbid state of the skin operates
as a peculiar stimulus, the result of which is transmitted to centers of
the 11crvous system, where it develops ancl modifies the nervous power,
and re.fleets it through organic nerves(~ 893 a).* The intensity of the
nervous power, thus developed, is not sufficient to alter the organic
properties of any part excepting the susceptible ones which con duct
the inflammatory affection of the eyes through their instruments of
action. and therefore no sympathetic disease is produced. But irritability being preternaturally suscept\ble in the inflamed eyes, the
nervous power operates with effect upon it, and alters the nature of
that and other properties so as to enable them to return to their natural state; and thus the inflammation subsides (§ 150, 151, 854).
\:Ve will next see how this seton may become the cause of disease
in other parts by reflex action, and we shall then, also, have the whole
of the principle which is ever concerned in the d<:ve!opm_ent of_secondary diseases; and we shall see, too, that the prrn~1ple is precisely
the same as that which concerns the curati\·e effects of remedies whe11
they operate upon remote parts through tho m_eclium of another pa1t;
as in the curative effect of the seton upon the rnflamed eyes.
Let us, then, suppose that the seton is permitted t? remain in the
neck after it has accompl ished the cure of th e eyes, till, fin ally, it ex-
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cites a severe degree of inflammation in the surrounding skin. Byand-by, we find the patient beginning to lose his appetite, the tongue
coats up, and other marks of a diseased state of the stomach set in.
This organ, therefore, has become involved in disease in consequence
of the neglected and irritative state of the seton. Still, however, the
mischief is allowed to go on, and the eyes, which had been relieved
~y the seton, again become inflamed. The seton has been the essential c~use of this round of phenomena; and since notl1ing can have
been rntroduced into the circulation, from beginning to end, we must
loo~ to the nervous influence for the remote developments of disease,
as m the former case for the curative results (§ 514, II.). The setou,
aft~r the cure of the eyes, had taken on a higher and modified state
of mAammatory action, and it transmitted to the brain and spinal cord
such influences as developed the nervous power in greater intensity
and a more morbific condition. This state of the nervous power, being reflected abroad, fell with greater force upon the stomach than on
other parts, from its peculiar susceptibilities, and its close natural relations with tho skin an<l cerebral system(§ 233]). The stomach has
also tl1e eyes much under its control, and the eyes are now particularJy liable to be injmiously affected by reflex actions instituted by the
stomach on account of thei r recent inflammation, which left them in a
more than usually susceptibl6 state. The stomach, therefore, in transmitting its morbid impressions t0 the cerebra-spinal axis, co-operates
with those from theseton in increasing and reflecting amorbific nervous
influence upon the eyes. Thus, like vesicants, setons arc mobific when
their action extends beyond the centres of the organic nerve(~ 893 c).
We have now to consider the natural tendency of the propertie!l
and actions of life to return from diseased to their healthy states. Tho
seton, as we have seen, is the sole cause of the new de\'eloprnents
of disease m the stomach and eyes, and these effects are maintained
by keeping up the irritative inflammation of the skin. If, therefore,
we withdraw the mechanical irritant from the skin, the inflammation
of the part will subside spontaneously; and having thus remornd the
exciting cause of disease in the stomach and eyes, these parts, also,
return spontaneously to tl1eir healthy states. Thus it is, also, that the
irritation of setons, issues, blisters, &c., when applied over the joints,
&c., for the removal of inflammation of the ligaments or other tissues,
may, after having greatly fulfilled their purpose, ult~mately ~eep up a
degree of the disease, or increase its intensity. But, if the skm be now
healed, the disease will subside spontaneously,-the very healing of
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mately aggravated by the means which were at first cnrntiYe, but
aaain yielding with rapidity as soon as the remedy is <liscontinned.
I~ all the cases, the ultimate subsidence of the aggravated conditions
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and it shows us that the first and greatest step m the treatment of diseases is to remove their exciting causes; when the natural physiological constitution may re9uire ~o other aid from art{§ 85_3). .
The only remaining cons1der~t10n to complete the essont1al philos.
ophy of the operation ?f r~med1~l and_ morb1fic agents re1at~s to the
direct nction of remec11os in curmg diseases of parts to wlnch chcy
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may be applied. If an emollient poultice, as it is called, nr opium,
or leeches, &c., be applied to the inflamed skin, they may hasten the
subsidence of the inflammation. This is done by their direct alterativc action upon the diseased properties of the part, as in the case of
morbific agents; and in proportion to the subsidence of the primary
affection may be that of the sympathetic diseases. But, the sympa
thetic affections may be also hastened in theil' decline by the direct
application of remedies to the sympathizing parts; or, we may contribute to the cure of the whole by addressing remedies directly to
one of the organs which has been sympathetically involved, as to the
stomach in the foregoing case; or, the sympathetic affectinns may go
on independently of the cure of the primary disease, and require a
distinct treatment; or, it may be necessary to cure them first, before
the primary disease can be removed. The diseased state of the stom(lch, for example, in the foregoing c:ase, may, in its turn, establish a
morbific reflex nervous action UJlOn the seton, anJ thus complicate the
principle as to exciting causes, and institute a mixed condition of
reflex nervous influences. This, in fact, is more or less the case, in
most diseases, after the morbid state is propagated from the primary
seat. In the example now stated all the diseased parts act and react
upon each other, each becoming a point of departure for Lhe development of a morbific nervous influence, and each affection, therefore,
contributing to maintain and aggravate the otl1ors. Other organs join
in, though perhaps not essentially disturbed, and take their part in the
disease according to their degrees of affection, and more or less, also.
according to their relative vital importance and constitutional rela..
tions; while the great movement of diseased action may be variously
influenced by the contingencies which grow out of constitution, temperament, age , habits, external influences, &c. (§ 512, &c.).
And so, on the other hand, when the curative process begins, whether instituted by nature or by art, the who1e organic system may concur in the salutary change which is stait~d at a single point (§ 143, c,
and references tliere). It is all the work of the physiological la.ws.
905, b. The vast advantages which are every where arising from
warm poultices, and warm fomentations, Loth in the hauds of the physician and the surgeon, Jead me to advert still fa1ther to the philosophy which concerns their efl~ct~, in the hope that it may not ouly tend
to their more frequent substitution for powerful agents, or for the surgeon's knife, and, therefor~, to a better appreciatinn of the rec~pera
tive law, and a greater reliance upon Nature he~self, but that it may
contribute 1ight upon the fundamental cause of disease, and the reme.
.
dial action of all things else.
In what I have hithe1to said of the foundation of d!sease m c?mmon
physiological principJes, and of the near approxi.mation, _in their P?thologica1 states, of all the varieties and modificatwns ?f inflammation,
in connection with what has been variously and spec1fi~a1ly stated. of
the common mode of action which obtains with all efficierit 1:emcd1.es,
from the vesicant to the sedative, it is evid ent that the ~cmedial ~ctrnn
of poultices, and hot fomentations, falls u.n<ler the u?1venml philosophy. From blisters and irrit~ting cathartics we readily pass along an
intermediate series of analogies that are represented by otl~er agents
till we arrive at tonics and stimulants. In a forme~· section I was
employed in endeavoring to show, through the cperat10n of these last
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agents, that there is no ground whatever for the distinction which ha:t
been i:ia<le of inflammation into active and passive, or stheuic and
asth~mc, conditions (§ 733 f, 752-756). The example supplied by
erysipelas, in which blisters and leeches may afford relief when applied to the inflamed surface, either separately or conjointly, is only
another impressive evidence of the close approximation of the vari ous
pathologica l states of inflammation ; an<l the variety in th e remedial
virtues of the curative agents which have now passed under review
goes to prove that they operate merely by inducing conditions of disease more favorable to the recuperative process. Loss of blood produces one kind of change, cathartics another, tonics another, vcsicants
another, and so on; but each one induces a change from which the
morbid properties are capable of passing to their natural state (§
S.92}, b). These principles enable us to understand how a groat variety of physical and mental causes will often succeed in removing
some particular malady, as one or another may be brought into action
at its different pathological phases, as in inlermittent fever; and reconcile, also, those embarrassing contrasts which have led to many errors in pathology and therapeutics, as when tonics and stimulants re·
mo\·e inflammation, or when patients equaJJy survive the treatmem
of gastro-entcritis by capsicum or lobclia, as practiced by the bolJ
and unprincipled empiric. A more violent inflammation may be the
temporary consequence; but it differs from the original in being modified by the peculiar morbific virtues of capsicum or lobelia, and in
which modifications the diseased properties are sometimes capable of
exerting their recuperative energy(~ 1059).-See NoTE EE p. 1133.
This conducts me to a more circumstantial exposition of the remedial action of local sedatives, especially of those for which this sec·
tion was designed. In the mean time, however, on looking at the
group of local sedatives, as arranged in my Materia ~edica, we find
linseed, and bread and milk poultices, holding the very first rank,
while sedatives of the most active virtues, such as stramonium , aco·
nite, belladonna, cicuta, cyanide of potassium, morphia, opium, hen·
bane, &c., follow the poultices and bot fomentations as infe1ior 1·eme·
•lies.
But this aJTangement, like thatofall other groups, is founded upon
the supposed relative usefulness of the several agents in fulfilling the
object::J of each group, respectively. Since, therefore, emollient poultices and warm fomentations effect the greatest amount of relief~ and
are far more generally applicable in practice than all the rest, as local
sedatives, they should hold the first rank in the arrangement, notwithstanding the activity.of their ''irtues.is immens~ly less than tbatofthc
other substances which I have mentwned. It is the effect of all, however to lessen irritability and sensibil ity, and thereby to moderate or
subdue inflammatory action. But many of the local sedati\'es go far.
tber than this. They also affect irritability and sensibility, especially
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alteration in kind, beyond the i:nere sedative effect, which makes up
the differences between the vanous agents of the group of local sedatives. Poultices and warm fomentations produce tho least of this
change in kind; their ~ffe~t.scarcely rea?h.i~g beyond that .of r~ducing
an exalted state of irnlab1hty and sens1b1hty, or of keepmg it dowu
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wliere it is liable to ensue. The acetate of lead follows next, in this
simple but most valuable effect.
The foregoing moderate influences1 with little 01· no specific altern.
tion in kind of the morb id properties ancl actions 1 is just what is want·
ed in a vast number and variety of morbid state:., as in superficial in·
flammations, abdominal irritations, sprains, bruises, piles, &c., or as
means of prevention in the hands of conservative surgery. There is
nothing comparable, for these purposes, with warm poultices and
warm fomentations. Their immense services in the healing art, l
~ay ag~io 1 sh~uld turn the attention of physicians and surgeons with
mcreasm& rehance upon recuperative Nature. Let us study the pre·
cepts as rnculcated by the fathers of medicine, an imbodiment of
which may be seen in three of the mottoes at the head of a former section(§ 894).-NOTE E p. 1114.
In respect to the poultices, &c., no doubt the moist heat exerts some
slight alterative effect beyond that of simply reducing the exalted prop·
erties and actions of inflammatory conditions. But, a11 the other changes and results which take place arc brought about by Nature, aml
not by the poultices (§ 878, 891 i, 891 i g-k).
If local inflammations, to which poultiqes and warm fomentations
are applicable, ha\'e given rise to disturbing rcAex actions, or to in·
flammation of other parts, these sympathetic results may subside spon·
taneously when the primary disease gives way. But the poultices have
nothi.ng farther to do with any of these great movements of Nature
than simply to lessen the irritability of the inflamed part with which
they are in contact. In conservative surgery, poultices have even less
participation in all those terrible compound fractures and dislocation~
whose cure they enable Nature to conduct with but even little inconve·
nience to their subjects, and which, till in recent times, were doomed to
the amputating knife. In all these cases, the simple agents are only
instrumental in keeping down irritability, and thus prn\'enting inflam·
mation and constitutional disturbances. They act partly upon tl1e prin.
ciplc of keeping exciting causes out of the way of Nature(§ 856, a).
Finally, a word as to the contribution which is made by these great
remedies toward the resolution of those phlegmonous inflammations
which are disposed to result in suppuration, or how, in other cases,
they promote that disposition .
If the phlegmon lmYe not reached the turning point, as it '~ere~ of
the inflammatory process, or wl1en the formative is about passmg mto
tllC suppurative stage, an emollient poultice, by lessening iITitability,
will be very likely to promote resolution, and thus to prevent the sup·
purative stage.
·
But, when suppuration has begun, Nature, herself, lias taken on the
work of cure and an abatement of morbid irritability is the first rccu·
perative cba~ge in this natural process. Now
~s, .the:~fore, that
poultices t11l'OU"h their tendency to lessen morbid 1rntab1hty, co-operate wi;h the ;'atural process, and thus promote suppuration (§ 733,

!t

735 a, 862).
GENlTO·URINARY AGENTS,

905!, a. In omsidcration of what I have s_aid of Emrncn.agogucs (§
892}, q), and to illustrate yet farther the act.10n of remechal agents,
before ente1ing upon the subject of bloodletting, I hase conclu<le<l to
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set forth the ground of distinction which induced me to assemble intc.
t.wo groups those agents which bear the general denominations, in my
l\Iateria l\Iedica, of Uterine Agents, an<l Genito- Urinary Agents. By
introducing, also, the several members of each group, along with the
11umerical order of arrangement, it will be farther seen how far the
arrangement bas been founded upon physiological principles, and how
far it is adapted to the modifications which are presented by pathological conditions (§ 137 d, 872 b, 892t b, c). There will be thu~, also,
farther exemplified the relative specific relations of many remedial
agents to certain tissues, or part]! of a common tissue, an<l farther, also,
by the recurrence of the same agents in different groups, their therapeutical capabilities in their aspect of compound virtues (§ 129, 135,
136, 137 b, c, 150, 151).
UTERlNE AGENTS, in tl1,e order of their value (nmnerically) .-1.
Secale cornutum. 2. Oleum ergotcc. 3. Cantharis vesicatoria. 4. Sanguisuga. 5. Guaiacum officinale. 6. Juniperus sabina. 7. Ferrum,
et ferri sales. 8. Aloe socotrina. 9. Balsamodendron myrrha. 10.
Hydrargyri sub-murias, etc. 11. Hydrargyri iodidum. 12. lodinium.
13. PotQssii bromidum. 14. Ferri bromidum. 15. lpom<ea purga.
16. J uniperus Virginiana. 17. Aristolochia serpentaria. 18. Ruta
graveolens. 19. Ferula asafcctida. 20. Sodre biboras. 21. Mentha
pulegium. 22. Helleborus niger.
GENITo-Un rNARY AoENTS, in the order eftltcirvalue (numerically).l. Copaifera multijuga. 2. Piper cubcba. 3. Cantharis vesicatoria.
1. Strychnos nux vomica. 5. Barosma crenata. 6. Abies balsamea.
7. Oleum terebinthinre (pinus et abies). S. Pistacia terebinthus. 9.
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi. 10. Cissampelos pareira. 11. Laurus camphora. 12. Tinctura ferri sesquichlori<li. 13. Ghenopodium olidum.
14. Chimaphilla umbellata. 15. Cinchona officinalis. 16. Amyris
Gileadensis. 17. Pistacia lentiscus. 18. Physalis alkakengi.
905l, b. The foregoing assemblages suggest, by the remedial virtues of the several members of each class, rnspcctively, a great variety of pathological conditions relative to the uteras in one case, and,
in the same manner, the genito-urinary organs in the other. \Ve haYc
already seen how ergot i~ mainly useful in partui·ition ; and its obvious effects through reflex nervous action supply a clear analogy
for expounding the effects of the other agents (§ 893!). The other
members of the Class of Uterine Agents are such as are denominated
emmenagogues, with the exception of the fourth. But, leeches should
evidently follow cantharides, in the order of imp01tance, as capable of
yieldin~ relief, not only in the next greater number of cases, but in
very difficult pathological conditions of the uterus; while the high place
which they occupy is significant of irritable and inflammatory, or congestive affections of the uterus which may often call upon their aid,
and admonishes the practitioner to beware of most of the other agents
which follow. It is not, however, to such cases alone that leeches to the
perin~um are appropriate, but to many cases where menstruation has
been Jong arrested by slight. derangements of .the uterus, as sympathetic consequences of ~astnc .or. other abdom1?al derange~ ent, but
where the influence of vital habit is such that neither canthandcs nor
the stimulating emmenagogues, i~ 3:d.missible, will affect the condition
1
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fore, fail, it is appn~priate that an emmenagogue which may now suc.
ceed, and often by ttself, should stand next in the order of arrangement ; and of these, guaiacum is the best.
It need scarcely be said, that in the reference which I ham made
to emmenagogues in section S92j, q, I embrace a.lone those which
have been hitherto grouped together with a. special reference to tlte
symptom, and upon which the denomination has been founded (E11 in,
µ'Iv, month, and ayw, to lead).
\Ve s?on come upon the ferruginous preparations, and these, again,
arc sign1ficant that the ute1·ine embarrassment often grows out of indi~
gestion, or, less frequently, that some primary affection of the uterus
has been the sympathetic cause of a gastric derangement that reacts
upon the uterus and maintains its pathological condition (§ 902 b,
905 a). But, it does not often happen in primary uterine affections
that an appropriate treatment will not readily succeed; especially
leeches if inflammatory, or, otherwise, cantharides, and the subordinate means. Such, however, is the disposition of the system, especially of the digestive organs, to sympathize with inflammatory, or irritable states of the uterus, that these cases soon become complicated,
and we may then t11m to the example of the seton for the principles
of treatment, nor \vaste our efforts at unavailing attempts with emmenagogues addressed to tlie symptom, but Jct them be such as shall
meet the uterine com1Jlications.
\Vhere ferruginous agents are proper, so, also, in a general sense,
is guaiacum, or some analogous means. But, the attendant gastric
derangement is apt to be accompanied by constipation, which is more
or less dependent on an associated functional derangement of the Ii\'·
er(§ 129). Aloes, therefore, properly follows next in the order; and,
although it may atfoct rather specifically the mucous tissue of the ute.
rus, urinary organs, and lungs, in its irritable states by reflex nerrnus
influences, it acts as an emmenagogue mostly by contributing relief to
hepatic disorder, augmenting the natural stimulus of the intestine, and,
in other ways, removing constipation, and thus, also, the symptom (§
889 i, 889 l, 902 1063 b).
The simple mercurial preparations, which follow as the tenth in order, equally admoni:sh us, also, to keep our attention upon the pathological condition, and away from tile symptom, excepting as it is ,·c1·y
n1guely significant of some morbid state of the uterus which can be
known only through other phenomena. The rank of this agent implies,
also, its degree of utility, the ratio of its frequency in contributing aid ,
its adaptation to a variety of pathological conditions th~~ may b«? complicated with the uterine derangement, and the probab1hty that 1t. may
be advantageously_ associated wit~ leec~1in$, and only as a subordmatc
agent. It comes mto use, especially, m rnflammatury sta.te~ of the
uterus, or when hepatic derangement takes the lead, and ts mobedtent to milder treatment.
The next are the iodides of mercury, and the bromides of mercwry
are about the same; and, who does not sec th.at their special reference is not to the uterus, but to some other visceral dera~gement;
1
1

o,

b:r; ~ti~c~1~ ::~phh~!~ti~u~~1~~~;fi~ ~1~= ;::~~~~;~~ln~l~:dt~~s:,~~~t:~:s:~~
.:.ct condition of the uterus, how far it receives and reflects sympathetic influences, are matter3 for critical inquiry (§ 894 h, 901, !J02 b)
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1~h~ union of mercury with iodine also suggests a general antiphlog1st1c treatment, and that1 like the more simple mercurials, it may be
0

of~;d~:: i;a;l~~ ~~~~i d:c~;n:~tassium
1

is wanted next, on account of
the scrofulous iliathesis, or other special conditions to which those remedies are adapted.
It denotes that the uterine function is often suspended by chronic visceral disease which has gone on to disorganization, especially of the liver or spleen; though, in other cases, it supposes the same condition of the uterus as a primary affection (§ 892!).
It may be only the indigestion so often incident to the scrofulous contititution \\.·hich arrests menstruation, and often without much derangement of the uterine system; and here iodine contributes an important
aid. The uterus sun-enders as soon as th e morbific refl ex nervous
actions a.re withdrawn. The bromide of iron may be often now calleJ in advantageously(§ 150, 151, 894 b, 901, 902 b).
J alap is wanted to carry out a decisive antip11logistic treatment,
which is occasionally demanded; sometimes for primary inflammation
of th e uterus, or again for some genera] plethoric habit, or some obstinate chronic gastritis, and where the functional derangement of the
uterus is of very little importance. In many of these cases, general
bloodletting should take the lead in the treatment; and the menses
may start under the beginning impression of the remedy (§ 872 b,
S~2i' b, c, 1060).
But, there are no cases which so constantly baffie the practitioner
as those which arc presented by the nervous temperament; and these
are common (§ 601). A reference to the characteristics of that temperament will show us, at once, how it has happened that asafretida
is the only agent tlmt has been introduced with a specific reference
to tlte symptom in this class of remedies. The whole body is so alive
to reflex nervous actions, as disease may touch upon one part or another, and more profoundly as it may plant itself in greater force, that
nothing can be now accomplished but through the precepts of the most
enlightened medical philosophy: It is here, too, that we see most
distinctly pronounced the complete possession which gastric derangements may take of the uterus, and oYerthrow its function, or where it
may be interrupted by a sudden reduction of the temperature of the
feet, or by a midnight frolic, or by drawing the habitual corset a little
tighter. Now, too, any disturbance of the uterus, whether primary or
secondaq, reacts on most other parts, while they, in their turn, resent,
as it were, the injury (§ 514, li, &c.). The treatment of these cases,
therefore, may be as complex as the morbid sympathies. But, in a
general sense, the best and ofren the only requisite emmenagogue
will consist of a carefully-regulated diet, early sleep, free exposure to
the open air, accompanied wi~h a suitable kind.of exercise, sometimes
shower bathing, or, at other times warm bathrng, remoYal of corporeal restraints, cheerfulness of mind, and a little rhubarb and magnesia to improve digestion, keep down a~idity, and t~ he.Ip any sluggish state of the bowel.s. 'Ve must r~pa1r the ?onstttutlon of theso
patients; and there \vtll then be 110 difficulty with tlte symptom,. It
has bee n a neglect of the .means, the neglect of pathol?gy, and the
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(§ G59, 855, S56, 878, 902 m).

1

Nor has tho fasl1ion of" Specialities,"
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which forms one of the pen·ersions of morbid anatomy, as handed
over from France, and one of the roads to distinction and practice,
been wanting in a liberal contribution to the very enors which it professes to reform. The principal obsen•ers are generally able, always
industrious; and would they but merge their tangible, isolated ob jects in the co~prehensive philosophy of medicine, they would give
an impulse to science, and a direction to practice, which would bring
honor to themselves 1 and bestow a service on mankind. "\Ve need no
better demonstration of this than what I have just been saying of the
nervous temperament (§ 701, 960 c).
9054, c. 'Ve come, next, to the Genito-Urinary Agents, where a
b>Teat variety of remedial virtues occurs, but, unlike the case of em menagogues, where all have a special 1·eference to the genito-minary
system, with the uterus excepted as to its relations to cantharides
and chenopodium. It is a group, tlrnrefore, wl1ich illustrates, tlnoughout, what is denominated specific action, and exemplifies extensi,•ely
the special modifications of irritability in different parts of the body
(§ 133, &c., 150, 191).
When, therefore, these agents are employed with reference to the
genito-urinary system their local action is alone contemplated. The
favorable changes which they induce are of a direct nature as it re
specrs that system of organs; and they do not, therefore, contribute
relief by effecting tl1e remornl of diseases situated remotely from
those parts(§ 905!, b).
Hence, it is readily seen how liable to misapplication such a group
of agents must necessarily be without a sound knowledge of physiol·
ogy, and an enlightened view not only of the general conditions of
disease, but of the pathological varieties and shades of difference
which are constantly presented by any given common form of disease; especially of inflammation(§ 639 a, b, 650, 662, 669, 671-674,
7181 722, SH> a, motto, no. 7). To such an observer the assemblages
in the various groups are peculiarly valuable, and for such, indeed,
are they alone designed. To him, each group, each remedy, every
vi1tue in a compound remedy, and whether so by Nature or by art,
has its individuality, which is recognized as the eye glances from one
agent to another, while it carries along an associated recognition of a
vast variety of pathological states, and a just appreciation of the relative therapeutical value of the various means which may be th~ subjects of his transient inquiry. But, the group now under consideration bein"
exclusive, and, witlrnl, not as liable to morbific effects as
0
are most other classes, the uninformed has less chance at mischief
than when be approaches the cathartics, &c.; where physiological
and pathological knowledge is far more important.
.
It is readily seen, therefore, that one, or n;iore, _of the roreg01~g
agents may be exactly adapted_ to a .given mod1ficat1oi:i of disease, mflammation, for example, atfectmg either the ~u~ous t1ssue of the vagina, or of the bladder, or of the urethra, wlule it would be very un-
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may occur in different compound organs, and in different pa:ts. of a
continuous tissue as it traverses different organs(§ 134-137), 1t is CY·
ident that C7reat circumspection is often necessary in t110 application of
these a):{e~ts; and farther. also, that what may be immediately usdul
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in some special state of inflammation as affecting one of the several
parts of the genito-urinary mucous tissue may be detrimental in an
apparently coincident form of the same disease in either of the other
parts; and vice versa(§ 137 c, 150, 151, 870 aa). Here we htvo, for
example, amenorrhcea, as considered in the foregoing section, depending on active inflammatiou of the uterus where general bloodletting may be demanded, and may be sufficient; but, in event of its
failure to establish menstruation, cantharides, which would have been
otherwise pernicious, may now complete the requisite instrumentality
of art(§ 137 d, e, 143 c, 859 b, 863 d, 867, 871, 905! b.)
Take, next, the same agent as the best internal remedy for leucorrhcea. Here, again, the inflammatory states, which constitute that af.
fection, vary constantly, not only as to force and habit(§ 535, &c.), but
more greatly in the absolute modifications of inflammatory action.
For a1l this knowledge we must go to our general principles, then to
all tho minutire of symptoms(§ 685, 686). Among the last none are
so important as the exact character of the discharge, which varies, by
gradations, from purulent to mucous, and from this la.st to a bloody, or
a brown watery, or a more simple watery fluid; just as we have seen
of analogous phases in the condition of ulcers, or of intestinal inflam·
mation (§ 693, 740). Now, it is clearly wrong to treat any one of
these several conditions exactly in the same manner; and where the
differencf:s are broadest, so also must be the variations of· treatment.
[n indolent states of the disease, and where the discharge is mostly
purulent, if the general health be tolerably sound, we may proceed,
at once, to the exhibition of cantharides; and, as soon as slight stran·
gury takes place the disease will ge11erally surrender. But, should
it, in the cases supposed, refuse to submit, or should the individual
be insusceptible of the special action of canthari1les, as will common·
ly be denoted by the failure of its effect upon the bladder, we may
safely, and commonly with certainty of success, resort to vaginal in·
jections of the best nitrate of sih-er, in proportions varying from three
to eight grains in an ounce of water. But, if the discharge consist of
mucus, or any other than the puriform matter, cantharides will ag·
gravate the affection, and the nitrate of sih-er, at most, will do no
good. If it be mucus, it denotes an intensity of inflammation which
calls, at least, for a simple vegetable diet, and probably for leeches
to the perinreum, along with the general antiphlogistic treatment.
In these cases, therefore 1 we have nothing to do with the genito·
urinary agents. Equally inapplicable 1 also, are they to those pathological states from which result the wate~y discharges; and here we
are completely thrown upon the special circumstances of every indi.
vidual case, anJ. upon the general principles of the science.
This last remark leads me to another more important than the rnst;
namely that all the pathological varieties which go to constitute tlte
symptom may be variously c.omplicated ·With morbid affections of oth·
er important organs, espcc.ially those of the abdomen, thr?ug_h alter·
alive influences of reflex action of the nervous system. Tlus, indeed,
is always the case in the watery discharges, almost always in the mu·
cous, and very often in the purif~rm. In all the c~ses, too, the vaginal
or uterine affection may be entirely a sympathetic result of primary
disease in the digestive organs; and such is usually the case where
the discharge is of a watery nature. We may be sure, however, that
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.the sympathetic affection will react upon the system at largo, espe·
cially in the more intense form which is denoted by the mucous pro·
duct; and this, whether the genital affection be primary or secondary.
Herc, then, we ~ust apply ourselves to the general health, attack
what may be the citadel of disease; but, to do this efficiently, and
that our prescriptions may carry with them the combined virtues of
tuto, cito, et }ucundc, the practitioner may not unden•alue the Insti·
tutes of l\Iedicine.

\~~~:~e;re~~~~e,~1~f~~s~:~l1bes~~;,~~i~~~;a:~~~t~tJ ~u~~~so~s~~el;~~;s~

all
the other component parts suffer, more or less, sympathetically(§ 138,
141 b, 514f, 528).
A common form of discharge takes place from the uterus which is
morn or less of the nature of lymph. Here there is pretty high inflammation, as weH as obstinate. It calls, of course, for general blood·
letting, leeching, &c. I say nothing of cases requiring local remedies.
Copaiva is the first among the agents iu the group before us. This
denotes the frequency with which it is ca1Jed into use in the treat-

C~~~b: fo~~,::h~:~t~n~ni~s ~e~~~~ea;:~~: :~ ~i~A:rs;,f~i:s l~~~~~=~
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tion to a specific object, anJ of nearly equal pretensions, and both of
them stimulant, lead off in a general class of remedies, they are, by
the position they occupy, standing mementoes of the frailty and vulnerability of man, and incentives to study well the varying conditions
of go11on·hcea. Herc we bm·e rarely more tlrnn a local complaint for
our profossiona1 skill; and yet, how much sulfering is inflicted, how
many made wretched in their domestic relations, by the indiscreet
use of these two valuable agents, and by astringent injections ! The
haste of the patient ma.y be always moderated, or conquered, by firm·
ness in the appropx iatc means, and the practitioner rewarded in con·
science, and thanks, where he may elect, for the preliminary treat·
ment, that antiphlogistic plan which will speedily prepare the way
for the remedies of more Jocal action, if it do not in itself succeed.
Here, too, we may notice in the contingent circumstance, as in all
other groups, that when gonorrhrea yields to general or local bloodletting, or to cathartics, or to water gruel and perfect rest alone, another of the multifarious demonstrations of the common mode of Re·
medial Action.
905f. In concluding the subject of RE:o.mmAf. AcnoN as hitherto
expounded, and before entering upon that of loss of blood, I shall take
the liberty of protesting against the unresen·ed imputation of ignorance
as to the modus medendi of remedies, and of which I have quoted some
examples (§ 90..J. e, &c.). It is true that they w!10 allege th_is .ign~ran~e
cultivate the hurnoral and chemical doctrines, ignore all chstm.c~1on m
the powers by which the two kingdoms a.re governed, a~d satirize the
laws of the nenrous system if supposed to invoke any t1ung more than
chemical action. These positions certainly imply, as for as they reach,
all the acknowledged ignorance, and the objection, therefore, which I
now raise is against the imputation of this ignorance to. those '~ho have
taken the trouble of informin" themselves about the tlungs which they
profess to understand. TbeJ object to a degradation to such a level.
'Vhcre the ignorance exists its confession is laudable and useful.
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THE INFLUENCES AND MODUS OPERANDI OF
LOSS OF BLOOD,
Considered witli <£ Reference to tlie practical Application. of the Remedy and the various Circumstances of Disease.

ltti\li!t1!
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e. Ad extremo& rrwrbos extrema remcdia exqumle optima."-H1rroc1u.TEI (9 900 Ii).
906,f. \VnETHEnthefatherofmedicine, or his latest descendants,
be right or wrong in their medical precepts, especially in relatir"m to
the therapeutical uses of bloodletting, lt will be an object of the present inquiry to ascertain (§ 376J, a). The contrast of views, especially when we consider the details inculcated by Hippocrates in respect
to loss of blood, as well as other remedies, suiting them all to the exigencies o.f disease, or leaving the whole work to Nature, and, with
all his enlightened precaution, regarding the loss of blood as the remcdium principale, renders it, I say, an object of deep interest to determine the nature of the right, and, in so doing, to asce1tain also how
far philosophy and practical habits have outstripped the Ancestor.
\Ve may also, perhaps, come to some determination whether a
knowledge of the principles upon which bloodletting operates be
worthless, or necessary to its just and intelligible use (§ 893, n).
\Vhether we should know what absolute influences it exerts, or how
it exerts them, before we can appreciate its applicability, and its appropriate extent, in many important morbid states where the remedy
may be more demanded .than in other conditions whose phenomena
clearly indicate its necess1ty (§ 857). .
.
Perhaps, also, it i:iay be us~ful ~o science,_as well as huma~1ty 1 to
stiip this remedy of its mechamca~ mterp:etat1.ons'. an~ to .place it upon
the dignified, practical ground of the phys1olog1cal ~ns.lltutl~ns of organic Nature, which, if unacceptable to lhe rnatenahst, w11l, at least,
engage his attention as a philosopher._
. .
.
.
!)06, g. Before entering upon the mvest1gatton of tlus subject I
take leave to say, that the modus operandi of loss of blood, as set forth
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in this work, is exclusively original with myself. If there be any mer·
it in the philosophy, its abuse and misrepresentation by the Britisli
and Foreign 1'fedical Review, and the Medico-Cliirurgical Review, of
London, entitle me fully to all the proprietorship. 'Vhatever is said
of the vital influences of the Joss, and of the whole theory of tl1e associate influence of the ner,·ous power, appeared for the first time in
the Medical and Physiological Commentaries (§ 222, h). Copyists,
it is true, have appeared, especially of the accumulated facts, without
the slightest reference to him who performed the labor(§ 435, b) .
Al_tho_ugh, therefore, the same philosophy, and the same practical
a pphcat1ons of loss of blood, are preserved in the Institutes as set forth
in the Commentaries, they are now rewritten and presented in another shape, with greater brevity, and with reference to that systematic
order which shall best subserve the young Inquirer. The same is
also true of other subjects which may have been investigated in the
Commentaries.-See RIGHTS OF AUTHORS, p. 912.•-NoTEWp·ll27.

he~~i~·n ~?~~v~t:~~:~i~ge~~~Sr~~ti~:~ ~7b~~~~~~ s~;o~l~i~t!~~~ ~)~rt;~~
leading indication for its use; but only subservient to the suggestions
of the morbid phenomena, of pathological principles, and of experience. The just application of the remedy should be determined by
these combined considerations (500 m, 688, 694f, 826 cc, NoTE LL) .
908. Again, by taking a comprehensive view of the direct influences of loss of blood, we shall not fail to discover the close analogy of
its modus operandi with that of all other remedies, and that it rnflects
an important light upon the whole ground of remedial action; while
its loss involves in its effects some principles peculiar to itself.
909. The hypotheses which have hitherto prevailed respecting the
operation of loss of blood have been, for the most part, mechanical i
but I have demonstrated in my Essay on the Philosophy of its Opera·
tion, that the effects of blood·letting are wholly incapable of such explanation. Nevertheless, even dry cupping, and ligatures to the limbs
as e:densively inculcated by Erasistratus and facetiously commemorated
by Galen, are again restored as substitutes for loss of blood (§ 1004 c).
910. The numerous advocates of the mechanical doctrine of inflammation and venous congestion predicate their views of the operation
of bloodletting in conformity with the supposed existence of passive
relaxation of the affected vessels, and stagnation of blood within them,
and extend the hypothesis to the hot stage of idiopathic fever. The
philosophy, therefore, is vitiated by the pathological views upon which
it is founded. Moreover, were the doctrine of debility (§ 569), passim relaxation of the vessels, aud stagnation of bloocl, correct, it is e\·ident that not only such relaxation, but that tho stagnated and coagulated blood, would not be suddenly removed by dimi~ishing, t? a_ny
extent, the general circulating mass, as is co~stan~ly wlt~e.s~ed l~ I?·
flamed parts; while, also, were such a physical 1mpos~1b1hty withm
the power of the remedy, those vessels would imi:icdiately become
again congested, and the more so from the prostrating nature of the
rer:iedy (§ n35, 977).-NoTE Dn p. 1132.
.
.
911. GClrnral bloodletting, cupping, and leechmg, mamf~st s?me
important differences in their effects, but operate upo? mr~d1fic~Uons
of a common principle. A knowledge of these m?d1ficatlons 1s necessary to a right administration of the remedy as it respects one er
*The Works of Authors quoted in this Essay may be found in the "Commentaries.
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instances by the abstraction of two or four ounces of blood, when, in
other cases, under apparently the same circumstances, a great extent
only of the remedy will effect the same result 1 Why, in such cases,
may the former quantity induce syncope, when the latter has no such
effect? "Syncope," says Robert Jackson, "occurs sometimes in yellow fever from the loss of a few ounces of blood, sometimes scarcely
from the loss of six pounds.11 Why does this coincidence obtain
with so many other remedial agents 1 \Vhy do we see the redness of
an inflamed eye give way permanently while the blood is flowing from
the arm, and why does the same change take place as rapidly, and
e,.en more perfectly, in any of the great organs when equally inflamed
aud loaded with blood~ Why may the action of the heart be weakened by small quantities of blood taken by leeches, when larger quantities vrould be required to produce a similar effect by venesection (~
516 d, no. 6,557,686 b, 756 a, 775,889 l, 893 a,c, 900, 904 c, 921, I 059)?
Now it is obvious that the foregoing results can be explained only
11po1~ the physiological principles which I am about to set forth i while
there is not one pheMmenon attending all the di\·ersificd effocts of
loss of blood that is not susceptible of a clear interpretation upon those
principles-an interpretation, too, which corresponds with all that I
have said of the modus operandi of every other remedial and morbific
agent-nay, even with the natural stimuli of life.
913. The inquiry now proposed will extend from the beginning ot
the physiological influences, through their gradations, to their consummation in syncope. It will be also accompanied by practical illustrations, and by exemplifications of the various conditions of di3case to which the remedy may be appropriate.
1. LEECHING .

914. It will be most useful, in the first instance, to observe the
phenomena, and deduce the principles, which attend the direct abstraction of blood from those extreme capillary vessels which arc the
instruments of all morbi<l processes. Leeching, therefore, is first in
oi:der i the physiological effects of which may be divided into seven
stages. Obs::crve, also, that the vessels are torn not cut as in cupping.
915. 1st. The earlist effect of loss of blood consists in a contraction
of the blood-vessels. This is universally true of all modes of abstract. .
.
ing blood ( ~ 9H c)_.
In leeching, an impression ~s first exerted upon the orgamc ~rop
erties of the extreme and capillary vessels of the part by the direct
abstraction of their natural stimulus, the pabulum vita, as also by the
Jong-continued suction of the leeches, and by the subsequent effusion
These causes institute a change in the vital state of the
0 [ blood.
vessels(§ 189, 498, 930, 914_c).
.
.
916. 2d. A vital contraction follows immediately, as the consr.quence, in the extreme and capillary Yf'._Ssels of tbf'._ part t_o which
leeches are applied. The rcmo~al of the1~ natural s~1mulus 1s neces1mrily felt by the highly-susceptible organic prope1t1es of the sm11.il
vcs,els (I 188, 189, 191, 410, 411, 746 c, 931, 935 b. 1040).
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917. 3d. Then follows, by continuous sympathy and reflex nervous
action, a propagation of the foregoing changes to the enlire system of
extreme and capillary vessels throughout the body. This arises from
the capillary series possessing, every where, an organization and func.
tion of a common nature, and from their exquisite sensitiveness to the
nervous power(§ 129 d, c, 141, ::!22-232, 482, 525, 526 a, 935 b).
918. (.th. The larger vessels, sooner or later, participate, sympn·
thetically, in the contraction. This sympathy, however, begins as
soon, at least, as the general capillary system feels the foregoing in·
fluences (§ 9·14 c).
919. 5th. A partial reflex nervous action begins upon the heart
as soon as the changes have somewhat advanced in the capillary vcs.
sels to whi~h the leec11es are applied, and a rapidly.increased amount
of this cardiac influence ensues as soon as the whole capillary system
is involved in the contractions which the leeches institute at the place
of their application(§ 498.f. g, 524 a).*
The effect, as expressed in section 917, is originally propagated along
the extreme vessels by continuous sympathy, but reflex action is
soon brought into operation, when both denominations concur together i
but it is chiefly by reflex nervous action that the heart is influenced
(§933. For continuous sympathy soc~ 129 c,f, 498, 746 c, and INDEX II) .
920. 6th. Such are the simple elements of the processes which take
place in leeching. But, during their progress they become more or
less compounded. The reflex nervous influ ence which is propagated
from the extreme to the larger vessels reacts from the latter upon the
fom1er, and this reacting sympathy increases the contraction of the
small vessels. 801 also 1 as soon as the vital changes in the extreme
vessels throw theirreflcxnervousiufluence over the heart the changes
which take place in this organ reflect back a sympathetic influence
upon the extreme and capillary vessels, by which their power over the
heart and larger vessels becomes multiplied(§ 514 Ji, &c., 526 a, 934).
This complex circle of reflex nervous actions continues to advance till t11e heart becomes overpowered in its action, and syncope
takes place(§ 222-233~, 498-514, 893 a, c, 894-905, 1039).
921, a. 7th. An artificial change being instituted in the extreme
vessels to which leeches are applied, where the organic properties
are most strongly pronounced, .and that change being more or l.ess
permanent, it continues to excite a powerful reflex nervous action
upon the whole capillary system, and thence upon the heart, long af.
ter the blood bas ceased flowing (§ 514 g, &c., 516 d, no. 6, 939}.
921, b. It is for this reason (no. 7), and this only that the powers
of the general circulation may be sometimes more prostrated, and be
longer maintained in o, state of prostration, by the loss of four oun~es
of blood by leeching than they might have been ?Y the abstraction
of sixteen ounces of blood from a large ,·ein, or by mght ounces taken
by the process of cupping (§ 514 g, 930, 939 f, 944 c) ..*
921, c. For the same reason, also, syncope sometimes ~omes on
only mauy hours after the discharge of bl?od ha~ ceased. Stimulants,
too, may but slowly rouse the general c1~·culat1on, because the pros.
trating influence of the artificial change m tl~e extreme vessels can.
not be as soon overcome as when syncope _is produced by general
bloodletting, where 110 such specific i.mpressions are ma.de (§ 514 ,g,
.'HG d, no. 6), and therefore no 1Jersistrng renex nervous 111fluence.
'"SeeEcnsilivenessofthehearttothenen'ous iniluenceat9500m,820cc,829.
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. 922, a. It is owing to the peculiar 11ature of the change estabJi&hetl
m the vital condition of the lacerated vessels, by leeching, that the
blood continues to flow out for many hours. The process thus insti·
tut.ed must be somewhat analogous to that of secretion, anti clearly
allied to the hemorrhagic action which nature institutes, though gen.
erally more prostrating than the natural process.
922 1 b. There is, however, a remarkable difference between the
dir~ct effects of leeching and spontaneous hemonhage, in respect tn

}~~; !~~c:~:!1di1~:~:~· :1~:~~:~~~. in~~~~:~~ntl~a~da~o:;~s;io~~a~~~;
of blood spontaneously effused impresses the system with a force
eq~al to that from leeching; while large capil1ary hemorrhages are
daily occurring without very sensibly reducing the animal or organic
powers, and where, too, the quantity of blood effused is so prodigiously great that it cannot be safely imitated by art under the same circumstances of disease. The nervous power is differently developed.
Although, therefore, in these cases, nature institutes a change strikingly analogous to that of leeching, it is not of the same specific nature. In spontaneous hemon-hage, too, nature sets up, for her own
safety as it were, a special modification of action in the system at
large that shall sustain its powers under the enormous losses of blood
which are often necessary, by the natural process, to the cure of inflammatory and congestive diseases(§ 136 c, 150-152, 524 a, d, 890 e). *
923, a. Besides the foregoing play of vascular sympathies, a strong
impression may be propagated by the whole organ to which leeches
are applied to another organ with which it has strong natural sympathetic relations. In low inflammations and \"enous congestions of the
liver, four ounces of blood taken from the verge of the anus by means
of leeches may break up those obstinate hepatic affections, when twice
as much from the skin over the region of that organ may produce far
le~s effect. Here the specific impression is propagated, in part, along
the mucous tract of the intestines, in the manner expressed in sections:
498,f.g ~· and this continuous sympathy gives rise to alterative reflex
nervous action, the former of which is my continuous influence(§ 498 a).
923, b. But, again, it is true in a more limited sense, that the influ·
ence of leeching may be propagated along the Jarge blood-vessels to
the parts in the vicinity where there is a direct vascular communica·
tion ; though eYcn in these cases, the impression is extended more
through the sympathies which bind together the extreme vessels, and
the nervous communication of the parts (§ 526, a). Comparatively
little seems to be due to the imputed derivation of bloot.l. Thence,
upon our principles, appears the reason why, according to Dr. ~ar
drop, "in diseases of the head, as well as in diseases of the eye, more
particularly those affecting the internal parts of the globe, leeches applied to the frontal vessels giYe much more relief than is obtained by
abstracting an equal quantity of blood from the tempo:al vessels by
leeches applied to the temples." ~e also states. that a hke advantage
will be obtained, in cerebral affections, by applymg leeches to the Ji.
ning membrane of the nose, or behind the ears. He thinks the effect
greater than when applied to other parts.-NOTE Dn p. 1132.
923, c. In all the cases, however, the effects appear to be marn1y
produced through the agencies which I haYe s~atecl.. \.Vhenever I have
abdomma1 disease attended the
npplicrl leeches to the nasal
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tric derangement had also persisted. But, simultaneously with the
relief of the head the secretions from the bowels improved, the t01p·ue
c1eared up, and the stomach and other abdominal organs were .:ire·
lieved. It would appear, therefore, that, as in the case of leeclms to
the verge of the anus under similar circumstances, the specifi c impression of leeching th~ nasal scptui:n is propagated continuously and by
reflex nervous action, by the rnstrumentality of the mucous membrane, to the viscera of the abdomen, and that the head is as well relieved l;>Y th~s remo~ing this source of morbid sympathies, as by the
more direct 1mpress10n (~ 524 a, no. 2).-NoTE Up. 1126.
. 923.1 d. Hence it follows, as shown also by experience, that leeching '.Ytll generally exe1t. the ~eatest effect upon diseased organs when
apphed to some part with wluch the organ affected may have strong
physiological relations (§ 129, 139, 140). For this reason, and for the
advantage of continuous sympathy, leeches should be applied to the
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domen. There are greater natural sympathies between the skin and
peritoneum than between the mucous membrane and the peritoneal.
VVhere no remarkable relations subsist among organs the leeches
should then be applied near the vicinity of the part affected, as when
the pleura, or parenchyma of the lungs, or the joints, are the seats of
inflanimation. In such cases we obtain the advantage of local reflex
actions as in the case of blisters, &c. (§ 497, 89lif g-k, 893 a, c,f).
924. And now a word more as to the doctrine of Revulsion, or tliat,
for example, ..~bich supposes that when leeches are applied to the feet
for the relief of cerebral disease the effect depends upon the diver·
sion of blood from the bead toward the feet. An<l so of cathartics in
their action upon the intestinal canal, and of blisters by diverting the
bloo<l to the skin, &c. (§ 893, n) . Nothi11g can be more unfounded.
But, do not leeches, when applied to the feet, exert a greater influence upon diseased conditions of the uterus than upon any other part 1
They probably do; and it is a forcible illustration of remote sympathy, and coincident with that which is supplied by the suspension of
the catamenia from exposure of the soles of the feet to cold, or by the
production of catarrh when a current of cold air from a key-hole impin~es upon the neck. Just so, if the female 11ow plunge her feet
into warm water, or apply leeches upon or 11Car the soles of the feet,
the catamenia may be restored. So, too, in relation to cerebral affections, who does not know that a natural sympathy subsists between
the feet an<l the head 1 " ln affections of the head and thoracic viscera," says Dr. Wardrop,'' I have, in many instances, TecommendcJ
patients to apply leeches on the bead, cllCst, and on the fe~t, alternately; and almost universally, I may ventur~ to say,~ decided p:cfer.
ence has been gi'·en to thefeet."* The ph1 l ~sophy is the same m all
the cases, and revulsion is reflex nervous action. Dr. VVardrop, how.
e\.·er, had already prefe1Tecl the ~pplication of leeches to t~e nasal
i-cptum, or to the temples, in affections of the head; tho~gb Ins obser·
vations as to the feet are also founded on Round experience. As to
leeching in amenorrhrea, the remedy has the grcates~ effect when ap·
plied to the perinreum, or to the upper part of the tlnghs.-NoTEDo.
·JI is well Uluamued by Brown-S.!11 uard'11 exper. of JJroducing epileptiform convulsions as m ~ J 113'; a
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925, ~· \Vhat has been now said of disease supposes that lceche!!
are apphed under circun1stances favorable to their effect. Before this
condition can happen, however, in numerous cases where leeching
i:iay be ultimately useful, it may be necessary to make a strong impres·
s1on by general bloodletting; and if two or more general bloodlettings
be likely to be wanted, the leeching should be delayed (§ 893 g--i, p,
927), or until the exciting nervous action is subdued.
925, b. Nevertheless, if the chance of leeching alone be taken in
these cases, the number of leeches should be very large for adults,
that the benefits of general bloodletting may be more or less obtained,

~~~~1~~~c~::a\~ ~~~a1~~f ~~~~:?ts~~~~t~:i7 ~t!~~~a~av~~~!!~~~t~c:i;!~
the loss of blood is more sensibly felt in the former case, and less is
required, and the requisite amount is therefore, also, more rapidly abstracted, notwithstanding, too, the ratio of the loss, in proportion to
age and size, may be actually greater than in adults. Thus, too, the
advantages of general bloodletting are more or less obtained, Jn similar cases cupping is also more beneficial to children than to at.lults
(§ 576, c).
2

1

1
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fants. In the phlegmatic temperament of aclu1ts leeching may answer where it would be inefficient in other temperaments (§ 600).
But I speak of these cases rather to illustrate a principle than to raise
any doubt as to the propriety of general bloodletting in the grave vis-
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abstractions
blood by means of leeches is often more beneficial in chronic inflam·
mations than a greater quantity at more distant intervals. This corresponds with what I have said of the vital influences of leeching, and
of the effect of habit in maintaining disease (§ 549, 560). In these
cases, the impression, being frequently repeated, maintains the salu·
ta.ry change which may be producecl more perfectly against the morbid influence of habit than greater losses of blood at distant intervals
· (§ 514 g, 535, 540, 542, 548, 549, 551). \Ve see the same principle
more frequently exemplified in tho effect of blisters upon chronic in·
flammation; where it is better to apply them frequently, and to a
moderate extent, than more rarely and over a larger surface. Tbe
philosophy is the same, also, in r~spect to the relative effects of a large
dos~ of calomel, and that dose divided into four.
Analogies likewise
subsiot between the salutary effects of copious leeching, extensive
vesication 1 and a large <lose of calomel, in acute inflammations(§ 559,
893 N,). And so of numerous other agents. A common philosophy
obtains in all the cases, and each example illustrates and confirms the
principles on which all other agents operate. Aud I may here carry
the sarr.e examples to illustrate tl~e p~1ilosophy of the operation of general bloodletting, aud t~te pecuh~nties wln~h ~ppertam to that mode
of abstractinCT
blood; since, as will appear, tts mfluence on tbe organ0
ic prope1ties and functions is more immediately, and may be more
profoundly, felt than leeching or othc~ agents; and, bc:ing. antiph1o·
gistic, it is therefore better adapte~ to l11gh grades of act1v~ mflamma.
tion and fever (§ 557). The plnlosophy of the whol e is a.Ion<' re
solvable through reflex actions of the nervous Eystem (~ 893 It~
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927, a. Notwithstanding, therefore, the last proposition in respect
to leeching, it often happ~n.s that the force of diseased habit is so great
as ~o demand a more decisive and more freque~t reso.rt to leeching.
It is even not unfrequent that the force of morbid habit attendant on
chronic inflammations requires the previous abstraction of blood from
a vein, and perhaps repeatedly and largely; not only with a view
to the special physiological influences of general bloodletting, but that
a large diminution of the general volume of blood may be suddenly
eflected (§ 925, a). The utility and necessity of this practice are frequently seen in the treatment of those chronic inflammations of the
1:iucous tissue .of tb_e stom_ach wl1ich follow long:-protracted incligest10n, and especially if the hver also have become mvaded by the saw..c
condition of disease. The advantages of general bloodletting in these
cases relate as much to the generaLcondition of the system over which
a morbific influence has been established as to the seat of inflammation. The general modification exerts a reacting effect upon the part
inflamed, and adds to the obstinacy of the diseased habit of the part,
and leeching will not reach these influences (§ 143 c, 84 7 g). Here
it is, particularly, that we witness corresponding, ancl even more successful, effOrts of nature at relief in the torrents of blood that are effused _from _either the mucous tissue of the stomach or of the lungs ;
especially the former (§ 890, c).
927, b. Again, in ce1·tain mild, though obstinate cases of purely local inflammations, and before the constitution is brought uuder the
influence of the morbid action; or, in cases where exciting reflex nervous actions !~ave been. subdued b~ general.bloodletting, local bleeding
by leeches is pre-eminently useful. In either of these cases, general
bloodletting continued to a large extent, by the suddenness ancl violence of its impression, may so disturb the system at large that the inflammation may be kept up by influences produced by this artificial
derangement of the whole body (~ 889 m, 889 mm). But 110re thero
is no counter.vailing action against the effect of leeching; and while
the small vessels engaged in the inflammatory process refuse to give
way if the disease have been of short duration, there is no danger of
establishing any injurious influences upon the general capillary sy3tem. This, howeYer, will take place, more or less, when leeching exceeds that degree which is necessary to determine a change i1~ the part
inflamed. It may even fo1low from very copious leeching 111 severe
chronic inflammations, where morbid action is rendered obstinate by
the influence of habit, before the diseased process yie!Js. In the former case, the system is injured partly by the influences de.te1mined

~;:d~htn 6~~~~.t; ~~ea~~~!~~tfr~~u~n~~e li::l~~e~~n~~:~;:;al~~to"(

blood. In the latter case, the bad effects appear to be mainly mc1dcnt upon the loss of blood in its general relation to the syslem at
large. In these cases, therefore, it is import~n~ ~o graduate ~he. e~tent
of lcechinrr by the exigencies an<l the peculrnnt1es of each md1v1dual
case; and° it is especially important with infants, upon whom leeching produces not only its peculiar effects ver.y powerfull_Y, but, also,
more than in after life, the eflCcts that appe1tam more s.tnctly to general bloodletting. Such is the obstinacy of ~he dopressmg .cha~ge. in
the instruments of disease, as liable to anse from leeclung in infancy, when this remedy has been caITied far beyond t.iny u.i:; cful de.
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grec in inflamn:ations of the nature now under consideration at1 J it!
influence upon the whole extent of the circulatory organs is maiutained with such violence, that, having also superad<led to it the general effect from excessive loss of blood, it may be impossible to counteract its destructive tendency(§ 514 g, 516 d, no. 6 ). It is not alone
the effect that arises from an excess of general bloodletting with which
we now contend, but a greater, perhaps, in that pernicious chango
which has been induced in the extreme vessels to which the leeches
had been applied, and which, indeed, has been more or less propagated by reflex nervous action over the system {921 ).
928. From what has now been said, the reason is apparent why
cautious leeching may be sometimes a means of relief in those inflammations that are now and then induced by a misapplied or an excessive
loss of blood. In these rare affections, the triumph of art is beautifully illustrated w~1en accurately_guided by the light of science.
The
effect should be limited, if possible, to local nervous centers. They
are cases, too, in which the distinction between general bloodletting
and leeching is forcibly shown, since the former has caused the disease and the latter cures it{§ 1024a,f,Dr.M.H.nLJ.-Sce.Notep. 708.
2. GENERAL BLOODLETTING.
929. In general bloodletting the effects are varied from th0sc of
leeching, and in a way, as we have already seen, of practical importance (§ 927, 928). Its influences may be considered under five
general aspects, and successively as in leeching:
930. 1st. The earliest impression is made simultaneously upon the
organic properties of the large and small vessels throughout the body,
since the loss of blood is now immediately coextensive with the whole
circulating mass, is suddenly withdrawn, and in a comparatively large
quantity. Here, therefore, as of the local vessels in leeching, a change
is instituted in the vital state of the blood·ve5'Sels throughout the body
(§ 526 a, 915, 921, 944 c) .
931, a. 2d. The foregoing impression suddenly rouses the arterial
system to a greater, but very modified action, by which the vessels,
especially the extreme and capillary, are brought into a state of contraction, and far beyond any diminution of their contents that may
arise from the quantity of blood remo,·ed from the body (§ 916).
931, b. The contraction thus instituted is vastly greater in the small
than in the large Yessels, mainly because of the greater endowment
of the former with irritability and mobility (§ 188, 205, 482, 944 c).
932. 3d. Owing, also, to the same causes t.l1rough which the extreme vessels feel the loss of blood more sensibly than the larger
ones, powerful reflex nervous actions are determined upon the former by the changes wl1ich take place in the larger series of vessels
(§ 222-233~. 409-411, 475{-, 500 m, 687}-688, 694t, 826 cc, 920).
933. 4th." As soon as the foregoing change begins in the vessels, it
throws a reflex nervous action over the heart. There is, as yet, so
little di.minution of the general volume of blood, that the earliest in.
Auences upon the action of the heart must be due, entirely, to this reflex nervous impression (§ 919, 500 m, 826 cc, 829).
93 -1. 5th. As t11e heart becomes influenced, it excites a powerful
reflex influence that falls upon the e.:treme and capil1ary ,·essels;
between which ~md the heart there exist very strong vital and sympathetic relations (§ 385, 526 a, 920, 1039).
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Here, lherefore, as in leeching (§ 920), the contraction, and other
changes, which take place in the sma1l vessels, grow out of a double
influence; namely, that which is exerted by the direct impression
from loss of blood, and that which is reflected upon the m by th e
changes that arise in the heart and larger vessels. And so, as in
leeching, refl ex nervous action between the heart and blood-vessels
passes and repasses, and increases in an increasing ratio as the blood
Hows from the
till its prostrating effe~t reach es the point of syucope. In lecchmg, however, th e sympatlnes between the heart and
bloocl-\•essels are not as reciprocal as in general bloodletting; but a
greater influence is often propagated in leeching by the small vessels
upon the centre of circulation (§ 921, and references in § 932).•
935, a. That the failure of the heart's action does not arise, as commonly supposed, from a mechanical diminution of the volume of
blood is shown by the frequent occ urrence of syncope from the loss
of two or three ounces; nor docs it depend, in the least, upon with drawing the stimulus of blood from the heart. On the contrary, as it
respects both hypotheses, the blood is actually accumulated about the
heart in consequence of the contraction of the capillary vessels; and
this accumulat ion, from the beginning, is a cause of the failure of the
heart's action, and is at its greatest extent when sy ncope takes place
(§ 936, and rrferenees in § 932).
935, b. It is also equally true that the general contraction of the
small Yessels, in all the modes of abstracting blood, is not referable to
either of the forego ing causes i and for the reasons, in part, that tho
contraction far surpasses any diminut ion of the gener al volume of
blood, that the phenomenon is always attendant on syncope arising
from mental causes, and that the contraction, if proceeding from elasticity or from any other cause than one of a vital nature, could never
determine the powerfu l reflex nervous actions which it exerts upon
the hcatt (§ 916, 917, 932, 937).
935, c. In like manner, the diminution of the volume of blood in in.
flamed parts is only a remote effect of lessening the quantity of the
circulating mass. Th.e ?lood is not only tc:mporarily, bu~ p crmane.ntly expelled from tho llljected vessels. Tins shows that its exp ulsion
is eff'ected by a vital change in th e condition of the vessels; otherwise,
they would not contract in a ratio exceeding that of the corresponding vessels of other parts, nor would their contraction be permanent.

a:m,
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operation of bloodletting is in progress(§ 910 1 977, 1056).
.
Various circumstantial facts might be adduced to show the vi tal nature of the contraction which attends the capillary vessels. The fol1
3
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tion of the phenome na, throughout. Thus: Dr. P a ige , "of large experience and great respectability, 11 states, in the November number
(1845) of the "New York Journal of Medicine,'' _that, on bleeding
"a woman about forty years of age, an.cl after. han:g drawn .a \"Cry
fe w ounces, and wliile the blood was still flowm g fi om the Yem, sho
was taken with very severe pain all over the ext~r_na1 parts o~ the sys
tcm, and extending to the most remot? extremi~1es . I suflc:re? .tho
blood to flow, howernr, but the pain mcrensed mstead of d1mm1sh15
6
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ing." u Several years afterward I met with exactly the same symp·
toms on bleeding a young man in case of an ardent fever i but, having
thought much of the first case above mentioned, I had come to the
conclusion, in my own mind, that the pain depended on the spasmodic
contraction of the small vessels of the surface and extremities as they
became emptied of their blood. I, in this case, immediately ad min·
istered a free close of some diffusible stimulus (I think, of ammonia),
and the pain subsided very soon, so that I was able to take as much
blood as I wished" (§ 399, and references in 9 932).
935, d. Again, bloodletting being, in popular language, a debilita·
tlng remedy, its rapidly salutary effects contradict the prevailing l1y
pothesis that inflammation and venous congestion are constituted by
debility of the vessels, and stagnation of blood. Had this doctrine;
any foundation, the capillaries in inflammation, and the veins in con·
gestion, would immediately become more injected with blood, and
those diseases should be exasperated by what is known to be their
most efficient remedy. It also fully contradicts "coagulation,,,
The effects of bloodletting. therefore, prove that the pathological
cause of inflammation and venous congestion consists not only of an
increased energy of the organic properties, but that these properties
are also modified in kind ; while the rapid subsidence of the forego·
ing affection, under the influence of loss of blood, proves, abundantly,
that the whole process advances upon vital principles. The loss of
blood so impresses the diseased properties, that their pathological state
is changed on the instant(§ 137 d, 143, 150-152), and they are brought
to obey their natural recuperative law so immediately, that tlie vessels
of an inflamed eye contract and disappear while the blood is yet flow.
ing from the arm. And so of all other parts that are concealed from
observation(~ 476~ h, 478, 479, 503-506, 516 d, no. 6, 750 b, 751, 817).
93.5, e. The extent and durability of this change will depend upon
a variety of circumstances; such, for example, as relate to coustitu·
tion, the nature of the remote causes, and whether, also, the impres.
sion ha\·e resulted purely from the loss of blood, or1 in part, from
mental emotions, or from gastric irritation; and it will be often influ·
enced by the manner in which the blood may be abstracted whether
from a large or a small orifice, or whether the operation be suspe~d·
ed for a minute and then resumed. Each of these circumstances,
also, discloses the nature of the principles upon which loss of blood
produces its effects, especially the agency of the nervous influence.
936, a. \\Then general bloodletting is practiced in health the action
of the heart begins to fail as soon as the vessels begin to contract; but
it is the tendency of inflammation to delay or prevent the vascular
changes under an equal loss of blood, while, on ~he other band, those
changes are often promo.ted by venous cong:est1on, or by numcrou!!
adventitious influences, either mental or physical.
936, b. Again, it frequently happens, after the action of the heart is
more or less subdued by loss of blood, that it speedily recovers its
force on account of the removal of t11e prostrating influence of somo
morbid condition, or of nausea, or of. mental disturbance, which re·
moval may be suddenly effected even m tbe case of s?me depressing
form of discaRe, and perhaps as soon as the blood begins to flow from
the vein (§ 938, h), just as the ~ervous 1rnwer m~y be modified.
937, a. Since the influences ot genel'al bloodlettrng are exerted, from
1
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the beginning, simultaneously upon the whole capillary system (§930),
the amount and rapidity of the primary change will depend on the
suddenness with which the blood is abstracted ; and whenever loss of
blood produces a great and sudden contraction of the whole capillary
system, however small the quantity, syncope will approach (§ 935).
937, b. And so, also, it was found by Le Gallois and Philip, in their
direct experiments upon the brain and spinal cord, that the extent of
the nervous influence upon the heart, blood-vessels, and alimentary
canal, depended, always, on the suddenness of the impression on the
nervous centres, and that when most sudden and violent it was capa·
ble of extinguishing at once the functions oflife (§ 478, 479, 510, 511)
~37, c. Now, as. will have fully appeared, the s~mpathetic changes
which take place m the heart and blood-vessels, m general bloodlet0
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ready apparent that the effects of bloodletting upon disease will often
depend much upon the rapidity with which the blood is abstracted.
And this important practical consideration points out another difference between general bloodletting and leeching, and why, in the language of Mr. Travers, "syncope is in proportion to the suddenness,
rather than the quantity of the hemorrhage." Hence it is that syncopo
follows from the loss of a sma1ler quantity of blood when drawn from
a 1ar<Te than from a small orifice, or from both arms than when from
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osophical, consideration, that if tll& subject be in an erect posture,
syncope will follow sooner than in the hortzontal, from the greater inability of the heart in the former case to transmit the blood to the
brain ; and this circumstance, .as will appear1 should goYern us as to
the position of the patient.
938, a. Again, the ratio, in wl1ich the various influences that arise
from general bloodletting will succeed each other in disease, will also
depend on the existing condition of the organic states, especially of
the heart and blood-vessels (§ 143, 149, 150, 152). It often happens
that an increased and uniform susceptibility pervades the whole sanguiferous system; and when this peculiar state exists, the abstraction
of a very small quantity of blood may instantly determine a paroxysm
'>f syncope(§ 526 a, 961), the nervous power then acting intensely.*
938, h. This proposition, like an the others which arc made Without qualification. supposes the influences to depend upon the absolute
loss of blood, and not to be affected by a<lYentitious causes, s?ch as
emotions of the mind, intestinal irritation, &c. When these accidental
and transient causes institute their reflex and prostrating nervous
actions, they should be carefully noted; since it is commonly important that a certain amount of blood should be abstracted to produce
the requisite impression upon disease. In su?h cases, therefore, it is .
commonly necessary to go on with the operation, sooner or later, but
generally early, after the patient has revived. ':fhe nervou~ influen_ces
Of the adventitious causes generally make but little or no u_npress1on
upon disease; and the Joss of too little blood often adds Y1olence tn
infl ammation and fever by imparting greater energy to the action of
•Seep. 298, ~
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the heart, or by relieving the general circulation when it may be cm·
Larrassed by some local venous congestion (§ 988).
3. C'UPPJNG.
939, a. Cupping differs in some of its effects from leeching and general bloo1.lletting. Its influences are of an intermediate nature, but
are most a11ied to the latter. It never makes the profound impression
upon the vital condition of the parts to which it is applied that is exerted by leeching, and its influ ences upon the system at large are also
less, under equal circumstances. Cupping, indeed, often fails of relief where leeching is speedily efficient. In a general sense, six
ounces of blood taken by leeching is probably equal in its curatirn effect~ to nearly twice that quantity abstracted by cupping.
939, b. In cupping, the blood is abstracted from the larger series
of capillary vessels, whose office is probably but little more than to
supply the smaller series, in which the organic properties are most
strongly pronounced (§ 38·1, &c.) ; nor is that action instituted, by cupping, in those vessels from which tho blood is taken, that obtains so profoundly in leeching, and upon which no little of the general and local
effects depend, es1>ccially the peculiarity of the reflex nervous action.
939, c. The distinction is also explained by the persistence with
which the blood continues to be dischai;ged long after the leeches have
pe1formed their office, although smaller and fewer vessels are divided
than in cupping, and these fow torn, while in cupping the blood ceases
to escape as soon as the cupping-glasses are removed . AJI of which
is absolute proof that a remarkable change is instituted in the vital
condition of the capillary vessels, by leeching, and that the prolonged
effusion of blood is in no respect of a mechanical nature, but wholly
due to a vital action which is artificially set up in the vessels, and
which is not at all instituted by cupping.
939, d. It is evident, therefore, from principle as well as experience,
that cupping-glasses should not be applied, as is often done, to pro·
mote the bleeding of leech-bites. It embarrasses the specific action
instituted by the leeches. A mechanical is substituted f'01· a natural
process; while, also, as in cupping, the abstraction of blood is so rapid
that its effects become more like those of venesection.
939 1 e. Cupping approximates general bloodletting not only in the
rapidity with which the blood is abstracted, but in which it determines
reflex nervous actions upon the whole circulatory system, and in the
quantity of blood which is required for its physiological and therapeutical effects. It is more remotely allied to leeching in the change
which is locally induced, though this change is not of a specific character, but consists of a more simple vital contraction of the small vessels that propagates comparatively litt~e impr~ssion upon other par~s
of the circulatory system. \Vhen the impression becomes general, it
is then mostly due1 as in vencsection, to the removal of a quantity of
blood adequate to a universal influence.
939,/ It becomes.more and mor.c appare.nt, therefore, that ~e~er
al bloodletting, cuppmg, ~nd . leechmg arc m some respects d1s~mct
remedies, and that cuppmg 1s. th~ least. useful a?d rarely required.
The difference between them hes m a difference 10 the operation of
the principles which are common to the .se\•eral modes .. 8<1?1e of these
differences appertain to the cerebro-spmal system, wl11C·h is far more
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concerned in the phenomena of general blood-letting than in the usual
effects of leeching, which is apt to engage mostly local nervous centres.
The effects of general blood-letting may be obtained in an inferior degree by cupping, through mere inconsiderable degrees of the same intiuences, as, also, in a still lesser degree by applying cupping-glasses in
the operation of leeching. The difference in leeching is owing, in part,
to a more profound impression upon the sympathetic nerve, t ho ugh the
other methods transmit their influences through this nerve(§ !)2 1, 922).
Of tl1e NervoUs Power in its Relation to the Ejfect.s of Loss of Blood.
940. This very important element in the phenomena which arise
from loss of blood must be amply r ev iewed. It is the nenous power to
which are owing all the remarkable results that arc in active progress
after the beginning of the consti tutional effects of blood-letting. The
operation of this power commences at the earliest contraction of the
small vessels, and increases in the ratio of that contraction . I t is th e
same po,ver that exerts so vast a range of influences in dir~cting the
effects of all other remedial, as well as morbi.fic agents, and whose characteristics ba,·e been already extensively considered. The same philosophy, too, is here applicable as in a ll other cases in which the nervous
power is instrumental in organic actions, or in modifying, or in propagating disease (§ 222-234, 450-530).
941. The development of the ner\'Ous power from loss of blood is
owing to the '\"i tal impressions that lead to the contraction of the small
vessels: The influence upon the nervous centres is thus of two kindsthat transmitted by rnscular contractions in other parts, and that from
the contraction of their own vessels; being, in tl1c latter case, analogous to whnt we have seen to arise from direct experiments (§ 476494), from the operation of the passions, and from the reflected action
of remedial and morbific agents(§ 227, 500, 944 c, 1039, 1040, 1056).
942, a. Now, therefore, in view of the extensive premises before us,
loss of blood, both by its profound influence upon the small yesseJs of
tbe nervous centres, and by effects transmitted th ere by vascular con tractions in other parts, develops the nervous power in a pecu li nr manner and in unusual intensity(§ 227, 232). This influence of this power, reflected abroad, increases that contraction of the general cap il~ary
system which is at first instituted, in all pnrt!:l, in general blood-lettmg,
by the direct effect of loss of blood upon the organic properties of the
whole system of blood-vessels(§ 930, 93 1, 944 c). -NoTE Q, p .~122 .
942, b. In leeching, the local impression generates an alterative reflex nervous action upon susceptible parts tl1rough centres of tbe ganglionic nerve, and when strongly made is transmi tted. to the brain and
spinal cord and occasions a general reflex nervous rnflu~nce (§ 11 3,
224, 893 a, c). The general contraction of the vessels is thus m01:e
and more accelerated as the loss of blood goes on, the nervous power 1s
more and more excited, and prostrates the action of the heart, and
this in an increasing ratio as syncope approaches -:--NOTE Do p. 11 32.
942, c. There is not, therefore, as has been umversally. supposed, a
witbdrawment of the nervous influence from the heart during a paroxysm of syncope; but, on the contrary, an in~reas~d detc:mination ?f
that power upon the organs of circulation, wh ich, mdeed, is th~n at its
9
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tha~ the sto.mach and intestines are readily and powerfully influenced
by impressions made upon the central parts of the nervous system {§
491); as they also are, like tho heart, by mental emotions. As soon,
therefore, as the nervous centres are influenced by loss of blood the
nervous influence is felt as well by the stomach as by the heart and
b1ood-v.e~sels. This gastric irritation is propagated back to the brain
and spmal cord, and increases their depressing influence on all the
organs. This is especially manifest immediately Qefore the occurrence of syncope, wl1ich it contributes to hasten. Hence, also, the
frequent nausea and eructations, and the intestinal evacuations, which
supervene upon the impressions made on the brain and spinal cord, or as
syncope approaches (§ 902, g). It is for this reason that cathart ics
often operate during the progress of general bloodletting, when they
had failed antece<lently, and where no intestinal inflammation ha<l existed to interfere with their effects. And this consideration, by-theway, is important to the practitioner when 11e is deliberating whether
oloodlctti~g should precede the exhibition of a catliartic or an emetic.
943, b. But, it is also true that the intestinal disturbance is often
owing to the effect of nervous influ ence excited by some emotion of
the mind(§ 892/, b); when its reaction upon the nervous centres may
be equally as great as when the disturbance results from the loss of
blood, but has little or no effect upon disease, an<l may cmba1Tass tlrn
practitioner, and sacrifice the patient to an imperfect application of
the remedy(§ 938). Nevertheless,,it is important to say that excep tious sometimes occur; and ""hen such demonstrations are made, they
yield the most convincing proof of my doctrine of the agency of the
nervous power in the physiological results of bloodletting, and its alterative influence upon disease by whatever cause the influence may be
excited. Thus: "A patient," says Dr. Armstrong, "was so alarmed
at the preparation for bleeding, that syncope occurred, and completely stopped an inflammation of the pleura." Again," cheer up the patient, and he is always sure to do well" (§ 227-230, 232, 1067).
944, a. \Vhen syncope arises from the depressing emotions, or from
other causes whose primary impression is upon the brain, the action
of the heart is directly prostrated through the nervous influence, and
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illary blood-~essels, and an mfluencc from tlns change is propagated
by reflex action to the heart. The succession of changes then, as re·
spccts the heart and blood-vessels, begins more on the side of the
hea rt than when they are determined by loss of blood ; the contrac·
tion of the capillary vessels being also more consequent on tlw failure
of the heart's action than on the alterative influence of the nervous
power. \Vo mu st also explain, in the foregoing manne:, the sync?pe
which follows blows upon the stomach, the crush of hmbs, surgical
operations, &c.; an~ wh;n death is suddenly. pr?duce~ by any of
these causes, it is owmg either to a sudden extmctlon of the cerebrospinal functions, or to a powerful determination of the nervous influence upon the heart, &c., by which the action of that organ is arrested
(§ 230, 480, &c., 510, 511). The s~me is t:ue of the pros.trating.ef-
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9,14, b. Since, therefore, rn the case of bloodlettmg, its mfluences
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nre profound, not only on the instruments of disease, but upun tbc
whole cai:illary sy.stem, a~<l t11e failure of the heart's action is greatly
due to this dc~p 1mpress10n on their vital constitution, while in the
case of the accH1ental causes the effect consists mostly in a direct deprcssio~ of the heart's .action, and a consequent failure of supply to
~he ca.r1llary ,-essels, without essentially affecting their vital states, it
is obvious that we may not depend on syncope as a test of the influences of loss of blood (§ 959).
944, c. The co11traction of the blood-vessels as arisinrr from loss of
blood i~ an. inciden~al result of a profound impression up~n the vires vit{P, which is essentially the cause of the development and modification
of the nervous influence. The contraction, therefore, is only an e\-idence
that such profound impression has been made, just as in other exemplifications by cathartics ancl emetics (§ 889 /, 902 g). The vascular
contraction_ occasioned by fear, &c., produces no such effects (§ 892f b,
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this ca.se the action of the heart had been enfeebled almost to au accession of the paroxysm, nnd the additional quantity of blood suddenly
thrown upon the heart, so far from rousing the organ, overpowers it s
action. It is in this way, in part, when the heart has been gradually
prostrated during the access of congestive fever, that a sudden de,-elopment of the attack sometimes produces syncope. Something, however,
is evidently owing, in this case, to the reflex nervous influence' of the
extreme vessels upon the heart, but probably more to the sudden deter~
minntion of blood from the circumference at the access of the cold stage.
945. If syncope be obstinate, the means of relief will be such as
operate through the medium of the nervous centres, and should be of
such a nature as will subdue the depressing character of the nervous
influence, and render it st imul ant to the heart and blood-vessels.
Pungent vapors to the nose, cold air, cold water dasl1ed upon the
surface, stimulants introduced into the stomach and intestine, anll exciting means of a corresponcl~ng kind, as well as perfect rest, will
therefore be the proper remedies(§ 481, e, 891! k).
In the 1llcdical and Pltysiological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 178
(1840), I proposed, in cases of obstinate and alarming syncope, tl1c
operation of acupuncturation of the heart; deriving my suggesti,011
from Marshall's experiments upon frogs, which were revived by tlrnt
process when apparently dead from carbonic acid. Very lately (1843) ,
I sec in the Annali Univcrsali di llledicina, that Dr. A. Carrara has
successfully repeated th~se experiments, and makes the s~~ne appliChtion to the human subject as had been done by myself. I hf-l whole
is also commonly supposed to he original with Carraro.
\Vhen syncope supervenes, if the subject. be laid in a horizontal
posture animation returns, and it may be agarn suspended by reversing the position. These phenomena depencl up?n caus~s now e~sen
tially modified. "No man ever saw the scnsonal funcllons contrnuo
a sin"'1e minute after the heart had ceased to mo,·e. \Vh en the body
is ho~·izontal, the heart circulates the blood more c?sily, than when
any pa1t, and especially so large a part as the hca~l, 1~ elcYated." If
'~'111 clepc~cl on a
syncup~ return when the head is ?~ain elevated,
~ow
more simple cause than what ongmally produced it. I t m.11
1
arise from a permanently C'nfccbl~\state of th? heart, and ' its ma
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bility to continue the circulation, and thus to supply the bl'ain and au
other parts with blood;" and such is always the last in the serie!S of
causes in a paroxysm of syncope. In the first instance the action
of the hea1t is prostrated through the nervous influence of the brain
and spinal cord; in the second, the functions of the brain are impaired or suspended through the enfeebled action of the heart(§ 476-} f).
946, a. :riiany examples may be found in my Essay on the Philosophy of the Operation of Loss of Blood, which show the great alteratirn nature of the nervous power as developed by bloodletting. Let
one suffice at present. Thus : "A patient," says Dr. Armstrong,
"having lost only an ounce of blood , from the shock of the operation
~yncope came on, and effectually removed an acute inAammation of
the brain"(§ 476~ It, 478, 479, 494, 509-511, 827 d, 828 b, c, 913).
946, b. Examples of the foregoing nature admit but one interpretation. They are clear illustrations of the peculiar properties and
laws by which organic beings are governed. They are simple elements of the whole philosophy of which I have spoken, as it respects
the specific nature of the properties and actions of life, of their mutability, and of the tremendous inAuence w11ich the nervous power is
capable of exerting upon them. It is the same, also, when life is instantly extinguished by a drop of hydrocyanic acid, or of the alcoholic solution of the extract of nux vomica, applied to the tongue, or
hy a blow on the epigastrium, by surgical operations, &c., through
reflex actions of that power(~ 222, 455 d, 476!, It, 479, 500 c, 509,828).
947. Tho philosoph)' of syncope, as expressed by M. Piorry, has
been the philosophy of no small part of the medical world; while all
the antecedent influences of bloodletting have been more universally
referred to the mechanical diminution of the circulating fluid, and syncope construed upon this cloctrine.
"Syncope," says the eminent Piorry, "w!tatcver may be its cause,
consists in a suspension or diminution of cerebral action. If it take
place spontaneously and from a rnoral cause, it is tlic action of tltc en·
cepltalon tltat ~·s suspended; it is the ~·11flucncc ef tMs organ upon tlte
lieart wlticlt is diminislied.' 1
We have seen, however, in the ordinary state of the body, that the
nervous system has little other influence upon the organic functions
than that of contributing to their fundamental action; these functions
being all carried on by the organic properties, which are·maintained
in operation by stimuli peculiar to each, but mostly by the blood.
The nervous power becomes a stimulant, or depressant, or modi(ying
cause, to the organic an~ animal functions only as developed by those
stimuli or by other physical or moral causes(§ 177- 191, 223, 226, 227,
232, 478, &c.). It is also fully demonstrated that the entire remova:
of the brain and spinal cord docs not affect the action of the heart, if
respiration be artificially main~ained. 0 477, 479, 48~ h), when the
muscular motion of the heart is excited by reflex action of the ganglionic system (9 475~). Whe~ we consid'?r, also, how powerfully ~he
heart may be influ~nced by shght mechanical or other agents apph~d
to the brain, or spmal cord (§ 480, &.c.), ~ven wh.en the cerebral ciri.: ulation is destroyed, and the whole mfet'lor portion of the organ re·
moved we shall better understand, in this way, how loss of blood,
01dors, ~ffensive sights, and men~al c~uses, pro<luc~ syncope, than ·by
:s upposing that it is throt!gh their direct suspens10n of the cerebral
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functions. Violent passions ha\"e, doubtless, the effect of extino-uishi?g, at once, the powers and functions of the brain; but then tl~e ac.
t10~ of the hear~ ceas~s ?l once, and is clearly owing to the sudden
1c?1~n of the brarn, while m syn~ope tlrn action of the heart is only dimuushed. Nc.,.·erthcless, even m tbe former case, a pernicious nervous influence is suddenly determined upon the whole circu1ntory
s_ystem (§ 4~9, 5~9, 510). Again, it is only the depressing emotions,
ltke fear, gnef, disgust~ and such causes as in any degree exert a sedati\'C influence on the circulation, that are known to produce undoubted .sy ncope, while those like joy and anger, which always excite the
a.ct1on of .the heart, alone extinguish life instantaneousl y. One affection, too, ts common, while the other is rare; and when the latter
t?kes place it is probable that there exists an apoplectic predisposit10n. In one case the action of the heart is sudden ly depressed ; in
the other it is powerfully excited. Doubtless, too, in the latter instance the violent impulse of the blood upon the brain contributes,
per s~, to the sudden subversion of the cerebral powers. \:Vhile, therefore, m syncope from fear and grief the blood is, at the onset, diverted from the head; in sudden death from joy or anger a. preternatural
quantity is determined upon the brain(~ 227, 476t h, 500 m, 826 cc).
948. It appears, therefore, that the various changes which take
place in the action of the heart, when they arise from loss of blood,
are chiefly dependent on reflex uervous influence, or remote sympathy, and that this influence is greatest when syncope ensues(§ 481, Ji).
Nor is there at any stage of that complex series of changes, from the
first impression that fo1lows the loss of blood to their end in syncope,
a deficiency, but a redundancy, of blood at the centre of circulation ;
and, if death ensue, the vital fluid is always found accumulated in the
cavities of the heart ( ~ 1039).
949. Summarily, also, we have now seen that it is the effect of
loss of blood, per se, to so modify the vital states of the capillary
blood-vessels as to result in their contraction, and that when this con-
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impress ion ; that this influence is then propagated abroad, and in-
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which the nervous influence is still farther excited; that circles of
reflex actions become thus established ; that the nervou s influence is
now, also, exerted with a depressing effect upon the heart'. and inte~
tinal canal, and that this effect is reverberated upon the b:arn and spt·
nal cord, by which the intensity o~ the nervous influ~nc~ is farther mcrease<l; that the reflex nervous actions, and the .multiplying causes .of
nen·ous influence, become, therefore, exceedingly com.plex, and Ill·
crease in their ratio till the heart is prostrated by that rnfluence and
by the central determination of blood, when syncope takes place as
.
an immediate consequence(§ 476! Ji, 481 h, 500 m, 944 c) . .
But, we have also seen 1 that if too little blood be taken, m ccr~am
conditions of disease, resu Its of an opposite nature to the fore~omg,
and an aggravation of disease, may e~sue., thoug~ ~hey will be
brou"'ht about through th e same phys101og1cal prmc1ples (§ 965,
983-989). Natural law st'are at the foundation(~ 901, 904 a, bb).
And now I say, if the foregoing results of lo~s of blood be com-
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pared with the effects of other remedial or morbific agents, it will be
found tbat a close analogy and harmony of laws distinguish their n10dus operandi. And such is always tbe simplicity of nature in her fundamental institutions (§ 137 e, 150-152).
950. From what has been now seen of the profound influences of
bloodletting upon the nervous centres, especially when syncope ap·
proaches, we readily account for those inflammations, and that fa1
overrated irritation of modern physicians, which occasionally supervene on the loss of blood (§ 1020-1023); sometimes, though rarnly,
from an excess of the remedy, but more frequently from its deficiency, and still more so from its frequent application in small quantities where a greater loss is demanded. If the loss be excessive, or
blood.letti ng i10t appropriate to the case, it gives rise to a rnorbific reflection of the nervous power upon the capillary blood·vessels. 'Vb en
the loss is small and frequently repeated, an irritable state of tlie whole
vascular system is thus established, which may not only increase the
inflammation which the remedy was intended to subdue, but may become the foundation of disease in other parts(§ 4761Ii, 4ia, 500 m, 965
b, 982-100 1, 100.3 e, 1024; also, lCricmer·s E:rpe1·iments, § 485).
In all these cases the whole system of capillary blood·>essels has a
large share in the primary impression; but a peculiar influ ence is de·
termined upon them by the Yiolence inflicted on the ex lrcrne capillaries
of the brain. Inflammation, therefore, may be lighted up, as a conscseqllence, either in the brain or some ot her part, but especially the
brain (§ 230, 231). Hence, also, the general rnscular excitement, and
that delirium, coma, stertorous breathing, and those convulsions, retch·
ings, and involuntary in'testinal crncuations; some of which so frequent·
ly follow excessive loss of blood. Although blood-letting, therefore, be
a. remedy for inflammation, the c.xcessiYC use of it, as will be farther
shown , may ihd.u.cc that affection; and e\·en then the cautious abstraction of blood by leeches still pro\'es, by its curatirn influence, as re·
ported by some, the 1rnture of the affection, ancl the sanativc power of
the remedy when well directed(§ 901, 997, 1024 a, 1057).*-NOl.'E Q.
951, a. Let us now regard the foregoing morbific effect of loss of
blood (§ 950) in connection with two examples, one of coincident, the
other of an opposite, natmc, to show the etfoct of the nervous power
upon the capillary nssels of all parts, as illustrative of this agency in
the operation of blood·letting, as well as of all other remedies. The
first example is the greatest glance that has been made to>Yard the practical philosophy of the ncrrnus system as expounded in this work,
and as first developed in the llled. and Pliysiolog. Comm.-Tlrns:
"It is certain," says Milllcr, "that nervous influence is the principal cause of the accumulation of blood in the capillaries of certnin parts
durinfJ' the state of Yital turgcscencc." "In the instantaneous injection
of t.111;' checks with blood in the act of blusliin g, and of the whole head
under the influence of Yiolent passions, the local phenomena arc eYidently induced by the .nervous influence. . The active ~ongcstion of cer·
to.in organs of the bram, for example, while they are m a state of excitement, is a similar phenomenon" (p. ~27, p. 920 NoTE).-NOTE Q.
These scYcral examples, however \'anous may be the remote causes
of the phenomena, are so nearly alike that they may be regarded as one,
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1.nd it is not less obvious that they involve the philosopby of in£.lumma·
tion as induced by loss of blood, or as it springs from other causes.
951, q. And now fo1: the opposite ~·e.sult, which is brougLt ~bou t
by prt'c1sely the same immediate exciting cause, the nervous mflu·
enGc, though not .so supposed by the distingu ished observer.
"\Vhen a patient," says Dt'. Armstrong, "had lost on ly an ounc"
of blood, from the shock of the operation syncope came on and cf.
fcctually removed an acute inflammati<m of the brain." Again, u a
~atient," ~ays the same writer, "was so alarmed at the preparation
ror bleedmg, that syncope occurred, and completely stopped an in·
flamination oft~e pleura" (See~ 476-?r 71, 479, 955 a).
951, c. Lookmg at the foregoing examples in their true relations,
there may be adrnntagcously considered, besides their immediate ob·
ject, certain other points wh ich reflect a strong light upon tho nature
of tl~e n~rvous power, the causes and mode of its development, its
mod1ficat1ons by the nature of its exciting causes, its subsequent prop·
agation to parts remote from the bra in and upon the brain itself: and
its remarkable influences upon all parts. In the examples before us
we see that power variously and in unusual operation. 'Ve see that
it is positively developed by excessive loss of blood, by shame, by the
violent exciting passions, producing a high arterial action, or inflam·
nnation of the brain or of other parts in one case (§ 950), instantaneous ir.jection of the cheeks with blood in another, and the brain and
whole head in another (§ 951, a) ; and the~e are co1:responding results. 'Ve see, also, that an exactly opposite effect is produced by
the loss of only one ounce of blood, and in another instance by the
operation of fear alone (§ 951, h); an acute inflammation of the brain
being overthrown in the former case, and an inflammation of the pleu·
rain the latter. The common nature of the modifying cause cannot
be mistaken; and when we consider the variety of more remote ex·
citing causes, cxcessiYe loss of b1ood in one case, an ounce in anoth·
er, shame, anger, and fear in others, the close analogies, yet diYersifi.
'3d results, in one series of the cases, and the absolute opposition in
the other series, yet each example in this series exactly alike, though
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mit no.t 01;ly the commo°: nature of .the intervening cause, ·~mt that th~s
cause 1s hable to be vanously modified by the agents wluch rouse 2t
into action, and that, however apparently estranged from each other
may be many of these agents, they modify the incidental cause in
modes corresponding with the effects. A common philosophy appl ies,
therefore, to all the cases, and this philosophy is equally trne ofthoso
1
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and therefore, also, of the whole compass of remote sympathy. The
type of the whole is in the examples before us(~ 475-?r, 500 m, 1056).
951, d. I t is farther wor~hy of remark that the examples,(§ 951, b)
%how how powerfully the nerYOUS influence may be de~ermmed upon
the organic constitution of the brai~
_the loss o~ a smgle ounce of
blood, and in the case of the pleuntlc mAamn:iauon by fe.ar alone;
while either CQ.SC is a conclusive proof of the philosophy which I have
propounded of the mo~lus operandi of bloo~letting, and that it is in
no respect of a mccbamcal nat~re. The~e exampl~s also <lemonstrato
my position that the nervous mflucnce is most p1ofoundly felt when
syncopo comes on.
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952, a. Some of the finest illustrations of the effect of bloodlettinq
upon the organic properties of the extreme vessels of the arterial syt>
tern, either directly through the loss of blood, or, by alterative reflex
nervous actions, are shown by the changes which take place in the
blood while flowing from the arm in inflammatory diseases.
952, b. Some of the most remarkable of the foregoing changes may
he induced by a very small loss of blood. Thus, a patient of mino
was attacked with pneumonia, after convalescence had begun from a
protracted fever. She was placed in an erect posture, and an ounce
of blood was drawn, in a full stream, into each of three wine-glasses;
when syncope took place. In the first glass the blood had a thick,
strong, indented, bun: and a fimbriated edge; in the second the buff
was sensibly less, and the other peculiarities \.Vere diminished; in the
third they had disappeared.
952 1 c. On the contrary, howe\'er, in a case of inflammatory fever
Hewson observed the unusual phenomenon of the appearance of t11e
inflammatory buff only on the fourth cup.
952, d. u There is a very considerable difference to be sometimes
observed in the quantity of coagulable lymph in blood taken in different cups from the same patient at the same bleeding. In some instances this difference has been observed nearly one half."-1N A JtDRor. Sometimes more tlrnn one half.-ScuoAMORE. 11 The same is
relatively increased during the continuance of bleeding; and it is surprising how great a change will take place in this respect at minute
periods."-THACKRAII. And so Gendrin, Stokes, &c. Again, however, the foregoing phenomena are sometimes directly reversed; and
an increased quantity of fibrin, and a diminution of serum, have been
found in each successive cup. These conditions, too, as well as the
preceding, depend, in a measure, upon the rapidity with which the
blood is abstracted. Mead, the able humoralist of other days, observes, that "the blood may certainly undergo any imaginable changes
by.alterations made in its motions only"(§ 500 m, 687~).
952, e. If syncope take place, the blood not only generally loses its
inflammatory characteristics (b), but the clot is ofren much softer and
more voluminous. Should the inflammation afterward go on, the
blood will be found to have resumed its former peculiarities.
952,f. Blood 1 drawn from a person, or from an animal about te>
faint, coagulates very rapidly. In this case, the rapidity of coagulation appears to bear a remarkable ratio to the depression of the organic properties of the solids; as may be readily seen in slaughterhouses. But, again, on the other hand, when death is suddenly produced through the nervous system by blows on the stomach, apoplexy,
&c., or by running, lightning, organic affections of the heart, &c., or
when the powers of life are greatly reduced by malignant fevers, the
blood generaly, though not always, remains fluid. .
. .
These seeming paradoxes are resolved ~y supposmg ~ecuhar 1.nfluences of the solids upon the blood, accordmg to the specific modifications of their organic properties; these, as well as all the other differences and changes, being, t~eref~re, an evide~ce that bloodletting
produces its effects upon ~he virc.s vita of th~ solids, and that the .organic properties, other things bemg equal, will b~ af'.ected accordmg
to the quantity of blood taken, ~he manner of~akmg it, &c. .
952, g. l\Iusgrave, i~ advertmg to .the rapu.l changes wJn~h tako
place in the blood dllnng the operation of general bloodlettmg, re-
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marks that these alterations" require the agency of some third power;
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than to unagme that pouring a glass of brandy out of a bottle wo11J<l
turn the rest into cider"(§ 1087).*-See K.nrEillER 's experiment§ 485.
952, It,. How futile, therefore, the recent observations of Andral as
to the relative quantity of1ymph in inflammatory diseases! The mo st
bloodless subjects are often liable to inflammation, and the loss of OM
or two ounces may affect, essentially, the proportion of lymph in the
next two ~unces (§ 688 ee). Herc, therefore, is proof in the very nature of thtngs, which stamps all these inquiries as humeral assump·
tions. Indeed, An<lral, himself, had long before settled the fallacy of
thes~ later observations by the well-grounded statemen t, in his Path?log1~al Ai:iatomy, that" no one solid can undergo the slightest mod-
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Antl this, too, from the father of modern humoralism (§ 699 c).

Of the General Extent of tlte Remedy.
953. The vital influences of loss of blood originate in the vita1 relatione of the blood to the organic properties of the solids. The blood
being the pabulum vita, the solids are extremely sensitive to any loss
of this fluid they may sustain. This sensitiveness resides in the organic properties(§ 184, &c.). Inflammation and fever being also essentially constituted by a morbid condition of those properties (wl1ich
are more susceptible for beingtlms affected(§ 137 d,143 c)), the loss
of blood, especially in general bloodletting, makes an inslantaneous
and profound impression upon them, by which thei r morbid condition
is so radically altered that nature reacts at once, and sometimes
completes the cure almost on the instant(§ 137 e, 151, 152).
954, a. There can be no general rule as to the quantity of blood
which should be abstracted in any girnn case of disease, or as to the
rapidity with which the abstraction should be made. This must always depend upon the circumstances of each individual case, and upon
the effects of the remedy during its application, which should, ofcourse,
be superintended by the physician (§ 075).
954, h. It is, nevertheless, certain, in a general sense, that some
definite quantity of blood should be removed; and this, according to
the nature of the affected organs, the character and intensity of the
disease, &c. (§ 133-156). This is necessary not only to the present
effects, but to the permanent influences of the rem~dy. This r.erma.
nence cannot often be maintained without the continued operation of
a certain diminished supply of blood to the general capill~ry. system
(§ 514 g, 516 d, no. 6). Dry cui;>ping, therefore, an~ all s1m1lar exmopedients which are prompted entirely by erroneous v1~ws of
dus operandi of loss of blood, produce none of the effects which ap·
pertain to bloodletting in any of its ~o~es .. I cannot, tl.1erefore,
accede either to the dry cuppi ng of the d1st1_ng.U1shed mechamcal p~1y.
sician, Dr. Arnott, or to bis opinion "that it.is a gr~at modern 1rn-
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• This conclusion wa;i no f..arth er theoretical, but was founded upon a common-sense
villwoftheexigenciesofthccase.
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intense inflammations of the brain, 1ungs1 bowels1 &c., arc equally removed by faintness, whether it happens after the loss of two ounces
of blood, or of fifty."-ARNOTT's Physics, ~·
954, c. In general bloodletting, the nearer the loss is carried to the
point of syncope the more profound and permanent will be its effects.
In grave forms of inflammation and fever this amount of influence jg
required. and perhaps at repeated applications of the remedy(§ 999 ).
95-1, d When syncope is induced by Joss of blooJ alone itis a test
that the vital condition of the small blood-vessels has been strongly affected ; but more or less so, in a general sense, in the ratio of the
quantity abstracted. Like the contraction of those vessels, syncope
is one, though a less simple, consequence of the vital impression exerted upon th em(~ 944 c, 961 e).
955, (L . It should be said, therefore, in qualification of the statement
in section 951, b, that it is exceedingly rare that the loss of a single
ounce of blood, by vencsection, will subvert inflammation of any organ, especially of the brain, even though the nervous influ ence be so
intensely developed as to establish syncope(§ 961, c). The following
are common examples, and go with the others to illustrate my doctrine of the nervous influence. Thus, Dr. Armstrong:
955, b. "A patient, at the point of death from acute inflammation
of the pleura and lungs, was bled to the extent of fifty ounces, when
be had obtained no relief. If we had stopped here, in two hours the
patient would have died . After abstracting about six ounces more
blood syncope came on, from which he recovered convalescent."
If this patient had be en bled iu an .erect posture and from both
arms, and had syncope followed the loss of fifteen or twenty ounces
of blood, it is scarcely probable that he would have been savod.
Again, another patient of Armstl'Ong's "had been once bled, after which the infl ammation of the pleura and lungs returned. Ho
had nearly expired from the bleeding; hut the symptoms were so urgent that I determined to bleed him decisively, and I told his friends
that he might perhaps even die under the operation. I bled him decisively, and syncope came on suddenly and continued some time, so
that I thought he would have died. He recovered afterward wilh
small <loses of calomel and opium"(§ 892t, i, 1068) .
955 1 c. Examples of the foregoing nature have been of constant occurrence, in the hands of enlightened understanding, from the time
of Hippocrates, who began the example. The proper rule in ext.remo
cases was observed, as above, by Armstrong, and was thus laid down
by Celsus: "It may happen,'' says Celsus, "that a disease may require bloodlotting when the system seems unable to bear it. Yet, if
there appear no other i·emedy, an<l the patient must perish unless relieved by a rash attempt, it is then the part of a good physician to declare that bloodlotting is the last resource of his art, but that it may
precipitate death. Having done this, he should bleed, if desired.
There can bo no room for hesitation in cases like this, since it is better to try a doubtful remedy than none at all. And this ought especially to be done when a paroxysm ?f ~ever has nearly d?stroyed. a
patient, and another equally severe is likely to follow. So, also , 111
palsy, and, again, when angina suffocates"(§ 892 c, 892! i, 1068).
955, d. Herc the importance is fully shown, not only of abstracting
a certain quantity of blood, but of obtaining a full impression from t11fl
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erebro-spinal influence, in many cases of inOammatory affections, m;,
also, the error of Marshall Hall's recommendation that •l bloodlettinb
should never be carried to actual syncope, but only to the very first
signs of approaching syncope, which is, in fact, to be prevented by immediately laying the patient in the recumbent position." Many exam.
ples of the foregoing nature are presented in the Commentaries, ancl
others will follow in the present work.
955, c. \Vhere bloodletting has been already carried to a large ex·
tent, yet the original disease still perseveres; or when we are called
at the adrnnced stages of inflammation or fever, or where inflammations may spring up in subjects exhausted by long confinement, or in
broken-down constitutions, the rules of practice are less precise, and
depend more upon the circumstances of each individual case. But,
1
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m abstractmg more or less blood, not seldom freely, either by the lan-

cet or by leeches. This is the dictate of philosophy, and it is enforced
by the soundest experience. They are often cases, ho\'\ICYer, which
demand habits of critical observation, accuracy of judgment, and an
unremitting attention to medical pursuits. Otherwise, it will be often
but little better tlmn the hazard of the die. Without these requisites,
where uncertainty prevails in critical conjunctures it is better to leave
the whole matter to nature. In such emergencies she will oftener
triumph than the unskillful practitioner, who may only embarrass her
efforts. "llledici plus interdum quiete, quam, movendo, proficerunt."
This principle holds in the foregoing cases where art is imbecile from
ignorance. And so it is from inadequate bloodletting in the early
stages of inflammation and fever.
But, let it be remembered that the two most important objects to
be considered in the treatment of disease is,
1st. To adapt our remedies in all respects to the nature and existing
condition of tlte patltological states.
2d. To carry tlwm, as far as and no fartlier
suclt a change as will enahle Nature to take upon
fully, tlte worl;, of cure(§ 857).
956. General bloodletting is the proper mode of depletion, espe cially after the age of infancy (§ 576, e), in all forms of fever, and in
all the active inflammations of the internal viscera. This is particularly required at the beginning of the treatment, on account of tho
universal change which general bloodletting induces in the .sanguiferons organs; thereby relieving, at 01.1ce, th~ instrument~ of disease of
a redundant quantity of blood, and 1mmechate1y reducmg th~ fol'ce
with which the blood is distributed. There is also thus obtained a
farther important advantage from the potent refl~x nervous influence
which is determined upon the instruments of ~1sease by a great and
sudden cha1we of action throu<Thout the arterial sy~tem, as well as
from influcm~es exerted upon the gene~·al vital conditions of 1m:11er·
0
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gans which may be the seats of d1se4se; J~St as when anymony or 1p~
ecacuanha send their influences abroad m a. more direct manner
throu<Th the intestinal mucous tissue, or ca11 up the co-operation of
the skin with that tissue in subduing pulmonary inflammations (§
61'1, Ji), by exciting a complex circle of reflex ncrvo'.IS actions.
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957. On the other hand, if the treatment have been begun by othe1
remedies, or if it have been neglected, and disease ham thus acquir.
~J the force of habit(§ 539), or if general arterial excitement have ex1sted and gone down spontaneously, or, in neglected cases, under tho
influence of remedial agents, even of loss of blood, ::ind however sud?enly, the results in the preceding section can be obtained only in an
rnferior degree by general bloodletting. Comparatively little change
of action may then be induced in tlrn vessels generally; or the effect
of general bloodletting may be lost in the influence of habit(§ 539, &c.)
Here, too, the remedy is on a par, in principle, with all others. Neveitheless, general bloodletting is likely to be important at any stage
of visceral inflammation so long as the disease exists in much intensity ; whatever treatment may have been pursued, or however the disease may have been neglected. But, should a manifest abatement
have followed under any of the foregoing circumstances, leeching m3y
then become far more efficient than Yenosection (§ 892} i, 1008).
958, a. In the ordinary forms of active inflammation, and where
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\Ve may often accomplish all that is desiralile by a single blow, as it
were; which is incomparably better, in grave inflammations and fe,·ers, than a dozen smaller ones, which may even fail, or prove detrimental, in the end, where greater decision, at the onset, would have
completed a cure (§ 950, 966).
958, h. It appears, also, from what has been said, that the operation of general bloodletting should always be conducted by the physician; a11d it is doubtless owing to disappointments that have arisen
from consigning the applicatiou of this important remedy to the hands
of barbers and leechers that it has fallen into disrepute with many.
Leeching may be done by the unprofessional, because it operates
upon a modified principle from that of general bloodletting i and it is
much less important as to the precise quantity of blood wbich should
be abstracted, particularly on account of slow11ess (~ 476~ h, 921, 937).
But, in general bloodletting, every thing may depend up.on an exact effect at the moment of the operation; and that will depend not
only upon the precise quantity ofblooJ abstracted, but upon the position of the patient, the size of the orifice, the flow of the blood, the
management of the patient's mind so th~t mental emo.tions shal~ not
interfere, and upon other well-regulated rnfluences which the skillful
physician can alon~ determin~ 1 .and alone estimate: Nor ~an the most
experienced and gifted pract1ttoner ever foretell, m any given case of
disease, what quantity of blood sh~ulcl be abstracted, by the general
method, under the best-regulated circumstances.
This practice of intrusting the operation of general bloodlet~ing to
the ignorant will cease to be tolerated when the modus operandi of the
remedy shall come to be appreciated and ackno.wledged; .nor, unt~I
then, will it undergo in the .hand~ of the.profess1o~al that JUSt ~pph
catiun, according to the ex1genc1es of disease, winch rarely fa1ls to
illustrate its remedial effects.
958 c. I must now refer the reader to those divisions of my suhject \~here the distinctions are considered betwe?n leechin~, general
bloodletting, and cupping, for othor rnm~rks rcl ~tive. to the JUSt qua.11rities of blood that should be abstracted 111 certam given fo1ms of dlS-
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ease, and \vhich were there introduced for tho purpose of illustrating
the distinctions between those sernral modes of bloodletting.
959, a. Finaliy, therefore, from what has been now said of the princip1es upon wl~ich bloodletting operates, as well as from experience,
the rule as laid down by Dr. l\Iarshall Ha11, and other late writers,
that " Syncope is. a uniform criterion, of tlie quantity of blootl to be abstracted, and wlucli the nature oftlie case ·may demand," is fallacious.
Dr. 'Vardrop gives us the same rule. "The state of fainting," he
says, "is to be considered an index of the qua11tity of blood which is
uecessary to be removed for the relief of the disease." Ou the contrary, syncope may depend on so many other causes than loss of
blood, the actual tolerance at the first operation may be so little that
its repetition may be indispensable soon after the patient revives, antl
perhaps to a large extent even before binding up the arm. These
cases of early syncope, where the remedy may be appropriate, arc,
a1so, the Yery ones which most demand repeated abstractions of bloOd :
and tlte effect produced at eacli applicfltion of tlie •remedy slwuld Ue the
measure of tlte quantity to be abstracted (§ 687.fr, 688 d, e, 936-938,
943, 94<1, 961, 967, 981-988~
959, b. "Dr. l\Ioscley.'' says Robert Jackson," ad\·iscs us to bleed,
ad del~qu.ium, in. yel.low ~ever. I co_incide with him in recommending
extensive bleed mg m tins form of disease; but I do not accede to the
rule which he a~sumes for judging of the measure. It is vague and
uncertain. D e1JC'j_uium occurs sometimes from the loss of a few ounces of blood, som etimes scarcely from the loss of six pounds. The
act of fainting is not, therefore, a rule of dependence for regulating
practice"(§ 992, 994).-NOTE FF p. 1135.
960, a. l\Iany expedients have been attempted as substitutes for
bloodletting; from the comparatively rational method hy cathartics,
blisters, and other subordinate antipblogistics, to the no plus ultra of
dry cupping. It would be difficult to assign their appropriate rank,
in theoretical conceptions, to some of the novelties which lrnrn been
brought forward, from time to time, to fulfill, or to surpass, the intentions of bloodletting, or to banish this principal remedy from the healing art. Louis undertook its explosion with more signal success than
any other champion of the" meditation upon death." (See Examination of tlie 1Vritings of llf. Louis, in l'rled. and Pltys. C01mn., vol. ii.,
p. 679-815.) Others, more inclined than Louis to 1end a helping
hand to nature, resort to bold experiment, whose evil results, if incident to bloodletting, it must be allowed, would c?nsign tl~is rem~dy
to a. we11-merited reproach. Thus Pereira, in lus l\Iateria Me<l1ca,
remarks that,
" I tried tobacco somewliat extensively, a few years sin~e, ~s a substitute for bloodletting in i"njlammator'!f ajfectio!ls. Bu.t, wlt_ile it produced
sud, distressing nausea and depression, tha~ tt was witlt .d!flicu~ty I c~vl~
induce patients to persevere i?i its 1ese, I did not .find _its an~1pli/ogist1c
powers at all proportionate, and eventually I discont1mted its employ1nent.''
Such, then, is the philosophy which rears itscl~ against th~ well.
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destructive, and would v~inly end~avor to 0 s.ubstitute". them for the
safest and only effectual remedy for all grave rnflammat1ons.
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had been mostly abandoned 1 as wanting in curative virtues, and hos~ile to life; that surgeons, even, had greatly forsaken it as an enema
rn strangulated hernia, on account of the frequent deaths it had produced (§ 892f b, 893 n). It was mainly such diseases as confirmed
dropsy, tetanus, intractable ileus, and hydrophobia, that were handed
over to its tender mercies. Nay, more; our able author says of it,
himself, as employed for the relief of dropsy, that,
" In small doses, it is an uncertain diuretic, and in larger doses it
causes such a distressing nausea and depression, that practitioners
have long since ceased to use it in dropsical cases."
How many perished under the experiment with this unmanageable
poison in Pereira's attempt "to substitute it for bloodletting in in·
tlammatory affections," either from the direct effect of the poison, or
from the neglect of bloodletting, our author does not say; though con·
fcssions here would have been some atonement to science and bu·
manity.-NoTE Hp. 1117.
Nor may the contemners of bloodletting, and of those who com·
mend its judicious use, in the treatment of inflammations, complain
when "their poisoned chalice is thus commended to their own lips."
'Vere we to contrast the victims of tobacco, alone, during its rage
as a panacea, with such as may be assumed to have fallen, tlu-ough all
time, by the lancet, it will·not be denied by the stoutest prejudice that
the odds are fearfully on the side of the poison. It is profitable, there·
fore, to pursue this inquiry, and to interrogate yet farther the disposi·
tion which may exist in the most enlightened quarters to hold on upon
the worthless, but deadly engines of the Materia Medica. The ten·
doncy may be, at least, to induce a greater toleration of the useful
meaus, and thus to compensate, in a measure, for the effects of poisons
when administered in what are regarded as their therapeutical doses.
'Ve may, therefore, consult another eminent writer of our own day,
the able author of the American Jlfcdical Botany~· though he does not
aay, nor have we reason to think, that he had" attempted to substitute
tobacco for bloodletting in inflammatory affections." I make the quo·
tation, therefore, to show how there will sometimes escape from the
best writers and practitioners an apparent ju stification of the worst
practices humanity is called upon to encounter; and to contrast the
tacit acquiescence of all in commendation of poisons \Vhich operate with
deadly effect in their authorized doses (and not unfrcquently conceding, at the same time, the ~onsequences here alleged), with the dencn·
ciations of bloodletting wluch are wafted from transatlantic shores to
startle Americans into mute astonishment.* Thus, then, our author:
"At the present day," he says, "tobacco does not seem to be extensively ~n use, having passed into neglect rather because more fash·
ionablo remedies have superseded it, than because it has really been
weighed and found wanting."
In thi s respect, the able writer is manifestly at fault; and if we only
turn m·er this same leaf from which I have made the quotation, we
~hall read on the next page as follows :
"This powerful medicine has been al.so employed with so1:ie palliative effect in hydrophobia, and certam other spasmodic cl1seases.
ltR internal use, lwwever, requires great caution, since patients have1
.. This must now Le tJ!mlified, as at P· 760 11ote, and Non; MM p. 11<11.--1865.
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in ·1:arious instances, been destroyed by improper quantities adminis
tern<l by the hands oftl~e unskillful or unwary. Notwithstanding the
common use and extensive consumption of tobacco in its various forms,
it must unquestionably be ranked among narcotic poisons of th e most
active class. The great prostration of strength, excessive gi,l<lincss,
fainting, and violent affections of the alimentary canal, which often at·
tend its internal usi:, make it proper that so potent a clrug should be
resorted to by medical men, only in rcsu·icted closes, and on occasious
of magnitude."
Here, then, we are justly told that tobacco should be used with
caution ~ven in hydrophobia. And, suppose it could be said of
blo£?dlet_tmg, as the writer affirms of tobacco, that "patients 1rnve, in
·various instances, been destroyed by improper quantities,'' even though
a part of the injury might be ascribed to "the hands of the unskillfol
and unwary;" the advocates of the remedy would scarcely allege,
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remedies have superseded it, than because it ]ms really been weighed
and found wanting." No; they would acquiesce upon the ground
that it "had been wdghed and found wanting." And now suppose,
again, that such " weighing and wanting" were plausably affirmed of
bloodletting, as is conceded, in r eality, by its best advocates, of tobac·
co, e\•en in the hands of the best practitioners,-in their own hands,or only through ignorance and carelessness alone, the remedy would
be so hunted down that the rational treatment of inflammations ancl
fevers by bloodletting would probably subject the practitioner to pub
lie odium. Indeed, we know that this was remarkably the case with
the illustrious Robert Jackson, when he first began the explosion of
the tonic and stimulant treatment which prevailed so fatally in the
British Army. He was generally denounced as" a murderer" by the
British Doctors; till the astonishingly diminished mortality in the British Army soon showed them who the real murderers were (§ 569 , c)
On the other hand, however, with what calm indifference we con·
template the ravages of the tonic and stimulant treatment of fevers,
and the no less inconsiderate use of the most violent agents of the Mater:ia Medica, for the mere purpose of devi.sing some expedient that
Rhall do away with the necessity of bloodletting in acute inflammations
and fevers!(§ 1065, c, d, 1068, a).*
As to tobacco, in the treatment of stra ngulated hernia, we possess
in tartarized antimony, or even in the 1obelia inflata, far better and
safer means for establishing a r elaxation of the muscular system;. especially in the former agent. Nay, in very many _cases, b_loodl~ttmg,
to the extent of syncope, will not only accomph~h the rn~ent1on as
fully, but bestow the immense advantage of subdumg any rnflam?1ation of the intestine, which is so ap_t to b~ pr:id.uc~d by strangulation.
Besides the immediate hazard of hfe whu.:h is mc1dent to enema1:1 of
tobacco, there is the great objection, that shou_ld it fa_il of its contem·
plated purpose the prostration which it occasions WJl~ renc.l~r an op·
eration by the knife of very dou~t~ul r~sult, but which might have
been perfectly safe before the adm1mstrat10n of the toba~co._ '.fh~ pa·
tient will be little apt to bear the superad.de<l shoc:k wlnch is 1~fhcted
Qy so severe an operation; and th e intestme, too, rn a state of mflam·
mation wbich will now contribute greatly to the same general ex* NOTl~S F P· 1115, Hp. 1117, GG p. 1138, J\f~1 P· 1141.
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haustion. And since the question, among surgeons, has turned mainly upon the abstract effect of tobacco as nn agent of immediate death,
and witnout much reference to those ulterior rnsults, and since it is no
P!Oof that a remedial agen~ does not destroy because the patient surnves its immediate operation, I may also say that its pernicious tendency reaches these cases in the obstacle which it places in the way
of subsequent bloodletting, which is often important to the patient
soon after the reduction of the intestine, if it have not preceded it (§
576, e).•
But, it is not alone this or that agent, or other individual means,
which has been attempted as a substitute for bloodletting in the treatment of inflammations. The whole class of poisonous agents to which
tobacco belongs has been declared on high authority, as we have seen
(§ 891, c}, to be "the most important medicines we possess." A11d to
justify yet farther what I l1ave said of British therapeutics, and to sustain the contrast with American philosophy and practice (§ 349 d,
350~ k, kk, 709, note), I shall quote Pereira's llfateria llfedica relative to his opinion of opium when compared with the uses of bloodletting, cathartics, antimonials, &c.
·
" Opiuni," he says, u is undoubtedly tlte most important and valuable
,. The fascinations which attend tobacco u a luxury led to its extensive use ~s a remedy for disease; 11.nd the question arises whether, from what 1s now known of its pemi-
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remedy of tltc u;Jwlc Jtfatcria 11Iedica." 0 Its good effects arc not, v.!!I
;s the case with some ''aluablc medicines, remote and contingent, but
they are immediate, direct, and obvious; and its operation is not attended with pain or discomfort. Furthermore, it is applied, and with
the gm atest success, to the relief of maladies of every day's occurrence,
some of which are attended with the most acute human suffering.
These circumstances, with others not 11ecessary here to enumerate,
conspire to give to opium an interest not possessed by any otlter artide of tlie Jllateria Jtledica ;"-and certainly not
bloodletting.
And now suppose that the Author of these lnstllutes had made th~
same affirmation of opium, instead of having bestowed the like commendation upon bloodletting in his former work; lrn would have cheerfully acquiesced even in the misrepresentations of his Commentaries
by the British Medical Press, and in the countenance afforded by th e
British Medical Profession of the great injustice inflicted upon himself1
as an atonement for the injury he might have done.-NoTE\Yp.1127.
Nor did I scarcely do justice to the cause which I endeavor to advocate, when, in a former section, I spoke of the influence of the British "Association" in their concerted action to overthrow the fabric of
Medicine, ~nd to raise upon its ruins the absurdities of a foreign Chemist {§ 349, d) . The record should have been also made that the work
on " Organic C!temistry applied to Pltysiology" had been a year before the Profession, ere its successor, the work on " Animal Cltemistry applied to Patlwlogy and T/1,erapcutics,'' was ''communicated tfJ
tli.e Britislt Association for the Advancement of Science," and" Edited
FROM TUE AuT110R s MANUSCRIPT, BY \V1LLIAM Gnr.Gom', 1\LD., PnoFESSOR OF l\IEmCJNE in tlte Unir:ersity and ICing's College," and before
other distinguished British medical writers became the systematic IN·
TERPRETERS of the Author's meaning, as well as Champions of his
doctrines {§ 350~, 3.50}, 447~f). The hurricane, I say, swept over
the Nation, and such was its force upon the Continent, and even in
America, that the learned in those Countries bad serious doubts of
the stability of any science, and that the great bulwarks, which had
been slowly and progressively reared by the observation and wisdom
of a long series of ages, would be, hereafter, at the mercy of any aspirant. For all this, the British Nation must and will be helJ responsible(~ 1062!--1065, 1068, a.)
And now, Jet us remember, that when radical and enduring changes
may be wrought in any s.cience which is built upon the foundations of
Nature, and when, especially, the phenomena have been open to all,
they ·will hereafter advance as slowly, at least, as the errors had sprung
into existen,ee. The wisdom of one generation is, at most, but a shadow in advance of the last; and, however discoveries may come up in
the open field of Nat~re, the grea.t laws which have bee!1 educed
from what was known 111 the past will be of no easy subvers10n. Nor
can I doubt, that come what may to Medicine, w~shall sooner or Jater
go back to Hippocrates, and begin ~ reconstr~ctwn upon the foun<la·
tions which his genius and observation h.ad laid (3~6!1 376f).
Developments of impo1tant facts _in scrn.nce and mart may ad,·ance
with rapidity; but, e,·en those details, which are ~pt to gro~v out cf
principles already known, are commonly progressive according .to the
sum of knowlcdrre which may be handed over by one generation to
.:j 1e next succeeding. Jt is not, ho,.vevcr, equally true, that a portion,
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or th? .whole of mankind, relapse into ignorance, speculatio.n, and supcrstitton, through the same gra<lual process. The declmc of the.Roman Empire, and the subsequent darkness which overshadowed
t~e earth for six hundred years, or the later fall of Spain from the
lngbest to the lowest rank among the nations of Europe, are a melancholy commentary upon the rapid and disastrous influences of luxurious
ease, and arbitrary opinion, upon knowledge and philosophy, and illustrate the tardy pace of the human mind in regaining its independence,
~·ecove1ing the path of Nature, and retrieving what it has lost. Nor is
it an improbable conjecture that the serious failure ofa harvest in Europe, or any serious impe<liment to the outlet of British manufactures,
or an ascendency of Puseyism, would soon place our Ancestor by the
side of Spain.
But, practical examples in bloodletting are the best demonstrations
of the utility of the specific objects contemplated in the present arti·
cle. I shall therefore supply another, which may be derived from the
distinguished Mr .. Liston, so able in surgery, and who advises
" Every practitwner to tltink twice ef Lite probable an<l J>Ossible e.f
fects in ev_ery case of disease before lle determines up01i and proceeds to
open a veznfor tlte purpose ef draining qfj' tlte vital.fluid."
This distinguished surgeon also recommends the use of aconite for
the cure of erysipelas(§ 892!, d) . Just now, also (1845), Dr. Flem·
ing (President of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh) appears
with an able work on the same most destructive agent; and, although
agreeing with him, most entirely, as to the value of this remedy in
neuralgia, when topically appl ied, ancl there be no active inflammation,
every consideration of experience is opposed to his declaration, that,
" Aconite not only efj'ects a cure i'n a slwrter period titan any otlter
mode of treatment, in acute rlw1,matism, but appears to possess tlie great
negative advantage of not i·ncreasing tlte liability to extension of tlte disease to tlie membranes of tlte lteart."
The great difficulty with bloodletting in acute articular rheumatism
has consisted in its too limited applicalion; and if the remedy, as is
said, be chargeable with the vice of lighting up the disease in the
heart, it is for the foregoing reason (§ 893 n, 950, 965, 1000, 1001).
Bouillaud is thought to have occasioned no little of this mischief by
"copious bloodletting," and mainly because of his expression,-" coup
sur coup." But, he rarely vuntured beyond a pound or two of blood;
and this quantity ·was made up by successive bleedings,- " coup sur
coup." His practice, therefore, wa.s but a feeble resuscitation of that
far more successful treatment, in France, by copious abstraction of
blood.-(.llfed. and Pliys: Comm., vol. i., p. ~2~, ~26.) . .
.
Finally, I hold that th~ mternal use of acon.1te 1s madm1ss.1ble rn all actiYe forms of inflammat10n, and endangers hfe under all circumstances
of health or disease. Had Dr. Male, of Birmingham, who employed
this remedy to the extent of so!De eighty drops of the tincture in four
0
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forth in the work by Dr. Flem mg, .b ee_n as obviously the v1ct1m of
bloodletting as he was of the acomte, tt can ?ardly be do1~bte~ that
su1,;h a. case would have been marshaled agamst b1ood1eltmg m all
forms ofclisease.-NoTE HP· 1117.
Nor will I neglect this opportunity of objecting to the proposition
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ot Dr. Graves, of Dublin, that belladonna, instead <if bloix lotting,
should be employed in those congestive fevers in which cereoral disease is attended by contraction of the pupil, and upon the ground,
mainly, that belladonna so affects the brain as to produce a dilatatiou
of the pupil. It is evident, however, that this reasoning is fallacious;
for, if belladonna be. giveu in any of the common forms of cerebral dis·
ease that disease will be aggi:avated in proportion as the pupil dilates
under the influence of this agent. In justice, also, to the remedy
which I advocate, I may say, if its applicability rested on no better
foundation, and if, especially, surrounded by the same objections as
beJJa?onna, ~ts recommendation would be justly regarded as rash and
unpht!osoph1cal (§ 469, 476 c, 487, 488}, 500 /1, 569, 892 d, 906, motto, d).
960, b. It may be also difficult to say, whether tho mere negative
pretext for loss of blood, such as dry cupping, or the substitution of
violent internal agents without a plausible apology, or the more common and exclusive dependence upon cathartics, and other acknowledged but minor antiphlogistics, has been most destructive of life.
Certain it is, however, that they \\-'ho most discourage bloodletting are
generally the greatest advocates of the violent agents of the l\Iateria
l\Iedica. And, it is not a little astonishing with what calm indifference we contemplate the ravages of t11is unmitigated practice, or the
tonic and stimulant treatment of fevers; and more especially when
the consequences are alienating multitudes to the soft embraces of
homreopathy (§ 857, 878, 893 n).-NOTE Hp. 1117.
960, c. I ha,·e already stated my opinion that, among the sequelro of
morbid anatomy as originally taught by the modern Parisian scl10ol,
and adopted by others, is the system of" Specialities;" a name sufficiently significant of its dismemberment of medicine. To this innovation upon a comprel1ensive science, whose parts can be no more
separated, and viewed in the abstract, than any one of the great organs of life can be separated from the rest, and yet go on with its own
functions and the residue of the shattered whole with theirs, may be
traced up many of the great errors in practice as well as in medical
philosophy (§ 129, 137 e, 163, 638, 685, 686). That the "special"
sy::;tem was an immediate emanation from the hospitals of Paris is
evident not only from the natural relations of the pursuits, but from
the fact, also, that they sprung up together. Nature thus beca~e disjointed; every thing in disease took on the aspect of materialism;
nothinCT was to be seen but lesions of structure withi.n, and blotches
and sc~hs upon the surface; one kind of fever was 1ocated in the l!ver, another in the spleen, and dropsy in "Bright's disease of the kidneys.'' l\Iedicine was cut up, in the Parisian hospitals, int~ nume:o~s
fragments, and brought under all the details of the me~hamcal p~'1ac1ple of" a division of labor." Much, however, is owmg to an ignorance of the laws of the nervous system in their relations to d~se<Lsc.
But, it is also to the same method, in part, that we must ascribe the
attempts of a smaller number to substitute t?bacco, b~lladonna, aconite &c for bloodlettinO'
in the treatment of mflammatton and fever;
0
and' it is., upon this grou ~d that Magen die was led to im~gine that he
had produced, in the presence of his ~lass, ye_llow fcve: m dogs, and
typhus fe,·er in cats (§ 744), and which, e~r_ecially'. has mduced 1!1any
to believe in the matchless virtues of qumta as displayed by P1orry
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when he attempted the dislodgmcnt of intermittent fever from au indurated spleen (§ 892, /,, 892.l i).
960, <l. But, it is not alone the intrinsic nature of the fundamental evil which has introduced the now system of teaching medicine.
There never was a time when so many zealous aspirants were commended to places either by clamors, or by the force of industry. The
revolution was also only a part of the fashion of the day; and its pre~ipitation harmonized exactly with the achie,'ements in medical chemistry, and other analogous varieties in the wide field of philosophy.
Fortunately, this corruption has not yet fastened itself upon the Medical Colleges of Great Britain or America; and the hope may be therefore entertained that the worst of it lms passed (~ 1008).
960, e. Nor will I leave the foregoing allusions to the comparative
value and abuse of the groat agents for disease, without referring to
the general apathy which is manifested at the havoc which the whole
ba~d of empyrics are dealing out with their domestic engines of death;
while, were tl10 lancet equally common in their hands, and only now
and then a startling slaughter, that solitary result woul<l rouse the indignation of the profession, and disturb the peace of society.
960,f The advocates of bloodletting have sometimes affected its
reputation by the mere language in which it is recommended. They
are said to be rash; and bloodletting shares the odium. Thus, Dr.
Elliotson, in speaking of enteritis, remarks, that 11 Tliefirst tlting one
ltas to do is to hleed tlte patient well. You must set ltim upn.gltt as lie
can be, and bleed !Lim from a large orifice without any 1nercy." The
prejudiced, or unreflecting, look only at the language; but an upright
posture, and a large orifice, render the operation safe, and comparatively mild, though it proceed, as it should, ad deliquium.
960, g. I have no doubt that much of the antipathy to bloodletting
has grown out of an illusion natural to the fears of man. It is not
wholly predicated of debility; for we constantly meet with admonitions against its use in high inflammations, which are not remarkable
for their prostrating effect. But, there is nothing more deeply implant·
ed than the knowledge of the immediate importance of the" vital fluid"
to the life of every animal; and this conviction has been farther roused
into operation by perverting the authority of Holy "\Vrit, that" in the
blood is the life thereof;" though, had Scripture said that in Calomel,
Jalap, and Emetic Tartar, or Tobacco, Aconite, Lobelia, and Bran·
dreth's Pills, is the death thereof, the quotation would have been
hourly apposite. We are, also, dead in a few seconds from the division of a large artery; and we scarcely see a difference in the rapidity
of the result when this method, or a division of the medulla oblonga·
ta, is employed for the destruction of life. Hence, many come to associate bloodletting, as practiced for the relief of disease, with the extreme method of effecting death. I shall 11ot dwell upon this want of
philosophy, but shall only now say, that it is the same defect which
leads the objectors to bloodletting in rlis~ase to its constant application to pregnant women, and to others dymg of apoplexy, or frnm the
Rhock of a fall, or from drinking cold water, and where there may
have been no other inducement for the practice than the capricious
desire of the subject, or the pr~judice of society. I shall, however,
endeavor to indicate still f'arther the fallacy of the latter practice, and
to point out, as it respects disease, some of the p1·incipal causes which
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modify the 11cccssities of the system in relation to its ordinary supply
of blood, and how it sustains the privation by the same contingent influences.
960, h. Let us, finally, have a word upon the doctrine laid down
and so well understood by Hippocrates, that, "Severe diseases require
1;·cvere remedies" (§ DOG, motto, e).
From what has been said under the general consideration of Therapeutics, it appears tl1at this rule is to be received in a broad, not a
universal, sense(§ 906,f). \Ve have seen 1 for example, that it is remarkably liable to exception in small-pox, &c. This grows out of
the_natur0: of the pr~disposing causes of disease, which alter the properties of hfe accordmg to the nature of each agent. Each one, as I
have said, affects them in kind, and in a way peculiar to itself. We
have seen this impressively exemplified in the self-limited diseases;
and it is shown in the morbific effects of a11 the agents of the Materia
l\Iedica. One will alter the vital states, either in health or disease,
more profoundly and more permanently than others. Such, also, is
the principle upon which depend the hereditary predispositions to disease. Then we have those dormant changes which constitute the predisposition to idiopathic fever, and which may be in a state of incubation for a year or more before the final explosion.
In all such cases, the properties of life are more or less permanently affected, though not profoundly, till an explosion of more absolute
disease shall follow ; but often as the result of a Jong and imperceptible series of morbid changes. In tuberculousphthisis, cancer, syphilis,
&c.1 the properties of life are deeply, as well as more permanently
and obstinately affected, and it may be impracticable for art to induce
such changes as shall place the diseased states in a recuperative condition; though disorganization may be now the main obstacle.
Then we have the varieties and gradations of febrile and inflammatory diseases, which, according to the nature of the predisposing causes,
either yield spontaneously, or submit readily to appropriate remedies,
or the force of disease may be too intense for active treatment(~ 961).
Here, too, we derive important lessons from experience, in a more
restricted sense, which go with what experience has reduced to principles in respect to the modifying effects of the remote causes of disease, in establishing the principle that the treatment of disease must
be governed by the existing pathological states, and with a refer~nce
to the nature of the predisposing causes, and that great modifications
may be necessary in diseases of a common genus, though al~ the cases
may be distinguished by equal violence, and by many promment phe1
0
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may demand a great modification (§ 52, 137 d, e, 143 c, 150-152, 163,
650, 666, 670, 673, 674 d, 675, 685, 686, 847 g, 854 d, 856 b, 857,
.
858, 859 b, 861, 863, 868 b, 870 aa).
The application of the rule will depend, I say, m a general sense,
upon the nature of the remote causes, ~h~ org.ans affected, and .the
dXtent in which the restorative principle 1s 1mpa1r~d .. A vast van0:ty
of diseases require no aid from art. Others, _ag~m, like pneumonia,
enteritis, &c., require a prompt and energe~1c mtcrferencc. But,
again, there are maladies of great violenc?, as m th~ exar:iples already
mentimied of small- pox, measles 1 scarlatrna, &c., m winch the same
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treatment cannot be pursued, in a general sense, a~ in many disea:1es
whose ~ymptoms are much more violent(~ 961, 964, 976, c).
It might, therefore, seem that Kature is here contradicting herself.
But it is far otherwise. The apparent contradictions are only illustrations of her perfect consistency, and of the great laws that morbific
?auses alter the nature of the properties and functions of life according to the virtues of each cause, and that artificial impressions can be
sa~utary only in proportion as the morbific causes impair the rccuperatl\'C principle. But, owing to constitutional peculiarities, and various incidental influences, the disposition to the restorative process in
the self limited diseases may be more or less impaired, or inflammation
of important organs may supervene, when Nature will require the intervention of art, according to the existing modifications and complications of disease. Again, as in the hot stage of fever, the very recuperative efforts of Nature, if I may say so, are often so excessive as
to result in actual increase, or in developments of, disease, and therefore requin:i the interposition of art for a certain degree of restraint
(§ 675). These principles will be now illustrated by the effocts

Of Bfoodletting in tlie Congestive Forms of Disease.
961, a. I t often happens that idiopathic fever is attended with venous congestion of one or more important organs; and, as we have
seen, it is the tendency of this inflammatory condition of the venous
L~ssue to embarrass the organs of circulation, especia11y the heart
The same peculiar influences are sometimes witnessed .in the inflammations of other tissues i particularly in the advanced stages of phthisis pulmonalis (§ 96 1,f). In all the congestive forms of disease, especially when of an acute nature, the general susceptibility of the
system to the loss of blood is increased. I may also say that the prostration which is induced by venous inflammation is quite different from
that which results from inflammations of any other tissue(§ 135- 137,
140, 1.50). It is also greatly different from that which attends the
cold stage of fever. In the first case, very morbific nervous actions
are reflected upon many important organs, and, unless artificially relieYed, the powers of life may sink rapidly to a state of extinction.
Nature is, a..;; it were, knocked down, and is incapable of a recupera·
tive effort. In the last cases, however, the impression is manifested
chiefly in the circulatory system. There is not that profound lesion,
in the absence of venous congestion, which prevents the recuperative
effort; and hence it probably always happens in pure fever that reac·
tion soon follows the stage of depression (§ 675, 764). Something
like the converse of this is seeu in those erysipelatous inflammations
of the throat which sometimes give rise to an apparently great commotion of the system. But, if there be no great amount of abdominal
disease attendant on these cases, the reflex nervous action is ex·
pended upon the ci~culatory apparatus ; when any _remedy that will
relieve the throat will be followed at once by a subsidence of the arterial excitement(§ 140, 927 b). But, these cases are apt to be com·
plicated with obscure, though. severe ~ongestive disease of the abdo_minal organs, especially of the hver, which has t~1ro~n deeply a morb1fic
predisposition over many other parts, and which , rn consequence, feel
more profoundly the influenc~s propagated by the intense iuflam~a
tion of the faucP~ Tn such instances, however, the general artenaJ
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excitement is less than in some of the violent affections of lhe fauce~
which _may ~e greatly of a local n~t~1re, or where any accompa_nying
abdommal disease ma?' be of a different nature from congestion (§
689 l , 973~ and accordrng to the nature of the reflex nel'vous actions.
961, b. Venous congestion, independent of fe\"er, is a common form
of disease, and manifests the same tendency, as when connected with
idiopathic !ever, to emba~rass the organs Of circulation. But, this is
only a contmgent effect; since the general manifestations of the diseosc
in r~spect to the circulatory apparatus exist in a subdued form of that
cxc1teme11t which attends the ordinary forms of inflammation(§ 390 b,
688 c-k , 786, &c., 978). But, when venous congestion becomes suddenly aggravated, or other causes may increose the susceptibility of
the system so that the congestive disease may be more sensibly felt in
its sympathetic influences, there often takes place a general prostration of the animal functions, and a very impaired condition of the organic, through a peculiarly alterative reflex nervous action.*
1
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Ies10n!Jthrough its very morbific reflex nervous actions. This is especially true if the local disease exist at the invasion of the constitutional ma1ady. It has then already shed a malign influence in co1mection
with t_bc predisposition to the general disease; and, as these influen ces progress tog-ether, they come in with intense force when the explosion takes place, and, unless art should now interpose, the diseases go
on mutually exasperatiug each other, and calling into existence other
congestio11s, or inflammations, which make all haste to join in the
circles of disordered movements (§ 143, .514 li., 666, 902 g). The
presence of venous congestion not 011ly aggravates the constitutionol
disease, but, in itself, modifies the nature of that affection for th e
worse (§ 786, &c. }, prolongs the stage of intense morbid action (§
764, a), often prevents the succession of the hot stage, and does its
own peculiar part in overthrowing the organic functions ; often ex·
erting its malign influence till subdued by ort (§ 927). Here, too, it
is that art must make its dem ands upon science more extensively, more
deeply, than in any other conditions of di:sease. The proper management of bloodletting, catl1ru·tics, &c., or whether a stimulant shall be
fiL·st administered, or whether under the most appalling aspects of the
combined force of disease we shall leave all to Nature till she will
admit of help, arc often problems upon which life is poising at the
moment, and can be resolved only by the enlightened physician.
But, it commonly happens that remedial aid may be promptly a~1d
efficiently administered; and, it will be my purpose,_therefore, to mdicate that system of treatment which is demanded m a vast pl"OpOr·
.
tion of the cases(~ 1056, 1068, a).
As a preliminary step, I must refer the reader to what I ha~·e sau.1
of the pathology of venous congestion (§ ~86-818), and especially. to
the 1Vledical and Pltysiological Commentancs, ~or l~1e proof of the mAammatory nature of venous congestion, :ind
chre effects upon organic life. It is also important to add, ~n this .J?l~ce, that although
there exist more or less apparent prostrat1on_of life rn _tl~e aggravat~d
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vital action. The circulatory organs are, indeed, often :nore 0r lcs3
sunken in their action; but the immediate instruments by whic..h tht'
morbid processes arc canied on are actually exalte<l in their organic
properties. These properties, too, are now greatly diverted from
their natural state i and it is that alteration in kind which essentially
constitutes the local condition of disease, and from which arise its morbific reflex influences, and it is this, and the pa1tial loss of voluntary control over the muscles of animal life, which have led to the
doctrine of debility (§ 410, 476 c, 487 Ii, 500 li, 569, 639, 743, 746,
780, 915-921, 999 h).-NoTE p,. p, 1135.
961, c. In consequence of the foregoing morbid state, the sudden
abstraction of two or four ounces of blood, in cnngestive fevers, uterine phlebitis, &c., will often produce syncope. But, where the complications consist of the ordinary forms of inflammation and venous
congestion a greater loss of blood will be sustained at its first abstraction; though generally less than when the same inflammation is
unattended with congestion (§ 137 cl, HO, 476! 11,, 803, 804, 806, 973).
961, d. In the foregoing cases a small loss of blood will frequently
create a greater tolerance of the remedy; especially if syncope supervene. It happens, therefore, in numerous cases, that we may proceed,
soon afterward, to abstract sixteen to forty ounces without producing
syncope. The first impression on the organic properties so modifies
their condition and lessens their susceptibility, and mitigates the force
of disease, and releases the embarrassed circulation, that the subsequent and greater loss of blood often fails of producing any powerful
influence, unless carried to a pretty large extent. Dr. Burnett, in
describing the congestive fevers of the Mediterranean, says, "it will
often happen, after a few ounces of blood have flowed, that syncope
will be induced. But, in the course of an hour the bleeding may
generally be repeated, and thirty or forty ounces may be taken away
without producing syncope.,, Such has been often my exp eri ence.
961, e. In cases of the foregoing nature there is more or less de·
termination of blood from tho circumference, and its consequent accu·
mulation about the right cavities of the heart, by which this organ is
embarrassed in its action, ge11erally contributes to the early syncope.
Among the results of the vital change effected in the capillary vessels
by a small loss of blood is their immediate expansion, and a returning
equilibrium of the circulation. It is true that loss of blood, by increasinrr the contraction of the capillary vessels, incrcnscs, also, the determfnation of blood upon the heart; and it is in part, as I have said, for
this reason, that a small loss of blood often overpowers the circulatory
organs. But, when syncope passes away, this state of the circulation,
and other morbid phenomena, will have been more or less subdued.
The influence of loss of blood which results, as a primary effect, in
increasing, or producing a contraction of the ~apillary bloo.d-vesscls,
is so essentially different from that of the ~orbdic cause \"\'lnch determines, apparently, the same pl1enomonon m the .cold stag~ of fever, as
in the analogous conditions of venous c?ngest1on, that 1t alters the
morbid state, and thus places tl~e . vesst":ls m a way to ~mdergo. an active expansion i or reaction, a~ it is called. And herem we witnes~ a
critical instance of the alterat1ve nature of loss of blood, and how its
influences are exerted, and how apparently the same phenomenon is
not the same, and may be, therefore, due to even opposite en.uses (§
150-152, 650, 1039, 1040, 1056, 914 c, 954 d).
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961,f \Ve sometimes observe a similar prostration of the circulatory organs from a~ute inflammation, when attended with pain, espe:;ially of the intestmes. Here, too, is the same inability at first to
bear the loss of blood, and the same tolerance created by its abstractio11 (§ 961, a). ':fhus, Dr. "\Vardrop: "A gentleman was seized wit!·
acute pains in lns bowels, accompanied with a good deal of tenderness on slight pressure, along with some degree of febrile excitement.
On opening a vein in his arm, only a few ounces of blood were removed, when the pulse sank and he fainted. In two hours afterward
i bled him again, and he did not fall into a state of syncope until he
had lost about thirty ounces of blood" (p. 79, Note as to pain).
Many examples of the foregoing nature occur in the " Commentaries.11
962. When syncope is produced by a small loss of blood, and by
the loss alone (§ 938), and wl1ere this remedy is demanded, the disease is serious, and will probably req uire one or more prompt repetit~ons of general bloodletting. Nothing short of this treatment will be
likely to subdue the obstinate venous congestions which arc tbc usual
cause of the prostration of the system, anJ of the intensity of the fe.
hrile force, if complicated with this constitutional form of disease.
963. If mental causes, or intestinal irritation, have contributed to
early syncope, we may generally proceed to the farther abstraclion o{
blood soon after the patient revives, which, in the cases now under
consideration, is commonly important (§ 937). If loss of blood,
alone, have been the cause of the early paroxysm, a longer interval
(four, six, or eight hours) may be most expedient, or necessary (§
794, 795, 801). The state of nervous influence decides the whole.
964, a. In the cases now supposed, the prostration is sometimes so
great that it may be necessary to create a tolerm1ce of loss of blood by
preYious stimulation, or before resorting to the repetition of bloodletting (§ 961, b). And here, too, enlightened experience abounds in
the records of medicine. Thus:
"Immediately upon the application of warmth to the surface," says
Dr. Gallup, "take a little blood i perhaps two, four, six, or eight
ounces, according as the patient may bear it. If he be a little faint, it
is nothinu but what is common; a little time will remove it. He will
soon bea~ a second bleeding in this condition better than the first."
Aretreus not only describes this condition of disease, but advises
the same enlightened practice, especially if the conge~tion b~ the c:iccasion of great prostration and 11 syncope." "Venas ttaque rn ~u~:nto
protinus credito, mult1;1mq1;1e sang~inis! sed. non .semel totum m~t~1to 1 !
imo, et bis, et ter, aho die, quo intermi v1rcs instaurentur . rep1t~to.
Alexander of Tralles discourses in the same manner upon tlns sub1ect.
The lanuuage of A.Pare is remarkably graphic in describing the tre~t
0
ment 0 f the Plague and "Pestilent Diseases." It corresponds with
the best philosophy of our own day.
1
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"You may perceive that the patient is ready to swoon v-:l1~n that his
forehead waxeth moist with a small sweat s1;1dden1y ai_-isrng, by t_h e
aching or pain at the stomach, with an _appetite to vomit, and ?cs1re
to go to stool, gaping, blackness of the lips, ~nd sudden alteration of
the face into paleness, and, lastly, most cer1amly by a small and slO\'t
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pulse: and then you must lay your finger on the vein, and scop it uuti
the patient c'ome to himself again, either by nature, or else restorcrl
by art; that is to say, by giving him wine, or any such like thing:
then, if you have not taken blood enough, you must let it go again, and
ble~d so i_nuch a~ the greatness of the disease or the strength of the
patient will require or permit'' (§ 892f, i).
9G4, h. No injury can grow out of the use of stimulants in these
cases while the powers and actions of life are so morbidly affected as
to be still more injured by the loss of a small quantity of blood. In
these cases, bloodlettiug, without previous stimulation, impairs still
farther the vires vitce, which are now too morbid to react under its
influence, and it increases, permanently, tho determination of blood
from the circumference to the centre .
. 96~, c. In other cases like the foregoing disease is so intense at .its
rnvas10n, and Nature so little recuperati\·e, that it may be impossible
to create a tolerance of loss of blood. No reaction appears in th ese
cases, and all such patients must perish (§ 149, 150, 794, 795, 80 1,
SOS b). Nothing will rouse an exciti ng reflrx nervous action.
964-, d. At other times, even in the active forms of inflammation.
the power of the system to bear the loss of blood may be ilf!stroyed
by other remedies. Thus, it frequently happens in croup, that emetics, especially of tartarized antimony, render bloodletting impracticable, particularly when they produce catharsis lm;tead of vomiting;
and the patients may then die from their inability to sustain the necessary loss of blood. Thence appears the importance of carefully
considering their relative order in the administration of remedies, especially where loss of blood may be essential. I am certain. from obserrntion, that bloodletting has lost its reputation, with Some, in pneumonia, &c. 1 from its having been applied unsuccessfully under th e
prostrating influence of tartarized antimony, and when, in consequence, the powers of the system would only admit of a moderate loss
of blood, and would not bear the superadded depressing nnvous artion.
965, a. Dr. M. Hall, and some other writers, suppose that the power of the system to bear an increased loss of blood is owing to an increase of disease i which appears to me an important practical error.
On the contrary, the first bloodletting generally diminishes tl10 activity
of inflammation, however it may subsequently acquire its original or
greater force. It is true that an increase of inflammation will act in
the manncl' supposed ; but it docs not thence follow that there has
been an increase of clisease in other cases because the patient bears
a second better than the first bloodletting. Indeed, in the cases uow
before us an increase of the venous congestion after the first bloodlettin cr often diminishes the tolerance of loss of blood, ou account of
tho p~culiar influences of that form of disease. This, too, is especially
apt to occur where the abstraction of bloocl h~s been inad equate to
0
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tice that supplies a chance of relief.
965, b. 'Vhen too little blood has been abstracted for the exigen~ ies of the disease, although frequently repeated, it may increase the
force of tho malady. Inadequate depletion so modifies the organic
powers that it rouses the1.n into groatcr ener~y; the wh;ilc circulation
becomes released from tts embarrassment rn the capillary s~stem:
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and the heart being thus, and in other ways, set at liberty and invigorated in force, propels the blood with increasing violence. This mechanical influence, in itself, lights up the flame of disease, and kindles
it in other parts already disposed to join in the disordered movements.
But much is also due to an augmented irritability of the instruments
of ai:tion; when irritability would probably have been lessened by a
greater Joss of blood. The effect produced by the smaller loss, in
rousing and otherwise modifying the general capillary action, reflects
a stimulating nervous influence upon the immediate instruments of
the local malady, which, in its turn, had equally sustained, in the more
<lirect manner, an exalted state of action; and thus are instituted circles of reacting sympathy between the general and local capillary vessels(§ 982- 1003). The same resu1ts, it is true, with the exception of
the morbific, attend the loss of blood when carried to the extent of
its curative influences (§ 961 d, 966, 994 b, 1005 e). The remedy,
therefore, in all grave visceral congestions, as well as in inflammations, should reach the point of absolute depression. The powers
of life arc then not only subdued in energy, but the strength of the
impression places them in the way of the recuperatiYe process (§
961 e, 1056, 1068).*-NoTES EE p. 1133, FF p. 1135, Gap. 1138, LL.
966. Leeching is absolutely inadmissible in the foregoing forms of
disease. It is now a great object to relieve the heart of its morbid
sympathies with the capillary system, and of the accumulated blood,
and thus establish something like an equilibrium in the organs of circulation. But, since it is the primary effect of loss of blood to produce a contraction of the capillary vessels, and to thus determine an
unusual volume of blood upon the centre of circulation, that mode of
bloodletting should obtain which is least obnoxious to these objections
(§ 921). This is general bloodletting; an<l although it increase the
general contraction of the small vessels, its impression is then so rapid that it more or less subverts, with a corresponding instantaneousucss, their morbid state. An immediate dilatation of the vessels is
the consequence, the blood circulates with greater freedom, and thus
the heart is enabled to throw off the accumulated blood; while the
favorable change induced in the extreme vessels moderates or removes their depressing reflex nervous action, by which the heart is
farther roused into increased energy(§ 921, 934, 94-1 c, 965 b).
967. The prostration of which I have spoken in this division of my
subject is commonly mistaken for debility(§ 469, 476 c, 487 h, 488!,
500 71,, 569). Stimulants are therefore too apt to usm1~ the ]~l?ce of
bloodletting and other ana1ogous means, and to occasion a frig~1t_ful
mortality. On the contrary, there should be no delay of that dec1s1vo
use of the remedium principale which may be demanded b)'._ the exigencies of the case. Seize the first moment that nature is. ready,
should any preliminary steps be required (§ 964 1 a), or _she will soon
advance to a more forbidding state, and baffie the well-d1!·ected. efforts
of art(§ 863 , d, 999 c-1007'. 1019).-NoTES EE p. 1133, l· F p. 1135, Ii.
968. Since, therefore, tt 1s always lmportant to do as much a~ may
be requisite, and as nature may admit, at the early stages.of disease
requiring the loss of blood, we must not b~ deterred by Cf':ilY syncop_e
from early attempts to abstract the quant1ty ?f bloo~l \~h1ch the ex1M
rrcnclcs of the case may seem to demand. It l~ ast~mslnng how soon,
~ 1 congestive fevers, the morbid powers of life will rally un<ler tho
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loss c..f a few ounces of blood, and how soon we may sub ... cquentl}
proceed to a more decisi,·e use of the remedy.
969, a. Where venous crrngestion is associated with idiopathic fever, and the stage of reaction appertaining to the constitutional Jisease has come on, the prostrating inBuencc of loss of blood is vastly
lessened, and far greater quantities are often borne at its first abstraction; and this especially, as will appear in tbo next following division of our subject, if some active form of inflammation he also attendant; though even now it oftener happens that a second bloodletting is better sustained than the first. In all these cases the several
forms of disease constantly interchange modifying reflex nervous actions, and these modifications are as wnstantly varying, either spontaneously or through the operation of foreign causes.
969, b. It will appear, also, that simple venous congestion of the
brain sometimes manifests a strong exciti ng influence upon the organs
of circulation; when blood.letting is borne, at its first application, to
an extent which never obtains under the usual depressing influence
of the disease (§ 688 c-j; k, 806, ns).
969, c. Although it be generally true that it is the tendency of venous inflammation, whether in its active form, as in phlebitis, or in its
sub-acti\•e, as in venous congestion, to depress the general circulation,
and, when the latter is attendant on idiopathic fever to delay the stage
of reaction, and that it is the usual effect of loss of blood to increase
that depression, progressively, till syncope c0mcs on, there are, nevertheless, numerous instances in which the remedy manifests an opposite effect. That is to say, relief may be so instantaneous that the
pulse will increase in volume and force, the dark and trickling blood
spout out with a florid hue after a few ounces have escaped, and
while still flowing from the arm.• In these cases th e abstraction of
blood should be continued till tho pulse is again subdued, or the necessary im pression will not be produced(§ 806, 1056) .
969, cl. So variable in intensity are the morbid changes in tl1e dif·
ferent varieties of congestive fever, especially the local congestions,
as in the plague, yellow fever, typhus, &c., at different times, that an
impression exists with many that those diseases must be treated at
one time with stimulants, while bloodletting may be necessary at another. But this is neither true nor philosophical. On the contrary,
si nce the same disease is a1ways essentially the same (or there is an
end to all medical philosophy,§ 752, &c.)i and since also disease is
most intense and malignant where bloodletting is, at first, most imper·
fectly borne, if this agent be impol·tant in the mild forms, it is more
so where the prostration, and, therefore, the amount of disease, is
greatest. This, too, is universally sustained by all the best_ experience(§ 1000. Also, p. 868-872, ~ 1068).-NoTES FF p. 1130, KK.
970, a. Cases not unfrcquently occur which present many of the
phenomena of the i:rostrated condi~ions. of venou~ congestion, ~nd
conlTestive fever, wl11ch have no affimty with those diseases, but wl11ch
are ~onstantly confounded with them. Such is the case with injuries
from falls, the shock of surgical operations, &c. Here the powers of
life are actua11y and simply reducod i certainly not modified as by
the action of specific morbific causes(§ 790 b, 96 1 b).
970 b. Tn the latter instances the abstraction of blood has been
often fatal, and should never be practiced unless some inflammation
• Seel\.RJEMEB'sexper!mentp. 310,~465.
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eubsequcntly spring up. But if the prostrating nervous influence bo
great, even though the brain have sustained concussion, stimulants
should be aclministen~d. This should also be the practice in the
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weather. Opiates should be also employed to relieve the stomac11.
In apoplexies, when the pulse is sunken bloodletting should be delayed, or cautiously practiced at first. The morbid state of the brain,
or pressure on the organ, has determined, in such cases, a perniciously depressing influence on all the powers of life, and the impression from loss of blood superadded to this morbid influence may destroy the patient at once. Bloodletting will be u1timate1y necessary,
and perhaps to a large extent. It commonly happens, however, that
an opposite or exciting nervous influence is determined upon the
heart and capillary vessels, at the invasion of apoplexy; that the
pulse is full and bounding, the face flushed, &c. In tliese cases, de·
cisive bloodletting, cathartics, &c., are the principal remedies.-( Med.
and Pl1,ys. Comm., vol. i., p. 342-361; vo1. ii., p . 234-238.)
970, c•. There are many sympathetic affections supervening on con·
gestive disease of the abdominal organs which appear to most observers to be the leading condition of disease; such as diffuse inflammation of the mllCOUS tissue of the fauces, erysipelas, rainfu} affections
of the head, &c. These, however, as l ha,·e before said, should be
considered rath r in the light •of symptoms, while the essential means
of cure should be directed to the primary and principal scat of disease (§ 689, Z). ln the cases supposed, many different tissues may be
odfected, and there may be, also, much variety in the morbid states.
There is congestion (sub-inHammation) of the venous tissue of the
liver, &c., more active inflammation of the fauces, or of the skin.
But, the mucous tissue of the stomach, and intestines, is also more
or less severely affected, and the head suffers sympathetically. These
last conditions, however, arc not inflammatory, perhaps; but so nearly approximate that pathological state that they are readily converted
into it by any increasing force of hepatic congestion (§ 803), by the
undue irritation of catbartici, or by improper food, stimulants, &c. (§
521 d, 528, 529). All other parts suffor, also, more or less, in their
vital states; and, althougl1 variously, there is yet determined throughout, by the leading conditions of disease, a general coincidence between tbe morbid states that may be strongly pronounced an<l those
which are less so, and where predisposition is only taking pla?e (§
143 c, 150-152, 870 aa). This may be more distinctly appreciate'l
by referrinCT to what I have said of the influences of remote causes
(§ 630 c, 652, 657 a, 659, 689 I, 694f, 813, 81", 847 g, 1058 m).
I am now brought to the application. of the fi:iregomg remarks.
"\Ve sec, therefore, from the analogy winch prevails thro1~ghou: the
morbid states, how a single remedy, like loss of blood, Will strike a
blow at any one of the pathological conditions; and the more pr~
found its influence upon the principal, the more .completely wil.l it
subvert the minor affections. But loss of blood ts far from berng
always necessary in these complex conditions; and we may the~ find
that some internal remedy, as, for example, a compound of s.1x or
eight grains of the submuriate of ~ercury, t'~eke or twenty of Jalap,
and ono to five of ipcc.acuanha, will stretch its power to every part of
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the organism, touch every part with a corresponding salutary in.
Buence, and start every part at once on the way of recuperation
(§ 143, 233}, 514, 674 d, 733, 804, 811, 847 g,J056, 1059).
The foregoing example is also a good illustration of an important
doctrine which 1 have propounded to explain what humoralism had
neglected; the exemption of all parts of the body from any deleterious action of the blood in those local forms of disease which are capable of modifying its character. The blood is always affected in
nearly one universal way in any given condition of disease; whatever
the sympathetic complexities. The whole condition of the solids,
from the highest to the lowest grade of disease, moves on under reciprocal harmonizing influenccti of all parts upon each other, tl1ough
the greater malady exert a controlling power. The morbid blood,
therefore, is exactly adapted in its condition to all parts, and, therefore, molests none(§ 137 e, 143 c, 847, 870 aa, !:184).
Of Bloodletting in lite recognized Forms of Inflammation.
971. Although I have demonstrated in my Essay on Venous Congestion, contained in the liledical and Pliysiological Commentm·ies, that
its pathological state is constituted by inflammation of the venous tissue, the subject, notwithstanding its importance, has received as yet
but little attention from the hands of others; but stimulants, as usual,
especially in Great Britain and FrancE'., continue to be the favorite
means of treatment; though not so, nor ever so, in these United States.
The decision of the right still rests with futurity; but that future, in
the prospective view of America, in the rise of the North of Europe,
and the retrospective view of Southern Europe, cannot be distant.*
972. I now approacl1, l1owever, conditions of disease which have
been, from immemorial time, of an admitted inflammatory nature ;
however \'arious the hypotheses as to their pathological cause. We
now lose sight, or mostly so, of that depressing influence of venous
congestion which so often gives malignancy to fever, and embarrasses
or disarms the hand of art, and are in the midst of innumerable modifications oft.he same pathological state as presented by other tissues!
that reflect upon the system a series of different influences, though
often of an intensely morbific nature (§ 935, d).
973, a. To comprehend fully the effects of loss of blood in the inflammatory conditions now before us, it is still important to bear in
mind the reciprocal sympathies among the capillary vessels of all parts
and with the heart, as set forth in the preceding divisions of our subject, since upon them depend, as in simple forms of venous congestion and active phlebitis, the disturbing reflex nervous influences of
all local inflammations. But these constitutional results, although dependent upon reflex ~ct.ions of th.e nervou~ ~ystem as when they spring
from \'Cnous congestion and acll\"i:: phlebms, p~esent an aspect m.oro
or less different. The local cond1t1ons exalt, rnsteacl of depressmg.
the general action of the circulatory orgaus. There is an expanded,
instead of a contracted state, of the general capillary system ; the circulation is free, the heart unincumbered with accumulated blood, and
beats with more than its natural vigor and frequency. These inflammations, therefore, commonly act upon the system at large after tho
manner of direct stimulants, and thus tend to counteract the Jepressing effect of loss of blood (I 226, 229, 500 m).
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973 h. The point, therefore, to be now obsen·ed is an apparently
oposiu~ effect of reflex nervous action, excited by inflammation, upon the
organs of circulation from that which attends the loss of blood or any
other sedative agent. One is exciting, the other depressing. One
excites general arterial action, the other subdues it.
974, a. Certain parts, under equal degrees of common inflammation,
maintain the general exciting influence upon the organs of circulation
against the depressing effects of bloodletting more than others, and
this is especially true of the brain (§ 230). In many forms, also, of
specific inflammation, as in acute rheumatism, the local vessels are in
a peculiarly irritable state, and produce an excessive exciting influ~n~e ~pon the whole sanguiferous system; the heart itself often pnrtIC1patmg, by sympathy, in the rheumatic inflammation (§ 525, 526 b,
52~). Somerhing in this respect is also due to the nature of lhe tissue
which may be the seat of the affection; articular rheumatism, for example, deriving an obstinate character from the peculiar vital constitution of the ligaments (§ 133, 134). Here the affection may yield
only to great losses of blood; especially if the chief dependence be
placed upon this remedy. Owing to the same persistence of local dis-

f:S~10:~1~t~t=rg:;tr,~:\~fl~:~~~i~:~t~~;!~~s of~1~: ~~:~n:m¥~~s;~; s~:~
reasons, also, gradualiy-increased doses of the antimonials are commonly borne to a large extent, and vascular action yields slowly to
their influence. A common principle is concerned with a11 the i·emedies, according to their developments of reflex nervous action.
974, b. On the other hand, when inflammation, in rare instauces, is
aggravated or induced by an excessive loss of blood, such is the combined nature of the exciting cause and its curative effects, that the
modified irrjtability of the vessels may readily yiel<l, at the moment,
to a farther loss; but if general bloodletting be now practiced, it will
soon go on with its deleterious influence (§ 950).
974, c. Inflammation of the brain develops very powerfully and obstinately an exciting nervous influence, which not only holds in. subjection, against the usual infl.uence of loss of blc?od, the w.holc capillary
system and the hc>art, but this nervous power is determmed upon the
vascular system of the brain itself with greater intensity than upon
tl1e instruments of inflammation in any other part(§ 227, no. 1, 230).
Hence it is, that general bloodletting is commonly necessary to a
greater extent in inflammations of the brain ~han . of otl~er organs.
This is the reason, also, why general bloodlettrng is reqmre~ by tl.ie
cerebral inflammations and congestions of infants, when leechrng will
- often succeed in inflammations of equal intensity in other parts at that
petiod of life(§ 576 e, 925 b, c, 951 b, d, 955, 992! 944 c, 1056).*
915, a. Again, another general law. So great is the s.ympa!hy between vessels of the same order, and ~specially tho~e m which the
organic properties i:re most a~tive, tha~ while those which are enga~ed
in the process of mflammat1on remam unsu~ducd the wh~l~ sencs
throughout the body is liable to be th1;1s ~10ld rn a state ?f excite~ent.
This is peculiarly true when the bram. 1s the seat of rnA.ammat1on;
for, while the contraction of its capillarie~ tends.• as a sedat1rn, to prostrate the general circulation, their morbid exc1tcn:cnt, 0~1 the other
nand, not only contributes to sustain the g.eneral circulation, but tho
influence of a stimulant is, by this cause, still exerted upon the organ,
* SccNoTEQp.1122.
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and still propagated to the heart and arteries (§ 226, 229, 230, 4801183, 500, 526 a, 916-921, 929-936). The excitement of the ves!lels
of the brain is partly promoted by their peculiar relation to the organ
which is the principal centre of the nervous power, and in part by the
tendency of that condition to prevent a contraction of the corresponding vessels in other parts. This peculiarity depends upon a special
nervous influence which is exerted upon the vessels of tile brain in a
state of inflammation (§ 23 1), and is thus distinguished from that condition of the vessels in other parts when the seat of inflammation. In
inflammations of other organs, therefore, the nervous influence by
which excited vessels hold in partial subjection tl1e corresponding
series throughout the bo<ly is less, and is sooner overcome by loss of
blood, and general prostration follows sooner, than when the brain is
the scat of inflammation(§ 140, 1039, 1040).-NoTE Hu p. 1138.
975, b. Hence the reason why greater loss of blood is generally necessary in cerebral inflammations to produce syncope than iffsimilar affections of other parts. In the latter cases, and where general bloodletting is used, the capillaries of the brain are brought under impression as
soon as the loss is felt by the instruments of disease; and the depressing nervous influence then becomes a powerful co-operating cause of
the general prostration(§ 930-934, 940-942). But, it is now obvious,
that when the brain is the seat of inflammation this influence is obtained with greater difficulty. Before it can be established by loss of
blood a positive change in its highly-excited capillaries must be effected1 and that opposite state of nervous influence which arises from their
excitement must be first overcome (§ 944 c). This depression may be
often obtained most perfectly, and propagated most extensively, by
long-continued syncope. This will sometimes happen in most inflammations of other parts, and sometimes of the brain itself, by the loss
of small quantities of blood(~ 951 b, 955 b, l 056).-Also p. 920 NoTE.
975, c. \Ve learn from the foregoing philosophy the reason why, in
cerebral inflammations, there is oftener a rise of inflammation after
syncope from loss of blood, than in inflammations of other parts. But,
in all the cases, if a repetition of the remedy be required, the same
influences will, in a general sense, operate again, and again enable us
to abstract all the blood that may be salutary at the next operation;
nod so on, till a permanently salutary change is established.
976, a. Again, in certain diseases where the cerebral and ganglionic
systems appear to be much involved, but in an unknown manner, and
where, perhaps, there are no special marks of inflammation in any
part of the body, vast quantities of blood may be lost without inducing
syncope. In these cases there is great nervous irritability. I have
seen upward of thirty ounces of blood taken from the arm of a man,
in hydrophobia, after the radial artery had ceased to be felt; the patient being all the while .in an erect. p~sture, and remaining to the last
without any sense of famtness. S1m1lar cases are rncor<lcd by the
East India surgeons.
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ness, where, from its depressing effect, the ~~ndition of the system has
been e1Toneously compared to that of <leb1hty (§ 569, d). In som~
particular cases bloodletting is imperfectly borne; evi<lently from it::.
strong impression upon the nervous centres. Jn thP. case of drunk.
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euness there is venous congestion of the brain, and so modified by
the remote causes as to o!cen ~cad to early syncope(§ 816 b, 9i8).
976, c. Analogous mod1ficat1ons will also arise from any peculiar
mauner in which the organic properties of other parts may happen to
be affected; not on ly in specific inflammations, but from those shades
of difference which attend common inflammation (§ 652 c, 722). Particular influences will be determined upon the whole system by these
modifications, according to the nature of the comhined influences transmitted to the nervous centres, by the exact modification of disease and
the special influences it may exert on other parts, and give a correspondi!lg ~irection to loss of blood (§ 150, 151, 228, 500, 514 lt).
Thence it will appear that much will depend upon the natural relation of other organs to the nervous centres, and to other parts of the
body, and the special vital constitution of each(§ 133-138, 143-152).
Other, and more accidental causes, may contribute to these results.
They have all an important bearing upon the effects of Joss of blood,
uften playing an important part in the phenomena of bloodletting;
leading to syncope from the loss of an ounce of blood where we may
have calculated upou a pound or more, or where yet more may be demanded by the exigencies of the case. The effect, therefore, of loss
of blood may throw, at once, a flood of light upon some obscure condition of disease, as some ill-defined venous congestion, or upon some
natural peculiarities of constitution, &c. Or, again, it may be useless,
or bazai·dous, to bleed a patient far advanced in typhoid pneumonia,
or in the pleurisy of confirmed phthisis, or in less serious inHammations
incident to the scrofulous diathesis, or in the phlegmatic temperament.
It is therefore manifest, tl1at peculiar impressions will be determined upon the nervous centrns by the loss of blood, and thence reflected with varying effects upon other parts, according to the natural
constitution of each individual, the nature, extent, force, duration, and
organic lesions of disease, the organs affected, especially if the brain
be its seat or otherwise participate, and according to the nature and
extent of the cerebral derangement, and the nervous i11fluence which
may be exerted by this and by other parts (150, 151, 892t i, 1008).
977. But it cannot be too strongly urged, that in abstracting blood,
and in the administration of cat11artics, emetics, antimonial altcratives, &c., it shoulcl be considered that it is the constant tendency of
an inflamed part to prevent a contraction of the capillarie~ of other
parts, and therefore to maintain the actio:i of the general c1rculator.y
system (§ 933, 944 c). We shall not obtam a p~oper amount of th~s
general impression, if ir:iportant to the c~sc, until the Joss of blood is
sensibly felt by the part inflamed; and this .may depe~1d upon a great
variety of circumstances, even upon the contmgency of a l~rge ?T small
stream of blood, the posture of the subject, the ~tatc of_ lns mmd, &c.
But, in all severe inflammations the general 1mpress1on. should be
fully produced, and ~his is only ~ffect~d. at, or near the point. of synt;Ope; the patient bcmg always m a s1ttmg or elevated postuie.
978. Althoutrh as we have seen, it is the tendency of venous congestion to dep~e;s the powers of circulatio~1, ther~ are ma?y cl1~·onic
cases of this disease in which the law relative to rnOammat10n of other tissues is found to obtain, though in an inferior deg:ee. The pulse
is more or less excited and hard, and loss of blood 1s more or less
borne, at the beginning of the treatment, a':! in tlrn other cases. This
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is. especially true not only of chronic,butofthe moreropi::l fo1mofthe
disease, when affecting the brain. The chronic conditions, however,
sometimes become suddenly aggravatecl, and the general circulation
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9.79. From the foregoing considerations it appears that general blood·
letting is the great remedy for all inflammatory affections of important
?rgans, with those exceptions of a chronic nature to which leeching
is more appropriate, and which occur in that division of our subject
for tlie purpose of illustrating its philosophy (§ 914, &c.). Thero
should be no hesitation, in the active forms of this disease, with the
most cautious pnctitioner, in meting out a full measure of the capital
remedy. The tendency of the affection to sustain the system uncler
the loss of blood, and the phenomena of increased excitement, should
nerve the weakest arm to an obvious, easy, and important duty. This
duty, however, it is my purpose to enforce yet farther, when I shall
have reached the experience, and the details of practice, that remain
as the choicest legacies of the illustrious dead .-NOTE HR p.1138.
980. The foregoing remarks upon the tendencY. of inflammation to
sustain the system under the loss of blood, and the rapidity with
which small losses, in venous congestion, will place the organic properties in a state to bear a measure which would prostrate the organs
of circulation in health, are farther illustrative of the great law of
adaptation, by which nature has contrived all things in organic life for
its ever-varying exigencies (§ 143 c, 733 d, 847 g, 870 aa).

Of Bloodletting £n Simple Continued, and Simple Intermittent Fever.
981. '\Vhere fever is not complicated with local congestions and
tnflammations loss of blood is not often required, unless to reduce the
force of arterial excitement when so considerable as to endanger the
appearance of those local affections. If this condition, or any condition of the febrile action, do not soon abate under the influence of
cathartics, an emetic, and appropriate alteratives, recourse should
then be had to general bloodletting; though it will not be often necessary to carry the remedy beyond a moderate extent. If the treatment, however, be early a1ld judiciously begun, the disease will commonly surrender, in its early stage, without tlie co-operation of the
principal remedy foi those conditions of fever which are associated
with inflammation and venous congestion.
In the cases of high arterial excitement to which I have now referred, it is important to consider that three principal causes are in operation which may lead to the development of inflammations. The
most impo1tant is the morbid and highly irritable state of the capillary and extreme blood-vessels. The second is the force of the circulation, which contributes, as a mech.ani~al cause acting upon the morbidly susceptible vessels. The tlu!·d ts the . aug'!1ented volume. of
blood in those vessels, and whose mfluence ts clnefly that of a VltaJ
stimulus (§ 137 d, 710 b, 784).
982. But, it often happ~ns, as wl~en fever an? veno.us congestion
appear. in connection, that 1nflammat1on presents itself simultaneously
with the constitutional malady, or the latter may be preceded by
either local form of disease, or these local states may spring up in
the progress of tho general malady (§ 7713, 813). In the laRt two in.
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stances, the affection which is first in order contributes mure or Jess
as an exciting cause of the supervening disease (9 714, 715, 779).
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t~1~ general affectIOn, and the local developments, and tlrn pred1sposit1on of organs to inflammation or congestion, being the principal
causes of the successive explosions of disease, and mutually aggravating each other(§ 137 d, 714, 715).
983. From what lias been now said, and of the treatment of inflam·
mation and venous congestion, we may make up our minds that there
can be no tampering with the complicated forms of fever, whether associated with one or the other of the local conditions of disease. In
~ither case, especially in continued fever, general bloodletting is more
imperatively demanded than by either of the local conditions in their
independent state ; and the earlier this important step is taken the
better. Nor should we strike with a spa1·ing hand, nor move at a tardy pace; but rather let the first be a heavy blow, and as oft repented
a.a the foe may rise, yet always proportioned to its own degree of
strengtl1. Let those, however, who may not relish this "rash advice,"
gather wisdom and moral courage from the experience and philoso·
phy that yet await us from abler hands.
984, a. Nevertheless, in the complicatioas of intermittent fever with
venous congestion, and sometimes with inflammation, such is the nature of the predisposing cause, and the local affections are so apt to
be imbued with its influence, that it frequently happens that bloodlettiug may fail of the requisite impression upon the local forms of dis·
ease, and the special aid of the Peruvian fobrifuge, or analogous
means, may be useful, or necessary, in subduing the local affections
after a due impression has been made by loss of blood, cathartics, &c.
In advanced typhus, stimulants, bark, and strong broths arc important.
984, b. The foregoing reference to the remote causes of disease with
a ,·iew to some special de,!jation from the general principles of treatment is exactly on a par with the antidotal treatment of poisons. The
qninia, which may be ultimately necessary to overcome intermittent
fever, or its associated inflammations and venous congestions, presents
a remote resemblance to the elaborate ferruginous mixture in cases
of poisoning by hydrocyanic acid, and other analogous examples.
It is true, that, in the latter cases the counter-agent acts in a purely
chemical manner, while in the former the special agent operates
throuuh vital influences alone. I hm'e thus adverted to this analogy
in defurence to the bumoral pathology, and especially on account of a
vague belief that quinia cures intcrmittents by neutralizing the miasmatic poison (§ G62, 809-816, 891! k, 892 b, 892! ."' 894 c, d, 1059).
But the whole of this philosophy will be set nght by considermg
the modus operandi of the best antidotes for poi_sonous. doses of ?Pi um.;
namely, coffee and the cold dash . Here there 1s no d1ffe_rence, m their
acceptation as poisons, between the opium and the miasma. Doth
have equally established their morbific effects.
And now as to the "antidotes for opium." 'Vho ever imagined
tliat coffee removes the morbid states by entering tl~c . circulation, and
there neutralizing the opium'? The modus operandi 18 the same as I
have set forth for opiates in § 891~ g, k, and for the cold dash _and
seton in § 514 d, 905 a. I need not add that th e modus operandi of
A A A
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quinia, in the cure of inlermittcnt:;, is exactly equivalent to coffee
and the cold <lash in that of poisouing hy opium*(§ 137 c, 150-152,
662 a, b, 892 h, c, 904 c, d), and the nervous system will alone explain.
In all such cases, therefore, the special treatment may be considered
nntidotal; since, as in the cases where we merely attempt to neutralize a poison while it yet exists in the stomach, we equally apply tho
treatment in tlrn former case to certain ~pecific effects which have resulted from causes which arc alike distinguished by very special virtues. In one case we attack the cause itself; in the other, the effects
which it may produce.
It is th erefore sufficiently ~vidcnt that in the administration of quinia in the treatment of intermittent fornr, and in other analogous examples, we leave, more or \es.s, the general principles which apply to
the generic character of tlie diseases, and turn some agent of special
virtues against the modifying influences of such predisposing causes as
are capable of bending the general pathology from its more common
form. But, it is rare that the general plan of treatment is not more
or less in demand; or that the special remedy will come under the
law of universal adaptation till the whole system is submitted to influen ces by such remedies as arc consistent with all the varied coexisting pathological conditions(§ 847 g, 870 aa.).
Some other examples of practical importance will, at the same
time, advance our philosophy upon the subject under investigation.
Thus, bloodletting may, or may not be necessary in a scrofulous inflammation. If it attack the lungs, it will be important; especially
in its early and active stages. Herc the remedy is of uniYersal adaptation. If the superficial lymphatic glands be the seat of the affection,
leeches may be proper. But, in such cases, we are apt to leave the
general principles of treatment, and to refer specifically to the nature
of the predisposing cause, which is here implanted in the constitution
of the individual(§ 561, 586, 659, G61, 666). Experience has shown
that iodine, which <loes not belong to the remedies for common inflammation, is especially adaptccl to certain states of scrofulous inflammation. But, it is only to subdued forms of tl1e disease that it is
suited; while loss of blood is universally applicable in all tl1e active
grades of the disease, whate\·er be the part invaded, and may place
every part, and the whole system, in a condition for the salutary effects of iodine(§ 137 e, 143 c, 150, 151, 163, 870 aa, 892 b, 892~ v).
Again, if the infl~mmation be syphilitic, and the constitution be invaded by its predisposing influences, bloodletting, cathartics, &c.,
may or may not be necessary. But, a general antiphlogistic plan
should be pursued; at least so far as to exclude stimulating food,
which may be all that the case will require (§ 856). In a general
sense, however, we should have a more direct reference to the nature
of the remote cause, a11d administer mercmial preparations; since ex
peri ence has shown tl1is to be the safest and most efficient treatment
Here, then, mercury assumes the character of what is called "a specific" (§ 865, 892 ~a)_; though it is one of tl~e anti.phlogistics whi~h
fall within the vnnc1ple of A'eneral adaptat10n to mflammatory diseases (§ G62, 85D b, 872 a, 8DOZ, 802 b, c, 8D8, 900, 901 c~ d, 1059).
£184, c. 'Vhen speakrng of ?~pectoran~s, .an~ at other times, I have
stated the importance of deriving our rnd1cahons of cure from what
we may witnc!:iS of the rcsulls attendant on the recuperative efforts of
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nature (§ 862, 863, S92t i). l am now led to recur to the subject on
?.ccount of the grea.t abuse of the principle ig the treatment of acute
rnfl.ammatory ~ff~ct10ns of the lungs by stimulating expectorants;
which are adm1r.1steretl for the reason alone that expectoration is one
of the consequences of the natural process of cure. On looking a little
farther, however, :ve .find that bloody mucus, and pure blood, are
often expectorated m pneumonia, and in incipient pbthisi.s; and that
l~emorrh.ages are ~requently occurring, as the consequence of conges·
t1on or rnflammat1on, from all parts of the body. Here, then, is a
nmcd) for inflammations of all parts, suggested by Nature; while
C'._ <pector~tion refers to one part only.
What is thus inculcated as to
tne practical application of the more comprehensive principle is en·
forced by all the most enlightened experience (§ 863,f).*
985. Finally, when bloodletting is judiciously practicc<l, it often su.
persedcs the use of a long train of other remedial agents which may
ultimately bring relief, or lessens tl1eir number and dose, substitutes
the milder for the more energetic, prepares the way for their quick
and salutary effects, and saves to the patient much suffering, and sec:ures a spce<ly com·alescence.

OJ Bloodletting in tlte Cold Stage of Fever.
986, a. Bloodletting has been practiced successfully by many phy·
sic:ians in the cold stage of intermittent fever. It is not, however,
with any reference to this consideration that I have given to the subject the distinction of a chapter by itself; but for the greater purpose
of illustrnting still farther the influences which are exerted by the loss
of blood, and the instrumentality of the nervous system.
986, b. That the disease should be thus suddenly arrested is entire·
ly confannable to what I l1ave said of the modus operan'1i of bloodletting, and goes to confirm the philosophy. The capillaries being then
in a state of universal contraction from disease, if Joss of blood have
its special influer..ces upon the organic properties of these ~essels, it
should be the effect of such a cause, in suddenly, greatly, and univer·
sally increasing that contraction, by alterative reflex nervous in·
fluences, so to modify the morbid state as to interrupt the succession
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fluence upon the instruments of the morbid process; or that change
will not be established which is necessary to prevent the stage of reaction. In these cases, ho,vever, the necessary quantity of blood is
commouly small; and syncope, therefore, is easily induced. But,. as
the morbid contraction depends upon a different cause, ~nd as the vital
properties arc differently affected from what bloodl~tun.g produces,
although the remedy occasion the same p~rnnomenon~ it often happens
that no inconsiderable loss of blood will be sustained before that
chanO"e can be established in the small vessels which is necessary to
perfe~t the contraction which is incident to bloodletting, and which is
the precursor of syncope ({I 10-1 0, 1056, and "contraction" ~ ~44 c).
987. How, therefore, shall we interpret by ~ny other. pl11los~phy
than that which I have propounded the sudden. rnterrupt1011 of fever
in its cold stage by the Joss of a small qu_ant1ty .of blood, when no
amount, perhaps, would have arrnstcd the disease if taken at ~ny oth~
er period 1 The quantities, also, necessary to success depend, m part
*SccNornsFp.1111, FFp.1135, Gap.1138, I1p. 1139,
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upon the precise period of the cold stage; whether at its bcginni1.g,
or near its termination in the hot stage. Less is necessary, ca:teri&

paribus1 in the former than in the latter instance; although nature, ia
the latter case, is preparing for a recuperative effort (§ 675). And so
the result will be influenced by the application of the remedy during
the first paroxysm, or by its delay till a later, and this often in proportion to the delay. It is true, diseases generally yield most readily in
their forming stage; but in intermittent fever the disease may be saitl
to be renewed, in a measure, at each paroxysm. Like other affections, however, it acquires more or less obstinacy from the force of
habit, and from the influence of local inflammations and venous congestions which so often spring up in its progress. But that habit is
more or less broken during the intermission; when Nature is aiming
at restoration(§ 557, &c.).-NoTE K p. 1119.
988, a. Here, also, may be shown absolutely the error of all the
mechanical hypotheses which have been put forth as to the philosophy
of bloodletting, and which have so extcnsi,·cly go\•erned the application, or, rather, have led to the neglect, of the remedy. If we consider the prevailing one, that loss of blood operates by mechanically
reducing the volume of the circulating mass, and thus empties the enlarged capillaries in inflammation and in tho hot stage of fever, it is
at once contradicted by the immediate and salutary errect of the loss
in the cold stage of fever, when the same capillaries and the same instruments of disease are already so contracted that the blood has receded from them toward the central part of the circulation; while the
immediate effect of the loss of blood is to determine an increased
volume upon the capillaries (§ 910, 935).
988, b. It is, however, unnecessary to pursue the inquiry; but it is
well to advert to the fact that the phenomenon now before us is equally
demonstrative of the error of imputing syncope to the reduction of
blood within the cavities of the heart; since 1 in the cold stage of fever,
blood is always accumulated about that organ, and as the contraction
of the capillaries is farther increased by loss of bloo<l 1 so, also, is the
central determination (§ 935).
For the full understanding of the foregoing subject, the inquiring
reader will refer more extensively to what has been said of the agency
of the nen·ous power in determining the effects of loss of blood.
989. The foregoing considerations enable us to understand wl1y
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efforts at relief. The capillary Yessels are every where about to contract to their natural volume, as a consequence of another modification
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about to break forth in virtue of this recuperative process1 and bloodletting will now ac~elerate. what na~ure is i~1stituting. At any other
ataCYe of reaction t111s curative effect 1s less, srnce nature does not then
50 ~a-operate with the remedy as when the hot stagt:i is on its decline.
Should syncope, even, be induced during.the rise of th~ .hot stage, reaction will be very apt to return, though 1t pursue a m1t1gated course.
A much smaller loss of blood will also subdue the general circulation
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violence of reaction, &c., may be such as to increase or give iise to
local inflammations; and where this is apprehended, or for the relief
of pain, general .bloodletting should be practiced early(§ 675, SG3 d,
1003). This sect10n involves diversified agencies of the nervous power.

Of Bloodletting in Apoplexy.
990, a. The modus operandi of bloodletting, as well as t110 adaptation of this remedy to the special circumstances of disease, au<l its
critical influences according to those circumstances, especially in its
relative effects through the instrumentality of the nervous power, may
be now ad\·antageously considered by contrasting its results in certain
states of apoplectic affections with what has been said of the counteracting nature of inflammation, and of the 110rvous influence, in preceding sections. This influence must apply equally to all the cases.
990, h. It is the well-directed application of bloodletting which
c11nstitutes the principal means in the treatment of sanguineous apoplexy; and although it may be often important to delay the abstractiOJl of blood, it will be generally necessary in the progress of the
cure. Such, indeed, is the concurring opinion of almost all writers
of eminence; although it is a remarkable fact that the practice is not
founded upon successful experience, or any agreement in patholouical views. Even those who condemn bloodletting in pneumonia,
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arc prompted by a supposed rupture of a vessel, which they expect
to stanch by bleeding from anotheri while a few, more philosophical,
regard the effusion as the result of a morbid process analogous to se·
cretion. It is with all, ho,,·e,·er, a mechanical operation. There is
too much blood in the brain, and it must be drawn off by the lancet.
That is their 11wdus operandi, and that the extent of it. Hence the
disastrous results of indiscriminate bloodletting in apoplexy. But, if
the philosophy which I ha,·c set forth as to the operation of loss of
blood be founded in nature, it will readily appear that the sudden and
violent lesions of the brain in apoplectic affections offer us cases for
great and unusual discrimination as to the time, extent, &c., of tho
remedy; while, also, they confirm that philosophy, and enforce the
importance of an enlightened understanding of the principles through
which bloodletting operates. It is said h)'. Clutter.buck, that "there
is perhaps no disease the treatment of which requires to be so ml~ch
directed hy theory or general principles as apopl~xy .. The pract1~e
in general use is, for the most part, unnecessarily violent; and, m
some respects, contradictory. Bloodlet~ing to an unreasona~le extent, vomiting, purging, blistering, sinap1sms, .and a great ~ru1.ety. of
other stimulants, have all been administered with a11 a.lmost 111d1scnminate and unsparing hand; as if, to insure :ecovcry it w.ere only necessary to ha,·e recourse to sufficiently active means, without much
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pf a proper reference to the influ.
ences of bloodletting in cases of apopl~xy, t~1ere arc:_ often present
certain inscrutable conditions of the bram. which 3:re hab~e to embarrass the most enliO'htenc<l judrrment. It is often impossible, for example, to undcr8 t:iu1 the cxa~c pathological. condition of tl!e brain,
upon which the duo regulation of bloocllf'ttmg- may essentially de.
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pen<l. If there be hcmiplegia, it is almost certain that extravasution
of blood has taken place. This condition 1 with the rare exception
of the rupture of a diseased artery, is indicative of venous congestion
of the brain, with which inflammation may coexist(§ 803 1 805). "\Vo
have, therefore, in these numerous instances, a formidable condition
of cerebral disease, and a laceration of the cerebra] substance. Again,
however, there may be only a state of venous congestion, or of serous
effusion, or some pathological condition which is not denoted by any
visible signs after death. ·with the exception of paralysis, the phenomena may be exactly tbe same in all these conditions of the disease
at its invasion. In the first two varieties, bloodletting, sooner or later,
is probably necessary, in almost every case, to overcome the morbid
action; though its early application may induce, or hasten, a fatal result. In the last two, which are known as serous and ncn:ous apoplexy, the loss of blood is comparatively unimportant, and may be injurious at every stage of the disease (§ 673).
990, d. But the treatment of apoplexy has been less the fault of
hypotheses than an unsuitable application of bloodleuing; neglecting the peculiar relations which the brain sustains to other organs:
and the consequent modification of their properties and functions
when the brain is suddenly ancl violently disturbed. So far as this
organ is independently concerned, whether the proximate cause of
apoplexy consist in pressure from excreted blood, or simple inflammation, or venous congestion, bloodletting is clearly indicated, and,
to avert an impending attack, should be applied without much reserve. But when the paroxysm ensues, it is not alone the brain
which suffers in a new and peculiar manner. Every vital organ sustaim1 a shock, and each becomes a subject for particular care. Disease is now coextensive with the system, for the powers and functions
are uni,,ersally deranged (§ 226, 227, no. 1, 230, 231, 480-485, 4894.92, 508-511, 943, 946,) and plainly deranged by nervous influences.
990, e. Hence the importance of ascertaining, as nearly as may be,
how txtensively the powers of life are disturbed in each individual
case, that we may not complete their extinction by precipitate treatment(§ 920, 934, 937, 940, 941, 943, 9H, 947-949).
990,f The consequences, which are determined by the sudden lesion of the brain in apoplexy, will not only depend much upon the
natural constitution of the individual, often upon the precise nature
and seat of the lesion, and the antecedent condition of the organ, but
they will be variously modified by the pre-existing state of othe1
parts; whether the s~stem was in a state of health at the ti.me of t~1e
seizure, or whether important organs may have been previously diseased, and thus incur a more profound lesion after the attack, a11d
send back upon the brain the shock they have sustained, and again
receive the reverberation i ancl whether, also, snch disease may not
have developed the cerebral derangement, and remain a powerful
aggravating cause (§ 514, h, _&c.).
.
.
.
.
990, g. The variety of lesion susiamed by the properties of11fe, m
apoplexy, is denoted by the symptoms, and the symptoms only. Tho
pulse of an athletic subject may become, as in ca~es of concussion,
almost insensible at the moment of the attack; while that of tl10 feeble may acquire a volume and force e~ceeding its natural state. Tho
gen eral circu la ti on is roused at one tune, and prostrated at another.
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The nervous power has now the effect of an excita nt upon the system,
and again it is a deadly sedat ive (§ 226, 476, &c.). ln one patient,
the pulse falls suddenly to forty strokes in a rninute, while in another
it is as suddenly raised to more than a hundred. In one, it beats with
staid regularity; in another, it intermits; in another, it hobbles; and
in a fourt h, it rises and falls in volume in coincidence with the prolonged acts of respiration. There is nothiu .... uniform about it.
990, lt. It need not be saicl how profound!). the stomach is affected,
how variously respiration, how diffCrently the voluntary muscles, the
-.pbincters, &c., suffer(§ 476, &c.), all referable to the nervous power.
990, i. Considering, therefore, the varied inAuences of the brain
up~n the properties of life in apoplectic affections, and the manner in
which we have seen that bloodletting affects this organ, and the consequent _impressions which are propagated from it over the whole
system it must be obvious, where the general lesion is very profound,
that the abstraction of blood at the onset of the attack may so increase
the pernicious influence of the brain upon the sinking powers of the
system that neither nature nor art can repair the injury. This will
be especially true of such cases if we bleed to syncope(§ 940, 941).
But tl1e abstraction of blood is powerfu11y felt, in a direct manner, by
the vital propeities of e,·ery organ; and whore these powers are excessively depressed by the nervous influence, an<l that influence constantly maintained by the peculiar condition of tho brain, it will happen, in the foregoing cases, that t1rnre will be no ultimate recoil from
the depressing effect inflicted by the loss of blood. Here will be al:so
another shock added to the direct injury from loss of blood, since the
violence thus inflicted upon the system at large will be extended, bj'
sympathy, to the brain; while this organ will reflect e\·ery pernicious
impression it receives from others(~ 1056).-See p. 298, ~ 476if Ii.
990, k. It shoulJ be also considered that effusion probably exists
within the brain, and that bloodletting cannot reach this part of the
exciting cause; that the effect of the effusion, although it be diminbhe<l, must continue for an indefinite time, irn<l that if we lessen too
much the energies of the system, they will at last fail from its i11 creas-

:;~~uil~i°~::~e~q:il~!~~t!~~~e[z\~·c;::s:t~~·~fl~~r.a1-rest one evil there
990, l. The importance of bloodletting will depend, also, upon the
nature of the fluid effused; of which we may, perhaps, form some
conjecture from the antecedent history of the ca.so. Jn serous apo-
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effusion. It may he, thernfore, chiefly the immed iate object o~ bloodlettin rr to diminish the impulse of the circulation upon th e brarn, and,
perhaJ)s, to lessen a state of congestion in the abdominal organs that
may continue to operate upon the brain. Se~ous apople;;y, however,
is not common. Dr. Cheyne n.nd others consider the rat10 of the sanguineous to the serous as 98 to 100.
:
990, m. In the sanguineous apoplexy we ha,·c a more or l~ss d1(>ferent state of things, and other o~jects are presentetl for cons1dcrat1~n,
than in the serous form. \Ve have, then, not ~nly l? lessen th~ impulse of blood, and to strike at any remote prcd1sposmg congestions,
but we must, ~ speedi ly as possible, reduce the congested state of
the cerebral veins, and thus arrest the progress of the llem orrhagc,
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and re-establish the natural circulation and healthy functions of Llic
brain.
But tlrn moment when bloodletting may be applied with advantage,
and the extent of the remedy, must be directed as much, or more, by
the existing state of the general symptoms as by ai1y pathological
condition that may have led to the paroxysm (§ 150, 151, V90 c) .
. 990, n. It behooves the physician to meet every case of apoplexy
with entire self-possession, and to consider that no subject requires
the exercise of greater skill, and, perhaps, of firmness. It is often
~ow as with the surgeon when he is summoned to some cm barrassmg operation, and in the right performance of which the life of tho
subject is immediately concerned. The authority of custom, sa nctioned by the most acute and renowned observers, will be likely to
embarrass our judgment, paralyze our ind e pendence, and hold us
spell-bound, wl~en all may J:>e depending on the. unbiased c~icta.tes of
the understanding. The difference of an hour m th e apphcat10n of
bloodletting may be for the weal or the woe of the patient. Shall we
deliberate~ Professional reputation may be in peril; but the greater
will be the reward to a sensitive and enlightened mind. "\Vhcrc art
can be of any advantage there will be always time for calm investigation of doubtful cases. Such are the r ecuperative pow ers of nature they will generally struggle for a time with success i at least in
cases where art can be instrumental. u It is probable," says Hebcrdcn, " th at far tlrn greatest part of paralytic and apoplectic patients
would r ecover some degree of life and strength by the unassisted efforts of nature." It is this partial recovery which we should a\vait,
in certain cases, before resorting to the abstraction of blood. If N ti·
ture be too much struck down by tho blow for an independ ent effort.
we shall hardly contribute any useful succor by inflicting another.
If, also, the powers of life be greatly prostrated, action is, of course,
in a languid state. Whatever disease may exist in the brain is, for
the present, controlled by the same principl e. Hemorrhage is suspended j and the functions, every wl1ere, whether natural or morbid ,
are nearly at a stand. It is here, in the severest cases, in respect to
the general condition of life, as it is in concussions of the brain ;
when, it is said by l\lr. Abernethy," it would appear in the first stage
that very little can be done." This has now become the doctrine of
surgeons.
990, o. \Vhcn bloodletting is of doubtful expediency in apoplexy,
and this is commonly only soon after the seizure in cases that admit
of relief, the abstraction of blood should advance slowly, and its influ
encc be carefully obsen·ed (§ 937). The I·esult from a small quantitj
of blood may be such a relief to the brain that the pernicious influence of the organ may be so withdrawn from the system that t11e remedy may b~ soon repeated, and to a greater extent (§ 961, d).
990, p. Having brought the system, in ba<l forms of tbe disease, out
of it's alarming prostra~ion, either by moderate.stimul.atio?, or ~autious
bloodletting, or, what ts generally better,_by rntrustmg 1t to its own
resources, it will become important to estimate the probable extent of
disease in the bl'ain and other organs. And here I cannot but repeat
the important fact. that sanguineous effusions are gen~rn~ly the resu~t
of disease and that they very rarely depend, even w1thm th e cra111um, upon 'any primary rupture of blood-vessels. Dissoctinns prove
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that this condition, iu almost all cases of sanguineous apoplexy, is attended by venous congestion. This view of th e pathology, while it
is en tirely more inauspicious to the hopes of the patient than that
which regards the effusion as the simple result of a ruptured vessel,
requires more energetic means of treatment than the latter. Indeed,
were simple rupture the source of the effusion I see not in what respect art is likely to be instrumental. It cannot be, as is commonly
supposed, by diminishing the force of the circulation that we obtai1:
much ascendency over the complaint. lmleed, in many cases, where
the pulse is prostrated, relief is efiCcteJ. while the ene rgy of the heart
rises under the influence of the lancet. The philosophy of the effects
of this remedy relates mainly to its impression upon the organic prop·
crties of the capillary vessels, directly and by reflex nervous action.
990, q. \Ve may conclude, then, that with all the advantages of the
most enlightene<l pathology, and the most appropriate treatment, the
apoplectic must, generally, exist for a long time in a perilous condition. In the early stages, a formidable state of morbid action is to
be overcome by energetic measu res, whose timely application is more
sun·om1ded by difficulties than in any other disease. The brain, too,
in the cases supposed, has sustained a fearfu l laceration, and a concrete effu sion of blood is probably compressing an<l irritating the whole
organ, and which can, at best, but slowly undergo absorption. Jn sangu ineous apoplexy there is also an in creased liability to repeated attacks of tbe congestion and consequent effusion of blood.
990, r . It has not been my object to speak of cases that obviously
admit of immediate bloodletting. These are common, and may demand an extensive application of the remedy. But the only rule that
can be assigned in regard to the quantity of blood tlrnt should he abstracted will probably be found in the foregoing considerations.
990, 8. In estimating the effects of cerebral disease on the system,
we must duly consider the various relations of the brain to other parts.
Considered simply as an organ, it is liabl e to the same modes of disease as other organs, and to the same relati\'e sympathies as exist among
othe r parts. But this is a small part of the important relatio ns of the
brain. It is especially destined to preside over the great functions of
the body, howeve r they may be th e result of powers that ex ist and
act in independence of the brain; and whenever its organic functions
become diseased, these specific relations to the system are affected in
consequence (§ 455, 456). This complex derangement, in <l;J>Oplectic
affections, will produce the most varied results; nnd, ac~ordm g to the
influences of the brain Uf'On other pa1ts, and their reaction upon the
brain, will be the endless variety of phenomena.
990A, a. Jn conclusion of the foregoing su~j ect I may finally say,
that, from what has been here presented relative ~o. the nen·ou~ power and from the extensive researches of a more cnt1cal nature rn prece~li ng sections, it appears that the nervo ~s powc~ is.peculiar to animals; that it is a vi tal stim ulus, su.i gcneris; th ~t its lmportaut office
is to subserve the function of sympathy, and. t~ impress u.pon th e organic products some ve ry spC'cial vital cond1t10n.s; that its only pa~..
ticipation in the function of motion is that of ac.tmg upon _th ~ or~~m c
property, mobility, through its pri1!1ary operation upon 1rnta.h1hty;
that it is ex tremely susceptibl e of m~uenccs from. the operat ion of
external an d internal causes, mental, y1tal, and physical i that these in-
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t1ons of the nervous power, under the influence of its own nature, but
corresponding, also, with the nature of the remote causes, respectively;
that it is then reflected with a special a.Iterative effect upon remote
parts, according to their existing susceptibilities, and according, also,
to the nature of' the causes by which it is developed or modified,
whether Ly the wil1, mental emotions, or by organic or physical causes,
and that the motor channels which are elected for its remote effects
are, apparently, independent of the order of the distribution of nerves;
that, when thus reHectcd, it maintains, in one case, the harmonious
action of organs, or disturbs that harmony iu another, or induces disease in another, or becomes a curative agent in another; according
to the nature of the influences which may be exerted upon it.
990~, b. Now, therefore, in view of all these things 1 as well as of
what has been hitherto said of the functions of organic life, and of the
conse9.uences which have befallen the philosophy and the practice of
medicmc from the prevalence of the chemical, physical, and Immoral
doctrines of life, disease, and therapeutics, it is evident that there is
nothing of greater importance in medicine than a proper understanding of the attributes of the nervous power, and that it must be regarded merely in the light of a vital stimulus, or a vital depressant, N
a vital alterative, and that it has no other participation in the action~
and results of animal and organic life(§ 227, 475-}, 524 d. no. 7, 647-}).
I have, finally, reserved for this place another demonstrative proof
that the uen'ous power is in no other than the foregoing sense the
cause of a single phenomenon in organic beings, und that, therefore,
all the causes which bring it into operation, or otherwise aOect i1 a
pronunciations, exert their influences directly upon the power itseH:
and that un irresistible analogy is thus brought to concur with the
many specific facts iu proof of the direct operation of all other vital
agents upon the properties of life which are common to plants an<l
animals, and not upon the physical structurn (§ 189). I say1 then,
that, since the nervous system is canied into all parts of the organization of animals, but has no existence in plants, and since both animals
and p_lants possess org_anic functions in common, and since, also, the
orgam~ functions of ammals are variously affected throug~ the ~nstru
mentahty of the nerrnus system, not only by causes operatmg directly
upon the nervous centres and the trunks of nerves, but indirectly
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ever between tlie extreme fibres

ef tlte sensitive and motor nerves, nor

be-

tween tlwm and tlwfibres or ultimate parts ef any otlier tissue, it follows
as a physical necessity that the organic properties and functions ~an
be influenced through tho nervous system only by a real substantt\"C
agent which is entirely diff~ren.t f~·om the physical strn.cture itself, and
which is capable of e:..;tendmg it~ rnfiue_nces from one tissue to another
between which there is no physical un10n, an<l that, the.refore, all the
primary essential impressions must be exerted directly upon the agent
itself. \Vhence, also, it follows, that all the results which ensue in
other tissues, as consequences of the trans~ission of the nervous. influence from the expanded nerves to those tissues, .are due t_o prnnar:~
impressions by the nen~ous power upon the orgamc proport1e~ of such
tissues, 1!1roug/t t!tc medium of t/ie complex structure. Lastly 1 It nece:i~
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sanly results from the forngoing demonstration, that the orgauic prop·
e1ties appertain just as much to a real substanti\•e agent, and are a~
diflCrcnt from the physical structure, as the 11en·ous power is different.
The foregoing facts and arguments relative to the disconnected
state of tho ~crvous and other tissues are equally true of all the tissues respectln:ly, and as true, also, of the organic properties as of
the nervous power in the aspect of the anatomical facts (§ 168-185,
190-192, 200, 208, 215, 217, 219, 220, 226, 228, 230, 233, 233'1, 234
c, d, e,f, 500, 1040, 1056). Tlu:soulojj'c-rsaconclusiucanalogy(~l75b).
990t, c. Nevertheless, if the physical fact, eYcn as to the s~nsilil:e and
motor ner>es, were not demonstrably true, it would in no respect :iffect
the Jaws, since those of all i·itat functions are deduced from the phenomena(§ 466); not, as with physical optics, from the mechanism (§ 131).

D9 1, a. It would not be appropriate to this work to set forth the vast
range of experience in favor of blood-letting in the treatment of inflammatory, congesti,·e, and febrile diseases, which I hnn explored in the
Medical and Physiological Commentaries, and as contributed by men
whose genius, observation, and success, will command the admiration
of ages. But great controverted questions call for something more than
opinions, howe\·er great the authority, or however those opinions may
imply all the l'L(juisite experience. Unless excepted, I 7·efc1· to the em·ly
stages of<liSease (~ 557 a, 869).
991, b. Bampficld introduces his remarks by saying, very justly, that,
"In medical science, all reasoning and hypothesis must yield to the
results of experience, and deductions from facts. I have employed
venesection," he adds, "not ouly in dysentery, but other internal and
external inflammatory complaints in the East anJ \Vest Indies, with
the most happy results. And is it not our slicet-anclwr, our principal
remedy, in tlte cure of yellow fever, \vhen had recourse to within the
first eighteen hours of the attack 1"
l\fr. Bampfield exposes the origin and fallacy of the objections that
have been made against bloodletting. He "has been astonished and
shocked to find bloodletting in hot climates condemned ;"-whil.e others, of the temperate climates, thi_nk it only adapted to the tropics, or
condemn it universally.-NoTES FF p. 1135, Go p. 1138.
992, a. Let us consider, next, the solemn statements of one who is
known as the •1 Ulysses of Medicine," from his vast practical opportunities in numerous climates, as Surgeon -general of the Britisl1 Armyi
and Jet us observe how his experience illustrates .and c?nfirms the
great principles relative to bloodletting, and tl10 umv~1-sahty of thoso
principles, and their practical application under a11 circumstances of
climate. It should be premised, however, that I l~ave .m~·ely found
the heroic practice of Jackson neccss.ary or expedient rn 1t~ 1.arg~st
extent· and should be inclined to attnbute more to the mod1fymg rnfluenc~s of climate in the followiug cases'. '.vere it not that h~s pra~tice
wa3 remarkably distinguished for
decision and success rn vanous
parts of the globe, while it is sustained by many of the best observers
in every variety of climate. Thus, then, Robert ~nckson .:
" The end is not attained in many cases, particularly 10 the more
coneentrated forms of fernr that appear among the military i:~ !:-opi~
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cal climates, at a less expense than eighty or ninety ounces of bloolt
drawn at once." After stating, in another place, that the quantity of
blood abstracted in fever, at one time, during the years 1813 and 1814,
at the Hospital of the Royal Artillery, was rarely less than three
pounds, frequently four or five, and sometimes six pounds, Dr. Jackson remarks that such quantities taken at once "may appear unsafe
to some readers. But I am warranted to say, from a retrospect of
the whole proceeding, that no accident occurred in any instance from,
tlte most excessive bleedings that were made; and I may add, that the
strength was so little impaired by this apparently revolting practice 1
that the greater number of persons, who were treated in this manner,
returned to their duty witkin a.fortnight, iii tliefull vigor of ltealtlt"
(§ 1019, d). Such, also, was Jackson's practice in other countries(§
973 b).
992, b. Let us a1so hear Jackson upon the specific point of cerebral
inflammation, which demands, as I ham said, more than ai1y otl1er
disease, a fearless and extensive use of the lancet (§ 97 4 ).
"The quantity of blood," says Jackson," which may be abstracted
in cerebral inflammation, without even compromising the safety of the
patient's life, exceeds a measure which, were my experience of the
fact not clearly ascertained, I should not venturn to lay before the
public. Four pounds, taken away at one time, may be considered a
moderate bleeding in the more concentrated forms; six pounds have
been taken on several occasions, and a hundred and twelve ounces at
a single bleeding in some. The practice, so formidable in appear·
ance, impli ed no danger. It saved life by direct effect (§ 938 b, 955,
1019 d). The practice is reasonable in theory (§ 924-934 1 942, 944,
948, 949). It is proved in experience to be founded in truth. The
quantity, moreover, is to be measured by tlte qfect wltich arises under tlte
abstraction, not by an opinion formed under the presumption of wltat
may berigltt."
In some cases of fever attended by cerebral inflammation Jack son
sometimes abstracted a hundred and sixty ounces of blood, or ten
pounds (avoirdupois), in a day; and he remarks in connection with
this statement, that, "instead of danger at the time, or debility as n
consequence of such extraordinary depletion, fainting did not always
occur, and the patient, in most cases, returned to his duty within ei'glit
days"(\ 974, 1068 c).-NOTES FF p. 1135, Htt ff· 11 38.
992, c. In the foregoing (§ 992, b), as in the concentrated forms of
feyer(§ 992, a), we have a clear exemplification of what I have taught
as to the tendency of inflammation to maintain the system against the
depressing influe~ce of ]os~ ?f blood, an~ that wh~n the brain is the
seat of inflammatlOn an exc1tmg nervous mfluence is more powerfully
developed, and operates with greater force upon the diseased state of
the organ, and upon the heart and whole capillary system, than a sim·
ilar affection of any other part(§ 480-483, 971-974).
Secondly,-" The quantity," says Jackson, ".is to be measure~l. by
tlw ~ff''ect which arises un~er the act of abstraC:t1on , not by an op1111on
formed under a presmnpt10n of ,wha.t may b~ right. TV!wtever b_e ~lte
quantity, il is tile ~!feet produced wlnclt c~nstitu~e~ tlw RUL.E/or guidrng
tlie measure." l hnse thus repeated this doctrme, for it is the most
important that can be found in the annals of rncdic_i1~e. This ru1e is
unirnrsal, and it is for this reason that the best practltloners never sug ·
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gest the quantity of blood which shuul<l be abstracted in any given
form or case of disease.
Thirdly,-" Instead of debility, as a consequence of such extraordinary depletion," says Jackson," fainting did not always occur; and
the p~tient, i1& mo!t cases, returned to his (military) duty witli,in, eigltt
days, 111 the full vigor of health" (§ 1019, d).
\Vhat an admirable illnstration is t11is of the fallacy of the temporiz ing practice, or the more sad effects of the stimulant treatment!
How forcibly it evinces the importance of making a decisive impres·
sion, at one blow, in all grave inflammations! How truly does all
this .rroclaim the existence of peculiar properties of life, in whose alteration the essence of disease consists, and whose restoration is eff~cted by tl~e direct impression upon them of loss of blood ! How forcibly does it refute the humoral pathology, and that not less erroneous assumption that disease is constituted by some positi,-e change 01
structure, or the yet more glaring fallacy that it consists in debility!
"192., d. I have said that it has not ofien fallen to my lot to carry out
Jackson's practice, excepting in principle(§ 992, a). This may be
owing, in part, at least, to the fact of having commonly enjoyed the
opportunity of applying remedies at the early stages of disease.
\Vhere I have found the full extent necessary, it has been mostly
among children ; estimating the ratio of the loss according to the relative ages and size. The most remarkable example has occurred in
the case of my only child; whose general history of health is stated
in the Commentaries for another purpose (vo1. i., p. 693).
Not long after his very protracted disease bad given way, and being at the age of nine years, he was suddenly and Yiolently attacke<l
with well-marked inflammation of the brain, lungs, and small intestine. I raised him to an erect posture, and bled him till syncope
came on. The symptoms gave way; but, in six hours afterward,
those of the brain, and, in an inferior degree, of the lungs and intestine, had reappeared. I then bled him again, in the same posture,
and to the extent of syncope. Before exhibiting any medicine, I still
awaited the ultimate effect of the los1::1 of blood. The cerebral symptoms gradual1y presented themselves again, and I bled him, for the
third time, as before, at the expiration of about twelve hours after the
second bloodletting. Soon afterward, I ga\'e him one tea-spoonful of
castor oil, which completed the direct course of treatment. In two
days after the last bloodletting, I took him upon the rail-road a distance of fi,•e miles, and returned (§ 955 b, 958 a). It may be worth
adding, in connection with my former statements relative. to .his extreme infirmity of health during the first seven years of lus hfc, .that
he has enjoyed a very robust constitution since the illness describe~
in this section; being now seventeen years of age (§ 870 aa, 892i 1,
974, 1068).
The quantity of blood abstracted in the forngoi~1g case was vary
large at each abstraction, and exceeded, in tlie ratio of the _age an~
size of the subject, what I shall have recorded of the experience of
athers.
993. The experience of Moseley corresponds with that of Jackson,
and where the remedy had been appar~ntly of ample extent, he remarks that, 11 it has frequently happened m. the fernr of the 'Yest Indies, that accidental bleeding from the onficc when the patient had
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fallen asleep, to far greater quantities than has ever been directed to
b~ taken away, has carried off the fever entirely, and the surprise on
d1scornring a profusion of blood in the bed has been changed to joy
for the alteration produced in the patient" (§ 973, b).
There am few practitioners of much experience who have not witnessed similar events(§ 1019, e).
994, a. And how well is all this sustained by Dr. Rush, who has
" al ways observed that the cure of a malignant fever is most complete, and the convalescence most rapid, when the bleeding has been
continued until a paleness is induced in the face, and until the patient is able to sit up without being fainty." u Bleeding,'' he adds,
"should be r~peated while the symptoms, which first indicated it, con·
tinue, should it be until four fifths of the blood contained in the body
are taken away ;0 -bcing conformable to the precept of Celsus, that
u lVe must not run.from one remedy to anotlier, so long as tltat remains whicli was tlierc at first" (§ 1007) ;-or, as Porter has it, "it is
not sujficient to diminisk an increased action, unless tltc constitution be
kept, until tlte period ef danger is over, in a condition tliat will render
a renewal of tltat action unlikely to occ1tr" (§ 954, b).
994, b. The same result of an almost unsurpassed experience is
again and again reiterated by Rush. .i The half.way practice of moderate bleeding, 0 he says," has kept up the mortality of pestilential fe.
vers in all ages and in all countries. It is much better not to bleed at
all than to draw blood disproportioned in quantity to the violence of
the fever (§ 960, b). Bleeding must not be discontinued so long as
the symptoms which first denoted its necessity continue.''
In very prostrating forms of fever, he says, that "bloodletting lessened tbe sensible debility of the system. Hence patients frequently
rose from their bed, and walked across the room, a few !tours after the
nperation" (§ 569 e1 898, 992).-NoTE FF p. U35.
995. And so, also, Armstrong: u In pneumonia," he says, "bleed
your patient to approaching syncope; otherwise, instead of benefiting
him, you will do ltim ltarm" (§ 960, b).
And again : "In inflammations of the serous membranes, or of the
parenchymata, I bleed," he says, "more decidedly than I ev~t~ did."
"I have treated nearly three hundred cases of severe enteritis with
bleeding, &c., and with a success far greater than I have heard from
any other plan. There is no success on record at all comparable
with it" (I 1005,c,i).
996. And so l\Ir. Lawrence, who says, that,
"In cases of inflammation, whern the blood comes freely out of the
vein, I generally let it run on till it stops; for that seems to me the
only way of doing g_ood" (§ 960).
997, a Wardrop, m his cxeelle1~t work on Bloodletting, lays down
the same rule and the sa me expenence. Thus:
"\.Vhen a large qu~ntity of blood is 11ot tak~n aw~y at the first
blcedinCT, in inflammat10n, or at a second depletion quickly succeed·
ing, I h~ve generally found that_. on all future _occasions, it is seldom
practicable to abstract any. c~ns1derable quant~ty, howev~r necessary
it may appear; and thus it is, tbat when copious ~leedrngs are n_ot
employed at the con:imencemrnt of the trea~ment of mflammatory diseases, and if the pauent afterward recover, 1.t has generally be_et;from
tlrn employment of a great number of bleedmgs. Moreover, 1t 1s only
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in suclt cases wherein the pernicious 1J!ecls of bleeding are exemplified"
(§ 9.50). "There seems always/' he says, "to be a disposition in patients, as well as in medical men, to economize blood"(§ 960, 1007 b).
1

0

£t;'~.~;~~:::·,;1\'~t~~c~v~~ a f.'.~~·;:i~:~~g ;i~ i'. ,:•;:,,~":i~~~:~:
998. "\Vith gangrene, infarction, and abscesses in prospect," says
Bcddocs," transien_t syncope, from loss of blood, is a slight evil. The
1·ule, tliat tlte constitution recovers niucli. more kindly jiwn debility by
/Jloodletting tlian by disease, affords great encouragement" (§ 569,
1007 b). "Numerous facts show that in high inflammations the lancet
can scarce be used too freely."
999, a. Jackson says that" Dr. Rush carried subtraction of blood
to. a great extent in yellow fe\•er; but the quantity subtracted was obtained by repeated subtractions, not by abstraction at one time. The
mode of depletion was not abrupt, such as arrests disease by force,
and such as I have in view in the present history" (§ !)29-934, 938 b,
942, 944, 948, 949, 955).
999, b. It may be true that Dr. Rush sometimes fell short of the
proper effect. It may be true that his moral courage was unequal to
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embarrassed by his strange delusion that "debility is the unirnrsal
predisposing cause of disease." Ne\'ertheless, a glanc~ at a preceding
section(§ 994) will assui-c us that the general charge is without foundation. His philosophical acumen lecl him to bleed extensively, and
with success, in many cases where there appeared no hope to others
but in powerful stimulation. There is also a distinction to be made
between the yellow fever of Philadelphia, and that which called forth
the heroic practice of Dr. Jachon. The prostration of the heart from
intense sympathetic influences reflected from the vessels engaged in
the morbid processes was often greater, and tlrnre was less active inflammation to sustain decisive bloodletting, and more of venous congestion to diminish the tolerance of loss of blood, and to impart malignancy to fever, in the former, than in the latter instance. N aturc 1
therefore, frequently interposed an obstacle which compelled the
American philosopher to be sometimes content with small and repeated abstractions of blood (§ 974, 975, 977, 983, 985).-NOTE FF p. 1135.
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have explained the ac.ceptation ~n which I emJ?loy ~he ter.m P.rostra·
tion (§ 961, b), and which goes with former sections m elucidatm~.the
nature of that condition which is commonly mistaken for "c1~?1hty"
(§ 487 lt, 569). \Vhat I now purpose saying is, tha.t tlrn cond1t10~ of
the heart takes a very large share in those m?rb1<l demonstrations
which have led to so many theoretical and J~racttc?-1 e!rors. But, the
heart, in these cases, is mostly obedient to d 1 stu~fong influences. propagated upon it by the instruments whi~h ?-re carrying on the morbid processes, and where the powers may exist m a very exalted, though, al.so,
otherwise modified, state. Those extreme vessels, however, detcnnmo
upon the heart a prostrating nervoui infh~e.ncc, an~ often, a_lso, an accumulation of blood about its 1ight cant1es, '~hid! contr1but~s yet
fartllor to the embarrassment of the organ. Tlus will be r eadily ap·
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preciated from what has been variously said upon relatirn topics in
former sections; but the whole principle may be seen by referring to
the instrumentality of the nervous power in the operation of loss of
blood; wl1~le, also , the philosophy which is there set forth borrows a
correspondmg illustration from the subject embraced in this section
(§ 916-922, 929-938, 942-949, 500 m, 687{-G89, 694t )·
The heart, bei11g prostrated in the foregoing manner, increases, by
reflex nervous actions1 the morbid state of the iustruments of disease,
complicates a11 the phenomena, and does its large part in leading all
but those who will take the trou blc to investigate the philosophy of
life, an<l analyze the symptoms of disease, and apply them critical1y 1
according to the share which belongs to each tissue and organ, to rest
their intellectual efforts upon tlw symptoms alone, and their hopes in
tonics and stimulants. But, he who will penetrate this seeming labyrinth, yet accessible to all, wiJI discover, at once, that the rnmedies
should be addressed to the immediate instruments of disease, and that
whatever will bring relief to these will certainly relieve the heart, and
dissipate the phantom, debility; while, on the other hand, every cause
that may increase that p athological state of the in struments which arc
the absolute seat of difficulty and danger, will as surely engender,
sooner or later, increasing embarrassment of the heart, and a consequent multiplication of the morbific influences which radiate from the
centre of the circulation (§ 892 c, 965 b, 966- 968, 500 m).-NoLE I.
1000. Few medical phil osophers l1ave done so mu ch for therapeutics as Sydenham i and with his name is associated one of those great
revolutions in practice in which bloodletting is the foremost remedy.
There was then, as now, that timid caution which has contributed so
largely to the common prejudice against the abstraction of blood.
"Nothing," he says, "is more f~·equcntl y urge~ as. a cap~tal ar_g ument by those who condemn bleeding, than tl10 mischief which anses
from bleeding in an improper manneru (§ 892 a, 892t c, 960 a, 1005).
1001, a. The "improper manner" to which Sydenham refers (§
1000) is justly, however forcibly, expressed by Botallus. Thus:
"Bleeding does no service in many cases, either because persons
have recourse to it too late, or use it too sparingly, or commit some
error in bolh the:se particulars. But, if our fears be so great, and we
take away so small a quantity of blood, how is it possible to judge
what good or mischief bleeding may do 1 For, if a disease which re·
quires the loss of four pounds of blood for its cure, and yet but one
be taken away, destror the patient, it does not therefore prove destructive because bleedmg was used, but because it was employP.tl iu
an improper manner (§ 950, 965 b). But ill-designing and indolFmt
men endeavor to lay the fault to the bloodletting; not because it did
really do mischief {otherwise tha~ by i_ts. improrer use), but because
they desire to give every body an ill opinion of it. Or, suppose they
do not do it from wickedness, they cannot be excused from ignorance
and perverseness." It is also his opinion t?at "one hu_ndred th?usand men perish from the want of_ bloodlettmg, or fr?m its not b~rng
timely employed, where one perishes from excessive bloodlettmg,
wlwi practiced by a pliysici~n_" (§ 10~5) .--:--Note ~- '.29. .
1001 b. Botallus was cr1t1cally nght rn quahfymg bts remark by
adding,'" when practiced by a physician.'.' No little of the ~r~j_u
dice which rational medicine encounters arises from the former md1s-
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creet use of the lancet, in the hand3 of the surgeon, immediately after concussions from falls, &c. The sad experience of some of th!!
most able has led to admonitions like that wliich is recorded in a former section (§ 960 a, page 720; § 1007, b).
But shall pltysicia.ns deliberate when inflammaLion is careering in
the great organs of hfe 1 Can there be a question of the applicability
of bloodletting to. phrcnitis, pleuritis, peritonitis, pneumonia, and to
many other grave rnflammations, under their ordinary circumstances 1
It is true, we have lately seen practitioners, ])r, Dickson, for example, boasting of their success without having" ever wetted a lancet."
Jkt I do not believe that this exclusive practice has many open ad,·ocatesi and to admit its imputed results would be to renounce the dictates of our own and of common observation. A more limited oppo~ition, however, to bloodletting in grave inflammations is making an
mroad upon former experience ; nor is it the least remarkable circumstance that it enlists the most able disciples of the anatomical
school. And although they may often admit the utility of the remedy
in a genC'ral sense, when they come to its practical application to par·
ticular diseases, we are told that it is either useless, or prejudicial (§
960). [The" stimulating1>lan 11 is now in vogue, 1860.-Note, p. 872].
l002, a. But once more, as to the prostrating forms of fe,·er, from
which it will farther appear that neither the yellow fever, nor others
of an analogous character, have been so modified by climate, seasons,
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flammations are complicated with idiopathic fc,·er, and especially when
that fever is of a "malignant nature," and constantly impa1ting its
malign influence to the local de,·e.lopments (§ 999, b).
Dr. Stevens, of the 'Vest Indies, the celebrated advocate of the
saline treatment of fevers, affirms, in his late work on the Blood, that,
" Those who were well bled, in the yellow fever, and properly evacuated in the beginning, almost invariably recovered." "He took
1
1
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credit which he imputes to the salme treatment of yellow fo,·er is
wholly due to the decisive bleeding and purging which he adopted.
The saline practice in fevers was pretty largely in ~·ogue so~~- cen·
turies ago, and has been lately brought forward to g1\'e plaus1b1hty to
the Immoral doctrines.
1002, b. I\Ir. Evans recently states, that in th~ In_dies "we ble~d
largely in the yellow fever, repeating th_e operat10~1 rn t:vo hours ~f
there remain the slightest pain on pressrng the cp1gastnum; _and, tn
general, if any gastric affection remain after tho ~ccon<l. blee.<lmg, toward the close of twenty-four hours, we repeat 1t a third time, and

ap~~i:h;r::t7!:.s =~trr:~':;;~d

on a ,,isit at. different. islands a few
years ago, prevails throughout the ·'Vest Indies i ~nd,_ rn Eastern 1~1dia, it is well known that bloodlettmg was never m lugher repute m
0
0
to
by repeated
hleedings, twelve or more pounds of blood m the mah~ant fevers of
Brazil. The distinguished Hillary m_-gcs free bloodlettmg on tl~e first
arul second days of yellow fever, and m the worst forms of the d1~case
Ru u
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1002, d. "Here .is a case," says Mills, 11 of the typlrnd gravior
Cullen, or such as is commonly denominated putrid. Tbe petcc11ice
(so much dreaded. by the opponents o_f bloodletting) disappeared after
the second hleedmg; an effect I dally witness ti om the use of the
lan cet, which clearly proves that this symptom proceeds from vascular action."* And so, also, Dr. Parry; who introduced the only successful or .Philosophical treatment, that of bloodletting, in purpura
hemorrl1ag1ca; now tr.e atcd by stimulants and astringents, but in vain.
1002, e. By the same process of induction from the vital phenomena :hat c?nducted Parry to the true pathology of purpura he'?1orrhag1.c~, Lm<l, Blane, Milman, Rouppe, Fordyce, G1rtanncr, Pmel,
Baglm, Hebcrdcn, De Haen, l\Iooro, Bampficld, Darwin, Beddoes,
\Vooda~l, and others, i~1ferred tho inflammatory nature of scu rvy (the
~r~at pillar of humor.ahsm }, and practiced blo.odletti.ng a.s the first step
m its treatment. Diet here illustrates the vis medicatnx (§ 853).
1002,f. What shall be said of the celebrated jail frl\·ers, where every body now stimulates 1 L et us hear the illustrious Pringle, who,
more than any one of the old school, taught the pathology of living
putridity. He was one of the last of a long line at whose beginning
stand s the Roman projector of humoralism; having died in 1782,
when solidism again triumphed for awhile. He was a man of Yast
experience, great success, and of universal r enown. He was an
English baronet, professor, physician-general of the British forces,
and studied and treated diseases in Germany, Flanders, Scotland,
London, &c. H e was, in brief, like Robert Jackson, a "Ulysses in
1\Iedicine," and, like Jackson, he found that the same diseases required
the same general treatment in all climates; being utterly regardless
of tho humoral doctrin es at the bed-side of disease.
Pringle, I say, bled in all forms of fever-jail fever, typhus syncopalis, and whatever the imaginary degree of putridity. "Bleeding," ho says, "in putrid fevers, is indispensable." "lt is the first
thing to .be done in the beginning of tl10 treatment."
Riveri11s 1 an eminent French physician of the seventeenth century,
like Pringle, considers "putridity a reason for bleeding at all stages
of petechial fevers,"-" non u.llum, unde eminere periculum,"- nor did
an.71 injury result from it.
Grant says that, "even in the putrid diatliesis of fevers (as he calls
it), wl10rc much evacuation is required, more or less blood ought to
be taken before proceeding to other evacuations."
Baillou, in the enlightened days of humoralism, advises "bloodlettin11 in a1J putrid and malignant fevers, e\'ell when there is a tendency
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so of
1003. Let us now regard the language of the best experience as
to the treatment of a form of fevers for which H bark" is commonly
supposed to be an almost unfaili~g specific, but which, e\'e!"' it~ alkaloids often entails the most obstinate forms of local chrome disease,
whe~ untimely, or excessively, employed(§ 8fJ2, &c.). T~ms:
.
HI~ may be laid down," says Armstrong, "as a? esta?lisbed prmciple, that if venesection does not ~bsolutel?'" cure rnter1mttent fe_vers,
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must first make tlwn pr:r;n~~:~~~•~ ~~~I~~k Totti, and other dtstin-
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r1ui:slicd Italian physicians, affinn, positively, that the local complications of their intermittents could not b~ cured without bloodletting.
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vein, and ro repeat the operation according to tho urgency of the
S)·mptoms." "A person," he says," unacquainted with the nature of
this disease, and attending chiefly to the paroxysms and remissions,
would be apt to omit this evacuation, and to girn bark prematurely."
This is what led Cleghorn into his fatal mistake (§ 1005, lt). But we
ultimately hear from him, that," for his part, when called early enough,
he used to take away some blood from all people, of all ages, when

~t:(rt:: s~:~; c ~e~·;~~1:51p~~:i~fUl~~e~~e~d~~gafi~~o~l~ sf~'~~:~~~nfr;c:~i~~;:
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. Jemie tertian." Crngie says, that, in Great Britain, remittents require t11e loss of twcnty·fi\·c to thirty ounces of blood (§ D60, a).
100•1, a. It would be superfluous to extend the foregoing species
of testimony afforded by modern practitioners in favor of bloodletting
in the treatment of inflammatory, congesti\·c, and febrile diseases. In
the article on Bloodletting, embraced in the Medical anti Physiological Commentaries, I have presented the experience of all the distinguished practitioners from the earliest ngcs of philosophical medicine,
and it may be there seen that without exception they have concurred
in tl1ei1· testimony as to the transcendent utility ofbloocl-lctting.
100•1, b. The "father, 11 himself, 1rnys, that, "in all active intlammations we should open a vein, and if the disease be vehement and prostrating, the loss of blood will bring strength to them that lose it,• robur ipsis ajfuerit.' 11 He abstracted blood fOl' the relief of those
syncopes which attend the worst forms of congesti\"e typlms; as did,
al<:o, Galen, Celsus, Aretreus, Tra1lian, Paul, Aurelian, Avicenna, &c.
l 004, c. Oriba::ius, about three hundred years after Christ, states
that he was bled to the extent of two pounds for an attack of
the plague, and that his reliance was mainly upon this remedy.
G:-tlen bled largely in this disease, and he is the first who _records ~he
quuntity. "I remember," he says, "to have taken away rn some ins tances, at one bleeding, six pounds of blood, which immediately cxtin,,.uished the fever, nor was tltere any loss of strengt!t in consequence"
(~ Du2). Such was his success by this mode of treatment, that the
spectators exclaimed, tu¢aga~, a110pwrrt, -:-011 r.vpt:7"0V i - " Oh! man,
thou hast cut the throat of tl1c distemper."• Avicenna says that he
has sometimes abstracted, in the plague and "putrid fevers," at ?n~
bleeding, five or si..x: pounds of blood,-" quinquc aut sex sanguinis
libra; aefcrantur" (§ 1019, d.) Bleeding lar~cly in the plague w~s a
general practice after the revival of Iearmng,_ and was ~ract1cccl
through the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuri.es; as it. was, also, m ?ther
fevers, and in inflammatory and congestive affect10~1s. The exigencies of the disease was the criterion as to tho quantity of blood to be
abstracted. Septalius states that it was the universal custom _of physicians to bleed in the plague of 1575 and 157G. ." Communi consensu in lwjusmodi nobi~c rCJ_ncdium, ni:ll? niodo_pretc:n~!ttcndu~n esse dccrc-
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times, Faulkner commends hloodJctung m the plague, and says that
"when the blood was in a dissolved state, the remedy was not less
1
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favorable." Assalini remarks that, 'c At the cornmenccmout of the
plague, I saw the necessi~y of making use of bleeding in proportion
to the strength of the patients."-NOTE FF p. 1135.
And, as to the Jess prostrating forms of fever and inflammation,
Baglivi supplies an example of the general practice in the 16tt 1 17th
and 18th centuries. He observes, "Omnes acutas et inftammatorias
febres, hie Romre, curare incipio per sanguinis missionem." And so
of all the eminent Roman physicians down to the recent day of Rasori.
1004, d. It has been often thought remarkable that Hippocrates
had never designated the quantity of blood which may be demanded
by any given form of disease. The reason is, he was too much of a
philosopher. He knew that no rule, in this respect, would be useful ;
but, on the contrary, unwarranted by nature, and liable to the worst
results. Look at his writings, and you will find him bleeding according to the symptoms, and the general history of the case. This, in ·
deed, he often says, was his rule. He had no other in relation tu
quantity.
1005, a. Before leaving these practical considerations it may bt~
well to listen to the confessions of a disastrous experience which befell
some of the most enlightened of our profession from their neglect 01
misapplication of bloodletting. L et us select examp1es of prostratinA"
forms of disease, where it too commonly happens that its nr-ture and
exigencies are misapprehended, or imperfectly understood, anJ. where
"debility" is regarded as the essential pathology, and is supposed to
demand the stimulant plan of treatment. Th~se examples wiII cover
the whole ground, and disarm the stoutest prejudice in other less terrific forms of prostrated strength.
1005, b. The distinguished .Mr. Hey shall speak first, and of those
cases of puerperal fever in which "debility" presents its most appalling aspects. This able man had unhappily treated the disease
either with tonics and stimulants, or with inadequate bloodletting.
He finally introduces a case (his ninth case), which was the last in
which Mr. Hey employed the bark and wine, or procrastinating, treatment. It was the last mistaken act that divided the professional life
of Mr. Hey into two distinct eras. The patient died, and with her
death came his full conviction of his error. "If the disease," he says~
"is clearly ascertained, no other consideration is of much impo1tance.
The state of th.e pulse affords little information, either as to the propriety ofbleedmg, or the quantity of blood to be taken away; and if
we are deteITed either by the apparent weakness of the patient, by
the feebleness and frequency of the pulse, or by any other symptom,
from bleeding copiously, we slialt generally fail to cure tlie patient."
1005, c. And now mark another maxim of this able man, who felt
hig way to truth over many a victim of malpractice; and what he s:iys
of puerperal fever is equally applicable to all other fevers when com·
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different situations and circumstances. In some cases it appears like
a phlegmonous inflammation; in others it destroys with more rnpidity and certainty than the plague. But, the means of cure are pre·
cisely the same in both; but in the worst forms the measure of blood-
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(still lamenting his mistakes), .c that bloodletting has seldom been fairly
tried. Either the quantity of blood taken away has been too small,
or the time when it w~s taken too Jato for any use; and thus the principal remedy for the disease has been brought into disrepute"(§ 965 b,
J 000, 1001.-Also, § 500 m, 694f, showing the import of the pulse).
1005, d. But l\Ir. Hey was mistaken as to the novelty of the prac~
tice. Like many others, he depent.led too much upon his own genius
and experience; neglecting the past, and thinking thil.t medicine is
the \'rnrk of a day. Hence his ignorance of the labors and of tile
choice experience of bis prede'Cessors. Bloodletting had predominated, as the only great remedial agent for all inflammatory affections
and fev~rs of the most depressing character, ages before l\Ir. Hey
came to illustrate the truth by other martyrs; and this in Engh:md,
Germany, Arabia, ltaly,-the island of Cos (§ 1004, b). The ''disrepute" of which Mr. Hey speaks was then only local, not general;
for, while the temporary reign of the" bark and wine treatment" crip·
pled the best practitioners in Great Britain, reason and sound practice
were unrestrained in other countries.-NoTE FF p. 1135.
1005, e. The equaIJy able and distinguished Mr. Gordon had the
same melancholy experience with bark and wine, and the procrastinating treatment of puerperal fever i and, like l\Ir. Hey, he shifted
his practice to early and copious abstractions of blood, and has left a.
record of the happy fruits of his dear-bought knowledge. He has oue
remark which proves the inutility or the positive injury of inadequate
bloodletting. "He lost," he says," E\'ERY patient when he bled only
to the extent of ten or twelve ounces; but that ALT. recovered when
he had the courage to abstract twenty or thirty ounces" (§ 950, 965 b).
Armstrong, by "copious bloodletting, Jost only five out of forty-three
cases" (For the works &c. quoted sec Med. and Pltys. Comm. ut cit.).
1005,f. And here is Denman, the eminent a.utl10r of works on l\liclwifery, who, like Hey, and Gordon, had carried havoc into the chambers of puerperal women . He, too, once bowed at the fascinating
" idol, Debility;" but Jia,·ing lost most of his patients under the seductions oftbis ignisfatuus, he turned himself to the Genius of philosophy, and, as a noble atonement to mankind, left behind him, lika
Gordon, and Hey, a record of his errors.
"I am now convinced," he says," by manifold experience, that my
reasoninfT was fallacious, and my facts groundless, and that which l
had considered proofS of the insufficiency, or the impropriety, of ?Iood Jetting in puerperal feve.r 1 o1:1g~t, in rea~ity, to have been attributed
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1005, g. Leake says that, "every puerper3:1 woma~, m Lowder s
time, who was blooded, died i ten ounces be1_ng: cOT1s1d~red a large
bleeding"' while Leuret, accustomed to the t1m1d practice of J,,owder, affirr:is that, "he had never seen a woman es~ape after ble~ding."
Hern it will be readily percei,·ed that the. i1~effic1ent bloodlcttmg aggrasated the disease (§ 950, 965), just as 1t is allowed to have done,
in the same affection, by Hey, and Gordon, and Denman. .
.
1005, Ji. 'Vith the familiar name of Cl eghorn are asso~iate,l, as rn
tlic former instances, a sound judgment and large ~xper~c_nce. Let
us consider his experience in a pe~tilential , prostratmg, b1l~ous pn?u~
mo ni a that ra\·agcd the i:sland ofl\fmorca; and let us not fail ofbemg
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ad~onishcd by hi.s c~ample, also, '!f Lhe importance of.taking fo_r our
gmde Lhe lofty principles of our science, and Lhe expcnc11co wlnch is
laugh.t by adversity as well as by happier auspices.
This epidemic pneumonia was complicated with idiopnthic, congestive, fever, attended by "insidious intervalsaml treacherous remissions,"
and by great prostration, or" debility" (§ 569). And now mark the
vacillating treatment so characteristic of weaker minds, or where ignorance of medical philosophy 1eads to an obstinate adherence to
the suggestions of prejudice and timidity. Mark, also, the uselessness,
or the injury, of small abstractions of'blood, and the triumph of greater(§ 950, 965, 1000, 1001).
"I attempted," says Clcgl10rn, "tn cure the patients by bleeding
once or twice a day, except during the insidi01u remissions; but they
generally perislted. This unforeseen event startled me greatly, and
led me to review the whole progress of the disease," &c. He then
determined 11 to adopt the advice of Duretus, and to use the lancet
with more caution." But his failures became still more frequent and

mortifying(9 811-815)-NoTE FF p. 1135.
H At length I was convinced/' he says, "that instead of too much,
too little blood had been taken away in the beginning, and that 1 had
been misled by t!ic insidious intervals. I then began to bleed more
plentifully, taking away thirty or forty ounces within the first three
days of the distemper. This method succeeded well in sernral of the
cases"(§ 965, b).
Still lrn was not satisfied. "At last," he goes on, "about the middle of March, when the disease raged with the utmost fury, having
found that there was the most absolute necessity for bleeding largely
without delay, in order to preserve life, I began to put in practice the
following method of cure, WHICll SELDOM OR NEHU FAILED j not only
in young, robu::.t people, but even in those of more advanced age, provided I saw the sick Lefore tlte end of tlte tliird day."
This "method" consisted in abstracting blood in the horizontal posture, "till the pains abated or the patient began to faint; taking from
eighteen to twenty-seven ounces, avoirdupois. If the symptoms continued, a few lwurs eft.erward the same quantity \Vas again taken
away, without regarding the state of the blood, &c. Next.morning,
if there were any remaining symptoms, the bleeding was repeated, and
the blood carefully weighed. From fifty-four to sixty ounces were
frequently taken away during the first twenty-four ~ours of attendance. ij' any symptoms returned, the patients were mimediatcly Lied
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Bloodletting, decisive bloodletting, was at last almost the only remedy employed, and it now succeeded_inevery instance where its timid application had been, before, as umversally fatal(§ 950 1 954 b, 965b,1000
1001). But a" horizontal postureu is m1favora.ble and may not be safe.
And here let us not fail to observe the same results in the practice
of CleO"horn as in that of Jackson and others in analogous epidemics
(§ 992~999). "Under this method ?f treatm~nt, it n·as remar~able,"
says Cleghorn, "to observe how ~ap1dly the sick recovered the_ir usual
health and strength, notwithstanchng the great loss of blood ~vh1ch they
had sustained; while many, who had been hled more sparingly, continued in a languid, infirm state, for some montlts." Patients of the lat-
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ter chss wore only impcr~octly rclio\'ccl. Congestion still remained
about some of the great nscera, especially the liver, by which, also,
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ments; till, at last, it frequently happens that a slow increase of the
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r~\rolving~ year afte~· year, through mitigate<l atu.1 exasperated condi-
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I have stated the se\'eral successive steps of Cleghorn's plan, that
each may be compared with the others. The quick transition from
wrong to right evinces the hand of a master. Tho record is full of
the mo~t important instruction; and while I bold it up to the present
gener?tJOn, 1 would that not only its practical instruction, like the sad
experience of Gordon, ancl Hey, and Denman, should be duly regarded, but equally, too, that the frankness of each should be emulated.
1005, i. Dr. Boyd, also, subsequently to Clcghorn's time, in describing the malignant fever of Miuorca, states that bloodletting must be
carried to the extent of positive relief, without reference to quantity.
He sometimes repeated the operation four times in a day. Our inland
practitioners, at the south and west of New York, will sec in the
congesti,·e fever of l\Iinorca a simile of their own as sometimes' complicated with "bilious pneumonia;" while their practice responds
more or less to that of Boyd and Cleghorn.
1005,,i. Erysipelas is another wide-spread and prostrating disease
in its epidemic form, which has beguiled the multitude into the fatal
use of" the bark and wine treatment." In his Essay on Bloodletting,
Dr. "\Varclrop states that, 1 ' during a long atte11dance at a public hospital, a certain physician bad nernr known bloodletting employed in
erysipelas, and that nearly all tho cases that he had seen of that <.lisease, affecting the head and face, had terminated fatally." And so
Armstrong: " The wine and bark system is of all the most fatal practice in erysipelas." "Five individuals had erysipelas in one house,
were treated with bark and wine, and all died"(~ 995).
\Vhen "erysipelas" presents itself as an epidemic, it displays its
connection with a fat· graver form of disease in the abdominal ~iscera;
especially hepatic congestion. And such, probably, i~ always ~ts com.
plications when sporadic only. But, tlic symptom is conspicuous;
and hence the 11ame, and llCnce, a1so, the usual treatment. The at~
tentfon is apt to be turned, mainly, to the sympathetic inflammation
of the skin. The obscurely marked, or what Cleg~1orn would call the
"insidious/' affection of the liver, &c., is not apprcctat?d, a:id the force
of the treatment, therefore, too often takes the wrong direct10n. Noth-
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very cases, from their exact resemblance in all other respects to those
which arc marked by tlte symptom, g? by the same .name, and get .the
same treatment. I have seen many mstanci;s of tl11s nature; particularly during the late prevalence of the disc.as-: in Vermo?t and ~e,~
bampshire. I have seen their subjects fall v1ct11ns to the d!scase wtt~1m
two and three days from the attack, where there was no mflammauon
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of the skin; and, in other instances, where the skin was mottl ed with
patches of a low degree of inflammation. I found the pra.qtitioncrs 1
l~owever, generally taking the right course, and regarding the affection of the skin as symptomatic only. But, the disease presented itself in a very grave form ; and it was interesting to obsc1Te that,
while it had many victims under opposite modes of treatment, the
greater success of the depletive plan generally won over the few who
had preferred stimulating (§ 689 l, 861, 894, 1llOltocs, 905-! b, 961 b,
964c. Also, JIIcd. and Pliysiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 603-607, Article
ERYSIPELAS) .

1005, le. Let us consider, also, the adverse results of the stimulant,
and even of the tartar emetic treatment of pneumonia (§ 892}, g). It
is the opinion, for example, of Dr. Stokes, that•· General bloodletting
is not to be considered tlte chief means ef removing tlte disease." "In
the typhoid form, the best practice is to use wine in conjunction with
lo~al bleedings." . "General b_loodletting," he sa.ys, "is to be used
witlt extreme cautwn, and the vital forces are to be carefully supported." But, "In two instances only ltas lie seen pneumonia cut short by
bleeding"! This admissiou appears to be conclusive against the doctrine of u saving the vital fluid," according to this distinguished writer,
and especially that of" supporting the vital forces by wine" {§ 569 e,
983). - STOKES, on Diseases of the Chest, p. 226, 227, 231.
Dr, 'Villiams, in his work on D iseases of the Chest, appears to ha.vo
enjoyed as little success in the treatment of pneumonia, and for the
obvious reason that he considers " local depletion the utmost that
can be attempted i11 typhoid pneumonia. Considerable advantage
may, under these circumstances, be sometimes obtained from dry cupping on the chest, which, for a time," he thinks, 04 tends more effectually than even bloodletting, to draw the fluids from the congested organs, while it does not waste tlte blood from the system" (§ 960).
This philosophy has numerous admirers, who regard it, with Dr. Arnott, as "a great modern improvement in the healing art," and as
one of the luminous proofs that the nineteenth century has witnessed
a great revolution in medicine; or, as Louis has it, that •1 medicine is
now in its infancy." Apropos, of this distinguished Frenchman, who
is opposed, mathematically, to the abstraction of blood in pneumonia.
erysipelas," typhoid fever," and acute intestinal inflammation; with
their complications, also, of other local inflammations. And so, too~
of many other distinguished French physicians, who rely mainly on
the watching system, or on the tartar emetic prac.tice. But, what ~re
the results 1 Chomel makes the average mortality from pneumonia,
at the hospitals, one in four; Louis lost one in thre~ ; and Legard.e
one in three. Leconteulx reported twelve out of thirty, by the anttmonial treatment. These last were treated by Laennec.
But, in these U nitecl States, wber~ bloodletting is thoroughly practiced, the loss does not exceed one m twenty to t\~'enty-five. 1 here
0
0
1
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and various other circumstances, attendmg each rnd1v1dual case, regulate the practice. It is not all bloodletting, nor all tartarized antimony. Cathartics, calomel, blisters, &c., form as well a part of the
treatment. Nor have we much knowledge of the effects of blood let:
ting in the advanced stages of the disease; mainly for the reason that
we adopt iL early (p. 517, note).•-Non:s F p. 1114, MM p. 1141.
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It is said by Dr. Osborne, in his work on Dropsica1 Diseases, that
"Since what has been termed the tartar emetic treatment has been
1
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advanced stages and fata1 terminations of pneumonia have been frequent; and in this judgment I am confirmed by records on the large
scale"(§ 960, a).- Sec P. , 1860, at p. 872.-NoTE F p. 1114.
1005 , l. As to any modifying influences from climate in England,
either in respect to pneumonia, or other inflammations, or all the varieties of fever, we have only to consult such authors as Armstrong,
Jackson, Johnson, 'Vardrop, Elliotson, Lawrence, Smith, DaYics,
\Veatherhcad, &c., &c., to be com·inced that those diseases are now,
as ever, the same there as in America, and require the same general
plan of treatment. Looking back to the age of Sydenham, and along
the intermediate periods, we find that every thing, 011 this subject,
has remained without any essential change. It is practice alone that
has fluctuated. And, if we cast our recolleClions through the vista
of time, over various countries, till we reach the age of Hippocrates,
we shall still find that diseases, of a given <lenomination, have been
the same, and lmve ever 1·equired the same general treatment.
1005!,a. From what has been now said, under tho present di ... ision
of my subject, and more especially from the wide range of experience
presented in the llledical aud Pltysiological Commentaries, it appears
that there is one uniYersal consent among the great physiological
practitioners as to the importance of decisiyc bloodletting in all forms
of acti,·e inflammation, and in high grades of fever i whether it appear
in the shape of the p1aguc, of yellow fever, of typhus, or other inflammatory or congestirn forms. It has been so from the earliest days of
the science i in all countries, in all climates, in all constitutio11s, at all
ages; and, wlrnther in the Mediterranean or the Caribbean I sles, the
jungles of Asia, the pestiferous regions of Africa, the palucles of Italy,
or the high, and temperate, and salubrious countries of Europe and
America, we witness the immutable principle that diseases and their
general method of cure arc every where nearly the same. Constitution, habits, and age, certainly modify the details of treatment, more
or less; climate comparati\·ely little. The great fundamental laws
of disease remain without chang-e, as do, also, the leading conditions
of Jisease. \Ve have all that Hippocrates described before our own
eyes, and wo are astonished at the identity. \Ve think .him, at one
moment, a prophet; and when, at the next, we roalize a s1r:iple nar:ative of only what he observed, we are cit.her amazed at 111s sal?ac1ty
and philosophy, or that we should have been so slow to ha\'e discov ered the truth ourselves(§ 62·1, 1068).*
1005!, b. The human constitution, its laws, su~ceptibiliti es, &c., are,
in a general sense, every where the same; \~}u~e the r~mote causes
of disease are tho same now as at the begmmng of time, produce
thoir efICcts upon the same properties, whose nature cannot be permanently alfected (§ 180-1821 286), and wl!ose resul~s are conn.ccted
by a chain of analogies. The pathology of mHamm_at1on, ?r of. sn~1pl e
1
1
1
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of difference to every epiJemic, to eve ry individual case. To under
* SeeNoT1t8 rrp. 1135, Oo Il3f:l, Hu 1138.
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stand tho comp1ex, or even leading condition of each case, what its
general nnture, what peculiarities may arise from various causes, what
the exact adaptation of remedies, how much the succcssirn changes
may be due to nature or to art, requires l'mceasing vigil?nce (9 62 l).
1006, a. And now let me ask, whether the vast experience, and the
precepts relative to bloodletting, of the able physicians who have given to medicine its rank an<l dignity, arc to be impugned by ch e mists,
or by the prejudice, or the limited, or the careless, observation of
many physicians, who are too apt to deceive themselves into the belief that they imbody the only experience which can be available in
disease, or which enlightened philosophy can approve(§ 1007, b) 1
Doubtless, it wiU appear absurd that I slrnuld have embraced the
~li,~misl8, and as foremost, too, in the preceding interrogatory. But,
1s 1t not the order of the <lay(§ 5} a, 349 d, 960 a, page 719) i And
being so, I will reply, once more, in the language of Dr. Paris, when
he was <lcfending medicine against the harmless recreations of the
Chemists, about the year 1825, and mainly because Professor BRANDE
had ~entmed upon the open opin ion that chemistry was. neglected in
medical education, and that the "London Pliarmacopreza is a record
ef tlw want of cltemical knowledge wltere it is most imperiously required." The answer, perhaps, is abundantly set forth in a former section (§ 676, b). As showing yet farther, however, the instability of
science, and as embracing a precept wbich every lover of truth will
do well to ingraft upon his morning prayer, I shall quote Dr. Paris
once more, though upon a. subject simple in its nature, and of -..-ery
minor importance to that which is relative to the la~vs of organic life
and the great principles of medical science. Thus:
"I cannot conclude these observations upon Mr. BnANDE's attack,
without expressing a deep feeling of regret, that a gentleman, whose
deserved rnnk in society, and whose talents and acquirements must
entitle him to OUl' respect, should have condescended to countenance
an<l ~ncourage that vile and wretcltcd taste of depreciating the value
and lmportance of our most venerable institutions, and qf bringing
into contenipt tlwse acknowledged autlwritie3 10/iidi must always meet
witli tltc approbation of tlw best, and tlte sanction and support ef the
wisest, portion efmankind (§ 676, b). And I shall here protest against
the prevailing fashion of examining and deciding upon the pretensions of every medicinal compound to our confidence, by a mere chemical investigation of its composition, and of rejecting, as fallacious, ev.
cry medical testimony which may appear contradictory to the results
of tho Laboratory. There is n~ subject in science to which tho maxim of Cicero more strictly applws, than to the present case. Let tltt!
ULtra Clumist, tlwrefore, clierislt it in liis remembrance, and profit by
its .~ff~i~as~::~:NATUR.£ VOCE DOCERT, QUAM INOENIO suo SAP ERE.'"PARTS' Pharmacologia, p. 103. London, 1825, (~ 1034).
And now, for the purpose of showing how any special commentary
upon at1y given substit~tion for the well-sett~ed .method .of induction,
or for any wcll-ascertamed laws of Nature, is alike applicaLle to any
otl1er fundamental in110\•ation, and how, also, the overthrow of one
grand scheme of the day is the i1!1me~iate parent of ~nother, I shall
quote from the llfedical and Pl1ysw?otpcal Comm.c~tanes a paragraph
relatiYe to M. Lo11is attempt to foist upon medicine the celebratccl
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"Nui\a:1:1c.~L l\IETnoo/' and ask thf' reader to apply it to" Orgamc.

<;Jlwmistry vi 'its Applications to Plty1Jiology ;'' and to ''Animal Cltcmistry applied to Pathology and Tlwapeutics." Thus:
H Thtis mounted upon the wreck of philosophy, 'the Numerical
Method' (' Organic Chemistry') became the engine in rearing that fabric whoso construction it was destined to serve. This is the charm
with which the Numerical 1\Iethod (Organic Chemistry) is invested;
\•:hile it gives to its author that ascendency in mind which few can
truly obtain by the legitimate rules of induction. 'After much deliberation,' as lsocrates says, •he found the thing could not be compassed in any othe1· manner;' or, as our Author has it, 'fortunately
for the progress of science, the Numerical 1\Iethod (Orga11ic Chemistry) is considered by the most judicious and experienced men as a
necessary instrument for establishing general JJrinciples in medicine' (§
5! a, 349 d, 960 a, page 719). Accordingly, former systems, and for.
mer facts, fell as BY ENCHANTMENT(§ 376~, 433). The mind sickeued
at the absence of all principles to guide it, and was therefore the morn
willing victim when assailed by the irresistible power 0f numbers
(symbols) (§ 960 a, p. 719). Jf the demonstration was made wiLh reiterated professions of a regard for facts, it was because the method
could ha Ye had no existence without them; while the perpetual epi·
thet of' rigorous' left no room for skepticism. But, as related, according to Lord Bacon, 1 of good Queen Bess, the Commissioners
used her like sLrawberry-wives, that laid two or three great strawber·
ries at the mouth of their pot, and all the rest were little ones. So
they made her two or three good prizes of the first particulars, but fell
straightways.' P-(.ilfed. and Pliys. Comm., vol . ii., p. 782.)
''This manner of digression, however, some dislike as frivolous and.
impertinent; yet we are of Bcroaldus' opinion,-such digressions do
mightily delight and refresh the reader. They are like sauce to a
bwl slmnac/1,; and we do therefore most willingly use them."
1006, b. The reader will recollect that I had been last speaking
of the respect which is due to the experience of the great sages in
medical philosophy. I was early led to listen to their conclusions,
and to adopt their counsel, as summarily expressed in the foregoing
maxim derived from Cicero (§ 1006, a). For tl1irty years I have
watched attentiYely the effects of bloodletting as practiced by myself
an<l by many others, and have long since come to lhe conclusion: that
it is safer to put" the two-edged sword" into the hands of the 1~no
rant, or the imbecile, or those who make a trade of the J?rofess1on,
than to foreYer blunt its edges, so that it will not cut, before It be trust·
ed tn their use. 'Ve every where see victim after victim sacrificed to
timid admonitions, and worse example i wl~ile :rou, ?-nd all of .us
know, that it is a rare phenomenon that a pat1ent IS slam, ~e~dom mjured, by the lancet. This is the test, and the strength of tt i'S before
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the other hand, is it not too often the case that eminent
and able teachers, who constantly instru.ct ~s to pause whe1:e .bl~od
letting is indicated, observe a phlegmat.1c 1:>1lcnce as to the m.iunous
tendencies of active internal aO'eOts,
or urge them upon us as if they
0
were as powerless as water~ These, n.ot bloo~letting, make up the
great abuses of practice. Here, protestations against ab.use would come
with n. benign effect; or if uttered, they are apt to be m an unworthy
spirit of distrust of the whole medical art.-1'.lOTE _F p.. 1 ~14.
sa:J.11 ~it~· ;~tf:ds~l:~>~~~O~ of.fift!f years, lar9e ancl wuMut mtermumm, f i·eiw·ate tlte
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. Lot us at least consider that all other remedial agents of any great
importance, even those of the best antiphlogistic nature, are irritants
under many circumstances of inflammation, and are, therefore, more
or less liable to increase that affection, unless morbid irritability be
previously ii:ubduell by loss of blood. This is even true of antimo·
nials and ipecacuanha, in irritable states of the alimentary canal.
Ho~v obvious, then, the importance of often preparing t.110 way for
their salutary effects by loss of blood; and, in doing which, we also
greatly supersede the necessity of other remedies.
1006, d. If we contrast even the scanty cases of injury from uterine
hemorrhage, and other accidental losses of blood that may be sustained
in health (or try our best at the records of excessive bloodletting, as
preserved by the most watchful Brunonian), with the terrible and
wide-spread effects of procrastination, or timidity, in the use of the
remedy where it has been demanded by disease, and, more than all,
with the " bark and wine treatment, 11 we shall have little to fear from
the possible abuses of the lancet. A few may be rash from ignorance,perhaps from the encouragement of others ; but will not this encouragement stimulate a host to lay aside their fears, and to moderate
their Brunonian practice 1 "\Vhere, then, according to the "numerical method," will be the balance (§ 569, e) 1-NoTES F H.
1006, e. Where inflammatory diseases are comparatively mild, their
mildness will 11aturally restrain every practitioner; and when ex·
isling in severity, there will be little or nothing to fear from the
liberal abstraction of blood so long as the symptoms resist this principal remedy, and its proper auxiliaries. At most, there can be only
now and then a disastrous result; while timid caution has its myriads
of victims. Defoctive judgment there must always be; and it is better, therefore, that it should lean to the side of safety. If going
wrong, the error, in respect to excess of bloodletting, will be very
soon discovered. The timidity of man needs no encouragement.
when the question relates to "debility," and "the precious fluid" (§
569, e). But come to cathartics and emetics, nay, tobacco, opium,
aconite, belladonna (§ 960, a), he is bold and indiscriminate. Here is
opened, I again say, an inexhaustible field of inquiry,-far more ab·
struse and difficult than the management of bloodletting. You may
bleed in intestinal inflammation, perhaps to a vast extent, and speedily surmount the disease; when, had an irritating catharLic been exhibited, the scale might ha\'e been as speedily turned in the other direction(§ 878, 893 11, 1063 c, 1064, 1065).
1006,f. Different ages of the world appear to lrnve been distinguished by. dilferei~t degre.es of moral ?rmness, and by re.markable
differences rn practical habits; and the hght of settled experience and
of the best philosophy in medicine is almost as apt to suffer a paroxysm of darkness at the advanced as at the e~rlier stages of scie~ce.
Certain it is that knowledge had reached a l11gh advance at the tune
1 5
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case, hypothesis in th.e o~her. No so.oner, however, had
Hunter
announced the substitution of the stimulant for the deplet1\'e treat-
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abhorre1~ce 1 cveo branded with the epithet of murder, is now consid·
erecl the main engine of successful trealment" (§ 960, a, p. 717).
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And, if we Jo~k ab1:oad upon the characteristics of the present day,
do we not find m. an~mal magnetism, homroopathy, the humoral pa.
t~ology, the supphcat10ns to the laboratory of the chemist for reveJa.

~1::. :.c~o ~:~~a~~~tn~~ p~;r:~~se:i1 ~f s~;~~t~~~~s~ i~:l:~~~:i~dc~1i~~

mentary on the human mind 1
1006, g__. The general treatment of inflammatory and febrile diseases having been well ascertained by Hippocrates and his immediate successors, all departures from their philosophy must be of short
duration. It will remain forever a model in the science of medicine,
as much as Grecian architecture, and Grecian poetry, will continue
1

~~ ~;a~~~: ;~i1:s~~~!; ~~ ~:~~:f~re~~f:e ~~~ec;~~:fp;~~~f t~~:. ~~~sft~

foundation in nature, and that, of all her institutions, medicine is tho
most intensely interesting. The master·spirits of antiquity observed
nature correctly, and drew their conclusions from this only source of
correct knowledge. They formed no deductions from the distortions
of nature, erected no hypotheses upon the ruins of organization, nor
sought in tho laboratory of the chemist what can be found only in liv·
ing beings. Drawing their conclusions from Nature herself, they must
remain impregnable against all the adversities of time. The fabrics
of philosophy may be mutilated; but the breach will be soon repair·
ed, and the offender will find his proper place in the archives of his·
tory. Where the foundation has been substantially laid, the innovations of error are like the momentary pcltings of the storm upon tho
"house that is built upon a rock,,(§ 376t, 376.f-).-NoTE FF p. 11~5.
1007, a. The general experience of which I have hitherto spoken
has been mostly relati,·e to bloodletting in the active conditions of in.
Rammatory and febrile affections. But its advantages are very far

~;~~~=~~g f :~~e~e~~h~is~:~~sa~~ ~:ir~~~1~tl~~t~~ero;:ae~:~etc~~~i~
tions which make up the varieties of chronic inflammation. And
here, again, I cannot but entertain the hop e that I may have so dem·
onstrated the close sim ilitude of those forms of inflammation which
are contradistinguished by the designations of active and pc:ssivc, that
they will cease, at least, to be regarded hs extremes of disease that
require exactly opposite modes of treatment; and, therefore, that a
better practice may obtain in those chronic cases wl1ich have been
crenerally consi(Tned to "bark and wine, and an invigorating diet" (§
152-756. Als~, Med. and Pliys. Comm., vol. ii., p. 524-546).
1007, b. A few examples will best illustrate and enforce the principle; and to render them emphatic and comp1,-ohensive, let us select
constitutions broken clown by prolonged s~ffermg an~ wretchedness.
An instructive case is recorded by the emmo.nt Kent1sh. I t was ~he
squalid -subject of a mortified extreo:iity, "~Inch had been advancmg
to its present state for a year. At tins ponod the leg was r~moved
above tho knee. The patient had been crowded for months with ton·
ics and stimulants, and 0 was reduced to bones." The stump. put on
an inOammatory action. The admirable. surgeon sa~v nothmg but
d eath in prospect, unless he opposed the d1ct~tes of plnlosopl1y to the
prejudices of the 1ookers·on. "VVhat !" sa id they, 11 b!eed a poor
man who has been confined above a year, and is quite ieduccJ to a
sk eleton ! Oh, shamed shame!" But philosophy triumpheJ, and ig.
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norance stood rebuked. Blood was drawn, and nature Legan to ral1~. Still, the system l'emained oppressed with the effocts of former
10

~~~~~s~, a~;l a~~:~1t~~~~1ftr~~~~~~·~ :c~~·~·e~ r~~sl~v~fg~~ai~r~~~n~~~i1~
mation gave way, and the patient recovered . Near a year afterward
Kentish saw his patient, wh? was then, at sixty years of ago, a monument of the benefits of science, and of moral courage (§ 863 h_
998, 1001). In such cases the hypothesis of anmmia displays its worst
Dr. Borland, a hospital surgeon at St. Domingo in 1796 and 1797,
.;ast away the tonic and stimu lant plan which had prevailed, an<l employed bloodletting and cathartics in the treatment of ulcers. By
these means "he often succeeded," says Jackson, "even in p erso ns
who were emaciate<l to the last degrees of emaciation by the continuance of the di sease'' (§ 992, a, 1057 k).
1007, c. Here is another case of a parallel nature; only morn illustrative of the safety and utility of bloodletting in enfeebled states
of the constitution, where disease may demand the remedy in more
robust su~jects. It is a case of diabetes, by Dr. Barlow1 in the
:• Cyclopcedia of Practical l\ledicine." The subject, a boy, was re<luced by the disease to a feeble and emaciated state. In this cond ition he was bled to the extent of 209 ouncei>, or thirteen pounds,
within fifty-one days. Th e operation was repeated twelve times; so
that each bleeding of this emaciated boy arnraged seventeen ounces.
The result of it \Vas, a rapid restoration of health and strength, an<l
a return to his plough(§ 992 b, 1032, d).-NoTE Z p. 1130.
1007, d. Again: "A Jady,u says Dr. \Vardrop, "in a state of pregnan cy, ha<l been greatly debilitated," &c. "She was emaciated, and
so feeble, that her recovery was, by those around her, considered hopeless. She had a distinct tenderness, on pressure, in the epigastrium,
ancl her pulse, which at first gave the impression of great languor, on
more minute examination, was very contracted, feeling like a thread,
an<l incompressible, while the heart's action was vigorous. Bloodletting was immediately resorted to, though with hesitation, by the med·
ical attendants. No sooner had a few ounces of blood flowed from
the vein, than the pulse bcpan to rise and acquired volume, and upward of twenty ounces were abstracted before its vigor was subdued." Recovery then went on progressively (§ 997).
1008. Th e foregoing cases of chronic inflammation(§ 1007), which
arc common in the walks of the profession, concur in showing that
medicine is a. science of principles, and that a general treatment is
universally applicable to inflammation at all stages of its existence,
and under all circumstances. Bloodletting may not always be an appropriate remedy; but a low, or nou·stimulant diet, may be the prin·
cipal antiphlogistic means(§ 752-756, 960, 975 c, 1006 b).

Of Bloodletting in bifancy and Oltl Age.
I shall now devote a brief consideration to th e applicability of
bloodlettinu to the diseases of infancy and of old age; especially with
a view of p~esenting the experience of a few able practitioners.
lst. Of Bloodletting in Infancy.
1009, a. "\Ve have already seen how the operation of remedial
agents , as well as the pathology of disea~e. is more Ol' less modifieJ
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by the physio.logical peculiarities that arc incident to the well-marked
stages of life(§ 153-159, 574, &c.).
1009, b. Thes~ peculiarities are stiongly pronounced in infancy;
and, when speakrngof that period of life, it was seen that diseases are
marked by great activity, and by a rapid progress (§ .576). Hence it
is obvious tl~at there should be a corresponding promptitu~le of treatment, and with remedies that make their impression speedily and prnfoundly. But, it was also said, that nature is now strongly inclmccl
to the restorative process, and that there is great susceptibility to the
action of remedial agents . For these reasons, therefore, the same
remedies operate with greater effect than at adult age; so that in
many cases where general bloodletting would be indispensable at the
latter age, leeching may be equally efficient in infancy; or an emetic,
or a cathartic, perhaps, may effect what loss of blood could alone
achieve in later life(§ 1008).
1009, c. But, where bloodletting is demanded by the diseases of in~
fancy there is 110 age at which it is better borne, and none at which
its early application is so important. It may be also said, in a general sense, that either general or local bleeding is indispensable in all
the grave internal inflammations of infantile life; and that the general
method should always be practiced in the cerebral inflammations and
cerebral congestions of this age, as of all others(§ 974). In similar
affections of other organs, leeching is generally preferable in early infancy, as indicated under the philosophy of the operation of loss of
hlood (§ 927 b, 925).
1010, a . The annals of medicine abound with tlrn best experience
in favor of bloodletting i11 the inflammatory affections of infants.
Sydenham remarks, that," bloodletting may be as safely performed
in young cbi1dren as
adults, and in some of their diseases there is
no curing them without it."
1010, b. Rush was an unhesitating advocate of bloodletting in in
flammatory diseases at all stages of infancy. " I t is more nec?ssary,"
he says, "in tho diseases of infants, than in adults''(§ 1017, c).

in
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thing wl~ch I have witnessed; quite as far as quinia in his treatment
of in<lurate<l spleen(§ 892, k). He employs from one ~o several :vcnesections, and twenty to fifty leeches to the head, w1_th pu~gat1v~s,
&c. This is, doubtless, excessive; but such is the fatality of rnfant1le
phrenitis, and such the ability to bear the loss ~f ~load in cere~ral .inflammation, that the remedy shoul<l have no Jm11t shor_t o~ a~orcl.mg
relief(§ 974, 992 b) . Again , it is the experience of ~l11s d1stmgmsl1- ·
eel observer of the effects of loss of blood, that, "m many young
children affected with trachitis, large evacuations of blood have. enfeebled them but little;" though'' excessive hemorrhage h~ sometimes
produced convulsiC1ns." Such has been my own observatio~, and also
of excessive umbilical hemorrhage. I have seen .no result~ng <lea.th.
1010, d. Evanson and l\launsell think, "that m the clulcl! morn
particularly, bleeding is required in th~ fir~t stage of all ac.ute mflammations. It may be practiced ~vith safety rn the youn~~st infant, provided we hold in view the relation bet".:cen the necess1t1es of the case
and the strength of the patient." . " The buffing Clf. the blood," say
they," is not u. safe .guide in the cluld; a~ we have d1se;;ises ah-solu io-
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ly requiring bleeding (e.g., croup, bronchitis, &c.), which seldom produce the appearance iu question."
1.011. It is unnecessary to multiply examples of the foregoing experience. They abound in the archives of metlicine. Even at an
early ~ra of the art bloodletting was practiced as fearlessly in infancy as 1t was at adult age.
1012. As to my own habits, they have been always uniformly one
way. \Vbere inflammation has aHected any important organ, or has
been otherwise attended with danger, and it seemed not likely to yield
at 011ce to rpilder means, I have taken no risk, but have resorted, without delay, to the remedium principale ~· nor have I ever had occasion
to regret a practice which I would so earnestly commend to others
(§ 576, e. Also, P.S. 1860, at p. 872, and NoTE F p. 1114).
1013. Finally, it cannot be doubted that Lommius is"right in the
opinion, that,
" It is much more eligible to snatch a child, by means of bloodletting, from imminent danger of death, however the strength may be
wasted, than to let him perish by the violence of the fever."
2d. Of Bloodletting in Old Age.
1014. Here, again, as e'.·ery where else, we find that physiology
lends its powerful aid in the treatment of disease, and agrees with the
most enlightened experience. Old age is but a summary expression
of all the uatural obstacles which have accumulated in the way of the
organic functions, and which are about to arrest them forever(§ 580584, 633). The properties of life are now most incapable of sustaining any of the lesions by which they are invaded at earlier ages.
They are approaching their natural extinction, and are readily abolished by disease. They are crippled by physicaJ causes of their own
production, and have lost much of their susceptibility to the ordinary
effects of remedial agents. Changes from a morbid to a healthy con·
dition arc slowly determined,-save only by that remedy which makes
its powerful, instantaneous, and simultaneous impression upon the
main instruments of vital action throughout the body. In every part
the properties of life sustain a deep and abiding effect from Joss of
blood. Their condition is directly and instantly altered in the instruments of disease, and this alteration is maintained by corresponding
reflex nervous influences determined by other parts (§ 514, li), as
well as by the continued operation of a. diminished volume of blood,
and an equalized circulation. The secretions break forth ere we bind
up the arm; and thus nature comes to our aid by another efficient process (~ 862, 863). It is all the work of a moment; and the great
revolution begun in every part, it may, and often docs, terminate
speedily in health.
In the formidable diseases of old age, therefore, the remedies must
be such as shall reach profoundly the properties and actions of life,
and reach them without delay. Such as would be insufficient in youth
must surely fail when declining nature is least disposed to co-operate
with a1t.
1015, a. The foregoing conclusions are amply corroborated by a
larrre and enlightened experience, which equally demonstrates the
gr~mdless nature of tlrn prevailing objections. to b!oo~lletti!1g in .all tho
diseases of old age i save only those apoplectic aflecttons rn wluch th~
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~~).m may be least able to sustain the shock of the operation (§

In the llfCm. de l'Acad. Roy. de .J.llCd., 1840, is a report by M. Prus,
setting forth the safety and advantages of bloodletting as practiced ex.
tensively in the infl~mmatory affections_ of the aged occupants of the
two immense estabhsbments, the 1-Iospice de la Vieillease, and Bidtre.
He also adds, that, in consequence of the changes which the arteries
undergo in aged people, we should always examine the state of the
pulse at the heart. "How often," he says, "have patients, whose
radial pulse was feeble and irregular, but whose heart announced an
energetic action, been bled with the highest advantage, and thus pre·
served from a speedy and otherwise inevitable death!"
1015, b. Such, too, is the experience of Hourman and DCchambre
in their treatment of the inflammatory diseases of the old women of
La Salpetrib-e; and M. Piorry bears his testimony, tliat aged men
bore the same abundant bleeding (des saignCes abondantes) as the old
women of Salpetri6re.
1016. Such, then, is enlightened hospital experience, and only a.
small proportion of such experience. It is manifest, therefore, that if
bloodlettiug be thus admissible and important with the aged inmates
of public infirmaries, there is no ground for that distinction which
has been set up, in a general sense, between hosrita1 and private patients, and which enjoins the use of tonics and stimulants in one case
where it admits of bloodletting in the other (§ 752-756).
1017, a. But, since H experientia docet," it may be useful to some
lO be informed circumstantially of what has happened, in the way of
experience, in the private walks of the profession.
Hippocrates, Galen, Celsus, Trallian, and other ancients, advocated
bloodletting in the inflammatory diseases of old age . "In bleed·
ing,'' says Celsus, "the phy~ician should not consider so much tho
age as the strength of the patient."
. .
..
1017, b. \Ve are told by 'Vepfer that 1t 1s a very prevmhng custom
among the Swiss, even at e ighty and ninety years o~ age, to resort to
bloodletting once a year, or oftener, as a prophylact1c!.
"I admonish you," says Vitel, "against the advice of those physi·
cians who would dissuade you from bleeding the aged, who ma.y _be
the subjects of inflammat?ry .or eruptive fevers. The fear of debility
is unfounded. Bloodlettmg is as necessary to them as to the young,
and not less beneficial."
F. Hoffmann remarks, "Communis, sed pessimus error est, a::tatem
senilem plane non feITe sa1~guinis subtraction~s, q~asi ver'? !n gran.
drevis non redundaret sangumeus Jatex, ut potms _eJUS et ~1:m~ ~e
foctu laborarent." u In senili a::tate magis necessana sangum1s rmss10,
1
0 8
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u Complura certe memoria teneo exemp!a senum, qm ad _nona&"e.su~um
annum fere salvi incolumes et a morb1s retate. provecus fam1hanbus
immunes vi~erun~, solo venasectionis remedi?, bis per annum admisso.''
"Id quad etiam a me in peculiari disserta~zone, De 1lfagno Vena sec·
tionis ad vitam, sanam et longam Rernedw, assertum est ac demon·

strFo~-~~~:b1~fe;:~ ~;~l~~~~i1i~~it~~~; hesitation,-" firmus pucr,
et robust us senex, tu to curantur."
Ccc
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Van Swietcn, the able practitioner and learned comme1.tator, con·
siders bloodletting as.important at the extremes of age, as at the
intermediate periods.
Fina1ly, all the best writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries advocate bloodletting for the inflammatory and febrile diseases,
not only of middle age, but at the extremes of life. They protest,
also, against arresting spontaneous hemorrhages, even when occurring
at advanced age. The Brunonians have looked on with admiration,
when nature has thus rescued the sick from the evils of the bark
and
wine treatment(§ 890, e).-NoTEs FF p. 1135 GG p. 1138, Ir p. 1139.
1
1017, c. In later times, the records of medicine
continue to abound
with demonstrations of the safety and necessity of bloodletting in
the
inflammations and fe,·ers that may befall old age.
From what was atatetl of Rush's expericnee of bloodletting in
infancy(§ 1010, b), it appears that he considered the remedy most
important at the extremes of life; for, in another work, he says, "Experience proves that bloodletting is more necessary, under equal circumstances, in old age, than in any other."-(See my Examination of
Reviews, in llled. and Pliys. Comm., vol. iii. p . 76-78.)
1
Hosack deprecates the prejudice which exists agaiust bloodletting
in old age.
Sir G. Blanc demonstrates the safety and utility of the remedy
in
the inflammatory diseases of aged people. He states the case
of an
indi,·idual at the age of one hundred years, who was cured of pneumonia hy free bloodletting from the arm. In another instance, a
lady
of eighty-two years suddenly lost, by spontaneous hemorrhage
from
the nose, a quart of blood, "which was followed neither by faintness
nor weakness, but by improvement in hea1th, in point of vigor
and
alacrity.' 1
Frank cured an octogenarian of pneumonia by bleeding him nine
times. Gui Patin cured his father of pneumonia, at the age of e
ighty,
by bleeding him freely from the arm eight times. Freteau bled
at the
age of seventy to the extent of four pounds in six days.
And thus might I go on with numerous other coincident authorities;
all showing individually, and proving collectively, that old age, per
se,
constitutes no objection to loss of bloo<l. But, were there even
hazard in the remedy, its possible dangers would be incomparably
less
than those of many acute diseases which now so readily destroy.
It
is no defense that the patient dies naturally, when the chances of
life
are withheld by th e neglect of bloodletting.

Spontaneous Hemorrhage.
• 1018. I shall now briefly co11sider nature in her effo1ts to relieve
the system of inflammations and congestions; since it is from the
various expedients of N aturc that we derive many of our best indications
of cure i and the summary mode in which she institutes the hemor·
rhagic prncess, and the consequent relief of protracted diseases,
are
alone conclusive a~ainst the Brunonian doctrine of debility, and
may
encourage the timtd practitioner in the use of the lancet (§ 862,
863,
890 e, 990 m ).
1019, a. John Hunter has seen several quarts of blood thrown
up
from the stomach in a few hours, even by emaciated patients;
and
Tr'CO\'ery has speedily followed the evacuation. Cases of this naturC'
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arc witnessed by all practitioners of much experience. The same im. me_nse quantities of blood are often discharged frnm the lungs, and intestine i breaking up the most formidable congestive fevers, and chron
IC inflammations which have resisted all other means of treatment for
years (§ 733 d, 890 e) .
1019, b. Lancisi !elates the case of a man of seventy years of age,
who suddenly l?st, m a threatened attack of apoplexy, eleven pounds
of blood from his nose, and four more in fifteen days afterward, without any sensible failure of strength.
1019, c. Boerhaave "has known almost the entire blood of the body
to have been lost by hemoIThagc, and yet the subject 1·ecover."
1019, d. Haller relates many examples of excessive hemorrhage.
In one of his cases, one hundred and twenty-five ounces of blood were
lost at each menstruation, for several years; besides a daily abstrac-
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in one year, or nearly three pounds daily for that period. In another
there was a hemorrhoidal flux of five pounds daily for sixty-two consecutive days, or a total of three hundred and ten pounds; being probably twice the weight of the whole body. One more lost one hundred
and ninety-two ounces, or about thirteen pounds, from bis stomach, in
a single night, and recovered. Haller, himself, lost one hundred and
twenty-eight 1Junces, or eight pounds of blood, within twenty-four
hours.-(See special references in Med. 4· Phys. Comm. vol. i.)
1019, e. Similar examples are constantly presented to our observa~
tion, and a large variety may be found assembled in the Medical and
Physiological Commentaries. They show us that when Na tu re takes
the work in hand she does not stop to calculate the ounces, or the
pounds, but pushes on till she has accomplished a rational purpose.
"Honest Brunonians," says Dr. Beddoes, "have, of late, minutely
recorded cases, to them incomprehensible, where immense discharges
of blood have suddenly stopped protracted fever, and left the patients
improved in strength" (§ 890, e, 993).-NoTES FF p. 1135, Go, I1.
1019,.f. Among the multitude of these extraordinary hemorrhagic
effusions it is rare that death is an immediate consequence (§ 890, e),
and rarer still where art has superintended the Joss of blood. In the
latter case, syncope comes, in good time, to the aid of tl~c _patient i
far sooner than in the spontaneous process. Nor can art 1m~tate nature in the full extent of her depletory system. T~e ph11osophy
which respects the difference in effects appears to b~ tins. \Vh ~n the
remedy is instituted by nature, the parts concerned m the morbid action are made the instruments of relief, and the gcr~eral Ja,_v of _adap
tation is in force(§ 137 c, 733 d, 847 g). The pecuhar mod_1ficat1on o~
acti on upon which capillary hemorrhage depends, and the mflucnce 1t
exerts upon the system at large, resist the earlier effects ~f los~ of
blood when artificially abstracted in the same way as t~e los~ is res1~ted
by inflammations. I have seen this principle op~ratrng with various
effect in inflammations, according as they arc mod1~ed by remote causes, and according to the activity and extent of disease, the orgau or
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the
wore shall we find her proclaiming that this is her expedumt, ~eyond
y other, by ,'l>·hich she attempts the removal of fearful diseases.
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Hremoptysis, Lrematamosis, the Lemorrhoidal Bux, intestmal hem .1r·
!'hage, are all institutpd for this purpose. \Ve constantly witness .the
spontaneous effort where the propcl'ties of life arc so prostrate that
art looks on with dread and amazement; and what nature had thus
wisely begun is often declared to be th_e effect of a putrid disruption
of the living body, aod calls for every counteracting means. Fortunately, these means sometimes consist of the lancet, and other antiphlogistic remedies. But this, with many, is only where the strength
is vigorous, and where it is feared that unrestrained nature may possibly Teduce it. Examples of this kind are common in pulmonary
hemorrhage; and, although in these instances the blood be taken with
a view of astringing a suspected rupture of a blood-Ycssel, the error
does not affect the truo philosophy of the case; and when nature may
be too H sparing of the vital fluid" to overcome the real condition of the
lungs, a singular illustration will be obtained of a co-operation of the
lancet toward a salutary result where it had been employed to defeat the curative effort of nature(§ 922 b).
1019, 11,. But error is often committed in these cases. If hemor
rhage be profuse, it should be allowed to go on within the limit of
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rhage, may arrest the spontaneous discharge too speedily; while that
which is artificially ta.ken would be more curative if left to tho natu·
ral process. But, again, where the spontaneous discharge is small,
the lancet may be imperatively demanded; while it is here employed
with greater caution than in the former cases.-NoTE F p. 1114.

OJ 1nisapplied and excessive Bloodletting, " 'Pr1orbid Irritation," and
"excessive Reaction from LostJ of Blcod."
1020. In the Medical and Physiological Commentaries I haxe in·
vestigated extensively those reputed consequences of loss of blood
which are known as •1 morbid irritation, and excessive reaction" ("ol.
i., p. 239-281).
1021. \Ve certainly meet with examples of the foregoing nature,
arising from improper bloodletting. But, it is generally too little, not
too great a loss of blood, which docs the mischief. The untoward results are owing to the unfavorable impression which is thus made upon
the organic properties, both by the direct effect of the agent, and by
the operation of the nervous influence upon the heart and 1he main
instruments of vital action (§ 965, b). The l1eart, in consequence,
beats either with greater frequency or greater force. This is what is
denominated "irritation" and "excessi\·e reaction," and is assumed
as a proof that too much blood has been abstracted i when, on the
contrary, had the loss been carried to a greater extent these phenomena would have been rarely presented{§ 500 m, GB7!, 694-f).
1022. And now to show conclusively that the foregoing consequences depend more or less upon imperfect bloodletting, and a consequent
aggravation of disease, it will be _found, a~ I have shown extensively
in my former Es.say on Bloodlettrng, that m most of the cases recorded by Dr. Marshall Hall and other advocates of the doctrine of" excessive reaction," that the symptoms and post-mortem appearances,
as by themselves recorded, denote either the antecedent existence of
inflammation and a subsequently exasperated dcgreP., or inflammation
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resulting from the loss of blood, or from an antecedent predisposition.
The last two causes i;iay act conj~intly; and, as I have already shown,
too small an abstraction of blood IS not an uimsual cause of inflamma
tion. Excessi~e bloodletting, on the other hand, is a rare phenomenon; but1 unlike too small a loss, it may establish inflammation independently of an~ antecedent predisposition(§ 950, 965 b).
1023, a. 'When mflammation is induced by excessive loss of blood,
the physiological influences arc not the same as those which obtain
when it ensues upon, or is aggravated by, too small a loss (§ 965 b,
1022). In very numerous cases of this nature there has been a preexisting tendency to the disease; or, more frequently, a morbid condition already established, but not fully developed. Thus, it is not an
unusual event that the physician abstracts blood for pain in the head,
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accumulating tendency to inflammation; and the blood thus abstracted
proves not to have been commensurate with the demands of the case.
It releases and gives force to the general circulation, and increases
the irritability of the extreme vessels. Phrenitis, pneumonia, or pleuritis, is the consequence. The physician is alarmed by the unexpected event; yet so like inAammation are the consecutive symptoms,
that 11e ventures upon the lancet for their relief. But, the symptoms
had followed upon the loss of blood, and his decision is restrained.
He therefore stops at the very point of mischief, and adds another impulse to disease. He may yet bleed again and again, as the malady
resists all other agents; but the same caution prevails, and the evil
increases at e\·ery partial outlet of blood (Note p. 729).
These cases accumulate rapidly upon the hands of the unskillful or
timid. Records are examined, and parallel examples are found to
abound. Dissections are made, and reveal the usual physical signs
of inflamwation. Tbe conc1usion, therefore, comes up, as expressed
by Dr. Hall, that there is a disease "exactly like inflammation, but
totally different from it"!
Just so it is with child-bed women. There is often a great tendency, in these cases, to local inflammations; and these may be more
or less speedily de\·eloped by moderate flooding, especially if there
have been previous venous congestion, as is very frequently the case
[§ 803, 965 h). Dr. Hall has many of t11ese examples, and we~e they
really cases of simple irritation, or simple exhaustion and ~xcessl\'e reaction from loss of bloo<l, they could not be adduced to illustrate tl10
effects of blooJletting in disease. They. should form a class by themselves· desi<Tnated as cases of the morb1fic effects of" cxcess1Ye loss
of blodd" uPon the comparatively healthy system. They must, thc_re·
fore, be admitted to have no bearing upon cases where b~oodlett~ng
may have been demanded, and to be worse than uscl~ss for lllustratmg
tho effects of bloodlt:tting as a remedy. As well m~ght one say, that
cathartics shall not be given in disease, or only so with fear a~d trembling, because they may be pernicious in health. And he, bemg w~ll,
who should physic himself in order to b~ bette~, wo.uld be mad m·
deed should he attempt to remove the ?v.1ls. of his m1stake by S"'_Vallowing one dose after another. Just so 1t i~ 111 respe~t to bloodl~ttmg,
or accidental hemorrhage, in healrh. If rnf1an_imat1on follow m ~he
tatter instance, iL will be important to ascertain whether excessl\'e
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blo?dletting ha\•e been the exciting cause, or whether it did not
sprmg from a previous disposition to disease; since the treatment
will be entirely different in the two cases. The former case is rare,
as known from th e accidental and profuse hemorrhages that are daily
occurring. Nor is eve n simple irritation a common result; the injury consisting mainly in feebleness. And here I may say, that it is a
remarkable fact, that the effects described by Dr. Hall as incident to
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about taking place.
1023, b. "\Vhen, however, inflammation is actually induced by excessive loss of blood, the effects of the physiological influences are different from those which I have set forth as constituting the philosophy of the operation of loss of blood, as the effects are rnorbific in
one case, but are not so, or are curative, in others. The modus ope-
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the curative influences. In the former case, an injury is inflicted,
suddenly, ancl severely, upon the vires vita of all paits, and the nervous influence is powerfully determined upon all. The brain suffers
the impression particularly; and if" irritation," or 11 exccssi,•e reaction," follow, I know of no recorded instance which has not also pre·
sented the usual phenomena of inflammation, either in the brnin or
some other organ. If death ensue, effusions of scrum, or of lymph, or
disorganization, &c., are the concurring results. Still, however, another cause, and not the loss of blood, may have produced the disease, and have been overlooked, as is most probable (~ 1006).
1024, a. Dr. Hall, who, particularly, called our attention to the
foregoing "irritation," and "excessive reaction," as frequent effects
of excessive loss of blood, and distinguishes those conJitions from inflammation, concedes t1mt "exhaustion from loss of blood is not only
not incompatible with repletion and a tendency to effusion within tho
head, but it actually supposes that condition of the cncephalon, when
long protracted." He also states that leeches to the head are one of
the remedies. So, too, may general bloodletting re1ie\'e the symp·
toms, but only temporarily in the cases supposed; since, when .in·
fl.ammation is induced by an excessive loss of blood, such is the com·
bined nature of the ex.citing cause and its curative effects the modifi·
cd irritability of the vessels may readily yield, at the moment, to a
farther loss, but will soon display the morbific influence (~ 901 ).
1024, b. In my remarks upon the physiological effects of bloodletting I endeavored to show that, when the loss of blood is carried to
a stiate of syncope, and more especially to any injurious excess, the
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ry, if u.ny attend the reputed ca~es. of irr!tation and exhaustion from
an excessive loss of blood. Thts is precisely what we find stated by
the late writers who harn treated of this subject; at least in a general
sense.
1024, c. But, as the question under consideration is of no little practical importance, it may be well to have before us Dr. Hall's high.lydescripti\'e account of the severe grade: of what he calls" exhaustion
with excessive reaction," and as supplymg the most ample proof that
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tho supposed condition is, in reality, a state of active inflammation.
Thus:
''The beating of the temples," says Dr. Hall, ·1 is at length accoro.
panied by a throbbing pain of the bead, and the energies and sensi.
bilities of the brain are morbidly augmented; sometimes there is in·
tolerance of light, but still more frequently intolerance of noise and
of disturbance of any kind, requiring stil1ness to be strictly enjoined,
tlrn knockers to be tied, and straw to be strewed along the pavement;
the sleep is agitated by fearful dreams, and the patient is liable to
awake or to be awoke in a state of great hurry of mind, sometimes
almost approaching to delirium; occasionally even continued deliri·
um; more frequently there are great noises in the head 1 as of singing,
of crackers, of a storm, or a cataract; in some instances there arc
flashes of light i sometimes there is a sense of great pressure or
tightness in one part or round the head, as if tlrn skull were pressed
by an iron nail, or bound by an iron hoop."
1024 1 d. N ow1 the foregoing symptoms, which Dr. Ha11 considers
as denoting a state exactly opposite to tlrnt of inflammation when they
attend considerable 1osses of blood, are precise1y such as are characteristic of cerebra] inflammation when induced by other causes. But,
as if to 1·emO\'e a11 doubt as to this conclusion, this distinguished phi]osophor reiterates the foregoing account, and designates other phe·
nomena not loss significant of cerebral inflammation, such as "frequent
delirium/' u hardness of pulse," "huffy blood," &c.; and, to give to
the subject its utmost force he calls to his aid the opinions of Cook,
Coke, Kellie, Tweedie, Hammond, Cox, and others; all of whom
agree in testifying to the symptoms that mark, exact1y, the character
of inflammation of the brain. Nay, more, he allows this conclusion,that they are" attacks which resemble inflammation of the head, chest,
or abdomen, and yet are totally different in their nature."
Thus then, as to our author's excellent description of the general
phenomena, which he imputes to this disease that is considered so opposite to inflammation, they arc, to my mind, conclusive against our
author's doctrine.
1024, e. Morbid anatomy contributes, also, its corresponding proof.
"The next point for our consideration, in the inquiry into the morbid
effects of loss of blood," says Dr. Hall, "will be that of the organic
changes induced during the state of sinking. These are chiefly oh·
served in the brain, in the cavities of the serous membranes, in the
bronchia, in the 1ungs, and in the track of the alimentary cana~, under the forms of '1fusion, adema, and tympanitis." At other times,
our author admits of morbid redness, and absolute disorganization, as
rapid consequences of this affection so opposite to inflammation.
1024,.f. Such, indeed, is the entire coincidence between our au·
ti.or's supposed cases and those of inflammation_, th~t .we .are told by
the author that there is often no other test of their d1strnct1on than the
treatment which is adapted to infla~mation. _We must bleed; ancl
if the patient bear it well,-well .;-1f otherwise, we ~ust then en·

~;ra~l~; tdi~;~~~~stl~~~~r~~;· el~~~s o1t~1~;t:~~lt:dn~:; t~1~~I?d~~::~d:cr~
standir.g; but will it be likely to help. the patient, or. to 1ml?rove t.he
science 1 And how is the treatment improved by this species of m
tclligence 1 The greatest zealot would abandon the diagn Jstic test
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if he foun~ it injurious. But, says Dr. Hall, the patient 11 may be
greatly relieved by the loss of blood;" "the temporary relief which
follows general bloodletting may be so uniform as to impose on the
inexperienced." Then I maintain that the loss is useful.
102 1, g. In the foregoing cases, as related by Dr. Ha11, and others,
where there had been bloodletting, we may generally recognize the
occurrence of cerebral inflammation independently of the loss of blood,
and often of its pre-existence ; and I as sincerely believe that farther
bloodletting was the proper remedy for the disease. In the cases
where irritation, and excessive reaction, are said to have been consequent on spontaneous hemonhage, it is not Jess apparent that, in
most instances, inflammation had already existed, or there was a strong
predisposition to it.
1025. There are few practitioners in the United States who have
seen more of bloodletting than myself; and I am therefore quite conversant with cases of the foregoing nature, as I have met with them
in the hands of others. In numerous instances where the attending
physician had imagined "excessive reaction, and prostration from excessive loss of blood/' I could discover nothing but the onward march
of inflammation, that called for greater abstractions of blood; and that
this opinion was right has been generally confirmed on resuming the
depletive treatment.-Note p. 763.
1026. Finally, as I lmve said in tlrn "Commentaries," the rules for
bloodletting which have been propounded by Dr. Hall, and all others
of a like nature, are captivating by their simplicity. This was the
Bccret of the popularity of Brown's Elements of Medicine, and of the
Jong, unmolested sway of ~he Humoral Pathology. A later and more
universal example is seen in the chemical views of life and disease.
Many have imbibed an erroneous impression that Dr. Hall is a warm
advocate for the use of the lancet; an<l, as the case of Dr. Hall is very
extensively applicable to physicians, I shall state the nature of the
misapprehension. Dr. Hall advocates bloodletting only in certain affections where few would deny the propriety of the remedy; and in
such cases he commends its liberal use. But, what he has so far said
with emphasis has the effect of discouraging its application in the vast
class of congestive fevers, and depressing inflammations, and even in
many of the cases to which, on general principles, he admits its applicability (R1G1-1Ts OF AUTHORS, p. 913, and Index II, art. HALL, 1\1.).
But it is not alone by hi s exclusive precepts that his purpose is attempted. On more than one ?c~asion he broadly affirms, that" it is
difficult to say whether more mJury has been done by an undue, or
by an inefficient, use of the lanc,e t." Such is the balance which is
often struck by apparent advocates of bloodletting; but, I am. still apt
to think, with Botalli, that "One hundred thousand men pensh from
the want of bloodletting, 01· from its not being timely employed, where
one perishes from excessive bleeding, when prescribed by a physician. 11
1

General Conclusions as to Bloodletting.
1027. From all that has been now said on the subject of bloodletting, I arrive at the following gene1:aI c~nclusions :
.
.
.
1. That Joss of blood prod~ces tts direct and efficient . 1~press10.n
upon the vires vilm of the capillary blood·vessels, by mod1fymg their
uction.
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2. That the quantity of blood to be abstracted relates directly to
the foregoing impression.
3. That the most salutary effect of loss of blood wi11, therefore,
consist in its irnarest approximation to a full but just impression upon
the viresvita.
4. That, to produce and maintain the foregoing impression will re·
quire the abstraction of a certain quantity of blood in every case, the
measure of which will be the antecedent and resulting symptoms.
5. That bloodletting may add to the force of disease by coming
short of that impression; or, it will be injurious if carried to excess,
or may even induce new inflammations.
6. That bloodletting may be a remedy for other diseases than inflam·
mation and fever.
7. That, when employed as a. prophylactic, on passing from northern
to tropical countries, it must be with such moderation as shall not in crease irritability; and then only in the plethoric and robust.
8. That general bloodletting, cupping, and leeching, operate upon
common principles, wh ich are more or less modified in each mode of
abstracting blood. That cupping is intermediate, in this respect, be·
tween general bloodletting and leeching.
!). That general bloodletting is a. far more important remedy than
leeching; and that, whi le cases constantly arise in which the latter
cannot be substituted for the former, there arc numerous instances in
which general bloodletting cannot take the place- of leeching. That
cupping will sometimes answer the pUl'poscs of either, and may be,
though rarely, better.
10. That the nervous system has a special and large allotment in the
effects of loss of blood, and that loss of blood operates, in the first place,
by inducing a profound effect upon the extreme blood-vessels when the
influence thus exerted is propagated by sensitive fibres of the sympathet ic
or nerve of organic life upon the nervous centres, the nervous power ex·
cited, and then reflected tlu·ough excito-motory fibres of that nerve
upon the sanguiferous organs, and with a special a.Iterative effect upon
the susceptible capillary blood-vessels that may carry on the morbid
process, that, when the vessels of the ne1Tous centres contract, the reflex
nervous influence is increased by the projection of a. direct clc,·elopmcnt
of that influence upon the sanguiferous organs, and that these influences
multiply in an increasing ratio till syncope takes place.
11. That ia bloodletting five principal objects arc contemplated: I.
To reduce the volume of blood. 2. To thus establish a change of act ion
in the capillary blood-vessels. 3. To thus obtain the alterati"e action
of the nervous influence. 4. To reduce the exciting nervous influence
attendant on inflammation and fever, whether reflex or direct, that disease shall abate, and that cathartics, counter-irritants, &c., when necessary, may operate without exciting a. morbific ~·eflex ncrvou~ actio~.
5. To thus, a lso, prepare the way for other remedies by promotrng theu·
salutary effects and pre,·enting their clel:terious, which have equally a
reference to the condition of the nen·ous rnfluencc.
12. That spontaneous hemorrhage, o~curring at adult age, should not
be restrained, unless manifestly proccedmg to excess.
''
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Spreads like a surface, aud expanded wide. "-P03tF.RET.

APPENDIX.
PROGRESS OF "PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATUOLOGICAI. CHEMISTRY," OR
' 'EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE."

1028. DumNG the former editions of the foregoing work the Author
has seen no inducement to modify any of his conclusions, or to disturb
any of the facts upon which they are founded, and, for the same reason,
~very s~atement appears in the present edition (1857) as presented originally in 1847. 'Vhatever may have been subsequently disclosed in
Physiology and Chemistry is essentially in harmony with all that the
author incorporated in the foundation upon which his Institutes are
erected, and places them beyond the probability of being much invalidated. In his discussion of Organic Chemistry as appl ied to Physiology,
Pathology, and Therapeutics, it is ev ident that he cou ld not doubt that
this invasion upon l\Iedicine would prove ephemeral, and that the Chemist would soon rut l'cat into the appropriate field or Nature. (§ 4! cl, 5!6, 18, •12-67, 349 a, 350f n, 351, 356,37G!, 435 c, 676 b, 960d,1006a,&c.)
These expectations have been realized sooner than the author had anticipated, as he will now show, for the benefit of his junior readers, by a
few extracts from one of the latest and most approved works upon Organic Chemistry, by the justly celebrated Professor L E H MANN. It is
true, our Author has favoured us with an able and elaborate Treatise in
behalf of" Physiological Chemistry;" but whoe,'er may peruse its pages
will e''erywhere discern the obstacles which necessarily beset his path,
and the rngueness of his conclusions, and many un avoidable contrndictions, after having discarded those indispensable elements which arc
summarily in rnlvcd in the following quotations, and which amount to
a virtual admission that we must seek in the doctrines of vital solidism
for the only true philosophy of life and disease. Thus, our Author:
1029. "As soon as we suQjcct to investigat ion the highly complicated chemical phenomena. of li fe, we enter 'Upon the actual domain of liypothesiB. It unfortunately happens, however, that the correct log~ca l conception of an hypothesis has been completely lost sight of, and. its pl ace
suppli ed by the vaguest fictions; whence the term h~s fallen mto such
discredit that many l1a.Ye been desirous of setting aside all hypotheses,
unmindful that even the simplest form of experiment cannot be presented without their a id.
"Physiological Chemistry has given rjse to many delu~ions of this
nature, owing to its imperfect development, an.d to. the necessity pr.esented
by Physiology and Pathology for chemical eluc1~at1011 . S~mc few isolated
deductions were drawn from superficial chemical experiments, and arranged in a purely imagi nary connection by ~b~ aid of chemica~ symbols
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morphosis of the blood from an elementary analysis of its solid residue,
and of the composition of the individual constituents of the excretions,
there is an utter absence of all scientific groundwork; for, independently
of the fact that the elementary analysis of so compound a matter as the
blood is incapable of yielding any reliable results, and cnnuot, therefore,
justify the adoption of any special chemical formula, it is surely most
illogical to attempt to compare the composition of the blood collecti\·cly
with that of the separate excrcmcntitious matter. In such deductions,
expressed by chemical formula:, the addition of atoms of oxygen, and the
subtraction of those of water, carbonic acid, nnd ammonia, are wlwlly
arbitrary, for chemical analyses do not afford the slig/Jtest grounds for the
majority of these equations."• "Chemical equations having no other
foundation than the presumed infallibility of cmpyrical formulre, must
cause us to deviate from the pnth of physical inquiry, and involve us in
a chaos of the most untenable delusions.', (Ville Lmma ~ 50, 409 b).
"J-la1'e the numerous mzalyses of morbid blood instituted during the last
few years fulfilled the expectations of Physicians~ (§ 5!, a.) With all
due gratitude to the indefatigable investigators who, with no other aid
than that which zoo-chemistry could offer, boldly attempted to throw
light on those obscure inquiries, it must be admitted that, when we seriously inquire into the recompense of all their labors nnd sacrifices, we find
that the result, although too dearly bought, was altogetl1er inadequate to
sat1~/!J tl1e requirements of Pathology. (§ 376!.) Have the numerous
analyses of the urine led to much 11w1·e than the assumption of several new
species of disease, or so-called dintbesc-s~ (§427, 691.) Although we
might have anticipated greater results, we cnn hardly wonder that the
efforts hitherto made should either wholly or partially have deceived our
expectations; for although these investigations may have rendered chemistry no unworthy auxiliary to n. pl1ysical diagnosis, analyses of morbicl
prnducts can lim·dly aj}Orcl an insight into the chemical labomtory of tlic organi'sm, while the means are wanting to prosecute them with the scientific accuracy attainable in the case of mineral analyses. Animal Chemistry is still wholly unable to afford us a precise, and at the same time a
practically useful method of investigating tlic blood,· and how should it
be otherwise while we continue to be in doubt regarding the chemical
nature of its 01·di11anJ constituents~ The mineral substances of 11ormal
bloocl are not yet determined, or, at all events, continue to be made the
subject of dispute; we scarcely know the names of the fatty matters it
contains; one of its most important constituents,fib1·in, cannot be chemically exh ibited in a pure state; we are ignoro.nt of the nature and mode
of secretion of the globulin of the blood-corpuscles; we are still far from
bein,., able to separate and determine the so-called protein oxides (§ 18,
53 c~400 a, b); and we are also ignorant of the excrcmentitious substances occurring in the blood. Ilow, then, m~iidst ~hes~ and a ~JJOOSAl\'D
OTHER t:NCERTAl?.'TIES A!'H) DOUBTS, can aii mvest1gallon of the blood be
sci'entifically and trustu·o1·thily co11ducted1 'Ve analyze healthy and morbid mill.·, ancl yet we arc ignoran~ o~ the sub~tances_,~hose admixture we
have termed casein. The urine, m Jts morbid cond1t1ons, presents many
varieties; and yet our knowledge of that sccrctio~, fre9uen_tly as it has
been analyzed, amounts to !~We ~IO~e than a": acquamtance. ~1th the q~an
titive relations of some of its principal consllluc~ts; c:eatinme and 111ppun·c acid ha\·e not been determined by any analysis, while absolutely nothing is known r:~.~:d::~, !!1:Y~~~~~:;y: ~~:tP1~!~.:.~t :~.this secretion.
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l\Iany experiments have been made and theories broached on nutrition
and di'gestion, and yet to almost the present day the c:x.istcnce of lactic
acid in the gastric Juice has been contested. Although hypotheses are
not wanting regarding the mode of action of PEPSIN, we know nothing of
its nat1ire (§ 363-365 ), and we are wholly 1"gnorant of the proximate metamorphosis of albuminous bodies in the stomach during digestion. \Vill
1\Iiilder be able, even with his most accurate analyses, to support his
protein theory by the aid of sulpbamide and pbosphrunide 'f Or is tlti's
term destined to indicate a past epoch of Organic Chemistry~ (§ 38-51,
350,t n, 376!, 40!) a, b.) lVhen such is the state of Organic Chemi8try, can
we wonder that there should be obscurity regarding the chemical processes in the animal body, their various isolated and combined actions,
their casual connection, and their dependence on external influences and
internal conditions~ Unfortunately, we might be led to believe, from
the lectures and writiugs of many physicians, that, tntSting to the aphoristic and often highly apodictic assertions of certain chemists, they felt secure of having reached the object of their inquiries. (§ 5h a.) Although
at present LITI'LE MORE THA:N" TUE DIUECTION is indicated, we may hope fo
due time, and after innumerable e:ffort,s, to see om· cndeat:ours crowned u:ith
success!" And so s::i.id Fourcroy seventy years ago, p. 9, § 5, 376!.
From all which, it appears that our friends arc upon the wrong track.Professor LEllllANN"S Pl1ysiolog£cal Cliem£stry, vol. i., p.19, 23, Philadelphia, 1855.
1030. Again, we have a summary admission from this eminent Chemist which shows us forcibly that there can be no dependence upon organic
analyses for any knowledge of the natural or morbid processes or products of the liviug body-not even, indeed, of the elementary constitution
of the tissues in their natural condition. Thus:
" The theory of the chemical nature of the animal tissues is a department of physiological chemistry which, as yet, has been very little cultivated, and the reasons of this unsatisfactory state of our knowledge arc
too obvious to require any detailed exposition. We will, therefore, simply observe, that the most important obstacle to the chemical investigation of the ti~Sl¥!S is, that their elements are too intimately combined or
associated with one another to Cldmit of their being prepm·ed for chemical
analysis by a previous mechanical separation. This separation of the various elementary tis.sues which are deposited among, penetrate between,
and envelop each other, is rendered the more difficult by the ei1·cumstancc that, with scarcely an exception, they are equally insoluble in the
ordinary indifferent menstrua employed by chemists. I~ we have ~e
course to the stron{'fer or more energetic solvents, as, for mstance, ac1ds
and alkalies, we ha~c seldom any assurance that the dissolvc~l snbsta~ce
is the, otherwise, unchanged histological element, and the po1:t10n remaming undissolved is, in reality, a simple chemically pure matena!. Indee~,
in a majority of cases, there cannot be a d~ubt t~1at ~be cl~cm1cal constitution of the tissue on which we arc cxper1mcntrng is entirely changecl by
such reagents''(§ 53 b, 417 a). And so of the blood a.1!d secretions,§ 1029.
.
(Professor LEll.?ilAN~'s Pliysiological Chemistry, vol. u.,_ p. 17 4.)
Among the many very luminous comments by wluch our author discredits organic analyses we should naturally expect. to find the same
1
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. "'Ve ha>e often had occasion to comment upon the inefficiency and
imperfe?tion of our chemical knowledge, when compared with the great
expectations which ham been entertained in respect to its applications to
Physiology aud Pathology; yet there is scarcely any subject which more
tlw1·ougldy calls Jo1· our confession of weakne.ss and incapacity than the one
we are now about to consider" (§ 5, 376~, 676 b, 1006 a). Again:
''The science of Pathological Histology, which alone can guide the
Chemist, is so full of uncei·tainties, subjective conceptions, and 1:aryi11g conjectures, notwithstanding some signal advances, that it scarcely ever presents any starting-point for chemical investigation."-" A Chemist cannot be satisfied that he knows a substance until he bas submitted it to
an elementary analysis, and can attain, at all events, an approximate de·
termination of its atomic weight. In fact, a body. which has been submitted by the Chemist to a few reactions ouly, however striking they
may be, but for which he is unable to establish a formula based upon elementary anal!Jsis, may be almost considered as unknown to llim (§ 1029).
In this sense (and in exact investigations we can only take this view) all
substances, as transition stages from the protein-bodies of a plastic exudation, are wholly unknown to us, and must remain equally unexplained
until we are able to elucidate the mystery of p1·otein" (§ 18 d, e, 53 b, 409
a, b). The troubles multiply after death, among which is the "rapid
decomposition, even while the body is yet warm," and upon which we
have quoted a luminous remark of Tiedemann in§ 54, a. "In a word,''
snys our Author, "while even the quantitative investigation of objects derived from healthy animals has to contend with such difficulties that very
few animal juices admit of bc!ing very accurately examined, the qualitative analysis of pathological products is opposed by insuperable obstacles."
"If, therefore, we have very slight prospect of being able to trace pathological processes by a qualitative examination of exudations, or of attainiDg any scientific aim by such a mode of procedure, we are led to inquire,
with some hesitation, whether the quantitatii·e analysis of these products
would be attended by any better results."-LEmrANN, ibid., yol. ii., p.
271-274.
I have taken the liberty of placing many of our Auth'br's words in
italics and capitals, and have introduced references to Sections in these
Institutes, and shall preserve this plan hereafter for the sake of the reader·s eye, and, more or less, as a substitute for comment. Many of the
remarks which I have rendered emphatic in all the foregoing quotations
express a fundamental fact, which vitiates all organic analyses beyond
the mere disclosure of a probable elementary composition. Upon this I
have hitherto insisted as an insuperable difficulty (§ 53, b, &c. ). I may
also 5 ay, in explanation of my general silence upon our Aut~or's facts
and hypotheses, that I am not aware of .any one who?e essential nature
I have not examined and controverted in the foregomg work. But a
better reason may be found in the consideration that our. Author h?-5,
him self1 surrounded bis facts and hypotheses, throughout his work, with
admittecl doubts, distrust, and ambiguities, of which the foregoing are
but a few examples. Jt is, however, an able, ~ut, as appe.ars to m,e, an
abortive attempt to reconstruct the fallen fabric of Organic Chem~stry.
Our Author is merciless upon the past, and, ns our extracts show, is almost hopeless for the future (§ 626 b, 819 b, and Notes, pp. 196, !Hl).
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PRODUCTION OF .il.TIIAL SUGAR.

1031, a. It is now my purpose to bring under the test of the foregoing results of chemical experience, as well of certain physiological p1;nciplcs, the new function which bas been lately ascribed to the liver of
generating sugar, in connection with the supposed mechanical filtration
of sugar from the blood by the kidneys and mammre. But, independently of this great incongruity between the supposed catalytic action of
the liver and the mechanical office of other complex glandular organs,
we are startled with the announcement that the liver is a farther exception to the principle of analogy in discharging multiplied and perfectly
distinct functions in the economy of life. "Qu'il resulte de fa que le
foie n'est pas UU Ol'ganc simple, mais UD organe ii. fonctions multiples,
puisqu'il se'.crktc d'une part du sucre, de l'autre de la bile."-Ct. liERNAIID, Let;ons de P/1ysiologie Exp., &c., p. 88 ; 1854, 1855.
Without, certainly, denying the alleged fact in respect to the liver, it
is proper to inquire into its probability until it becomes established, and
in doing this we shall have analyzed some important facts in their relation to the functions of glandular organs. Should the supposed formation of sugar by the liver, as a product distinct from the bile, and destined to subserve totally different purposes, be rendered no longer doubtful, we shall hail it as a remarkable accession to physiological science,
however much it may disturb any supposed principles, or however little
may be its practical bearings; and, whatever may be the final issue,
nothing can detract from the great merit of the inquiries which conducted the philosopher to the supposed discovery. (§ 5Z, acfJ Our
argument, however, will be particularly with Profes.sor Lehmann, who
has gone more fully than Bernard into many important bearings of the
question.
1031, b. Now, in respect to the production of bile, Professor Lehmann
is a perfectly orthodox Physiologist; but, apparently, only so because
the reagents employed in Chemistry have not yet transformed the constituents of blood into any of those so-called proximates which they so readily effect in the bile. (§ 54 a, 1029, 1030.) Doubtless, however, when
that shall have been consummated, as is not unlikely to happen, the
liver will lose its isolated rank in Physiology, and fall to the level .of
other "strainers." Thu8-, our Author:
"In passing to the consideration of the individual biliary substances,
and inquiring which of these exist preformed in the blood of the portal
vein, we find that none of the most essential constituents of the bile can
be detected in it." "The error of supposing that biliary substances have
been demonstrated in the blood of the portal vein by means of sugar and
sulphuric acid, a1;ses from the similar reaction which Pettenkofer's test
gives with olcin and oleic acid."-LErnlANN, ibid., vol. i., P· 480. Our
author says, also, that "During the slow passage of the blood through
the liver, it undergoes such important modifications, that a merejilter£ng off of certain constituents of the blood through the liver is 110t to be
thought of." And so MUller, § 42, and Millder, § 350i e, and Liebig,
§ 53 c, 409 b.
It is even denied by Kane and others, that the bile is absorbed into
the blood in cases of jaundice-only the coloring matter. "Tbe problem," say Becquerel and Rodier, "as to whether the bile passes into the
blood hns occupied the attention of Chemists as well as Physicians, but
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it does not appear to have been thoroughly solved by eithcr."-llEcQUEREL AND Roornn's Patlwlogical Chemistry, p. 239. London, 1857.
As to lactic acid and urea, Lehmann declares that" The recognition
of lactates in healthy blood is just as difficult or impossible as that of urea
in the same fiuid."-(lbid., vol. i., p. 96.) The supposed pre-existence
of Liebig's "important instrument," p1'otein, in the blood (§ 18 c, 409),
and of the great digester, pepsin, also, is abandoned; which, indeed, may
be equally said of most other organic products.
Now, in these facts which Chemistry has been gradually learning in
its career of" experimental philosophy" it should recognize a very strong
analogy in proof that the formation of all the secreted products of an
organic nature, and in the natural condition of the body, depends upon
the organs by which they are elaborated, and that they had no pre-existence in the blood. The various modifications ·which lymph undergoes,
as deposited by the roost simple structures in different parts of the body,
reflects a flood of light upon our subject (§ 408, 409 e-h); and I may
appeal to Liebig for a great general law which carries our analogy
through all organic nature (§ 42). The analogy, however, supplied by
the simple tissues should be at least conceded to the glandular organs,
since it is here corroborated by a strict analogy of structure; and where
chemical reagents determine from the blood the same so-called proximates which they arc capable of deriving from the secretions, these supposed proximates should be regarded equally as artificial transformations
(§ 43, 53 b, 54 b, 417, 1030), and Organic Chemistry should cling to
catalysiB as its only consistent and dignified ground (§ 350! a-g, 409 J ).
But such has never been the philosophy of Organic Chemistry. It discards, ostensibly, the organic force, or vital principle, or plastic power
(for they are convertible terms), while there is scarcely a modem treatise upon chemical physiology which does not invoke the aid of that
power in its lucubrations upon the phenomena. of life, and then with
senseless ingratitude casts it away as a phantom of the imagination;
though it should be cxcept(,ld in behalf of Lehmann that he is consistent
throughout in disclaiming aH connection with any thing but the mere
properties of dead matter. It is not, therefore, remarkable that, when
these philosophers manufacture sugar or urea out of the blood they
should neglect their pronunciation relative to the constituents of the
bile. Our able Author is of this number, although be finds much difficulty with diabetic urine. But this is partially overcome by the assumption that 1' no one can doubt that it is, for the most part at all ennts,
derived from vegetable /ood."-(LEHMANN, ibid., vol. i., p. 259.) And
"JH. Mialhe, especially, believes that the formation of sugar can not be
independent of a saccharine or amylaccous diet."-{BECQt;EREL A1'1> RoDIER, £bid., p. 240.) No one, however, acquainte~ with the_ lit:rature
of medicine is ignorant of the fact that the saccharme matter in diabetes
is said to be often as abundant when the patient subsists as exclusively
upon animal as vegetable food, and that there arc those who have considered a vegetable diet most conducive to tJrn disappearance of saccharine matter in diabetes. (See Es.say on the Philosophy of Diabetes, in
Jlfedicaland Physiological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 674-682 (1840), where
tLis ground is considered, and where ~be Author anti~ipatcs .the ultimate
failure of detecting sugar and urea rn the general c1rculatmg mass of
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Nor can the laboratory approach an intelligible answer why such a
profusion of saccharine matter is elaborated clurjng lactation, unless it
be allowed to be the product of the mammary gland (§ 424} 'Vhence
comes this substance in the nursing·mothers of the human race that are
wholly restricted to a meat diet, as in dyspeptic troubles, if vegetnble
food, as is admitted (ut supra), must yield, "for the most part at all
events," that substance to diabetic urine7 Or where shall we look for
it in the nursing·motbers of the strictly carnivorous tribes? 'Vill the
laboratory answer why saccharine matter is not accumulated in the
blood when lactation is suppressed? Or if, according to Bernard, sugar
be found throughout the circulating mass of blood during digestion,
why is not some small part of it at least" strained off," as in diabetes7
According tQ this Philosopher, when it gets involved i11 the circulating
mass, it must be an effete substance, since it is said to be generated by
the liver to be extinguished in the lungs for the uses of the general
economy. Nor will it do to assume that the quantity is too small; for
it appears to be for more easy of detection by Bernard in the blood of
the renal arteries than urea can possibly be under any circumstances.
The fact, therefore, contradicts the experim ents. .l\Iorco''er, is it probable that the same disposition would be made of sugar by the lungs when
circulating in arterial blood as when presented to those organs by the vc·
nous blood of the hepatic veins?(§ •l09, e.) No incongruous hypotheses
will answer here; and it is evident that the Chemist would avoid the in·
quiry. (See LEllMA.NN, ut cit., vol. ii., p. 344.)
It is true, it made no difference with Cl. Bernard (who, doubtless, had
the foregoing facts before him) whether animals were fed upon vegeta·
ble or animal food. He was always sure to find sugar somewhere between the liver and the lungs, or, at all ennts, in the supposed laboratory
itself. But we will bear him:
''We fed a great number of dogs, at the College of France, during !ix
or eight months exclusively with meat. The animals being then killed,
1·90 gr. of sugar was found in the liver, and this is as large a propor·
tion as is found in dogs that have been allowed a mixed diet (falimeuta·
tion mtXle)" .-BERi."\AP.D'S Lc~O'IS de Pl1ysiologie Exp., appliq. a la Midi·
cine, p. 69. 1854-5 .
Bernard also allows the fact (important in its connection with the
foregoing), that long abstinence occasions an entire failure of the production of sugar. Nor did he find it in any of the cases beyond the precincts of the }i.,,·er, which farther embarrasses the phenomenon of lacta• tion in c:irnivorous animals, and of diabetic sugar as it presents itself in
man wben subsisting upon animal food alone. Moreover, Bernard failed
of detecting sugar in the liver of some diabetic patients, which leads
Becquerel and Rodier to say that,
H The theory of Bernard, although bearing the stamp of probability,
presents, nevertheless, certain difficulties which farther experiment can
alone remove. As long as the absence of sugar in the livers of a certain
number of diabetic patients remains unexplained, his theory must be re·
garded as incolnpletc."-BECQUEHl~L AND Roornn, ibid., p. 249.
Nevertheless, there appears to us no difficulty in accounting for the
production of sugar either by the mammre in lactation, or by the kidneys
in diabetes, although the subjects subsist exclusively upon animal food,
or be subjected to prolonged abstinence. Glucose or grape sugar, which
is said to be identical with diabetic sugar, consists of twehre atoms each
D DD
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of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. These are the main constituents of
the blood, whatever the diet; and if the Chemist fail of fabricating sugar
out of the blood or liver after prolonged abstinence, it docs not show in
the least that it may not be generated by some part of the living organism. But it does show that Organic Chemistry is at fault in its premises when it confounds the living body with a chemical npparatus. Well,
therefore, has it been said, when chemically considered, that
''.1\1. Bernard, while asserting that the liver may secrete sugar without
the mgesta of such alimentary substances as are usually considered necessary to its formation, nevertheless admits that prolonged abstinence
may even ~roduce complete disappearance of the sugar. This resultthe formation of sugar without constituent materials-is the most unacceptable portion of his theory, and new experiments are requisite before
it can be satisfactorily proved."-BECQlJEHEL AXD lfoDIER's Pathological Chemistry, p. 248.
Nor is it a less interesting featUl'e of the subject, that tbe Ii Yer should
be regarded as the producer of saccharine matter in virtue of its organization and properties, both by Bernard (ut cit.) and by Lehmann (ut
cit., vol. i. , p. 257, G24; vol. ii., p. 344), as, also, of the bile, while the
mammary gland in fulfilling its wonderful final cause, alike in all its yariety of structure, and the kidney in a special form of disease, arc degraded to the mere mechanical office of filtration. (§ 408, 424.) I need
not speak of the dormant condition of the former gland in all mammiferous animals in the absence of maternal relation~, but may say that,
according to Lehmann, "in a normal state it is probable that no sugar
finds 1·ts way into the urine" (§ 820), and that "it is only seldom we
meet with saccharine matter in other diseases than diabetes ;" and even
"in the blood of diabetic patients, I never could find," says Lehmann,
"more than 0·04 7 p. m. of sugar;" (ut cit., vol. i., p. 257, 623.) Becquerel and Rodier go farther than this :
"The only disease," say they, "in which it has been found is diabetes; and in this its presence has given rise to so much difference of opinion, that doubts remain in the minds of many respecting it. It is certainly, bowever, found in 110 otlier disease. Among the thousands of
specimens of scrum which we have exam in ed, it has never been once detected; nor has any other Chemist alluded to its presence except in diabetes. But even in this disease, its existence in the blood has been considered doubtful, and is even denied by some Chemists-GuendeYille,
Vauquelin, Segelas, \Vollaston, and Henry." And, as to the test of
light, "it is as the result of upwards of a thousand analyses of the blood.
by means of the polarimeter, that we feel authorized to amrm, that if
sugar exists in the blood of persons suffering from other diseases than
diabetes, tl1e fact is extremely mre Wld exceptional."-BECQUEREL AND
Roornu's Pat/10/ogical Chemist1'y, p. 71, 72.
It appears, therefore, that Organic Chemistry bas receded to about
the conclusions which we adopted upon physiological grounds seventeen
years ago, and fortified by the obscrvat~ons of a distinguished Chemist of
that day, whom we quoted in .the lifedlCal and Pliys1~logical Commentar~s
(vol. i., p. G74), in the following manner, ancl t~ which we llOW refer m
behalf of vital solidism. Thus, the Commentanes:
Mr. Kane has stepped forward in behalf of the dignity of chemical
science, and it is to such philosophers that an "nck~owledgment" is due
from Physiologists. In respect to the blood of diabetes, he remarkfl,
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that," the results of these analyses show that in diabetes, the relative
proportions of the organic principles remain quite within the limits of
the composition of the blood in pe1fect !tealtli. In fa.ct, the blood cannot,
as far as these experiments go, be considered as at all affected in this
distressing malady."-KAl<l'E, in Dublin Journ. of Med. and Chem. Sciellce,
vol. i., p. 2-i (Compare with ~ 5~- a, 847 a, 1007 c).
But, however this may be, it cannot be doubted that, in the multitudinous experiments which are made with chemical reagents, some process may be found which is capable of generating from the blood a transformation more or less analogous to saccharine matter. Upon the whole
ground, also, of the chemical philosophy of organic products, no objection can be alleged against our conclusion ; since, if the formation of
sugar in the vegetable and animal organism be a chemical phenomenon,
nothing would be more likely than its manufacture by the Chemist out
of other organic compounds having the requisite elements, though this
conclusion is very far from showing the accuracy of the former. But, it
is far more important to science aml philosophy, and especially to practical medicine, that we have Lchmann's authority for saying that these
analyses cannot be trusted. (§ 1029, 1030.)
§ 1032, a. Let us now consider the question in connection with urea.
'Va ha•c seen that Lehmann states that "the recognition of lactates
in healthy blood is just as difficult or £mpossible as that of u1·ea in the
same fluid" (§ 1031); and he remarks that "many Chemists have long
sought in vain to detect urea in normal blood; Simon believed that he
had found it in calves' blood, and Strahl and Lieberkuhn, and recently
GaITod, maintain that they have detected it in human blood. 'Vithout
doubting the correctness of these Chemists, 1't is only 1·ecently that I have
been able to convince myself by decisive experiments that urea is present in normal blood."-(LEmIA...~N, ul cit., vol. i., p.153.) But may it
not' have been an artificial product1 (§417, 1029.)
13ccquerel and Rodier remark that "urea probably exists in healthy
blood, but in too small a quantity to be discovered by chemical analyses."
This conjecture arises from the supposed discovery of urea in the blood
by Prevost and Dumas after extirpating the kidneys of anima)s, and
from its discovery by some Chemists, "chiefly in Great Britain," in
Bright's disease. But Becquerel and Rodier have failed of detecting it
in that affection. The question is then propounded" Does the same thing occur, however, when, from any other cause,
the urinary secretion is greatly diminished, as in retention of urine, and
in the various diseases to which the kidney is liable1 On this subject,
analysis is as yet silent; and here, as in 13right's disease, much remains
to be done." (Seccasesofbothin.Jlfe<l.ctnclPhys.Cornm., vol. i.,r· 601,n.).
As to the prevailing prejudice which often refers cerebral disorders to
a urea-diatliesis, these Authors remark that
"It has indeed been asserted that when the accumulation (of urea)
became considerable, we might attribute to it those cerebral sy1~ptoms
which arc commonly met with in the last stage of many renal diseases.
This may possibly be the case, but it altogether remains to be proved."
0
1
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But Lehmann has finally succeeded in elaborating urea from hcallhy
blo~d, ~nd therefore again violates the analogy both of function and organization which he ascribes to the liver1 of which he affirms "that s
mere.filtering off of certain constituents of the blood through the liver i!!
not to be thought of;" and although, "like Becquerel, he has failed in
establishing the fact that there is an augmentation of urea in certain
forms of disease, although English physicians have shown an inclination
to assume a urea diathesis" (ura:mia), yet, having finally elaborated urea
out of the blood, he neglects not only his own forcible analogy, but the
fact that urea is readily formed in the laboratory, in a Variety of ways,
especially by transformations of cyanitc of ammonia nnd of urine; and,
therefore, not only ovcrleaps the clearest induction from the premises that
chemical reagents may, at least, accomplish the same artificial result
when brought to act upon blood (§ 53, c i Liebig), but, in common with
other distinguished Chemists, is led to regard the kidney as a mere strairier. (§ 409 e, 422, 4-23.) 'Vhether, however," catalysis," or the philosophy of'' strainage" be aclopled, before either can prevail beyond a mechanical age, they must answer us, in some slightly intelligible manner,
how it happens, in conformity with the known facts of either Chemistry
or Mechanics, that the urine undergoes such sudden augmentations from
the operation of fem· and from the contact of cold air with the surface
of the body(§ 246, 422, 892f); and why, also, the milk is liable to sudden and remarkable changes from mental emotions. But this would be
of very little importance were it confined to the source in which it orig·
inated. Our Author, however, has contributed a good part toward assigning to the Ii Yer its proper rank in nature-abating the catalytic doctrine of its modu.s operandi; and it may therefore be reasonably expected that the time is near when the contrast in function between the liver
and testis on the one part, and the mamma and kidney on the other, as
now presented for the government of medical philosophy, will turn the
attention of Physicians from the dogmas of the Laboratory, and the analogies drawn from "Strainers," to the study of liYing nature, and end
in restoring Physiology to its proper cultirntors. (§ 4t d, 376t, 409 i,
493 d.)
l 032, b. It is true, the kidney is an organ of excretion, and may,
therefore, eliminate any foreign matter from the blood, though not by
filtration. 'Ve do not deny that effete organic compounds, even sugar
jf it stray through the lacteals in morbid states(§ 192, 277-295, 826827), may be eliminnted more or less unchanged by the kidneys; though,
for reasons already assigned(§ 38-51, &c.), this fact cannot be satisfactorily determined, either as to tl1e blood or urine, by chemical reagents;
and for this, too, we have the aMthority of Lehmann, Liebig, and l\li.ilder
(§ 42, 53 c, 450;f e, 400 j, 1029.) But urea is not introduced from with-
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ly in the conditions in which they are presented after tl~e ~ppli~ation of
chemical reagents. (§ 53 b, 4~ 7 a, 1029, .1033.) But 1t.1s qmte othe.rwise, in the former respect, with saccharme m~tler, which abo~?ds m
vegetable food. If this, therefore, w.ere not dcstmed f~r th? nu~r1t1on of
animals, and underwent no change m the proc~ss. of d1ge~t1on, 1t should,
like any other foreign substance,. be freely climmated, lJl t~e same or
·some modified condition, by the kidney. But the ge110ral failure of detecting it in the circulating mass of blood, in connection with the great
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amount which is appropriated by man and herbivorous animals, and its
great abundance in milk and diabetic urine, and its absence in all but
diabetic urine assure us of two facts, namely, that it docs not enter the
circulation unchange<l, in healthy states of the body (§ 192, 277-295,
826-827), and that the mammarj gland is capable, under certain very
remarkable physiological influences, and the kidney in a special form of
disease, ofrccombining its elements into saccharine matter, whether those
elements exist in intimate union with the blood, or be derived from the
disintegration of the tissues. But in morbid states of the digcsti\'e organs, as always attend diabetes, it might be supposed that saccharine
matter would be readily taken up by the lacteals, when, like any other
effete substance, it should be excreted by the kidney in some shape or
other (§ 192, 277-295, 426, 826-827). It is certainly a remarkable
coincidence that the mamma. ancl kidney should, in special conditions of
those organs, and in such conditions only (§ 424, 426, 427), be alike
capable of forming saccharine matter out of the blood. But this is entirely less remarkable than the double function assigned to the liver of
generating bile and sugar for important uses in the animal economy.
Nc\'Crthcless, while the former circumsto.nce disproves the physico.l rationale of filtration, it is more improbable that the mamma and kidney,
under those special conditions, ancl those only, should alike become
"strainers" of a substance which is admitted to exist in a greatly insufficient amount, at most, in the circulaLing mass of blood. It is also, I
repeat, a far mo1·c probable hypothesis, that the kidney should produce
sugar out of certain clements of the blood in that remarkable affection
known as diabetes mellitus, than that the li\'er should not only perform
l1abitually the two gt·eat functions of generating bile and sugar (the one
for important uses in digestion, and the other for nutrition), but that its
saccharine function should be abnormally increased in diabetes and also
when required by the exigencies of lactation, and then applied to that
6pccific purpose-and when, also, there is a special gland provided for
the generation of milk.* Let it be considered, too, that the formation of
sugar by the mammary gland has no reference to the internal economy,
but, totally unlike the uses o.ttributecl to sugar as supposed to be generated by the liver, it is destined to undergo the same process of digestion
as the sugar which is supplied by plants. Now, these are principles
which can be set aside only by absolute demonstration(~ 1086).
l\Ioreovcr, in diabetes the condition of the urine .is remarkably altered
in other respects, especio.lly in regard to quantity; and the quantity
alone denotes an essential change in the natural function of the kidney.
And it may be said farther, fol· the sak~ of the analogy, that in morbid
conditions of a.II organs, indeed of all parts of the body, and according to
the nature of the malady, the secreted products arc di\·crtecl from their
natural character. This is even strongly exemplified in the various
phases of common inflammation, and not less remarkably in the specific
forms of that disease (§ 733, 740-741, 653 c). And again, I say, since
it is allowed that sugar is not absorbed by the veins or lacteals, it would
be clearly a foreign substance if intermingled witl~ the circulating mass
of blood, and would be at once excreted by the kidneys, ancl, therefore,
in lactation, were the sugar generated by tbe liver, it should not go by
way of the mammary gland. It appears to me that Nature is not so
1
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inconsistent as to justify the supposition that she has provided against
the entrance of sugar, unchanged, into the general circulation, and at the
same time has constituted the liver, or any other part, with a view to the
reproduction in the torrent of the blood of what she has so carefully cxc~u<led in her arrangements for supplying the requisite means of nutrition-and this, more especially, as she has provided the mammary gland
for the generation, in pa.rt, of saccharine matter, though not to be confounded with the torrent of blood, but to undergo transformation in the
stomach.* Or why, again, bas she so completely provided for the metamorphosis of sugar in the alimentary canal, if i t is to be at once regenerated by the liver(§ 400, b-411); and thus, also, impose upon this organ,
in violation of all her analogies, two perfectly distinct functions for the
generation of products of fundamental uses in the animal economy, and
whose uses, respectively, arc perfectly distinct from each other~ It will
be no answer to say that, in ordinary states of the body the hepatic
su9ar is at once disposed of in the lungs; for, besides the fundamental
objections already made, this hepatic sugar is supposed, in lactation, to
be partly diverted from its great physiological purpose to supply means
of nutrition to an external subject, which has no more rolatjon to the individual than the plant has to the stomach! Or, if we glance at diabetes, there is the same inconsistency there. And yet another objection
may be seen in another viola.tion of analogies, in supposing that a glandular organ pours into the torrent of the circulation one of its most important products, while another not less specific takes the ordinary course
toward open surfaces(~ 417).-NOTES N R pp. 1121 1 1123.
CI. Bernard appears to be aware of the inharmonious nature of the
new function which he has assigned to the linr with that of the production of bile. "Is it probable," be says, "that the albuminous substances of the blood, on reaching the hepatic cells, separate into two
compounds, a. hydrocarbon, destined to form sugar, and a nitrogenous
one for bile~ If this were so, these two compounds would be formed at
the same moment." Bernard thinks, therefore, that "his experiments
seem to denote that the formation of sugar and bile does not take place
simultaneously, but that they alternate with each other." (Leqons, ut cit.)
But this will not correspond with the consistent philosophy of organic
life. It is also worthy of remark that Bernard's explanation of the disposition of the supposed hepatic sugar in the lungs is Ycry unsatisfactory,
even in a chemical sense; and, farther, that there is scru·eely any agreement between him and Lehmann as to the uses of sugar iu the animal
economy (9 83, 316, 409 /, i, 419 b, 423, 424).
I shall now introduce a paragraph which denotes the course of argument pursued in the l\Iedical and P hysiological Commentaries upon the
questions before us:
"\Vhen the secretion of milk is suppressed, I bm·e there said, do we find
that the saccharine matter is accumulated in the blood, or do we find a
trace of 1·t tl1et·e, or is its secretion "replaced" by any other part 1 Or,
shall we go on believing with Puzas, Levcret, Sauvages, Van Swieten,
Selic, Astrnc, Haulin, and many others, that it is generated by the legs,
and forms the proximate cause of phlegmasia. dolens? Or, when the secretion of bile is suspended, do its peculiar constituents appear in the
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a female' And yet it is affirmed to exist in the bloocl. (Sec note,
p. 589. Also, this work, § 83, b, note.) Shall we admit that the virus
of the rattlesnake, the viper, the bee, &c., exists in the blood? If the
viper and rattlesnake die after the remo\'al of their venom-glands, it is
far from proving that it is in consequence of an accumulation of their
specific virus in the blood. It is the same logic here as it has been with
urea after extirpating the kidneys. Do we find the peculiar odor of the
skunk, of the beaver, of the musk, &c., in the blood? Thus might we
go on with a thousand different formations, which, if admitted to exist
in the blood, would, of course, assign to this fluid as many component
pads. But if, on the other hand, it be absurd to suppose that the latter
formations do not depend upon their peculiar ernunctOl·ics, why is it
not equally so to imagine that animal sugar-, urea, or cholesterine, &c.,
are merely strained off from the blood? (§ 409, e.) Finally, as to urea,
about which humoralism has been so much concerned in the philosophy
of diabetes, we may say, that Le Canu, whose analysis of the blood is
admitted to be the best, agrees with former Chemists in denying its natural existence in that fluid.-1lied. wul P/1ys. Comm., \'Ol. i., p. GSO. 184.0.
§ 1032, c. If, however, the validity of the experiments by which sac·
ch:irine matter and urea are said to have been obtained by analyses of
the blood, and of other parts, be admitted, there is not much difficulty in
interpreting the supposed results in conformity with a standard supplied
by "experimental philosophy"-not even the curious phenomenon declared by Bernard of the existence of sugar in all parts of the circulation during digcsti01,, but its subsequent limitation to the blood between
the liver and the lungs. (§ 48, 49, 53 c, &c., Li"ebi[/; 350l e, f, -~fillder;
1029, Lehmann.)
The blood is so constantly fluctuating in its effete materials(§ 426, 42i),
that they may be regarded as taking an important part in the transformations, either contributing directly to the artificial formation, or exercising predisposiug affinities upon the elements of the blood, when chemical reagents are brought into action upon this fluid (§ G, 54 a); and, if
we now consult the foregoing references, we shall find the most eminent
Chemists virtually coinciding in this opinion. But I may quote the
more specific, and later authority of Lehmann, which I shall do in the
language of a Re,·iewer, for the sake of some other statements which
occur in the same connection. Thus:
"It is a doctrine generally accepted by the Physiologists of the present day, that the g1'lndub.r organ furnishes nothing to the secretion, but
that its tissue (or, at all events, certain of its cells) exerts a catalytic
action on the elements of the blood as it traverses the organ. In accordance witlt tltis view, Lehmann has afforded us a very satisfactory explanation of the origin of the sugar in the liver. On comparing the composition of the blood of the portal and hepatic veins, he found that the
saccharine blood of the hepatic veins contains less fibrin and less hrematin than the non·saccharine blood which enters the liver by the portal
vein. He then proved, by a very logical CIIEMICAL PROCESS, that pure
crystallized brematin might be 1·esob.;ed into glucose [grape sugarJ conjugated
witlt a nitrogenous substance," &c.-BritiBlt and l•Oreign JJied. Rev., Jan.,
1857, p. 32. New York.
Now, it is true that this experiment is against our purpose, excepting
in the important fact that it is supposed that blood, in certain conditions,
may be chemically transformed into sugar. But how far is the experi-
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ment reliable as to the distinction which is made between hepatic and
portal blood(§ 1029)? Let us hear Bernard:
"Since the publication of his Le~ons, Bernard has been led to give
up Le!1mann's e~planation, and has been driven to the belief, from certain
experiments which he has recently made, that it is not in ll1e blood, but i11
tlie HEPATIC TISSUE it.self, that 'll'e must search /01· the substance which precedes
and directly gives origin lo the sugar."-Britis/1 and Foi·eign Med. Rev., ibid.
Our interpretation will also readily explain the reason why saccharine
matter, or something analogous to it, may lie made out of the hepatic
blood, or out of the liver, when it has not been produced, or but in a
minute quantity, from portal blood. In the one case the requisite conditions are present; in the other they arc not. This is obvious enough
from the quantity of bile elaborated from the portal blood (~ 4:17).
Again, this kind of" experimental philosopl1y" will explain the reason
why, according to Vernois, "sugar may be found in the liver of the
fmtus and not in that of the mother, and vice i·ersa ;" and why it is found
in the liver particularly after respiring an irritating vapor, which,
through the reflex action of the lungs, modifies the whole sanguifcrous
function, and consequently the condition of the blood. Associated with.
this there mny be someth ing appertaining to the liver which may often
enable chemical reagents to effect a transformation analogous to sugar.
Again : if such be the philosophy, we should probably find the Chemist
often failing to produce sugar from the liver in various conditions of
disease. Accordingly ·we learn from Becquerel and Rodier that "in
140 cases, lvherein the nature of the disease was noted byM. Vcrnois, he
only found sugar fifty-six times."-Ut cit., p. 247, 248.
§ 1032, d. As the variety of means which have been employed to increase the supposed normal proportion of sugar in the blood, and the
nrtificial production of diabetes, in no respect affect our conclusions, it
is unnecessary to speak of them. Our int.crest lies in the great physiological problems alone, under th e direction of the leading facts. But I
may say of Bernard's experiment of producing saccharine urine by pricking the floor of the fourth ventricle between the roots of the pneumogastric and auditory nerves, that it is not only an elegant exemplification
of the wonderful mysteries of the nervous system in its influences upon organic functions, especially so in connection with the inductive process by
which he arrived at the experiment, and should admonish him, profoundly,
of the fallacious nature of his chemical and mechanical doctrines of life,
but that it demonstrates a. direct influence upon the functions of the kidney which places the mechanical hypothes is of" strainage" upon its proper footing. It is in min to assume that this influence was exerted specifically upon the liver, and that that organ was thus stimulated to an
extraordinary production of sugar; for th e condition of the kidneys was
not affected alone in the elimination of sugar, but in two other and opposite respects, nccording to the precise _r~ace in which the floor of the fourth
ventricle was pricked between the or1gm of the nerves. In one place the
urine would be 1·ncreased in gl1antity, and yielded an abundance of albumen;
while :i little varintion of the place of puncture rendered the urine small
in quantity, and restricted the organic matte1: to sugar alone. (BERNA~n,
Let;ons, &c., p. 339-340.) Moreover, the k1d~1eys an_d uret:rs were qmtc
:1s violently uffcctcd by this prick as the ca1~1llary Cll'Cu.1at1011 of the abdominal orrrnns while the \•essels on the surface of the liver "were more
apparent tl~'ln 1;a1urnl." The whole capillary ::::ystem of otllcr parts of the
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abdomen was thrown into a state of great activity and engorgement, and
I shall quote the statement in a note• for the purpose, also, of showiug
how remarkably the vasculnr system may be affected by apparently the
slightest impressions upon the nervous centres, nncl vrtdously, too, as the
impressions may be a little varied (ut supm), and to show, moreover, the
absurdity of referrjng the physical products to the united ngency of the
nen·ous power and the chemical forces, and how great the fallacy of expecting to girn direction to practical medicine by any analyses of the
blood or secretions while they arc unceasingly cbnnging in disease
through influences propagated by tbe ncrrnus power (§ 5}, e). Nor
will the reflecting mind fail to obser\'e the \'3St contribution which this experiment makes to the incalculable importance of those by Wilson Philip,
as herein recorded, nor how forcibly the experiment confirms the applicn.tions which I have made of the English Philosopher's(§ 476-494, &c.).
But again : if it be assumed that the influences were exerted, in the
experiment, upon the lfrer, and that the kidneys merely "strained off"
the redundant sugar, how does it happen that no sugar C>er appears in
the mine during the digestion of food, when, as afllrmed by Bernnrd, it
·is found throughout the circulating mass of blood~ 'Vhy never found
in the urine in any hepatic affection, and ne\'er in any other disease than
diabetes 1 And what shall be inferred of the pathology of diabetes, or
of the indications of cure as supplied by Organic Chemistry, when we
contemplate the successful treatment, by bloodletting, of the remarkable
case recorded in§ IOOi, c?-NOTE Z p. 1130,on ura:mia.
Since the foregoing was written, information has reached us that later
observers have shown, that, whate•er may be the influences exerted by
the injury of the fourth ventricle, as it respects the hepatic blood, they
have no bearing upon the functions of the liver, but of the lungs. From
these obsen·ations it would result that the special condition of the hepatic blood is owing to some modification of the respiratory function, which
is rendered farther probable by the injury being inflicted at the origin of
the pneumogastric nerrn (~ 461).
1033, a. After the remarks in the foregoing section (§ 1032), and
upon the hypothesis that it is truly sugar which is clisco\'ered in blood
by the reagents (tests), or whatever compound it may be, it must be conceded in behalf of the hypothesis, that the same apparent result is brought
about by different modes of proximate analysis. 13ut even this coincidence neither establishes the certainty that the products consist of sugar,
nor render it unquestionable whether any two of them are alike. (§ 54,
a, b.) It is but a !Jue.83, liable to the doubts which are so forcibly expressed by Professor Lehmann in sections 1029, 1030. Nevertheless, in
n physiological sense, it is the most involved and important inquiry which
Organic Chemistry has yet presented, and hence the space which is here
allotted to it. Should this persevering Offspring of the inorganic world
succeed, in connection with experiments upon )i,·ing nature, in establishing the supposed double function of the liver, it will have contributed a
large service to Physiology. But such nre the complete contradistinc-
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tions between organic and inorganic beings, that it may be safely concluded that it can go no farther than to distinguish the difference between
the physical constitution of one substance and another. Herc it ends,
and here the vitalist takes up the result and carries it into the profound
labyrinth of organic life. Even so Liebig, § 18 c, 42, .53 c, 59, 64 e,
350, nos. 59, 79. (Also, § 5, G, 53 b, 222 b, 351, 3G2, 3iGJ:, 409 j,
417, &c.)
In the mean time, as an appendage of some moment to the foregoing
discussion, and that it may be compared with the extracts from Lehmann's work, in sections 1029, 1030, I shall now state, as an example
of searching for sugar, an unsuccessful process observed by Lehmann for
detecting its presence in the portal blood of horses:
"The blood, after being neutralized with dilute acid, and treated with
four times its quantity of water, was eongulated by heat, the expressed
and filtered fluid was ernporated, the residue extracted with spirit of g5 0,
and the spirituous fluid precipitated by an alco/10/ic solution of potas/1.
The portion insoluble in water was mixed with a little water, filtered,
treated with dilute sulphuric acid, for the purpose of effecting the metanw17>hosis of auy dextrine that might be present, and THEN EXAMINED 1·0R
St:GAR" !-LEuMAr.."N'S Pliysiological Cliem1/Jl1y, vol. ii., p. 391.
There is also the celebrated test known as Jhrreswill's solution, which
consists of" carbonate of soda (in crystals) 40 parts; bitartrate of potash 50 parts; caustic potash 40 parts; distill ed water 400 parts. Make
a solution, and add the following: Sulphate of copper 30 parts; water
100 parts. Filter the two solutions when rnixed. This solution, when
added to a liquid containing glucose, gi res a reddish precipitate of reduced copper."
Another chemical test is that of caustic potash, "a fragment ofwbich,
added to serum containing glucose, gives an albuminous precipitate of a
brownish color, due to the combina.tion of albumen with ulmate of potash."
Becquerel and Rodicr say, that the chemical processes relied upon arc
'i almost exclusiYely" the last two-B. and R.'s Patlwlog. Gliem., p. 72,
73. Lehmann commends Trommer's test, which consists mostly of caustic potash and su lphate of copper, but which has been disputed. "But
if this test be not admitted," he says, "equal objections may be advanced
against all the reagents employed in mineral chemistry; the application
of most of them demanding more precaution and skilful manipulation
than this test." Ile thinks well of the polarizing apparatus; says that
"Pcttcnkofcr's iest is not available for the detection of sugar;" and he
would not trust the fermentation-test, nor l\fnumene's. After mentioning these, and their attendant qualifications, we have the farther discouraging remark, that "all other tests which were formerly employed for
the clisco\·ery of sugar are open to so many sources of fallacy, as compared with the methods we ba,·e already indicated, that we may pass
them over in silence." -I~EmIA NN, 11t cit., Yol. i., p. 251, 256.
1033, b. Now, all the foregoing(§ 1033, a) would be commendo.ble,
did iL end, so far as Chemistry is concerned, with the experiments themselves; although, as we have seen (§ 1029, 1030), it can rarely supply
any reliahlc ground for inducti on. But it is an example only of a vast
amount of experimental Chemistry which has been carried far into the
labyrinth not only of the physiological but morbid states of the body,
and commended to Physicians under the illusory name of "experimental
medicine."
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But, suppose it to be all true, there never was and never will be a
physician who will or can apply it in practice, very few who can understand it, no oue qualified for the analyses, no time, in acute diseases at
least, for inqufries so <liflicult and tedious, and no one who will fall into
the absurdity of applying to a competent Chemist, if be can find one, to
search for disease in morbid changes of the blood, or secretions, not even
of the urine. In chronic affections, a few simple observations upon the
latter, and which are alone reliable, will sometimes inform the physician
of the presence of some unusual substances as the products of disease;
but this knowledge can neyc1· aid him much in the treatment of the malady (§ 42i). Take the strongest of all examples, diabetes mellitus; a
knowledge of the existence of sugar in the urine has neither contributed
to a knowledge of the pathology of the disease, uor given the slightest
direction to an enlightened practice. Au exclusively animal diet has
not reached the pathological condition, and the sugar has gone on as
usual whatever the food consumed. Nor is it any better with the" ureadiathesis," or with "albuminous uri~e," whether the latter respect the
kidneys or dropsical conditions; but, on the contrary, it has led to many
blunders between the presence of disease and the ingesta, or between one
disease or another(§ 426, 427, 639, 6i3, 675, 679, 686 d). If the Physician rely upon these superficial and uncertain, or imaginary signs, if
be hm'e not the sagacity to discover the nature of disease through the
ready and intelligible signs supplied by Nature, or cannot avail himself
of experimental obserrntions upon the effects of remedies which have
been accumulating for ages, or be incapable of applying in practice the
principles which have been founded upon these observations in their connection with other intelligible principles in physiology and pathology,
his case is as hopeless as must be that of bis patients (§ 5}, f). And
yet, it is a remarkable fact, that many medical Authors, who take the
"experimental medicine" of the day upon trust, are vastly more certain
of the accuracy of the experiments, and of their application to the healing art (and yet without applying them), than the very able men who
have been employed long and assiduously in the inquiry. (§ 10G5, b, c.)
It was but very recently that the l\Iedical Profession in Europe and
America calculated upon 1\Iorbicl Anatomy as a grand basis for medicine,
and the present writer took a long ground against it. And where is it
now'? Dissipated by Liebig as by an enchanter's wand. ",.here uow
is the so late "Numerical 1\fcthod '?" (§ 1OOG, a.) Swallowed up by the
Laboratory. "\Vhcre, the Humoral Pathology, which Andral 1·eproduced
and ingrafred upon Vital Solid.ism?(§ 819, &c.) Ingraftcd upon Cbem- ·
istry. 'Vherc the so late" experimental philosophy" which aimed at the
causes and cure of human maladies by the introduction of poisons and
into the circulation of animals? (744.) "Given place
remedial arrents
0
to an 'experimental philosophy' in which organic life has no participation" (§ 5! a). Where the" division of labor" in the fragmentary system of "specialities'?" Concentrated in the hands of Organic Chemistry (§ 9GO, c). 'Vhere, I ask, are the memories even of those so recent
as Hunter and Bichat? All buried in the common Cemetery. '\Yhcre,
in brief, is Organic Life'? Echo answers, extinguished by ~he Laboratory (§ 695-709. Sec, also, the Author's Essays o? M?rbul Anatomy,
and on the writings of M. Louis, in Medical and Phys10log1cal Commentaries).
§ 1034. Finally, in the discussion of controverted questK>ns between
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the Physiologist, as he looks upon animated nature in its healthy and
morbid aspects, and the Chemist, who is, or should be, concerned alone
with dead matter, it is sometimes difficult to maintain a perfect moderation of sty le when the Laboratory becomes dogmatic, and especially when
exclusive (§ 1, b, 350, Mott~&). And I may be now permitted to at least
correct a misapprehension of Professor Lchmann's, who, in the seclusion
of the Laboratory, like all others of the sa.me laborious and abstract pursuits, is evidently uninformed of the doctrines of the ''ital Physiologist,
or docs him an injustice which I should be unwilling to surmise. I allude to the following paragraphs, although there is much more of the
same nature:
'"Ve have not hesitated to a\·ow that we ham assumed a tl1orougldy
rad1Cal point of view in reference to specific vital phenomena and vilal
forces; for we cannot rest satisfied with the mysterfrn1s obscurity in wliich
they hm·e been artificially em·eloped."
Our Author then proceed.~ to designate the Science of Life as a sys·
tern of" metapllysicology," and to cOnfound Physiologists with the "ad·
i·ocates of a romantic poetry of nature ,·11 though, it is true, he had the
encouraging success of Liebig before him (§ 350, Mottoes). Thus, our
Author:
"It would be well if these spfritualists would look down from the high
stand they have chosen, and deign to believe that there are some among
those experimentalists, who, clinging lo matte1·, and gathering their facts
with ant- like industry frnm the lowly earth, notwithstanding that tl1ey
have long held communion with the poet-philosopher, Plato, and the
philosophical natural inquirer, Aristotle, and have some familiarity with
the Paraphrases of Hegel and Schelling, arc yet unwilling to relinquish
the ir less elevated position. If these happy admirers of their own Ideal
had descended from their airy heights, and closely examined organic and
inorganic matter, they would not ha:rn deemed it necessary to assume,
that, besides carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, organic substances
must also contain an organagenium, or latent i·ital force, or whatever else
they may be pleased to call it. Bad they sought information from a
Chemist, they would have learned that, when exposed to the clear light
of rigid logic, THERE JS NO ESSENTIAL DIFFERE.:.."\CE BFTWEE."'\ ORGANIC
A.."'\D L"\OHGA.'-'IC BODIES. A Chemist, totally unacquainlecl with organic
matter, would priori have deduced all these t"ncidental dijfe1wces of mat·
ter from the doctrine of affinity and the science of stoichiometry, evoked
from dead matter. (§ 1052.) However these advocates of a romantic
• poetry of nature may despise the swarm of industrious imestigators,
who arc often unwearingly occupied for years together in endeavoring
to collect a few firm supports for the great edifice of a true philosophy
of nature, we do not despai r of seeing our work rise in simple grandeur,
more durable and lasting than these sophisms of natural philosophy,
which, pa~sing through ages, from Pytlrngoras and Empeclocles to Schei·
lin« and J (e«el, hnve, like the sand of the ocean shore, been altemately
upbornc by ~nc wave and ingulfed by the next."-:-LEIHIANN's Pl1ysio·
logical Chemistry, vol. i., p. 33, 34.-Sce p. 157, ~ 3o0, mou?es h-.l.
That this is not a hnsty rhapsody appears from a note, rn which our
Author et ates thnt he had" expressed similar ideas in an Article which
appeared in the 1 Gegenwart.'" At another time, also, he caricatures
the doctrine of virnl solidism as" a belief in supernatural forces of mat·
tcr."-Jbid.,.1101. ii., p. 380,

a
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There is no doubt that our amiable Author (whom no one is disposed
to disturb in his legitimate pursuit) is very correct as an expositor of
the objects and opinions of Organic Chemists when he asserts their belief that "there is no essential d{fference between organ£c and 1·11organ£c
bodies;" as, indeed, appears abundantly in these Institutes. It is, therefore, all a foregone conclusion with the Chemist, before he approaches
the living being with acids, and alkalies, and metallic oxides, and retorts,
ancl crucibles, that he will quickly" deduce all the incidental differences
of matter (animate and inanimate) from the doctrines of the Laboratory
as evolved from dead matter." Hence, it is evident, besides his affirmation, that our Author has deduced all his knowledge of 1-Iallcr, Baglivi,
Hunter, Bicha.t, Mtiller, C. Bell, U. Hall, Tiedemann, and other illustrious Physiologists of recent times, from what he has gathered from
"the Poet-Philosopher, Plato, and the philosophical natural inquirer,
Aristotle, along with the Paraphrases of Hegel and Schelling;" glancing, it is true, at their kindred, Pythagoras and Empedoc!es, but skipping over, even, such ultra "Spiritualists" as Hippocrates, Celsus, Galen, Aretreus, Avicenna, &c., from whose works he might have(' deduced
priori all the incidental differences" between them and their modern
Antitypes. (§ 4h 5-6, 189, 292, 334, 350}, 350,\ 'g, 351, 360-364, 366,
3761, 3761 b, 744, 1006
10Z9, 1030, 1075 b.)
Nevertheless, although our Author u cannot rest satisfied with the
mysterious obscurity in which the vital phenomena have been artificially
enveloped," and, although Ha Chemist, totally unacquainted with orgnnic
matter, would prio1'i have deduced all these incidental differences of
matter from the doctrine of affinity and stoichiometry e1;olvedfrom dead
matte1·," he is coerced, not unfrequently, to contradict himself(§ 626, b),
and to admit, as in the following example, that the u incidental differences" relative to absorption alone have been altogether beyond any explanation in physics, which is apparently a very simple phenomenon
compared with many other processes of life, C\'en as it occurs in plants
(§ 1053). Thus, our author:
"If, however, we still continuously encounter a number of phenomena
in the living body, which seem to be at variance with the endosmotic laws
with which we are at present acquainted, and if many interesting experiments, as, for instance, those of Bocker, still appear to defy explanation
by simple molecular action, this merely proves that we are still defi.cient
in the physical knowledge necessary for the comprehension, in a physical
sense, of the casual [!] connection of such phenomena." (Sec§ 1052.)
"'Ve may, however, conclude, from the scanty facts before us, that the
movements of soluble matter within the living organism, and more especially the phenomena of absorption, must be supposed to depend upon
certain physical laws." - LEmIA!>.'N'S Physiological Chemi'stry, vol. ii.,
p. 376-3a9.-Also § 17G J.
And again, our Author, still forgetting 11imscl'., is ~t co.nsidcrablc
pains in showing that H if zoo-chemistry ever fulfil.1ts object, 1t must be
by the joint aid of Chemistry and Physiology."-lbid., vol. i., p. 24. But
how far our Author (and Liebig, who is of th_e sa1:11e opin~on) is qualified to reason upon the profound problems of life will sufficiently appear
from the following jumble:
(' 'Veariness of the senses is the diminished impressibility of the ner""es
of sense, but its cause cannot reasonably be sought for in any other than
a CllElliCAL CllA.NGE, experienced by the conducting substance of the
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nerves. Such a chemical metamorphosis of the nerves of sense from
external impressions can no longer greatly excite our astonishment, since
we have witnessed the unexpected phenomenon of a picture produced suddenly, and as it were by magic, from the chemical changes effected by
the rays of light on an iodized sifrcr plate [!) Should we not be equally
justified in saying that the iodized plate, wh.ich, after being exposed for
a few seconds to a strong light, gives only faint and half-effaced images,
IS WEAfilED LIKE TIIE RETL'iA, when, after repeated and continuous perception of an image, it gives back only the faint outlines of the object 1" ! !
-Ibid., vol. i., p. 30. (Also§ 3·19 e, 350!: n, p, 350j e,f, 3501 e.)
But this is only an example of a vast amount of a corrcsponcling nature by which I have endeavoured to show that Chemistry and Physiology
are profoundly distinct from each other, and that when the Chemist departs from his legitimate pursuit to gather Jnurcls in Medical Science,
whatever may be his ability, he is acting the part of a. mere Charlatan
(§ 376!:, 626 b).
Our Author takes it hard that Chemical Philosophers should meet
with any opposition in their iu\'asions upon Physiology and practical
l\Iedicine, notwithstanding his own declaration that they are not to be
trusted in their organic inquiries (§ 1029, 1030). nut since he indulges
the illusion that none but the most imaginative lrnvc raised an obstacle
to the ambitious career of Organic Chemistry, it is not quite apparent
why our Author's self-complacency should have been so much disturbed
as seems to be implied in the concluding part of a foregoing c1uotation
(page 796 )· The capital error of our friends is forcibly presented in that
extract-" Who are often w1u·earingly occupied for years together in endeavouring: to collect a few firm supports for the great edifice of a true
philosophy of nature," and which has been ofton tbo su\Jject of comment
by eminent Philosophers, as may be seen at pages 157, 173, § 350, .Mottoes, It, i, k, l, and No. 97 of parallel columns.
Our Author's error, therefore, as will be readily seen, proceeds from
an unceasing devotion to the phenomena of dead matter(§ 376~), which,
as a consequence, leads to a total disregard of all the facts which have
been accumulated by the students of living nature, and an obli\·iousncss to the grand consideration that even such students can have no just
appreciation of the natural processes of animated beings unless also
well skilled in Pathology and Therapeutics (§ 5! e, f, 5! a, 6, 53 c,
l2V, 134, 137 cl, 151, 163, 165 b, 167, !VI, 234-235, 237, 285, 303i,
376~, 376~, 447 a, b, c, 516 d, No. 6, 676 b, 801 a, 819, 1006 a, 1029,
1030, 198, 640, 1060).
But our Author hns now the consolation of knowing tliat he has
achie,·ed bis object of convincing a multitude of Physicians (§ 5 ~' a) that
they are worthy of his rebuke, and that the true philosophy of medicine
can be acquired only through an implicit dependence upon the Laboratory of the Organic Chemist(§ 376~)- Nevertheless, our Author is too
shrewd a. politician not to have observed the action which bas been setting in against a pursuit in which the Physiologist and Physician have
had no participation whatever; nor is he less aware of the causes. Lest
the monopoly, therefore, should be lost, he deals a few blows upon the
most submi ssive part of the Profession in this wise:
"Enthusiasm," he says, "in the cause of Organic Chemistry has degencrrited among mrmy Physiologists and Physicians into a fa11atiCism,
which 1 even iu the best cause, tends to invalidate a host of truths in its
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endeavours to uphold a single fact (§ 5?r a, 530).-Lrn:u~'N, ibid.,
vol. i., p. 1.
But, then, how will our Author compromise the trouble with this
class of" Physiologists and Physicians," if " there is no essential difference between organic and inorganic bodies," or, especially, if" a Chemist, totally unacquainted with organic matter, would priori deduce au
the incidental differences from the doctrine of affinity and the science of
stoichiometry, evol1:ed from dead matter?" Our Author's entire 1vork
proceeds upon these premises, along with a profusion of ridicule upon
the physiological doctrines of life and disease, of whose deductions from
the phenomena of living nature, through a long course of ages, he is as
profoundly ignorant (as he virtually admits) as he is able and accomplished in that mere physical department of science to which he has
devoted his thoughts and his labors. Our Author, therefore, seeing the
"handwriting upon the wall," as appears in preceding quotations(§ 1029,
1030), ventures the future upon denunciations of those whose peculiar
province it is to unfold the Science which Nature has isolated from all
others in its fundamental laws. But I ask our Author and others who
have not been less vehement in unmannerly malediction upon all l\fedical Philosophers of the past, whether the phrensy of a morbid ambition
is not most likely to react upon themselves~ (§ G, 37G~.) And I put it,
also, to Physicians, whether they will continue to follow the wake of
Organic Chemistry, or assume the independence of thinking and acting
for themselves~ And here I shall take the liberty of repeating a passage from the Commentaries which COYers a greater range of the fictions
that have been substituted, in recent times, for philosophical medicine.
The Author was referring, specifically, to JU. Louis's attempt to prepare
the way for his anatomical ancl numerical methods by proclaiming that
",,lfedicine is now in 1'ts infancy;'' while it is but just to the French Philosopher to say, that the German is more dogmatically abusive, in various parts of his work, of every Physiologist ancl Physician who has admitted "a vital force or whatever they may call it" (in our Author's
language), from Hippocrates to the present day. The Commentaries thus:
"That the 'Vorld shou ld have passively acquiesced in this unreserYecl
obliteration of all its medical knowledge and principles (executed, too,
in no very gracious manner), was neither just to itself, nor watchful of
its dignity. That it should have received the ostracism with a. commendation proportioned to its abruptness ancl insensibility must remain
forever the most extraordinary record of all human affairs; ancl, when
after ages shall look back upon the present, groping its way in a midnight darkness of its own creation, and rejoicing, as it we.re, with the
prattling " infan cy" of a once noble and stupendous science, and witness,
as its results, the experimental processes by which the new being was
to be carried forward to maturity-the myriads of victims who furnished
their quota to the morbid anatomist-the attempts at converting morbid
into healthy blood by chemical agencies, first in a 'porringer,' and then,
by analogy, up to the Jiving organism-the conflict between the remaining disciples of Nature and the abuses of the Laboratory-the almost
universal substitution of the forces of physics for those specific powers
which had hitherto rendered Physiology and :Medicine intelligible and
consistent sciences, besides a multitude of other strange devices, contributed and cordially received from all manner of workmen, as choice materials for the new foundation-when, we say, after ages shall look back
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upon this dark spot on the brightest escutcheon of the world, it must be
regarded without sympathy, and as an act of voluntary humiliation
(§ 376-b 530, 8 19 b).-1\lEmcA.L AND Pm·s1or.oGJCAL ColW.E:STARIES,
vol. ii ., p. G84. 1840.
§ 1035. Although the foregoing review of Physiological and Pathological Chemistry may be unimportant to all but the present writer, he
will, nevertheless, say, that personal considerations had nearly deterred
him from making them. In all his writings he had regarded his position
as so isolated, that he bad not anticipated much sympathy and Jess encouragement, and he has, therefore, been agreeably disappointed in finding numerous and very able advocates, and by many unexpected and
very distinguished honors that have been conferred upon him by the
most renowned l\Iedical Societies in Europe. These marks of recognition, he hopes of approval, lrn.ve always awakened the most profound
gratitude. But the more he lrns prosecuted his studies, the more impossible has he found it to modify his opinions on :Medical Philosophy, and
the more desirous has he become of submitting this enlarged experience
to the judgment of mankind; and, although he is not unmindful that
perfect independence is conceded to the Cultivators of science, yet he is
most anxious to be just to those whose writings have proved to him a
fountain of knowledge, and whose kindnesses have awakened the deepest
sensibility. And, while thus employed in this very personal manner, he
will not forego the gratification of uniting to that of the medical world his
own admiration of the labors of Becquerel and Rodier, and particularly
of those researches which are presented in their work on '' PATIIOLOGJCAL
C11E:11ISTRY IN ITS ArPLICATION TO THE PRACTICE oi.' l\Iw1cINE."
The
very flattering dedication to himself which occurs in the London edition
of that work might, in connection with the considerations just sta.tec1,
have prompted bim to have still maintained the silence (unimportant to
be sure) which he has for some time observed, did he not find in the work
so great an amount of enlightened research, aud which he can heartily
commend to the American 1\Iedical Profession. It is, indeed, rather a
system of practical medicine than what the Title imports. Its authors
h:ive been attentive observers of disease, and their valuable experience is
prcsente<l in its direct relation to Pathology and Therapeutics. 'Iheir
pathological chemistry of the blood is, also, but little liable to the objections so forcibly stated by Professor Lehmann (§ 1029), since it often extends but little beyond the specific gravity, and the proportions of water,
globules, albumen, fibrin, and fatty and extractive matters, in different
forms of disease, and their comparison with a normal standard. And,
although these analyses advance our knowledge of pathological conditions, the present writer cannot but adhere to his opinion that the treatment of disease must turn essentially upon the import of symptoms and
of remote causes, in connection with the principles which have been deduced from the phenomena. of healthy and morbid actions, and from the
results of hygienic and therapeutical treatment(§ 413-463, 639~700);
nor has he nny doubt that his Authors think so too. They belong to
the school ofVitalists, ever designating the blood as the -i:italjluid, and
quote approvingly, from Simon's Animal Chemistry, the following en lightc'ned opini on respectingjib1·i11 1 which stretches far into other grc~t
problems in vital physiology. Alth?ugh stated. as a.n abstract fact, ~t
associates with itself the whole labyrinth of phys1olog1cal results, and is
unapproachable by chemical laws. Thus:
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"The fibrin, in its normal physiological condition, is the result of the
transformation of a certain amount of the globules. This transformation, which is of a vital nature, is due to the action of the oxygen of the
atmosphere on the one hand, and, on the other, to the numerous reactions
which take place during the passage of the blood through the different
tissues and organs of the body. The globules, before being assimilated
to these tissues, and thus contributing to interstitial nutrition, pass
through a transition state, which is the fibrin (§42)."-BECQUEREL AND
RODIER's Patlwlogical Chemistr11, p. 105.
However much the writer may differ from the chemical school of medicine, bis attention has been directed to their researches during the greater part of his professional life, ancl, he acknowledges, with intense interest and neyer-failing information, while he also commends to his medical class the same habits of inquiry. He had known nothing of the composition of organic nature, nothing of those elementary combinations
which so forcibly distinguish it from the inorganic kingdom, and many
other relative details, nor could these Institutes have been written, without the revelations afiOrded by Chemistry (§ 3764, b).
PROGRESS 01' PIIYSIOLOGY.
STRUCTUirn 01'' ORGANS.

1036. l\Iany interesting disclosures hm·e been recently made in the
minute anatomy of some of the complex organs, and the microscope has
been brought to bear aclrnntageously upon the subject iu connection with
improved methods of minute injection. The structure of the kidney,
whose rank in organic life I have advocated in foregoing sections(§ 41 7,
422-427, 892i a-c, 1032), has been subjected to much critical inquiry,
and although the exposition of its elaborate organization call up an association with the most complex mechanism of art, it reminds us as little of" a strainer" as it does of a musical instrument (§ 1032). But the
most curious ancl intensely interesting discovery relative to this organ is
Brown-S6quarcl's development of a startling function appertaining to the
renal capsules, and which should silence forever all attempts to ' 1 deduce
t}10 incidental differences between organic and inorganic bodies from the
principles evolved from dead matter" (§ 1034, Lehmann).
The anatomical details of the nervous system, especially of the spinal
cord, have been also ably investigated by LenhossCk, Van Der Kolk,
Brown-Sciquard, and others, and iropart a great interest to the study of
the organic life of animals. All this, and much more of a correspond ~
ing nature, opens very widely the wonderful mechanism of organic beings, develops more forcibly that incomprehensible variety of Om~iscient
Design which is apparently excluded from the mechanical constitution
of inorganic bodies, and thus, and in other ways, aids in placing the
chemical and physical doctrines of life and disease upon their proper
level. (See Index, article DESIGN.)
Nevertheless, it must be conceded that this knowledge does not indicate the functions of organs, or their modus operandi, or the physiological laws which they obey, nor ever wiU. It simply enables us to trace
out the channels through which the properties of life ca1:ry on their stupendous work(§ 130, 131; Bicliat, Liebig, },filton). As it affects, therefore, in no other respect the facts and the doctrines set forth in this work
than to gi\"e them confirmation, I shall not advert specifically to the disE EE
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conries in this branch of Physiology(§ 2 c, 83, 131, 133 a, 13G, 699708).
TnE NERYOUS SYSTElr.

SHIPATllY.

1037, a. There is, howenr, one discovery relati\'c to the nervous system, which, although it do not disturb in the least any Jaw or proposition laid down in these Institutes, but goes to confirm the whole, and,
withal, corrects a partial error in the supposed functions of a portion of
the spinal cord, I shall now state in a summary manner. I need not
say that this interesting disclosure comes to us from Dr. llrown-SCquard,
whose genius and industry have also enlightened the physiological world
upon special influences of the 11crvous system, which, if not as important
in their relations to the laws of that system, :ire more attractive. Among
these may be mentioned his remarkable experiment of producing epileptiform convulsions, through a special association of the nervous influence
with a particular point in the skin by sections of the spinal cord, and an
cxtcosion of the researches begun by Petit, l\Iagcndie, and Flourens, upon
turning and rolling, developing, apparently, as in the auditory nerve,
centres of nervous influence in the nerves themselves; which appeared in
a collation of his writings, entitled '' Eaperimenlal Researches applied to
Pl1ysiology and Pathology, p. 18, 36, 80, 84-, 99; 1853.
These experiments, therefore, like Bernard's, of pricking the medulla
oUlongata (§ 1032, d), not only possess a refreshing novelty, but constitute new and forcible methods of demonstrating the infiucncc of the
nervous power upon organic actions and muscular motion, and of illustrating the laws of sympathy; while, also, they contribute a welcome
part in rescuing Physiology from Organic Chemistry (222-235, 452530, 635, 893 a, c, 902, 905 a, 924).
§ 1037, b. Brown-Sequard's discovery relative to the spinal cord modifies the statement made in the brief sections 465, 468, at pages 290, 291,
so far as the experiments show that a. division of the posterior roots of
the spinal nerves docs not destroy sensation, and which arc conductors
only to the central gray matter. It would have been sufficient, therefore, to have stated this fact (in itself unimportant to these Institutes),
did not the experiments reflect, in other respects, a great amount of light
upon our doctrines of remote sympathy, and place them upon a clear
and intelligible ground. They present, also, an admirable analysis, as I
apprehend, of the anatomical media of common and specific sensibility
(§ 188 b, 197-190, 450)i and that element of remote sympathy which I
have designated as sympathetic sensibiWy, and which belongs especially to
the organic life of animals (§ 197, 201-204, 451 d, 903). The conclusions at which Dr. Brown-Sequarcl arrived arc summarily and well expressed by a Reviewer as follows :
"1. The idea that the sensitive impressions arc conducted to the encepbalon along the posterior columns is entirely erroneous. 2. The gray
matter of the spinal cord, alt.hough itself deprived of sensibility, is an
organ of transmission of the sensitive impressions. 3. There are two
kinds of sensitive fibres in the posterior columns of the spinal cord, some
going up towa.rds the encephalon (centripetal or ascending fibres), some
going in the opposite direction (~entrifugal. or dcsceodin~ fibres). 4. There
are also ascending ancl descendrng fibres m the posterior gray 11orns, and
very likely in the posterior parts of the lateral columns. 5. These ascending and descending fibres in the posterior columns come mostly, if
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not entirely, from the posterior roots of the spinal nerves. G. The posterior roots send also fibres to the posterior gray horns, and very likely
to the posterior parts of the lateral columns. 7. All these fibres soon
leave the posterior columns, the posterior gray horns, &c., in order to go
into the central gray matter. 8. All these sensiti\'e fibres decussate very
near to their entrance into the spinal marrow from the posterior roots.
9. There arc some transverse fibres in the spinal cord, coming from the
posterior roots, which do not seem to transmit scnsiti1.re impressions.
The motor nen·es remain, after their entrance into the spinal marrow, on
the same side, until they reach the lower part of the medulla oblongata,
where they decussate."-Jfedico-Chirurgical Review, p.183, July, 1856.
In his work on ''Experimental Researches applied to Physiology and
l">athology" (1853), after relating his experiments •on the crossed transmission of impressions in the spinal cord, the Author remarks : " I believe I am entitled to conclude, from the facts above stated- 1st, that
most of the impressions made on one side of the body are transmitted to
tbe sensorium by the opposite side of the spinal cord, so that the impressions on the left side of the body are transmitted by the right side of the
spinal cord, and vice i·ersa; 2d, that the assumed function of the eras.sing of fibres in the pons Yarolii, and the neighboring parts, does not belong to these fibres, but to the fibres of the spinal cord, all along which
they cross each other" (p. 67, 68).
The foregoing, and other experiments, were repeated by Dr. BrownSCquard in some of the Medical Colleges of this country during the winter of 1856-7, at many of which the present writer was so fortunate as
to be a spectator.-NOTE AA p. 1131.
§ 1038. The experiments upon the auditory and other nerves(§ 1037,
a), which (as well as the organization of the nerves, particularly the
auditory) denote special centres of nervous influence in the nerns themselves, concur with other facts in supplying indications through which
we may quite readily comprehend the philosophy of contiguous sympathy. The plexuses, also, and the ganglia, are thus rendered more pn lpnble med ia through which, in part, the phenomena arc brought about
(§487 g, 407, 400a, 51G <I, No. 0, 520-523, 524 d, No.4, 803 a, c).
THE

~"ERYOCS

POWEil.

ORGA.t'\'IC PROPERTIES.

§ 103fl. Moreover, we are indebted to Brown-Sequard for a multitude
of experiments illustrative of the Jaws of reflex action, as applied by
myself to · pathology nnd thcrnpeutics (sec 1·efe1·e11ces p. 91~), and
variously establishing the laws of the vital functions as set forth m these
Institutes (§ 462-494, &c.). The experiments enforce the distinction
between the nervous power and the properties of organic life(§ 167, 168,
l 70 a, l 72, 175 a, b, 176-178), assure us that the. former a?ts onl>: as a
stimulus, or other modifying cause, to the orgamc proper.tics, var10usly

:0f!~~::nt°:i;~nti~r:~~;~ 1~~; ~np~r:~~~~o~;~n ~~~c~1:n~~t'~%;;~~.~!~J

life that arc inherent in all parts, profoundly concerned, a~ a mod1fymg
agent, in the processes of disease (§ 222-24-0), and fulfilling the great
Ia.ws of sympathy (§ 452-53.J.). Some of these results arc remarkably
open to obserrntion; such as the influence of the nervous power upon
the small blood vessels, and vessels of secretion, whether by ilTitating or
dividing a nerve. That by our Author, of paralyzing arteries by the
division of nerves, confirms the similar ones by Bunivn. and others
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(§ 309, 485), and, with analogous observations, establishes the doctrine inculcated in these Institutes upon the main ground of the phe~
nomena of life, that the whole Capillary System possesses the power of
an active dilatation and contraction (§ 384-387, 392 a, d, 393-399, 41 O.
411,746,747, n4-920, 929-934, 940, 947, 950, 951, 961, 974, 975,&c.) .
."My experiments prove," says Brown-Sciquard, "that the blooclvcsscU
arc contractile, and that the nerves are able to put them in action."(EXPER. REs., &c., p. 10, note.) As an example, Claude Bernard pr('lduced dilatation of the bloodvessels of the face by dividing the cervical
sympathetic nerve; Brown-SC'quard occasioned a contraction of the
same vessels by applying galvanism to that nerve, and hence regards the
sympathetic as the motor nerve of the bloodvcssels of the fo.ce.-Jbid.
This doctrine was advanced by me in 1834, in llfc<l. Chir. Rev.-See p .827.
Experiments of the foregoing nature have, indeed, been multiplied by
Physiologists to an incalculable extent; but perhaps no one of them has
revealed the prodigious influence of the nervous power upon the capillary bloodvessels and the secreting ::tpparatus so impressively, or made
such havoc with Chemical Physiology, as Bernard's simple operation of
pricking the medulla oblongata. (§ l 032, cl). As the whole of this ground,
however, has been gone OYCr extensively in the earlier part of this work,
the present reference to the subject is to simply show that the laws and
principles herein inculcated have been abundantly confirmed by subsequent researches. Indeed, all these experiments are only equirnlent, as
it respects the functions of life, to those which were performed by Wilson Philip, and for less with the universal reference that distinguished
the corresponding labors of this Philosopher, and without his great physiological objects. But these experiments appear to have been forgotten (p. 290-321, § 462-494, and p.107, § 224, &c.). Indeed, we sec it
just now announced that "all tbesc facts [late obser\•ntions, but analogous to such as abound in these Institutes] establish beyond doubt that
the bloodvessels, as well as muscles of animal life, may contract by a reflex action."-(BROWN-SiQUAlm, in Boston Med. and Sury. Journ., July,
1857, p. 4 77.) This fact alone is evidently fatal to the catalytic and every
other chemical doctrine of secretion (9 409 Mi, k, 493 cc, 893 a).*
WHERE TUE ?.'ERYOUS rOWER EXERTS ITS EFFECTS.

§ 1040. Let us now observe where the Nervous Power exerts its effects.
Authors are in the habit of speaking of the Nervous Influence ns acting
upon organs as a whole, and not upon their minute structu~c. This is
doubtle~ for the purpose of brevity; and, although in these Institutes
the Nervous Power is generally coITectly represented as exerting its effects upon the minute organization, as in § 231, 233t, 245, 395, 410,
447, 456, 483, 487, 516 a, 89G, 902, 917-924, 940, 94G b, 949, 950,
951 c, 953, 961, 971-980, 986 b, 990!, 999 c, &c., I 11a.ve also frequently employed the collective method. This is calculated to defeat a right
apprehension of the action and compass of that power as a vital agent.
I am therefore prompted, in tbis reference to tbe subject, by the desire
of turning the attention of the student to the specific fact, that he may
the more readily appreciate the offices of the Nervous Power in its relation to the properties of life in their fulfilm~nt of organic functions, or as
they are essentially engaged in the \'oluntary and involuntary movements
of the muscles of nnimal life.
\Vhcncvcr, therefore, the Nervous Power is concerned in modifying ot
1
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otherwise affecting the actions of organs, its influence is exerted either
upon the individual bloodvessels, or upon the minute vessels by which
the secreted or excreted products are generated; or upon such other minute parts as may enter into the structure of organs-reaching, therefore,
to the vasa vasorum, and as well, in all these respects, to the nervous
system itself when the Nervous Power is determined upon it(§ 230, 509,
950}; or, when it excites motion in muscles it is by acting upon the individual fibres through their inherent properties.
DISTrnCTION BETWEEN THE :NERVOGS l'mYEU. AND TlrE ESSE!'\TIA L PROP-

§ 1041. l\lany of Bl'Own-SCquard's experiments, as well as Bernard's
and other late observers, confinn, also, tllc distinction which I have endeavoured to show, extensively, between the Nervous Powel' and the essential Properties of Life, and that the functions, whether organic or vol11ntary motion, arc carried on by the latter, to which the Nervous Power sustains the relation of a vita1 stimulus. (Sec hoEx, Articles ;.Yervous Powe1·, Organic Life, Vital Pntperties, and Organic Functions.) Some

of ~}~s~a~~p~~::~~!d~;,e ~:;~o~r~: ~~~!c~:a:~~~e11 1~~u~ee~:ge~~~~~eli.~m
the 8th of April until the 4th of July, a young cat, about which I have
already published a note in l\lcd. Exam., 1852. The palsied parts in
this animal had grown in length as much as the sound parts. The
growth was such in the palsied limbs that they had acquired more than
double the length they had at the time of the operation. The functions
of organic life appeared to exist without any disturbance."•
Again, says our Author:
"I lately made an experiment with a view of ascertaiuing bow long a
limb, separated from the body of an animal, may be kept alive by means
of injected blood. I succeeded in retaining local life in one of the limbs
of a rabbit more than 41 hours. The animal was a. very vigorous, fullgrown one. I killed it by hemorrhage, and, two hours afterward, rigidity bad begun in most of the urnscles of the two posterior limbs, and
only a few bundles of muscular fibres had still q. slight irritability. A
fine injection of defibrinated blood was then pushed in the femoral nrtery
of the right posterior limb. Fifteen minutes after the beginning of the
injection, local life, i.e., irritability, was restored in the Jimb receiving
blood, and cadaveric rigidity had disappearec1."-Erpe1·imentat Researches, J·c., ut cit., p. 15, 02. Also,§ 109 b, 171, 103, 261, 264, 493 cc.
Corresponding with these observations arc many others in a cha~ter
" On apparently spontaneous actions of the contractile tissues of the ammal
body" (ibid., p. 101-124). In speaking of Spontaneous Movements in
limbs of persons who have died of Cholera, our Author remarks, that
"Physicians who know how quickly afLer death the nervous system
loses its ,,ital powers will admit easily that these mo'fements cannot be
tlte result of the action of t/1at system.'' Certainly not, any farther ~han as
the Nervous Power operates as a stimulus to the organic properties, tbe
probability of ,vhich, in the cases before us, I ~la\"e ~nd~avou_red to sh~w
in§ 637. In these cases the Nervous Power 1s mamtamed rn operation
after apparent death by the special influences of the disease. Something
like this is seen in the rise of temperature in subjects dead of apoplexy
(§ 44-7, d). And this leads me to i·efor to the common phraseology, u exhaustion of the nervous power," to express conditions of the system which

1
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are especially clue to its powerful operation (§ 940-952). The expression is evidently without any meaning.
§ 1042. But, as I apprehend, tl)e foregoing phenomenon, in being annlogous to the movements oftbe limbs which take place in decapitated ani mals, is very different from the contraction of the intestines, the heart,
&c., which take place c,·cn after the extirpation of the organs (§ 259265); and I am happy to quote Brown-Se'quard as sustaining an important doctrine in these Institutes, that, "contrary to the general opinion, a nervous action is not necessary for these contractions," but that
they may be excited by otlwr stimu l i(~ 264, 475!-, 476t c, 498 e).
Hut tlie special object of this section is to refer to our Author's experiments upon the fris. In 1847 he disclosed the curious fact that light
may act as a direct stimulus upon this organ, "so as to produce a contraction of its muscular fibres, manifested by a constriction of the pupil."
Very recently, in the London Phi losophical Transactions (as quoted in
the London Philosophical Magazine), he announces the results of farther
experiments, which show that the pupil of an cxsectecl eye contracts and
dilates, alternately, according to the degree of light. "I uniformly
found," he says, "that the yellow part of the spectrum acted as well as
undecomposed light, and that the other parts had either no action at nil,
or only a very slight one" (§ 188~, cl). "Fl'Om these experiments it
follows that it is not the chemical or calorific rays, but the illuminating,"
which produces the phenomenon; that "it is not n chemical action, but
that it is by a peculiar dynamical influence that light p)·oduces contraction of the iris." "The power of the iris to coutract when stimulnted by light lasts extremely long, particularly in certain animals. In
eels it lasts sixteen clays in eyes taken out of the orbit." Muscular
fibres, therefore," may be stimulated without the interyention of nerves.
In the iris of the eel the nerve-fibres arc found very much altered a few
clays after the extirpation of the eye, ancl they arc almost clest.roycd in
twelve or fifteen days after extirpation, i. · e., at a time when muscular
irritability is sometimes still cxisting."-Lonclon Pliilosopl1ical Magazine,
Supplement, p. 520; July, 1857.
The foregoing experiments go with a multitude of ot11crs in showing
t}w,t the power by whiCh motion is carried on is implanted in all parts,
ancl that the ner\'Ous power is simply a stimu lus in developing motion,
and, therefore, to a certain extent, on common ground with other stimuli
(§ 205-215, 233, 250-265). But they arc less remarkable in this respect than some other examples which I ha,·c quoted in the 11/edical and
P!tysiological Commentaries, particularly the pulsation of nn extirpated
heart of a sturgeon after "the auricles had become so clry as to rustle
when they contracted and dilated" (vol. i., p. 17).*
The interesting fact relative to the iris of ::m extirpated eye is its obedience to light, while it is not affected b! mechanical ~rritants. \Ve !llay
not conclude, however, from the experiments, that hght has any direct
action upon the iris in the natural state of the organ. On the contrary,
I apprehend that Nature has not adopted any such multiplication of
causes, but that she has placed t~rn.t mus~le cntir~ly at t!ie disposa! o.f
the nervous influence, and by which the direct action of light upon it is
counteracted; nor will it be an easy matter to clisprorn a conclusion so
well sustained by all aualogy (§ 500 /1 514 k, 1072 a). Could we, however, reason in this case from analogies supplied by plants, the phenomenon would be readily intelligible. But I opprcbcnd that it is merely an

* 11lis extreme case is related circumstantially in Dunglison's Iluman Physiology,
\'Ol.ii.,p.148,1836.
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incidental result of the organic constitution of the iris in its relation to
light as a 1·emote exciting cause.•
ANllIAL IlE.AT IN CO!\"NECTI ON WITil TIIE NERVOUS SYSTE:'ir.

§ 1043. Among the contributions to Physiology made by BrownSequarcl few are more interesting than those r.clatiYe to the production

of Animal Heat, and which concur in demonstrating (what is so extensively presented in these Institutes) its dependence upon a purely vital
process, and, therefore, independence of any chemical agencies (§ 433448). Some of these experiments I shall state briefly, and would invite
the n.dvocatcs of the chem ical rationale to interpret the phenomena
through any known analogies in the world of mere mnttcr, if they can;
or render the supposed connection between the Nervous Influence and
the forces of inorganic bodies in the production of animal heat, or any
other result of life, in the slightest respect intelligible. But let us hear
our Author.
§ 1014, a. In his experiment of dipping a hand in cold water two
facts are farther confirmed through which, in part, I had endeavoured to
show that animal heat does not obey the laws of dead matter, ::md that
its production is a vital, not n. chemical phenomenon. Thus:
u I haYe found," says Brown-&quard, H that the chilling of one hand
plllnged in water, at the temperature of freezing-point, acted i·e1y st1·ongl!J on the temperature of the other hand. But, at first, there is no regularity at all in the quantity of degrees of temperature lost by the liand
which remains out of the water; and, secondly, we haxe found once
that this hand did not lose any fraction of its temperature. In one C..'lsc
we have observed that the hand kept in the atmosphere did lose 220 .F.
in seven minutes. The ordinary loss of temperature has been of between
60 to go F." But observe that" the greatest diminution of the temperature of the mouth has been nearly 10 F., and this only in one case."(Exp. Researcl1es, &c., p. 33.)-Norn T p. 1125.
Now, in the first place, is seen in the foregoing paragraph a strong exemplification of reflex nervous action in its relation to animal heat, and
it is peculiarly valuable to the Vital Physiologist, since it is the same
as concerns any other organic product (§ 446, a), places the whole on
common ground, and as fu!Jy pronounced by Bicbat, Hunter, and Philip, and as set forth at page 270, § 44-7,d,&c. Secondly, the experiment
is not less important in showing that the cooling of the hand in the atmosphere was not at all owing to the general reduction of the heat of
the body, and therefore effectually contra.diets the bw of slow communication of caloric which obtains with dead matter, as applied to animal
heat by Edwards, Liebig, Roget, Billing, and others, who cul_tivatc the
chemical hypothesis (§ 438 a-c, 440 e). It is also an except10n to our
Author's doctrine that "a great many facts prove that the degree of
tempemturc and of the sensihilit!J of a pa.rt is in close relation with the
quantity of blood circulating in that part." (Exp., &c., P· 9.) Indeed,
0
1
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the hand left in the air" (p. 34).

ha~<:~~~~;;c1:1;~eaf~~~g;~~;1::CP~~i~Oc~~ ~~.as ;t~'::s:;1;~t:1:1~?}~~~l t~~
evident deviation of the temperature of remote parts, as the mouth and
hand, not immersed in the water."--{/bid., p. 35.) This experiment
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contributes with the other, by its failure of a sympathetic effect upon the
opposite hand, in illustrating the effect of the nervous influence in modifying the calorific function, through the well-known fact that cold is of
incomparably greater power, in this respect, than heat; while the analogy supplied by the increase of urine on the contact of cold air with the
surface of the body (as related to the sympathetic reduction of temperature in the hand that was not immersed in water,§ 1044, a), goes to the
proof that animal heat is as much a product of vital action as any of the
more sensible secretions. But all this is entirely allied to the production
of pneumonia, and other inflammations, by a very temporary chilling of
the surface of the body, and is mostly interesting to the Physician by its
association with these greater phenomena, since it is of no little importance in practical Medicine whether a diminution of animal heat depend
upon a mel'e chemical contingency, or some profound lesion of the organic functions(§ 1057 g).-NOTE AA p. 1131.From these premises, it appeal'S that when the temperature of the body
falls from the application of cold to the surface, or rises from that of
heat, the local action induced on the surface, and mostly so the reduc~
tion or elevation of its temperature, are of a Yitai nature, and that the
general or constitutional effocts are sympathetic, as set forth at p. 246,
§ 440, e, and shown by many direct facts, some of which may be seen
at p. 253, § 441, d.
§ 1044, c. Farther on (ibid., p. 73-77), our Author hns a Chapter on
Experiments showing the effect of injul'ics of the nervous system ·t;pOn
an imal heat, which concur with the foregoing(§ 1044, a, b) in their only
intelligible import, and bear a general correspondence with those to
which reference is made in these Institutes, but which are examined
more particularly in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries, in
the Essay on Animal Heat. But the modifications of animal heat by
morbid influences upon the nervous system, of which our Authol' bas
but little to sa.y, are far more important in a physiological, as well as
practical, sense, than the experiments(§ 4.4.6-447, d).
But our Author is far from being alone in the more recent experiments which contribute with the older ones in illustrating the effects of
the nervous influence upon the generation of animal heat. Bernard bas
been largely in this field; and Budge and others have followed up the
inquiry. As all these observations, however, correspond with what had
been before ascertained, and only go with the earlier to confirm the doctrine about which these Institutes have been interested, their statement
would be superfluous.
§ 1045. Sfquard has, also, many observations to show the difference
of temperature i,n different parts of the body, which correspond with
those of Bicbat, Hunter, Davy, and others (p. 270, § 4.47, d, &c.), and
which I have employed as another proof thut there is no analogy between
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only its own independent heat, but, when not exposed to the contact of
the air, the temperature is without change in the several parts respccti,·ely, however much it may differ in any two contiguous parts (p. 270,
§ 447, d).
.
.
.
This very palpable proof bas hitherto received no attentwn at the
hands of the Chemist; but its accumulation must lead to a recognition
of the fact, and not only dispose of the doctrine of free interchange of
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hc::tt as resulting from the contiguity of pnrts, but present nn cqunl obstacle to the chemical hypothesis in the failure of the blood to produce
an equilibrium of temperature, as would of necessity be the case were
there any applicability to warm-blooded animals of the fu11damcntal laws
of an interchange of caloric which obtains in dead matter (§ 440 e, No.
H-, 103.J). Nor has this fact ever been stated as an objection.
FA.RTUER FACTS RELATIVE TO A?<.'lllAL IlEAT Jo'RQl[ TnE ARCTIC ZONE.

§ 1046. In treating of the function of Calorijication (p. 234-279) I
have examined, extensively, Liebig's philosophy of Animal Heat, and I
kwc brought up, among other objections, numerous facts which contradict the assumed ratio between the consumption of foocl and of oxygen
gas as the main clement of a uniform temperature, and tbe superadded
contingency of clothing as one of the subordinate means; and have followed him into the Arctic regions to inquire into the accuracy of bis
facts. It is now my purpose to extend this inquiry by consulting the
experience of a late Explorer of the North, from which it will be seen
t hat food and clothing arc even less important to animal heat than to
other products of organ ic life. This informati on is obtained from Dr.
Kane's late Arctic Explorations, and will be stated in a rather desultory
manner. I might, indeed, appeal for similar facts to other explorers
who have wintered in the Arctic Regions since thi s work was published;
but Dr. Kane is the latest, most capable, and bas supplied ample mate1·inls. I shall also dispense with farther comment, which has been fully
provided in the earli er pages. But I shall do the work thorough ly in
other respects, that this subject may be taken completely out of the
hands of Chemistry.
It may be farther premised that Dr. Kane became ice-bound at Rensselaer Bay, in latitude 78:> 58', in September, 1853, where be remained
tiU the spring of 1855, and that the following observations refer to that
latitude, or to his more northern winte1· expeditions.
§ 1047. In the first place, Dr. Kane presents a general fact which
corresponds with wha.t I ha,·e said of acclimation and constitution, in their
relation to organic heat and vital habit (§ 441 b-442 c, 443 c, d, 447 !h ft,
535-540, 615-619, G26 b, &c.). Thus, our Author:
"The mysterious compensations by which we adapt ourseh-cs to climate are more strik ing here than in the tropics. In the Polar Zone, the
assau lt is immediate and sudden, and, unlike the insidious fatality of hot
climates, produces its resu lts rapidly. It requires hardly a single winter to tell who may be the l1eat-mal..1n9 and acclimated man. Peterson,
for instance, who had resided for two years at Upcrnavick (lat. 72°40'),
seldmn ente1·s a t·oom witlt a fire. Another of our party, George Riley,
with a vigorous constitution, established habits of free exposm·e, and
active clumful tempe1wnent, bas so inurecl him self to the cold, .that be
sleeps on our sledge-j ourneys without a blanket ~,. any other core1;11g tl1mJ
his tca//dng-suit, while the outside temperature is 30° F ahrenhe1.t below
zero (§ 440 c, No.11, 442 a, b). The h:i.lf-bre~ds ~f the eo.~t ri~·a~ the
Esquimaux in their powers of cndur::mcC'. 'l he North :13r1ti.sb Sailors,
of the Greenland sc:il and whale fisheries, I look upon as rnfcnor to none
in capacity to resist the Arctic Climate" (§ 1018, b).-K,_L"iE's A,.ctic
&plomtions, vol. i., p. 245.
§ 10.t-8, a. \Ve will now come to the subj ect of Food, which plays so
conspicuous a part in the chemical philosophy of Animal Heat(§ 440, a,
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Nos. 1-8), though there will be something more about clothing(§ 440 c,
1047). I may say, however, at once, that Dr. Kane and his party were
capable of maintaining their natural temperature with constitutions impaired by disease, and when often nearly destitute of food, fuel, and
proper clothing, and with the thermometer ranging for months from 6QO
t o 90° Fahrenheit below the freezing point.
Our Author intimates that he had little faith in alcohol" as a fuel for
the furnace"(~ 350i f, 438 b, c, 440 bh, No. 9, 441 b, c). Jlc had three
laws, only, for the government of his party, the second of which ·was,
".Abstinence from all spfrituous liquors." This law was uniformly enforced, and alcohol was "burned" for cooking purposes alone.
During his long detention at Rensselaer Bay the daily journal js mostly made up of n. recital of hardships, of which the prirntion of food,
want of fuel, and destitution of clothing, form the most appalling. It is
this feature of the Narrative, this incessant struggle for the maintenance
of life, which forms its main interest; and the development which iii
thus afforded of a. very extraordinary man constitutes the great merit of
the work, and reconciles us to an otherwise fruitless undertaking. The
fiction of "Robinson Crusoe" is no match for our Author's realities.
He found, it is true, some benevolent sympathy among the Esquimaux,
but encountered in the Bears a foe that was equally struggling for life.
They devoured the food at the several depots, and it became often exhausted on shipboard.
Under these circumstances winter expeditions were undertaken into
still more Northern regions, with the thermometer fluctuating from 40°
to 600 Fahrenheit below zero-often 900 below the freezing point. Jn
the first of these enterprises they were cheered on by the depots before
them, but soon to suffer the chill of disappointment, and an unsatisfied
hunger. Nor did Summer bring them relief; for, in its very midst, only
the most scanty supplies of food could be obtained. On the 8th of July,
1854-, our Author records in his journal that "we lrnve neitller health,
fuel, nor provisions." (Vol. i., p. 312.) July 17th, 1854-, he writes,
"Tbe young ice bore a man this morning. It has a bad look, this man
suspecting August ice. It is lwrrible-yes, that is the word- to look
forward to another year of disease, and darkness, to be met witlwut fresh
food ancl witltoutfuel." "1lfo..<1S was gathered for eking out our winter
fuel; and willow stems and stone-crops, and sorrel, as antiscorbutics,
collected and buried in the snow." (Vol. i., p. 343, 348.)
The party entered upon the second winter ":l set of scurYy-riddled,
broken-down men; our provisions sorely reduced in quantity, and altogether unsuited to our condition ;" and the Engraver has added a portrait of the spectacle. (Vol. i., p. 349.)
October 2Gth, 1854, thermometer 6G° Fahrenheit below freezing.
January 7th, 1855, thermometer lrnd been ranging since from 70° to 92°
Fahrenheit below the freezing point. At this time be also writes,
"\Ve require meat, and can not get along without it. . our sick bav~ finished the bear's !1eacl, and are now eating the abscessed lu:er of the animal,
includinrr some intestines that were not given to the dogs. \Ve have now
a.bout th~·ee days' allowance; thin chops of raw frozen meat, not exceedincr0 fom· ounces in weight for each mun per diem" (§ 440 bh, No. 9).
A fcw dnys later, January 30th, be says, "I gave Wilson one raw meal
from the mnssctcr muscle which adhered to another old bcar's bead I
was l.;eepiug for a specimen." (Vol. ii., p. 17, 34.)
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January 22d, Dr. Kane and Hans went on a dog-journey of 91 miles
in pursuit of meat, but unsuccessfully. His outfit, in food, consisted of
"a roll of froz en meat-biscuit, some frozen lady-fingers of raw hashe<l
fox, and twenty-four pieces of ship-bread." F ebruary 4th,'• I made," he
says, ((a dish of freshened codfah skin for Brooks and 'Vilson. They
were hungry enough to relish it." February 9th. "Still no suppli es.
Three of us have been out all day (ni'glit) without getting a shot. Hans
thinks lie saw a couple of reindeer at a distance." " I have not permitted myself to taste more than occasionally an entrail of our last halfdozen rabbits." February 10th. " !fans comes in with three rabbits.
Djst ribution: the blood to Olcshen and Thomas, and to the other eight
of th e sick more full rations, consuming a rabbit and a half"(§ 440, bb,
No. 9). "l\Iy journal tells of nothing but sick men, profit.less lrnnts, reli eved now and then by the signalized incident of a rabbit killed or a
deer seen, and the longed-for advent of the solar light." (Vol. ii., p. 21,
37, 41, 42, 43.)
The party li\·ed on much in the foregoing manner till 1\Iarch 10th,
1855, when one of them returned from a. distant E squinrnux hut with
some walrus meat. Thermom eter now at 72° Fahrenheit below freezing. This meat was soon exhausted. But, Mm·ch 24th, th ere had been
another windfall, of which he says, "Our ptarmigan gave the most sick
a raw ration, and to-clay we killed a second pair, which will serve them
for to-morrow. I am th e only man now who scents the fresh meat
without tasting it. I actually long for it, but am obliged to give way to
the sick" (§ 440, bb, l\o. 9). Vol. ii., p. 83.
§ 1048, b. Agaiu, as to the effect of cold in reducing the heat of man
(§ 10-!7). During the last foregoing pcriod-1\Iarch 15," Han s and l\Iyouk returned at eight o'clock last night without game. Their sleep in
a snow·drift about twenty miles to the northward, in a temperature 54- 0
Fahrenheit below zero (86° below freezing), was not comfortable, as
might be expected. The mari:el 18 lww life sustains itself £11 such. circumstances of cold. I have myself slept in an ordinary overcoat witlto11t discomfort, yet without fire, at a temperature of 52° Fahrenheit below
zero," or 84- 0 below freezing (§440, c, No. 11). Vol. ii., p. GV.
Again: " I firmly believe," he mys, '-that no natural cold as yet
known can arrest travel. The whole story qj' th1S urinte1· illustmtes it. I
have both sledged and walked 60 and 70 miles over the roughest ice, in
repeated j ourneys, at fifty degrees below zero; and the two parties from
the so uth reached our Brig in the dead of winter, after being exposed to
the same horrible cold."-Vol. ii., p. 78.-AJso p. 257, § 442 b.
Extracts of the foregoing import may be read ily multiplied. But I
shall only add our Author's remark that "it is a little curious that a
short allowance of food does not show itself in hunger. The first symp·
tom is loss of power [not loss of temperature], often so imperceptibly
brought on that it becomes evident on ly by an accident."-Vol- ii., p.
284.
§ 1049. Let us now contrast our Author's unprejudiced experi ence in
TEA with the speculation s of Chem istry upon "alcol~ol, bl/,bber oil, .and
tallow candles," in their aspect of" fuel," as set. forth 111 former sections
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(§
most p 1·i1mtion," says Dr. Kane, " I found no
comforter so. welcome to th e party as our 9reat 1·estoratii·e, Tea. 'Vo
drank immoderately of it, and always wjt.h advantage." On l1is remark~
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able retreat homewards, they "had been limited for some days to three
raw eggs and two breasts of birds a day; but we had a small ration of
bread-dust besides; :md when we halted, as we regularly did for meals,
our fuel allowed us to indulge lavishly in the g1·eal panacea of Arctic trm:el- TEA."- Vol. ii., p. 261, 282.
Th is Tea acted simply as a stimulus to the nervous system, and among
its results was an elaboration of heat, just as is explained of alcohol and
animal food in § 440 b, 441 c.
§ 1050. Not a little has been assumed of the voraciousness of the Esquimaux and Samoyedcs in proof of the chemical doctrine of animal heat,
and there has come to be a settled belief that they would perish with cold
unless forever addicted to a gluttonous repast upon walrus and blubber
(§ 440, bb, No. 9, &c.). Nothing but a visit to their settlements could
have deprived Chemistry of this plausible fallacy. This has been effected by Dr. Kane, who found the habits of the Esquimaux near bis own
winter quarters, in regard to food, precisely the same as those of other
savages inhabiting tropicnl climates. He says of them, that
"Howexer gluttonously they may cat 1 they evidently bear hunger
with as little difficulty as excess," as I ham endeavoured to show
(§ 441, c). And again: "Among the Esquinrn.ux generally, the coldest
months of the year, January and Pcbruary, are often, in fact 11carly always, months ofprivation. 11 (Ibid., vol. i., p. 418; vol. ii., p.131.) Near
our Author's station they were as destitute as 11is own party.
If we now consult the records which have been carefully made by residents in tropical regions, it will be found that where food is abundant,
the Sa\'ages gorge themselves for more habitually than the wanderers of
the polar zone. The following example will dispose of the question before us. Thus, in the" ASIATIC RESEARCHES" there is n. description of
the Island of Nicobaras, in the Bay of Bengal (mean annual temperature
70° F .), by G. Hamilton, in :which he says of its inhabitants, tlrnt
"They are very fond of sitting at table with Europeans, where they
eat every thing that is set before them, and they eat most enormously.
They will drink bumpers of rack as long as they can see. A great part
of their time is spent in feasting and dancing. At their feasts they cat
great quantities of pork, which is their favourite food. Their hogs arc
remarkab(y fat, and they eat their pork almost raw" (§ 440 bb, 441 c).ASIATIC REsE.\nCHEs, vol. ii., p. 382. London, 1799.-NOTE Oo.
"TTIE PRllIORDIAL CELL."
§ 1051, a. The present inqu iry refers specifically to what is said ~t
pages 36-49 (§ 63-81) on the development of the germ, and to a universal characteristic distinction between plants and animals, at § 11.
The former subject possesses an importance both in a physiological and
reJ iJTious sense, since there are many Philosophers who assume that
the~e is but one primordial cell which serves as a foundation fo1· all organic beings, and tha~ the development of. th is cell. into .a plant o~ an
animal, or into a particular plant or a particular n.m.mal, is due entirely
to the special physical influences that may net upon 1t, and not at all to
any original difference in the structure of the cc.lls or their cndowm~nts
of life; and this assumption professes to be predicated of the revelations
of the microscope; though it is not difficult to un.derstand th.at the chemicn.1 doctrines of life a.nd Lamarck's transmutation of species have bad
their f;hnre in the project (§ 350i-3.5G). Upon this hypothesis, there-
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fore, the only reason why men are not mushrooms is, that in one case the
nucleus-cell of a human ovum is subject to physical agents, during its development, different from those which develop a mushroom. Hence it is ..
assumed, that if it were possible to subject the germ of a plant to the
ngents which unfold the human ovum, it would uccessarily grow into an
intelligent, responsible being. This purely speculative assumption, which
strikes at the whole foundation of organic nature, might be variously argued upon physiological grounds(§ 72-76, 121-123, &c.); but the necessity of this is superseded by continued observations with the microscope,
which has been lately correcting its own errors (§ 83, 131), and granting
us an opportunity to again believe that the Almighty created the germs
of e\'·cry species of animals and plants with a rudimentary structure and
organic en<lowmcnts as yariou_s as the species, so that each one should be
dc,·elope<l by special physical agents alone, ancl the progress of development result in the particular species, and in nothing else, or, at least, in
a near approxim.ation, as in the very limited hybrid(§ 1!)0, 1052 b).• The
microscope, indeed, has ascertained that CYen a cell is not an indispensable requisite in the germ either of plants or of animals. To this effect
I shall now quote a late al.lie writer, who is thoroughly conversant with
bis subject, and without any hypothesis in view:
§ 1051, b. ':The general result," he says, "of recent microscopical
investigation in regard to the lowest forms of vegetable ancl animal life,
seems to us to lead to this conclusion-that organisms may possess an
independent existence, may go through all the phenomena of growth,
multiplication, and reproduction, and may enn possess considerable
power of spontaneous motion [involuntary], wit11out having advanced
e\·en so far in the differentiation of their powers as to possess those attributes which are involved in the ordinary idea of a 'cell' (§ 2G0-265).
By way of explaining our meaning, we shall select an illustration from
each kingdom; and the comparison of the two will enable us to inquire
in what lies the essential difference between them.
" One of the humblest known Protopbytes, the Palmogla-a macrococca,
whose multiplication gives origin to the green slime that is found on
damp stones and walls, consists of isolated particles of a spheroidal shape
and greenish color, commonly imbedded in a stratum of gela.tinous matter, which an ordinary observer would at once pronounce to be Ycgetable
cells. But a careful examination shows that there is here no definite
distinction between 'cell-wall' and 'cell-contents;' the whole particle
being composed of a nearly homogeneous mass of 'protoplasm,' through
which chlorophy11-granules arc dispersed." "These particles, increasing
in size, undergo duplicative subdivision by the usual process of elongation and constriction; and it is observable that the nucleus gi\·es ind.ications of the commencement of this subdivision earlier than the particle
wbicb incloses it. Each new cell, if such it" may be called, then begins
to secrete from its surface a gelatinous envelope of its own; so that, by
its intervention, the two are usually soon separated from one another."
"There appears to be no definite limit to this kind of multiplication,
and extensive areas may be quickly coyered, in circumstances favourable
to the nutrition of the plant, by the products of tho duplicative subdivision of one primordial cell. This, however, is simply an act of growth
precisely analogous to the multiplication of cells in the earliest embryonic
condition of the higher Plants and Animals, before any differentiation
of organs begins to show itself." "Now, for such a mass of protoplasm
*SeeNoTEsPr>p.1142, QQ p.1145
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to become converted into what is generally regarded as the type of the
0
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a greater conso1idation of the external layer of the protoplasm, in a
more complete liquefaction of its internal portion" (§ 64-65).
"The successive stages of this formation may be best traced out by
careful obser-vation of the process of cell-growth in the higher Algre; but
the study of the de,·elopment of new organs in Pbanerogarnic plants leads
to the same conclusions, and the results at which :Mr. " renham has
lately arrived, from observations chiefly made on the newly-imported
aquatic weed, Anacharis alsinastrum, are so instructive that we shall subjoin a brief summary of them. I-le finds that when n. new leaf is being
formed from the main stem, it commences, not as is commonly supposed,
in a single cell, but in the simultaneous de1:elopmcnt of some hundred at
once, which make their appearance in tlie midst of a mass of protoplasm which
is incloscd in a. membrane that subsequently seems to become the epidermis of the leaf. This mass is, at first, !iomogencous; but it is soon
seen to contain a multitude of cavities of irregular size and shape, filled
with liquid, while the protoplasm between them becomes more viscid."
"These cavities arc next observed to be lined with a definite membrane;
and within this, protoplasm, chlorophyll, and cyclosis-currents subsequently become indistinguishable."
"Turning now to the Protozoa, we find in the Amreba, and in the .Actinopluys, types of animal existence, which, in so far as we arc yet acquainted with them, may be legitimately ranked on the same level as the
Palmoglrea, although placed on the other side of the boundary-line. The
body of each of these creatures is a minute mass of a substance which
long since received from Dujardin the appropriate name of 'sarcode,'
and which seems to be the equivalent of the protoplasma of the J>rotophyta; resembling it nry closely in chemical composition and in general
attributes, but being endowed in addition with a high degree of contractility. The body is not inclosed, in either of these beings, by a distinct
limitary membrane, although the outer stratum of the sarcode obviously
possesses more consistence than its inner part, the latter being semifluid.
Vacuoles or clear spaces are seen in various parts of the sareode-body;
and in these arc very commonly observable alimentary particles, introduced in the way to be presently described. Besides these vacuoles, a
contractile vesicle, which pulsates at tolerably regular intervals, is always
to be distinguished, sometimes in the interior of the body, sometimes
near its surface, and sometimes projecting above its surface."
"In these creatures, although they have neither digestirn cavity,
mouth, nor anus-although they arc, to all appearance, nothing else tl1an
particles of animated jelly not even confined within a definite membrane, the
prchcnsion and ingestion of food, the extraction of its nutritive portion
by a digestive process, and the rejection of what ca.nn.ot he thus i:cduccd
by an act of defecation, are performed as charactenst1cally, and m renlity as perfectly, as in tlte highest animals''(§ 14, b).* Continued in§ 1052.
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"I'f!E GUEAT J.'UXDAlI.E~'TAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN A.1"1:.\L\LS AND PLANTS,

OR TUE BOUNDARY·UXE.

§ 1052, a (Refers to§ 1051). It will now be interesting to the student
of Physiology to observe the Universality of Nature's bws in any one of
her great departments) in the manner in which sl.ie bas established a radical distinction between the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and carried
out from the lowest to the highest, in both kingdoms rcspectiYely, the
fundamental plan of rendering one the Producers of organic compounds
out of tile elements of matter, and the other Cons.tilers of those compounds, and how this charactel' istic will readily distinguish the lowest
species of one kingdom from the lowest of the other(§ 13-lJ, 18, 173,
185, 298-303; and L1"DEX, article Plants). lly this brief recurrence to
the subject, which is made for the sake of the follow ing quotation, which
brings into view the great economy of life as manifested in the boundarylines of the Animal ancl Vegetable kingdoms, and which confirms the
principles expressed in this work (in the references to sections just made),
we shall refresh our knowledge of the wonderful elaboration ofliving beings, enlarge our conceptions of the peculiar properties and laws by
which they are governed, obtain a renewed evidence of Creative Power,
and be quickened in our adoration (§ 409, 493 a; and INDEX, articles
Design ancl C1·eator).* The foregoing '\'riter(§ 1051) goes on as follows:
"lf we now compare an Amaba or an Actinoplays, in its quiescent
state, with a Palmoglwa, or an equally simple Protophyte, we can scarcely assign any structural C'haracters by wh ich one could be diff€:rcntiated
from the other. But when we look at thei r p!tysi'ological actions, how
wide is the distinction. The Protophyte, like the Phanerogamic plant,
obtains the materials of its nutrition from the air and water that surround it, and possesses the marvellous power of detaching o::-..7gen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen from their previous binary combinations,
and of uniting them into chlorophyll, starch, albumen, and other ternary
and quaternary combinations; but the Protozoan, in common with the
highest members of the Animal kingdom, is, to all appearance, destitute
of any such combining power, and is consequently dependent for its support upon organic substances previously elaborated by other beings; so
that it must in the end derive ils sustenance, directly or indirectly, from
the Vegetable kingdom"(§ 13-14-, 17, 303-304). "Again, the Protophyte obtains its nutriment by the absorption of liquid an<l gaseous molecules which penetrate its body by simple irnbibition (§ 289-295, 303 d,
3031); while the Protozoon, though destitute of any permanent mouth,
stomach, intestine, or anus, extemporizes (so to speak) all these organs
for itself whenever there is occasion, ingests solid particles into the interior of its body, and there subjects them to a regular digestive process."
"Thus, then, by attending to the nature of their food, the mode of its
introduction, and the character of their respecti\'C movements, a line of
distinction may be drawn between the Protophytc and the Protozoon,
scarcely less definite than that which separates the insect from the plant
whose leaves it devours, or the elephant from the tree on whose tender
shoots it browses."-Ji[edico-Cltirurgical Review, P· 3-7, April, 185G;
New York edition. The italics are generally mine.
And now, will Organic Chemistry pretend that there arc only "incidcntal1 casual differences between living and dead matter," and that
"there is no essential difference between organic and inorganic bodies,"
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and that "a Chemist, totally unacquainted with organic matter, would
priori have deduced all these incidental differences of matter from the
doctrine of affinity ancl the science of stoichiometry e,·olved from dead
matter"! (§ 1034, Lel1mann.) Nay more; I ask the Chemist if he will
even hazard an assumption as to the "incidental differences" between
tho fundamental law which enables the Plant to exert "the marvellous
power of detaching oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen from their
previous binary combinations, and of uniting them into chlorophyll,
starch, albumen, and otheL' ternary and quaternary combinations," and
that other fundam.tal law which deprives the Animal "of any such
combining power, but renclers it dependent for its support upon org:mic
substances pre\'iously elaborated by tJ1e Vegetable kingdom?" And, before taking leave of our able Chemist, I would respectfully ask him opon
what logical ground he can reconcile the doctrine of" simple imbibition"
(the "lamp-wick" <loctrine, § 289, 291, 350, Nos. 21, 22 x 65, 23 x 66,
23txG7, 68, 69, 70, 25, 26, 26!, 27x71, 72, 73, 74-, 75, 76, 77, 1101·ullel columns) with" the marvellous power possessed by Plants of detaching oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen from their previous binary
combinations, and of uniting them into chlorophyll, starch, albumen, and
other ternary and quaternary combinations?" (§ 13-18, 37-42, 48, 53,
293-295, 303-304, 360, 409 c-411, and the next following sections,
1053, 1054.) His fatal, also, to the doctrine of unity of ceUs (§ 1051, a.).
§ 1052, b. And now a word upon the philosophy of hybrid animals.
Much has been said in these Institutes upon the mutability of the Properties of Life, both as to the transient and permanent nature of their manifestations, and much as to the influence of physical agents according to
the nature of these changes. This principle, indeed, lies at the foundation of physiology, pathology, and therapeutics (~ 237-240), is deeply
concerned iu the temperaments, vital habit, Jwreclitary diseases, and in
all philosophical medicine. It pervades the work before us.
'Vhen the reader shall have considered the foregoing in connection,
let him refer to what is said of the permanent changes which are induced in the ovum by the male parent, and according to t11c peculiarities of his physical and mental constitution (§ 72-8 1), and also to the
facts attendant on vital habit, acclimation, :md the general insusceptibility to a second attack of small-pox, measles, &c. (§ 535-568, 650,
653 b-d, 654 b, G59, 661, 6G4-666, 670. Also Index, Vm\T. PnorEn-

a

TIES).

Now, we may readily discO\·er in the foregoing facts the philosophy
which is concerned in the incapacity of hybrid animals to propagate their
varieties; and it reflects no little ligl1t upon our general philosophy of
life, which so readily offers an explanation. This incapacity consists in
the simple clement that the properties of the l1ybrid animal haYe undergone such a mutation, and in strict conformity with the foregoing analogies, that the semen has lost its impregnat~ng vir~ue and the ~vum its
susceptibility to the action of semen. Or, 1f hybr~ds b~ sometimes capable of fruitful intercourse for one or two generalions, 1t only shows a
con·espondence in the ultimate extinction o~ th~ pro~reating faculty,
through repeated impressions upon the .con~t1tution, with _tl~c. frequent
necessity of repeated vaccinations to extmgmsh the ~uscept1b1h~y. to the
farther production of the disease. And so of occas1o~a~ _repet.1twns of
small-pox, measles, and scarlatina, before the s~sceptib1h~y disappears
(§ 65 ·1 b, G6·1). The principle is a profound attnbute of life.
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From the foregoing premises it is evident that any general failure of
animals to propagate with each other must be regarded as a fundamenta l test of species. It grows out of a law implanted in the constitution
of all organic nature, and a law, as we have seen, of the most comprehensive grasp. For the same reason, therefore, we may conclude that
the varieties which may arise from the intermingling of different species
cannot propagate themselves beyond a few generations. All this may
seem peculiarly Providential. But it denotes a far more stupendous pro·vision, in being an integral part only of one magnificent system of Unity
of Design (See references in this section as to vital habit &c. ).
§ 1052 c. It is confidently stated that about nine species of direcious
plants have been known to yield fruit where it was impossible to have
had any communication with the male. 'Ve shall simply place this
conclusion in the category invoked iu § 1051, a. We are not, however,
disposed to question the absence of the male plant, but to assume, in
that event, the certainty of at least one male blossom or one hermaphrodite having been developed on the stem of the female. That is enough.
And, in this conclusion, we arc warranted not only by all analogy in
both organic kingdoms, but by the specific facts which often occur extensively, as in the conversion of certain varieties of the strawberry
(.fragaria), the "IIovey," for example, into exclusi>ely staminate, and
therefore unproductive flowers(§ 5i b, c, 74, p. 280, §449, d).
ABSORPTIOX A:\"D CIRCUT,ATIOX L"f PLAXTS.

§ 1053. Although the laws which govern absorption and circulation
in Plants have been hitherto Yariously but incidentally considered in
this work, I am disposed to introduce here some more direct observations
on account of the immediate bearing of the subject upon absorption and
circulation as carried on in animals, and to thus, also, extend the analogy to the philosophy of vegetable heat, indicate the harmony in the
laws which govern absorption in Plants, the circulation of S.'lp1 and the
secreted products of vegetable orgnnization, and the analogy between
these and the corresponding phenomena of animals (§ 203-295, 381,
445 d-g, a11d 1·eferenccs in 1052 a,· also~ 409 lih, k, 493 cc, 893 a).
§ 1054. Absorption by the roots of Plants is considered ai;>. inadequate
explanation of the circulation of 8ap among those who ad\·ocate the
doctrine of capillary attraction. To interpret the process, the leaf, or its
equivalent, has been assumed as especially instrument!\!; serving either
as an exhausting apparatus by evaporation, or under the designation of
endosmosis, or contributing its aid by supposed chemical influences,
through the operation of light, upon the ascending sap. Some one of
these hypotheses is considere<l an indispensable auxiliary to the doctrine
of capillary attraction as applicable to the circulation of sap. But, in
the mean time, all the remarkable facts as to the elective power of the
roots of Plants in their function of Absorption arc left to be resolved
by "simple imbibition" or the ''lamp-wick" doctrine, as it comes to us
from Liebig, Carpenter, and others (§ 289-292, 1052, and 1·eferences
there. Also§ 350, Nos. 26, 26!, 2i, ii).
An ingenious application of the Chemical philosophy has been propounded to satisfy the supposed exigencies of capillary attraction not
only as it respects the ascent of sap, but as affording the true solution
of the downward motion; but it touches not the elective power of the
roots. This hypothesis is also thought to be a new obstacle to the doc~
F FF
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trino which ascribes life to a Plant, and the dependence of its circulation
and unique products upon '\"ital actions, and notwithstanding, also, that
Plants possess a far greater organizing power than animals(§ ll, 42,
217, 298, 300, 1052); have exactly the same organic functions as animals(§ 249); and generate an endless variety of precise, unique, organic
compounds out of a fluid constituted of the same clements ns the blood
(§ 34-37, 41-48, 136). The hypothesis derives, also, no little importance from its application to the circulation of the blood, and the admission that, if it cannot be sustained in reference to Plants, it must be
equally groundless in regard to Animals. The doctrine comes recom mended to our attention by its distinguished Advocates.
I have already endeavoured to show the want of all foundation for
the more comprehensive principle set forth by Liebig, and of which the
foregoing is a corollary, that
"1'he CAUSE of the state of MOTION is to be fowul in a series of changes
which tlie food unde1·goes £n the 01·ganism, and these are tlie results of JWOcesses of decompos'ition, to wliiclt ez't/ier tl1e food 'itself, or the structures formed ji·om it, or parts of 01·gans, are subjectecf' (§ 350, No. 7, pamllel colmn11s).
This summary principle, in which oxygen gas figures conspicuously,
is the combusti\'e doctrine of life. The Projector held it to be applicable to every motion and to all the phenomena of living beings in health
and disease(§ 350, Nos. 3, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17t, 21, 73, § 350~), and even
in death (§ 350, No. 49, 383). It was laid as the foundation of Therapeutics (§ 350.j-). It was also made to explain our very thoughts and
passions; those being also imputed to the union of oxygen with the
combustible clements of the brain (§ 349 e, 1076 a), and which Jed us to
the demonstration upon" Tim SouL AND INSTINCT.'' It is the circumstance,
also, of these fundamental doctrines being still the current Medical Philosophy that has prompted another part of the Appendix(§ 433, 1034).
I cheerfully conceded that the foregoing "summary principle, were it
true, would be truly beautiful." I therefore felt the importance of showing that it was not only deficient in every necessary element, but was
contradicted by all tbe phenomena. of Sympathy, and by all that is
known of Pathology and Therapeutics. I am thus provided with a vast
series of facts in advance, which must be taken in connection with what
I :im now to say of the corollary from the fundamenta l doctrine. This
corollary consists in the application of the general doctrine, above, to the
circulation of the sap and the blood. It supposes that
The movement of the sap, upward and downward, is generated in the
leaf by the action of light in promoting the decomposition of carbonic
acid gas, that "man·ellous power possessed by Plants" (§ 350, Nos. 68,
73, U, 76, § 1052). The imperfect ascen.ding fluid is th?s c.onverted in
the leaf into perfect sap, and the change is supposed to institute a propelling force in the imperfect juice, by which the perfected sap is driven
out of the leaf and through its downward course. The force, generated
in the leaf, is a lso considered, from the motion which ensues in that part,
as the mo<it essential cause of the ascent of the sap, or that the fluid is
thus lifted from the roots to the summit of the most lofty trees. Such,
then is the inrrenious doctrine which it has been found necessary to sub-stitu1te for caPi llary attraction in expounding the circulation of Plants;
as the illustration drawn from a "]amp-wick" was found to be applicable only to the radicles in their supposed office of "simple imbibition"
(§ 289-293).
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This principle has the merit of appearing to be equally applicable to
the circulation in animals as to that of plants (§ 350, No. 73, &c.), and
it forms a remarkable instance of consistency in a somewhat comprehensive range of a purely factitious hypothesis, though it is regardless of all
the overpowering facts which declare its artificial character. The pulmona.ry circulation is said to depend upon the union of the oxygen of
the air with the carbon of the venous blood, in consequence of which
this blood drives the decarbonized into the left auricle. But, in the case
of the systemic or greater circulation, the order of things is reversed; for
here the motion is supposed to be generated by the union of oxygen with
the "structures formed out of the food." The same order of events obtains in the liver- all referable to "a series of changes which the food
undergoes in the organism," &c. This is Liebig's doctrine of the circulation of the blood and sap, as expressed in the foregoing quotation, and
as may be seen farther in § 350, Nos. 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 15, parallel columns, and§ 383. But the most curious facts about it are, as I former]y
.sai.d, that it " considers the circulation of the blood due to the agencies
of oxygen, and not at all to the action of the 11eart," and that it "is the
chemical substitute for the medical aphorism, 'ubi irritatio ibi ajfluxus,'"
and that it is made the grand basis of all Pathology and Therapeutics
(§ 350, No.10, § 350!--350-§.). The latter, indeed, should naturally flow
from the main physiological doctrine, if Nature be truly represented by
this(§ I a, 2 b, 383, 447! a, 638, 1089).
Doubtless, this remarkable doctrine of the circulation of the blood
might have been left to itself bad it not been incorporated in the leading works upon Physiology, as in Dr. Carpenter's, and even carried into
popular systems, as by :Mrs. 'Willard, whose appropriation of the philosophy is regarded by Dr. Cartwright (in Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal) as singularly ingenious and original (§ 349 d, 433).
It is simply my remaining object, however, to inquire into the supposed condition of the circulation in plants, as in all other rclati,·e topics concerning man and animals the ground has been sufficiently explored, and since, also, if the hypothesis can be contradicted here, it must
equally fail, as is admitted, in respect to animals. I shall also endeavour to avoid a repetition of whatever I may hn,·e hitherto said, and limit
myself to the statement of a few simple facts.
Jn the first place, then, it appears to me that the hypothesis contains
a fatal element-the prodigious amount of force which is said to be generated in the leaf, as well as in the lungs and other soft structures of animals. On tlii'B point I am bound to abide by the decision of the Chemists, who say that such must be the consequence of the chemical changes
which are supposed to be in progress for the production of mot.ion. As
expressed by these Philosophers, who designate it as "an i·nexpressible
force," or compare it, like Liebig, to a "stcam~engine" (§ 350, No.15),
it would be abundantly sufficient for any purposes in artillery or in blasting rocks (§ 392, c).
In the next place, there are many other circumstances attending the
circulation in Plants, as well as Animals, not. hit.hert.o considered, which
it would not be easy to interpret by the Chemical doctrine, but which
are readily explained by the VitaJ. 'Vherc, for example, is the auxiliary power to capillary attraction (if the latter be included)-whcre, the
leaves, or even buds, when vegetation starts from its bybernatiog state
in northern countries~ Ob~erve the Ace1· saccl1arinum-the remarkable
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vigour of its circulation before there is a development of the bud. Indeed, the harvest of maple-sugar often takes place in the Northern States
while the earth is covered with snow to the depth of many feet. The
circulation, too, is most vigorous after frosty nights succeeded by warm
mornings; and when the temperature of the air rises, for a night or two,
to some 400 F., the flow of sap is apt to be greatly diminished, but is
restored in profusion on the return of frost. Wbat in Chemistry will
explain such a phenomenon 1 And, if it retreat before obstacles of this
nature, must it not abandon the whole ground? Nay, bow palpable the
force of a single fact, when it is considered that the phenomenon is du~
to the effect of beat as a vital agent on the irritability of vegetable or~
ganization, and, singularly enough, as admitted by Liebig (§ 350, No.
65); and whether operating at the higher and more uniform degrCcs, or
alternating at the freezing point, the exact explanation is involved in the
bw of Vital Habit, as set forth in these Institutes at pages 303-370.
Such, mainly, is also true of the VitiS vinifera, which was the subject
of many ingenious experiments by the celebrated Dr. Hales, as appeared
in his Vegetable Statics. And this brings us upon the fashionable ground
at which I have been aiming- that of" Experimental Phi losophy."
These experiments are allowed to have been ably and critically conducted, and are standard references. Let us, therefore, interrogate some of
these experiments, and see how far they correspond with Nature, or how
far they contradict her and bear out the Chemist; and let us, at the
same time, take along the corroborating testimony of other eminent observers, who were obliged to conclude that "the sap moves with such
velocity and force, that it must be propelled by vital contractions and
dilatations of the vessels" (§ 293). Now, in some of Dr. Hale's experiments there was not only an absence of leaves and buds, but the stump
alone was the subject of observation. There was wanting, therefore,
e,·cry thing that could contribute to the fundamental requisite of the
Chemist, and, indeed, I may say, what is considered indispensable by
all the physical Philosophers to the simple doctrine of capillary attraction as it regards the ascent of sap. Take, as an example, Exp. xxxvi.
Thus:
"April 6th, at 9 A.l\.I. I cut off a vine, on a Southern aspect, two
feet nine inches from the ground. The remaining stem had no lateral
branches. It was seven eighths of an inch in diameter. I fixed on its
top the mercurial gauge ;' 1 of double curve, to admit the flow of a few
inches of sap.
For several days the mercury was more or les.s pushed up by the sap,
according to the state of th? weather. "April ~4th, at 7 ~.M. the
mercury rose to 20 inches high. At 9 A.:M_. 22 _inches. Frne. warm
sunshine. Here we see that the warm morning gtvcs a fresh vigor to
the sap." "April 18th (12th ~ay), at 7 A .l\I. mercury 32 inches_ high,
and would have risen higher if there had been more mercury m the
gauge. From this time to May 5th the force gradu~Uy decreased [the
life of the plant giving way]. On the 18th of April the force o~ ~he
sap was equal to 3G feet height of water. Herc, the force of the r1srng
sap in the morning," the doctor concludes, "is plainly ou;ing to the energ!J
ofthe1·ootandstem."
In another and similar experiment, at the same time, "the mercurial
0
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water; which force is near five times greater than the force of the blood
in the great crural artery of a horse; seven times greater than the force
of the blood in the like artery of a dog; and eight times greater than
the blood's force in the same artery of a fallow doc," as ascertained by
the rise of the blood in long glass tubes.
In these experiments it is sufficiently manifest that all the physical
hypotheses fail, since all of them assume that the leaf, or its equiv:llent,
is indispensable to the progressive rise of the sap. The result, 1 say,
shows, what all organic nature teaches, that so important a function as
the circulation, and so exceedingly variable as in plants, yet most exnctly suited in every species and every individual (but varied in all the
species), to the methodical steps in vegetation, is not dependent upon
the capricious operation of any chemical or physical agencies, and that
a force is established at the very base of a plant, that shall not fail of
the exigencies of vegetable life according to its progressive changes
(§ 392 b, 39·!); and the same general principle may be affirmed of every
great function of organic life. It follows, therefore, that the sap is
moYecl by something peculiar to liYing beings, and this is called a vital
action. The motion which we ha\·e seen, however, would prove utterly destructive to the leaf, and even to all delicate branches, without a
gradually countervailing influence upon that action, and the subdivision
of vessels will not alone explain the diminution of force. 'Ve must
hence infer, what is denoted by other important facts, that the reduction
of force arises, also, from a modified action in the nssels leading to the
twigs and bud, as well as in the bud, or leaf, itself. Here a new action
is set up, and a new motion of the sap begins, which is propagated along
its downward course by a universal action of the vascular system, modified in different parts according to the special final causes of each part.
Although there were no leaves in the foregoing experiments, and, indeed, only a short stump of the vine, the results were not unexpected
to the Philosopher, who adopts the theory that the circulation of sap is
owing to temperature. But temperature could not be always made to
explain the phenomena, Capillary Attraction was little understood, and
Chemistry was yet unfledged. Accordingly, as in all cases where genius
departs from Nature, even the acute mind of Dr. Hales has a special hypothesis for each apparent difficulty; sornetimes borrowing from the
theory of the Vitalist, though less so than most Organic Chemists, and,
like the latter, actually raising hypotheses in direct opposition to each
other(§ 350, &c.). Take the following examples, where the leaves had
obtained their full development, and which will farther show the error
of the physical hypotheses. Thus:
"July 4th, at noon, I cut off within three inches of the ground another ,.·inc on the South aspect, and fixed to it a tube seven feet high,
and filled it with water, which was imbibed by the root, the first day,
at the 1·ate of a foot £nan !tour, but the next day much more slowly; yet
it was continually sinking, so that at noonday I could not sec it so
much as stationary''-thc life of the stump now giving way.
Here arc two important facts. There was no apparent upward force,
though there may have been some mingling of the sap with the water;
and, secondly, the water being vitally ndapted to the plant, it was literally carried tlown to the roots from the tube at the rate of a foot an
l10ur. There was no chemistry here to effect or in any manner influence the descent; and the water went the wrong way fol· capillary attrac-
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tion. The hypothesis of gravity would be absurd, while it is, also, contradicted by the preceding experiments; and the descent of the sap has
been a greater problem to our rival friends than its ~cent. The importance and compass of the proof will be at once perceived. But he, who
made the experiment, seeing the want of agreement with the preceding,
thought, like a great many other Philosophers, that a conflicting fact
would justify a special hypothesis. Let us therefore hear tlic doctor
upon this troublesome point. Thus:
"Now, since the flow of sap ceased at once, as soon as the ,·inc was
cut off the stem, the principal cause of its rise must, at the same time,
be taken away, viz., the great perspiration of tl1e lem·es."
That is the doctrine, along with cnpillary attraction, of a large section
of the physical school; but it supplies no aliment to Chemistry. In all
the cases, the blunders arise from a defective observation of facts, and
from an ignorance in the difference between the physiological condition
of the vine and of other plants before and after leafing(§ 1034). In the
experiments first recited, the vine was in its budding season, when vegetable life is in highest activity, and hence the profusion of sap, the force
of its circulation, and the development of heat(§ 445, e,f). On the contrary, in the Inst experiment Nature had accomplisbccl her greatest of
objects in the development of the leaves; and Di·. Hales might have amputated the largest limb, with all the other leaves remaining, and there
would have been no bleeding. The same descent of the sap would have
occurred, and prompted a cliflCrent hypothesis.
And now contrast the foregoing experiment with his conclusion as
expressed in &p. xxxviii.; the words in italics being designed by myself
to facilitate the hasty reader. It is a hypothesis, directly opposed to the
preceding, for the purpose of expounding another fact:
"The sap," says the doctor," begins to rise sooner in the morning in
cool weather than after hot days; the reason of which may be, because
in hot weather much being evaporated, it is not so soon supplied by the
roots as in cool weather, wlien less is evaporated." In Exp. xlvi. he says,
"It was found that the trunk and branches of vines were always in an
imbibing state, caused by the great perspiration of the lea1:es, except in tl1e
bleeding season," when there are no leaves. At that season the problem
of the stump led him to conclude that "the force of the rising sap is
plainly owing to the energy of the 1·oot and stem" (E.ip. xxvi.). Will the
Chemist explain~
In one of his experiments he attributes an effect to the ''sun's warmth,''
in making the vessels "dilate and contmct a little." This is what he
means by "the e11e1·gy of the root and stem." Had he adhered to that
explanation, and had he a competent knowledge of the physiological laws
of venctable life, he would have had no difficult problems to expound, no
confli'ctinn
experiments, no contradictions of himself. Few Philosophers,
0
however, as little informed in the philosophy of organic life, have been
as accurate in their experiments, or more capable of reasoning upon the
facts, than Dr. Hales. But thus it ever is with all who depart from
their main field of operations to build up the difficult parts of other sciences. Hales was a divine, and, although adroit in experiments, and
better qualified by impartial habits than the Chemist, it is no detraction
from his (or their) exalted merits to say, that he knew so Jittle of Physiology he was incapable of applying or .even yerceiving the facts wl1ic~1
the student of organic nature may read1ly seize and convert to the pin-
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Josophy of life, and turn against the conclusions of the original observer (p. 923- 925, HnmOLDT).
Aru J not, therefore, entitled to conclude, from these few observations
alone, that organic beings arc contraclistinguishcd from inorganic by what
is popularly known as life, or vitality, and with the summary remarks of
one of the greatest scientific Botanists of the age, Professor Lindley, of
the London University, as expressed in his able analysis of the "First
Principles of Botany," that,
1st. "The movement of the sap depends upon a vital irritability, anti
is independent of mechanical causes" (§ 185, 188, 188~-).
2d. "The proximate principles arc formed by the vital powers of the
plant acting, in conjunction with air and light, upon the fluids contained
in its system."
3d. " All Uie plumomena connected with tlie growt!t of plants are caused
by all inherent VITAJ.. ACTION" (§ 293).
§ 1055. I shall conclude the foregoing subject relative to the circulation in Plants (§ 1054) by a quotation from Liebig's 11 Resea1·cl1es on the
Chemistry of Food, and tlie Motion of t/ie Juices 1·n the An1·mal Body,"
as a farther justification of what I have said of the tampering of Chemists with the philosophy of organic life, in former sections (§ 5, 276~,
676 b, 1006 a, 1034, &c.), and that it may be compared with§ 350,parallel columns, and § 350} n. It will be seen that it is nearly the common doctrine relative to tLe evaporation by leaves in explaining the
circulation of sap, as propounded by Dr. I-Ia.Jes (§ 1054). Profossor
Liebig infers the principle from experiments made upon dried membranes! as he had formerly done of the circulation in Plants from the
action of" a lamp-wick" (§ 289). Ilaving found the membranes pervious to water, oil, &c., be proceeds to say, in a letter to Professor Horsford, republished in the "American Journal of Science and Art.s'' (l\Iay,
18-18, p. 415), and which I quote for the brevity oftbe conclusion, that
"The employment of these results upon the processes in the animal
body scarcely requires a more detailed explanation.
~'The surface of the body is the membrane from which evaporation
goes constantly forward. In consequence of this evaporation, all tbe
fluids of the body, in obedience to atmospheric pressure, experience motion in the direction towards the evaporating surface. This is obyiously
the chief cau.se of the passage of the nutritious fluids through the walls
of the blood vessels, and the cau.se of tltei1· distributioii tlwough tlie body. \Ve
know now what important function the skin fulfils through evaporation"!
(§ 350!, n-q.) Our Author did not even think so far as to consider the
perpetual vicissitudes of the skin in that respect, nor how wonderfully
the blood becomes concentrated in the great internal ves.sels in the sweating stage of the malignant cholera, or as the same phenomena distinguish a paroxysm of fear. It is also worthy of remark that this distinguished Leader in Physiology here loses sight completely of his universal
chemical doctrine of motion, which had been put forth in his "Animal
Chemistry" (§ 1054). It forms, therefore, another antagonism for the
Parallel Columns.

If we may have sometimes appeared deficient in dignified sobriety on
similar occasions, we Jiave not thought it necessary to render an apology, but have relied implicitly upon the sympathy of intelligent readers;
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only minerals, but rather nt the latter, nor Jrnsc been offended at the arrogance which admits no penetration of the most hidden recesses of Nature .bllt through that veil of ignorance which betrayed the Crispin into
the immortal rebuke of Apellcs, we have, nevertheless, in our zeal to
save something from the wreck, endcarnurcd to show that all the precepts of the Laboratory justify our application of that rebuke; nor do
we feel responsible for any risible consequences.
EXPERL'1'E~TS

BY MYSELF TO ASCERTArn' WIU"TllER
..
THE Qt'ANTITY 01"'
BLOOD CIRCULATING IN TllE IlRAIN MAl'" BE REDt:Clm AltTIFICJALLY.

§ 105G. As the question whether the bloodvesscls of the brain may
be brought under the influence of bloodletting like those in other parts
of the body is intimately connected with the philosophy of the operation
of loss of blood, as set forth in these Institutes(§ 941, 950, 975, &e.),
and has an important bearing upon the treatment of inflammatory and
congestiYe affections of the brain {§ 971-980, &c.), I shall now introduce
some experiments which I maclc many years ago in reference to the subject before us. \\·hatever may be thought of the theoretical conclusions,
the experiments demonstrate that the bra.in is on common ground with
all other organs as it re!;pects the "influences of bloodletting," nod that
is the important end at which I am now iiwiting the attention of the
i·eader; nor am I aware that the experiments have been invalidated.
They were communicated to Dr. James Johnson, Editor of the MedicoCltirurgical Rei:iew, London, in 1834, who published nn abstract of the
Article in the April Number of the Rc\'iew for that year, and which was
introduced by the following prefatory remarks:

"The Editor having received a long paper from Dr. Paine, of New
York, is unable to insert it in the Med. Cl1ir. Rerie1.l', into which no original nrticles can be admitted, excepting some short cases or pieces of intelligence. The Editor, however, has had a short analysis of Dr. Paine's
paper drawn up, &c.
J. J."
The following is an abstract of" the analysis:"
"Marked and conflicting differences of opinion prevail, relatiYe to the
proximate cause of cerebral affections. These differences we may truly
ascribe to the widely opposite conclusions which Physiologists have arri\'ed at as to the functions of the brain, more particularly of the state
of its circulation. Dr. Paine instituted a suite of experiments to determine, if possible, the normal stnte of the brain, so far as information so
derived mirrht be connected with its abnormal changes.
"That t'he brain is naturally incompressible, be regards as an established truth. But, with reference to the opinion that the cranium must
always be filled, he thinks 'the spaces which exist between the ~arietcs

~~:~cr~~~:t~~~,c~ 1.~e:1::e;e~~=a:~1~b~:~e;ie~1~;k~~~:~1:s c~~~d~l~~~';!l~s~

be, in part, perrnded by an aqueous vapour, "'.hich is, of ~ourse, susceptible of condensation, not only from the decline of calonc, but by any
power exceeding its force of expansion. And S?1on the other hand, the
elasticity of the vapour will promote a reduction, by loss of blood, of
the contents of the cerebral bloodvessels to any extent. The existence
of such nn elastic yapour is inferable fro.m wh~t is known to exist in
other cavities of the body, and from wbat JS respire~ from the .lungs. It
must, therefore, be far more strongly pronounced 10 the cavity of the
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cranium in consequence of the exclusion of atmospheric pressure, excepting so far as this operates through the openings in the skull.'
"To get rid of sources of ambiguity, connected with the otherwise undetermined question, whether such vapor existed naturally, or was produced during changes in the condition of tbe brain, experiments were
performed (on calves), so as to exhaust the system of its blood. 'Vith
the results of Kellie's experiments Dr. Paine premises a statement of his
unacquaintance, but hazards a supposition that the animals may have
been so bled by Kellie as to occasion fatal syncope 'before the body was
deprived of the circulating fluid; and that, as condensation of the v::i.pour
has taken place after the death of the animal, the blood has rushed into
the brain to supply the vacuum. Such, indeed, would be a necessary
consequence of vapour so condensed, and of any blood remaining in the
aorta, the cava, or the great branches connected with those of the bead.
For this reason we shall always find the cavity of the skull, in the human subject, fully occupied by solid and fluid matter, to whatever extent
depletion may ham been carried, unless the patient may have been trepanned during life, or before any reduction of the natural temperature.
It does not, therefore, follow tlwt vapour cannot have existed within the
cavity of the skull during life because it is fully occupied by incompressible matter after death.'
"The ca.Ives were experimented upon in this way: The aorta near
the heart, or the descending cava, was opened, when so rapid was the
hemorrhage that the heart's action ended only on the Yessels' being fully
emptied. Lest condensation of vapour should possibly ha\"e arisen from
reduction of temperature, the head was instantly removed after the animal died. On examination, Dr. Paine 'uniformly found the vessels of t/1e
brain and of tl1e membranes nearly depri1.:ed of their contents, and the OIYJan
pe1:fectly blanched.' No disproportion in the quantity of the blood was
observed, whether the animal had been trepanned, or the external air
excluded. The scrum exhibited only 'a tinge of red' when the brain
was opened up, and, therefore, there could be but rnry little blood in its
vessels, or those of the pia mater. Not more than half a drachm, and
'always quite as much when the animal had been trepanned,' was observed in the sinuses of the dura. mater. Calves were judiciously selected in preference to dog::;, being less troublesome, and probably less liable
to cerebral excitement during 'an operation requiring some dissection.'
"The cranial contents were determined by comparing their weight
with a bulk of distilled water equal to the capacity of the cavity. The
dura mater was not included, and its sinuses were not disturbed so as to
admit of the entrance of water. Here are the results:
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ver, on injection into the brains of animals bled to death, was 'two
pounds in brains weighing ten ounces' (3x); the sinuses of the dura
mater admitted the maximum of this proportion.
"If these experiments be correct, and otherwise trustworthy, less
blood circulates within the head than has been supposed; and the amount
of sanguineous effusion has probably been overrated, unless the ratio be
higher in the human species.
"Independently of the experiments, Dr. Paine thinks that we are
authorized in believing the circulation within the substance of the brain
to be slow, and the quantity of blood small. As the organ chiefly fills
the cnvity, littlt space only can be allotted to the membranes, and still
less to their chief vcSEcls. The experiments sustain the conclusions dorivecl from anatomical facts, that the quantity of blood is much more
reduced than has often been conjectured. The very sparing provision
of absorbents ·with which the brain is provided is 1 a negative argument,'
in Dr. Paine's ()pinion, 'that the brain has less use for blood than other
parts of the system, where these ve$els abound.' 1 To obtain a slow
circulation, an ahunUant and equable supply of blood was required; we
find this provision made. Are not those vessels Jarge and powerful,
which convey blood from the aorta to the confines of the brain~ .And
do we not sec the brain carefully protected ngainst the force of its own
circulation~·
Here we cnnnot but admire the philosophic views entertained by Dr. Pnine, which, however, the necessary limits allotted to his
.Article on ly permit us thus to glance at.-NoTE 0 p. 1121.
"The rate at which the blood circulates in the membranes is inferred
to be much more active than that within the proper substance of the
organ; the bulk of transmitted blood being confined to the membranes.
Yet, from the tortuous course of their vessels, the circulating fluid must
pass slowly compared to its progress in other great organs. It is probable1 too, from such considerations, that in lwalth t!ie proportion of se1·11m
varies. If so, a nu-iable state within the cranium is denoted; and the
normal proportion of blood being ever, probably, n!!arly the same, it follows, in Dr. Paine's opinion, that 'any preternatural space must have
been occupied by vapour.' In accordance with the results of our Author's experiments, we have these principles deduced for practical guid.
ance, that
"'Blood may be abstracted from the brain in the same manner and
to the same extent as from other organs.
" ' That there takes place necessarily an actire contmction of tlic bloodvessels of t/1e b1·ai11, as the e~hausti?n _of their bl.oocl follows eq~ally '":hen
the external air is not admitted w1thm the cavity of the cranmm.
"'That there must be a production or expansion of aqueous vapour
corresponding in bulk and elasticity with t.he diminished quantity of
blood and the decrease of pressure from the force of the heart and blood-

ve~;~l~Lrnt the natural proportion of blood found in the. brai~, after ~ts
copious abstraction from the system, arises from a quantity st~ll rcmamin cr in the vc.::sels connected with those of the head, and wlnch rushes
int'o the b rain~ after death to supply th.c vacuum produced by the condensation of the vapour generated during the contraction of the cerebral
ves;;c;;;.: Paine argues that the living system is under the government of
uniform laws. Universal contraction of the bloodvessels-a contrac-
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tion greater in the extreme vessels than what is explicable by the mere
loss, is observed to be atteudaot on the abstraction of blood(§ 74G a, 912,
931, 935 b-e, 938 b, 944 a-c, &c.). Is not a. similar contruction extended to the vessels of the brain, not less from the withdrawal of blood,
than likewise 'through the influence of sympathy with the vascular action throughout the body, an influence rendered still more probable by
the propagation of the sympathetic nerve along the arteries of the bmin;
that the topical abstraction of blood by cupping and leeching, if not also
vesication, opern.tes by producing a sympathetic contraction of the YP.Ssels within the brain; that inflammation of the brain is relieved on a
common principle; and that opposite inferences would involve the remarkabl e exemption of a part from the operation of general laws, nnd
a violation of the usual simplicity of Design?'(§ 516 d, 756 b, 803 a-i,
915-92 1, 939, 974, 1039).-NOTE Q p. l 122.
"The varying changes in the circulation of the brain renders probable the existence of an elastic vapor. This, it is inferred, is rendered
yet more probable from the rapid production of vapor when the temperature is at 98° F., atmospheric press ure being removed, which mu st be
greatly the case within the cranium, and allowing, also, for ' the resistance of t he circulating fluid.' 'Equal increments of temperature, by increasing in geometric progression the force of vapor, would tend to embarrass the functions of the brain. 13ut an admirable provision of
Nature guards against the occurrence of such casualties.' As the bony
inclosure exclude::; the influence of atmospheric pressure, minus the openings at the base of the skull, 'the generation of an elastic vapor is provided, the pressure of which at 98° F. to the ratio of steam at 212°, is
as 1! to 30. It will therefore admit of an easy condensa tion, such prob·
ably as would be produce<l by an increased determination of blood to
the head, and more especially by blood cxtravasatcd;* and howe\·er the
general force of the circulation may be undetermined, it is abundantly
obYious 1 from the tortuous course of the vessels, and their minute subdivision before entering the substance of the brain, that th e current is here
sluggish and easily resisted, even if it be admitted that capillary circulation depends upon th e vis a te1'[jo, as it does not (§ 392, c). It will not,
therefore, be difficult to imagine that there exists this farther harmonious relation, by which the ordinary force of the circulating fluid is accurately counterbalanced by an aqu eous vapour.'
" The minute subdivision of vessels before entering the substance of
the brain-the obstacles checking the impetus of blood from the heart's
action-the absence of rnlves in the cerebral veins-the remarkable distribu tion of the sympathetic nen:e, &c., arc, in Dr. Paine's opinion, so
many powerful motives for believing that the circulation in the brain is
especially dependent on a specific action of the vessels themselves(§ 392 c,
&c.). The experiments tend to show that, if vapor exist naturally, its
quantity must be small. A small quantity, howe\·er, is quite sufficient
for meeting the exigencies of its purpose. The vapor nu':y yet b~ found,
~t is supposed, by subsequent inquirers, to en~c~ ~ most ~n~uent1al pa:t
m the cerebral economy, its great compress1 b1hty adm1ttrng of rap1d
changes in the quantity of circulating fluid; and by which,' in se\'ere congestions, mechanical pressure is partly obviated, and the circulation less
embarrassed in portions of th e organ not involved in di sease.'
"If the production of vapor under the most proba.ble circumstances
could be established, ' the uniformity of Nature, upon the questions be• Innoothcrwaycan thelargestquantiticsofextr:i.vasatedblood beexplai11ed.
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fore u.'i, would be recognized. No longer would there exist any necessity ~f forming new doctrin~s to explain analogous changes which have
acqmred the force of established laws among other organs; the treatment of cerebral congestion or inflammation will be again placed on the
broad principle which determines the treatment of similar affections in eYery part of the body; and when the organ becomes the subject of venous
plethora or of high ,·ascular action-when the carotids are beating with
a violence that communicates motion to the head, whjlc the pulse in the
extremities is low, feeble, and oppressed; when also the skin is cold, and
the blood, which may not be determined to the head, is accumulated
about the abdominal viscera, ancl the heart pulsates with exhausted efforts, we shall be no longer obliged to adopt the difficult rationale, that
the abstraction of blood diminishes the violence of action in the brain by
its impression on the vis a tergo. We shall see it exerting its influence
on tl1e 't'eSSels within the brain, as it obviously docs on those of the abdomjnal viscera which may be simultaneously affected by congestion; we
shall not doubt that it equally induces a change of action in tbe vessels
attended by their contraction, in all the organs that may be involved
in analogous affections; and we shall the more readily assent to this
proposition and abandon the notion of a diminished ?:is a tci·go, when we
find, as these changes progress, the pulse rises in strength and fulncss,
and the heart beats with more than natural energy; which now, indeed,
may require the farther abstraction of blood to lessen its violence and
i·cmo"·e the evil it originally produced; now, indeed, the vis a tergo may
become a motive for continued depletion'(§ 498); 750a, 801, SOG, 811813, 9Gl c, 965 b, 968, 969 c, 990 t).
"From a lengthened paragraph of highly ingenious reasoning, Dr.
Paine draws a corollary-that the force of the momentum of the circulation within tbe brain may be determined 'with an approach to accuracy,' and that its force must be 'nearly in the ratio of the expansion
of vapor at 98° Fahrenheit, removed from atmospheric pressure.' "
Although the writer of the abstract is pleased to say that H with one
other extract we must reluctantly conclude this notice," I shall not repeat it here, and have omitted other parts, as not being immediately relative to my present objects.
But I will acld, in conclusion, that Dander has seen the arteries of the
pia mater contract when the cervic:il sympathetic nerve is irritated.
The brain was, of course, ~posed; but if contraction take place undc1·
such circumstances, it is a law which must operate in t11e natural condition.-DmmER's Physiologie des llle11scl1en, p. 138, 140.
SEDATIVES.

§ 1057, a. It will be seen in these.Institutes, tha~, immediately following the general subject of Therape~tics, and preceding that of the l\~od~s
Operandi of Hemcdics, and c:ctcndrng from page 56~ to 660, arc d1squ.1sitions upon the uses of rnnous groups of the. Art1c~es of the ~~ateria
l\lcdica, and that among the numb.er are Na~·cotics, wl11ch are considered,
in part, in their aspect as Sedabv~s. It 1s 11ow my purpo~ to make
son::e general comments upon the virtues, _and mode o~ opcratmi:r, of the

~~!i~~'~:.~~1 ~1~~~~~.:t~'t:i1 :~~0~~Jo(S!:~ Pd~~~~~~~~~Y~v:~~l~j~;~~)~ among

I unclcrsland by Sedatives those remedies whose gene.ral tcnd~OC)' is to
diminish vascular action in a direct manner; though m some rnstances
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they may at first produce more or less exci tement, which is followed by
diminished action as an ultimate result of the remedy(§ 891, 9). Nay
more, the excessive application of the most powerful Sedatives-loss of
blood, narcotics, hydrocyanic acid, and cold, may light up inflammation
or venous congestion in the brain, whilst they simultaneously exert their
general sedative effects upon the system at large until the cerebral affection gives rise to constitutional excitement(§ 7 43, 817, 827 d, 950, 97 4 b,
1024). The various aspects of the modus opemndi may be seen in §c 891~ k.
These opposite effects, however, are not common, nor is the excitement ever strongly pronounced unless the sedative proves morbific. In
the extensi\'e class of Stimulants and Tonics we are presented with
agents which illustrate, by their opposite virtues, the common attributes
of' the Sedatives; since it is the direct and equally uniform tendency of
the former to increase vascular action in a direct man~1er. As examples
of the two Classes, bloodletting, :mtimonials, hydrocyanic acid, and cold,
may be reckoned as standards of comparison for Sedati\'cS, and alcoholic
liquors, spices, mints, the vegetable and mineral tonics, animal food, and
dry heat, as reprcsentiug the virtues of Stimulants.
There are many things, however, which may increase vascular action,
and induce iuflrunmation, which operate in virtue of some irritation they
exert (such as aloes, scamrnony, &c.), but whose action is very different
from that of stimulants. Indeed, the most powerful Sedatives, as we
have seen, may become irritants in excessive amount, and excite inflammation. But they can never act as Stimulants in the proper acceptation of this class of agents, but in virtue of morbific influences of an irritating nature. Irritants produce disease when Tonics will not(§ 188-191).
It appears, therefore, that Sedatives are liable to the same qualifications as we have seen of the groups of other remedies, being liable to be
more or less otherwise unless rightly administered. TLis qualification
is more strongly manifested in morbid than in healthy states of the body.
There must be a pathological condition which shall be in relation to the
peculiar virtues which arc denominated sedative, or no sedati\'e effect
may arise from the action of the remedy, ancl even an opposite result
may be the consequence, as often witnessed of opium when administered in high states of arterial excitement. And I run now led to remark
that the term Sedafo·e, like many other denominations of remedies, is
very far from conveyiug an adequate apprehension of the effects produced; for the agents .so called not only reduce the proper~ies of life,
and lessen vascular achoo, but they exert more or less of a direct alterativc effect. That effect is most distinctly marked when they aggravate
or produce disease. (See INDEX, Article Alterati1:es.)
§ 1057, b. Again: various Sedatives will be far from being suited to
many conditions of disease, when others of the group may be in the highest degree salutary. Take two of the most powerful. Loss. of bloocl,
for example, will often save life where opium would be destructive; and,
vice i·ersa, opium will relieve the subject o_f gastric spas?1 induced ~y
drinking cold water, when loss of bloo~ m1gh~ destroy b1m. Eve.n m
some conditions of inflammation, remeches wluch are commonly stimulating and tonic will prove sedative when bloodle~ting may b? at least
useless. Such is the case in intermittent :inflammation, after smtable depletion; since Cinchona may then succeed, when loss of blood, antimonials, &c., have ceased to be curative (§ 662 b, 675, 802 m-p). This
consideration brings up the importance of looking well at the patholog-
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ical distinctions among closely-allied diseases, innsmuch as Cinchona,
and many other agents of active tonic virtues, arc directly sedative (by
their alteratiYc action), in suitable states of the system, in intermittent
fever, while they aggr:wate all other fevers at the same early stages i
and it is only the intermittent form of inflammation, and those venous

f~1~~~~~i~~si 1~~~~~!~ l~~~~ 1~c~~~i~~s:~:;:t~i~r0::t~i:g:rc~:~;~~~;;:~;~::

the foregoing tonics belong to the group of Sedatives ; and they show us
the difficulties of artificial arrangements of the hfotcria Mcdica. These
arise mostly from the compound virtues of remedies, and often, as in the
case before us, from certain important virtues being developed only by
s~ccial path.ologicnl conditions; for, it is not the tonic, but the fcbrifugc
virtue of Cinchona, and analogous remedies, which does the service in
intermittents. The latter is then so completely in relation to the special modifications of disease that it transcends or counteracts the morbiflc action of the former (§ 150-151, aud references there).
§ l05i, c. In my" Tl1c1·apeutical .t1,.ra119eme11t of tlie Matena Mcdica"
I have given a rather different import to the group of Sedatives th:m is
common, h::ixing placed them as a special order of Antiphlogistics. The
group is composed of such as are most capable of subduing general arterinl excitement in a direct manner, though some of them may be little
suited to the relief of local excitement. Thus, the narcotics, when justly applied, reduce the irritabil ity of the whole system, and moderate
general excitement. But they have no great tendency to assuage local
inflammations, but, on the contrary, their tendency is more frequently to
increase them. I~ the arrangement, therefore, of the Sedatives according to the restricted sense in which I have employed the term, I have estimated their thernpeutical value according to their greatest usefulness
in allaying morbid irritability and sensibility, particularly the former,
in their appropriate relations to certain conditions of disease.
§ 1057, d. \Ve may next proceed to regard Sedatives under fi'°'e sub·
divisions, namely, Sedatives p1·ope1·; Narcotics; Cold; Alterati1:es capable
of 1w11seati11g, but without imxfucir1g that effect; and .Nauseants.
The first subdivision, or Sedatives proper, compri::cs Loss of Blood,
Ilydrocyanic Acid, Cyanide of Potassium, Cyanide of Zinc, Ferro·cyanide of Potassium, Cherry Laurel, Bitter Almonds, IJydrosulphatc of
Ammonia, Foxglove, Tobacco, Indian Tobacco.
The second subdi,•ision, or ]{arcotics, embraces Opium, and its prepa·
rations as arranged in the order of their thcrapeutical value, Hen bane,
Poison Hemlock, Lupu line, Lnctucnrium. Add also the "Senso·Paralysants"-Belladonna, Aconite, Stramonium, and Delphinium.•
The third subd ivision consists of Cold on ly, and in its local action.
The fourth subdivision consists of Tartarizcd Antimony, to which Jpecacuanha might be added.
The fifth subdivision, or the Nau.scants, refers to such agents as arc
sedative only when they produce nausea. There arc many of this de·
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the gastro·intestinal mucous membrane when carried to the extent of
nausea. They arc, therefore, not specified in our group of Sedatives.
§ 1057, e. Now, there nrc ccrtnin well-marked analogies among nll
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See Non~ NN p. 1141.
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however allied as Sedatives, which do not present some strong peculiarities. Take, for example, the first two of the first subdivision-loss of
blood and hyd1·ocy::rnic acid. These are the most immediate and powerful sedati,·cs, in our acceptation of the term, yet each has its own peculiar mode of reducing irritability and vascular excitement, nor do they
modify irritability and vascular action alike. Each, however, as with
all other Sedati\'es, depresses irritability and action, and this is the only
strong point of resemblance. The special differences consist in the different modes in which each Seclati\'C altc1·s irritability and ::tction in their
l.:.i11d (§ 854, 895-901; also lNoExts, Altemtil:es). It is an ignorance or
neglect of tbis philosophy, and too of.ten a contempt of all inquiry into
the modus operandi of remedies (shut out, indeed, by the prevailing chemical doctrines of disease), which leads to a vast amount of malpractice,
and, in respect to the most important of the agents now before us, which
has prompted the substitution, in otherwise enlightened quarters, of opium, digitalis, tobacco, aconite, ,·eratrum viride (§ 89 1 c, 060 a, IOG5)ay, even stimulants and tonics, for loss of blood and tartarizcd antimony, and often, too, where bloodletting is indispensable to life.-NoTE H.
Besides what has been now said of the more prominent distinctions
among Sedatiyes, there are others less distinctly marked among such of
the agents as are most nearly allied, as t•Narcotics. These, however,
ha'°e been already indicated under the subjects of Narcotics, Tlierapeutics,
Vital Habit, &c. But it is more remarkable that some of the Sedatives
which barn no point of resembl:mce, except in their effects upon morbid
conditions, bring about alterations, or changes in kind, of a corresponding nature; as loss of blood and tartarized antimony, for example, in
their subversion of inflammation and fever. But the same remarkable
characteristic is strongly pronounced among many other remedies; as in
the control which Cinchona, Arsenic, and Cobweb exert over Intermittent Fever(§ 8!)2 aa-c, !JOO, 904 c, &c.).-See NOTE EE p. 1133.
§ 1057,f. It is commonly said that "Sedatives exert their effects especially upon the nervous system." But this is far from being the case
with loss of blood and the antimonials, and only in a restricted sense as
regards those agents which have the greatest relation to the nervous system. Tbc nervous power is certainly invoked throughout. 13ut this is
also true of all other agents whose effects reach beyond the direct seat of
their operation. All exert their primary action upon the parts to which
they are applied; and when the nervous power is brought into operation, it is, as extensively set forth in these Institutes, by a transmission
of the remedial influences to the nervous centres, and a consequent determination of the nervous power either upon the organic constitution
of the brain or of other parts. If the action be exclusively local, t he
nervous system participates only as a part of compound tissues, not by reflex action unless through local centres (~ 7 46 c). True, ~his doctrine has
no relationship to those physical ones which render the Science of :Medicine as simple and mechanical as the business of a shoemaker.
But, do not some of the Sedatives affect particularly the nervous system, its central parts especially, just as other agents affCct particularly
other parts, as cantbarides the bladder, ergot the womb? &c. Certa inly; and this is especially true of the Narcotics. In excessi\'e doses their
main fury is expended upon the organic constitution of the brain, and
0
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hitherto supposed. The result is partly due to the reflex action of the
nervous power, in a. modified condition, upon the capillary vessels of the
brain and spinal cord, but also more or less upon the heart, the stomach,
&c. (§ 228, 230, 508, 509, &c.). The intensity of the genernl effects
upon the system at large will often depend more upon the determination
of the nervous power upon important organs remote from the brain, than
upon the amount of influence exerted by the nervous power upon the
organic properties of the brain and spinal cord. The general reflex action may be so sudden and Yiolcnt, as in the case of hydrocyanic acid,
that it shall destroy the life of the heart, the lungs, &c., without lcavjng a trace of its influence upon the brain; as is seen, also, in sudden
deaths from blows upon the epigastric region, surgical operations, &c.
(§ 476} ft, 508-510, 828 c, 904 b). At other times, as with opium, the
remote effects may depend much upon the morbid change which the
agent may establish in the nervous centres. But, in its ordinary medicinal doses, opium exerts no such morbific effoct. upon the nenous system; when it rouses and modifies the nervous power in degrees of intcnsit.y which arc not morbific (if the remedy be properly adapted to the
pathological conditions) 1 and in the same general \vay as all other remedial agents, but in a way, also, both as to degree and modification of
the power, peculiar to the ,·i11bcs of the narcotic(§ 227-229, and references there). It is this special modification of the nervous power, and
its reflected altcrative action upon various parts, which lessens and otherwise modifies the irritability, sensibility, and, of consequence, the organic act~ons, of all parts of the body(§ 891-f k, 893 a, c, 904 a, b, 1059).
§ 1057, g. Cold is generally local in its operation so long as it is confined to a limited portion of the surface of the body, and it is scarcely
beyond this local effect that its operation as a sedative is witnessed. Its
reflex nervous actions arc mostly of a stimulating nature. In its local
aspect it operates alone upon the organic constitution of the part, as
seen in its effects upon superficial inflammations. But there a.re remarkable reflex:. influences, as when a current of cold air striking the neck
or chest occasions rheumatism, catarrh, pneumonia, &c., or when exposure of the feet to colcl arrests menstruation.• There is, also, a still
more remarkable and very uniform effect of this reflex nervous action,
but not of a morbific nature, i11 suddenly increasing the excretion of
urine; and if with this phenomenon be associated the powerful effect
of fear as a diuretic (§ 8921 b), there will be seen a display of results
which demonstrate tile analogy between physical and mental causes and
the ner\'ous power, and how the latter is developed by the former and
participates as an ex.citing or modifying cause in all the remote effects
(§ 224-227, 233!, 475,Z, 493 cc). Again: when cold operates with
great intensity upon the whole surface of the body it occasions lethargy
and venous congestion of the brain. The philosophy is the same as when
hydrocyanic acid produces cerebral congestion. (See Essay on the greater action of Cold, in .Med. and Pltysiolog. Comm., vol. ii., p. 590-G02.)
The great variety of effects which Cold is capable of producing, besides those to which I have adverted, such as its in>igorating influences
when applied in the form of a shower-bath, both in health and many
chronic maladic.'i, &c., are among the plain things which illustrate the
important agency of the nervous power in transmitting the influences of
remedial agents from the direct scat of their operation to distant parts, ~md
show us how readily and with what intensity this power may be brought
*See also llrown-SCquard's experiment of immersing the band in cold water, p. 807,
§1044.
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into operation by any of the substantial agents of the Materia lUedica,
or by morbific causes, while its universal manifestations in healthy states
of the body, or as disease of one part gives rise to disease in other parts,
establish the philosophy of our whole subject upon one common physiological ground of alterative reflex actions of the nervous system.
§ 1057, /1. I have placed Tartarized Antimony in a subdivision by
itself, though many would probably arr::mge it with the Nauscants. But
the former produces very powerful sedative cffocts without exciting
nausea, as seen in the manner in which inflammations and fevers yield
to its quiet influence. But the principles concerned are exactly the
same in all the cases; though great variety arises throughout the whole,
even in respect to each individual agent, and according to its dose, the
frequency of administration, the precise pathological condition, the nature of the organ affected, and many other modifying contingencies. As
it respects Tartarized Antimony, its influences involve a very important
modification of the simply sedative pri1~ciple. This is its alterative
power, and by which it is rendered of the highest value in the treatment
of diseases(§ 150-151, 841, 857, 863 d, 8921; g, 902 g, 904 bb, 476-\-).
§ 1057, i. Finally: the group of Sedatives is designed mainly to bring
into connection a number of remedies which have certain important
analogies, but '"ariously and often greatly distinguished from each other,
that they may be considered comparatively; with a view to enlarging our
knowledge of the rebtionship of remedies, their points of difference, their
modes of operating, &c. It is, howewr, more artificial than any other
group, and is of very little use for practical purposes.

The Sedative EjJ"ects of Cotton-wool and of Castor Oil.
§ 1057, k. In connection with the foregoing subjects, I shall briefly
indicate certain apparently sedative virtues belonging to common Cotton
and Castor Oil, as resulting from my own experience.
.
In the edition of my .illateria Medica and T!terapeutics of 184.8, I remarked that
The virtues of Cotton-wool appear to be more than of an ordinary mechanical nature. It is evidently alterative as well as quickly sedative;
and, doubtless, these remarkable effects are owing to some very peculiar
mechanical influence. The Author bas employed it with the happiest
effect in poisoning by the Rlms toxicodendron; particularly in his own
person, where the bands and arms were severely in flamed, swollen, and
deeply ulcerated. The relief from suffering was immediate, and the
dressing was not remo>ed till restoration bad become complete. The
case bad baffied other remedies.
I know not whether the remedy has been submitted by others to trials
beyond its well-known uses in burns and scalds, excepting by l\Ir. Jones
in cases of ulcers, who appears to have derived the same benefit from it
as myself (in London Lancet, Dec., 1850).
Very lately I had in charge al'l obstinate ill-conditioned ulcer upon a
highly varicose leg of a ladj of delicate_bcalth, attended, also, by an. intense cutaneous inflammation surrouodmg the central half of the limb
from the knee to the ankle, and which was studded over with a crop of
suppurating eruptions. There was also a painful ~ense of b~rning and

~~~~~~~- oft~1~ins~:sfea!~ ~~~e:i~~0~n~h~t~~~:! rf~-~~di:~i<lc~~:~~n:n~ ~1~~k
poultices, I resorted to the cotton-wool, the effect of which was rather
Go G
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astonishing. Tl~e pain~ul sensations were immediately removed, and the
cure completed m about a. week, though a dry, thick, hard scab had then
formed upon ~he _ulcer, w.hich became detached in fh·e days afterward,
when an elastic silk stocking was applied to the varicose limb. This occurred in the hot weather of June.
A large mass of the wool should be applied, so as to form at least an
inch i? thickness when bound down by a bandage; and thus far in my
experience it should not be disturbed till there is reason to think that
it has fulfilled its purpose. But, having never been in pursuit of new
remedies, my experience in this particular is less than it otherwise would
have been. I think, however, that there can be no doubt of the great
superiority of cotton-wool to other means in the foregoing and analogous affections, e"·en if it be necessary to remove the dressing frequently,
as in cases of inflamed and chapped nipples. But e\·en in these cases
the cotton should be closely applied by means of a bandage. In the
case of ulcers, it appears not to be of much importance that they should
be in a favorable state for healing, though I regret that I have not tried
the remedy in any of an eroding or malignant nature. It should be
said, however, that the co-operation of constitutional means must often
be necessary in the unfavorable cases which are not malignant, and that
in the latter we may hope for only a palliating effect.
§ 1057, l. Of Castor Oil I remarked, in th e same work, tbat the Author called the attention of the Prof~sion to the special alterative influences exerted by Castor Oil upon the Live1· in bis Lette1·s on tl1e Cholera
Asphyxia of New York, and again in the llledical and Physiological Commentar£es, and the alterative virtues of this remedy appear now to be extensively appreciated. I also s.aid that, when frequently repeated (as
every day, or every other day), it is commonly necessary, and pretty
early, to reduce the quantity from one or two table spoonfuls to a teaspoonful, or even to a fourth of a teaspoonful, the remedy being remarkably cumulative in its effects. This is greatly owing, however, to the
specific action of Castol· Oil upon the Liver, and the consequent increased production of bile. It is often peculiarly efficacious when exhibited a few hours after calomel or blue pill; is very useful to overcome habitual constipation, on account of its alterative action upon the
Liver, when it should be given in small doses every evening (§ 556 b,
889 m, mm). Other comments follow upon its important uses as a cathartic for children, and for pregnant women, and in dysentery, scarlet
fever, chronic hepatic affections, &c., and after convalescence from acute
8iseases, but always in such carefully regulated doses as shall not produce intestinal pain and mucous discharges. 'Vhen thus regulated in
dose, its specific action upon the liver in inducing a free secretion of
bile is greater, in a general sense, than calomcl or blue pill, and nry
often more usefully alterativc (§ q57). It cannot be too strongly insisted
that the dose should be accurately adjusted to the existing condition of
the intestines. If it produce griping, or fr~quent or mucous discharges,
the dose has been too large, and the useful effects of the remedy will
have been lost, or disease may be aggravated, especially if seated in the
alimentary caual.- See, as to mercurials and the liver § 1058 b.
I now come to the special object of this paragraph-the soporific virtue of Castor Oil, and this I shall present in an extract from my Lectm·es.
Thus:
There is another remarkable peculiarity about Castor Oil, which, like
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its special action upon the liver, and its cumulative effects, you will not
find in the books. It is that of exerting a soporific influence; often calming re.stlessness, both in children and adults, soon after its exhibition.
Nor does it, like many other cathartics, excite the general circulation
in active forms of inflammation and fever, where bloodletting is not premised, if gi~en in proper doses(§ 871). And, on account of its anodyne
and soporific effects, I often exhibit Castor Oil in the evening in cases
where I should delay all other cathartics, unless the mercurial, till morning (§ 863 d, 889 n). But it should be borne in mind that Castor Oil, in
full doses, is apt to operate within four or six hours after its exhibition,
and therefore, if given early in the evening it should be in such moderate
quantities as may not be likely to disturb the rest of tbc patient by its
cathartic effect before morning(§ 889, n). I-laving always observed this
precaution in my practice, I have generally left instructions to repeat
the same dose if necessary, or often a smaller one, at some hour in the
morning, or, perhaps, only an enema of warm wnter. I lrn.ve thus found
the dose administered in the evening to ha'"e been very useful, though it
have not operated as a cathartic. At other times, both in acute and chronic diseases, I have administered small doses of the Oil (as a te:i.spoonful
or less), ut intervals of four to twelve hours, with the intention of delaying a cathartic effect till some two or three doses shall have been administered-for the sake of its slowly alterative action upon the liver and
intestines(§ 857, 859 a, b, 863 d, 873, 902 i, 905 a). This method is pursued in susceptible states of the intestines, and often in the advanced
stages of all diseases, and during convalescence. The ultimate result is
generally a copious production of bile.
§ 1M7,. It will be seen, by referring to h""DEXES, that the subject
of this article has been variously discussed in its relation to particular
remedies; and I shall now make some general remarks upon the group
of Alteratives as assembled in the Author's Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
l\Iany of these agents are derived from groups that bear other denominations; as some of the best, for example, are included among the Cathartics and Emetics. But many of them belong alone to the group
before us; and such of them as occur among remedies of other denominations are reduced to the group of Alteratives merely by their diminished doses and greater frequency of exhibition. And, although these
last are, respectively, the same substances under different denominations,
they are very dilferent remedies, in certain practical respects, as they
may stand in one group or another; though they may act upon disease
in a more or less corresponding manner in whatever doses they may be
employed.
But there is a general characteristic belonging to the so called Alteratives, as intended in this work, which assembles them into a group.
That characteristic is their insensible operation compm·cd with the members of other groups ; and their action is to be appreciated only through
certain inconsiderable phenomena, and through the subsidence of disease
under their quiet influence-as when arsenic, or quinine, or cobweb
operate in the cure of intermittent fever. When other remedies belonging to this group produce some prominent local effect, or are more serviceable in their operation in certain large thernpeutical doses, they are,
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in such cases, ranked under other denominations. Such is the c::i.sc, for
example, with tnrtarized antimony and ipecacuanlrn, wl1icb, in certain
therapeutical doses, operate powerfully as emetics; whilst, in their acceptation as Alteratives, their doses are comparati,·cly small and often
repeated, so that they operate in an insensible manner, though their
essential influence upon morbid states may be the same in whatever
doses employed. In one case, or by their emetic action, they may produce sudden and great influences upon morbid conditions, alter them
very speedily, and place them at once in the way of their natural return
to a state of health. In the other case, or when employed in their small
and repeated doses, they bring about the same salutnry changes or alterations without exciting even any nausea(§ 516 d, No. 6, § 902 g). It is
therefore evident that these substances, Jikc many others of the group of
Alteratives, ma.y be, in reality, more immediately and profoundly alterative when employed in full doses, as Emetics for example, than in their
small doses under the denomination of Alteratives. But it is also true
that both tartarized antimony and ipecacuanha are curative of a vastly
greater range of diseases in their small and frequently repeated doses
than when administerud as Emetics. It is also readily apparent that
the same general remarks are equally applicable to calomel, blue pill,
colchicum, &c., which arc cathartic in certain doses, but powerfulJy,
though more slowly curative in such small doses as do not produce purging, and which, therefore, in these small doses, I call Alteratives.
There are many things, however, which are as insensible in their operation as om· group of Alteratives that arc not included in th.is group,
particular1y the Tonics and Astringents. But the remedies be1onging
to these denominations are very peculiar in their effects, which are n.
good deal allied as the remedies may belong to one denomination or tlrn
other. This common chnracteristic serves, therefore, as a basis of arrangement for either group. But, in the case of tlrn Alteratin~s, the
want of nny general correspondence in the immediate effects of its several members (with certain exceptions which are grouped into subdivisions), and the absence of any direct and well pronounced result, lmve
led to this denomination.
It is thus seen tl1at the denomination of Altcratives belongs properly
to all positive remedies, since it implies the absolute effect of all agents
that are truly remedial, whether physical or the salutary emotions. That
is to say, they produce such alterations of the morbid conditions as enables Nature to accomplish the cure, or, more critically, the morbid
organic states arc so altered to a condition less profoundly morbid, as
enables them to return spontaneously to their natural type(§ 853-856,
896-901).
Although, as we have variously seen, all agents which exert effects
upon parts remote from the seat of their direct operation transmit their
influences through reflex action of the nervous power, the Alteratives
bring it into action somewhat differently from those agents which, like
Catlmrtics, and Emetics, and Loss of Blood, operate suddenly and with
great power, especially when the Altcratives are administered in their
usual small and repeated doses. They then develop the nervous influence progressively and continuously, and there~ore bring about changes
in the morbid states in a gradual manner; while in the other cases the
c1ianges are introduced abruptly(§ 222-233!, 516 d, No. 6, § 551, 552,
556, 8'11, 863, 867, 894-896, 902 e-g, 904 bb, 476t h, 905, ,~c.).
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It will be seen, therefore, that the distinctions which are made of
remedies into Cathartics, Emetics, Expectorants, Astringents, &c., are
merely arbitrary, and for the sake of convenience. As we have variously seen, also, Cathartics, Emetics, &c., do not primarily cure by the
evacuations they produce, but essentially through their alterative action.
The evacuations or redundancy of the secretions arc only consequences
of changes which the remedial agents effect by their alterative action
(§ 863, 889 /-Ii); and while Cathartics, for instance, are employed in
introducing such changes in the• functional condition of the intestinal
mucous membrane, those very changes lead to all the alterations which
take place iu diseased parts remote from the intestinal cnnal (§ 889, f).
Whatever part the redundant products may contribute towards the cure
of disease, they are not only the result of the a.Iterative nction of the
remedies, but their own tributary influences arc of an altera.tive natUl'c,
and mostly through the same principle of sympat11y that governs the
remote action of the agents employed. It is the same as in § 944 c.
l\Iany Alteratives, in the sense implied by the group now under consideration, are remarkably applicable to a mst range of diseases; but
nearly all the disease~, to which any of the members of this extensive
group are suited, are the various phases of inflammation and fever.
Hence the group forms one of the Orders of the class of Antiphlogistics.
Those Alteratives which are of this universal nature I have assembled,
in the order of their general therapeutic value, under the denomination
of General Alte,·atives adapted to inflammatory and feblile diseases in a general sense. They are more or less suited to all the varieties of inflammation, whether acute or chronic.
There occurs another general assemblage which are more especially
adapted to specific forms of inflammation and fever, and these are arranged under subdivisions according to the specific forms of disease for
which they are employed, and in the order of their relative value. The
following are the subdivisions:
l. Adapted to scrofulous, and some other specific chronic inflammations.
2. Adapted to syphi lis, and certain other specific chronic inflammations.
3. Adapted to syphilis complicated with scrofula.
4. Adapted to rheumatism and gout.
5. Adapted to intermittent fever, intermittent inflammation, and other
'
intermitting diseases.
(). Adapted to obstinate and chronic cutaneous diseases, carcinoma,
elephantiasis, &c.
. Our class of Antiphlogistics embraces, uJso, a. group of ~lterat~ves
which are designated as local, on account of, particularly,_then· application to the surface of the body. This, also, is an extensive group, and
is divided into Constitutional Alteratives, or such as extend their effects
by 1·emote sympathy, and of which there are but few; an.d, secondly,
Limited Alterati1:es, whose action is limited to the part to wluch they are
applied, or extended only by continuous or contiguous sympathy (§ 497498, 818!, 893, 905, &c.).
As all this practical grouping of rcm;dies is relative ~o pr~n~iplcs e.mbraced in these Institutes, I formerly rntroduccd the-d1spos1t10n which
I have made of the Order in which the group of local Altcrativcs occurs.
Unlike the Altcratives which are employccl internally, the present assem"
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blage does not appear as an order, but as a division under an Order of
Cutaneous and oth'1· Local il.fections. (See p. 643, 644.)
These Altcratives (p. 643), which are employed locally, may operate
either constitutionally, through reflex nervous influence, like the inter·
nal alteratives, as the mercurials, or in a more circumscribed manner
through the ganglia or other centres of the sympathetic nerve, or only
superficially, as with Suppurants, Escharotics, and Sedatives; but Vcsicants, which are embraced iu the group, always exert useful eftCcts upon
internal maladies through reflex action of local nervous centres (p. 642648, § 893 a-f, p. 652-1355, § 893 m, p. 657-659, § 893 p, p. 679-681,
§ 005 a). Other remedies included in the group must nlso operate upon
internal parts through local centres of nervous influence(§ 497, 1038),
such as Aconite in the relief which it affords to neura1gia. I have relieved a very painful neuralgic affection of the whole extent of the sciatic nerve in fifteen minutes by rubbing along its course an ointment
of aconitin, which had refused to yield to other remcdies.-Thc extensive subdivision which is designed for diseases of the skin supplies examples of a purely local action upon the organic properties of the part
without the auxiliary aid of nervous influence (§ 658). Some of them,
however, will also exert constitutional effects through reflex nervous
influence, such as the mercurial ointments(§ 514 d, 826 cl, &c.). Remedies of that nature, therefore, arc arranged also in another subdivision,
indicating their extensive constitutional influences through the medium
of the skin and nervous system (§ 891! g, 893 a, 1059, 1088 b, 904 b).*'
The foregoing details, and some others of a corresponding nature, are
farther clcsignccl to exhibit the advantages of the Author's system of a
Therapeutical Arrangement of the l\fateria l\Iedica.
§ 1057f. I shall now introduce a series of important remedies, not
only for the purpose of examining their special uses, but particularly for
a farther illustration of general principles in .Medicine, and the Philosophy of Organic. Hfe, for which this work is especially designed(§ 1062H
CilLORIDE 01" MERCl,"RY, AND TilE BLUE MERCL"llL\L PILL.

§ 1058, a. I shall speak mostly of Calomel as employed in full doses
for its cathartic effect; and this for the ptu"pose, especially, of indicating
its remedial ''irtues. Its smaller and more repeated doses, however, will
be the subject of remark; though, in whatever doses exhibited, it is its
alterative action which bestows the &ervice (§ 889, a-g), wllich, indeed,
is true of most other remedial agents(§ 516 d, No. G, § 638, 863 d, 896,
900, 902 g-m, 904 905, and INDEXES, article Alteratil:es).
I need not say that Calomel is rarely actively purgative, although it
occupies the first rank among Cathartics in my Therapeutical Arrangement of the l\lateria l\Iedica, or that, to procure a cathartic effect, it is
commonly associated either with Jalap, Aloes, Rhubarb, Podophyllum,
Colocynth, Scammony, Gamboge~ o: Extract of Butte~nut, o~, i.f exhibited by itself, some other cathartic 1s generally prescribed within a few
hours afterward. The combinations, too, with the several articles are
most useful, in a general sense, in the order in wh.ich I have now stated
them. Thus, Calomel and Jalap arc more extensively useful than Calomel united with any other cathartic. Podopbyllum resembles Jalap io
its action, but is much inferior; so that Aloes is the next adjunct on
account of its adaptation to a great range of chronic affections of the di* NoT1tS Dop.1132, Ei;p. j}J3.
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gcstive organs, and next Rhubarb, and so on; and it is well known that
it may be ofLcn useful to blend two or more of these together along with
the calomel. But the merits of each individual case should, of courser

~§e 1b~·~~~~~,t~:;:~78:~ ~:e8 ~i~h:, c~~b~~~~i~1~~i)~hc time of prescribing

As I shall soon set forth, however, it may be often most useful to exhibit Calomel uncombined, and to administer some other cathartic at an
interval of some hours nftcrward. l;-or this purpose Castor Oil generally
surpasses all others (§ 1057, l); and, next to this, in a general sense, we
m:iy reckon Jalap combined with Tart rate of Potash (§ IOGO); and
next, the neutral saline cathartics {§ lOGl); and next, Rhubarb along
with Calcined Magnesia and the Tartrate of Potash and Soda (§ 872 a,
1061). \Ve need rarely go beyond the cathartics which I have now
mentioned, as ultimate aids to Calomel, with a view to purgative effects.
But it should be a lways considered that it is the a.Iterative action, the
direct influence upon disease, that is to be chiefly regarded in the choice
of these remedies, and of none is this so true as of Calomel. H ence it is
evident that the precise circumstances of the disease must determine the
choice(§ 872 a, 883 a, 888 b).
But, though Calomel be not acti>ely purgative, it is powerfully alterative, and, in doses that arc felt, it is nernr negative in its effects. It
alters the condition of disease either for the better or for the worse-too
often for the worse (§ 854). There is no other remedy that requires
more skill for its right administration-none, with the exception of loss
of blood and tartarized antimony, that reaches more profoundly diseased
conditions, or which will so often turn them to health, when wisely employed. And so, on the contrary, it is capable of inflicting great injury
· if not suited to the case.
§ 1058, b. Let us then consider, in a general manner, some of its useful effects when employed in full purgative doses. Its action is mostly
exerted upon the stomach and duodenum. H ere its first great curative
impressions are made, and from these parts powerfu! reflex nen·ous ac·
tions radiate over the whole system, though more so upon some organs
than upon others. Its effects are most strongly pronounced in some of
the glandular organs, especially the liver; and hence it is peculiarly
suited to diseases of that organ in many of their phases. But its action
upon this, and other parts remote from the stomach, will depend upon
the manner in which they may be affected by disease; for we h ave var iously seen that the susceptibility of tissues to the action of remedies is
not only increased by disease, but will be influenced by its exact condition-than which there is nothing more important to be known (§
129 h, i, 134, 137 d-15 1, 240, 334, 556 c, 650, 662, 674 d, 675, 854
bb, 855, 859, 870 aa, 871, 888, 892c, 892} a, b, 892!d, 970 c, 1063 b)."'
\Vhen the whole system is invaded by disease, as in idiopathic fever,
we may anticipate a universally favorable impression when this remedy is rightly applied; and this, too, whether employed in its largest or
its smallest tberapeutical doses-though, as a gradual a lterative fo1· this
purpose, Tartarized Antimony is much better(§ 148, 557 a, 841, 892 c,
900, 902 i; and Ir-.'DEXES, Alte1·atives). \Yhen active inflammation affects
any part, ·we may genera1Jy calculate, if there be no objection to its use,
that a few grains of Calomel will reach that part ad\'antageously, es~
pecially if Blood-letting have been premised (§ 672, 868, .sn, 889 g).
And yet, under circumstances of health, the same dose might have no
of
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effect upon the same organ. This, however, is constantly more or less
true of all other remedies.
1Ve have thus before us two great leading facts-that, in fevers, and
acute inflammations, especially if the latter affect any important organs,
the next great curative means after bloodletting, iftbe latter be required,
is, in a general sense, Calomel, in at least one dose, with a \'iew, in part,
to a cathartic effect, though carefully regulated as to c1uantity. 'Vhcthcr a full dose should be repented, or whether in any dose, and with what
frequency, will then depend upon the peculiarities of each case. The
general affirmation can be made with greater certainty, that one full
dose will be proper and useful in the early stnges of disease, than we can
pronounce upon the probable adYantages of its repetition. But, it is a.
very common circumstance, where it may be inexpedient to carry this
remedy beyond one or two full doses, that Blue Pill may be afterward
exhibited with happy effect, when the continued use of Calomel would
have been injurious.
§ 1058, c. This conespondencc between the virtues of Calomel and
Blue Pill leads me, now, to speak of them comparatively. Notwithstanding their affinities, they nre well known to exert effects which distinguish them from each other. But this difference consists mostly in
the effects of one being more rapidly produced, and more strongly pronounced than those of the other. Calornel is more irritating, rapid, alteralivc, and positive in its action than Blue Pill; while in other respects, the general results of both arc greatly analogous. The resemblances nnd differences in their effects may be farther illustrated by comparing them, respectively, with general Bloodletting and Leeching(§ 925,
927 a, 929, 939 e, f, 956-958, 966, 968, &c.).
From these analogies in their useful effects, and from their powerfully
alterative virtues, it is evident that the same coincidences will be likely
to obtain in their bacl effects (§ 854 c d, 857); and such being the case,
whatever I may say of the injurious effects of Calomel, and of the precautions which should attend its use, will be equally applicable, though
in an inferior degree, to Blue Pill.
§ 1058, d. It is a well-ascertained fact that, in numerous cases, Calomel and Blue Pill have not their effects increased, beyond a certain quantity, in the ratio of the increase. Ten grains of eithei· will often produce as great a cathp.rtic effect as fifteen grnins ; or, at least, this is inferable. Beyond fifteen grains the difference is still less manifest. But
below ten grains this ratio is less likely to appear; though five grains
will often operate with greater effect, in proportion to the quantity, than
ten grains. Nevertheless, the difference between five and ten grains, and
at other times between two and five grains, is so considerable that the
smaller quantity may be very beneficial when the latter would be very
injurious(§ 857).
But there arc occasionally some very remarkable peculiarities in the
effects attendin" the smallest and the largest doses of Calomel, when they
are regulated a~cording to the repute which C~lomel holds as a cathartic, and which arc but little observed of Blue ~111. 'Vhen e~ployed, for
example, in very large doses, even far cxceedmg the largest rn common
use, the cathartic effect is wholly counteracted by the peculiar nature of
some present intestinal disease; or the dose may even arrest cliarrhcea,
as Calomel often will, also, wben employed in the minute closes of a
fourth or tenth of a grain. In respect to the large doses, I will quote an
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examp1e which occurred at one of the London Cholera Hospita1s in 1832,
where Mr. Bennett is said to have treated successfully 17 of 18 cases by
exhibiting to each patient, as soon as admitted, 120 grains of Calomel,
and afterward 60 grains, every hour or two, until some relief was obtained. Several of the patients took from three to four ounces. Its direct effect was that of restraining the vomiting and purging. These 17
patients recovered, and the record so far is undoubtedly true; but, from
what we know of the fatality of the malignant cholera in the hands of
others, aftcr"the accession of those symptoms which arc diagnostic of the
disease, we are bound to believe that, in most, and probably in all, of
these cases there existed only the premonitory stage, as it is called,
when the disease is always very easily controlled, and by much milder
treatment.
It has been long known that large doses of calomel-such as 20 Or
30 grains- will arrest vomiting and diarrhcca attendant on particular
pathological conditions of the intestinal mucous membrane. This it
docs in virtue of its profound altcl·ativc power, and shows us that it is
the alterative, and not cathartic, operation which contributes essentially
to the cure. It equally denotes, also, an error in the imputed sedative
effects of the remedy, as will be more distinctly seen in the entire failure
of such doses, and of others far more moderate, in the ordinary forms
of diarrhcea and vomiting, and in cholera morbus and cholera infantum.
But, in these last cases, particularly in cholera infantum, and oCtcn in
dysentery, we may obtain the greatest benefit from small doses of Calomel-doses, when administered in cholera infontum, varying from the
fourth to the twentieth part of a grain. All of this, too, goes to demonstrate that it is not the cathartic, but the altcrative virtues of Calomel which impart to it its remedial power.
These facts admonish us that we must study the virtues of remedies,
and their doses also, in their relution to diseased conditions, and that
we can form no just conclusions as to their remedial capabilities by any
other methods of obsenation, and, above all, that we barn nothing to
hope from Organic Chemistry (~ 1058 b, note).
§ 1058, c. Although Calomcl and Blue Pill arc capable of profoundly
morbific effects in many forms of disease, unless they have been preceded
by other remedies, especially in miasma.tic congestions of the liver and
intestinal mucous membrane, where nothing may follow their precipitate
use but a discharge of viscid mucus, and an aggravation of all the symptoms, I shall not prolong this article by analyses which would involve
so great an amount of detail. Nevertheless, it is impossible to arri,·e at
any just conceptions of the virtues of remedial agents without referring
to their effects in \'arious conditions of disease; nor can we obtain any
correct view of their remedial capabilities by considering the operation
of a particular remedy abstL·actedly from other means wh.ich may be
associated with it in the treatment. A full dose of Calomel, for example, may be very salutary in some given form of disease, if it ha-rn been
preceded by Bloodletting, as is often witnessed in congestive fcvcra, but
without which it may be very pernicious. At another time, its good
effects, or at least its best effects, can be secured only by associating with
it other remedies, or, by applying others after its administration. The
same, also, is more or less true of all other remedies; each one influencing, more or less, the effects of the others(§ 859 h, 863 e, 871, 872 a,
880 k).
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§ 1058, f. In continuing the subject of Calomcl, I shall now consider
its uses in certain special forms of disease, when employed in its occasional and full doses:
And first of dysentery, which is seated particularly in the lower tract
of the mucous tissue of the large intestine, though all the digestive organs are more or less involved in morbid action. But the burthen of the
disease is upon the mucous membrane, where it probably consists at all
times of a peculiar modification of inflammation, though differing, in
different cases, according to the nature of its remote causes (§ 644-666).
Now, the treatment of this disease, not only by Calomel, but by other
remedies, will be influenced by the nature of the remote cause; and
this will be ascertained by the phenomena, and by tracing up the history of the patient for one or more months anterior to the attack. Its
principal causes are, mainly, two : 1st, crude, indigestible food, acting
in conjunction with changes of weather, and other common atmospheric
influences. 2d, miasmata, from decaying vegetable matter.
The first of these modifications is sporadic, and comparatively mild.
The second may present only sporadic cases, but is apt to occur more or
less epidemically, and is vastly the more obstinate ai:d fatal form. Each
variety demands.essential differences in the details of treatment, though
the snme general principles nre applicable to all the modifications. It
should be also premised that the miasmatic form is attended with a
special condition of hepatic congestion, which is one cause of the greater
obstinacy and fatality of this variety of the disease, and which bas a considerable bearing upon the treatment (§ 650-652, 806-816).
'Vith these premises before us, we arc now chiefly interested about
the adaptation of Calomcl to dyscnteric disease, with a view especially
to its local effects. But, it is impossible, as I have said, to give any intelligible account of the proper use of one remedy, especially such a remedy as Calomcl, without speaking of it in connection with other remedies which may, or should be, associated with it. We have formerly
seen that, when active inflammation is seated in the intestinal canal,
cathartics are bazardous till the disease bas been more or less subdued
by other remedies, especially Bloodletting. Calomel, however, does not
irritate in the same way as other cathartics. But it will often clo what
is much worse in muco-intestinal inflnmmation. It may not only increase its severity, but so modify its character as to render it very malignant, as in another example of a common abdominal affect.ion to wh ich
I have adverted, and also in scarlet fever. In such circumstances, it
never fai ls to affect the liver injuriously also. It has been therefore
found, in the best experience, to be the most successful and speedily
curative practice to abstract blood from a vein, or at least by Leeches,
as the fir~t remedy, in cases of dysentery of much severity(§ 991, b).
But this is not commonly done, and Calorocl is apt to be relied upon as
the principal remedy. It is a prevailing practice to exhibit, at the onset of the treatment, from 10 to even 20 grains of Calomel, and not unfrequcntly to repeat this dose from time to time. 'Vhen the disease is
of the milder variety, if other things go right, it will often succeed in t.J:1c
end; though not so readily, and less frequently than when Cnlomel is
given in closes of two to five grains once in twelve or more hours; and,
in many cases, a grain or less of Ipecacuanba, also, once in four or five
hours, with more or less of some preparation of opium. A large medication by Calomel in any condition of dysentery is not a reliable, but
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often an injurious practice. 'Vhen proper bloodletting bas not been employed, if the inflammatory symptoms do not soon yield, all internal
means should be suspended, and General Bloodletting, or Leeches to the
verge of the rectum, or a blister, or warm poultices, to the abdomen,
should be applied, and perhaps in succession. Alterative doses of ipecacuanha may often become very useful, perhaps Blue Pill, but more
probably well-regulated doses of Castor Oil(§ 1057, l).
So mucll for the milder, or sporadic form of dysentery. Coming to
the miasmatic variety, especially when prevailing epidemically, the
Practitioner who does not regard the modifying nature of the remote
predisposing cause, and the exact pathology, will prescribe empirically,
and be apt to administer large doses of Ca lorn el, which, in this condition
of the disease, will be Yery likely to destroy the patient. Or, if he depend upon astringents, or administer Rhubarb as is often done (§ 1062),
or resort to Tonics and Stimulants, nothing but disappointment will
await him. General Bloodletting, often followed by leeching, is here
the great remedy. But, however we may subdue the morbid condition
by loss of blood, with the aid, also, of blisters, abstinence from food, &c.,
we shall generally find that Ca.lomel must be managed with great prudence, or the disease will not only be aggravated by it, but rendered more
malignant.-N OTES FF p. 1135, GG p. 1138.
As to Loss of Blood, Nature also proelaims in this variety of dysentery, more distinctly than in the sporadic, the true principles of treatment, for here the effusion of blood from the intestinal mucous membrane
is greater; and this is plainly the remedy which Nature institutes for
her own relief(§ 805, 862, 863 e,f, 890 ci-.g, 1019).*
§ 1058, g. Io respect to fei·e1·, most of its varieties derive, at their early
stages, great benefit from a full dose of Caloruel combined with Jalap
and a grain or two of Ipecacuanha; or it may be most useful, in many
cases, to exhibit the Calomel uncombined, and to administer Castor Oil,
or a combination of Jalap and Tartrate of Potash, a few hours afterward. If an emetic be also indicated, a full dose of Ipecacuanha, perhaps with Tartarized Antimony, may be preferable to the latter remedies; so that when vomiting: begins, purging will generally take place
simultaneously. Io this way prodigious altcrative influences will be
exerted, and if employed near the invasion of disease it may be arrested
at once (§ 551 a). But it often happens, as has been variously stated in
this work, that bloodletting should be premised, and this, especially, if
there be any local inflammations or venous congestions, which are often
present at the invasion of the constitutional malady.
§ 1058, Ii. When Calomel is employed in the treatment of Scarlet fet:er, it should be with great caution after the disease has advanced somewhat into the eruptive stage. At this period, Calomcl, Senn~, an~ Rhubarb have done a vast amount of mischief. At or near the mvas1011 of
Scarlatina, when the symptoms are severe, a moderate dose .of Calomel
may be useful. Nevertheless, severe forms of this disease not unfrequently occur in wliich Calomel, administered at the nry onset of the
attack, proves detrimental. If doubt exist as to the ~ropriety of the
remedy, Castor Oil should be substituted, and perhaps httle else should
be done (§ 858, 861). It may be also safely affirmed that Calomel
should be rarely exhibited after the disease has run its course for some
two or three days; not often, indeed, when the erupti\'C stage has existed
for twenty.four hours. It will then aggravate the abdominal conges~
• In mild fonns of dysentery there may be nn absence of bloo<l, or tbc mucus only
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tions, and often convert a. mild into a malignant form. And herl", too,
when Calomel affects the digestive organs perniciously, the salivary
glands often swell up suddenly from sympathy, and, not unfrequently,
the throat becomes ulcerated, gangrenous, &c. But these are only
secondary results of a far more alarming condition of disease in the abdominal organs. The swelling of the glands, in these cases, is not at all
owing to the direct specific effect of mercury upon them, as in cases of
salivation, nor is there any attendant fl.ow of saliva; but it is the result
of a highly aggravated state of the morbid condition of the abdominal
organs, inflicted upon them by this remarkable agent. The glandular
swelling which often occurs spontaneously from the same visceral cause,
presents a far milder form. There is not generally, however, much
danger from the swollen glands, or·from the spbacelus of the fauces, so
only they be not allowed to remain a source of constitutional irritation.
One may be relieved by a stick of lunar caustfo, and the other moderated
by leeches and warm fomentations. \Vhat is thus witnessed about the
throat is only an index of a far more fearful evil in the great organs of
life. In these cases Nature, mainly, must work out the cure(~ 816 b.)
For the grave forms of Scarlatina, I am apt to prescribe a small dose
of Calomel at the beginning of the disease, but never repeat it; and as
for the rest, I depend .upon cautious doses of Castor Oil, as far as may
be indicated by the sfote of the abdominal viscera(§ 1051, l).
I may finally add that, in all mild cases of scarlet fever, no risk should
be taken from Calomcl. It is not then wanted; and I have seen the
mildest converted into malignant cases by imprudent doses of Calomcl,
and by Sennn, Rhubarb, and the Saline Cathartics. Indeed, so susceptible is the alimentary mucous tissue in this disease, and so peculfor is
its morbid condition, that solid food, even bread, will sometimes convert
the mildest into the severest cases, merely by its mechanical irritation.
It should be also borne in mind that in this, as in aU other strictly self·
limited diseases, we cannot establish any modification of the pathological cause which will prevent its running a regularly ordained course.
The natural state of these affections, in aU favourable cases, is most likely
to result in their cure (§ 858, 861). In the graver forms, art can only
modcmte their violence, or meet with appropriate remedies any incident·
al local inflammations that may spring up in the progress of the specific
maladies(§ 137 c,524d, 847,858, 870aa).-See P .S. 1860, p. 872.
§ 1058, i. As to the treatment of measles and small.pox, I do not recol·
loot to have witnessed any injurious effects from the use of Calomel, nor
do I find them stated by Authors. Perhaps one reason is, that Nature
has been more allowed, in these self·limited diseases, than in scarlatina,
to have her own way. But here the danger from Calomel is certainly
far less than in scarlet fever.
§ 1058, k. In wliooping·coug!t, Calomel, as a cathartic, or ratllCr for its
alterative Qffects upon the abdominal organs, is often very salutary; and
this especially so when the alvine evacuations present a morbid appearance. Blue Pill, howe\'er, is often better. Bloodletting should come in
the moment that pneumonia may supervene, as it often does, and is the
great cause of the fatality of whooping~cough (§ 870, aa). But here, as
in other acute diseases, great moderation ns to food is pov.·erfully cura·
tive (§ 85GJ.
§ 10.58, l. In the ordinary forms of jaundice, whether complicated with
a gall-stone in the Ji\·er, or owing alone to hepatic disease, Calomel dis-
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plays some of its brightest advantages, and may be given, if apparently
indicated, in doses of 10 to 20 grains, two or three times a day, with
jalap, or, perhaps, aloes, or the resinous cathartics, at intervals, tiU the
difficulty is more or less surmounted. But Jaundice is often of too graye
importance to be always intrusted to those remedies; and Bloodletting
must then be the pl'incipal remedy, followed, perhaps, by a blister eight
or ten inches square over the epigastric region. If there be gall-stones,
Cicuta may be useful in relieving spasm of the biliary duct.
§ 1058, m. Calomel is an admirable remedy, as it respectsits transient
effect, in erysipelas, a disease which is often sadly managed by tonics
and stimulants (§ 1005, j). The least important part of the disease is
also generally considered the most important, since, in all severe cases,
the inflammation of the skin is comparatively of little moment. Now
and then, however, when erysipelas springs up epidemically, the superficial inflammation puts on the phlegmonous character, when ulceration
and sloughing are apt to follow; and these conditions, as well as the
antecedent and remaining inflammation, form an important part of the
pathological compl.ications. But of the pathology of this disease I have
spoken sufficiently(§ 970 c, 1005 j), and therefore come to the treatment.
The great curative means, in all severe cases, is early and full Bloodletting, followed by five to fifteen grains of Calomel, and this in six or
eight hours afterward by Jalap and Soluble Tartar, or by Castor Oil.
If, by these means, a blow be struck at the abdominal disease, the inflammation of the skin will begin to give way, and nothing more may
be necessary than, perhaps, a moderate dose of Calomel, or of Blue Pill,
or, more probably, Castor Oil, or Leeches to the inflamed surface. Or,
Nitrate of Silver, pure and concentrated, or dilute Iodine may now be
pencilled over the whole inflamed surface. But, for subduing the remaining inflammation, Leeches are the best local application, in my experience, and they arc dictated by the soundest pathological principles.
Nevertheless, whatever is done in severe cases should be clone quickly;
and, if the treatment have failed, at the onset, to sensibly mitigate the
symptoms, especially the cutaneous inflammation, which is only symptomatic of abdominal disease, we may depend upon it that the latter condition calls for farther general Bloodletting, and probably for another
dose of Calomel, or at least of Blue Pill, and more or less of Castor Oil.
If cerebral symptoms (which are also sympathetic of the abdominal congestion) spring up, a large abstraction of blood will be indispensable.
I have never known Calomel injurious in erysipelas; but it must be
added that I have almost always begun the treatment by abstracting
blood, which, as I haYe said, i~ a great means of preventing the m?rbific
effects of Calomel and Blue P1ll; and no fatal case has occurred rn my
practice (§ 1005, j).
§ 1058, n. And now, as to acute rlieumatism. Here, too, in all severe
cases, especially of articular rheumatism, there is much attendant disease of the abdominal organs, which contributes pow.erfully to maintain
the rheumatic affection; and it commonly happens, m such cases, that,
after the inflammatory condition is subdued, there will be still remaining
a considerable amount of visceral disease, which will require, a.t least,
great simplicity of diet. In a.JI severe cases, it '~ill be often observed
that the abdominal affection precedes the rheumatic, but becomes much
.
.
aggravated as soon as the latter supen·enes.
Calomel is a. very useful remedy in acute rheumatism, m one or more
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full doses, or yielding soon to Blue Pill, or Castor Oil, and rarely does
any harm. But, in all severe cases, a free abstraction of blood should
be the first remedy; and one or more repetitions of venesection, along
with leeches perhaps, are often important to a speedy removal of the
disease, and a fluid forinnceous diet is next in importance. Any other
practice which excludes Bloodlett'ing in severe cases will be more profitable to the Physician than to the Patient. The next great remedy for
acute rheumatism, and often for chronic, is Tartarized Antimony, frequently administered in augmented doses to just short of nausea. If the
heart be affected, the Loss of Blood will be so much the more important.
In a large proportion of cases, the disease will yield to this practice within a week. But, however exact the treatment may be in other respects,
an allowance of solid food, even bread, or of animal broths, may prolong
the disease, especially the abdominal derangement, for many weeks.
Colchicum should not be necessary in the declining stages, nor should
opiates be employed (§ 8i0, b).
§ 1058, nn. The same genol'al principles of treatment apply to acute
gout as to acute rheumatism (§ 1058, n), though in a moderated degree.
A full dose of Calomel, or of Blue Pill, is generally useful at the onset
of the treatment, one or the other, according to the derangement of the
abdominal organs. But here, if the paroxysm be at all severe, and we
would most speedily relieve the patient, he should be first bled. Lastly,
if necessary, and often pretty early, Colcbicum may be exhibited.
§ 1058, o. In pneumonia, Calomel or Blue Pill, in one or more foll
doses, at or near the beginning, is generally useful, rarely injurious. But
it is sometimes a better practice to obtain more of their constitutional
influence by exhibiting from one to four grains of either (to adults) once
in four to six hours; though this is by no means recommended as
a general practice. It is better suited to adrnnced stages of pneumonia. If complicated with abdominal disease in the form of bilious
pneumonia, they are still more indicated, but unless cautiously administered are liable to do injury. Bloodletting, however, is the great remedy for all forms of pneumonia, and next to that Tartarized Antimony,
in increased alterative doses every hour or two, but kept below the point
of nausea (§ 904 bb, 1005 h, 1068 c). Leeches and Blisters may ultimately be· wanted, and perhaps more or less opium to tranquillize the
cough, as appears in other places (§ 892! g, 1005 h, k, 1017 c).
§ 1058, p. In the treatment of croup, which is apt to be complicated
with abdominal disease, a dose of Calomel is generally useful, often yery
important. I generally exhibit it, in a moderate dose, along with sufficient I pecacuanha to produce vomiting. If the symptoms do not then
yield, I take no risk, but proceed at once to the abstraction of blood from
the arm (§ 576 e, 1009-1013). There is no danger from the ordinary
forms of croup when Blood-letting is applied early. But the disease
advances with great rapidity, and may quickly reach a stage when all
remedies will fail. If late in the disease an emetic be the first remedy,
it will certainly fail if blood-letting will not succeed; or, if the latter, in
being first, will effect a cure, it would be probably baffied by the pros·
trating effect of a preliminary emetic (§ 576 e, 869). I may add that
I have lost but one patient of croup, and that in the early part of my
professional life. It is of grcate1· interest, however, that the child was
rather the victim of the purgative action of Tartarized Antimony, administered in cautious doses about once in twenty minutes.* The croupy
"'See P.S. 1860, atp. 8i2.
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symptoms vanished under this effect; for there was no vomiting. I 11ave
also witnessed the death of two adult patients in the hands of other
Physicians from the same cause, and where the doses given were but
three grains. There was no vomiting, but au uncontrollable watery
purging, no abdominal pain, pulse extremely rapid and so small as to
be scarcely sensible to the touch when there was much remaining muscular strength, and entire preservation of the mind(§ 863, d). Nevertheless, this has not deterred me from the occasional use of Tartarizcd
Antimony in emetic doses, especially in conjunction with Ipecacuanha
(§ 675, 857, 902 g, &c.); and as an alterative in small and frequcntlyrepeated doses it transcends the Mercurials in fevers, and is scarcely inferior in all acute inflammations excepting of the intestinal canal.
§ 1058, q. Aud how is it with Calomel in acute inflammation of tlie
brain? Certainly important. But after one full dose it becomes most
useful in doses of two to four grains once in four to ten hours. This,
however, is more of the gradually alterative plan, and when more of the
constitutional influence of the remedy is intended than we arc now considering, especially if all purgative effect be restrained (§ 516 d, 860,
863 d, 890 l, 902 i). There shou ld be no active purging in cerebral inflammation by irritating cathartics, as is often recommended in the books.
They will propagate a pernicious nervous influence upon the brain.
Calomel, Blue Pill, Jalap, and Castor Oil are alone wanted, so far as
cathartics are concerned. The Drastics have been commended upon the
fearful doctrine of counter-irritation, supplying an impressive contrast with
the objections alleged against Bloodletting(§ 889 g, 893 n, 1065 d).
But, as I have hitherto sa.id, Loss of Blood is our chief remedy in
acute cerebral inflammation. So long as the symptoms continue to recur, they should be promptly met by General Bloodletting. Set the
patient erect, and bleed him to the point of syncope. There is nothing
to fear from the remedy, but eyery thing from the disease(§ 974-975).
Leeching, and Tartarized Antimony in its small doses1 which are so
valuable in other acute inflammations, are of little or no use here; and
Blisters should be avoided till at least a decisive ascendency is obtained
over the disease. The latter remedy should never be applied to the
head1 but to the neck and shoulders, unless the abstraction of blood have
been carried to a great extent. In some four or five cases, after having
bled the patients till the remedy became unavailing, I have rescued them
by covering the entire scalp, neck, and upper part of the shoulders with
a Blister. The effect was truly wonderful, as hope was nearly exhausted. But the Los.s of Blood had been very great. I may add that the
head should be shaved early and kept covered with ice(§ 992, 1056).
Nor may we refrain from general bloodletting in venous congestions
of the brain, and at all ages, though generally in a very moderated degree (§ 576 e, 925 c, 976 b, 978, 1010. Alsop. 872 P.S. 1860).
§ 1058, r. Jn respect to diseases of the se1·ous tissues, they arc probably
less influenced by the mercurials than of most other parts. Neither
pleimSIJ nor pe1'ilonitis are very sensibly benefited, nor are they apt to be
aggravated by full doses of Calomel, unless it be !nflammation of the
serous coat of the intestines; and here there is but little chance for other
remedies until the disease has been broken down by loss of blood (§ 960 f,
995, 1005 e).-NoTE Hp. 1117.
§ 1058, s. Next, as to the kidneys. These and the renal capsules have
become specialties with many, who are apt to mistake what is merely
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symptomatic for some positive disease of those organs. The urine is analyzed, and a variety of pathological conditions are detected in the results, or some remote symptom is associated along (§ 42G, 427, 691,
905p, 960 c, d, 1029, 1032 a) . Hospitals supply the hulk of disorganized conditions. Other affections of the kidneys, especially such as arc
acute, derive more or less benefit from tbc moderate use of Calomel; but
Blue Pill is commonly to be preferred, particularly in diabetes mellilus.
§ 1058, t. 'Vherc inflammation of any of the tissu~s of the eye is complicated with gastric and hepn.tic disease, as is often the case, especially
in epidemic ophtbalmia, the occasional exhibition of Calomel, in a decisive dose, along with Jalap, or followed by Castor Oil, if necessary to a
full cathartic effect, is generally very useful; and especially so if the cathartic have been preceded by general or local bloodletting.
§ 1058, 11. Next to bloodletting, Ca1omel, in full doses, is the most important remedy for apoplexy, along with Jalap, &c. But there is great
variety here. There arc cases in which no cathartic is admissible, and
others where none but Croton Oil will rouse the intestines. For the
rest, I refer to § 990-990t.
§ 1058, v. Calomel, in one or more foll doses, is indicated, generally,
in epilepsy, if bloodletting be also necessary. But, if loss of blood be not
required, Blue Pill is entirely preferable. Much will depend, in these
respects, upon the condition of the abdominal organs. If there be much
derangement here, a large blister over the epigastric region yields much
relief, though these arc cases which arc often greatly benefited Ly Loss
of Blood. A rigid attention to diet, and other natural habits, are the
great preventive means. But a reliance is apt to be placed upon some
fancied specific, and when the paroxysms come on the symptom is often
in the ascendant(§ 163, 884, 887, 8tn~e). I sec, however, by a late Report of the Chairman of a" Committee on the effects of Bloodletting in
Epilepsy, Conyulsions, &c.," embraced in the able" Transactions of the
Indiana State Medical Society," that a new view appears to be entertained of the pathology of Epilepf:.y, which brings the disease, theoretically and practically, under the prevailing Brunon ian philosophy(§ 1068,
a.); and, as the document is brief, and is regarded by the Publishing Committee as a" Model Ueport," and, moreover, shows us what are the growing prospects of" Bloodletting," I sh:i.11 quote it without abridgment:
"Having examined," says the Report, "the literature of the subject,
I find that none of our recent Authorities have any confidence in Bloodletting as a remedy for Epilepsy, but, on the contrary, an opposite mode
of treatment is advised, the disease being one of debility instead of plethora. The question being altogether a negative one, and unsuitable for
a report, I wish to be discharged from farther duty."-TRANSACTIONS,
&c., p. 8, 40, Indianapolis, May, 1857.-See p. 591, ~ 891! e.
§ 1058, w. Asthma supplies another example of greatly modified conditions; and it is only in the congestive form in which either Calomel or·
Blue Pill arc wanted. But nothing affords such prompt relief in congestiYc asthma as General Bloodletting(§ 891-!,/).
§ 1058, a;, As in epilepsy, asthma, and hysteria, so in chorea, the treatment is apt to be suggested by the prominent symptom, and the patient
accordingly treated by antispasmodics. But they arc rarely of any use,
and generally injurious in these diseases, which are constantly supplying
instances of the importance of addressing our remedies to the exact pathological conditions(§ 668, 672, 673, 675, 681c,685, 891-! b, d).
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Cathartics, also, have been especially recommencled by others for chorea, and so exclusiV"ely by some as to render the practice empirical.
But no two succes.sivc cases are alike; one may be greatly benefited by
repeated cathartics, and the next may admit of only their very moderate
use, or not at all. But it is my main purpose uow to express my opinion of the salutary effects of occasional doses of Calomel or Blue Pill in
those cases where cathartics are indicated.
§ 105~,y. A full dose of Calomel, probably along with Jalap or Castor Oil, is.generally useful in delirium tremens, as preliminary to the use
of morphm; though opiates are inferior to small doses of tartarized
antimony.
If there be high arterial action, or much attendant disease
of the abdominal organs, or any important local inflammation, Bloodletting should be premised in many of the cases. But this requires much
good judgment. In a large proportion of cases this remedy is not wanted, and in many it would be seriously injurious. 'Where doubt exists, it
should be avoided, and the main dependence placed upon the foregoing
a.ntiphlogistics, aod perhaps a Blister to the nape of the neck. If
Bloodletting be practised, the patient should be in a sitting posture, and
its effects should be carefully observed while tbe blood is flowing from
the arm. I bled a. very athletic man, with a bounding pulse, florid skin,
and furfous delirium, to the extent of twelve ounces, from a large orifice, when syncope came on in an instant of time, and tumbled him from
his chair. But it completely carried off the delirium, though tl1ere remained much abdominal disease to be subdued by other means, of which
a dose of Calomel and Jala.p was one(§ 662 c).-See NoTE p. 425.
In another case of a robust subject, which was complicated with intense pleurisy, I bled the patient pretty freely; but he got no relief from
this or any other remedy. I advert to this instance, particularly, as
simple pleurisy yields readily to an early abstraction of blood(~ 624:).
§ 10.58, z. In punperal fever, Blue Pill, whatever may be the close, is
more or less useful for its local effects, and much preferable to Calomel,
which is liable, in this disease, to irritate the abdominal organs injuriously(§ 1058,f). But a prompt and large abstraction of blood, as we
have already abundantly seen, is the only reliable means {§ 1005, b-g).
T/1e relative ralue of Calomel, Blue Pill, Tartarized Antimony, and Ipecacuanllfl, as gradual Alterati1:es in tlie Treatment of Inflammations and
Fevers.
§ 1059. Much has been said in these Institutes of the foregoing remedies, ns employed in small doses with a view to their gradually alterative effects, but mostly for the purpose of illustrating principles. They
have been regarded also, with the same intention, as emplo!ecl in their
full cathartic or emetic doses; and it bas been seen that, m whatever
closes administered, they operate upon one common principle-~hat of
altering or changing the pathological conditions.. By that alter~t1ve virtue the profound action of Calomel as a cathartic! or of Tartar1~ed Antimony, or Ipecacuanha, as an emetic, may, by a smgle blow, as 1~ were,
overthrow a fever, or pneumonia, or croup, &c., when the same diseases
would subside only slowly under those minimum doses which may dis~
play no other remarkable effect than the substitution of healthy for morbid actions. But, however great may sometimes be the curative influences of the maximum tloses, the minimum. are by far the greater auxiliaries to Nature. Such is an abstract view; for, in either case, it may
·
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be indispensable that other remedies should have prepared the wny for
their favorable operation, as bloodletting to secure their salutary, or to
prevent their morbific, effects either as cathartics, or emetics, or gradual
altcrati\'CS; or a preliminary cathartic to render useful the emetic or
the slowly progressive alterati,·c (§ 672, 867, 87 1, &c.).-NorE EE.
To enable us to comprehend the better how these agents quietly remove, in small and repeated doses, profound conditions of disease, it
should be considerecl how, also, they will sometimes overcome the same
by a single powerful impression-how Calomel will then display its power as a cathartic and unlock the li,·er,* or, at another time, calm the whole
gastric and intestinal tumult of the epidemic cholera-or yet ngain, in
the same full dose, will rouse the irritability of the stomach from apparent
torpor, and set in motion the whole mechanism of vomiting- besides numerous other potent influences which Cafomel is capable of exerting in
its higher doses. And turning next to the agents of emetic Yirtucs, we
may trace out their unperceived operation as gradual alteratives by considering what has been said of the emetic efiCcts of Tartarized Antimony in ~ 902, e-g, and by a reference to that philosophy of the operation
of all these agents, through reflex action of the nervous system, as variously set forth in this 'vork, and a glance at which rQay be obtaiued by
simply referring to§ 150, 151, 228-233], 500, 506, 514, 516 d, No. 61
§ 549-551, 841, 854, 857, 863 d, 8i3, 889 b, 892.:} g, 902 e-h, 904 bh.
But before leaving this subject of the modus operandi of remedies I
shall employ the constitutional influences of the mercurials in farther
demonstration of the doctrine which I have propounded, that remedies
of positive virtues contribute to the removal of disease by substituting
for the more profoundly morbid other pathological conditions that subside spontaneously, and this whether the action be exerted direclly upon
the part affected, or upon distant parts through alterative influences of
reflex nervous action. The principle was exemplified in all its local a.nd
constitutional aspects when speaking of the modus operandi of CounterIrritants, the Seton, &c. ; but the constitutional action of the mercurials
supplies another apt illustration. That effect as displayed in the salivary glands and about the tissues of the mouth is strictly inflammatory. It also subsides spontaneously. But the disease for which the
merclll'ial had been employed, especially if acute, will have probably
disappeared long before the artificial inflammation. And so of pleurisy
after the application of vesicants. Now, what should be inferred from
these facts~ Certainly that the mercurial had altered the condition of
the parts that were primarily diseased more or less according to the
manner in which it had altered the condition of the salivary glands and
mouth-perhaps only less intensely-only changing the already morbid
states to other conditions less profoundly morbid, and thus substituting
a pathological state which will subs ide more immediately than the transitory one instituted in the salivary glands. This, too, is farther seen
in the correspondence in the increased secretion of bile in hepatic diseases as induced by the transient or more profound effects of the mercurials and the increase of saliva incident to sali vation. The same
principle is shown by cantharides--externally or internally. The inflammation it induces in the skin or bladder subsides quickly, but before it shall have disappeared from the surface it may have removed a
pneumonia or a pleurisy; and this result demonstrates, in itself, the de~
•Seep.839,§1058b,note.
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pendence of the cure upon a reflected alterntivc nervous action upon
the thoracic organs, which is as completely, but less intensely and transiently, morbific as when ca.ntharicles cures erys ipelas by its direct application to the affected surface(§ 854-860, 891! g, 8!)3 a, c-1~ l, 804901, 905). And so of the constitutional action of the unguentum hydrargyri as applied to the skin (§ 827 e, 904: c, 1088 b). From these
analogies we pa.ss along the gradations that are supplied by cathartics
and emetics till we reach the less appreciable ones as manifested by iodine, quinine, &c. (§ 892~ c, 893 q), and, taking along the acrids in §
1065 a, we find that a common modus operandi appertains to the whole.
Tartarized Antimony.-Hauks here after Blue Pill. Others would
place it as the first of the alterafo·cs, from its almost universal adaptation to fevers and inflammations, and its great curafrve power. llut, '
though far more unexceptionably applicable to these affections than the
mercurials, it will not, in like manner, suddenly arrest continued fever,
or acute inflammations, and, although gradually succeeding \vhere the
mercurials may fail, the latter not unfrequently ha\'e the same achantage over the Antimonial. But this compal'ison holds more with Calomel than with Blue Pill. Again, the mercurials exert a profound influence upon chrouic inflammations, of which Tartarizecl Antimony is
far less capable, though sometimes greatly more so, as in chronic rheumatism. The proper rank of Tartarized Antimony is probably immediately after Calomel, as gradual alteratives (§ 5 16 d, no. G, 904 bb).
Ipecacuanha.-Dose, gr. i to gr. I, once in four to six hours. The
repetition of one grain oftener than one~ in four hours will, in a majority
of cases, soon produce Yomiting (§ 549-559, 841, 873 a). lhnks after
Tartarizcd Antimony. Is adapted to all the inflammatory affections to
which the antimonial is suited, but is much less efficient in most, though
far more so jn a few, as in dysentery, where Tartarized Antimony, indeed, is inadmissible. l\lay be also employed in many irritable conditions of the allmentnry canal in which the antimonial cannot. It is of
comparatively little use in chronic inflammations, excepting: of the lungs;
ancl renders very little service iu idiopathic fever. Its ad\·::mtagcs in
some cases of indigestion have procured for i t a place among the tonics.
But it has no shade of a tonic virtue, though it will sometimes bring
about corresponding results by its peculiar alterativc action (§ 8DOt, d).
JALAP.

§ IOGO. In the \York on /.Iaten(t ][edica and Therapeutics, I have given
to Jalap in conformity with the results of general experience, the third
rank among the cathartics. There is no other, excepting Calomel and
Blue Pill, that is so powerfully a.Iterative in inflammations and fevers,
and none so safe in connection with the curative virtues which are required in the early stages of these affections, and it is an early stage of
acute diseases ta which I always refer. This comparative exemption
from objection is rather remarkable, when it is considered that, like
Scammony, the active principle resides considerably in a resinous substance, and that the resin of J a.lap is an acrid cathartic. But this only
shows us that we must consult the direct effects of remedial agents upon
morbid conditions to ascertain their actual virtues as remedies(§ 5! a,
675, 686, 837 cc, 854 bb, c, !)04 c). All that is of any value in this
respect has been the result of experimental observation-observation
limited to effects upon diseased states of the body(§ 137, d). And what
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a rebuke is this to the pretensions of Organic Chemistry! Doubtless,
it is greatly owing to analogical conclusions from the apparent coincidence in the resinous principles of Jalap, Scarumony, &c. (§ 1063), that
many have considered Jalap as unsuited to the acute stages of inflammation aml fever as the other resinous cathartics. But experience shows
it otherwise.
In making this discrimination, boweYer, in favour of Jalap, it must
not be entertained that it will supersede the necessity of Bloodletting in
acute inflammations of important parts, and in numerous cases of fever,
especially of all the congestive varieties, or that all the fa\"'ourable effects
of Jalap, like those of other cathartics, will not be as often promoted by
previous Bloodletting in these affections; though it may be less morbific
without.-See NoTE Fi-- p. 1135, as to T"ellow Fever.
\Vhen acute inflammation affects the intestinal cana1, neither Jalap
or any other cathartic can be employed till the disease is essentially
overcome by other remedies. But even in these conditions it will produce less injurious irritation than any other active cathartic, excepting
Castor Oil; and it may be a good deal divested of its irritating effects
by combining with it some proportion of Tartratc of Potash.
'Vith the exception of the Saline ancl Mercurial, it is tile effect of
most cathartics, especially of such as are called Resinous, and of Rhubarb, and Senna, to excite the general circulation during their direct operation; and this particularly if acute infbmmation or febrile excitement
be present. But the usual effect of Jalap is the reverse, if any present
arterial excitement be not very high, and the intestine be not in a morbidly irritable state. Under these circumstances, the action of the heart
and bloodvcssels diminishes in force and decreases in frequency during
the direct action of Jalap, which, in respect to uniformity, is a remarkable property of this cathartic, though frequently witnessed of Castor
Oil(§ 1057, l).
llut Jalap is recommended in the early stages of acute inflammations
and fevers, with the qualification already made, not only by it/) comparatively tmirritating effects, and its depressing influence upon the organs
of circulation, but by its direct alterati\'e effects upon diseases of all
part~, uncler appropriate circumstances.
Indeed, its alterative action is
.not especially manifested in any one organ; but it appears to distribute
its effocts more equally than any other active purgative upon all parts
that may be the seat of disease. So for, it is singularly adapted to idiopathic fever, and to inflammation of all parts, excepting of the intestines.
The copious secretion which it determines from the intestinal mucous
membrane, and quite freely from the liver, is, nlso, another recommendation of this remedy in the diseases under consideration (§ 143 b, c, 148,
163, 847 g, 863 d, e, 871, 889 f, Ii, i, n, 900, 902 g, i).
But Jalap is rnrely given uncombined. It has not, as I 110.vc said,
any remarkably greater effect upon one organ remote from the alimentary canal than upon another; but by combining other remedies with it,
we may not only increase its own remedial influences, but produce special cffCcts upon particular organs. For this purpose Ca.lomel is generally the best adjunct. The effects of this combination, when appropriate,
are well known to be remarkably great, each remedy contributing to the
effects of the other, extending them with greater force than either, individually, to every organ of the body, and exerting a more special sway
over the li\·er, breaking down disease wherever it exists in a direct man-
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ncr, and indirectly by influences that are exerted upon organs that are
not diseased, through salutary sympathetic impressions reflected, through
the nervous power, from these parts (as the skin for example) upon or~
gans that are diseased (§ 143 c, 514 h, 674 d, 676, 889 n, 902 g, m).
This knowledge of the virtues of Jalap enables us to understand bow
it is tbat the addition of a grain or two of Ipccacuauha often improves
its excellent qualities, especially when Calomel is also associated in the
compound. Ipccacuanha is not less remarkably univm·sa.l in its influences, though determining a more special action upon the skin, and upon
the lungs in their inflammatory conditions(§ 2 b, 143 c, 148-151, 855,
895, 902 f}, contra-stimulant, powerfully alterative, especially when
thus appointed, and tributary to the purgative effect. \Vhen, therefore,
brought into union with Jala.p and Calomcl in the dose of a grain or
two, or, if a more powerful effect as a cathartic, depressant, and alterati ve be wanted(§ 227), then the Ipecacuanha in the dose of five or more
grains forms a compound which is truly wonderful in its curative effects,
so only the remedy be suited to the exigencies of the disease.
In all that I am now saying of the uses of cathartics, or, indeed, of
any remedy, the remarks must not be taken in an abstract sense, but
they suppose that other remedial agents have been already employed,
whenever necessary, to place the disease in a proper condition for the
remedy under consideration (§ 1058, e).
I have now stated the most useful combinations which Jalap is capable of forming with other remedies. The only other of much importance is its union with Tartrate of Potash (the bitartrate being often
injurious by the excess of acid). This and Castor Oil are, in a general
sense, the most useful adjuvants to Calomel, when the latter is administered in advance(§ 1057, l) .
§ 1061. In the Author's Tlierapeutical Arrangement of Remedies Castor Oil and Aloes follow successively after Jalap, and then appear five
saline cathartics in the following order : 1. TARTRATE OF SODA AI\'D
PoTAsn. 2. SuLPUATEOt-<MAG~su. 3. SoLPIJATEOFSonA. 4. PHosPIIATE OF SODA. 5. TARTRATE OP POTASH. This order of arrangement
is intended, as throughout the whole plan, to indicate their supposed
general relative usefulness. I will here remark that Pod.opl1yllum is
placed as the fourth in order on account of its analogies to Jalap; but
it should go down below the Juglans, as it is so folly superseded by
Jalap. It yields, however, a useful extract, which Jalap does not.
The virtues of these saline cathartics are very analogous, yet each one
is marked by certain peculiarities, bnt less individually characteristic
than such as distinguish most of the other members of this family of
medicines. In a general sense they arc a.lso distinguished from other
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they have obtained, in consequence, the appellation of Antip!tlogistic
Catliartics. And yet their range of influence over severe ~orms of infiammation and fever is greatly less than that of the Mercurials, and Jalap,
and Castor Oil. All these thiD"'S illnstrate~500m,900,902g,lt,904a.
But their adaptation to a vas't range_ of mild _fevers as ultimate. remedies, and to inflammations of comparat1vcly un1mportn?t parts, gives to
them the relative value which I have assigned them m the S!JStemat'ic
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.A1-ra11gement. But, in all inflammatory and irritable conditions of the
intestines, these cathartics rarely fail of being injurious. Nor should
they, as a general rule, be exhibited as a primary remedy in any disease
of much importance; for, although they moderate general arterial excitement, they arc but feebly alterative, and are liable, by an irritative action,
to aggravate severe conditions of disease. Examples of this nature are
often presented to our observation in cases where some one of these salts
lrns been administered before summoning the attendance of a physician.
These arc particularly the cathartics which render much of their service
by the secretion which they elicit from the intestinal mucous membrane
(§ 863); but least of al l do they reach the function of the liver.
It is seen, therefore, to be a peculiarity of these cathartics to irritate
the intestinal mucous membrane without propagating an irritation to
the general circulatory organs, even in their excited conditions, so long
as they produce no injurious irritation of the intestines. On the contrary, if the disease be not intestinal, they will often greatly moderate
arterial excitement during their direct operation; and it is this circumstance which has gi'\"en them a. factitious importance in the treatment
of severe forms of disease. But the reduction of arterial action and of
heat is mostly due to the free elaboration of intestinal fluids, and the
absence of irritative virtues in the remedies. There is little or no alterati,·e action exerted upon the immediate instruments of disease, where
<liscase is at all profound. There is but little of that alterati,·e reflected nervous influence instituted through the alimentary canal which constitutes the most valuable effect of remedial agents(§ 150-151, 163, 228,
52Ga, 714, 716, 854c, 859b, 860, 870a,aa, 902, 90!a). Although,
therefore, the heat of the skin, and the excited state of the pulse, be
moderated by the saline cathartics, it is often so only to return soon with
equal or increased intensity. The remedy has not, in such cases, established salutary impressions; and, in this way, the days steal on, but each
succeeding day bringing some ascendency of disease over what is gained by
the illusory "cooling effects," as they are called, of the saline cathartics.
Those who depend upon their cooling effects are also apt to employ
lemonade and oranges to aid in the cooling process; and, although these
vegetable acids are set down in the books under the hypothetical denomination of 1·efrigcrants (§ 819, a, Mottoes), and are strongly recommended for the purpose of cooling down inflammations and fevers, it is not
less certain that it is only an old relic ofthc humoral pathology, and that
these acids have not the slightest tendency to diminish febrile or inflamn:aatory action; but, on the contrary, they rarely foil to aggravate and
prolong both. They produce an injurious irritation of the gastro·intestinal mucous membrane, thus inflicting a direct injury upon those organs
through which we endeaYour to convey relief to others.
Such, then, is the deceptive nature of the whole of this refrigerant
system. Thousands arc its victims; when one goo<l Bloodletting, and
a dose of some suitable cathartic, at the beginning, would effectually
cool down the patient, and probably save the necessity of any farther
active treatment in a great proportion of the cases. It is comparatively
a small evil, however, with that which arises from an indiscriminate and
excessive medication.
All this comes from the want of sound principles in physiology and
pathology-the want of medical philosophy-and a. consequent leaning
upon the impracticable ::tnd visionnry doctrines of the physical schools.
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§ 1062. Rhubarb follows next in our Tlierapeutical .1frra119ement, and,
doubtless, there are many who think it entitled to a higher rank. But,
with all its reputation, its uses are comparatively circumscribed. It is
not suited to any conditions of acute inflammation or fever, till, at least,
they are for on the decline (§ 872, a); nor is it, at any time, a proper
purgative when an active effect is required. Indce<l, the real a<lvantagcs
of Rhubarb, as a cathartic, are limited almost to cases of diarrhcca unattended with intestinal inflammation, to indigestion, and to the stage of
convalescence from most diseases, whether acute or chronic; and, I may
also add, to scrofulous subjects when affected by indolent conditions of
inflammation. I am speaking of it in its relations to disease as a cathm·tic, though it may exert simultaneously other very desi rable effects. In
smaller doses, other objects are in view, and they can have no participation in assigning the rank as a cathartic(§ 890, b).
Now, the reasons of this limitation are rendered obvious by considering the effects of Rhubarb upon certain diseased states of the body.
\Vhen exhjbited in fevers and acute inflammations, which make up
the great amount of diseases, it aggravates them like stimulants and
tonics; and it is also well known that it exerts the useful effects of
tonics where these remedies are appropriate, as in dyspecLic affections
(§ 1065). Aloes, scammony, &c., increase them by irritant virtues.
\Vhilst, therefore, we thus learn that Rhubarb is not suited to febrile
and inflammatory conditions of an active nature, the objections show
us that it is well adapted to the periods of convalescence from those
aflCctions. Its mild tonic and cathartic virtues, as then manifested in
small doses, give to it, under those circumstances, a high value as an
auxiliary to Nature in her recuperative efforts. But in these cases,
even, it should not be given uncombined (§ 872 a, 10G4).
By its frequent effect in arresting diarrbcea, it is known to possess,
also, what is called an astringent property. But of this I have already
spoken (§ 890, b).
\Ve have now seen that Rhubarb is cathartic, tonic, stimulant, and
astringent; a combination of virtues which distinguishes it remarkably
from all other cathartics. These united virtues impart to it a high value
as a cathartic in certain conditions of disease, and a good substitute
could not be supplied for it in those conditions. It. enables us, also, to
employ rhubarb most advantageously in many forms of disease where
we do uot desire its cathartic, but only its la.xn.tive effect that arises
from small doses. In these small quantities, too, as a grain to five
grains, the tonic elfcct of the remedy, which is then commonly desirable,
is more strongly pronounced than in large doscs.-NoTE EE_p. 1_133.
On account of these numerous virtues of Rhubarb, accordmg, in part,
to the quantity administered and the nature of the disease, I have arranged. it not only among the cathartics, but among the. a~teratives, and
tonics, and astrin{"fcnts. For the first of these purposes 1t is most useful
when combined ,;ith Calomel, or Calcined Magnesia, or the Tartrate of
Soda and Potash, or the Sulphate of Potasl~; as an alterative i~ is often
useful, in small closes, in chronic inflammat1ons, on account of lts useful
effect upon the alimentary canal and liver; as a tonic in dyspeptic cases,
and in com·alescencc from acute diseases, when its action upon the liver,
and its laxative effect, nre also tributary to the cure; and, as an astrin·
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gent, in cases of diarrbooa unattended by intestina1 .inflammation, an<l in
large or small doses according to the precise nature of the disease.
Great mischief is done by the exhibition of Rhubarb in dysentery
and scal'let fever. It is employed theoretically in the treatment of the
former disease, on account of the astringent as well as cathartic virtue
of this remedy, while the tonic and stimulating are completely neglected,
as well as its pernicious effects (§ 892!, g).
SCAIDIONY, ALOES, COLOCYNTII, SENNA, COLCn1cmu.

§ 1062f. Three of the foregoing remedies, Scammony, Senna, and Colchicum, are produced here, not only for the purpose indicated in§ 1057t,
but to exemplify the manner in which remedial agents of powerful morbific virtues are commended to an indiscriminate use in those enlightened quarters where Bloodletting is nearly or altogether proscribed, and
to thus institute a farther contrast between the abuse of the 1\Iateria
:Meclica and the neglect or denunciation of the "Remcdium Pl'incipali'
(§ 819 b, 891 c, 954 b, 960 a-11, 1000, 1001, 1003, 1005-1006, lOOi b).
SCAMlIONY, ALOES, AND COLOCYNTJI.

§ 1063, a. The cathartics following Rhubarb(§ 1062) in our Therapeutical Arrangement are, respectively, Calcined l\iagncsia, Carbonate
of :M~onesia, Colocynth, and Scammony, the last of which, therefore,
occupies the 15th rank as a cathart.ic of general usefulness, Aloes holding the 5th, or next after Castor Oil.
Scammony is a more irritating cathartic than Aloes or Colocynth, to
which it is a good deal allied in its effects upon morbid conditions, although, unlike the latter it contains a large proportion of resin, which
is the active princip1e (§ lOGO). It operates with energy upon the whole
intestinal canal, aud exerts an alterative reflex nervous effoct upon the
liver, often inducing a redundant flow of bile in the inactive conditions
of that organ. It is well suited, therefore, when properly combined, to
habitual ancl obstinate constipation, where no intestinal inflammation is
present. It is, for like r2asons, and, like Aloes and Colocynth, curati\'e
of chronic diseases of organs situated remotely from the abdominal viscera, and which owe their origin to those abdominal 3ftections of which
I am speaking, or, having a different origin, become complicated with
them (§ 905, a). These three remedies, indeed, are generally adapted
to like conditions; though Aloes is much the best, and Colocynth is
more alterative and remccli::\l, and less irritating than Scammony. Each
is pernicious in all inflammatory and irritable states of the intestinal
canal, as well as injurious in all fe,·ers, and in all acute inflammations
of important organs. Nevertheless, Scammony, like Aloes and Colocynth, is more or less adapted to mild inflammations of the mucous tissue remote from the abdomen, as in catarrhal affections(§ 904 a).
§ 1063, b. An important error prevails in regard to the action of
Scammony and Aloes upon the intestinal canal, it being supposed that
they exert their effects (particularly Aloes) upon the lower tract of the
large intestine. This conclusion has grown out of the irritation of t1rn
anus which often attends the operation of Aloes; but it is mostly clue
to the morbid bile which Aloes elicits from the lirnr. The Mercurials
and Castor Oil have often the same effect in hepati<' congestions, and it
often occurs when no cathartic has been exhibited. Either for this
reason, or because, perhaps, Aloes contains no resin, Pereira remarks..
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in his great work on the Materia Medica, that" Aloes irritates less powerfully than Jalap" ! The misapprehension bas led to a great extent of
malpractice, particularly to the administration of this cathartic in
fevers and acute inflammations, and even in morbidly irritable states of
the small intestines. Aloes is, also, for the same reason, in part, withheld from pregnant women, lest its supposed action upon the rectum
should giye rise to abortion, a result which was denied by Denman,
while, also, Aloes is an emmenagoguc of some pretensions. As to the latter fact, it restores menstruation in two principal ways: 1st, by its special sympathetic action upon the mucous tissue, remote from the intestine, in its morbidly susceptible conditions, as witnessed in catarrh and
gonorrhrea; and, 2d, by its removal of indolent hepatic troubles and constipation, of which amenorrhrea is so often merely symptomatic.
The simple fact that Aloes affects readily and powerfully the hepatic
function in its morbid states should leave no doubt of its special action
upon the upper portion of the intestinal canal; but, that this is truly
so may be rendered evident, and Pereira's comparison of Jalap and
Aloes contradicted, by the following experiment, which may be readily
tried by the ad\•ocat~ of Aloes and Scammony, bearing in mind that,
when constitutional excitement ensues, or when allayed, by the operation of cathartics, it is moslly in consequence of their action upon the
small intestine(~ 718, 889 •).
Let us, then, regard two patients, affected as nearly alike as may be
with rcmittent fever. The skin of both is preternaturally warm, the
pulse moderately full, and 100 beats in a minute. This is so far their
corresponding state; the disease in its incipient stage, and there has been
no treatment. Now, to one we will give 30 grains of Jalap, to the
other 12 grains of Aloes; and let us take an observation of thei1· symptoms at the time of the second al vine evacuation. The pulse of him who
is purged by the Jalap has descended in frequency from 100 to BO beats
in a minute; while the Aloes has carried it up in the other to 120, being a difference of 40 beats. The skin of tile former patient has become
cool, and soft with an insensible perspiration. This patient is also
placid, and feels himself relieved. On the contrary, the skin of the other
is ardent and dry, his face flushed, his eyes wild, his head annoyed with
pain, and his whole system in au agitated ancl liarassing stnte. This is
tile test, and by this should we be governed both in practice and in
tbcory. It illustrates also the principles in § 500 m, 863 d, 904- a, &c.
§ 1063, c. The objections which I have made to Scammony as an irritating cathartic lead me now to fulfil the purpose expressed in§ 1062!,
as I shall have occasion to do, also, when I come to the merits of those
popular remedies, Senna and Colchicum. For this object: I shaJ.l look
into Pereira's elaborate and standard work upon the l\Iatcna JHed1ca (as
I have done on former occasions,§ 891 c, 960 a), as one, nmong others
quoted to the same effect, which represents the opin ion of many.
"Scammony," says Pereira, "is p1·incipally
cu; a smart pm·ga-

t:aluable
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I shall not speculate upon the probable consequences of this eulogium
upon one of the most irritating and drastic of the purgatives that are
entitled to a reputable place in the l\fatcria Medica, nor jnquire bow far
it may hm·e contributed to the success of bomccopathy (§ BiB). But I
am entitled to assert, in the first place, that such is the great liability
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of Scammony to produce constitutional irritation, and excite intestinal
inflammation in Children, that it should never be exhibited to them under any circumstances (§ 576 d-577); and for the ordinary purpose of
cathartics it is entirely unsuitable at any age.
Again : as to the attractive ci taste" of medicines, which appears to be
often of paramount consideration. Calomel, even, is recommended for
Children upon this worse than mere empirical ground; and, of one of
the most valuable remedies, and most appropriate for Children, Pereira
says, that, "As a purgative for Children, Castor Oil has been used on
account of its mildness i but its unpleasant taste is a strong objection to its
use." Campa.re this with what he says of Tobacco at§ 9GO, a. Neither is the "smallness" of a requisite close to be for a moment weighed
against tbc Yirtues of a better remedy.
SEN"XA.

§ 106,t. The popularity of Senna as a domestic medicine, ancl the extensive use of it by the Profession, lead me to some comments which
would not be otherwise made. If Bloodletting, in the treatment of inflammations and fevers, is to receive 110 quarter from those who build
their hopes upon a more popular practice, or lose sight of pathology in
the novelties and promises of Organic Chemistry, let us see to it that
they do not escape without rebuke for their lavish use of tbe violent articles of the l\lateria 1\Icdica (§ 81!), b).-NoTE Hp. 1117.
Pereira., in his able work upon the l\foteria l\ledica, supplies the best
authority as to the general estimation in which Senna is held. "Taken
by tbc stomach," he says, "Senna acts as a sure and safe purgative;"
and again he repeats, "It is a t·ery safe purgative, and may be given to
Children, Females, and Elderly persons witlt great security."
That Senna is a "sure purgatin" is as true as the same affirmation
by our Author of Scammony (§ 1063, c); but it is nearly as far as Scammony from being entitled to the same general commendation of being
"very safe." On the contrary, in my judgment, there is no other cathartic, in the bands of Physicians, which has been more extensively injurious than Senna; and this being so, I shall indicate its bad qualities
before speaking of its good.
In the first place, Senna is rarely capable of any very salutary effect
upon inflammations, either acute or chronic, or upon fevers. By its irritative virtue, it excites the general circulation; and as it is profoundly
irritating to the whole mncous tract of the bowels, it rarely fails to aggravate idiopathic fever, or to exert injurious reflex nervous influences
upon any inflamed organs. We have already seen how Rhubarb is misapplied in this manner, especially in dysentery (§ 1062). But that remedy inflicts its injuries in active forms of inflammation and fe>er by its
tonic and stimulating properties-Senna, by its irritating (§ 889, a).
And here, by the way, iL is apropos of the Author to whom we arc now
paying our respects, that be says of Rhubarb that, "Given at the commencement of disease, it is a ,·cry popular remedy; nncl though doubtless
it is often employed unn.ecesrorily, it m1·ely if et·ei· does harm." True, he
al so says tllat "it is not fitted for inflammatory or febrile cases."
J3ut, as to this Sennai it may be safely saidi that it should never be
employed but with a simple view to its purgative effect, and then only in
constipated states of the bowels when unattended with any inflammation
of those organs. The griping of Senna is proverbial; and Physicians
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have vainly flattered themselves that this effect may be counteracted by
11
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nor docs a moderated heat in its preparation lessen the evi l. "\Vhat,
then, docs that griping imp1y, considering its universality~ Certninly,
an excessive irritation of the intestinal mucous membrane, and such, too,
as is yery likely to result iu disease of the intestines, if these organs be
in a morbidly irritable state. If any disposition to inflammation be
present in any one of the tissues of the intestines, the action of Senna
will be very likely to develop an attack of that disease. If any venous
congestion affect the liver, it will be aggravated by the irritating properties of Senna. And, as it regards inflammations of other parts, and
idiopathic fever, it is very likely, as is kno'\Yn in the best experience, to
send its morbific influences abroad from the abdominal organs over those
affections. Among the worst and most common manifestation~ of this
are the sad effects of Senna in the treatment of scarlet fever.
The objections to Senna grow out of its radical fault of possessing
very little alterative ,·irtue of a useful nature, and a great deal of a morbific (§ 854, cl). But a difference in this respect obtains in different climates; which applies, also, more or less, to other irritating cathartics,
and to Tartarized Antimony in emetic doses. In latitudes north of about
400 these remedies are better borne than in the more soutlrnrn; the reason of which is, that in New York and South there either exist in most
complaints, or there is a great tendency to, derangements of the abdominal viscera.
Having, therefore, so little to say in commendation of this notorious
member of the Ma.teria Mediea, and having dwelt sufficiently long upon
its demerits, it only remains to be added, that it is most salutary when
it takes along some one of the meritorious neutral salts.

coLcmcmr.
§ 10G5, a. The most obvious effect ofColchicum, in small and repeated doses, is that of irritating the intestinal mucous membrane, ns evinced
by a. purgative effect. In larger doses it produces nausea, vomiting, and
hyper-catharsis. Indeed, this remedy is commonly arranged with the
cathartics, though it is rarely employed with the usual intentions of a
purgative. I am quite satisfied, however, that it will not often afford
much relief in gout or rheumatism (to which its uses arc mostly restricted) till it produces some purgative or laxative eflCct. For this reason,
particularly, I have given it a low rank among the Cathartics in the
Therapeutical Arrangement of the Matcria 1\Iedica. This effect, indeed,
fa what we are to carefully watch; since, when it begins, if the dose have
been large, or the intestines unusually susceptible, the purging is liable
to be excessive and injurious.
Various incidental results are stated by Authors as fol1owing the use
of Colchicum, such as occasional sweating, occasional increase of the
flow of urine, &c. But these nre only contingencies to_ which almost all
remedies may lead, under particular circumstances of disease, and are of
very little importance in an abstract sense(§ 422 b, 863 d, e, 892J). It is
worthy of remark, however, that Colchicum often reduces the frequency
0
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remedy for all kinds of inflammation, and is one of the expedients that
have been devised for getting rid of Bloodletting. This brings me to
one of the objects set forth in § 1062!.
"Jir. lladen," says Pereira, "u:as the jfrst to dfrect attention to the ad1.:antages to be taken of tliis effect £n the treatment of i11jlammato1y di'seases (ut
cit.,§ 1063, c). -NoTE I p. l l 18.
I know not to what extent this very limited view in Therapeutics
may ha,,e prevailed; but it has been, probably, the occasion of an effort
now making in the United States to substitute for Bloodletting that very
violent agent the V cratrum Viride, which bas been long known to Jessen the frequency of the pulse by an acrid narcotic virtue which jt possesses, and which belongs to some of th e acrid cathartics. The whole of
this practice appears to have been suggested by a similar error in respect
to Digitalis, and by the attempts that have been made to substitute Tobacco and Aconite for Loss of Blood (§ 500 m, 826 cc, 893}, 960 a).
Neitfier Colchicum nor Vemtrum exert any antiphlogistic effect excepting upon those specific forms of infl ammation which constitu te rheumatism and gout; and both of them will aggravate these diseases in
their acute condition till they arc effectually moderated by Bloodletting,
TartarizeJ. Antimony, or other direct Antiphlogistics. In that respect
they are upon common ground with quinine in its relation to intermittent inflammation, and with iod ine to the scrofulous. They arc very
remarkable exceptions to all the general antipMogistic means which are
alike adapted to th e early stages of th e specific and common forms of
inflammation, and which are indispensable at that stabc, as preliminary
remedies, to the favorable action of the specific ones upon the !\pecial •
modifications of inflammation to which they arc alone adapted (§ G62,
671, 892 m, p, 892Z c, e, u). l\lore rem arkable exceptions occur in
guaiacum and other substances of allied virtues wbich arc peculiarly
suited to chronic rheumatism, while they aggravate any other form of
inflammation. Nor is it an uninteresting fact, that all th ese things,
Colchicum, Guaiacum, Veratrum, Asagrrca, Delphinium, Xanthoxyllum, Acon ite, l\lezercon, Saviu, are acrids (§ 892 b, 892~ v, 904 a).
§ 1065, b. These, howe ver, arc only strongly pronounced characteristics; for the criti cal observer will find the same distinctions prevailing
in various degrees throughout the 1\fateria l\Iedica, and they show us
tha.t experience, and not theory, is, or shou ld be, at th e foundation of all
our knowledge of the Yirtues of remedies (§ 2, c); and not only so, but
that we can have no just apprehension of their relations to disease without a long series of trials in the endless variety of pathological conditions, their fluctuations, their localities and sympathetic influences, or as
they may involve the universal body, according to the range of inquiry
which pervades these Institutes; and when the student shall have exnmined its details and principles, and seeing that there is not a confl icting fact or induction, but that it is a perfectly consistent and hannonious whole(§ 1, a), let him interrogate himself a.s to whether he can summon a fact or a doctrine from Organic Chemistry that will disturb that
relationship, or withstand its united force.
§ 10G5, c. But, however thi s may be, so long as the Chemical doctrines arc in the ascendant, we may not hope that experiments of the
foregoing nature will cease to occupy the place of rational 1\lcdicinc.
Nay more; failiug in these, and considering the unpopularity of antipblogistic remedies and the acceptable nature of the invigorating, we
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need not be surprised that the Chemical treatment of disease is so extensively governed by the Brunonian philosophy. Of that philosophy I
have said something in these Institutes, and adduced an example of its
prevalence in the British Army when Robert Jackson undertook to
demonstrate its real merits(§ 62la, 890:\_f, 960a, p.717, §5G9e,100GJ;
1068). But how little would this Reformer rely upon human efforts
coulcl he now read the brief paragraph which follows:
"Costly illedicine.-A London (Eng.) paper says : 'The consumption
of wines in our public hospitals constitutes one of the heaviest items of
their expenditure. The wine account at Guy's llospi tal last year, £1083;
the spirit account, £376- total, £1459 (87295). At St. Thomas's, the
wine account was £629; spirit account, £521-total, £1150; or £2609
(813,045) in ono year in the (two) borough hospitals alone.' " -Eosro~
l\1ED. AND SunG. JOURNAL, July 2, 18li7, p. 4118.-NoTE F p. 1114.
§ lOG.5, d. Again, as to Colch icum. This is also one of the many violent remedies that ha.ye been employed not only as a substitute for
Dloodlctting, but commended in doses at which Bloodletting re\'Olts
(§960,a,p.717). Thus:
H In some experiments," says Pereira, ut cit. (made with Colchicum on
a healtl1y individual by Dr. Lewins), "debility, a feeling of illness, and
headache were experienced. This feeling of debility is not, however, to
be referred to the evacuations produced, for, as Dr. Barlow has observed,
the number of motions is sometimes considerable without any proportionate diminution of strength. I have known, sa.ys Dr. Barlow, even
twenty stooh occasioned by a single dose of Colchicum, the patient not
complaining of the least debility."-NoTE Gp. 1116. Also, p. 656.
Now here is something of which we ho.Ye a right to complain. In
the first place, that Dr. Barlow should isolate a case of this nature, and
put it forth to show that we have nothing to fear from u twenty stools"
by a single dose of this most violent sub6tance; and, secondly, that Pereira should quote it for the same purpose, and in opposition, even, tc
Dr. Lewin's experiment upon a healtliy individu:ll.
!laving done this mischief, Pereira ultimately rel ates instances of
death from over-doses of this medicine, and remarks that," in poisonous
doses, Colchicum acts :is a powe1ful poison." Now, to my apprehension,
when "a single dose" of any "powerful poison" produces "twenty
stools," it is verging very closely upon its poisonous effects; and when~
ever Colchicum may treat our patients in that reckless manner, we may
fear, at least, some troublesome intestin:ll inflammation as a. consequence.
There never was, and never will be a patient purged twenty times by "a
single dose'' of any cathartic, without being the worse for the violence
inflicted upon his intestines (§ 960, a, p. 717). There can be no topic
more worthy of professional criticism.
llut I ba\"e been actuated in this disquisition only by a sense of the
im portance of considering well how the violent agents of the l\Ia.tcria
Medica arc often commended to our rash and indiscriminate use; and
in so doing, to show, also, how probable it is that the same inconsiderate \"iew of the subject has led to protestations against the most important of all remedies in the treatment of infJammations.-NoTEH p.1117.
§ 1065, e. There can be no doubt that Colcb icum manifests a much
greater control over gout than rheumatism ; and, although this is generally conceded, all practitioners do not agree as to the extent of its influence. Some of the most able and accurate observers, such as Sir E.
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Home, and Dr. Paris, pronounce it a speciftc for the disease; while
others, like Sir C. Scudamore, consider it, at best, only a palliative. Indeed, Scudamore, in his treatise on the gout, is disposed to look upon
Colchicum with great suspicion, believing that, although it be a present
means of relief, it increases the tendency to a repetition of the paroxysms.
He thinks, also, that it loses its remedial effects by frequent use, although considerab le intervals intervene between the attacks. V cry
much, however, will depend upon the particular circumstances of the
case when the remedy is exhibited. If given at the onset of acute gout
without antecedent Bloodletting, or when the abdominal organs arc in
a morbid state, we may look for disappointment.
OX TIIE ACTIOX
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CllLOROFORM, AND ANALOGOUS AGENTS IN l'HODUCIXG
INSENSIBILITY WHE.~ L'\'UALED.*

§ 1OG6, a. The general prevalence of the Chemical or other physical

doctrines of life, and the consequent interpretation of Pathology and
Therapeutics upon the same principles, has necessarily led to as extensive a revival of Humoralism, and, as one of its dicta, that the causes
of disease, and the curative means, so far as the nature of things will
admit, are absorbed into the circulating mass of blood, where they effect
their results in the blood or the solids through some chemical process
(§ 40-46, 350, 350}-350J, 821 c, 828 d, 830, 837 a, 840, 893 e, 904 b,
905 a, 1034). All but Sctons, Cold, Mental Emotions, &c., are carried
to this account (see INDEXES) ; and even some of the soundest Physiologists in other respects maintain that the poison of the Viper, IIydrocyanic
Acid, and the spirituous extract of Nux Vomica are absorbed when the
bst two destroy life in a second of time, notwithstanding, also, it is palpable that their fatal action must begin on the instant of their contact
with the lungs or the mouth(§ 350! p, 441 f, 487 g, 71, 494, 826, 827,
828 a-e, 829, 904 b, &c.).
And so, to question the assumption that chloroform and analogous
agents produce their effects only after being combined with the circulating mass of blood, according to Liebig's or some kindred hypothesis
(§ 350h n, p), is held to be an evidence of ignorance in Physiology, and
unworthy a moment's consideration. But, before this doctrine can be
sustained, the facts in the foregoing references, and a multitude of others
contained in this Volume, must be disproved. True, the blood is said
to be changed in its colour, but that would necessarily arise not only
from the exclusion of atmospheric air, but from the morbific action of
the anresthetic through the ordinary laws of sympathy, and is upon the
same ground as the supposed absorption of Carbonic Acid Ga.s (§ 419,
827 b). Again: some may have supposed that they have smelt those
agents in the blood (§ 282). Ilut the sense of smell is apt to be fallacious,
especially when in pursuit of some particufar odour or some favourite 11ypothesis, and it is difficult to contradict it. But this would prove nothing as to their mode of operating; since, especially, others haYe failed
of detecting the odour of the most fragrant and fatal (§ 404, 827 d, 904
b, c). Moreover, the odour of ch loroform and of sulphuric ether is very
diffusive and impressive, so that if even a minute quantity of either substance entered the circu lation, it should be detected without the a.id of
the imagination. A drop of ether will impregnate the air of a large
room. 'Ve have had reports of alcohol having been thus observed, and
they have been appropri:tted by the Chemist accordingly (§ 440 bb, No.
0
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9, § 441 c, 1048-1049); nay more, of the blood burning like a flaming
current as it issued from a Yein, and even of the spontaneous combustion of inebriates.* (Sec all the reported cases in Med. mul Pl1ysiolog.
'Comm., Yol. i., p. 576-581, where each one is shown to be without
foundation.) But alcohol is not absorbed (LIEBIG, p. 172, § 350, no. 94).
The veins of different organs have been, also, found congested after
respiring the A.n:.::sthetics, but less frequently of the brain than of some
other parts. But this, too, proves nothing of absorption; for the same
is the case when Uydrocyanic Acid, and the spirituous extract ofNux
Yomica, whether taken by the stomach, or applied to the mucous membrane of the eyes, or nose, or mouth of rabbits, destroy life in a second
of time (p. 675, § 904: b, 494 dd, 826 d), or the virus of a. snake in a
minute (§ 828 c). And let these observations be taken in connection
with Girtanner's experiments and those of others(§ 494 b-<ld), and with
the remarkable results from pricking the floor of the fourth cerebral ventricle (§ 1032 d) and with the respiration of ammonia, &c. (§ 827 c).
But the question is not whether Anrestbetics or Nitrous Oxide be absorbed, as very possibly they are more or less, but whether they produce
their effects through the medium of the blood, or by reflex actions of
the nervous system. (See§ 284, 1088 d. This distiuction is fully considered in various places. See INDEX n.)
As the whole of this ground, howcrnr, bas been gone over extensively in these Institutes, it is mostly the purpose of the present Article to
bring the question under the tri:i.l of facts embraced in the foregoiug sections, and others to which they refer, along with our demonstrations of
the nerrnus power and its laws of reflex action; though the subject might
have been left to a single consideration, whicli appears to me to be conclusive against the doctrine of operation by absorption, and whicli I shall
now address to the Physiologist..
§ !OGG, b. In the first place, then, it is conceded that the blood is
from one to two minutes, at least, in going the round of the circulation
(§ 90!, b). It should, therefore, occupy nearly that time after the respiration of the Anresthetics is begun before insensibility takes place,
which is equally true, also, of Hydrocyanic Acid and the extract of'Nux
Vomica (the latter of which is not volatile,§ 494 dd, 826 cl), which have
been known to destroy animals in a. second of time (§ 904, b). But this
is not the specific fact to which I have adverted, though it should be
taken in connection.
I say, then, if insensibility depend upon the absorption of the Amcsthetic agents there should be no necessity for their unceasing respiration,
or quick repetition, to maintain their effects. The blood once charged,
or howernr modified, should be capable of prolonging insensibility far
beyond any thing that is obserYed in experience. But if, on the contrary, the effect arise from the influence of the agent upon the pulmonar7
mucous membrane, and be thence propagated by the nervous system, 1t
would be c1uite likely to subside soon after atmospheric air is freely admitted to the lungs, as in § 481, a-h. Precisely tl1e same peculiari.ties
nttend the respiration of the nitrous oxide gas(§ 827, c). The subject
is quickly broug\1t under its power, nnd his faculti;s a~e ~ften ft~lly restored in less than half a minute after atmospheric au· is substituted.
This is n.s true of Amylene as of chloroform and sulphuric ether. Thus,
Dr. Orton, of Binghamton, N. Y., on administering 3iij. of amylcne,
produced" complete insensibility in about two minutes.'' "Just as I was
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about to perform the surgical operation intended, the flexible tube with
mouth -piece separated from the inhaler, and before I could adjust it my
patient had completely recovered her usual sensa.tion." The inhalation
was repeated, and "the larger nail torn from the toe without the slightest
uneasiness."• (New York Journal of Med., Sept., 1857, p. 286.) Now,
will any one believe, with bis logical powers awake, that such a sudden
transition, in either of the cases, could possibly happen were the phenomena owing to an incorporation of these substances with the circulating mass of blood! Give to the Chemical, or any other physical hypothesis, the greatest possible latitude of construction, or expound the
results upon the vital theory, it is plain that when the~e agents are once
circulating in the labyrinth of the organism, and in sufficient quantity to
produce the astonishing momentary effects, they would continue to do
so, in gradually diminisbiug degrees, until ample time should have elapsed
·
for, at least, their elimination by the emunctories.
Agaiu : the doctrine of absorption is contradicted by the necessity of
diluting the anmsthetics with atmospheric air to prevent immediate
death, which may happen so quickly as to preclude the hypothesis. This
necessity of dilution supposes, therefore, the action of the Anresthetics
upon the nervous system of the lungs, and their transmitted influence
over the entire organism by the reflex action of the nervous power; and
this is farther seen in the fact that a greater amount would be absorbed
during a long-continued respiration of the diluted agents than could happen when only momentarily exhibited in a concentrated state, and therefore death should as certainly follow in the former case. l\loreovcr, all
the earliest phenomena denote the direct action of the agents upon the
lungs. Why are the effects so different when taken by the stomach ?t
The whole philosophy, therefore, is perfectly explicable through what
is known of the difICrent susceptibilities of the various tissues, and in
their various parts to the action of external ancl internal causes, and the
wonderful attributes of the nervous system; and which enable us to
comprehend the reason why the An::esthetics so rarely affect the organs
of organic life(§ 233i, 422, 425 d, no. 7, 481 a-!1, 487 !1, 500 g, m, 891!
g, k, 893~, 1088 c, and INDEX.KS, Art. St1·ucture, Nervous Power).
By the same philosophy we as readily comprehend the reason why
the respiration of the fumes of Uyosciamus and of Opium establishes
profound effects upon the whole organism, when no such result arises
from smoking tobacco(§ 904 b). But what is very exact and comprehensive is the effect of ammonia when respired as a counter·poison for
hydrocyanic acid. Here can be no r~lief from absorption, for hydrocyanate of ammonia is an active poison,
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contradicted by the phenomena, and by the fallure ofrestorat1ves (§ 634).-See NoTE
Mp.112{l.
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§ 1067, a. Much has been said in this work upon the influence of the
1\:lind iu the production and cure of diseases; and it is now my purpose
to extend this inquiry, very briefly, to the influences of' the mind upon
the action of physical agents, both as predisposing the body to the action
of foreign morbific causes, and :.is modifying: the operation of remedies.
It will thus form an Appendix to what is said of the "General Philosophy of the Modus Operandi of Remedial Agents," or, rather, a grouping: of many relative observations that are disseminated through the Institutes. (See L~DEXES, Articles Remedial Action, Remedies, Mental Emotions, Mind, and Will.) The subject is practically important, and goes
far in denoting: the laws which govern the operation of physical ngents
upon the body, and in drawing a broad line of distinction between Chemistry and Physiology.
I say practically important; for who, indeed, of the 1\Icdical Profession has not suffered the experience of seeing the useful effects of remedies defeated by the despondency of bis patient, or by some saddening
emotion awakened by the indiscretion of friends, and often by a brief attention to business engagements, or by for simpler occupations of thc 1
mind 1 But there is great variety in these respects, according to the
pathologic:i.l conditions and the mental influences. The differences in
results coincide, also, with such as are witnessed of physical agents; the
s:i.me philosophy interprets the operation of both; :i.nd the same carefu l
regulation of one is often as important as that of the other.
It is a matter of daily obserrntion, in acute diseases, that the casual
visits of relatives and friends, however much enjoyed by the sick, leave
them for the worse; an effect entirely the reverse of what is witnessed
of the same excitements in chronic forms of disease. But this corresponds with what is seen of the difference in the results of bodily exercise and tonics and stimulants in acute and chronic maladies. On the
other hand, however, the subject of acute disease ma.y be essentially benefited by the subdued cheerfulness of an habitual attendant. He ma.y
be, in like manner, seriously disturbed by listening to a page from a Uomance, when, on the contrary, he would dCl·ive an advantage from an
appropriate Chapter of the Bible; and yet both of these are remedial in
chronic diseases. Neverthelcsf.l, there is a perfect consistency in the philosophy which attends the effects of those causes in the two caseswhether Nature be embarrassed by mental troubles and pleasurable excitements, or aided by placid cheerfulness and buoyant hope. The moody
dyspeptic is invigorated in his digestion by every kind and degree of mental enjoyment, and bis lu.xative and tonic medicines arc sure to serve him
best when his constipating melancholy is occasionally broken bl'." hila~ity
of mind; while the subject of fever, though lacerated by exhilaratmg
emotions, is started along by every smile of bis l\~edical Attendant, ~nd
every remedy yields a boon to Nature under the influence of tha.t smile,
when a solemn countenance may make all the odds between recovery
and death. In acute diseases, it is the tranquil emotions that do the
service, while all of a joyful nature are scarcely less embarrassing to art
than they arc instrument.al in the cure of chron ic maladies. So nicely
graduated is this principle in its operation, that it.often happens that the
subject of fever will make greater improvement m the hands of a common nurse than in those of a sympathizing friend. And yet there never
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fell from the 1ips of the l\Iedical Attendant a word of encouraging pity
-that did not tell favourably on his Castor Oil or his Narcotic.
It is, of course, impossible to analyze tbe precise influences of the mind
upon the action of remedies in mitigating or aggravating disease. The
principle is abundantly pronounced in morbific effects of the mind, that
are independent of other causes, in embarrassing the favourable action of
remedies; and it not unfrequently happens that the mental condition
may baffle the best efforts of art, not only as a. fundamental evil, but as
crippling the curative means; while, on the other hand, when the same
mental trouble is supplanted by happier thoughts, its baneful consequences not only yield as a spontaneous effect, but are hastened in their
decline by the new mental influences. From these premises we may
reason to all the transient and infinitely diversified affections of the mind
that spring up in the progress of disea8eS which have their origin in phys ·
ical causes alone, and calculate, with much exactness, the effect of one
passion or another in aggravating or moderating disease, and how far
they may embarrass or facilitate, through those modifying influences, the
effects of remedial agents. But, to carry this analysis into practical effect in the t.reatment of acute diseases, there must be the same reference
to their nature and fluctuations that is demanded for the right application of the Materia l\fediea, though it may be comparatively unimportant (9 167 f, note, 476 c, 476J, 500 t--p, 509, 891{-lc, 892i b, 951 c)·
1Ve have variously seen how the susceptibilities of organs to tllC action of physical agents are increased by morbid states, and it is exactly
the same with mental emotions as with the physical causes; and with
what prodigious power, especially in acute diseases, tile latter may operate, can be readily inferred by considering how, in healthy states of the
body, one passion, as fear, will agitate the Yoluntary muscles, depress
the circulation, but impart a bounding motion to the heart, give rise to
vomiting, open the floodgate of the kidneys, expel the contents of the
bladder, protrude the eyeballs, drive the blood from the fac~, and bathe
the skin with perspiration; or 1 how anger braces up the volunta.ry muscles, rouses a. \'Chement circulation, &c.; or, how shame strikes at the
capillaries of the face and injects them with blood; or, how marvellously love phys with its shafts; or, how hope ever gladdens the heart; or,
how joy and anger may be instantly fatal.
So far, therefore, as the mind can have a bearing upon the action of
remedies, it is by its direct influences upon the pathological states,
through which it renders them more susceptible of either salutary or
morbific impressions from physical agents, or renders them inoperative;
while, also, it co-operates simultaneously, as an independent means of
cure, or proves a direct morbific cause(§ 233!, 500 k, 647-}, 903).
If the inquiry be extended to many of the familiar phenomena of the
organic life of man 1 it will be seen that the mind is more or less interested in all the healthy functions; and it goes to supply more delicate
illustrations of the influence of the spiritual part upon morbid states of
the body. This, for example, is haliitually seen in the improved appetite and more vigorous digestion, on occasions of festivity. Nor is it
alone the unflinching manner in which the stomach meets its unwonted
task (and much to the admiring wonder of the chemical philosopher),
but it yearns for the multitudinous variety as the odour regales the nose,
or the clattering of dishes delig}1ts the ear, and under the influence of
which the mouth overflows with saliva. .A.nd now, if we reverse the
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case, ~nd suppose the Party, as soon as completing the repast, to be
thrown into a parOAJ'Sm of fear of a few hours' duration by some impending catastrophe, it is certain that digestion would have made but
little or no progress. Observe, again, how some remedies of active virtues are more or less governed in their effect upon comparatively llCalthy
individuals by the varying conditions or the mind, as seen in the suspended or defeated operation of cathartics by any close attention to t1rn
d:iily affo.irs of life, and how, on the other hand, their effect is promoted
by gi,·iog tbe attention to the anticipated results(§ 500 e, nn, 902 l).
§ 1067, aa. .A well-marked example will illustrate the complex influences of physical agents and of the will and mental emotions when in
simultaneous operation. Thus, when the yoluntary muscles are slightly affected by nux vomica an aggrarntion of the spasm is often produced
by any sndden alarm. .A lady to whom I lmd administered a few yery
small closes of strychnia suffered some twitchings in the muscles of the
legs when she walked in :::i. careless manner, but was able to govern her
limbs steadily by a careful effort of the will. In this condition she
walked into Broadway, when, on being a little jolted by an uneven
stone, she began to stagger, and, struck with alarm lest she should be
considered intoxicated, she foll upon the pavement. This is not an uncommon example; and now for the rationale. That the spasmodic effects of nux vomica are owing to influences transmitted by the organic
nerves of the gastro-mucous tissue to the cerebra-spinal axis, and a consequent development of the nervous influence and its reflection upon the
voluntary muscles through cerebro-spinal nerves, needs no farther demonstration. The will was capable of surmounting that development by
it• own forcible excitation of the nervous power that gives rise to voluntary motion(§ 893~); but the sudden alarm not only arrested the operation of the will and allowed the tetanic its unrestrained action, but the
alarm generated an exciting nervous influence which concurred powerfully with that of the physical cause. The philosophy as to the will is
the same as when conia counteracts the spasmodic influence of strych·
nia, or as w11en coffee increases it(§ 89ll g, k, 984 b, note), only, in the
case of the mind the excitation of the nervous influ ence is direct, in that
of physical causes reflex. Ancl so of the will and sea-sickness(§ 113117, 222-233~, 245, 266, 476 e, 500 c, 638!, 647!, 893, 893t, 1077).
.§ 1067, b. Upon what principles, then, are we to interpret all the variety of effects which the different mental emotions display in the organic Jife of man'? Simply, as already explained, by their operation
through the medium of the nervous power, and the modifications which
they bestow· upon tho.t power according to the nature of each passion.
There is thus, throughout, a perfect coincidence between the operation
of the mental and physical causes, ~ince, whenever the latter give rise
to effects beyond the d irect seat of thei1· operation, and thus bring the
ncn·ous power into action(§ 1039-1041, and reje1·ences there), their resulting influences will, as in the case of the passions, depcn.d upon their
precise nature, and the special ~a.nner in which they modify the nervous power, as set forth in the foregoing sections(§ 227-232, 500k-p,
503-505, 647}, 649 b, c, 657, 892 b, 892i, 893 e, 894 b, 902 g-l).
§ 106i, c. From what ha.s been now said of the coincidences between
the effects of the mental emotions and remedial and morbific agents, and
that they all operate upon a common principle(§ 854c-857, 859 b-860,
89,1-905 ), and as the former are in perpetual operation, either for good
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or for evil, it becomes evident that the Practitioner may be as intelligibly and as much interested in regulating the mental as the physical treatment of disease. The latter generally preponderates, often greatly, in
importance; but occasions arc constantly arising in which the former
should take the lead, wh.ile it has at all times the advantage of being
converted to the salutary effects of physical remedies.
'Yould our limits admit, we could draw upon the histories of lunacy
for a vast amount of materials to illustrate tbc philosophy and practical
importance of our subject. But all this will readily suggest itself to
those who may study the phenomena of insanity in connection with the
philosophy of the mind in its relations to organic life.
§ 1067,d. 'Vhat we have now and hitherto seen of the precise correspondence between the effects of the passions and of physical ::igcnts in
the organic life of man may be c::irried with the effect of the clearest
demonstration in proof of the substanfrve, self-acting nature of the Soul
(§ 1069-1077). This must be conceded by Philosophers of every school;
and those who agree with the present writer in his construction of the
operation of the nervous power will see how greatly tbe demonstration
is cxtencled 1 by regarding that power as the medium through which
physical agents exert their effects upon parts remote from the direct scat
of their operation. Here we have a common exciting cause for the common phenomena. The mental emotions, in one case, bring the nervous
power into action by their direct influence upon the great nervous centre, while physical causes, in the cases supposed, develop the power indirectly, and in all the cases each agent modifies the power according to
its own special nature, and directs it in so complic:ited a manner, and according to an incalculable amount of contingent circumstances, through
a labyrinth of nerves, as to form the most difficult problem in Physiology(§ 2331, 475-h 500 c-p, 647-\-, 894, 902 fJ·
But to the mere practical man, who aspires beyond the walks of empiricism, the effect of the passions in the production and cure of disease,
and their undeniable operation through the nenous power, supply a
read.r apprehension of those analogous problems which attend the operation of morbific and remedial agents of a physical nature, and a fruitful
means for contesting with the Chemist the field of Physiology.
11.\YE DISEASES UNDERGONE CilANGES OF TYPE WlTJJIN TUE LAST FORTY
YEARS, OR IJAVE ?<."EW ONES .APPEARED~

§ 10G8, a. By change of type I mean that radical change which is
supposed to justify the substitution of the stimulating for tlrn antiphlogistic treatment of inflammatory and febrile diseases. In i.his acceptation I answer the interrogatory as it has been in all past time by every
truly enlightened and impnrtial observer. John Brown, the gl·eat Antagonist ofNaturc, and who leads a host in .his tr~in, is in no respect an
exception; for, whatever may have been lus genius, he had very little
practical knowledge, was intemperate in his habits, and the revolution
which he achieved was prompted by animosity towards Cullen and other
early friends. As it is important to understand the ground upon which
this School originally stood, I shall introduce a brief sketch of Hs origin
from the "Ame,..ican Encyclopa:dia." Thus:
"Brown was admitted, as au indigent scholar, to a gratuitous attendn.nce on the lectures (Edinburgh), and obtained the ptttronnge of Dr. Cullen, ·who employed him as a. tutor in his own family. During this course
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of study, he married, 3nd set up a boarding-house, but failed, and became
bankrupt. About this time, by a long course of meditation on the animal system, and the vigour of his own mind, directed by some reading,
but seconded by little or no aid from practical observation, he elaborated
a new theory of medicine. The result was, the publication of his Elementa Jiedici11a:, which he forlher explained in a course of private lectures. Brown scrupled at no means to push his doctrines. A new medical language was introduced; ideas totally at variance with former
opinions were maintained; and the most virulent abuse of the regular
Professors of the University was perseveringly uttered. At length, ruined in reputation, he repaired, in 1786, to London. Herc he endeavoured to excite attention by his Observations on the Old Systems of
Physic, but without success."-The day of success, however, was not long
delayed. The Elements of Dfedi'ci1le had the advantage of being written
in Latin; and as the simplicity of its doctrines, and the practice inculcated, were novel and fascinating, all Europe soon became ensnared by
the chnrm (§ 621 a, 890!J; D60 a, p. 717, 719, § 1006/, 1065 c).
§ lOGS, b. Under my own obsen·ation there has been no change in
the character of diseases, with the simple exception that some forms have
been less unyielding.within the last twenty years than during the preceding twenty. But this qualification is mostly limited to the common
forms of local venous congestions and congestive fevers(§ 757-785, 786818, 961-970). These affections have yielded, during the latter period,
to rather smaller abstractions of blood, and smaller doses of medicine,
particularly cathartics. But precisely the same general mode of treatment has been indispensable to an early recovery, or to a complete removal of the disease, or to the preservation of life; while, on the contrary, the prevailing Brunonian treatment has been distinguished by its
former disastrous effects(§ lOGB, a). In proof of this, I need only achert
to the excessi\'C mortality which has attended the yellow fever within a
few late yea.rs, and in the treatment of which the stimulating plan has
been generally practised (h-OEXES, article Loss of Blood). As an example of the mortality, under the stimulating method, it is stated in the
able Report of a Committee of six Physicians on the "Yellow Fever at
Norfolk, Virginia, in 1855," that
"The number of deaths was about 2000, or one fourth of the entire
population remaining in the city. 'Vhcn we consider that hal_f of lhis
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As to the acute and chronic forms of inflammation, I Imm obscncJ
still less of the modifying effects of remote causes(§ 644-676, 710-i56).
In the acute form, as affecting all great organs, the same amount of
bloodletting, th e same cathartics, though in smaller doses, the same alterative antimonial treatment, &c., have been either necessary to life, or to
an early and perfect recovery. In all these respects, pneumonia, pleurisy, inflammation of the brain, peritoneal inflammation of the intestines,
puerperal peritonitis, rheumatism, &c., hnvc remained without modification, or with the exception only that Cathartics require a more careful
regulation of their closes(§ 857, &c.). In these conclusions I am also
sustained by what I have learned of the histories of cliseasc throughout
the United States(§ 969 d, 1005 I, 1005t, 1006 f, g).
All this, however, is inferable, as it respects my own experience, from
what appears in this work, which was published originaIIy as late as the
year 184 7, and continued in repented editions without modification ; an<l
I advert to the subject now, that I may not be misapprel1ended (§ 1004,
1005}). I t may be also proper, in consideration of the preference wbjcb
I have hi therto gi\•cn to the experience of others as being of greater
weight than my own, to repeat (§ 1025), that I have, doubtless, seen as
much of the effects of Bloodletting in private pratfice as has been witnessed by any other Physician during my professional life, wliich extends over a period of more than forty years, while also I l1 avc been alwnys unremittingly and actively engaged, up to the present time, in the
practical duties of .l\fedicine.-Note p. 763, NOTES FF p. 1135, GG, Un.
§ 1068, c. Moreover, bm.; ng adverted in this work to the treatment
wh ich I pursued in a case of inflammation affecting one of my own family (§ 9!)2, d), and a case of rcmittent fever of which another member
was the subject (§ 870, aa), I shall state briefly the practice which was
pursued in one of simple pneumon ia with which I was seized in March,
184 7, as supplying evidences, at least, of my profound convictions upon
all the questions before us. The first remedy adopted was the loss of
blood to the extent of about two pounds. This was followed by five
grains of Blue Pill, and in a few hours afterward by about two drachms
of Castor Oil. Some ten hours after the J1loodletting, the symptoms
hnxing recurred, I was again bled to the extent of about 24- ounces. I
now took at intervals of abollt four hours, 11alf a grain of Ipecacuan1ui
and two grains of the compound powder, the latter to allay the cough.
Alterative doses of Tartarizecl Antimony were also employed at intervals
of two or three hours, but not to the extent of prodticing nausea. About
twelve hours after the last Bloodletting, the symptoms having again returned, though in a diminished degree, twelve large leeches were applied
to my chest, and the bleeding maintained for several hours (§ 925, a).
This was towards the decline of the day. The Alterativcs were continued, and a B lue Pill of about firn grains was taken. On the following morning, the symptoms lut'li ng again increased, I desired my medical
friend, Dr. James C. Bliss, to bleed me again. It was hi s opinion, however, that I might recover with the aid of the other means alone. I replied that I did not fancy the risk when I had so sure and safo a remedy
in the farther loss of blood, and expressed a wish that he would ''carry
out upon myself the practice which I 11::1.d inculcated in my medical
writings, and which I taught my l\Iedical Class.'' I had then in mind,
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also, the experience which prompted the remarks just antecedently pubJishccl in § 892-1; 1~ 1006 b, c. I was accordingly bled to the extent of
about 20 ounces, when the symptoms vanished entirely and permanently
(§ 955, b).
On the ninth d:ly after the last Bloodletting, when my mcclical friend
called in the morning, he found me outside of the house, at my early
morning exercise of sawing wood (~ 902, b, c). . No other medicine was
taken, and no blister was required. It should be said, also, tha.t my
digestion lu\d been impaired for a long time antecedently, and that it
became subsequently much improved(§ 1007, b).-NoTi.: II11 p. 1138.
§ 1068, d. One case more, as farther illustrating the object of this
Section. It may be interesting, also, on account of the usual fatality
of the disease, and the embarrassing circumstances by which the case
was surrounded; while it will go to show what have been the practical
habits of the writer, and that he has inculcated nothing upon the subject
of Uloodletting that has not been warranted by his own experience. The
patient was one of our medical students, E. P. Johnson, l\I. D. of the
Class of 1850-51. I found the fauces of an intense redness, tumeficd,
and attended 'vith a complete inability to swallow. Any effort at deglutition was arrested at once by the suffCring which it produced. There
was great constitutional irritation, much restlessness, pulse rnpill, hard,
and small. Strength prostrated. No difnculty in respiration (§ 140,
525-530, 689 I, 718).
There was, at this time, a great deal of clamour in the Profession
against Bloodletting under any circumstances; and as this case would
be well known to the Class, I felt some regret that it had fallen into
my hands, particularly as I apprehended a fatal issue, and that discredit
would be brought upon the principal remedy upon which I saw that I
must rely. Nevertheless, I sat the patient half erect in bis be<l, and bled
him till syncope began to approach. The quantity of blood taken was
about JO ounces; an extent of the remedy which I practice only in severe
forms of inflammation.
In a few minutes afterward the patient was able, after repeated and
painful efforts, to swallow a dose of Calomel and Jalap-about 10 grains
of the former and 20 of the latter. This operated within a few hours,
but brought no relief. The throat remained of the same intense redness,
and the patient could no longer swallow. Accordingly, on the same
day, I bled him again to approaching syncope, when I abstracted about 32
ounces more of blood, the head and shoulders, according to my lrnbitual
practice, being elevated. Nothing more was done till the day following,
when, finding the patient no better, I directed the application of twelve
large Leeches to the anterior part of the neck. They executed their office well, and the bleeding was kept up for some four hours, but the patient was apparently worse in the evening. But, having done so much
in so short a time, I concluded to await the issue of the last remedy till
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bleeding, and the general merits of this remedy were to be judged by the
issue of the case. I supposed, indee<l, tbat it had been already condemned. Added to this, I felt an extreme degree of anxiety to save the
life of my patient. So, on the following morning, one of the coldest in
the Winter, I arose at four o'clock, and walked to the house of the pa·
ticnt, about a mile. 'Vhat then happened I shall relate circumstantially,
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as it may be of benefit to some others under similar exigencies, and, as
I trust, for many generations to come.
The scene, when I entered the room, was in C\·cry respect of the most
dispiriting nature. Johnson was apparently moribund. His mind was
abolished, the fauces as red and tumid as ever, and a thread-like pulse
running with almost countless rapidity. I stated to his nurse and classmate, the now Dr. Oliver, that the only remaining chance was from a
farther abstraction of blood, but that the probability of immediate death
was so great that it was inexpedient to risk any farther the reputation
of this important remedy. That something, howernr, might appear, at
least, to be done, I directed a large blister to be applied to the nape of
the neck and shoulders, and left the patient with the expectation of finding him dead at my next visit.
No sooner, howe'\'er, had I left the door of the house than I was beset Py a. pai11ful consciousness that I had been in some measure deterred
from a repetition of bloodletting by a. fear that the patient might die under the operation, while; on the contrary, one more application of the
remedy might save his life. In any event, it could but shorten it a little.
This train of thought continued till I bad walked some quarter of a mile
·on my return home, when I found myself almost unconsciously returning to carry out the practice which my judgment prompted.
I then stated to Oliver that I had returned for the purpose of giving
to Johnson bis last chance, and that if he died in• my hands it was a
sad responsibility to which all should be willing to submit, irrespectively
of any consequences to themselves, or to practical medicine; that it was
our duty to give to the patient the only remaining chance for life, even
though the means employed might be likely to hasten a death which
would be otherwise certain.
Tile head and shoulders of tlrn patient were raised, and about twenty
ounces of blood were abstracted (§ 973-980). The relief from the last
bleeding was such that the patient could swallow water within an lrnur
afterward; and from that time his convalescence went forward steadily
and rapidly(§ 955 b, 994, 1000-1001, 1005).
The circumstances of the foregoing case, particularly the nature of the
disease and attending symptoms, rather than the quantity of blood abstracted, impart to it its principal interest. In several cases of inflammation of the brain ancl lungs, where I have bad the same successful
conflict with disease, the bleedings have been much more numerous, especially in phrenitis, and the quantities of blood abstracted have averaged a. greater amount at each application of the remedy. There has
been, also, in the cases to which I refer, the same exigency for the last
bleeding, aucl the same apprehension that it might hasten death (§ 756 b).
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The Soul.-APPEXDIX.-Instinct.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE SOUL AND INSTINCT.
DElIONSTRATION Ofo' THE SOUL.

§ 1069. In the year 1848 I published an ESSAY ON

TnE "SouL A:t<..'D

11
As
this is the only attempt made, so far as I am aware, to demonstrate the
substantive existence of the Soul and Instinctive Principle upon physiological grounds; but, on the contrary, has been evaded"(§ 350J, gg), and
as the question is intimately connected with many of the great topics
embraced in these Institutes, and forms an important subject in Physiology, I shall incorporate with them the essential parts of the demonstration contained in the Essay.*
§ 1070. The evidence turns wholly upon physiological facts; my essential premises are relative to the Nervous System, and arc admitted by
all. They are variously presented in this work, but must be now stated
briefly to render the argument at once intelligible, and that it may appear a consistent whole. TLis involves, necessarily, a recapitulation of
facts which have been hitherto presented in different parts of this work.
§ 1071. 1. The brain, or an equivalent ganglion, is the otgan of intellectual, instinctive, and all pcrccptiye functions(§ 197-109-i, 455).
2. The spinal cord, and the nerYeS which depart from it, are, among
other uses, the organs through which the 'Vill transmits its in fluences to
the Yoluntary muscles(§ 227, 233, 258, 473-475, 476 c, 500 dd).
3. The ganglionic or sympathetic nerve is designed, in part, to connect together, in harmonious action, the involuntary organs, or those upon
which life essentiany depends. It is also through this nerve, especially,
that the passions display their effects (§ 96-108, 113-117, 126-130,
455, 523-524-, and references there, and L'XDEX II., art. Mental Emotions).
4. The cerebro-spinal and sym pathetic systems of nerves are intimately IJlendccl with each other, so that the brain, or its equivalent, is the
great centre of both systems, and the spinal corcl a less general centre,
while the ganglia of the sympathetic nerve arc now well ascertained
to be local centres to that .nerve. Of this character, also, arc, cloubdess,
the semiluuar and other plexuses, while, in very recent times, it is rendered probable that certain nerves are special centres of nervous influence
(§ 1037, a); all of which, however, are more or less subordinate to the
brain(§ 487 g, 497, 499 a, 516 d, No. 9, § 520-523, 524 d, No. 4, § 1038).
'Yhatevcr, however, may be true of these local centres, it is of no im..
portance to my demonstration.
In consequence of the foregoing union of the two systems of nerves,
the cerebro-spin al system has certain organic influences upon the essential organs of life(§ 110-117). Physical irritation of the brain and
spinal cord may be thus transmitted directly to the •oluntary and involuntary organs(§ 473-494, 1039); and the Passions, but not the Will,
by their direct action upon the brain, may readily affect these essential
or involuntary organs through the sy mpathetic nerve (I~n>EXII.,.Men
tal Emotions).
The influence of irritations of the expandell extremities of the sympa-
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convulsions of children arising from dentition, intestinal irritation, &c.
So, too, on the other band, from the same intercommunication of the
cerebra-spinal ancl sympathetic systems, irritations or other affections of
the voluntary organs may be felt by the inrnluntary through influences
transmitted by t lie sympathetic ncrrn (§ 454-47 5.h 500-524, 891{, g, k).
5. The familiar fact must be next stated, that the nerves are composed
of two kinds, one of which transmits the influence of the '1i'ill and of
the Passions, and the effects of other causes, from the nervous centres
towards the circumference, while the other kind transmits impressions
from the circumference to the nervous centres. The first of these two
orders of ncn·es is concerned in the development of voluntary and many
involuntary motions, and arc hence called excito-moto1y nerves. The
second order arc nCn'eS of sensation, or sensitive nerves, though the influences transmitted by them to the nenous centres are felt, in the natural state, only when propagated through the nerves which supply the
organs of sense (§ 201-204, 227, 45 1-453, 462-475-j-, 500, 1037 b). It
shou ld be also remarked that, while some of the two orders of nerves arc
wholly or mostly of one kind or the other--cither excito-motory or sensitive-a. very large proportion of the nerves are composed of fibres of both
orders, though perfectly distinct from each other in arrangement and
function. This double order pervades the entire body, and has brought
the physiology of the nervous system within the range of the most exact experiment, and has become the foundation of many important laws,
which are as clearly ascertained as any in astronomy. The two orders
of nerves, or fibres of compound nerves, never interchange their functions, one of them being always employed in transmitting impressions to
the brain and sp inal cord, and the other as purely centrifugal in its
office(~ 466).
It is also important to understand that my demonsi.ration is concerned
particularly with the system of excilo-motory nerves, both yoluntary and
involuntary, or those nen'es or fibres of compound nerves which transmit influences from the brain towards the circumference. Nevertheless,
many examples of nervous influence will be introduced, in which the
other kind, or sensi.'tii:e nerves, are equally engaged along with the excitomotory, as contributing to the demonstration. It may Le said, too, that
when the latter arc alone concerned, as in all acts of the W"ill, or when
the Passions operate, or when motions follow in the voluntary or involuntary organs from mechanical or other physical irritations of the nervous centres, the projection of the nervous influence is in a direct line from
the central parts of the nervous system towards the circumference, and
generally terminates there(§ 245); but that, when both orders of nerves
are interested, the influences are circuitous. 'Vith these last, howc\'er, I
sha11 be employed only for supplying illustrations in proof of the substantive existence of the Soul and Principle of Instinct, and of their modus operandi through the excito-moto1'Y nerves (§ 500 dd, 1~ k).
§ 1072, a. Having thus stated our anatomical and physiological prcm.
ises, I shall next endeavour to render the demonstration of ready comprehension by tlic uninstructed in the physiology of the nervous system by
stating many illustrations deri\'ed_ from the ope:ation of physical causes
to serve as parallel examples with the operation of the Soul and Instinctive Principle.
" '7 e have seen that influences may be transmitted from the brnin nnd
spinal cord towards the circumference by impressions made directly upon
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those centres, :1S when they arc irritated by mechanical or other agents,
or when the Will or Passions operate(§ 1071, No. 4).
ham seen,
also, that impressions may be made upon these centres through irritations
produced in distant organs, and then reflected from the nervous centres
upon other distant parts, :md cnn upon the parts from which the irritations proceeded originally(§ 512-524-, 1071, Nos. 4, 5). This transmission of influences from remote parts to the nervous centres, and which
is perpetually going forward between those centres and all other parts,
in natural states of the body(§ 111-113, 455-458, 500), c\"inces the
great and inscrutable susceptibil ity of the brain and spinal cord, and en ables us the better to comprehend the action 9f an Immaterial Substance
upon the brain, and its transmission of influences to all parts of the body.
An immense proportion of the natural influences upon the great nervous
centres (and they are unceasing and manifold beyond the compass of
imagination) proceed from distant parts, and me circuitous in their ultimate destinations. They begin in the expanded extremities of the scnsiti-i:e nen-cs, or scnsitire fibres of compound nerves, in all parts, by which
they are transmitted to the nervous centres, where they make their wonderful, and, as it were, infinitely complex but unfelt impressions, which
are then reflected from those centres upon other parts through excito-motol'y nerres or the molorjib1·es of compound nen•es (which are also called,
in such cases, ncr>es of 1·eflexion). The palpable exceptions to these reflected influences, and where the transmitted impressions terminate in
the central parts of the nervous system, are normally confined to the impressions transmitted from the organs of special sense, as in seeing, smelling, &c., and when nomentalemotionsareexcited (§ 194-204, 450-,.151).
"\Ve will now come to our examples of transmitted and reflected influences, which are clearly exhibited in respiration, in ,-omiting, in contractions of the iri~, in the permanent contraction of the sphincter muscles, in spasms from teething, or from irritations of the intestines, &c.
In breathing, for instance, two principal nen·es arc concerned, and the
diaphragm is the principal muscle which is mo,·ed. The sensiti1.:c fibres
of the pncumogastric nerve, and more or less of the sympathetic, are the
parts through which an impression, arising from want of atmospheric
air, is transmitted to the nervous centres, which is then reflectetl upon
the diaphragm through the p!t1·enic ner1Je, and call& it into action. Now,
the p!tremC nen:e is also the excilo-molory nerve through which the lVilt
operates upon the diaphragm in \"Oluntary respiration. The other respiratory muscles have similar relations to the pncumogastric and to
other excito-motory nerves, and the lVill operates as readily upon the
intercostal muscles as upon the diaphragm. But t110 diaphragm is conspicuollsly marked in this respect, and its importance is inferior only to
tha.t of the hen.rt. For farther details relative to the coincidences between voluntary and inrnluntary respiration, and voluntary and involuntary coughing, &c., I would refer the reader to § 500, c-nn; and to
§ 902, b-9, for the physiology of vomiting, its various modes of production by physical causes, and the exact coincidences (as in involuntary
and voluntary respiration) between their effect and vomiting brought on
by Jfental Emotions.
In seeing, there occurs the very complex example of the motions of the
fris, which arc entirely of an invoiuntary nature; while the iris stands
in the same relation to perfectly distinct nerves as does the cliaphragtn.
In the former case, the optic nerve not only conveys the impression to
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the brain which is recognized by the mind, but it is also the sensitive
nerve for the iris, by which the pupil is exactly adjusted to the degree
of light, while, according to some, the excito-motory nerve of the iris
goes from the ciliary branches of the lenticular ganglion through its
communication with the third pair of cerebral nerves; but, according
to other and later observations, "the cervical sympathetic is one of
the motor nerves of the iris, and the spinal cord is the origin of the
nerve fibres going from the sympathetic to the iris.''* The brain is
the bond of union in all the cases; but, for an obvious final cause, the
iris, unlike the diaphrngm, is withdrawn f1·om the Wt"ll (§ 514, k). As
the stimulus of light, how~ver, is indispensable to the natural contraction
of the iris, and is so far unobserved, it will be readily understood by the
uninformed how a similar impression upon the pneumogastric nerve in
the lungs is necessary to the involuntary motions of the diaphragm ; and
since the transmitted impress;ons to the brain excite no sensation, either
in the foregoing cases, or in all the endless variet.y of reflex actions in
which physical causes institute the movements, it becomes evident that it
is no objection to the supposed action of an immaterial substance upon
the brain that it is not felt.
'Ve have now seen that the principle is exactly the same, whether impressions made directly upon the nervous centres give rise to motion in
parts that arc voluntary or involuntary (§ 1071, No. 4, and 1·efcrences
there), or whether the impressions upon those centres be occasioned by
influences transmitted to them from 1·emote parts, and which, by reflexion,
equnlly gi·rn rise to motions. But, in all the latter cases, the resulting
motions are involuntary, as are all in the other cases excepting such as
arise from the operation of the lVill. But, in the case of the direct impressions, it is particularly important to remember that the motions
which arc produced by the Passions arc essentially involuntary, and, there·
fore, so far exactly coincident with such as arise from irritating the brain
mechanically(§ 1071, No. 4), and by our demonstration, the same, also,
with any reflex movements tha.t arise as the effect of impressions propagated from distant parts upon the nervous centres.
It may be finally added that the two nervous centres, and both ortlers
of nerves, co-operate together in giving rise to motion in the organs of
organic life, so far as organic actions depend upon the nervous system
(§ 172, 176, 177, 226-233f, 1041); while only the brain and spinal
cord and the excito-motory nerves arc concerned in developing the motions which arc brought about by the Mind, or the Instinctive Principle,
or by Mechanical or other direct physica~ .irritations of the brain. In
ordinary respiration, for example, the se11s1tu:e fibres of the pneumogastric
nerve arc indispensable for the transmission of an exciting influence from
the lungs to the nerYous centres; but in voluntary respirntion the pncumorrastric nerve is not concerned, but only the 11e1't'OUS centres and the
exc~o-motory nen·es of the respiratory muscles. In the former case, the
irritation of the nervous centres proceeds from the lungs, noel therefore
docs not originate in the brain or spinal cord, and so of all reflex actions;
in the latter case, thos.e centres are directly irritated by the Will. In the
former case, also, a cause totally distinct, and originally remote from the
nervous centres, makes its impression upon them, and caUs the nervous
power into operation ; while in the latter case, or that of voluntary res-
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piration, precisely the same nervous influence is brought 'into action, and
through the same nervous channel, by the 1Vill, and therefore, by parity of
reason, by a cause as distinct from the brain and spinal cord as is the cause
of the irritation in the former case. The first is true of all involuntary motions when the nervous centres are irritated by impressions propagated from
other parts; and the last is true of all 1:olu.nlary motions, and of all the involuntary, when the irritating cause is applied 1·mmcdiately to the centres.
These coincidences in results of irritations of the brain and spinal cord
as brought about by irritations of parts remote from those centres with
such as follow their direct irritations by mechanical causes, ancl the coincidences between the effects of indirect irritation of the nervous centres,
as in involuntary respiration and vomiting by emetics, with the same effects of the mind in voluntary respiration and vomiting occasioned by
disgust, and the coincidences, also, between the effects of mechanical irritations of the brain with such as ensue upon the operation of the mind
and its passions, and a general concurrence of the coincidences, throughout, as to a manifest cause irritating the nervous centres, as well as a general coincidence in results, form the groundwork of this demonstration
(227, 228, 233-!-, 475~, 476 c, 500 c-p, 647~, 844, 902 l, 1067 aa).
§ 1072, b. Let us now be critically understood, both here and in former places in this work, when speaking of the Passions as elements of
the mind, and as producing involuntary effects. It certainly is not intended to be implied that they are not more or less associated with acts
of intellection, and, perhaps, always brought into operation by some act
of the lUincl properly so called. This is also doubtless true of the "~ill,
which appears to depend more or less upon the previous exercise of reflection, comparison, and judgment, in man; but moved into action in
greater independence in animals-that is, instinctively. This remark
may apply, also, to the Understanding (§ 241 b, 243). If, howenr, the
Passions and the Will be the results of intellectual processes, the former,
by their great variety ancl their peculiar operation in organic life, while
the latter and all the higher faculties of the mind arc excluded from that
department of life, and the sameness of the 'Yill, throughout, in principle and results, evince an individuality that renders them equivalent to
clements or properties of the Soul and Instinctive Principle. They are
as precise and peeuliar in their phenomena as any admitted faculties,
ancl their results arc far more strongly pronounced. They must, there~
fore, be taken as equivalents, and as the only practical ground of discussion. All beyond is, at least, metaphysical(§ 243-246, 903, 1067).
But the question which is thus raised, in anticipation of any caviling,
has no bearing upon our demonstration, nor upon any of the topics discussed in these Institutes. It is equally immaterial whether the Passions and the 'Vill be distinct clements of the Soul and Instinctive PL·inciple, acting independently, or summoned .into operation by the higher
faculties, 01· whether they be, respectively, the concurrent results of those
faculties. In the latter case, they would be employed in a. collective
sense; and, as the results arc the same as if they were distinct entities,
and entirely different from other manifestations of Heason and Instinct,
they arc as properly designated by the specific names of Passions and
'Viii, and the former resolved into Love, Hatred, Anger, &c., as any of
the Faculties upon which they may depend are known by other names.
They may be c:tlled mere Emotions; but still they would belong to mental processes, and that is enough for all the purposes that can bear any
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relation to physiological inquiries, or to our prcf:cnt objects. It would
be, indeed, equally to our purpose, were it concccled that the stimulus
which gives rise to the Passions emanates from other organs than the
brain, since they operate through the medium of the 11erYous system, arc
under the control of the mental faculties, o.nd are pnlpably associated
with them either as co-ordinate elcmenls or as resulting emotions. The
remote stimulus, upon this hypothesis, simply rouses the mind into action. The conclusions, therefore, which I shall ha\"C predicated of them
can not be affected by any hypothesis of a metaphysical nature, nor by
any supposed involutions of other organs with the brain (§ 1 67.f~ 175 b,
183, 188 a, 227, 230, 232, 241-245, HG c, 500 f-p, 902 I, 1067. Also
INDEXES, article Will).-NOTE Hn p. 1138.
Having thus disposed of this question to meet any subtleties of the
speculative philosopher, I shall now interrogate the physiological facts
as to the individuality of the Will as a property of the Soul and Instinct,
when it will be found that it is in no respect the same complex emanation of either as the Passions. It is not obedient to any analogous laws,
nor docs it operate through the same mechanism as the Passions. It is
distinguished from the Passions by the simpl icity and precision of its results, by its great final cause, by its operation in animal life, and through
the cerebra-spinal system, whi le the Passions operate mostly in organic
life and through the sympathetic system. In all these respects tho 'Vill
is on common ground with Judgment and R eflection, while it is the most
important and uniform characteristic of the Instincti\•e Principle throughout the animal tribes(§ 476 c, 500 11).
§ 1073, a. It is allowed by all that some in visible, intangible principle
exists in the Nervous System, commonly known as the Ner1:ous Pou:er,
which is extensively concerned in the processes of animal organization;
and I have endeavoured to show that this power is a vital agent, which
i5 very variously brought into action either by physical or mental causes,
and that_ when motion is produced by direct or indirect physical frritations of the brain, or by the 'Vill or the Passions, it is in consequence of
the development of this nervous power, ancl the direction of its influence
upon the organic properties of the parts that are brought into motion.
It operates equally in organic and animal life, but through very different
channels and with very different results. It is most important in the
organic life of animals, though its greatest final cause is relative to animal life. Its transmission to the former is through inYoluntary nen·es,
whether it be consequent on the operation of physical causes, or when
the Passions disturb the organs in that department of life; and it is
through the cerebro-spinal or voluntary nerves that the \Viii operates
upon the organs of animal life, and when injuries of the brain or spinal
cord, or when the Passions affect these organs. Such are the general
facts(§ 1072, a). When the Will produces muscular motion, it is by
developing the nervous power, and transmi~ting it to .the vol~ntary mus-
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causes. There is no wandering of the 'Vill or of the Passions into the
organs which they affect, as has been always vaguely supposed, no more
than of physical agents when, on being appl~cd to ~he nervous centres,
they excite analogous motions (§ 233). It is also important to understand that the nervous power, by whatever cause developed, is li able to
act with intensity upon the brain (§ 230, 509, 950, 104..0). I have also
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endeavoured to show that the nervous power is developed by the mind in
all acts of intellect ion, and that there is then an associate action between
this power, the brain, and the mind; though beyond the analogies supplied by the Will an<l the Passions this may be hypothetical (§ 234).
But all that is embraced in this Section, whether as to the nature of
the nervous power, or its mode of development and action, or whether it
have any existence, is unimportant to my demonstration (§ 23•!, e-h).
It simply facilitates an understanding of the phenomena upon which the
demonstration depends. (See INDEXES, Articles Ner1:ous Poll'er, Sym]Jat/1y, Remedial Action, Organic Life, &c.).
§ 1073, b. I may say, also, that in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries I have endeavoured to show that the Nervous Power forms a
bond of union between the Soul, the Principle of Instinct, and the Brain,
and that this Principle is instrumental not only in the results of Sensation as set forth in the present work, but in the acts of Intellection. The
phenomena of the Nervous Power in developing voluntary motion when
the Will operates, and of the Passions in their demonstrations in Organic
Life, supply many forcible evidences of the instrumentality which I assign to the Nervous Power in the concerted action between the Soul, the
Principle of Instinct, aud the Brain. (See b°DEXES, Articles lV£ll and
Mental Emotions.)
§ 1074-. From what has been now said of the ground of my reasoning, you begin to perceiye the consequences which must logically follow.
You begin to discern the force of the analogy between the effects of those
elements of the mind (or emotions, if it be preferred,§ 1072, b), the ·wm
and the PassioRs, and of mechanical and other physical agents when applied to the brain. You see, already, that if the bra.in be influenced by
SOllETHL"'IG when physical agents acting upon it give rise, in consequence,
to motion in the voluntary muscles, and in the heart, bloodvessels, stomach, &c., so must it be equally influenced by something, and that something
must be equally an exciting and analogous cause, when the TV£ll gives
rise to voluntary motion, or when the Passt"o11s affect the action of the
heart, produce blushing, or excite vomiting, &c. From the exact identity of effects in the two cases, there must be an analogy among the
causes and their modus operandi; aocl therefore the Soul and Principle
of Instinct (of wl1ich the "Will and the Passions are prominent characteristics) arc as much distinct causes as are the mechanical irritants or other
physical agents which determine the corresponding movements. I say,
that such is your mental constitution you cannot resist this conclusion,
however prone you may be to materialism. Herc is rm animal whose
brain is shocked by a blow or irritated mechanically, and spasmi; follow
in the voluntary muscles; and you sec that the 'Viii is even capable of
imitating that convulsive affection. Herc is another whose brain is irritated by the application of alcohol, and you see the heart beating more
actively as a result; and here is a third whose heart is as quickly enfeebled in action by the application of tobacco to the brain, just as it is
excited by joy and anger in the one case, or depressed by grief and fear
in the other(§ 481 a-Ii, 487, &c.). You also witness the same spasms
in the voluntary muscles from the operation of the Passions as arise from
mechanical causes when affecting tbe brain (§ 48G, 487 g). Consider,
for example, a paroxysm of hysteria, where convulsions of the voluntary
muscles are brought on by some mental irritation, and where they are exactly the same as when produced by disturbing the brain mecl1mzt"cally.
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Consider, a1so, how greatly analogous arc these mental paroxysms to the
convulsions that proceed from teething and intestinal troubles; and how
exactly alike are the voluntary and involuntary acts of respiration, ono
of them being determined by the direct action of the .i.llind upon the brain,
nnd the in\'oluntary act by an impression transmitted from the lungs to
the brain. How precisely the same, also, the inYoluntary contraction of
the sphincter ani and its contraction as effected by the 'vm, and where
the same philosophy is concerned in respect to causation as in the voluntary and involuntary nets of respiration(§ 500 o, 514.f, g). Consider, too, among the inexhaustible examples, the variety of effects which
result from the operation of an emetic, as set forth in § 902, g, and the
same effects as produced by a blow upon the head-all consequent upon
an irritation of the 11enous centres-and then compare them with the
same results which ensue when vomiting is proclucccl by disgust, and enn
by its r·ecollection ,· and compare many of these results with the effects of
Fear-the bounding action of the heart, the small and rapid pulse, the
half-suspended respiration, the pallor of the skin and the copious perspiration, the flood of urine, the hurried movements of the intestinal canal,
the ghastly countenance and frightful eyeballs, the trembling of the voluntary muscles and the prostration of their power; or, compare the results of many physical causes, such as constipation of the bowels, with
the effects of G1'iej; either so influencing tho nervous centres as to undermine digestion, or so acting upon the brain as to onrtbrow the mental faculties; or consider how ][ope, succeeding to Grief, will, like tonics, cathartics, shower-bath, change of climate, &c., influence the nervous
centres in yet another manner so as to restore that digestion which Grief
had impaired. Ancl what makes the tears flow, when Grief, or Love, or
Joy, or Anger, is in the ascendant, just as they do when snuff or other
physical agents irritate the nos.e'? Why does the mouth water at the
sight of a bountiful feast, or on scenting its odour, or from its expectation alone, just as it will on chewing horseradish or tobacco~ ' Vhy will
the sight of a pill-box, or offCnsive odours, or startling Ol' other unpleasant sounds, operate upon some after the manner of cathartics (§ 514 m,
8.U a, 892-!} b, 9-14: b, !)51 c) '? It is palpable enough, that, in one series
of the cases the effects arc owing to some physical cause irritating the
brain and spinal cord, and which are totally distinct and different from
those nerrnus centres; and, can any one be so regardless of the plainest
rule of philosophy as to suppose that the corresponding results, in the
other series, arc not equally due to some cause which is alike distinct
nnd different from the nervous centres'? All of them arc the most familiar facts that engage our attention; but such as arc relative t.o the
mind have engaged us only as facts.
§ 1075, a. "re now revert to our statement relative to the nen-ous
power (§ 1073) in pursuit of a common exciting cause by which all
the endless but analogous phenomena to which we hm·e adverted nre
brought about. It is readily granted that the mechanical and other
physical causes are not transmitted to the parts which they influence
through the medium of the nerrnus system, ancl we must therefore look
for some intermediate cause by which the remote effects are produced.
It is of no importance to our present objects whether this cause be galYanism, or a nervous fluid, or nervous power, or n vibro.tion of the nervous fibres, &c. (§ 184. b, 234 a); and, from the analogy in the effects of
the " Till and Passions, it is equally clear that these elements or emana-
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tions of the Mind arc not transmitted to the parts affected, but that they
must operate through the same intermediate exciting cause as the
physical agents. These unquestionable coincidences, therefore, not only
place the external nnd internal primary causes upon common ground as
substantive agents, but are demonstrative of their operation through
some common cause appertaining to the nervous system. This is also
farther sustained by the simplicity and consistency of Nature in her fun·
damental institutions, especially where the mechanism is the s..1me; although there be great diversity in the remote causes and results.
Nor do I entertain any doubt, however much the pl1ysical school may
look upon this question as an affair of" spiritualism" (§ 1034), that tile
facts, which arc of such an endless variety, so distinctly pronounced, and
so perpetually before us, will be universally allowed to establish the interpretation rendered in these Institutes of the modus operandi of the
nervous power. There is not a phenomenon relative to the nervous system which the doctrine will not explain, nor is there one which can be
consistently or intelligibly explaiued by any other. (See lliDEXEs, Articles
Nervous Power, Sympathy, Remed1at Agents, TVill, and J,Iental Emotions.)
It is also evident from my premises, that, if the movements which are
excited by the action of physical causes upon the brain be only remotely
due to those causes, and not to aby primary change in the brain (which
includes the transmitted as well as direct impressions), it must equally
follow that the effects of the Will in developing voluntary motion, and
of the Passions in modifying the action of the heart and bloodvessels,
and other organs, cannot be due to any original, primary cl1a11ges in the
condition of the brain, but, of necessity, to some causes as distinct from
the brain as are the physical. But, as this is the great point in materialism, and forms the chemical doctrine of intellection, let us admit that
the remote effects brought about by physical impressions upon the brain
are due to simply some physical change in the organ, and that, therefore, the corresponding manifestations of the Will and the Passions are
equally owing to simply physical changes in the great nervous centre,
it will still follow just as logically that there must be in the latter case
as much an efficient cause for the cerebral changes as there is allowed
to be in the former.
§ 1075, b. So far, then, the analogy is complete. But, in the case of
the physical agents the causes are of a passive nature, and require other
0
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self-acting, originating thei1· own actions in the Sensorium Commune.
This, in itself, establishes a radical distinction between the nat~re of the
Soul and Instinctive Principle, and of all physical ca.uses, and is utterly
fatal to materialism. The self-acting nature of the Soul and of Instinct,
and especially of the rational faculty, transcends greatly the Principle
of Organic Life, which requires the operation of stimuli to r~use it and
maintain it in action (§ 75, 136, 188:!). Nay more, the W1ll and the
Passions are among the most efficient causes in calling into -action :he
Principle of Life; a.nd being, in this respect, upon common g_round with
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how, also, the same analogy distinguishes the Soul completely from the
Principle of Life, with which it has been confounded even by ~mincnt
•Vitalists. The group of the facts is here so very comprehens1vc, and
){ K "K
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demonstrati\""e of the two most important problems in intellectual and
organic philosophy, that I pause in this manner upon the subject. But
so far as action is immediately concerned in the two cases an analogy
obtains, and we may reason upon that analogy from the self-acting Soul
to the existence of nn actiue Principle of Lifo upon which organic motions depend(§ 234, 1034). But, we shall seek in vain, throughout the
wide range of Nature, for :my direct similitude with the manifestations
of Reason or of Instinct; though, if we pa.ss the limits of Nature, we
may discover in the results of Creative Energy that analogy with the
Soul wbkh shadows forth the Image of God (§ 234, a-It).
§ 107G, a. 'Vhat has now been said is equally applicable to matmlllism, whether it regard the manifestations of mind as a cliemical phenomenon, or as elaborated from the blood; nnd these are the only hypotheses
which have uny intelligible foundation. They must, therefore, be now
considered more specifically.
The chemical supposes that all acts of intellection, all manifestations
of the Will and the Passions, all the impulses of Conscience, and all
Adoration of the Deity, are results of "the clwmical action which the elements of the food and the oxygen of the air mutually exercise on eacli other"
(§ 349 e, 500 n, 1054). This is the hypothesis of combustion. But
enough has been said to show the impo'Ssibility of referring the phenomena. to a chemical process without, at least, an attendant cause to institute the process. This, however, is farther examined at§ 500, nu, o, to
which I would refer the reader; and what will soon be said of the doctrine of mental secretion will be aJjke applicable, in principle, to the
chemical hypothesis, ancl will cover the whole ground.
§ 1076, b. But there is a class of Philosophers who have endeavoured
to render the chemical doctrine acceptable by admitting something like
a Soul, which is supposed to act as a predisposing cause of that combustive process upon which the phenomena of Reason and Instinct are
said to depend. But it may be readily seen that the l1ypothcsis is
illusory.
Io the first place, the supposition of the dependence of thought, &c.,
upon any chemical process necessarily places the agency of the supposed
principle, in its relation to the phenomena of l\lind and of Instinct, upon
exactly the same ground as the simple cliemical hypothesis; for the results would still be chemical and nothing more. If oxygen unite with
another element, noel result in combustion, it takes place under a special
law, and an exact chemical product' ensues, which neither the Soul can
alter, nor imagination uffcct. The only part which the Soul would take,
according to any analogies borrowed from Chemistry, and whic~ is necessarily the part supposed, would be that of exerting merely a predisposing
affinity umong the elements. This predisposing influence is meant to
ambrace whatever may be supposed to result from its action upon the
doctrine of catalysis (§ 409 j, 350.f a-e). In this only view of the subject, the chemical tendency of the Soul would no more react upon itself
than that of platinum, and the only result would be (in chemical phrase·
ology), a combuationoftheelements of the brain,just as when hydrogen
and oxygen gases are submitted to the catalytic action of the metal.
And so of any other given chemical change. It always terminates in
one way.
·whenever, therefore, oxygen unites with the phosphorus of the brain,
according: to the material doctrine of intellection, whether chemical or•
!O
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chernico-spiritual, it can form no other compound than phosphorous or
phosphoric acid, whatever the supposed activity of the combustion; or,
if it unite with those other combustible elements of the organ, carbon
and hydrogen, the resulting compounds must be carbonic acid in one
case, and water in the other; or, at most, a special triple compound of
those elements. An exciting, or predisposing, or any other agency of
the Soul, even were the soul a material substance, would in no respect
affoct these results; and to imagine that the Soul enters into either combination, and is yet in perpetual operation, per se, would be a chemical
absurdity. 'Vhatevcr consideration, therefore, may be given to chemical
processes thus instituted as the source of ideas, &c., it can be in no respect different from that which attributes them to one of an uncomplicated nature, whether the soul be immaterial or material.
The difficulty will be readily appreciated, both here and in regard to
organic products, which are equally ascribed to a chemical process (for
these doctrines are essentially alike), should it be attempted to call in
the aid of the Soul, or the Principle of Life, in any of the manipulations
of the Laboratory. They are so far on common ground; and, if the Soul
can promote combustion in the brain, or in any way modify its results,
or the Principle of Life subserrn the chemical hypothesis of organic results (according to Liebig), they should be equally competent out of the
body, so only they could be brought into external operation. But no
imagination can surmise the possibility of applying them in a chemical
manner, and, least of all, eliciting by the aid of the Soul the phenomena
of mind from the most ingenious devices of Organic Chemistry. On the
other hand, however, there is no difficulty in regarding the Soul as a cause
acting through the vital constitution of an organ, and thus originating
all the phenomena of mind; while, in so doing, we get rid of an unnecessary, as well as an unmeaning and mischievous multiplication of causes
(§ 17l-221).-Sce§455 aas tofinalcausesoftbeunion of Soul and Brain.
The Cbemico-Spiritualist is thus coerced to the alternative of ascribing all intellectual and instinctive functions to the immaterial principles
in their co-operation with the vital constitution of the brain, or to deny
the existence of those principles (whether immaterial or material), and
throw himself exclusively upon the simple chemical rationale. If the
doctrine stand, it must be upon its own merits, and not through any
sophistry that may seem like a leaning towards .the common faith of
1
1
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in the trust that he may finally discern the reality of his delusion.
Again, farther: the Organic Chemist maintains that ~II the processes
of life are owing to the same combinations of oxygei_i w1:h pho:phorus,
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, as arc supposed to g1~e rise to mtellection. The brain is thus placed on common ground with all other parts.
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the accommodating Chemico-Spiritualist, I may ask,_1ftl_1e S~ul or l~stmct
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Nor is that all. If the brain be considered the source of rntellect1on m
its organic condition alone, how are facts trea~ure~ up, and ever prese~t
from childhood to decrepit age'? As the bram, like all other parts, ts
constantly subject to renewals, the facts should go with the parts upon
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which they are impressed, if the organ alone be their receptacle. ' Vhy,
again, are the events of childhood fresh to the Octogenarian, when those
of the day are speedily forgotten 1 Why may memory be trained with
a special reference to particular subjects, and to a forgetfulness of others,
or disciplined to a general compass of knowledge? Materialism must
here be consistent an<l stand on its own philosophy. But the Soul, on
the other hand, as also the Instinctive Principle, being one of an un~
changing nature (as proved by these very facts), holds fast the treasury
of knowledge, or the improvements it may gain(§ 180).
And here we come upon a demonstration which, were there no other
objection, would be fatal to materialism in either of its shapes; for one
hypothesis supposes that intcllection, &c., is the result of the combustiYe
process, and the other, of secretion. In either case, therefore, all ideas
should be as evanescent as the processes themselves.
Finally, such as arc disposed to follow the Author any farther upon
this particular question will £nd in former parts of this work many suggestions which have a direct bearing upon it., as in § 350f e-11, p. 180102.
§ 1076, c. And now, as to the other branch of materialism, or that
which regards the phenomena. of mind, (._%c., as the products of sec1·etion.
This question has been incidentally discussed in these Institutes, but with
other objects than arc now contemplated. As it bears, however, as well
upon the cl1em£cal as the functional doctrine, and as it is desirable to
amplify the argi._1ment, and that it may appear as an integral part of the
present dcmonstratio11, I shall introduce it here(§ 175, c).
I have there said that in former works I have presented certain facts
which go to the conclusion that the Soul is a distinct, immaterial substance, and that the Instincti,·e Principle of animals is equally a distinct
substance from the brain. I then proceeded to comment upon the main
argument of the 1\Iaterialists, drawn from analogy, that the mind, like
the gastric juice, bile, &c., is only a product of the organic functions of
the brain. I have there shown, also, that the supposed analogy is destitute of foundation. It might be sufficient, in proof of this, to simp1y
say that the J\lind and In~tinct are wanting entirely in e\•e1y known
attribute of the products of other organs, and are sui gencn"s in all their
characteristics. But there are other more absolute characteristics which
completely destroy the supposed analogy. 1V1mt, for example, is the efficient cause of the production of bile, saliva, &c.? Certainly the blood,
in connection with organic structure and organic actions-chemical, if
you please. ''rhile these processes go on, bile, saliva, &c., arc produced
uninterruptedly; or, if arrested, it is from the failure of the organic processes. But it is just otherwise in respect to the 1\lind and the Instinctive Principle. All their manifestations are completely suspended during
sleep, and often with great instantaneousness, or, to meet any sophistry
about dreams, I might say half suspended; and yet the organic furtctions
of the brain continue to mo'"e on as perfectly as those of the liver, the
lungs, &c. Incleccl, were any change of this nature to befal the brain, it
would be particularly mnnifested by some consequent modification of all
the organic actions, especially as those of the Mind and Instinct undergo
complete suspension. The continuance of all the organic results proves
that organic life is eycry where in perfect operation; while, by equality
of reason, the suspension of all results in animal life prons that an
agent, upon which these results depend, has ceased to operate. Jn one
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case, organic functions must go on without interruption, and therefore
the moving causes upon which they depend must be in pei·petual action.
Jn the other, it is ordained that the organs peculiar to the division of
animal life shall have periodical repose (though only as it respects mere
animal life), and, therefore, by parity of reason, their spring of action is
constitutionally fitted fo1· quiescence us well as action, and this, as it respects sleeping and waking, corresponds with the alternations of thinking
and not thinking during the waking time. The various gradations in the
suspension of mental and instinctive functions from their quiescence in
the waking state to profound slumber concur, also, in this part of our
demonstration. Nor is it. at all important to our purpose whet.her there
eyer be a. complete suspension oft.he intellectual or instinctive functions.
But again : suppose some change in the organic condition of the brain,
as the cause of sleep (§ 500, n); what is it, I say, that so instantly reinstates its organic functions when we pass from the sleeping to the waking state 1 "'hat arouses the organ to its wonted secretion of Mind, or
what, in the other case, restores the combustive process'? Certainly not
the blood. A.re there any analogies supplied by the liver, Ol' by any other
organ? Do you assume that some imaginary stimulus is propagated upon
t!1e brain from other organs? Then I ask what brings this into operation,
and under such an infinite variety of unique circumstances? In what
conceirnble manner does it modify the organic functions of the brain so
as to excite the secretion of 1'lind, or how, in the other case, docs it start
the combustive process 7 Do the functions of any other organ supply
the slightest ground for such a conjecture? 'Vill it interpret the reason
why sleep is so prolonged in the habitually indolent, or, contrasted with
this, why the laborious and exlrnusted student often sleeps less than others,
whatever their occupation 7 Is it said that this is the result of habit, or
of self-discipline? In either case it is an admission of a self-acting Principle, which brings itself and the brain un<ler the.c;e influences, and therefore it is necessarily that Principle which rouses the brain from its state
of suspended animal functions. It is a case, too, very strongly to our
purpose, for it denotes a remarkable cultivation of the spiritual part,
which enables it to spring into active operation from a dormant condition in habitually exhausted states of the bo<ly, while the brain, according to materialism, should resist all wakefulness till that organ, and all
other parts, are fully recruited by repose (p. 32!>-332, § 500, n-p, Liebig).
But the Materialist is not convinced by the difficulties attendant upon
sleeping and waking; and again, therefore, I ask him, 'Vhat is it that
directs the special combustive or secreting process in all the acts of volition, in all the acts of intcllection; or what brings them into operation?
'Vhat a.re your conceptions of Creative Energy'? A.re not the results
of )linJ, howe\•Cr separated from Infinity, precisely analogous to those
which are everywhere seen as the offspring of an Infinite lntel~igence?
But, if you admit a God, you will not reason from your debasrng doctrines of the human mind to the Attributes of your l\Iaker? And I ask
the Materialist what answer he will make as to the condition of our Lord
before His appearance upon the earth, and as Ile was "manifest in the
flesh?" 'Vas there no Spirit there'? Nothing but material eliminations
of l\Iind from the blood, or a conflagration of the clements of the brain'?
For so you must have it, and so it is meant, where the same mental
phenomena are so interpreted in man. Nay more; so complete is the
analogy between the acts of ratiocination and those of the Creator, as
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seen in the humble dcRigns.which are de"Visecl and executed by man, and
which, indeed, is all that we know of Him except from Rcnlation, it
would unavoidably follow, upon the doctrines of materialism, that all
the Designs of the Almighty Being were equally the results of chemical
or organic processes! Or is this to be excluded from the pale of u science" ?
The questions and arguments now propounded must be answered
consistently, and in some conformity with the hypotheses drawn from
analogy. If that can be done (this simple physiological rcqui~ite alone),
then it must be conceded that the analogy is entitled to the gm.vest
consideration. So, on the other hand, should the hypotheses fail in this
indispensable requisite, materialism must ·stand con\·icted ·of sophistry,
insincerity, and a leaning to infidelity.
Here we might bring our demonstration to a close as it respects the
existence of the Soul, and its power of instituting actions in connection
with the material fabric. But there may be some who may be inclined
to follow us in a more extended inquiry th::m has now been presented,
especia1ly as the demonstration will continue to be predicated of admitted
facts and principles, as set forth .in these Institutes.
§ 1077. 'Ylrnt will be presented in the present section is mostly a
series of physiological examples which concur with the foregoing in
enforcing the conclusions at which we ha,·e already arrived.
It Uas been seen, extensi,·ely, that impressions upon the ner\'OUS centres,
by which the nervous influence is developed and determined with rnrious
effects upon distant parts, are all upon a par, in principle, whether they
result from agents applied directly to the centres themsehes, or be
transmitted to them through the medium of parts remotely :.ituated, or
whether the 'Vill an<l Passions make their demonstrations. Take some
of tbe examples among the muscles whicl1 arc both Yoluntary and inrnluntary. Let these be, again, the respiratory muscles, including those of
the face. Now, their severa l movements are liable to numerous modifications, some of which arc natural, as in sneezing, coughing, yawnin~,
laughing, and others more or less mm·bid, as asthma, hiccough, &c. In
all but two of these cases the movements depend upon the excitement
of the nervous power through some sensitive nerrn, which arc generally
the sensitive fibres of the pneumogastric, and the reflection of that power
from the brain and spinal cord, through motor nerves, upon a part of or
upon the whole of the respiratory muscles. In each process there is a
special irritation of the nervous centres, and in each the nerrnus influence
0
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tion is propagated from the lungs to the nerrnus centres, and a more
intense motor excitement is reflected from the centres upon all the muscles of respiration (often including _those of the face), than in ordinary
breathing, and in some cases the "'111 comes to tbe aid of the irritation
propagated from the lungs. Here, then, it is seen Uiat a prompting of
the 1l[ind and the physical causes are brought into immediate co-operation
~ rousing the brain and spinal cord. The physical cause is insufficient
i;o excite the requisite movements of the respiratory muscles, and therefore tbe l\Iind lends its assistance. Both act in perfect harmony together; nor can the slightest difference be observed in the results of eiLher,
excepting as the :Mind acts with greater energy, and brings the respiratory muscles of the face into action.
Now, upon the physical hypotheses of intellection, what is it tliat
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superadds to the respiratory movements, in the foregoing c~se, n cause
perfectly distinct from such as naturally governs the process'? If it be
said, fluctuating conditions of the brain, what is the cause of those fluctuations~ Why is there at one moment only ::t. moderate degree of the
supposed combustive or secretory process, and at the next a greatly
increased amount of one or the other, and this requiring as much a
cause as the excitement of the brain in the involuntary act? And hero
we may again advert to the sphincter muscles as supplying a parallel
example.
Take another illustration - the acts of voluntary and involuntary
laugln'11g. \Vhen the feet or arm-pits are tickled, laughing follows inesistibly in many, as the effect of an irritation propagated to the nervous
centres by sensitive nerves supplying the skin of those parts (§ 514 d,
649 b). The phenomena. are the same as witnessed in ordinary laughing, where the 'Vill and agreeable Emotions are the exciting causes.
The former soon becomes painful, and then goes on in direct opposition
to the 'Vill. A man, for example, bound the limbs of his wife and
tickled her feet till she died of laughing, just as some clie suddenly of a
strong mental emotion, "which," as Sbakspeare says," is as bad as die
with tickling." And here I would ask the l\laterialist what other construction he can appll to the cases of sudden death from joy and anger
than the powerful operation of some unseen cause upon the brain, and
through that organ upon organic life~ 'Vliat other condition than a
violent shock of the brain from a. cause as distinct in its nature from the
organ, as the !1ammer whose blow upon the head is fatal through precisely the same physiological influences~ (§ 230, 455, 47G! 11, 478, 479,
500.f'-nn,507-50D, 63~, 902 I, 951 c, d.)
A case precisely parallel in its physiological rationale with clcath from
mental emotions (last references) occurs in syncope, when it arises from
seeing or hearing something offensi\·e, or from the sight of a lancet.
Here the immediate cause, as in the case of death from joy or anger, is
th,e instant and powerful determination of the nen'ous influence upon the
brain, heart, stomach, &c. (§ 230, 479, 507-509, 634, 951). But there
must be som.,e.thi11g to develop that 11ervous influence in the brain, and the
common sense of every one assures him that it is a conscious agent which
does the work. But, for the fullest illustration of this subject, let us
analyze the physiological rationale of syncope as produced by offensjve
odours. Herc the l\Iind may have but little participation in the prostration of the heart, &c., but the cffoct be mainly due to tlH~ phypical
impression propagated to the brain through the olfactory nerv~, and perhaps, also, the nasal branches of the fifth pair (§ 514, m), which impression, in itself, develops greatly the nervous influence. But the l\Iind
may also contribute to that development; for, if the odour were notperceind, no syncope might follow. Thus, ngain, arc associated the physical and mental causes in producing a common effect, while in the case
of the lancet it is purely a. mental emotion which determines the paroxysm. But, in respect to the odour, tbe Mind gcnern lly endeavors to
resist its effects, nnd as syncepe may happen in spite of the effort, it is
evident tbat the depressing influence may _be .mostly due to the direct
action of the physical cause upon the bram, JUSt as we shall soon see
how a. strong light acting upon another pure ner>e ~f sensation may produce sneezing; but I think more the mental emotion (p. 79, note).
Let Us now connect with the foregoing facts the syncope which follows
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blows upon the head, and it will be seen, ns plainly as we sec that the
physical blow upon the brain is the cause in one case and the odours in
others, that the Mind inflicts the blow in the remaining series, or that
of joy, anger, the lancet, &c. The physiological effects prove conclusively, both in their nature and coincidence, that one cause is as much
an agent acting upon the brain as the other, and that both are equally
distinct from the organ(§ 514 m, 844 a, 892-f b, 944 b, 951). In all the
cases where the physiological effects are consequent upon mental processes, the Mind and the effects stand in the same relation as do the
physical causes and their effects in the other cases, and where the effects
are precisely the same in both series. To suppose the absence of a cause
in the former is a physiological absurdity, and to suppose any other
primary cause than the :Mind, as a self-acting .Agent, is a greater absurdity. Nay more, the blind, the brain, and the cerebro-spinal nerves are
absolutely indispensable to all voluntary movements, however true it be
that the power by which the movements nre accomplished is implanted
in the muscles(§ 258-267, &c.); while the motions of organs in organic
life may go on without Mind, or brain, and even without cerebro-spinal
nerves(§ 261, 264, 455 a, 461{ a, 478 b, 490, 1042).
I have said that in the several modi£ed movements of the respiratory
muscles mentioned at the beginning of this section, all but two depend
upon irritations of the nervous centres prop~C'tflted through sensitive
nervous fibres from the lungs or other parts, and that, in all the C3SCS,
t/1e same excito-motory nerves bring the muscles into action. The two exceptions are voluntary laughing and yawning. In the former C3se, the
Miml, unlike involuntary laughing, rouses tlrn brain without the intervention of any sensitive nerves, and determines the nervous influence directly upon the muscles of the face through the excito-motory nerves;
which is also true of the bloodvcssels of the face in blushing, and of the
production of tears in weeping, though in the latter instances the nervous
influence is propagated upon the face and gland through motor fibres
,
·of the sympathetic nerve.
In ordinary yawning, which is exactly a modified form of respiration,
the l\:lind may have but little or no participation in the act, but it may
depend alone upon a physical impression transmitted from the lungs to
the nervous centres, along, perhaps, with a c.cincurring sense of unensine~ propagated from the voluntary muscles; or, if the l\.Iind participate,
as in its efforts to relieve a sense of weariness, the physical and mental
causes act in co-operation, just as happens in severe cases of asthma.
At other times, a very different chain of causation may be observed, and
where, also, the mental and physical causes appear to identify themselves, as it were, with each other, as in sympatlietic yawning, where one
yawns on seeing or hearing another yawn, or in talking about it; for,
in one case, an irritation is propagated both to the brain and l\iind
through the optic nerve, and in the other case through the auditory
nerve, and simult aneously the Mind conspires with the physical irritations in exciting the nervous influence, and directing it upon the muscles
of respiration. But a paroxysm of yawning may be readily consequent
upon simply thinking about it, as will probably be the case with many on
reading this statement; when the reader will, doubtless, feel quite assured
th3t his mind is as exclusively the cause in tbis instance, 3S the physical
irritation commonly is in ordinal"y yawning.
Just so, too, in respect to offensive odours, when they proch1ce 1.:omit-
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ing instead of S1Jne<tpe. In the former case the Mind may be more interested in the physiological effects than in the case of syncope from ~malo
gous odours; since the odours may be so far different in the two series
that disgust is in operation in one, but not in the other. A rose may
occasion syncope when just plucked f;om the bush, but vomiting only
when in a decaying state. The Mind, therefore, in the case of vomiting,
and the nervous influence, aro brought into simultaneous operation by
the transmitted impression, and the l\Iind then co-operates with the
physical impression and occasions a farther development of the nervous
power, and thus increases the intensity of that degree which is created
by the physical impression. But the odours may produce either vomiting or syncope, as also purging, by their own independent influence, and
in opposition to all resistance of the Mind; or, on the other hand, the
:Mind, as in breathing, yawning, and coughing, may be adequate to the
entire effect, for it will produce vomiting by reflecting upon the former
action of the odour, and which may have happened years antecedently.
Sympatlietic vomiting, on seeing or hearing another vomit, is mostly of
this nature; but here, too, as in the case of the odours, the mind alone
may determine an act of vomiting by simply reflecting upon a disgusting
spectacle which had at a former time upset the stomach (~ 230-233!,
475--}, 500 c-p, 514 b, c, l, m, 647~, 844, 892f, 902 l, 1066).
To render the foregoing readily intelligible to the student, fartl1cr explanations will be made. He has become sufficiently enlightened by the
demonstration to see that, in all the examples, the l\iind is necessarily
a substantive agent, acting of itself upon the brain. The nervous lnfluence which it develops, in the cases of vomiting, is exactly equivalent
to that which arises from the action of an emetic upon the stomach.
There is, however, one more link in the chain of causation in the former
than the latter case; for when the Mind is the exciting cause, the nervous power is first projected upon the mucous coat of the stomach, where
it irritates the organ after the manner of an emetic. This initation is
then reverberated, as in the case of the emetic, upon the nervous centre,
and thence reflected upon the abdominal muscles, diapbr::i.gm, and muscular coat of the stomach, by which they are brought into spasmodic
action. When vomiting is produced by tickling the tlt1'oat, the 1Ylind has
no connection with the effects, but the physiology is so exactly coincident with that which is relative to the l\Iind, that it goes with the rest
in showing how the Mind is necessarily a substantii:e, self-acting cause.
The chain of causation is the same here as in tho case of the l!ilincl, only
the first development of the nervous power is produced by the irritation
of the throat (§ 2331, 500 e-k, 514 b, c, 894-89G, 902 e-g).-NoTE D.
"\Vhenever vomiting springs from disturbance, or disease, or any novel
conditions of organs remote from the stomach and brain, the same chain
of causation obtains as in irritating the throat; the point of .Jeparture
being the affected part, and the nerves supplying it. a:e t_he 01:gans of
transmission to the nervous centres. \Vhen the lrntat1on, 111 these
physical cases, is thus made upon those cent.res, it is exactly cquiva1ent
to the mental irritation when the l\Iind is the remote cause of vomiting,
and the subsequent steps in the process are exactly the same in all the
cases. The sickness and vomiting which spring from sailing, whirling,
riding, &c., depend upon the same chain of influences. In these examples, the remote impressions which arc propagated to the brain arise, in
part~ from mechanical effects upon different organs, and they arc, in
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part, exerted directly upon the brain itself. In these instances, however,
the Mind often participates in developing the nervous influence, through
some emotion that grows out of the pf:iysical influencee; as may be known
1
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while, on the other hand, if one has made up bis mind to be sick, he
will surely be so, though in the midst of a calm. In the former case, the
development of the nervous influence by the motion of the vessel faUs
short of the intensity necessary to vomiting. And so of other analogous
causes; and so, too, when offensive odours, disgusting sights, &c., operate,
or when memory turns them again upon the stomach. In all such cases,
and in various conditions of disease (§ 1067), the l\Iind, by resolving
not to co-operate with the physical causes, or keeping down fear and
other depressing emotions, may often yield no little protection to the
stomach. In this counteracting influence of the l\lind we have, also,
another exemplification of its subslanti1:e existence and self-acting nature,
as contrasted with its co-operation with the same physical causes in
other cases (p. 78, 9 167 f, note, 1067 aa).-NOTE D p. 1114.
In section 514, l, an example occurs, corresponding with the foregoing,
in which the physiology of sneezing is shown when occasioned by the
Sun's light impinging upon the retina. Here the circuit of nervous influence is yery complex. And now observe bow perfectly the Mind will
do the same thing; since, by thinking intently upon a former paroxysm,
the mind will cle\·elop the nervous influence by its own direct action upon
the brain-will determine that influence upon the lining membrane of the
nose, and give rise to the same irri tation as the light of the Sun, or as
in the case of snuff; when t110 subsequent steps become alike in the several examples. The only apparent difference, so far as effects are concerned, between the physical and mental causes, consists in the self-acting
nature of the latter. The Mind, the nervous influence, and physical
agents are all on a par in principle, as it respects their character of sub·
stantive causes in relation to effects(§ 234, f, 475t, 64:7}, 500 k-p).
Such arc plain examples among a multitude of analogous ones. But
we must consider others less obvious, that Materialism may not oppose
us with specious problems in organic philosophy. It may be asked, for
instance, How will you explain the movcffient of the limbs during sleep
upon your doctrine? The ready answer is, exactly upon that doctrine,
since the facts arc of the same nature with those already stated. In
these cases the act may be either voluntary or involuntary; but, throughout, it arises from some impression made upon the nervous centres.
Sleep may not be so profound as to suspend entirely the action of the
·will; or, in other cases, the motion is owing, remotely, to some impression propagated from the limbs to the nervous centres. These remote
impressions arise from some constrained position, or analogous cause,
and may not awaken perception, or call the 'Vill into exercise; though,
doubtless, in most cases the Will is roused into action. If inYoluntary,
the phenomenon is then coincident, both as to cause and efiE:lct, with the
motions of decapitated an imals, as when, for example, a decapitated tur~
tlc draws up its leg on being pricked, or as a bird flutters or runs on
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of the substantive, self-acting nature of the 1\lind (§ 451, c, d).
Let us ne:\-t suppose that the :Materialist will demand of us an e:x:pla..
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nation, upon our general facts, of the influences which rJ,rc concerned in
sleeping in the erect posture, which is common to many animals. The
physiology of voluntary and involulltary respiration, and particularly of
the action of the constrictor muscles, and the exact coincidences between
the voluntary and involuntary acts in either case, supply, respectively,
an answer to the interrogatory. It is C\•idcnt, therefore, that in sleeping
in the erect posture, the muscles are placed by the \Vill in a state of
tension which determines upon them an unceasing nervous influence after the action of the "Will is suspended, and in a manner analogous to
that which holds the sphincter muscles in a state of permanent contraction(§ 514 g, 516 d, No. 6, § 902 k).. Indeed, there is always, as in the
case of the latter, a certain degree of involuntary nervous influence operating upon the voluntary muscles, by which their antagonism is bal:mcccl .
This is shown by the division of nerves, as when those of one side of
the face are divided, or paralyzed, the muscles lose their relation to those
of the opposite side. Another example occurs in the wry-neck.
The same explanation is applicable to the contracted leg of tlrn bird,
in roosting.* The whole principle, in aU its variety of manifestations,
according to the nature of the animal and the uses of parts, has its foundation in consummate Design. The modifications in difforent species of
anim::i.ls correspond wjth those of Instinct, and arc full of instruction to
the contcmplati ve mind. Their final cause belongs to the same inscrutable system of Designs as the varieties in Instinct itself; and, if we
may not trace out the exact mechanism, or the remote causes in all the
cases, there are a multitude of analogous facts which haye been clearly
ascertained, and which as clearly interpret the less demonstrable problems to every right thinking mind (§ 234, a-h). The route of the nervous influence among the organic viscera, and even among the voluntary
muscles, is often eluding the knife of the anatomist(§ 233~-); and well
may he sometimes despair of success, yet rest in the conviction that Nature operates by general laws, when he considers the fact that the "Will
determines its influence upon whatever voluntary part it chooses, isolatin g many intermediate nerves, or electing one only and far remote from
its own seat of operation. And so he shall equally find it in organic
life, where the Passions play their part, at one moment upon the heart,
at another upon the skin, or kidneys, or genital organs, or raise the blush
of modesty in the capillaries of the face, or strike us dead in an instant;
and be may witness far greater demonstrations of the same principle in
the operation of remedial agents (§ 852-888, 894-905).-N OTE A.
\Ve draw to a close. If the discussion have been protracted, it has
been clue to the magnitude and the novelty of the subject. \Ve might
have rested the demonstration upon the operations of the J!ilind in its
function of willing alone, were there a ready acquiescence in the logic of
facts. Through these endless manifestations we almost sec the Tliinldng
Being enthroned upon the great centre of the nen ous system, wielding
at its inexpressible pleasure, and through the instrumentality of its organ, that amazing power which as far surpasses electricity in the compass and variety of phenomena, as the effulgence of Reason transcends
the glimmerings of Instinct. The Will but commands(§ 1072, b), and
Reason may be chnined for hours to some abstract process, or tumultuous passion settles down in tranquil submission. \Vith inconceivable
rapidity of action it directs all the muscular movements which form the
various feats of dexterity, the flight of animals, and the melody of song.
1
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And let us consider, also, as we ponder upon these things, how exactly
the mind graduates the force of every muscle which it brings into action,
varying through every imaginable degree from the slightest touch to the
dcath·strugglc of the combatant (§ 234 c-!t, 23.5).
Who, then, shall be so unjust to his Reason as to imagine that all this
wonderful display of a single function of the Mind is the material prod·
uct of chemical mutations of the brain, or of any organic function of
that organ, and without a conceivable cause of the cerebral process!
DEMONSTRATION OF INSTINCT, A:XD ITS DISTL~CTION FRQ)I TOE SOUL.•

§ 1078, a. In what I have said in the former part of this work of the
distinct nature of the Soul and Instinctive Principle, and·oftheir connection with the main central part of the nenous system, my remarks have
referred to their immediate relations to the body, as established· through
the cerebra-spinal and ganglionic systems (§ 234 f, 24-1, 500, &c. ). At
section 500, p, the deductions are made from a variety of facts, though
not altogether susceptible of direct proof. They involve a critical analysis of the various phenomena of which they arc predicated, both in their
relations to Reason and to the mere Principle of Instinct. But 1 however
some acts of intcllection in man may require the co-operation of the
brain more than other mental processes, there can 1,:ie no doubt that every
act of the Mind and of Instinct is the result of an inscrutable concurrence between the self-acting cause and the organ Ol"'Cr-which it presides.
It may be now said, also, that the brain is subservient to the Soul, independently of its relations to the body, in all its higher functions, while it
manifests no such subserviency in animals; nor have I any doubt that
all the facts warrant the conclusion that the nervous power is as well
concerned in the functions of the higher faculties as it demonstrably is
in the acts of the
and the Passions. The instrumentality of the
brain in the former case comes through the property of the Soul which
is known as perception, and to which the senses are subordinate. The
same property belongs, also, to animals; and so far as mere sensation is
concerned, or as it may give rise to volition in its simple relation to animal life, the results are apparently the same in man and animals. 13ut
it goes no farther in animals, though in man Perception, as resulting from
sensation, is the great fulcrum of Reason, and the fountain of intellectual
knowledge. But that knowledge garnered up, every avenue to the l\find
may be shut, and the harvest of facts remains, and may be now multiplied, cultivatcd 1 embellished by the exercise of Reason alone upon the
organ through which the elementary knowledge had come. It may now
summon a host of intellectual images, and render them tributary to those
abstruse processes by which the laws of the Universe are scanned, and
Mind itself analyzed and understood. This is abundantly manifested in
the early displays of genius, where knowledge from external sources is
just in its dawn. It is fatal to the doctrine of cerebral images.
But no such phenomena ever marked the highest cultivation of Instinct.
It is all Instinct with animals, while this Principle is only feebly shadowed
forth in man(§ 241). And this leads me to indicate the most fundamental
distinction, in a physiological sense, between the Soul of man and the
Instinct of animals; nor am I aware of any well-founded exception to
the distinction which I make. Among the latter, the whole sum of ins_tinctive proces.ses is limited exclusii·ely to t/1e wants ancl the uses of llie body.
'Vbate\·cr may be the fundamental cause, it is in complete operation at
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the moment of birth, when its dawning has scarcely begun in the human
race(§ 241, c). It is as perfect and comprehensive in the Ant as in the
Chimpanzee. Each species of animal, and all the individuals respectively,
carry out an ordained plan of existence, and this is the compass of their
knowledge. From thn.t particular path Instinct never di\•erges. It has
no higher aim in the brute than the mere perpetuity of organic life, and
it never operates without manifesting effects, either active or passive, in
the mechanism of animal life. That is its grand characteristic, and its
broadest contradistinction from the l\iind of man. It terminates there;
and Reason, therefore, must prompt the conclusion that the Instinctive
Principle perishes with the body. But how different with the Soul,
which spans the sciences, rolls up its vast acquisitions through all gener~
ations, and sees in itself the "IMAGE of God." All its noblest functions
have no relation whatever to the uses of the body. The untutored Savage
has all the perfection of life that is enjoyed by a Newton, and greater
instinct. Ile may become a Newton without a gain to his physical
wants, but with some loss of his well-disciplined instinct. Here, in the
exercise of Reason, all physiological analogies fail, while C\'ery impulse
of Instinct demonstrates its subordination to physiological laws. When
Reason operates, there is no participation of the nerves, as in the case
of Instinct, no influences seen upon any part of the organism. \Vc look
upon its manifestations as emanating apparently from itself alone. And
since there is nothing in the manifestations of the 'Viii when it operates
alone in the processes of Reason that denotes any influence upon the
animal mechanism, as is always the case in animals, and since, also,
that influence is strongly displayed in man when the action of the Will
refers to the organs of volition, this distinction between its intellectual
and physical functions corresponds exactly with my inductions in regard
to the geneml constitution of the Soul, and the relation which it bears
in other aspects to the body. Hence, we may again conclude incidentally that, by parity of reason as it respects the uses of Instinct, th e Soul,
which in its highest faculties is useless to the body, will continue to
exist without the aid of organic life. And, if I may deviate, for a moment, from my physiological ground, to final causes of a moral nature,
I would ref~r to the manifest design of animals for the human race, as
a farther proof of their absolute extinction when those ends arc fulfilled;
and, on the other band, to the noble ancl sublime objects of man in his
no less obvious companionship with God, as equally conclusfre of the
perpetuity of his being.
Nevertheless, th e analogies between the Soul and the Principle of Instinct arc such (§ 24:1, b), that if one be a. distinct, substantive, self-acting
agent, so must be the other. But their great practical final causes, independently of our other facts, are broad, fundamental distinctions between
them; nor have these distinctions, within my knowledge, been hitherto
indicated. It is only, however, a display of the common law of analogies
which prevails throughout organic nature. The coincidences and distinction between Reason and Instinct are far less remarkable than the corresponding analogies and distinctio?s which ~re supplie~ by org.anic life
in its greatest extremes; for there ts not a smgle orgamc function of a
comprehensive nature performed by man that is not equally so by the
lowest plant. 'Vi th greater reason, therefore, should we argue the identity of :Man and Plants than of the Soul and Instinct• (Sec Note p. 873).
•As rm exnmple of the assumptions and sophistry of those who reject the Soul, take
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§ 1078, b. I am finally conducted to other and still more definite contradistinctions between the Soul and the Instinctive Principle, and where
it will probably appear, also, that the brain co-operates less in tbe higher
acts of intellcction than has been common ly supposed. But the l\lind,
in all its functions, is not only more or less dependent upon its associate
organ, but the influences which it is capable of e:xerfo1g upon it in consequence, and thence upon the whole organism, are among the facts
which form a. broad distinction between the Soul and the Instinctive
Principle. Nor can it be doubted that the full exercise of the Mental
Faculties, as well as of Instinct, requires, in a general sense, a natural
condition of the brain oi· its equivalent; and the greatest displays of the
foL·mcr are apt to be seen where the organ is denloped beyond the com·
mon standard. To these general facts, howe"er, there are important
exceptions, several examples of which, as aris.iog from organic disease
and injuries, may be seen in Medical and Pl1ysiological Commentaries, vol. ii.,
p. 139, 'note. Equally true is it, also, that, from the co-operation of the
8oul and the brain in the processes of Reason, excessirn exercise of the
1\Iind is felt injuriously in the organs of organic life, and too often permanently felt. The proper development of the brain is, also, arrested;
and thus, in its turn, the l\.Uncl suffhs a corresponding injury. Our genera l premises lead to this conclusion, am.I our primary schools confirm
the principle in a lamentable amount of broken constitutions and smothered intellect. This, too, is one of our evidences of the substanti"c, self.
acting nature of the Soul ; and although the InstinctiYe Principle is
equally self-acting, we here come upon the remarkable distinction that
nothing like the foregoing bas ever been witnessed from the severest discipline of Instinct. The Soul alone supplies these phenomena; :ma, from
its incessant operation in undermining health, or disturbing the natural
action of the organic viscera, it must be regarded as separating the Soul
antl Instinct widely from each other.-NOTE Hn p . 1138.
Ancl this leads us to observe another and greater distinction; for,
while the development of the Mental Faculties is retarded by overtasking the Mind in early life, just the contrary effect obtains in animals.
By untiring zeal, and the lash of instruction, Instinct is often susceptible of influences in the i1~fancy of animals, and only tlien; but here, again,
it is just the reverse with Reason in the infancy of man. This distinction is also of a. radical nature when compared with the improvements
of Reason at later periods of life; for what has been supposed to be a
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"culti1.:ation of Instinct" is, in reality, no such thing, since it subscrves
no useful purpose, nnd manifests itself only under the special influences,
respectively, by which the several impressions were originally produced.
The cc tricks," &c., of the animal, whenever there is a clcvintion from the
natural operation of Instinct, require suggestions from the associate causes~
Unlike the improvements of the H.ational Faculty, the artificial condition~
oflnstiuct do not operate without the excitements of the priiMry causes,
or their cquivn.lcnts, ancl then always in exact conformity with the nature
of the external cause. In other words (for tbe distinction is impOrtant),
Reason acts independently of remote causes; the artificial.conditions of
Instinct require the agency of such causes to bring them into renewed
manifestations. In the former case the senses may not be intCrcsted; i~
the latter, impressions must always be made upon sense (as in seeing and
hearing), and transmitted to the brain, or some equivalent nervous centre, when Instinct will operate in an automatic manner.* It is only a
display of those low analogies between Instinct and the Soul to which I
have referred. Imitation, in a higher sense, as seen in parrot-talking,
belongs to the same principle. But in these cases it is more constitutional, on account of the natural prating of the bird. It thus becomes
ingrafted upon its notes, and will therefore display itself as an offspring
of nature, and as a matter of habit, and without any extraneous prompting. 'Vhat is thus acquired from man by the parrot and magpie, rmd
which has been supposed, even by llli·. Locke, to evince n Rational Faculty, is derived by other birds from other songsters, particularly by the
American mocking-bird and cat-bird, who appropriate the notes of many
other warblers. Now, there is nothing more in parrot-talking tlrnn in
these last examples, and the latter is just as much an C\'idcnce of n
rational faculty as the former. Tbe examples go towards the illustration of our subject in showing how Instinct is adapted to the peculiarities of organization in different animals, while man, through his Ration::tl
Faculties, may originate an endless variety of vocal music, and construct
languages for himself(§ 241, b).
§ 1078, c. E\·en the promptings of Instinct, which impel animals to
eearch after food, whether for present or future use, have their origin in
present sensations. ' Vhnt is prospective in this respect is just as impulsive as migration, and as little allied to the course of Henson. The
same physiological influences of hunger, in regard to immediate wants,
operate in the infancy of man, though with none of that discrimination
which distinguishes the infant animal ; for the human infant will as
readily suck at all things else as at the breast. Its apparent instinctive
impulses go no farther than the movement of the mouth; and that is all
the display of instinct it evinces, unless farther shown by its cries when
hunger is unappeased.
Again: as soon as Reason obtains its development, it displays an endless variety of inventions for the sustenance of life, which are wholly irrespective of associations with the original physiological incitements, but
which must be forever a recurring cause to the animal. Whatcyer simi litude m.ay seem to ex ist between the acts of Reason and the acts of Instinct in procuring food, or in providing for the future, organic influences arc interested in the latter as often as hunger returns; and, so far
the processes are dependent in animals upon the inscrutable constitution of Instinct, they are contrad istinguishecl from all the analogous manifestations in man by their undeviating uniformity in animals, and :tc-
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cording, also, to the species of animals, while, also, all the indi\'iduals of
a species pursue a common and uniform way. Thus, many species lay
wait to entrap their food, and although variously according to the nature of the species, all the individuals of a species act exactly in a certain
way, while others pursue a different course, and neither takes forecast beyond the present sensation of hunger; while in some species which subsist on vegetable food, the principle operates seemingly after the sagacious
manner of Reason in providing for their future wants.
§ 1078, d. And here we come upon nnotber, and very broad distinction between the Soul and Instinctive Principle; for, as admitted by all,
the greater the development of the brain in man, so, in a general sense,
are the manifestations of Reason, and therefore a forecast in animals
in Jaying up food, if at all allied to Reason, shou ld predominate in those
which have the greatest amount of brain ; and here, if in any respect,
there should be the greatest display of Hcason. 13ut it is just otherwise
with all the superior animals, who take no tbougllt for the morrow, what
they shall eat; while in the bee and ant, where there arc only ganglia
for the nervous centres, there is an anticipation of the future in providing
for the young which surpasses any thing known of the human race.
·what variety, too, in the structures which they rear for their progeny,
according to the particular species in each genus, but always the same
with each species. And then the food-just as methodically ofa precise
kind as the act of providing it. The whole history of thefostinctivc acts
of the elephant or the lion may be written in an hour; but Huber found
a .good.sized book necessary for the amazing operations of the common
honey-bee. lie described the doings of a hive, and that description tells
the precise history of all past and of all future hives. The diversified
acts of this insect, and according as it may be queen, male, or drone, seem
like the complex movements of some elaborate machinery, which, when
wound up, runs on in one precise way till it runs down. And still more
estranged from Reason, and utterly beyond its grasp, is the return of the
bee to its hive through miles of trackless air, and the unerring flight
of the carrier pigeon ; nor arc any of the higher animals capable of this
amazing achievement, which, also, grows immediately out of the physiological arrangements for acquiring food.
§ 1078, e. The correspondence between the peculiarities of Instinct
and the mechanism in animal and organic life is so remarkably full and
perfect in its design, and so unlike any of tLc manifestations of the Human Mind in their connection with the organs and functions of either
division of life, that a glance at the former will contribute farther aid in
distinguishing the Soul from the Instinctive Principle, and in proving
the absolute existence of Instinct as a. distinct essence of the brute creation. If we may any where detect the Rational Faculty among animals, it should be found in the phenomena that are relative to their
means and modes of subsistence.
Now it will be found that, in every species of animal, the prompting&
of Instinct in the pursuit of food have a direct relation to the peculiarities that exist in the organization of the stomach, and the modifications
of the special endowments of the gastric juice in each of the species (as
set forth in section 353), by whic~ one species is enabled to convert flesh,
another nuts, another hay, &c., mto one homogeneous substance called
chyme, and which, from man to the lowest tribes of wann·blooded animals, at least, is apparently alike in all, whatever the nature and the
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variety of the food. Bllt the agreement between man and animals is
li mited to that result in _its connection with the cligestivc apparatus, and
as it relates to the mamtenance of organic life. 'Vliat is true of the
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way true of the Human l\lind; for the latter operates, in this respect,
according to acts which involve the exercise of judgment, reflection, comparison, &c., and very variously, also, according to individual suggestions
of Reason, Passion, love of sensual gratifications, the ex igencies of discase, &c.
Since, therefore, Instinct has its special constitution conforming to the
organization of the stomach and the peculiarities of the gastric juice, we
shall see how far it is related in its peculiarities to other varieties in the
mechanism of organic life, by considering how all these varieties in every
species, respectively, have an equally direct reference as the peculiarities
of Instinct, to the special organization of the stomach, and special constitu tion of the gastric juice. If, therefore, such be the rela.tion of the
whole mechanism of animals, both organic and animal, to the special
condition of the stomach and gastric juice in their adaptations to the
varieties of food in the several species, it is obvious that Instinct in all
the species, respectively, must be constituted with a corresponding reference to every part of the organic whole. Now, an intestine, claw, boof1
tooth, or any bone of an unknown animal being given, we may construct
a skeleton, say from the bone, that shall be true to nature in all its parts.
We may thus proceed to cover it with muscles, provide it with claws or
hoofs, and special kinds of teeth, &c., and, lnstly, we can tell from that
tooth, or claw, or hoof, or other bone, wlrn.t was the stru cture of the digestive apparatus, and to what kind of food the gastric juice was specifically adapted, and what were the peculiar Instinct and h abits of the
~nim.al ; so special is the adaptation of all other parts of the organ ism,
both in an imal and organ ic life, to the peculiarities of the stomach in
every species, and so exactly conformable are the I nstincts and habits of
animals to all that vast range of physical peculiarities in the several
species respectively.
The forego ing is also true of man ns it relates to organization. But
who cou ld surmise from any part, or from the whole of his organism,
that he is endowed with Rational Faculties, or with any thing more
than what is common to brute animals~ H erc begins, abruptly, a total
distinction between man and anim als-noth ing whatever in the mechanism of either to denote the ending of one or th e beginning of the other.
Nothing, indeed, but analogy, founded upon observation, enables us to
affirm with certainty the same principles of extinct species of ::mimals.
Nothing but observation in forms us of either the physical ormentalfonctions; for neither could have been deduced from structure alone. And
yet analogy is so perfect a guide where the continuity of the chain is
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in relation to Instinct snaps in man. This might render it difficult, if
not impossible, to know the great fact, had all th~ species o~ qua~ruma
nous animals become extin ct before man began his observations rn natural hi!'tory. The subseq uent discovery of the skeleton of a chimpanzee
would doubtless have been regarded as an unanswerable proof that there
had been, at least, other beings upon earth besides the hum an race who
LL L
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had enjoyed tha prerogati vcs of Reason, and so a. descending analogy
imagined down to the polypi.* But, the chimpanzee is a thousand times
less endowed with Instinct than the honey-bee; and we have seen that
tbe sense of instinctive promptings throughout all animal tribes is concerned about objects which Reason regards as only tributary to those
immeasurably higher occupations of the Sou l which have no relation
whatever to those of the Instinctive Principle.-NOTE PP p. 1142.
§ 1078,.f. However the foregoing branch of our inquiry(§ 1078, c)
may be pursued, it will always result in the same uniform way. Consider, for example, the correspondence between the Instincts of animals
and their weapons of offence and defence; each species of animals, and
all the individuals of a species, acting defensi\'cly 01· offensively according to the special weapons with which they are provided. These means
of preservation have a direct reference to organic life, and Instinct, therefore, is adapted to the nature of the means. The various provisions are
not only such as are actively employed, both for the purpose of procuring
food and for self-preservation, like the weapon of the sword-fish, claws,
the poison of serpents, &c., but others for the simple object of self-protection, such as horns, the quills of the porcupine, the armour of the
rhinoceros,.the sting of bees, the galvanism of tbe electrical eel, the ink
of the cuttle-fish, &c. Again, certain :mimuls, and many of them of
inferior orders, as some species of cockroaches, some of worms, often affect the appearance of death when closely pursued; and when this is
seen in one animal, it is, as in the preceding cases, common to all the
individuals of the species. 1\Iany other animals that keep near the
ground are protected by their colour, and the animal, when alarmed, lies
close. In all the cases there is a manifest unity of designs which conspire together for the well-being of organic life. 'Vhatevcr may be the
means of defence, of offence, of flight, or of whatever variety or modification, they arc adapted to all the mechanism in animal life, to special
sensation, &c., and according to the whole will be the special promptings oflnstinct.-NoTE C p. 1113.
§ 1078, g. Fear, therefore, operates in animals impulsively, while in
man it is the result of judgment, reflection, comparison, and his modes
of defence are suggested accordingly. Observe, also, another fact relative to fear, which equally separates Instinct from the Soul. The young
animal will turn from danger about as impulsively as the adult, while
the human infant will thrust its hand into the blaze of a candle sooner
than it will seize the nourishment that is simultaneously offered. In animals, indeed, the most exquisite sensitiveness to danger prevails, transcending even the promptings of hunger. Its predominance is designed alone
for the preservation of organic life, and such arc their exposures, and so
limited their conceptions, that it is made to operate with great uniformity and instantaneousness. In man, on the contrary, its impulses are
comparatively feeble and slow, and so far as it obtains, it aims at a Yariety of objects which are determined by the decisions of Reason. The
principle, in animals, is evidently allied to ~hat characteristic which directs their migrations, and the homeward fhght of the bee.
The manifest dependence, in man, of a sense of da.nger, and his expedients for self-protection, upon the Rational l<'acu1ties, has led to comparisons of certain Instinctive perceptions of danger in animals, with a view
to the identity of Instinct and Reason, of which one of the strongest is
often seen in the elephant on crossing a bridge, or embarking on a steam-
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boat, as he fir.st presses the bridge or the boat with a single foot to learn
their stability. But this example is peculiarly adapted to our purpose,
since Instinct is here constituted with a reference to the weight of the
animal, who would be otherwise exposed to frequent injuries; and the
associations that are indispensable to safety arc early formed. But they
go no farther, and this particular demonstration is seen only in animals
that may break a bridge or sink a boat. It is, therefore, only an instance
of the ordinary impulsive associations which arc always in operation in
cases of danger, and is exactly similar to the careful tread of the smoothshod horse when about stepping upon ice, or the wariness of the fo:ir:: and
the rat in eluding the trap, or the various expedients of the squirrel in
dodging the sportsman, or the cautious nibble of the fish, &c. The varieties in these examples arc almost as great as the species of animals,
and they all belong to the exquisite intuitive principle which warns them
of approaching danger. It is often seen, indeed, in the aspect of mutual
protection among animals of the same species, when it always operates
according to the nature of the species. The crow has his sentinel, .and
the affrighted ant communicates its alarm by a peculiar touch of its
companion, which spreads with rapidit.y from one to another, till the
whole hive is quickly thrown into this paroxysmal movement. '.And
now, if this analysis be pursued through an obvious series of analogies,
it will be found that the habits of bees in relation to their queen, and
many other remarkable problems in the history of Instinct, arc allied to
the principle which I have just considered.
§ 1078, It. Another shade of difference in the general principle occurs
in an example which has been presented by Metaphysicians to illustrate
the supposed identity of Instinct and Ueason. It is that of a dog, who
has appeared, when making for a drifting boat, to by out the plan of
first ascending the bank of a stream aborn the boat, that the distance
between himself and the object may compensate for the motion of the
water, which would otherwise carry him below his destination. I present the example in its strongest light, and as implying 'all that can be
surmised of a rational process in animals. But, with all instances of a
simibr nature, it falls within the common Jaws of the Instinctive Principle, which are just so far operative, according to the species of animal,
as shall subserve the exigencies of life. In the case of the dog, this animal is more or less addicted to the water (es~cially the individual in
question), and his Instinct is therefore adapted to the emergencies that
may attend that temporary mode of life. He early acquires, in consequence, an impulsirn apprehension of the effoets of strong currents of
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of safety and of want, and is exactly parallel wi~h t~at where. all dogs
will elect a bridge of 500 feet in preference to SW1mmmg the width of a
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by the desire of bathing, he neglects the bridge ~nd takes to the. wa~cr.
Various prejudices and misapprehensions relative to supposed rnstrnctivo acts abound in the community, who arc prone to the most favourab le
comparison of the brute ,vith his lordly associa~e. The rarity o~ apparent evidences of Reason in brutes, and the enjoyment of what is thus
unexpected and wonderful, lead the multitude to seize upon what is accidental and carry it to the account of Instinct. An example ?f this,
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which has often gone the round of the public, is that of the elephant and
the apple, where the tempting morsel, being just beyond the grasping
range of the animal's trunk, was made, by a forcible projectile blow, to
rebound within its reach from an opposite wall. This has been thought
to be but little inferior to a game at billiards. But it was simply an
act of irritation, the blow being designed in the same resentment as
when an angry man loses all reason and castigates n. stone that has
caused him an injury.-NoTE Pp. 1121.
§ 1078, i. The Spcculatist points to the care with wl1ich animals provide for their young, and the great resemblance between them and man
in parental attachments, as an evidence of the supposed identity of Reason and Instinct. But I answer that this is much more seeming than
real, and that howe\•cr the principle may have an ultimate reference to
the well-being of organic life in the infancy of man, it embraces in him
far loftier objects, and prompts to an endless variety of useful purposes
in the care of his progeny which have not the least connection with the
exigencies of life, but which, on the contrary, are relative to the culture,
the enjoyments, the morality, the Religion, the eternal welfare of the
Spiritual part. It follows them through all the stages and vicissitudes
of life, rejoices in their happiness, and grieves for their adversities.
When intercourse fails, every expedient is devised, from the tardy messenger to the electric telegraph, to impart renewed expressions of affection, and fresh hopes of prosperity. And how is it on the part of the
offspring? Docs not every heal't beat responsively to the Divine command to "honour thy father and thy mother?" And can there be a
broa4er distinction between the attachments of animals and of mankind
than what Scripture implies and what man pursues? The YCry attachments which man contracts for fayourite animals flow from the Divine
sentiment which is impressed upon his Soul And then all that display
of sympathy and friendship among companions of mutual thoughts, or of
heartfelt kindness towards the faithful and trusty servant, or the universal characteristic known as the sentiment of humanity-where, I say,
shall we look for the dawning of these mental attributes in the constitution of Instinct? And wherein are the instinctive movements of animals towards their offspring related to human affections? Simply for
the prcscrrntion of life, ancl thus incidentally for the perpetuation of the
species, as conclusively shown by the total and abrupt disappearance of
brute attachments as soon as the offSpring can provide for and protect
themselves, and this, too, at ordained times according to the species of
animal. Nay more; parents and off5pring mutually abandon each other
at allotted times, and turn upon each other. The principle is seen in
full opemtion, and in its largest extent, in the bird while hatching her
eggs. She may be in expectation, though she may have had no more
experience in the fin::tl result than the bee on its return after its first
wandering from the hive; nor is there any more similitude with the operations of reason in tlie one case than the other; she will as readily sit
upon counterfeit eggs as her own till her time of" reckoning" is up, and
then abandon them.
§ 1078, k. The same distinction (§ 1078, 1) exists between the love of
the sexes in the human race and what is observed of the sexual relations in the brute creation, and is not less opposed than our other facts
to the assumed identity of Beason and Instinct. Like all else in relation
to the latter, the impulse is totally restricted to the perpetuation of or-
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ganic life. In the human species the same impulse is as a spark in a
blaze of fire. The principle of love takes in its scope the loftiest sentiments of Mind, and anticipates all the intellectual endearments of domestic society, and yields a grateful tribute to its munificent Author. If
there be a low analogy, it is of the lowest grade, and is nearly lost in the
sublimity of its intellectual accompaniments. Nor can there be a parallel suggested between Reason aud ~nstinct more degrading to man, or
more unjust to his 1\Iaker, or more characteristic of a perverted mind,
than that which is so often drawn in respect to human and brute affections. Yet he who makes it has a better opinion of himself, and only
th inks so of the rest of his race.
§ 10i8, l. And this leads me to speak of the very remarkable distinction between the Soul and Instinctive Principle known as Conscience. I
employ the term jn its popular acceptation, ns meaning the ability and
the impulse of man to decide on the lawfulness or unlawfulness of his
own actions and affections, and to instantly approve or condemn them
according to their nature. Nothing like this has ever been observed in
animals. It is purely intellectual, and has a clear reference to the moral,
Religious, and social condition of the human race. It may be said, however, to be apparent iu some animals, as when the dog, for example, manifests a sense of wrong when he surprises the game in a manner opposed
to his instruction, or does other analogous acts. But this manifestation
happens only under the influence of those physical causes which led him
to act more habitually in a different manner. The sense of wrong does
not originate from the act, or on account of the act, but is excited by
the presence of his master, whom he associates with the suffering which
he endured when his Instinct was undergoing discipline, and thus resolves itself into a dread of punishment. It is therefore exactly analogous to all the other functions of Instinct which I have indicated, and
forms the limit of associations of which animals are capable.-NoTE P.
§ 1078, m. And what shall be said of that other principle, scarcely
less universal and impulsirn than conscience-a love of Fame and a desire to li ve in the memory of posterity? The question becomes ridicu lous in its application to animals, and is hardly less so, in an abstract
sense, ns it relates to man. But, as an incentive to laudable action, it is
a noble offspring of Reason, and as significant of the Soul's immortality
it rises into sublimity.
§ 1078, n. And what of Religion 1 \Vhat of the universal desire of
immortality~ \Yhat of a sense of dependence upon a Superior Being?
It may be safely atlinned that an imals have no other knowledge of their
own existence than what arises from present sensations; and shou ld a
ch impanzee be seen bowing even to an idol, it would be a greater phenomenon than the expostu lation of Balaam's ass.
§ 1078, o. Even memory, as it belongs to animals, is nothing but an
association awakened by some present impression upon the senses. It is
indispensable, however, to many of their wants and ~1abits, an.d hcn~c is
so strongly pronounced in many species t.hat they .wtll recogmzc Objects
after a. separation for long intervals of time, part1cu~arly where stro~g
impressions had been made, as between the dog and In s master, and w1l.d
beasts and their former keepers. In man, on the contrary, memory is
often relative alone to acquirements which the mind has made through
its own processes of reflection, and they may be as vast and profound as
the elaborate inductions which led to tlic disco,·ery of the universal law
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of gravitation, and thence to the calculn.tiou of the existence of the planet
Neptune. Nor does memory, in man, require any extraneous aid, like the
apparently corresponding function in animals. It is a rationul function
in one, independent of sense; an instinctive one in the other, and dependent upon sense. In one, it always involves an exercise of Reason, and
often a vast complex.ity of ideas; in the other, it is simply rcfative to the
single impression which had been transmitted to the brain by some external cause, and which can be recalled only by renewed applications of
the same or analogous causes.• By extending the analysis in this manner, it will be seen that it is all Soul in man, and all Instinct in animals.
§ 1078, p. But the most curious problem in the history of Instinct is
its natural mutations in certain animals, and which carry with them an
abundant proof of the radical distinctions between that Princi pie and the
Soul, and that the former is designed for the mere purposes of organic
life. I shall therefore give to the subject a greater consideration than
would be otherwise expedient.
This characteristic is · seen, especially, in animals that are subject to
metamorphosis, though in many of the instances the changes of organization and the modifications of Instinct are far greater than in others. The
strongest examples occur in insects, a large proportion of which lrnxe four
stages of existence: the egg, the larva 1 the pupa, and the imago, with
corresponding instinctive habits in the last three. Where the metamorphose$ arc most remarkable, as in the foregoing examples, some of the
organs undergo mutations that require a change in the stimuli of life
which could not be realized without corresponding adaptations of Instinct. This is also more conspicuously illustrated by the difference in
the wants and habits of those animals which at one period breathe in
the water with gills, or analogous organs, and subsequently in the air
with lungs.
Now these metamorphoses are as much the exact result of determinate
laws, ingrufted upon an original constitution of life, as the development
of the human ovum, or the seed of a plant; nor are they in any respect
more fluctuating or less circumscribed(§ 72, 1051); and so a corresponding law obtains in respect to Instinct, through which the promptings of
Instinct shall harmonize with those modifications of organic life that distinguish the several stages of metamorphosis. In all the cases, from the
plant to the insect, and from the insect to man, the metamorphoses or
other developments, and modifications of life, take place in one uniform
way, according to the species of animal or plant. A potential whole,
embracing all the special conditions necessary to the progressive changes
from the ovum, through the larva and pupa to the fly, and in all analogous instances, is as perfect in the most mutable tribes as in the ova of
the highest order of animals, or in the seeds of plants; and, since there
can be no departure from a precise and uniform succession of developments in any of the species, respectively, we ah;;o learn that there is no
transmutation of species, nor even an introduction of varieties(§ 1051,
prim01·dial cell).-Non: Pr p. 1142.
In respect to the various physical agents required by animals subject
to metamorphosis, according to their several stages, the principle is alike
ingrafted upon the ovurn, and equally so in the case of man, by which
his development is started by one kind of vital stimulus, and is farther
conducted through fcctal life by another kind, while a variety obtain af~
ter independent life begins. It is a. metamorphosis in all(§ 63-81).
*NOTi>Hup. II38.
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This brings us to the part icular application of our subject, the simple
subserviency of Instinct to the exigencies of organic life. Here it is, in
the well-marked metamorphic animals, that it is distinctly seen that all
its modifications keep pace, pari passu, with the changes of organization,
and that the law is exactly coincident with that which respects the
changes of structure, nnd is designed alone to fulfil the necessities of the
latter. They equally spring from a common principle of mutation im planted in the germ.
§ 1078, q. There remains to be consiclerecl the comparative independence of the Soul in the exercise of its highest functions; when, also, certain anatomical facts between man and animals will be reviewed for the
purpose of contrasting them in yet other relations to the Soul and Instinct.
Although there be a co-operation of the brain with the Soul in all
acts of intellection, it does not follow from what has been said that the
Hational may not act in greater independence of the organ than the Instinctive faculty. Just otherwise, indeed; for my argument to this effect is founded, in part, upon the distinctions which I have indicated between the Soul and Instinct, and upon what I am about to say of the
general coincidence between the brain of man and of the highest orders of animals, though an opposite conclusion has been deduced from
this relation. But the inference as to the equal dependence o.f the operations of the Soul and Instinct upon a concurrent action of the brain or
its equivalent has also depended upon a neglect of the distinction in their
attributes, or an assumption that there is no difference. The analogy
in such a case would be sound and conclusive so far as it respects man
and the approximate animals. l3ut our premises arc indisputable, that
all the 11igher acts of intellection, everything which falls within the
province of Reason, have no existence in animals. It is the 9nly thing,
indeed, which essentially distinguishes man from the brute, and would
be in itself conclusi"·e against the somewhat prevailing doctrine that man
was once a. member of the quadrumanous race. 'Ve ba,·e also seen that
Instinct is more eompre~ensive in many insects where a ganglion takes
the place of a brain, and far more allied in its operations to the plans
of Reason, than in the highest order of animals, and is often as mature
in the new-born as in the a.dult being; and since, also, the organization
of the brain of the higher animals is greatly like that of man, but without any of hjs intellectual functions, we must logically conclude that
what is so absolutely peculiar to the Soul, and, as generally granted,
allied to God Himself, acts in greater independence of the brain than
does simple Instinct. But, so inscrutable are its connections, as well
as those of Instinct, with the organ in which it resides, that I shall not
trespass beyond the limits which arc prescl·ibed by observation . Our
facts terminate abruptly at this point, and mystery begins. l3ut we may
pursue the facts, and reason upon them a upon the most tangiLlc evidence. 'Ve will therefore interrogate other proof in support ofmyconclusions.-NoTES Pr p. 1142 1 QQ p. 1145.
'Ve have seen that every variety of cerebral structure, from its appl"oximation to man's in the higher animals to its disappearance in a scarcely
appreciable ganglion in the lower tribes, is attended throughout with undeviating and perfect manifestations of Inst~nct, thou~h accord ing to the
nature of the animal, while they are only clun ly seen. m the human species. This, in respect to Instinct, is conformable with all analogy as it
regards other organs where the results depend upon anatomical strncturc
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acting through the principle of Organic Life. There is every variety,
for example, in the organization of the liver, from its greatest elaboration in man and the higher animals until we meet with it in the lower
orders as a bundle of tubes or a simple sac. Yet in all it generates a
product which is nearly the same, and which performs the same office
throughout. And so of the kidneys, salivary glands, stomach, &c.
So far the analogy is complete between Instinct and its organ and the
Principle of Life and all parts of the body which that Principle animates.
But Instinct, as we have seen (§ 1076, a-c), must not, therefore, be confounded with organic products. The analogy, inclccd, goes with our
other facts in showing that it is the cm1se of certain results 1hrough the
instrumentality of the brain, or its equivalent, and the neryous system,
as the Principle of Life is the cause of other results in and through that
same system of organs and every other variety of structure.
Coming to the brain of man, the foregoing analogy totally fails as it
respects the manifestations of Reason and Instinct. There is an endless
variety of the former, but scarcely a real exhibition of the Jatter. We
sec all in the structure of the fully developed animal brain that can be
detected in the human, or with only the modifications that are incident
to approximate species, but a perfect blank as it respects tlrn Rational
Faculties. The analogy, however, is complete in man's so far as the
brain subserves all that Instinct can dis.charge among the animal tribes,
and all that is relative to the latter in the contributions which the nervous system makes to organic life. The only difforence here is the ~ubsti
tution of the Intellectual for the Instincth·c functions; and wlrn.tever relates to the manifestations of Instinct, and all the influence of the passioi1s
upon the Orjl;ans of organic life, arc demonstrative of the co-operation
of the brain with the Soul. But the moment we leave this ground, and
npproach ihe abstract operations of the higher faculties of the Soul, there
is not the slightest indication that the brain bas any functional connection with the processes, however much its integrity may be necessary;
a.nd the only foundation for the conclusion that such connection exists
is the analogy which is supplied by Reason in its exercise of the voluntary
and other Instinctive functions of animals (9 1078 a, &c.).
Again : we have seen that in the infancy of man the l\1ind is inoperatirn, while the Instinctive Principle of animals is nearly as active and
comprehensive in their earliest as in their latest stage of existence. "\Ve
have also seen that Instinct is susceptible of artificial impressions, resembling education, in the infancy of animals, and only then. This distinction can proceed only from a radical difference between the Soul and
Instinct; and the attendant final causes of that difference consist in t11e
special design of the Soul for Rational functions when the body is sufficiently mature for any practical purposes, and of Instinct for the simple
uses of the body. The nccelli;ity of Instinct, it may be farther said, is
Rupersedcd in man not only by the endowments of Reason when it comes
into iudividual operation, but by its delegated offices before its development takes place, while 110 such protecti,·c care, as a general fact, can
be extended by the Instinctive Principle to the new-born animal. Hence,
therefore, as there arc no superfluities in ~ature, Instinct is in full opera.lion at the birth of animals, when there 1s no display of it in the human race, nor is the Soul only slowly clevelopc~ in it~ Hational faculties.
And thus do the physiological facts, the manifestations of Reason and
of Instinct, and the final causes concur together.
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And now comes up the remn.rkablc anatomical fact, which goes also
to the same conclusions (although supposed to be in opposition to them),
that Instinctive acts .are irrespective of the progressive stages of cerebral development., while those of the Human l\Iind await that development. This corresponcls, in respect to animals, exactly with what we
know of the general maturity of the functions of all other parts at all
stages of life, and with what we hnve seen of the objects of Instinct
. and Reason, since the former must be in early operation for the exigencies of Organic Life, while the Soul, in the complexity of its functions,
and according to its objects, is only ready to act when the brain shall
have acquired sufficient maturity for those endless physical impressions
which come through the medium of the senses, and from which the Soul
gathers its earliest treasures of knowledge.
Such, then, is the relative aspect in which must be regarded the correspondence between the progressive dC\'elopment and maturity of the
brain and the operations of Mind in early life; the development or ma~
turi ty of the brain having as well a reference to the multifarious physical contributions from the Senses, as to their appropriation by the
Soul; while, also, the admirable Design obtains of renderjng the brain
complete in all its relations to the organs of Organic Life from the moment of birth, and, on the other hand, its endowment for the uses of the
Soul exactly progressive with those physical developments of other parts
that are indispensable to the objects of Reason at the different stages of
adrnncing life. The Design is inexpressibly sublime in its numerous,
yet distinct involutions as they relate to organic and animal life and the
uses of Reason. The Soul, therefore, may be, abstractly considered, in
as perfect a state in infancy as at any stage of'life.
Thus it appears, that, besides the physical development of the brain
which is requisite for the impression of natural objects, that maturity
of the organ is, also, as a part of the design, a necessary medium through
wLich the Soul may appropriate the impressions. Having made these
advances, the Soul comes to act in more or less independence of sensation, and to multip1y knowledge by its own efforts. Nevertheless, it is
peculiarly useful to my purposes that aben·ations are seen of occasional
displays of Heason in early childhood which are surpassed at adult age
only by genius of the highest order. In some of these rare instances
there had been only the most slender antecedent relative knowledge ac·
quired through the medium of the ~nses, but the Soul itself originated
its own ,-ast conceptions, carried them into a variety of practical applications witbout the instrumentality of foreign aid, and to an extent
where erudition, with all the appliances of sense and the facililies of
instruction, foils for short of equal achievements-as witnessed in the
institution of mathematical principles and processes. And here we
strengthen our position by the converse rule, since in none of the cases
has there been a ratio in the advances of l\lind corresponding with the
advancing maturity of the brain, while in some the e~rly. intellectual
ability has settled down at adult age to a common mediocrity. In the
latter case it cannot be doubted that the progress of the brain has embarrassed the Rational Faculties. Again, there is every gradation in
Reason from the Hottentot to the highest order of genius. There are no
two individuals alike either in its compass or in the manner of its exercise. How different is all this with Instinct, which clirects every indi,·iJual of eye1·y species of animal in one uniform way, and no one of
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them enjoys, throughout a11 generations, any different or greater endowment than all the rest.
And thus do the contrasts between the Soul and Instinctive Principle
correspond with the anatomical contrasts, both as they relate to the brain
of man and of animals, and to the human brain and other organs in the
state of infancy, and with the coincidences in function, instinctive and
organic, between the brain of animals or its equivalent and other organs
at all stages of life. Ami here, too, should be brought into review what
has been said of the injuries which are inflicted upon the Mind and its
associate organ, anti. through those influences upon the whole organism,
by overtasking the :Mind in early life, while no such injuries arc sustained, but the contrary realized, by a severe exercise of Instinct in the
infancy of animals (§563-568).-Non: PP p.1142.
§ 1078, 1» It may be now well to inquire into what is meant by i'deas,
and whether there be generally any definite conception of their nature,
and, by ascertaining the facts, endearnur to show by this method that
the earliest acquirements through the instrumentality of the senses
demonstrate the self-acting and originating endowment ofl\1incl, and that
it is distinguished, at its very dawning, from the Instinctive Principle,
by the characteristic of forming ideas of the 11ature of objects. This inquiry, like the rest, belongs alone to the Physiologist. How, then, does
sensation give rise to what are recognized as ideas· by Reason~ The
impressions transmitted to the brain through the organs of sense, or such
as ma.y arise from internal causes, clo not, certainly, constitute the ideas,
as is apt to be supposed; and, accor<ling to my demonstration, the impressions made upon the brain cannot, through any physical or chem teal
influences upon the organ, elicit the ideas from the organ itself. The
impressions must, therefore, of necessity, call into action a Principle or
Agent by which the ideas are alone formed; from which it appears that
the process, by which the Mind seizes and appropriates impressions transmitted through the organs of sense, is similar to that by which it multiplies and originates ideas. It is true, animals have the capacity of forming ideas so far as they depend upon the promptings of sensation, and
upon impulsive associations with the past that may be awakened by renewed sensations of a more simple nature. But they stop there. They
arc merely ideas of sensation; while, on the other hand, 'the results of
sensation in man terminate in intellectual images which have 110 analogies in the brnte creation, and these are the essential final ca.use of the
human Soul. It is the Soul, therefore, which, mainly, docs the work in
acts of intellcction, while, in respect to the simple ideas of sensation, external o~jects, or internal causes like that of hunger, supply the materi._
als. This is enough for my purposes; and it will be as min to inquire
into the modus operandi of the JU.ind in its abstract operations, or in its
perception of external objects, or how impressions are made upon the
nerves of sense, or what their nature, or how they are transmitted by the ·
nerves to the brain, or how they call the Mind or Instinct into action, as
to interrogate the modus opera11di of Creative E!'ergy.
§ 1078, s. In drawing to the close of our sub~ect, we are naturally led
to inquire whether there be more than one species of the human race-a
qllestion which is unusually ngitated at the prc~ent day.
Taking the extremes of the race. i.n physical and intellectual development, it appears to have been clcfimt1nly shown that there are no anatomical characteristics which distinguish them as different species, butJ
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on the contrary, ma.rk them as one. All the differences arc susceptible
of rca<ly explanation through the influences of climate, habits, &c., un~
less, perhaps, the black color of the African (§ 604-611). The l\falpigbian 1·ete is abnncloncd as fallacious, and the color of all the races is
now known to depend upon carbonaceous mntter deposited upon the
surface of the true skin, differing only in degrees of intensity. The
greater tint of the Negro bas been referred, in a very ingenious Essay by
Professor l\liiller of Brussels, to the hot and arid climate which the darkest of that race inhabit. But, with all his experience in those regions,
he is mistaken iu bis important point that the newborn Negro is white;
and his doctrine of the influences of deficient oxygen and dryness of the
nir in occasioning the deposition and fixedness of the cutaneous carbon
is inapplicable to the North American Indian, whose skin is as dark in
hls extreme Northern ns Southern limits; nor lrns a Northern climate
exerted a bleaching effect, in many generations, upon the Negro in
America. 1\Itiller's theory, therefore, of excess of carbon in the blood
from an inadequate supply of O:\.}'gen by the rarefied air of the tropics, is
invalidaled by the exceptions before us. NeYerthcless, peculiarities of
climate have, doubtless, gi,·en rise to all the shades of color, unless that
of the Kegro form an exception(§ 610). A 8iroultaneous lusus1iaturreof
a m:ile and female blacl.:, as in the case of the white Negro, may ha,·c gi\'en
origin to the race. (\'idc Jfed. ancl Physiolog. Camm ., vol. ii., p. G4-0.)
~ 1079, a. Such arc the conclusions(§ 10G9-1078) to which the evidence of anatomicitl and physiological facts have succcssi,·cly led; nor
htwc I any doubt that others will see i11 the demonstrations that man is
tL'1 animal only in his physical being; that in l\Iind he is far less allied
to the things of the earth than he is to their Author; and will realize a
corroboration of their own conceptions, that the Soul and InstinctiYC
Principle are so far differently constituted as implied by the ultimate ex·
istcnce of one in an abstract condition, while the other shares the destiny
of organic life. They will see, I say, a new ground of belief in the immortality of the Soul, and in the perishable nature of Instinct. And if
this be so, they will see in my premises and conclusions a contradistine·
tion between God and Nature, and what is equivalent to a demonstration of the existence of a Creative Spirit, in which alone the Thinking
part of man can h:wc had its origin. And, coming to olher details in
relation to man, they will realize in the .i\Iosaic declaration that "the
Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his
nostrils tbe breath of life, and man became a lil'i119 Soul," an Inspiration
from Him 'Vho "created man in His Own Image," and repose with
equal confidence in the assurance that, although "the dust shall return
to the earth as it was, tile Spin.'t sliall ,·eturn 11nto the God Who gm:e it."
They will abide in the emphatic distinctions between the dust, the
breath, and the Soul, and regard the Spirit as a. special gift, a new Creation, vnd the body as referring to materia.ls alre~dy i1~ being, and which
were d~signed in their organic state, and kmdlccl m~o life, to c?nueet ~he
Spiril11al part with the material world; and they will also sec lll the limitation of the statement as to the Soul of man what is the ultimate destiny of Instinct.
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fundamental distinction between them, and should operate as a perfect
barrier with all those who uphold the Scriptures against the common
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prejudice of identifying Instinct and Reason, as confounding the revealed
distinction, and therefore promoting infidelity in its aim at materialism
and aunihilation.-NOTES PP p . •1142, QQ p, 1145.
§ 1079, b. The foregoing subject has been pursued by the Author in
a long Article upon" Theoretical Geology," in the "Protestanl Episcopal
Quw·terly Review,'' New York, April, 1856, in which he has endeavoured
to defend, upon scientific, philological, and geological grounds, the literal
interpretation of the :Mosaic Narratives of Creation and of the Noachian
Flood; and, should he think that the spirit of the times will justify the
publication of the larger work to which be rcfen-ed in the original edition of the Essay on the Soul and Instinct, and which is now completed,
Im will submit it to the press. His main difficulty is the general concurrence of the Religious press in the revolutionary views of Theoretical
Geology, though, in saying this, nothing more is intended than a simple
representation of the facts. It is doubtful, therefore, whether a hearing
can be obtained-certainly not a publisher at bis own risk. The Author
makes this st:;i.tement in consideration of his former announcement that
such a work was on hand.-See SurrLEME!\'T, p. 923-928, ~ 1085.
The "Review of Theoretical Geology," to which reference is now
made (extending to 120 pages), is an epitome of the larger work, and is
believed by the Author, and by better judges, to be incontrovertible.
This is said, however, simply for the purpose of inviting a criticism which
may either discourage the Author in a farther attempt, or prove to him
an incentive to go on with hiS solitary work. Ile acknowledges, however, some encouragement ir1 a critical review of Hugh Miller's posthumous work on the" Testimony of the Rocl:s," which occupies five pages ef
the ·wcstminster Review for July, 1857, and which is remarkable for its
contrast with an otherwise apparently universal shout of applause.•
§ l 080. Again: such is the nature of our premises, that, if the Soul
of mn.n be inmtatei·ial, so is the Instinct of animals. There arc, moreover, no violent transitions in nature. The material existences, especially the organic, pass grndually, as it were, into each other. And so, it
cannot be doubted, it is with the immaterial, from brute to man, from
man to angels, from angels to God.

But we have also seen from our premises that, as soon as Instinct
shall have fulfilled its objects, it perishes with the life of th e animal;
since, especially, all its present uses are limited to the wants of the body.
Nor will its extinction affect the analogy of which we predicat 1 its immateriality, nor contradict in the least the immortality of the Soul. \Ve
deduce the latter, apart from Revelation, not from the Soul's imnwteriality, but from some of the facts which coutradistinguish it from Instinct,
that all its higher faculties have no relation to the uses of the bo<l)•, and
from the analogy which subsists between them and the Attributes bf the
Creator. \Ve infer, also, the immateriality of the Soul, in part, froth the
!'!ame :mnlogy; though it is essential to this analogy tha.t it be conceded
that the Omniscient, Omnipresent, and Omnipotent Being is as diffprcn t
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from the inert matter of wl~ich He is the Author as their manifestations
arc different from each other. And again, if these premises be admitted,
it follows that immateriality, or something totally distinct from matter, is
indispensable to the unlimited duration of the Almighty, and therefore
that it must be rendered equally so to the Soul. But the acknowledgment of a Creator carries with it a full admission of His immateriality,
otherwise matter would be self-e::i..-istent, and God and the Universe would
be on common ground. The latter is replete with design, and that is
the most that could be affrrmed of the former. Neither should depend
for its existence upon the other; nor, as we have seen, can matter create matter (§ 14 c). 1lfaterialism, therefore, is pantheism-at/1eism.
It need not be repeated that the £mmateriality of Instinct is inferred
from its feeble analogies to the Soul, though not in the least to any manifestations of those attributes which ally the Soul to its l\Iaker.•
§ 1081. It will hm·e been seen that materialism, in its proper acceptation, and the question as to the mate11lllity of the Soul, are distinct from
each other, since tbe former denies the existence of the Soul as a substantive agent, while the latter admits it. l\'.ly object has been to substantiate the exiStence, more than the i"mmater1lllity of' the Soul. But the
proof of the latter has constantly attended all that I have shown of the
self-acting nature both of the Soul and Instinctive Principle, which contradistinguishcs them from every known attribute of m::ittcr. The nearest approximation, in the light of analogy, to what may be material, is
to be seen in the Principle of Organic Life; and here the resemblance
consists in action alone. But the Principle of Life requires the operation of numerous physical causes to bring .and maintain it in sensible
action. It is impossible, therefore, to adduce a single phenomenon of
the Soul or of Instinct that bears a resemblance to the manifestations of
matter.
§ 1082. Our inquiry may be variously pursued, especially upon the
great basis of analogy. It is one of no little moment at the present clay,
and materialism must abide its own facts and method of r~asoning; a
ground, however, which nothing ca.n shake when presented according to
its ordination in nature. In the present case, the admitted facts are
co-extensive with all animal eiistences, and they are bound together in
the different races by close resemblances. Indeed, in each of the series
the facts differ only by shades. The evidence £ern is of the strongest
possible nature, not only on account of the universality of the facts, but
because they are founded in the unchanging character of organic beings.
Resting, therefore, in the conclusions which I have now expressed,
and anxious for their greater prevalence against a progressive and already widespread materialism, I ha\'e been led jnto this discussion in
the hope that it may remove some of the obscurities of the subject, and
also advance the great truths in Physiology and l\Ieclieine. The pro,·ince
of the Physiologist extends beyond the mere physical relations of matter
and l\lind. Of those relations he is the only expounder. But it devolves upon him, also, to seek in the depths of Physiology for the constitution of l\Iind as distinguished from matter; and thus, also, contribute towards a right faith in a future state of being. 'Vhere•cr, indeed,
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he turns bis inquiries into organic nature, he sees in the mechanism of
every part-individually and collectively as a harmonious wbolo--in
eYery function and product, separately and relatively-in tl1e properties

by which they are carried on, and in the laws by which they arc governed, the most perfect evidences of consummate Design. It is the
duty of the Physiologist to turn all this immense weight of proof against
those crude doctrines of materialism, mental and medical, which have
had their origin either in the closet of the spcculatist or in the laboratory
of the Organic Chemist. And thus, also, shall he secure from l\Iankind
that homage for l\lcdicine which is due to "the Divine Art," and again
restore the Hippocratic axiom that "a philosophical physician is like a
god" (§ 235).
§ 1083. Before concluding our subject I shall avai l myself of the
proof which it supplies against the doctrine of spontaneity of living beings,
now extensively prevalent. in the scientific world, and against which I
lmve alleged many objections in the ]Jfcdical and P!iysiologiCal Commentaries (\•OJ. ii ., p. 123-140), and again in the original Essay on the
"Soul and Instinct," and in that upon "T!ieoretical Geology" (§ lOiD, b),
and in these Institutes(§ 14 c, 170, 350! a-m).
As it respects lhc Soul and Instincti'\"'e Principle, we have now seen
that they arc substantire existences, and all organic beings are made up of
the common elements of matter. But there is no clement known in the
inorganic kingdom which affords any of the manifestations which charact.erize the Soul and Inst.inct, or any of the results of the organic mechanism. The latter, therefore, was endowed ·with new properties when
the clements were brought into organic union. To say that such properties were "slumbering in the elements," is n frivolous assumption
(§ 14 c, 175 d, 2501 b, c, f-k), and necessarily invokes the conclusion
(which has been probably intended) that the Soul, also, is equally inherent in the elements, which is the worst. kincl of matcriafo:m. But the
manifestations of the Soul ancl Instinct are, as we h:we seen, not only
totally different from those of e\'ery organic process, but cannot be gcnera.ted by the material part. These principles, therefore, were as much
created as the elements of ma.tier, and, as they exist in union with the
organized structure of man and anima ls, it is inferable that the structure
was created simultane9usly, and by a common act, with the spirit.ual
part. Or, if the ma.terial elements ,.,,·ere first combined, it would equally
follow that it was a direct Creative Act, since the Soul and Instinctive
Principle must have been created for the distinct pmpose of being associated with the material body. The rule, of course, appl ies, tlH'ough the
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as that man and mammifcrous nnimals were created in n state of maturity, according to my demonstration in the Essay on the "Soul and
Instinct" (p.158-173).-NCYrE PP p. 1142.
I have also said in relation to the common opinion that intestinal
worms are of spontaneous origin, lhat, if this be admitted, it must be also
conceded by all that is sound in analogy, that the door is equally open
for any other animal, and for man himself. Th_e hypothesis is without
a plausible fact, while the ova of these pa;as1tes, ancl of such as are
found in the organization of the body, even Ill the fretus, may require,
in the natural external condition of the animals, a magnifying power of
some hundreds of times to render them visible. They may, therefore,
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be absorbe<l into the circulation, where their new mode of existence, as
well as in the intestinal canal, may so modify the condition of the animals that they shall lose ull resemblance to their characteristics in the
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tivation alone. But more than this. From whence comes the elaborate
organization of these so-called parasites and their wonderful systems of
Design~ How and from whence do they obtain, at their start into being, the seventeen or eighteen clements of which they arc. composed, and
which are indispensable, in every species of animal and plant, to the beginning of existence~ And sho·uld not this objection h~we been urged
against the pretended creation of the .Acal'uS C1·ossii out of a simple solution of si lcx in water (§ 35oi, It)~ Is there any thing in Ch~mistry
that will expound the intimate union of such fl. number of clements into
compounds of the most exact nature, or these compounds, by any thing
known in physics, into systems of Design, and this for every sp~cies of
animal and plant, if you had all the elements to begin with'? Or, take
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon alone, the Chemist completely
fails to fabricate the most simple organic compound (§ 350, No. 39, parallel columns). But by no possible contingency can the seventeen or
eighteen elements have been assembled for n. single individual plant or
an imal; and when all the species are regarded collectively, the supposition becomes palpably absurd. Nothing but Creative Power could have
gathered them together in a single instance. This disposes, also, of the
• 1 pm·turient faculty of t!te eal'l!t," as it is called in the "progl'essive de1:elopment'' system of theoretical Geology. Nor can the pretence be set up
that the so-called intestinal parasites grow out of a previously organized
part, for they are perfectly independent beings, and have no attachments
to the intestine. Or, if attachments exist in other cases, they are precisely
upon common ground with parasite plants as it respects their original
independence. The doctrine which ascribes Muguet "to the production of
a parasite plant within the epithelial cell" is open to the same objections
:is apply to the spontaneity of animals, and is contradicted by all the
physiological, pathological, and therapeutical facts. It is alone worthy
of the most imaginative of the microscopical school, setting aside its pernicious tendencies in Religion• (Continued in ~ 1085.)
I can not but tbink, after all, that whoever regards the animalcule,
that can be discerned only through a high magnifying power, in all its
wonderful complexity of organization, seemingly existing in nothing, in
all its close analogies in composition and structure to man himself, and
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and only still less in parasitic plants, and considers the stupendous Des irrns which each part, ancl all together in unison, fulfil for the growth and
·w~ll-being of each individual, and how there is no deviation in structure
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into being by an Intelligence higher than t~1at which~ is enabled to explore the labyrinth and trace out the Designs(§ 10<>1), and that thu s
informed, he must bow with reverential a.we under the inspiration of
such contemplations. (See INDEX I., Article D ESIGN.)
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INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE.

THE RIGHTS OF AUTHORS.
§ 1084. UPox all questions of priority that concern the advancement
of Science and Art, there is, dot1btlcss, a general understanding that the
principle should not only be sacredly observed, but that, whene...er violated, there should be a common effort to repair the injury. This is alike
due to the individual, to the principle, 3:nd to the common good. Nor is
it less the privilege of the individual, who may have good reason to think
that the principle has 11ot been extended to himself, to vindicate his
rights, and to appeal to that sympathy which forms the bond of union
among honourable men. It is a common cause, and not seldom demands
protection.
The Author of these Institutes (and it will soon appear that he acted
wisely) has sometimes thought it expedient to assert his claim of originality, in advance, to many doctrines promulgated in the work; as, for
example, all that is most essential in the application of the Nervous
Power, or Reflex action of the nervous system to Pathology and Therapeutics, and to much of what is most important in the natural state of
the functions. This may be readily seen by consulting p. 106, § 222 b,
p. 107-116, § 224-234, p. 295-318, § 475-1,--493 d, p. 321-311, § 495514, p. 343-353, § 516-524, p. 465-467, § 714-719, p. 506, § 803-804,
p. 515-516, § 819 b, p. 661-663, § 894-896, p. 666-676, § 902 b-904,
p. 679-680, § 905 a, p. 690-691, § 906 g, p. 693-695, § 917-923, p.
698, § 931-935, p. 703-711, § 940-952, p. 745,~ 990~a,b,&c., where all
the subjects rcla.tc to the reflex action of the nervous system, and present
the nervous power as an important vital agent in the various processes
of organic and animal life, in the production of disease, in the operation
of remedies, in all the results of bloodletting, in the changes which take
place in the secreted and excreted products-having also originally set
forth the agency of the nervous power in voluntary motion (INDEXES,
Article TVill), and as this power is the efficient cause of the modifications of organic results under the influence of mental emotions (INDEX
IT., Article J1fental Emotions, and references at p. 867, § 1067). Indeed,
as the reader ·will haYe seen, the foregoing doctrines relative to the reflex
action of the ncrrnus power, operating as a vital stimulus, or vital depressant, or vital alterative, as it may be modified in its nature by one cause
or another (§ 226-232, 481, 500, 891} k, 894 b, 990!a,b), pervade this
work. The same doctrines are at the foundation of the Author's "11fed£cal and Physiological Commentaries," published in 1840, while the present
work was published in 1847. In the mean time he has also laboured to
inculcate them throughout 11is course of Medical Lectures in tlrn University of New York-first on the Institutes of Medicine and l\Iateria
JUedica from the year 18-11 to 1850, and subsequently, to the present
time (1857), on General Therapeutics and Materia Medica.
It may be worth saying, also, that the Author preserves the term
"sympathy," though always meaning by it, as he strictly defines, reflex
action of the nervous system, and this whether he employs the term "remote sympathy" or "contiguous sympathy." The elements of sympa~
thy, as set forth in the work, are the neri·ous power and sensibility. All
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thls will be rcndily seen by a reference to INDEXES. A lso, among other
general remarks of a sim ilar import, the Author has the following:
"Notwithstanding all the laws of sympathy that arc necessary to the
full interpretation of the remote effects of morbific and remedial agents
arc as well established as any laws in physics, t/1ey hai.:e not been applied
to these important objeclJJ; but, on the contrary, t hose philosophers who
have contributed roost to their critical exposition, ove1·look their pathological and tluwape11tical bearings, and cling to the doctrines of lmmoralism and
of the operation of remedies by abs0111tion; twr liave they applied, in the
least, the nervous power in a philosophical manner to an explanation of t/1e
naturalplienomena ofsympatliy" (p. 11 1, § 234 a, 169 e 435 c, DOG g).
When the foregoing works were first published, it was in t bc midst of
a uniYersal prevalence of the chemical ancl physical doctrines of life
and disease, and the Author stood alone in the field of Vital Physiology,
and in the application of the reflex action of the nervous system in resolving the great problems in Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics.
A few, howe\·er, had the quick sagacity to see its importance as presented
by the Author; and since the decline of Organic Chemist ry began, others
ha\'e entered upon the inquiry, and the most zealous h ave promulgated
as original with themselves many of the doctrines wh ich belong to the
Author of these Institutes, especially such as are relative to the nervous
system. But the Author bas relied upon his professional brethren fo1·
ultimate justice: "Ultimum et unicum remedium." "Jus aliquando dormitur, moritm· nunquam."
But the Author has lately seen so great an indisposition, in certain
quarters, to a.I.low him any credit for liis labours, that he has concluded
to make this expostulation, which refers, particularly, to the follow ing
dispute a.bout the authorship of matters i n which neither of the gentlemen bas any interest, but the writer a lone of these Institutes. This rirnl
claim appears in an Article publ ished by J. ADAMS ALLE..~, A.M., l\J.D.,
in the "jJ/edicallndependent" for September, 1857,p. 381, Detroit, lUichigan. Thus:
"It appears from a. late number of tbe London Lancet that l\I. Jfoll
(Marshall Hall) recognizes to a certain extent the priority of Dr. Campbell. His words are these :
" 'I arrive at this conclusion: the idea and the designation of an cxcito-secret01;y action belongs to Dr. Campbell, and his details are limited to
pathology and observation. The elaborate experimental demonstration
of reflex excito-secretory action is the result of the experimental labors
of ]U. Claude Bernard. lU y own claim is of a very different character,
11
1
9
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be satisfied with my adjudication. There is the exc1to-secretory function as applied to pathology, an ample field of inquiry for.his life'~ ~a
reer, and it is indisputably-ms OWN. Ile first detected it, gave 1t 1ts
designation, and saw its vast importance.' "
Dr. A LLEN then continues:
"l\I. Ila.II thus far freely an<l fully admits the ptiorjty of Dr. Cam pbell, and the latter gentleman bases his claim upon the date, l\Iay, 1850.
I shall undertake to show that this same doctrine was Frns·r publicly
announced and illustrated in my Lectures at the Incl iana. l\Iedical Col-
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and .also the l\Icdical Classes of the University ofl\Iicbiga.n until my conncct1 on with that Institution 'expired by limitation' in 185.J.. llly own
manuscript containing this doctrine was written in May or June, 1848"
-that is to say, more tlian one year aftc1· the publication of these Institutes.
"\Vhat I do claim is t/1e great genemli:ation that tile excito-i11jluence 1·s
followecl by a nflex clwnge in which the effect is NOT A l\IOTJO~, /mt A ,MODIFICATION 01" VASCULAU AND NUTR1E~T ACTION.
1'11at this effect takes
place BY MEA:XS OF TllE DOUBLE NEUVOUS ~\l!C. A. vustnumbcr of thera-

peutic phenomena are thus explained." I preserve in the quotatious
Dr. A.'s capitnls and italic~ .
Now the whole of the foregoing doctrine is imprcssecl upon the
Med. and Pliysiolog. Oonimentaries, and upon more than half of the
pages of these Institutes, and has been always taught extensively in
the Author's Lectures since 1841. In respect to the present work,
see, particularly, pages lOG to 111 , 283 to 362, and the chapters upon
Remedial Action, 'Plierapeutics, Counter-Irritation, Cat!wrtics, Secretion, and .Excretion, INDEX II.
Dr. Allen claims, also, the application of the principle to Therapeutics, and remarks that "in my course upon 'General Therapeutics' the
subject of' Counter-Irritation' came under reYiew," and concludes that
"the impression ?!JUST BE transmitted to the nervous centres, and thence 1·e-

flected to the aj]Ccted or·gan. In otlw· u.;01·ds, the i11.ftue11ce is primarily exel'tecl upon the cerebl'o-spinal system, and secondarily upon the internal ajj'ectccl
organ. This is the gist of the whole matter, and the point consists in
the recognition of reflex eercbro·spinal action, which, in the instmwes adduced, gi\'e rise to a moleculal' or integml change in the inflamed tissue,
and not a muscular contraclion. The oral claboralion of this principle
was suggested by an idea[?] which does not even now appear to ham
occurred to either JU. Hall or Dr. Campbell, viz.: Tlie motor ej/Cct is

'merely SECOND,\ RY, and not a nec£Ssary part of the action of the nen:ous arc."
Here, also, the whole of tbc foregoing doctrine appears throughout
these In stitutes, but not to the neglect of the sympatl1etic nerre. In the
long chapter upon ':Counter-Irritation" it will be seen that the Author
bas employed nearly the language of Dr. Allen, as also in that upon
"Remedial Action," with a great elaborat ion and extcnsi\'e application of
the doctrine throughout the work; which had been also antecedently
taught in his Lectures for seven consecutive yc:.us before Dr. Allen promulgated the !';tl.mc views. (Indexes, Rt::FLEX ACTlON, NERVOUS PowEn).
To show still farther this partiality for the Author's 'Vritings, or his
Lectures (then familiar to his large classes of students), he will quote
from Dr.Allen the following conclusions, which he also places in capitals :
"THE EFFECT IS l\lOTORY, IF CONTRACTILE FJBRE BE l'RESEl'i"T.
"Tue EFJ.'ECT JS SECRETORY, IF SECRETORY ORGANS BE S(;PPLJED.
"THE E1''FECT JS

SF-~SATION,

JF SENSITIVE NEURINE BE nEACUED.

''TuE EF~'ECT IS PERCEPTIO:S, OR lNTELl.ECTIOK, J1''TnE OHGAN TllETIEOF BE JN CONNECTION WITll TIIE REl<'LEX NERVE."
"Tfte ej}'ect produced, then, depends upon tl1e STRUCTURE A1'.'U CO}.'DITION
of the organ nached."
.
.
"This influence i's NOT con.fined to the mere mcrease of action, as the term
EXCITOH. might perhaps suggest. The reverse may take place-the excitor may rather become the depress01·. It would be as correct to say
the depressor-motory, tllC depressor-secretory, as to say the cxcitor-idem."
Now the Author of these Institutes not only dwells emphatically upon
the dep1·essi11g and sedative influence of reflex nervous action, according to
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the nature of the remote ca.uses and special conditions of disease (§ 224233i, 234 d, 455 d-f, 481, 488!, 500 c, ee, 503, 514 b-11, 516 d, no. 13,
526 d, 847 g, 863 d, 891! k, 894 - 895, 902 b-m, 904 a, 945, 947, 951 c,
966, 973-976, 990la, b), and upon its operation according to the natural
structure :md special vital constitution of organs, and their varying conditions (p. 59, § 129 g-i, p. 61-69, § 132-156, p. 73, § 163, p. 109, § 229,
p. Ill,§ 233J, p. 285, § 455 d-f, p. 313, § 487 II, p. 353-362, § 525-529,
p. 374-383, § 576-584, p. 415-417, § 649, p. 418, § 651 b, p. 421-423,
§ 657-658, p. 523, § 827 c, p. 542, § 854 bb, p. 613, § 892tb, p. 644-650,
§ 893 c-i, p. 665-672, § 902-903 b, p. 7 46, § 990! b, and the numerous references in those sections); but the Author represents, also, the reflex
action as variously allerati1:e in organic life, and this imputed attribute
permdes the Author's writings. He enforces, everywhere, the doctrine
that the reflex action of the nervous power is the modifying cause
through which all the changes are effected by morbific and remedial
agents in parts that arc not immediately connected with the direct seat
of their action; and, farther, that the principle is precisely the same
when the nervous power is bronght into operation by direct influences
upon the nervous centres (as in the case of their diseases, or when the
Passions operate, or as the Will determines voluntary motion), as it is
when it is brought into operation in that indirect manner known as reflex action. Hence he has called the former direct nervous action.
Indeed, C\'Cry one of the foregoing doctrines, in all their particularities, as quoted from the American Claimant, arc taught, at great extent,
in the volume before us, as may be readily seen by consulting the references made in this protest, and, more extensively, faoEXES, Articles
STRUCTURE, NERvocs PowER, SENSATIO~, SE:ssrn1uTr, Sn1PAT11Y, OnGA~'lc FUNCTIONS, REllEDIAL ACTION, l\Iem, l\lE:sTAL Eiuono~s, \V1LL.

-"Si quarri.s monumentum, circumspice." It may appear superfluous,
however, to have made these specific references in an article connected
with the work itself; but it is done to encourage those readers who
might not otherwise be inclined to ascertain the facts.
But the writer is more interested with the European Umpire, of
whom he has felt that he has much more reason to complain.

That the Author's physiological and medical writings were generally
known in Europe many years before the period at which "Dr. Campbell bases his claim" (1850), is evident from the distinguished honors to
which they had led in that Country before that period- that f:om the
Medical Society of Prussia as early as 1842-that from the l\Ied1cal Society of Leipsic in 1843; and the ":Medical and Physiological Commentaries" (of 1840) were published simultaneous]>: in London an~ N?w
York; and as to the United States, the Commentanes were early d1str1buted throughout the land, and his Institutes of JJiedicine more than a year,
also, before Dr. A.'s Mctures were delivered; and the Author's Lectures
at the University, which form the groundwork of his Institutes, had b?cn
listened to annually by Medical Students from ~II quarters o.f the Umon
since the year 1841. In 1848 the Author applied the doctrine. of re~ex
nervous action to a physiological demonstratwn of the substantive existence of the Soul and Instinctive Principle, which was then published
in pamphlet form, and in 1849 the work was extended and assumed
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the shape of a book, and is now incorporated, in its essential parts, in
these Institutes. Also, fully, in Author's ilfatcria Jfrdica, 1818,p. 176-180.
Nor is that all; for the 'vholc of this doctrine of reflex ncrrnus action,
and of the operation of the nervous power as an altemti1:e, an excitant of
the secretions and of vascular action (both direct and reflex), a depressant
and sedative (according to the nature of exciting causes), and the great
fotmediate cause of diseases and their cu1'e- variously modifying organic actions-was set forth extensively and circumstantia11y in an "Essay on tlw
1\Iooi;s OPERAND[ OF REMEDIES" in 18.J.2, of which the Author distributed, at that time, a large number of copies in London, and addressed
four thousand copies to Physicians throughout the United States. The
Author not only sent a copy of the work to Dr. Ilall, but dedicated it
to him (along with P rof. J. l\Ii.iller and Dr. A . P. W. Philip) in connection with an" Essa,y on tlw Philosopl1y of Vitality;" and he may add that
he controverted, in the former Essay, doctrines of Dr. Hall (in "Alcmoi1·
on Diseases and Derangements of the Neri:ous System, 1841"), which were
in direct opposition to those which arc now in question (also, p. 2D6297, § 476i, b). These Essays ·were subsequently bound up in the Third
Yolume of the "Aiedical and Pl1ysiological Commentaries," where the former may be readi ly consulted. But Dr. Philip had fully deduced from
his experiments the sedatiz:e as well as exciting influence of the nenous
system upon vascular action before Dr. Hall's experiments were made
(§ 492)-See Index II.--Hur. 1 i\L--for many other unpardonable criticisms.
As to 1\1. Bernard, his experiments bearing upon the connection of the
nerves with the function of secretion, however much they may have
been varied and multiplied, were anticipated long before by those of
A. P. , V. Philip, which are quoted extensively in these Institutes (p. 29032 1), and towards which Dr. Hall had no friend ly disposition (p. 30G308, and where the writer has controverted his views). The merit of
originality which belongs to the present writer, in relation to these experiments, consists in their extensive application in illustrating the functions of the nervous power as a vital agent, profoundly interested not
only as an "excito-secretory" power, and as a modifying cause of all
secreted products, nutrition, &c., when dinrted from their natural standard, but in deducing from them a universal agency of the rnficx action
of the ncrrnus system, through "the double nervous arc," in the producti~,n nnd cure of disease, and by which he laboured to explode the chemical and physical doctrines as early as 1840. But, that the writer may
not be misapprehended, he will say that he cndcarnurs to establish the
fact that secretion in animals, as in plants, is conducted by powers implanted in every part, but that it is constantly influenced physiologica.lly, pathologically, and therapeutically, by reflex action of the nervous
system, as also by direct action (~ 227, 481).
The writer is very sensible that unaccountable coincidences often present themselves in the development of new thoughts, and in the discovery of hidden things, especially where enduring reputation may be won.
"Ubi mel, ibi apes."-" Uno tiene la (ama,p ot1·~ cardµ, la lana." But the
reader, with these Institutes before hun, will qmckly find that much that is
claimed by Dr. Hall, and all that he has granted to Dr. Campbell, in tbc
foregoing quotation, and, therefore, all .that Dr. .All~n appropriates to
himself,• abounds in this volume, and, ID fact, constitutes the life and
''Unusutrique
Error; sed variis illudit p:irtibu~. ··-lfort.\CJ-;.
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soul ('c ~wr, Kai. 1/Jvxf]") of the work, as it docs, nlso, of the "Commcnta1·ics," nnd of the Essay on the ".llodu.s Operandi of Remedies/' nor can the
reader fail of the conclusion that, were Dr. Hall's "adjudication," and Dr.
A llen's after-thought, founded in any j ustice, and were not the claimants
themselves the obnox ious parties, the present writer would have been long
ago convicted by them and by others of arrogant assurance and the grossest plagiarisms. Nevertheless, the Author is most happy to find that bis
solitary position is becoming i·elicV"ed, and that a practical direction has
been given to his labours by others which cannot fai l of carrying forward
the great doctrines at which he has toiled, and against manifold obstacles,
during his profes.sional lifc.-N OTEX p. 1127.
New York, September, 1857.
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will not appear remarkable that the Author regards it as a duty to himself and to the cause of that Phi losophy in Physiology and other
branches of l\Icdicine which he has labored to introduce, that he should
set forth the principal details of what he considers himself the unquestionable Author. Prompted, therefore, by these and other obvious reasons, he proceeds to assert bis claim of originality to1. All that js rclati\·e, in principle, to Reflex Action o.ftlie Nen,:ous System in Pathology and Therapeutics, including the application of an tecedent experiments to determine the ' 1 Laws of Sympathy" and of' the
"Vital Functions," as they respect the natural conditions, to all the
great problems in those branches of Medicine, so far as the Nervous Influence is invohTed as a modifying cause; and a systematic generalizali01i
of the whole subject. '!'he Laws of Reflex Action of the Nerrnus System, in their Physiological a::pect, were understood, to a large extent, as
early as the time of Prochaska(§ 463 b, 47G b), and justice demands of
us that analogous contributions by Hippocrates shall be acknowledged
(§ 4G3 a), while, also, it will be seen through the forego ing references that
this most important subject, in philosophica l and practical medicine, had
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by the aid of which, and the labors of many others, the great Prussian
Physiologist reduced the laws of reflex action of the nervous system ~o a
masterly generalization. The Author of these Institutes had also given
his critical attention to the researches of l\larshall ll all, and has expressed his opinion of their merits in many places, and summarily in§ 463 b.
2. The doctrine of ilfodijication of tlie Nerrous Power by the Causes
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and throu"h which its Alte1·ati1:e influences arc exerted in conformity
with its v~rious mod ifications, respectively-regard ing, therefore, the
Nen·ous Power as a. Vital Altcrali1.:e Agent and susceptible of an end less
\'ariety of changes in kind from the influc~1ce of e~ci ting_ causes; being
thus rendered, in its extremes of change, e 1 th~r a. vital st~mulant or sedatfrc, exerting allerative effects, with cor~espo1~drng results m both the solids and fluids.-The application of this plnlosophy equally to the cure
nnd production of diseases in all their gradations .. (1NDEX I . a~d Il.)
3. Tht: doctrine and demonstration of the operation of Remedial Agents
and Afo,.bijic Causes hy ll1'flez Action of the Nervous System, as, a.lso,
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through the foregoing modification of the Nervous Power (No. 2), and all
that is relative to the same action in Pathology and Therapeutics.
4. A distinct exposition of the modus operandi of Counter-Irritants
through Reflex Action of the Ner1:ous System, and their associate local influences i exemplifying, also, by these agents, the modus operandi of all
other agents applied to the skin when they produce constitutional, or any
internal effects, whether remedial or morbific-as in the case of cold, mer~
cury, &c. (lNDE..X II., Counter-ln·itants; Causes, 11!01·bific; and Remedies).
5. A distinct exposition of the modus operandi of the Seton through
Reflex Nervous Actio1i and local organic influences, as exemplifying nil the
essential philosophy that is ever concerned in the operation of all remedial and morbific agents, as set forth in the Author's Essay on t11e l\Iodus
Operandi of Remedies (1842),ancl in these Institutes (p. ()79-681, § 905 a)
-being, however, on1y parallel with the author's demonstration of the
operation of Blisters and other Counter-Irritants th.rough the same causations.
6. The operation of A1ul!sthet:ics through Re.fl.ex .Ne1·vous Acl'ion, as contained in this work.
7. Distinction between the agencies of Reflex Nervous Action in the modus operandi of the Author's group of Alleratives and among other denominations of Remedies (L'\DEX I . and II.)-:m important consideration, by
which the gradual operation of Remedies through Rejle.'C }{enous Action
is rendered clearly intelligible, as, in the progressive influences of small
and frequently repeated doses of tartarized antimony, mercury, &c. (p.
344-345, § 516 d, No. 6, 889 m, 902 i-ni, 904 bb). And so, also, of
the progressive operation ofl\forbific Causes, either physical or mcntalas in hydrophobia, sympathetic diseases, &c. (p. 421-422, § 657 a, b, p.
465-466, § 715, p. 661-663, § 89,l--896). The example of the Set°"
illustrates the principle (No. 5).
8. All embraced in this work, nnd in the l\Iedical and Physiological
Commentaries (vol. i., p. 124-384-) upon the Influences and Modus Opemndi of Loss OP BLOOD (whether in General Bloodletting or Leeching),
which arc interpreted by the Author upon purely Physiological Laws,
and mainly through Reflex Action of the 1Ven·ou3 System.
9. The Law of ADAI"l'.\TIO:s-, operating through Reflex J!ler1:ous Action

I.).
10. The philosophy of the natural operation of the 1Vill and Me11tal
Emotions through the direct de,·elopment and action of the 1Ven·ous Power,
and its effects as an A.iterative agent when the latter operates in the cure
or production of disease, as embraced in this work.
11. Demonstration of the direct development and propagation of the
Ne1·vo1lS Powe1· as an Alte1·ati1.:e agent, or a simple Stimulant or Depressant,
in diseases of the nen•ous centres, &c., and as concerned in Loss of Blood
along with Reflex Action, &c.
12. \Vhat is relative, in this work, to peculiarities of Structure in its
Vital constitution in different parts (p. 50-73, &c.), and their importan~
bearings upon Physiologic~l, Path~logical, and _Therapeutical doctrines,
(INDEX
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causes,
13. The proof and reasoning embraced in these Institutes, ancl in the
Medical and Physiological Commentaries, and other works, in behalf of
V1TAr, Sor.1ms:u, as applied to Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics,
and in opposition to the Chemical hypotheses.
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14. Special deduction of Vital Principle, and peculiar Laws of Organic
Beings, from their Composition, as embraced in this work (p. 23-49).
15. Special deductions from Nitrogen, Gas, as contradistinguishing the
Organic from the Inorganic Kingdom, as contained in the Essay on
the Philosophy of Vitality (1842), and briefly in this work (p. 34-36,
§ 62 a-k).
lG. Special deduction of the principles of Vital Solidism, Physiological
and Pathological, from the development of the incubated Egg and the
physiology of Generation, as contained in the Essay on the Philosophy
of Vitality, and in these Institutes (p. 36-49, § 63-81).
17. Analysis and elaboration of the Properties of Life, as contained in
this work (p. 73-125).
18. The proof adduced in this work, and in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries (vol. i., p.1-110), of the existence and office of the
Vital Powers or Vi~al Properties, with a disproof in the latter work of the
supposed identity of the Nervous Power and Galv::mism, with the variety
of proof herein contained of the wonderful attributes of the Nervous
Power, as one of the properties of the Vital Principle of Animals.
19. Exposition of Law of Vital llabit (p. 363-370, § 535-537).
20. AIL embraced in these Institutes and the l\Iedical and Physiological Commentaries in disproof of the Chemical and Physical hypotheses as applied to Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics.
21. All herein and in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries
(\'OJ. i., p. 385-712) in refutation of the Ilumoral Pathology.
22. Demonstration of the dependence of Digestion upon Vital Laws,
and to the exclusion of the Chemical, as contained in tilis work and in
the l\Icclical and Physiological Commentaries (ml. ii., p. 79-122).
23. Demonstration embraced in these Institutes, and in the Medical
and Physiological Commentaries (vol. ii ., p. 1-78), of the dependence of
Vegetable and Animal Ileat upon Vital Laws, and against the Chemical
bypothescs.(p. 236, § 435 b).
24. Experiments relative to the Ci1-culation in the Brain, showing that
the organ is depleted in Bloodletting (p. 824-828).
25. Demonstration of the dependence of Abso1ption and Cn·culation in
Plants and Animals upon \'ital Laws (p. 817-824, § 1053-1055, and

passim,).
26. l\Iuch of what herein relates to the Powers which circulate the
Blood, and in the l\Iedical and Physiological Commentaries (vol. ii., p.
398-426).
27. The distinction between Inflammation and Fe1:er, and what is most

~~s~~~~:~o~11:0:!:1l tfi~ ~~~;~d~~~~it~~ni~f ~lii;e:::;c:.~;~s~'~!~u:fe~~~ ~t~
phases and products upon Vital Laws, as embr~cc<l iu ~~1ese Institutes.,
and in the Medical and Physiological Commentaries (vol. H., p.14~-214).
28. All herein relative to the philosophy of Venous Co11gest1on and
Var1X, and in Medical and Physiological Commentaries (showing that
venous inflammation is the pathological condition), and ~he proof of the dependence of J'uhercle and Scrofula upon Inftammatrnn, and Cold as :i
cause of Congestion, &c., in the several Appendixes to Venous Congestion in Commentaries (vol. ii., p. 215-G40).
29. Much of tbe Physiological be~ring of .o~·ganic ch:mgcs incident
to different periods of Life upon practical mcd1c111e (p. 373-383, § 570584).
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30. 'l'hc uses and abuses of 1llorbid Anatomy as contained in this work
and in Medical and Physiological Commentaries (ml. ij., p. 641-677).
31. A generali zation of the 11wta'bility of the Prope1·ties of Life, os
lying at the foundation of disease and of its cure, and of many natural
changes of organization at the different stages of life, of gestation, lactation, &c. Also, the doctrine of a substitution ojpatlwlogical cond£tions by
Uemcdial Agents, through reflex nerrnus action, more favourable to the
law of recuperation than such as had been impressed by the truly morbific causes, and their progressive nature; and the pliysiological clistinctio1i
which the Author has drawn between remedial and morbific ngents.Sce Index I., V1TAJ, PROPERTIES.-Index II., REMEDIES; CAUSES, 1UonBIFIC j THERAl'EUTICS.

32. Tile demonstration of the operation of Astringents upon Vital Principles, and through reflex action of tlie nervous system (p. 3i0-378).
33. The demonstration of the operation of Tonics upon Vital I'rineiple::, and through reflex action of t!w ner1:ous system (p. 579-583, § 890t,
p. 676-679, § 904 c, d) .
34. Attempted refutation of T/1eoretiCal Geology, and of Spontaneity of
Being, to which there are references at p. 908, § 107!) b, p. 910-911,
§ 1083.
35. A critical exposure of the fallacies of the Medical Doctrines embraced in the 'VmTINGS of P. Cn. A. Loms, in l\lcdical and Physiological Commentaries (vol. ii., p. 679-815, and passim).
36. A critical exposure of the fallacies contained in the 'VmnNGS of
LIEBIG, so far as he has applied Organic Chemistry to Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics (p.147-178, p. 234-279, and passim).
37. A Tliempeutical A 1'rangement of the lifate1·ia .ilfedica upon Physiological principles, aud in the order of tbe relafrve therapeutical value of
the different substances, and as applied to particufar forms of disease.
88. AU that is relative to the Substantive Existence and Physiology
of the SouL and INSTINCTIVE Pm~cirLE, as embraced in this work, and
in the former Essay upon those subjects (See L~EX II, 1Vote at p. 873).
39. Opinion that the TVill exercises a controlling influence upon the
Intestine in Defecation, and as e\"incing a remarkable instance of Creative
Design, p. 325, § 500, e.
NoTE.-The foregoing specifications appeared in the Fourth Edition
of this work, and as the Author has seen no objections alleged that invalidate any of the claims, but rather a general, or at least tacit,aclmission of them, and as they h::we been spontaneously republished in several
medical periodicals, he leaves them in this Eighth Edition without modification, but will add that, in regard to the term "excito-secretory function," although an unimportant matter, and referring simply to the physiological condition, he suggested the ter~l itself in sections 514 It, 512,
!}02 g, and in many other places; nor ~v11l he neglect saying in this connexion that he attempted to show the influence of the sympathetic nerve
upon the action of the blood-vessels, and the operation of Counter-Irritants and of Leeching through reflex nervous action as early as the yc:1r
] 834, in an art icle in the LONDON Jl1edico-Chi1'U?"gical Review. See p.
827, § 1056. The author hns now taught the doctrines of these
Institutes in the Mcdical J?ep:lrtment of the University of the City
of N cw York for twenty-six ~·cars.
NEw Yo111>, 1867.

SUPPLEMENT.
[The first p:nn~nph of the section with which this Supplement begins nppcared
in the Fourth Edition. All that follows belongs to the :Fiflh.)
COilRELATIOX OE' FORCES.

§ 1.085 . A~ important omission wns made in that part of our Appendix wl.1ich relates to ~he progre_ss of" physiological and patholog-
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m its discomfiture, is now appealing.• This fiction is cquirnlent to an
abandonment of the whole ground to the ''ital solidist. It is a. full
acknowledgment that the po"·crs of nature, as they operate in the inorgartic world, are entirely inapplicable to living beings, :md that the
assumption has become necessary that they arc tr:rnsmntccl into something yery difl:"erent, but wanting in every other shadow of proof than
such as rests upon mc>re analogies observed in the inorganic world,
and without any analogies between organic and inorganic beings.
The supposed transmutation is therefore claimed by the vital :;:.olidist
as his vital principle. But, cmiously enough, the chcmico-vital i ~t, in
accepting this assmnption, contends, also, for n vital priuciplc. li'j_
nally, if the vital force be a." transformation of heat," electricity, &c.,
why is heat, electricity, &c., so conspicuously manifested as Sttl!h in
Jiving beings? \\Tl1y not alto~cther converted into the supposed
"correlatecl force?" How will be reconciled with the supposed
"mctamol'phosis of heat into vital force" the prodigious elaboration
of absolute heat by thatf organic structure ·which is said to be the
medium through which " heat is transformed into vital force?"
Strange fm1ction this, which is simultaneously engaged in "transforming heat into Yitai force" and generating heat under its usual
conditions! We suppose that it will scarcely be contendecl tbat this
sensible caloric is also Yital force, notwithst::rnclin~ its complete submission to the vitalizing power of the whole orgamc being; or, if this
consistency be maintained, the manifestations, by this product of organization, of :ill the usual cffocts of caloric, both upon dead :incl Ji,·ing
1
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ence of life(~ 234g, h, 350, nos. 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 37, 376-t, 447~, 448).
On different occasions, and sometimes in the course of this work
(p.180-190, § 3~0! ~m, p. 91~-9~1, §1?83), I ~iave sh~wn thn.t it is
the tendency of tL1s gencrahzat1011 of orgamc and 111organ1c nnture to lead to other Yiohtions of fundamental laws, of which one of
the most glaring is the doctrine ?f the sponta~1 eity of Jivin g bein~s,
and, therefore, a. fully implied denial of a Creai1Ye Power-by wluch
I mean a Power totally distinct from nature. The latter, it is true,
is often obtrnding itself under the n~m e. of the former; and this, I
apprehend, is what is intended to be imphed by the common geolog-
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ical expressions," the developmental system,"' and" the prozrcssirn development" of living beings, according to their rank in the scale of organization. Sometimes, indeed, this appears to be distinctly a\'owccl,
antl of which I shall present an example from a late geological work of
good repute to show the method in which the doctrine of chance is tricked
out with the devices of "positive science,"' but in opposition to its
plainest facts :ind principles. T hus, it is said that,

" 'iV e arc not told that the parturitive powers of the earth, when
they first began to be exercised, were very different from what they
arc now. They may h:n·c been more rapid or more slow, but if it
was a real phy:::.ica.l energy, goYerued by law, and not merely an arbitrary sign of a contra-natural power, it must, at least, have lw.d a
harmony in its workings-such a harmony as would hnve requfred
that the widely Yarying among its diversified effects should bear some
ratio to the greater strength or longer duration in the cause. It
would not have brought out the full-formed, full-grown, and ripened
cedar of Lebanon iu the same time it required for giving bfrth to the
mushroom. No intinwtion is given that the first growth, after the
instantaneous starting power, or the utterance of the creative 'Vorel,
was not as natural as any that followed. We arc rather led to believe that this first growth ga"e the lnw to all subsequent production.
If the first plants or trees did not come from a previous organized
seed, the first seeds, at all events, grew out of the plant, ancl, as far
as the language gives ·us any idea, in a similar manner, ancl by a
similar Jaw, and in a corresponding time, or succession of times, to
that which regulated any subsequent seeding, or ripe1~iug, or fructification of the parent organism." And, again," There was a p1·evious
nature in the earth, whether it had been in operation for twenty-four
hours or twenty-four thousand years. 'Ve may compare this to a
stream flowing on and h::l\'ing its regular current of law, or regulated
succession of cause and effoet. Into this stream we may say there
was dropped a new p01cer-supernatural1 yet not contra-natural, or
unnatural-varying the old flow, and raising it to a. higher la.w and
::i. higher energy, yet still in harmony with it.
N cw causations, or
new mocli!ications of causati011 arise, and, after the successions and
steps required, be they longer or shorter, :i world of vegetation is
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cr."-(.7'./w italics are mine.)-Profcssor TAYLER LEw1s' Six Days
of Creation, p. 206, 216. 1855.-Sce, also, DAnwrn, p. 814, note_•
Such is the philosophy of the "t)l)ica\" or "progressive developmcntnl system," or spontaneity of lidug beings. It is defective, ho"--

~'~;~:~hi1~, ~~~~~1~~~h~!1~~ i~~: fi~.1~ep;•n1~~~t~::ic~i~~1 i~~'\';~c~~1~~n\~1~ t~n~~~:

rate nO\\;'-and it is not true to the Sacred Record in nffirming that
-"no intimation is given that the first growth after the instantaneous startinCT power, or the utterance of the creative ' Vord, was not
as natural ~s any that followed," and then explaining away what is
affinned of the first appearance of the vegetable world, where it is
most distinctly stated, and in remnrkabl~ consistency with the creation
of man and nnimals in a. state of maturity, that" the Lord God made
the earth and the heavens, and eYery plant of the field before it was
in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew J. for the Lord

* SccK011sPP,page 1142,QQ, pagelJ.15,andfoot-note atp.908.
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God had not cansetl it to rain upon the earth, nncl there wns not a
1
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that an examination of this subject occurs in my Ess11y on 'I'heoretical Geology, to which reference is made at p. 908, § 1079, b.
Organic nature is one of the greatest embarrassments with which
modern theoretical geology bas been obliged to contend ever since
Dr. Bucklrmd cliscovered that the trilobite is endowed with eyes, and
it bas, accordingly, undergone many mutations as geologists have become somewhat informed of the la.ws of living beings. Nc\'ertheless,
such is the hidden nature of physiology, and nob to be acquired by
any extent of anatomical knowledge without a. long and laborious
study of the phenomena of li\'ing beings, nnd in their morbid as
well as natural aspects, the vropensity remains to group the organic
world under the category of the inorg_.'lnic. Examples of this nature
are common enough, but, to carry out still farther one of the objects
of the present section, I 'Shall quote a paragraph from n. work by the
clistinguished .Alexander Von Hmnboldt, who, according to President
Ed ward Everett, "owes bis position in the intellectual world to his
grasp of the whole domain of science and the majestic range of bis
generalizations." In his generalization of the forces and phenomena
of nature, he undertakes, upon this scheme of philosophy as applicable to inorganic beings, to bring the organic world within the domain
of that philosop!1y, a distinct emmciation ~·which occurs in bis" Aspects of Nature."
"Reflection and continued study in the domains of physiology and
chemistry," says this learnctl man," have shaken my earlier belief in
a peculiar so-called vital force. In 1797, at the close of my work en.
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that time I haYe no longer called peculiar forces ·what may possibly
only be the operation of the concurrent action of the several longknown substances and their material forces." "I h:we said, in 'Cosmos,' 'The myths of imponderable matter and of vital forces peculiar
to each organism have complicated and per·plexecl the ''iew of nature.'" "Farther on in the same \'Olume I ha.Ye said, 'ln a physical
description of the Unfrerse, it should still be noticed that the same
substances which compose the organic forms of plants and animals
are also found in the inorganic crust of the Globe; and that the same
forces or powers which go,'ern inorganic matter arc seen to prevail
in organic beings ~ikewise, combining and dc~omposing tl~e v_nrious
substances, regulating the forms and properties of orgamc tissues,
but acting in these cases 1!-ncler complicated conditions, '!/et 'lmexpected [unexplained?], to whwh the very vague ~enus of vital ~Jhenom~
ena, operation of vital forces, ha.v~ been ass1g~ecl, and which have
been systematically grouped accordmg to_ analogies more or less hap.
pily imagined."-p. 408-410.-Also, .In_st1lutes, p. _272, § 447 g.
Such is tbc opinion of an unusually ngor?u~ muul, and remarkably
enriched by an observation of nature; ~n~ 1f It can be o_f any a.dvantao-e to the cause which he advocates, It 1s welcome to it. It 1s the
high n.uthority in science which this p!1ilos?phc1: 1.1as so justly ~c
quired1 and the factitious importance wh1c~1 h~s op1mon of~rgamc life
deri\'es from its incorporation in "the mnJest1c range of his general.
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izations" that ha,·c led, in part, to its introduction here.

But it
should be considered that Von Humboldt was an unprofessional man,
without any recognition as a physiologist in the department of organic
natme, and that he was therefore rather less qualified to determine
the merits of the question than many others who had ma.de it the
great topic of professional life, and least of all, was he entitled to employ his authority in speaking contemptuously of the doctrine which
underlies the labours of Haller, John Hunter, Bichat, his own friend

J obn Ali.ill er, and, I may add, of every man of' note in medicine !'ince
the days ofliijJpocratcs. It should, moreover, be considered that this
degradation of man and other living beings formed an inclispcnsnblc
clement in our Author's plan of the generalization of nature. "\Vithout it1 Cosnws could not have been written. "The Yiew of naturc11
would ha,·e been otherwise too much "perplexed."
Besides the disposition whicl1 I haxe a\way8 cndem·ourcd to mnni.
fest of affording the ])hysica1 school of organic nature the opportunity
of explaining their philosophy in their om1 unresen-cd way, I lwxe
also in view, in the present case, my oft--reitcratecl proof that it is the
tendency of tb is generalization of the forces of nature to conduct its
]Jrojectors ancl advocates to still greater violations of physiological
Jaws, since those ln.ws positively enjoin an ascription of the "first
origin" of every existing species of anim!ll and plant to a Supreme,
In_telligc1?t 1 Creative Power-. But, sin?c this is !gnored by the cl_octrmc which I am about to cite, there 1s necessnnly an attendant 1mIJlication that man and other organic beings were "brought forth,,, in
the language of theoretical geology, "by the parturitivc powers of
the earth;" or, as explained physiologically, the properties impressed
npou matter include :l certain number of a Yitai, "slumbering," nature (§ 135 cl, 250f crf), through which the requisite 17 or 18 clements were assembled together, for every species of animal and plant,
wh ich then united them into an almost endless variety of precise ternary, quaternary, &c., compouncls, then arranged them into a multitude
of complex designs, developed reason and instinct, and ended hy enabling man, and all mammiforous animals, and all unfledged birds, to
proYicle sustenance for themselves in their state of infancy(§ 32-57,
350f c-351, 1082, 1083. Also, bmEx I., Articles, Composition, Structure, Life, Vitalism and Solidism, Design, Goel and Nature, the original Essay on _the Sou_l and Instinct, J?· 158-172, being ::m Appendix
on th e foregoing subject, and the Essay on The01·etical Geology,
§ 1079 b) .• Here is the intended paragraph from Cosllos, which lets
us farther irrto the philosophy of" positive science:"
"Geographical itwcstign.tions regarding the ancient seat, the socalled 'cradle of the human race,' are not devoid of a mythical charn.cter." Our Author then quotes npprovingly from his brother ' Vill-

~~~1e~1~i~0~!.~;~~on',' ~~~e p~~io~tJ~i~~ i~it~:.~1 ;cfir~~~ ~~:,~~~-~ 1~;~/1~~:
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not been di,·ided into socia l groups. " ' hether the grcga1'ious condition tl'as oi·igina!, or of subsequent occurrence, u:e lmve no historic
evidence tv show. The i::cpara.tc mythical relations found to exist independently of one another in differen~ parts .o~ the earth appear to
refute the first l1ypothesis, nnd concur m ascnbmg the generation of
the whole human race to the union of one pair. The general prevalence of tin's myth has caused it to be regarded ns a traditionary
1
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record transmitted from the primitive man to his descendants. But
this ...-ery circumstance seems rather to prove that it has no historical
foundation, but hus simply arisen from an identity in the mode of
intellectual conception, which has eYery,...-here led mau to adopt the
same conclusion regarding identical phenomena; in the same manner
as many myths h~we doubtlessly arisen, not from any historical C'Onnection existing between them, but rather from an identity in human
thought and imagination. Another evidence in favour of the purely
mytliical nature of this belief is afforded by the fact that the first
01·igin of mankind-a. phenomenon which is wholly beyond the sr)bere
of experience-is explained in perfect conformity with existing ...-icws,
being considered on tAe principle of tlie colonization of some desert
island or 'remote nwuntainous valley at a period when niankind had
already existed for thousands of years. It is in vain that we direct
our thoughts to the solution of the ureat p1·oblem, of thefisst origin,
since man is too intimately associated with his Q'wn race and with the
relations of time to conceive of the existence of au individual independently of n. preceding generation and age. A solution of those
difficult questions, which ca1mot be determined by inductive reasoning or by experience-whether the belief in this preiumed traditional
cor1dition be actually based on historical e'·idence, or whether mankind
inhabited the earth in gregarious nssociations from the ori~in of the
racc--c:111not, therefore, be determined from :my philological dat;i,
and yet its elucidation ought not to be sought from other sources.',,
-Cosmos, Yo!. i., p. 355, Harper's edition.-My italics (p. 158, no. 5-j) .
lf e may not be surprised, therefore, tha.t om Author's generalization of nature embraces La Place's doctrine of the evolution of the
solar system, and as inculcated in the H Vestiges of Creation" (p. 186,
§ 350J kk), and now adopted, indeed, by many astronomers. The
subject is invested with a. certain degree of physiological interest on
account of the constitution of the primary rocks, and the analogical
reasoning which may be thence· carried to the spontaneity of living
beings from the assumed e>olution of these rocks from a. gaseous,
chaotic state, exclusively through the properties impressed upon matter. This I hr.we endeavoured to expound in ruy Essay on Theoretical Geology, and I recur to the subject now for the pmpose of sh?"'·
ing the harmony with which Cosmos has carried out the generalization of nature, and of giving to its system nil the aclvn~tages .tha~ can
inure from snch consistency, or, on the other hand, of enabling 1t to
nccept, as graciously, the penalties of any dcfcc~s, ?nd t!rns subsene,
in either case, some of the greatest truths ancl prmc11~1es m nature and
Religion. The follo~·ing extract embraces the doctrmc: when speaking of the origin of a.erolitcs, he sa.ys,
"I would ask why the elementary substances that co~pose one
group ot cosmical bodies, or one planetary system, mny 1~ot, ~n ::t g~·cat
mcnsmc, be identical? Why should we n<?t ad?pt tins new, smce
we may conjectnre that these pln.netary boches, ltke all the larger or
sm::i.ller agg'!omerated masses revoh·iug round the sun, haYe been
thrown off from the once far more expanded solar atmos1)hcre, and
been formed from vaporous rings describing their orbits round the
.
.
central body."-Oosmos, vol. i., p.132.-NoTE !'Pp. l 142.
It is not now my purpose to discuss the rnents oftheMosaicllistory of Creation, as this is not the place, and, moreover, I have clone
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that in the Essay on Theoretical Geology. But it is appropriate to
remark that if the w:mt of" experience" disqualifies us for judging of
the "first origin of mankind," as intimated in one of the foregoing
quotations, and if we do not choose to accept the account of Revelation as" historical," it is highly incumbent upon physiological science
to declare that the laws of nature utterly contradict the doctrine that
organic beings were evolved by those faws, and that they therefore
proclaim their dependence upon an Intelligent, Creative Power. In
the former case we have an ample amount of" experience," and if the
latter be admitted, all nnturc ceases at once to be mysterious (§ 4!
b), and mystery associates itself with God alone. This doctrine of
"expericnce,n it must be ailowecl, has been carried to the same subject by distinguished physiologists (~ 350! l), but it is as applicable
to all the miracles and prophecies ot the Old Testament, and to all
the most essential means upon which the authenticity of Christianity
depends, as to the origin of mankind; and it would be quite as fatal
in science, and even in the ordinary pursuits of man, as it is to Religion. It is even possible that Ilumboklt would not have won laurels
in America had it not been for the inductive philosophy of Columbus.
Our Author appropriates in Cosmos the historical facts of the Old
Testament so far as they relate to simply human affairs, because it
alone informs us of that era of mankind, and this information was important to Cosmos; and herein lies the distinction between that experience which is so readily accepted on the mere testimony of man,
and that in which man's agency is associated with :pivine interposition, till it finally culminates in the distinction between experience
and.faith in their abstract relations.* A trust, therefore, in the merely historical facts of the Bible (for our Author has been defended
upon this principle), is no proof·whate,·cr ofa belief in ReYcl::ttion, or
in its Author-no more so than the Jew's trust in the biography of
our Lord, as it respects His humanity, is a proof that be is a Christian.
It is not unusual, indeed, for the me1:c Pantheist to employ the term
creat01· as a sort of compromise with the Theist, and eYen to make
professions of Christianity. But this has signa!Jy failed after the clay
of noYclty, and personal influence, and mutual admiration has ceased,
and the authors and actors have passed into history. Injustice is
sometimes done, as was remarkably the case with the Religio-lf.ledici,
for, although it abounds throughout with evidences of the hird1est
order of faith, yet its author i.ncmred the charge of infldelity ;'and
more than fifty years after his death, when time had cxtingu.ished
animosities, Samuel Johnson thought it necessary to coutribute the
1
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Finally, besides the great question of the identity of the forces nncl
laws of organic and inorgauic bei1~gs, the remaining object of the
present discussion has been equally rn beh:ilf of scientific interests, especially physiological; for nothing can be rnorc opposed to the "experience" upon which arc fou.nclcc~ the f:1c::ts and y~·inciples in physiology than the assum.ccl or i~nphecl ongm of li.nng beings in the
forces which rule the morgamc worl~l; ancl comrng to the intricate
but methodical constitution of the primary rocks, the C\ idcnce of a'
1
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direct interposition of Cre!ltivc Power in their forn~atiou is ns pnlpa"
Lie as in living beings, as manifested in the assemblmg of the numerous elements which compose the crystalline constituents, and in the
methodical disposition of the three crystals in the bosom of each other
which make up nil the granite of the globe; or, if sometimes the three
he unitecl with a fourth, or that fourth replace one of the three in
other granitic rocks, the snme methodical arrangement obtains; all
of which, with other characteristics, concur in yielding the same kind
of testimony of supernatural dependence as the composition ancl
structure of liYii1g objects, however probable it be in the former case
that there was n subordinate instrwuentality of the forces and laws
impressed upon matter; while, also, the nebular hypothesis, nnd every other shape of the Plutonic doctriue, is absolutely contraclicted by
the water wtlich enters into the composition of the primary rocks, by
the uniform absence of all traces of fusion among the crystals, and
cs1)eciaUy, also, by the Ynst differences in temperature at which those
crystals, and that water, and the numerous metallic substances, undergo condensation, besides :m array of other facts whose introduction here would be inappropriate, but which I have considered extensively in the Essay on Theoretical Geology. Here, therefore, is something for the senses, something from" experience," something demonstrable through the established facts :mcl laws in chemistry and physics. Still, however, it is certainly to be expected that all who neglect
the facts which declare the" first origin" of man and other living beings in au lutelligent, Creative Power, and refer their origin to the
po,rnrs of nature, will unhesitatingly ignore the corresponding facts
in their relation to the cartl1, and assemble the whole under a com·
rnon generalization. A critical attention, also, to the writings of
those who sustain the nebular hypothesis will result in the conviction
that they arc equally pledged to the doctrine of the evolution of organic nature through the powers alone which appertain to matter.
Science, for its own sake, especially physiological science, should
be consistent with itself. Nor may we exclude from the interests of
the latter the cosmogony of the nebular hnJothesis, for, ns I have
shown, such is the elementary composition of the primary rocks
(seven clements for feldspar, ten for mica, and which, according to
the nebular hypothesis, must h::w e existed, along with all other tel'l'estrinl things, in a perfectly blended condition), m1d such the uniformity and nrr:mgeme:nt of the crystalline substances, and such, therefore, the ground for analogicnl reasoning, that were it conceded that
the main bulk of the earth was brought into its organized condition
Uy its own properties alone, it would be a Yain attempt to refute the
doctrine of the spontaneity of living beings by any demonstrations
founded on their elementary composition and constituent part~. To
assume, ns docs the nebul.ar hypothesis, and that of the spontaneity
of Ji"ing beings, that the eleme~1ts of n~atter w~rc endow?<_l wit~ the
independent power ?f generatmg th:~r. orgamzed. concl1t10ns, 1s so
contrary to all cxpenence (for the art1fic1:1l product10n of crystals, or
as witnessed iu natural progress, bears no proper analogy to the complexity of the primary rocks), that it suppos~s a C?ndi_tion of things
which is equivalent to Creative Energy. It is an illus1on, therefore,
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of both living beings and the primary crystnlline rocks, since, in either
case, it demands a condition of forces and laws which exper ience as
sures us, and science admits, docs not exist at })resent; or, if it be
content with a sjrnple expression of ignorance of the organizing
causes, from "want of experience," it is equally an admission that
terrestrial beings originated in causes which have no existcuce now,
and therefore not belonging to the constitution of nature. The plea
of a "want of cxperiencen simply means that the causes which gave
ori.~in to organic nature and the primary rocks ceased their operation
before the obscrva.tions of men began. They have therefore no lon
gcr an existence; otherwise, they would continue to OJ)Crate, nncl
new animals and plnnts, if not granitic rocks, &c., would be presenting themselves. Science, therefore, in separating from Supernatural
Power convicts itself of inconsistency; and the essential ditforence
between the supposed "parturitiYe power," and the co-operation of
DiYine Power with the properties impressed upon matter, in expounding the problem before us, whether it respect the organization
of the earth or of living beings, consists in the JJeglect, in the former
case, of all the evidences of Design, and in a disposition to lean upon
the atheism of pantheism. But this in no respect compasses the abstract object of the disciples of nature, for there still remains the
crushing fact that it is contrary to all "experience," to all that is
known of nature, to suppose that liYing beings, or the primitiYe•
eartl1, emerged from the clements of matter without at the same time
supposing that some supernatnral agency was concerned in th e works.
In the one case, therefore, science stultifies itself, while, in yielding
to the agency of an Intelligent Creative Power, it simvly obeys the
exigencies of the facts and the dictates of that reason which profl'sscs
to be a rude imitator of some of the Designs which challenge its faith
in a higher order of Reason (~ 350if /-i, l, 1079 b, 1083).•
4

4

The Glycogenic Function of tlie Liver.
§ 1086. Among the subjects discussed in the Appendix to tbi~
work is the important one of the supposed g ly cogeni c function of the
liYer. H ad this anomalous complication of functions, with all its
other attendant peculiarities, been attributed to the lfrcr only, it
would ham been more difficult to ham :irriYcd at the real facts in
the case. But the cliscoYerer has recentlv not a little invalidated the
plausible experiments which bad cond11ctCcl him to his conclusions by
assigning this same function to the placenta" during the early period
of frotal life." This appears to h:wc been a kind of corollary from
the im1mted function of the fnlly-de\·elopcd liver and its immaturity
during the early period of' fcr:tal. lifc, but resting.upon experimental
obserYation. That such a c0rmc1dencc should exist between two org-ans so differently constituted, and whose principal offices are so clisSimilar in the economy of life, may well raise our admiration; ancl
this the more so, ns the glycogcnic function of the placenta. is said to
disappear, nlong with its special nnatomitnl provision, as soon as the
fcetal liYer has adYanced to a mnturer de\·elopment. Nature, there-
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ccnta 1" as to the mnture lfrcr, the v1canons function of secretinobilc; and hence, should the glycogenic function be established, and
1-

See
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the exact disappear~nce ?f the !?landt~lar clement when it is no longer
necessary to the exigencies of footal hfe, we may expect to hear from
the eminent physiologist thnt he has demonstrated the co-existence
of the two hepatic functions in the placenta. But the original supposition relatiYe to the Ji,·cr was apparently encumbered with difficulties, as was shown in sections 1031-1033, and the" vicarious" nature of tho supposed temporary office of the pln.centa would seem to
belong to the category of the "vicarious spennatozoa,,, as represented in section 83 b, or to what is perhaps more analogous in ~ 493 c.

The Cause of the Blood's FluidUy.
§ 1087. It was a very ingenious, and so far as appearances went,
a plausible demonstration of Dr. Richardson's, in his prize essay, that
the blood owes its fluidity to the presence of ammonia. This is a
question, howe,·er, not to be determined by chemical eA1)eriments, or
by any other outside of the li\'"ing body. If experiments with i)epsin, or the "digestive mixture," could not stand the test of organic
philosophy, nor even of experimental philosophy (p. 781, § 1029),
it was scarcely probable that those would long endure by which
the new doctrine of the blood's fluidity was very plausibly commended to the attention of the physiological world; and the only
apparent objection about it was, that it did not insist that the heart
and blood-,·cssels are stimulated into action by the solvent principle
of the blood. It may ba,·e been foreseen that such a theory would
imply great fluctuations beyond the standard frequency of the pulse,
according to the ''ariable proportions of ammonia. But it is at
least certnin that, whenever such ex1Jerimcnts have been attempted upon this organic, living, complex fluid , whatever their nature,
they have been shown to be faUacious, and such bas been the early
fate of this new hypothesis in the hands of Briick and Zimmermann,
the former particularly sustaining the 1-lunterb.n theory that the
fluidity is owing to a vivifyiug influence exerted upon the blood by
the sangnifcrous organs, while the latter very justly supposes that
the coagulation of abstracted blood is due to chemical transforma·
tions. 'rl1ese transformations are prevented, while the blood is cir.
cnlating, by the influences of the blood-vessels which maintain its
vitality. 'Vhen those influences arc withdrawn 1 the oxygen and
other elements of the fluicl pass very quickly under the operation of
chemical affinities, as set forth in section 54 a. I may finally add
that, when the various characteristics of the blood, such of them as
are represented in many parts of this work, as in sections 688 ee,
846, 847, 952, 953, are duly considered, it must be admitted that such
phenomena evince the dependence of the blood's fluidity upon a. cause
appertaining to the constitution of the blood itself, _while other ob·
vious considerations place it beyoncl doubt that so m1portant a con·
dition of the pabulwn vitw is not committed to the physical action
of any one of its constantly-fluctuating ~onstituents.; f.Or if ammo·
nia be truly one of them, it must be as hable to ''anat1?11.s, at least
1
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observntious h:.t\'C been n.cceptecl by other pbys1olog1sts i but they
are a part of the "experimental philosophy" of the day, whose factitious analogies h~we been so extensiYely and powerfully arrayed
N NN
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against the great l::tws of organic beings, and the subject is introduced here as tributary to the objects of these Institutcs.-See lluMORAI.. PATUOLOGY,

Index IL

TUE MOm:s OPERANDI OF RE".\IEDIES.

§ 1088 a. As principles and sound analogy, the great ends of science :mcl the basis of the healing art, :we of very secondary moment with the speculative as well n.s the practical masses of mankind, a demancl is apt to be made for specific demonstrations of
every problem that may arise in the n1.st range of observation. It is
not enough, for example, that it be shown of ::i thousand things that
they exert their morbific or remedial cftbcts through natural physiological laws, and that when their influences extend to parts remote
from the seat of their application it is through the medium of the
nervous system . Each particular fact must be settled experimentally
as if it bad no Jaw governing its condition. This propensity must be
grntified, and it will doubtless end, also, in satisfying all that organic
nature is perfectly consistent, throughout its mutations, in all its faws
and principles.
The foregoing considerations lead me into a. farther proof that cer·
taiu substances, particularly rasenic and strychnine, which arc sup·
posed to exert their effects by absorption, have been again shown to
be incapable of detection within the organism when administered in
poisonous doses. T"'O cases of this nature, where large qun.utities of
strycJrni.n e (two scruples in one of them), and six experiments upon
animals by poisoning 'rith the same substance, are related by Dr.
Alfred S. Taylor in Guy's Hospital Reports (1856, vol. ii), in which
none of the poison could be detected in the blood or tissues. Another
case is related in the same Reports {1857, vol. iii), in which Prof.
Christison, and Dr. l\faclagan of Edinburgh, 3nd Prof. Geoghegan of
Dublin, to whom parts of the body ''ere sent, and Dr. Taylor, failed
of detecting the poison. Herc occurs, also, the cn.se of Rev. Dr. Alexander, who died from poisoning by nrsenic, but in whom none of the
metal could bE. found .
Abs017Jtion by the Skin. ·
§ 1088 b. Experiments, also, showing tlrnt the skin in its natural
condition absorbs nothing, even in :i state of solution, continue to be
multiplied; and yet we nrc consta?tly told in the books that remedies
a1>pliecl to this organ produce then· effects by absorption into the cir·
culation. Let us have, therefore, some of the late, reiterated cxpcri.
ments in reference to this question. Thus, it is stated in the report
on Physiology in the London Meclico-Clifrurgical Review for Jan.,

~,~fJ~~~~ferences regardin the absorption of saline or organic sub.
water
Dnriau's experiments with the warm
stances dissolved
bath) are based on tl~e examination o~ the urine be.fore and after the
use of the bath. Iodine and ferrocyamclc of potassmm, carbonate of
potash, sulphate of quinia, and other salts, were empl.oyecl. rrhe reaction of the urine after the bath wns always alkalme, even when
nitric acid had been added to the bath. Potash and soda. were the
on1y bases found in the mine-no trace of iodine, cyanogen, &c.
"Poulet draws the follo,ving inferences from his experiments: I.
18
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That the urine becomes alkaline after acid, as well as after alkaline
baths. 2. After friction of the skin with a solution of tartrate of antimony or extract of belladonna, &c., none of these substances were
found in the mine. 3. 'fhe skin nbsorbs, therefore, neither wnter (?)
nor substances dissolved in it, as long as the epidermis is entire.
"Kletzinsky's experiments likewise confirm t he non-absorption of

~~~A~hr;:~ii~o~~~'~:es~;, 6~~~1~1~~·~~~~~d;:;~~;~, s~~~1,ep~~\~~
TERS, REMEDIES. Also, Experiments, § 481 - 484, 494 b-e,
§ 1088 c. It is worthy of remark, however, that experiments of the
foregoing negatiYe character have little influence upon doctrines of
so much simplicity, ancl of such comprehensive and ready application
in pathology and therapeutics as bumoralism and the operation of
remedies by absorption. It therefore continues, as ever, to be a pre·
vailing belief that, among other things, the numerous preparations of
mercury are absorbed both by the skin and the intestinal canal, and,
entering the circulation, not only thus accompJjsb thei r effects, but be-
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habits, or otber foreign causes. But the most curious circumstance
attending this hypothesis, and wh ich must not be omitted in this record of" experimental philosophy," a practice hns obtained extensively of immersing tbese subjects in iodine baths, for the })lll]>Ose of dislodging the supposed offender. But the facts being against the philosophy, at least as it respects the skin, and as iodine baths have beeu
said to effect the liberation of mercury from the system at long intervals after the administration of the latte1· remedy, we may safely conclude that what has been asserted by Professor Lorinscr, and others,
of a similar effect by the internal use of iodine, is equally a mistake,
especially when connected with the Yarious facts which I have alleged
against the supposed absorption of mercury.
N e,·ertheless, it may be said that negati,·e facts cannot contradict
the nffirmatiYe. But, in the first place, are the affinnn.tive reliable
(§ 5.}-6)? Arc not the senses apt to be deceived by preconceived
h)1JOtbeses? Wby, if many remedies of a Yery irritnting nature operate by absorption, do they not manifest their action upou the heart
as readily as upon organs that are incomparably less irritable(§ 829)?
Is not this consideration alone nn iosupcrable objection to the hypothesis of absorption? If it be nnswerecl that reflex actions of the nervous system excited by remecli::d agents should, in conformity with the
principles which I ba,·e aclrnncecl, be equally liable to affCct the heart,
it would only CYince an ignorance of the most obYious laws of the
nervous system, and which, in this aspect of their remnr.kable charac1

3
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which it receives and reflects impressions upon J?::t.rticnla1: pnrts and
avoids all other parts, according to tlrn natur~ ot the cxc1tmg cause
and other special circumstances, readily explams, and can alone explnin, the phenomenon in question, especially considcrin~ its remarkable frequency. And here I may add to what I have s::ud of the operation of anresthctics through reflex action of the nervous system,
that the law of elective influence (§ 233f, 500j, k, &c.) explains completely the limitation of their effects to the orgnns of animal life, while
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the doctrine of absorption is contradicted by that limitation (§ 827 b,
1066), as is the doctrine in its broadest sense by local diseases.
Finally, the foregoing negatiYe observntions (§ 1088 a, b) are ns
good) at least, as the aflirmatirn; and since, therefore, it is thus shown
that many remedies that have been supposed to always operate by
absorption do sometimes produce their effects upon various parts
without being taken into the circulation, and therefore by no other
conceivable method than that which I have indicated, the consistency
of the laws of nntnre is such as to assure us that the same remedic&
always exert their eftbcts upon parts remote from their scat of application through alteratirn influences of reflex action of the nervous
system, and that, if they be sometimes absorbed, the present and foregoing considerations, as well as a multitude of others which occur in
this work, equally assure us that they arc admitted in such small
quantities as to produce no effect whatever, not even upon the very
irritable heart. (See Index IL, Articles RE"MEDIES, REFLEX Acnox,
NEuvous PowER, &-c.)

Transfusion of Remedies into the Ci1·culation.

of§o~?.~.~~ff~1~'bo~~~-e!opit~~'~ee~~o;:1~g~~:3~~{~~~o;e:;~1 ~~~i~~ ~~;
Buckheim, of injecting a solution of about half an ounce of sulphate
of soda in two ounces of water into the jugular vein of two dogs
without any effect upon the intestine, while both anima.ls were purged
freely by the same dose when administered by the mouth. The demonstration is, of course, conclusive against the prevailing doctrine of
operation of cathartics by absorption, and proves that they exert
their direct eftCcts upon the mucous coa.t of the intestine, and by reflex action of the nervous system upon the muscular coat, and upon
all other parts that may feel their influence. In the present case
there is not only the nssurance arising from the failure of the injected
substance to excite the slightest action in the intestinal canal, but the
interpretation supplied by the exciting effect of the nervous influence
when reflected upon the intestinal muscular tissue through the direct
irritation of the mucous when the cathartic was swallowed; since, no
action being roanifosted in the case of the injection, all the results
from swallowing the ngcnt must, of necessity, be referred to the same
causation that increased the veristaltic movements (§ 889 a). But
these are facts which lie in the depths of philosophical medicine. To
be duly appreciated there must have been a bborious study of the
profound laws in physiology, especially such as are relative to the
nervous system in its connection with organic functions. In any
event, the experiments cannot fail of.establishing the conviction that
remedies do not operate by absorption, and sustain my conclusions
as to the fallacious nature of this kind of "experimental philosophy"
{~:ri~~;~~7~ AT~~~~G~~)dcx IL, Articles, CuuARTICs;
CASTOR;

OIL,

Absorption tlwougli the f~:::~:fi~ii~~~~tf{,i~lte Intestinal Tube, and
§ 1089. The following observations, so far as they go, corroborate
the doctrines in this work (§ 275-294, &c.), and in the Medical and
Physiological Commentaries, upon the subject of enclosmose and ex-

Absorptwn by-suPPLE>IENT- Epitlte/ial Cells .
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osmose, ancl more pnrticulnrly the manner in which substances are
taken up by the absorbents.
"Von "ritticb," says the London Medico-Chirurgical RcYicw for
~uly, 1857, 1 '~ontri~utcs :m obsc1Tation of great importance regard8
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six hours after it had been bitten in the back by a dog, and thus cleprh-ed of the use of' his posterior limbs, exhibited the chylifc:rous
Yessels originating from the lower half of the ileum filled with an entirely red fluid. This redness was shown to be caused merely by the
admixture of the red blood-globules in n. large proportion, not by that
of coloring matter. The corresponding part of the intestinal tube
contained mucus mixed with blood, after the removal of which the
mucous membrane manifested the appearance of fine red dots, which,
by means of a lens, were recognjzed as villi filled with blood. Von
·Wittich does not hesitate to explain tl1is state of th ings by adopting
the Yiew, that the blood-globules pass as such through tbe epithelial
cells and tlE parcnchyma. of the villi into the chyliforous vessels; but
is of a simPtar opinion regarding the entrance of fat and other minutely divided soJjcl substances into the absorbent vessels." He
found the same true, also, of the chylifel'ous Yessels of the cmcum.
The foregoing obsenations had been recently made by others, one
of whom I shall quote upon the particular question, for the sake of
other facts, as related in the Med. Cldr. Rev. for January, 1854.
"Brilcke sta.tes, as the result of his observations and experiments
(on man, swine, and other mammalfa), that the cylindrical cpithelinl
cells of the mucous membrane of the intestines, through which the
chyle passes on its w:ty to the lacteal vessels, do not, as is generally
supposed, con!'ist of a closecl cavity surrounded by :t complete mem·
branc, but that this cavity is isolated from the intestinal tube merely
by a. thin layer of a. mucilaginous substance. Brlicke asserts nlso that
they possess a small opening on their opposite side, through which
the molecules of fat pass into the interior of the villi" (§ 295) . And
he goes so far as to say that one of "the mechanical means for the
movement of the chyle is the muscular contractions of the intestinal
tube by which the chyle is pressed into the villi." 'Vhy not, then,
other thiugs "pressed in;" and is not the analogy supplied by plnnts
of some application here?(§ 289-201, p.166 1 § 350, nos. 26!, 27, the
parallel columns, 826 a.) It is an important and sound conclusion,
however, and in which Von Wittich and JHoleschott agree with
BrUcke, in opposition to the prcrniling doctrine(§ 1054-1055), that,
"When the Yilli are filled, their muscular fibres contract, and the
fluid they contain is pressed into the channels lying between the mucous and subrnucous membranes/' and that," from the Jactcals with·
in the walls of the intestines the chyle is propclJcd by means of the
muscular contractions of the tubes into the Yessels of the mcsentery,
from whe11ce it is pumped up by means of the respiratory actions
into the thoracic duct;" or rather, as I have endeavoured to show,
"pumped up" by the derivati\'C or suction power of the right cavities of the heart. (Indexes, CmcuLATION OF TaE BLOOD, LACTEALS,
VEINS.)
.
.
.
fo all the discussions upon the foregoing subJCCt we hear nothmg
of the inteistinal veins being concerned in the function of absorption,
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although this is ns much a. matter of general belief as in :Jfogendic's

clay (269, 829).
Doubtless, the essential fact relative to the intestinal villi was well
0
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they had seen the villi distend ed with chyle, and had no difficulty in
rneing the open orifices. I shall also repeat here, for pathological as:
well as physiologicnl purposes, a qnotation which I made, in the arti.
cle upon Endosmose and Jj};cosniose (vol. i.), from R. Jackson on

Febrile .Diseases. 'l'hus: "R. Jackson, in speaking of the enlarged
blood-Yessels of the villons coat of the iutesti11cs (in yellow foyer),
remarks that 'in some instances the mouths of the c::urnls were Yisiblc at dijf'e·rent ]Joints in the interior surface, yjclding a dark-coloured
fluia by pressure.' Again: 'The mouths of ducts-not bloocl->cssels
-were discoYerecl on the interior of the colon, containing a dark-coloured fluid.' 'Proceeding farther with the io\·e ~tigatio n, similar canals discharging a tar-like fluid into the interior of the stomach, more
especially near the upper orifice, were in like mauncr discovered in
almost all cases where black vomiting had been a conspibuous symptom of the disease. The appear::mccs were noted, and they were oft·
en verified by inspection.' As to the open termination of the villi,
we nre not insensible of our solitary position, since it is stated in the
B1·itisli and Foreign. JJied. Review that 'almost every modern physiologist Jrns now abnudonecl the idea that the absorbents commence
by open mouths on the villous coat of the intestines.' This opinion
we are certainly bound to respect so far ns it is supported b.r ::my
facts, or is not contraclicted by otbers."-11Iedical and Physiological
Cormnentarles, itt supra.-Also, I nstitutes§ 275.

The Forces which Circulate tlie Blood.
§ 1090. The following quotation is made from the British and
Foreign Med. C!tintrg. Review of January, 1859, simply for the reason that it sustains severnl of the principal conclusions set forth in
this work, and originally in the lifedicat and Physiological Co1n.
mentaries upon the important subject of the forces by ·which the
blood is circulated. See Index IL, article Circulation of the Blood.
'·Nelson considers the diastole of the heart as the efiCct of an act.
i,·e movement. Ile assumes that the hen rt muscles, unlike voluntary
muscles, arc possessed of a. double power-that of expansion as well
ns of contraction. The distention of the Yentricles, the Author says,
'is au active and inherent force.' The mcchnnical forces acting on
the movement of the blood in the Ycins arc : 1. That furnished by
the heart and arteries; 2. That by the pleural Yacuum of the thorax;
and, 3. The expansive power of the auricle." These, however, arc
only a part of tlie forces concerned, nor do I suppose that the expansion of the thorax is much of :tn clement, as I endeavoured to show
in the Medical and Physiological Conunentaries.
As to Ocstcrreicher's old experimcn~ of pl~cing a heavy weight upon
the heart of a frog and deducing from it. the important conclusion that
the clil::itntion of tbe organ is not an acllve movement, nncl which continues to be quoted as an unquestioned authority, I show in the Commentaries that the experiment prOYCS exactly the contrary.-.JJfed. and
Pl1ysiolo,q. Comm., vol. ii., p. 309-402. A1so 1 KOTE Ba p. 1131.
Nell)York,1859.
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appliedtoillustratethephilosophyor
specificstimulus,p.46,974a,but
lifo,p.99,919ld
the
in
stimulus
specific
a
requires
ALSTON, Dr. (1733)-shows that opium is
lacteals. See NaTRITION

~~~ :~:~:~~dp.b~~ ~cJs ~~r.o~~~. ncrvNtTRous Oi:rnE G.1.s, SuLr11va1c ALVINE D1sc11.1.RGF.s,
intheirrelationtodisease,p.452-455,
ETnER,ToDAcco,&c.
9 691, 6911their effects upon organic lire, and
modc of opcration,p. 66,67,9 143, ALKALO!D!iOPCINCll01'A,
their therapcutical uses, p 593-607
148-151 ; p. 318-321, 9 493 d-494;
p. 41&-418, 9 648 c-652 c; p. 4¥, ALTERATl\'ES,
9 654a; p. 522-525, 9 827 b-828 c; all tl~mgs such, moral and p~1ysica l ,
wl~1ch arc capable of cba.ngiog the
p. 672-674, 9 904 b.
ex1stingcond1tionofthev1talstates,
AnAPTATEON, L.1.w OF,
p. 542, 9 854 c; p. 662-665, 9 895propounded ~y the author in a series
901.
nfpropositions, p. 45, 973 a; p. 46,
in l~rgc doses or degrees their rcme9 14a; p. 58, 59, 9129; p. 61-63,
dialormorb1fic_ctfeetsmaybespcedy
Q 136-l37; p. 65, 66, 9143; p.67,
andprofound;msmallandfrequcnt68, 9149-152; p.69, 9156 b, and
ly-repeated doses <"Ir degrees, the
rc/ercnces there; p. 89, 9 I88a; p
same ~ffects. may be o~ly gr~dually
90, 9 I88f a-c; p. 93-95, 9 188~ d;
cstabhshed, m conform1ty.w1th the
p. 93, 9 191 a, b; p. 99, 9 192; p.
fundamentalplanoforganienature,
IOI, 102,920 1-203; p.107,(1226;
p.S9,90,Ql88-188i-b;p.107-110,
p.ll0,111,Q233-233f;p.330,331,
9 226-232; p. 1:!2, 9 240; p. 2!0, 9
95001111,0; p. 350-361,9524-529; p
387;p.214-217,9393-399;p.22Z430-433,9675;p.531,Q837cc-839;
227,Q409c-41l;p.230-232,9421p.535-539,Q847-8·19;p.542,9843

Aco~-i;:~ 1 ~Ji.~c~~:.lc~::~~~~~1~~ 1~vG:~:

1i

~~ ~ ;/5~~4 ~~~9a~; /°5~~~· 5i:,

888a-d; p.565,566,9889J!-k; p
570,Q88911; p.580,581,9890fe;p
6S2-585, Q890Hl91 c;p.586-588,

8 4

~~!,; 9P4i~i~ / :. ~~1 cd1g; 9 ~7
1

2

h;p.280,Q419d;p.283-287,9452458;p.290,Q462,463;p.295,Q
476a;p.323-332,Q408/-500; p

936
Alleratives-continucd.

Analogies, Faise-ct>nlimud.
335-34-1, 9 512-514-; P. 344, 345,
p. 238-245, 9 438 h-44.0 c; p. 518,
9 5115 d, No. 6; p. 364-369, 9 546519, 9 823, 824
564; p. 4-23, Q 659, 660; p. 426, 9 ANALOGY,
666; p. 428, 9 672; p. 54-I , 9 854-a,
the great basis of science, p. 12, ~St
b; p. 542, 9 854c-e; p. 544, 9 857;
f; p. 183, 9350 gg.
p. 545, 9 859 b; p. 547, 9 863 d; p. ANHYs1s, Cm:Jnc.u.,
547-550, 9863b-t; p. 552, 9867;

p.554,Q87l;p.556,557,Q873;p.
562, 9 SSS c; p. 567-569, 9 889 l111in;p.577,9890o;p.579;p.

itslimits,p.14,96; p.15,Q 14-b; p
16,QI5;p.18,918d;p.24,942;
p. 25, 9 44; p 27-29, 9 53, 54; p
221,222,(l409b;p.228,Q417a.

fl9S-600,Q892d; p. 662-665,¢895- AN.UTOJIOSIS,
901; p. 666-670,9 902c-m;p.679itsuses,p.53,994; p.54,55,¢109-117
681, 9 905; p. 703-711, 9 940-952; ANATO~IY,
p.724,99Gla;p.726,996Ic-t;
usesof,p.3,92;p.50-73,9S3-I63.
p.732,733,9973-974.
the basis of medicine, p. 3, 92c; p.
AN..EMIA- a dogma in humoralism, 9 487
50-73, 9 8~-163.
h, 569 d, 836, 843, 961, 1007 b.
teaches nothing, per sc, in pl1ysiology,
ANAt.OOIE!!,
pathology, or therapeutics, p. 3,Q2
between Animals and Plants. See
c; p. 50, 9 83 c; p. 59, 60, 6 131
PL.\NT.S
ANATOMY,Monnrn,
between semen and all other vital
itsuses,&c.,p.456-463
agents, p. 44-49, 9 72-80; p. 84, ~ ANIMALCUl.A,
175 b; p. 331, 9 500 o.
their uses, p. 15, 9 14b
between the nen·ous power and all ANrnAt.s,FoonoF,
othervital agents,p.107-111,9226ofanorganicnaturc,p 16,917;p
233!; p. 662,663,9896. See, also,
17-20, 9 18.
NERvous PowER
can not be indicated hy chemical analybetween Vital Principle and Mind and
sis, p. 17-20, 9 18; p 219-222, 9
409; p 235, 9 433. See, also,
Instinct, p. 84, 9175 b; p.88,9183,
PL.tNTS.
184; p. 89, 9 186; p. 98, 9 191 c;
~6~~2-125, 9 234-246 ; p. 370, 9 567, I ANU~~~- FUNCTION"S, p. 280-362, 9 450-

be~;g~~9i;t~~ r~g,p~~~e;:.2~"0 :7;.9?(b~

co~;~tJi'fo11::,s~l~dnt,;!Y:1{~!~r·a~tl1~:::

9203;p.104,92I5;p.105,9220;
slnu:tirc,p.125,9250
p. 107-110, 9 225-232; p. 112, 9 ANI~!Al. HE~T,
234h
orgam<", and chcm1<'al, philosophy of,
remote, but illustrative, between the
p.2;14-279, 9433-448.
chemical basis of, p. 238, 9 438 b-d,
Vital Principle and the "lmJJonder·
abtes,"p.9Z-95,9 I88fd;p.112p.2_76,27!,9447ff.
122, 9234-238.
orgamc basis of, p. 271, 9 447 j; p
hetweenallPhysical andMoralCauses,
273, 9 447 h; p. 662, 663, 9 896.
in their re\ationtoLife,p. 44-49, 9
See, also, CoMnusT10:-;.
72-80; p. 62-68, 9136-152; p. 84, AN!)IAL KINGDOM,
9157b,c;p.92-95,9I88}d;p.96,
tlependentontheinorganic,p.15,99;
9189c;p.97,9190;p.104,9215;
p. 16,914c;p.23,935,37;p.24,
p. 107-111, 9 225-233~; p. 113-122,
9 41, 42; p. 25, 9 43; p. 135-138, 9
300-303!.
9 234-240; p. 250, 251, 9 441 c; p.
dependent on the vegetable kingdom,
296, 9476 c; p. 323-332,9 500; p.
356-358,952Gd;p.363-370,9535p.15,¢10,13,14;p.16,917;p.
568; p. 405-412, 9 638; p. 543, 9
. 135-1~9, 9 300-303~
857;p.577,9890o;p.579,580,9
Jtspeculiarproperties:p.88,9184;p.
890~ d; p. 597, 9 892 c; p. 631, 9
106, 9 223. See, also, SENSIBILITY,

!~~~i~f ig:~~~~l: ':~:?i~:! No!:

692-691l, 9 914-923 h; p. 698-709,
9929-951. Sce,also,REMEDIALAc·
TJONandV1n1.AGENTS.

~\~~~3~~~~~{~~s:~or,

p. 10, 9

5;

5!{~E'S:,;, ~:~~~~a·~:.~~~"·

A ..
founded upon orgamc hfe, p. 53, 998.
103; p. 54, 9108, 110, Ill; p. 55,
9 114-117; p. 14·3-146, 9 322-32£.

a; p. AN1~~et.~~~1~~,E~:::: an<l 0RGAN"Ic LH'E.

: 3i8~ 6J/ !." 1~~; t3~~59 ~~:-:2:~~ ~'.
9

J 5"1-173, 9 350; p. 182, 9 350J g;

w~o ~ :1:i~1°~01e:k ~r;, g32¢ J4!~ 7a!J
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I Arteries-ctmtim1t1[

Animal Magnetism-tont1nutd.

;b i~'~' p~~~s!::; g; ~:dtrn~· R~~;~: I
1

~~.~~i~s :?~~;~J:~s~95-301.
A

Sec

6 czpcrimuils rc?at1vc. to lhe Arteries ir.
:::;~i:~~v:.::::::~.:p:,:,: :3: A•Ti~Il]~~E0~~1~;;t~~'.·t
mg into .the Dark Ages.

:

liefft1~iE.fi~~g~E1~~~\~~~t ~~~'~it~~;~f~ii~:!:•••»ooics, and
author's refutation of, p. 16, 9 14 c.
spcec~ e•!nces the full operation of
See, also, DEsIGlf.
the :v1ll, Judgment, retlection, percept1on, memory, the understand- AT»?SPUERE,
primary source of nourishment to
ing. That is a test, as are, also,
plants, p._ 135-1~9, 9 303-303~:
the established laws in Physiology,
proves their creatton before animals,
p. 7~, note. Consult, likewise, the
P· 136-138, 9 303-303! b, c. Sec,
phys1ologic~l lawas pronounced in

~~~o~~~~n~oru!11a~Ur:f~:;:i~~ ~~:

~1!~~..1.~~T;;J~~.i~;:•.11;~d t~~::;;:

~~n:.y, and So)INA»BULISll, and REA- ATR;;1°..1.~how i_t affects the iris by reflex
nervousact1on,andanalogousthings,
firmness of purpose and mental exp.673,9904/J; p.838,i} l057f.
citement will enable most people,
especially in h ealth, to endure suf- ATTRACT!.ON, CAPILLA.RY,.
asappilcdtoorgamcbcings
feringwithoutcomplaint. 'fhefor-

SeeAR-

~f;:~~~i~1~~{~:~it~ff~ A~r,{~¥:~iij~i~~~iii~:;~;~~,n~:
tbid.
~~!"a~~r~~~~i~et~:e 0Je~~!~a~~~ t~ inj~~;t~ci'as sources ofaUlhority, form

the subsequent little suffering inci-

dent to the operation of extraction
p. 77, note; p. 12-l, 9 2-13;. p. 531,
84-<l; p. 588, 589, 9 891 m. See,
also, SENsJDILtTv, Si,:NSATION, and

*

the

NERVOUS POWER.

A~~~1rL~u~d~i~~~i~~ 5distinction, p. 15

greatestltghttotruth,p. 17-19,¢ 18;
p. 38-40,l/6-l/-h; p.84--86. l> 175c,
Jl. 96, 9 189 b; p. 13::!, 133, 9 289;
p.135-139, 9303-303S; p.157-19 1,

36

~. ~go:i~2;, ~· ~~~-~o;·P~ 2;t3;;9'.
b~~:z*n ~1~, ~ ~0;~J ia~: 1~:i1~-1 ~.~~:
3

9

~~L~Oa~t~~~e~ ~I~~. ~L~~~-29 .' 9

their Comj)osition, p. 15, 9 12

their _fallacious stat7ments m~y
their bes~ refutation, and yield the

3

6

See

Co11Pos1T10N.
See TKERA·
PEVTICS 1 REllEOIAL ACTION', VITAL

ANTn10NY, T..1.RT..1.ll"lzr.o.

~~;;~:~~~~~l~~J:·;~;;;;,::T<::•O ::~ ::~~~;~·:!:i':T~=£~~0';,~~~;17J:\co·
A~~i~~;t:~~~~:~h•ti~essary ::::~~~:.~E~~~;~;;~~~~~!~~~;,o:.~
·'"~~i:#;;~h i·~~:l~:~;;r:~;, B:~~~%~~,~:E~Et~;·~:·.~i ~~~;~
to, p.

7by

Awn:R1r.s,

apmmrnls to detcn_1line the Principle
upr-iu:hichthtActionoftl1tHeartand

organic elaborations from, each one
specific, p. 18, 9 18 d; p. 24-31, 9
40-02; p. 192,¢354; p.'216,9398:

938
l:Uood-t:ont111ucd.
Blood-vessels-contimud.
p. 222, 9 4-09 c; p. 225, 9 409 h, i;
morbid changes of 1mtab11Lty1 p 99,
p. 227, ¢411.
9 192, p 2 16,¢ 399, p 310, 9 485
homogeneous, p. 24, 9 42, 1wu; p. 25,
experiments by BuN~:VA, PROCTER, am!
¢43
KRurnER, showing the influence of
composed of seventeen clements, p.
the nerves upon the, and \'ariously
2.4,¢42; p.25,¢43; p.225,¢409.
appliedbyme,¢399,485,846,952.
rap1dityofitschemicalchanges,p.29, BRAtY,
¢Ma.
or its equivalent, the Ganglionic Syarapidityofitsorganicchanges,p.233,
tem,inthcloweranimals(seeNER\"·
¢427; p. 535, 9 846; p. 537, 9 847
ous PowER, and CEREBRO-SP!NAL

dc~ifrf~n~;~;i~ ~i :~;lat

co~~~:!~~ with the Mind, or with the

no~~~dicated

antlr;:~:ls~~r~, ~o~l~ecc~~~~~c~~~~~a:

1

229, 230,

9 4.19,

function, p.
420; p. 274-278, 9

by unaided Nature, p.
.
.
.
cJicm1calthcory of 1ts Circulation, p. 157,
53~,

9 839

g/A~t~~f:Jf~~:;1i:~:j~~:i.~~;

Instincti\'e Principle, p. 123,

9 24lc.

bt't the sympathetic ncr"e is indispcnsablo as supplying the s~imutus

~~~ti~;:~;~;~,\~~i~~ii;F~~re. ~~;

255, 9 441 /; p. 256, 9 441• d; p. BaowN, JouN-his doctrines, 9 487 It,
275-278,9447!6,f Wlnte,¢447fb.
890!/, 106Sa.
shown byKa1E':llER that the nerves exert a remarkable influence upon the
C.
blood, and applied by mo to import.
ant principles in Pathology and Ther- C.tLOl1£L. Sec CATUARTtcs, T11•:R.1.PEU·
apcutics,p.216,9399;p.3l0,Q485;
Tics, V1T.1.L H ABIT, REl!EDIAL AcP· 445, 9 688ee; p. 535, 9 846; p.
TION, andALTER,1.Tl\'ES.
709-71 1, ¢ 95!; p. 730, 9 969c.
CA1.oa1c. SceC.\LOR1F1c.1.T10Y.
Br,000LF.TT1Nc,
an unexplained phenomenon of, p.
accordingtotissuesaffcctcd,p.72,73,
276-278, 9447t/.
9162.
CALORIFIC.tTION,
A~Tuoa's theory of its motlus opuandi,
its philosophy investigated, p. 234-279,
how far original, Jl. 691, 9 906 g
9 433-448. See HEAT OF ANUULS
DLoooLETTING, GENERAL,p. 698-702.
.1.ND PL,1.NTs,and CoMBUSTION.
GEYERAL AND PRACTICAL 0BS£RVA· CAllPllOR. See ANTISPAUIODIC$.
T1oss uroN, p. 711-777.
CA<'i'TllAR!DES. SceCouNTER·lHRITANTS.
~encral Ex.tent of, p. 711-?24.
c.\PILLARIES .\NI> E:n_n•:ME V1::ss1:LS,
m Congcstnie Forms of Disease, p. 72-1the former reservoirs to the latter, p.
732.
216, Q398; p. 483, 9 746 a.
in the RecoJ!ni=cd l:Om1s of Inflam ma·
the latter, the main instnuncnts of life
ticm,p.732-736.
and disease, p. 42, 9 67; p. M, Q
in Simple Continued and Simple Inter109; p. 215-217, 9 394-399; p. 218,
mittentFm:r,p.136-141.
¢40-1; p. 219, 9 407 b; p. 226, Q
in tM Cold Stage of Fmr, p. 739-7·11.
410; p. 227, 9 411; p. 286, 9 456 a;
in Apoplexy, p._741-747.
_.
p.289,¢461; p.322,Q498c; p.479,¢
general Ezpmcnce, and Opinions re741 b; p.483, Q746a; p.485, ¢750a.

in ~~~ct~~;,!~·~JI:xn~~~6P. 766-768.
m the D_iscascs of Old Age, p. 768-770.

;:!:f!tl1C!;u7::::,~D~~ ~cio~~ ~;~i!~;
p.776-777.

BLoo;~l~~~;~uT~~=· EmcTORANTS, and
BLOOD-n:ssELs,
their essential office, p. 43,¢ 68-71;
p.54,Ql09b;p.208-217,Q382399; p.219,¢407,40S;p.223-227,
¢409c-41l;p.2S9,¢461la·
t heir supposed chemical relat1oos, p.
43, Q 67; p 178-l8 1,¢3501;p.
226, Q409j.
thew'iite,admitlheredglobulesthrough

Cm~~~~~l~~T~~~~:RT and ARTERIES
phys1ca_I VIC\_,·s of, subversive of

a~I

~[~1!~1~~c~1~~ r1i;~~1~~2~~~ Ql\~~~1;
p.219,Q407b ; p.226,227,Q410,

th:tl i~; ~~~~~· ~ ~~~i~ifl~'~f·ii s;~~v~
byd1rcctcxpcnment,p.l27,Q263;
p.131,¢293; p.216,217,Q399;p.
289,¢_461ia;p295-310,¢476485;-isshownbythecompositioo
of .t11ebloodandsap,p23,q34,35;
-1sshownbythcvanctyandexactnessofsecrctedproducts,andotherphcnomena,p.23,¢37; p. 24-,26,
¢41-46; p. 40, 41, 465; p. 44, 4

939
Capillary .1ction-.:011ti11ucd

72; p.222-227, 9409-411 ;.p.479, 9
74lh;p.663,'}896;-and1sshown

bythelightofanalogyas_reflected
fromallsensiblemottonsmorganic
and animal life. See CArILT.ARIEs,
PLANTS, ANALOGIES, NERVOUS Pow·
ER,SYMr.nnv,andAnsoRPTtoN.
experimcntsbyBuNEVA, PROCTER, and

Causes-cont·inucd.

4; p. so, 9 169 d; p. 120,
236;p.434,435,9679,680.

9

235,

tobesoughtthroughlheirphcnomena.
p. 10,11,95!; p.80,§169; p.112
-121,§2Mc-237; p. I82,§!150ig,
p. 434, 9 679; p. 456, 457, 9 699
undervalued by the ignorant alone,p
5, §4b

~uR::~~E:ftl~~~;~n:ath~~ice~~~~'.~~p~~ CAU~E2S1~;~~1l!ATE

OR PATHOLOGICAL,

!J.

~~}~~~~::~::-'.h::~::~~:~~: :.::~~;~~:B~?~~~~~~~::~;;~,

·h~~~r~:ffft1i1~i·~j~:t;~fi; c::tE~~;;5:i~i!r'..~~fi:;g:.\
238-248,

9 438-440; p.

275--298,

9

44-7 c-~7~.
.
theory <?f lts combustion m producing

thec1rculationoftheblood,p.l57,

g

~~: ~g:; 99i15a0; ~o;irn~' 915 0~-;

p.

th~ory

of its combustion in producing
1nftammation, p. 160, 9 350, No. 10;

p.176, 177,Q360Ja,350}1l; p.252,
§44-1, c.
C.\RDONICACID,

itsLau;sof Action, p. 292-295
general, Fae.ts a.ml .Lau;s Tclative lo, and
to the Ganglionic, p. 335-341.
pervadesallparts,p.54-,Qlll-113

imK~,rt9a~i 1t~ 1 ~~~~~~tf~~~ation, p

designed especially for Animal life, p.
55, 9 112. See Ne:avous PowEn,
andSn:1rn11v.
CnF.MJCAL PuYs10Loc1sTs,

SCbOOJ Of, p. 6, §4-}a,c; p. 174-191,
afoodofplants,p.13G-139,§303a9350{-351.
303i.
.
. .
.
C11F.:111cA~ ·coM~oaNos,
agency of light m its decomposttion,
their s1mplic1ty, p. 23, 9 38; p. 25, ~
p. 93, 9 188f d; p. 163-167, 9 350,
4G; p. 26, 9 49, 50.
CnEMICAL AND PuvsICAL VIEWS OF LtFE,
Nos. 64-77.
itsconnectionwithrespiration,p.22!),
their moral and religious tendencies:
9 418, 419; p. 274-_278, 9. 447f..
See LIFE, Goo AH» NATURE, anu
VITALPRoPER.TIESINT1tEELEl1ENTs
its supposed connection with anunal
heat. SeeCA1.oR1fICJ.TION
orMATTER.
docs not excite heart's action, as sup· CuEmSTRY,
its proper "°ocation,p.14, 9G; p.27,
posed by some, 9477b,Exp. l.
CATALYSIS,
9 53; p. 26, 948; p. 207, 1}3761 b
its home the Laboratory, p. 14,96; p
applied to organic processes, p. 43, 9
67; p. 178-181, 9 3501 a..-350.i c; p
203, 9 376~; p. 227, 9447!/.
226,9409j.
contradistinguishedfromMedicalPhi
conflict between, and the moving mole·
losophy,p. 8, 9 5; p. 14, 9 6; p. 19,
cule,ortherivaltloctrinesofthe
918c;Jl. 2i-36,920-62;p.l49Laboratory, p. 226, 9 409 j. See,
207, 9337-376J; p. 234-279,9433also, PR0TE1N.
448
CATEcnu. SeeAsTRINGESTs.
usurps medical philosophy, p. 8, Q5,
C.ATllARTICS, p. 563-.570.
.
p. 13, 9 5~ '!; p. 20~, 203, 9 376f.
a.problcrn for ~ts solution, p. 281, 9450
physiolorry of their operation and mflnences,p.339,Q514/; p 547-550,
c; .P· 330, 9500nn.
Q 863 d; p. 563-570, 9 889. See,
~vhy_ 1t.fluctuatcs, p. 14, Q 6.
also,REMEOULACTION.
.
1ts!Jm1ts,p.8, 95; p.14,Q6; p.15,
most appropriate time for their ad.mm·
Q 14 h; p. 16, 9 15; p. IS, 9 18; p
istration,p.554,987l;p.570,Q
24,Q42;p.25,944;p.27-29,9
88911.; but the same rule does not
53, 54; p. 161, 9 350, No. 59; p
applyequallytoemetics,p.549,550,
202, 203, 9376!;.p.23~, Q438d
9863d
·ruEAuT110R's opimonof1ts value,p
CAUSES,
133, ,9 292 j p .2~7, 9376ib
their knowledge important,p. 4, 9 3,
asapphedt0Medicme11lustratesforci·

9~0

maxim,

11e sutor

CoLoPcEv;~~~. a~~en~:::i:~r~;~1;~~u-~·

ultra crcpidam, p. 174-178,

9 350!-

COMBUSTION,

Cbe~li;t~;c;~~~~~~~·I
350J.
C111uusTRv, ~bo1cAL,

now and sixty years ago, p. 8,95.
errors of, why successful, p. 10, 11,9
5~ c; p. 349 d; p. 202, 9 376t; p.
23.4,235,94-33.

ailnuts, to the full extent, the principlesofsolidismand vitalism, p. 6, 9
4- fb,d ; p.19,918 e; p 22, 929;
p.26,949;p.30-33,Q59,60;p.
37, 964a; p. 157-173, 9 350,Nos

in Organic Chemistry, the cause 01
Animal 1Icat, p 162, 9 350, No. 17~ ;

p. I78,9350J/; p.23S,943Sb-d; p
239-247,9440,l\'os I,2,3,4,5,6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
19; p 276-278,_9447!/

thecauseoftheV1tal ForceorVitality, p. 15-1, 9349 c; p 157-170, 9
350,Nos3, 4,6,8, 15, IS, IS!, 19,
31,32,36,37,38,39,40;p.1771
178, 9 3501 /; p. 254, 9 441 e; p.

gR-:A6~1/C~~~I~T3R5~ia':;d fi:~· i~~~;

tl1! ~u~:~~; aii Organic Motions and

ClllLDllO OJ?•
itsphys1ological and moralchararteristics, p.375-376,9577.

178, 9 350J 1l-f; p. 208, 9 283; p
254, 9440, No. JO ; p 25~, 9441 e.
thecauseofVoluntaryMot1on,p 155,

l, 1058 d.
C110 1. i,:aA, MALIGNANT,
trcatmcnlof,9630 e, J058d
C1acu1.ATIONOFTHEB1.ooo,
author'stheoryof,p.207-217,.377399; p. 934,91090.

of the
Blood,p. I57-IG3,9 350,Nos. 3,4,
5, 7,8, 9, 10, 19 ; p. 175,9350h-l;
p. 208, 209, 9 383 a, b; p. 274, 9
447!a; p329,¢500n
thecauseofFeve r<?.ndi nflammation,p.

~11El~7i::~~=~~~:!r~ ic~:!etc~RGANIC
8

Ci~~~:t~e~~For~r19M9o

rh~~~al3 :~~o~ 7~~. ~. \~~-11g~,: ~~~·
1

9350f: p 208,209, 9 393 4 , b; p'.
274, 9 447! a; p. 329, 9 500n.

t•;t;h~~~~9 ~e;?p.o~& 92~~'i~ 383 a;
ans:~~a.;lo;O thc~;;l.~~R;~S~0::ld9 ~~l~~
LAnvAcTioN

Ci;icu~i::~o~hc~:j1~.r;."; 57,

158 , 9 3501

7

~~;~r9ti~:z~ J~b~~1:!~· ~~~~~'.
1

~;~:~ ~( t~~~ t~~c~;:;tion
3

th!

~6~7~,3~~S.~~510~;e,j;l~\~;,590t:~:

the cause of Thought and Passions,
P· 155, 9 349 e.

~:::~=~::;rn~~~~.ft·io3n~9p\~~~ ~63, 9
~::.0~ ~Ol\,l~: 18,t, l!): &e.; p. ~48,
the cause of Morttficat1on, p. 175, 9

an~~S{e~~nse of Death, p. 173, 9 350,

.~~~~~~;.~~;;;;; ~~~~~;;:;
ait~hi°;,'s9 ~~~o;; ~~·2f4, 2~~929 tf9;

p.

C1a c ULA7ION, VENOUS,

u.1a!wr's theory of,p.209-212,9384-39.2a;p.2 14,9392d; p.934,91090.
and 1 tsbcan n g~pon tho pathology of

aff!~te9d 1:y~Jis~·a;:: :.~~. 9 44 ; p. •8:

'
9 IB2a.
mostlythesameinanimalsandplants
'
p.23,934-36.
consistsofaboutseventeenelements

: ~ifi~~~~i~~ ~!t!~~:~

941
D.

Compountls,Mineral----('onlinued

their structure, p. 20, 9 19
theiri.nc,reas?,p.21,920.

.

D£ATn,p.401-404-

C~~ti)!,;£~~1JI,:~~:~;::~::~:~::: . ~::~!.r~?~i ;:~:~!: ~;;~ t~"~'f,";
p. 24,

~5,941,46.

often fatany mistaken for the failure

::~H~~;H~:~~~~~:~~:1~~;;; D£cf!f~~}ff{~t~:.i~~::i~:~~:

always modified inoneexactwayin
any gi"en state of disease, p. 222,
223, 9409; p.537, 9847d; p. 538,
9 847 f,g. See, also,Oao.tr.:1cCoM·

CoN1~:u~~~s no alterath•e \'irtuc, p. 587,
9891i; p.681-683, 9 9056.

avitalfunction,p.229,230,94-19,42ll,
p. 274-278, 9 447~

DECOMl'OSITIO~, VITAL,

balances nutrition, p. 34, 962b; p. 53,

got~r~~~ ~Y ~~ut;: ~na· ;s t~·bti:l~~d
1

laws, p. 3-l, (1626.

3

1

See, also, AP

':'osGESTION,VEMOUs,p.500-513,9786PROPRIATION,andhTLA!tlllATION.
818
showsaradicaldifferencebetweeno1
author'stbeoryandinvestigationof,
ganicandinorganicheings,andthe
p. 500-513, 9 786-818. See, also,
laws of each, p.34, 9 62b; p. 217.
VENOusT1ssut:.
9401. See,also,PuTR.EFACT10N,and
CossTIPATION,HAnlTUAL,
•
AesORPTION.
how best overcome, p. 561-569, 9 889 b "Dt: ... ENSE OF TUE MEDICAL PRo.-~:stHON
-889 mm.
OI' THE UNITED STATES," p. 460~163,
or <J:lhera~tendant ofindig~stion often
9 709, and note. See, also, MEDICAi
gives rise to chore~, eptlepsy, &c.,
EoucATtoN, and note there.
thephilosophyexplamed,p.323-332, Dt:s!GN,
9 500 ; p. 356-358, 9 526 d
physiological proof of, p. 6, 9 41, b; 1'
CoNSTlTUTio.s, p. 383-385; p. 271-273
15, 914-b; p. 21-, 940; p. 25, 943,
CONTAGION,
46; p. 30, 951; p. 34--36, 962; p
limited by physiological Jaws,p.41837, 964; p.44, 972; p.4.6, 974,
420, 9 652 c-653.
p. 51, 9 83 c; p. 53, 9 95; p. 55, ¢
Co.sTB.ACTILITY. SeeM001L1Tv.
117; p. :>6, 57, 9121-125; p. 58, ¢
CoP.llVA. See Gt:N1To-Ua1NARY AGE11o-rs
129 d; p. 59, 9 130; p. 61, 9 133 c;
COPPER, SuLPHATE oF. See El1ET1cs,
p. 62, 9136; p. 63, ¢ 137; p. 65, 9
AsTRINGENTs, THl:::RAPEUTics, and
143c; p. 67-69, ¢149-156; p. SI,
R1rnED(ALAcT10N.
¢ 169/; p.85,¢175c; p.87,¢180;
Coi;NTER-lRRITANTs,p.6'12--660,9893;
p.88,9185;p.93,9188!;p.97,
p. 679-681, 9 905.
6 190; p. 98, 9 191; p. 99, ¢ 192;
supply an illustration ofrcmc<lia1 acp. 100, 9 199; p. 102. 9 201c; p.
tion, p. 642-651, 9 893a-i; p. 679IOS,922Sa; p.110, lll,9232-233i;
681,¢905
p.122,9239,240;p.I25,9246;p
CRE.lTOR,
130,9180; p.129,9273; p.135,130
anargumentbytheauthorinproofof,
929S,303a.; p.137,I38,¢303ib,c
p. 16, 9 14 c; p. 81, 9 170 a. See,
p.141,¢307; p.143-146,¢322-326,
also,D1:swN.-9!085; NoTEPP.
p.148,149,9336; p.191,192,¢353,
5
0
0

T;:;:'i'r!~;!~:~::;:~:~m~T !•::'.

rN:;~ ~~;~kv: ~~.;i; ag~ ~ariii:

9175d;p.l24,921I;p.183-189,
¢350li-'11i;p.227,¢411.

¢422--'125;p.234,¢433;p.2t9,¢
44Ic;p.251,¢44lc;p.253,9

DESIGN, and LIFE, moral and TcligiOIU tendencies of the Chemical and
Physical View.so]. Also, p. 921-928.
CROUP-blood-letting in, p. 375,9576e;

p. 290. 9 •164; p. 312, 9 487 g; p.
323-332,9 500; p. 335, 95I2a.; p.
376, 9 578 b; p. 379, 9 578d; p.
391, ¢ 603; P· 402, 9633; p. 405-412, 9 638; p. 435, 9680; p. 472-474, 9 732-733/; p. 519, 9 826 a;
]) ..53G--539 1 9 8~7. I~ all the foregomgpbys1olog1calev1dcnccsofDc·

/a.i~7e~:s a~f ~~f~~s~~~ 7:o 9 1~h~~o~~ph~a~

p. 728, ¢ 964d; p. 8·16, 9 I058p.
CunEDS. See Gt:N1To-U1nNAllY AGENTS.
CuPmW,
its characteristic effects and uses, p
702-703

~~ ;l;; p1\i1,0~ 4~::~ ~. ~Jli, :~~8 ~
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Dcsign---conlmued.
Disease-continued
sign, the proof will be greatly multiillustrates physiological states, p. 73,
pl!ed by associating the processes
9163; p.265, 9 447b; p.476, 9735
with the anatomical structure, in
b. See, also, AGE, VENOUS T1ssuE,
the several instances respectively.

Butthelaws,processes,and results
arebyfarthemostimportant.
DtvELOP:.tENTOF0Ro.i.Ns, p. 37-471 964
-74; p. 68, 69, 9 153--159; p. 373-

380,
D1ET,

9 574-578.

andVENOUsCoNO£STION

dependsuponthemutabilityofthevJtal properties, p. 3, 9 2 b; p. ll,9
5!e; p. 47-49,974-SO; p. 61,9133
c; p. 87, 9 177-182; p. 98, 9 191;
p. 121,

9 237,

238; p. 352,

9 524d,

p. 514, 9 819 a, No. 5. Sec, also,
of a careful regulation of,
PATHOLOGY.
md1sease,p 61,63,67,9133,137,d,
consists,essentially,inchangesoftho
e, 151; p.543, 9856; p.600,9892e
org<mic properties, p. 3, 9 2 b; p.
Sec, also, Vis ?ilEmcA.TRt:r: NA.TUR.IE
98, 9 191 b. See, also, P..1.THoLoGY
DIGESTION, PHYSIOLOGY Of', p. 147-207, ' analysis of, in plants and animals, p
9332-376i. Also, p.15, 16, 9 10,
98,¢191a
13, 14, 16, 17, 18a; p. 134-147, 9
establishes special susceptibilities, p
3
7
6
43
9
of, p. 167-170, 9 350,
:.;
:'
Nos.29-34; p.197-199,9362-360.
Sec, also, PATHOLOGY, and T11rn1.·
carriesforward,notbackward,organiccompounds,p.15,913,14; p.16,
its effects conform to the causes, p.
9 16-18; p. 24, 9 42; p. 30, 9 59;
105, 9 220 c. See, also, REMOTE
p. 33, Q 60; p. 135, 9301; p. 143,
CAUSES OF
9 322; p. l!J6, 9 360, 361; p. 201,
neverlkcasions putrescency,p. 105, 9
9 374, 375.
221. See, also, HuMouL1s~1, and
01STRll)UTION,p.207-217,9377-399
D1GESTION.
D1PHTHERIA-mistaken for a local or huepidemic, according to the nature of
moralmala<ly,p.450,9689l,nolc
species,bothofanimalsandplants,
DISEASE,
p. 98, 9 191 a
its philosophy sought in the O\'Um, p
affcctsthevitalrelationsofallagents
47-49, 9 75-80.
p. 3, 9 2 b. See, also, establishes
hereditary, philosophy of, p. 47-49, 9
special susceptibilities, as above
75-80; p.424, 9661
modeofinvestigating,p.73,9163; p.
coincident in animal and organic life,
437-4'.f2,Q685,686; p._56I,9888a.
p 55, 9 117; p. 98, 9 191 a
illu~trat1ve example of, m therapeut1cs,p. 430-433,9675-676a.
influenced byrelationoforgans,p 59,
9 129 g
predisposition to, Author's philosophy
influencedbyvitalconstitutionoftisof,p.87,918l;p.368,9559;p
sues, p. 61, 9 134; p 64, 9 138, 141,
421, 422, 9 657 a, b; p. 426, 9 6613;
142 j p 67,9149- 151jp.69,9158p. 429, 430, 9 674 d
impor~ance

ch:!~;J :heory

~'. 6~,b ~ pi4~~1~~~

9~",

~i1 b:

~~~- s~:l~~TI~!~~· :;E~l~:u~s~~~~ D1sT6~~~~~T£
OR.GANS.

ap~.t~t~t~~~e

r

CACsES OF, p. 414-4271
DISEASE, PROXDlATE OR P.~THOLOGICAL

~~:.n;~s~dl!~s~:=: Disc~:~;,~~.~" p. 42~-'l~, 9. 667-676.

MATION
recogmt101_1 ofthetr pnontyuseful as
well as Just, p. 93,9 188~ d; p.290,
disturbs the entire organ, p. 64, 9
14.1 b
.
9 462-464; p 295, 9 476 a, b; p.
spcciftc,cxtendsfromonetoothert1s308-310, 9 484,485; p. 319-321, Q
sues, p. 64, 9 141 b.
.
494; p. 341, 9 514-th; p. 559, 560,
invadesdifferentpartsofat1ssue,p
9883b;p.595,9892a;p.614,9
65,9142,143.
892id;p.620-622,9892}a.,b
its cure due to the mutability of the D1u1El!DERMENT,
vital properties, p. 3, 92b; p. 61, 9
law of, p.54, 9108, 109; p. 56 , ~ 122,
133e;p.87,9I77-l79;p.119,Q
123
1
9
31
9 740
and illustrations of remephilosophy of its cure, p. 67, 68, 9150
dial action, p. 630-633, 9 89~.f
-152; p. 662-665, 9 895-90~.
DocT!UNEs, R1vAL,
ph!losophyof its cure, in O~gamc Chem·
should be compared and contrasted, p
5
affected,
p. 72, 9 162.
p. 191. 9 351; p. 219, 9 407 a: p

~. ;~:.·a::::·~ 11~~ A~:~T::::

ru;~~~t~c~:~~,;:·t~ ~i~~~ca~

Dr~~e~_; ~ie~,

~~: ~ ~io~ ;l"1~~', ~dg, Ylso~ ~;
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Doctrines, Rival-conlinut:cl.
238, 9 438 ; p. 246, 9 440 f; p.

~77,

i~~'. 9 447!/; p. 514, 9 819 a, Nos
DosEsoFi'iho1curn.&.c.,
the importance of accuracy in, p. 543545,9857~GO;p.5GS,569,9888

m,mm.; p 590, 9891; p. {)98-604,
9B92d-l.

UucTS,L1vnrn,
have no analogy in office with inert
tubes,p.99,9192.
their functions identified with the
capillary attraction of glass tubes,
sponges, and lamp-wicks, p. 99, 9
192; p. 132, 133, 9 2S9-2!J2. See,
also, CAPILLARY ATTRACT1os, CAPIL·
LARY C1RCULAT1os,AusoRPTJON,and
APPROPRl...1.TION

EDUCATION, MEDICAL,
in Europe and the United States, its
disproportion. See MEDICAL EDuErll'EcTs,
causes of, important to know, p. 4, 9
3-4; p.80,9169d.
the foundation of philosophy, p. 10, 9
5t; p. 112-122,9234-240.
evince their causes, p. 80, 9 169; p.
112-121,923-i-237. See, also, Di::stcN.
thesourcesofk-nowledge,p.2,3,92;
p. 50, 51, 9 83 c.
th~ language of disease and of all ex1stences and causes, p. 112-121, 9
23•1-237. See, also, u.~:MOTE CAusEs
ovDmus&
i::LATERIUM, p. 655, 656, 9 893 n, and
CATllART1cs, and REMEDIAL AcTION
ELEllENTS OF ORGANIC BEINGS, p. 23,
934-37; p.33--36,961,62.
how combined, p. 23, Q 38, 39. See,
also, N1TROGEN, and V1T.~L PRorER·
TIES in the Eltmenl8 of Jllalttr.
ELEMENTS 09' DEAD ORGANIC ColtPOUNDS,
how maintained in union,p.30,31,9
59. See, also, N1TROG£N.
f:LEMENTs oF Mtl'iERAL Col1POUNDS,
how united, p.23, '}38; p.26, ¢48,
49
ELECTRICITY. See G.\LVANts~.
EMETICS,
physiologyoftheiroperation,and their
effects, p. 325, 326, 9 500 e, et; p.
336, 337, 9 514h, c; p. 547-550, 9
863d; p.667--069, 9902t-fl. See,
also, Sun0Rn-1cs, and NER\'OUS
PowEn
contrary to the gener;i.\ fact, p. 63, 9
l :J7d, the stomach may be rendered

Emctics-conlinru:d.
by certain forms of disease more or

;~s!o~!~~:~t~~~en f~ c~~~i;, ~~~~~;

too,thereisaspecialmodificalionof
mflammatory action in the mucous
tissueofthelarynx;andparticular·
lybynarcotics,p.61,9134; p.IH,
9140;p.374,9576d;p.554,9
871,&c.
when given in small and repeated
dosesinwhooping·cough,sothatan
emetic effect is determined by the
cough, the paroxysm is brokeu according to the physiological influcnccofthoncrvouspowerasstated
at p. 337, 9 514c. Also, p. 323-332,
9500; p. 548,549, 9863d; p. 670,
9 902m.
thecxamplesreachfarintothephilosophyofthc operation of the nervous
power. SeeRE11£DlALAcT1os,and
ANTISPASMODICS.
when employed in fever, often most
useful to administer calomel, with
or without jalap, two or three hours
before,p.554,9871,&c.
E.\.10T10Ns. SeeMENTALEMoTIONs.
E~t.oLLIENT PouLTtcEs.
See PouLTtcEs.
Em1ENACOCUEs, p. 628-629. See, also,
GEN1To-U111NARv AcE)o·Ts, ERGOT,
andA)IE!'iORRllCEA.
E:rnos:11osE AND Exon1osE, p. 176, 9
350in; P- 219,9407b,403; p.320,
9 494- dd; p. 521-525, 9 827. See,
also, GAsEs.
EPso~1 SAL Ts. See CATHART1cs, T11ERA·
PEUTtcs, and RutEDIAL AcTION.
ERaoT,
discovery of its uses, its importance to
mankind,&c.,p.620-628,9892i
ERRIHNES,
their operation, p. 3•10, 3,11, 9 514 l, m.
ERROR,
should bccontrastedwithtruth,p.2,
9 lb; p.6-8, 94!. 5; p. 19, 918t;
p. 157-173, 9 350; p. 189, 190, 9
350j n; p. 191, 9 351; p. 219, 9 407
a; p. 238, 9 438 ; p. 246, 9 440 Ji
p. 277,278,9447f/; p.433,43•1,9
676b; p463,9700; p.482,9744,
p. 514, 98I9a1 Nos. 1-7
will be freely examined, p. 2, 9 1 b.
itsexposureneccssarytotruth,p.2,¢
lb;p.6,94.b;p.515,9819/J
involves argumentative discussion, p.
1, 9 1 b; p. 5, 9 4b.
surrenders reluctantly, p. 2, 9 1 h; p
5, 94.b; p. 268, 9447d.
why1irefcrredtotrutb,p.202,9376i;
p. 313, 9487h
itself, not the Authar, the subject of
criticism,p.6,94b; p.15.l,9319d
its Sources, Aritl1orilus, ancl EztenJ
shouJd ba known, p.154, 9 349d
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Error-cvntimtcd
p. 185-189, 9 350.i kk-m; p. 515,

9

819 b

engagesthehighestorderofmind,p
6, 9 4 b; p. 154, 9 349 d; p. 184,
185, 9 350i k, kk; p. 204, 9 376i a;
p 476,9733k; p.7l9,9960a.
often springs from a misapplication of
facts, p. 10, 11, 9 5!; p. 518, 9823
often arises from some ab:sentfact,p

Expectorants-c011tinucd.
morbific in active fo~ms ol inflammation,il11d.,and NER\'ousPowE11

few,only,uscfulascurativeagents.
someofthem,assulphateofzmc,ex.
cite but litlle perspiration, ibid
a mistaken view of the pathology of
phthisis pulmonalis, and an inconsiderate use of the stimulating ex
pectorants, important causes of the
greatfata1ityofthatclisease,ihid.,
and its hypothetical nature leads to
important errors in practice, ibid
ExrERutENTJ.L OasEnv1r.·rio~ IN ME01CINE,
nature of, p. 11, 9 5! e,f; p. 148, 9
334; p. 518, 9823
imposes restraints upon art, p. 11 , 12,
95Je,f. See,also,T11ER1r.PEUT1cs.

10,95!c
springs from a muti lation offacts,p
10,96ic; p.518,9823. See, also,
0RGJ.NIC CnEmSTRY, Onc,1.rnc HEJ.T,
and P11vs10Locv oFD!GESTION
leads to adisregardofconsistency,p
II, 9 5! c; p. 519, 9 824 a.. Sec,
also, 0Rc1r.N1c Cmrn1sTRY,tTs REcomtENDATIONS
ha~~ g~~~~alization, a source of, p. ExrE R:M: ~:sv~~A~Ef.~~~~7:N;,n~.L; ';~

9

relies upon the senses, p. 11, 9 5! c;
p.111-.121,¢234-237; p.518,¢823.
ambition, a prolific cause of, p. II, 9
5!d; p. 202, 9376t.
delights in false analogies,p.10,95!
a; p. 11, 95! c; p. 13, ¢ 5t; p. 157173, ¢350, Nos. I--46; p. 234--260,
9 433--443; p 274--278, 9 447t; p.
518, 5~9, 9 823, 824.
itsmostmgeniousdev1ces,p.2,9lb;
p.184,¢350ik
one the parent of another, p. 762, ¢
I006a
coincidences in its nature, p. 762, 763,
91006a
how best defeated, p. 176, 9 350J a;
p.191,¢35l;p. 515,9819b
its ref~tation should conte1_nplatc extensive and permanent influences,
p.174,9350!.
howfartolera11t,p. l3,¢5ta. ;p. 156,
9350a-e;p.185,9350ikk;204,9
376i a; p. 515, 9819 h
who are its projectors, p.516, 9 820 h
its perseveranceunderdefeat,p.153,
9349a;p.516,¢820c
an importantcauseofitsprevalencc,
p. 184, 9_ 3~0 i .k; p. 515, 9 819 h
ils exact d1stmctumfrom truth, p. 166,
9350, No 28, and parallel columns,
p. 157-173. See FAcTs

0 1

9

331, 9476--494.
"Ex!>ERIMENTALP111LosoP11v." See1h:oJCINE,T!itiatedhy.
ErrREMEVEsSELs,
the main instruments of organic life.
See CAPILLARIES AND EnREME VEsSELS
EYE,
of subterranean fish, developed by light,
. p.46,974.
itsrudimentarystate,p.46,974
AuT110R's explanation of its de,·elopment,p. 46, 974; p. 671, 9903
action of light ~pon, analogous to that
ofallotherv1talagents,p.46,974;
p.90-95,¢18Std. Si:c,also,ANAL·
OGIES
AuTno~'sexplanation?fa?tionoflight

in ammal and orgamc life, p. 90 951
\IBB;d.
FA CTS,
~mport~nceof,p.10,95!;

differs_ in
its final cause, ~nd does not g1~·e
risetotrueorgamccompounds,1b1d.
F.xcR ETIONS AND SECRETIONS,

p.515,¢819h
mmed1cine,thephenomenaoforganic
nature,p. 10,95ih;p.202,9376f;
p.519,9824a.
who may apply them Qcst, p, IO, 9 5J
a; p. 115, 116, 9 234t,/; p 119, 9
235; p. 202, 9 376t; p. 207, ¢ 376~
h; p. 247, 9440 h
how employed by the vitalist, p. IO,¢
5!a,h;p. 14,96;p.75,¢ t65b;
7
~i;, ~'891~~/; p. 330 ' ¢SOOnn; p
how fa~ ne~lccte d by the Chemical
Phys1olog1st,p.10,95!a.;p. 14,96;
p. 202, 203, 9 376f; p. 519, 9 824a.

ExrECTORANTS, p. 6~3-6~, Q892l

false conclus10ns from, prolific of error,

ExcRETIO~,

afunctionoforganiclife;itsnature,

an~~go~·s 2 ~:-::c~etion, but

E:os~~~~-lying8~~m:l~~ss;,!·E450-455.

m~ritr~~~h~~s::i~~gasst~~¥1'a;; ~~ ~~~
gcneralorgansofcirculation,are

~~~0 ~~~~.o~~~~:;~a~d~~~s;::~,~~~

~ain:Od~H'~5,•,l.••,','.L: '2'g"~~:~~~ 9 ~~6;~us~::•
,,

""'
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F'acts.-<ontinued.
\Fretus--Gonlmui:d
oftenjustothcrwise,p.10,95ja; p
ova of mammiferous and oviparous
19, 9 l8e, A. C.; p 157-173, 9350,
animals, p. 56, 9 122.
Nos.1-46; p. 189, 190,9 350~n; p. Foon,
191, 9 351; p. 238, 9438; p. 246, 9
ofANIM.1.Ls,knownonlybyexperiem·c,
440f; p. 277, 278, 9 447;f; p. 433,
p.17-20,918; p. 200, 201, ~3G6,3C7 .
434, 9676 b; p. 460, 9 70911otc; p
cannot be shown by chemistry, p.17
4!;i2,97'14; p.514,98t9a,Nos. l-3;
20, 918
p. _518, 9 823. .
like pl~ysiology, pathology, and thera.
relative ~o organic beings, can not be
peut1cs, consigned to the laboratory,
foundmthelaboratory,p . 10,95!b;
p.234,235, ¢4.33
p. 14, 9 6; p. 202, 9 37Gj-; p. 519,
of PLANTS, chemistry may indicate
9824a.
with great advantage, p. 20, 9 18 e.
each one too apt to be regarded abimportanccofarightqnalityof,inclisstractedly, p. IO, 9 5! b.
eascs,p. 250-252, 9 441 c; p. 543, 9
should be compared, p. 1_o,95Jb. See,
85G; p.600,9892e; p.615,¢89?.~c

th:li~P~~:~~s~f~~~~c~na: l~~~~:·p. ~~:~:;~:l~:~\1R~:e POULTICES

IO, 95!bprove a CRE.\TOR,p. 16, 9 14c; p.i:!l,
when.plausible, can not contradict es9 170. See, also, DESIGN, and N.ttabltshed ones, p. IO, 9 5! b. Sec,
TORE CONTRADISTJNGUISJIED FRO~•
al~o , oftenjus_t otherwise, as above.
CREATlVE PowER
mutilated to suit hypotheses, p.10, 9 FouRoRoY,
Sic; p. 519, 9. 824 a. Sec, also,
sixty years ago, p. 8, 9 5; p. 203, Q
oflcnjustothenmse,asabove,andOR376;
GANIC CnElllSTR\", ITS RECOltm:so- FuNc T10~·s OF LtFE, p. 125-372
ATIONs
effectsonly,p.86,9176;p.120,9235
greatly neglected,_ p. 1 ~2, 9 2311 b
th~ great e;-ds oflife, ibi1~.
betweenthephys1olog1stand physical
m1stakenasthecauseofhfc,ibid. See,
philosopher of life, p. 115, 9 234 e;
also, L1FE, VJT.u. PR1Nc1rLE, Vm1..L
p.519, 9824a
PRorERT1Es,NERvous PowEn, Sn1·
how to employ them to the best adl'ATHY, and LAws OF Sn1r.1.THY.
vantage, p. 515, 9 819 b. See, also, FuNcTioss, 0RG.1.NIC, OR ComioN, p. 126~
AUTHORS.
280.
"become old," p. 420, 965-ia
PECULIAR, OR ANUIAL,p. 280-362.
f'ER~£NT.!.TION 1
OF RELATION, p. 280-362.
its cause and peculiarities, p. 28-31, 9
RELATION TO THE MENT,\L PRlNCll'L ..
54-59;p. 34-36,962
ANDINSTINCT,p.362
~IODIFICATJONS OF, ARISING PROM Ac~.•
inapplicable to physiological processes,
p. 167, ¢350,Nos. 29, 78.
TEltPERAMENT, CoNsTITUTlON, Si.:x,
important in the Chemical and HumorCLUIATE, H.rn1Ts, &c, p. 373-397
al Pathology, p. 172,9 350,Nos. 44,
45. See, also, ][11l10RALISM.
FEVER, p. 489-499
G.
description of, p. -IB9-497
r emote Causes of, p. 497-498.
GALUN1s~1 AN"D ELECTRICl'rY.
pathological Cause of, p.498_-499. See,
theirmotlificationsappl!edtoillustratt:
also, INFLAMMATION, distinguished
the philoso1ihyoflifeanddisease, p
from Feiier.
1_14, 9 234 d; p. ~3-9:h ~ 188i.
f1su, eyeless_.
their extended appilcat1on to the phiactionofl1ghtupon, p. 46, ~14.a. See ,
Iosophy ofilfc, p 93, 94, ¢ 188 d, p
also, L1G11T.
112-121, 9 234-237, p 323-332, 9
fcETu s,
500; ~ 409 !tit, 493 cc, 893 a, S93f
tbesimplicity_ofitslife, p._53,9103.
GAMBOGE. SceCATHARTJcs,and THERAAuT11on's philosophy of its tlevelopmcnt, p. 36-49, ¢ 63-80.
its animal and mental faculties passive. SeeMr ...-oandlNsTJNCT.
eariy development of its nen•es,like
thatoftheliver,kidneys,organsof
animal life, &c, consistent with
their dormant state, p. 284, ~ 455 a,
b;p286,945G:p289,¢4Glfa;
p342-35:l,95!6-524.
physiological distinction between the
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"~~;~,:~.~ ~~~:,~~~~,:,:~~.~sprMe.:h_e G~ht{i~!~r~~E!~~~~n~~~~:J ~~hth:
greater disproporti<n of Medical
Colleges, and other facts adduced
by the

AUTHOR,

evince the great

superiority oft~teAmerica~ over the
EuropeanMed1cal Profess10n. See
MEDICAL EnucATJoN, and DEFENSE
OFTllEMEDICALPROFESSJONOFTllE
UN!TEDSTATES.
GRATITUDE,

due fromphysicianstotheirenlightenedpredecessors. SceD1scov1rnu::s.
Also,

Meo1cAL .AND P1.1s10Loc1cAL

Co~utENTARIES,

vol. ii., p. 676, 677,

9801-8 15.
Ga.1.NULATJONs,

also.D<0TSTW:<,PHV.W>.OGY0»,3'0dl

theirofficc,p.473,9733c.
GROWTH,

m-'·""·9""''-''"4'·1

itsphi\osophysoughtinthcgerm,p
37-47, 964-74

itssubsequentprogress,p.68,69,9
153-159; p. 373-383, 9 574-584
the life of
p. 56, 9 121-

Sec, also, ArrnoPRIATION
Gu.&HCUH, CoLCHICU~1, C1NCHONA, ConWEB,ALCOHOL,&C.,
il\ustratedisease,specificaction,&c.,
p.417,0650;p.424,9662a.;p
430,9675,67Ga;p488,9756a.;
p. 553,9870aa;p. 562,9888c;p
5S7,9892c;p.676-G79,9904c
Sec, also, lt1rnEOIAL AcTION, AsTRINGENTs, ALTERATIVES, and AoAPTATION, LAW OF.

H ADIT, VtTAL,
its physiological and moral laws ana
phenomena,p.363-370,9535-568
11ABITS, OR USAGES,
theirphysiologicalinfluences,p.39G397,9622-624
HEART,

experiments to_ dett"'.'i11e tlic Principle
upon which 1!s Actt.on and tlia.l of the
VesselsofCircula.t1ondcpcnd,p. 295301. See, also, D1sTR1BUTION
dilates actively, 9 262, 263, 392 d, 498

HEt.:~ 5Al:/A~~~::E~~7,

1090.

sympat~izemorc_thanother_partswith

~o~c~~!:Afl~~:~m9a~~~d.es~ecc~~~fs~~u1t:~

their sympathies not often inflamma
torynorprofound,ibid
the extreme vcsse!s more apt than the
p

heart~nd.artenesto_sy mpathizewith
chrome mftammat1ons, and with

otherformsofdisease,andthusto
resul~, sym~a.tbetically, in variou3
morb1dcond1t1ons,ib1d.

947
HeartanclArtcries-continucd.
t.he foregoing_ aro importa.nt dist_inc-

f~~~6iJ.rac~~e~ll:15~~dB~~~~~~~~~~~I~ ~~~0s~·:~;~~.sY, p. 383-385
and

opposes itself to knowlcdge,p. ll:l,¢

CAPILLARIES.

llEAT, OF A~mJ.H.S A.ND PLANTS, p. 23·1-279,9433--448

u;:~h~~i~~i=~~~t~~ ;~1~ 0~~~,e 9,~al,
60;p.258,9442tl

INTERNAL,

how generated, p. 262-273,
Sec, also, Co~rnus-

9 445 /-447 h.

234b.
h!AGINATION,

po~~ ;o~~~:I :e~~~i~I 8aff:'b~ tp~~~s~
9878.
IMPONDERABLES,

any number, p. 84, 9 175 bb

H~~s:;,~i~s:o~fr~~;:~t~~C&c, p. s12- ag~~~:i;~:4g~j ~7a~t~c~~ ~~-~1,a;i~s~:~
575; p. 770-772.

Sec, also, Su-

their analogies with the principle of

TuEa.1..-

applied to illustrate the philosophy of

DORJFICS

HELLEBORE.

lifc,p.113-121,1}234c-237.

See

CATHART1cs,

Holt~E::~~~·v~nd EmtEN.\G~GuEs.
whatdosesofanycathart1c,oremetic,
will. ~rove purgative, or produce
vomiting, or may be necessary to
affect diseases remote from the intestinal canaP The answer will be
a general testoftheapplicabilityof
the mathematical principle to the
graduation of remedial doses. A
commonphilosophy,inthatrespect,
pervadesthcMateriaMedica,p.67,
9 149-151; p.5'H,542,985'1"bb;p
543-5l4,9857;p.545,9859;p.
553,9870ao.;p.558,9878;p.602605,9892i-m
Hos?!TAL REPORTS ,urn PRECEPTS,
compared with private practice, 9 621
a; 9654-a; p.482,9744; p.457,9
G99e; p.460-463, 9 709; P· 573,9
890d; p. 603,604,9892k; p. 721,
9 9~0 c; 9 I0l6; als?, :p:ssay on the
Writings of M. Louis, rn Jlledical and
Physiological Commentaries, vol. ii ,
p. 631-633, 679-815
H!DIORALTSM,p 514-5-10
contradistinguished fromSolidismand
Fitalism, p.147,9330; p.516-518,9
821-822; p. 540,9851; p.550,863e.
ha; ~~t~si~ltr~ ~rincipl~, p. 147,
,1.1JTHOR'sphysiolog1calobject10nto, p
534-5·10, 98,15-851.
HvltORALP.1.THOLOGY. SeeHul!oan1s~1
HveRms,
illustrate the philosophy of life, p.44,
9 72
HvoaocvANicAcrn,
its mode of operating, rapidity of its
effocts, &c., p. 318-321, 9 493 d494; p. 523-525, 9 827 d-828 e; p
673, 9904b.
Hvoscvuus-illustratcscn<luringrcflcx
lfrr;Tel~;~~:.action, P· 674 .
the ground of, p. 10, 95t b; p. 202, 9
376!; p. 518, 519, 9 823, 824

7

ii~alz~~ ;9~,. t~~~~3t;

f 5 ~~~121,

INDIGESTION,
often the slow result of a long series
ofcauses,p.423,9659.
itstrainofmaladicsillustratethelaws
of sympathy. See Li1.ws o~·. &c., and
NEavous TEMrERAMENT.
renders the mind irritable, and weak
minds despondent
INDIVIDUALITY,
ofdiseasesandtheirphenomena,p.4,
92e; p.417,9650.
lYFANCY,
itspbysiologicalcharacteristics,p.373
375,9576.
INFIDELITY,
its ~xposure, a duty of the Physiolog1st,p. 6,94b. See,also,DEs1GN,
and NATURE CONTRADISTINGUISHED
FRO)l ITSAllTHOR.
INFLAl1~u.~10N, p. 464-489.-SceJnd. JJ.
descnpl1on of, p. 460-480
remote G_auses of, p. 480-481
palhologteal Cause of, p. 482-489
active and Passive, p.486-489
its philosophy, p. 99, 9192
itsvita\nature shownbya furn.Iamcntal Jaw in pathology, p. 413, 9 639a;

~~~i~% ~~~c~~=l~f,Ya~~t~~:nat!~ea:~~
m_grafttn~, &c., of
plants,andwh1ch1salso1Jlust~ativc

and repurat10n_,

of the nature of each, of their dependencc. upon modes of ~ctio~ a:.
nearlyalhcdasarethemod1ficatton;;
o_ftheirc?mmonpropcrtiesa~dfu~c-

t1onsoflife,an~ofthenear1dent1ty

of their properties and functions,p
ss,9185; p.474-476,9733/-k; p
485, 486, 9 749-751. See, also,
P_1..A1'T9.
excited by dividing nerves, p.289, 9

its ~~·;npathetic

4

or constitutional ef·
fects; seeabove,andF£vER. lad1l,
that the dependence of the "fever"

948
Inftammatlon--tontinutd
Instinct-continued
upon the local disease, and other
animals,p. 123,124,924lc; p 369
distinctions between truefovcrand
9563
inflammation, are well shown by the
scarcely susceptible of cultivation i~.
apparently opposite constitutional efman, but remarkably so in many ani-

fects of poisonous doscs of arsenic;

~~~1::~ti~nayi~1a~h~" ~~r;~-~~~~~~

mals,ibid.

pro,',~,~,,~_f~;1~F~~~k~~i~~ ;e~~~~·9 o~4~1~l:

membrane of one subject and not

ofanother. Thcdifferenccproves,
also,thatthcpoisondoesnotoperate
at large by absorption, but according to its special e~ect_s upon Lhe
stomach . See the pnne1ple, p. 665670, 9902; p. 679-GSI, 9905. Also,

dcvelopedbeforereason,p.123,9241c.
its inferiority in man compared with
animals, compensated by reason, p.
123,9241.
its inferiority '11 man designed t~ ~ncrease liis moral responsib11ity

di;t1i~~~is~1~1~~r;;;!°F!,~f" 1 l 2~dd

to
su~~f:;;i i~i~ea~e~~~s~h~r;:e~~~~atio11
the distinctions which I have set
oflife.
forth in sections Hl b, 148, 675, IN sTJTUTESOFME01crnE,
712-7::?2, 757, 759, 764 a, 164.e, 770,
their objects, p. 2, 9 2.
&c., that when inflammation ls attheir consistency, a test of their truth ,
p. I,91; p. 3,92c; p.81,9169/;
tended by a chill, this phenomenon
3

0

6

~fs~:.rsa~l~s l~~p~~: d~~Jn;,';h~~attl~:

th~ir r~~'n3a~?in~i>.pi,~ t:i~2t :~1 .

to say, when suppuration is taking
place. Jnfever,ontheeontra:y,
itdenotesthestageofthemostmtense morbid action.
cllemical theory of, a11d of Fei:er, p. 160,
9 350, No. 10; p. 175, 9 350~ h-l;
p. 176, 177, ¢350i a, 350; e.
[NoRGANrc KlNGD0~1. Sec KurnnoM s or
N.1.TURE, 0RG.~NIC BEINGS, OnG.nac
Lin;, &.c
INsT!NCT,
.
common to man and ammals, p. 123,
924la.
in animals, destitute of the rational
faculty, p 123, 9241 a. See, also,
Mom,andRusoN
appertains to the soulinman, p. 123,
9241a
tbeco!llp01..mdattributesof.reasonand
ins~mc~ m ~an, a1~d the simple st~te
of mstmct m annuals, meet With
mutually illus~r.ath·c analogic~ in the
relative conditions of the principle

conducted analytically, p. I, 9 L
aconncctedchainthroughout,p.1,9
l; p.405-412,9638.

~f:}!~e ~~ ~.1i:~1; ~~2, ~l:~:s/3 ~g,34

;~;u~r~~· ~· 15ci,\4 1~; !; ~'. 9is~~1 ;8 ~

shouldbestudiedprogressi~·ely,p.1,91.

now first attempted m their proper ob
.jects and natu.ral relations,.p. 1, 9 1
will be contradicted by colhsions of
principles or facts, p. I, 9 1; p. 3, 9
2 c; p. 259, 9 442 e. See, also.
TuEonu:s, Riv.AL
pervadedbythespiritoftheMim1cAL
ANO PHYSIOLOGICAL ComlEN'rARIES.
p.2,9la.
should form one great symmetrical
wholc,p. 3,92c;p.405--113,9638,
639a.; p. 541,9852.
when founded upon any other than a
simple principle, the superstructure
must be incongruous,chaotic,p.24-, 9 2, 3; p. 173-178, 9 350!-350 i.
See, also, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND
Pnvs10LOG\', c~nt:astcd.
fundamentally d1stmct from all other

563; whi\eolherandgreater phys9350-350]g;p.189.I90,9350 i 11,
icalcoincidences between mana~d
p. 191, 9 351; p. 246, 9 440/; p
animals, and the fundamental dis277, 278, 9447~/.
tinctionsbetweenthem,destroythe INTESTINALC.ANAL,
argument, b~scd upon analogies, as
pote ntialwholeofdigestivesystem,p
to the identity of the soul and. the
41, 9 65 .

cn~nos,~~~t\:~tt~";J~~it~~'~·ng

1001

~~~s:l~n~ it":~~~~u~~iTi~~ER.\P~u

1

in onimals,p.123,924lh:
.
. JRis, .
its affinity to the soul m certam attnphysiology of i~s contr~~tion, and ap·
0
328
p. 123, 12 11, 9
p.
'
24lc.
alfccte<lbytheW111,p.349,¢519.
1
0
property of the Vital Prin·
progressive in man, hut httle so m
c1plc, P· 88, ~ 183; p. 89, 9 188 a.

co~~:::te~· ~v~~i1 ~::s~~;

g~ga/: ~- ~~o',n9_ 1;f2~?.me,

itsm~l~n;ri~~~~! ~1~n~a~. ~:.{T2i4nl ~~.i- IR~~T(n~~~ ~~;1t

~
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rrritability-umlinucd,
.
llrri~ab_ility-conlinuc~
eor~~na~o ~~~nts and annuals, p. SS, ~1~~nl~-1-.'.'.1.1;1 ~~nsz~lity-, p.. 99, 9 193;

1

receh·es the impressions from all
agent~ in.the essential processes of
orgamc hfe, p. 89, 918Sa; p. 95,
96,9189
variously adapted by special natural

~~~d~fi~g~~:~ ~~ ~~~a~;,g¢'; ;ct1~~
1

p. SS, 9 t85; p. B9-99, <) ISB-192;
p. 662-664,9896-900.

1

1tsnaturalmod1fications ilkethoseof
Sumb1f11y, p 98, 9 191; p. 100, 9
200; p.102,9203; p.108,9227
itsartificialchangesanalogoustothoso
of the 11crvouspotccr, p. 107, 9 225;

itsP·g~~~~~1 ;;lations
2

to external objects,p.398-400,9626-630.

frE cACUANHA.
Seo T11ERAPEUT1cs, RE·
MEDIAL ACTION, V1TAL HABIT, EMET·

its natural modifications in different
1cs, ExrECTORANTS, and SunoR1F1cs
parts, &c., important in medicine,
p 63, 9 137 ; p. 64, 9 141 , 142; p. In oN. See ToN1cs.
66,9143; p. 67,9149, 150; p. 68important in the chemical philosophy
73,9152-163;p.89-99,9 !8S-192;
oforganicprocesscsandrcsults,p.
p. 210, 9387; p. 503,504, 979-1-798.
274-278, 9 447~
naturally modified in each species of
indigestible, and it s supposed union
animalandplant,germ,part,&c.,p
with the blood-globules in i1s in97, !JS, 9 190, 191
org:mic states :i chcmicel fallacy,
Norn.s N, H, p. 1121, 1123; but cxits morbid changes, p. 63, 9 137 d; p
65-GS, 9 14~-152; p. 98, 9 191 b:
tcn;.i\"C:l.1· 11;:ed upon that hypothesis;
ac~ording to its natural mod11ic~t10n
§ 65:> d, 836, 843, lOOi b,
ma general, or local,sense,w1ll_be
the operation of natural, morb1fic,
and remedial agcnts,p.6I,9I33b,
l31;p62,63,9135-l37;p.6·1,9
l38;p.G6-68,9148-152a;p.73,
9163;p.97,9S,9 190,19l;p.99,
9192. See, also, analogies in SENS·
IBll.ITY,p.100-103,9199-204.
itsrnorbidchangesalterthcrelations
and actions of all natural,morbific,
andremedialagents,p. 63,9137d;
p.65,9143a-l43c;p.G6,9144147;p.67,6S,914!J-152;p.73,9
!63;p.98,9191b;p5-11,542,<}
854bb.
its morbid changes generally increase
thesusceptibilityoforganstothe
actionofnaturalorremedial agents,
iLid,andp.661-664,9894b-900;-

IL"'·"°'"""'""'·

~~~~~t1i~;,~:;~~i~~l;~~~~~11~~~f~~~:

tainvirtues,p.36i>-3G8,955J-560
maybe increasedthroughexaltcdsensibility, p. 104, 9110; 1i. 586-589, 9
89lg-m.
its morbid changes allow the absorption ofrr.iorbific agents, p. 99, 9 1~2;
andadm 1ttheredglobulesintowl11tcbloodedvessels,ibid; andallowundigested food to pass thc pylorus,
iMd.

aguardtoiheorganism,p99,9192
belongstoallparts,p.89,9!88a
de.scribed, p. 89-100, 9 188-193.
necessary to motion, p 89, 9188a;
p.107,9226;p.ll0,9233.

an~/;1~s~~i{~t!af,c~~;~i}il~~ ~'~Jr~s~i~Jli~
88 2 4

~~-~gr~~·o~· ~~~~~~· 992~ 6 ~ g. 1;1&;

92:J3;p.323··232,9500

950
L.ife-conti1wul
ILight---eontinued.
350; p. 189, HIO, 9 350:i n; p. 276a vital agent, p. 46, 9 74; p 90-95, e
278, 9 447! /; p. 777, Pomfret.
188f d; p. 134-, 929J; p.137. 9303 t;
a kno\~·ledge of, re~uires habits of anp. 164, 9350, No. 65; _p. 28"., 9450
alyt1cal obsep·at1on, p. 4, 92 c; p.
analogous to all other vital agents, p
14, 96; p. 313, 9497 h. See, also,
46,974; p.90-95,9I8S}d; p. 2810nsERV..1.T10N.
283, 9 450d--451 f; p. 328-331, ¢
1tsstudycomparedwiththatofbotany,
500m-500o; p. 671, 9 903. Sec.
p.4, 92c.
also, ANALOGIES.
si~pl.e in fundamental laws, complex
important in vital philosophy, p. 92
95, 9188f d; p. 137, 9303c.
m its phenomena, p.4,92c; p.662
-664,9895--899. See,also,Ao..1.PTits component parts established, p.92,
ATION, andDE!!'IGN.
. 9 .1~8fd
general Remarks upon, p. 111-122, 9
1tsv1s1ble,chemical,Tithonic,andphos23'.1-240.
. phorog~nic rays, p. 90, 92, 9 lBSf ~
considered a metaphysical subtilty, p
its lu~imfer~u.s rays act as a whole m
112,9234; p.482, 9744.
ordmaryv1s1on,butnot so those or
moral and rcligioustendencicsofthc
the other rays upon inorganiccomChemical and Physicalviewsof,p
pounds, p.!)2-95, 9188? d; p.567,
6, ¢41b; p.8, ¢5; p. 11, ¢5j'; p
9 889k.
13, 95f a; p. I6,914e; p.46, 974;
sought by the leaves of plants in dark
p.84-86, 9 I 75c, 175d; p. 95, 96,
places, upon a principle of Design
9189b; p. 135, 136,9303a; p.137,
correspondingwiththeattractionof
138, 9303!b,e; p. 141, 9 307; p
rootstoappropriatemcansofnour155, 9349c; p. 178, 9350ia; p
ishment,ibid,andp.166,167,9350,
181-189, ~ 350if-350i m; p. 23·1-, 9
. Nos. 26~, 2~, 77.
433; p. 458, 459, 9 701, 70-1-. See
mdispensable m vegetable life, p. 920RGANIC Lim, and PLANTS.
95, 9 I8Sfd; p. 137, 9303e
Lin:, ANmA1,,
chemical and vital theories of its ac·
co~nectsussu1siblywithexterna\ oblion, ibid
JCCts,p.53,9IOO;p.399,9628.
iftheunionofcarbonintoorganic
requiresrepose,p.53,9102.
compounds by the leafof1ilants be
due to organic influences, then are
not pronounced in the fretus, p. 53, 9
103. See, also, NERvEs, S1:-:Ns1n1Lthe same influences the cause of
1n", NEnvous PowER, Sn1rATm·,
the immediately antecedent decom·
andOROANic_L1FE
. .
posit_ion of the carbonic acid gas;
"animallife"1semployedm1tspopuand 1f, also,therootsofplants delarsense, atp. 135,9301; p.137,
compound the carbonic acid which
9303!a; p.140,9304
they extract from the soil, and so
LIPE, ORGANIC AN"ll A:...·ni.u,,
allowed by chemists, it follows, fartheir distinctions and relations, p. 53~her, that light is not the decompos56, 996-120.. .
mg agent for the same phenomenon
diseas~s of, ~omc1dent, p 55, 9_ 117.
in the leaf, p. 136, 137, 9 303 b-e;
Their relations to external ob;ccts,
p. 163-166, 9 350, Nos. 64, 65, 66,
p. 398-400, 9 626-630. See, also,
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74-, 7'5, 1·6,
P1,ANTS
77, 26?,27, 28. See, also, Mucou s
LIFE, 0RGAN1c,
.
T1ssuE, in its relati~n t_o carbcm
common to plants and ammals! p. 5~,
autlior's theory of wlntc light, p. 94, 9
9101 ; p.2S0,94-49d;-modifiedm
. I88!d_; p.566,5~7,9889k
cach,p.54,9107; p.88,9185.
1tsvel_oc1ty,un_dulat1on_s,andmodeof
l1as no repose, p. 53, ~ 102.
excitement, tllustratlve of the nervnecessary to animal life, p. 54, 9 108,
ous p~wer, p._114, 9 234~.

~~~~P~~~;;~!P,;:~~=;~.~s~;;JV',~ ~,a}T~f~~ ~!~~:~~f;: o:~~ssi::a::~

itsconditioninthefretus. SeeilLooD-

. known, p.115, 9234c,f.
~ts laws k~own, p. 115, 9 234 e

1ts0~ni~~J1~~~8~sp~;d1 ~oJ g~,[ ;_nowledgt:

devcl?PS the r~d~me!1~ary eye, by its

co~c;~~?s~~ ~f ~~~ta:~~ i%; ~P~~ ~r:~t=~

0

1

1

bihty in produ<?i~&" or_ganic results,
and_upon sens1b1hty_m theproeess
ofv1s1on, embarra~;mg to chemis
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Light-<011;inutd.
~lateria Mcdica- tontmucd
try,p.46,¢Na;p.9Z-95,¢18S!d ;
851c, p 561,9889c, p583,9891
p. 281-283, ¢4-SOc-451/; p. 330, 9
a p 61 1, ¢892t Ji, p 63l-646, 9
500 11n .
892-\b-893 d, .P 683-689, 9 905;
L1vER,
.
naturcof1 tsrclatlons to 'l litrapwtics,
developed lrom the int('stmal Canal,
p.5.\1 , ¢ 852 a; p.662-GG5,9 S!l&p. 4-L ¢65. SeeAssrntLATIOl'<
901.
LossoFBLooo, l:snuENCES AND Moooe MATERIAJ.IS}1,

~~~~:~,~~·

See

tlist;i~~~?ld. lGSe~, ~ts~,\~~~~112~r!

p~~~~~ pt.o7i~~a:~o6 ~na_str~~~~l:::c~

~nEd"N:;~~~ SC~%;~:~~:::N~uE1 ~~~~~

p.

690-777.

LoBELu,

ER TIES IN THE Eu.:11ENTS

01"

MATTER,

E:rPECTORJ.NTs,andT11ERAPEt1T1cs.
FRo:u:1TsAt1THOlt.
Lmws,
.
MATER1A 1.1s:u:, l\h:o1CAL, p.86, 9175d,
mucous ttssueof,aloneelim inatcsan
p.95,9 189b.
effctematterfrom venousblood, p. MATTER,
62, 9 135 a; p. 229, ¢ 4-18, 419; p.
author's proo f from, of A Cai::.~ToR, lJ
~74-2 78, ¢447f.
16, 9 14 c. Sec, also, DEsrnN, N.t.c:rpaime:nts to De:tcrmint: tht:Rtlationof
TUBE CoNTR.~otSTJNGU I SHED FROM
their Funi:tiont to the /l.~t:rr:ous System.,
ITS AuT110R, Goo AND ~ATURE Co Np. 315
FOUNOEo,and V ITAL PROPERTIES llf
LYMPH.
See INFLUIXATIOS, e.nd BLnooTHE ELEMENTS OF MATTER

L\'MP~~~l~~G~B:~~:3;J~::AT~::~::l;~VEs,

i:

l1~:1~J!?j:::b::• k~:;
1

MAGNETIS.\'!,
animponderablesubstancc. 'Vhynot
the vital principle, p 113, 9 231 c;
p.ll5,¢134t
its existence and laws known by its
effects, p. 113, 923·\c
applied to illustrate the philosophy of
life,p.113,¢231t. Sec,also,G.H..VANISll, GRAVITATION, LIGHT, and
IMPONDERABLES.
MAGNETISll, ANrnA L- See ANrnA L MAG NETISll.
M.\Nl!IND,
butonespeciesof,provcdbythesamenessofreasonandinslinctinall.p

:::
;b:t
through some_ change in the .arrangemcntof 1tscompound or simple molecules, p. 99, ¢ 191 d; p
11 4-,¢23,1d; p. 120,9237.
its final cause, p. 23-25, 93.µi3,46
MECHANICAL RE LATIONS,
inorgan icbc ings, p.59,9I29k.
~iEDICAL EDUCATION AND PRACTICE II'
EUROPE .t.SDT11EUi\-1TED STATES,'""
comparative \•icw of, p. 13, 9 5.~ a; p
28, 9 53 c; p. 43, 9 64; p. 50, 9 83
k; p. 60, 9 13 1 ; p.86, 9 175 d; p
133, ¢ 291; Jl. 136, 9 303 a; p. 139,
¢ 303}; p. 148, 9 33·1; p. M9, ~
333; p. 15'1, 155, ¢ 149 c-t; p. 174182, 9 350~-350.i f; p. 185-187, 9
350ikk; p.197-199,¢362-36-1 ; p
202,937G!; p.219,¢408;p.220,

ObJCCtsof,p.3,92
the organic, composed of three or four
cleme~ts, p. 25, 947; p 27, 9_52
cach art1cleof, hasv 1rtucspccuharto
itsel f, p.27,952;p.4 17,9650;p
5-l5,9860
its members often embrace two or
more vi rtues, p. 555, 9 872 a; p
571,9B90b;p.597,9892c;p.599,
¢892d.
.
redu ndant, yet the bad may ha\·e 1ts

19;p.274-278,¢4-l7f;p.433,<
676 b; p. 457, 9 699 c; p 458, 9
701; p.460-463,¢ 709,andnatt:; p
482,¢7H;p.48-1,485,9748,749.
p.489,9756a ;p. 5 15,98 19 b;p
5 18,5J9, ¢823-825;p.5 10,¢851
a; p.573,9890d ; p.5S4,9S!l l c.
p 603, 9892k; p. 65-1, 9 893 n; Jl
690,9906a-d;p.7l5-722,¢9GO
a-d;p.760,9 I005k;p.762,763
9 1006 a. See, also, BR1T1su A!'llJ

M::}:~ ~~;~c~~~~~;~foT£ P
rP· 1142.

~~~~:r J,J:~:!:;/:~!:~:~~~~~~13!
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~ f edical

E1\ucation-co11ti11ucd
Medicine-conti11ucd.
a-d; p.760, 9 I005k; p.7G2, 763,
FoREIG:iMEDIC.H REv1Ew,iuatlcocacy of Animal Magnetism, a11d the
9 lOOG a; ~- 765, 9 10~6 g.
"Water Cure," Oct., 1846, p. 428its relationship to chemical and me.
458; p. 475-485; and Author's INchanicalphilosophy, p.8,95; p. ll,
TROOUCTORV LECTURE ON THE h15.j Cj p. 202, 203, (\ 376~; p. 434, (\
PROVEMENT OF J\I•:DIC.\L EDUCATION
67G b.
IN THE UNITED ST.~TEs, and J\hni·
contradistinguished from chem ical and
CAL ANO PHYSIOLOGICAL COl!MENT.\mechanical philosophy, Jl. 7, 9 4! d;
RJEs,vol.i,p.257-273,283,300,
p. 8,9,95;p.8,95;p.I0,95ia;
305,309, 327, 384-440, 511-515
p.11,95ic,e;p.14,96;p.I9,9
notes, 626-632, 682-690, 699-712; I
18 e; p. 21-3G, 9 20-62; p. 40-42,
vol.ii.,p.224-229,324-327note,354965,6G;p.99-I II ,¢188d-233f;
377,700-815.-INST.,NOTE\Vll27.
p.135-139,¢303-303~; p.149-203,
MEDICAL PROFESSION OF TUE UNITED
(\337-376l; p.234-279, 9433-448;
STATES, DE•"ENSE OF, p. 460-463, 9
p. 323-332,9500; p. 362,9530; p
709, and note there.
376-380, 9 578; p. 383, 9 584a; p
l\l..J::DICAI. $cJENCE 1 "THE PROGRESS OF,"
391,392,9602d-606; p.393,9612;
p. 13, 9 5t a, b. See, also, MEDI·
p.397, 9623; p.398, (1626; p. 401,
CINE,MEDICALEoucATION,ORGANIC
9 631; p. 405-412, 9 638; p. 662,
CHEMISTRY, andHuMORALISM.
663,9895, 896
itsrelativeconditioninEuropeandthe
United States. See J\h:otc.~L Eou·

9vo--ov;i>.o"'

w-•••;

109, 9232; p
p. 405-412, 9

its difficulties, int~llectual nature, and
usefulness to mankind, compared
wi1h Snrgery. See Pm•s1cuNS .urn
SURGEONS.
~fi.:D!CINE, "SPECIALITIES" IN,
objectionsto,p.721,722,99GOc,:l.
MEIHCINE AND$URGERV 1
their comparative usefulness anddifficulties,p.614,¢892?d. See,also,
P11vs1crANSAND SURGEONS ..
MEmc1NEs. See RE~1Eo1Es
MEMBRANES.
SeeT1ssuEs.
MENSTRUATION,
an excretory function, p. 62, 9 l35a;
p.233,234,9428-432.
no~~~11iortant in organic life, p. 234, 9
designed for ID11iregnation 1 p. 234, 9
428.
itssuspension,perse,oflittlc importance to heallh, p. 234, ¢4·32
thcinfluencesofitssuspcnsiondepend
upon the cause. See E~1MEN.1..00Gues, ERGOT, and UTirntNE
AGENTS.
its institution, and effects of. See
YouTH,p.376-380
J\IENTALEMOTIONS, AND PASSIONS.
how they operate, p. 89, 9 189 a; p
95, 9 188~ d; p. 107, 9 227; p. 108,
9228b;p.109,9230,232;p.lll,
9 233f; p. 326-330, 9 500/-500 11
p.670,99021.
clectccrtainmetornervcs,likethew1ll
andpJ1ysicalagcnts,p.lll,9233_1 t
~OJ~· 92•13c; p.326-330,9soo/-

dc~~g:1:~ ~~~o:.al and physical good.

~~~i~i;~~e~~~~ !;~i1a;1:;.:r:~~~~~:~:
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Men;a~l~~~~ 0~,!; ~~ll~~~,~~~~e;,. 9ISS! M~b;:~~i,~;~;~':'.~~~'lo 'onlmdility, P
d; p. 111 , 9 2 33~; p. l 13, 9 234 c;
p.296,9476c;p. 32G-330,9soo
/-500 n; p. 534, 9 844; p. 670, 9
9021.
chemical tlmny of, p. 155, 9 349 e. See
M1No,and I NsT1KCT
?ihi:sMERJSll. SeeA:-<rnALMAGNETISM.
J\lF.T.\PHYSIClANS,
regard the operations of tho mmdab~~~~~edly from the brain, p. 123, Q

i\h:TASTASIS,
itsfallacy,p653-656,9893n
M1 CROSCOPE,

uscless~uddecepli\'C

in important organic inquiries, p. 50, 9 83 ; p. 60, 9
13l;p. 143,9320;p.219,9407b;
5

MJN!,· -~~!'i~s

~~~P~;;;~{; ~~~·2~~i2~.

not a product of. secretion, the onlyindepe.n.dent moln:e. power, and capable
ofbemgactedupon,p.81!,85,9175 c.
confounded with the chemical forces,
p. 182, 183, 9 350.f gg. Sec, also,
GooANDNATURE,VITALPRoPERTIEs
ELt:MENTs oF M.1.TTER,and

1N THE

PaoeLEMs

itsanalogieswiththevitalprinciple,p Moe>;cuL,,Rlil <>TrnNvo'""C'T<LYm, p.
84,¢ 175b;p.88,9I83,184;p. 89,
Q186;p.98,919lc;p.112-l25,9
234c- 246.
itsrelationtothebrain,p.85,Q175c;
1

g:i:~· p~ ii1~ ~ ~!i ; ~~-iii,• 99s~ri~- "~~.:1•:;~,~~ ~,'r'~{,.,;, a•otioo.
See, also,

ME NT.-1.L EltOTtoNs AND
P AS SIONS, and l sST(~ C T

itsmorbidstates,p.98,Ql9lc.
its individuality, p. 84, Q 175; p. 122125, Q 241-246.
it.3 "Plenipotentiaries" the Nerrnus
Power, p. 77-79, 9167/
itsadvancementi n successiYegenerations, p. 206, 9 376 ~ a; p. 719, 720,
Q960a.
comparedwithinstinct. SeebsT!N"CT.
CHEMICALTHEORYOF,p.155,93•19e.

See

P Roer.EHe .

McNERA L CollPOUNDs.

See Co31Pousos,

MINERAL

MINERALS,
their most natural state, elementary,
p.23,;39.
their final cause, the existence and
welfare of organic beings, p. 16, 9
l6;p. 23,Q34-36;p.86,87,9 I76;
p. 135-!38,;300-3031.
MINERAL KINODO~I,

independentoftheanimal,andvegctable, p .15, 9 9-14; p 137, 138, 9 a03~
itsfinalcause.

Scel\f1NERA 1.s.

f, f ODILITY,

aprope rtyof lifecommon to animals
andpla nts,p.88.9i.S3, 184a.
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Motion--continued.
Mucous Tissue-continued
104, 9 209, 210; p. 282, 9 451; p
its natural products, and by the t•f
323-330, 9 500. See, also, L.1.ws OF
fects of natural, morbific, and rcmc.
Sn1P.1.Tm·
dial agents, p.62, 63,9 135-137; p
insensible the most important, p. 101-,
67, 68, 9 149-152. See, also, R1::·
9 214; p. 227, 9 410, 411 i p. 663, 9
MEOUL ACTION, aml TnEHAPEVTICS
896. Sec, also, C.1.PtLLAR1Es.
voluntary, how produced,p.88,9188;
p.101,9215;p.110,9233;p.lll,
9233l;p127,9259;p.128,9
266;p.13,J,9293-295;p.323-332,
9500
&pasmodic, readily induced in the voluntary muscles, and why, p.284,9
455; p. 296, 9 476 c; p. 324-328, 9
500 d-l; p. 357, 358, 9 526 d; p
404,9637.
how produced in organic life, p. 88, 9
188;p.110,9233;p.11I,9233i.
independentofthenervoussystem,p.
lM,9215; p.110,9233; p. 127,9
259;p. 284-289,9454-46 lf;p.
663,9896. See,also,ExPERn1ENTs
N.
TO DETER~!INETHE LAWS OFTJIE V1TAL FUNCTIONS, p. 295-321, and NARCOTICS, p. 583-590, 9 891 ; p. 715
LAWS o~· SvMPATHV, p. 335-362.
721, 9 960 a., b.
how produced through irritability, with
an unin;iportant class o~agcnts comp~l
or without the agency of the nervedw1thmanycurat1vemeans,ibzd
ous power, p. 89, 90, 9 188, I88i;
their prcferei:iceas_meansofrelieving,
p. 95, 9 189; p. 98, 9 191; p.103,
orprevcn tmgparn, to agents which
9 208; p. 107-111, 9 2:.!6-233i; p.
stnke at ~isease and grapple with
Death, ev mces a want of proper
323-332, 9 500; p. 356-358, 9 526
d; p. 663, 9896.
medical philosophy, a nd of a proper
r:olumary_ and involun~ary, their differreference to t he best interests of
ence hes, mostly, m the nature of
mankind, ibid. See, also, PAIN".
t he stimuli, and partly in modificaaffcctthenervouspowersoastorenderitf!lore or less insusceptible to
tions of mobility, p. !02, 9 201; p.
104,9215;p.!07,9227 ; p.110,
theactionofother agents, p.567,9
Ill , 9233, 2331; p. 296, 9476 c; p
889 k; p. 672, 9 904 a, 9 891! k
323-332,9500; p.357,358, 9 526 d;
See, also, N1::Rvous PowER.
p. 663,9896. See,also,Mou1L1Tv, NATUllE,
and,V1LL..
.
its foundation simple, its phenomena
tl1e great in~rmsic ch.arac~enstic of the
complex, p. 41 9 2 e; p. 662-664, 9
'!rganic kmgdom, inertia that of the
895-899. See, also, ADAPTATION
rnorganic, p. 21, 9 2'1-; p. 30, 9 59;
and 1:lE~IG~;
Jl. 86, 87, 9 176 . .
contrad1stmgu.1shed from Crealitu; Powinterests us most, 1btd
.
cr,p. 16,914c; p.25,943; p.46,
d1tm1cal 1'hcory of, oxydatJOn of the
974a; p.8 I,9I70a; p.83,9172;
blood and tissues, p.158-162,9 350,
p. 86,9 175 d; p. 1 2 1 ~,9 :MI; p.227,
Nos.3,4,5,6,7,S,9,1 0,I l,12,15,
9 411; p. 317, 9 493 a; p. 376, 9
578 b; p. 3_93, 9 61~
16, 17; p. 208, 9 283; p. 274, 9
447ta.
confoundc.tl with Great.we Power, p. 40,
;\IoToR NER\'Es. See NERVES
964h; p. 46,9 74a ; p.76,9 IG7h ;
MucousT1ssvE,
p.86,9175d ; p.178-l89,9350Japroof from, by the Aut!tor, that the
350im
eliminationofcarbonfro~thebloo~
the Interpreter of its AutJior, p.186, 9
Com?1ne the d1350~ kk; p. 227, 9 411. See, also,
1s a vital process.

~eg~a~t;s ;."So~l:e9 ~11;1~i~; ;a~:2~~;

m~El~~~~nterpretcr, p. fi, 9_4 a

b~i,~;,'.~n'its ~~~~t~~~oto~~~b',:7; th~'~:~:i:.~~fa~;,~,g~:·:.~~'."~~J

modified in its organic properties in
different parts of the body, and as
travcrsingdiffcrcntparts,shown by

the great foun lain of rational enjoy.
m~nt, and the only foundation of
philosophy; ut.rupra
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Nerves-continued.
N.1.TURE, K!NGDOlli\ OF, p. 15, 9 7, &.c.
290-292. Scc,also,CEREnRo·SPl!UL
the organic, and inorga~ic, have, re·
ANDGANG!.ION1c S\'STE)1s, andS\')1
spect1\•ely, their peculiar properties
PATJH:TtcNio:nn:
and lan··s, p. 4,9 3; p. J.1, 9 6; p.

phr~~I:~1~~~~r~~:~~fi~~ub: N~~iii~;::~~:~~:p:1~i'.:i"i'rh!.7r~.lp~

5000.
our knowledge of~ach depends upon
thenatureor,·anctyofthcphenom·
~~f; ~·2~4!23a~ p. SO, 9 169 ; p. Illnot mutually dependent, p. 15,99-14;
1
7
1
7
3

p. 326, 9 500 9; p. 330, 9 500 nn;
p 335-353,9512-521; p.521,9826

d; p 7-16, 9 990} b

N~h:i~8 ·f~~~~~~~~"~~J

laws of action, p
IOl-103,9201-204; p.281,9450e;

g~. i· i1, ~2 ~ ~. ~5~~· ~3 ~'p~ 1~:t

g3g, ~' 5t~ :i;i:· 1~;. ~~~j5~;09 9~1t

1
th~i: c~r~Y 2~~:i~!l~~~n~· f: t h~ ~~~u~:

ft~i:,~~~~;i~~~~t:l!sri~~~~!~c~~: ~~

b~~~1~~~ ~~s~~· 6a;_;~s;~~t~~~~c~

en~~;~si~~1g%~~ir~~ci!~~ffl:~;: ;~~~ 1~1~

9

1

52•1; p.52 I_,9S26d
.
13~,930~03!.
oftrue scnsatton,mostly cercbro-spicreation of the vegetable and an11nal
nal, p. 101, ~02, 9 201 _; p. 284, (1455 a
r~versed, p. 135-138, 9 303,. 303!.
of sympathetic sensat10n, mostly the
motion the grea_t sensible attnbute of
ganghomcandpneumogastnc,p. IOI,
the constltut1on of ~he organic, ti.!
102, 9201; p.109,9230; p. 284,9
merl1a that of the morgancc,p. 21,
455 b; p. 74Ci, 9 990; b.
9 2l ;_ p. 3~, 9 59; P·. 86, 87, 9 176.
simplemthe1r foundat10n,p.4,92e; NERvo1;sPowER,
a property of the vital principle, and
p. 331, 9 500 o; p. 662-664, 9 895peculiartoanimals,p.S8,9lS3,l84;
• 899.
p.110,9232.
r\ERl'ES,
affords a demonstrative proof of the
of what importance in fretallifc,p.43,
9

9

2

4

like that of the h\'er, ki<lneys, and
org?nsofsensc,&c:,consistentwith
their dormant state m the great plan

that prmc1ple, and that 1t operates
beyondthcsurfaccoforgans,p.42,
9 G7; p. 7•16, 9 990~ b

and sphmctcr muscles in the hfc of
the fretus, 9 4611, 4881, 514 f, 9
Also, SntPATm:TJC N•:RvE.
not the source of motions or of any or·
ganicrcsult,p.43,969; p46,974;
p. 89,9 ISSc; p. 110,9 233; p.389,
946 l ;p296,297,9476ib;p.317,
318, 9 493; p. 324, 9 500 c, d; p.
475, 9 733 It; p. •183, 9 746 c. See,

9350,Nos.IS. 18!, 19; p.111, 112,
923 i a;p.317,3!8,9493;p.475,
9 733 h.
commonly regarded as the electric or
. gah•amcftuid,p. 8~, 9.I.84.b.
1ts action upon imtab1!Jty, another
property, not ~ore rem~rkable t~ian
the control wh1chthcw1llcx~rc1scs
ovcrothcrpropertiesofthenundand
thcpass1ons,p.8S,9IS4b.
gene.rated especially by the brain a~d
spmal cord, but ~]so by the gangha

585,989le.
their functions neglected, orpcn1ertcd,
orill considcrcd,p. 112, 923.lb ; p.

theplulos'Jpbyof1tsoperat1on,and1ts
appl1.cat1on to pathology and therapcutics, how far expounded by the

9•g;o:
193, 9 356 u; p. 283, 9 452 /J; p.
29G.9476!b; p.317,318,9493
contribute to the perfection of an imal
compounds,969,221!,221,232,233,
309,405,44Ga,455,45Ga,4GJ.4Git
a,485,488!,493c-<l,512a-513,51G,
~~~· s, 9, 746 c, 846, 902 a-m, 952

297, 9 476; b; p. 317,318, 9 493; p.
320,949·idd;p.3.J2,951Hb;p
515, 9819 b; p.7:16,9 990!b; and
throughoutthcph1losophyofREME·
DIA!. AND :\loRDIFIC ACTION, and of
. theOrERATION ov Loss orD i:.o on

455 a, b; p. 2FJG, 9 45G; p. 289, 9
461!-a;p.312-353,9516-524

sympathcti.r, necessary to the o~ganic

'"~t~~:?f.~it{~~~~~:~~;:i~i~;~;f
:J>:;. fa.at;, ;6; Pp.~~;:

NERVES, THE DIFFERENT

0RDEl!S

e~s~,

or,p

~lf}:f.g?~?;~f~X~ lf:~,i.~
1

~u~~~~· I'G~.oi, ~;:,2 N~~-1\'s,912it~'.

its~ n~~~~jr~:;~~s~ tg8~~ i~~\~~,p~· 1 ~~·
9231g.
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Nervous Power-co11ci11ued.
Nen-ous Power-continued.
as with Light and Magnetism, not in
9224; p. 290-292, ¢462-471; p. 330,
transitu,p 115,¢234e.
¢500mt
Hkelightandelectricity,brouglitinto
indispensable to \•oluntary motion in
operationbyexcitingcauscs,p.115 1
all animals, p. 104, 9 215; p.110,¢
¢234e.

233;p.I27,¢259,260.

how deYeloped, p. 89, 9 188; p. 107, 9
225-227; p. 114-, 9 23,i, e; p. 323332,¢500. Also,llEMEDu.LAcTION
excited directly and indirectly, p.107,
9 227; p. 323-332, ¢ 500. Also,
ExrERIMENTS TO DETER~llNE THE
L,1.ws OF T11EV1T..1.LFuNCTJONs, and
Rr.~1eo1AL ACTION
developed by agents applied to the
brain, spinal cord, and nerves, by the
will and passions, by internal physicalcauses, by external agents actinguponallparts,andbydisease'
of all parts, p.107-lll,¢227-233J;

neccssa.ry to the action ~fmusclcsboth
inanunal andorganichfe,p.325-327,
9 500 e-i; p. 338, 339, 9 514/,g
Also, NERVES, SYMP,\TUETIC NERVE,
may respond through the same motor
nerves to impressions transmitted
throughva:ioussensiti\'enerves,p
327, 9 500 i
indispensable to reflected motion, p.
102, 9 201; p. 107-111, 9 227-233~;
p. 323-332, ¢500; p. 404, 9637.
doesnotinvolvcsensation,p. 106,¢223.
implanted in the brain, spinal cord,
ga_ngl}a, and nerv~s,
in t_he gangl1on1c system of inferior ammals, p.
106, 9 224; p. ll5, 9 234 c; p. 334,
9507,andasaboi;c,
acted upon and altered in kind, &c.,

~. s;g; t.5~~i-gs:~t· 592
~: ~~;
707, 9 947, and utsu.pra
superaddedtotheanimalkingdom,and
why,p 54,55,9107-117; p. 106, 9
223; p. 110,¢232; p.284,285,¢454,
455;p475,9733h
operatesinanimalandorganiclife,p
106,9223;pll0,¢233;p.lll,9

~~;~1~T~!~· 226. See, also, Rr.ME·
a vital agent, p 107, 9 226 1 227; p
323-332,¢500; p.359,9526d; p.
483,¢746
its operation and results analogous to
othervitalagents,p.107,108,9227,
228; p.114-118,¢334d-k; p.331,
9500o;p.483,9746c;p.706-708,

;!~ic: p. 323-332, 9 500; p. 483, 9
most important in the organic life of
animals,yctitsgreatestfinal cause
is relative to animal life, p 55, 9
113; p 106,¢223; p.127, ¢259; p

ex~i~!J•tg~~~gl~~;:n~~~;et~,1.s~~Gs'iblti-

acts upon frrilability, p. 88, 9 184 h; p.
89, 9 188; p. 107, 9 226; p. 1101 9
233; p. 323-332, ¢500. See, also,
RE:-.iEDIAL AcTIO!i.

5

goJ}

o:

in constant operation upon vanous
parts,p.106,¢223; p.111,92331;
p. 113, 9 234, c; p. ll5, 9 234 e; p.
335-341,9512-514.
maintains harmonious action among
thevisceraoforganiclife,p.55,9
113; p. 106, ¢223: p.108, 9228a;
p. 110, 9 232 _; p. ~84, 9 455
whenmostobv1ousmitseffect.inani-

ty, p. 108, ¢227; p. 116, ¢234/;
p. 281-283, ¢450c,45I.
partakes of the virtue~ofthe exciti~g
causes, under the influence of its
ownnature,p. 108-IIO, 9227-232;
p. 333, 9503; p. 647, 9893e
itsmodusoperandi,p.107-111,¢2272331; p.115,9234-e; p 125,9245;
p.296,9476c;p.323-332,9500;
p.334,9509,510; p.357,9526d;
p.663,9896;p.703-71I,9940-·
952 . See, also, ll1rnE01.1L AcTtOll.',
and Ru10TE C.-1usEs OF D1sEASE
exquisitely susceptible, p. 11, 95tc;

its important natural action mostly
Jimitedtocompo~ndor_gans, and to
certain muscles m ammal life, af-

operates.a~cording to t_he.nature of
the ex1stmg and mod1fym~ causes,

262,944.Ga;p . 2~4,285,¢454,~55.

~;~~~g2~rga5~i~ :i~~·t62~~1fa; ~ 8°9~'.
0

~1~~.:~i:!.1E:~'.~{~'.~~'.·~~:,:0~~i

capable of exerting the most powerful influences upon them. Seertfucnccs above, and
and c~r-

N.eavu

bu~ ~~~le ~~~~a:;;~, i~[:,~~~.li~~;/c!~~
u,L ,\RIES.
operatesthroughmotornef\'fS,p. 106,

1

2

2

2

~-5~~~· 5~ 1°; ~- ~~7 , ~~tld ~ :,-~~~:
707,¢947.

~~~~~~ ~:r~~·;:J: ~~r: i~U~!~0;

484-489; p.323-332,9500; p 334,
¢509; p.405-412,9638; p.662,663,
896; p. 706, 707, 947. See, also,
RE~IEDIAL ACTION.

9

9

:~1~m~:\~a~v~~~i~~i~~~i!~~dt~r~~

an
thecorrcspondmglawinanimallifo,
p. 312, 9487 F
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Nervous Powcr-contrnucd.
Nervous Power--continucd
its effects in proportion to the suddenease and its cure, p. 333, 9 50:1
See, also, partakes of the mrtucs, &c.,
ness, as well as violence of its action,p. ll,951c; p.29S,Q476lh;
asabove,andV1uLPRoPERTIEs,&c
p. 300, 9 479; p. 304, ¢48Lg; p
319,320,¢494;p. 334,335,95095ll;p.523,524-,¢827d;p.525,Q
~28h; p. 662, 663,? 896; p. 703711, 9 !M0-952; p. 726, Q 961.
powerfully operative in inducing and

does not generate motion, p. 110, Q
233;p.127,¢259-261; p.296,9
4-7Gtb;p.33I,9500o;p.663,Q
896. See, also, ExPE1m11rnTs TO
DETERMINE THE L.tWS Ot' Tm: V1T.tL

;~~.ol£~l ~~~c~:~,6~; :~~6a;~. ~~~

m~i~~~i~s2~~~ ~ia2;~~ ~~~~n~~~~s;' ~-

709, ¢ 940-95I; p. 726, 996l.
tts infl~cnces, mnural, morbific, or remedial, p. 106, 9222, 223; p.107110, 9 226-232 ; p. 284-287, 9 45445S;p.33I,9500o;p. 483,9746c;

kE~,:~~~sA}T~o~:-901. Sec, also,
nsrelativeeffectwhendevelopedby
diseaseofthenervoussystem,and
when by other causes acting upon
other parts, p 334, 9508, 509; p.
356-358, 9 526 d; p. 592, 9 892 ~
See, also, RE~IOTE C.wsEs OF DisE.\sE, andRE~!EDIALACTION"
its modifications illustrated by the
modifications of electricity, polarized light, &c., p. 79, 9168; and
ut s1~p;a.

:i~~:~~t: 0~fli~~~~~~~~t~.t~~~~ ~~~];~

its

p. 330,95001111.
adapted to the various exigencies of
life, p 108, 9 228; p. 127, 9 259;
and asabtrtt.
influenc~d by slight variations in the
intens1ty,ornature,of~hcoperating

causes, and bytheprecisepart upon
which they operate, p. 108-110, 9
228-232; p.323-332,9500; p.671,
672, 9 904 a. Also, REMEDUL Achowaffected by discase, p. 109, 9229;
p. 662-664,9895900; andasabo"CJe.
thecauseofconsPcutivediseases,p.
l09,9229;p.285,9455;p.339,
9 514 /1. See, also, PATRot.001cAL
CAUSE, REMOU CAUSES, R£)1EDIAL
AcTio~, &c
its connection with the L.nv of' Ao.~rTATION, p. 539, 9848
operates on the organic constitution
ofthebrainandnervoussystem,as
upon other parts, p. 109, 9 230; p
334, 9509.
1)pe~atcs, however, but little as a. morbificcauseuponthenervoust1ssuc,
p.334, 9508; p.356-358,9526d
mutable in its nature like the organic
properties, pl08-110,9.227-232
SeeV1TALP1wrERTJEs,tke1rmu.tab1lity,and.~EMEouLAc-rioN .

1ts mutab1\1ly, like. that of tl~e orga~ic
properties,amamfoundat1onofd1s-

FuscTIONs

284-,285,9455;p.663,9896.
in connection with the will, a remote
causeofvoluntarymotion,p.110, 9
233; p. 111, 9 233~; p. 113, 9 234 c;
p28•1,9455a;p.2SS,9459d,e;

~: ~~~. 994~8~ ; 4 Ms:~3p.9 a4:Zffz,'1~

500c; p.357,358,9526d; p.370,
9569a.
its prolonged opera~ion, natura1, morb1fic,andremedial,p.llO,ll I,9
232, 233!-; p. 285-287, 9 455-458;
p. 333, 9 506 ; p. 339, 9 514 {!; p
344, 345, 9 516d, No. 6; p. 707, 9
D49. See, also, REMEDIAL AcTio;o;
andALTERATJn:s.
electsspecialmotorncrves,inanim2l
and organic life, without apparer.t

~~~~~n~~ 11t~ 9a~~~~~ i~~I 1 1~,r¢n~:_j

c;p.327,328,9500k.
itslawofelcctionatlaptedtothewi\l

rcmcdialagents,&c.,p.lll,9233~;

p. 287, 9458; p. 328,9 5001,m
rendered insusceptibleofde\•elopment
by the will in paralysis, butsusceptibletoother causes,p.296,9•176
c; p.32&-332,9500/-p. Sec, also,
NARCOTICS
rendered permanently stimulant to the
org~ns ofcirculatio~ hylocal inflammation,whichthusmfluencestheeffectsoflossofblood,p.354,355,9
526a;p.732-736,9971-9SO
depressantl)rexcitantinphlcbitisand
venous congestion, p. 503, 504, 9
7!:14-798; p. 507-510, 9 806-816; p.
724-732, 9 961-970; p. 735, 736, 9
978
peculiarly modified i~dclirium apfltu.
mania, hydrophobia, &c, p. 734, 6
975c,976a,b
especi?llY excitant in cerebral inflJrnmat1on.andcerebralcongestion,an<l
accord mg, also, to the nature of 0111·
er tissues, and the kind ofintlammation, p.61, 9134; p.64, 9140.
p.67, 9150, 151; 11. 70-73, tables,
p.733-736,9974-980
variously modified in spasmodic and
npoplectic affections, p 356-358, ¢
526 rl; p 590-593, 9 891~; p. 741
747,999 11-990t

958
Nervous Power-conl1nutd
Nen·ous Powcr--'"ont1)zucd.
how produeti\"e of motion after appar.
JLL.\RY ACTIO:'\", and H.E~IEDUL A·~·
ent dealh, and in decapitated ani·
TION. Uic11TSo~·AuTnons, P· 912.
mats, p. 338, 95J4d; p. 357, 358,
shown, by experiment, t_hat syncope
952Gd;p.404,9637.
does11o!:dcpendu;:ion1tsfa1luretu
developed by narcotics with such in·
affect the hcart,&e., p.~05, 9481 It,
tensity,pem1anency,andorganic~n·
p. 70G, 707, 9 947, !MS.
fluenccs, as to be more orlessm·
exerts a certain influence, as avit:i.I
susceptible to other agents. See
stimulus, upon the functions ano
NAncoT1cs
products of animals, p. 262-268, q
is_morhi!icor curative, according to
446-447d; 483,481,974Gc
1tsmod1fications,p.107-ll!,9!?2frpresents a problem for Chemistry, p.
233!; p. 336, 9 514 b; p. !!72, 9
281, 9450c; p.330, 9500m1.
90-1 a. See, also, REMEDIAL AcTIO!'.
its functions, the Poetry of Nature ;

ilsa~~~·~J~:;:i~~ ~~;.r~~~~9~~~n~~~~ NEn~~::is:~m1s, GENERAL USES o~·. p
itspretcrnaturalinflucncesreachthe
284-290
intimate organization of parts, read· NEnvous T1ssuEs. See Tissues, and
ily, slightly, and Jlrofoundly, p. !09,
STRUCTURE.
9230,231; p.230,9422; p.286,9
not much subject to diseasc,p. 356455; p.334,9503,509; p.335-341,
358,9526d.
9512-514; p.354,355,9526a; p. NITROGEN,
662,663,9896; p724-7:.Hi,9!l61a
a remarkable element of organic be
-ll;p.732-736,9971-980.
ings,p34-36.
always opero._frve upon muscle~ of "amain cause of putrefaction and fer·

~~,~~~ ;1°~~~~· 9a~go !'~e p~~~t ;
1

511/,g

littl~us !J=~~t~~ce;~~~ ,~.~1~n v~~~n~~~ft
0

operatcs,p.110,9233.
illu:;tratedhythe"impondcrablcs,"p.
79,9168; p.113-121,9234c-237;
p. 330, 9500n
spurious hypotheses of, p.111,112,9
234;p.317,318,9493.
illustrative of stupendous Design, p
106-i l I, 9223-233i; p. 125, 9246;
p.284,94M; p.287,9458; p.323
-332,9499,500;p.662,663,9896
itsagencyintheproductionofanimal
heat,p.262-264,9446; p663,9896

ah~~ndt:~~~'nf~~i'~. 9p~;4,

9 62 a, f
occursinmostparlsofplants, p. 35,~

a

~r~t{ci~r~c~f

<lissolution, p. 34, 9 6?.
shown by the Author to pro\•ea ..,·ital
principlc,p.34-36,962
wanting, naturally, in inorganic com·
pounds, p. 3.1, 962d,g
feeblycom11at1blewithehemicalcom·
pounds,Ji34,35,962d-h
not united with oxygen in the atmosphcrc,p.34,962e..
mostin<liffcrcntofa\ltheelements,p
34,962d.
maintainsitsconncctionsinlivingor·
ganic compounds equally with the

i"if~~~1F:~~!'.i~c!t1~~~}(~~~{~ oc~!~5lf°:{~:ft~'.!~f·iiJ.~:~~~I::
p. 483, 9746c; p. 662, 663, 9896.

a

~~~~l:fi:~~~~t~~~:~~~Yp~;c~~~~~~:
portance,butofthegrcatc:>tmoment
in disease; ut.suFa.
. .

hit~~e:!~. ~~ttl~~~~~~;~~t~~~ ~f w~~lf~~\~!
of sympathy, however those laws

~~[s;~\.t~~'~;ls ~~:'ai~;Yo~=~~~:~ rf~
0

thepl1ilosophyof_disease .hythe
chemical and physical doctnnes, p.

~046S19};2~b~l~, ~~~.

35, 962g.

~fi;i~:~~;so~fm~~~~~;c!~a~f:i~1~~~

in

1s

tl~c

oc~~i~~~i~;'~~l~~~~{J(~:~!o~i~.119 °i2 ~ulanothcr_ 1!lustr~tton in
011

gun·(.Olflm,

&c

;a~fc ~sci~~~ ~~~h~j~a~~~~~~~ ~~s~~~
1

1

lut1on;andthisexplainsthephil02.
ophy of T1edcman11's statement, p.
6
9
r r::r
of
plants before a111mals, and againsl
1he spoculatists, p. 136-138, 9 30:;,
303!.

;~~: A:i~~;·~'

\4::3'/ :·
9494dd; p. 3~9, 9600nn; p 3·12, 9
514~ b; p. 362, 9 5:JO ; p. 48·1, 485,
9748,719; p5I5-518,¢819b-824;

pred1spos1ng, and water a re-

tar~mg,cause

~/o~~. ~~'t~e ~r!~tion

~~~~!is~,8b~1~iN~c ~11~~1;~~!,·~~~. Ni~=o~;~~ ~1~Dc~:.~J;t~~}/1°~..°fo, 918;
1
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Nitrogenized Vegetable Food-continu.c.d. Or.o AaE,
its physiological and moral characterp 219-222, 9 409 a, b. See, also,
282 283 58
~~~~;t ' ' 9 1. Sec, also,
Nux~~~~:~1~i£T1100 ANO 0Rt>ANIC CHEMOPINIONS,
18TR¥,
nottheirAut!iors,thesubjeetsofcrit:theirparallel,p. 762,763, 9 I006a.
cism. SecAuTJJORS.
alikenecessary"Instruments"inMedtheirwantof'indepcndence,and arbiicine,p. 161,9350, No.14, and as
trarynature,characteristicofthe
above.
age, p.155, 93-19d; p.17'1,9350!;
NUTRITION,
p.176,9350!-q; p.202,931fir; p
lawsof,p 40-45,965-73;p.217-227,
203-207.9376ia;p.235,9433;p.
9400-411.
719,99GOa;p.762,76J,9100Ga
rcquirestheblood,orsap,asaunivermore inde1iendence of, in the United
salstimulus,wluleineach part it is
States than in Europe, and why, p.
co_mmonlypromotedbyspecificstim-

c~l·e~ist:::
thJ::/~r, ~~ :r;:n~c;
e.
4

1

:. ::::
181, 9 350!
contradicts the chemical theory of, p.
219-227,9407-411.

l

;;f i~:;~~~i~~o~~;~~ ifo;~~~:J~;As~

when false, can not endure, P- 174,
3501; p. 202-::W7, 9 376~, 3761 a.

~

Qp11JM,

~ ~~sR:~:~;h:~o;ofvh];;F.~6-227, 9 410, 411.

po~~~~~\~ aa~~~t:~i~~~~:~~t~t~~nc. ~spa

ends of organic life, p. 21, ~ 20, 27;
p 3-1,9 62 b; p. 53,9 !Ol; p. 129,
§273. See, also, AnsoRDENTS.
Nux Vo)IICA. See AcoNITE, &c.

718, 719, 9 960 a
ci:perimentsshowin,1?itisnotabsorbed,
p. 302-310, 319. 338, 930
its ~sc~ mostly limited to subduing
painintheabscnceofacutemflammation,moderating irritabi lity, procuring sleep, and restrainlng diarrhma,p.683-590,9891
nevertobecmployedforthercliefof
painwhenitmayaggravatcdiscase,
p.687,588,9891 k-m.
curative, only by allaying irritability,
andbythuspreventingthedcleteriousactionofexcitingcauses,orthe
unfavorabteactionofcathartics,and
other irritating remedies, and thus
promoting_ their favorable action,
or ~ycalmmg rcsllessness,_and procuring sleep, and thus giving a favorable determination to the whole
intervcntionofart,ortoothern•ise
unaided Nature, p. 55-l, ~ 871, 872
a; p 561, ~ SSS b; p. 5$5-590, 9
891 J-_1; but for t~cse purposes is
ofien mfcnor to c1cuta, or hyoscyamus, especially where their frequent repetitions are useful, as in
chronic irritabllity of the stomach,
irritablctumorsandulccrs,casesof
phthisis attended by constipation,
&c., and where cicuta, upon the
gr?und ~fitssedati\·e effect, has acqu1red._m some of th? cases •. ~he
reputation of poss.essing pos1t1vc
v1rtucsofanalteratl\"enaturc,ib1d
removc_sdiarrhcea by quieting intestinal 1rntab1ltty, while hyoscyamus

OBLIVION,
Erroritsvictim,Truthitsvanquisher,
p. 203-207, 9 376!, 37Gi a; p 462,
note; p.690,9906f;p. 755,9I004b.
0BSERVJ.TION 1
thcimportaneeof_minuteand°'"".cura_te,
inallphysiolog1calandmed1calmquiries,p.l,2,91; p.3,4,92d,e;
p.10-12,95i;p.14,96;p.16,9
14c;p34-49,962-Sl;p.61-73,
9133-163;p.8G,9175d;p.92-96,
9188!d-189c;p99,9192;p.l01,
I02,9201,202;p106-122,9222240;p.J27,128,926l-26G;p.132,
133,9289-29l;p.l39,9303J;p.
143-146,9322-326;p.152,153,9
9 345-349a; p 154-, 155, 9 349c-e;
p.157-182,9350-350i/i;P.IS9,
190, 9 3501n; p. 197, 9 362; p. 200,
201, 9 36&-375; p. 208-217, 9 383399; p. 220-227, 9409-411; and

Ou., CAsTOR.
theintroductionof,andofaloesand
rhubarb, among the group of AltcratitJc.1 in the Aulhor"s Ar~an1remcnt
of the .i1fattri~ flfed1ca, indicative of
their special mfiueneein smaU and
repi>ateddoses,p557,9873b;p
p.567-569,9889Hnm;p571,572,
Q890b;p63G-s.12,9892!d-i;p
!~:~s~ 905f c. See, a1so1 AtTERA-

hU~~~r~~t~~~~/~~ !~~i~~t ~;~:~h: fi~~~:
in morbidstatesofthatorgan,Tb'id.

;~~~s~i~~1e:U~~o~~a:is~~':i~ W1~~a~~=

morbidstate,p.6l-63,913·l-137;p
65,9J43a,c;p67,9149-15l;p
73, 9 163; 1>- 417, 9 650; p 427, ~

960
Opium-continued.
668-670. p. 4·~s.

9 674 a; p. 430433,96?5,67Ga;p.543,9856;p
553-557,9 870-874; p.561, 98886;
p.566,567,98S9k;p.570,9889n;

p. 571,572,9 890 b; p. 575, 576, 9
890 k, l; p. 577, 578, 9 890 o; p
583-590,989Ia-s;p.592,593,9
89Itk;p.718,¢960a.

On~..1.N1 cA.!>A_Ln1s,

d1fficult m its dcmentanJ aspect, p. 16,

9 ~ 5 ; p. 18, 9 18 _d.
proximafe, hypothetical, p. 14, 96; p

27-29,953;p.221,222,9409h;p
228, 9417 a. See, also, PROTEIN
its artificial transformations, p. 28, 9
53;p.22S,941!.a..
.
.
dcmcntary,the leg1t1matcobJectsof,m
respect to scicnce,p. 202, 203,9 376~.
ORG.\'.'1c BE1Nas,
theirgencralstructure,p.20,919; p.
50-61,983-133.
their con!_Position, p. 15, 9 12; p. 2349,939-80.
how distinguished from minerals, p.
15-22, 9 7-30; p. 23-49, 9 38-80; p
112-125, 9 234-246 j p. 157-173, 9
350
thcirpeculiarproperties,p.73-125,9
164-246.
thcirpeculiar functions,p.125-372,9
247-569
theirrelationstoexternal objects,p
398-400,9?26-630
gcneratemotwn,p.2 1,9 24; p.31,9
59; p. 89, 9188a; p. 345, 346,9516
d.'No.7
the1rwasteandrenewa\, p.21,927,
p.53,9I04;p. 129,9273;p.217,

th~i:~~,~~nteen elements, p.

23, 9 34,
35; p. 225,9409
their four principal clements, p. 23, 9
37; p. 33,961, 62.
hnw their elements combine, p. 23, 9
38, 39; p. 26, 9 48,49; p. 30-32, 9
58, _59.
.
the vital power combmes their clements, p.30, 9 58, 59; p.36-47, 9
63-74
.
remarkable contrast mthenumbcrof
their compounds and those of the
globe,p.24,25,941,46: p.~2~,?4~1.
their 11is vittZ succeeded by vis mertur,
p. 30, 31, §59.
nitrogen gas,a remarkableelementof,
p.34-36,¢62..
. .
a knowledge and JUSt apprec1att0n of
theirpropertie~, funct!o~is, and laws,
indispensable mmcd1cme,p. 4,5, 9
3,4;p.14,§6.
.
whytheirgenerallawsaretlctermmed,
p. 14, 9 6.

fJRtrl~N~~~~~~~;~~;·,power,

p. 8, 9 5 j p.

Organic Chemistry-contimud
14, 9 6; p. 15, § J1J. h; p. 16, 9 I<>
p.l8,9I8;p.24,Q42;p.25,Q44,
p. 27-29, 9 53, 5·1; p. 29, 9 54b; p.
161,9350,Ko.59.
contradistinguished from Physiolo~rr

and Medical Philosophy, p. 7, 9 4 ~
d;p.8,95;p.l0,95!a;p.ll,¢
5ic;p.14,¢6;p.19,¢18e;p
21-36, 9 20-62; p 40-42, 9 65, 66;
p. 92-111, 9 !SS t d-2331; p. 135139, 9 303-303i j p. 149-203, 9 331376!; p. 234-279, 9 433--449; p.
323-332,9500;p.362,9530;p.
376-380, 9 578; p. 383, 9 584a; p.
39I,392,9602d-606; p. 393,9612;
p.397,9623;p.398,9 626;p.40I,
9 631 , and soon
school of, p. 6, 9 4• b
~eciin~ng, p. 6, 7, 9
~; p 203, 9 376~
mapplicabletomed1cme,p. 8,9, 95;
p.l3,95.h;p.434,9676h
its foundation, p. 10,95! a, c; p.13, 9
5•a ;p.154,.9349c;p. 155,9349
e; p. 156, 9'350, mottoe.s; p. 182, ¢
350i g; Jl. 197, 9 362; p. 202, ~
376~; p. 221, 9409 b; p. 235, 9 433;
p.238,9438;p.239-248,9440-441
h;p.274-278,9447!;p.456,9608;
p.5 19,9824a
itspromisesofuscfulncss,p.8,9,95 ;
p. 12, 9 5~ a
extentofitsobjects,p.197,9362.
pointsoutthemeansofsustcnance, v
17-20,9 lSb-c; p.156,9350,mottn
d; p. 235, 9433.
may indicate the food forplants,p.20.
? 18e
appliedtophysiology.p.7,91-tb;p

4r

5

~\i, e ~f; ~\t!b,P~ ~~ 2-1~ ~'.

~52-W3, 9 345-376!; p. 226, 9409
Ji p. 234-248, 9 433--441; p. 274278, 9447!.
ils su.mma.ry ex71ibition by lJliililer, p
180-183, 9 3501 c-gg; p. 189, 190,
. 9 350~ n
its. own statement of its ability and ob.
JCcts,p.l8,§I8c;p.i61,9350,No
59; and how far observed, p. 157178, §350-350J; p.197, 9 362; p
202,§376•
its moral and religious tendencies

S~e LIFE

thcjudgmentofposterityupon, p. 9,9
5; p.203, 9376•; p.434, 9676b;
p.762,§I0.06a.
howfarsubst1tutcdfor mcdical philc~ophy, p. 8, 9 5; p. 13, 9 5~ b; p
174-178,9350!-350i; p . 197, 936~;
p.20;:,203,¢376;; p.2:J4,235,¢
433; p.456, 9698; p.515,9819h
how far tolerant, p. 13, 95;a; p 156,
0
e; p. l8S, 9

~5~~ 1.~ot;~e;;;" t's~'9d},

961
Organic Compounds--tontinucd
Organic Uhemistry-cont1nucd
formed of cc.mbustible substances,
causes of its success, p. lJ, 9 SJ c; p.
proper,ofsupportcrsofcombustion,
17, 9 lSc; p. 133, 9292; p. IM,
and nitrogen gas, p. 33, 9 Gt.
155, 9 349 c, 1l; p. 202, 9376i; p.
formedoutofahomoge neousftuidof
23-l, 235, 9 433; p. 515, 9 819 b
seventeen clements, p. 24, 9 42
See, also, AN.u.oou:s, FALSE.
i 1s ruommenrla!ions, p. G, 7,

4 4~ b,

d;

p. 8, 9, 9 5; p. 11, 9 fil c; p 13, 9
Si h; p.14, 9 6; p.17, 9 !Sc; p
1
6
8 4

formed originally by plants, p. 15, ~

IO, 13; p. 135-138, 9 298-303~
whendecompounded,howrestorcd,p

~;~~l~i~h their elements com
~~}; :. ;b~:?~ ~ Jg~ P k ~ i:·i~ l m~:~
binc, p. 23, 9 37-39; p. 24, 9 42 r

p 39--40, 9 6-~ t-h; p 43, 9 67 j p
S5,(l175c;p.132-134,9289-293;
J?-136-139,9303-303t;pl52-I92,
93-15-352; p. 197,9362; p.199,9
a64t ; p. 202, 203, 9 376, 376~; p
220-222, 9409; p. 226, 9409 j; p
23•1:-260,9433-415;p274-279,9
447;--448;p.431,Q676b;p.45G,9
698,p.515,9819h;p519,9824
4;p. 763,QI006a

the Author's Motite8 for in~estiga.ting
1t8 merits, p 7, 94tb,d; p 8, 95;

p. 13,95ta; p 148,9335; p 154,
155,9319; p.156,9350,mottoes,a,
h,c,d,e;pl73-I78,9350!-350};
p 191, 9 351; p. 197, 9 362; p 202,
9 376t; p. 23·~, 9 433 i p. 239, 9 438
d; p. 241, 94406; p 254, 9441 e;
p.265, 9447h; p277, 9447t/; p.
345, 95I6d, No.6; p.362, 9 530;
p456,Q698;p.515,9819b;p.540,
9851 c; p.512,985-1-bh
tsad\•antagestomedicinc,p.171-173,
9 350, Nos. 41-46; p. 174-178, 9
350i-350i
itsconfirmationoroverlhrow,p 148,
9335; p. 5'12, 98.J4hb
prohlcm.8/or itssollltion, p 16, 914c;
p. 85, 9 175 c; P- 9·1, 9 tsar d; p
155,9349e;p.281-283,9450d451/; p.330,9500tm;p 377, 379.
OnoANIC CnE)llSTRY .urn THE Nui1En1c.tL
METHOD,
important"Instruments"in medicine,
p.161,9350,No.14; p.762,763,9
l006a.
thcirparallel,p.762,763,91006a
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY ANO PHYSIOLOGY,
contrasted,p.19,918e;pl57-173,
9 350; p. 189, 190, 9 350:i n; p. 191,

i ~~il ~~~·l!,~'1JO/.~ &1i.

~'
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one destructn·e, the other formative
andconservative,p.8,95;pl3,9
h; p. 18, 9 18 c; p 24, 9 42; p
33, 960; p. 34-36, 962; p. 37-40,

sr

OnG!N~~ b:~~:~~~s~OI.

i

26,948;p.27,951,52,53b;p
44,972.
contr::ulistinguishedfrommineralcompouncls, p. 20-27, 9 19-51 ; p. 221227.Q409h-4ll.
progressivelya.dvanced,p.24,942.
holddifferentranks,p.24,942.
differcntineverypart,p25,944;p
27,Q53b;p222-225,Q409
variety of, p. 24, 9 41; p. 44, 9 72; p.
221-227, 9409b-4ll.
not formed in the blood orsap,p. 24,
9 42; p.28, 9 53 h,c; p.44, 972;
p.217,9401h,402;p.218,9401;
p. 219-227, 9 407-411. See, also
J1 rtOTEIN
confounded bychcmistry,p.29,9VI h
uniforminhealth,p.21, 922; p 2•1,9
42; p.25, 944; p.26, 948; p 27,
953b;p.44,972;p.223-227,9
409/-411
exactlyvariableindisease,p.21,922,
p.25,944; p 87,9182a; p 105,9
220,22l;p.435,9680;p452,9
693; p.473, 9733c; p.474, 9733
f; p. 478, 479, 9 739-741; p. 517,
518, 9822: p. 536-538, 9_8l7c-J.
fundamentalcauseoftheirdtffercnces,
p.27,952,53h.
their chemical analysis uncertain, p.
16, 9 15; p. 18, 9 18 d; p. 26, 9 48;
p27-2!J,Q53,54.
their complc~ty, P- 2-1-, 9 41, 42: 11
25,943; p.26, 949; p. 32, 960·
p.44,972
theirputrefactionandfermentation,p.
28, 9 51; p. 30-32, 959; p.34-36,
962;p96,918_9c.

th~i~-~;~nJe;~~ 5~~1\~d3 ~~ 1'~~ ~i~~·3 g 1
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9

37-44, 9 64-72.
9c62 i;
whendead,1'is inerlitZ sueceedstoti1.t
tiittZ,p.30.31,909
their artificial transfonnations, unnatural,p.28,2!J,953b-54b;p228,

eh~~~:al

influences upon, suppose
chemical decompllSitions and re·
their four principal clcments,p 23,9
combinations, p.28.9530; p.228,
37; p 27,953h; p. 33,961,62; p
9417a.
44,972
by any chemical
their11aluredisturbeJ
always consist of three or more ele·
111flucncc,p.2S,953h; p29,:l0, 9
ments intimatelycombined,p.16,9
56,57;p.22S,Q4I7a
17;p.227,94ll.
PPP
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Organic Compounds-continued.
Organic Heat -amlinucd
when dead, their condition affected by
hydrogen , p. 239-248, 9 44G-14t b,
1ne-e:dsting \ital influences, p. 28,
p. 252, 9441 c; p254. 255, 944Ir,
954a.
/; p. 260, 9445 b; p. 2G4, 9 446 c,
theirchemicaldecompositionrapid,p
p.274-278.9447!.
29,30,954a,56; p 34-36,962.
conflictinthechemicalstatementsof,
theirtlissolutiongreatlyowingtonitrop. 23!), 240, 9 440 a, b; p 252, 9
g.en ~as, p._34-36, 9 62
441 c; p. 246, 9440/; p. :?5'1, 255,
the1rd1ssolut1onpromotedbythecom94'1le,/; p. 260,9445b; p. 264-,9
plexityoftheirelcmcnts,p.36,962
446c; p.271, 9 447 /, lfi p.273,9
h, and by water or its elements,p.
447h; p. 274-278, ¢447~
35, 9 62g.
theoryof,regardingthecom·ersionof
011.GANIC FoRCE,CnEMICALT11EoRY oF,
fluids intosolids,p.273,9447/i,and
oxydationofthebloodandtissues,p.
utsupra
157,158, 159,9350,Nos.3,4,5,7,
contingent aid required by the theo8,9; p.271,9447fa,No.2
ryofcombustion,p 239-211,9440,
the cause and the elfoct, p. 7, 9 4~ d;
Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, I tt, 12, 13, 14;
p.84-86, 9 175c, cl; p.90, 9I88l
p. 245,9440c; p. 247, 9 440, No.
d;p.151,155,9349c,c;p.251,9
19;p. 248,944la-c;Jl. 252,9441
44le; p. 274,9447fa. SecVJT.~L
c; p.25'1,944Ic; p.257,9442; p
PRINCIPLE, andVtTAL P11.orE1tT1Es
2G4, 9446c; p.274--278,9447!
ORGANIC FUNCTIONS,
not regulated by the quantity orqualtheirgcnera\consideration,p.126-280,
ityoffood,p.239,240,9440a;p.
242-244,9440c,cc;p. 248--253,9
9251-449.
commontoplantsandanimals,p.125,
441h-d
9249
chemicalhypothesisof,foundedmostly
their designations, motion, absorption,
upon facts and assumptions rclath•e
a~similati(ITI_, distrib~tion,. appropriato man, and man in health, p 239, ¢
t1on, e:rcretwn, calarifea.twn, g enera440a,No. 3; p. 243,244.9440ec,No
tion,p.125,9249.
12;p. 248,944Ib;p.275,9477th.
the most essential carried on by the
in its ~elation to the law r_egulating
~he mtercha!lges of calonc among
extreme vessels, p. 36-41, 9 63-72
111animateobJects,p 244--246, 9440e
See, also, CAPJLLARtEs, C"P11.L1.nv
AcTtoN, and C1RCVLAT10N, CAPIL·
chemical parallels of, with inorgamc
processes, and artificial mecna0RGAN1c HEAT,
nisms, p. 177, 178, 9 350.i; p. 238.
'Ditu.land Chemical Theories of, p. 2349438b, c.
279, 9 433--448.
its supposed connection with exercise,
its interpretation abandoned to chemp. 240, 9440a, No. 8; p 243, 244,
istry,p.234,9433; but is only one
9440cc,No.12.
amongmanycorruptionsinPhysiolits supposed connection with alcohol
ogy, p. 235, 9433.
and cold water, p. 240, 9 440 a, b.
Cr:~~f~rd's theory of, p. 235, 9 43.i,
wh~;,e~~~~~ ~g eexalted by cold, p
Bichat's theoryof,p_.236,9437a; p
262, 9 445 g; p. 266, 9 447 d; Jl
270,9447d.
Hunter's theory of, p. 237, 9 437 b.
Philip's theory of, p. 237,9437c; p
263 1 944Ub
Moore's theory of, p. ~37, 9437d
Mii.llcr'stheoryof.p.237,9437c
Tiedemann'stheoryof,p.237,9437/.
Carpenter's theory of, p. 237, 9 437 g
F.dward'stl\eoryof,p.237,9438a;p
248,944lb;p.255,9441ia;Jl

El~~~~o~1~;'trie4:r~ ~"r,

p. 273, 9 447 h
Dilling'stheoryof, p. 238, 9438b
H.oaet's theory of, p. 2~8, 9438 c
Dislinction between L1eb1g's and the
last two, p. 238, 9 438 d.
Liebig'stheoryof,asofal\organ.icprocesses and results, combust1on, or
theunionofoxygenwithcarbonand

itsgreatere\•olutionfromanimalthan
vegetable food, and from alcohol
than water, and in their connection
witl.1 different clima~es, explained
agamstorganicchem1stry, p. 240,9
440h;p.245,9440c;p. 250-252,
944lc; p. 257,9442b; p. 335,336,
9512,513; p.394-396,9617-621
chemical philosophy of, in relation to
m€'.at, _fat, tallow, wine, and bile, and
ob1ect1011s,p. G7,GS,915I,152; p
240-243,9440a--G;p.24.7,9440i.

su~'.~~~~ ie,r:;~~~~. ~' ;u~~~~~t~i~lO
0

bb, No. 9; p. 242, 9440c; p. 245,
246, 9 440 e; p. 249, 250, 9 441 c;
, P· ~56, 9_44._It c; p. 257-259, 9 442
its umform1_ty Ill all warm-blooded non~

hybernat111gvertebrata,underallcir~umstancesofheat,cold,food,cloth·

ing,&c.,p.242,944.0c; p. 2'15,246.

963
Organic 1-Ieat-co-ntinued
Organic Heat-cor,tinucd
9440e; p.24-9,250,(144lc,. p.258,
mates, by the rapidity with which
259,Q442d,e
thetropicalmaybemadetoendure
more uniform in warm-blooded vertea frosty atmosphere, by the everbrata than any other product, p. ~HS,
greens of northern latitudes, &.c.,
9440e; p.:!53,9441d.

variable in cold-blooded animals and
insects, according to the external
temp~rature,theirvitalconstitution,

andd1seases,p.252,944lc;p.255,
944lfa; p.259,260,9443,444.
gcneratf•d by cold-blooded animals and
insects,p.246,9440e.
less uniform in cold-blooded animals
thananyotherproduct; see as above.
generated by the egg, p. 30, 9 57; p
97,9I90b,·p.256,944ltd;p.
260,9445b.
generated by plants, p. 256, 944Ita;
p. 260-262, 9 445.
a product of secretion, p. 263, 9 446 ;
p.273,9447'1.
inftuenced by age and constitution, p.
68,69,9153-l56;p.248,944lb;
p .255,944lta;p.257,258,9442
a,b;p.259,2G0,9443-445b;p
262, 9445/; p.271-273,Q447g,h;
p.275,9447tb;p.384,9585c,d,
58G; p. 391, 9603.
its vital nature shown by hereditary
constitution, p. 257, 258, 9442 b.
parallel in its production, between
the warm-blooded non-hybernating
mammalia (youn.g and old),. warmb\oodedhybernatmgmammalta,eoldblooded animals, eggs, and plants,
andtheeoincidcntphilosophyof,p
245, 246, 9440t; p. 248, 9441 b;
p. 253, 9441 d; p. 255-263, 9441f
446a; p.272, 9447h; p. 63, Q137
c; p. 68, 9152.
amount generated by warm-blooded
animals depends upon the nature of
thespecies,andnotata\luponany
given amount of food, clothing, de-

~~e;4 ;!2 :~:e;~10 i:_~~e~~t~!~: ~s~'.

9 441 c; p. 257-259, 9442-443
inftuenced by sympathy, p 270, 9 447 d
. influenced by the nervous power, p
262-264,9446.
. .
greatly affected by disease, inJUTICS,

~~~§';~~· ~ a~ ~5:_' ~ ~: ~ ;:
9
exalted in disorganized states of the
_ lungs,p.268,269,9447d.
inftucncedbyclimate,throughthelaw
ofvitalhabit,p.256,944Ita- c;p
258,9442b,c;p.363,9535-540;
p.394--396,9615-621.
iniiuencedbyhabitsofexposuretocold,
1
11
1
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its vital nature shown in plants by the
adaptationoftropiealtocoldcli-

7.bid,andV1TALHABl1'

its relation tovitalhabitexplainsthe
dissemination of animals from the
regionoftheArk, p.258,9442 b,c;
p.363,9537-540;p364,9M4,548;
p.369,9562; p. 391,9603; which
is farther illustrated by transferring
plants from southern to northern
climates,utsupra.
its farmorerapidreduction,orexaltation, in disease, by a small loss of
blood,thanbyallothercausesconjoined,aproofofitsindependence
ofcombustioo,p.269,9447d. See,
a~so, L?ss OF BLooo, and hybernatmg ammals, as below.
its remarkable vicissitudes in hybernatinganimals,andderivativeproof
ofitsvitalproductwn,p.253,944-I
d;p.255,256,944-lta,b;p.26,J-,
9446d
sup~osed dependence of, upon the red
globulesofblood,andobjections,p.
255, 944If; p. 260,26l,9445b-c;
p.274--278,Q447t.
generated according to the nature of
thepart,p.61, 62,9133b, 13'1-136;
p.67, 9 150, 15); p. 97, 98, 9 190,
191; p. 260, 9 445 a, b; p. 268, 270,
9447d.
why it sometimes rises just antecedentlytodeath,p.269,9447d.
whyitrisesafierdeath, p.266, 267, 9
447d
has one provision for the lungs, and
anotherfor"therestofthebody,''p
276, 277, 9 447t f.
OncaN1c KtNGDO.M. See the topics rela·
tivethereto.
0RGANicLn·E,

its 1~~rught

9

in

t~e ovum,

p. 36-49,

changes m, as c~ns!ttuted b~ temperai:ien~, domest1cat1on of ammals, cult1vat10nofplants,anddiseasc, have
their typcm theovum,p.44-49,9
72-80.

re~i~ 0c:1ep~~c4~1 9a~;nc~ies, p.

29-33, 9

its organs, p. 54, 9 105, 107, Ill; p.
. 57,9125
1tsmostcssentia\organs,p.40,9GS;
p.42,967;p.54,9109,110;p.55,
911s;p.56,9122;andarcblended
mall parts,p. M,9 I09b,110; p
55, 9 113-117. See, also, CAr1LL.-1..·

itsR~~:~ti:m~ ;i~r~~ffi~;·n~;;;:~oL::~d

1

v1taldecompos1tJon,p.53,9104; p
129,9273

964
Organic Life-continued.

Organic Life-continued.

1tsgreatfinalcauscinrespecttothe
species,thedcvelopmentofthcgenerative organs, and the produclion
ofgerms,p.56,¢121.
itssevcral functions,p.54,¢105. See,
also, OaG .~N IC

FUNCTIONS .

begins in plants, p. 15, ¢ 10, 14-; p

385;p.212,Q392;p.2.16,9399;
p. 217,940Ih; p.222-234,9409c433; p.27I ,¢447 f; p. 272, 273,¢
447h; p.279,¢449; p.282,¢451 ;
p. 283, ¢ 452 a,c; p. 284-287, 9 45.t
-458; p. 290, ¢ 464, 465; p. :123332, ¢ 500; p. 405-412, ¢ 638; a.mt

16,¢16,17;p. l 35,¢298-30 I ,303;
p. 137,¢303+; p.20_1,¢374!375.

contrastcdwiththeconditionofdead
matter,p.23-73,¢34-163; p. 434,
for organic:; purpos~s, nor car435, ¢ 680. See, also, PnoPERTIEi
nes backward, in the animal organOF LIFE, FuNCTJONs, AGE, Siu, and
ization,anorganiccompound,p.15,
DEATfl
9 13, 14-; p. 24-, 942; p. 30, 9 59;
its results always uniform under any
p.33,960; p.135,9301; p.19G,9
givencombinationofcircumstances,
360;p.20l,9374,375
p. 120,121,9237;p.227,94ll;p.
1ls simplicity in plants in respect to
405-412,963$; p. 442,9686d; p.
organization, p. 54, 9 107; p. 58, 9
489, 9 756 b; p. 619, 9 892~r. See,
129/; p. 135, 9202; p. 136, 9 303.
also, Harmonious in its Laws, as
•11plants thewholebeing,p.55,¢114;
above; and DEstGN,TnERAPEU"r1cs,
p.88,9184, 185.
&c.
contradistinguished from chemical and
complexity of its organs in animals, p
54-56, 9 111-120; p. 57, ¢ 125; p.
mechanical philosophy. See OR135, ¢ 302 a; p. 140-143, 9 304GANtC CHE~llSTRV.
319.
involvesinanirnalsthetwoproperties
its comprehensive system of co?mectwhich are specifically designed for
animal life. See V1TH PRINCIPLE,
ed Designs, p. 143-146, ¢ 322-326
See, also, DESIGN
VITAL PROPERTIES, NERVOUS PowtR, and SENSIDILITY. See, also,
how distinguished from animal life, p
53,998-104; p 54,9106, 108, 110,
LIFE.
Ill; p. 55, 9 112-117. See, also, 0RGAN1cPRocEssEs,
LIFE, ANIMAL. •
type of, in th~ germ, p. 3~9, 9 63--81
mdispensablctoanirnallife,p.54-,9
proofofthe1runiversalv1talnaturo
108,_11 0 ; p. 55, 9 ll~). .
de.rived from the function ofgenersubordinate to animal life, m its comat1on,p.280,9449d.
prehensive Design, p. 15, 9 10-14; ORGANIC PROPERTIES,
p. 55! 9 113. 114; p.135,9298, 300.
common to plants and animals, p. 88,
givesnsetothe same diseases in the
9 183, 184a
organs of animal as of organic life,
modified in each department, p. 88, 9
185. See V1TAL PRorERTIEs, and
p. 55, 91_17.
thewholeltfeofthefretus,p.53,9103.
VITAL PRINCIPLE.
See,also,NEav1::s.
ORGANISM,
hasnoreposebut10 thegerm,p. 30,
the.universaJbody,p.52,¢89
957; p. 53, 9102; p. 97,9190b.
rathated, p. 53, 9 93

never generates _an inorganic subs~ance

ha~~o~'.o1~s9 i~ ;it~. I~~v; ;~i. ~I'~~~~:~

9 6; p. 41, 9 65; p. 44, ¢ 72; p. 4749, 9 75--80; p. 55, 9 117; p. 58, 59,
9 129; p. 61, 9 133 c; p. 62, 63, 9
135-137; p. 65, ¢ 143 c; p. 67-69,
9 149-156; p.81, 9169/; p 85, ¢
8
11
:'.

r15s~~1g8 ~~'. io , :~~i~ ~~

~~~:O~t;~c~~ ~~v~.'~-~~~=~~· ;5!11~ ~;ia-

t1ve to the ind1V1dual, the other tC">
the ~pecies, p. 53, 9 96, 97
the annnal founded on the organic, p..
53,998-103; p. 54, 9 108, 110, 111,
p.55,¢ 114-117; p.143-146,9322-

; :.i~ 0RGA~~m;l~~~t~
~:1:·~TIO~,
~~i~·pl~~~·6~· ;1;.94~~·91*;:
3

:~· 190~~slr0;,; ~- :~~:o~ ;is: c~~:.2 ~

205a,207,208; p.104,9215; p.
105,9220a;p.106-ll l ,92230
1
9

1tss1mphc1tymplants,p. M,9107.
p.1_35,9302..
•

p. 129, 130,9273, 277-279; p. 131-

itsmostessentialpart,p. 54 1 9109 b

i~!~ i2K 9 ~~~!6 ; v~~;s~'~ d6t;

an:n~:t;.' r~~fr~~s; ~u~~~~yl~g:end.

FJtl~g~;::.;~~~.1r~s~1g::°i;: ::::~::~:.::,·.",:~::: ..
191, J 92,

9 351-353;

p. 209,

9 384,

OP~1£NT

s:..s;::::
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ORO ANS

or

Ovum--conlir.1ud

ANllU.L LIFE,

their designation,&c, p. 54, 9 106; p.
58,

9 127.

lheirsubserviencytoorganiclife,p

~cis.si, :?2 ~ ~ l~-1 ~

i;, P~ ~~~i ~ ~~31 :i_t

14G,9323-326;p. 282-289,945I
c-46lf; p. 325, 9 500 e; p. 332, 9
50lc; p.338,339,9514/,g.
not necessary to organic hfe, p. 54-, 9
108. See, also, 0Ro.t:-;1c LffE, and
NERVES.

ORGANS

OF

0Ro.tmc LtPE,

arrangement of, according to their
functions, p. 57, 9 125
compound,p.52,53,989,92
their sympathetic relations, p. SS,¢
129c-f.
theirrelationsliablctoderangements,
p. 59, ¢ 129 g-t; p. 361,362, 9529

~e.:~v~~~~·p~~\~:. oF Sn1mm~,

and

its peculiarities in different. tribes, IJ.
56, 9 122; p. !l7, ~ 190 b
oviparousandYiviparous,dislinctions

~~~wbeen,

p. 45,

9

73

a; p. 01, 4

organiclifcaloneinoperationduring
itsdevelopment,p. 53,9103

de\·elopment of its nervous system,
organsofsense,and voluntarymusclcs, Jikethatoftheltver, stomach,
&c.,dcsigned for independent life,
and the work of development de·
volves,therefore,upontheextreme
vessels, p. 42, ¢ 67; p. 54, ~ 109; p
284, 9 455 a, b; p. 286, 9 456; p
2S9,¢461fa; p.342-353,¢516-524
its power of resisting external in.
fluences, p.30,957; p.56, 9 123;
p. 256, ¢44lfd.

ev~~~~\§~c:.t ~~~1-'J~~~~~; ttii;:~rK

9

th~i; i:echanical relations, p. 59, 9 OxY:~~~~~~~t, T~~· DLooo ANn Don\'
indispensable to animal Ji(e, p. 54, 9
SceCoMDUSTJON,andORGAti"ICHEAT
108
OxYGEN,
indispensable to each other, p. 54, 9
its relative connection with animals
109.
andplants,p.137-I39,9303l-303;
general nature of the rela~ions be·
its connection with respiration,p. 229,
tweent~eorgansoforganzc and of
¢419; p. 266,9447d; p.268,¢447
animal life, p. 55, 9 lll-117.
d; p.270,¢447 e; p 274-278, 9447~
Ovu)t,
atestoftheassumeddependenceupon,
itsstateoflife,p. 30,¢57; p. 36-42,
ofmotiona.ndanimalheat,p.255,Q
963-66;p.97,¢190b;p. l0·1,9212.
441/.
its p~~~iK'e of development, p. 37-40,
itsw~~ 1 11~~~ti~~~i~~so~~~~~~s~~e~ ~t;~:

9

11

1

cilal Theory of its development, p. 41,
suits of life. See Co~rnusTJON, and
965.
PHYstoLOGY, in relation to the red
dumiwl Theory of its development. p.
globules of blood.
190, 191, 9350in
Christison's observations upon in dis·
special circumstances attending its
ease, p. 270, ¢4471:
itsrelativeconncctionwiththegenera.
condition anddevelopment,p.56,9
122;p. 97,¢190h;p.I04,9212.
tionofheatandotherproductsof
its vital modifications, p. 44,972; p
organicbeings,p. 273,¢447/i
56,¢122,123;p97,9190b;p
104,9212
how impressed in fecundation, p. 44,
P
45, ¢72-73; p. 97, 9 I90h; p. lo.t, Pm~,
9212.
rarelya causeofdiseasc,p.588,¢891
its development a type of all organic
1n
.
.
.
processcs,p.45,973h;p.68,9
does not affect organic actions in
153-156 a
health, p. 79, 9 167, note; p. 588, ~
itsde\•elopmentsuppliesatypeofall
89lm.
diseases, p. 4.5, ¢ 72; p. 47-49, 9
should not bcpr~vented, norassuag~d,
75-80
bymeanswh1chmayendangerhfc,
transmits disease, p 47,48, 976-7~.
p 584, ¢991 c, d; p. 587, Y 891 k;
potentially the future being,p.40,¢65
p. 593, 9 891! k. See, also, NAR·
11lustratesthegeneralcharacterofthe
co·r1cs.
properties of life, p 41, 9 72: p. PARALYSIS,
47-49, ¢7~0; p.256,9441~.d.
prevents the.opc~ation<?fthe will bJ
iilustratesthephilosophyofhybndan·
embarrassing its action u11on the
imalsand hybrid plants, p. 44, 45, 9
nervous power. See \V1LL, NERv·
72
ousPOWER,NARCOTJCs,MoTION,ancl
its common nuclE.usofacell, p. 42, 9
ANALOGIES.
lJ7 j p. 50, 9 83 b; p. 60, ~ 131.
PAST ANO PRESENT, p. 203-207, 9376! a

966
PATllOLOGv,

its general survey, p 413-540, 9 639851; comprehending Remote .Cnuses,
p. 414-427, 9644-666; Pro:t1mate or
P athological Cause, p 427-131, 9

/Philosophy-co11l111ucd.
376i a; p. 317, 9 493a ; p. 719, 720,
9 960 a SeC', also, SCIENCE.

trucantlfalst,illustratcdinthecharac·
ters of Pythagoras and Anaxagoras,

~~~~~1~; ~f1~;;,";~'11Ei~1~~-:~~6~ fa/~c, ~~~s1r;t:d
4

by pre,·ailing fabm·s
463,9695--709; lnjlammalion,p46·lin medicine, p. 174-178, 9 350!499, 9710--756; Fcritr, p. 489-499,
350!; p. 484, 485, 9 748, 749; p.
9 757-785; Venou.t Congestlo11, p
515--519, 9 819 b--825
500--513, 9 786-818; liumoralism, p. P11LEBJTts. See VENOUS CoNGESTJO!';,
514-540,9819-851.
and VEr;ousT1ssuE
objects andnatureof,p 3,92; p.413, PnT111s1s Pu1.MON111.1s,
414, 96~9:-642, p. 398, 9 G26.
ar infl ammatory dis~ase, in all its
to the p_hys1cian the great final object of
phases, an~ deman~ing lo~s ?fblood,
ph ys10~ogy, p 3, 9 2 b ; p. 4 1:l, 9 639 a.
and a st r~ctl y a nt1phlog1st1c t rca treflects hgh t upon physiology, p.73,9
menl in its early stages, and ab163; p.107-lll,9225-2J:Jf
stinenccfrommeatirithemorc adthc Chemical System of, p. 171-173, 9
vanced, p 457, 9 699 c; p. 458, 9
350, Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,46; p
700 b; p.459, 9 705;§7Ma;9732
174-176, 9 350~ a-$; p. 251, 252, 9
d; p. 5.16-55 1, ~ 862-864; p. 5!3, 9
44 l c ; p.515,98196; p.517,¢82lc.
890 c; p 638-641 , 9 892t g-i ; p.
l'.i.NCREAS,
.
765, 766, 9 1007-100~. See, also,
developed from intestinal canal, p. 41,
Medical and Physioloµ;1cal Commen·
9 65. See, also,AssuuLATIQN.
taries,vol.ii.,p.608-634;p.743-746.
P.os1oss. See MENTAi, E~10T10Ns
P11n10Loc1sTs,
chemical theory of, p. 155, 9 349 e.
their duty to their own science, p. 2,9
See, also, Co;\rnusT10N.
1 b; Jl .8, 95: p. 122, 9 240; p. 202,
PERCEPTION,
.
9 376f; p. 207, 9 376j b; p. 277, 9
necessary to true sensation, p. 89, 9
447f f; p. 429, 9 674 a; p. 762, 9
186;p. 100,9 196 ;p.12·1,9212;
l006 a

nor·c~~l~·e~n!~ ,~·the function
1

of symth~i~-~~~11r 5i~~~ti~\62. ";13M;
palhy,p.54,55,9111- 11 7;p.101,
207,9376th;p.239,9 438d;Ji
102, 9 201-203; p. 125, 9245, 246;
279, 9 4•18; p. 330, 9 500n; p. 429
p.2S2,945l;p.283,9452.
9674a..
PttEN OllENA,
.
thepropcrgroundfortheirinductions
the foundationofplulosophy. See Erp. 10, 11, ~St; p. 11 5, 9 23·1, t ; p
fECTS
429, 9 674a.; Jl. 434,435, 9679,680
Pma.ANTnRoPY,
Sec, also, FAc'fs.
in~ispensable i~ medical ph ~loso11hy, as Pf!YSIOLomc111. STATE~,
m the practice ofmcdicmc, p. 122,
inferred from morbid states, p. 61, ¢
9240,&c
134; p 64, 9140; p.73,9163; p

Jltt~j~ri;;;:~;:::ts

to

2

~ettrn1ine thc Lau:s

of the Vital F u.nct1ons, p. 110, 9 233.
neglected, p.1.12,~23·1 b.
.
i;tatementoflns,andanalogousexpe_n.
mentsbyothers,andtheaull!or'smductions from them, p. 290-321, 9
462-494
P111Losor11v,
.
.
portcntsofcommgcl1anges lll1P· 7,9
4fb;p.8,9.95;p.14,9G;p.174,
9 350t; p. 203-207, 9 376~ j p. 460463, 9 709, 11ote. See, also, Pttvs1OL0G\"J..ND0RGAN!CCllElllSTR\·,ccm-

g

!~~l ~ \$2~~5(!~3;} ~: ;g~JI~~

p. 154, 9

791-817.
inferred from the natural products,p
62,9135.
inferred from natural stimuli, p.62,4
136; p. 97, 9 190; p. 98, ~ 191 a
p.100,9199,201.
inferred from the action ofmorbific
agents, p. 63, 9 137; p. 64, 9 142:
p.66,9143;p67,9149,150;p
68-73. 9 153-162; p. 98, 9 191.
govern the morbid states, p. 67, 9 1'19
150; p. 107-111, ¢225--233i.
donotteach_thcmorbidstates,onlyas
they are illustrated by the morbid,

484,97·18; p.515,98196; p 715-

nottaught.byAnatomy,p.3,92c; p.

trasttd.

neglected, p 112,

9 23 1 b;

r!t*: ~'~~i ~3}Tp:a~~!~\h~~tp;

ns7fi:{1iis~~~ ~85,

9 8501

k; p. 206,

9[

~~:::~~:; ~::~.~ C:'::;,L~~:~ ·~~·~
~~~~R~: ~~1;o:9;. 9 13 1.

Sec, also,
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PnvsIOLOGY,

its_ general survey, p. 15-412, 9 7-638
objects of, p 3, 9 2
regardsNatureacco rding tohcrordi·
nations,p.3,92h ;p.ll ,95ic ;
p. lZ, 9 5if, 5f a; p. 330, 9 500 11.
schoolsof,p.6.94.f.

consideredunders e\·endivisions,p.
22,931.
not learned from anatomy, p. 3,92c;
p.50,983c;p.59,9 131.

itstr~~~t~~nl~ ~ r~t~~l~.g~. a~1~ ~ll~~as'::u~

115-117; p. 58. 9 129; p. 61-70, 9
133-160; p.98,9 191;p.102,9
202; p 107-122, 9 225-240: p. 131,
132,9 28,l-2SB;p.33I,9 500c;p.
398,9626:p.405-4 13,9638,639;
p.541,9852.
vitiated by experiments, p. 11- 13, 9
5! c,f,5fa,; p. 14, 96; p 17, 918
c;p.26,948;p.28 ,953c;p.I32,
133,9289-291;p. J48,9334,335;
p.173,9350t;p.1 79-I82,9350j
C-f!; p.196-198,9360-3 64;p.200,
9366:p.202,9376f ;p.4-85,9749;
p.518,!}823.
how far surrendered to Chemistry, p.
S,9,95;p.13,9 5fa;p. 148,9
335;p.155,9349 d;p. 176,9350t
q;p.202,!}376!;p .235,9433
tlie c1ualifications of chemists for its
in\'estigation,p.7 ,94-!d;p.S,9,9
5;pll,95!c,d;p .157-173,9
350,Nos.3--46; p. 174-182,9350t350ig; p.202,203,9376f; p. 239,
9 43Sd.
its essential philosophy, as well as of
disease,supposcd toresideinthe
red globules of blood. p. 157-160, 9
350, Nos. 1-10: p. 161-163, 9 350,
Nos.15-19;p.J74-1 78,9350r350i;
p.20S,9383a;p.25 1,252,9441c;
p. 254, 255, 9 441 c, f; p. 260, 9
445b;p.274-278,9 4-47f.
demonstratt\•epro ofoftheerrorofthe
granddo~trineinorganicchemistry,
that m0l10n and organic results de·

pend upon oxygen gas,p 255, 9 441
~~:; ~1:-321, 9494. See, also, CoM·

1

1'11n10LOGY •ND
CoNTRAsTEn,

Ona.~:-.-1c

CHEMISTRY

p. 19, 9 18 c; p !57173, 9 350; p. 189, 190, 9 3501 n;
p 191. 9 351; p. 246, 9 440/; p.

~:~. i~~'. 9 S~~:~r~,10:::~1~ ~~~E::

1sTRv,contradutinguisl1C1Lfrom, <fc.

PnYSIOLOGY, Sm1rnARY CoNCLt:sION oF,
OR ITS UNIT\' 01' DESIGN, P· 405-

412, 9638.
P1 ,A NTS,

indis1iensablc to animals, p.15, 9 13,
14; p. 17-20, 9 18 j p. 135-139, ~
29S-30:J

Plants-conlimud.
subsist on mineral substances, p. I&,
911,14;p.IG,91 6;p.20,919c,
p. 135-139, 9 298-303~.
their food originally from the atmosphere, p. 16, 9 16; p. 135-138, ~
303-3031.
have greater organizing 1iower than
animals,p.15,911 ; p.24,9<12; p
105,9217;p. l35,9298,300.
thcirsimplicityofli fe,p.55,9114;p
58, ! 1"9/; p. SS, 9 1S5; p 135, 9
302;p.l40,930l
thcir organicpropcrties ,p.88,9183.
~~*-; p. 93, 9 188! d j p. 105, ~
their lifecssentiallythe sameas that
ofanimala,p.14,96 ; p.15,98-10.
12-14; p 21, 22, 9 19-30; p. 23,
24,934-42;p.26,9 <17-49;p. 27,
952,53;p.29,954 -a;p.30-36,9
56-G2;p. 44,972;p45,973 b;p
48, 9 77; p 49, 9 BO; p. 51, 52, 9
84, 85; p. M, 9 107-109; p. 55, 9
112-115; p. 56, 9 121-123; p 58, 9
129/; p. 68, 69, 9 153-157; p. 82,
9I70a,17l;p.83, 9172-174;p
86,9176;p.88,9 I84a,185;p.
89,9188a;p.90 ,9188fb,c;p
93-95,9I88td;p. 98,i}I9la,;p
103,9207;p. J04,9214-;p.J05,9
217:p.127,9261-2 64-;p.I29, 130,
9277,278;p.132-1 3•1,9289-295;
p 140, 9 304; P- 163-167, 9 350,
Nos.64-77,andNo s.2Gt,27,5l;p
207,208,938l;p2 24,225,94-09
g-i; p. 226,227, 9410, 411; p. 260
- 262, 9 445 a-/; p. 273, 9 447 h; p
280,9449d;p.2 83,9452a;p
284-,9454,455; p286,94Ma;p.
2S9,94Gl!a;p.34 5,346,9516d
No. 7; p. 391, 392, 9 603-60G; p
395,96I8b;p.435 ,9680;p.4.42
1686 d; p. 474, 475,9 733/-i; p.
lll9, 9 892 r; p. 746, .9 990~ h.
theircreationbefore animals, Aitlhor'1
proofof,p. I35,136,9!i03a; p
137,13S,9303!h,c .
essentially independent of animals,~
15,9ll-14;p.J6,91 6,17;p.13!>
!36,9303a;p.137, l38,9303Jb,c
the beginning of organic compounds.
p. 15,910,13,14;p. !35-139,¢
29S-303J.
theirmanifcstations ofvitalmotion,p.
103,9207;p.134, 9293,29-l.;p
163-167,9350,Nos .63-77.
illustratecontinuou1 sympathy, p 58, 9
129 /; p. 322, 9 498 c; p. 351, ~
524a,No.2.
theactionoflightu pon,p.46,974.a.
p.90-95,9I88fd; p.136,137,4
303 d, c; p. 163-J6!i, 9 :J50, Nos
64--70.
their diseases, P- !13, 9 188~ d; p 98,
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l'lan~~o~i~~,~~122, 9 498 c; p. l74, 475, 1Prl~c;fi~~~,i,;~~n:;~~tlthcir
9 733/-1.
analogy trace~ be.tween

diversity and

discrepancy, form .no test of .the

~he vi:ocess
rights <J:f membership of the medical
ofregencratton m inferior animals,
profession,p.77,note; p.515,9819
of the stag'shom,&c.,andofrepb; p.529 1 9835; p.540, 9851; p.
aration, ingrafting, &c., of plants,
558, ~ 878.
and the union of wounds by the adan introductory exposiLion of, p. 1-15,
hesiveprocess,andthedependence
(11-6.
of the latter upon inflammation PRonLEMs,
through the co~ncidence in the simone for Organic Chemistry, p. 281-283,
ultaneous effusion of lymph around
Q450d-451/; p. 330, 9~00n
the wall of an abscess, the formaanother for1l!cntal1lfatcnaltsm, p. 84,
tionofpus,theinstitutionoftheul85,9175c;p.155,9349e;p.281,
cerative process in the direction of
9 450 e; p. 329, 9 500n.
the surface, and the ultimate cicaanotherforAthcism,p. 16, 914c

~~~\~.~~~· ~::~ t~~l~fe :o~l~t~~ll~~~o~~ PR0F:i~:1u~1:::s.~~~~s:N EUROPE AND
plants and animals, and their morbid
their relative merits. See Mt::mC.lL
states, through an example parallel
EouoATJoN.
to an abscess, which is presented by PROPERTIES OF LIFE. Sec VITAL Pao1•
ERTn.:s
the stem of trees, when circumscribed disease is set up beneath PROTEIN,
the surface, p.88, 9185; p.470,9
animportant"instrument"mOrganic
729 a; p. 471-476, 9 732-733; p
Chemistry, p. 17-20, 9 18; p. 28, 9
479,9741h.
53c;p.219-222,9409a,h;p.763,
P1..1.NTSAND ANIMALS,
9 ll06a. See, also, MULDER'S lh:theirfundamental distint:tion,p.15,9
PLY TOLIEBJG, CONCERNING TRUTH
ll-14b; p. 17-20, 918
AND PaoTEJS. London, 1846.
their composition, p. 15, 9 12; p. 17- PROXDIATE OR PATHOLOGICAL C.1.USE OP
20, 9 18; p. 23-28, 9 34-53. See,
D1 sE.1.sE,
also, PLANTS, andOaG.1.N1cL1n.
general consideration of, p.127-43,1.
PNE\JMOGASTR!cNERvE,
founrleduponphysiologicallaws,which
appertainstoorganiclife. SceN1rnvexclude all chemical and Immoral
ous PowER
doctrines from pathology and theraPoLLEN,
peulics,92,(i,63,74,80, 117,120
analogous to semen. Sec Si,;m:s, and
It, 133 c, 137, 14~, 149-156, 163, 169
Ovu~1.
f, 177-182, 224-23 1,233!, 285-295,
POULTICES, \VARM,
335, 350i, 360, 384-387, 393, 422their uses, and mode ofoperating,p.
424,427,4476,500,514, 524d,!">27,
681-683.
529 b,549,56 1, 573-630, 638,638!,
P1JnTALCrncuLn10N. SeeC1RCUL.1.T10N,
639a,671. 674, 680, 686b, 705,733

P.oTA~~~¥ALRTRATE OF.

See CATJlARTlCs,

and THERAPEUTICS.

;s{:
~:~: ;t~: ;~;:~~i' zs:ots;~:
839,847,852-856,858,862,S63d-'1,

POTA;11,1 ~R~~;:,R~~dRR~~TE~l:~·Ac~~~N~A- PR0~1~~T~s~R~-fd1;{E~9~;9J;~:~1~' g~~·.

PREDICTIONS-inmcdicalphilosophy,95~

POUNDS,
their reputed nature, p. 29, 9 54 b.
181
Sec Ho sPITALREPORTSANuPnECEPTS
their true nature, p.24, 25, 942-44;
Pni,;msrostTION TO Dis•:uE,
p. 27, 953; p.40-42, 9 65-66
autlwr's theory of, p. 47-49, 9 75-81; P u_ L s~,
p. 87, 9 181; p. 368, ~ 559; p. 420rn its relation to disease, p. 443427, 9654-G66; p.429,430, 9G74d;
448.
p. 669, 670, 9902i.
Pus,
a, 131,500/,854bb,89G,971, 10069.

p~:~,:1 ct~~;h~{i~ 1 }.f~~Pitals.

ar~.9~l~e;~i~a~. ~:."~~~r~ng~t~·4 ~-.

Pni~~~~~:~~e

de~~~~~,::~.i~~1~mD~~~~oN~·

of, p. 4, 9 :J, 4; p. 331, 9
500 o; p. 489, 97566.
PUTREFACTION,

See Is-

COE;·r:~g~~!.r:~r~~~~:~t~~~i :::~f~li:~~::::~:::::::· ~~::B::;~:
c:.i.\NI>: C11E~nsTRY,

Contnuted

not concerned m digestion nor io
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f'utrefaction---co111111ued

any process of organic life, ibid
See, a~so, D1~EsT10N.
more plulosoplucally the cause oftlui

Rr.Fu:x AcT10N,

~~~~~~o~ro~pu;;11~0\~~~~~~h~}1 ~~i~~

its1 fi~~~r;ali~:i~~1~~)~~~~~~,~~J~ 1 ~~~.1~~~

~~~~;;~~~ ;;,ic~~dal~~~o~~o°fi~,~~:,

:~~·ug, ~6~~~5 h%~. 3321~~.9;::,.~:~

bodies, p. 35, 9 62 e.

VJT,1.L. .

.

.

in%~,pa;ib~~l";lt~. Ji~~l

See, also.

m, J ~-I~:
9 T

ST,1.Ht. andJuNK>;R define "life as a
s~atc opposite to putridity."
rapid in dead animal compounds, p.
34, 9 62c; p. 96, 9 I89c.
takes place under organic conditions,
p . 28, 9 54 a
promoted mostly by nitrogen gas, p.
!H-30, 9 62.
important in the philosophy of Organic

•

Reason-continued.
in respect to species, p. 123, 9 2-11
c, n.ole. See, also, IssT1NcT.

logica l laws lately dctcrmmed, p

PowER, St:ss1e1LITY, S'iMP.tTllETIC,

REL ~~l~~s:Ms\~:~IAY;llETrC,
ofa general nature, p. 58,

9 12!J;

p.

63, 9 137; p. 6-1--66, 9 140-143. Sec,
also,S\'~IPAT ll Y,GANGLION!CS\"STUt,

andNER\'OUS PoWER.
mechanical,p.59,9 12gk
RE~IEDU L

AcTION,

OR

MoDus OrERANDl

oF_ Ri::llEDI~~·

cons1deredcnt1cally,p66I-689. Sec,
also, ll1::~1£01Es, considered generally,

f:O~m9is~Z>.a~o!~u;~~~~h~~'. Pi/2~7~ RE»:~~s,

350, Nos.44,45; p.179, 9350lc;
p I8I,9350le; p. 199,200,9365;
p.514, 9819a, Nos I, 2, 3; p.517,
982Ic;p.529,9835
.
P\'LOR~s,
admits the passage of sohd food, &c.,
~!trough morbid changes of irritability,p.99,9192.
Q.

Qnsu,
its therapeutical uses, with \'arious
relative considerations, p 593-607.

thecauseofthcirditrcrences,p.27,9
52; p. 68, 9 155. See, also, ANH·
OGIES.
thcirspecificrelationstoorgans,p. 63,
9 137; p. 66, 9 143. Sec, also 1
ADAPTATION, L1o.w o~·.
their a~t_ion accords with thecxistinn
cond1t1onofthevital statcs, p.3,'9
2 b; p. 59, 9 129 g-i; p. 66-69, Q
144-156; p. 73, 9163; p 98, 9191
b; p.122,9240;p. 437-442,9685
~~~~RA~l::eUe;,c~lso, PATHOLOGY, and
analogousinactiontoroorbificcause:'!,
p. 542, 9 85-1; p. 662-665, 9 895~
90 1 See, also, REllEDUL AcT10 N",
andANALOOJF.8.
theircapabilities,ejfccts, amldoses,tobe

H..tCE&Ol'MANKINO,
C\'inccthe intluenccsofclimate,&c.,
without aoy remarkablephysiological,but greater mora:l,distinctions,
p.391-393.
R•aem.-,

itsgreatcharacteristics,judgmentand
rellection,p.123,92.Ub; p.124,9
24 1 c.
thepcculiaratlributcofthesoul,p.
123,924la;p. 124,924lc
contrastcdwithinstinct, p.123, 124,9
2-Ub,c

its alliance to instinct, p. 123, 124, 9
2llc.
asassociatedwithinstinct,aconncctin~ moral medium between man and
ammals,p. 123,924lc.

th~i~o~~:~~i;,g p~in:2 ~~t;·~~~ ~an :e~~

also,TKUTH.
a·1lhor'sprooffrom,inconncctionwith
"118tincl of the idcnlity o mankind

knownonlybythei r trialundcrvarious condi tions of human maladies,
an<l to be obtained only by a careful
rcfe rencetotheir\'irtucsandtothc
existingpathologica l conditions,p.3.
92c;p.63,9137d;p65,9143t;
p.67,9150,151;p.122,9210;1•
148, 9 331; p. 417, 9 650 j p 428, ~
671-674a.;p. 430-433,9675,676
a.;p43·1,9680;p.437-442,9685.
686;p.459,9705 ; p.464,9712,
713;p.486,9750b;p.488,9756b;
p. 528,983I;p. 541,5·12,9854;p
513,9857; JJ545,9859; p.517,9
863 d; Jl. 565, 9 889 / , g; p. 567569, 9899 l-mm; p 572-574, 9890
d,e;p675,576,9890h-l;p.577.
578,9890._,,.-p.580,5Bl,¢890j
C-j!;p5S·1,989ld;p.586-589, 9
S9lh-p;p.590-593,989H·;p 597600, 9892c,d; p.60S-610,9892l
c, d; p. 613, 9 892f b; p 615, 9 892~
e,J; Jl. 619,9892fr; p. 623,9892)
'; p. 625, 9 892l / ; p. 628, 629, ¢
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Respiration-conlmucd.
Remedies-continued.
thedcalhoforganicchemi~try,p.2~.
li92J q-s; p. 630, 9 892i; p. 633-

~!::. 9p~ 6~it~~9t~ ;~~~. 9G:g~i R~\L~?o~; No.
9

3

893h,i; p. 652, 653, 9893m, n; p.
G57,658,QS93p; p.662, 663,9895897; p. 664, 9 900; p. 679-683, 9
905; p.684-6SS,9905fb.c; p.692,
693,Q9I5--92l;p69S-700,9929935;p.702,703,9939-942;p.707,
9948,949;p.7ll-715,Q953-960;
p. 724, 9 961 a; p. 726, 9 961 c, d;
p.732-734-,9971 - 975,andsoou.
the philosophy of their action con-

12

.

its ~undamcntal stateme nts coincitle
with the constitution and pl_1en_ome~a of nature, andtheiradm1ss1on is
mdispensable t? the progress of
truth,andof sc1cnce,p.l6,914c;
p.23,Q34-3G;p.3·1,962c;p.46,
974;p.49,Q8 I ;p.86,QI75d;
p. 135--138, 9 303-303~ ; J>. 174--192,
9350!--353;p.317, 9493a;p.401,
96320. See, also, DESIGN

~~~::t~,g;.n~~~l~, b~idp'.'~~~r9vg~i~L~~ R~~j~~~f:i;s

44,972;p.45,973;p.55,9117;

to the doctrine of, p. 653
6<>6,Q893n.

t~~i: ;,:~f ;~:iri: t:"Nl~:6f~ :::~~:~~~:~~::~·See CA~Hm<e•, TH>:-

p. 89, ¢ 18Sa; p. 98, 9 191 a, h; p
99, 9 192 ; p. 101 -104, 9 201-204;
p. l00-lll,9223-233i; p.321-335,
94!J5-5 ll;p.405-412, 9638; p.
S40,985I;p.662-665,QS95-!l01.
Sec, also, RutEDIA.L Ac·r1o:v, considered critically.

On Bloo<llc1t1ng 1n nmons forms of
disc:isc, nnd nt nil n~es, § 994, 9!19,
.1010b,1017c. NouF1·,p.ll3.i.

s.

do3i:~~ 9°~~~f;a~~~T~~~·1 ,P~~~~~ SALID~n~~~~~t~~:l~~-

See the severnl

~~iio~l~oA_~~~:lRE:~is:~d nro~~~ A~ 5";~mposcd of the same seventeen ele~~n;~~\~~ood, P· 23, 9 34-37; P
sb;~,~:·n~;~: ;~~-upon anychc~ical or
4

physical p~mc1~le by the vanety of

its motbn shown to be a vital proccs:;,

Sec, also,

mustkeepitselfwithinthefundament-

~~~~~ j]!~~~ti~

/; p. 677-679, 9 901 d.

~£\~=~~~~~~~~ of Revelation ;
ar:~~~:;:~~l;· influenced by the order
~[s~~e~ 1 ~::~~:~~~~~.uta~':r~o"~:~ SA.Rs;;.~E~1~~:t·n~)~:ui~~~;.:i-r::.Es,

see
Io-

upon the ef- ScA~»A~~~~ic~~ CATHARTICS, and Tui:.fecta of antecedent and subsequent Sc1100Ls oF MrniciNE,
three : Physiologi~al or Vital, Chemi.
remedies~ ibid, &c
cal, and Chcm1co-physiological, Jl
cnn not be isolated from a ~on~er:ut1ve
6,7,94ta.-e
scries,andeaehonestud1ed m 1tsef-

ac~~o~.,,.,ot~';;.e~F" depends

u.2::~~?~~.,~~~f:,'.•;~~TR::~: th~~fi~?,i~~i~t~;~~~~!g;i~~;i
ph~·:~~;irfii;·ti~~~/~,~~~i;:;~~~~~~~
in

~r~!~:2c~;e~~~y:-~~e

cause of all
motions,proc,::sses, nndresuhs, the
cause of. itself, nnd the cause of
death, p l73, ~ 350, No. 46. Sec,
also, Co:-i.ausT10~.

~~cc~~i~~~~;1~;;;~ ~~f~;~ ;0P~l,~~~
0

ISEcR9E;1:1~
I

0

•.
thefunct1?nuponwbichnutritionaml
gro~nh nnmediately depend ; b~tter
designated asApp ropnation 1 p 217
-227, 9400-111.

971
Sf'cretion-co11t1mud.
chemical philosophy of, p. 168-170,

9

350, Nos.31, 32, 37, 38, 39; p. ISO-

Sm~~~~~~s~~~·fx~=~~~~s~~~ol1eus-r1o:i.
terms applied to the products of the
functions, and used, at present, in
their morbid acceptation, and as
supplying symptoms, p. 450-455, 9
690-69-lf
Si,:n.ntn:s,
their uses and modeofact1on, p.583593,QS91-89It; p.6Sl-6S3,9~05b.
See, also, NARCOTICS, Ih·or:ocl 1N1c

SEi~tsct:~ a:; l~:::~G~:, ·9 57; p. 97, 9
8

Scnsation-contimtcd
thcncrvouspowcr,p. lOl-103,9201

-204; p. !07, !OS, 9 227, p. 124, ~

;~~.; 9 p49~s;1~;s~239_;;21.-~sg 00 ~ ~

342,313,Q515,516d,Nos.3,4: p.
349,9520-522; p.353,Q524d,Nos.
4,5,6.
common and specific. may result in the
de\·elopment of the nervous power
by exciting the mental emotions
along with perception, when the
emotion develops thenervous110\\'.
er, or sympathetJc may be in simul-

~!:~~;:;J~p;~r;;l~~:r:t:~~.lll~~:~~

also, PA1N, and l'ih:NTAL E.uoTJONS.
190h
sympatlutic..is~ppropri~ted exc.lusively
evinces great Design, p. 56, 9 123; p
to organic life in a111mals, smcc the
97, 9 190 b. See, also, OvuM.
nervous power operates upon irritaSEMEN,
bil!tY !n ~evelopi~g m?tion, and ~oa vital stimulus, p. 44--46, 9 72-73 ; p.
bi11tym llSfunctions manimal hfc
47-49, 975--80; p.97, 91900.
is only a modification of the same
acts upon the ovum, p. 44, 9 72; p
property in organic life, p. 89, 9 18S
97, 9 190 b.
a; p.103, 9208: p.110, 9233; v
transmitsdisease,p.47--49,975--80.
126, 127, 9 258-260; p. 323-332, 9
its analogies with other vital agents,
500;p.349,9519;p.671,9903.
p.45,973,74;p.97,9190b.
See, also, Nnvous PowER
imparts constitutional peculiarities, p
common and spc.ci.fic depend mostly
44, 972.
upon cerebro-.spinal nerves, p.101,
vicarious,p.50,983h. See,also,Ovoll.
102, 9 201
SENEKA,
sy~rn's~t~~'.~ cl:ifr~~d~fm~~~1yg~~~~o~~~
SEi!~.!":1erits in croup, p. 638, 9 892i f
and pneumogastricnerves, p. 102,~
objections to its common use; see
20lc..
CATll.\RTtcs,anJT11ERAPEUT1cs.
sympathetic is necessary to reflected
SESUTION,
motion, but never operates when
its philosophy, p.89, 9186, 1880; p
motion is generated by causes act100-103, 9 194-20-l; p. 280-283, 9
ing direc~Jy upon the nervous ccn450--451
tres, p. 101, 9 201; p. 107, 108, 9
of three kinds, common, spcc.iftc, and
227; Jl. 671, 9903, andutc.it
sympathetic, p. 280-283,9450-451
what is its chemical rationale in coneommon, the cause of pain, and uninection with Perception and Sympa
versal, p. 100, 9199; p. 281, 9450 d
thy,p.85,9175c;p.I55,93l9e;
sptcijic,thefunctionofthesenses,and
p.281,9450; p.329,330,9500n
the fountam ofknowledge,p. 100,
SEssm11.1TY,
9t99;p.281,9450.e
peculiar to animals, p. 100, 9 191•ympathettc, concu~s with the nen-ous
"organic" is irntu//i.lity, p 99, 9 193;
power in producmg the function of
p.101,920la; p.671,9903
remotesympathy,p.101-103,9201
thci?reat inlet of knowledge, p. 100, q
-204; p. 107, IOS, 9 227; p. 282195;p.281,9450e.
284,945l-453;p.290,291,9462rcceivcsandtransmitsimpressions,p.
467; p.323-332,9500
4G,974a; p 89,9 I8Sh; Jl.93-915,
•ympathcticdevelopsthenervous pow9 188~ d-189 Cj p. 100, 9 195; Jl.
er, p. IOI, 9 201; p. !07, 9 2:.!7.
101-103, 9 201-20·1-; p. 281-283, 9
common and spec.iji_c terminate in the
450e-451; p. 671, 9903.
brain, and end m exciting percep·
its organs, the nerves, p. 100, 9 196;
tion, p. 100, 9 196, 199~ ; p. 101, 9
p280,9450b
20l;p.280-282,9450c.-45lb.
isofthrcekinds,p.I00,9196; p.280,
common and specific require the exer945-0a.
ciseofperception,p.12•l,924Id;
common, belonll'.s to all parts; the
p. 281, 945-0e
~ouree o_f p~in; generally dormant
•ympathetic. may terminate in any part
m orgamc life, but roused by di~·
no_t.afdoes
system,
nervous
the
of
ease, p. 100, 9 199.
feet perception, but ends inexe1t1ng

1

972
Sensil>ility-conlinucd
Solar Spectrum-umtmucd
spc~ijic, peculiar .to the senses; exquiits invisible rays, p 91, 9 ISSf d; p
II~, 9 234e. See, also,AN.1.1.ooa:s
s1tely suscept1ble, but rendered obtuse by disease, p. 100, 9 199; p SoLrnurn,
281,9450 e.
thebasisofmedicinc,p. 1,9 L Sre,
comm~n an_d spcc_ific. relative to the
also, V1TALISM 1r.NO S0Lm1s~1
bram,or1tseqmva\ent,a\oneastheir So1IL,

center;thesourcesoftruesensacreatedafterstructure, p.8I,9170t1,
lion; require the exercise of perastimulusofthebrain,p.85,9 175 c.
ceptlon, p 89, 9 188 b; p. 100, 9
that judgment, reflection, and percep199i; p. 280,Q450.
tion,rcquire,fortheirexercise, the
,,ympathc.tic, an element of remote
cO- OJ?Cralionofthebrain,is~nalogic.
sympathy, p. 46, 9 74 a.; p. 89, 9
ally mferablc from the mamfest con·
currenceofthenervoussystemwith
188 a.; p. 101-103, 9 201-204; p
104,9209; p 2S2-284,9451c-453;
thewillinvoluntarymotion,p.281,
p. 671, 9 903; is relative to t he
945la. Sec,also,M1No,andNE11.\··
ous Powim.
brain, spina_l cord, and ganglionic
system, as its centers, p. 101, 102, Som.-.rnBULISM,
9 201; p. 287, 9 45?. See, al~o,
subjec!s of, between the s!eeping and
1
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~t~~~~'.~N~:K~~~a~t ~e~~te~er{;~~

;~~~~ff1 s;a~~Iiy s~~~~~~~ ~ i ~:~i~~i

nervous centers, p.89,9 188a; p
I OI, 9 201; p. 108, •h227; p. 223232,9500;necessarytoreflectcd
motion, ibid ; resides especially in
the sympathetic and pneumogastric
nen•es, p. 102, 9 201 c; p. J04, 9
209; does not involrn true scnsa·
tion or perception, p 101, 920Ih;
p. 10:1, 9 204_
.
possesses modtficat1ons analogous to
thoseofirritability,p.100,9200;
p.102,Q203;p.108,9227
common,lowinthencrvouscentcrs,p
107, 9 224
less in trunks than nervous ramifica·
t.ions,p.I07,9224;p347,95l6d,
No. ll; p.52I_,QS26d
it.s general relations to external ob.
jects,p.53,9100;p. 398-400,9
626-630
SERousT1ssuE. SeeT1ssuEs.
SERUM. SeelNFLAMlt..1.TION
SETo_N,
.
.
.
phtlosophy of its oper~tion applied to
the modus_ operandi of all morbific

mostly, but feebly, operative. See
ANIMAL l\r..1.CN"ET1s.n, R.e..1.soN, and
lN sT1 NcT.
"SPECIALITJEs" 1NME01cna:,
not fo.unded in philosophy, p. G87, 9
905j b; p. 721, 722,9960c,d
SPECIFIOAcnoN,
illustrated by remedial and morbific
agents, p. 417, 9 650; p 424, 9 662
a; p. 430, 9 675, 676 a.; p. 487-489~
9754-756;p.542,¢854c;p.553,
9870aa;p.562,9888e;p.597,
9892c; p.662--665,9895-901; p
676-679, 9 904c, d. See, also, AL·
TERATIVEs,andAN..1.LOGIES
SPERMATOZOA,
thesupposedgerm,p.4.2,967.
SrmNcTERMuscLEs,
heldincontractionbythenerYOU!'!
power, p. 111, 9 233 f; p. 339, 9
514g
illustrate the law of prolonged mfluence, ibid, and p. 344, 345, 9 516 d,
No.6; p. 426, ~666; p. 670, 9902 k.
physiology.ofthe1rconlractiona_Pplied

S.ex, a;d

3;~~::~~l agents, p. 679-681

fb~~~o~~j1R!~ED~~~ ~~~~~~~utlcally,

SExu..1.l.ORG..1._Ns,
.
Sr!NAL CoRo,
their relations to organic hfe, &c.,
1tsgeneralphysiologicall aws,p. 292p. 55, 56, 9 118-121. See, also,
295, 9473-475

:~~~;~~=:~~:::: ~1it~~~~;;:;:;
Sov..1.~:c~~~~:~ ~~-Ac~~~N~sTRINCENTS, STi1t~~u~~:~~~ages,
S1"J1 •..1.R

1

p. 640, 9 892~ Ii.

SrECTRUM,
their uses, &c., p. 579-583
pl1ysiologically and chemically ap- ST1~tuL1, V1T.\ L, P 21,921; p.62,9136,
plied, p 92-!'15, ¢ ISSi d; p. 115, 9
137; p. 90, 9_1ss;.
cvervparthas1tsown,p. 62,9 1as •
'l:14r.

973
~tnnu li,

Vital----co11tinutd

ofonepartoffcnsivetoothcrparts, p
63,¢ 137.
certain natural ones acted upon and
appropriatedtovarioususes,p.90,
9 ISSf c; p. 107-111. 9 226-233J.
lhciradaptationtoparts,p.62,9136;
p. 63, 9 137 c. See, also, V1uL
AoENTs,andAs.1.LOG1Es.
SToi.ucu,
alonegcneratesadigcstivefluid,p.62,
9135a;p.19l,I92, ¢353;p.229,
9419
induction from, of the vital nature of
decarbonizationo ftheblood, p. 229,

;~~· i\9I:;~~:;f.;ss~:.e, also, C.\RDON,
ils peculiar product artificially prepared, p. 197-202, 9 362-376f.
llS variety of structure and comprehensiverelationsinthefunctionof
assimilation,p. 140- 147, 9305-330.
formative not destructive, p. 15, 9 13,
14; p. 16, 9 16-18; p 24, 9 42; p.
30,959; p33,960; p.135,9301;
P- 143, 932 ~ ; p. 196, 9360,361; p.
200,9374,375

chemical theory of its functionofdigcs lion, p. 167-170, 9 350, Nos. 29-34;

Sudorifics----conlinucd.
¢S!J:H b; p. 661-664, ¢89·1-900; p.

666-G69,¢902h,i;p678,¢90·1J,
&c.; p. 70 i,¢943 a, b,944a.
manyagc nts, likehotwatcr,&c,may
induce far ~-rcatc r diaphoresis than
thea ntimonrnlsandipecacuanha ;the
former excite the circulation, the
latter, like lossofblood,depressit,
and perspiration is in proportion;
theformcrofnouscfuleffectorinJurious,thelatterprofoundlycurative,fbid. See, also,REltEDIALAcT10N,antlALTERAT1vEs.
the author's philosophyofn cn ·ous in-

~1~1i~lc~lf~asi~~~1~¥hb1~~'dc~~d~F~~~~

skinduring: thc_operationof emet iC:s
upon phys10Jog1cal grounds, as 1t
does,inthcsameway,thesupposed
miracle, implied by the expression,
"a11dh1ssuiealwas 1. asftwcre,greal
drops of blood falling dUUJn to llic
ground." In this case the emo

tionswerepeculiarandviolent,and
operated in their compound aspect,
accordi ngtothcexplanationswhich
occur at p. 631, 9 892) b, and ut
supra. Sec, also, NER''ous Powf.R,
MENTAi, EMOTIONS, ANALOOIES, C.1.r·
ILL.1.R1i::s, EMETICS, and Sw•:.1.T.
Also, other facts and illustrations
relati,·o to the secretion of blood by
the skin, piamater,&c .,in .Mcdical
and Physiological. Commullaries, vol
i., p. 371-3B·l-(palhologyofspo11tancous licmorrhoge) j p. 683-690, (t:lldosmosc and e.zosmosc); vol. ii., Jl
516-566, (pliilosophy of sponta11cous

p. 197-199, 9 362-364..
its usual unaltered state after death,
adverse to the chemical theory of
digestion, ut •upra..
STORY,
his opinion of the times, P- 203-207, 9
376ia.
STRAMON1Ull. See ACONITE, &c
STRENGTll AND \VEAXN£ss, oii DEBILITY,
inwhattheyconsist,p.370-372,9569;
p. 312,313, 9487 g, h.
hcmorrliagc. )
STRUCTURI::,
Su1'Pt1HATION,
its physical and vital characlcristics,
aresultofinflammation,institutetlfor
p.50-73,983--!.63.
greatfin alcauses,p.471-474,9730
important t o be know n in its sensible
-733; p. s.16-551,9862,863
and functionalcharacter,p 5I ,983c.
variableaccordingtothcexactcondiits minuteness, unimportant to know,
tion ofpathulogical states, p. 478p. 59, 60, 9 1~i.
480, 9 1<10, 1111; p. 484, 9 748; r
composed of Tissues, p. 52, Q 85--88.
536-539, 9817c--8 1-S.
See,also,T1ssuES.
occurs, inaspccialproduct,uponmuitsvitalcharacteristics,p.52-73. See,
cous surfaces without ulceration,

m ~l~o~t~~~du:~imals, how different, p.
~~~l{.a~~b~r 9ili~~t~~live of final caus54, 55, 9 107-117 ; p. 134-140, 9 SwEH,
293-304. See, also, PLANTS.
an excretcd_p~oduct, p. 230,9_420--422.
of organic beings, heterogeneous, p.
consulercd m 1tsrclation todis~ase,,p.
20,Q29
451,452;andtophysiolog1ca lm·
itsultimateintricacy,p. 59, 9130
fiucnccs, sec Suo0Ra·1cs, a nd Excreatedbeforclife, p. SI, 9 170.
cai::T10N
STRYcn~u,
comc1dence between, and mu~us and
cffectsonthenen·ousE-ystcm,seeAc·
carbon,as1iroductsoforgan1:iation.

S·~·tJ}7~:r;~;fl~rt :~~i!~r:~~'. svr.~~11:r:,~y,;.~~~:;·i;~,'. ;,;'.'.,~;~~;
0

974
SympatheticTnfluences-co11tin11cd.

SYMPATHY,
1

~~~::; ;1!9sJ~:~:~·: ~~E~\~ '. 9:~;6i; : 9t~::f~~J:~:i!~~~:t~~.4~::::::

-112, 9638; p. 661-689, 9894-905~;
p.692,693,9914.-921; p 698,699,
9929-935: p. 702-711, 9 939-952;
p. 746, 9 990! a. See, also, Srnr.\·

"e:~~~si,n r~: ~'7~0~~:2 ~a~ur;1~~

150-152; p. 73, 9 163. Sec, also,
TISSUES.
SvMPATllETICNERVE,
pervades all parts, p. 51, 55, 9 Ill,
ll3; p. 58, 9 129; p. 284-289, 9
454-461~

itsgangliatoberegardcdasanalogous
tobrain,especiallyininfcrioranimals, and asconlrihuting to generatethenervouspowerinthchigher
orders, p. 55, 9 113; p. 321, 9 497;
p. 346, 95I6d, Nos.8,9; p. 349,
~50, 9 520--523; p. 353, 9 524 d
ila prolongation through the chain of
ganglia consists truly of communicatini:;- branches! t!ius making the
ganglia so many mtimately connected ccn~ers of sympathy; ibid 1 &.c

of~~~1 ttgu~~csx~~~Pa~1~j', ~~~d m~~~.:
:a::~* ~~~c:,~~7,j~l~Hd,h~!~~r3~11~:
1

its

;
and remote, p. 321-335, 9 495--511
cuntigttousandremotedepend. u~nthc
nerv_ous power,operatingm 1t~?On·

fb~~~1o~~~:t1~ 1~~1Nt::~~u:cnp~:!,~~'.

,0:,7~u~:~s~~:~~~~~ Yomri::::: ~~d ani1

mals, p 322, 323, 9498; p. 35l, 9
524a,No.2
its main centers, in the higher animals, the brain and spinal cord, p
323, 9 499. See, also, Snrr.~THE-rw
NERVE, and NERVOUS Pow1rn
its physiological laws well settled, p
11I,9234a.
notappliedpathologicallyortherapeutically, p. 111, 9 234 a.. See, also,
HuMORALIS~1, and 0RG.e>Hc CHEllIS·
its natural conditions neglected orridiculccl,p. lll,9234b; p.283,9452b
how far expounded by the Author; see
Nt:Rvous Powr.R, the PILilosoplty of
its Operation, &c.
admitted Laws of, and their applica·

~~ eia~~~~i~:.~. ~0~~8~,t~o~~r-5~~~
ph~~O~~~~C~~ ~~;v:r::t w:::~~f:~ih~!~
0

11

5,9 520, 893;-thconly centres of
iolog1st, p. 341, 9514~b; p. 362, 9
sympathy in the inferior animals,ut
530
cit.; ganglia sho~nto be centres of SntPTOMs,
sympathy by their resemblance to
theindexofdisease,p.43-1--445.

~~1aJ~1~;i~ :~;~;:a~~ct! ~/1~:~t~~~~i~cnss;
1

1

-shownby_theabscnccof~ramand

spinal cord.mall butth_c lughcr an-

~~t;~nosf~~~:ti~s~tf~g~ 4 ~::o-433,

9

675,676a; p. 437-442,9685,686;
p. 561, 9888 a.

'"~~~~~~~t~~ ''lt~~}~~~1

thc,·1tal statesofor~an1ccompounds,
by the antecedent enfeebled action
and suppliesthestmm\ustomuscuof those organs, p. 304, 305, 9 481
Jar fibre in organic life, 9 ll3-117,
g, h; p. 703-709,_9940-951.
221+, 224-226, 233*., 259, 261, 264,
removed by the. action of the nervous
409 k, 455--46H, 4f3 c, 475i, 478 b,
pow~r, or by irritating t he heart mc488~, 489, 490,493rc, 497,500y, m,
chamcally, 1>. 89, 9 188 a; p. 107,
514/,516,Nos.3,4,5,520,523-524,
108,922G,227; p. 705,99'15.
647f,746c,893a-e.,893t,902e.-h,
904bb,905a,939f,942b, I059.
TABLES,
Sntl'ATln:T1cRELATtoNs,
ofOrga_os according to their relative
suchasarcnatural,9129, 137.,&c
functions,p.57,9125.
morbid,p.59,9129i; p.6-l-66,9140
-143, 147. Ao.1.PTJ.TION, LAw OF.
ofi~~~s ~~~~o~:e!~ ~~~':!! ~f liahility tc
tintl'A'rnn:s, MoRom,
ofTissuesastoforceofdisease,p.72,
ofth;,fudil!idual'rissuts; geeT1ssuEs
of Tissues inflamed, as to treatment p
of the Compound Organa; See OitoANS,
72,73.
'
COMPOUND.

1

97:;
Tissucs-conli11ucd.
Tables-continued
p.61-6·l,9133-l38:p.64,9142,
ofthefiuidproductsofsecretion,p.
p.41G,4-I7,961-9b-d.
218,9406
thcirspecialproducts,p.62,9135;µ.
T1m1•i,;RAMENT,
141, 9 307.
physiological, pathological, and theratheirspecialstimuli,p.45,973;p.G2,
peutical considerations relative to,
9136; p.92-95, 9 ISS f d
p 383-391, 9 585-603. Five, the
th~~' r:l~~~e liability to disease, p. 70::::ff~~i=~t::~:::,li cb-;~~olcric,

1

phlcg·

ph~l_o:~~~y °,[,i s;_o~~~ :~~pregnation,
7

th~~ rclative force of disease, p. 72,

2

9

in.flu.med, their relath·e demands for
bloodlctting,p. 72,9162.
shouldbecomparcdandcontrasted,p
6-8, 9 4f, 5; p. 19, 9 18 e; p. 131- T1ssut:s, SvMPATUIES OF,
oft/1.ei.ndiJJidual, p. 353-361
133, 9 281-295; p. 157-173, 9 350;
of s~mi_la~, p. 353-358
p. 189, 190, ~ 350i n; p. 191, 9 351;
ofd1wm1lar, p. 359,360.
p. 208-217, 9 382-399; p. 219-227,
of individual ill their relation to each
9 408-411; p 238, 9 438; p. 246, 9
other in Compou11d Organs, and with
440 f; p. 277, 278, 9 447f f; p. 433,
Entlrt.Orga11s,p.360,36l.
431, 9676b; p.456, 457,9 699; p.
463,9709; p.482,9744-; p48.f.,9 TOBACCO,
on the one hand, and Lobdia on the
748; p. 499, 9 785; p. 500-SOl, 9
other,"triedsomewhatextensively
786-797; p.514,9819a, Nos.1-7;
as substitutes for bloodletting in inp. 662, 9 896, &c.; p. 690, 9 906/;
fiammatory affections," p. 715-718,
p 691, 9908-910.
9960a,g; p.515, 9819b; p.527,
.
Tm:oRV,
9 829; p. 529, 9 835; p. 540, 9 851.
natural to the nund, p. 5, 94a; p. 10,
exemplifies the lawsofvita.l habit,p.
95!c.
9542-548~; p. 7~8,9 960 a,11otc
364,
.
inculcate_d by the Creator, p. 5, 9 4 a
1tsuscunwarrantablemstrangulated
foundedmNature,p.5,94a.
hernia, p. 716-718, 9 960 a
unphes the greatest reference to facts,
its limited use as a luxury admissible
p. 5, 94b
in health only, p. 718, 9960a, note.
should be studiously considered, p. 5,
TO!iG~n:,
9 40; p. IO, 9 5! c.
as supplying symptoms, p. 448--450.
undervalued by the ignorant alone, p.
Tos1cs,
5,94b
general consideration of their uses,
true., or/alse._,_always guides the ignomodeofo1icratmg,&c.,p.579-583.
rantpracttt1oner,p.5,94b.
5
TRh~~~ 1 bcst ascertained and established,
n!1:;::~ ~,~~~ one, p. lO, 9 i b, c.
p. 2, 9 2 b; p. Z3R, 9 438 il; p. 463,
considered in its various aspects, p.
9 709; p. 515,? 819 b. Sec, also,
541-777, 9852-1027.
ERROR, and F,1..CTS.
tl1t. chemical. 8ystt.m of, p. 176-178, 9
!tscompassandnature,_p.11,95tc.
350).
ttsfundamcutal distmct1onfromerror,
T11ouG11T,
p. 166, 9 3:;0, No. 28; p. 157-173,
chemical theory of, p. 155, 9 349 e.;
189, 190.
and corresponds with the chemical

T11EoR1Es, R1vAL,

0

TutE~h:t?,~f delirium and ma111a, p. 243, ~~~z~1r~~;c~~~i~~r1~~!.e1~~~:~i~
24l c.

thearbitcrofright,p.G22,9892Jb.

T·~li~~:~1~~.~i1~rr~i~~~~~H\;;· T".~~l~;H~t~ ;~~;ffr::: ~~~~~~:,~~:.'.·~
p9

416, 9 649 b--d. Sec, also, Vi:Nous
U.
'fJSSUE.
their distinctionsphysicalandvital,p. U~cEuT10N.
1tspathologicnlchnrnctcr,&c,p.HG,
52,989; p.61-73,')133-163.
47I,9729a,b;p472--475,9733;
.
theirunion,p.52,989-92
p.477,Q736c,i37;p.478,9740a
aknowJedgeofimportantinmed1cine,
.
.
p. 50, 983; p. 61,9132-134; p 67, UNOERST.1.N011'1G,
apr~pcr_iyoft_he.mmd and oftbe 10.
9 149-152; p. 69-73, 9 160-163 ; p
stmct1ve pnnc1ple, p. 123, 9 241U.
353-362, 9525-530; p 468, 9722c.
SeeMnrn.
their respective modifications ofllfe,
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UNITY OF DESIGN. See DEstGN.
Venous Congestion-continued.
UREA,
influences, treatment, &c., p. 500itsimportanceinorganicchemistry,p
513, 9786-818; p. 724-732, 9 961228, 9417.
970; p. 756-759, 91005.
URINARY AGENTS,
constituted, essentially, by inftammatheir general uses, influences, &c.,
tionofthevenous tissue,p.503,9
considered, p. 683-689. See, also,
794, 795
DrnRET1cs.
coincident in its pathology with that
UR1NARY0RoANs,
of phlebitis and varix, p. 503, 504, 9
productvf,inorganicmatter,p.228,9
796,797
417a
itsinfiucncesuponthes:rstemdifferent
contribute,bydepuratingtheblood,to
fromthoseofinftammationofother
the process of assimilation, p. 330,
tissues, p. 507, 508, 9 806; p. 72472G,9961a-c.
9421.
remarkable sympathy between, and the
modifies the phenomena of idiopathic
fever and of other inflammatoryafskin, p. 330-332, 9 422-424. See,
also, Ni::nvous PowF.n
fections,andincreasestheirdanger,
product of, very variable in health and
p. MS, 509, 9 809-$11; p. 5ll, 9
disease,p.232,233,9425-427.
SI5,816;p. 725,996Ib
butlittlcsubjecttodisease,p.450,451,
insidious.p.50S,509,9806-8!0;p
9691.
724,996la;p.756-759,9I005a-h.
adaptationsto,ofurinaryagents,p.
itsprostrationofthcfunctionsofani6&3-689,¢905!.
mallifemistaken for«debility"of
URINE,
organic life, p. 726, 9 961 b. See,
itsrelationstodisease,p.450,9691.
also,"' ILL.
its spontaneous transformations occur
illustrates the sway of theory in the
trealmentofdisease,p.500,9789;
as readilyasthoseofblood,p.228,
9417, &c.
p. 501, 9 790b; p. 729, 9 967; p. 4,
morbidstate~of,sufficientlyrecognized
5, 9 4 a, b. See Vi::l'ous T1ssuE.
by inspection, p.233, 9427; p. 451, Vi::Nous T1ssuE,
9691.
author'scxpositionofthepeculiaritics
UTERIN"E Acn:Ts, .
.
of it~ vital constitutio~, and of their
consideredmthe1rvariousthcrapeut1beannguponvenouscirculation,and
cal aspects, p. 633-689. See, also,
uponthepathologyandtreatmentof
E:.rnE~ucocuEs, and EnGoT
phlebit.is, venous congestion, and
varix, and, also, of the infiuences of
Uu-Uns1. SeeGEN!To·UR!N.rnv AcE1'"TS
its pathological conditions upon the

v.

~%:~:::a~~l~;gei~~~~f;:ti~~~~ist~~~

VEGETABLE J<INGUOM,
essentiallyimlependentoftheanimal,
p.16,91G,I7;p. 135-138,9300303~.
See, also, PLANTS, and OR~
(lANIC L1FE
itsimportancctoanimals,p. 15,91114; p.16,¢16; p. 135-138,¢300-

uponidiopalhicfever,p.62,9136;
p.63,9137e;p.64,9140,14la ,
p.67,QI49-15l;p.73,9163;p.
209-212,93S7-390;p.214,9392d,
393;p.352,Q524d;p.353,9525
a;p.354,355,9526b;p.416,¢
649b,c;p.424,425,¢662b,c;p
440, 441, 9 686b; p. 444,445. 9 688
c,e;p.447,448,¢688i,k;p. 450,
96S9b;Ji. 453--455,9694, 694t;p
468,(1722c;p.500-513,¢786-8I8:
p. 7:4-732.¢961-970; p. 735,9978 ;
p.7;,6-762,91005.

3031.

pa" •in ti><• !unction I v,:v~~~¥'Y1~~d~~\~d~;
·~;;~'~ig~· :'.
457, 699
p. 470-475, 9 729-733
Q

Cj

/; p. 476, ¢ 735a; p. 4.$9, 9 757a
p.492,493, ¢764b,c;p. 497,¢77s '.
p.498,499 ,¢ 784, 785; p.531,¢839,
p.536,9847a;p. 54I,9853·p

~~:5~. N1~;; Pp.~~;~~~~. ~i;~~~~ ~
8

p. 683, 9 _905 bi p. 435, 9 68{1.
'
not recognized m the chemical and
Immoral pathology, p. IG9-173, ~
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Vis Uedicatrix Natura:~o11 1 /11utd.

350,Nos.36-46; p. 176-I78.9350i;
p. !>10, 9 851 a; p. 550, ~ 863 c; p

Vital Agcnts-co11tmutd.
9 73-80; p so. 9 188; p 90-99, 1
ISSi-193; p 106-11 1, 9 223-233l;

""~~~,,~;i!;f~2~:~~:;/·:~~ ~~~~,~· i~~{~r:St:fff:'. f~i:;:iJ.~~~;":~
.

Vis INERTl.E1

_

takes the place of ru i-1la, p 30,31,

internal and external. p. 21, 9 21: p
45,¢73; p62,Q136; p.90,91881;

~ 2 ~~~,2 ~~~';9 p22~?g{~Q61 7 8c1/~: ~g:

foJ~N~!) j

p. 105,_ Q 216
ntal an<l Chemical Theories of, p. 9~
95, 9188?d.

9 •187 h ; p. 398-•lOO,
405-412, 9638.

9 626-630 ; p.

v,~,~~~~;~r:~? %~.~~,~~. ~·~:~:~~~~·;~ ho~~·~t~\'~,'~~~;~/fi ;:p:~~~l:~ f;
~8,

9 183,

65, 9 l43c; p 67, Q150, 151; p. 90,

.

184 a.

mutes the el emen~s of o~gamc compounds by~ssoc1ateact1onwiththe
othcrorgamcpropertics,p42,43,9
67,68;p.89,9187,188;pl04,9

1>. 106, 107, 9 223, 226; p
110, 9 ::!33: p 285, 9455c; p. 398
--400,9626-630
actandactcdupon,p.21,9:.?5;p.24,

m~~~~~~-i;~~i~11:n~ra;n~n~~!; t. ~~;

~;t~i3JI;;~~ ~3·~~4~: !"2~g 3~~~· p~

su«ceptible of morbid changes, p. 47,
48, 9 75, 76, 78 : p. 105, 9 220 ; p
146. t47,9327-331;p.535,536,¢
.
8•16, 8~7.
itsmorb1dchanges1llustratcd by, and
a'nalogo~s to! its progrcssi\·c natural modificat1ons from the ovum to
oldage,andsuchasrcsultfromthe
slowinflucncesofclimate,cultivation,&c., p.42,43,¢67, 68-70: p.
48, ¢ 77; p. 68, 69, ¢ 153-159; p
363, 9 538: p. 361-, 9 548; p 369, ¢
562; p376-3S0,9578.
how opposed tochcmicala.ffinity,p. 30
-33,¢59,60.
\'JTALAGENTS,
whate\'er acts upon life, p. 21, ¢21;
p.45,973;p.46,¢74:p.62,GJ,
? 136, 137; p 90-95, 9 188i; &c.
net UP?" irrita~ilily i.n generating all
sens1bleandmsens1blcmot1ons,and
11

donotactu1>0nthcstructure,p 95-97,
9 189: Jl. 107-111, 9 226-233~; p
112,¢234c;1i.2s2,9451b;p.330,
4. 5001;i Jl. 746, 9 9!)0! a
theiract1onco11 formslothekindofirritahility and sensibility, p. 43-47. ¢
70-74; p 62-69, ¢ 136-156; p. 97103, 9 190-20·1-; p. 109, ¢ 229; p.
110, 9 233; p. 399,¢ 628, 630; p.
662-664,9895-900.
include the morbific, p. 90, 9 188! b,
See. also, Ai..i.LOGIES
antlasabo~t.
theirmostcomprehensivcrclationsto
organicstates,p.21,¢21; p67,68,
9149-152;p.120-122,¢237-240:
p. 398--400,9 626-630; p 405--412,
9638: p 662-665,9895-!JOI
theirrelalionslolifeaffected\Jydisease, p 3, ~ 2 b; p. 47--49, 9 75-79;
p. 59, 9 129 g-i; p. 61, ~ 133 c; p
G3--68,¢J37c-152; p 73,9163; p
9 2

of all influences from remQte parts
to the nerv~us centers, whether
relat1vetoammalortoorgamclife,
p.21,¢21; p.45,¢73; p4G,¢7<l;
p.S6,¢ 175d;p.89,9188;p95102, 9 189-203; p. 107-111, 9 226-

RutEDIAL AcT1oi., 'fnER.\N:uT1cs,
general, and Ao.•PT.i.TION, L:Hv OP.
analogies between the physical and
moral,p lll,¢233i;p.296,¢476c,
p.313,¢487h;323-332,9500;p
662-665,¢895-901. See,also,AN.i.L-

9 188~;

9

2

~\to~~~~.r~ b~~-~~g.'

~:~:.1t~~~si~~~yi~ t~:~c t~~~~~~~si~~

ic:.-;:10:

~~~~:~c~i:~~~\~1.1~ ~~~:~·'.1J.9:J~~H.~~J.l~c5~i~;~~ :2~~~ ca~~s~~~~e~~~I
25; p 30, 9 57; p 45-49, 9 73-80;

~ 461; p. 296, 9 476 c; p 31:1, 9 487
h;p 323-3·ll,9500-514;p.39B400,¢626-630;p40Hl2,¢638;
p. 661-664, 9 89-l-901; p. 692, 693,
}915,920;p.698,9929-934;p
707, 9 9.19; p. 726, 9 961 ; p. 732,
~ 973; p. 746, 9 990~ a. S~e, also,
Ai.ALOOIES.
J'i1ilnsophyoftheiroperat1un, p.47-49,
Q, Q

p.62-6.J.,¢135-140;p.65-6B,9143
-152;p.73,¢163;p87,¢179;p
90, ¢ 188~a~; p.9Z-95, ¢18S!d; p
98,¢19l;pl00,919S,I99:p.10J
-103, ¢ 201-20.~; p. 10.J., 9 215; p
107-111, 9 226-233J; p. J19, 9 235
p.417,¢650; p.662-665,¢895-901
See, also, It.:~10TE C.i.vsi:s OF Du:.
Q
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Yital~~:~~~g~~~:::.~:;:~~~·~~-;~~2 ;~ ~~; Vital;!fp~tifg5,~,~~~:lC;i 8 ,

p. 135,

9

67; p.44,971; p.84, 9175bb; p.
135,9301;p. l43,9322;p.194,
195, 9358, 359; p. 196, 197, 9 360,
361; p. !WI, 9 374, 375; p. 203, 9
376i; p.227,9411; p 276-279.9
4-17!/; p. 376-380, 9578; p. 405,ll2, 9638; p. 160-162,9350,Nos.
58-61
generates Motion, and variously, p.
21,9'.?4;p.31,959;p37-49,964
-80; p. 86, 87, 9 176, 177; p. 103,
9 205, 208, 209; p. 107-111, 9226233J:;p.323-332,9500;p.746,9
990ta_.
mutable m its nature; see V1TAL
JlRoPER;r1Es
tts mu~ab11ity the fundamental cause
of disease and its cure; seeV1TAL
PROPER.TIES.
as mutability designed for useful purposes; seeV1T.\L PROPERTIES.
formative not.destructive,p.16, 91618;p.83,9 I72;p. 135,9301;p
196, 9 360; p. 227, 9 411.
its nature altc~ed in man since h~s
Creation, which proves the Mosaic
statement, p401, 9632
subjecttoextinction, p. ll , 95ie; p.
30, 31, 958,59; p.83,9 174; p.87,
9I76;p.96,9189h,c;p.189,l90,
9350n;p.40I,9631.
,
Ly its formative action its own de-stroyer, p. 382, 3S3, 9 581-584; p
401,402,9633
a bond of union between mind and
m~tter, p. 116, 117,~ 234/.
.
considered identical with the chemical forces,p.154,93-19c;p.180182,9350lc-gg-; p. 189, 190, 9350i
n. See, also, V1TA1. PROPERTIES n1
THE ELEllENTS OF ~[.4TTl::R, and
PRoBLEllS
l°ITALPRoPERTtES1

the organic, essentially the same in
plants and animals, but specifically
modificdorvaricdineach,asknown
bycoincidencesintheircomposit1on,
structurc,susceptibility totheaction
of internal and external agents,
growth and nutrition, and all their
essential functions, and products,
diseases, reparation, generation,
&c., p.15, 99-14; p.20-22, 92030;p.23-25,934-45;p.27,95153; p. 28-45, 9 54-73; p. 54-56, ~
105-124; p.68,9155; p.88.¢ 185;
p. 89, 9 188; p. 90, 9 I88!a-d; p
93-95, 9 188i d; p. 97, 98, 9 190,
191; p.99, 9192; p.103-105,9205
-221; p.118,9234g; p. 120,121.9
23G-238;p.125,9249;p. I27,128,
9 260-266; p. 134,9293-295; p. 13~
-138, 9 298-303~; p. 140, 9 30<1; p
IG3-167, 9 350, Nos. 64-77, 26~, 27
p 203, 9376!: p.224-229, 9409K419a;p.260-263,9445-446;p.271
-278, 9447/-447t/; p. 279,280, 9
449;p.284-,285,9454-455c;p
286,9456a;p. 322,323,949S;p
398-400, 9 626-630; p. 473-476, 9
733 c-k.
posscssnaturalmodificationsindilferentorgans and tissues, and in the
conditionsoftheo\'um, p. 30, 957;
p. 43, 970; p. 4-4, 972; p. 46, 974;
p. 61-63,9133-137;p.64-,913S;
p. 67-73, 9 149-162; p. 82, 9 172;
p 88, 9185; p. 97, 98, 9190,I!J l a;
p 100, 9 197-200; p. 102, 9 203; p.
105, 9 217; p 114-, 9234d. See,
also, T1s suEs , VEsous T1sscE, and

are propenies ofthesoul,p.88, 9
183.

237-239; p. 181, 182, 9350if,g·
p 662-665, 9 895-901. See, also,

perform the functions which arc as·
cribed,inacollcctivesense,tothc
Vital Principle, and individually as
analyzed under each property; sec
the.m:.:raldcnominations.

ei~~~n~c~~~:~~;£~:i~~~rr~:~~~~~J: 1hfr~~~fi:J!~;c~1~~~~~~ ;a~~ ~~~%~~n~

fot:~af:,ea~g~~~~ll~~ ~:~~~:ic~~~ c~~: mL~~~t~ f1~\J;~~~ ~a~~;~;~3, 9 2 b;
1

nwn,_ viz.,

irntabilit~,

mobility, vital
affimty,andvivificatwn, p88, 9184;
and two superadded to the life of

::s:~1r=~~ ,~1~1r~:~::1;~.~·:
88, 9 183-185.

See, also, tht scr:cr-

alProptrliu
t11ecommonororga~icco-op.eratcmore

or less togethcr m orgnmc proccss·
cs,p.42,43,967,68; p 89,9187,
H.~ 8; Jl. 103, 9 208, 209; Jl. 10-l, 9

1

p.
11 ,95! c; p.47-49,974-80; p.61,
9133 c, 134; p. 68, 69, 9 153-156;
p.87,9176-182; p.98,99,9191b-

m:~K~.::~;.,,~/J:t3~~~Hm· ~

4.05-412, ~ 638; p. 417, 9 650; p
428, 9 672; p. 435, 9680; p. 478,
479, 9 740, 741; p. 662-66·1, 9 8969.00
t11c1r mutal.iility has co'"!esponding
changes m the properties of tho
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Vital Properties-continued
mind and instinct, p. 98, 9 191 c; p.
l23,124,924lc;p.369,370,9564568;p.374,9576b;p.376,9577
b; p. ~77, 9 578 c; p. 380, 381, 9
579;p.382,¢5Sl.
theirnaturalmodificationsindifferent
parts shown by natural stimuli, p
46, 9 74 a; p. 62, 9 136; p. 97, 9
190b-19la;p.I00,9199,:?01;by natural products, p. 24, 942; p
50,¢83; p.62,9135; p 97,¢190;
p 227,9 411; p.229,9419; p.233,
234, 9 428--432; p. 378, 9 578c;by action of foreign agents,p. 61,9
134; p.63,9137; p.67,9149-151;
p. 73, 9 163; see, also, llt:~on:
CAUSES OF DisEHE, T1ssuEs, VENous T1ssuE,T11ERAl'EUT1cs,&.c.;by organization, p. 64, 9 141; p.88,
9 185; p. 100, 101, 9 194-201 ; p.
IOG,9223;p.223-227,94.09--411;
-bymorbiJiccauses, p.64, 9 142;
p. 66, 9 143; p. 67, 9149, 150; p
68-73,9153-162;p.98,9191;see,
also, REMOTE CAUSES OF D1sE.1sE,
&c.;-bythedevelopmentoforgans,
fl.46,974; p.68,69,9153-159: p
87,9178; p.97, 9190b; p.375,9
577; p. 376-380, 9 578;-by the
ovum, p. 42-45, 9 67-73; p. !11, 9
190 h ;-by comparison of plants and
animals, p. 15, 9 I0-14; p. 16, 9 16,
17 ; p.20,QlSe;p.54,55,9107117; p. 56, 9 121-123; p. 88, 9 185;
p. 97, 9 190 h, c; p. 135-140, 9 298305; p.223-227,94.09e-411; p.474,
475, 9 733 f-i;-by the variety of
effects, p. 67, 9 149-151; p. 120122, 9226-240; p.222-227,9409c4ll; p. 474,4~5. 9 j33/-i .
their n~tura\ mo~ifications m d~ffercnt
spec1esofbemgs, and in different
parts, have important final causes,
p.15,99-14;p.30,957;p.42-46,
966-U; p.61,91S3h; p.62,9135,
136; p.65, 9 143e; p. 67-69,9150I56; p. 87, 9 I80; p. 88, 91S5; p
93, 95, 9 188!; p 97, 98, 9 190 b191 a; p. 99, 9 192; p. 100-102, 9
199-203; p.104,9212,214: p.105,
9 217; p.3529524d; Jl.375,376,
9577h; p.376-381,957S-579.
their mutability designed for useful
purposcs,p.3,92b;p.6I,9133c;
p. 63, 9 I37e; p.68, 69,9153-156;
p. 87, 9 ISO; p. 120, 9 237; p :352,
9624d;p.376,9578 b; p.378,9
578c; p 435, 9680; p. 662, 9895.
lhci rmut abilitythefundamentalcause
of disease, p. 3, 92 b; p. 11, 5! e;
p47--4!l,974-80;p6 1,9133e;p
1
1
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:723t ~~8 ; ~.;s~2~ht~~ / 1Ugi~
664, 9805-900.

Vital Properties -continued
their mutability the grou nd-work o
cure,p.61,9133c;p.89,9177179;p.Il9,923li;p.122,9239;
p. 428, 9 672; p. 544, 545, 9 858; p
546-55I,¢8GZ-S64;p.662-664,¢
895-900
their mutability the great cause of difficulties in medicine, p. 120, 121, ~
237;p.662,QS95; p.664,9899.
subject to extinction ; see V1TAL
PR1Nc1r1.E,subjectto,&c.
a knowledge of their modifications,
naturalandmorbid,contrastedwith
a knowledge of the undulations of
light, &c., p.115, 116,9234/. See1
also, AnAPT.n10N, LAwoF.
"VITAL P1tort:nT1Es rn TllE EL1:~rnNTS
OF MATTER,"
disproved, p. 16, 9 14 c.
ltowthcyaresupposedtocreatemau,
andothcrorganicbeings,p.86,9
175d; p.160, 161, 170,9350,Nos
12, 13, 39; p. 178-184, 9 350la.-g;
p.186-192,9350jkk-354.
supposedtoanimatehydrogen,nitrogen,
oxygen, and carbon, and that these
arethespecialelements,which,with
theaidofheat,moisture,&c.,create
organicbeings,p.18I,182,9350if.
VITAL PROPERTIES AND FUNCTIONS,
modifications of, arisi11g from Age, Tem.
pera.ment, Constitution, Sex, Climate,
Habit,&c.,p.373-397.
VITAL $TUIULI, SEDATIVES, AND ALTF.R.\TIVES. SeeVITALAGENTs,ALTERATIVES, and ANALOGIES.
V1TALISM A1'D S0Lrn1s~1,
thefoundationofmedicine,p. I,91.
deduced from the seed and ovum, p.
30, 9 57; p. 36-49, 9 63--81; p. 56,
9 121-123; p. 97, 9 190 h; p. 279,
280,9449
their_doctrines virtually conceded by
the1ropponents,p.19,918e;p.22,
9 29; p.30-33, 9 57-60; p. 38-40,
964e-h; p.95, 96, 9189b; p. 152154,9345-349c;p.157-173,9350;
p. 189, 190, ¢350t n; p. 191, ¢351;
p.478, 479, 9 740; p. 514, 9 819 a,
Nos.4-7.
alwaysconsistent,p.I,91; p 40-49,
965--81; p.8I,9169f; p.94,9!"1,y
188td; p.147, 9330, 333; p.235,
9435a;p.331,9500o;p.405412, 9638: p. 413, 9 639a; p. 5.a.
9852; p.662-665, 9895-901. ~ec,
also, ANALOGIES, and NEit\'l)l,;I'
P<_>wrn.
ad~1ts of no unnecessary multiplica.
tion ofcauses,p81,9169f; p.154,
9349b;p.194-197,9358-36l;p.
3
6
9 6

!!.*'a~ i~ p; ~71~ :· :i~\ r~:2 16~

278, 9 447! f; p. 331, 9 500

'>;

p
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contradistinguished from lfuntoralism,
p.147, 9330;p.516-518,982I,
822;[>.535-540,98,Hi-85I;p.550,
9SG3c;p.662-664,9895-900.
"VtT.\l,(Tl SEEN lN D>:,\D :".IATTER,"

179, 9

350~

PROPERTIES
M.\TTER
\'IVIFIC.\TION,

p.

c. -See, also,
TN

TllE

VITAL
£LE3\ENTS OF

a property of the Vital Principle, and
common to animals and plants, p.
88, 9183, 184a.; p. 105, 218-221.
with vital affinity, bestows life,p. 105,
9218
belongstotheassimilatingorgans,and
;~ thcir subsidiary fluids, p. 105, 9

9

V~~~~~~:~,'.n~{:~~o~~ianges,
physiology of.

See

p. 105, 9 220.

MoT10:-1,

'VILL,

NERvous Pow1rn, and l\lusCLEs o~·

VoLUNT.\RVMoTION.
VmnTIN"G,

physiology of, p. 666-669,

9 902b-g.

\YmTEV!TRIOL, OR SULPIU.TE OF ZINC,
its uses, &c. See Znw SULNIATE,
andREllEDULACTION

\\"1LL, T11E,

its relation to motion, p 89 , 9 186,
188a.;p.95,9188fd;p.97,9
190a;p.104,9215;p.107,Q227;
p 110, 111, 9 233, 233f ; p. 113, ~
234; p.124,125,9213-:MG; p210,
9486;J?.282,945lc;p.284,9
454-;p28S,Q459d,c;p.296,(l
476 c; p. 313, 9487 gg, h; p. 314,
9 4SSt; p. 324-328, 9 500 d-l; p.
357,9526d
11resides in animal life,p.124,9243;
p. 296, 9 476c ; p. 313, 9187 gg,h;
p.314,Q4.SSf;p327,32S,Q500k;
p.357,Q526c

scarcrlyreachestoorganic life, p.124,
Q2.f3;p.282,(l45lc;p.284,285,
9544-545c;p.296, Q47Gc;p.313,
Q487gf.f, h; p.314, Q4SSf; p.324328, ;500<!-I

hasnooperationaftcrremovalof the
brain,p.288,Q459d,e;p.324,9

500 d; p. 357? 9 52~ d; and has
analogies to Linsin bemg whollyinoperativ~ in para~ysis, and mo_re _or
lcsssom nareotization, and m its

failuretoactasusualuponthemus-

!!~~~;~;;u:;~~tl~~~~~~t~I~;~~~~~~~ic~
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WouNos,

Youth-continued.
the vital de\·elopments, p. 380, ~
5781l
the coincide_nt c~1angcs in .the_ moral
and phys10log1cnl constitution, at
thisandotherpcriodsoflife,illus·
trate, eacl~ ?Y itselfan.d by ana_logy.
themutab1htyofthentalandmtellectual properties,p.68, 69,¢153159; p. 374,¢5766-d; p.375,376,
9 517b-d; p. 380, 9 578d; p 381 ,
9 579 h. See, also, V1T.11.L PRorEn·
TIES, theirmiitab1lity, &c., OvuM, antl
PLAN"TS.
theperiodoflifewhcnthedevclopment
ofspecial functionsdisplaystheconstitution ofthenervouspower,the
natural office of this power in the
o!ganicandanimal.economy,itsindtrect antl unceasmg development
andrefiectionuponeverypartofthe
being by the organi~ progress of the
YouTH,
gei:ierative organs, m thefolfiHme~~
itsrelatlonstochildhood,p.376,9578
of1tsnaturalofficesandasamorl.111a,b.
i~ and curative agent, its direct exits prominent characteristic, the full
citement by mental emotions and
dcvelopmentoftheorgansofge nerJJassions, and how theprincipleot
ation,p.377,9578b
Jifeisabondofunion between the
distinguished by many pl~ysiological
corporealandtheintellectualpart;
changes, andcorrespomlmgsuscepibid, and NERVOUS POWER, l\lon.u,
tibilities to morbjfic and remedial
EMOTIONS, ANALOGn:s, and p. 284agents,p.27,952;p.68-70,9I53292, 9 454-470; P. 361, 362, ~
530.
l60;p.412,9686d;p.377-380, ¢
578c,d.
offcrsproblemstochemicalphysic.{Jgy,
theperiodoftheinstitutionofthe
p. 377, 379, ¢ 578 c, d. Sec, al!>O,
menses, and of the secretionofsePnoDLEllS.
ml!'n; the latter shows by analogy,
astoobjectandtime,thatthefonncr
isa secreted product, while its object and time of institution sh0\1l Z1Nc, SuLPJL\TE or,
that_ it ~as no general relation to orits use~ and spec_ia\ influences as ar.
gamc.l~fo, an~ th_at, contrarr to the
emetic and astringent, p. 547-549, ¢
863 d; p. 553, 9 870 a.; p. 571, ¢
preva1hng belief, its suspens1?n,pcr
s~ 1 .isofhttlemomentinmorb1dcon890 b; p. 577. 578, ¢8900; p. 5tl2,
9 890t h; p. 63, 9 137 d; p. 65, ¢
dit1ons,. p. 233, 23•1, 9 4~ 3-432; p
3?7-3~o. 9 578 c, d
.
143 c; p. 67, 9 mo, 1s1; p. 365• distmg~1shecl by. changes m tl1e 1no~al
368, 9 5'19-558 ; p. 566--568, ~ 8&9
emotions which corrcs1>0nd with
k, l; Jl 582, 9 890~ g
theirunionbythefirsti11te11tiondepends
upon inflammatory action, p. 471,
~72, 9 732 d-f.
union of, ~as close analogies in the regenerativeandreparauveproccsscs
of animals and plants, and the differenccs of the latter reconciled
withtheinftammatorynaturcofthe
former,p.474,475,¢733/-h. Sec,
also, PLANTS
rlo not heal uniformly w!Jere several
tissuesareinvolved,'t!.s in the stumps
of amputated limbs, on account of
their difference of organization and
vitalconstitution,p.61,9132-1311;
p. 64, 9 138-141; p.67, 9 149; p
69, 9 158; p. 70, 9 162, table l; p
73,¢163.

I NDEX II.
Age, Atlult-conlimud.
cially in lhc female, p. 391, 9 579 h;
p. 865-868, 9 1067. Also, MENT,1L
AccLnUTION,
l:>!OTIO;o;S, and llEm:ouL ACTION,
philosophy of, p. 364-366, ~ 5:1-4--556;
s11bdHJ1sionl\li,:NnLEltOTIONS,J11dc.i
p.425,9664,4-Utb, 10-17.
ll.
the samcphiloso}>hyconccmetlin the
0Lo,
Ac~,
of
attacks
repeated
~:<cmp~ion from

J~~~~~~~ ''i~l~ltt

i\~i,~~fl?~~~:f~Z~ff:~;~:~~~; ~~tl~::~~;:~~l~:};t:~;~;~~:r:;:i~t:~
mate<l .

r~a so ns,

The indulgences of tl_ic lat·

art

mu ~t

be prompt and cfli·

~~: r~:~~~fi~h~~)ti:o:cr ~¥1~c~;~~~ti~f

~fccl!cili;nf~:V:~~~~ ~. ~ ~~;_;~f;~i:~

of tbis h<1ppcns with the malignant
cholcra,sinceinthataffection,,,e;etablefooJ,exceptingthesimplestkmJ
{and fruits also), is the principal ex-

the periods which mark the times when
thegrealestphysiologica lchangcs
take place, with correspondmg fluctuations indiseaseandinmcntal

1

~7;:~~:~~~~~~~~:~~~~~y~~~;~~if:i AGE,~t~~4!:·i~~-402, 9633; p. 768-770,
~~tt~~~f~~i;~;~~~~:1sd:~~~~:~ffo1~~~ f
1
1
~;~~~i~~t~fs~rt~fs~: ~1~~~~:~~ 1~~~.
1

~~t~~!t~a~:~or~ 1~!t~~o~; y":i~o~:ite~;;
0
~~:~n~;:, ~ef; bc~~~,s~vl;~~ir t~~ti::
1

TtF. s, b1dez / ; lNFANc\• 1 C111Lo110011.
are more lu.xurious; not beca.usc,as
YouT11; Ao•:, AouLT; AcE, 0Lv,ll.
has been assumed, they arc impregn ated\'l'iththeblood of thewhitcman. ALCOHOL-notabsorbcJ,p.172,no.9-l

Aos}lE,~~~::=~~~!11~~~~1~~:~;.~o~s::~:~ A1i~s:~~~·~~~1.ot~~1G,a9ng5~h:~a:C~.:~~aJsi~3
1\D.\PTATION', LAW OF.

d; p.SUG,98891; p.568, 9889111,p
85G-857,9 JOG3.

See b1dez l.

AoE, Aoul-T,

beTI~:s Y~ta:~ca~~er:.:c~~=~; a~o0 ~~v:i:i; A1-T~~~;~~F~~~~~ ~~1~~xoI.ERA No1 oF-conyears. p. 380, 9679
1

a-from

made a disti nct group by the Author,

the end

~:~i;\~{~fra~~~~e n t'~ ~bi J5
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~~cy;~~ }:~t~~;~:e~fti~~~~~~z~ :f;~
1

7

f,~{~~~!i;I~~~Iaffe~~~~rt}!

f!~~tf~f[g~(~~H}~~ti~g~
~1~~:~J~~~:r;~·:::~~:;~~~~.:~::~:~

1

t -thcir
Nevertheless, all remedies, and all mor-

o r in the vital endowments, but the

~i~ifa~~~:~r~::~:r.:~~;::!·~1\~ i'.
1

1
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Altcrati\•cs,MoUusOpcrandi of-conlinuul. Amcnorrhrea- conlinucd.
ACTION Ot' Nimvous SvsTEM, lmlcx

cschangcsinconformitywiththc''ir-

JJ.

tucsofcach,p.107-112,¢227-234;

p.303,948ld;p.323-336,¢499-512;
p.66!-663,¢894-896;p.665-670,9
902a-11i; p.679-681,9905a. Also,

t\:.t \'LENE,

pcculiarcffectsof,oninhalation,p.8G3864,91066b
il!ustratesdiffcrcntkindsofScnsibility,

Snu'ATll\', SENSIBILITY, SENSATION,

1:t f lso, SENS!aILm', S.ENSATIOs,

i~:~PEAR~'J~d~~ tFR~:~~~:~ ;NC:uv:Eus~
MoRmFIC; NERvous PowER, REFLEX
ACTION OF NERVOUS SvsT1rn,l\IENTAL
EMOTIONS, REMEDIAL ACTION, sub, dil!iston MENTAL E~10T10Ns, SECRETIONandEx cRETTON,CouNTER-lRRITATION,IlLOOD·LETTING,JndezJI.
a <lifference in the operalion of reflex
action of the nervous system, as

Sec G.,sEs, Index I.
of their operation throu~h
altcrat1vcactionofrcflcxncrvouswfluence, p. 862-864, 9 l0Ci6. Also, p
522-524, 9 827 b-e; p. 674-675, 9
904b; p. 931,910SSc,-NoTE~l.
ANAT0~1y 1 l\loRnID,
all deviations of which it is cognizant
ANJESTllETics.

philosop~y

1

0

0

~} Xft~~a~?;:st ~~~t~~~:Ji~~r·~l;t~~c~

~[:af~·~~~;~~ a~~~~fi~:1~~: .~~;i7~:e t~1~

denominations, when the latter arc
~mployed for only a present or ~n
mterruptcd effect; and the same 1s
truc of Morbific Causcs,.as their cf.
fccts may be suddenly or gradually
produced, p. 65, 9 123 b, c; p. 66-67,
9148; p.111,9 233f,2331; p.285286, 9 455 d-f; p. 333, 9 503-506 ;
p. 33!J-340, 9 514g-k; p. 344-345,
9 516 d, No. 6; p. 365, 9 551; p
366, 9 556; p. 416-417, 9 649 e; p
420-424.9654-66l;p.426,9626;
p.497,9777; p532,9841; p.5'17.
9 863 d; p. 551, ~ 887; p. 568-569,
9889m,mm; p 646-64.9,9893c-h;
p. 661-663, 9 894-896; p. 668-670.
9 892 g-m; p. 679-681, 9 905 a; p
849-851, 91059; p. 891, 9 1077
Al1ENoun11<E.~Sec ?ilENSTRUATJON, !11-

csscnccofdisca se,p.456,9695,696
its importance greatly overrated, am!
thcconscqucnccs.p.456-457,9697699; p. 460-463, 9 709; p. 60,1,9
892 k. Also, Ex.ul!NATION OF Tll E
PRrnc1r"'L W111T1NGS OF P. Cu . A
Louis, J\LD., in illcdlcal a~d P!iys1ological Commentaries, vol. 11., p. 6i!J815
cannot help us to a knowledge ofpathological co~ditions durin g li_fc, hut
throughccrtamrcsultsasccrtaltlCdat
formertimes,p.4.58-459,9702-703;
p. 510, 98 13 a.
comcsinatlhccloseoflifc.p.457-458,
9 700-702; p . 4.59, 9 704
must rely upon symploms,remotccauscs,
an<l effects of remedies, for a know].
edge of disease under treatment, p

~l
gc~?t~~!Y~~~~~~~e;:;a~~7
;~~r~!~~:~i~~~

~·-·

~hr;,~·~ ~1 idiop~thic fc,·er, p. 4.89-490,
1t sleg1t1matcobjecls,p. 4.58-459,9703,
705; p 460, 9 707. Also, Co~1PARAT!VE MERITS o~· THE ll1PPOCR"'TIC
"'1rn A~u.To~uc"'L ScnooLs, in J1Icdl·

from the a\terat\\'e action of reflex
nervous influence, as, also, when occasioncd by exposure of the feet to
cold. Jn tho former case, is not the

~~~=.~~dC~~~~:r\~tr;~p~?~:~fii NJ~;:~· ~:£i1~1~:a~A:~~::~l:::,:~
A

~ff~f:~f:f~i~i~\j~;[~(~~~~~ A'.'.t:~ 1; },~;:;l;:~ i,~;o~: :~ : n
how readily tho nervous. influence

81G,91052b

ll~i~f! :1~ti~2~~
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.-\nti;~~~n·i)!ln,it~ah';~,'.•~;~c~t~tL:t i ;~~jo~u~g~lct ~·.~','d,
..~ 1 1

. . . . ._,. 1

. .u

:~tl :;c~~~i:~s:/~h : ~~:v~~:~~~~v~~~

AntispasmoJics-continucd.
0
1

533,9s.i1; p.557,9 873; p.66S,

lcadingtoa 1iarallclbctwccnthcforcgoi11grcsultsandthercllcxactionof

d. Also, ALTERATl\'ES, J111icJ: JI.
its action illustrated through lawof\'i-

how the nervous influence 1s of an
exciting n;iturc in the former case,

aclionofthcncrvoussystcm,p.532--

i~~~~ ~t 1fs~~ 9\t~ :. ~~-Pl, i24
7

6

0

8

6

,i_n~~~-~'"?'~'s ~bf-_
;tun"pi~ tn,~tihi~0~ ,d1' 0c~,.~,;.,:,
its:,:d
...
.. 1 1 ......
•• 0 1 .. 0
1

1

5

9 5

sorption, p. 530-533, Q 837 b-841;
p. 557, 9 873; p. 675-676, 9 904/,b.
effects o
p. 557, 9 873
.
728, 9 964 d;
its law of operation in small altcrative
Joscs.p.344-345.Q516d, No.6; p
431,9675; p.675,Q904 bb; p.851,
9
9

its re~~~~~ a;.\~~Ee~A;~~~~~:::d;~

t:9,

its ~a~l19~1fects in small closes, p. 728,
Jik;e~:!~!~· ~~~1~~~i~t 1~~::~~~~~i~~l
8

Joscs,andthus,likethose,byitscontra.stcd effects in disease, denotes the
increased susceptibility of organs in
theirmorbidstates,illustratesthedocISolidism.anddisproves
trinesof

1,

:~c~f~~tfon, p~Yf9~t~c:~~ ~h;er;~~~~

9 137 d; p. 65-66, 9 I43c-145; p
67-68.9149-152; p.170-173,9350,
Nos. 40, 41, 42, •13, 44, 45, parallel
columns; p. 176-178, 9 350! a-f;

1
~ ~ti~~~~~1~:u~s: ~ ,~~ :1:~\~ti,;~~c~I~;,
1 1

3

~17~ l~~t~r:~:l~ r~;:~r:~1~~f~~1S:ir~Ti~;~

dcpcnds-andthcsameruleobtains
withOpiumam.lothcr.:\'arcotieswhcn
they Tclicvo Spasms, p. 592-593, 9
8!)1 k. Also,NERvousPow1rn,S•:1>SllH1.1T\',Sn1PATll\",Sn1PATHt::TIC l 1>FLUENCEs, l 11dczJ.; RE•'LEXACTION
o•· N•:Rvous SYSTEM, REMEDlAt. AcTION,llEllEIHEs; CAusEs,MORBIFIC;
"'uooPtNc-coucn,lndcx II.
Although Narcotics relie\'C spasm in

:~~ f~J1~go~i~1~p 1~a~~ti's~~:~~1~~~.u:~
1

~°;1;~n~~~ i~e1~1~~b~=t~:; ~~::~~~~
1

~:~a:f~}1lt:i~~~1~r~~~~SJ{!~~~\:~~~

mult?ncouslycxertapcrn iciouslya\tc~allvc effect upon other parts; or
tluslallcrmaybcsuchastoeountcrac.t the scdati\'c influence, when no
relief of spasm will cnsue,p.593,9

~,~:c~. k.

Also, the foregoing Rcfcr-

greatly misapplied in the treatment of
con\"u[sions from tcethin~, wounds,
worms, &c., and in hysteria, chorea,
epilepsy, congestive asthma, &e.-

9 892t

~~~:~c~~~~~sfr~~nd nc:g~c;1\~~~i~~:'.ra~cj

lo illustrate the
philosophy of the 1~olhi8 operandi of
morb1ficandremed1alagcntsthrough
reflex action of the nervous system,
8
5
8
5

p. 590-502, 9 891! f>-h; p. 593, 9
89lk
feebly endowed with curative ''irtucs,

~·; s:.1sf:~¢ 98~~~ ~~;

p. 607,

A~~~sr:r~l~~o~~~~oduccd

~~dt;~;~ii~~~h~~~~l~~~c?i ~l:3;tr~~1 ~~
1

f: ~is~. ~~~=~,:s, ~,:~t1t~~£ o~!t APO~~·F.~~~· 9

891

1

ti.

~~~~~~§~ :~~~§~~;~
~~~~~~ ::~~~~~;,1§~
lyalterativc, p. 592-593, 9891!-k._

': p 371-384, Art1clc latltology of

~co:, itn b:i~;:~!itc;~~~c;~~~r:/~1~~ ~~~

&Oo1}~2,

9 990 d-i; p. 745-746, 9
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Aj~~~~~t;-~;:e~~~~~s ~~~~de.~~~07, 989~t Astri~fs~~t;~ ~~:,~'';~~n;u~~· 509,
a; p. 608-60!1, 9892f c.

in~;~~rir~0\'~j~~'.1~~~ ~i~sa d~1~;if~;sc~1~i~~

chicf,tb1d,and p.610-61 1,9892t

~~ ~~~:~e°ift~~~~~i~ 5~~~o~ul~·e:~200~pparent c!Tcct upon th e healthy body,

:l:~~~;~~~~~n1~1~!?re~!:ritd:~zcc~ ~~~
the rclat1onsofthe system to the ac1

~~s"e, ~~Jc,7~~~~~hi: ta t1~~~e:r ~~as~t~:

9 812;

p.550,9863]; p. 770-772,910181

th:i~ :buse

arises from the physical
doclrinesofthciropcrationandof

~~n~;~~~f:. a;d8~~ sc;~;!~d;rod~f~~:
H EMORR H AGE,Sl'ONTANEOUS;

1

SECRE-

1

th; ~;m~~%mE~~cREtT1 i~~· ~~t~cs~l!;cd,
572,9890d;

p . 590-5!)1,¢891~
1 1
11

p.
b-f.

~~~:~?~~;;~~~~a ~~~. fa~~~r~~~~n;:~~

in g from the effects of remedies upon
mony, bloodletting. cold- will often
arrest hemorrhages and other morthe healthy system to its morbid
states,p.607-608,9892ta,h. Also,
bid products more cflicicntlyanduscp. 63. 9 137 tl; p. 65,9143c; p . 67,
ful!y ,and prove the philosophy ofthe
9 149-151; p. 68, 9 152 h; p. 122,
operation of astringents up~n part_s
d1s~ant from the scat. of th~1r appli9 !MO; p. 4.65-466, 9 715; p. 482,
9744; p. 541-542, 9854 hh; p. 545,
cat1onthroughalterat1veact10nof thc
¢8fl9h;p.6 12, 9892!a; p.623,
rcflcxnc rvousinlluencc,1b1d.
¢892Sc.-KOTE Lp.1120.
notwocxactlyalikeinel'fccts,andrcitsaccidentalsuperioritytoCinchonain
quire discrimination, p.578, 9890p
Autumnal intermittent fc,·cr, while
of very limited uses, 9 890 q; but innot so in the Vernal, and why, p
flict great injuries in \'ari ous maladics,p.572-57G,9890d-n
608-609, 9892:1- c; p.597-598,9
892c.
AUTHORS, H.1GHTS OF,
when preferable to Cinchona, p. 609,
theAuthorrccurstothissubject(p.912)
9 892f d-g
for tl1e purpose of saying th a~ whenequ_ally_useful in intcrmitling inflammaC\'Crheisundc r o~li_gationstoot h crs,
t1on,mtcrm ittingheadaches, periodic
h eh~sexpresscd1t m th cTe~tofthc

~~d ~~u~~~~~r:~J~~1~~~~s9a~!!/c~.gp;

{[~~ ~~t~f;e 1~,w~ ~fW ~!~:.~~s r~'.::

611-612,¢892!/i,1.
its morbific effects in lherapcutica\
tloses,inmorbidstates of the body.
p . 608, 9 892t b.

tcm,atp. 283, 9452b; p .290-321,
9463-494; p.336-353,9514-524;
p.362,9530; but,inthcMcdica/and
Ph.ysiologica~ Commi:ntari~s, where
the Author IS constantly mtcrcstcd
with the labors and opinionsof amultitudc of writl'rs,hc has endeavored

AsT llM .~,

treatment of, p 337, 9 514; p 591, 9
891f /; p .~ 4 8,¢ 1058w.
.
1

1

3

0

11

cni~f;~~~c~0 a ~~s!~f:.~c~fi~g s1~~~~~~t1~·~

~fiedTc~ ;~~nut~~ 1~1~~if,~;t;c\c~~~~e~~

the Sou l, p. 886-887, 9 1077
AsTTil'.'>GEl'TS, hloous OrERAN"ot oF,
supposed lo act upon physical principlcs,p.570,¢.890a.
whencmploycd mtcrnallr,theyoperate

cf which there are nearly five thousand i n the first t wo volumes.-Non,;
X p. 1127.

1

~g~.~~l~~ij~~~~f.;~Ef.~~~~~;~i D~;.:~·:~~i;~E~:~~:~'~;~'~?:,~~:·';J
lions, p. 570-578, 9 890. Also,
REM EDIAL ACTION, Jh:-

Mcdicrnc,"and itsadvantagcs,p.800,
9 1035.

C1:~:E~,c~;~:8 ~~c~i:J'~~uir~Y~T::~~

th~;et~~~~:t~~.a~~.~1 1~.u~~~ ~;~~~ia~

H.EMEDrns,

ous PowER,lndcx/. and II.

103 1 b.

.bu~~~;fi~i~~;t~t~~~f~i~Jfi~:f::~~:~:; Il•~~1~f~,~~e,:e:::,l::.V:~::::: :•::::
applied to outward surfaces. some op-

m~~~lca~uc~t::~a:~~:n~r~~~;~s. cl3•scntcry, &c., p. 572-575,

9

800 d-k.

91032d.; p.804,¢ 1~39
1

1

1

pr~~~~=<l~1 J~~~~~~n ~~:; ,l~~7~~' f;i~;~~f
alleges the pro<luctLCll of sugar by the

987
Bernard,Cl.-continucd
liver, &c., and Author's opinion, p
783,9l03 la ;p.785--786,9J03!b ;
p.790,9103.2b;p. 793,91032d
BtLE-continued from b1dcx I. ,
noneofitsconstituentsdctected inthe
blood,p.783,9103lb
itsmorbidappcar:i.nces regarded in the
lightofsymptoms,p.452-455,9694
not rendered. "green" by calomcl and
acids in theli\•ingbody,p.454,9139.J..
itsproductionconsideredinconnection
with different cathartics, and as il-

!b~~~~~~c~~~i~c~:!~ra~}\'~lei1;~~~~~~
system, and the modification of the

~~~h~u~~fi~r~rc~c:1~Jt~~ ~1~h~1~:\~:~~

1

poweristheimmediatcrcmotccausc
of thcvariablephcnomcnarclativcto
thcsccretedproduct,p.366,9556b;
p. 554-556, 9872; p.563-56-1,9889
a;p.566 , 9889i ;p. 568-569,9889
111,11wt; p.668-669,9902,g; p.834,
9 1057l;p.854.,9106l;p.856--857,
9 1063 b; p. 859, 91064. Also, SECRETlON and E.xcRETION,lndex ll.
IlLisTERs. Sec CouNTER·IRRtT.1NTS, b i-

dall.
BL000-continuedfr)m/11clcx / .
analysis of, allowed by Chemistry to be
incapable of yielding any reliable resu.lts, p. 780-782, 9102~1030
nothing t~ be Jcar1_1ed from its analysis
as to d1sease,1b1d
circulationof,ascribedtooxygcngas,p
208,9383; p.8 18-819,91054-contra<licted by circulation of in Plants,
p.820-823,9 1054-1055
nothing can ~akehealthybloodbutthc
healthy action of thesoli<ls, p. 192, 9
354;p.535-539,9847--S-l-8
occupies from one to two t~inutcs in
gom~ the round of the circulation,
p. 672, 9 90 1 b; p. 863, 9 1066 b
BLOODLETTING,GENERAL--<:Ontinue<lfrom

Jndexl.SceLossoFD Loon, I ndexll.
varied fromeffectsofLeeching,p.698702, 9929-938.
considcre<lunderfivestages,p.698-702
l st,carlicstimpressionisexcrtcdupon
allthebloo<lvcssels, p.6!'l8,9!}30;
p. 711, 9 953.
2d, the vessels undergo a vital contraction, p. 698, 9 93 1 ; p. 711, 9
053
3

d~:rosn,~~f1t~~1~ ~l~~f1~~ei~ Jc;;:fo;~:;

reflexnervousinfluence,whichincreases in an incrcasing ratio thc
contraction ofthc lalter,p.698,9
932;p.703,Q940.
4th,thchcartbccomcsaffectcdbythc
same reflex: action of the ucrvous
system which is excited by the

988
1
Dlo~~c~~;fl~:n~1~~f;~ ~~01~~~~~~~· congcs· Dloo~~ct~n;;i1~~ra~~~~:~!.~n~~dinflucncc
cxcrtcduponthcsanguifcro~ssystcm,

tion,p.485-486,9750; p.488,9766
b; p.505,9801; p.700,9935d; p.

and more so in inflamm:i.tlon

0

6

7

1 1

9

the lattcr,p.508,9806; p.732-734,
9973-975; p.735,9977; p.736,9

mcansassubstitutcs,p.372,9569e;
p.396,962la;p.544,9857;p.558,

979,980.

9878;p.579,9890!a;p.584,9
891 e; p.602-604,98921-/; p.638,
9SfJ2i/; p.715-722,9 059-960; p
751-752, 9999e; p 75.1,9 1002/;
p. 756-757,9 1005/J-:;; p. 759-760,
9 1005j,k; p. 760, 9 I005l·; p. 763766, 9 1006 c-1008; p. 857-861, 9
JOG3-IOG5d; Q892d-k; p.872,P.S
philosophyof itsopcrationsubor<l ina:c
toothcrconsidcrations,p.69 1,9907.
illustrate.s the modus operand i of other
rcmc<l1cs, p. 691, 9 908.
cffcctsof,uponthcblood,p.710,9952

its~!:~~~~;y~;!1;:~:~~1~~,=~~~!t::~~

hcnceisitthat1njlammalionoft11ebrain
generally requires a greater loss of
blood thanothcrparts,p.508,9 806;
p.696, 9 925c; P- 733-73G,9974b979; p. 748-749,9 992; p. 774-776,
9 J024a-{(; p.872,Q IOGS d; p.82-1828,91056; p.847,9_105Sq.
bornctoagreatcxtcntm/1ydrophobla,
onaccountofthcabovcncrvousinflucncc, p. 734, ~ 976 a:
often imperfectly borne m mania and
ddmu1nlumu1s, p. 734, 9976.

in

7~~=+3r.- % 9 6-l~!)~iO J~. 7~~~lii~,

ru~s ~!~ io be obscr\'Cd, p. 713, 9 955 d;
1

p.715,9959; p.720,99GOa; p.728,

in

rnrnf•n£}}~~3f.fa!~~;:i i
b; p. 749,9992d; p. 750, 9 995; p.
757-760,91005h-k; p.770,91017c;
p.846,9 I058o;p.870,91068c.

p.430-433,9675; p.44-4-445,9 688

c, cc; p. 700-701, 9 935 e-938; p
70·l,99l3-944;p.709-711,995Ic
13
99 6
p9
;
990;p.756-759,9 1005a-/t;p.765766,9!007b-d.
ofits proper extent, p. 711-715, 9 953959
generalrulestobeobservc<l,p.711714, 9 954-958; P- 748-753, 99921001; p.756,91004d; p.766-777,

or the

~;~;ni1~ ~~1 ~ ~!r~:~i~rc:;;~nJ ~~~:~ l~~;

obfc~~i:i~s ' to~ !~~;~~t~ci !~;1~ !t~1:~

in

0°t!1 ~~~~t~~~il~~T~l~s:~.1ffus01 ln~~I~~~~:

p.741-747,9990-990;
indyscnlcry.an<lanoppositcpractice,
p.573,9890; p.575,9890h; p. 747,
999lb; p.842,91058/-XornGc.
incrysipelas,p.759-760,91005j.
inpurpuralicmorrhagfra,p.754,910C2
d,t.-lnCroup,9576e,964,d.
in ~~;~~~o3n,~c;~~7~~1~ _!;~i;c
0

fe:_cr,

why its effects are modified by venous

~t~~:\:J~~li~;:~fiy~~:~ '~'E~.;~i~JI~~.~}~!I~{f?{~;~
0

735, 9976b-977; p.741-745,9990

soon borne in ample amount, an<l

·Y~~;~~ri:I~~~;;~~~fIi:;~ ~ ~~~~~~I~r~~~~;~~~~~~){~
fulaltcrativccflect of reflex nervous

~~~ui~r~.c,

p. 70,& , 9 943 b; p. 709, 9

P'~:;~'~'.~:~~l~J~::~:,~~m'.~~::~~:~<l::
p. 715-721, 9 960; p. 860, 9 106511.
causes of objections to,p.722,9960/;
p. 729, 9 967; p. 752, 9 1000, 1001.
general bloo<llctting the proper method

~~;.~~:,c~'~;,t;~~~~t\~";2~ ~n~~;~:

96G; p. 736, 9 979, 980.
ils tolcrancc promotcd in inflammations

why,p.729,9966.

wc~~a~~:t~~ 1 ~nr::1:~~\~~~;~~t~~~no~:1:~

.rnr:~;~~~~~~~";; ~; ~g=m:

its <lcpressmg effects lf! cong_csti,·e
fc,·ers,atthi:firs~ blee<lmg,owmgto
the dep~ess1ng influence of reflex
ner\'o~srnflucnccpropagate<lo,·crlhc

~~?if;:•~c~~t~;rn~~~ 9~~·:~; a~r~,~~~

726,9 96 1 t:t-e; p. 729-730, 9 967969. Also,p. 4'14-445,968Sd-cc.
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Dloo<llcttinu Gencral-cont111ucd

fot~!·.;~u~~!,~~~~t~o~~.'~'.si;~~~·~~~c:,ot

in yellow fever, p. 7'n-74S, 9 99 1 b-992
a, c; p.749-750,9903-994; p.751,
9999; p.753-754,Q I002a-c;p
869, 9 106Sb.

inff~~~~~er, p. 754, 91002 d;

in jml fcr:er, p. 754,
tndfcvers,1b1d.

p. 755,

9 1002 /-and pu-

in ;'.it~~'.nt~:~Jb,~~; Pp. 64324~ ~3~6i 1~
p.430-433,¢675;p.553,QS70aa;
p.570,QSS9n; p.597-508,Q802c;
P· GOO, 9 892 il; p. 605-GOG, 9 892
m-p; p. 608-610, 9 892t c, d; p
737-739, 9 983-985; p.740,9989;
p. 75+...755, 9 1003; p. 756-757, 9

~.!~<l:u"c~o~<l~~n.fd55~2m:~1ci,.f,2cOd~~.:u:b,;"cl•.

i,·"n
p
..
..
.. .. ...
,....
765-766,91007b-d
in simple continued fc"Ocrs, p. 491-495,
9762 b-768a; p. 736, 9981
in the cold stage of fever, anJ.how it
operates, p. 739-740, 9 986-988
Also,p.430-433, 9 675; p.s.18-550,
9 863 d.
most useful, in fcvcrsattcn<led by rcac·
tion,justasthesubsidcnceofthe
hot stage begins, and why, p. 430433,9675;p.5'17-549,9863d;p
570,988911; p.739-740,9887-889
in Infancy, p. 767-768, 9 1009-1013.
1
7
:1imate or season in anycountr:r or at
anycpoch,andwhatHippocratcsdc·

~"S~~ ~;e~o~·t:0~~~~ ?~3u!~~:-~~

~~~~b~sis:~:e~c;:c~~l~~~t~~i~sl3bs r.
0

1006a.; p.868-870, 9 !068 a,b

Illoodletting, Gcncral-t.onti11ued

~i~i~I~ T~;-~l:s may be a remedy, p

"morbid irritation and excessive rcaction from lossofblood,'' p. 772-776,
¢ 1020-I02G-thc lattermisapprchcmlcd,whichis oficn<lcpcndcnton

t.n·,a~n~>'p~,~\,~~o'rl,i:~,'oo~~-; ~:~.;c~-•gna~~~r;!~~ j
..

1

..

'I
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itsadvantagcsandsafctydcnotcdby

~~~1'~J;,c~~d !1~:~~~1~~~~~~tu;i;:

QB05;p.5·16-551,QS62-SG3; r
572-575, 9 890J,....g; p. 641-642, 9
snz.i i; p. 770-_7'.2, 9 1018-_101~.
cxpcricncc.andopm1011so f distmgmsh·
cd Physicians, ;rncicnt and modern,
as to bloo<llcttin~ in inflammatory.

;:~~;~~:e~ ;~;~l~;~'.lc

diseases, p
a<lmissionsofemincntPhysiciansasto
thcirneglcctofthcrcrncdy,p.756761, 9 1005 a-k-contrasted with the
abuse or other remedies, p. 372, 9
569 c; p. 395, 9621 a; p. 572-576,
9 890 c-11; p.579,Q890fa; p.68 1,
9 890~ f; p. 584, 9 891 c; p. 590591, 9 89lt a.-f; p. 603-60,1, 9 892
k; p. 637-639, 9 892-'t c,f; p. 715,
718,99GO;p.763-766,Ql00Gc1007; p. 85G-861,9 l063-1065
thchcadandshouldcrsofthcpaticnt,
ifpossiblc,shoul<lbealwaysclc'·atcd
during the opcr:ition, as one of the

~:fc~;:~}\~~~cr~;~c~~~. ~~~<lu~~it~~; .~~;

be risk without this prcc:rnt1011, p
705,9945; p.758,91005/t; p.872,

cfl!c:~~~. ~iffcrcnt in General Bloo<llet·
ting.Cupping,an<lLecching, p.691,
1

lar~;~i~~~1~:c1:e~~::~::~~Jio:~f;~~~f~~~ cff~~~9~63:~i1 ~~~~9:~;~ ~~ :~Hl~~il:
p.747-759,9891-1005; p.765-766,

t ~~07-1008;

p.

870-87~,

9 1068

Also,LEECUING, fodczll.

cff;~~~ ~~;;. m~~!~e,8h:<lr!~N~~f,~~ffjf"

w:~nd;:~:~'.:i~:~·~~;c~'~:·l~l:~· t!~~~ Bc:t.~~~~;~~!:n~;:.•;l~~r1i,~:1~~:
p. 713, 9 955 c; p. 714, 9 957; p.
729, 9 !)68; p. 749, 9 !)92 d; p 750,
9 997; p. 751, 9 999; p. 870-872,
Q 1068c,d.
rcpcatcdandsmallabstractionsofblood,
where free bloodletting is ncecssary,

TION OF D1.oon, lndczll.
Mt~ncu10,1.1. P1LL-continuc<l from
Index l.,
.
.
its uses, and analogies with Calomcl,
p.840,Q 1058c; p.848,Ql058s,v;
p.850,91059.

BLUE

~~g;!~~~!i-:~· :~~'!7~~7j:i: D·~ff~:~:~~E~~~.~;rr:;~~·~;~?~~i.~;

wl~eu~ce~~~!~~~~~~~ ::1Ji~!fii, ~~ g~~:

9 927 b; p. 708,9 950; p. 733,9
974 b; p.773-77•1,910~3a,b-for

l~~~-~~j/t ~~jY I~~ r~;~:~~1onhytl~~~~g~~

which t!m.1 rr<luctton
824-828,Q 1056.

IS

effected, p

990
DR.UN, INFL.UDIATION 01",

lrcatmentof,p.507-508,9806; p.651,
7 3 3
69 9

C.
0

g~~ !~9~9 ; ~;. 1~~~ h~2 f, ;: ~'. c. .~o :~~<l~rcd

774-776, ¢ 1024 a-g; p. 824-8~8, ¢
1056; p. 847, 9 1058 q; p. 872, ¢
1068 d.
dc~·clops a p~wcrfull,r exciting ncn·ous
mOucnce ma direct manner, and

as an allcrativc in all its
doses, p. 83S-850, ¢ !058-1059
its effects, where most strongly pronounccd, p. 839, ¢ 1058 b-and its
extensive sway, p. 8~9-84-0, ¢ 1058 b
-powcrfultyaltcratnc,p.564,¢889

:~o~ a~~~~a~~~h~ Jc;~~:; i~i;~11~;~~~1 :;

m~~t t·es;;~std~?~J fn

tr.~~Ht~:;;~~::~~i: ~I\~~:~;'.:i~J~

: :1 ~~::~;: ,::~:;::;:·0 pdo:::.-ps:~

1

1

1

9

oflossofblood,butwh1ch1scommon
1

508, ¢ 806; p. 732-734, ¢ 973-975;
p. 735, 9 977; 'p.736, 9 979,980-

connexion with
other remedies, p. 841,¢ JOfiS e.
0

544, 9 857; p.840, 9 1058 rl; p. 850,
91059; p.576,98UOl.

::~!~.~\;.i!::;.:~~1!~::J"~~f:z; ,';5;~,~:
~:i:~~~,;;,::~s;f~~(:~~:~Idi~
688
p.
inflammations,

4~5, 9
0

tc-and

~~ ~!-:~ ~:daf: ~ht! ~;1~~~! :~~1~~~~
1

1

1

the blood und_ergoes, 9 485, 500 m,
698 d--ee-wh1lc, also, the influence
is so variou~ly dclermincd as to occasio1.1intcrm1ssionofthchcart'saction,
var~ous inc,ualitics in action of the
!ad1al artcrics,p.512, 9390 b--:-an<l

~~:;~~:!~£!~!~~'~!~~:~f,~,~JJ1~~;
~~~::'. '!~~~.~7£E~i{:~;:~;.~;
TIONS, l11du II.

DRArn·, Vt:Nous CONGESTION ot·,

incholera111/antum,J?.841,91~58d-

~~ 8"/;~!~~~ 1~~j~~nfa~c~;,i~~~i~:

9 1058 g-m scarlet /cr:cr, p. 843, 9
1058 Ii-in measles and small-pox,
p. SH, 9 1058 t-in ~hooping-cough,
p.844,91058k-in1m1_11d1ce,p.844845, 9 1058. l-in erysipelas, p. 845,
91058111-rnacutcrl1cumat1sm,and

~'.,~~~~Fi·b:: 4E-11~5~~0~~£
~1E~{ ~:~~~. '.:~:£1k:~!~:'.

p. 847, 9 1058 s-m 111jlammal1on of
eyes, p. 848, 9 1058 t-in apoplexy,

treatment of,_proceeds u pon the san:ie
planasformflammalionofthcbra111

p.848,91058u-inr.p1/cpsy,p.848,
9105Sv---inasllima,p.848,91058to

:~!tifl~st'. 5a;~~~~~t\~,;,c~~~~ :t bco;;~~r~~

!. i4 ~i1o;, fS~~~~~J>.96~;~ ~~~ t'.

ti ssues, p. 61-63, 9 133 b-I37c; p
6<1,9140; p.67, 9149- 151; p.&03505, 9 794-801; p. 507-508, 9806;
p.509-511,9811-815; p 724-730,
9961-969; p.733-734,9974c-975a.

morb1fic causes upon p_arls beyond
their dirccl scat of action through
a\terath·e effects of reflex nervous
influence,p. 6-IG-652,9 893 c-m;
p. 679-681, 9905 a. Also, REFLEX

obscn·ationsuponthciris, p.806,9 1042.

the stonl'hchmay subscqLcntlylcc(')mc

J~~Iiiiii "',;1~:;;~~
1

1 9

1

r~~~~i~~?':~~:~~:~~~:.:~:~~7:~ii: lh:::;.~~r:.;~~~:::~i~~:i2:~~:f;;:;~

n~~i~~f~~f:1~~~sJ~~o~!F !~t~~~ in l'.i~[~;;J~!?f;~~~f2;~;~~~~~;
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C:intbaridcs-co11t111ucd

~i~~~s;~1~ ~:~~J~~: s~~:~~~~~:~~~~na~j
1

by the vcsical inflammation-shows
how many morbific causes, such as
miasmata, cold, &c, may exert all
theirdircstcffcctsuponthcskinand
mucous tissue without deranging
thoseorgans,butthatthcimprcssion
mayJe,·elopamorbificrcOcxaction

~~t~hdi~~:~·:r,~ ~i1~~~ ~:~~~~ ~:~~~:!;
1

thcncal\intoactionarcllcxinflucncc
that will light up disease in the skin,
or mucous tissue, or other partsth.u~, also, show ing how mercury '.1-d 4
mm1stcrcd Uy the stomach, orapplwd

~~:~~a~r~~~~i~, ':~~·~~~~~:~c::lf!~~,r~~~
gl~nds,

C.1TH.\RTICs-conlinucd from Tuder I,

thd\:;~~: !;~i~~df;~1~bii:~i1:N:~t~~~fi~
1

alimentary mucous tissue, by which
thC'rcflcxactionofthencrvoussystcm
isbroughtintoaltcrati1'ecffcctupon
morbid parts, and according.to the
nature anddoscofthecathartic, and
invoh'c, also, continuous sympathy,
p 101-102,QZOI-203; p.107-llO,

~z~: ~~ 9 8:r!bo ~~· ~- ~~~~ ;9 1~1342 /;
1
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p.563-567,9889'a-k;p.661-663,
9 894-896; p. 835-8ifl, 9 1057~1058; p. 851-859, 9 IOG0-106<1
Also, N~:nvous PowEn, lndcz I. a.11d
II; Svm•ATHY, SENSATION, SENS!·

~,~:;~~~~~:~f~;~~;~}~.~1;~;~s~~°::

and, Uy the same inducth·c

no two alike in cffccts,p 564, 9 889 c.

reflex ncr\'OUS influence, establish
salutary pathological changes in dis·
cased parts remotely situated, and

630tl; p. 417, 9 650; p. 418-420, 9
652c-653d; p.424-425,¢662-663;
p. 545,9860; p. 547-550,9863d;
~· 1~~~~8 ~~ 9 1058 a-J, p. 851-862,
each modifies the nervous influence in
a way peculiar to its own virtues, and

f!ir:~;tt~:h:i~~,:=t~;~~~~~:1~~: 1~~

;}1 ~h:t~~~1:1~i~crs~~1~1 .a~y ;;,t~~ 2uJ'~';

p. 63, 9 137d; p. 65, 9 143 a-c; p
66-67,9148-151; p. I0!-102,9201-

i~~,'9P5
~i~~~3;\~ g~~=;~~.; l5 ~~~~
N'o.13;p351-352,¢521c;p.367-

30S.¢55Sa; p 416-417, 9649c;
p. 421-423, 9657-659. 660; p. 426,
9 666; p. 4::!9-430. 9671-d; p. 465,
9 714; p 522-523, 9827 b,c; p 539,
Q S-IB; p. 862-864, 910G6
demonstrate, like Arsenic, Tartarized
Antimony, IoJine, &c., the modus
operandi of remedial and morbific

~f.~~~ extl~:r~~~s a1~~r:1~:v:n~ \~1~c~:1~
8

1

lacyofthedoctrineofabsorption.,and
how remedies operate by that medium
through increased susceptibility of
parts morbid!!' a1Tccted, and accord-

r~:~~:: f t:~l.4r~ b ~~~ ~~;ifi
1

63

1 5

~,',~.~,·:,."nt~ol',tJl~~.Y,.•"~~.~h~t_Fu·~,:h;o~';'~~l;f;a·~'g'~'',~.'

11

. . . . . . ,,.

•

J.l!cd1ca and Tl1trapcul1cs, p 564, 9
889c; p 838-843,9 l058a-J. Also,
N°ER\'OUS PowER, l11dcz I and II.;
Ai.n:RATIVES, lhrne:nuL AcT10~, /11dcxll

may protluce their curati,·e effects withoutpurging,p 564,9889b
the evacuations the least important ol

:~~t :~~fl~;t rr~:t:t~:~l :r ~~;;:l~~~rit::i

mucous tissue which is required to
establish a powerful development of
reflex ncn·ous influence, p 56cl-565,
9889b-/

~'~~st\~utf:~u!~~~j~~c;es:nantS~ ~a~~~~ th~ t~cJ~~I tbjccts contemp!atcd, p
prove rc~1cdia l or m~rbific according
special relation of alimentary canal to
to their JUSt application, and upon a
nervous system goes to corroborate
common principle-by the failure of·
theA11thor'sdoctrincofopcrationof

10

~~~er:e;1ic:~i;fn pI~st~~ ~~ca~~f~t s~~~~

6

~~;~c~~tli~~~i~~1 1~~r~1i~~cv~~:n:~;~~~~~!1

~~~:t~1;~£ it~1~a!1~~~;;~;v!1P:uitot~~~ rc~i~E~;u~;ti:r:~~~~:~~:! t!1;0~;:~.~~1~

~:~~n~:s!::~sir°,~o~vi~~l~g:;~~tcJ, ~~~

will exert no such effects when ad·
ministcred internally excepting upon

~;~~.ad~[;.,~·~~~;'. ~;:~~dmg " 1""

g~:.~~~· 01~~e t'~~"o1~:~:s~n, Index II.

system upon the muscular coat of intcstinc,which exemplifies thccssrntialphilosophyofthcirrerncdialand

;

r~r1~}; '~~~;;~Jt~: r:·~:£~:~. 1
9 516 d, No. 13; p. 36J, Q

3·17-318,
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Causes, Morbific-conti11utd .
Causes, Morbific-continutd.
TION, lndex II.; NEK''OU» PowER,
fluenccsthatrc11ultinparticularform~
Index 1. andll.; SYMPATHY, SENS!ofdiscasc,and so of remedies, p. 27,
nIL1TY,V1T.\LPuoPEKT1Es, I11dez l
9 52; p. 400, 9 630 d; p. 417--420,
all such as areofamiasmaticnaturc,
9G50-G53; p.423--425,9659-663 ,
andcoldandanalogouscauscs,donot
p.5·15, 9SGO;p.5-17-550,9863d
inducediscaseinpart swhicharcthc
one, generally the most important, and

~!r~~tr:sc~/;c~~c~ra~~:~ ~\~~f1! ~~~~~~
8
~~:ir ai~~:~· s~~t ~rb~~i~~n~~ r~li~~
0

1

r:;::~ o~"J[s~~~!~~ i~~~~1~~:~1Xt gd,:~~
;~~%~~~~~~r;~~~~~if~;e~;o~~ ~:~:~f[i
11

inf!ucncespropagatcdbyt hcprimary
<lerangcments,p.59,9129h; p.63,
9l37d;p.65,9143a-c;p.66-67,

11

agcnts,&c.,p.4IB,9652b; p.419420,9653; p.423,9G59; p.545,9
860.
sincc,thcrcfore,thcsamecauseisalways
necessary to the pro<luction of any
specific form of disease, and there is

9148-151; p. 332-33.1,9 502-506;
p. 339-340, 9514g, h; p. 347-3,18,
9 516 d, No. 13; p. 351-352. Q 524
67
8
1

i ;6t9~ ; ~~~ ci19-!g~. ~; 6t7~i~O~ ~'.

~~1i~~1'~~n~1 1~ :~:d bb~\:f1c~~ t~~~u~~~~:
1 1

426,9666; p.429-430,'}674d; p.
465,9714; p. 522-523,9827b,c; p.

generate yellow fc\•er, plague, &c.,
and the morbid productsoflivingor-

th~;9i~p~!:s;io~· ~: ~~!· !i1t~~6 upon
2

~is:~:;~o~i1!~id'i~t~~~~:l;i!~:t; t~~~~

sympathetic sensibility or irritability
through the medium of t!1cir direct
scat of action, when, in either case.
thcmorbificinfluenccsarepropagated
to other parts by an alterative inllucnce of reflex action ofncrvous systern which is also true of remedial

for the samcreason,small-pox,mea•
sics, and scarlet fc\·cr can ne\·cr be
propagatedbutbycontagion,howe\'cr
thebodymaybcpre<lispose<lbyothcr
cat~scs to th~ m~re ready and profound
achonofthc1rv1rus,p.419-420,9653
Also, SEU"-LUllTl::D DISEASES, lndtz

ip3.;_;s:0-!~_}s~-~.~;4: 5~0-40~5~01~b.~ p:.~.-~082~-j8g7·:, opf~:~c~~~~~~~i~n1:/~:r1::~~11 ~=t~~;
7

II

.,

., ., v

maybc<li\'crtcdfromthcirnaturalcontlition. Sec STRUCTURE, an<l Rur;01u,rt/trenc.tsundcrthisclausc,Jndtx Il.
manifcstthcireffcctsatinten'alscorrcspom.ling more or less with their naturc,p.420-423,9654-659; p.426,
9 666.a; P: 631-632, 9 892.f b, t.
the pre<l1spos111g, often obscure, p. 423,
9659
there may be a long series of prcdis-

•t-

9 455-459; p. 323-362, 9 499-530;

P· 415-417, 9 649 a-<; p 421-423,
¢657-658; p. 6GI-663,'}89lb-896;
p. 665-670, 9892a~m; p. 679-681,
9 905a; p. 520, 9 826c; p. 849, 9
1059; p. 930, 91088. lh:F LE:<A C·
no:-.-orNr:nvousSYSTEM,i11dex//.;
Nr:a.vous PowER, /11dcz /. a11d JI.
influenced by special endowments of
different tissues an<l parts of tissues,

~:;~~i~s~~i!~~~~:~~Fs~~~P~:yl~~Pi~~~rl

po.e the boJy to be acto<l

upon

~sinf! ea~scs, cad~ one pro\cssi~e~·

k~~~il~.'.~~1:~f !~~~~;:1:~~,i

by

~iEer:~;~~~l~~:d~~~~~~~~:1. l:~c~:l:t~~~

~~~~sli~~ b.r:1;0~!.1~2i,11~t;;i;s,:·4~56~

wouldbeinoffcnsi\'e,andyctnotunfrcc1uent!yad<l to the violence of the
Jisease, as wilnessed in epidemic
measles, and other cpidcinics,p.59,
9 129 II., t; p. 61-73, 9 133-163; p.
366-367,9556a-tl;p3r.!-397,9
573-625; p.399,9628,630; p.415416, 9 649 a-c; p. 418, 9 851 b; p
423-425, 9 659--663; p. 428, 9 G71;
p.503-512,9795-817; p.524,9827
e.G89/.9Gla970c.

966G.
the effects ofmorhific causes, physical
and mental, like those ofa remedial
nature,owingtothcmutabilityofthc
properties of life, p. 87, 9 177-182;
p.120-122,9237-240;p.414,9G42
b; p. 5.12, 9 SM c, d. Also, V1TAL
PRoP•:RTu:s,/11dtx I
hereditary predisposition equh·alent to
remotepredisposingcauses,p.424,9
6Gl;p.560-561,9886

oflm!·,:f;:~:;:.~;~di,\~~f~e;~ci;~;~: on~:~~r~~":.~?!,:;i:~~~~::;~};~:~~J
Rn•
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Causes, .Morbific- continucd.
causcwhenthc latlcrarcprcdisposeJ
by other causes, or may be both togcthcr,an.d1~oreorlcss_accordingto

~~~isfi~~~il~~n~~eJif~~~~~1;frt!~:ndi~~

Index 1.),
differs i_n organization in each species
ofammals•and plants, as shown by
microscopc,p.812-814,91051

CELL, PRiltORDl.\L, (Sec CKLLS,

wa~11t~1.1i ;1~~~~. organic

beings, p. 813-

its <listurbing mlluencc of that reflex
shown to be railically difiCrent in :miactionofthencrvoussystemby.which
ma!s and plants by the difference in
allpartsareconstanllymaintamedin
thcmcansofthcirsubsistencc,p. 15,
harmoniousrclationtoeachothcr,and
911; p.I35-I38,9298-303t; p.815,
inoncunivcrsalconccrtcdaction ;and,
91052. Also,p.44-, ¢72..
as diseases thus spring up, one after CEREDRo-SrrnAL SYSTEM. Sec Index/.,
another, through the natural and forand NERvous SYSTEM, I ndex 11~
cvcropcratinglawofrcflcx nervous C1U':)llCAL PHYSIOLOGisTs-continucd
from I ndex / .,
action, theyreactuponandmntually

:~;:~~~!~1=~~!~1~t~::;t~~~~i~ft~1~r~~f~~

th~~:d~~lt~;~~~a~~~t~~i~~~.st~~~ic;~r~~~:

ous influence, a blow may be simultancously struck at the whol~ by a
single re.mcdy, as by bloodl.eltmg or
acathart1c,p. 59, 9 129 h,1; p. 6168,9I33-l52;p.75,QIG5b;p.89,
9IS8a;p.JOl-102,9201-203;p
95, 9 189; p. 107-122, Q 226--240;
p.282,945 1 e,f; p.284-286,¢455456; p.323-36l,Q499-529; p.415,Q
6'17;p.422,Q660;p424-425,9662;
p.428,¢673; p.450,9489/; p.465467. 9714-719; p. 483, 9746c; p
497,Q779;p.506,9803,804;p.508
-512,9807-817; p.561 , 9886,887;
p.592, 989Iik; p. 661-663,9894897; p. 665-670,99021t-11i; p.679681 ,9905a; p. 703-709, 9 940-951

sions or Nature demonstrate the absence of all rclati~nship of Organic
Chemistry to ~hys1ology, Pathology,
and Thcrapeut1cs,p.2,9lh; p.6-14,
Q#-6;p.l9,9I8e;p.24,Q42;
p.30-32,¢57-59 ;p.33,960;p.
38-40, 9 64e-k; p. 43, 9 67; p. 86,
9 l75d; p. 95-96, 9 I89h; p. 132133,¢289-292; p.139,9303t;p.
149,9338-339a; p.152--155,9345
-349; p.156-173, 9 350, the parallel
columns; p. 174--191, 9350t-350.l-;
p.I96-203,Q360-376i; p.234-236,
9 433-•t.36; p. 237-261, 9 437 g445tl; p.274---279,94471-448; p.
482, 9 744; p. 484-489, 9 747-756;
p. 514-540, 9 819-851: p. 690-691,

stiri~~~~~~~r~~~~~~o~ndit~:~:~i;,~~;c~~~~

~o~~~-~. ~J4~79~~ 9-~~i3 9&2~~:4-

though mod1fied by the naturc ofeach
eause,p.480,9743;p.487-489,9

1

9

Also, ORGANIC C11£lHSTRY, l11dcz: I. ·
antlI!.

~~~~. ~· :~;,1~~'; 9/~~3~890 ~:Fi ;5~~ C1my1 ~;e:v'r.,MEDICAL- co~tinued from

708,9950; p.733,9974b; p.773775,¢ 1024; p.829,9 l057a
their modus operandi, and of i:emedla.l
agents, through. reflex action of the
nervous system, illustrated by a Seton,
p.679-68l,9905a.
.
.
maycxtinguishthesusccpt1bilitytothe1r
action,p.364-366,9544-556;p.425,
9 664-. Also, Su.LL-rox, Index II.

continues to offer its testimony in bchalfofrationalmedicine,p.779-782,
9 1028-1030. Also, p. 433-434-, 9
67~ b; p. 762, 9 1006 a.
why mc.apablc of yielding any li~ht to
the different branches of Medicine,
p. 8,95; p.157, ¢350, 111ottoes, h,
1,k;p.191,¢35l;p.202-203,9
376~; p. 207, 9 376f b; p. 798, 9

ma~:~~:~~;~~::?~~~l ~~~~~.po~v::. wlt~r~o~J~~re~:~. ~. ~e~~ni J~~r¢

thepredisposing,importanttobcknown,
376!-; p. 781, 9 1029.
p.424-425,¢662; p.487-488,¢756; CIULDllOOD,
p.509,QSll; p.5I0,98l3b; p.545,
extends from the age of two a~d a. half
9859b; p.560-561,¢886.
tofiftecnorscventeenyearsmmales,

doti~~~ ~~~;i1~e~fc~~ a~~ ,:1~:. ~~~9t

0

9 615, 616 ; p. 397, 9623-625 ; p. 415,
5

P'~N:!;;~:i~
~t;~~~~~",~';;:·,~;.~~'~
JI.
Iudcz:

CACSCE~tc:~~~~~:!~~·JI~cc

PATllOLOGI-

~ • ~i~~~l~~~ ~~i~;.c;J~;~~o~~~~:i°~~J

11

m.enta~ charactcnsti.cs, 9 577 b-wlnch

~:~~~~:\~~i1~:~:~~:~~:,:~~~~~,~~
9
results fromreme<lies,

C11L~~~;Tol~=: l~c~:~oil.

OF

577d

See ANJES-

CinchonaanditsA!kaloids-co11/111ucd.
CnoRE..1.,
su~stilution ?fmorc favor~blcpalhotrcatmcntof,p.500,Q S9Itb,d; p.S•l-8,
logical conditions acconlmg to the
91058 e. Also, ANTISP..1.s:.iov1cs, Jnnaturcofthcremedy,p.597 ,QS92 c.
dcxll.
Also, p. 69, 9 149- 151 ; p 87, Q177C1Nc1101u .1ND ITS ALtaLom.s,
182; p. 107-110. Q 227-232; p '1-26,
introduction intopracticc,p.593-595,Q
7G;p473
Q666;p.430:..433,QG75-6
892a
p. 542, 985-lc-e; p.
-474,Q733c;
"irspecific
called
arc
exemplify what
p.547-550,9863d; p
545,9860;
oft.cnmanifcstc<l
arc
which
tucs,but
661-670, 989·1--902; p.70·1.Q913b
only when preceded by other rcme·
-944a; p. 707,Q!J47; QS92b,892!
dies that may be more curati\•c, or
v, 951 c. REMEDIAL ACTION, subdi·
will be morbific without the latter;

~~~~ta~hfc~r~F~~~fi~i~·:J:~S,:~~ ~~~i~o r~
0

mer will transcend the latter if the
pathological conditions be not brought

~~l~~r~!~~:.:!~~,~~:~~~c~f~i:~~i

the cold dash are i;pecifics for poisoning by opium, p 595-596, 9 8!)2 aa.
Also, p. 67, 9 149- 151; p. 422-425,
9 662 a,;; p. 430-433, 9 675; p
503-511, 9 807-SIG; p. f>.17-550, 9
863d;p.553-556,Q870 aa-872a;
p. 571-572, 9 890 b; p. 581, 9 890!
d; p. 596-598, 9 892 b, c; p. 605607,9892m-r; p. 737-738, 9984
a great practical error to suppose that
Cinchona cures intcrmittcnts by its
tonic virtue, since it will aggra\•ate
allotherfc\'crs,at lcastinthcirearly
stagcs,andall inflammationsan<lcongc11tionsthatarcnot the consequence
ofthesamccausesthatprod uce intermittents, p. 553, 98i0aa; p. 605607,9892m-r; p.G08-609,QS92lc.
exemplify, with other things, the importance of ascertaining the remote
prc<lisposingcauscofdisca sc,p.417'1-IS,QMS-551a;p.424-42 5,¢662ac. Also, C,i.uSEs, MORDIFIC, l11dcx II.
their modus operandi not obscure, as
reputed, but through remote sympathy or alterative influence of reflex
actionofncn·oussystem,p. 596-597,
9892 d; p.676-G79, Q 901 c, d-il·
Jui:;tratecl by the modus operandi,
through remotcsympa~hy,ofth ccol.d
clashantlcoffceasant1dot csforpo1sonin~ by opium, p. 333, 9 514 d; p.
692-593, 9 S91t k; p. 737-738, 9
981 b. Also, Sn11>..1.T11v, Si::NSIBIL·
tT\•, SENSATION, NeRvous PowER,
Index[. NERVOUS PowER, REF!.EX
ACTION' OF NERVOUS SvsTEM, llt::llEDIAL ACTION, Index II.
onlyoncofavast,·arictyo fmcansthat
willarrCstintcrmittcntfe,•e r,ancl<lc·

tw~i%~~h~~~N;f~r!::;~~~;:, {;;~c:1:J:

crate and excessive one regarding

1~: :~h~Ji~r~t;~~ I~:: j~~t~~J :~~;
results considered, p.

506~04, 9 892

Cu~ct~~~o~~ ~1!>. ~~~~'~g~n~:~~~d

turc, as well, also, J\lcntal Emo\1ons

from Index I. Sec V1::1Ns, lNdex Ji.
a right estimate of the powers which
C'\,rryon the circulation important in
philosophical and practical medicine,
p.20S,93S2; p.2 14-215,9393-396
-p_rc\'ailin~ errors in r('gard to it
prol1ficofcnl 1 p.:.?08,Q383; p.215,
939t
Author assigns s_evcn clements, which
concur harmomouslytogcthcr, p. 209,
9 384; p. 93·1. Q 1090.
Authorshowsancxquisitcv italconscnt
of action of,·cins with the arteries
through reflex influence of ccrcbrospinal and ganglionic systems, "not
less so than theiriswiththcrctina''
-cxcludingthcmcchanical< loctrinc,
p.210,Q 389; p 215,9 39·1,395; p
216,9399; p.2BG.9456a,b; p.3·10,
9 514 k; p. 827,§ 105G,p.503,§79·L
venous circulation determined princi·
pally by derivati\'C power of the right
ca,•iticsofthcheart,andth carterial
through the pulmonary \'Cins by the
lefteavitics; but a propelling power
ofthcartcrialcapillariesisi ndispensable, assisted also by the muscular
powcrofthc,·cins,p.210-2 11,9388,
389,3906; p. 212-213, ¢392; p. 215,
9396;p.503,9794;p.93 4,9 1090
objections answerccl, p. ~11, 9 399, 390
b; p 214, 9 392<
Author shows that the suction power
of the heart is indispensable to the
portal circulation, and to that of the
lymph3tics,lactcals,thoracicduct,an<l
umbilicalvein,p.2 11 ,¢390ti; p214,
Q392c,d-andshowsthatt hcval\'cs
ofthcveins3rcalwa,ys open unless
thcrcbcarefluxofblood,p.2 12,¢391 .
the action of the capillary arteries, and

of the Passions, and the consequent

Exp. by Bu:O\'A nnd PnoCTEn, p.

rivcdfromthcthrcekingdomsof.~a-

~~~~ii:!~~~'.1;~1i£~~~inm~~~~~

~::;~~::~~~i.r~~~.~~;:r~..:~;~;
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Oirculation of the Blood-contmutd
CoNSUMPTION.
Sec PHT111s1s PuLMONA216, 9 394-399; p. 2!!7, 9 411 ; p.
LIS, Indez II
485, 9 750 a, and p. 8 27, 9 1 056. CONTAGION-continued from Index I.,

ilil~~~::~{!'.~f·;~~f:~i;:J(~Zi; '"lgi,~~:~1~~:;{;~fJ~~~;})':1~~

jcctsarcelaborated; andArticlcTuE-

can not be alike produced, in either

co,;;~~~;.:·:~:.::::·:::::~: :!::::.~:.

~~~,:~:;b~tJ~~:~~i.~~,1r~~;.:;~r!:

cnce,p.338,9514d; p 592-593, 9
89Itk; p. 737-738, 9984 b
Col.n, S11owER DATii, &c.,
employed to illustrate the reflex action
ofthenervoussysteminthepro<luction and cure of diseases, whatever
~art may be the seatofthcdircctac-

toawoumloran ulcer, and also unlcsssomespecificpredisposition, likc
the scrofulous diathesis, be implanted
in the constitution (which is equivalenttoaspccificrcmotccausc); and
each one of the specific causes will
produce a particular, and_gencralty

~.~g ~! rsJ~:1ih~~v dr:~[~fi~n~g~~~~:
11

d~:~'~:;:~rk~<lnT:~i~} ;~1;:\~c;~.::. i~~

ouslythc nervousinfiuencc is modificdinitsnature,andhow,asrenc.lcr-

termittcnt fever, plagm.', &c., p. 27,
952; p.418-420,9052-053. Also,

;~~:fir~i:ff~iij,;i.;~~ig:~~~~~: ~r~:~~fgi~;h:~~:~~~f~~:1~~
1

r~::~1:~:!~i~~~~t1~:!:.~~'.:/;~~:~ Co;:~~;;;;~.:l::::::•,:·,, :;/:;,::hall Hall,

1

0

~~!'~;J~~~a;~ 1\~~i~ ~~a~1~~t=~ e~~~:1~-:~

~::;a;::r~f ~~~v~;~~v~p~~~~c!~ ~~ci~~~

ical causes, p. 107-112, 9 227-23•1 b;
p. 230,9 422; p. 245,9440 e; p
253, 9441 il; p. 323-324, 9 499500c;p.338,9514d;p.339-341,
9514g-m; p. 359,9527b; p.360,
9527d; p 416-417,9G49c; p 421
-422,9657; p.661-663,9894-896;
p 670-67 1,Q902m; p 880,91074
Also, SKIN; C&usEs, Monn1nc, In·
dex!I;p.580,9890!d.
illustrates, also, from itswantofastringcncy, and difiicultyofitsabs~rption,
the modus operandi of Astnngents

motory system;'' t~ey .are commonly
owingtosimplcimtat1onpropagatcd
from<listantpartsbothuponthebrnin
an<lspinalcor<l,andthcconscqucnt
reflection of an irritating ncn·ous influcncc uponthc,•o\untarymusclcs
HenccaJi,·isionofthcgum,orofa
nerveortcnc.lon,or a warm poultice
to them, or an enema, may at once
putanendtothetrouble,p.357-358,
9 526 d; p 590-591, 9 891!- b; p.
59~-593, 9 891~ k
questmns of this nature not to be dc-

~!~~f~~~l~fl~:rr~t~:~ i~;~~~n~e P~f;;~,c;

~c::Uricnf~~ 1~yth~xfi::~n~~~t:y~~~\~~1~ 5d~

842; p. 572,9890 b. Also, last preceding references, and l rECACUANHA.
Index JI.
C0Loc\'NT11,
its thcrapcutical and ruorbific effects, p
856, 9 1063.
COMBUSTION, SPONTANEOUS,
ofthchumanbody,p. 863,9 1066a

nevertheless, diseases ol the b~ain and
spin~! cord arc apt to gi.ve me, both
by direct and reflex action, to great
disturbances in the organs of organic

frcqucntly-rcpcated<loscs,andn?tby

spmalanc.lsympathcticsystcms,may

latter, p. 366, 9 556 b. andrcfcrc11ces
therc; p. 567-569, 9 889 l-mm. Also,
ALTERATIVES, C.-1.THARTICS, ExER-

5.08how relieved by AntispasmoJics through
reflex action of the nervous system.
SccANTISPASMOD1cs,J11dcx 11.

Co:i~:~r:~~~;~s~~~Tt~;~;ed by small and

whole, p 287-290, ~ 458-46Jt; p
292, 9 473 a; p. 296, 9 •176 c; p.
303,Q 481 t,f. Also,MENTALE~10TIONs.lndexll.

::;~~r~~~n~~~ic~~:~o:sf ~::~o~~~cbt:~~

~~~f,~~~f{~~~:,~)ffgg~~~~g ~~~:~:~~·;~f,,~~~!ilr!i~li{::~::~~
c1sE,l11dexll.
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COTTON 'VooL,
Counter-Irritants-lo111inucd
ascdativc,andcurali\·cofinflammations
the artificial inflammation produced by
and ulcers, p. 833, 9 1057 k
th~ \'Csicating plaster e~thcr in_ the
CouNTER-hR!TANTS,
skin or the bladder readily subsu.lc&,
1

be~~~if~h~t;::~il~;;:t;,yt,~;Ii:;l;~

~~1t~~~~~~~~~~~~f~~~!:~~~~r~~~!:

1cs, Potcnltal Ca1ttcra11ts, Actual Catt·
tcrants. Other groups belong to this
order of Local Applications, p. 642644,9803a,h
ves_icantsthcmostirnportant,h.utmostly
limited to lhe genus Canthans, p. 644,
9 893 c
a:! may operate upon internal parts

ological changes in dis~asc<l internal
organs as to le~d to the1rs~eedy cure
-thus illustratmg the morb1fic nature
ofpositiveremedialactionandits<listinctionfromtheeffcctsofmorcpro·
foundly morbific causes, that remedies
cure by subst_ituting nc~v and transi·
tory palhologic_al condit~ons , and the

~l~~i.~ng~t.~~e~~~~vse s~~~~~:i~cb~~ ~~~~;

~:1~~thrf;~~r~r1a:::~1~at~vno~;~i1t~~;n~1:~

of them are commonly local only in
thei r effects. \Vhenevertheyexcecd
the limit of local action, it is th~ou_gh
reflex ncn·ous in!luence, andth1s Ill·

in which the plaster of Cantharides
will arrest erysipelas, and the oil of
turpentinerelievescalds,p.646-64 7,9
893c-i:;p.652,9893l; p 682,9905b.

~~~~~~·n:~~:~i~~yb~7n~~:;~~v~~~:~

th:rfifi~~~infna~~~a~¥:~~de~~~s~:att~~~

ga~1s, and throw the whole body in~o
umversal commotion-by which 1s
exemplifted the close analogy between

limited diseases; for, however pro·
foundly their morbific causes may
operate, they carry with them the
virtues which administer to the re·

d:::~:~r:~~d'.n(~:~:~1~:g~:~~h~~~dc::

~~g~~~i::it~~':·e~~~i:[ca;~n~::~~~

rn:a;ldut~:ele~rn:d,;o~,:v.gm;~;,,~,:·.pft~l~,.i,~~u;·.=
:.:nddo,or~~•
'•...
...
., .,

Scton,Cold,&c.,l11dcxll.),thatrcme·
c.licsdonotoperatebyabsorption,but

=~~o~t~~~o~:i~~e~f<le~cveol~fdth~ s;~i

these give rise to inflammation, p
544-545,9853; p.850,91059

~~rsoi~~u~l~~~:ti:~da~~~~r~[n~et~et~;~

~~~~,A~EE~:1 ~:~::L~~1~!~:AJi1~e~7/;

nature of the remedy or mental emo-

their cur:i.tive and morbifie effocts upon

~i~:r;;nds ~~=t ~~~~i~~s:u~~~~~!~~~~:

t:1·b~· ~~~9~. ~1:9~;t :.~94-23-66°59;

9 893a-q; p. 679-681,99050:; p.
850, 9 1059; 9 1088. REFLEX Ac·

TI0'1 o~· NERVOUS SvsTEl1, REltEDIES;

~l~~..ss~sS-r~1u0c~8~=~~ ~J}:~?;L N~~~:

inl::~:~!~7~:~~~:fr~~{:,::~1:::~:
tnh,'.o,u g"h'

·

0 "0

•,.n11 c.~a tn',',' a ct1ora"e,·loo.tfat'e'flao.ni.:

0

10

deep-seated parts refute the doctrine

~f£~~::;~~:~~~:~~~::~r~ej~;r~i~:

ofreflexactionofnervoussystem,p
338, 9 514 d; p. 347, ¢ 516 d, Nos
12. 13; p. 642-647, 9 893; p. 6791
0
9
81

th; c ~t~ne~~: ·~tf~~~~~ \! ,~~i~h ~::)~

!~~:z;:::·~~:~\~:~;::1~?~~:~~7,i;~
purging, is
1

oftc~i)ndispe.nsahble; an1d

~ ;.::~ni;1: 1{~t~1~~f~~sc~~d ~c~r;~,~ot~

:~o~n~,:d:~.~d:~P;~:,:~·l~a~gnl:d:~{e~fl~ e:~.~!a:i~l'm;fo~n~;o~f~ti~l">,h•:' i~~fi:':.~~,~~~:it~~;bj2,~1!111J;
~~~~~e~~~
ii~f~e~n Et\ti'1~ r~~~c~ii~::e::: j~
0

'

,

...

,

A

...

~~;=~~sd~;:::;: ~1.1~~~_r;;g,u~~~~ :,nj

~~;~i~~l~~f/i1~~ees~~=t:~nlil1i;ec~;~~:~

their immediate effecl strictly morbific,
·
[
d·r· 1 th
rvous in

ides a nd s.calding water, and m the
difforenccmrcsultsinthctreatmcnt

curative or morbific according tocx·
isting susceptibilities, &c., p. 6~6658, 9893c-p. Also, the forcgomg
rcfercncestoJndcx.

which is illustrated the ph_ilosophy
which concerns the vast d11ference
between a sudden and gradualdevel·
opment of reflex uen·ous influcnco

~~:~~~~:J~r~0~:~fag !:~~ b~ :i1l~~;;

~~fl0~~~~ra~~~n°:~;~~a~;~h:n~~~r: 11~~
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D.
D.rnwrn, Cu.-On the Origin of Species

DEA::-!~~~~~~Jl;;~:'Jn~~~Ij;

1wte.

physiology of, p. 401, 9 631; p. 4024CH, 9634-637; NOTE c P· 1113.
whennatural,thercsultofprogrcssive
changcsincidenttoorganicfunctions,
p.401-402,9633. Also,STRuCTURE,
CH1Louooo, YouTa,Jndcxll

lifomaintaincdafterapparcntJcath,p
403,9637;p.S05,9I041
rise of heat after apparent, p. 266, 9

rei:':
~ction of nervous system often !Du,'~~~,':, r;::·~ g',:::::•;; t:.~~~,;~~
occursafterapparcntdcath,:mdoc-

casions movements of the \'Oluntary
muscles, p. 403, 9 637; p. 805, 9
1041.
alternate contraction :md dilatation of
iris from li~htafter, p. 806, 9 lQ.11;
p. 875-876, 9 l072 a.
"D£BILITY"---continucd fromlndczl.,
doctrine of, and its fatal tcndenci~s, p
313,9487h;p.371-372,9569b-e;
p.396,9621a.;p.480-481,9743;
p .486-489,9752-756; p.499,9785;
p.511,9815; p.715-721,¢959960 b; p. 722, 9 960 g; p. 729, 9
967;p.730-731,9969c-970b;p
735--736,9977-990;p.74!l,9992c;
p. 751,9 999 c; p. 753,9 1001 b; p.
756-757, 9 1005 b-h ; p. 759-760, 9
1005), k; p. 764, 9 1006/-1007 b;
p. 856-861. 9 1063-1065; p. 868869,91068 a, h; 9887; 9961 h.
DEFECATION,

Author's opinion that the Intestin e is
under the controlling influence of the
"'tLL, and that in Defecation the

~~:~ ~~~n~:t~~\~a~~~o~/1;h~o~~;~~
ous influence upon the abdominal,
levator,perin real,andsphincter1m_1 s-

fgrg#~~~t~J~t~~1E;~f.~s:~~

1
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Digestion in Animals, &c.-ccmli11ucd.
Digestion (in Anima!s}L-conlinucd
darkness, p. 136-137, 9 303 c-t:; p.
140-141, 9 306, 309-311; p. 192,

133-139,9303f-303f.

353

something of nitrogen, and oxygen, p.
136-137, 9 303 a-303} b; p. 138, 9

9

prcrogativcsofthcstomach,an<lits<liiotinctionsfromallthi11gsclsc,p. 145,

303!,andofiron,Non:sN,R
c;irbonic acid gas, food of plants, and

9325; p.148-149,9336; p.193,9
356; p. 191-196, 9 353-360

proportion of in atmosphere, how it
there, and other comments, and
1ls relation to oxygen,p. 135-138,9
303a-303t

Chemistry inconsistent with itself in
assuming that its agencies disturb
thoseorganiccompoundsinchymification which had been elaborated for

Indcx l.,

bearcstorationofthecompoundstowards that.conJition of which the
''cgctab!e kmirdom takes charge, p.
196, 9 360, 361. Also, p. 15, 9 1:.1,
14; p. 16, 9 16-18; p. 24, 942; p.
30,959; p.33, 960; p.135,9301;
p ..143'.9 322; p. 201, 9 374, 375 .
phys1olog1cal endowment of the pylonc
ori~c~, p. 141-142, 9. 313
gastric JUICC the principal 1:lssi_milating
agent, and what the V1tahsts and
Chemistssayofit,p.140-141,9307;
p. 150-152, 9 340-344; p. 152-153,
9 345-348; p. 157-173,9 350,Nos.
6, 7X54; 8X55; ll, 12 X58; 2527X7l-76; 29X78, 79, parallelcolumns; p. 193-199, 9 356-364-f.
usesofbilc,saliva,&c.,p.142,93I4-316
chemical substitutes for gastric juice, J'
197-203,9363-376!; p.781,<)102~
p.784,9l031b.
Ch_emistry allows that "we are ic"noll~

~ot

Lifi~ii~1~ \!1t~~~:;~c~~!~~ic~fof.~~~~~~~n~:,
1
3
D1cE~~1 ;;(t~~ ~~:~1ALs)--continued from
digestion,re~p iration,andca\orification,

the main mtrenchmcnts of Organic
Chemistry, .P· 147, 9 333.
comparativeviewofreasoning!rom resultsofexpcrimentsupon ammalsto
physiological and n:iorbid con~itions
of man, and chcm1cal experiments
upon dead matter with the same intentions, p. 148, 9 33~. 335.
the thrceschoolshaveddfcrenttheories
of, p. 6-7,94f; p. 149, 9337
Licbig"s doctrine of ~hymification, and
method ofreasonrng, p. 149-150, 9
338-339 a; p. 154-178, () 349-350}
Also, p. 239-279. 9440-448.
Conclusions from Dr. Beaumont's expcriments,and tabularvicwof,p.150,
9339b; p.200,9366
Spallanzani, Hunter, Fordyce, Tiedemann,their vital doctrines of,p.150152,9340-344.
Prout's and Carpenter's reasoning upon,

R~g;J,:;i!'ain~~~~t~ful

about it, p
MUider's application of Chemistry, p
17_9-183, 9 350i- a-g.
.
opinion
the '.' .ftfuncl1cstcr L iterary
and Phtlosophical Society" rcmlered
in favour of Author'i vicws,p. 156,
9350
tl1e parallel cohtmns, p. 19,9 18 c; p

or

9

~~~8~~~·9~, t~1!i ,!~ P. 2~~~ifs~ l
3

2

441f b

o'}~:i~~~:r:~J;:~ii~~!£:~%:~

p.140,¢304-306; p.191-192,9353;

1

0

~~h ~~~~;:t i;1~;~:!;i~!~;r~~er:~~~~:
0
~~1fcet~~;~ a~:;~~~~~nfcnai c~;~~~t~~oa~]~

ri:~r~~::~1:!£~~~i~~~;:~~!~:~~~~:
'.'although_hypothescs are not wantmg regarding the mod~ of action of
PEPSIN, 'lDC knoio v.otltmg of tls 11alitrc,"p. '781, 9 102!)
la->tcals,thoracicduct, progressofchyle
tothclungs,globulcsinchyle,&c.,
p. 142-143,9317-321

Prc;f;~:ss~1g~:si::;ili~~ioc~~~~:~~1/:~ "~~
thecap1llaryvcssels(thcmaininstru-

!~n::;,{·~f~~::;;~i~~r:~:t:\n~::;~~~

species of an_1mals and plants, yet

J~~l~~I ::~1~1~l~~~

1001
Digestion {in Animals)-conli11w:d

Disease-continued.

~~ ~1fe ':i!~v~~~ ~~~~c~~ ~~fi~'~hi~~!i~n
1
~~n~a~~%'.~~t~~~s~ ~~;:t~~~~:~:gn!1::;

~~t~;1 ~1W/i~~ttil~~ar;~~;;i-;;~!~eo~:11 f1~~
1
~~~ ~~; ~~vaef:;~~~~ °:i1~~~1ji~~~~i:~~

subl1mccd1ficeofDcs1gnthan all else
in the world ofmattcr,p.146,9326.
Also,p.54-55,9107-117: p.106112,¢222-234b ; p.284-287,945445S.

accordingtolhc\'aryingstatesofthc
organs,p. 333, 9503; p. 351-352,9
524a-G; p.360-361 ,9528; p.42l 422,9657a;p.423,9660;p.473474, 9733 e; p. 506, 9 804 ; p.679-

0

1

p!i~~~l~!f~~!~::~~~t:r~:.~~:~E:~~Ett~~ an;fr:1!:i;;:m~:{i:!s}~a~;J: ,~;.~~~~i~~~

gestions,showing how to investig~te
disease,andtraceouttheconsccutivc

influence of the disease, affects the
~on<litionofthcblood,thoughChcm·
0

5

1

1

;.~:~rn c~~~c ;1~~u i~1 ~~~~1\d:~~l~u~ i~:i

~;r~~;r~Tfi~n~~fl ::~c~~co;~~~~i;~~ccr:~

Solid istresolvestheproblem amideous action, p. 438-442, 9 686 b-d
monstrntes the art of making healthy
Also, Snu•ToMs, Index II
blood, p 146-147,9328-330; p. 534
import~nt in leading to a knowledge of
~37, 9845-847 c ; p. 540,9851 b;
phys1o!ogicalstatesando~theproperp. 780, 9 1029 ; Non: R p. 1123.
tiesandlawsoforganicbe rngs, p.265,
9447b,p413,9639b,p79S,91034,
Drs£;tSE-continueJfromindcx I.,
.conccclcdthatChemistryreflectslittlcor
andrcfc1e11ces there
no ligbtuponit,p. 433-434,9876b; D1sE,1.sEs, SEU'·LD11TED,
p . 762,9 lOOGa.; p. 779-782, 9 1029,
illustrate the rccupcrath'c tendency of

<re:1~fr:s without essential change at all

~~~c~;a~ ~~l,a~ ~6~n~a;~~065t~!·b~
p. 764-765, 9 1006j, g ; p. 86S-872,
91068.
produccdby~orbificcauscsinpartsthat

arc notthc1rdircctscatofopcration
through altcrative influence of reflex
action of nervous system; and so of
cure by rcmcdics,p. 323-341 , 9 500!il4 m.
Also, C,1.usEs, l\10RBn·1c;
RE~!EDIES, H.EMEDIH Ac-r10N, In. II.
depends also upon the natural constitution of parts . Sec C,1. usEs, MoR1:11p1c,firt>tsubdivision,Jndexll.
proJucedandcuredbyMenta\Emotions

~~i5~~dS~~~
•

11

uses of remedies, p.

trc,~t~~ ~o~~li:a~~ ~it~xfu~~\ar~fla~~

1

ruation the constitutional affection is
so brought under their influcncl',
through reflex action o~ncrvoussys·
tem,astoadmitofaclivetrcatmcnt,
p .59,9 127h, i; p. 6 1,9134; p. 63,
9 l37h,c; p. 65,9 I43c; p. 67- 68,
9 149-152; p. 69, 9 15G b; p. 73, 9
163; p. 430-433, 9 675-676 a; p.
508-509, 9 809-811; p. 531, 9 839;
p. 538, 9 847 g,h; p.539, 9 848; p.
544-545, 9 858: p. 553, 9 870 aa;
p.597-599,9892 c,d; p.732,9970
c; p. 733-736, 9 973 b-980. Also,

~~~:~~~~.irc~edeevl\ctl~~~~c;t~~~~:us~

th~;~a~:c~rn~;·;:;;o;'i~!;~dt~~/Jisposi-

RElll EDU L ACTION. s1tbdivision MEN·
TAL EMOTIONS, and NEnvous PowER,
lndexll.
disease of one p:irt becomes the cause
of diseasc in another part through

tion which cannot be imprO\'CJ by remedial agents; thus showi~g also, as
in the case ofCounlcr-lmlants,thc
principle upon which rcmcdicsoperatc,p. 53I,9839;p.5'14-545.9858,

11~~1~~ "l~i~i
-but which art cannot imitate by

turn, p. 364,9 543-548; p. 421, .9
mtcmal remedies, though attempted,
654 b ;· p. 425, 9 664 . Also, p. l 70p. 654-656, 9 893tt; p. 856-Slil,.9
113,Nos. 40-45,parallelcoltonns.
1063 b-1065-or, as it su bsides Ill D1sousT,
the sccomlary alfl'ction, il may again
determines vomiting hy first propagat·

1002

Drop~f~,~~l~=~~~ied active and passi\'C,
p. 633, Q892i g.
DYSENTl::RY,

its antiphlogistic treatment, and objcctionstoAstringcntsin,p 573,QSOO

d,c;p.575,Q890h;p. U7,Q9!H
b; p.812, 910.lSf;Nou:Gop. !13$.

E.
ELATERIU)!,

employed, along with other cathartics,
toillustratcthcdoctrincofrevilfswn,

~l:~;~:r.i~s r~~o:~u~~r~~~~oi~1~~~~co:.
and the misapplication of Cathartics

u1xmtheprinciple ofcounter-irrita- •
tion, p. 655-656, 9 693 n; p. 722, <}
960g; p. 856-862, Q JOG3-1065
<NOANc.rn, L'"'· •Um" F''"· El1ET1cs-continued from J111lcx 1.,
theirtherapeuticalaswellasphySiologicalcffcctstakeplacethroughrcilex
actionofthener voussystem,thclattcrofwhich,likc the increased perii>ta!ticactionarisingfromcathartics,is
aszmpleconcurringelemcntofother
alterativeinfluenccsof thesamcaction rellectedupon other parts renclered susceptible by cliscase, p. 107110.9227-230; p. 323-324,9500 c;
p 326-328,9500h-k; p.333,9501;
p.336--337,Q514a-c;p532-533,
9 841; p.547-550, 9 8631l; p. 66I663,Q894-896; p. 666-66!J,Q902ci;p.675--676,9904-bb;p.876-877,
QIU72a;p.879-880,9 1074;p.886
-891, 9 1077. Also, l rEc.tc.,Jnd. /I.
mocli(ythercflcxactionofthcncnous
sys~e.m according to the nature.of the
exc1tmg cause, whether physical or
mental,an<luponwhichmodification
thcspecialnaturcofthealtcrativcinflucnccs<lcpcn<ls,p.547-550,9863
d; p. 664, 9 900; p. 667-669, 9 902

c-i.

Also,preccdwg references, and

Al.T£RATIVEs, C,1.TUART1cs, DtscusT,
SE.A-SICKNESS, MENT.tl, EMOTJONS,
REMEDULACTION,subdiriiszonMENTAI. E~IOTIONs, Index II.; NERVOUS

Powr.n, Index I. and II.

Lo"'• G•m, o.1'":~'"'"0Tt~·~,,H.<· EM~EN.tGocuEs,
I

arranged in thcAuthor'sThcrapcutical

DROPSY,

its pathology, inflammation, p. 630, 9
9B92!h
requircsavarictyoftrcatmcnt 1 accordingtoitsstageandcomplicaLions,p

617,9B92tk;p.632-633,9B921
nocsscntialdifi'eronceinthcpathology

System ofthc.i\fatcria.i\[cdicaundcr
the general denomination ofUterin:!
Agents, which arc distinguished by a
varietyofvirtucsinrelationtothc
uterine system in itsmorhi<lorprcternatural states,p.628,9892fq; p

6B4-687.;S95!h
in admissib\ein infiammatoryandirritablestatesoftheuterus,1b1d
amenorrhrea apt to be a sympathetic
consequence of abdominal derange~

!OO:l

tmm~~~fs~ga~:J;~fr::!7~~j· by them;

but
this morbificcl!Cctofreflcx nervous
inllucnccisalsoapttobcoYcrlookcd,

:~da~ti1~ 1~t~~\~~i~.~~~-~i~1 ~J;?b'~':fi~a1r~I~

Ergo!~~~fi~~~~~ reflex nmous influence,
upon the utcrus-1llustrath·c of the
modus 01ieran<li of all remedial and

~~;~~:cs a~ff~~~:;-~1~~ 1 !1s1 ~~punt:~v~~;

e,·j[sthatmayansc1mmed1atclyfroru
the latter, though comparati,·ely un-

centres by absorption due to other
?auses,gener~lly to reflected nervous

~B-4 •·:~p~
. .·:.r_1~~;_;.:IJ.~:~s~.~-~:
2~ 3l~.~.~ ~:.J_.;st~;3.~_}

~;!~:£'.~;<l:;F;~~i~;~ ,~~r;:~~~~'.

y

o---v

y

~

r; p.684-687,9895!b

0

9892-}f. Also,Er1L1::rsv,ANTtsr.tsMOO!Cs,NER\'OUsPow1rn,Jndcxll
1

1

1

re;;;:~~. s~~~!~g~~e~~t~:e~~~f\e~ a:~~~

ex~~~~! :! ~o~~~:~:io:~ i~ ~mi~~~;~~~ ~~i~

cmmc!iagogues may or may not be
expedient, but probably means of a
local nature-so that a variety of
treatmcnt is necessary in the muhifariousconditionsaucndingamenor-

mals, as well as the human subject,
p.624, ~ 892fd-but on}~ then, and
ofien fa1lsunlessparturittonhasbegun, or.when the or~an is rcndcr~d
susceptible by morbid states, as m

~~~~k/t~~ul~l ~ :~~6it:;~~~:
B95~

b.

Also, Am;NORRllCEA, index

II
El!OTI ONs. Sec MENTAL ElloTtoNs, REMEDtAL AcTlON, su6drn1s1on l\IENTAL
E~10Ttol'is, Jov ANO ANGER, GnrnF,
Ho n:, Lovt:, DtsGUsT, FE.1.R, Ju.LouSY, S11.-.~tE, ]11dex JI.
ENDER ~Uc R1niEn1£s.
See RE~tEDIEs,
ENDERM1c, Index IT.
ENDOS)1os1s--cominucd from Index L,
admittcd tobesustainedonly by "scanty
facts,'' p. 797, 9
Also, AN.'ES·
THETtcs,Jndc:tll
Er1LErs\•,
thcconn1lsionsof,dcpendcntonrcflcx
action of nervous system, or upon

1034.

~~~~i~~~i~~~i~d~1~~~~~}:f::~1:r~i~:

and, like Arsenic, lo<linc, Tartarizcd
Antimony,thatthcactionofremedies
depends great])'.' upon a morbidly i.n·
crease<lsuscept1bihtyofthe parts dis·
eased, and that no safe conclusions
can be drawn from experiments with
remedies upon heallhy subjects as to
their influences upon morbid states,
tb-id. Also, ARsEN1c, RE)1ED1Es, AL·
TER.1.T1vEs, REFLEX AcTJON OF NEn,·ous SvsTEM, Index 11.; NERVOUS
PowER, Index I. and 11.
rcasonsforthinkingitnotrcliablefor
producing abortion, p. 624-625, 9
B92id.
circumstances under which its use is

~~~c:e ~'fdth~cfic~~s:c~~i~~~~e~cl~~~

faei:~~b~~ ~;oa!~~~~i~!~d~1 c:,si~

the ncn·ous influence, how counter-

625-627, 9892/-n.
employed, also, to restrain uterine hcm-

0

~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~i~pb~~o~~~s ~~~1~~~gi1~ 1t;~~

1

prcts the modus opcramh ofrcmed1al
and morbific causes, physical and

0
:

cpo~'nr~.~0f1,'.,'.0hn~~.''.bfc1,xdF. u~~~n i~f :~~~;~~~j
0

"

".

~~~~~~~e~h~~~~~v~~es :~~;~n~1~~:r:~:

itsti~~~t ~~,;:~i~~g~i;~~~ afi~~i~rrf1~~:~

treatment, p. 591, 98Dl;e; p. 592-

than uterine, 1llustratcs, hke Cold,

SvsTEM,ANT1srAs~iomcs,REM£DJEs;

_
system, p . 627-628, 9 892§ o. Also,
AsTRINOENTS, CoLn, &c., Index JI.

ftE3~!E~91Jt~;Ig~8~~,' 9T~~;s~.En~~S:~

C.1.usEs, l\loRBIFIC; REltEIHAL AcTION, l\fENT.~L EMOTIONS, BLoooLET·

~thhp~,,',~1cg,~lt~~,,!'fl'e~xp~no'c~ln1'0J1;t'~o}f'',X,,',,-::ni~c:~,',;,:~c;:

}~~~~ t~~d 5~.; NER\'OUS POWER, fat~lstt~;~~~~:~~u:i~!~:~~~~~ll~l~~~~~:np~
Er1 srASTics,. See CouNTER-lRRITANTS,
622, 9 893i c. Also, p. 61-63, 9 133Index II.
137; p. BB, 9 185; p. 98, 9 19 1 a.
EROOT,
ERvs1PELAs-complex pathology of, and
treatment of, 9 630 e, 68!) l, 814,
its introduction in~o practice ac~ompanicd by all the1mportantquahficae, 1005), 105811t.
tions in its U'<e p 620 62" 9 8921
cmpl('ye<lt.oshowthatremc<lic~opcratc

070
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Erystl~~~~~n:~:~~~·RITANTS,RE~IEDJEs, Exp~~~o;a~!~.;:;n;',~t~;odify
T11ERAPEUT1cs, Ind~x 11; 9 \J05 b.
See CAUSES, Mon-

Exc 1T1NG CAUSES.

B!Ftc, l ndcx II.
Exc1To-SECRETORYACTION,ASRESULTINO
FROY! REFLEX AcT1os OF TUE NER\'·

ous

the reflex
action ofthc n cn•ous system, through
which thei r effects arc exerted, p. 634
-637, 9892tb-d. Also, p. 62-64, 9
136-140; P.65, 66, 9143 ; p. 67, 9
149-151;

p.

73,

9 163;

and RE~1E-

SYSTEll.
Sec SECRETION ANO
ExcRETION, GENERALIZATION OF RE-

DIES, REMEDIAL A CTION, REFLEX
ACTION OF NERVO US $\' STEM , SE.-

FLEX ACTION OF NERVOUS SvsTEM .

J11dczll.;
NER\'OUS Pow1rn 1 lndcz; I. aml II
allofthemeapableofusefulorinjurio':'s
effects, but two only e\'C~ wanted m

b1der.II.
ExcR£TtON. SeeSECRETIONANDExcnE·
TION, lndcz II.

CRETIOS ANO EX CRETION.

E~~sR%~jus operandi consists especially
1
~ ~~~~i:::;n~:N:~ufil~~~~~u~~1rfl~~t1~~~
~~~~ v~~~ou;t~~~~·~:, ~1~;c;ti~t!~~l~~~5

:~~:~ ~~~~1~1 ~i~~~~~:~isa~~~:. ;~ ~t~~
wl~:~~u9il~~;tr!;1~~d before two of the
9
th; 0b:-sstti~~~;:!~~·s~~~a~l::6f ~h~ ~!~~

nen·ous development anJ its determ-

altcrative principle upon which remc-

~~~J~r~~il:heal~~·u:~:s:r°~i~nssa~:

1

1

i~ii~~l;~~~g;a~:.;, ~:h:~~y sh~~,.~cst~I;

~.~;.~;-~,~ or mofl~,-" 'o;~h~fb:,.t01:u~:l•J:2:,~p~ ~;, th:~~~~~;~l!J~~~~:~~a::·tearta:~:~

~· • • ....
...
",_
p . 543, 9855; p. 580, 9 890;d; P·
670-671, 990211i. Also, CoNSTJP.-1.TIU.~, H.l OITll.lL i FRICTION, RESPIRAT!ON, lIE.1.T, CoLO, SKIN, P11T111 s1s,
Fooo, 'V1100P1No-Couau, ALTERATl\"ES,REHEX ACTION oi·NERVOUS
Snn:ll, l11dez II.
ExPECTORASTs--continued from Indezl,
the name objectionable, as d~verting attcntion from tbepatholog1cal states,
andthus leadingtoerrorsinpractice,
p. 633-634, 9892!a; p.641,9892!
1; p. 739,9984c
Allcratn,cs adapted to P ulmonic l nflam1r1alw11 substituted for, in A uthor's
Thcrapeutical Arrangement of the
Materia ~ledica, and Dloodletting
ranked as the first in importance,
andTartarizedAntimonythesecond,

th:~!~!;a~~::!i!t~i~~~~\·n~:~~r ~on1

;~n:;~n\;~~~o~t·,:.~~a'nn~~~ct~h~:;
•• ~l';':'."i~,'ugd,aat~•/n:g:
1
uu .........
u
....
and antispasmodic, p. 635, 9 492f c.

th~:d~:~~~~:~~~~fi~t~~ rJ::gf~r~~a~~~:
5

,'.'.npt~.,ns~r,. 'p"l-~•guapl ••.,•,•h,.:nht'h~aa1!~p"ln'g~-f
0 ... ... " ...
11mmcnt
,_ ' ... ...
ofothergroupsisfoundcd,p.

antimony in acute pulrnonic inflammation,p. 641-642, 9 892-~1. A lso,

PNEUMONIA, Index II.
resolution, not expectoration, is wanted,
if possible. in all cases ofactivepulmonic inflammation, and as cough
<lependsupona,·arietyofpalhological
conditions, it is a\•ery slender guide
tothetrcatment,whichshould OO<letermined by 31\ the symptoms as significantof theircxaclcauscor causcs,
and it maybe thenfoundthatsomcthing else than Expeclorantsare the
appropriate remedies, p 636-642, 9
892! d-1. Also, p. 428, 9 674 a; p
437-442, 9 68.t-686; p . 456-460, 9
695-708; p. 479-480, 974 1 a, b; p
54 1-542,985-lbb; p. 5·l8-550,9863
d; p. 551-554, 9 867-871 ; p. 572579, 9680d-n; p. 587,9891 k; p
3
89

~~~-~~~'si ; :.-~~~.; 9Pi~;.:;~ ~~~

~~~~~~~~/,~£~uJ}~·

PnT111s1s Pu Lsecrctedproduclsarea.sccondaryresult,
symptoms only, however much they

~:~ ~: .~r~~~~j ~; ~ :m~~i~~r~f ~~~
3 1

poodsi~cf ~ntuc!
through
1
0

to the pulmo-

the ir ,·ariously
1
1",·on'0Yr'1"hgo'n':~,'o'u",P,
y",,',',n','a'nfldoxmaaoy....
arise as well from an increase as a
diminutionofdisease,whethcritoccur

in different organs, and tha~ r~m<'~l~es
operate througl_1 increased 1rr1t ab1~1ty
arising from disease, and accordmg
to the precise modo1:1 in which they

SecRETION ANO ExcRET1os, R&Fu:x
ACTION OF NERVOUS SvSTE:'>I, REMEDHL ACTION, l ndcz IT.; NERvous
Powea, lndcz I . and II.

635-641,9892c-1.
t ·
·I If

1
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Sec AN.'ESTHET!cs, Fcver---<onlinued.

ETHER, SULPHURIC.

~~;~~ 1~!~0~: !~~~!~~i~v11i:e~f:g~~~~~
0

Index II.

FEAR,

demonstrates the dir~ct development
andprofoundopcratlonofthenenousinfluenceuponthesecretions,
contradicts all chemical and physical
hypotheses of operation of remedial

~anb~i;~o;~~fi~u~~~~~iv: :xi~~=~c~ a~sd
0

0

self-acting nature of the Sou l ; what
11

~h~ ~~~r:~rt\·~~~\~ e~~~~~= ~~~i~~~o~~:
ofurine,thcthumpingheart,theprotrudedeyeballs,theghastlyandpallid
countenance, while convulsions and
purgingsometimesenhancetheastonishing spectacle-all of which, too,
often follow upon loss of blood and
theoperationofanemetic,andallthc
phenomena in all the cases equally
duetodi:rectorreflcxactionofthc
ner\'OUS system-and also observe
that the sweat, the urine, the intestinal fluids, as supplicd by F'car, arc
simpleelcmentsofthemoreprofound
manifcstationsofthcnen·oussystem
in its un_i"crsal excito-sccr~to~y function, while the correspondmgresults
from loss of blood and emetics illustrate the manner in whichthenervoussystemisinstrumental in changing the character of the secreted products, according to the manner i~
whichthencrvousinfluenceismod1fiedbymorbificand remedial agents,
p.230-232,9422-424;p.324,9500
c;p.331,9500o;p.332,950lc;
p.33'1, 9508-5\0;p.341,9514111;
p. 534, ~ 844; p. 630-631, 9 892:1-;
p.666-669,9902b-i;p. 703-705, 9
9·l3-!J44b; p.708-710,9951-952;
p.866,9 1067a;p.877,9 1072h;
p. 880,9 1074; p.891,91077. Also,
MENTAL E~10Tr0Ns , RtrnEDIAL AcTION , Sllbd111ision MENTAL E~IOTIONS,
REFLEX A CTION OF NERVOUS SYsn:~1,
OF
BLOOD, IlLOODLETTlNO,GENERALIZATIONOFREFLEXACTIONOFNJm\'O US

SECRETION ANDExcRt:TION, Loss

S\'STEll., CoLo, SK1N, KIDNEY, Joy
AND ANGER, GRIEF, HoPE, LovE ,
JE.\LOU S Y, SHAME, DISGUST, 'VEEPlNG , LAUGHING, SEA-SIC1rnEss, Jndcx

ll.;N£Ji.,·ousPowER,lndexl.andll.
FEVLR,

farthcrdistinctionsbetween,andinnammation-theformerunivcrsal,thclatterlocal-theincreascdhcatandincreasedcxcitementin fever owing to
the malady at large in the system,
thatofinnammation toa local cause

1

cxpendeduponthcheartandarteries,
afterthcmannerofanger,"'.hcnthat
passiondevelopsthencr'"ousmflucnce
inadirectmanner-hasnoncofthe
morbid products of inflammation,
while in the latter the constitutional
symptom~ yielJ as soon as th.e local

:~~~~~; gr~:e~1~r1~~~i~~,r~,~~:~~~~~r~~~
less prcce<ling the formation of an
abscess, and no such paroxysms, as
tothcirnatureanddefiniteintcrvals,
asinfc,·cr,unlessin theanalogy
suppliedbyphthisispu lmonalis-may
subside suddenly, unlike inflammation
-pulseandblooddifferCntlyaffocted,
p.64-65,91'll-143c;p.66-67,9
J.18; p.429,9674c, p.367,9557
a;p.444-445.9688d-ee;p.4654§7, 9 7l4-7L8; p. 489-490, 9 75fl;
p.493,976·lc;p. 495,¢770;p
496,9775;p.497-498,¢ 779-785 ;
p. 733-736, 9 97·1-980. Also, bFLd1~1.1T10N, lmlcx I. aml TI
many \'arieties of, and corresponding
namcs,p.490,9758.
isnotcontagious,p.4l!J-420,¢653;
p.537,9847d,c;p.86!J,91068b,
note. Also, CoNT~CION, Index I/
compounded of paroxysms when con.
tinueclbeyondaday,p.493-496,9
765-772.
ep/wmeraasimpletypcof,anddescription,p.490-493,9759-764.
hasthreestages,co/d,ltot,an<lcris1s,or
sweating,&c.,p.430-433, 9675; p
491-493,9763-764c.
cold or formative stage, the pcriOl.l of
mostintcnsemorbidaction,p.491,9
9764.a;p.739-740,9986-989
hot stage manifests th? rc_cupcrative
tendency,andthecris1sst1llgrcatcr,
p. 430-433,9675;p.492-493,9764
ts;;p.548-549,9863d;p.740,9
sccrctcdproductsadvanccthccrisis,p
450-452, 9 690-693; p. 453-454, 9
694 b,Nos. 2,3; p.471-474,973:>
733e;p.4!J3,9763c-c;p.516-551,
9862-864;p.740,¢989
acccss,symptomsof,p.492,9764a
whentheparoxysmstakcplace,and in
obediencctoalawoftheconstitution,
p.494-496,9768-77!;p.570,9889n
difficulttounderstandthecauscoftl<'linitcintermissions,butnothinglikcit
ininflammations,p. 495,9770.
irrcgulariticsinparoxysms,p.494-496,
9768-772
analogies between continued, remittent,
and ir1tcrmiue11l, p. 493--495, 9 765-768; p.496, 9773,774
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Functions or Lifc-contmucd

Foo<l--continued
9152a; p.24!>,9440c; p.250-251,
94-Uc; p2G2-263.94-l6a; p.335336,9512a,b;p.339.9514h;p.
565,9889[;; p579-5S0,QS90!d

common function s-molion, p. 12612S,(l253-267-absor711ion,p 128
-131,9268-295; p.817-821,9
1053-1055-a.uim1/at1on (includ-

\VHoor1No-Coua11, Rn·u:x AcTtON
oi>NER\'OUS SvsTEM; CAUSES, MOR·

eluding the powers which circulate
thcblood).p.207-217,9 377-390;

t~~~~. Ei~.~;~~::s, FH1l:, .~:~R~,·~::
1

BIFIC; REllEDIES,H.1rn£OIALACTJON.

hogr~dji:. ::~::::c:::,·~,~~ ::::~

~~~f. n~ ci~3~a /-~t~~:b~~;!n fi~~
1

0

0

p._817-SZ.l.

9

I053-1055-a7~pro-

r:rE;~rTt?g~J1~::t:~~~::

tio11,p23.l-279,Q433-4-18:p.807
and contradicts the chemical and
--812,t/ I0-13-1050-j..'Cllcratwn.p
physicaldoctrincsofmodusopcran<li
279-280,t/419; p.816--817,t/1052
of remedial and morbific agents, and
h.c.
establishes Autnor"s theory of direct
peculiarfunctions-scnsvtion,p 280
dc\'Clopmcntofnervousinflucnceby
-283,9450-451-sympathy(reflcx
the Passions, and its profound inaction of the nervous system), p
flucnce upon the Secretio11s, p. 866.
283-362,9452-530. Also,REFLE:t
9 l067a; p.8":7--878.91072b-1073
ACTION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM, Sn1a; P- 879-882, 9 1074-1075. Also,
PATllV, Index If. ; NERvous PowFEAR, Jov AND ANGER, JEALOUSY,
ER, Index I. and II.
D1sausT, LovE, MENTAL EMOTIONS.
functions relative to the mind and 1nRE~tEOl\J, ACTION, subdi111'sio11 MENslincl, p. 362, 9 531-53-l; p. 876T,\L E~tOTJONs; BRAH<, INPLAbuu.911, 9 1069-1083.
TION o~·; SECRETION ANI> EXCRETION,
[ndcxll; N'ER\'OUSPOWER,JndexJ.
and.II.
G.
whatisabol·csaidofthecontactoffood
with the stomach resolves the paradox GAL> ANlSll-ELECTRICITY. See Index I.
of the "vomited pill ofop1um," and of G,\SES A.NO Fmn::s. Sec llOMORAL l'ATUOJ.OGY, AN..ESTllETtCs, lndc.r II.;
the "scarlet cfllorcsccnce,'' as set forth
GASES, Index L
at p. 673, 9 904- h; though we may

~~~~~ ~: s~tl ~}d1~~~~:~1;;;;~t.a~~~: GER~~tgLIN~:\?:U:~~h~~~~.~x

9 585 b. Also, 0PIUll, SuPPOSITO·
RIES, HEAT(enemas).
somekindspoisonoustosome,butsalubrious to most others, owing to ~he
dcvelopmcntofamorbific rcfl exact10n
ofthcncrvoussystem,p.3S·l,9685b
Also, Orrn~1 (the pill and "scarlet

t£:rN~e~:~~:o~:p:\~C::,p~i\?;;~T1!:~:

ACTION. CV
as the medium through which all rcmedial and morbific agents exert their •
effectsuponpartsbcyondtheirdirect
scat of action, and as univcrsally.engaged in the cxcito-sccrctoryachon,
not only as a simple excitant, but,
what is far more importnnt, ns the

~~T;J~';~~:iu:~a~~~l~~c\:.\~~ t71~ f~~~
0

foRCEs, CoRRELATIOX Of', p. 92 1, 9 1085.
FatcTION,
operates tl1roughreflexnervous action

exceptions that attend the perfectly
local action ofescharotics, l'esieants,
&c.,butwhichmo<lifya!lthcsccre-

c1sE, Fooo, JlESPIRAT1ox, P11Tms1s,
'\'uooPJNG·Couau, Kmxe\-, Index I!.
FuxcT1oxs o~· LlFE--continucd from In·
common to nnimals and plants-1, mo-

fiucncea.sdc\•cloped by the Passions.
Sec Medical and Phys1olo[!ical Commcntarics, \'OI. i., p. 563-574 (1840),
nnd many other places to the same
effect; JlEl'LEX ACTION OF THE NER\'-

t£~v~:~f;~~f;:.5'.:~~~~

:E~t:~~~r:~~~~~~"i.i:~:~:~:
J\h:xTAL EMOTIONS, REm:DIAL A~

pe~rl:{~~~~rl:i~l:5!:i::~~~~~~~:

E:~;:~;~:~~~~~;;,~;;~~~~O~T~:~~~

~{i~~:~~i!~~~:~:?~~fi~~i~~ ~gifg'.:~l?afJ~:f;'f,~?~~:;~~~
dcxl.,

atio11,p.125, 9249.

p.125,

9 250.

Pow~:R,

Index I. and Jl.

1008
Generalization,&c.- c01tli11ucd.
of whi?h the rollowing are some_

GRrnF,
o(

the 11lustrahons of the foregoing
imputcdeffcctsofdirectandrcfiex
action of the nervous system·

Catharlfrs, Emetics, Bloodlttting,
Loss of Blood, Leeching, Anlispasmodics, Co1mter-lrrita11ls, .Seton,

Altcrati"ccs, Narcotics, Scdatines,
Expectorants, Diuretics,

Aslrfri-

gents, Tonics and Slimulants,.illcrcurial Remedies, A11as1hetics, Ela
terium; A11timony.Tar1ari::ed; To·
hacco; Oil, Croton; Hydrocyanic
Acid, Plasters; Hydrophobia, Yi·
rusof, PredisposiliontoDiscases;
Sdf-/!lnited Diseases, Commlsions,
Plithisis, Asthma, Inflammation;
Brain, Inflammation of; Amenorr/10:.a, Hysteria, "Whooping-Cough,
Sea-Sickness, Hu.moral Pathology,
Sphincter .Muscles, Hearl, Skin,
Cold, Heat, Warm Bath, Food,
Exercise, Friction, Respiration,
Defecation, Jlletastasis ;. Stomac/1,
Bloics upon; Sweat, Urme, Hyher11ati11g Animals, Joy and Anger,
H ope, Fear, Lor:Je, Jealousy, Grief,
Shame, Disgitst, La11ghing, Wcepmg, Yawning, Roosting, Snce:ing,
So11la11dI11stinct,lNDEXII.; Will,

demonstrates Author's theory of the
operation of remedial _and morbific
causcsthroug.hthc med ium of direct
andrcflcxac11onofthcncnoussystern, contradicts the chemica l and
physical hypotheses, and g?cs to confirm Author's demonstrattOn of the
substantive existence and self-acting
natureoftheSoul,p.326-327,9500
f, 1,7; p. 331, 9 500 o; p . 341,9514
m; p. 534, 9 844; p 630-631, 9 8921;
p. 703-705, 9 943 o, 944 h; p. 709, 9
951 c; p. 866, 9 1067; p. 877, 9 !Oi2
h; p. 880, 9 1074.
Also, MENT.U.
EMOTIONS, lh:m:ou.L ACTION, suhdrtJ1s1011 MENTAL EMOTIONS, SECRE·
T!ON AND ExcRETlON, Fooo, Joy .Al\D
Asor.R,LO\'E,FEAR,JEALOUSY, Hoi>E,
S11Hu:, D1sousT, LAUGitlNG, 'V£EP·
ING, YAWNING, RoosTING, SNEEZING,
SouLANDlNSTINCT,/11dexll; \VtLL,
Index 1. and 11.
GRANULATION,
C\'inccs great pcsi!'.l'n, and involves profound phys10log1cal laws, p. 472-475,
9 733 c-j. Also, INFLAM&IATION, 111dex JI.

GES~:!~~~'~ lii;:~~";:,:~u~d ~~~~~~: H
h\~f~§~~yj~i~z;:~i~I~:~?:
advocated by Physiologists, p. 86, 9 175
d; p.188-189,9350.l,m
factsal\dargumcntsagamst,p.910-911,
9 1083. Also, .GENERATION, Index I.
adoubtfulcxccpt1ontothe laws of the
organicfunct1on,p.8 !7,91052c.

ous PowER, Index l and 11.
cxpcrimcntson ncrvoussystemath•crscly to A. P. W. Philips, p. 306-310, 9
483 b-484-proving to ha\'C been a
rcpetitionofALsToN's,p.309,No.4.
ad\'ocatcs the chemical and Immoral

based,p.684,9905!a,b; p.687-889,

<l:~id Physiological Comme 11 tarics, ,. 0 1,

ci~~;:a~:~dAt~yjft~~~;t~ the principles
~~,.:~~ce1:n~I~~ ef~~~~~;te~:c~~~;i:~'f;

pr~s~~~+:· 1a~~: ~J:;i~~~~ :~!:1;J ~i;~

0

3

~~5o;~:::t~O~~ ~~~rtsti~;n~r~J~~C~d~;
~is3~;·,n9e~r:;tcn~~g; :1~:; ~lJ~~,~~

~~·m;;i~;'( 1~~2~[~d~v~1i~tf~~~:~! t~~

~}};~;~~~~~~t!~it{::~~fi~E:E ~F;!ti.~~1Jr1~~:¥fj;E~~

as sympathetic of derangements of
other parts, howe,•cr much they may
be so, p. 687-689. 9 905! c. Also,
p. 62-64, 9135-138; p. 65, 9 143 a;
p.66,Q 143tl; p. 545, 9859 h; I,1·
584-585, 9891 d; p. 592,§891~ 1;
p. 623, 9 892i c; p. 634, 9 8921 h.
GEOLOGY, Tm:oRF.TICAI.,
the Author's work upon, p. 908, 91079 h.

Gi~0;~~ci;ics of treatment, p. 576, 9 890
1n;

p.689,9 905! c.

thcncrvoussystcmasapplicclbythe
Author to Pathology and T~erapeu·
tics!an<lwhereheprescntsitm array
ag~mst the hu.moral pat~ologi;, and as
bcmgallthat 1s.evcrconcernc<linthc
mo<lu.s operandi ofrcmc<lics and of
morb1fic causes (and in the ~xample
of the Seto~ also) beyom.l their direct
scat of action-the Author Leiner in
0

r:.v~~~~:k~~:n~!~e~~b~i~;i~~t:0~ ~\~;
rcst,tothcchcnucalandhumoraldoc-
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Hall, Marioha\l-conli11ucd.
Habit, Vital-continued
trinesoftheday. ltmaybcaddcd,
arisingfromthercpeatedorcontinucd
also,thatincithcroftheabovercfcropcrationofcauscs,andlicsatthc
ences to the Com1111mtanes will be
foundation of some of the most imfound, quite elaborately set forth,
portant and comprehensive laws in
"THE GIST OF THE WHOLE MATTER,"
Mcdicinc,p 363, 9535: p.364-369,
l11sl:tutcs, p. 8 14.
9 542-563; p. 532-533, 9 84 1; p.
affi~ms that ~he sympathies i~1 organic
567-569, 9 889 I-mm.; p. 585, 9 89 1
hfe areowmgtothemutualmflucnccs
/; p. 648-649, 9 893 g, h; p. 675of organs among each other, p. 308,
676, 9904b.
Q483c
belongs to both plants and animals,p
believes that the "spinal marrow, ex·
363,9536-538
cfusrncoftheccrcbrum, is the SOURCE
philosophy of, in organic anti animal
ofanimallifc''-andthat"thcirn/nlifc, p.363-370,9539-568
h1hty of the muscles of organic life
illustratctl by effects of natural. rcmcdepc11ds probably on the ganglionic
dial, and morbific agents, p. 257-258,
system," p. 296, 9 476~ b. Also, p.
9 442 b, c; p. 364-369, 9 542-563;
8S,9 1S3,184a;p.89,9 188a;p
p.425,9664,p.532-533,984l;p
100-102, 9 19·1-202; p. 284-290, 9
567-569, 9 889 l-mm; p 585, 9 891
455-46lf. Also, objections to, in
J; p.648-649, 9 893g, h; p 675Essay on l\loous OrERANDt o~· Run:676, 9 904 b; p 809, 9 10-17 Also,
DIES in lll~d1cal ~~id Physwlogical.
ACCLntATION, Index JI.
manifested by the J\riml and Instinctive
Commc11tancs, vol. ni (1842)
supposes "'111 convulsive affections t.o
Principle, p 369-370, ~ 564-569; p.
bed1seascsofthetruespinalore xc1894-895,910780
to-motorysystem ,"andAuthor'sobillustrates the instability of the vital
jcctions,p.357,9526d; p.467-468,
_propertics,p 363,9541. Also,VIT!•L
9 719. Also, Co:.-vu1.s10Ns, H >STEii IA,
PnorERTtES, Index l .
\\'11oortNG-Couau, Index II.
gen~rally results in diminished irrita·
his contributions toward the lawsofreb1lity, but may be the reverse, and
either practically important, with ii~
flex actionofncrvoussystcm,p.290,
9463b.
lustrations,p.366-367,¢556a-d;

surg~s~se~~~~~i~~~~~:~~ ~n~cp:~td ~~~~

r:c:_rii~1~~~V°1~:tLiP~ ~~:::1·t~-. ~:~

f-~~~;5:3s~s~49l ~9~· r7-569, 9 889

J~~at~~:. t~P~~P;h~si~i~~i, ~ :~t:i:

0

1

LtFE, I ndex I.
hisexperimcntsshowingthecirculation
C:ANIC

al\T:Iss
or instinctive constitution, p. 363, 9
540; p.894-895,910780

;~ 1t::ti~l~;~ 1~n~~P;"f;;,t~ ;~~~ie sym·

lia~~~t~~u~~ta~npc~~~~~ ti~( r;fi~~~~<l :iJ

p. 712-713, 9 955_d; p. 715, ~ 959 a

through which miasmat:i,_to~acco, crude
food,&c.,cease to be lnJUnous,p.364,
9 544. Also, AccLJMATION, Index 11.

hisof~;:~t7c~;~~dbt~~~\:~~!~go~Jc~~i:n~~
Also, extended objections to, m 1lf ed·
ico.l and Physiological Commcntaru:s,

hi;o!p~~i~;12;~-~~3lofer~.~~~2!} \~::o~f
blood,andAuthor'so~Jections,p._728

~~c;~~t~~~ar~ ;e~tfe:~;~t;'~,t~i~~·~t.al

1

or

P,.mn'o:pJ:,~:.~,.','.c~:;f;t~
c',m,·.......~~:d~~. p;,.r3;,64'~J.a~;o.5~15eo~
.. ..
..
y

...

~~;:~1~~3~~~:~-~.~:~rg~~!il~~r~;f~ Jc~~;~f~~s:~~r:~;~;i~:~;;;~;~r~~~'.i~~
2

9

hifr~~i7~~~ ::b~~o~, ~x~~ds~'~t;~;.~t~~

<le~~ ~s~r~~e~ ~·h: ;oC~r~~~~ on~mcdics

jcctions,p.469,9722d; p.772-776,
91020-1026. Also,criticalobjcctions
to, in Afcd1cal aml Physwlogual Com·
mentaries,vol. i. ,p 239-271.
HABIT, VITAL,
so designated and investigated by the
Authorthroughalongchainofanal·

an<l morbific causes by alterati\•e influcnccofrcflcxactionofthcncrvous
system, p. 364, 9 547; p. 532-533, 9
841; p. 649, 9893h
its effects generally most prominent in
organic life when causes arc Ion~ in
opcr.ation-a la.w of great practical
5 8

~roe~, ~~~~~tn~!~~~~~~~~ a;!~~cd~~~ no~e::~~§· IP1~~c~b~c t~ f~~~ and other
rcJ~f:~~~ t~~\~!Jl~~:j~:~ ~r::~~~:I~~>
b~!~~[r ll 1~:\~~~~0~~~n~:~&J~~~~j~O~
and the variations of their results as
p. 364-365, 9 548f a, b.
sss
1
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Habit, Vital-continued.
Heart- continued.
follows,inrespecttomorbificand remedirect scat of ope ration of remed ial
1
1

~~f~t~~:~~;~~~~11~~~ ~'l~~~~::~·~~~spt~~~
~~l~;~s~f, r~~~~d~c~:9n_d5~~u~y ~~~~J~~
5
~;~, pc~!!:,~:~n~~~dCo~N~r~ ~-91~~!~

~~~n~~,~~7~tr~~j~~ ~·:ri~~~~; ~~~

~~~aa\1~~' ::co~~~!~yto s~~~~u!1~t;~;c :F
~!;~o c:.1~;c~n~rca;~~c~r i~r~~c~1~~~~r1~~

T.1.NTs.lndcxlI
opcrat1on,p.301-3I0,94S0-485;p
i!lustratcdbythctolcranceoffrcquently355-356, 9 526 a, b; p 443-448, 9
repcatcdand increaseddoscsofmcdi6S7i-688; 9714,715,961 a
cincs,anditssubsidenccon thcirsusits highly irritable nature cmp l o~cdby
pension for a short lime, p. 364, 9 543;
the Author to prove that remedies do
not ope rate by absorption, since the
p 365,9551, 552, p.532-533,9841;
p 569, 9 889 mm; p. 649, 9 893 h
most powerfu l, when swallowed, act
its effects vary according to the exact
mostly upon other parts, an<ldo not
natureof1tscauscs,p366.9553
oftenaffect theheart,exceptbyre·
allicdtotl.1e prine!plew hich.licsatthc
ducingdiseases uponwhosemorbif·
foundationofd1seascand1tscurc,p
icrcflcxnervousmflucncesthedis.
366, 9555, p 542, 9854c-f
tu rbanccsofthchPartdepcnd, 9500
liabletobeinfluenced byaccidental
m,687t, 694f,826cc,829,S93c,
causes, and to thus affect the treat·
p, 904 c-905 a, 973-975, 1024
ment of disease, with examples, p H E,1.T-continued from I ndex 1.,
367,9556tl-557.
appliedtothesurfaee,orintestinal canal,
by stomach or rectum, and, whether
embraces the cumufal1vc effect of reme·
dies, and prcd1spos1t1on to disease,
dry or moist, illustrates, like Cold,

~~~h; i~u~~~~i;g;; f·s~;\?, 5:8 Gad,}~
61"0, 9 902 i; p. 675-676, 9 904 b
Also, PnE01sPos1T10N,R1D1E1HEs,Jn.
dcxl /.
r elatesiothctenacit_vofmanydiscases,
p 368, 9 56~-and to many. ac~uired
natural habits of the const1tu11on, 9

~l{~c o~~~~~~n S1~::;J1cd~ft~r~~\~-emf~~
flucnceof reflexactionofthc ncn·ous
system, and suppl ies, in its,·aricties,
whether clryor moist,andthedifferent
temperatures, from 98°tol20° Fah.,
a critical illustration of the moc.lifica·
tionswhich the reflex influence un·

m~~~~5~i~;~:~~~::.I~~~ ~,:o~;",:hFd;ig~:.~ ;o:~k:n~d~ o'.~r:1~.;.t,1l.~ .·d,:,f".~of thc min<l, or of any mental faculty
attheexpcnscof othcrs,andtoits
enjoyments, and to the sf'nscs, and
toth~vo\untarymuscles,9543,564-

5~7-an<l to analogic~ betwcc1_1 c~r·
tam special injuries m orgamc hfc
and of the mind,p 370,9668; p
894,91078b
HEART Sec REA.RT A.NO ARTERIES, ln·
dcxl.,

co~f!~:1~~ ;;;nJi:~~:~~'abn: r~~~xa~::ii~~

f: i~~ s~~~p,fyu~o~~~::1 ;~:;o~c ~~ ~~~~e1
1

1

...

...... , ... ,
...
.,
tratcs,also,lhcmoclusopcrandiof
remedialandmorbific<1gcntsthrough
t he samealtcrativereflcx ner\'ousin·
fluencc, an<l _equall_y according to the
nature and mtens1ty of the agents,
and t hat, although closely allied, our
rcmcdicsmaybecurativeormorbific
according to their exact nature an<l
closc.p. 246,9440c;p253,944ld;

g 8 ~~~ 8~,5~4 ;J 5 p~~89,A~s~:l\~':n~t

~E:,,:•.,~T\,,1~E. ,),",l,'1E'~',.'1;~J:.·1T~~ .cC:~%·"" ~:,~~·.
0

1

., ~;
~r~~;,~~~%::,~ ~;·;,;l:·:~:;::f::: op~.-,1: :flt;u~.,'n:t..~~~1;1~.·.i;~'.:flt.~:x'.~;,:,:."o~.n~;:o~'frlnol:.;~.
j~~nl~~c~~~ :1~~e~ft~1 ~~ :~!~·ri~;f:~ ~1~:

influcnceofthercflcxaction sofaras
to produce discasc-cmployc<l by the

1

...
•. . . .
nervous system as to raise the tcm·

~i~t~T~hl~~:~~~:!~~:;~:;:t::~;:~~~~~ ~D~f~,:g~ nr~,~-h~: an~ ,':o~'n'~'lf~ lo ldf:,:.n~l:'l.P,i'dtnl:,~,:,'n!~a~ni !_I
immcdiatecauseofdiscascsand thcir

~~~~ t~\~~u~!~~t~i:l~~~~~~:eb!;~~~n~1~:

.
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•.. .,

•

~~! ~~~:l,1i~~lf~~~?e~o;il; ~:~"~cr~~l;i~~

!Oil

""'~~~~~ "J~~~~~·
POSITORIES,

SYMPATHY,

subdivision

l:Ont111uous, Index II.

si:u~1;,",i.:g~.:r,ifl~; ~:.~ ,·.:0Jn~:.;~a:n:"d~e~'m'•'~":'; '~'~ m"n~- ~~o~:hriE:;L~~,~1i17de~ J.o~!li; h4
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,
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,

0

~~~i~~\a /c~~tc~f:~~fni~=~~1:~~~ ~t~
dominalmuscles,showsthatifCroton
Oil,orothercathartic,beadde<ltothc
water,thcaltcrativeelTectsofthclat·
10

8

1

!f.:
~!:~~ ~:~e: ind~~~~~~ ~ 0~ :~~~~
fiedbythcnaturcofthcaddedcathartic, and carried by the Author to the
intcrprctationofallremcdialanclmor·
bificagcntsbcyond their direct seat of
opcrationthr~ughalterativeinflucnces

of reflex action of nervous system,
ibid., and SUPPOSITORIES, Oriun (lhc
plll,&c.),REFf.EXACTIONOFNER\'OUS
S\-sTf:l1,REMEDIALAcT10N,lndczJI;
NER\'OUS PowER, Sn1P..i.T11Y, l1uh:x 1.

a11dll.
HEH, A.Nll!AL. Sec On<aN1cHEAT, bulc:x

I.and II.
HE~IORRllAGE, SPONTANEOUS,

nevertheless, when practicable, as in

~~~1~~~~a~~a~:~c~:Ji;:oa;c,a~"~ni~~~t~

ant organ, the palholog1calcondit1on
should not be left to Nature, but Art
should interfere with its direct Anti-

~~~~~!f~~~·A~~i~~~a~~yan~ ~:~f~!~"t~:

1

and this particularly in pulmonary
hemorrhage.
Sec foregoing refer·
cnccs, and EXPECTORANTS, AsTRlNGENTS, PNEIJ~toNIA, bidcz II.
all preternatural effusions arc designed
forusefolcnds,and form some of the
mostremarkabtecxai!lplcsofJ?csign
If they take place Within cavities or
the structure of organs, it is still the
same, nor <locs Nature depart from
any great lawforthcsakeofspccial
exigencies, p. 471-476, 9 732 b-733;

p. 54G-547. 9 862--863d;p.550-55J.
9 863 c--864

philosophyof,practicallyvcryimportant H1ccouon,

;onr~~clo::i~c~I~~ ~~ri~u~~~.~c~;~iss~~~

int~o~i~~c~~~c~l~u:~~tc0 ~~~a~f~~ci~fn~1~~

li~i1!]
~If
l!i~
~~~~t~t~}~~1;1~~~~~I~~t~~; gj1:;r~~~f~~f~~:~;!~i
;:tf

r

~~if~! ifl~I
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Hicc~JJf?~~*~~~:f~,~:~~~~[:;:1~ Hopf~1f~t~~~:;gi~~~i;:ift~:~ i
ner~·ous 1~flucnce,

and how, throu~h

between the m?dus operandi of these

~~~1r~~~~1~;~ ~~:u~~~e 0~i~~~f~:r.~s~

~~~s~~~~:~~~~1::~:~~:~~l~~r~~~ii~~'.

emetic will develop the nervous m·
fluenc~ so as to stop .a. paroxysm of
hystena ~,· i thout YOrmtmg, and con·
trastedw1th the effect of an emetic

andthuscmbracetheopcrat1onofthe
whole under a common philosophyor, reasoning from the latter .to the
former, equally concede the instru-

!~e :~~~:~n~~~c~h~f ~~;;~:stf: ;;~~';

ili:"i~!:~:~:~:. ~:1dv~t~ di~,?c~~~~e~~

casesasbroughtonbytherccollcction

0

by an agent of the same substantive
existence as the physical causes, p.
107- l lI,9227-233i; p.324,95~0c;
2
2
50 1
:.
664, 9 894 b-900; p. 667, 9 90<1 c;
p 865-868, 9 1067; p. 879-882, 9
1074-1075; p. 886-891, 9 1077
Also,MENTA.LEMOTIONs,Gn1EF,Joy
AND ANGER, LovE,JEALousY, 'VEErING, Su.A.ME, D1sGUST, FEAR, Fooo,
HuNGER, TmnsT, REsPIR.\TlON, ExERCISE, SKIN, COLO, HEAT, CON\'UL·
SIONS,
ANTISPA.SMOOICS,
SETON;

5

of a former. occurrence of ~he sa1~e
n aturc-wlnlc ~he whole, mall its
1

~;:~~':!1~~ s :~:i~~;~ft~e~ ~n~:: t~o~ ;

1

1

1

~3;, ~' 5tg~o /.~ti, ~ ~41 ; iG f_

upontheorgamcmechamsm through
its direct.development and diversified
mod ificat1onsofthenervousinflucnce,
andtheperfectcorrespondenceintliese
respects with the effects of physical
agcnts applied to the nervous c~ntres,
or as they may be atfccted by disease,
and thusdcvelopthcner\'Ousinfluence
inadircctmanner,or asothcrphysical

~:~:~:~ 8 ~1E:e:~:~;, ~~~~~~~~ ~~~

f~u:~st~~v~:~~~.t~~~~;y"t tahc:i~~·r::~

TION, SouL AND. IN~TINCT, Index 11.

influence in a manner _analogous to
the various mental cmohons, not only
r eflect a flood ofligh~ upon the modus
operandi of all morb1fic and reme~ial

Hu~mo1.0T-gcncrahzat1ons, p. 923-926.
Hu~10RAL PATHOLOCY-SeeHuMORJ.LISll,

. Inde_x J.)

:~!r~;ie~u~et~~;~~g~h:h:nc~::r~~~

m~d~~:t~t~~. ~'.n!~~~1°.f/;ai;~~~ljg:;,~

physical causes, declare the substantive existence and self-acting nature
oftheSaul,p.337-338,9 514c. Also,

umns; p. 514-515,parallelcolum.ns;
p.519,98~5; p. 520,9826c; p. 754,
91002/; p. 755,91004c.

~~;~~~~110A.~:~N~C~i~,~~A~~1~;~~~

A~tl~%stoti\'CS for the inquiry, p. 515,

0

~~§.~:~~ ~~i~~:;~·;;~~~::~f::~;?. ~~:~~t~~~r:m~~;;i~f:.': : :·:·

H~;~:::::: :·:1 ::d:t:c~t~:~dl/~e

1

1

is sure ·

~~~~~£f~~;·:~~f;:tia:~~~~:'.~r::d

its

~If~~ l~~~~~~,
butrarelytoodceply_forthemastcry

83G

~~~~!~tiv~:l~~l~f~~c~~~~~:~t~ok~~;~

ar~~::~~i:~~";,. r~~;~~~~.i1~c~;;d ai,n!~

asthcSoul,wh1chdcve\opsandmod1-

p. 677, 9 904c; p· 932,9 I088d.

1:~~~;£~~{~f,~~~~~&\f:~~~i ::1~t~L::::::::;,:::'~:;:~:::.::::;
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Hum,~~ar~~~tl:;~~f!r~,~;;i~~~d~irculation, Humt~~-~:a~~t~~~r~yid;~:n:h;;c:ct with tioand c.xammed, p. 527-528, 9830-831
action of poisons inserted in wom1ds,

if admiued that the causes of disease

=~tli~~f1c~~1Tu~~~~~~~s:v~.h3~~~ ~f:~s~

~~~u ~ce~~ s~f;~~~~; ~:~~~~~)~~th~~~

Also, HYDROPHOBl.&, VrnusoF, Index
JI
deleterious agents and remedies not absorbed,unlesstheyfirstinllictdiscase

827/. 904c, 1033 b
whatmcnta\emotionssaytoit,p.534,
9 844. Also, MENT.l.L EMOTIONS, the
several individual P1.ss10Ns, SKIN,

1

:;,,!,:~;s ~i1~~~5~~· 22~~89 a~t~~

0

~}P~~ !t~ ~~~ ~~:r7n~~~~e~~J1°:u~~~~

carried offbyk1tlncys, p. 99, 9 192;
p. l29-I34,9277-295;p.230,9422
h; p. 519-521,9826-827,1088-1089
theirabsorptiondisprovedbytherefusal
of the absorbents to admit bile, intcstinalacids,andallotherthingsthat
ma)'. undergo fermentation in the intestme,urine,&c., p. 62-63,9136137; and ut supra. Also, AssoRP·
TION,Indexl. Also, p. 932, 91089.
fa!seconclusionsfromtheabsorptionof
nilrateofsih•er,acetateoflead,&c.,
since thcybecome s?oncom'.erted in·
to inert compounds m the alimentary
canal, p. 530, 9837c.
how do sulplmric acid and acetate of
lead arrest the night-sweats ofpul·
monary phthisis l Ask the Chemist
what is their condition when he mixes
them with blood, p. 530, 9 837c; p .
577, 9 890 o.
many poisons applied to wounds produce
no effect upon surfaces, and inflict
theireonstitutional effects, in the formercasc,throughalterativeinfluence
of reflex action of nen·ous system,
unlessviolentlyforccdintothetorrent
of blood; and here the Author ad-

lcnccuponothcrorgans,p. 521.9829
1

15

1;1~f: :~e~it~lo~~~id~~n:raa~<li,c r2~~:

~'~~~· ~1~;,~;s~~ ~V~~~cr~~ a~C~.~~~~

0

0

SETON, and other analogous things,
bidcxll.
Andral'sdoctrineofprimarychangesin
the bloo<l refuted by a funclamcntal
law,p. 535-538, 9846-847.
NOTlllNGC.tNMAKEHEALTHYllLOOOllUT
TllEIU:ALTHY ACTION OF TUE SOLIDS,
and,didthebloodtakethemitlatory
stepindiscase,therecould benoreCO\•ery,p. 535-539, 9846-847
a great l~ndamental law in a universal
adaptation ofbloodan<lsecrctcdpro-ducts,howcvcrmorbidlychangcd,to
all parts ofthe organism respcctive.ly,
bywhichtbeyarcrendercdinoffcns1ve
tothcrespcctiveparts,p.62-63,9136
-l37c; p. 536-539,9847e-850. Also, p. 62-63, 9 136. 137, ADAPTATION,
LAW OP, Index I. Al ~ o, p. H6 §328.
clcpendence of all morbid products, in
cac~1 instance, upon special ph)'.siolog1cal changes, fatal lo Humorahsm,
p. 479,9741. Also, SECRETION AND
ExcRETION,lndcxJI.
Author resolves thewholcchaosofthe
Humeral ~athology into a system. of
grand Des igns, through the appheationofthcnatura\organicfunctions,

:~~!:h~~~~a~~~~~~n\~~~~~~o~:x~~~

~~flJe~lt::G~~e :;i~~;'~=r~~u~ir:;!t~~~

their expanded extremities, p. 520521, 9826d; p. 525, 9828a

and which he has equally applied to
all the problems in Pathologr: and

co~~;[~~db~~w~f~er~~~c~~~~!~is;,~J

~~1;ri~ve;:~~~· i~n~h~o .;~d~~e o';i~~:~~i

::
inserted in.wounds, p. 520-521, 9
826d
eminentChemistsclonot agree in the
Jeastinrcgardtoabsorptionofsomc

ofmorbifican<lremed1alagents, both
physical and mental, p. 519-521, 9
826a, h, d; p. 523, 9 827 b, c; p
525- 527, 9 828-829; p. 530, 9837

~~~~d~na;,t /c~~~i~s82~n;d P~t~;~~7~~:

t.; 5~9~;;9~~38497 ~~ ~~J." 5~!~ 91l~!~1~

9 !028-1030; p. 783-784, 9 1031 b;
p. 787, 9 1032 a; p. 794, 9 1033 a
ilbsorption of morbific and remedial

cal and Pl1ys1ological Commcntarus,
voLi.,,p . .569-574(1840~,whcreoccurs
ad1stmct and anatomical exposition

~!i~c~~s 3::rrrocv~~ctisn a~~o~~J~~t~~c~~

~:~~1~~:~:~;,3~1:~ceu~;~:,06;~~~c f;~:

quent renewal of the blood, p. 520, 9
820 b; p. 677, 9 90-l c
absorption of \•io!ent agents disproved
by their failure to act ttpon tlic highly

~:1~~e\,~~ree; ~~~o~:t~~re ~~:rv:~~:;~

~~~~s},1~;~:t~~r~::11i~L~ou\~~R:~i~~~

AcTJONOt' NER'' OusSYSn:~; CAun:s,
M0Rnn·1c ; RrnEoa:s,RE)tEOuLAC·
TION, THERAPEUTICS, SETON, CouN·
TER·inRITANTS, MENT.\I. EMOTIONSr
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Humoral _Pa~h.ology-contmucd

the md1v1<lual l\~ss10Ns, ExERCISE,
Fooo,Surros1TORJEs,IlLoooLETTING,
LEECHING, SKIN, COLO, H~:.n, }~RIC-

TION,

CoN\' ULSIONS,

Uungcr-co11t111ued.
being, that in respiration the point of

departure for the reflex nervous inJlucncc is the mucous tissue of the

lungs,andthatoffood,inthccxamplcs
presented, an<l of hunger, the mucous
tissue of the stomach, while all the
remote influences of either arc conducted through the nervous system,
butwiththcdiffercnccthatthcrcflcx
action of the nervous system, in the
cascofrcspirationandfood,isnaturai

RESPIRATION,

C.1.TllARTICS, EMETics, &c., lndcz JI.;
contradicted hy physiological laws, 9
284-, 285, 639, 674-676, 822, 829,
835,839,847-851,8G3c,889a-J, n
supposed absorption of certain gases
aml fumes refuted, and shown to
opcratethroughrcflcxactionofthc

~~~~~~~.s~~t;; ;' ~.' gg~J6~~~ Id;G~!

~~~!1~a~:i1~;~~~~'. ~tiis t:~~r~ffi~~~~J

Licbig's hypotheses of, p. 175-176,
9 350! n-p. Also, ANJESTHETICS,
HYDROCYANIC Acio,l11dexll.
mias.mataproduccdiscasethroughalter·
at1veinfluenceofrct1exactionofthe
nervous system, p 522--524, 9 827
b-e. Also,PR£01sros1T10N, CAusi,:s,

the analogies between the examples
of food and hunger are farther continuedin theirequalde,·clopmcnt of
reflex action of the nervous system
and in the co.operation of mental
emotions that develop a direct ncrvous fnftuencc, which, in one case,

1

1

~lEOTROB~~ix~T~::;l~.~~~~~~~~~~EST~;~:

~~l/~t~r~o;dc~~' ~~l!i;~rr~ r~~~:b~~lj~

andthe prcccd ing rc/trt11cesto J11.II
morbificbloodshouldproduceno1.ocAL,
butuNtVEHSALdiseasc,p.539,Q847h
a grcatandprevailingerrortoconfound

the other. and by which is also illustrated the moclificat1011s which the
nervous influence undergoes accordin g to the nature ofthecauseswhich
0 0

~~~ha~~~~~do}Ji~~~;!,t:rc,~;~~~1;!~~~~~

~~:~~s~~ J~~ LE !~~~~o~~ o~~;?"~'~i:~

ofdisea~c. which 1s owing a~ much to
morb1dmflucncesofthcsohdsasarc
the morbid products of the li"er,orof

S\'STE~t, REMt:VIAL ACTION, MENTAL
E.uoTIONS, the individual PASSIONS,
SKIN, CoLD, HEAT, D1sousT, SETON,

f~h~flP~~!~~:!n~::~:;~]1;0;~~~~:·~~

~\~~;l'!~l~l~~ J~~·c~ r=~~o]~~

POWEil ,
symptoms,andallrefcrableloaltera· HYBERNATING ANniALs,
tiveinflucnce ofdircctorrcflexaction
employed to illustrate the philosophy of
ofthenervoussystcmbeyondthedi·
animalheatasa.sccrcle<lpro<luct,and
rectseatofoperationofanyphysical
inconnexionwithrcflexactionofthe
agent,p.478--480, 9 740; p. 551,Q
nervous system, p 249,Q44-1 c; p
839; p. 535-539, Q 847. Also, SE253, Q 441 d; p 255-256, * 441i- a;
CRETlONANOExcRETIOS,lmlcxll.
p. 257,Q442a.; p.262-2G3,Q446a.;
rcasonswhythcbloodcannot bemcdip. 264-265,9 446d,447a.; p. 332,
cated,p.531-533,Q838-84l; p.535
95000. Also,OncANICHEAT,l11clcx
-539,*846-847; p.147,§330.
l .a11dII.
11

1

1

1

' ~~g:~~~·{.'.f·~:l:~:Ti~i~i~lf4~ ' T:~~· :'.;;~~~~~~ ~ :~~~~~:~~£:;~:

itsspccialobjects1nthctrcatmcntofd1s-

flucnc.e tha~sba!l pro"e a stimulus to

~~~~f~{~1:~~~f;;~~::<";~~.wmt: r;~;~~!~)~:~~~~~~;~f~~~:.~~?:

":,;i~~~~~~~ ":~[~~~~g
andrcmedialagcntsuponpartsbcyond

1052b

~l~ci;l~ei;=~i~·;er~no~e~~ra:~o~h~h~~~~~ HYD~~~~· ANIC Actn,Nux V OMICA, STRYCH·

~(';~~ :;~[ti~~o~~l~~~~~:~et~~~~~i::

ex~:~:!1c~~1 ~0~t~~~~~~c n:~~~~~ ~;~~~~
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Hy<l•t~~~~%:~~y::~J;;\£~~1J~y·~h Hy•t~Fiff~~~~~~;;1~~%:~t~~
i!~:~;f:i:41~:~~~ ~:5i!j g~):~~jf:~:~f~:~Afl::ft~
526, 9828a-c ; p. 672-675,9904b;
p. 706, 9 946 b. Also, RE.\IEDJAL
AcT10N, RE~'LEx AcTION, ANTISPAS:.ioo1cs, Jnde:z; II.; NER\'OUS PowER,

producecon\'ulsions,whctherthrough
dircctdevelopmcntofthenervousmflucnce by mental emotions, or by reflex action of the nervous system, as

wh~~llfu~:i"i~ :nn:~: i~·df;~fn~~ishablc in

!~h~l~e~:!~~~c~ ~~~~:~r:i~uab~~s~~~~

the blood or organization, p. 672,
904-b

spinal cord do not often give rise to
thcmunlesstheyresu\tineffusionor
2
11
9
p. 358, 9 526 c. Contmucd unJer
H1ccouG11, Index II. Also, CoNVULSIONS, ANTISPASMODICS, " r HOOPINOCouon, MENTAL EMOTIONS, Index II.

9

HI~R~1 ~;~i /.:·e~~~~s ;r~pagated from bit1

0

5

ten part through alterativc influence
of reflex action of the nervous system,
to which it imparts a pernicious modification ; and compared with other
things,p.66-67,9148; p. 333,9503,
506; p.3H1 9 516d,No. 6; p.356,
9 526 c ; p. 368-369, 9 558-561; p

11

g~s:,rr~~~a~~ p.~3i~~3~~

m~. S;

3

!~~,lit6 '.;ifll~ifd:i.~~~~~~:'. I'<lo,'~£~1}!,£1;,~~;~:!fi\~~~~;'.r~','~:~ii,~

p. 679-681, 9 905 a. Also, Medical
and Physiological Commentaries, vol.
i., p. 494--513; p. 569-574 (1840),
wherethealterativeinflucnceofrcflcx

dosesofmcd icinc,somekin<lsoffood,
and certain mental emotions, and other
things (all on common ground), will
act with violence, or prove morbific,

:;~~~d t~ ~l~~s ~~:b~~~_. thi~~p\~i~~ fs

:~~~~~~% 'd~~~~1d~ne;t ~;0~1fl~1~!i~pd~~

0

5

0 1

confirmed by observations made many
)'earsaftertheAuthor'sexposition.
the disease admits ofa great los.s of blood
onaccountofapowerfullyshmulating
nervous influence determined upon
the \'ascular system, p. 733-734, 9
974 c-976 a. Also, fNn .001 nios;
DnA1:."", I:.rl.AMMATION OF; B1,oonLETTl:.'"G, lndex IJ.; NERVOUS Pow1m,
Index I.and 11.
the only morbid an.imal poi~on that. is
not a n7w formation, an_d its morb~fic

\•elopment of a morb1fic influence of
directorreflexactionofthe ner"ous
and ~oing with the re.st of our
subjects to illustrate the plulosophy
oflifc,themodusoperandiofallmor·
bific and remedial causes, physical
and mental, through the agency of
direct or reflex nervous influences,
and, as it respects the mental causes,
to substantiate the substantive exist·
ence and self-acting nature of the
Soul, p. 384, 9 585 b; p. 631-63~, 9
sys~em,

g~gy~!~~~.~~~~~~:~:{~i~g~~ r~;~:t':B~~~i:}J.~;~~g:;

ouslyinman,p.421,9.654b. Also, IasoR.-1.Nc.E 1NhIEDICINE,
J1[cdical and Physiolo/!ltal Comment·
confessions of, when excusable and
arics,vol.i..p.498-506.
laudable,9904c,905l
HvsTi::RIA AND H1 ccouG11,
h!A G INATIO~--continued from 111dcx l. ,

d·~;.~~1J?~~1~~;f~;~J.~~r~~1f:J .,,~L~1fi~~~~£~r~£~~J~}~~~j
2r~~~~~::£~1~~.;fif;J~~3,~ ~gE,ifi~~:;1~~~~1g;.;~;~~~
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fmagination-continued.
••",&,.',,~rl,'P,:,.int61lo~~,:
~:nud~lcl',
~6;3t:~_", rfo8~9'~-·~l~b~,~,"g_g
.. ..
..
..
v
said, it may be worth

~ding

that 1

~:l:;:T~•;L;~:E~ ;.1T;d,·.~_:.~..;~t;hr:~:~.-~n"d'.-·g,~.'df

'.;:,

11 ... ,.

...
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PASSIONS, BLOODLETTING, lhmmuL
A CTIO!'<, SouL AND INSTINCT!\"£ PRIN-

~~t:;'~~~ul~:s~of~~~t~c~~~
fa~~a:~vr~c
pcrativc <lisposition, or ';tcrminations,"ns they arc callcd,p.470-475,

~~f~:i:~~i~kI~~:~e:t~~~1!~:~:.9
showing great Dcsign , p. 472-474 ,

733 j p. 546, 9 862
im·olvcs uparation, p. 474,

9 733 J-

extends from birthtoendofflrstdcntition, p. 373, 9 576 a-its vaTious
characteristics, physical and mental,
9576b,c-<liseases of, correspond
with mutations in structure and other
physiological characteristics, and examples,p576d-andrcquire correspon~ing mo~ifications of treatment,
with1\lustrat1ons,p 375,957Ge; p
766-768, 9 1009--1013. Also, AGE,
l11dexll.
its num?rous peculi3ritics, ~n conncxion with those wluch are incident to
Youth, illustrate the changes which

which is analogous to regeneration,
p.474-475,9 733-but controverted
byphysicaltbcorists,p.475,9733
g-k.
itstcrminationinrcso/ulionduringthc
formative stage, whichitisthegrcat
aimofarttocffcct,p. 470,9729a;
p. 476, 9 735; p. 638, 639, 64.0, 9 892*
g; p. 642, 9 892.!r.
the suppuratircstagcthenextmostfavorable termination of, p. 4 71, 9 730 ;
p.472,9733a.b
secretions of lymph, scrum, muc1'.ls, &c.,
maytaketheplaccofsuppuratton,but
arc aMlogous in principle, p. 471, 9
732-all 3cting as deplctory means,
rbill.,andp.MG-548,9862-863d

thcchangeablenatureofthePropcrtics of Life, and invite the ingenuity
of the Chemical lntcrprctcr,p. 374375, 9 576c-/; p. 376-380, 9 578.
Also, IRRITABILITV, \'1T .1.1.. PROPERTlES,VITAL PRINCIPLE,0RGANICLll'E,
lndc:i I ; STRUCTURE, I11dcx 1I.
INFANTS, Cuol.ER.t OI'. Sec Du.R1111o;:A,

callcdadhtsiustagewhenlympht::ikes
the place of suppuration, which, in
wounds, conslitules"hcalingbyfirst
inlcntion,"p 471 , 9732c,d-objcctionsanswcrcdtoitsdcpendcnceupon
inftammation, p. 475, 9 733 g-k.
adhcsin~ process occurs within the structurc of all organs through 3 general

lndcx II.;
l11dc:r.l.andll.
CIPLE,

NERVOUS

PowER,

INPAscv,

i~~~r?~c:~;:l~:~.~p~~~~~i~~~~I~i~·~ wh;~~~~~;:~~.f)~~l;i'1n;~~~u:.e~'.d:;2,i¢

from Index l.,
IN~·i.i~,~~:T{~~--continuctl
distinct from Idiopathic Fever, and how

~~~~nt~s~; ~- ;t_~~', ~h~4~:ifcf;
p. 367, 9 557 a; p. 444-445, 9 688
d-cc; p.464, 9712; p. 466, 9716;
p. 489-490, 9 757, 759; p. 491-492,
9 764 a; p. 493, 9 764 c; p. 495, 9

1,·~"'i~rdh:;f,~1.~c,',~1 1,
~,~,'~. 1d0i ~~,",,",·,-~,~~~~.[~cNcf
.. ....
....
1

011

!,_'nh:·np'

..

~~~:iic~2 ttns

its

u

rcmo\"al, p.
for
ulceration more or less attendant on
suppuration,anditsobjcctsandlaws,
p. 471,9730; p . 472,9733b
gra11ulat1on, a consequence of inflam-

a,

~~~~~n,b~el;;g;utroa~~~:r~~~nj;:of\~~;

made belwcen
the distinction
Inflammation and Fever, embraced

profound physiolo~ical laws, p. 471,
9 730; p. 472-475, 9 733 c-/, and
rtfcroicca there
irregularities of its stages,p. 476-480,
9 73·1-7·11.

78·1
~~~.; 1;.;.i:!,7F:~~~R~
ncvcrthclces, is generally confounded
Also,
with fever, p. 4.64, 9 713.

;:;;:c7JJ:

}~EVER,

lndc:c II.herein

~~h~:~is~~~is'hl!~ ~~!~~cc~'c~i~~ic~ f::
1

.illtd1cal and Physiological Comment-

~~~~· ~:~~l~:~:;;::,~~f.iT.:~~t~:t~~;

~l~il~\~s :.c~~~.a~ %~'.meclf, p. 46·J,
its general charactcristics,p.469,9725

its-Io~~- pr~~5i~af~~~~J:;.,~a~~o~,~~::

an

e <i;.:~b~.~1 :;it~ni~ ~h;~Gi1f:~~~\ ~~.ii

73 5

in

1

~t: i;!c:ac::~~'.a,~~~c~:~~~~~c!~~~t~~

~~j ':et!~~r:~i~!~~~.°.[,.;l,1~ ~c;r;.1ati\•e

in the products of the second stage,
8
~~;~~n fr~~ ~f1~rrm%aht:1~;1 =~~a.~j:
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Inflammation- continued.
andfromcertain peculiariticsinthe
9904- a. Also,p. 61-67,9133-151,
natu re of particular tissues, or as
and CAUSES, MoRBtF1c; lll::)u:on:s,
arising from specific forms of disl11dexll.

~~~e,

p. 471, 9 730, 732; p. 478, 9

1110 1

:1'1 1.'1~~:~ets:~u~[~,~~~~~%:~1~~al~~~'.

pens in the formative stage;-the
resultofaprofoundalterat1onof
thcproperticsandactionsoflifc,

;~'~":~~~~~~:1~~·:~:~r~~~:·g~a~~~

p. 481, 9748-and clead parts re·
moved from the living through tho
vitalprocessofulceration,and not,
as generally alleged, by the tns a
tergo, ora mercso\ution,p. 477, 9
736c
all the varieties in pus, lymph, mucus,
serum, &c., depend (ct£tcris partbris)

~~t~r:~rn!~~ ~o~~i~ f~~~f;u:t~o~;:o:~;

and all poisons of t h~ Ma~e.ria l\lcdica,
an<lhereditaryprcd1spos1t1ons,ofthe
last,p.419-421,9653/J-655; p.

,:~h::,:,::,
6

.::::;'.. :::.;":,,::.':,:
it be, the general principles oft~eal·
ment are the same, though modified
in its details, p. 469, 9 7~3. Also,
Ur.oooLETTING, CouN·r&n·Inr.rTANTS,
ExPECTORANTs,JndcxlJ
nevertheless,thcrearcnumerousgrada·
t ionsbetweenacuteandchronic,and
between common and specific, each

~!s;ne!t:~~\;~ ~~~~~1~;,1 ;o;i:J~~~~'.

:~~\~s~th~ersl~c~i:!l~·, otf,;;o~;;Ji},~;

Also, p. 222-227, 9 409 c-411; p
228,9415; p. 436,9682b; p. 452,

tions,andshow ingthattheyallbelong
toaeommonfamily,p.468,9722

93

1

~~1 0 ;; &.- :~g~~~~. ; ~li ~~\!h~~~
contradicts all chemica l and humeral
hypotheses, 1b1d.-nor is pus owing,
assupposcd,toadegcnerationofblood

~~;Jet~~~utC:~~~t~!ht:ii!oa~he

tissue
in which it springs up, and deeply
founded in physiological laws that
relate to the different tissues,p. 64,
914lb;p.354,9526a;p.480,9
741 c; p. 652-653, 9 893 1t. Also,
STRUCTURE, Index II.
its remote causes, p. 414-4-27, 9 644666; p. 480-481, 9 742-743

its

itsin'J~~:~c~~ ~~;~n~~:~ ~.~~nJs:'r~r';;:;

IB~~~r~1~:~·~,~dit~~~k~~~:~:F;~~·:

p.512,9817; p.623, 9827; p.708,
9 950; p. 733, 9 974 b; p. 773-775,
9 1024; p. 829, 9 1057 a. Also,
CAUSES, l\l0Re1r1C, Index II.
itsprecisecharacter,eveninthecommon

~~r~~J::i~~~i ::~~? i~r:~~~h<lc ~:~~;i~

~~~~1 ~i1~rrwu;i~eT;:orp~~~i~cs, ~~r~i~I

11

0

be modified by hereditary predispo·
sitions, idiosyncrasies, &c., and its
variousm?<lificationsasproduced.by

~~~e;~~i~~\n;c~:~tm~~~=;~cr3~r~~t~~e~l

acltii:~l~n~~:r::::"~::~:Ji;'t~~~ ~:q~~~f,~~
the same principles of t reatme ~ t,
thoug~. generally suppo1ted to be m
opposition, p. 486-489, 9 753--756

int~~,'i~!~~:~i~t"!r~n~~v~;,o~e~~fre: u:~~

3

same general treatment as the.com.
monform,wilhprobably lheu ltlmate
use of Cinchona, or Arsenic, p. 424,
9662b;p.487-488,9756a,b;p
605-606, 9892p; p. 609, 9 892,J.c;
p. 611-612, 9 892f h, i; p. 615-616,
9892!-/; p. 737-739, 9 894-895.
rheuma~1c,liket~1eintermittcnt,d?mands

rn£~~:t i~\~:i~~:~~i:~:'.~7!il•::

Colch1cum,andccrta1n acnds, p.488
-489, 9756 a.b; p. 561, 9 888 b; p
737-739,9984-985.
scrofulous, another specific form calling
forthesamegeneraltreatmcntasthc

~r~1:,:,.,·,~ .:r!,~.Y~if~.;r;·,~i.~.•n~ ~d'~•Y.f.,; 1,l,~,~.'.~;":'.~ &¥h,7·;·

••
~
..
p. 488-489, 9756a,b; P- 56 1, 9888
b; p.615,9892 te ; p.619-620,9

892t1i; p. 661:--665,9900-901; p

8

employed to illustrate the principle

~~F~; ~3J~;d~z ~~~-985. Also, SrE·
its immediate instruments the terminal·

~~~~~~~; i1~~d~~~~~i~~1;e1;;dti1~! ae~~~

~~t~;~:~ ~~Ot,h:l ~~t~.i~5;:it;~g %;

states pecu liar to its own virtues,p
417-418, 9 650-652 c; p. 468-469,
97Z2b,c ; p.641 ,9892!1; p.664,
9900;p.66!J,i}902/t;p.671-672,

p. 483,9746a-andwhytheserous
vessels admit the red globules, p. 99,
9 192-the nervous system locally
intereslodinthercsu lts,butinothcr
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1

1

1

~fsi~~c:~1:!~i~~ 1;~~~e~~~~t~~~~:~~~

:1:'::o!h~;~· Jo~ ~~o ~~--~~~~. ~~J~1~~

tion, p.475, 9733h; p 483-484,9
746c. Also,REFLEXACT JONOFTHE
NERvous S\'STElt. lndcz JI ; NERV·
ous PowER, Sn1PATllV, Index l. and
11

othcrindi,,idua!Passzons,FE\'ER,first
subdivision, Iudexll.
no "general" inflammation, an<l the
term" i n0'1:m~atorv fever" hypolhctical andobJectionable,p.466,9716.

itsJ;t~xi:;a:,~:rre,~~!°i!:f~~:ll e~:~~=n~:~

far~!l~.~ ~~f1~~~~~o!~~ccllxc~t~ncfi~~do~~J:;

~d~' =~jnb~cr:~e~h~c~~~~~~~;o'~~~~~'.s~
~l~~ntf,c /11 ~~;~~. 99 ~1~', ~;t~~~: ~~g·

~i~~:~~~or?:~.:~m~;~:~ ::~c 1o~:rcJ~~
~~~n~~~:~,~~~:~;~:~~ii~cuailn~~~~~~!~

im·olvcs the whole philosophy of all

tions,whilccach oncasitcomesfor·

tb~t~~~v~ji~f~~c~!~h;~;~a~ ~~lrine of,
3
~~~~~\.:~~ri~~~~d sraa;~~~fo~e~~t~~:d~

~~~t:~e 1~~,~~ n~r~:~~v: ~l:~~~fc ~~~~~
0
1
11
1
~~~~ ~~~~ ~t~ e~: a~~ollln~~t~~r; r1i~~~~f~

considcrcd,p.484-485,9748,749.
alwaysa localdiscase,whilefevcraffects
1
5
9
9
p .422,9657b; p.464,9712; p.489491,9757--760; p498,9784. Also,
other distinctions in first s11bdtv1s1on
Also, FEVER, Index!!
neverthclcss,inflammat ionisoftcncomplicated with fc\•erat the invasion of
t he latter, an~ may ~e it~ exciting,

~I:~ ; ~~t:::: ~~·~r~~ li'7~~i,' 9 6~5~

0

1

1

; 1~Juf~~e~ r~r~~~ ~~~~::lfo~~gwi~~:~t

~iving rise ~o inflamma~ i ?n, of whi~h
it may be either an exc1lmg cause Ill
organs alrc~dy ~redisposed, or m?y
bc thepred1sposmgaswcllas exc1tingcause,p.227,9411; p. 355,9526
7 3
4
1
; p;
508-509,9809-Sll;p.510,9813

~: 4~8~~ 7:4~ ~~ ~~~; lsgtS34

3

tb:r:~~~~~~:~d~~~~~cii~~~l~~~~~'i~nha~ ~
fever but which is often absent in

1

0

0

of the consecu li\'C dcrangcmcntsand these disturbances of the ncvcr-

~:i~~~~gPc~de~~~~l~g~~~:~.ri~x a:t~~\~;
of disease, and upon the importance
of the organs and the nature of the
tissueaffoctcd,though notalwaysso,
p.227,9411; p.355,95260; p.465466,97 15; p.467-468,9718, 719;
p.506-509,9806-81 1 ; p.51 1,9815;
p. 679-681, 9 904 a; p. 724-727, 9
73
9

:~ ~~2~7~;~'9 9;~~7b·; ~.' Jo[~o~'.

9 1040, and rc.fercnccs there. Also,
STRUCTURE, REFLEX ACTION; CAUSES,
MoRBn·tc, bidc:r. 11.; Ni,:n,·ous Pow-

£n,Sn1PATllY, l ndcxl.a11dll.
such is the correspondence among the

~~:~~~: ~1a~n~u~n~ei~ca t'iZn d1~r;;g~~
11

3

given to the reflcctcdncrvousin-

rc~~i~~e

;.~i,~;!fz~<lm;~~;:~11~1(;~a

abrrd
infoveral.so,andasc_omplicatedwith

:d:.,i r,.~1,.;,!': A·r~ ~,.1d~ ,F~ :,·~ ~.'~1}.,:d'.·,~ :/:.:[:_i~i~ ~~~~~~~~~~~:~~m~~Sf~i
..

...
.-. "'"
..
the conslitutional excitement of local
11

p.498, 9784/J, andrc/erc11cestherc;
p.73I-732,9970c.

~~~~~~vi~lf~1 t~a~\:} ~:.~rr:~~!! ~~,:
!~~t~~~~he 3!x~~~i~eg ~::~i°u~~~~u~f ~~~

pr~~~~;=ih~~~~· i~~~:~~es~h~tl;:;e?o;~~
~l:ed~~~~s:·n~~:~~sc~~~~:~~e~~~~)~i~i~

TCflex action of the nen·ous system,
in the former case, being dctcrmi1_JCd

ofien_deP_Cnding_uponthespecialvital
~~~:t*t~~1~~ o~~~~~u~~R~~~~~~~ns, p

~m:;i~,;~~~g~:,~3fi,~~if.i~~g'.

0

the

d;"elopmont ;"f mod;fieation oft ho

~fr~c~~~s0rn t:~ec ~=~~ooult~~fl;acs~~~n~:

~u~p:o:n;,: ~1•,:,i~'~P:'dn,:e';~1u,:.~it~ i0~e'o~-n=~~t'i~t:1u~tli~o:n~no;f'.

719; p.804-805,910-10,and refer-

tion,andmoreorlesssoasitrespects

~

~~~1~~:~/~~~~!:·~l·i,K1ffH1TI

6

1

..

"

~~~;1:;, :~~~~{g~~i~~:;v~:~~t~
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Inflammation-conti1iucd
tho determination ofthcmorbificinotherorgans,anJhcrc,too,thenervflucnce upon <lifferent parts, but its
ousinflucnceisdcvelopedinad1rcct
manner, and the motor nerves ::lre
influence whe~ resulting from vc-

~~13~i~;£~m;~:~~~"=P~~E:~~~u~T!~

~~r~~:~:~,~~:~~~~:{~:~::;~~~e~:~~:~
to illustratethcgreatfactthatc\•cry
causc,bothy~ysical and mental, that
lll":Y bring .1t mto .operation, imparts
to1taspec1a\mod1ficationpcculiarto
itsownvirtues,p. 444-44G,9G88c,/;
p. 506-509,9806-Sll; p.511,¢815;
p.- 724-726, 9 961; p. 730, 9 969;
p . 731, 9 970 c; p. 732-73-i, 9973975. Also, STRUCTUl:E, lmlcz 11.;
N1::1n·ous Powi::a, Index I. and 11.;
VENOJJSCONGESTlON, VENOUsT1ssuE,
l11dezl.
develops a r~fie~ action of the norvo~s
systei.nwlnch impart~ to the pulse its
peculiar characterishcs of hardness

ri~~ :~J~tc:~i~~t~?ihaen~:!~eo!se~~~
fiueneeasinstitutedliyinflammation
is farther man ifested in its production
of those chanJCS ofvaseular action
that lead to the huffing a_ml cupping
of abstracted blood, while, on the
other hand, this protea.n power may
be almost instantly made to change
its shape and establish a totally new
ordcrofth ingsunderthe lossofblood
or a mental emution,p.!:!27,¢41 1 ;
p 355, 9 52(i a.; p. 4•14-445, 9 688
a-f; p. 708-710, 9 951-952 b; p
S0·1-805,¢ l040,andrr/cre11ccsthere.
cleve!opsanexcitingnervousin!lucnce
which sustains the system under the
loss .of blood, thoug-h of some tissues,
and m theirconnexion with compound
org ans, more than ?lhers, while ~he
loss ol blood so mo:hfics the altcrat1ve
influenceofthe reflex nervous action
(am.I upon which all the phenomena
of I3loodletting depend) a~ to speed ily

~~r~!~~: :J.~£~t~~1 ~~c:~~~~~ II{~
0

. ~1:~;~~~%:{;,~~i~~~:~}:~::~~~

M,tTJON m·; MENTAL El10TIONs,thc
indi,·idua\ Passions, J11dcxll.
when affecting any important organ in
small-pox,mcaslcs,andscarlctfc\•er,
it gives rise to such a\terative influencesofthcreflcctcdnervousaction as enables the s3·stem to bear
thercmedicsthatwouldbeneccssary
when the same <lisease occurs indcpendcntly, and which might be othcrwise fatal , p 59, 9 129 Ii, 1; p. 61, 9
134; p.63,\\ l 37b-e ;p.65,9143c;
p. 67, 9 150-151; p. 69, 9 156 b; p
73, 9 163; p 227, 9 411; p. 355, 9
526a; p. 538-539, ¢847 g-849; p
2
5 1
5
9

:: a-gt_39J5; : 1;of0, !;,~t~;jc r:;!;

there.
t~c foregoing influences of reflex
act10n of the nenous system arc
examples of that altcrativc action as
brougbt in~o operationhyallremcdiat
and morl.11fic causes, physical and
mcntal,whenevertheyactuponparts
bcyon<ltheseatoftheirdirect opera-

all

!ion,thoughvariouslymodi~edaccord-

mgtothenatureoftheexc1tingcause,
andarethemediumthroughwhichall
tho remote changes in the solids and
the fluids (the blood included) arc
brought about , p.483~84 , 9746c;
p. 679-681, 9 D05 a. Also, BLOOD·
1.F.TTrno, Loss o~· IlLooo, CATH1o.r:.Tics, E~rnT 1 c s, &c.; C,1t1SEs, l\foRDIF!C; REMLDJES, T11ER.\PEUT1cs, REMEDIAL AcT!ON, SECHETION ,1ND Ex·
CRETION',llE~·LExAcTJONOF~Envous

SYSTEM, MENTAL EMOTIONS, the individual Passion~, &c., Index If.

~~~:1;~!~;:tif0X~gf:i1~~ 1 "::::~1~k~~~;f:·&~~£~:~~:~?.'.

9 806-811;
710, 9 952;

p. 511, 9 815; p. 709p. 724-734, 9 961-976;

supplies tho whole pl11losophy of other
d~scascs, p. 482, 9 745

i~!~~:~1!5fi~~:i:::~:~~J: ;,,~~E~~r:~~@;,@~·~:~.~fjd~f~~

.~~f~&~~~tt~ ,,~~I~~:rg~~:I
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Inflammation, &c.-continucd.
Intestine-continued.
constitutedbyanactivecontractionarn.l
temporarysuspensionoftl1atinflucnce
dilatation of arteries and veins, but
byanactofvolition;andthatthewholc
more especiaJly by a change in the
intestine is subject to this compound
0 11

ra~~~~ a~d ~1of~!: 0~ ~r::J~~-c~r~~~

~~~~cc~~~~ l~l~~~~:e~r~:~:. !~]~~fd\:~~

210, ¢384-387; p. 214-215, 9392396; p. 216, 9 399; p. 305--310, ¢
483-485; p. 485-486, 9 750-751;
p. 503,¢794; p.792-793,¢1032d;
p 803-80,1,¢ 1039, !HO, 935 c, d.
mechai:iical theory of, which supposes
pass:\'C relaxation of vessels, and
stagnat.ion and coag~lation of blood,
butwh1chiscontrnd1cledbyfacts,p
484-486, 9748-751. Also,.Afctl1cal
and Physiological Commentaries, \'Ol
ii.,p.141-214
HuNTER'sopinionof,p.484,9747
M.1.GENou;'s opinion of; p. 482, 9 744
actireand"passi'oc"showntobccssen·

from what is said in the.text, and as
willbcmorcapparcntfromconsidcring how c?mpletely a strong ~esire
fordefccatJonmaybcrcsistcdt1llthc
incrcasedrcflexnen·ousactionisfully
o~ercome by counteracting nervous
influenccdetcrminedbythcl-\W/upon
the intestinal muscular tissue-being
a\'cryrcmarkablc inslanccofthcac·
tionofthe W1/linOrganicLifc,and
forming, in connexion with its asso·
ciate action upon other muscles con·
cerned in defecation, an impressi,•e
example of Design, p. 325, 9 500 c;
p.326,9500h; p. 867,9IOG7a-

31

~~~ly

11

the same, p. 486-489, 9 752-

i:~;;~·tf~fii ~~:6J~e:;si~~:1:~i:e~t:7~~~

INFLAMMATION, TREATllI:NTOF,
discussed under the se\'cralpractical
subjccts,Bt.ooOLETTING,CATHARTICS,
ToNICS AND STU1UL.H~Ts, ind ividual
Remedies, &c., index l. and Jl.
TABJ,E, in<licati\·e of the variety in the
vital constitution of difforcnt tissues
and compound organs, and of parts

\Vill, as seen in spontaneous vomit·
ing,p.327,9500j-andinitscontrol
O\'ersea-sickncss,p.889-890,91077.
Also, i\h:NTAL EMOTIONS, R£•"LE:I
ACTION O.' N.:Rvous SvsTn1, ANTlSPAS~10DICS, Si;:.1. -SICKNESS, FEAR,
Index II.; \V1LL, Nrnvous PoWEH,
lndcxl.andll. Also, p. 349.95 19.

~l~e~r ~~?:~:~~ol~=b~ii~;u~ i~W=~~~~io~;,

di~~l~~~!t ~~~li~~~s~i~u~~c;r:;~~cl\ p!~t~
0

and by the effects of some remedial

whe~

:~:~t, ~i~s~~oso~~t~~~~,n~.r;~7~~~3~a~

~::~~~7y~a~~~r~1~:a~foe~a~f1f:;;·:~o:C~~~

160-162-andanothcroftherelati\'e
liabi!ityofdiffercnttissuesofthesame

influencesofthcnervoussystcm,and
require modifications oftrcatmentas

0

r;i~!i~:r;~~~!£~~ J!~l~ £~f:~~o::~~;

ncrvoussystem,p.353,9525a-and
anothershowingtherclati\'eliabi!ity
ofdifferenttissues,respecti\'ely,whcn
morbidly affected, in a~y on~ part, to
continuous sympathy m the1rseveral

affected. by disease, or wh~n

~:~:a~;~1~~~:::i:~;~~~:~~=i~~l~~2~!

ormorbificreftcxactionofthenerv·
ous system when cathartics operate,
p.467,9718; p.565,9899; p . 856857, 9 1063 b Also, p 62 67, 9 J35151, p 70,Trnt.ElI

J~~~¥~~~! '°:~~~~~~~~
Jndcxl.

Is~~~~::r~ to opinions b~fore cntcrtaine<l,

this organ is subjected '"ery greatly
to the control of the lV1ll; a1~J that

gf~l~f;i~~~,~~~;f~,~:~~:~~~

otherrcmedies,dcmonstratcsthemu0

1

~;~~~i~re dt:! :u:~~~i~:11~y ~~1!~~·11~~r~

~idly affected, and goes with the rest
suppl~ing interesting problems for

in

i{~iE:~:J:;f;,~;::~~~~}~Jim
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1

:~~ff;~:~£~~~~:,~::~~f;:,:;;~ P"l~~f~:fji~l~i~;fi~~r~~i!;~~~~
often as efficient when applied extcrnally as i~tcrnally, while, in the for-

p.557,9873a; p.572,9890bb; p
573, 9 890 d; p. 576-578, 9 890 l-~;

~~:~?:~!~~ ~~~~:~t11~i~ ~~1i~!'.~iE L;~:~L~~~~ :o~~~~~~TJ,R~T:!~~~
1

Indexll

thatitsopcration,whcncmployed intcrnally,is not by absorption, but in
bothcasesa!ikcbyalterativeinfluence
of reflex action of the nervous system,
p. 613, 9 892t c; p. 619, 9 892t t.
Also,CouNTER-IRR1TANTs,SimAT!VEs
(Aconite}, ALTERATIVES, Index II.;
NERvous PowER, Sn1rAT11,·, Index
I. and II.; p. 930-93 1, 9 1088 b, c.
adapted only to bronchocele, and not to
other affections of the thyroid gland,
p. 613, ¢892~cits uses in serofula,&c.,dcpend much
upon other appropriate treatment, p
615,9892tc; p.619,¢892!s,u:
examples of its curath·e effects in ob&tinatc chronic indura~ions of li\'er,

asanaltcrativcinsmallc.loscs,p.557,9
873; p.851,¢1059. Also,asabove,
and ANTD!ONY, TARTARIZEO; ALTEHATin:s, index II.
its action incmeticdosesquickcncd by
thcunionofthesulphateofcopperor
of zinc, which arises from the sudden
increase ofgastri~ irritability e_ffe~ted
by the minera\s-mvolving a prmc1ple
which reaches far into the p~actic~l
<letail_sofothcr remcdies,bot.h 1nthe1r
combmations and consecutive order
of application, p. 567-568, 9 889 l.
Also, p.63, Q 1:pd,e; p.65-66,9
143 c,d; p. 67, Q 149-151; p. 73, 9
163; p. 367, 9 556 c; p. 566-569, 9

;~~ci°~6ult~~~;·9~;1t~:~o:~~~~~~~:

un~it~ ~~~~·rizcd Antimony, is accumu-

Indez II.
is stimulating, and, if inflammation be
active,andcspeciallyofanyimportant
organ, itshouldbereduceclbygcneral

lativein itssmallthcrapeutical<loses,
and requires a<lifforcnt mode ofa<lministration,p.557,¢873a; p.567568,¢889l. Also,p.365-368,¢549

0

f;:~1~~~~~~~b!f~~t~n~~~?~1;i !~iJ;

~~~:: ;:;EA2n~~;1:s~!i~:t£::~:

619-620,9892tu:-andaneglectof
whichin carlyphthisis cuts off the
chanccofreco\'cry,Q892tc.
its uses in skin diseases, secondary

in some constitutions,andwbcthcrinhaledinsma!lquantitiesortakeuby
the stomach in a grain or less, pro·
duces asthmatic breathing through

in

in

5

%r~~~~5;r::~' ~f ~~;~r~1:~;ts~~~cts,

~~~~~~~ i~;s~~:~fhr;n~~i~~~~~~c~~

and how it relieves, p 685-686, Q905t

showing how all remedial and morbific

:~~~;~r~l~;:~~~:~~:.~~rr~~~:G:~~

::a~:c~~~~:i~~~~~cffi~~~~~f!ce~~~.~~~~

"'i~VJ:~r~~~:~i:.~~~~i1;:~~::;:; ~rf~~;~:~~?g:g;Jr;~:i~;
k; p.630,QS92l a.

fu~~~r"~fi,c~~~~u~ld b1~1r;; g~~oi~f~' p~:~
tice1 p.619,9892tr.

IR1s-cont1nucd from Index I.,
of

8cci~,irt~t2 eye, affected

by light, p

thcphysiologyofitsm?vemcntsapplied

"~~~;~~~~~~§. ~4~~~~~
influence ofrcnex action of nervous

876, 9 1072a. Also, .Atropia, p. G73

i%i~l~~a::endO;~~~!e~~j~~ s:~"r:i:~tjl~~ JRn;~c.~~:~~cEoRn~~~f:nz~~~/;~~c;.Jgfi_
not only to the exact pathological

96,¢ l89b-and upon dC\'t'.lopment
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Jealousy-contimted
and which furnished ii. theme for
Sappho, p. 631, 9 892.f b. Also, p,
90-95, 9 188~ d; Sl!AME, SECl!ETION
ANOEXC1IET!ON,l11dexll.
which
suddenby a sudden
anddestroy
viotcntlife
determina;li!i~'~,~[1;}_;;Jh~~:~~4,~::rr~~'. / lhclyPassions
of the nervous influence upon the
JO\"ANDANGER 1

tio~

brmn,and,through that organ, upon
the heart, &c.,afterthc manner of
blowsuponthcepigastrium-dcruon-

ii,~~~~f•~:;~~~~l:~~;~~r~~~H!i!i
act1onof~crvoussystem-conlrad1ct
J.1.LAP,

often su?dues cxcite<l ~talcs of the gen·
c_ral <:1rculation dun~g: its direct ac-

~is~ic19o~11:1r~~! ~:~;1~;·~~. a~~t'~~~
safest of the active purgatives-a_nd
it s most useful combinations, with
suggestions as to remedial ac·
t1on,p.547-550,9863d;p.686,9
905!b;p.85!-853,9!060.
JEALOUS\'•
apassionnotwithoutitscontrihutionsto
thcAuthor'sphilosophyofthcmodus
operandi of remedial and morbific
causes_, physical and mental, t~irough
altcrat1vcinflucnceofeithcrd1rector
reflex ~ction.of the ner\'ous_ system,
and gom.g with the rest to illustrate
the mod1ficationsofthe nervous in·
flue.ncc according to tl~c nature of its
cxc1tingcausc,anJaid111ginAuthor's
dcmonstrationofthcsubstantivecxistcnce and self-acting nature of the
Soul, p. 95, 9 188? d; p. 107-111, 9
227-233f;p.324,9500c;p326,
9 500g; p. 327, 9 5007; p. 333, 9
503;p.631,9892fb;p661-664,
9894b-900;p.709,9951b-<i;p
865-866,9I067;p.879-882,¢1074l075;p.886-891,¢1077;p.90 1,9
1078 l. Also, ~IEN"TAL E~10TIONs;
s~mc

BnAIN,INFLAMMATIONOF; REl-IEDUL

ACTION,

TIONS,
ANGER,

subdivision.

MENTAL

E~10·

LovE, HoPE, Jov ANO
SUAME, DISGUST, LAUGHING,

th_e ph):s1cal h}'.potheses-and con·
trtbute rn establishing demonstration
of the substantive existence and sclfactingnaturcofthe Soul, p. 95, 9188~;
p. 107-111, 9227-233l; p. 284-286,
9455-457;p.298,9476}h;p.300302, 9 478-480; p. 326-329, 9 500
J-n; p.334-335,9507-511; p.362,
9 634; p. 670, 9 \102 l; p. 704, 9944
a;p.707,9947:p.'i"09,9951b-d;
p.865-S68,9I067;p.879-881,9
1074; p. 887, 91077. Also, STOM·
ACll, IlLOWS UPON, and the SC\"Cral
referencestoArliclcsuudcrJEALOUS\',
Index JI.

co~,~~~~~1~,~~ri~~~~2i~J.!fff;!~~~
butd1fferentlyfromFear,1~ject111gthc

face, while Fear blanches it, protrudingtheficryeyebal!s,thougl.1notaftcr
the manner of Fear, and imparting
hcr_eulean strength to the muscles,

Fl~~e;·~ii~r~~~~r~l~E;l:a<l!::!~~n~~~~
~h;~fce~l ~~~~t~:ri~~e:~rt[~1~cdE~
t:RALJZATION OF RE•·u:x

ACTJON

OF

~E;;~u9s 5~~scT;El~- ~~~~x9 ~~O gA}s;'.

~~~5~68,' 1067 i p. 879-882, 91071 -

FEAR,

\VEEPlNG 1 YAWNING, SNEEZING, RF. S·
rrn.1.T10N, SPmNCTER MuscLEs,Ex·

ERc1s£, Fooo,

Fn1cT10N, SK1N,

CoLn,

KmNEY,

~;;~~:~1~~~::?~~;~~~:~i~~£:~!~ cff~~~;:~n~~;i~;~~ccJ~fia ~t~~~~~~~~
~:,~.:~~~~: 1~:~~~\~~J:~::J~~:7fs

it\d~;~a;sc;: ~~c7~t~~~~~~- p. 450, 45!,

1~~gr:~~:.im§ ·ii~~lli~~~g%~
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Ki<ln1~k~~~lii;~~;1siology

of respiration,

supply a key to the who!~ philosophy
ofthcopcrationofremed1esandmorbiflc causes upo~ all pa.r~s beyond !he

IKido:{,~;fJ~;;;;~:;Jc<l '''"

•:ympt,om o•,Jy,

1

:ft~tra~i~·: l~itlu~~rce~tol~!~~: ~!~r~~~I~
action-while, also, the torrent of
urine which is of~cn ~encratc<l by the
contact ofco!J air with the surface,
and its suJ<lcrI expulsion from the Kn:sTINE,
bladderbythecolddashorbythc
declarcd,onauthority,tobca"pure

illusion,'' p. 787, 9 1032 a

~vt:i~~ ~~~~~r:~lfi~~t~u~~n!t~~i~c0n;:~!

~}~~~;:fi~~{ls~~~ :1~ t~:c~~;1~~3
1

~:1~~~ci~ea~1cc~~~;~; i~~fl~~~1~~a~:~~r ~~

L.

'';~~~:;:::::~~: ~f!~':;t~::.'~~i~"~;~~~

modified by remedial and morbific

~i:~~~~~~~s~~~~~~g ~rr~~is a~} r:!~~

3

0

Loss .ofDloo<l, &c., in suddcn~y <l:ugmentmg the urine and perspiration,
and in inducing purgingandconvulsionofmuscles,wcrcach thecertaintythatthesecffcctsofthe lattcrarc,
equ~l.tywiththe for~lcr,owing to the
exc1tmg and alterative influences of
that same protean power,andthatil
maybe brought into direct operation

~l~e~~!~u~~~~~~e~c:~n;l~il~~~l~v~fv~~
bothordersofncrves.p.107-111,9
2:!7-233!; p.230-233,9422-427;
p. 284-287, 9 455-459; p. 290-291,
9402-470; p.295-321,9476-494;
p. 321, 9 49G, 497; p. G31-632, 9
892f; p.G5I-653,9S9l-806;p
665-67G,9902-904;p.679-GSl,9
905 a.
Also, Ri>FLEX ACTION OF
N~:RVOUS
$\'STEll, MENTAL EMOTIONS, Fur:., and the other individual Passions, \VE~:Pnrn, SK1N, CoLn,
HF.AT, \\r,1.RlI DATii, RESl'IRATION,
CON'\.Ul.SIONS,
SPAS~IOOIC
AFFEC-

TIONs,\V11oor1NG-Couo11,Foon, Loss
oFB1.ooo,B1.0001.ETT1NG,8EcRET10N
AND ExcRETION. Index If.; Sn1rAPowER, Index I. and
II.
nota"strainer,"ascommonlysupposcd,
p.222-227,(1409c-411;p.230-233,
9422-427; p.318, Q 493 d; p.631632,9892f; p. 78S,91032a; p.80l,
9!036;p.910-911,Ql083,andconfirme<l particularly through the last

TllY, NERVOUS

it/:~~~J~J ~~[f~~~~~ <lenoted by fluc-

5

itE~f:~fJ{:~~tI~?~~~i~~!Y~l~~ ·
ingabsolute<liscase,wl1cn the urine

1024
Lacteals-co~linucd.
ftammat10n li~e the Lymphatics and

Leeching-continued
1st, as in_gcncr~l b!oo<llelling, the first

Veins-all evincing g-!"cat Design, p.
99, Q J92 ; p. 129-13l, 9277-284,

essc~t1al effect co 1~sists of a contractionofthccap1llarybloodvcs-

V~INS, In~cxll. Also,p.933,¢1089.
allus10n to, In connexion with theanatomicalrclationsofthcintestinalcanal
to the nervous system, and Author's

''cry peculiar nature produced upon the extreme vessels to which
thel?eches_arcapplicd,9915
2<l, au1mmcd1atcvitalcontractionof

~n~;t;~;~f ~-icr~is~-l~~,r~:;~ccs'. I

r1Efo~~~f~t~~:~;~!;:~~~~~;£~~~;~i~~~~

1

11

:~~c~c~~~ti :i!~fc!:~ :rc~~f~~ i~/~

~~~sfa~~i~!~;fo~~~~~d::~~r:~£~~

havctcrrninalorificcs,p.933,9I089.
and 0ARJ>ENTER 1 5 mechanical

tionofthcirnaturalstimulus,¢916
3<l, then follows, by continuous s~m-

:~w~~~;~1tl~e2~~_c~~o2n of absorption,
LACTIC Acrn.'
notfound.mt.hcbloot.l,andphysiological
conclus1ons,p.784,¢1031b

p.322,¢498a),andthroughrcflcx
action of the nervous system, p
321,¢496,apropagationofth e

Ln:nw'~

~~~~;'~~~~~c'.I~~ ~l~:s~l~tho;/;;~;;~~~

~·~~f{~~~ 1~fr::,~1:~;~~~i;'.»:~~~;.~::~

fIf;~~,]~;:!::;i,~~~ :~~~:~<li: ~~~

wilh the former in determinmg the
nervous influence upon t~e \'O!untary
musc\es,andmaybcexc1tcdthrough
reflex action of the ner,·ous system,

4th, the larger Ycsscls, sooner or later,
participate throygh the forcg~ing
mflucnccs (3) m thc contract10n,
¢918. Also,Sn1PATHY,CoNTlNU-

::ct.r~1~X~~;etl~:~u~;o~~ }~~:::.111~:~

5t)~u:;~;~:~::~sly, and at

L ..

trativeofthcmodusoperandiofremedialandmorbificcauscs,physicaland
mcntal,throughalterativcinfluenccof
direct an<l rellcx nervous action, and
of the substantive existence and selfactingnatureoftheSoul,p.323-328,
¢499-500m. ; p.707, 9 947; p.709,
9 951 b-c; p. 880, 9 1074; p. 887, 9
1077. Also, ~h:NTAL EMOTIONS, Jov
ANDArrnER,andotherindividua!Passions; BRArn, INPLAMMATION o~·;

7

an early
stage, the heart is brought under
the influence of the reflex action
of the nervous system, which increases in a rapid ratio, p. 693, 9
919; p. Cl98, 9 933
6th, ?uring the progress of the forcgomg influences and changes they
become more or l c~s compounded,
the reflex nervous mflucncc which
ispropagatcd from the ex treme to
the larger vessels and the heart in-

~~:;·,1~~R~oc;~<p~\~~:~Jj~j /.~~1~~[

~~~~::e rc,~c~:eil~:lu,~rif1:s ~lico;~, ti:~

LEAD, ACETATE or,
~rrests hemorrhage of lungs, uterus,

being thus impressed, in stitute an
increased amount of the reflex in-

~~~~a~?:e ci~ig~~ :~~v~r8;~~~~·a~I~~g~}
~~:l~u~e s!e~~:r~~\~1c~°;i ~ya~~~~~~~io~

~~:s~~=. ~11~~h ~~~r~::;! s~~f f;~~~:~
~',~d ~~;~t~~c~~~~~t~~o~~l~lc~::1~e~sf

intoanothers:ilt,or,1fothcrwise,thc

sympathies co.ntm ues to advance

1

1

6;~~~t~::s aof~~~~da~~<l<l~:l~~r<lN~i~:,

:;~i ~:~c !~t~~~;c;~~nc6;.~~~rc0';:~:~

woul<lnotbcfclt,p.530,9837c; p
577,¢8900.

place,p.G93,¢920,andrc/crt11ccs
there.

578, ~ 890 o
Index JI.

gomg c!T~ct (2-G) upon the heart
and arteries Ion~ after the blood

'"~~~~~~~[§ 1~~~~~~
Also, AsTnlNGJ::NTs,

~~:soC:,a~~1'! ~;~~~~· l~~i· b~r~~::
prostrated by much smaller quan-
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Leechin_g:--conlinued.
.
Leechin.g-conti11utd
action ofthenervoussystem, butthe
ht1es of blood taken by .leeching

.Jili~~y~~~~~ ~~§~~;~~~\~
system th_e essenhal cause of all the
effects, 1b1d., ::in<l .p. ~0~-711, 9 940952-and which IS. distinctly shown
~y ~he effect of a. srngle leecl~ in rehevmg ophthalnua, or pleumy, or
ameno~r!Hc~, &c., wh~n applied to

Also, p. 64, 9 141 b; p. 322-323, 9
498; p.343, 9 516d, No. 2; p. 344345, 9 516 d, No. 6; p. 349, 9 520;
p. 350, 9 523, No. 7; p. 351, 9 524 a,
No.2; p. 355-359,Q526h,c; p.526,
9 828 di p. 563-564, 9 889 a; 01L,

~:;,~·;iP;:~::~vi~~·~~:·~r",~3~".'~~ ~~=~:.¥:.~:;:.~};,;:~:;· ~~:··;~~~;'.
~~~~:D:~:~::~~~~!~~~t~:~::lA~: ro~;i p~~:~~~o~::z~1]~1i1i~2i:f~~cSi~~
0 0

thg~~!i~f~~!?~~i~t~~~~~J ~:~f~~~~~;~~J~i~~~7~;:;~~~
in that respect from the results of
cupping, although in the latter case

be thought of, p.695,9 924. Also,
METASTASES and Ri::vuLSION, CovN-

~~g~[\'~d~/a:0Jo:~e~u~~~~~: ~~:s::J
~~ 2a; ;_c~l·1~~~~i'¢g9 ;;tvc~r, p. 694, 9

~~E~!~~~Ts~~~E~~ld~~ J~CTION OF
ag~~~~~~~l~::t;;l~~:t~~~st~v~t~~~;1;~~i;a~~

hence 1t 1s evident t~at ~upping-glasses
shouldnotbeappl1edtnleeching.and
forotherreasons,p.702,9939d
a remarkable <li.ifercnce, also, between
the effects of leeching and of spon-

between which and the seat of disease
thercare:ipparentlynopartic_ularnaturalrelat1ons,astothcfeet111amenorrhrea,andtheseptumnasiincerebral
aifections,p.694-695,Q923b-924.

!~~~:~~U~~:~r;~:~~~r;h~~~ej:S, ~J~d

op~~~~~J \l~ pc~~ll~~rO-nJr~~~~~~~C WC~~~

mayamounttomanypoundswithout

du~~~gi~:~~~~t~~~vi~t~e~f~ drdc~:
enceinthedevelopmentofthereflex
actionofthenervousinlluenccinthe
two cases, p 694, 9 922 h. Also,
HEl!Oll.iUIAGE, SPONTANEOUS, Index
ll.
otberspecialinfluencesmaybeobtained
through the medium of special vital

the reflex net\'OUS influence is de-

;~i~g;~ 9b~~~cq i;rr;~~t~~~-~~~:e9 5;~~:
927a.-andthephilosophyconsidered
ofthesalutaryeffectsoffrequentand
small abstractionsofbloodbylccches
in chronic inflammation-being, besides the influences peculiar to loss
of Llood, and by leeching,analogou6
tothcphilosophyconcerneJin small .

~~.l~t~~~~e~~h\~~i1: ~1i:r~~~il~~~ ~:~~

11

~~1~d~;i~~~t~1d~::~~~t.i~~d~ros !~~=~~~

w1Jlnotonlyco-opcrateinthedevelopmentofsalutaryallerativc influences
ofrcflexactionofthenervoussystem,
butmayitselfbethusrelievedofdis-

inprmcipletothecontmuedopcration
:ind rcpcateddosesofaltcrat1vemed1cines,p. 648-649,9893g,h.
Also,p. 649, 9 893 h; CouNTER-IR-

1

~fsmall

gs?f,:~Em~;r~~=f~~fr~i~~~15 "'~if:~.r.;,t~~~r:f.{f;,~;;;;·~~;;:
change which is there established is
1

1

flammatory nature, both by changing
1

1

1

~;:~:~:t~?ss~~n~ir~~~s fu1:~~~~ :~1 d

~'~~a Cif:1~l~;c~o~~~~~pfi~i~t~; ~~ Y1ri~

brought to institute salutary reflex
TTT

q; p.684, 905f h; p. 616, 98!J2-t / ,

[;'~l~~t;~::~r·:'~~,:~:~.~i<l:,~;3

~¥E:~:;'.~!~~~:~~~~~"~~J.1t~~
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Leeching-ccmtinucd.

Leeching-continued.

often useful only ~ftcr gcncr:il blootllct-

where general blood[eltingis import-

~~~;E~l~~~~~~~;;:~:;;(;;;~~;;; ~l:~:~ un~# :~~~;~~,;~:.~g:J"~;g;h:•:::~;o~

clytuovcrcomctheobs1inacyofmorbid

fess1onal, as the quantity of blood

habit, p. 298, 9 476 ~ h; pG58, 9893

abstracted is generally comparathcly

withoutthegeneralrcmcdy,99276.

b; p. 714, 9 958b.

~;;~.~H~~}2~(::;~.~,;~;~fi~ m~ii~~::t~f:~~~~:~:=~~1;:.~f~~j
1 ~~:.~hc~.~:.1:~:;: ~·~~;~%"!.
sh~:~::~:·i~:!::~;:~~H:~~r~:~~! L~.i~'i~·~;;:
9
p.696,9925; p. 713-714,9956-958;

p. 729, 9966; .P· 733, 9974 . Also,
p 642, 9 892.lt; p.658, 9 893p; p
871-872, 9 1068 d; BLOODLETTING,
GENERALj INf'LAJUIATION, lndcxll.

!029-1030.
his opinion of Vital f'hysiologists, p .
795--799, 9 1034.
avows that "there is no essential cliffcrence between organic and inor-

m1~:~~~::~!~~Et:~J::;:~~~~r:11~~I~~ tii::~i~i~r~::~ ::~ ~r~~::;o: :~ a::~
~~~t:c~·j:~ :~~hse~s~e~~~~~i1t;'a~~ r:•I~~:

ger volumeofbloo<l is abstracted in
theratioofsize,anclquickly.&c.,p
696, 9 925. Also, p.67, 9150-151;
p. 375,9576c-butncvcrinthcccre·
bralinflammationsandcongcstionsof
thatagc,p.696,9925c; p. 733-734,
9974c-9756. Also,lln,1.tN,INFL,1.M~IATION OF j J NFLAlUl,!.TION, J NF ANCY,
]ndexll.

4

~ha~ 3 ~ugar,

1

0

&c., p. 783-795, 9 1031-

affirms that thccomponentpartsofthe
bile. are not found in thc .. blood, in.
wluch ho agrees with J\luldcr and
l{ane, p.180, 9 350le; p.783,9
1031 b-and from which, and other
facts,,the Author reasons to other
secretions, p. 784-793, 9 1031 b-l 032.
LEtrCORRUCE,1.,

inj::::~:j~~~~~.~fii.1~~f~~:.~itJ~~~ ~ ::~;r:~:~~~~ rr~~~t:~cf:~. p~:~,~:a:i:::
1

'1~i!~]ffe.~~~~ ···~1@~~~~i~;~~
mju~ ~;ee~~;'si~: ~:n~~~: ~ 1:~1~~:
1 1

ting,p 698,9928; p. 774,¢1024a.

~J.&O· BLOOOLETTINO,GENER,1.1,,

111dtx

~~~~~~d:h:oru;i~~~~:;~ti:~din~nuo:~~~~

of the same medium, p. 340-341, 9

:::N~,1.t. '1!:.~T::~~. ~~~.n;~d~~sirT·

like general bloodletting, more salutary Ltn:R--:col\tinucd from Index /.,
does 1l produce sugad p. 783-794, 9
than spontaneous hcmorrhagts ev.cn
.1031-1033
of large extent, when the ren:ied1cs
objectionstohypothcsisofdoul>\efune·
mayheadoptcd,onaccountof,inthc
tion,p. 789,790, 9I032a
formercase,thespccificinlluenccinsup11osed effect upon, by pricking mestituteclinthc extremevcsselsofthc
Julia oblongata, p. 792, 9 1032 d
bittcn pa~t, and thcconseque.ntspecial

:~ir~a~~oen i:~t~~~ ;~c;:v8~~dj~~~~~~c~f

.

all~~~~ 11;t t~ 1~~.~. ;~~::~~d~ fJ~~;~

JI.
itsde,·elopment, p29 ,9476fh; p.
693-694, 9921-922; p. 702,9939 ; Loss OF B1.oon,, (IlLoonLETTJNG,lnd. JJ.)
whf'~appropriate , promotesthcsalutary
Also,
p. 770-772, 9 1018, 1019.

~c~;~ ~~:,~~£~P~~.. ~~~~·:~~~;A~~~~:
0

0

/nde:r.11.

1hc most unfavorable co.scs for, and

~~cei~'.~~:b~~ c:'8:~1:~:0d<l~j1~u)~~~·1~~:~
1

forc,whcncmployc<l,preccdcallothers,andoftcne\•cntotheextentofitil .
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LossofllloorJ.-contmuc1l.
repetition, p. 367, 9 55G c; p. 375, 9
576c; p.550,9863/; p. 552,9868b;
p. 57:!-574, 9 890 d-f; p. 64 1-642,
9892-.~; p.658,989371; p. 713-71'1,
9956-958; p.729-730,9968-969;
p .733-734,997+-975;p.736,9979;
p.739, 9985. Also, llLoODLETT!Na,
LEi::cmNa, Jndex l l.

:::t~t~~liI~;}~i~~~~!~:~~~~~~~r~

bepract1sed,andwhy,p696,9925;
p.733-734 , Q974-975;p.767,9 l 009

b,c.
thcphilosophyo~itscffcctsw h ol l yrcfe r

ablc to a ltcrat1ve influences of dir~cl
andrcflexactionof thcncrvoussystcm, p. 690-7 11, 9 906-952. Also,
BLoooJ.ETTtNG,

LE£c111so, Jndcxll.

affectsprofoundlythcsccretionsandthe

~rr:~i!Iift11~~*~:t:1:;[~~fE

connected with that condition ofllm
same influence that so alters thcaction of the sanguifcrous \•csscls in
inflammati?ns as to im_part thc hard1ttss and rncomprcss1b1bly of pulse,
an~ bu.ffiness and cupping of blood
which its loss remO\'Cs,p. 444-445,
468Sa-f; p.80-1--805,910•10. A lso,
BLOODLETTING,

MENT ,\L

E~lO'l'IONS ,

Fc.rn, and the other individual PMsions,PuLsE,SECRETION AND Excni:TtoN, !NFL.Hll!ATION, REl1EDJAI. ACTION, Index I f.; NERvous PowEn,
SntPATllv, l ndczI.and/l.
its effects through th!! nen·ous system
illustrated by the Passions and other

t

ih~~~s~~;; 6~~· 7 ~.o: ~Li ~·; G~ -;g:~
709,9946h-951. Also,variouscitationsunder lastgeneral references.
LovE,
when death is brought on immediately
like e\•cry other passion, has its own
3
0
1

f!ttit~ ;, ~~d~:rft ~!if;~t!orcc~~i~~. ~;

fji~~~a~1;: ~1c~~~uc;•eil1~~~~~c~~~~3~~~

the passions, it IS wholly owing to
the prostrating influence of direct

rcctmg it upon special parts with
wcll-markctl cfi~cts, while its local

603-69•~, 4 921-922; p. 703-705, 9
942 b-944 h; p. 706-709, 4 947-951.

Jc1;spro~uct1\•cofawceable resultscontr~u.hcts lhe ch~m1ca l and humora\

11

:~~~ ~e:oe~"< tj~~i;~e~f ~~~a:~r:~ 1~r::·~-

~ ~e~e~~e~~ti;: ~?t~e: ~:!~~~;~~.~~~~

11

lik~~~;.ri;::;0~t~~;~s·7:l~~t~~;! ~~f~ilif~~]:~;~g~~~ir~~:~ll
small lossofbloodmaydctcrmincthc

agents, p. 95, 9 I88f; p. 107-108, 9

ree~~:~~~~~~:nu~~i;:ii~~ef~a~\~e~x~t~~

: Z>5~~~· ~~ 3~5:;;~; r4~;~-;~;s:

guishhfcsuddcnly; as seen in blood-

p. 4l7,

2

1

9 619 c;

p.63 1,

4 892!1- h;

p

1028

1029

lO.!O
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Mental Emotions- continued
Mental Emotions-conlinued
up a recollection ofthc event, and as
Will, wholly peculiar to the Author,
described at p. 324, 9 500 c; p. 547p. 106, 9 222 b; p. 296, 9 476 c, and

~~~·C: ~~: ~~ti~ie i;S~U~~~ c, s~~
66

also, H1ccouc n , llYsTERU., h1ACINA-

Joy

AND ANGER, J EAL·
ousv, LovE, S11 ,uu;, Si:::.1.-S1cKNEss,
'VELP1NG,
L.wcmNc, SNE~:ZINc,
RoosT1No, \V1100P1Nc-Couc11, P11T111-

TION, FEAR,

sis, Fooo, Cor..o, HE.tT, SKrn, SETON.
their _influcnces, and the etfccts of the
1V1ll,cmployed by the A.uthor in <le·
monstratmgthesubstant1vccxistcncc
0

r;E:ut::~ ;nV~;~~~:ln:b~~:::~oC~;~~~

subdivision J.l[ental Emotwns; AuTllORS, H.1CHTS OP,

lndez ll.

M1::RCURIAL PtLL, BLUE.

Sec D1.uE PILL,

i ndex JI.
M£RCURU L R~:MEDIF.S,

whether applied to the skin or taken internally,produccthcirconstitutional
effcctsthroughalterath'cinllucnccof
rcOex action of the nervous syslcm,

r~~ti~e~[i~~tip~i~~~~r~ ~. t~;~..°;~ t.n~

~~~~s,inan~ e,~h~~r~f1~~r a~ier~~~~~lcf!

1071-1075. Also, \V1L1.., Index L
a11d ll.
how regar<led in their relations to the

slowly progressive illustrated by natural proccsses, ascontractionof thc
sphincter muscles, respiration, &c.,

1 1

~~g ~e; ~o_;;e~ ~~;.he mind, p. 877from all which it appears that every
consi~cratio n re~ative to the Mental
Emot1ons-thc1r \·ery nature, ti}il
variety of their clfocts in organic life,
physiological, p~tl~ologica l ,an.d thcrapcuticnl,the rapuhtywithwh1ch1hey
mayinslitulethechanges,thcmanncr
in wh ich they modify the operation of
p~iysical a.gents, the anatomical me1

1

11 0

1

=~~ra%,e~:t~~.o{a~t~~iz~pl~~i~o;1~:

&c.-displaying, also, the strict analogy i_n effocts between remedial and
murbific agcnts,andthattheformcr
operate by substituting pathologica l
conditions more favorable than t hose
ofthc latter to the recuperat ive law,
since, when the full con~litutiona l
effects of mercury induce mflammation of the p~rotids, and mouth, and
1

~ff~ ;tst, 'd c~~~ew~~~ht~;:r =~::~ct~ie~f

}~;m~ ~r~~~i~~sfcd\~~:c~ Ji;;;;,::~

any connexion w_ith the laws which

as a

!vE~~t1Ei:l~~~~s~;~1;~~1;~~fi ~~~~f:

~~ej~cret;~r~::~i1~;in:~~J::;~=~1~~~~~

andthemultitudinousvarietyofmeans
which wi!I arrest some given condi-

ges, p. 66-67, ~ 148; p. 338-339, ~
514d-h; p. 344-345,9516d,No.G;

~~~~=n~~~!~:~~e~s~~da~~e7nw~!~~~~a~
w ith mental emotions, show that the
physical causes, by this correspondenccwithmcntalcmotions,arcequnlly
in<lepen<lentofchemicalandphysical

~;:~::l;~~~~ii{~~~~~~f~~~H~~~~:~:

conseque~cc,

and,

t~crcfo_rc,

~4t!t,8i~5: rp~~~;_g,~:, 't ;sl.i

;h
c-857; p. 567-5G9, 9 889 l-mm; p
645-647, 9 893 c-c; p. 66I-6G3, 9
894h-896; p.664-672, 9 900-904;
p.678,Q904d; p.679-681,9905a;

~;:,~~;;:~:A:~5::~::~~T~~;~~:\:~~~~~

:~~t:~u~~s ~h~!rhi:n~~~:: ;~i~~cip%e~;

~~,' fn~~ ~'. i~~3~~;~~:¢sif~E~J~-

a fact promulgated by Chemistry of
practical application at the bedside of

theirconst1tu11onal effects promoteilhy
other cat!iartics an~ hy loss of blood,

0

~~1Ec")i:~~g~~~:;si~i ~ig~~~~ iWil~:;fiii~,,~i~~I;:~~;,~1: (:ij

679-68 1, 9905 a; p. 707, 9 947; p.
709,995ih;p.866-868,QI067;
p. 889-890, Q !077. Also, the indi-

promote<l, p. 367, 9 556c. Also, p.
63,9 I 37d,c;p. 65-6G,9143c,d;
p. 67, 9 149-151; p . 73, 9 163, and

ci~~:~~~;~on~~..,~~~~' ?t~~~'1n~~~~~: MER~~!~cc:i~~ :1'o!n~eFz JJScc

1

CALOME L,

&c., l 11dcx II. Also, p. 95, 9188td.

Index II.,

throughtbatinflucnce,asalsoofthc ,

lalterindiarrhren,&c., p.576,98!l0l.

•h~~~~~~;~;:~:i~~~~,~~~t:~~::~;:b;:;;; ill~~~;;::~::;:~~:;r~~~~r~~::~,~~:'fi
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M£THt0RPHOs1s,

philosophy of, p. 902,. 9 1078 p.
METAPHYSlCIANs-contmued from index

I.,
&houtdtakcforthe ir basis,inintellcctual
phi.losophy, the physiological facts
which demonstrate the substantive

~h~S~~~~~ s~~ S~C~~~aAc!i~fN;:,~~:~lvO!

Miasm, Vegetable-contin.ued

fe\•crs unless the s~bJCCts continue to
reside under the mfluence of their
predisposing causes, p. 364, 9 544,
545;p.365-366,9550-5.55;p.36S,
9 559, 560; p. 370, 9 566 b; p. 425,
9 664. Also, s~I ALL- POX j DISEASES,

~~~~~~:~;:t~;Ji.ITAL HABlT, ACCLI-

.~~;~~F£~S\ "~t~~~§
~,?:~~::~~~~~~~:fac:~;~~~~~~~~i

~~~£c;~~~~:~:;;~i~:~r::~~1~~~~~~i~

doctrines,p.35!-352,9524b-d;p
p.84~843,?I058f.
652-656, 9 893 n; p. 695, 9 924
its morb1fic action promoted by ''arious
Also, CouNTER -lRRITANTS, ELATE·
causes which increase the suscept iRIUM, LACTATION, Mu~1Ps, Unaus
bility of the system, with 1llustrat1ons
Mu.s~1, VEGETAB LE,
.
from Cathartics, Bloodlcttmg, &c, p
t he causeof thenumerous,·ariet1esof •
524,9827e; 996la; 9970c; and
REMEDIES, AcCl.IMATION, Index II.
fever, and often of inflammations and
venous congestions, and mot.lify the
oft~npredisposesthe systcm_tothcmacharacter of each according to the
lign actionofothcrmorb1ficcauscs,

~~1~~~~1~~i:~~~~;sf::~1~~§ ~~~~~:~~1~~;~~~~t;,~~rg:!f:i~~::

moisture and drynes&, and other
chemical influences, p. 417-418, 9
650; p.424,9662;p.480-481,9
743; p. 490, 9 758; p. 493-494, 9
765-767; p.496, 9 773; p.497-498,
9 777-780; p. 510-512, 9 8 13-817.
Also, C.1.usEs, MoRBIFIC; REMEDIES,
RE~!EDIAI. ACTION, Index II.
is generally the predisposing caus~ ?nly, butmaybealsothcon lyexc1tmg
cause, p. 420, 9 654 a; p.42 1-422,
9654c-657a; p.497,9779.

the1repidcmiccharactcr,9630 e ; 9
652 b; p. 420, 9 654 a; p. 425, 9
663;p.5l0-5ll,9813-816; p.553,
9 870 aa; p. ~04-606, 9 892 111-p
illustratcsthcph1losophyofVita\Habit,
p.364,9543-548; p.365-366,9 550
-554; p. 368, 9 559, 560; p. 370, 9
fi66 b
maycstablishthepre<lispositionquickly,
andalthoughthcsubJeCt pass immcdiatcly_from its farther influence, an
explosion of disease may follow at

<l·~jf~fi~{J;I~~~~;i~fJ)f;~~~ M•oTg~IBf::ft~:~~~~;;!gg

~~~!lffi~~ -~~~~i~
Index JI.

Also, 989lf g, 1088b,

9 844; p. 630-632,

9 8921;

also,

"~#f~t¥t~~~ ~~t€~:~~~~
morelikclytorcturninthccascofthc

hshc<l, only, mthecascofthemcn-

1033
Micturition-continrud.
)liml-conlmucd
ta! cmotionsthe ncrvousinfluencc is
from too much or improper food in
dcvclopcdinadircctmanncr,andin
carlylifc,p.370,9568; p.89-1-895,
which the cxcito-motory nerves arc
9I078h. Also,INFAN C\',C111 Lo11000,
primarily interested, while in the
YouT11, Fooo, Un:rws, VomT1No
other cascsthcsensitivo nerves take
what constitutes Jdcas, and employed
thcinitiatorystcp,:md reflex action
taillustratcthcsulistantivcexistcnco

~~~~~0: !~ :a~:~:i: ~:~:~=s:~~~} ;!t~:f·~;:~·~:~:~~u:r::a~;:, :~:'.' P·
~~~:~~~:1~~~\{~~he~:~~~~!~ct~~~:~:is~ co~~~~;0~~~::~1: ~~ta~~o~J:~~i~~:~~
0

1

1

its

g~v::~:o~;0s::1i::~·; ~~~"~::.:~0!1~~:

Tto:-r, MENT.\L E)IOTIONs,&c., J ndcx

JI.
MJGnATION,
its want of analogies with the acts of
r~ason employed to demonstrate the
ihstinction between the Soul and fnstinctivc Principle, p.896. 9 I078d;
p.89S,9 1078q.
MILK,

:i;:;1a~f!~0rn~~~1i1~: ~f~~~~~d~~t\~.~~~
1

its
the nervous system, whose point of
dcparture is tho uterine system, p.
23 1-232,9424; p.35!,9524b
Also, KIDNEY, SECRETION' AND Ex-

co~~~a~~~1 ~~it!~s~ctI~1~~i~~:~~fv?~~~f~:

ticsinthcmainccntralportionofthc
nervous system, p.896, 91078d; p
897-898,9 1078e; p.903-906,9
I078q
various other contrasts and analogies
between. SecSouL andiNsTtNCTl\'E
PRINCIPLE.
thcbrain,oritsequivalent,cc>-operates
with, in allintellcctual andinstinctivc

~~~94~~t ~~~~; ~o~~;o~,tie~o~~s;'.

t
s;.
identified by metaphysicians -With lnstinct, p. 895, 9 1078 b; p. 899, 9
1078/1.
the doctrines of Materialism in relation

eo:~,0U'TE~~:,Eo:~:N[~~DGE~:;.:: ~[ca!~;l ~\~~~~·~' t~ 7~~A~O~t~~';t;~I~:

TIOS, [nde:r. 11.; YOUTH, NER\'OUS
BID, b1dc:r fl
PowER, lnd~:r. I. and II
l\loRBIYIC C.wst:s.
See C.\USES, J\1011·
rendered "morbid'' by mental emotions,
en·1c, Jnde:z; fl.
throughallerativeinflucnccofncnous :\loRTIPICATIO"'--continucd from Index I,

"·:~:~:~J:~:~·\i:;:?.~~;~;1~. ~~~ "~~7'.f.t~~~h:~~:{:~~~~:f~~:·:;f;~~::i:
stances whose admixtttrc we term
eaurn," p.780,9 1029.

disd~~:f~i:nr::u~r,tl~~ ~~t"9 o[oi~~ ;sa~788-791, 9 1032 a, b

~I~:s°;g~~~~neu~~~01~/~~~~;~frcmedial
~f;~~s;t J~~~o~~s~. 9tl!~Gi~divtl~~i

Jenee as variouslyinflicted,p.447,9
73Ga,b

<le~~el~~~~~ ~~~c~:~<lo~~11~:!:!~0~1~~o~fi'.
9 73G c

im~:i'if~g i~h~· ~~:~f~~;~~~s~;o ~~a:~~:
~·:~. a9n~ 4~:a7g4~~t1on of blood, p. 4841

1

PAssio:o;!, I ndex 11; \V1LL, 111dcx I. MoTION--cOntinucd from b1dcx 1.,
afterapparcntdcath,involuntaryand

antl /I.

itsth~~e·~fj~~~ga~~[c i1~~;~re:11~.~~r~1i;~:

:i~;:r.1~.r~;~~~:~·9a~~1t'.1cp~J~ib~:~

therefore, is known of the former
IO-ll
than of the latter, p. 182, 9.0!iOf g.
dependent upon properties implanted in
Also, p. 84, 9 l75bb; Jl· 11 2- 121, 9
allpartl!, p.SOG,9 1012. Also.VITAL
231 b-237; SOUL ANO I NSTINCTIVE
P11.orERT1ts, ORGANIC L1rn, Index l
PRINCIP LE, J\fENTAL E)IOTIONS, the :Mucus,
indh·idual Pu1uoss, lt1dc;i II; \V1LL,
Table of part& by which it is produced

su,j:d:t t~ ~~ f~~ o( Vital Habit, and

undereomplexinOuences,p 369-370,
9566-568;p.894-895,9107Sb.
0

11u~~:~aS~~~~~:~!~ 8~ :~ithprl~~~~~:t~
andthroug hrcflexncrvous influcnco

~~~o:~!~~w~~htch::;e!;?~~f~~g~~~:e~~~

in the product, p. 218, 9406. Also,
p. Gl,9133a,b;p.62-63,91351
its ::ricties depend in its morbid as well
asnaturalstatcsuponlhephysiologi·
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Mucous Tissuc-contnmcd.
cal pcculiariticsofdiJTcrcntparts of
lungs1 and where the exciting cause
the mucous tissue, and their exact
is of such an insensible nature that
modificationsind iscasc,p.436,¢682
it is difficult to decide upon its rea l
b;p.452,9693;p.455,9G94f.
charactcr,andalsofarlhcrcoincidcnt
dcnotesagreatcrintensityofinflamma·
with other natura l processes, as may
tion, and greater danger, and calls for
be seen through t!1~ references under ·
more vigorous yet _cautious practice
the Articles sub1ornccl, p. 66~67, 9
when intermixed with blood, p. 572148; p. 359, 9 52711, h; p. 361, 9
576, 9 890c-n.
529 b; p. 415--417, 9 64-9 a-650; p

its1~:~~~~a;~J f~~:r::~~1 ~:~o~~~a\~1~:T~

principle to suppuration, with which
often alternates, and with lymph,
in some parts of the mucous tissue,
p. 452, 9693; p. 471, 9 732a
is increased, or diminished, or altercil
from its natural condition through
reflex action of the nen·ous system
in all parts beyond the.scat of the
direct operation of foreign .causes,
an<l more or less so upon then direct
seat of action through reverberated
nervous inAucnccs; and affected in
. jt

~~~~:~ ~;;~~~5;8 1;_ 1;4~:0~ ~~r ~~

547-550, 9 863d-c; p. 554-, 9871;
p. 561, 9 888 c; p. 563-566, 9 889
a-1; p. 567-569, 9 889 l-111111; p
57J,9890b; p.575-576,9890g-n;
p. 628-:629, 9892i q-t; p. 634-641,
9 8921- b-1; p. 687-688, 9 905~ c.
A lso, i{ESPIRATION, Sr11111:CTF.R MuscLics, YouTH, SK1:-1, Coui, HEAT,
CouNTER-lRR1TANTs, SETON, Ex1rnc1sE, ULCERS, IR1s, P11Tms1s, SEAS1cKNEss, HEART, KJDNE\', STo~u.CH,
EMETICS, VoM1T1Nc,D 1slJUST,OuoRs,
0

~~e0~~1r;rg~~nu~:Sa~i;~~~;yd~~:cfi;s~i;~1~

~:~'R~:~~~~o, ~ :~::1~~~~ l~,.~~:~~

the · nervous centres through direct
dcvelopmcntoft11cncn'.ousinfluencc,
and through _reflex action when the
changes ar~ induced by disorders of
othcr and distant parts, p. 422-423, 9
658; p.465-467,9715-719; p. 478479, 9 740--741. Also, D11.E, LACTA·
T!ON,\Vu:rrno, Fooo, KmNEV, S10N";
\YATER, HoT; ANTIMONY, 'fARTAnIZED; FEAR, l\lENT!.L EMOTIONs,&c.,
I ndex II.

MOOICS, REFl.EX ACTION, llEMEOIAI.
ACTION, &c., Index If.; Nirnvous
PowER, Sn1PATln', I ndex I . a11d JI
Table, rcfcrri1~g to the <liffercn~ .modi~C?lions of its orga~ic co~<.ht1011s 1.n
<l10C~e nt part~, and m<licat1ve ~fthcrr
relative liability to inflammation, p
70, ':!ABL~ Il:-anothcr, showing its
relative habihty to that disease compared with otl~cr tissues, TADf,E I.anothcr,showm!J'thc relative dan~er

:~Y!.~~~~~"r:!~,~;:~·~!t~~.~:~:,r::

m~::J:!'~~fr~~~,1:~ ~::J?~tIP::~

less so than most other products of
morbiil processes excepting from the

!Pu"n'!,',',,~e1
i~'~·'P''.o4'7a1',';'u713t2obf,~h1c,.~e4c6u~
,,,. .. ., ,.v
.,
~~l~.9 63;;_-:4~ ~ ~g;:t634, 892~

9

mayaffcclothcrtissucsintheircompound relations, p. 72, TABLE III.another, showing the exigencies for
b!ooillettinginhighinflammation,ac-

~~dili~~~~;:!:tl~:~/~~jfi~i~\11 ;;1~~i::cs~

Mucous TissuE-continue<l from Index I.,

in their connexion with compound

.. ..
flex action of the nervous

cominuously,as from the mouth to
thelungs,andfrom themouthtothf'

tothcnaturcofthcagcnt,&c.,brmg
b t Jl ti i changes in parts re-

the natural changes in some of its
parts, by the differences in effects

th~w1~1:,~,,1h:,r•:~m~l~0':',;,~ ht:h~o~,:,~r~m~o:cd'~,fi~ac!d~ c~olnr~,d;~- tb~;:i;~,~~~ii::,~ ~~~,,,;,~,,~,~~";:'~~~~~~
t'

f

:i~~11~1\1~~~~i~~ 'r~1~~:~:;~~~~%o~~·~~r~

:~~~n"dat~;u:~i~~l~~~~~~dp~~u~~~s~~i~~

r.~C;fl~O~f;qC~t ni~C!Uft'J;,ga:VO~:;~t't~tiO~ ;·,.fitr~C:?~UC:l:~t~OC.S~ni, ~~~~\~,~~:~~r~:/:;r~i~~I~~~~::~~~
"

,

",

.u

.,

influenccsofrcflexactionofthencrv-

~~'~ ,~~ r,~~~·i~"ri,:1;,~~.f;,;;~"~r ~~~~i;:~·Jfi~~~~~;:~:~;;g~
~~:~~:ir-~ ::~,;;: ~~~~:?J,~~~E:;:;
,;cty ;., it. ,;,,1 conotitut;on fo.thC<
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Miillcr----co11l1nutd.

:~'~'.~:3~~,;,~,~:;~~~~:~'~;:~•i;~~: M""£~g~:';~o~'b; !~~,~~~'.\ ~~~,~~gy,
reflex action, p. 61-66,

f

9

134-143;

occasionsinn;unmationofthctcstesand

~~~~rg1t~;f·j~;;~;;~!'. m~~~e~~r~;;~~jf.~tI¥rii7'.f~

7

555.9S72a; p5G6,98891; p.571,
9890b; p. 575-576, 9 890g-n; p

other, and is an example of the nic-

tast.asM of Authors, p. 59, 9 129 1;

;?ff:l!i~~f.~9~~·:~t~t:~ii~; f~~~Hi'.~!1f?:t~:~~I~;:~~;}~:

f

T1tblc showing its rclali\'c liability with

I ndex I. and II.

that of other tissues to sympathize
continuously in thcirsc\•c ralparts,
p. 3M, 9 526 a. Also, Sntr,1.TUY,

N.

CoNTINUous, I ndex I I

Ta:~~c~h~~~·~~g0i:~e~cl:i~~·~ 01;a~~it?i1 ~~~~

sympathies, through reflex action of

i•·

NA e~~;~~Q~~~tj~,~~~

~o:;:,J'1r' I. Sec,
limitedinagrouptosuch asrelie\·cpain

i~it]}~:.~i~J}~l~f~fi~:i :~f.t~~~t:1i~~l~f~t~~~fij:J~,; ;

:\ltiLOER,

applies catalysis in expound ing secreted
proJucts,inwhichhedocsnotagrec
with LIEBIG, p. 178-182, 9 3501 a.-J;
p22G,9409J.
Jechlcsthat thccomponcntpartsofthc

:~e f~~~~fi~t~~~ s~1C:~'.o~~t1ar~h~~\~~
h.a\'C "no know ledge w hether the bile I
procceds from the blood or from the
sccretingorgan ,"p.180-182,9350.ic.
Also LElll!ANN, l ndc:r l /
maintains that there is no essential

~~~~~~~~ tb7~~\~~e;, 91i;~~i c~J~ ~fs~~

J.1;11l1Ass,/ndcr//.-andycthedocs
not, p. 189-190,_ 9 350~ 11, parallrl
colum11s-but bcl1e\'C8 with Dr. C.1i:r£NTER and others that Carbo11,0xy·

~~~::c~1Z\~~ff~,;~,a;.d1~~.t~~~h;r:;e;:~

181-182, 9 350~ l
upon the Soul, p. 183,

9 350i gg

~l~~~:0~e:t;:Ooe~~to:c~~~h~fpt~si1~~o~~C:~
system, p. 3-ll-3-12,9514}b; p.362,

\'ery t1eficientincurati\'e'·irtucs,ant1
illustrations, p. 584, 9 891 d.
their modus operandi like that of all
other remedies and of all morbific
causes-that is to say, when thei r
etfcctscxtendbeyonllthcird ircctscat

f~fl~~~l~~t!o;; r~fl~~ ~~~f~;~f~!::~~!~:~
o. us system-.suppl yin. g '. xan~ples, .olso,ofthc rcmarkabtcmanncr 1nw hich
thcnervousmllucnceisvariouslymodifiedandrendercdalterat1veaccording
to the nature of theeausesbywlnch

~td~1~r;;§]\t ~ ~0;~~ f~.'l48 ~:.-~~~·
11 0

1

1

5,G; p 321-3.JI, 9496-511 m; p
567. 9 88!) k; p. 58j, 9 89 1 t; p
589-590, 9 891 o, p; p. 592-593, 9
891} I.:; p 661-663, 9 89.J-8!)6; p

~~r2\1s~, ~~r~!~. . 1~0~~~;, J, ,;L.~
0

6 1

JJ.
an cxamplC' tlcr i v~d from Acon~tc appl ied

~~~:;tfJ~:~,~~~~~~:~:~;:Ei~:~!~f~·:~i

of reflex nervous action, p. 838, 9

~~J~~§#:i~~~~ ""~~;~~~~~1~~
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it be conceded that some other un-

~,l~e0~1111c1!~~a~e~~t~o~~t~}{; ::1~~~ ~1
~~~v~:~r:i~~~.e~v~~t~l~:r ei~c;~o;;i~~:rft
1

w1llm norcspectaffecttheAuthor's

~f P~~c:t~~v~~!h~Y~~Z~iot~g~~~~J~~~~·~

altcrnative,itmustbcmadctoexplain

:~~=~;:!:~r:~~~~~~~~~:!~~;~~;~~i/~~~

remcdialagents,physicalandmcntal
(manyofwhichareincapableofbeing
absorbcd),accordingtothcnaturcof
each one, and shown to be of some
practical use in medicine, but which
is pe~fcclly resolved by the A.uthor"s
doctrmeofspeeialmodifi.calwnofthc
ncrvou~ power by the several causes
I?spectivcly. Thetcrmpowerissanct1onedb.ylongusagc _andbylateemi·
nent writers, as Liebig, for example,

~~~!~us!:;~:~,~ %~~~~-~~~t1i10N~:.r~i1~

62,65,69,70,72-74,70,81,87-91,
parallel columns); but the present
writer prefers the term nervous i11fiuence(ashesaysofconlmuoussympathy, p. 322, 9 498 a}, which ex·
presses his meaning exaelly, and is
exempt from all hypothcses,p.88,9
18lb; p. 107-ll0,9227-232; p.112,
9231 b; p. 302, ;481 b; p. 305,;
482; p.309-314-,9484-489; p.323332, 9500; p. 333, 9503; p. 334, 9
509;p.405-412,9638;p.530,9
837b;p.547-550,9863d;p.661663,9891h-896;p.665-670,9!J02
a-m; p. 706-709, 9 947-951.
operalesupon the minute structure of
organs, whether vascular, musc~lar,
&c., and both by reflex and direct
action, as it may be excited in one

~~~c o~t~ut~ ~~~:~t!v~c~i~~cdir~~t:;

upon the nervous cent~es,an<l ~hrough
whichactionuponthc1rorgamcstatcs
allthcsccretedproducts,andallthe
othcrnaturalconditions,areincreased
or diminished, or turned from their

E~~a~;~~~:~~f~~~:~f~:~~{~~!:~~~

<listurbitsnaturalaction-allorgans
being rendered preternaturally sus·
ceptiblcoftheinfluenccsofthcncrv-

~v~~e~~s~:Ts °rio~hd::c:f;t,~~i~~~ej ;1;~~
all the foregoing results arc due to

IOJB
Nervous Powcr-conti11ucd.
1077. Also, REt'Ll'x ACTION, MEN·

TAL E)IOTIONs, H.t~)u:n1AL

ACTION .

Xen·ous Power-continued.
state oflhc bo<ly. no condition of<liscase, no action of remedies, in which

cx~~~l~~:.cs~~~it!~<l ~~iJ'. ~~~laut~ii~~~~ll~

!:~~p~~;7;.s 5~~1~~nrlg;cz_~~~ rn;-

lllood; a law profoundly concerned

284-28?,Q45<1c--459; p.289,(1461:

inpathologyandthnapcutics.¢226,
232, 399,405,44 Gtt,461,485,4 88~,
512,733h,746c,846,902,952.

p 483--484,Q746 c), w.hilcorgans in
thcircompoun<lcdcomhtionaremorc
manifestly under its perpetual Jiar-

cx~!:~~~?u~~e~~f:~i~1~: ~~~~~~u~~~~~;
~!rc~~l~cs~~ :~~~~n~~i~~l~I ~~~l~cft at;i~:~
interpretation of the modus operandi

~~io~: J:r~~ct;~o~dt\1:~ ~~~c 0~~~1~~~
0

1

;r~~!f~~~ i~~J:n~crc!~r~~~~ t~1~0~~~
~ ~~~~~~: J~tri~1~11fl;atlht~: fo~~~\·~~~
influence is merely an exc.1tmg or

;~:t,Y;~J \~~1~~1~::r t~i: s~rcg;~: ~l'~~~~
1

dircctopcration,an<lalsoofitsl imitationinot hercasestothemotornen·cs,
andasthecau,,;cofallthephysiologi-

mflucnccasacausc.ofccrlamcffects,
orobjcctstoitsapplicationasacaust
ofanyofthcproccsse11oflifc,he

tionsinpartsnotthcimmcdiatcsub-

inthch1ttcr lhatthese processes are

f~~r~~~~J~~ ~~h~~\~·i:: :~~~~ ::c:~~
1

~r~~: i!o~! ~~c~g:;~~ 1\~ ;~~;,'~i~~c~~~
1

1

ofo~ganic

processes, and of its modificat1?nsaccordingtothenaturcofits
excit1ngcauscs,aswell,also, forpro''ingthcsubstanti,·ccx istcnceandselfactingnaturco f thcSoulandPrinciple
of Instinct, P· 101-102, 9 20 1-202;
p. 106, 9 224-227; p.112, 923·ib;I

~~~.~~~~~~J,~}~;~~~~.~:;· :~:~~~.·

309-310,9484b,Nos 5an<lG; p
321.9•196,497; p.323-328,9 49Da
-500 m: p. 331-341, 9 500 o--5 14 11;
r- 314-3·15, 9 SIG d, No. 6; p 348,
95!6d,No.13; p.4l6-417,9649 c. ;
p.•12\--'123,9657-658; p4G5-4GG,
9 715; p 483-481, 9 746 c.; p. 5929 8
9
p
9
-681, 9 905 a; p. 703-710, 9 9'IO5
8 3
9 1
9
488!, 52-.ld,no. 7,89l~g,893a .
ne\'Crtheless, the Author endca\'Ors to

~~~\ p~~~L~~O: ~i~-~~~';

~~~:8~i, ~ ~~~·;

~~~:;~;,

ii~

bzt

::::~,~~~\.'~[. ~tx~r~~,~~~~g~~~:.:3

~~':l~c~cc:s :h~ ~~:~~~~se~t~~:. ~:~J
11

f~~~i::nt~~

1

pca r~=~~. ~3,Pi f~~~~
3

0

:1{
p 24, 9 4 1,42; p 5-1, 9109/J; p. 6667,9148:p.75-76,9167a;p.1101
9 233: p. 222-227, 9 409 c.-411; P·
284-286, 9 454-457, p 289, 9 460461 ! : p 294, 9 475; p 295-296, 9
476 b; p. 313-315, 9 488-489; p.
317-318, 9493: P· 421-423, 9657-

}~j;X~)l;;~::ll::~~~~~%~;!t~~E!~

J\l uscLEs,&c., J11dcx ll. 9990fa,b.
istheagentthroughwhichtheWilland
~lental Emotions operate. See \\'1LL,
l11dex I and JI.; MENTAL E~tOTlON s,
andtheindivi<lual Pamons,Indcxll.;
NER\OusPO\HR,fndcx /
butthcreisancsscn tial di!Tcrcnceinthe

~~~~~~~J1a~fat;~\~l\:ri~~csrc':~~~~ro~~o~~
at all'. in. the C'sscntial processes of

~g~~:1~ ~;~~i;:~~~~·c:~tr~~t:o~u;g~~

sphincter muscles, peristaltic movemcnts, thenen·ouspoweris the only

~I~~'.:~I~:~~;g:~:~~~;~~J.f;r1~~~

tifg~'.~'.'.~}J,J ,;~J-:f~ [~i: ,.~;~ I ~~~~:~r~~;::rf~~~~;~~;:~:~;~:u:~
andolhcrsecrctoryvcssels than that

~ ;:,dc~Jr ,:,·,i~, ~,:.~f.~ ~h~n{,ij,~.~".:f:.0'~1~.~.~d'.
. . . . ..
. . ..

. . '... • . . . . •

or<liminishcd; butlhcseinstrumcntsl
oflifcareconstantlyliabletoprcter-

ri~;;;~.:~1~~:~~~~:~1~{i~~~tl~;:~i~,t~;tv~~~

CLEs,R1:sr1RAT10~,lR1s,C.tTU1oRTtcs,

its

~~~~:i;:~cnt

wm or

~o~n:d;~~H~d;';'n'~'o'~!,~,.~,,~1n~%e,'1:,:,:~.~~c;•'t:,.~n' [g1t~c.',n!~_
d1rut when 1he

..
...
"'
fluenccs proceed from other parts

~!~~~t!1l~l1e~~~£~:1~ci~1~iEi~~~~f~:~~:
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Ncn·ous Powcr--co11limucl
"exhaustion of," an hypothesis without
tuting reflex action or the nervous

~~~~~~ 0 c°1:e::~~o~~ fi~~~~l~~·l!~;~o':i°~~ w:~~ ;~~!~N~t,~,~~~~lt ;~~:i-cd (as with
1
1
1
81 3
~~~i!,il!i~ t~1~ :c~~~,~:~~°Fn~~ce~~~~~~ i:
ra~~~:~!c~:l; h~:~v ~~ t h~ fo r7i~~r 'i ~~ !~~~
1

0

the \Viii and Passions operate, the
cxcito-molory nerves or fibres arc
alone concerned. and the influence
alonccentrifugal,unlcssthcPassions,
as is common, and diseases of the
nervous centres, &c., institute impressionsupondistantpartsthatare
reverberated upon the nervous een·
t res, when the nen·ous influence, al·
though direct at its incipient move.
ment, may establish a complex circle
of~cllex actions,andundergomodi!ications of its a\terath·e innuence, not
only according to the nature of its
primaryexcitingcause,butaccording.
also,tothatoftheparticularnatural
constitution of different parts, and
any present modified condition of
parts upon which its influences may

~1~fi:~:~~:~~:::;1~~1 b;~~~~~~E:::~~
1

not commonly by exciting dm:ase in
parlswhicharcthcdircctscatofthcir
opcration,butwhcnthisrcsultcnsucs
it is mostly through reflex action of
thencrvoussystcmdircctcduponthe
seatofthei r operation-thoughprominentexceptionsoccurinthecaseof
Countcr-lrritants,p.66-67,9148; p.
336, 9 514 b-h; p.416-417,9649c;
p. 421-'123,9657-658; p. 483-484,
9 746 c; p . 522-523, 9 827 b, c; p
862-864 ,9 1066. Also,J\l1Asl1,SK1N,
CoLo,&c.,Jndex ll.
considered in its slowly progressive
operation through reflex action of
the ncn·ous system, when brought
into effect by agents belonging to
Author's group of Alteratives, and
analogous means, both physical and

~;~~I~;~:~~~~~~s:r~::0g;;t~tii3i~

only temporarily disturbed by the
nervous inlluenee(as in sneezing
from a strong light impinging upon
theretina,p. 327,¢5001;. p.333,9
501; p.3.t0-3ll , 9 511 /),IS equivalent to innuenecs propagated i~ a like
manner by the action of remeJ!al and

p.285-286,¢455<1-/; p.333,¢503506;p.339,9514 a;p.344-345,9
516 d, No. 6; p. 365, 9 551; p. 366,
9556;p.416-417,¢G49c;p.420424, 9 654-661; p. 532, 9 8-l l; p.
547, 9 863 d; p. 551, 9 877; p. 568569, 9 889 m, mm; p. 64.6-649, 9 893

fluence and its modifications depend
the diseases of organs that grow out
of each other, anJ tho nature of the
affectionsastheymayspringupconsecutively,andinconnc:t ionwilhthe
constitutionalnaturcofdiffere ntparts,
orasthcymayconspirc together in

J\l uscu;s,ALTERATJvEs; llrnRor11 0DIA, Vmus o~·; s~uLl.-POX, l\lasM,
PREDISPOSITION, !11dcz ll.
may operate profoundly with morb!fie,
hut little with remedial effect, long
aftcrthcexcitingcausciswithdrawn,
p.GG-67,9148. 150 ; p. 111, ¢233!,

~e:~~~:; i:~~~~~~1~£~~;~i~~J~~~

:i~~~a~~t!~~h ~h:e;,i~:i~~. ~h~2~o;:~i;
p 61-68, 9 133- 152 ; p 73, 9163;

~-2 ~~2~ .. ; 9r~~~;:~;L ~ 4 ~17.4 si;
1

02

1

11

:~2~8:~~~ ~~~t:. 1~~ ~~.!~~!:~
9

86

~3:oktci62~5;.2~~9!iig, ~-{;1lg~3;;
p.344-3-15,9 5!6d, No. G; p.36-1,
68

i5~~ d6C·; ~~·1U! i1: ~js49 ~ ; 'r~
5

3

9

5

p 285-2S6,9 455 ; p.296,9476e;
p.32 1,¢ 496,497 ; p.323-328,9
499-500l; p.33 1-33 1,95000-510;
p. 317-348, 9 516 d, No. 13, 5n ;
p.429-430,9674d;p.526,9828d;
p 539, ¢8-.18 ; p. 592, 9 89 1! k; p.
6t:.!-61S, 9 893 a-7; p 661-663, 9
B9l-896;p.665-676,¢902a-901h;
p.679-681,¢905a; p692,¢914-

420-424,Q65·1--661 ;p. 425-427,9
664-666;p.532,9841; p.5·12,9
854c-e; p. 668-669,¢902g; p.707
-708,¢949
theineorporntionofthe·cerebtHpinal
and ganglionic systems in all parts
rendersthematlthecoustantsubjccta
ofdircctandreflexnervous inllucnee;
butinthenaturalstateofthebo<ly

p 831-833, 9 10.J7 f-h; p 838, 9
1057l; p. 865-868, 9 1067; p.8748St. 9 !071-1075 ; p SdG-89 1, 9
l(l77

stances, as respiration, the contraction of the sphincter muscles, the
motions of the iris, of the stomach
andintestinc,anJoftheheart;but

~~~.; 9P9:~~9-;i\~ ~~g=~~~.; QP!J~g~~

~~~n!~~~e;::e~~n~ \nst:r;f~fn Pf~
0
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Nervous Power-continrud.
otherwise mostly so when morbific
and ~cmcdial agents and the mental

cmolions operatc,p. 55,9111-117;
p.5B-59,9 129a,1; p.6 I,9133c;
p. 62-67, 9136-151; p. 87, 9 177 ;
p.88,9184-185; p. IOl-102,9201202; p.106-112,9222-234; p.116117, 9234/,g; p. 253, 9441 d; p.
262-268,9 446a-4471l; p.284-290,
9 454-461 ; c; p. 296, 9 476 c; p.
323-341,9499-514 ; p.344-345,9
516d,No.6; p.348,9516d,No.13;
p.350-353.9524; p.354-362,9526
-530 ; p.508-509,¢807-811; p.537
-539, 9847t-848; p.563-565,9889
a-g; p. 592-593, 989t;k; p. 642650, 9 893a-i; p. 657, 9 893 p; p
661-681, 9 894-905; p. 692-709, 9
914-951; p. 745-747, 9 990; a, b;
p. 80·1, 9 1040; p. 865-868, 9 1067;
p . 874, 91071; p.877-88I,91072b1075; p. 886-800, 9 1077, 891! f·
otherstronglymarkcdcxamplesofreflcx
action of the nervous system, and of
an allerative nature, occur in natural
mutations of the body from Infancy
to Youth, and others in other natural
conditions to which the system is incitlcntally liable, as in gestation and
lactation . See YouTU, LACTATION,
UT~:RtiS, ORGANS OF GENERATION,
J\11LK, Index II.
the entire dependence of respir.:iJion
uponrcfle.xactionofthcnervousin·
fluencccoincidcs withthedepcndcnce

~!~~':ti~~.°fn~o~~i::rc~ ~~o~h~h~~~h:,~

against the chemic.al and pl1ysical
doctrines of opcmt1on through absorption-andallthischainofanalogics applied to the modus operandi
of all other remed ial and morbific
causes, physical and mental. while
the same interpretation of all the
others is sustained by other special
dcmonstrationsinimmcdiatcconncx-

ionwithalargcnumbcrofthcsc\·cral
thingsrespecti\•cly.p.66-67, 91 48;
p. 110,9232; p .~23-34 1 ,9499-5 14
n1; p.344-345,9526d,No.6; p.317
-348, 9 516 d, Ko. 13; p.421-4 23. 9
657-658; p. 526. 9 828 d; p. 532633, 9 841; p. 542-543, 9 854 c-/;
p. 547-550, 9 863 d; p. 563-5G6, 9
889a- g; p. 568-569, 9889111-,111m;
p. 592, q 89 Itk; p. 631-632, l,1892ib; p. 661-663, 9 894-896; p. 666
-672, 9 902 b-904 b; p. 679-681,
9 905 a; p. 703-710, 9 940-952;
p. 83 1-833, 9 1057 f-g; p. 838, 9
1057;. Also,STOMAcn,NAUSEANTs,
SKIN, CoLD, SnowER BATH, TETAN US,
D1sousT, SYNCOPE, and the several
Articles under GENERALlZATION ot·
REFLEX ACTION Ob' THE N1rnvous
SYSTEM, bulc:r. 11.
examples of its effects in subduing \•iolent inflammations, augmcnling and
altering the natural secretions, and
ofvario~s.ly and sud~enly. modifying
thecond1l.Jonofmorb1dflu1dproducts,
and the condition of the blood,\\h en

1:.~~ff~~s'.n~~ 2~~~T~o;~ :: :i;~~a~

~~i:~i~igii~f~:;~;~t~;,~Ji:~~{{ ~~E~ f§~tl:fE:J,Ct~:r.~,t~

of blood, by tickling the fauccs, by
tobacco applied to the soles of the
feet,bypregnancy,byshock offalts,

~~r~1\~n~~~:;~~t~~;ds,1 :~ilsa~~c~~:h~~

to the nature of the cause, and other

cpsp'o~sni t~o~,'i~c~s'°, :',',",',:unl~u~s',li~iicn.b,'y,•,.•ht~ic'.h :~~r,'-_'
~

"
penduponothermo<lificationsofthe

2

SwEAT, URINE, Fooo, \\.EEPING,
MEl"TAL EMOTIONS, Jndt:z 11.; Suvon1F1cs,Jndcxl.

is the 1 exciting cause of all diseases

~~l~il~ ~~6;~~gb~i t~:e c:c~~~~~~~c~~e::

~c~~~·t oh~rn°r1l:o~eri!1~;;, bdcp\·:~i~igf.

,"r'.f,.'n~,'·,,",P',,,",·,',huccps,'o',"rli:,','•,'."r~ti,1,.",,''u•c~.
..
..
u

f,:f~ :.:~,·:,;:,~,lcJm?pnc}t:~i~c:•~:;nl~f.;~tfa;,:,:!ic~ ,.~~~t:~ ~i~:~};•~J~~~1.t,:•Y~!i~:o~
~~~:,E10:1~;::~~~0N~N;nL;~~~~ylON,
u

•

., u

"' u

UU 11

remedial and morbific, and by the

~:~!:r.~~"~l:~:i~~~:~~:;~f::~:~fi~~
from larger doses, through aluratn:c
influcncl'so freflexactionofthencrv·
1

:~:t ~ft~~:~i~P~i;c~tr~~c~:~i~~~ ;!::i

expoundsthephilosophyofNctastasis

}~~,/JJ"l'fon

Sec Mmms<S,

m~fo~ 1~eft~!: 1~!r~ ~~~ ~ec;;t~:~,i~nd~1~!~~;
1

1

uponthcheart,stomach,&c.,witha

:~~~~"!)i t~a;a~c~~;~~· s~~~~~~.ha;~~i~~

ion
~c"ous

Nervous Powcr-continutd.
Power-co11limuil
concerns lhcir substitution ortransi
blows upon lhe cpigastrium,surgical
tory pathologic~! conditio_ns for the
operations, hytlrocyan ic acid, &c., or
more profound,1ssummanlyprcscnl·
d1recllyth rough itssuddenandviolcnt
cd,p 5tl6-5!J7,9892b,c; p G7G-GS I,
determ inat ion u pon the brain, as in
9 90,~ c-905 a. Also, p. 67, 9 lt\9the case of joy and anger, when it
151; p. 73, 9 163; p. 108-I JO, 9 227
1~1ay act by suddenly destroying the
-232;p.512,1)845c-e;p.551,9
hfcofthebrain,andalsofarthercx·
871; p. 592-593, 9891! k; p. 661cmplifiedbythesuddcndctcrmination

~f!?~~~:~~r:~1!~:~E?~~~~t1~r~~~~

!~!'.;.Y~0:;;~l~~:~f~~~~~:; .;

systcm,andcquallyactsuponallothcr
parts of the nervous systcm,p.107111,9226-233.t; p.296,9476c; p
3 1
0
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PowER,lnde:r. J
influenccs,•cryprofoun<llythcfunctions
of secretion and excretion, whether

g; p.306-308,(1483b; p.320,949<1

mental emotions, and is always the
ca.use of the rcdun<lanccs that may

~l1~~f~~l i~~~~1f:,e~c;'i~~~r~lfa~1~~~. ~

~~~o ; ~~~;d, f4i~ b~ ~~~b4~\ 1°8 i

dd; p.321,9500c,1l; p.334-335,

J: r~o ~:;dp~~~s ~~~~~1~ t~~~c~c:a~f ~1 1 ~

3

6

3

p.707,Q 917;p.709,Q95ib-d;p
31
0 1
3
: 8-:g_5i4! :
1067; p 878-881, 91074-1075; p
887, 9 1077. Also, Jov ANDANGrn,
l\TENTA1,El10T10Ns; SERPE:-<Ts,Vmus
ol'; STO.\IACll, DLows uroN; PAIN,
Ox1·GEN,OPIU.'>l:,SEDATl\'£S(Acomlc),
Nt:uRAL.Gu,ANTISP.tSMou1cs, DRAIN,
Isl'L.AlllBTION OF; D1..000L1::TT1Na,
Loss OF D1..ooo, Index Ji.; \\-ILL, ·
]ndt:r. I . and 11.-Ncrrn Q p. ll 22.
its opposite influences upon the sensibilityofncrves through reflex action
ofthencrvoussystcmthccauscand
cureofpain(whcnnotthc<lireclresu\t

(O!r/; P·r~~G~i;,t ~

11

8

1

~. ~~~~ 9 ~-1;4 ~·p~~~~~~ 9-1a :-~~ ~ ~
51

JircctactionofphysiC'al causes,and

i~~~tch::c~a~~~. t:;1r:r~~~l~i~~~~~;·tir:~
mcnts, 9 113, 221, 226, 399, 446 a,
461, 485,489,493cc.512,521,no.7,
9 657-658; p. 631-632, 9 892f; p
668-669, 9 902 g, h; 9 893?; 9 943
a, b; S•:c11ETtON AND Exca£T10N,
D1Li::, Swi;:,1.T, J\!11,K, \VEErlNO, FEAR,
JEAL011sY,S&1N, KrnNEY,Co1..n,HEAT;
'VATt:R, HoT; Foon, TEA, EMETICS,
BLOODLETTING, Loss OF 131.oou, J\li;:NTALEl10TlONS,JlldtxJJ; Si;noRIF!Cs,
1111lcxf
cxertsthcsamcinflucnccintheproduction ofanimalhcatasuponothersc-

~:~:~!~;t~I.~~:~~:~~~:i;IJ~f1 t~~~;1,:t.*~~} ;~+~~:
~~{0:,~~ti~~s,8:~d !~~~;;;;~~ ~{ tli~~;
nature.p 29G, 947Gc; p.302,9481

b; p. 323-324, 9500c; p. 58·1--585,
989 ld,e;p.587-590,Q89Ik-s;
p 592-593,QS!Jl}k;p.831-83!?,
8

8 98
;
Ti::A, i ndcx ll.
cmploycdbythcAuthortocxpound.the
dependenccofthcfirs!actofresp1rationthruug hrcflcxact1onofthcnerv-

~!~;; ~.' ~~~E~~"-~:~~\s~N:!~~~:

~:8:0U'~~~ 0~:;;1 ~~~'P~:L~~~~P:,j~d~~

, JJ.

1

fsu:h;:~~~~· \~~: 1l~:~ ~!~~~::~r~;
8

~G\~597 fo;Gt l~;o~ ~?~:,t~E~AT~~;~

51~~c~::,"7,~Jexs;;TE~1;

also, SKiN,
is the immediate cause of syncope as

:~~!~g11~~1~mrc~~!~at~~n: ~~~· s~~~li~~
1

a:J~!~c:x t~~~i~~h 0~\~c;:t~::n~~~:cs~~~c~
to the modus operandi of Cinchona,
LossofBlood.anJofothcrlhingsof

analog:iC's for the Author's doctrines
in relation to the ncn·ous influence

~~~~·;~~.°~:,~;;f~~~.~~~;~:,·:h; ~;:

.,;;,, it• dfo<t•, in modifying the oon-

i~:~~:~1?:~:"nr.:::~:r;:~~~~,1~~~:~:~ ~:'~~~~0:~:":~~: E;,~~~::::I~~:=
1

~anic influences of rem~dial agents
througl~ the instrumentality of ncrv-

ous act1on anJ the philosophy which

U uu

dition ~f the soliJ s and fluids, upon
the capillary vessels, ant.I in dcveloping musculo.r motion upon the indi-
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Scn·ous Systcm-conti_nued.
Nen·ous Systcm-c011linucd
642-650, 9893a-1; p.657, 9893p;
the fundamental. cause not only of
p. 661-681, 9 894-905; p. 692-709,
increased secrct1011s so far as the
9 914-951 ; p. 745-747, 9 990~ a, b;
function does not depend upon other
p.804,91040; p.865-868,91067;
stimuli, but of the various modificaP· 874, 9 1071; p. 877-881, 9 1072 b
tionswhich th~sccrctions undergo in
-1075; p. 886-890, 91077.¢8\Jltg.
<liseasc,accord1ngtothcnaturcofthc
all remote effects of the Mental Emocause by which the nervous influence

!~~~~~~~~; !~~~~~~~

f1cx actions, p. 107, 9 227; p. 109, 9
230; p. 670-67 1, 9 902 l-903; p.
733-734,9973-975. Also,1.h:sTAL

7,;d;~'~;s; ~~ :~~:T;:i~e~e?:~;;~.ts),
1

ex~~1l~l::t~:J~~[o~~~~ 21~:t~f~~~!
it_hears.to the Heart and Vessels of
C1rculat1on, p. 295-310, 9 476-485;
p. 311-315, 9·487-489-and to the
Vo!untaryJ\luscles,p.310-315,9486
--489-and to the Alimentary Canal,
p.315,9490,491-andtotheLungs,
p.3 15,9 491; with practical applications by the Author to Pathology and
Therapeutics, and introduced for the
sole purpose of applying them to the
interpretationoftheeffectsofallmorbific and remedial age~ts beyond the
seat of their direct action, ~nd of the
Passions,tbroughalterativemflucnccs
ofrcflcxactionofthencrvoussystcm
in the former case, and of pri~narily
direct and secondarily reflex m the
1

0

RE~1EDUL

AcT!Ol'<, Index 11.; Nuv-

ous POWER, Sn1PATHY, I ndex I. and

JI.

ex:i~~. ~~ca~~:~ 1 i.~~~~~~eui;0~1~f~:~~~:

ff7!J£::::.~~~ri::;~:!~'.~~~}~:o~:~::

thoir condition ~nan endless variety
of ways,accordmg to the nature of
the exciting causes, p. 262-270, 9
446-447; p.807-808,9 1044-1045.
Also,p 68, 9 152 a; p.245,9440e;
p.250-25 1,944Ic; p.289,946 1 ;
p.335-336,9512a,b; p. 339,95 I4h;
p. 365, 9 889 g; p. 483-484, 9 746 c;
p.579-580,9890!d. Also, ORGANIC
HE.n, Index I; H\'D£RNATING AN1·
~1.us,I11dcz ll.

DRoWN·S~Q UA RD_'s

interest ing and inge·
nious discoveries in relation to spinal
cord,p.802-803,_91037.
acts as a whole in 11s natural state so
far as the great nervous ccnt~cs arc
engaged it;i developing motwn or

~~tt\~r~sa~~::; :~1 ~:~~:,a!~ci~ Ji~~~~~~

~~~i~r~~i_s:nJ"~~ei~c;~;ul~: i~ ~:i~i;i~

ances of each other, &c., tbid.,and

and ammal life, however much ccr-

th!::~~!t1i~su~;sr:i~~c:h~a:~;:fl1~ ;~~{o~~

~~~~J;~rt:n~a31! :r:afr~~:~~t~1 ~~i~

asconductcdthroughthcmcd1um of
thcncrvoussystcm,andvariousphys-

10

101

1

system derives a concurrent action
from the ccrcbro-spinal, and thcrc-

~o~~~~ct:~!~~~~1t!o;~y~~l~;i~~~~~~v~

~~~i~~~e~!1~hn~s ~::e_t~p~~e::ol~~~~

ofEympathy or reflex action of the
nervous system introduced for the
purpose only of applying thcn:i as
stated in theprcccdmgsubdi\•is1ons,
p. 335-362, 9 512-530.
gcncrali::at1M of its laws as applied by
the Author to interpret the modus

pcndcntfunctionsarel1ablctofals1fy
Nature,p. ll-12,95tc-f; p. 54-55,
9 110-117; p. 287-289, 9 459-461;
p.292,9473a; p.293,9473c; p.
296-298, 9'467ta-h; p. 303, 9 48 1
e-f; p. 306-308, 9483b,c; p. 357358, 9500-591.

;E~~~'.S.·~ihE~~~.h~~:m:~:~ts; mi~~{~~;~;:~~~E~::;,11:,;E:~~:~~~
the changes in the sohds and fluids
asaconsequenccofthealterati\•einfluence exerted by the. nervous ~ction

their expanded extrem1tws, p 338, 9
514 d; p. 347, 9 516tl,No. 10; p
520-521, ~826c,d. Also, iltcdu;al and

;[;:•~:~;~~:!i~J?.i:~~~~flc~f.:'.•~ an~:~~~~~~~n~:::,:::::::h::I. b~~
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Nervous System-continued

Nervous System-continued

~:~~?r: ~~ ~fi~~~~e~~:i~~~~cic~~~~:ir

;J9.P* ~~~ %-!~~ ~: :!3~b. P9 !~~~

thcccrebro-spinalandganglionicsystemsandtheconscquentintcrchangcs
of reflex nervous action,p.54-55,9

d; p.590-591,¢891!-; p.592-593,9

1

110-117; p. l07, 9 224; p. 110,

ofthc_,.o]u~tary.musc_lcs

whichcnsueuponmtcstrna\ irritat1on
and upon spasmofthestomaeh,and
various other resulting consequences
ofarcciprocalnaturc,p.347-348,
Nos. 11-13, &c.; p, 642,9893a.
subjcct,likea\lotherorgans,toadctcrm·
inationofdircctandrcflcxner\'ous
influence upon its own organization
whcndevelopcdbythcPassions,orby
inflammation,orinjurics,ormechanical orotherphysicalirritationsofthe
nervous centres; but its own affcclions in this respect arc of difficult
analysis, p. 109,9 '230; p. 356-358,
9526d; p.709,995lc; p.831-832,
9 1057 f,g. Also, NF.uRHCu, OPIUM,
SEDATIVES, ANTISPASMODICS; BRAIN,
liH'LurnATION OF; MENTAL EMoT10Ns, JOY AND ANCER, antl the other
individual Passions, ANJESTHET1cs,
OxvGEN,PAtN; SERPENTs,V1Rusor;
HvoRoCnNICAcrn; STOMAcn,BLows
UPON; NER\'OUS POWER, index 11
the nervous influence may be detcrmincdwithsuchsuddcn \•iolencc upon
thcbrainastoinstantl_ycxtinguishlife,

~hu~~l~~ j~o;~!~=~~1~ ~ ~i~11 ~Jt~~ ~ :u~~;
~f~~ a~ 1;: ;;1~n; ;~rr;, ~ ~o!~
46
9 2 2

1 0

11

c,J;

p. 357-358, ¢526

89l!k; andCoN\"ULSIONs,HYSTERIA,
MENTAL EMOTIONS, Index ff-nor

9

232; p.284-287,¢454-459; p.341
-353, 9 514f-524-and hence the
convulsions

1

p. 303, ¢481

doesthcAuthoracquiesccinhisdoctrincthatuthcSaulse11ds/orthemissaries a11dplt11ipotcntiaricswl1icllco11'Dey its sovercig1imandatts along the
''oluntary nerves to muscles subdued
to volition,'' p 77, 9 167 J.
<liscasesofthcbroinandspinalcordare
apt to give rise to grc~tdisturbances
in organs of organic hfo, but 11ot to
com·u!sionsunlcsscffusionordisorganizationhappen,butwhic~a!ccom-

monlydcpcndcntonsimplem1tations
ofthencrvousccntrcs,p.334,9508,:
p.357-358,9526d;p.590-591,Q
89 1! b; p. 592-593,98!Jl!k; p. 733
-735, 9 974c-976.
its painful affections, when situated internally,occasioncdandrclievedby
alterative inlluences of reflex ner\'ous
action upon the sensibility of the
ner\'es, and through the same influcnce when dissipated by mental
cmotions,andaccor<l!ngtothenature
of the meons by which it is brought
into 01icration, p. 584-585, 9 89 1 d, c;
p. 587-5!]0, 9 891 k-s; p. 5!J2-593,
9 1057!-. Also, SrnATJv•:s (Acomlc),
0PwM, PouJ.TlCES, ANTISPASMOnics,
llLOODLETTJNc,NEnvousPowER,In·

11

is

~~~1:~ntly

charged with the nmous
power or ncr,·ous influence, or what-

~'~~i~l~~;~~~a{,t ~~a:~t~, a;:c;l~~aab~f~

p. 300, 9479; p. 301, 9 480; p. 304,

il~W~~:~f~:~s5Jg~:d:~.~·~~t

r:;~~~1~:;,i;r::~!i1,~~~~~·~r~~~~~

f;!.~~~r~};:~tc~:;;~g~~~;: ri~~1~~~i~gJ1t~~~~~~~1~~
a

;1~oel,l~g:lt•~t~i~n'tior:p1~~."t~a~unc'a'~t~e'b;l•~o'orl~e~'i"l~tg•i.ot',i,~.
u.
~·

1 Index II.
uroN,
~::
L::if,~r;;;~~~~~~·~fi ~~~v~;;i~·~

u

affcclionstobediseascsofthetrue

ff~~:~~~·i~:~r:~ii~~:~;~;:::~~

•

"u

p.114-115,9'234c.

it

'~~~:~~.:t:~.~~~~E1;;,t;:!'!;!i:;~

~ff~~JJi?i~~r~.fs~fi;~~21~~ ~~]I~l;!~·J2;~~;,~~~~i.f~~~!

portant experiment by A. P . 'VJLsoN
PmLJP, p 296-297,9476fb; p306308,9483b,c;p357-35S,95261l;
p. 467-468, 9 719. Also, p. 11-12,
9 54 e,f; p. 5 1-55, 9 11 0-117; p.
287- 290,9458-4.6Jt; p.'29'2,9473

phenomena as manifested in health
and disease arc entitled to a large
groundofreliance,p.115-119,9234
/-235; p. 309-310, 9 484 b, r\o. 5;
p.413-414, 9640; p.434, 9 679; p
442,9G86d; p. 51 1-M2,9854b;

104.j

~'"fl~~!~~7.~H~1f.,~;1~g~fi?11\}~ Nc"f:t~f{f:f~i~~(t~fi j,:i ~: f~jf,1
nml manyofthe laws of reflex action
of the nervous system from natural
phenomena alone, p. 290, Q4G3a,b;

895,Ql078a,b; p ~04--906,¢J078q.
a concurrence of action between the
main centra l portion and the Soul

~~:fg~;~~~:l~:i~!;~~:~g?i~ th{,~{.~;~::;,~;;,;.,,;;:~:;;,;,~~;:;;;:;~
1

compound nerves for the fulfilment
ofsevcralspeciatfunctions,one,for

ciple,p.894,9 1078b; p. 903-906,
Ql078q

;E~~~~~~2i:~c~~~~:~:~~1:!~:i~~~~~ its~~~:~:~:~gll~s~t:~~~~~!~~:~~~l.~;l ~i~'.
anotherforthcglandularorgans,&c.,
(11078d; p 897-89S,Q l078e, p.
p. 100-103, 9 197-204; p. 280-283,
903-90G, 9 1078 q. Also, SouL AND
9450-451; p. 330, ¢500nn;,though
lNSTINCT l\'E PR!NCJPLE, lndcxll
it cannot be satisfactorily inferred NEURALGIA,
from lhe simple phenomena in health
its sudden reliefby Aconite when applied
or disease whether there be anyspe·
alongthccourseofan affected nerve
cialexcito-motorynervcsorscriesof
tlcmonstrativeofthemodusoperandi
fibres destined for influ~nces upon
of remedies throu.gh alterative in·
theglandularorotherflu1dproducts,
fluenecofreflexaclionofthcnervous
p. 2:10-232, 9 422 b-424; p. 335system,andofthemo<lificationofthat
6

4

2

t~ ~1~ta~ ~!~e~~:~1~-t~ ' JL~~~!

IleRN.tRl> of pricking t.hc flo~r of the
fourth cerebral · ventricle discredits
all analytical conclusions upon the

1

0

11

11

!;:~ue~x e~~ina;~oar~~~~a~1~ ~\~~t ~~~u~:r~~
ous inl!uencc may be determined with
alterativc effect as well upon the or~
ganic constitution of any part of the

6~~~~;~ g~!a~1;c~~ ~;~~e~7ny ~~1~:;~

~~~~~~~1~;:, ;1 1~~~~1f:t~~~:~~;::ir::eJ

1 1

j~~~11::~~r~b:~r~>~t;~t~~ri ~~~ ~u:·

~~~rs~:~~:~~,~~;;tois9 g~~:t cilia~!:~:~

of a specific nature, p. 792-793, 9
by that milucnce, p. 838, 9 1057!
I032d,and,doubtless,abouttheonly
Also, ANTISPASMODICS, OPIUM, SEDA.reliable amount of experimental inT1n:s,lndexll.
quiryastothei1~f1uenccofthe 1.1crves N1Tmc_ Acio,
upon the secretions was .supphed by
apphcdasa.pedilttllium, subverts syph·
A. P. 'V. PmL11\aspubhsheJinthe
1lisandhepaticdiseaGcs,andincreascs
London Pliilosoplitcal 1'ransact1011s
thesecretionoflJilc,throughalterative
forl815andl817,andof1,,bjcha
influenccofreflexaclionofthenerv317-318, 9493a-d.

Also, p. 264,9

bile is not more frequently affoctcd

::~::Tl~Q2!:1~A~~~·1~~!; I~~d HY·

f.;t~hl~l;a~:~~;a~~~~~~~~~I f~;e;~:s p~~

its mechanisman<l lawsofrcflexaetion

than that the highly irritable heart

!fffi~~~:;~~;~i~1::x~tti~;~~:1:~i ;~~~~~~fr~·~f:~Ff::~i~~;~

Principle, p. 873-874, 9 1070-1071StLHR, N1TnAT£ ot·; OrJU)I, CoLo,
andphysiologicalcxamplesofthereIndex JI.
flex action, and of the \Vilt in its sim- N1Tnous O:u~i;; G.1s,

ff:~n~~~~;g~:~~1~'f.~:~~~~,!~ ""f~J2~:~~~~~f~:~~~f;i~~2~~~:;~E~
of reflex actions, and the apphcal1on
of the whole to the foregoing ob~ect,

E:~~'~'~!~~~·;z~1~~~:r:~;;~

relativeslructurcanJotherphys1olog1cal

produce the1r_const1tut1onal effects
thr?ugh altcral1ve mfluences of reflex:

~E~~~i&:~~':ff:~~.~n"i:~~:~~i~;;:

cited by an mapprec1able 1rntat1onof
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Odors-continued.

~~~P?l!!'.~~;'Y,"'""'~!,!i~'-".'•P .~~:Z.-1

~~see !~n;:1~~ti~ff~tt!}~r r~;~o~~~r,b~:::~
thcdll!Crcnccthatinthcc::iseofthc
~pcctacle the primary impression, as
111thecaseofsneczing,comesthrough

theoplicncrve-oryctagain,aswl.1cn
the mind itself will occasion vomiting

bycallingupthcrecollectionofthe
odororthcspcctacle,whcnthcmin<l

Oooas,
the physiology of vomiting from, &c.,
through reflex action of the nervous

is the on ly agent concerned, but the
remaining process the same as in t.hc
other cases-these analogies, with
numerous others suppl ied by other

system, employed by the Author in

affcc1ionsofthcmind,an<lalongwith

illu s tratin gthemo~usoperandiofall

their morbific and curative effects.
bein_g_thcry carried by the Author to
vonutmg as produced by blows upon
t!1ehcadorcpigaslricrc{fion,orbyirntating the lauces, or llrmking warm

O.

morbi~candrcme<l1alagentsthrough

altcrat1vc influences of<lircctand reflex nervous action; andforthesamc
purposc, also, and to show how an

~~~:~:~~!~~i !~~~E!~~fr:~:~:cf?;

~v~~~~i~~~~~?~~~~~~i~!:~~~:~!~r~~

1

absorption or chemical action, aml
coming from mental as well as physical sources, will institute, through
complex circles of reflex actions, a
common ultimate effect, such as vom~ting, or other results, and how, when

conncxionwiththcmorbificandcurntive effec~s upon internal organs of
cold applied to the su rface or as it
increases the secretion of urine, and
many other analogous . things-am.I
the demonstr~tion. supplied by all ~he

:~s;~~~~~~n b!vh~l~nit:lp~ ~~~iif; s:n!~~

~~:~~~ii~=~·~;~~~i~~ n~ ~;~.~ Sf;:;to~~~

up~nadistantpartwil.linstitulorcflcx

rcfle~ action o_f thc ncn'?US system,
applledtotl.1emtcrprctalion,through

1

1

1

act1onsthatrcsultin\•1olentmanifcst-

1

11

~l~~·~~:'~f foff~~~~v~s ~~~~P~:lfi~~:~

~l~~~~;\~ri~~;~,~~\:• ~;o~~ 11\: a~:~~ffi~~~

production of vomiting, whose primary impression is made upon the

of all other morhific and remedial
agentsofatangiUlenature: antlulti-

E:~~~~re~~:vf:o;:;~;~~~~~;~~~;~;

~{i~{F~~:~~~~~~:~=;~}st~!~~~~:~~;

Principle, p._ 324, 9 tiOO c; p. 32i328, 9 500 1-m; p. 340-341, 9 514

!llUcous tissue of the stomach, which
;~ irritates after the manner of an
1

8

:~~~~d' t~h~~c !:~ rvi:~rccs:1~~~~sis a:cd

i-~;~ f; ~. 5~!\ 98:;~ b;~ i3t~~~'.

5 2

9 802~ b; p. 666-670, 9 902 b-m; p.
703-705,9940-945: p.707,9947:
p. iO!J-710, 9951-952; p. 865-868,
9 1067; p. 888-890, 9 llJ77. Also,
y ~~:~Rj/'ZATlON OF Rn' LEX Acnox,

i.hence reflected upon the abdominal
muscles anti muscular coat of the
stomach, the former of which arc
thrown into convulsi\•e action and
the action of tho latlcr ,;olently re-

~~;:td;~~d n:;a:~· s~~:~n;, ~~h:~~

11

th ·

·

h

·

~fi;f;~:~:;,~:~~i'~~]=;:~;~g~ ~:{{t~f:i.~~:~~~1'.~~f:J.~'. ;,~~~~i~;
O•;.

of the fifth pair of nerves ~pon _the
Schneitlcrianmcmbranc,wh1chittrritatesaflerthemanncrofsnuff,whfo
this impression is returned to ~he
nervous centres through scnsitn·e
fibres of the same nasal branch, and
thencereflcctedwithcom·u lsiveelfect
upontheabdornina\musclcs,butin a
1liffore11lmannerfromtheodor-and
again,asanoffcnsivespectaclcgi\"CS

its spcc1~l act ion upon the hver as an
alterat1vc, and its p;rcat advantages.
p.555,9872: p.568-569,9889m;
p. 83~, 9 1057 /; p. 853, 9 1060.
a1> an atlJ~vant to Calomcl and Blue Pill,
one ol the bcst,p. 834, 9 1057l; p
83!l, 9 1058 a; P· 845--846, ~ 1058
m.11; P· 847, 9 10!>8 q; p. 848, 9
1058!; p.853,9 IOGO.
asaremedy,insmallandrcpcntcd<loses.

10'17
Oil, Castor-continued

for habitual constipation, p. 366, 9
556b; p. 555, 9872; p. 568, 988!)
111; p.S:J.l, 9 !057 l.
Also, Ar.n!hTIVEs,lnde:tll.

bcstcathart,cinscarlctfe\·er,p.843,9
I058h
should be exhibited in carc/11/ly regulated dos~s throughout the progress
ofmanyd1seases,andatthcadvanccd
stages of all, and for its gradually altcrative effoct,p. 555, 9 872; p.568569, 98S91n; p. 834, 9 1057/
possesses a soporific virtue,p. 834-835,
91057l.
time for its administration compared
with other cathaTtics, p. 570, 9 889
_n; p. 835, 9 1~57 l
injected i~to the circulation, and why_ its
effects m that case,or_i!1othersim1lar
examples, prove nu th mg in bch_alf of

~~::~$r::~~. t;~~;~. ¢f~;~~~~ i'
0

Oil, Croton-co11linucd

vers:llilc ncn'ous influence.
Sec
Ooons, Ft:AR, D1sousT, MENTAi.
EltOTto~s, Index 11 Also,QlOSSb-d
for like reason, when cathartics fall
rathcrshortofdevclopingthcfu!l
rcflcxinf\uenccthatisn?Cessar¥to
the cathartic effect, chew mg a httlc
Rhubarb will often speedily and cffcctually determine the result Sec
c,\THARTICS, Index If.
the foregoing principle is _<'xactly the
same 2s when reflex actions are in·
stit.uted and progressively increased
inforcebyinflammationofanypart
when propagated ce~tinuously from
aniso!atedpoint,p 3-13.951Gd; p
526, 9 S~S d; p. 563-564, 9 SB!) a.
0PJUM-cont u~ucd from bulcx 1.,
''itisve~y smgularthat a pill ofop~um,
administered by the stomach at m~ht,
1

1

:/t~r~!v;~~;~~-~~u~I'd!~ 1~! ~co7i~~'ffc~f.:

675-676,¢904b; p 677,¢904c.
01_L, CROT01.""",
.
11sopcrat1on,asacatbarlic,whcn simply applied to the to~gue, or intro·
(.)uced into the rectum, in the quantity
ofa drop, illustrates the principle of

-explaincdbytheAuthorthrough 1ts
development, by simple contact with
the stomach, or an alterative reflex
nervousaction-asisalsothe"nery
mmule quantity which always pro·
duced in a Physician a scarlet cffio-

~~~;i;~:~~~~~~t~~~o~~r,1:flut~~e~~~

//~~: ~~~~r ;:r'm~~'. 1l1~'~i1:;[aites o:i~:;

322,

analogy in the const1tutio~1a l results of
the fi rst contacto~food with t.he stom-

9 498 a), ~he imp~cssion being
propagated, as in leeching the anus
or septum nasi, continuously along
the mucous tract, beingequiYa]entto

~~~ ~;~~~ fr~~~:~~n~fwahi~:.tl~~~~~·t~~

i~nprcssion thus produced ~pon the
tissue establishes an alterat1ve reflex

1

0

a_ch,andthelattermtheerup~1vea_ffcc·

twnsconsequentuponintcstinald1sor1

0

1

~~~~1r~~n~y"'~\~y~~1~1 fa~ ~~J:o~;fr 1~~

Acid, Hyos~yamus, Atropia, an~ To.
bacco-carnedtothcintcrpretat1onor

~g:g~~f~~~~tw~::~~~~~ ~;211~~:ff~ii~~:t:!~::1~~~r~~J~~
~ild ~~~-;f.2J4:, ~:.-~ ~ ~· ~i:: 4

~~4 ~~ ~~;:.ss?o~~:~·Et #!~~~1~·1~

82Sd.

(eruptions of),

9

A\so, Medicala11dP!iy11olog1·

cal Commentaries, vol. i, p 4!)4-513:

1

0

SUPPOS ITORIES, N.1.1:·

COTICS, NER"OIJS S\·su~1 ,

i ndex lL

;~;{~~;~;~;:.:~:~i1:~:!~,~~~7f£~J "~~~~~~~~~~i.~~;:~:·:~~~!~~;,:::::
by1mprcssionsmatlcbyMentalEmo1

~~~~a~fi~ ~dtr;te~t~~~~!~~~~~e~rg~~~

rise to vomiting and purging, an<l apply the whole to the interpretation of
morbific and remedial agen~s ~pon
parts beyond the sea.t ofthcirchrect
effecttoafterative inllucnccsofrcflex
nervous action, while, also, the coin·
ciJcnccsin effec:sbetween the phys·
ical and mental causes will as readily
lead to the conclusion that all the
morbificandremcdial effects of Men·
tal Emotions arc equally as those of
thcphy1>icalca.uscsowingtothcsame

producedinallthccasesbyaltcrat1vc
1

~~~u~~~:o~~ <l;;~~!;~ ~~e~n~~~id~ c~~

for. the purpose of applymg the s~mc
philosophy to ~he modus o_perand1 or
all other remed.1al a.nd morb1fic causes.
whether physical or mcnt.'.1.I,
show that the ncrvousinflucncene...
essarily undergoes modifications i11
its nature according lo the nature of
ilsexcitingcauses,p.30J-303,¢4Sl;
p . 306,Exp. 21; p. 309-310, 9 484h,
Nos. 5,6. Also,p. 107-109,922?230; p 592-593, 989 1! k; p. 670675, 9902l-904h

an<l ,.

1048
Opium-co11ti11ucd.
Opium-continued.
c:<pcrim£>nts with, by Vo1.11:1UNN an<l
that the secretions of the Ji1•cr arn]

~1~~~:r~, th~~~~~Es ~~en::~~~l~~~nth~~;

t:~ne~r~~~olt:~s' r~~~i~i~:d~~I~~~ s:;~~~

expanded extremities, and how the
~nown peculiarities of act1on,wh1ch
skinisrcndercdbynarcotizationand
illustrate the manner in which the
othcrcauscsaverysensitivc source
ncrvousinflucnceismodificdaccor<lof convulsions, and introduced by
i11g to the particular virtues of the
Author to expouud the modus opecause, physical or mental, by which
randi of blisters. sctons, mercury,
it is brought into operation, p. 5!J2iodinc, miasms, andotheragcnts ap593,9 89lf k. Also,JE.1.1.ousv, / 11plicd to the skin through alterative
dcx II; NERVOUS PowER, I11dcx I.
infiuencesofrcficxncrvousaction,
andll
p 308-310, 9484-485; p 319, 9 894 ORGANIC Ai'aLn1s-continucJ from Index
d; p 338, 9 514-d; p. 348, 9 516 d,
I,
No. 13 Also, SK1N, CoLO, SnoN,
allowed by Lehmann t o be unreliable,
CouNTER- lnn1TA.NTs, &c., Index II.
p . 779-782, 91029-1030
in pro<l~cing no astr~nge ncy, but in requ~1~tilative, surrounded by difficulties,
straining colliquat1vc sweats.. check1b1.d
in gtl.1cse crctionsoftheliver,k1Jnc~s,
qualitative, opposed by insuperable obstacles,p.782,9 1030.
&c.,1llustratcs thc modus opcrand1of
true ASTRINGENTS thr~mgh altcrati\•e
of the blood and tissues, impossible, p
influcnceofreflexact1onofnervous
780,781 ,9 1029,1030.
system, p 422-4~3.9658; p. 577, 9
fruitlessinmorbidconditionsbyitsown
890 o; p 592-593, 9 891~ k Also,
at.lmissions, p 782, 91030
S1LVER,N1TRATEOF, LEAn,A CETATE ORGANIC B£1NGs-continued from Index
OF: SuLP11un1c Acm, CoLo, IPECAC·
I,
UANllA,EaooT,]ndc:r:ll.; 9890b.
the fundamental distinction between
overcomesspasmsbydcvclo.pingacounA~imals and Plants certified by the
teraeting reflex nervous mflucnce, p
m1cr~scopc, p. 8~5, 9. 1.052
592-593. 989lf k Also,ANTISPAS·
aqucst1onastothc1rong1n,p. l82-191 ,
~1001 cs, Cor_F£E,Co.Lo,SK1N,/ndcx If.
~. 3501 g-n; p. 910-9 11, 9 .1083.
relicvespain,s1tuatcd111ternally,through
their relation to external objects, anil
scdativcinflucnceofrcflex acti.on.of
how the connexion obtains.p. 398nervoussystem upon tho sensibility
400,9626-630-andwhatthediffcrof tho expanded nerves, which is
cnce in thisrcspcctbctwcenAnimals
and Plants, p 399, 9628
equally true, also, of all other scda6 1

~:.: ~:i~~}\~~~rtt:,c:;n~:~~~ ~fi~~~~; 0Rd~:·N~~t~~nEgM~~~:·}:_~~~ii~u e~ from !11thcirdircctdevclopmcnt and modificationofthcnc rvous influence,p 587590,980lk-s;p592-593,989Ik;

p.831--832,91057/, p 838,91057! .
Also, p 520-521, 9826 d; and SEDATI\ i::s(Acomtc), BLoooL£TTING,PouLTIC£ S, REMEDl.\L ACTION, ANTISPASJ.1001cs, lndcxll; NERVOUS PowE R,
l11dcx l and II
in relieving pain or spasms depending
upon wounds, and locally applied,
may act moslly _like warm po~lt.i ~es
bysimplydimimshingthcsens1b1hty

dexl.,
what Lehmann thinks of its prospect s
andofthepast,p.770-782,91029,

1030.
allows that .Physiology_ and Pathology
!1ave but ht tie or not lung to hope from
1t.p 779-782,9 1029, 1030.
a!lowcd to be unavailable in practical
medicine.p.795,Q 10336
confc.sses its ''weakness and incapacity,-' p 782.9.103~
apologizes for its failure . p 779-782, 9
1029 .. 1030

~Irr~t;.:~:;~r~~J:m~~~if.~~~:~~~~: . ~r~~~~~!~~~;g~r:·~~;~~~~~:'.

592-59\3, 9 891• k; p. 682-683, 9
9056
commende<l above all other remedies,
and contrasted with Dloodletting. p

~~:~.\)~~~~~: 1~dY; 7/,8f0~! its9s~~i:l

Nos. 12-J5 X58-60; p 1~3-164 ,
Nos 21X65; p. IGS-170, l\:os 34-38x83-87!; P· 171, Nos 41 X93.

parallcl~olumns.

~ ctiaI~j~cf!;:sp~~~~~~c~ 0~;;_nexion with

its complamt agamst V1tahsts,p 79Fl-

cofl~~~~;~~~~t>~'\\11111~11~~1~~ci:~~a;1,~if~~ ch~;:~s P~~~tcians with greater hom ago

9

10'19
0

Orgat~~nC~c~~\~~~it J~t~=~\~:~.

and lays
something of the blame of its _failure
totheirconfidenceinitsprom1scs, p
78I,QI030;p.SOS,Q1034.
thcAuthorgreatlyindcbtcdtoit,p 207,
¢376.f-b; p. 801, 91035
o~GANIC HEAT---Continued from Index 1.
Also, CoMnusTtON,

fa~t~~r A~~jl~rr~=t~1:~c~p~;(n~~~t~:~~~~~

Orgai~iflJ;~:!d~;n~=~i~d of exposure

and
9 1047. Also,
p. 256, 9441!a-c; p. 257-258, 9
442a-d; p.363,¢535-540; p
394-396, 9 615-621
influenced by J\lcntal Emotions, p
271, 9 447 f Also, F1>.1.R, SHA~rn,
M1rnTAL EMOTIONS, Index JI.
by Climate, p. 809,

lcs:e~rd~dd~;~JJc~~. f~~ st:~~S~~~c;

of itsindcpcndcnceofchcmical laws,
p.807--812,91043-1049.

1048-1050. Also, p. 245, 246, 9
440 c; p.248-262, 944 1 c-445g

°'fl~cue~":~~~'t'~"~ ~.~r~u~mn~,i~~•.~b;,o;P~'~'<l'B'<l;b~y\'i,~:-

su~~~~~~te~~l~~!<lu~~~ht~~es~~~an~:c~;,
throughrcflcxactionofthcncrvous

flex action of the nervous systcm,sustaining the present writer's opinion
of its being a secreted pro<lu~t, and,
likcallothersecrctions,snbJCCtto
influenccsbydircctan<lreflexncrvous
action,p.807,Q 1044a. Also, p.68,
9 152a;p.245,9440e;p.250-251,
~ 441 c; p. 262-270, 9 446-447; p
335-336, 9 512 a,h; p. 339,9 514h;
p 365,9 889g ; p.579-580,9890~ d.
...\lso, llvBERNATING ANIMALS, Index

system. Sec Fooo, Su.,~ti::, Lo,·r:,
FEAR,l11dex ll.
arctic an<l tropical, compar('d as it
respcclsfoo<l,p810-812,910481050. Also, P- 248-252, 9 441 c.
initsrclationtoclothing,fire,alcohol,
fat,blubberoil,p.809-812,91047
-lOqO.
Also, p. 239-243, 9 440
a-c; p. 245, 246, 9 440 e; p. 247,
9 440 1; p. 256, 9 44It c; p. 257259, 9442

lia;{~ to local exaltations by direct dcv_el-

tcag:::rafl~~~t 0 (~~~~t~:'1~J:~etl~~r p; :

ili!h:a~:u~~i~v heb;i~~e ~aes~ri~xj~~~~

re~f;,~ ~~r:,~~~1e~l~:·;;o~~!~i~:~~ ~~~t~~f~

and the pulmonary mucus arc in-

life and the nervous power, andsus-

~~:~e~tJ~~ui~:~~it~ 1Jiv~~~~nn~rv~h:

~~~~i·~~bj~~t~~~1~~;~~g!1,o;°fg§9~P~~

"""'

... , .......

u

...

3

1

~~~"~r,:\~~:i'.~~~;E;/JVF.~~~~ 0"'":~0~'~",:::::::.:; r:::· :..i:~ >;
11

E~~-~l~tE~i=· ~T;: :i-~;;:Lti~:~~

~:~~~;;J;1;j;~lpR~~l;L~:T;7~d~lt~~;

TIONs,the in<livi<lual Passions, Sv)1- 0RGA:<:Jc PRODUCTS, l\fo1rnrn,

ca~~~~~:~:~~~~~~:~ia~;;~S ~~~JH; ca~~ f1~;t~!a1::~~~~~!%~1!~f:::f,~l~~~~~
1

fo rdisease,p.271,94-47/

1

nottheresultofdirectlocalactionof

J;rff:~i~·~~;:~s,~!r~~~:~~::~~=~t; ~r.~~:·~~,~!i~:~:~~~~~;:,;~:01:~~~~:

p.270,9441'd; p.808,91045. Also,
p. 61,9 133a,b; p. 62-63,9135-137;
p. 97-98, 9190, 191.
Dr KANE'S experience relative to, s~s-

~~;~~~ct:ce/~~~~r·!ft~1i1~::r~~~~r-~:~

forthinthc 1llcdicala11dI'hys10logual

~:~:;~~:t1~~:~~·i~0 1;~~~!"J;s~1t'u~~~· ~n

231--279
in!luenccd by constitution, p. 809, 9
1017. Also,p.68-69.9153-156;
p. 248,944 lb ;p.255,944lta;
p.257-258,9442a,b;p.259-260,
9443-445b; p.262,9445/; p.271
4

p~;:4;9 i;5~', ~.;aC6~~~3i1~rJot'.

system exerted upon the instruments
of organic proc~sscs, an<l equally so
f~om the operation of l\lcntal Emot1ons as from external a~id internal

~x~~i;nf le;~bc;s tii~ r'~·;~;~ 1¢a~~Gc;
9 409 d; p. 226, 9 409k; p. 228, 9
2

i~g_;2l1, ~ 2,5;;~5~ ~ : ;~:; ~Jf;

3

p.2!l6,9476c;p.302,94Slb;p
436, 9 632 b; p. 452, 9 693; p.478479,9740-74l; p. 483-4-84,9746c;
p.53l,9838-840;p.536-539,9847
c-h;p.630-632,9892ib;p.6G6672, 9 902 h-904 b; p. 679-681, 9

19

~~~:~Ti~~o:;~ ~x c~!~~~~~- R~~~~~
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105 1
Oxygen-co11ti11ued
nervousinflucnceupohtheexpanJed
1

~:r;·~sn;~~fi~~~~~1e~~;;~f; ~~da~ ~N:h~
~g5 ~;~~o;,a~i~ 2 ~0~1~11p~e;:~~~~~:

/} 1066. Also,p.111,9233.t; p. 214
-216,9 234e-g; p. 330, 9 500n; p
66t-663,9B9<hS96; p.679-68 1 9
905 a; and NEURALCU, OPIUM, AN~l-

~~:C>:1S~\~:: 1fi~~;'", C~~~:vI~:s~1,~:~
~~=~o~~r.~~~~E~~oy~~,~~!:'1,~~cf1j

8

and II.

PA1N-conlinued from Index I,
a very ~nrelia~\e sym~tom, often leading
tom1stakes 1npract1ce,p.5B4,9S9 l c;
p. 587-589, 9 89 1 k-p; p. 718-721, 9
960a. Also, OPIUM, Index JI.
iliustrates,bythcrcquisitcvarietyof
treatment, the modifications of inflammationthatarisefromdifferences
in its remote causes, p . 418, 9652c;
p. 468, 9722a~; p. 469-470,9725;
p. ~87-589, 9 FIH~ k-p.
occasioned and rc1tcved, when not the

PARIS,

his opin ions of Organic Chemistry, p
433~34, 9 676 b; P; 762, 9 _1006 a.
bisopmionofspasmo<ltc affec11ons and

~;~e~~ r~ft~1:a~[\~a~~~~~~~~~ti~1f !~~~~ P,rn;~1;:~ 1~~~11s of relief, p. 590, 9 891 ~ b.
~cti o n

oflhe nervous system, operatmg ei~~er <lirectly upon the c~11inion
sensib1!1~y of the ncr_vcs o~ indtrccl[y
by exc1tmg or relieving disease, and
aecordingtoth<!naturcof the means
bywhiehitisbroughtintooperation,
1

1

1

conducted through reflex action ?fthe
nervous s~'stem, having i~s pomt of
departure m the_ mucous t1ssueoft_hc
uterus, and acting mostly upon It(':
muscular tissue, while its natural
action upon the pcrinealmuscles is

!~1~=~=~ fu~ ~;v~~·11~~si°~,;!~~~~~ ~~J
=~~~;d~~f ~';r~~~l~gn~;~rse~;s~~. i~ $~~~

:~~~~~~~re ~::ii~~ i1~!~erm~:~i~~;s~~~
11
:~d~~~7~t~fynv~~t:cqs~e~~-· :;~~r:~~~~

distinction is thus supplied between
commo11and specific sensib.i li_t_y, and
in?therwaysbetween sc1tsih1btyan<l
1rntah1l1ty, p 89, 9 188 a~, &c.; p
100-102, 9 197-203; p. 280-282, 9
450-451; p. 338, Q 514 1l; p. 587590,989lk-s;p.592-593,989Itk;

tton upon the mammary gland as an
ex_citi1_1gcauscof lactation-andapplied 111 a<l1·ancing theAutho_r"sJoctrinc of the modu_s operandi of all
morbificantlreme<l1al agentsthrough
alt~rativc influence of reflex ner~ous
act1onbeyondtheseatoftheird1rect

~: ~ 6~---8s 6~, i [fsh.r· -~~~o~ ~;1:~1~
3

3

1 5

8

NARCOTICS, \VARM B .~T fl, PouLTICEs,
NERVOUS Powrn, Index!.

Index ][.;
antlll

wh~n relieved in superficial parts by the

direct local action of sedatives, such

:;a:~~u~~b~~~ ~~d~v;~~e t{n3~1:~~~
of hot fomentat ions, it is mostly by

~!i~~~~i~;~ 1~t;~ei,s ~ i:~·1; ~~ C~a~ R:~1~:;
1

1

1

in quality an<l quantity by mental
emotions brings them under the S<lllH'
ru leofintcrpretation,p. 56,9 120,
121; p. 111 , 9 233.i; p. ll4-ll5, 9
234 c; p. 117-120,Q 234g-235; p

;;!=;~~: i i~i ~.~ ; ~?3~i 9°;;,; f;
3

p. 686, 9 905! h

Also,

0

UTERus, LAC·

ft~~~~1f~~~ J§i~~g~t{7£
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Philosophy, Experimental- continued
Physiologists-cont-i11ued
present day that the glandular organ
236, 9 435 c; p. 779-782, 9 10281030
exerts a catalytic ach?n on the eJe.
mentsofthebloodas1ttravcrsesthc
organ_," p. 791, 9 1032c-bu~ \~·ill this
cxplamall the analogous m11l1ons of

f;s}~~~t e~~~1~~1~~ s~r;~tuic~:i~1~~:1~n~~:~:

bincdwithtwclveorfourtecn more in
thebloodandsapofallAnimals and
Plants, and their ternary and quaternary combinations, and their endless
\'aricty indise~se,andasthcglamlular
products,partlcularly,arcaffccledby
t he passions-considering, too, that
Plants begin with the clements of
matter! p. 23-26,937-48; p 27-28,
951-53b;p. 221-227,Q409h-41l.
Also,l\l •:NT.H, EMOTIONS, FEAn, and
otherimli vidua l Passions,.r.l11.K,D1u:,

Unna:, \VEEPINO, SwEAT; '" AT£R,
HoT; KmNEY, S1i:rn, UTERus, Pi1.RTun1T10N, lndcxll.; Nenvous PowER,
I ndex I. a11dll.; SuuonIF1cs, Index
I
PLACENTA,

fa_':~''':.~~J~la!"''"·P;;:~";~""~;_,~;rn

PLg!~~~~cnic function of, p. 928,

9 1086

treatment of, by bloodletting, p. 755,

9

1004c
not contagious, p 418-420, 9 652-653

suppl icsthclirst rccordedinstanccsof
thcqu:i.nliticsofb!oodabstraclcd,p.

755,91004c.
PLASTs-continuedfromJndcx/,

theirfundamentaldistinclionfromAnimalsconfinned in the lowest rank of
the two king<loms,p. 815, 9 1052 a.
Also, s.\P, CrncU LA.TION OF, I ndex 1.
a11dll.
absorption and circu lation in, and Dr
1-fALEs' experiments upon, and with
nrcfercncctotbccirculntionofthc

blood,p.817-824,9 J053-J055
o~., Index I.

Also, S .\P, CmcULATJON

andll
prcscntarcputcd<lcparturcfromafun1~~2e1~tal law of generation, p 817,9
P1.ASTt:RS,

mcrwrial,anodync,fodi11c,&c.,nn<lll'ri-

~1f~~;gl1~jl~~~~~n~~o~} t:~~~:~t3~!~~~
~f~~;;~!l:~~~I~ u~nfi~~:r~~:~~i~n:~.~~~~:
mo<l 1ficdaccor<l1ngto thenatureofthc
remccly.p 66-67,Q 148; p. 107-111,
9 226-233f; p. 339, 9 514 g, h; p
344-345,9 516 d, No. 6 ; p 348, 9
516 d, No. 13; p. 659, 9 893 q; p
66 1 -6~3. 9 894-896' p . 664-676,
9900-904b;p679-68 1,¢905a;
p 838, 9 l057t.
Also, CouNTERIRlllTA.NTS,

TOllACCO,

Al.Tl>R\Tl\'ES,

Sr111NCTER MuscLEs, Jndcr, JI
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"Pt.AST Jc PowER" and" ORGANIC FoRci::," Poultices, Hot, &c.-continued.

em,~;fe~dt i~~~s~Tt~~~cs 9~~c~1~t;?r:1s ~~~i

~;;t'sa~i ~~~~i~i:1~\~r!~n°~~~ft;r~~ia~

Pnnc1ple, p. 784, 9 1031. Also,Vn.1.1.

direct manner (p. 100, 9 198; p. 671,

p 1~.:~~~~~;;;i;;;:;~1~r.:":.:;~:;d;~;.:f /,\~l'~i;~:~~~~:~Er~~;:,\;~~:~~~:~
1

~~:, ~; 9~ 2 ~~S;~~!0, 99 ~~;~ {i~ii5t

~~~~f1J ~~~~~gic~~<l~~ivi;~~~nua~n!ea~;

760, 9 1005 h-k; p. 770, 9 1017 c;
reflex action of the nervous system,
p. 592-fi93. 9 891; k ; p. 681-682, 9
p. 846,_ 9 1 ~58 o; p. 870, 9 1068 c.
Bloodlctt11~g rn, ~pposed by Louis, and
905b; p. 838, 9 IOfi7;. Also, p 66other d1stingmshei.I French savans,
67, 9148; p. 338, 9514d; p. 351and the resulting mortality, p. 760,
3fi2, 9 524 b-tl~ p. 421-423, 9 6579 1005 k-and the contrast in the
658; p. 483-484, 9 746 c; Orn.tM,
United States, ibid. Also, p. 8'72, P.S.
S1mAT1VEs, SETON, Index JL
diagnostic sympto~s of, p. 436, 9 G82 b. PRE DISPOSING CAUSES. Sec CAUSES, ~!oR ·
maybe attendedw1thagoodpulseand
DIF IC, !ndcx ll.
other deceptive sy mptoms, p. 447- PnE01sros1T10N -ro D1sEASE-continued
448,968Si
fro m l mltx l. ,
an example of the rapidity with which
when owing lo present influences, eons istsofsomc inappreciablechangein
the altcrati\•e influe ncc ofreflex ncrv·
ous action will change the condition
the organ ic properties, corresponding
of thc blood in small abstractions,p
in a general sense with the special
virtues of the morbific causes, and
710, 99fi2b.
the system sustained under l a-r~e ah·
wh ich may remai n for a shor_t or for
str~ctions of blood by a powerful ex·
a Ion$" time without manifcst111g any
fu nctional dc ran~cmcn t , when, at last,
citing nervous i:ifluen<:c devc l op~d
by the inflammatwn,bemg reflex rn
itmay.haveacqmredsuchadegrecof
pneumon ia,anddirectincerebralinintensity as to explode suddenly in
flammation,p.733-734,9974a-975;1
absolute disease, or may require ex-

fx!~~~,~~~l~;~;,7,!;ltx1~r·

BnAiN,
"typftoid,"examplesofsuccessfuland
a<l\•crse treatment, p. 757-759, 9 10051

;~21p~ ~i~· c~

!005 k.

Also, p. 751-

"biliaus," treatment by bloodletting in
thel\linorcaepidem ic,and itssucecss
contrasted with its neglect, p.757759, 9 1005 h, i. Also, p. 872, P.S.

11

Po;rr;:i!~ ~~~;~1~~~~~~i~~ ~~~~~: ~}r~1~;

hca rt,p.2 11, 9390. Also,C1Rcut.A·
TION o~· Tile BLooo, Index ll.
PoTHtt, TARTRATE Of»
in connexion with jalap, a va\uahlc
compound,p.845,9 !058m; p.853,
9 1060.
POTASH ASD Soo.1.,TARTnATE OP,
posscssesadvantagcso,·crothersatine
cathartics,p.555,9872a;p.853854.91061.

p~~~r/~r~~,o~~~~:r: c~~;e~~):i~~::~~~~;:

p.682-683,9905b.
relievc superficial inflammation by direclly modify ing irritabil ity ~P· 89~ 9
188),and remove any resu lung dis·
turbance of interna l organs mostly
through the simple subsiden_eco f the

:~i~'~1~~~ 1~ierf;1~:1111~~~;·i~~18 h~ u ~~~;~,~
00

~!;:~u~~~s~ft~~r ~~r:~~ 1f1~v~!~~~~f~~

1

takesplacetherearc manyobscurely
marked symptoms that denote ~ts a~-

~:~acil~~~~~~~; :~s~:.S~lfori;lr:J.'~~~:~
ow ing to external causes, in one of
the su rfaces with which they come
incontact,an<linwh iehtheymayor
may no~ produce disease, an<l from

f~i~~:~~~~~i~l:~~~!~t~:~:3~~~!~~~i

the nervous system, p. 47-49, 9 7fi81; p. 65, 9 143; p. 66-67, 9 148;
p.426-427,9 666. Also.p. 107- 112,
9227-234b; p. 230, 9432; p.245,
¢440e; p.253,944ld; p.323-324,
9499-500c; p.339-340, 9 5 14g-k;
p. 344-345, 9 516 d, No. 6; p. 348,
Q518;p.35I-352,9524c; p.359,
Qfi27b; p.360,9527d;p.368-369,
9559-562; p.378-3S0,9578c,d;
1

~: ;g~J2~~~ ;GJ~~~~~ ;.' 22~~3~~

Q674d;p.481,9743;p.483-484,Q746c; p.4.90,9760; p.4!H-4.92,
9 674 a, b; p. 497, 9 777; p. 5e3, 9
827c; p.661-663,9894-896; p.660
-670,99021; p.670-671,9902m;
p. 679-681, 9905a; p. 880, 9 !074

~!~~~.HS~~~:·~~:~A·ri';~~~~Eo:,; ::~~~
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Predisposition to Discasc-<:ontinucd
Predisposition to Diseasc-contmued.
T!VES (Aconite), Surros1ToR1Es, SEantececlcntoncswhichprcdisposcthc
TON, PLHTERS, CAUSES, MoRB!FIC;
system to be acted upon by the esscnALTJ::RAT1vi::s, Jndcx Il.
tialone,andrcnJcrtbod1sease more
maybe produced not only by external
malign, often more prevalent, and
causes, but by a ,·aricty of internal,
modify the trcatmc~t-and while the
miasmata upon which fevers depend
both physical and mental-the nervousinllucncc,cithcrdircctorrcflcx,
have their action promoted and inbcing equally instrumental in all the
creased in intensity by a ''aricty of
cases, p. 414-415, 9 646-647; p. 423
subonlinat.e causes t~1at arc incapable
-424,9659-660. Also,p.55,9117;
of pro<lucmg the disease, the same
p.58-59,9129; p.65,9143b; p.106
miasmata are prolific in predisposing
-lll,9222-233f; p.332,9501; p.
the system lo the action of more
339-340,9514h;p.465-466,9715
spccificcauscs,astheself-!imited
Also, MENTAL. E)1o·rt0Ns, the ind idiseases, the malignant cholera, &c.,
vitlual Passions; CAUSES, l\loRBIFIC,
and often lay the foundation ofindiIndcxll.
gestion, or complicate rheumatism,
should disease be set up in the part ~pon
pneumonia, puerperal fever, &c.- or
which morbific causes make then dithe complicating influences may depend upon hereditary peculiarities,
rect impression. it may be the direct
effcctoftheagent,ormorceommonly
p. 65, 9 143 a-c; p. 67, 9 149-151;
the result of alterative influences of
p. 418, 9 652 h; p. 420, 9654-a; p.
nervousactionrcflectcduponthepart
424-425, 9 662-663; p. 438-442, 9
citherasaconsequcnccoftheprimary
686; p.489,9756h; p.509,9811;
impression or as instituted by some
p. 510, 9 814; p. 511, 9 816 d; p.
supen'.eningd iseasein othe:parts538, 9 848; p. 544-545, 9 855; p

~zs::~~~!l ea;~~ 1::~.e J~~~~~ r9e~~~c~

1

1

m~:2~~i ;:J b~9s ?~· p~ :;:_~t/9

5

p.333.9502-506: p339-340,9514
1005 h-;. Also, C ..n1sEs, f\loRBIFIC,
h; p 31~7-348,95Uld,No. 13; p.351
Index JI
-352,(\524/;-d; pt'416-417,(l649c; PREGNANCY,
p 421-424,9657-660, p 426,9666;
illustrates. the nat':1ral mu~ability or the
p 129-430, (l 674 d; p, 465, 9 714,
properties of hfc, wh1c~, although
p 483--484, 9 746 c; p. 522-523, 9
designed for useful ends, 1s rendered,
8'Z7 b, c; p. 539, 9 848; p 862-864,
in the great plan of organic beings,
91066.
thefoundationofa!lthechangeslhat
or is inherited-when the predisposing
arise from the operation o.fphysical
causes have ~perat.c?upo~ ancestors,
causes, morbific and rcmed1al'.at1d of
and thisprcd1spos1t1011 bemgequivathe mental emotions, and derides all
lent to a knowledge of the pred1sp~schemical hypotheses, p. 87, 9 ISO;
ing causes is assumed as a pred1sp 352,9524d; p.378,9578c; p.
posingcausc,p.424,9661,p.561,
434-435,9680; p.47 1,9732d
9 886
Also, YouT11, INFANCY, UTERUS, OR-

l~~~~f.T~ ~~~~~~~;i
a know~cdgc or its remote ~auses often
very unportant fordctectmg the true
nature of the pathological, and for
dircctingthetreatment,p.361,9529
h; p. 414, (l 644; p. 123--125, 9 659
-662; p. 480, (l 742; p. 4$7-488, 9
756;p.497,9776; p.509,981 1 ;
p. 510, 9 813 a,b; p. 5:1.5, 9 859 h;
p.553,9870aa; p.559-561,9883b
-886; p. 589, 9 801 o, p 639-641,

tics .and intermissions, to those which
arc m pcrpetual progres~ingradually
unfoldm~ ~he mamm.re till their force
and rap1d1ty of action upon those
organ~ ~ecome sud~e.nly increased at
the CTISIS or pa~tunl 1 on-~ntl which
supplyareadymterpretat1onofthc
modu~ operandi of alt morbific and
remcd1atagents,andaccordingto the
nature.of~ach one, through the same

h·~ ~:~l~:,i~f,E~ :;~ ;!:~ r.:~,:!,:; ~Ft~~~ff?~~~~~~1~~~3:~~~~
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Prcgnancy-continutd.
amlfrequcntlyrcpc:i.tcddoscsnfmcdicincs,p.66,Ql20, 12 1 ;p.G l ,9 133 c;
p.87,9 177 ; p. lll ,9233i; p . 11 7120,9 234 g-235; p . 231-232.9'1211,
p. 330, 91'i00mt; p. 335-33G, 9 512
a, b; p. 352, 9524 d; p. 662-663,(,l
896; p 686,9905!b. Also,UTERus,

Pulse-<011ti11ucd.
while, ;i_gain, t.hc nervous influence
maybcu runcd1atcly soaltcrcdinits
influencc by lossofblood ,or amental
emotion, or more gradually by other
causcs,as to<lissipatcthosesymptoms

-thusshowing,also,how~hencrvous

influcnceis vnriouslymod1ficdbydis1
3
1

~~~~s ~~t~~~.,.\~ii: :~cecst %~ ~~~~~f;,~~
~~dt ;~~~ b,;:~~:~~~ ~:o~i~:sn :::u~~

~:~~~":1~;0~~1~;:,T~~~:v~c~~::1;~~
ii::~~~N;.:CTI;:~~'c~;,:~~~:~·~. f~:~:

thcsamegroundofcausationasphys·
ical agents, p. GG-67,9 148-151; p
310,9485; p.3 13, 9 487 gg; p. 444
-445,9G88a-/ ; p.547-550,9863d;
p 552, 9 SGS b; P· 664-665, 9 900,
901; p. 703-710, 9 940-952 b; ]>.

1cs, REsPIRATtoN, SPH INCTER MusCLEs,ALTERAT1V£s ; ANTlltONV,TAR·
TARIZEn,lndexl/.; Ni::nvousPowER,
YouT11, l11dcx l. and ll.
PRE8CRll'TIONS,
should bcextemporancous,:mJal\ fur·

ili~[~:.~~;;~~~n~:~r~il~~ll~r~rt~~~lS r~:

gard less of pathological cond11ions,
p. 67-68, 9 150-152; p 5·1:1-544, 9
857; )> 545, 9859b; p 554-556,9
872 a. Also, PATHOLOGICAL CAUSE,
REllEDIEs, b 1dcx ll
PRrnono1AL CEL L. See CELL, PnrnonDIAL, J1ukx 1J. Also, Q\'U M
PRJTCllARD,

:rS:,7

%6,~i~a~ii:"·
"~~:J
r.
1
~l:~:;J~~el~~~~~ir~ ~~r :n 9i;~~~S~ed to

c}:R;!Nt;:R
PROTEIN--Continued from l mfrx

indicate a past epoch in Organic
Chemist ry,'' p.78 1, 9 1029
PROUT,
hisopinion uponchymificnlion,p. 152153, 9 315-347
PRollUIATE CAUSE. Sec P ATllOLOC !C.1. L
CAUSE, I ndex JI.
Pn ox llltATE PRrnc1rLr:s--continued from
Jndc:r. l .,
nrc artificial transformations, p. 781, 9
1030; p. 791,91032c.
P UERPERAL FE\'ER. Sec I'evEn, Pur:nr.::nAL, Index JI.
Pu1-t1r.,
considercdinitsonlyimportantsymptoms-hardness, soflntss, 'incomprcss·
ib1lity,t:omprcss1b1llly,qu1t:knts1,1luw·
ncsa, frequency, jubuss, smallnua,
1
1
1 1

8
~~~-:: • :h;~:~AI~· E~~;;~~N~, J~~;1E~
2

ou:s, SouL AND fNSTISCT, Ind. II.;
NEnvous PowEn,iliJex/. and ll.
Jrcquc11_c'!/ of, the next most important
condition, p. 44G-447,9688l
nevertheless,affectionsof thebrainand
heart may bestow more unequivocal
signs,p. 2 12, 9390b; p. 313, 9487
g{!; p. 443, 9 687!; p.447,4,18, 9

i11l~~l~li~~·{i~ll of, nnJ Other irrcgufari/iCS,
a ~c

mostly dependent upon hepat ic

~i~~~d~;:s~h~l:~~~r~~~l~,~~~fn, :n-:t:~;
1

notoftenimportantintheformcrcnse,
p. 211 -212, 9 390b; p. 447-448, 9
68Si-/.
issoenpriciouslyinflucncedbyallment~I emotions, post~re, motion, rcmcdies, fo?d, anJ part1culllrly by the rc·
Jleetedmfluenccsofth c nervous sys·
tern ns developed by di sca~es, that it
cannotbcoftcntrustedw1thoutthc
supportof other symplom s, unlessns
itrespectshardnusandincomprcssibilily, p. 443-448, 9 6871-688; p
511-512, 9 8 15-817; p. 701-705, 9
943a,h; p 7 12, 9955b ; p. 714,9
958b; p.7Z3,99GOh; p.725-726,
9 961 b, c; p. 727, 9 962-964; p. 756
-760, 9 1005 a-k: NOTE LL p. J 140.
to be r~garded, 1hercfore, merely as

~~~: ~·~:~ er =i~~:~::• r~~~bt~!;: • t~:~

bfing,nnd other 1nequalit1cs, p. 443448,9687!,688.

~:fu~~~J1~ ~~;~:i~n J~~~ifi:a~l~:~~~
5

the nervous influcncc,cither dircctor
reflex, as arising from all Jisenses,

•1t~:::::rc ~~~n~:~:::fti~~~~~:f'th~h~~~~

fe~~c~!~~~1n~~e~:en1~~~f1t~sn~~r:u~I~ i~~

~nfs~a~\',:;,~,,o,~-~v,';,;c;n',1~x,~nhc~'n;o'"uf~,:~,g,',3J.r,!,"ntlc~e,r
i!ti°;e~~: :~!e~1:~~~1~:.1 ~~0:0g~~1~~~~~
inilscondilionasloresultinbuning

~s i~!~:,;~Jt,ui~ ~~~~o~;c t~~
drs~a~~gai
senseoftouch-w iththeundcrstanJ-

important anti reliable symploms as

..

,..

v

v

11

and cupping after its nbst:-act ion ,

Xxx

variousinfluenccsuponlhesnnguifcr·

~~~ ~:itnt~ 1~sf:~~~1~is ~~;ec;ss;~pa;~
1

whichbothd1rcctnndreflexnct1onof
the ncrvoussystcm is determinedwith
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RECUPERATION, LAW OF,

so edne:~~tnoatft b~l!~i~a~~~h~a~~r~~f~:
grafted upon the constitution of all
organic beings, and upon which tho
Artofr-.lc<licincrcposcs,an<lwithout
which the whole animal kingdom
would perish. Sec Vis l\IE01cATRtx
NATURJE,V!TALPROPERTIES,0RGANIC

L1rE; AtLl.PTATIONrL,nv o~·,lmlcxI.;
Jb:~rno1Es; CAusEs,J\lone1r1c; D1sEASEs, SE1.F-L1MlTEo,

J11dex/l.

inslabilityofthcpropl'rliesoflifc,or<lainc<l for useful purposes, and their
inherent tendency to maintain thcm-

sclvcsinthcirnormalstatc,lieatthe
Pu s,
anewform:ition,thcrcsultofa!;CCrctory
process brought about by inllammation,and which constitutes a natural

foundation of Therapeutics, and the
former, especially, of discasc-morbificcauscs.altcringthcminoncway,
and remedies in another less pro-

~fi~~~~::~s:,o~.t~~l~o~n;~t~vc stage of
liable to be affected in itscon<lition by
causes acting locally! but more gencrallythroughal!.cratl\'e influences of
reflex action of the ncr\'OUS system

and this mutability 1s the source of
naturalch?ngeswhichtt:csystcmundcrgoes either in function or deve lopmcntofstructurc,asmanifcstedin

~~jf~n~~~ ~a:~e i:1 ~ :e~c :;nparo~~~:t~J

f;;~~::i ~~ ~:ac~::i~~~m~~"fa~~~ t~ ad ~\~

in a<lircct manner upon the instruments of its formation by lilcntal
Emotions, p. 478-480, 9 740-711
Also, INFLAM~IAT10N, SECRETION AND
ExcRETION, Mn.K, BILE, REFLEX AcTION, ?ih::-<TAL E~IOTIONS, SYMPATHY,
Index]/.; K1rnvous PowER,Inde:rI.
and JI. ; VITAL PnorERT!Es, Suoo·
RIFICS, Index!.
allied, in principle, to lymph, mucus,
and scrum,whenthclattcrarcpro<lucls of inflammation-each being

age, in metamorphosis, &c., and is
displaycdinitsmorbificaspectbythe
irnpregnatcrJo,·um,p.44-49,967-80;
p. GI, 9 133 c; p. 68-69, 9 152-156;
p. 83, 9 174 ; p. 87, 9 177-182; p.
68, 9 184 b; p. 95-96, 9 189 b; P·
98, 9 Hl l a, b; p. 108, 9 228 a; p.
109-110, 9 230-232; p. 120-122, 9
237-240; p.131-132, 9285; p.3 52,
9524d; p.373-383,9576-584; p
514, 9 Cl42 b; p. 538-540, 9 847 g848; p. 541, 9 853; p.542-543, 9

~>~~s;~;;,c~ o~tiieb~~~~~~:i~ ~:Jc~~

~gt, c~ s ;9~[83 i~' ~.s:go: ;9 ~-o;5t

encesthcre; p.474~75,9733/-hall of which arc dr-signc<l for useful

p.664-665,9899-90 1; p.736,9980;
p. 902, 9 1078 p; p. 435, 9 680.

11
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:~~~~~~ ~~r;_;~~ t~~ ~f~s~ 7,P9
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~~~~~!ia~:1~bi~~ ~o~~;~h i~~~ l~~e~{,
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~;~~~:;;~~~/1~cx ll. ;~i;~~~A;~~;:

862-863; p.550-551,98631:-864.
;\II its varieties, like those of mucus, de-

i::nTrns, Vis MEDICATRix NATURA":;
ADAPTAT ION, LAW OF, Index /.;

p.452,9Cl93; p.478-480,9739-741

duso_pcrandiofthcWillandlil ental

9410; p.436, 9682b, 40!1 d.

R.

cc.ntrcs, and ror cxpoundmg, along
w1lhrcf1cxact1on,thcm0Jusoperandi
ofLossofBlooJ,anJfordcmonstrat·

n,b:;~fl~'~:'.;:;d~~:;.'po::::~~:cldO~::

ri!;~~~~;~;~~!~~~:~!?}:i2J,~:~:~::I:

~~~~~~ '::~~~t~~~~~
~- 14~~~~t;· 6pl_-26i4,9 91;gg1:~ ;/2~l:

~s1~~~~~j·~~<la~~~~~o~1:r~~~;~1~flc~~~~~
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Reflex Aclion, &c.-continued
Reflex Aclion, &c.-conlimud
ed, the Author means by the term
902a-90-1b; p. 679-681,Q905a; p
direct that the cxcito-motory ner\'es
692,9914-921; p. 698-699,9930orfibresofcompoundncr\·csarealone
935; p.703-710,9940-952; p.745
3
6 9

~~~~~~~: :,~~cJfs:~s~toa;~~~n~~r~~~!

=I~ P. s~;~!9; 1~-5~~\~~ 8G~~~g:, {

centres, &c., institute impressions
upondistantpartsthntarcrcvcrbcratcdthroughccntripetal ncn·es upon
those centres, when the nervous in-

1067; p.874-8Si,Q l071-l075; p.
886-891,91077. Also,W1u,Nrnvous PowEn, Sn.irATH\',lndexJ. a1Ul
]/.; MENTAL EMOTIONS, BR .\ lN, fN-
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accordingtothenatureoflhcmcntal
cmotionoranyaffcctionofthencrvous
1

ofthcner\'Oussystcm in the \"arious
processcsandproductsof thcanimal
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tliffcrentparts,andanyprcsenti:nodificdcond1t_ion of parts upon which it

tem,lmtconsistmgalonc!nanabstra~t

idea, the Author maintains in all Ins

1

0

1
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cd temporarily so by disease, or only
<listurbed by the ncn'ous innu~ncc

system is endowed with a property,
power, or influence (no matter which)

1
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3

3
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propagated in like manner by theaction of remedial and morbificagents,
andwillmodifylhene rvousinfluence
11

11
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3
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according to the naturcofthecauses
by which it is brought into action,
and that there is imparted to it the
0

0

:~i~ ~~~~ecst~d~~i~:c~:e ~~d; it~ !~S~fi~

;::;~~~~!;1~~~~~h ~1~~~i~~[ ~ :asn~~~~=1:

calii;instlcpendthetliscasesoforgans

andthat whenmorb1fic and remedial

~~~~r~r~f th~t a~e~~~ ~s ~se~i1:;d~~;

~;~~!:1 ~~::aitf:1~u~rc~~;g::1iJ~ :~d

springupconsecuti\'cly,andinconncxion with the constitutional nature
of different parts, or as they may

fluids,inpartsbeyondthcscatof
theirdirectactio n,orwhcncvcranalogouseffectsarccxcrtctlbythei\len-

~;[?:~i~~ :~~~! ~~itii~n:gJr;~;~i~fh~~
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-subject always to variations from
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1
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bccomcsthccauscofrcl1cftoanother,
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gt
thcrcmarkableexccptionofroosti!1g,
nml some examples of man ~[ccpmg

s,i
depcndnotonlyonthcnatureofthc
exciting causes and other accidental

1

0

11
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occasional instances of vomiting m
whichthc,Villisaconcurringcause
withsomemcchanicalirritat ionofthc
stomach,p. 59, ¢ I29h,i; p.6 1-68,
¢133-152; p.73,9163; p. 101-102,

!. ~0812~20:.i: l;1;?!4~~~· ~. 222875-;38~'.

9 455; p. 296,¢476 c; p.321,9496,
497; p.323-328,9499-SOOl; p.331
-334,95000-510; "p.347-348, 9516
d, No.13,517; p.429-430, 9 674d;
p.526,9828d; p.530,9848; p. 592,
Q89Itk; p.646-648, Q893c-7; p.
66 1-663, 9 894-896; p . 665-676, 9

1

1

1

~~n~~~~:; ~~~~u ~:;~ ~h~~ea::1f1°~;,~~~~

circumstances, but also mo re or less

~fff~~c\~:. ~~:~~; ~:1~ ~~~~~!~~iopna~~

ofacontmuoustissue-andwhcthcr,
therefore, the Chemical Philosopher
havcanyvague.rcgardtollmnervous
systcm,orascnbc,ashcmostly1.Ioes,

~l~~i~1~~s:srl:i\\~,~fa~~YJii~~~t a!J~;~~c~~

action, and leaves the "action of the
nerves"' and mental phenomena obscored by "a veil which is not to be
raised" (p. 183, 9 350f gg),thc diffcrencebetwccn him and the Author
consists intheviolationbytheformcr
of all the facts and analogies supplied
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Reflex Action, &c.-continued
by that inorganic_worl~ from which he
these exact coincidences between the

~~df~~:c:b!~1:t~r;~~p~:fca~~~~~u:}:~~

~~\~~~~i~~i~l~d~~~o~ t~~~h~r;~t~!rc~!~

oneofthedoctrincstopracticalmc<li·
cine, while the Author presents, as
he believes, a.perfcctlyconsistentar·
rayofanendlesssericsoffactsand
of practical doctrines which are incon·
trovertiblc in every detail, and wh ich
has the special merit of bringing the
:\uthor'SJoctrineofthc operation of
the lllcntal E111011011s and the Will
through the me<l ium of the nervous
inf-luence into perfect harmony with
that of al l physical causes, p. 59, 9
1271; p . 65, 9 143 h, c; p. 67-68, 9
149-152; p. 89, 9 188; p. 101-102,
9201-202; p. l06--ll l, 9222-233f;
p230-233,9422-427;p.282-284,
945 1-453; p.285,9455b,/; p 295
-296, 9 476 b,c; p.301-304, 9480481; p.305,948llt; p.307-308,9
483 c; p. 310, 9 484, Nos. 5, 6; p
313,9487 h; p.314,9488!; p.321,
1}4!)6,497; p. 323-328,9499b--500
m; p. 333-341, 9 503-514; p.344345,9516d,No.6; p.347-349.9516
d, No. 12-520; p. 351-353, 9 524,.;
p. 356-358, 9 52G d; p 360-3G2, 9
529,529b,530; p.42l-4Z3,9657 a6GO;p.426,9GG6a;p.465-467,9

crttheircffect.s equally with the for.
mer through the medium of reflex action of the nervous system (or orig.
inally direct.in the case of Mental
Emotions), and which renders the
chemicat,gah·anic,elcctrical,andoth·
er physical hypothesessimplyriJiculous,p.75-79,9 166-167/; p.112,9
234a; p. 111,92331; p. 116,9234
f; p . 326-328. 9 500 g-'llL; p 330, 9
500nn; p. 666-672, 9 902 b-904 b
Also,p 174-183,9350!-350-lgg.
' 'a rious explanations relative to the
mec~ianism through whic~l the nervousmflucnceoperatcsin1tsfunction
ofreficxaction,forthepurposcofi'lpplying it to the interpretation of the
modus opcran<li of all remedial and
morbilicagcntsuponpartsbcyon<lthc
seatoftheir<lircetopcration,and also
of its limitation in other cases to the
motornerves,oras<lircetimpressions
when thuspro<lueeJmaygivcriseto
reflc.xaclions,amlasthccausc of all
the ph~·sio~ogical changes in th~ solids
an<lol all1ncreasc<lorotherw1semodilie<l.changesinthcflui<ls,through
itsvanousinfluencesupontheinstru-

0

~it~~98h/d ~ ~'. ~2~~ ~ ~g~' ;b,p~ ~~O

::~3!~e:~i~~~a~~~!rr<loi~~~~slf~~1~[:::

538, 9847g; p. 549, 9898; p. 565,
9 889/,g; p. 592-593, 9 891!-k; p
619, 9 892! t; p. 631-632, 9892f; p
634, 9 892-!b; p. 6~0, 9 892{; lt; p
644-650, 9 893 c-t; p. 652-65G, 9
89311; p. 661-672, 9 894-90,J. ; p
G79-681,9905a;p. 703-7JI,9940
952; p. 732-736,9971-980; p. 745
-746,9990!; p.803,91039; p.8G2
-868, 9 1066-IOG7; p. 875-877, 9
l072a;p.879-880,91074;p.887890,91077;p.930-932,9 1088a-d.
astillmoreremarkableattributeoflhe
nen•ous inOuenco tl1an the mo<lifieationstowhichitisliable,an<lpcrfect-

ofitsexeitingcauses,aswell,also,for
proving the substantivcexistcneeand
self-a~ting nature of the Soul and
Prine1pleoffnstinct,p. IOl-l02, 9201
-202; p. 108, 9227,No.2; p.112,9
23.J. b; p. 116-117, 9 234f; p. 282,
945ld;p.285-287,9455d-459a.;
p. 290-296, 9 462-476!; p. 300, 9
47!); p.309-310,9484b,Nos.5an<l
6; p.312-315,9487 g-489; p.321,
9496,491;p.323-328,9499a-500
m;p.331-341,9fi00o-51411;p.344
-345, 9516d,No.6; p.347-349,9
516 d, No. 13-520; p. 416-417, 9
649 c; 421-423, 6!l7-658 ; p. 465-

~f£,~~~'~;f:~~:~;1r~::~:i~~~~~
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anyapparentrcfercneetothc1ror<ler
f
an ement manifesting its cf-
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ate parts,_and cqu~lly so whether the

natural stim uli of !1fe,or i\lcntal ~mo-

~::ss~; 0;S 1:i!i~~ 1~~i~~s l!~:o e:;~t~~~

true ofrcme1.hala11dmorb1ficagcnls,
and could not be so were their op0 11

~r;::1~~1i~,~~ t\fc -~~~h:;c~~~~~c:rfr~;~

893a-t;p.66I-663,9894--896;p
665-670,9902a-n;p.679-68I,9905
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NERVOUS PowER, lndczl. and IL

its c~:s:;~:~~}i~~~~i~~\~'.~sn~:;o~snf:,;~~

substa~Cl),

hie
in transilif from part to
part, but,!1ke thc.prine1ple of Light,
1s c'·ery where diffused through its
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Rcf\exAction,&c-continucd.
penduponothc r institutionsofthc
nervous influencethroughccntripetal
andccntrifuga l ncrves,andthcana!ogicssupplicdliytheWillin''Oiuntarymotion-allcarriedtothcinterpretation ofall thc cffccts ofactive
which the Author as~igns t~ them,
emetics an<lcathartics,bothrcmedial
than such as appertain to Light, p.
andmorbific,and,bythcsameanalo80,9I69h,d;p.84,9175h,hh;p.
gics,thcire lf octswhcntheyfallshort
$8, 9 184 b; p. 110, 9 232; p. l 14of v~miting and purging, or other
120, 9234 e-235; p. 330, 9500nn;p.
promment results that arise from
334,9507;p.670,9902k.
larger doses, through altcrat1i;e initsapplicationtothemodusopcrandiof
flucnce ofrcflex action ofthc nervall remedial and morbific causes is
oussystcm,andagainstthechemical
andphys ical<loctrincsofopcration
founded upon natural laws; and the
Authormaintainsthat,iftherebeany
throughabsorption-andallth ischain
thing in the consistency of Nature,
ofan~logics applied toth.c modus opcran<l1 ofall olhcrrcmcd1al and moror ai:iything in ~acts, the same physiolog1callawswh1chgoverntheorganliifi~ causes, physical an~ JRenta!,
ization of the animal kingdom in its
while !he same mterprctat1on of all
normal state are equally at the founti.le others is s~sta i ~1c~ Uy other spec1al demonstrat1ons m 1mme<liate condation of all its deviations from the
naturalstandard,andthatthisuniversalprincip\eembraces completely
9I48;p.ll0,9232;p.323-3•11,9
the physiological laws ofthe ncn•ous
systcm,which,indeed,theAuthorhas
499-5I4m; p.334-335,9516d,No
<lcmo11stratedhyamultitudeofexact
6; p.347-348,9516d, No.13; p
coincidences between the results of
421-423,9657-658;p.526,9828a;
naturalcausesandthoseofamorbific
p.532-533,984l;p.542-543,985l
and remedial nature, both physical
c-f; p. 547-550, 9 863 d; p. 563andmental.asappears inasummary
fi66, 9 889 a-g; p. 568-569, 9 SS!J
manncrinlhefollnwingsections,and
111, mm; p. 592-593, 9 BOit k; p
1
631-632,9892,fb; p.661-663,9
0
894--896; p.666-67S,9902b-904d;
zatlon of Reflex Aclion, Imhx II., p
p.679-681,9905a;p.703-7J0,9
940-95~; p. 831--833, 9 1057 f-g;
1-2, 9 I a; p. 3-4, 9 2 b-d; p. 106112,9222-234b; p. 282-295.,9451p. 838, 9 l057t. Also, STo~ucu,
475; p 321-362,9495-530; p.405NAUSEANTs,D1sousT,E)1£TICS,:'\IENTAL E)!OTIONS, TETA;'i'Us, RE~nmn:s;
412.9638;p-413,9639-64.0;p.541
CAUSES,MORBIFICi AND GENERAL-543,9852a-857;p.66I-678,9894
IZATION OF REFU:x ACTION, llldcx
-901; p. 670-681, 9 905 a.; p. 692693, 9 f.115-921; p. 698-699, 9 9291
935; p. 703-711, 9940-952. Also,
SouL .I.NO INSTINCTIVE PRINCIPLE,
/ nd.JJ.-9718,795,B92b,990!a,b.
theentiredependenccofrespiration
t1on,mot1onsofthcheartandintcsh·
uponreflcxactionofthencrvoussysnalcanal,motionsofthciris, &c.,or
tem,asthestirnu lusofthcmuscular
0
0
mechanism, coincides with the de·
8

1
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Authorthroughalongchainofana!-

~~~~io~~1~~i~~::ir~[i!~~ :r3:~~1~tti~;~'~
producedbycmcticsofvariouskmds,
bylossofblood,liyticklingthcfauces,bytobaccoapplicdtothcsolcsof
the feet, by pregnancy, by shoe~ of
11

1

11

!~~\1~cj';\~ r~ i~?tl~~~;:: a~~ ~!~:7~;

r~I;]~~1~2i~:1s~f:~tg~:;:P1f~

:~~~;:, ~rs ~v1!~ni7:~,~~~~ ~h~Yu~f~~i:!

cxcircd by cold, or the milk at the
time ofparturition,andhythc Mental Emotions when its displa)'S arc
very strongly pronounced, the inflnence ~cing then primarily develo~e<l
in a direct manner, and by the 'Vil!,
when it is always <lire~t, but exactly
equivalenttoref1ex:act1on,p.54-55,
9111-117;p.2'.J0-232,9422b-424;
p.284-289,9454-461;p.296,947G
c;p.323-335,9499-5l2;p.355,
9 526 a. Also, llE~EDn:s; CAUSES,
i\foaun·1c; R£~tF.DIAL AcTION,J\Ji::NT.\L E:.10T10:-.s, the individual Pas·
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Reflex Action, &c.-cont/11ucd.
sions, D1sGusT; BRAIN, lNFLA:.t~IAp. 630-632, 9 892-i b; p. 709-710, 9
TJONOF;SECR[.TION.HWExcRETION,
95lb-952; p.865-868,91067.
U1t11n:, SwEAT, SKIN, COLO, l\111.K,
explains the ph ilosophy of metastasu
B1LE,:F'ooo,HoosTING, RESl'!R,.1.TION,
an<lrc1mls10n, which is applied anaS1•111NCTER Muscu:s, YouTH, Un:logically to the mo<lus operandi of •

j~;~x~~~ANS
is

OP GENERATION,

r~:::~~;E~~~e~:~~!~;~~:~:~~;;~;~~

&c.,

~~rn c:~~;~~~:atai~sc a~fc~1Toa~~ly o~ir~!
nervousccntrcs)ofall<liseascswh1ch

the cause of all \'iolent disturbances and
con.vulsions, a large_ prop?rtion. of

cnsueasconscqucncesofeachothcr,
but th~ secondary affcctio~s may be
very dlfferent from the primary, ~c-

wl11cbclcpendupons1mplc1rritatJons
of comparatively unimportant parts,
and supp~y a fertile analogy for the

~:~~:i~~ii~~ gf d\'rr~ie~~ tt/;:u:::~ ~:

~puet~~r~~ ~ :e%~~~~~~n a0:uth~e:~3i~~

1

parts ofa t.is~uc, p. 61, 9 153 a, b; p.
62-68,9135-152;p.I09,9229;p.
339-340, 95I4h; p.355,9426 a; p
450,9689/; p.465-469,¢715-722;
p. 73I,9970c; p.483-484, ¢ 146c
Also, CAUSEs.1\·loRBIFIC; IN~'LUl~t.\TION; BRAIN, INFLAMMATION OF;
SKIN, To1ucco, SETON, Index 11.;
NERVOUS PowER, SnwATHV, Index].
andll.
through its influences upon the_organic
properties,isthccauseofall.increasc
or diminution of the secretions, and
of all other changes that may befall
them,whcnnott_he irnmcdiatccon_sequcnce of the direct local operahon
ofotherca.uses.asinvesicat10n,and
1
1
1
t! tfectecl by Mental Emott_ons, though
in thelattercasethepmnarydevclopmcnt of the nervous influence is

~fo~Ja~~d~~~!:s,c~~~g~;h~:,1 ~i\~~~

1 1

c~uses, physical and mental, through
d1rectandrcflexactionofthcncrvous
system, p.3fi7-358,¢526tl; p.467468,9719;p.590-591,9891tb;p
592-593, 9 891; k. Also, CoNVULSIONS, HvsTERJA, SrASMODIC At·'FEC·
TIONS, TETANUS, ANTISPASMODICS,
0PIU~1, Index 11.-NoTE D p. l l 14.
influences the production of animal
heat, which the Author endeavors to
show is a secreted product, and upon
common ground with other secrctions,p. 267-270,9446-447; p.807808,91044--1045. Also,p.68,¢152
a; p.245,9440e; p.250-251,9441 .
c; p. 335-336, 9 512 a, b; p. 339, 9
5J4/t;p.365,9889t:;p.579-5SO,

~e~~~:~T1~:G~~~~~~:·~1·t~1~~~1J~~ ~

Tl.
extensi\"elyapplicdinrcfota.tionoftl1e
chemical hypothesis of animal heat,

r~i::;,~~gJ~t.~~.~~g;,~~~:~~~~; i·£;:;!'5~t:i~f~ttt~:i~~
i~::~: ~,::ri'go3 :~~p;~~~i~: th~£,:i1}1'.!i1 :r,~~;::~r:~;:.~,:.~~,~~~;
9501-507; p.335-336,9512a-513;

remedial agents beyond the seat of

~- 7~~1~23p. 9s~~5gg~ ~ ~9~:3;:8~,

~~~~c<lei;et~~:~i~r1~tii~1~·t:~11~~;~gt~ i~~ ~~:

63 1-632,~ 892!;
3

p. 666-669,9 902b-
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trausitory pathological conditions for
the more profo':1nd, illustrated by the
modus operandi of a Sclo11, p. 679-

?~ ,KT5•~o~..~.'u~.:~,'. .,".~r.
. 1;c, ',',:,~.T:n~.~ ,:.~W;b-'E'~'~
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rnc:, SwEAT, Foov, F•:.1.R; WATER,
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~f\~~isnS! ~ausc of dis.ease that may
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Reflex Action, &c.--continucil
but il is not alo~e the for~going analthc influence thus ~eflecte<l may be
ogies,assupphe<lbyrcsptration,vomsimply a reverberation through the
iting,&c.,anda.multitude of others

their direct clfocts, and in all cases

centrifugalnervesoftheparts immediatclyactedupon,orthereflexinflu-

of a corrcspomhng nature, that arc
tributary to the Author's doctrine of

ence may dcpenJ upon impressions
tr:rnsmittcdfromthcsuperficial tointemal parts, whether morbificorcurative---exceptions to wh ich mayap-

the modu.i operandi of remedial and
morbificagcnts,throughrcflcxordireclactionofthencrvoussystcm,but
analmostunivcrsalprooftothcsame

pear to occur in Setons,Counter-Irritants,&c.,butinthcsccascsrcflectcd
actionupontheinjuredpartissooncr
orlaterbrought intooperation,p.6667,9I4S;p.284-287,9454c-459;
p. 289, 9461; p.3 15-316, 9492; p
336--340, 9 514 b,~, h; p.351-353,
9524d; p. 416-417,9649c; p.421
-423, 9 657-653; p. 483-48-l-, 9 746
c; p. 522-523, 9 827 b, c; p. 531, 9

effect is supplied by all the muscular
movcmcntsinorganic lifc,bythatof
the muscular coat of the intestinal
canal, by the muscles ofdcglutition,
thatofthebladdcr,thatoftheuterns,
&c., and, what is especially import
ant, by the heart and entire arterial

~:~~. ~!:~. 1t:.~~iSc~£~}~ros1T10N,

~ec~~!ng:ct~:;c i~~r~~:1~c~y~{c~1ee;~n~<l

considered in its slowly progressive operation when brought into effect by
Autho(sgroupofA\tcrativcs,andanalogousmeansbothphysicalandmental-the same b.eing also true of the
s~owly progressive operation ofmorb1fic causes, p. lll, 9233t,233f: p.
285-286,9455d-/;p.333,9503-506,
p.339, 951 4g; p.314--315,9516d,
No.6; p.365,9551; p.366,9556,
p. 4IG-4J7, 9 6l9 c; p. 420--42<1, 9
65-l--661 ; p. 532, 9 841 ; p. 54 7, 9
863 d; p 551, 9 877; p. 568-569, 9
8891n,1nm; p 592--593,989 I tk;p
599-600,9892d;p.646-649,9893

a.nd venoussystcms,whoscactivcm~-

lions, if not wholly determined as 1t
respects their exciting cause, arc at

670,9 902g-m; p.675-676,9901ib,
p. 679-681, 9 905 a. Also, llvvnonwnu, VtRus OF; Pn1m1sros1T10N,
MtASM, S)IALL-rox, ALTERATIVES,

bythestimuluso f blood,licing wholly true of the heart, p. 301-310, 9
481-435; p.338-339,514/; p.343.
344-348,9516d,Nos. 3-5,7, 12,13,
and conspicuously so by mental emotions, food, exercise,&c., and by diseasesgencrally,allofw hichisreferable alone to the stimulus of nCr\'oUs
influence-upon which, collectively,
isfounded,inpart,theAuthor'sdoctrine of the action of the capillary artcrics and of lhc vei.n s as a ~nong I he
important clementsmthec1rculation
oftheblood,p.62,9 136; p.209-210,
9384-387;p.211,9390b,anddcduced,in farther part, from cxperimcntsmadcupon arteriesbyDuniva,
Procter, and Kreimer, p. 2 15-216, 9
399; p. 310, 9 485, and suhsequcntly confirmed by Drown-Sequard anJ

a1J~~~Ji~~~IE!o~~Fi:t£;:~~~~!~.~~ned

~~~c~f1~d ~~1~l~'t; ~t\~1~ f~u~.d~~i~·11~

fi~·£:i:~!;:,lr::~l~:~:~~:l~J~i~~~~t~~

~~~a~;;~~~i:;~·s r~h~~~~~~· !f1,~~-~~~~

r-h;p.661-663,989~96;p668-

9

8

1

1

1

1

~ ~1r:; ~o~~~~~~nA:;';~~·~n s~~::!e~fs ~~

~~~:~n~1~:~:v~~!f 1~~;:;~n~~s~r~h: ~~~

~~~~~~s~,o~~c~~fo~ef~{o ii~~is~~~ ~a~;

ousacLion,an<l theph1losophywh1ch
conccrns thei r substitution oftransitory pa\hological conditions for the
morc profound as the f~ndamental
cause of cure, is summanly presen ted, p. 596-597,9 892 b, c; p. 676GSI, 9 901 b-905 a. Also, p. G7, 9
149-151; p. 73, 9 163; p. 108- 110,
9227-232; p 542,9854c-e; p.551,

of which, and of the manifest infiucncesof thcnervoussyslcmuponthc
capillarybloodvessels(thoscmaini nstr~me nts of all organic processes and
their results, p. 226-227, 9410,411)
that are determined upon them by a
vast variety of the natural stimuli of
life, physical and mental, it cannot ~c
doubtedthatallremcdia1andmorbific

901. Also, DLoont.t:TTING, Ri::11EDIES, &c.,lndexll.

powerrul and disturbing effects upon
those rnstruments, an<l thus become

1

1

r::: ~g:~~~=~~l~~r~~l:;~fi~;~t~~;~~

~686~1' ~ ~g~g~3p.96~9~tcis~ {9~~~

1

~~~~ 8~~~~~n;;:~~:~~i~~r~?i:~1 ~i~~
5
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Reflex Action, &c.-conlinuetl.
the immediate exciting: cause of dis289, 9 460-4611; p. 294, 9 475; p
ease,ofthcincrease,duninution,an<l
295-296,9476b;p.3 11-315,9488489; p. 317-318, 9 493; p. 421-423,
other changes in the sccretio~s, an<l
cqu~\ly also of those pathological va9 657-658; p. 483-484, 9 746 c; p
1

6

~~~~·~1~r~~~r!~i~t~h:~~~~~i;::ra~~ J:

!!~~;:, 0~:;~1'~ L1~!~i"~:;1~tR~~:

ly morbid are placed in the way of

the recuperative process,p 541-542,
Q852-854c;p. 664-665,Q899-901
Also, SKtN, Cor..o,

PIRATION, SPHINCTER

MusCLEs, IR1:;,

CATllART1cs,&c.,J11dcx 11
influencesthesensibilityofncrves,by

OF

which it is the cause and cure of pain

GENERATION, UTERUS, P.1.RTUIUT10N,
Poon, FEAR, DISGUST, NERVOUS SvsTE:.i, &c., Index JI; V1TAJ. PROPER·
TIES, ORGANIC LIFE, lndexL; NEavous Pow1m, J11dcx I. and II.
butthenervousinfluenceis innofundamcntal sense, as is generally supposed, the causcofthe organicfunctionsinAnimalsanymorcthanofthe
analogous functions of Plants, which
arc carried on by properties implantedinall parts,butcontributesamodifying :md exciting or depressing influcncc to the nutritive and othcrsecrctory vessels, through which the
products are per fected, o~ increased,
or diminished; but these instruments
are constantly liable to preternatural
influencesfromeither director rcflex
ncrvousaction,andofanendless ' ·ar icty, and there is no function i~ the
naturalstatcofthebo<ly,nocond1tion
of disease, no action of remedies, in
which the nervous system Jocs not
participate(p.54-55,9109/J-117; p.

when not the direct result of causes
acting locally, and accordin~ to_ the
nature o_f the means by which 1t is
brought mto operation, whether morbific, or sedative, or loss of blood,
&c., and pain is equally relieved
Emot1011s,and according to theirnaturc,p.102,9201-202; p. 108,9227,
p. 296, 9 476 c; p. 302, 9 <181 h; p.
323-32<1., 9 500c; p. 584-585, 9 891
d,e; p.587-590, 9891 k-s; p.592593,9891! k; p.831-832,9 1057/;
p.838, 9 I057t; p.862-864, 9 1066.
Also, ANTJSPAS)1001cs, S1m.1.T1vF.s
(Aco11itc), OrtuM, NEuRALCU, PAIN,
Pouu1cEs, 'VARM B.1.T11, .ULOODLETTINO, l11dcxll.
mayb?broughtintosuJJcnly fatalopcrat1onuponthencrvouscentrcseithcr through centripetal nerves, as in
blows upon the epigastrium,&c.,or
by mental or other causes acting tlirectly upon those centres, when life
maybeinstantlyextinguishctlbytheir

r1~!~~.~~~:f:E·~~;~:~;~~:f:~;.~i

~~~;~~~:;;,:~~~:~,:::i:£:~~~~irJ~

~r~:::~~:J;~j~:~~~r~~1~h~:;1~~~~

:~~1:7~lg:l~~:·:i:4~7~;;~k.~: }~?:b '.

KIDNEY, ORGANS

throu~hthcsameinflucnccbyAiental

evidently under its perpetually bar-

fata l effect upon the whole organism,

p. 304, 9 481 g; p. 306-308, 9 483
b;p.320,9494tld;p.324,9500c,

tions that arc less concerned, or not
atatl,intheessentialproccssesofor-

~riiJiJJi~~~~~K~~t.~:flf:~~:: !~!:tJ€~~~i; r:1:~~{T~;!]

rt

~:~i~r~:~~f~:~~~;::~:;::~:i~:~ i~~~ :~:::~~if ~16~~~~rl~0~7~!

c ce sanexcttingormod1fymgeause

Also, Joy ANO ANGER, MENTAL EMo-

f"u:nu~ .·~.:o~n:,~ .'~ ~ ~.,.0;'o~n!~;~ 'nir:;0h~n~ ~'
1

,

"

'"

..,,,..,

u

u u

~~s;,e;.11~3~~ 3~~~~';gp. ;4~~ot{;~;~
p. 54-55, 9 J09 b-ll7; p. 66-67, ~
2

bUTION OF; STOM.tCll,IlLOW9 UPON:
B1.001H.RTTINO, Loss OF .B1,ooo, REMF.DIALACTJON,lndexll.; 'VILL,/n-

., ,_.._

whenever the Author speaks of the
ncrvous influence asacausc,hesim0

148; P· 75-76, 9 167 a; P·

E~~~~i:?t:~,:o:f~~·:~~f.:i~::L~~~
1

ss,
9 183,
4
27

~~!it; 1 ~~·2i:~~J{9 ~;4~ 4 5i; ~~

~~lxe ;n~~ r~ ~;~sc
1

is

1

of liardncss and i11comprcss1bihty of the pulse, and of

~~~~;tfo~~s,c,~hr1~1fh~rL~~~o~f ~1~;d
or a Mcnla\ Emotion will speedily
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~~~:% ~; til~:s~C~l:~di~i~~~~~~~ i~ ~~~~

~;;!;;, ,~~~h~~~~l~ji~~~;nb~~t:m~~ ~:~

mostly the exciting cause of the va-

:r<lizc<lrnthclungs"(:'il uL_LER'sPllys-

~:~ff~:f;~::~!1!~~,::~:~~:f:::E~;

;i~~fiYTf~n~~a~~r u~~~~ a;~~:~! 1}~\~ ~~~
~~~;af~!~ac:i~;~fi~~:~¥,it:a;~Jiu~ ~~

¥ic~:i~~ 1:1~<ldf~r~~11~/~1~e5~1:cri:!l~~o~:

flucncc,andthroughwhichisinferrcd
the nature, scat, and force of disease,
thc effccts of remcdics, &c.,p.444445,9688; p. 708-710,9!)51-952/J.
Also,ToNGUE,KH'.lNEv,U n1NE, SwEAT,
Dt.oonLETTING, Index II.; Q500m.
mistakcsinregard to, from confound ing
the results of experiments on trunks
of nerves with those upon their expanJed extremities,p. 338, 9 514 d;
p.347,Q516d,No. 10; p. 520-521,
9 8~6 d. Also, 1lfedical and Pkysiological Commentaries, vol. i., p. 507,
563-566.
the distinction s hou ld be observed between irn'tabilitv, and common, spcdfic, and sympathelic senslb1l1ty, and
thatthe lastonlyiseonccrned in reflexactionoft he ncrvoussystcm,and
thatcausesnffectingthenervouscentres in a direct manner operateprimarily through cxcito-motorynerves
alone, p.88-89,9 183-188c; p.100
-103,¢-197-204; p.280-282,94.50451; p. 671, 9 903. Also! !\~E~TAt.
EMoTtoss, D1sou sT, the md1v1dual
Pa.sswns; BRAIN, INFLAlDIATION o~-,
I ndex II.
recentobservationsupon,confirmingimportant principles in these Institutes,
p.803-808, 9 1039-IO.J.5
thecoincidencesineffectsofreflcx and
direct action of the nervous system,
or asthecentripetalandcentrifugal

1

1

1

emplification (of rcflex action of the
nervous system) is seen in the ncwborninfant an<l othcranimalsbrcathingwith lungs,aslhavcc:<plaincdon
a former occasion, since here the fi rst
impression is transmiltedto thencrvous centres through the sensitive
nervcsoftheskininconscqucnceof
the contact of cold air with the surface. Thisistherationaleofthefirst
breathwcdraw,standingaloncinorganie life; and the ~ame thing happens, as I also explained, when cold
air or cold water, applied to the surface,reproducesbreathinginsyncope;
or, if it be ammonia, &e., applied to
the nose, then the sensitive nerves
arebranchcsofthefifthpairofcercbral. I w ill also now say that the
function of the pneumoga~tric nerve
isdevelopcdfor thefirsttunebythe
first act of inspiration, and fully deve loped,bothasitrespects thelungs
and the stomach."- Ess.w ON THE
SouL ANO INSTINCT, p. 57-58 (1849).
Also, St.:rn, Loss OF B1..oov, S \·NcorE,
Index II. Also, p. 40G, § G38.
cxplains, throughitsprir,narydirectdcvclopment by the 'Viii, the act of
roosting and of sleeping in the erect
po~ture, ~nd in a manne~ analogous
to1tsachon upon thesphmctermusclcs,and employed in demonstrating
thesubstantiveexistcnceandsetf-

~:;;,e:~~et~~~:~~~i~~gta~ea~~~~ei:1 p:i~;

~f!i:l ~~~~it~c~,f ~lcS~;~;::d n~~c;~

latter, form the basis of the Author's
demonslration of the substantive existence and self-acting- nature of the
Soul and Instinctive Principle,p.873
-910, 9 1069-1082. Also, MENTAL
EMOTIONS, the individual Passio11s,
/ndcril.;W11..L,lndexl.a11d ll.
employedby thcAuthortoexpoumlthe
depenJenceofthc firstactofrespiration, when the point ~f departure i_s
from the skin, in Afcd1calandPl1yst-

Also, Sr111NCTER Musc t. Es, At.T ERATIVES, RoosT1No,&e.,Indcxil.
its physiolog:ieal la\~'S without anyprac:
ttcal usc t1\I applied by tho Author to
Pathology and Therapeutics, p. 106,
9 222 6; p. 111-112,9 334 a,b; p.
ll8,9234h; p.283,9452b;p.285286, 9 455 d-f; p. 296, 9476c; p
317-3 I8,9493a-tl;p.320,9494
till ; p. 329-330, 9 500 1111; p. 34 1342,95I4fb; p.5l5,1819,820; p

~i~~g~~~:1:~;;:~~~1~::.~~~~1~ fo~;~n;f~f~=~~~;~~f~~;1i::;::i~~:
~~~:~~:{;~:£~~;:~~!ir~:~~sd:£E~;

tion that "it appears to me to be
solely the stimulus afforded to the

~~~~~;:,~;c~i:~;~~~~~~~·~~!;~~~:sf~:bj
received universal acqu iescence, of
his priority in the application of the
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dimnoforganic structure corresponding changes in the solids and iluids,
p. 661-683,9894-905. Also,Ni:;nvous PowER, SvMrATHY,l11dcxl. and
]}_;

REFLEX

ACTION

SnTE~1.RE~1ED1Es;
1c; B1.000LETTING,
LEE CHING,

OF

Nio:nvous

C.1.usEs,l\lonn1F-

Loss OF D1.ooo,
THERAPEUTICS, ~IESTAL

E)IOT1oss,&.c.,Jndc:i:JJ.
the whole philosophy of the operation

~~~i~c~;~:o~~~i:~~brii~1~i~f:~:~:~;~,~~

~~ ~~~n~~;~:~:di~l~r:~:f~~~I~~ 1::~;1uc7;

mor_cindcpend~ntactionuponthe_or-

TION,L~CTATION,ORGANS OF GENERATlON,

11

bidtx II.; Yourn, Indu I. a11d

illustrations, exemplifying, by natural
processes, the modus operandi of rc-

mcclial
an~

anti

morbific a_gents, physica l

mental, through direct and

reflex

action of tho nervous systcm,p.110.
p. 230-232, 9 422-426; p
250-251,9411 c; p.262-263,9446

9 232;

:isp~ ; ~~~~:·994:~~~ h2~-;~~·, i
2

~~ ;c~~t~ 5SiJ ~~~3;~!1~~i°Z

ga111cconstitut1onofpartswithwluch
they may come into contact,butdiffcringfrom the natural stimuli of life
not only in the greater manifcstationsofthenervousinfiuence,butin
the alteraJ1zie effects which it exerts,
p 1, 9 1 a; p.2-4,92a-4.a; p.36-49,963-81; p.54-55,91 09--117: p
5S-59,9129c-l.;p.61-73,9133163; p. lOl-I0!?,9201-202; p. 106
-112,9223-231; p.121-122.9237!?10; p.147.9330; p. 282-362,9451
-530; p. 352, 9 524d; p. 405--414,9
638-640; p.5·1 1-543,Q852--S54: p.
565, Q 889/,g; p. 592--593, Q 891f
k; p. 66L-667,QS94b-902(l; p.679
-681,Q905a; p.703-710,Q9.f0-952;
p. 732--736,Q971-980; p.745-746,9
990!; p.131-132,9285-288; p.398,
9 626; p. 467, Q 715-719; p. 503, Q
795; REFLEX ACTION, HEMEDIES;
C..t..usEs,MoRD!Ftc,Jndlzll.
lying at the foundation of the whole,
both of remedial and morbific action,
is ~he 1111tlahil1ty of.the Oqpnic Propert1es,which,inbemgdes1gned fora
\"arietyofuscfulpurposes,suchas
theprogressivcchanges oforganiza-

-51411i; p.344-345,9 516d,No.6;
p.347-348, 9 516 d,No.13; p.350358,9524; p.359,95276; p.413,
9630a; p.565,9889g; p.592-593.
989t;k; p. 631-632,9892f h; p
745-746,9990f;p.886--89l,91077
Also,YouTH,PR£GN11Ncv,L11cT11T10N,
OR011Ns OF GENER..t..TION,/ndezJ/.
its modus operandi and of morbific
causcsthroughdirectandrcflcxncnous action demonstrated by experimcnts upon the ner\·ous system, p.
295-321,9 476-494
the ~hysiologica l laws of the ccrcbrospmal and.ganglionic SJSlcms introduccd to illustrate anc.1 corroborate
the.Author'sdoctrineofrcmedialand
morbific action through alterative influencesofdircctanc.1 reflex nervom;
action,p.290-294,9462-475; p.335
-362. Q 512-530.
aspecialcxampleofextcnsi\·ercmcdial
effect through alte~ative influence of
reflex nervous action in the emetic
OJ><!ration of Tartarized Antimony,
and where the secretions arc seen to
be suddenly and greatly augmented
throughthat.influcnce,asintheexamplcssupphcdnaturallybythekid-

jectto deleteriousinfluenccsfromnumcrous external and internal causes,
whilcothersofadifferentnaturearc,

668-669, 9 9021f,h; p. 67~,9 90·la.
Also, KJDNE\", SKIN, U111;>0E, B11.E,
M11.K, L oss OF BLOOD, \\'EEPINO,

~:~~. ~~~~t~:!:1&~.~~sl\~:~e~=i1~:~~

~~~\~:,:::~;~~hi;~~aJs~~~~·~;, s&l!~.a;;.

~~r1~~cg~:~e 1~~: 8(1~;ca j ~c~~:~~J\~~:· otl~~ e~a~1~;ie!n~fTl~arizcd Antimony,
11

ccptibi!ityofmorbidstatcstotheactionofthelattcrclassinsuchregulatCdmodesasshallnotactprofoundly),capableofsubstitutingotherpathological changes,whic~1, through another great law (the mhercnt. tendency of the organic properties to
maintain their 11ormal state), subside

ftll~f!J~i,~~t~~@E{iff~
topics.

Also,PnEGN/\NC\', P111tTUl\I·

0

l\lercury,and other things, of their
graduallyaltcrali\•oaction-illustrnting the difference in development of
reflex nervous influence from what
obtains when remedies operate more
abruptly-tho same being also true
ofmorbific causes. p. 669-681, 9 902
t-905a. Also,p.111,9233~,233f;

t~~n~1if:~"~E~~)~
3

5.i?,98G3d; p.551, 9867; p.5G8-
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~~ 9 p~ ::t;o~¢;8 ~2 s;~-:.9~4 ts:419~

9893 e-h;

p. 661-663,

7

9894-896,
5

~· gg:-:. °A~s~~f;:~~T;~~:, J~J~~
11.

illustrations of the rapidity with which

~~1~:c~c~c~~~~7n~~
tl~:it~crfu~~ls ~':Pc~~
by Hydrocyanic Acid and Strychnia
-being analogous to su~<lcn .death
from blows upon the ep1gastric re-

sta~m~nt by

PEREIRA

that~' lhc iact

i,,

~d~em~~e~;~~:~t=~%~in ~~~ ~~~~~

:;~C1::!s~f ~e~~:fi~ ~~::Ji~ffao;:n~:~.~
and that "the mcthodus mcdt'ndi of
Cinchona,initscureofintermillents,

•~.',•,l~~~~th;od"uc,xi~m~~.~d~'l'~'d·;,·Y,°.,on1~,:~dTr~~n~,.~.i~,:~,',

...... .,
.,
opposit.ion to the ~octrinc of "augtncnlalwn of cohesion of llie organic

~~~~. ~~!~ ~1~ ~1~: ~~r~~:~ic:!si.et~~

~1~~·~,c~~:J~~~cf;;ci~:s o~~r~tf~~n~~

nervous influence is fatally modified
initsnature,whileinthelatter it is
excited only in greater intensity and
11uddenncss, and against thcir supposed absorption,p. 176, 9 3501 p;
p. 2!J8, 94761 h; p. 320, 9494 dtl;
p. 523-524, 9827d; p.670,99021;
P· 672, 9 904 b-and illustrations, in

all forms of disease, and of all otherremedies,throughalterativcaction
of reflex ner\·ous influence, and farthcrillustrate?asanan.tipcriodicby
comparisonw1ththeant1dotalnaturc
of Coffee and.the Cold dash in poisoning by Opium, and of Antispasmodics in c::ises of spasm, and by the

um, Hyoscyamus, Atropia, Tobacco,
Belladonna, Rhus vernix, p. 338, 9

common account, which is relath·e to
variouslymodifiedconditionsofreflex
nervousactionaccordingtothcnalure
of the causes by which it is brought
into preternatural operation, and the
natureofthepathologicalconditions,
p.338,9514d; p.592-593,989Itk;
p. 596-597, 9 892 b,c; p.676-681,9
904 c-905 a; p. 737-738, 9 984 h
Also,p.67, 9 149-151; p.73,1}1G3;
p. 108-110, 9227-232; p.542,9854
c-c; p. 554, 9 871; p. 661-663, 9
894-896; p. 664-665, 4900-901.
modus operandi ofwarmpou!tiees aml
hot fomentations c~msi~ered th.rough
a series of analogies m rclat10n to
other reme<lics, till we arri\'c at these
most simple, but important auxiliarics in establishing the restorati\'C
disposition,p.681-683,9905h. Also,
PouJ,TJ CEs,lndtz./l
the supposed absorption of blue mcre":rial ointment contradicted by the
fa1luretodetectthcmctal inthesol-

3

1

11

Remedial Action-continued

1

~~~r~~~~~~di~~~~~~sf~~~~~~nd1'o~~ ~i~

516d,No.13; p.5!J2-593, 9891; k;
p. 673-675-and farther illustrations
ofthecfficicntinstrumentalityofthc
ncr\'ous influence when syncope or
death is suddenly brought on, or diseasesu<l<lenlyarrestedbylossofblood
or by mental emotions-all showing
how the nervous influence maybedetermined Jircctty upon the organic
constitution of the nervous system,
as well as upon other organs, either
bythcsuddennessofthcshockorby
special \·irtues of morbifie causes, ~n<l
all conspiring together in ~howm~
that a common cause is the 11nmed1ate agent, p. 109, 9 230; p. 298,9
476 ~ h; p.304,9481 g; p. 307-308,
9483 c; p.334-335,9509-511; p
662-663, 9 895, 896; p. 703-70.1, 9
942b;p.706-707,.9947-.948;p.709,
995lb-an<lassoc1atew1ththeforcgoing the sudden death .of warm-

0

~~:b~~~ ~~~\~e r~f~~~h~ff~,~~I:~: ~;~

bloodcd animals from the bite of,·en-

~~:c;~fi~;~~~:t~~ ti:n~o~~isgo~~;~~~!~

and Stilling, to be as quickly fatal m
c· c tedfrogs as in the entire p

applied directly over them, and the
statement in Percira·s Materia Medica,whichcxpressesthecommondoc-

~;~~:t~~~l~~~~:~~~:\ 1~c~yw~::1D~~~

1

~~~ ~:~9!/~.,if~n3~;,~~~t~y8~~ ~

~~~n~ t~:1th·~r~~~~~:s!~":bs~~;11:~t~;

sired to render an intelligible answer,

~~i~~l~e l~~ersck~~.~! ~~,~~:c~;~ \fr~c;: ~1;;

D1scusT; STo~ACH, BLOWS UPON;
H \·OROC\'ANIC Actn, ANTISP.UMODJCS,
Sirn.<11'tVEs (Aconiu), Orw~1. Too.1.cco, C.<1 NTL1ARrnEs, IlLoODLETTINO,
Loss or DLooo, /ndcz JI.

creased susceptibility of the skin and
system at large, which the warm bath
alone" promotes," and which is more
effectually promoted by loss of blood
and cathartics when mercury is ad-

~:,~~::~.~n§;,~~~~·0~~~~~~~~f~~:~~

~~~1~:op~7 t~~!1i~~e;:!~r;, t~1~ ~~ca:~~
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ministercdintemally,p.367,9556c;
turc ofthercmcdy,as,fur example,
1

6

8 1

~~~if~~c~~~~cL; if~)~:!;E~~;,;d~~ /}:'8
moa~~, c~~~;~~~~°f..~~e31;ii;,c~~~~~~~ ;,~

~~~~:;}~~Jr:1~~~;: :~n:~~c: ~~~1~~ ~ h~
0
1
~~~~,b~~ ~f~~ ~~~~c: ~~~~~~~~~e:~a~f;~

fccts through complex influences of
reflcxncrvousaction,p.543,9855;
p. 670-671, 9 902 m. Also, p. 335336, 9 512 a,h; p. 351-352, 9 524 c;
p. 354,9 525 c; p. 359, 9 527b; p.
421-422, 9 657 a; p. 685, 9 905! h.
Also, E:u:11:c1sE, P11Ttt1s1s, \Vu oo!'ING·CouGH, ULCERS, }~OOD, ALTERATIVES, AMENORRHCEA, l lldex JJ.
demonstration of the coincident effects
ofd1rutandreftczactionof thenervoussystemwhcn brought into sim ple

and Fear,willexertnocffcct,though
thcybathetheskinwithpcrspiration,
while the compound powder of Ipc~acuanhaant!Oviu.m,thoughitcstab-

hsh free diaphorcs1s,may provemorbific in the same cas~s-:--showing,
also, that the same principle holds
with morbific causes, while there followsintheexamplebcforcus,and in
other instances where the skin is
likelytocontributetothecurativc
proccss(asinthccasesofCathartics),

~~,~~~~~i~~io:~ ~~~~~ ~:~ v~~~,~~~~;

~~;0~~~~~~:~ !\1~ ~ :fnf~~trii:i:~:~~if:~

and involuntary cont raction of the

more than isapttobesupposed,not

1

1

~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~·s~;~yc~~rit°h1e ~~tt;~~

prctation of the modus operandi of
1\lcntal Emotions and of physical
causes in the production and cure of
disease through th~ same d~rect and
reflex nervous action, and m proof,
also,ofthe substantive existence and
self-a~ting nature. of the Soul and
Principle of Instinct, p. 106-112, 9
222-234; p. 124-125,9 243-246; p
296,9476c; p 30Z,9481 b; p. 323
-330, 9 500 c-nn; p. 338, 339, 9 514
d,g, h; p. 662,9 896; p. 666- 670, 9
!.102 b-m; p. 874-881, 9 1071-1075.
Also, MENTAL EMOTIONS, REsrrn-1.TI0:-1,SPlllNCTERMusCLES,h1s,&c.,
fndexll.
distinction between the foregoing erfocts of the nervous influence in lhc
natural processes anJ in the operation of remedial and morbific causes,
physicalandmental-that,inthelatter cases, the influence is alteratrne,
anJ allended by complex circles of
reflex action of thc ncrvous systcm,
and exemplified by Cathartics, Emelics, Counter-Irritants, Grief, Hope,
1 9

2

t

12

~~: f'2~~~~lo~ ;. 2~~. i1~-e ; ~~

1

1 1

~~;'bi~~. ~~~~t:~ i: ~~1~~~~~s~t ~~\1~~

1

paired in the former function by exposure to col<l, but rather promoted
bythewarmthofa bed; and thefollowing sections, a~ with all ct.her ref·
erences,have ad1rectoran11\ustralive bearing upon the subject,p.55.9
ll7; p. 59, 9 1Z9 i; p. 63, 9 137 d;
p. 65, 9 1'13 c; p. 66-67, 9 148; p
6S,9152a,b; p.230-232,9422-424,
p.285-286, 9 455c-/; p.302-303, 9
481 c-e; p. 308-310, 9 484; p. 319
-320, 9 494 d,d1l; p. 335-336, 9 51Z
a, b; p. 338, 9 514 d; p. 339-340, 9
5Mh; p.350-353,952•1,a-d; p.360
-361,9528; p.421-422,9657a; p
451, 9692 a; p.465-466, 9 715: p
538-539,9847 g-848; p 546-550,9
863a-/; p.563-564,9889a; p. 565,
9 889 g; p. 570, 9 889 n; p. 633635, 9 892! a-<:; p. ~37, 9 892..'} d, e;
p.667-669,9902e-i; 9956. SKIN,
CoLD, J\lus~ , \VHOOPING-Couou,
P11Ttt1s1s, SHOWER-B.iTu, CouNTEl:Ina1TANTs,J11dcxll
the occurrence of a secon<lary or sympathetic disease is sometimes follow.
3

1

11

~i~~y u p~~b:~t~~~e t~1~a J~~~:1~ Ir; ~~:

323-324, 9 500 e, d; p. 563-566, 9
889 a-g; p. 568-569,9 889m,11111t;
p. 592-593, 9 891! k; p. 646-650, 9

pcn<ls, as a conse~uenceo_f alterative
reflex nervous actions wluchareanalogous ~o such as are instituted by

:~~4es.i ~ 89 g~nt672, 9 902 b-90·1 h

~~~~::i~:~r:?iit~~~:~r~~: !~r~e:1~

j

or~~~~:;~i~I~~~~t~~~eJ~:~~11;~'~~~;~~f

f~A~r:n~~:at;~fl!~r~~!v~~~ea~~:~~1~t:~:

J tt

b · • owrendcre<lsus

:~:frE~~f::~;~n:~~~ui~nflc;:n~!s ~1ii~i
propagated will depend upon the na-

~~ ~;fe~~~fc1;se~11~~·r%~ ~~6;\ 91ii; ;·

i
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539,9848; p.570,9889n; p.652-

~~!~. 9M~~:;~~S~. 6;~~~~;~B9s, 9J:d:~

II.
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1071
Ticmcdial Action-co11ti1wcd
9 904 b; p. 681-682, 9 905 d; p
701,993Sb;p.704,9943b-944a;
p. 707, 9 947; p. 709, 9 951 d; p
7l4,995Sb; p.733,9974-c;p.
731-735,1)975b-976;p.745-i'46,9
960~ a, b; p. 804, 9 10-1.0; p. 865868, I) I067; p. 874, 91071; p. S75881,91072-1075; p.886-891,9
1077. ~\so, lhc several topics al-

~~1~~~a~~cn~lj11~~}~'.ng preamble, as
1

ill<l~~a~~>~r~~d~~ri~scfu 1~~~~~1::~:rFe~;
of effects manifest all that is essentially relative to the operation of all

~~~~~i~~e~:~~t:~~i~~ ~::i111\~ f~;'p~~~
tothedirectloca\actionofphysical
causesastotheirin!lucnccsthrough
the medium of reflex action of the
nervous system, and exemplify ing
alsothcdistinetion made by the Au·
thorbetween the transient operation
ofthcncrvousinfiuenceasbrought
into _effect by a single or interrup~ed
apphcationsofremedialandmorb1fic
agents a~d bythei ru ndistur?ed.or but
tcmporar1lysuspendedappl1cat1on,p.
679-6SI,9905a;p.668-669,9902
g-i. Also, ALTERA.TIVL-;S; ANTIMONY, TARTA.RIZED; SrmNc'rER MusCLES, RooSTING, lndei: ll.
if disease be limited to a part on which
remediesmaketheirdircctimpression,
thechangemaythenbe inslituledby
thetlircctactionofthecauseupon
theorganicslatcsofthepart{the
ner\'es, however, participating more
orless,p.475,9733h;p.483-484,9
746 c),and which maybe also true
ofmorbificcausesintheirproduction
ofdisease,asscen,incithcrcase,of
the curative or morbific effects of
caustics, &c. ; but it more commonly

~~~~~~s ut~1:;~ ~l~c::~t~~ tll~~ri~:e~i~
ate agent, p. 66-68, 9 148; p. 422423, 9 658. Also, REMEDIES, where
thissubjcctisillustratedthroughnumcrousrcfcrences,ln~ril.;9514b

distinctions to be observed between im1

~::~:,;:5sp:~ a~d s;~~~,~~tlr~ :,:~
sibiltly,andthatthelastonly1sconcernedinreflexactionofthenervous
system, while causes ~ffecting the
nervous centres in a direct manner
operate primarily through excito-motory nerves alone,p.671,9903
Also,p.88-90,9 183-ISSc; p.100-

!~~'; ~\1IF.9N7;;;~~;,!; 1 ;~~~~8F.~:,.~:~~~
n:::N:~~;:~AUlla!_\;l~~:l~;~,J~J::~? i
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Remedies-continued.

Remedial Action- ctmlinucd

D~s~~s!~~~:~,~:;~~~ Ft:.rn, HoPEi
in \•cry complex conditions ofJiscasc,
asidiopathicfcvcrallcn<lcdbyin-

fl_ammations of many parts, the rclalions between the morbid states may
be suchthata_singler_cmc<ly,asloss
ofblood,tartamcdant11no11y,ormcrcury, may overthrow the entire as·
6

~~~~t~g;'. ~6~:7. 99 \~ s~;~i ;Pp_ i9s~
7

9476lh;p.337,9514b, c ;p.367,
9557a,b;p.465--466,9715;p.538,
9 847 g; p. 552-554, 9 869-871; p.
662-664, 9 895-900; p. 731-7:J2, 9
970c;p.739-740,9986-987.
REMEDIF.s-continucd from l ndcz 1.,
opcralethrough_thenatural lawswhich
govern organic processes in the animal kingdom, as do also morbific
causes, but bring into preternatural
cffectlhenen•ousinfluence. Sec this
subdi11isionunderllEFLEXACTJONOF
THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. Also, Hu)IORAL PATHOLOG\',C11t:M1cALP11Ys1OLOOISTS,/ndczll.; 0RGA:"HC CllE31ISTRY,lndczl. and II.
should be addressed to the pathological
conditions as denoted by the whole
1

fss:,:~~la;:e:.fp~~;~~~~;· l~;dc~~~l ~

p. 73, 9 163; p. 147, 9 330; p.424425,966I-662;p.428,969·la;p
430-433,9675--676a;p.437-442,9
684-686;p.456-460,9695--708;p.
479-480,947la,h;p.486.9750h;
p 487-489, 9 756 ; p. 4 98-4 99, 9 785 ;

b

~5~~~~9 :~41 1 6~· ~'.05 495~~3 8h5 1;;;5~1
M8-550, 9 863

d; p. 55 1-554, 9 867

=~~~.;9 ~9 2 ~,-J;'p. 6~~~6~~~ ~ lri2 ~~
56

5

9

p. 606, 9 892 p; p. 609-610, 9 892{

1L; p. 613, 9 8921 c; p. 615-617, 9

892! f-k; p. 636--042, 9 892-! rl- 1; p.

g~~~ :\~9~~J;~~ ~l~i>Jo~; 1~.]_
2

6

7
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9

partsf wit.h
i:~;;:s~iono i~~upon
~J~~i~ t~d~1i~o~f
:ronat::~~jin~1\1~

;~~~~~~

~~1 1~~o~~~:~sr~~~: ~~'.~~~fiu~~~~s \~~:
0

!~~a:i:\r~:vi~mti~! r~~;;~~u~f~c~c~
dies is cquallysoofmorbif1ccauscs,
p.88,9183-l85;p.89,9 188a,b;
p. 95, 9 ISSt d, 189 a; p. 96-98, 9
I89c-19lb; p.101-103,9201-208;
p.I06-112,9222-234b; p.230-231.
9422-423; p. 253.Q44ld; p. 262270, 9 446 a-441d; p.282, Q45lf;
8

~·4~ s d::t1~4;;~9~~~~fg~ ~;~~:
83

9476a;p.296,9476c,476lb;p
298-299,9477a;p. 301-303,9481
b-d; p.309-310,9484b-485; p. 3 12
-314, 9 487 g-488!; p. 315-318, 9
492-493;p.320,9494dd;p.321,9
496,497; p . 323-362, 9 499-530; p
364,9547: p. 415-417,9649; p. 421
-423,9657-658; p. 430-432,9675;
p. 451, 9 691-692; p. 478-479, 9 740
-7'11; p. 509, 9 811; p. 515-516, 9
819b-820; p.522-523,9827b,e; p.
530-533,9837b-841; p.534,9844;
p.541-542, 9 854/Jb; p.544, 9857;
p. 545, 9859 a-t; p. 547-550, 9863
d; p.fl51-553, 9 867-870; p.553, 9
870 aa; p. 554-556, 9 872; p. 592593,9 891 k; p.644-652, 9893c-ni;
p. 66 1-683, 9894-905; p. 692-693,

t. io4a-91 1~: r9~g~~~~· t. i2~-_9i2 s'.
5

9

2

9

9 961-964; p. 732-736, 9 972-980;
p. 745-746,9990.s-990!b;p.766767,9l009a,b;p.862-868,9I066
-1067.
operate through influences ofrefiex
ner\'OUS aclion accord~ ng to st rue/ ure
and spwal tnlal consl1tu~1011 of dijfer-

~:~ti~~~~~ t~:~:~ ::~~f1 :J i~l~~~~ia~~
1

~~~ra~u~~~t~r~~:s c~~~f~~~u~11N~s~~):

and accordin_gtothe changes theyundcrgofrom 111/ancy to adult age, and
temperament and especially as they
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pon \'arious parts of the

also, many natural stimuli, especially
food, may be profoundly morbific or

· e rise to ana\o,.ous cf

~~~.i~~ d." 9 iis::s;~ 5;1ta~e: 1 ;!11t~~
p. 59,9129f!-1;p. 61-73.9133-16I;
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Remedies-continued
Remedies-co11ti1med.
9 524 tl; p. 354-361, 9 526-530; p
renderthenervousin'1uenceallerafrce,
364,9548;p365-368,9551-560,
excila11t, sedatitie, or simply depress·
p.373--390,957-i-60 1 ; p.399,9630;
a11l,aeeordingtothena1ureofeaeh
p4l5-416,96•18d-649b;p418,9
one (w hich includes the dose,eombi65 l a,b;p42l-422,9657a,b;p
nations, &e,andthemod ifyinginflu424, 9 662; p 425, 9 663; p 428, 9
enccsofdiseaseandsurroundingcir
67l; p.435,9680; p. 467,9718; p.
cumstances),an<l thiswhcther it op468-469,9722:p.502-504.9793erate through reflex action,, as in the
798, p. 509,9811; p.520-521,9826
caseofexternal causes,ormadirect
d;p522-523,9827h, c;p. 530,9
manner, as with mental emotions837b;p 535-539,9847-850; p.Ml
and so, also, with morbificcauses,p
-542,9854bb;p.5-13,¢855;p.545,
95,91B81d;p. 107-l ll ,9226-233f;
9 859 a-c; p. 553, 9 870 aa; p. 551-,
p.253,944 l d;p.296,9476c;p.
9871; p.565-566,9889g,i; p.579
30 I-305,9481b--482;p.306,9483;
~5so, 9 890~ d; p 597-598, 9 892 c;
p.3I5,9492;p.323-353,9500cp.612,9892ia;p.62-1-,9892! d;p
524;p.365-366,9551-556;p.4272
4
428,9670,67l;p.430-433,¢675;
p.480, 9 743; p.509, 9 S il ; p.512,
9817;p.523,9827;p.534,9844;
657-659, 9 893 p, q; p. 661-665, 9
p. 565,9889/,g; p.570,9889n; p
894-900;p.669,9902i;p. 676-G79,
657, 9893p; p.661-663, 9894-896;
990-lc,d;p.703-711,9940-952;
p. 666-672,9902b-904a.;p.724p.73I,9970c;p.732-736,9972727,996 I-963;p.733-735,9974980; p. 745-746, 9 990~; p. 861, 9
976; p. 773-775, 9 1023-1024; p
1066
829,9l057a;p. 865-868,91067.
<listinctioninthenaturalconstitutionof
lheiroperationthroughalterali,•cinfludiflCrenttissuesandofpartsofacon.
tinuoustissue,and of compound orenceofreflcxncrvousaction ren<lerc<l
manifest by the special relations of
gans ~f which they form comp?ne~t
parts, illustrated by natural sumuh,
thealimentaryeanaltothenervous
and by their products, and by their
system,andothcrspccialanatomical
provisions,p. 335-336,9512a-513;
b
p. 565-566, 9 889g. Also, Mucous
68, 9 135-152, and rcfcre11us there,
TrssuE, first subduiisio11, LACTEALS,
andul supra-and farther illustrated
Index If.
whatgencralconsiderationsshoul<l dc~y the effects of A l_oes (showing that
terminctheuseofonereme<lyoran1tdoesnotactpmheularly,as generother,an<lotherrelativeth ings,p.430
ally supposed, upon the rect~m, but
-433,9675;p.438-442,9688b--d;
mostly on the small intestine), p
p.5<10,985l; p. 5-13-544,9857; p
467,9718;p.566,98891;p.856545,9859b;p.556-557,9873-875;
857,9I063b; also,p.565-566,9
p.560-562,9885-SSS;p. 567-568,9
889g-an<l by othc~catharlics,R!m
889l;p.570,988911;p. 600,9892
barb,Senna,the Sahne,Calomel,Jal1
d; p. 605, 9 892 m; p. 740, 9 989.

:~t~~~ i:i h~ b~~ ~ti·, 69 ~9~
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~~~~;ebJ~i. i~~.u~n~;~-\~~;n ~10:.b~~:

~!~s&oef'e=~~~~~~t:f d~~:! ~nj~~:~~i~i~~

tions,p.554-556.9872a;p.5G6,¢
889 i ; p 568-569,9889 m,mm; p
571, 9 890 b; p. 575, 9 890 i j p. 838
-861, 9 1058-1065-and by Tartarized Antimony, Cantharides, Io~ine,

ac~~r~!~; ~~ t~~~r~a~~1r~o~b~~:'t\:n~e;~J

:Ures~~nac~~.nu~ee:ot~1~ o~:~~,~~~.i1~;:~
//.
tabular views of the foregoing eonsidcrations relative to pcculiarities of

:~~~c~~~~~:d~~=Ya~dsfn:cr~i~~c c~~:~~:
andintherelationoftissuesto com-

~!~~~:ii;~!:1'.y:~~~7~::~:f:~:~:~~~,~~;

ofdanger,andthcrelat1vcexigenc1cs
fo r loss ofbloodasthe disease may
affcctonepartoranother,p.69-73,
¢160-162.

YvY

according lothc;iumberofconstituent parts,rcsp_cchvely, anew remedy
is create~, winch enables us l? greatly sim~hfy the Matcria f\led1ca, ~nd
exemplified-showing, also, the 1~11portanccofcxtemporancousprescnptions,an<ltheinjurioustcndencyof
stan<ling.formulai,and how the.re'1ex
11en·ous mfluence may be \'anous!y
dircctedinthecureofdiseasesbyartilicial means-and whatistru& of
theeffeets of one, or more remedies
in combination, or in consecutive order, is also, in principle,ofmorbifie
causes,p. 27, 9 52; p. 94-95, 9 18St
tl;p. 107-110,9227-232;p.340,9
5I4h;p. 417,¢650;p.418-419,§
652b-653c;p.424-425,¢662-663;
p.5<15,9860; p.547,9863d; p.~54
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Remedies-continued

Rcmcdics-co1lli1mt:d.
remedies, as with most morhific caus-

citcmcnts, while it is one of the most

f.~£~~~:: ·f}~~~!~'.i~.fo~:~~;~:~1!~

~;?.~:l~i:F!:!~~:~:::~~~~~~~::·S7

~~~~a~~~r~:;to~ isitg;:;f~;c~~1et1~:s~;;

~W:~c~~~c~S:.', !\~~~icr1ki~.'asgc~~~~a~~;

~crease,

the curative effect upon a
8

of an altcrative reflex nervousinflucnccrcvcrberatcdthroughthoappropriatc nerves of the part, or as the
remedy or morblfic cause may institutcsourccs of reflex action in other
parts-allofwhichmaybeillustrated

agrainormorc,tomaintainthccffoct

pro<luccd by the smallest dose; but
solongasthcsixtccnthorthefourth
ofagrainmanifcstanapproximation
to the point ofnausca,itwillascffcctually breakdown arterial excitement,produccperspiration,andover-

~,u~•',~10tlo'b~1cia,t~o00'f'~~ ~nfi~t~li0,nrg:khwi,:n~o,'y!~.~od'~~to~~u
u ~

00 0

throw pneumonia as effectually as

:~~o;11 :~ur;1:e:~~r:~~!t~~~~t~;; ~t~;:;

~ :!U~~i~~:hi~I~ aff:~Ll~ni~oo;:i;~f~~f1~

~c/1~-e~,o~: i6;g~·; 9P~~ss'.~ssi,, 4!~~

~~~~~~\:fe~~t~1:~v~~-~;rte:Ji~1f~~

bacco applied to the surfoce,ortick·
ling the fauccs, or by a mental emo·
tion,when,in all the cases, a reflex
of the same ncn·e that transmitted the
primary impression to the ne?\'Ous

c-<159;p2S9,946l;p. 296,9476c;p
302,948Ih;p315-316,9492;p. 323
-3:H,9500c; p.327,95001;p.338,
95I4d; p.339-3·11,9514K-1n; p. 347
-348,9516 d,Nos. 11-13; p. 416417,9649 c; p.421-423,9657 a658;p.475,9733h;p.483-481,9
716; p. 522-523, 9827 b.c; p. 531,
9BIO;p. 547-550,9863cl;p. 666-672, 9 902 b-901 b,p. 33G,9 514h.
the foregoing inquiry h~s been intro<luced under the Article REYIEIH"-L
AcTJON by arcfcrcncetoccrtain sec·
tions where the modus operandi of
Cinchonaand:\lercuryandsomeotherthingsisshowntodcpcnduponalterativeinfluenccsofreflcxncn·ous
.action,andwemaynowlookatother
sectionsrclati,·e mostlytoTartarized
Antimony, partly for tho purpose of
illustrating what is known as the cu1nufat1r:ccffectofrcmedics(lhatisto

~~;'; 1 ~vl;~~n~~:~:e~ff~~~~l a;;:t;~o~p~~~:

bcrofdoscs,andthercmaybethcna
suddenandpowcrful<lisplayofacurativeormorbifienature),andinpart
asafarthcrdcmonstrationagainstthc

~~;:~:ni~ i~fb~r:1~~%~~ !i1~a:~~~r~~~j;~
cineisabsorbcd,allitsinflucnccsupon

ft~~~~fo~ ~~~ t~~o~~~~~c~e~~d~o~~
1

~l~~e~~~oa~~~~:t ~;f!;/;~~f~~a~f>~~

the stomach, and without which the
symptoms 'Yill again increase-and
alsocxcmphficdtothesamecffe<:tby
1

follow till it produce some ~cgrce of
nausea, whatever the quanhtycxhiD-

~~~d~f·~~!~~;~~~:dti~;re s~~~1J~~
10

no neccssitywhate\•cr between this
i;::astricirritationa.ndthesalutaryeffcct:1oftheremcdy,andtheonlyrule
shouldbctointroduceacertainc1uantityintothccirculation,p.3-14-315,
9516tl,No.6; p. 351,9524a.No.
I; p.355,9526a;p.356-357,9
514b.c;p.365-368,9540-559;p.
43!,9675;p. 486,9750b;p.530533.9837b-8-11; p. S.17,9863d;
p556-557, 9873;p. 567-569,98S9
I-mm; p 612-613, 9 892~ a, h; p

~~~~-~~6~6~g~

;~ \~ :~~_\

bi92)
9 902 b-m; p. 675-676, 9 90-l h; p.
833,91057/t;p. 850-851,91059.
physiological distinctions between CatharticsandEmctics,an<lcorrcspond-

~~ffc;~~~~~i\?: ~~~1 ~~~~r;,·~~:!~~~;ua:~
11
1
~~~~~.;us i:~~~g~~c~ :a;roc1~~~n~,~~iA~tl
1

~~~~~;i;;,g ;,~;~;51~~l~r; 6°{ :~: e;_c~t~~~

G32, q 8921 h. _<\Jso,l\IEl'T1L E)1 0 TIONS, D1sc:u sT, C.1TJl.1RT1cs , Eltl:;T1cs,/11da.JJ.

~~~~~e~~fiu~.:~~]:~r~~)~~f~~~:

th:f~a;;cri::;:.~::~~W. r~::e~ii~sre~~~~

~~b~:! i1~fle:r~1~ha~i~~~ ~1~J f~~~i~=ac~~

amongthoimportantobstaclesintho

essarytocarryitssmallthcrapeutical
0

11

~~~Ui~ c~~~~~~~1~~ ~~~~t ~~C~~cl~ri:d
1
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Remedies-<:antimtcd.

Rcmcdics-co11ti11ued

~I:I1 :e~~~\~~o~~i~~~:~n~·:l:t~:cp:~~j
~~~~~i~~~~R~ 0~1i~::s:?t~~:~·c~l~~1 ~1~:

upon the susceptibilities of all 1iarts
(p.535-539,9847-850,and L1iw OF
11

1

:~~c,t~~c :~~;~~~~1;c~f :~tlu~fi~e ~~~~~
of projecting a plan of treatment con.

:~~~ic~ f~ :n '~~:!~~yc:~s~~~~~~c 1:ra~~

to fulfill the intention of introducing

~;:~:~~~1 t~~~. ~~~~nf' ;s11Pi:1~i;1~~1):

~f£N~1~;~~~ i~~~~~~~!~::r~!~~r~;

, ..
... " ,
...
..
"
lion, p. 3, 9 2 b; p. 63,9 137 d; p
65,9143c; p.67,\1149-151; p.68,
9I52b;p.73,9163; p.122,9240;
p.148,9334; p . 430-433,9675.....676
5
9

abhsler,mayhapquinmc,orarsemc,
orguaiacum,or colchicum,oriodine,
&c.,and wheretherearebutshades
ofdiffereneeinthemorbidstateswhile,also,anygh•enformofdiscase,

5

1

0

:f.:o~•~t:f0r~t1o~,.J,: 1,.~. r.~tol;'~ ,.',t~ v·!,.~t~,l~c;n;o:•n~t:,:,icu~!_ ~i:~~i~~ ~~c ~~~~~~\~~· ~~~~aWv~:0ih;~

t

~Jr!4t5.\ 7~~0;; 1f.· 4~ 2~' ~~~; ~·

:~~~dt~'~\e;~~~~~~;e;~~~:.yo~~:~~

498, 784a; p.509,9810; p. 530, 9
837a--840; p.535-539,9847-850;

a mental emotion, and syphilis by

f; 5:: 15i::s499~~4;id S~ s;_s,;g1~~9o;:

:a:~~u:K~ sii~~;J~:· e~~.~~~ ,~i~~t ~a~:

9 892a,b; p.612,9892ta; p.623,
~892tc; p.676,9904c-andwhen
injected into the circulation, they
must of necessity give rise to some
of the effects, among a greater varicty, as when administered by the stom·
ach,p.529-533,9836-841,though

ingphysicalpropertics andehcmieal
rclalions very widely <lilferent, and
whichmaybejustasconsistentlyassumed to form salts with each other
asth<itthey will alike cure the same
conditions of disease by chemical ac·
tionupon.lhetissucs,oruJ?onthe

quinine,p.603,9892 k,andwhich is
rendercd the more probable by the
statements ofotherdistinguishe<l observers as to the effects ofmorbific
agents when injected intothecirculation, p. 482, 9 744; p. 527-528, 9
830-831; p· 932, 9 1088 d.
their operation by absorption, as ~cncr-

of arsenious acid will subdue an intermittcnt fever, or that quantity of
the latlcrbreakup a chronic cutancousdiscasco,·crthewholesurfaccof

~~~:~ :a~e~t::~ ~:cpnpoas~dm:~!~ 1~v~rf

web,oranemctic,orlossofbloo<l,or

:r

1

~1 1~~dl::smt1~::~ ~nr~i':1~~idqe:;~~:o~;

thcb9<ly~hutthussho\Vingthatthe

substitution ofalargevarictyofpathologica/ ch~ngcs corresponding with
the alteratJ\'C \'irtues of the several

;~E~l~e~;[~~;t;~e~~~~:~i;~s~~·it i~

~~~~~d~~~. ~~s~f~~l~~Y;heism~;~~:~~

fcrcd by the portal vein, p. 527, 9
829
as disease consists of a succession
of changeable pathological causes,
whether it terminate favorably or fa-

whether it be a simple intermittent
fever or complicated with cutaneous
eruptions, '~hen the impression is
made that will enable Nature to throw

~~~~~:.e~neddi;o~ ~r:::t:c;!~~sn~~~r!~~
3
f~;;~~t ;;!t~e!~cp~~~~~3~ 1~!~ r~i~~~

and sub~titute pathological s~atcs that
arc readtly capable of subsidmg spon·
taneously through t~e inhe~cnt ten<lcucyoftheproperticsofhfctorctumtothcirnaturalstatcs.andthcre-

~~~~e"{1i~ 0,%:rt~~i::~ro c:~l~~ft11;r~~ ~:
1

0

1

~ t~~t:~~~~ ~ s~~~fl~e~~~. '!i: t~~[,

~~~h~!~:~ry 11:~us:~1~~ ~~~~ci:,~~h:an~:
3
~~l~~P~}a~~: ~l~~~~iiJ~C;~~~t~1~ ~J.e1h~

skin, p. 67, 9 149-152: p. 87, 9 177182;p.122,9237-240;p.147,9
330; p. 333, 9 503; p. 417-418, 9
650;p.424,9662;p.426,9666;p.
428, 9 li72; p.430-433.9 675; p.
0 1 9

~~~i ~ ~)~~,7~~4i4;, r7~~ ;: ~.'4 s~~~

~~~ili!~{~~~ fl~¥~~!:r{~l~~
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Remedies-co11tinucd.
{!; p.661-670,§89,1-902; p.679683,§905a,b; p.696,§926.
it

:~~~~~~:~ ~ll~~r~,~~~c,fo~h~~o~;;~r,r::~uc~~

avarictyofrespccts,p.367,Q556c;
p. 423,§659; p.424,§ G62h; p.428,
9672; p. 545,§859 b; p.55 1-552,
9 867-868; p. 554-556, 9 892; p.
561,§888; p.595-600,§ 892a-d;
p. 658, §893 p; p. 664-665, §900901; p.843,9 1058/; p.844--847,9
1058m-q
the Author anticipates an assumption,
whenthedoctrineoftheopcrationof
remedial and morbificcauscs,physic-

:~c~ ~~1:~~ !~ t~;:~c~~~u:c~;~c~:~c~~

1

1

1

no longer be resisted, that the 11ervous influence is the chemical agent
which docs the work, and answers
that the obstacles will be in no respectremoved, for, inthisspccial rei;pcet, in carrying out the Chemical
hypothesis,thcrcshouldbenovarictics in results corresponding to the
natureofthcTcmotccxcitingcauscs,
but the nen·ous influence should always act in conformity with any spe-

Remedics-co11li11uecl
mustdetcrminethcchoice-thercbcingingraft-:dupontheconstitution

.

~rp~~~ l~vt~~~e i~11/;~:11t~,i1~~~0,~1;ct~~~

ables them indiseasetobearanabstinencethatwillaloncsurmountthc
mostformidablecon<litions,butwhich
would probably be often fatal in the
natural state of the system-and in
man the principle is the same as that
whichrendersthemostacti,·cremedics
curativeinsteadofmorbific.p.63,9137
h-e; p. 67,9 149; p.69, 9156 h; p
538-5c!O, 9847 g-848; p. 543, 9855
-856; p. 551,9 863h; p.558-559,

is;s9Q.8 ~fs~,PA~~~·T~:1~: ~l~/~~;
9

Index].; RECUl'£RATION,L\WOF,Jntlt:x /[.
by healing a primary disease which had
given rise .to sympathetic devclopmcnts of .disease in other parts, the
sympathizmg ones often recover not
onlyasaconsequcnccofthesubsidence of the morhificreficx nervous
influence, but the abatement of the
primary affection may become also
a source of salutary sympathetic in-

~~~~. a:1~3t t~:~~~~:dp:~~~~ ~~i~~~~

~;~~~,~~ ;u~~.no:1~e <l~~~:~~a:,~p~r~~~::

phenomena, atleastin any given part,
as when an acid unites with an alkaIi, or platina predisposes oxygen to
unite with hydrogen, while, on the
contrary, the Author's doctrines conform to the very maxim ofthe Law-

ingasasympatheticresulto.fanothcr
may be the means of rcflectmg, after
thcmannerofcounter-irritants,asalutaryallcrativcrcJlexaction upon the
primary affection, p. 65-G6,9143c;
p. 67, 9 148; p. 351-352, 9 524 c;

~~~{~cit per

g 0 ~~i· :o:~s ~ ~at~~-:~·; 9P~55~h.P~

alium, facu per se.

As

their effects ~wing ~o the mutabilit)_' of
the propcrtles of hfc, which is designcdforusefulpurposcs. SecR1rnE1>1,u. ACTION; REcuri:RATION, L .\W ov,
0

1

ar:::Lr~~: :~:~:,.:R :1::-r :~~r~::
changcstranscen<l lhcrecuperativc

Jaw, p. 420, 9 654 a; p. 552, 9 868
1

1

0

~~s~: ~~~·u~ :! .~:~N,Pr.:~v\~.. ;,~;~

889 n; p. 652--654, 9 893 n; p. 679681, 9 905a,b; p. 592,969ltk; p.
666,9 902b. METASTAs1s,bid. II.
often bring organs not aflCcted by dis-

~~~ri~~:~Z~:r~1~!1~E~~~~0~~~~f£~

othcrreflexinfluencesthatfallupon

~~~~.ase~eeo~~f~'~ub~~!~s~ns~~~~{ Re::
MEDIAL

AcTJOl', Index 11.

:~rb~;l:~~vt:~r°;:f;~~~~~~~:~~frs~~~ op~:~~~~~~~~~:~~:~:~~~!:.~rJ!~:!i~~

thf
andinanimals,p.531,9839; p.544
-545,9858,86l;p.551,9863h-and
by the simple system of watching or
expectantplan,p.543,9855-857; p.
558-559.9871-881.
.
I
·
\
ti
t 'm

11ervous influence is maintained in
unceasing actionbyasuccessionof
different remed ies.or doses of the
same remcdy,atsho rtintcrvals,and
eveninthc lattercase,asaftcrthc
administration of an efficient emetic

-~,: t~,~tfh;~c~•~u~•n;•~t~nl~c~c:,~(o;~f~c~c~l;~'f'~'~:,'. ~~~:~~~f~~~)~~\~tft@~J!i~~~
14

.. ,

....

....

..

"

..

over,anllthcsamcprincip\choldsin
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Rhubarb-continued.
Salivary Glands-conlinucd.
b; p.664-G70,9900-902m; p.679
rcjl.cxact ionofthcncnoussystcm,p
-681,9 905 a. Also, C1NCllON.1.,ln335-336, 9 512 a, b; p. 339-340, Q
dcxll.
5141t-andwiththatofurineasthe
unsuitcdtoacuteinflammationsan<lfcresult of cold applied to the surface,
andoflactationthroughthcsamecauver,ibid.
misapplicd particularly in dy~entc~y,
so.tion,p.230-232, Q 422 b-424-and
from neglecting the stimulating vuemployed along with other analogies
tueofthconeandthcpathologyof
to interpret the mo<lus operandi of
morbificand rcmcdialagcnts,physicthe other-the appropriate remedies
al and mental, through altcrative inbeing strictlyantiphlogistic,p.575, 9
890/i. Also,DYsENTERY,/ndcxJ.
fluenccs ofthesamenenous action,
RooET, on nnimal hcnt, p . 238, 9 •138 c.
1bid. Also, SECRETION ANO ExcRi::TION, URINE, ~llLI\, Il1LE, 'VEEPING ,
his opinion of Organic Chemislry as air
pliedtodigcstion,p.153,9348
PARTURITION, Ooons, FEAR, JEA1.concedcs the whole ground of Vital
ous\·, KIDNEY, SKIN, Fooo. &c., / 11Solidism in the development of the
dex JI. ; Suoon1F1cs, Index I .
SAP, C1Rcu1.n10N OF, continuc<l from lnOvum, p. 38-39, 9 64 f.

RoosPT:~~·1~N~NT:~E~~E!~~~~Ro:, QUA.DRU·
aml occasional instances of man'swhenthc\Vill dclermines,throughthe

~~[~1~~asr~n~~:~f:~ ~v[iii~~ :::~~~ o!;~,~

1

ch~~i~ I theory of, analogous to Lu>
eJG'softhcblood,p.817-8 19,91054.
absorption,capillaryattraction ,andevap-

the nervous centres, and thus maintainsan unceasing reflex action that
corresponds cxaclly with the effect
of the voluntary act (and as seen ~!so
i~ voluntary and involuntary re~p1ra.honan<lcontractionofthespluncter
muscles), and holds them in the same

~~~!on ina<lC{}uate cau ses, p. 8 17, q
thecauscsupposed toreside inthclcaf.
and of a chem ical nature, p. 818, q
1054
tile supposed causes of, allowed to he
equally necessary for the blood, p 818
-819, 9 1054-but contradicted by
H.H,1fs experiments, which were in-

Wliit ~~1~tr~~~~:~~ tss ti;:t~t~~:~ ~ ~~~

~~1i1~e: ~o2 ~~~';t ~l~~t~ysical hypoth-

stratingthesubsta11tivcexistenccanrJ
self-acting nature of the Soul and
Principle offnstinct,an~ for illustr~ling the mo<lus operandi of rem edial

playecl by J,tE.010 i~ the important
mattcrofthcc1rculahonoflhcblood ,
p. 823, 9 1055. Also, p. 175-176, 9
350!11-q

~~1~~tl~!:{s:~~~~:~~~~t~~~:~~~ th~~~~i;~~r~~~1!~~1i!rfscfr£f~~ ::~~~~
0

1

g'.mP~fg::~~~~!~f.~;f~f Sc~~~;:~~~::::::'.:;:::7:::ff~::~~ :
Jndcxll.; \V1LL, Index 1. and/I.

856-857,9 1063.

SCARLET FE''E R

Sec FEVER , ScARU:T.

lmi.ex ll
Scm.11..Tz, PROFESSOR,

:;§~~~~~~~~~:~;~ ·q~~~#~;.~;~g(~
motccauscbetheodoroffoo<l,or1ts

often usefu!ly ass?c 1~tc? with Io<lmc

;;~d~~F~;~~;f;~i~~f~;~~;f~ fg~i,~;~~i~~5i;;~;~~~:[:~:~~

Fear,p.630-632,9892.fb,andwceping by Grief, p . 880, 9 1074-an?

892! t; p. 638-639, 9 892% g; p
649, ~ 893; p 659, ~ 893 q; p. 684,

ence offooJin the stomach, through

p. 696-697, 9 926, 927 a
opinions of<listinguishetl physicians as

~~t!111~1~ii;~rse~~~~ri~~~~~c~~?~h~fpsr~l~~ . S~·uR~.~~5 t b;

1081
Scurvy-conti111ud
Secretion and Excrction-co11tin1ud
to itspathologyandtreatment,p.754 1
mcntal,p. 105, 9220 b; p. 107-IIO,
9I002d,e.
Q226-232;p.193,9356a;p. 2l5,
SE.1.-S1cua:ss
9 395; p. 230-232, 9 422 b--424; p

dc~~~d;a!~/~~to~~~a:~~~~~nec~~~!~~=~

~~~~JGi, 9 4~~ !-4!~ ~ ;91:~~?~~6!;,
41

3

ruents of the b?dy, through complex
influcnccs of d1rcctand rcficx action
ofthcnen·oussystcmuponthcstomach,but which soon subside under
the law of Habit, and may be restrain~d by the Will through a counteractmg development of the nervous
power-employed in demonstrating
the substantive existence and sclf.
acting n~ture of the Soul, and is no~
lessapphcablctothemodusoperand1
ofmorbificandremedial agents of a
material nature, 9 JOti7 aa; 9 1077.
Also, EXERCISE, PHTllISIS, \VJ{OOP·
ING·COUGH, faTESTINE, MENTAL
EMOTIONS,TUUNOER,D1sGUST,FEAR,
Joy AND ANGER. REFLU ACTION, 111dcx II.; \V1LL, Index I. and 11.;
ilfedical and Physiolo7ical Commcnta·
ries,vo\. i.,p. 569-574.
SECRETED PRODUCTS
have no existence in the blood nor in
sap, and therefore are not "strained
olf,"p. 24,942; p. 219-227, 9408-

9446 a-447 h; p. 285-~86, 9 455d456b;p.289,Q4Gl;p. 310,Q485;
p.313-314,9488-489; p. 317,¢493
a; p.325-326,Q500ce; p. 335-336,
Q512a; p.339,Q514h; p. 341-342,
9 514t h; p. 344, 9 516d,No.6; p.
348, 9 516 d, No. 13; p. 350-351 , 9
52·1-,No.\; p.355,9526a; p.430433,9675,676a;p.450-452,9691693; p. 478-479, 9 740-741 b; p. 483
-484,9746c;p.546-549,9862-863;
p.563,9889a; p.565,9889/.g; p
630-632,9892f b,c; p.634,9 892!
a,b; p. 637,9892i"d; p.662,9896;
p.666-672,9 902 b-90-la; p. 70<1., ~
943a,b; p.709,995lc; p.710-711,
952 b-g j P· 866-868, 9 1067. Also,
B1u;, MtLJ;, L.1.CT.\TION, PARTURI·
TION, ~lENTAL EMOTIONS,FEAR,JEAt.·
OUS\',FooD, SK!N,COLD,KIDNEY,111·
dcxll.; ORGANIC HEAT, Index]
the fluid prod~cts ~f glanllular organs,
sweat,gastr1cju1cc,&c.,anda!lthe
solids, on_common ground as 1t re·

~~~~ ; : !." 8709o~si 11,~~21 ;3:~ p. 79 I, 9

~t~~:o~1~:Y;~~J:• ~~~~fi~:;1 }!ire~;;~~=!

:•~.ta~· 4;8~1~· t;~~;1;41~. ~s~t~
0

;ge::~i~~~'::~~~~f;~~~a~i~~~ ~~g~1~~
1

th~oar~~f~~t:;p r~sr:~~~~~~ =~~~~~st~1=~~

!h~~~~~~~s~[i~~cof~~\:~~l~~:v:~a :~~

that the bile is not more frequently
affected by the various medicinal
agents put into the stomach"-and

glandular fluids more so than the
membranous; ut supra, and ORGANIC
CoMPOUNos, VtT.1.r. PROPEnTIEs, 0R-

f1i~£~~ :r~~::~!;:.:fJ~i~~~!1~:~1;~ thic:ri~~J=~~~i 1~tF~ :a:1ji~1: ft ;i~~~;

often abo:md in the intestinal canal
-why no manifestation of the "medicinalagcnts"bythehighlyirritalilc
heart ~ p. 527, 9 829.
Also, p. 129131, 9277-284; p. 132-134, 9 289295; andLACTEALs,LY !1PllATICS, ]ll·
dexll. ; VE1Ns,l11dt xl. an.di!.
SECRl::TI01'AND Ex c RETION",
analogous functions the latter being

Cb~ou/,",~.r~r~~n·d~:;c,;o:ml~pnocl•~•~t~
..

..

..

•.•:n;",

~p~~. r.~,1~7:·.;~v1

in~:n~c~- ::~~:~~·a~:~;n:~ ~ction of
thcnervo•1ssystemuponthe1ri'!1mcdiate instruments,whcnthcymll be
simply increased or diminished , o~,
what is greatly more important, van·

~"~'c's~o"u~.~.!P''.~,".<,i°.•,~"~'~Y~1~b;•,.ct,'n'go,~d~i1!,~td1t~b:y~
•

u

11 ..

the causes which bri ng1tintoprctcr·
natural operation, hoth physical anJ

and animals, and each one forever
the same in any given part in its per·
feet state, and mostly composed of
four clements, their ternary or quaternary combinations, ratios and di·
\"Crsiticsinthcirmodesofunion,their
dependence in animals for their per·
fc cted condition upon modifying influcnccsofthcncrvous system, while

~;:~t;,1a:a~J ~~etru~l~t~~~~ll~~rJ ~~~b~J

fluctuationsinanima\sunderthcin.

~l~:n::r::u~irs~c:t:~d ::n~;0 ~;~~nin~~

effectbymcntalemotionsorphysical
agents,andaccordingtothcirprccisc
nature, contradistinguish the laws of

~~~1~i~i~~113a~~~~~a~~ii1~~i~gc~i~~~~~\~~~

b t ~~t,~sI:cfc~a~~!~o
t b1
t
. re
a~Jv\~.
fis [~~~~~c
c~
1

0

1

by the nervous system,p. 21 , 9 22;
p.27-28,¢52-53;

p. 23-26, ¢ 37-4~;
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Skin- continued
flex action ofthe nervous system, as
witnessed in the suddenly increased
secrctionofurineonthccontactof
coldair,andthepro<lucl ionofintcrnal inflammations from the same

cause, or, at othc_r ti1~1cs, in l hc in vigoni.ti ng and curative mflucnces of cold

either through the medium of:iiror
the shower-bath, and as seen in rousing the he.art in syncope, and in the
counteracting cffoct of the cold dash
in cases of narcotic poisoning, &c.,
andinthccffcctsofthehotbath ,
mcdicalcdbaths,andoffriction, upon
int<?rnal organs.-and ~his associated
with the morb1fic action ofmiasms
am.] other analogous causcs,and,-.,.jth
1

~~:I ~'ffe ~~i~} ~~~g~~~~s:~l~~~~~~~ :c~:

where absorption cannot be surmised, and with the more strongly
pronounced analogies derived from
counter-irritan ts, scions, &c., and
uniting with the whole many natura l
funct ions in which the reflex nenous action is the immcdiate cxcitinJ!
causc,asrcspirntion, the motions of
thchcart,ofthcintcstinc,ofthciris,
dcglutition,&c.,andtakingalongthe
importantpartwhicht henervoussystcm contributes in the de\•clopment
of the body from Infanc!.to Adult
age, in pregnancy, parturition, lactation,&c.,arn.lmanyothcr corresponding facts .which the A u t~or brings to
sustain lusconclusionsm respect to
theSkin,hcrecurstothce\·i<lence
suppliedby thatorganofitsexqu isitc
sensitiveness to certain natural stimul i and morhific agents, and the uncqu ivocal dcpcndence ofthcirrcmote
cflCcts upon the nCT\'OUS system, and
endeavors to show tl,at all other

~focn ~s ~n :::u~~~·i~?:t~1~ ~~~s o~fa~~

111

0

1

0

of the soluble preparations ofmcrcury,&c.,whcnappliedtothcsk in,
a~Cct internal parts through the mc<lium ofalterativcinfiuences of reflex

~~~i~~ :r~~~ ~y ti~~·o:o~l:~t~~~mfo;;: ~~

1

11

all the foregoing ana l ogie~.aswcll as
bythcobviousmodcofact1onthro_ugh
8

1

~~~li~~r~~~~1c ;fi~ ;nt~~;n~~~~o~:~1 ~i~~

sue, such as emctics,&c,thatallrcrncdialan<lmorbificcauscscxcrtthcir
effects through that same medium
uponpartsbcyon<lthcscatof thcir
<lircctoperation,p.61,¢133;p.G667,¢148;p. 107-112,¢227-234; p
230-232,¢422-427;p.215, ¢44 0c;
p.253,¢44Jd;p.308-310,¢484485; p.312, ¢487 g; p. 319-3%0, ¢

JOSS
Skin-co11linucd.
494b-dd;p32l,9497;p323-324-,
9499-500c.;p327,Q500i;p.331
-332, 9 500 o-501 c, p.333, 9 503;
p.335-336,9512; p 338,Q514d;
p 339-341, 9 514 g-m; p. 3•13, 9 516
d,No.4; p. 346, 9516d,No.9, p.
348,9516 d, No. l3; p:J49-350,9
520-523; p.351,9524a,No. l ; p
352, 9524c; p.353, 9 524-d,No.47; p.355,9526a; p.359-360,¢527
a-d; p. 416-411,9 649c,d; p 421
-423,9657-658; p.424,96G2a,· p
430,9674d;p.468,9722b;p.520
-521,98260; p . 523-524,9827c-c;
p.525-527,9828a-d;p. 532,9841,
p 592-593,989l!k; p 631-632,9
892.tb,c; p.631, 9892-'!b; p.661663,9894-896; p 665-676,9902904;p.679-681,9905a;p.705,9
9 1l5; p.803,91038; p.832,¢1057g;
p.838,9I057f;p.880,91074,p
64Z-644,9893a-c; 9956, 1088b
SECRETION AND Excr.ETION, SWEAT,
IltLE, S.1.1.1\"ARY GL.\1..-0S, CoLD, Fr.1c'TION, ExE1tc1sE, Orwl1, :'oh NT AL EMoTIONS, FEAR, JEALOUSY, PREGNANCY,
PARTURITION", ORGANS O~' GENERATIO:.-, STo~ucu; ANTlllONY. TARTAR!ZED ; COUNTER - IRRITANTS, Pi.AsTERS,PREOISPOSITION,PATllOLOGICAL
CAUSE, Index II; YouTn, Index I. and
11.; SuDORIFICs,/ndcx I.
it has never been shown, however much
assumed, that the human Skin will
absorb extraneous substances. not
evenwater,asMagendiedecides,and
thcexperimentsrelativetoopium,the
wouraripo1son,thevirusofserpcnts,
hydrocyanicacid,&c.,gotoourprescnt purpose; and this failure ofc:t·
pcrimentstoproveabsorption is farthershownhyaforccJanalogydrawn
from the supposed absorption of wa-

~;;;~;;~~;::I.r•F.:1~;~:nf~H~:~:.

they are quite liable to fail as regards
certainspecialfunctions,and.1two1;1ld
be an equal ground of reasoning with
the foregoingtotheSkinofmanfrom
animals that respi~e by .lh~t organ, or
others by whom it 1s pcnodically shed,
or, in other respects, fremthc regcneration of the Lizard's tail, &c., p
I75-I7G,9350! n-p; p 306-310, 9
1 3
1
6

~~g, 9~it ;b!d ~ ;-!:ti2 i, {S;~ ~.

c; p 530-53 1,9837b-cc; p. 827,9

9

th:o:~e~t~· u g~~'Qb~o~~r~-otization, and

Skin-continued
apphedtotheskin,throughaltcra·
tiveinfiucncesofrcflcxncrvousaction. Sec VoL101AN,lndczJJ.
somepartsof,rnorcsusceptililcofthosc
impressions which occasion morbific
influcnccsofrdlcxactionofthcnervous system than other parts,p 6162,9133-136; p 415-416,9649b;
P· 695, 9 92•1, also AMENORIUIG:A,
LEECHING, index /1.-which reflects
lightuponBrown-Sequard'sobserv<;Ltionsupon epileptiform convulsions,
asproducedbyirrilationofparticu!ar
parts of the sk in, p.-802, 9 1037 a
itseruptivediscascsoftcnoccasionedby
amorbificreflcxactionofthenervous
system instituted by disorders of the
alimentary canal, as manifestly the
caseaficradcbauch,andasseen,
also, in the immediate subsidence of
thecutancousaffoctionundcrtheinfluence of an emetic or cathartic,
which not only arrest the morbific
cause, but determine a curative reflex
action; and which serves as an index
totheph ilosophyoftheoriginofnumerouschioniceruptions,andoftheir
cure
gradual!y alterative remedies
operating through the same reflex
ncrvou_s influen.cc-or, again, a supervening eruptive disease may react
upon and relieve the interna l alfcct ion; and when we associate with
the foreg:oingthehc.tcrog_encousvarietyoftlungsthatw1ll ahke cure the
same chronic crupt ions,whetherintemally or externally applied (even
more various in their physicalpropertiesthantheremellies forintermittents), and other analogous facts
which meet our attention.on every
banll, the philosophy of Yitai Solidism, wielding the magic power of the

hr

~~~:!:i~~1~~;~~~~:\~::;:~~~~~i~:

inorganic world, p. 352, 9 524 c; p
350, 9 527 a, b; p.669-67 1,9 902
i, 111.; p 673, 9 904 b, also, OrwH,
U uMORAL PATH01.oG\",1lEMEDIALAcTION, Index. Il.-and lhe constitutional effects of small-pox, measles, and
scarlatina probably depend upon a.
morbificreflex nervous influence in·
stitutedbythealimentarymucoustis·
11

:~~·e:;a~~~~tf~;ea~sr~;p~fo~ i~1 ~~~mr:~
ccs-cxcep_ting as inoculated small-

r:;u;;~~~do t:i~~v~e~v~~~~~~,,~c/l~~~~
1

of acetic acid applied to the mouth
;md skin of eviscerated frogs, em·

the mucous tissue (mstitutedbythc
artificial pustule), and thence a re-

~~o;~~~c~7e!0~~~;~~;c~n~7cp:J:~~~!~:~

~;~~~i~itct!~~c ug{'~h~h~e~i~ir:I a;r~l~~

1086

1087
11

Sou\~i~i~1°d t~[;~~;ll

Emotions, p. 875-1
877,91072a;p.886-892,91071.
Also, lh:nE:< ACTION, i\l1o:NTAL EllO-.
TIONS, the individual Passions, REMEDIAL AcTtON, subdivison MENTAL

EltoTIONS,/111icz 11.; \VtLL,lndcx.1.
amlll.
philosophyofthc,Vill and Passions,p
296,9•176c; p 877,91072b. Also,
i\h:NTAL E~10TtONs, REltEDIAL AcTION, subdivisio1t l\IENTAL EltOT!ONS,

Mnrn,l11dex.Il.; \V1LL,f11dexl.and
II.
ofllcc of the nervous influence in the
demonstration-unimportant by what
name called, or what. its nature, or
what the theory of its operation, p
898,9L073a;p.SS0--881,91075a
Also, p. 117, 9 23l g; p. 330, 9 500
n-but,whatcvcritbc,itisintcrcsted
as a medium of communication between the Sou l and Principle ofinstinct an<l the chief nervous ccntre
an<l inthephenomenaofintellection,
p.879,91073b;p.892,9l078a,
also,p.281,94501:-an<lthcWill
and Mental Emotions produce their
effects through thesamo mcdium,p
880,9 l075a. Also, MENTAL EMoTIONs,lndcxlI.
no changes instituted in the nervous
centre,p.880-881,91075a
varlousanalog1csbetwccnthccffcctsof
physical agents an<l the Will an<l
?.lental Emotions,p 875--882,91072
-1075; p. 886-892, 9 1077. Also,
REllEDIAL ACTION, s1tbdnns1on MENTAL EMOTIONS,]ndcxll.

lo~l~~I ~~is~~~~:n~~saa~e\~-~~~i;~b~~a~~
p .8 79~80,91074;

p.88!,9107?h

the Soul ma perfect state m Infancy,

p.905,91078q-but its manifcsla·
tions may fai l with the development
ofthebrain,p. 906.91078q
the Soul manifests but little instinct,p
893,Ql078a; p.895,91078cwhichis subject to its control,p 892
-896,Ql098a,b,d;p.898-899,9
1078 g; p. 900-902, 9 1078 i,l,p;
p. 903-90G,9!078q
immortality of the Soul. p.893, 91078
a; p. 908-909. 9 10s.o, 1os1-and
contrastcdwiththcpcrtshablenaturc
of the Principle of fnstinct, p. 907909, Q J079 a, IOSO.

So~:ai~t~~~ngf~~!fi~~~d;.r;;;,c;%~~t~~

p903-906,Q1078q.
cxcessiveexerciseofReasoncontrastc<l
with the early discipline of Instinct,
p.894,'}I078b.

co~e~~~~s~~ ~~~v:i~2 olF:n~~~~~. ~~rd'~~~

°'"",~~,:,'~'~';~~;~;n,
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SPttIN~TEP.

Stomach a1HI lntcstine-contimud

i'i1uscLu,

action of the nervous system institutcJ by those primary impressions,
with the exception of what may be
due to continuous sympathy-and,

employed to illustrate the slowly progrcssive operation of remedies and
morbificcauses through an unintcrruptcd altcratirn influence of reflex

~!!~td~&'::3~~~~~~liJr<·:~~ 'f;

fits~:~;£~rt~:~~~~~F~~~!:~!~a~~~f~
specia l functious, Its s1iccial rcla-

TIVEs ; ANTUIONY,TARTARIZIW, HY·

lions to the nen·ous system, and the

p.679-GSI, 9905a.

Also,A 1.TER.1.-

subor<li~at i on ofallflarts of the body
am! of mstinct to its final cause of
supplyingall partswithnutrimcnt,p

DROPttoou, V1aus oF, I ndex 11.

Coao--<:ontinued from I nda I,
late discoveries relative to its slructure anJfunctions,p.802-803,9
1037
experiments upon, and the brain, by A.
P. \V. Philip and Le Gallois to Jctcrminc the laws of the vital fonc-

SPINAL

41,965;p.62,9135a;p.63,9137
c;p.65,9 I43c;p.129-I31,9277
-284; p. 143-146,9 322-326; p. 148
-149,9336; p l93,9356a; p 2IG,
9399; p 229,Q419c; p 289,946 1 ,

8

by tl~ c Author Ill demo_nstraling the
modusopcrandiofmorb1ficandrcmcdial agents through alterative inf1uenceofrcflcxactionofthenervous
systcm, and of the \Viii and Mental
Emotions by direct action, p 295321,9476-494. Also, Ri::F'u:x AcTION.M.:NT\l.ElloT10Ns,lhein<livid~-a~~:3JJ"n3, /ndez fl; \V11.1., Index
SPONTA1'EITY OF BE1sG Sec GESERATIOS, SroNT.\NEOus, !ndcxl.aml II. ,
SQu11.L,
a stimulating Expectorant, un suited to
acute inflammation, and employed by
tbeAuthortoillustratcthe principles
which should go\·em the treatment of
pulmonicdiseases,p.638-610,989~

/,g

b-dd

tions of the stomach, it is s imply an

~

"

'" ,

""

...

~o~ff;:::~1rso~sf ~~:s sitr~1~:·;~~:\~1~~~:
~:r~~~r;n~ttc~~~~:r!~:·o~~~· ~:~;<l t~;

tcstinelightuptlisenseinallothcr

exertthcirprimary
..

1

~';~~\:~1~v}~~~;oj;~~a~ca;1~/~~~ii~~: ~~~
~~~:1 ~~~tc:li~i:~~::y s{.~~~~tl~~~c~~~

ha~~n!ec~~~~;~!~~~~sr:i~~;~,0r~1~~r7~~~~

,

tion of the tissue, as seen in thcmo,'emcntso ftl:i emusculareoat,inthecontraction of the sphincte r ani, in the
actofswa\lowing(p 338-339,9 5 14
g, and index JI.), in ~he glow and
moisture that often spn ng from the
tirst contact offOOll with the stomach,
andinthespasmsthatariscfromits
mcchanicalirritation,andinthcvom-

J,

cy (p 250-251, 9 411 c; p 327, 9
500 1-k; p. 336-338, 9 5J.1 a--c; p
339-310,Q514h; p. 355-356.9512
a,b; p 374 , 9576,d; p 579-580, 9
890~ d; p. 590-591, 9 89If b; p.
592-fl93,989lfk; p.666-669,9902
c-g), and lakingalo~gman}' uncquh·ocal cxarnplcssupphedbythcl\lateria
Medica, as cmelics, cathartics, small
<loses ollartarize<l antimony(secthe
Articles, /tldcz 11.), and connectirig

STrnu1.,1,NTS. See TONICS, lndc:c Tl.
STOllACll ANO l.STESTINE, continued from
/ ndcxl. See,also,DtoESTJOs,lndex
II.,

11

~u:w~;~:i:~rf~:tit~~!~o1~~ 0{~~1ci~~;:

1

with Strychnia upon
thespinalconl.an<l acetic acid to the
skin, employed to illustrate !\ut~or's
doctrine of the modus operandi of
morbificandrcmedialagentsthrough
rctlc'< action of the nervous system.
p. 287-289, 9459c-g; p.319, 9494

·i

::ii

667-669, 9 902 t--g; p. 896-897, 9
1078t-;-and cons~d~ring with this the
cxquis1tesusccpttb1\ityofthcgastrointestinalmucoustissuei nitssympa1hct1c sensibility (scarcely inferior to
that of thclungs) toa\•arictyofcauscswhoscrcmoteclfcctsarcmanifcst-

:~g!~~~~i~~t~!n~ 1\~i~rse;1~~:J \~1n~~~~~

ST~~~ 1 ~~Perimcnts

tke

5 3

a-f!; p 668-669, 9 889 m, mm; p

~~~~·~F}~~:~:~Yi~i~;:~~t~~:f~;

ST:;;~:~~:t;• ig~rk"''o"' 10 Paihology,

i~~:;ua:~;:~~X!l:~ht~~~l:fi~:!~~:~~~
~.·h~ o~u~ :,~,~ 1',~,~1~,',',;,g.:,~!n: '"u,!n~1t:~s,1~:o~f;,~ n',~ ;

f~ ~s~g~~ ~;~7!; ~ ;'3-~~~. t
3

~~~1 De~~~~~:t~:~e~.t~~~~~~~p1~;!J
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YCSicants, the shower.bath, friction,

1090
Stomach and Intestinc-co11tmued

&c. (see

SKIN,

and other Articles),

~01:•'.!K1'.'H~~1!::~;,i~~~[,~:~~c~;;
•

rcath!y accessible through our index·

es, we entertain the belief that our
1

"Strainagc"-continued.
p- 34-36, 9 62 a-1; p. 62-64, Q 1359

i'.~~;:i.':~:o ~:~~ ,h~.1i~.~~~:J~

d; p . 484, 9 748 ~ p 783, 9 1031 b;
p. 788-789, ¢ 1032 a, h; p 801, Q

:1f~~~~;:fi~!;f;~~~~J!,!~~ ~;1:n~:~~~~

l~:~,; ;~;:, ~~~~;:::~:£!~::~:~~

mcntal,cxcrtthcirelfccts,andofcontradi stinguis hi1~g the 1-:ws o_f organic

a[so,T1ssuEs,Jndex J .; Mucous T1s-

tial medium 'hrough which all remcTt.L E)!OTJoNs, Index Il
dialanJmorbificcauscs,physicaland 8TRUCTU1t•:·: -continucd from Index 1.;
from tl~ose of inorganic beings, an<l
of rcdauning from lhc Laboralory of
the Chcm!st the several great branchesofl\lctl1cine,m1ght be safely left to
the accumulated proof upon the subj~ct before u~, but, nevertheless, inv1tc the attention of the Reader to the

~:~i1C:N u~:eR!~~E!r~~~m~E~:R~:;1~
Nrn,·ous SvsTE~1,J-ndcx IL; and ORGANIC C11E~!lSTRv,V1uL PROPERTIES,
ORGANIC LIFE, OncAN1cCo,11POllNOs,

SToM~~~:r;;~o~·:·\:;o~~uM, &e., lndex I

suE, J ndcx ~-and ~I.
analogies '!f simple !issues, p. 52, ¢ 8589-<listmguishcd from the compound
or complex organs which they com·
pose although compounded themselves,p 52,53,985,89,91,92
e\·ery part a labyrinth of <lcsigns, p 59,
¢ 130-eac:h simple tex ture, m com-

0

1

f~~~r ;;~~~1~, ~1zs,~~s owri organic
structure o_f general body radiated and
symmetrical, p. 53, 9 93-95
gcneral<livisionoforgansandfonctions

~~e~~1~~::~~~ti~~~ ~~~r~=~~~~1~:i.'.1~~~

op~~;i~~~~~£~~}t:i?fan:~~~i~!i1~1~i

~~: ~~:rl:~; ~!~ ~:~1~~~;1~~~~~~tl:~~~~

the samcinprincipleaswhcn s~dden
death is produced by hydrocyamcac·
kl,thevirusofserpents,drinkingcold
water when fat igued in.hot weather,
and illustrated by Le Ga\101s·s and

pcnsableorgansof a complex nature
generally single, p. 54, 9 109 a; p.
285,¢455c-butthc most essential
parls?rctheextremeartcr ialvcsscls,
to winch the moreeompound organs
arc subordmate,p. 54, 9 109 b; p

~~~~\'.P~~ l~7~~~:ct;;~t~~ 1~;, ;~i~~!

or:::~ ~n~ }u;ng~i:~~\:1;S;~ to species

~~:;~t~1?;t!J~1su~~~r~~1~tb~~~!c :r~~
lossofblood,apop l exy,Joya~danger,

p. ll4, ¢ 234e; p.296, 9476 c; p.
297-299,9476!-c-477a.; p. 300-301,
9479-480; p.304, 948lg; p.307308,¢483c ; p.319,9 494b; p. 334
-335, ¢ 509-511; p. 40~-403 , 9 634,

06

hfe ~~c~s s:;{,-;/. 5:,r~an10°L~?i!:Jl:~
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1

andtheirsympathe!1cmflucncesupon
the gei:ieral orgamsm of animalsamlthe1r<levelopmentafinalcauseo f
the whole in p lants and animals,p
55-56,91 18-123; p. 376-380,9578;

"sJ~f~:J;,~;5;g~~i 99~;s a-d; p. 670,

~~~~:~:~;,~;:•h,~fjo, i,~;;"1J'.

the prc\•ai !ing doctrine of, opposed by
the Jaws wh ich govern healthy ~n<l
morbid states, by the. cndless,•ancty

l awofd 1 smembcrm~nt as 1t r.esp~cts the

germs and peculiarity of hfc m secJ
and egg, p. 56, 9122, 123.

~~~~~~:~ "ii#,~frJ~;f~g
Oui<ls of the animal body by reflex or

morgamc bodies, p. 15-33, 9 7-60;

~!1r~c~;c;~~n a~~l~;Y ns~;;D;/~;t~~~

t;;~~r;~\~;:~~~~~~r~~ ~~op~~~cbft

admittc<l fact that theyrox1ma.tes of

otherw 1se,1b1d.,p.189-19_0,9350ln,

~~~~d~,:~;~:'. lfJ_t:'.~~~~:".;~ ~~;

~El!~~E:,~;;~~:~r~~~:fu:;::~

109 1
Structurc-conti111icd
ly, p. 796-799, 9 1034.

Co~1·
l'OSITlON,ORGANICC0~1roUNUS,VITAL

Also,

PROPERTIES, 0RGAl\'IC LIFE,CllEMIS-

TRY,0RGAN1cC111rn1sTRY, I ndex I.

Structure-continued
the foregoing_ mollifications o~ vital
endowments m the different tissues
and parts of a continuous tissue, p
63, 9163 c.
•

•h~~~~~r~;11~·~~~~;~;.~:~~1i:i •h~n m:,~:;~'.;fi;;~ :z: :.~i·i,j,~:
3

toryof thcOvum, p.36-49,963-80
-and by Cclls,p. 51-52, 984-and by
tbedcvcloprncntofccllsincxtravasatcdblood,andmorc particularly from
their gcncratien in simple protoplasm,
p. 8l3--814, 9 1051 b
theproperties,functions,andlaws cannot be deduced from the structure,
exceptinconnexionwithan observationoftheresults, which is the main
source of information, p. 3, 9 2c; p.
50-51, 9 83 c; p. 59, 9 130, 131; p
86--87,9176,177;p.218,9406;p
353, 9 525 a; p.354,9 526 a; p
801, 9 1036-with analogies, also,
1b1d., and p. 223,9 409 e-yet a
knowledge of st r uctur~ is indispcnsablc, and at the foundat1on ofall medicine,ihid

lndex 1.
the natural modifications which tissues
and compound organs undergo in
their structure and vital endowments
in th~ progress of life give rise to
newd1seasesandmod ificationsofformerdiseases,andnewsusceptibilities,
and develop or mo~ify the pas.sions,
and affect the cleta1\s of practtce,p
68-69,9153-159; p.373-383,9576
-584; p . 401-402, 9 633.
certaintissuesor partsofacontinuous
tissuemoreliabletocliseasethanothers, and to clegrees ofse\•erity, accordingto thenatureofthecompound
organ in which they may be associated,p.64,9138, 139; p.70 9160
-Hl2

caf~ ~:~~~i~!~~~1g~~~1:01J;fi~~~i;~~c:;

th~:J~e:;~~~~sino~r5;ff~::~~onti~~~c;itt~

vital endowments, and these clistinctionsbecomemore remarkableinthe
ngetable kingdom, where they cor~espond with the morc fu ndamental cl1stinctionoforganizingcompounclsout
of the elements of matter-and undergo changes from infancy to adult
age-andthesecliffcrencesareforther

their relation to <liffcrcnt compou ncl
orga!1s, ancl ofcl i ~erent parts of 11
continuous tissue, illustrated by tahularv iewsoftheirrelative liability to
inflammation,andtherelativedegrees
of danger, and the relative proportions of loss of blood as may be requiredbyonepartoranotheraccord-

1

1 111

cnccs; p.535-53!.1,9847-850; also,
Ao.U'T,1.TION, L.~ w OF,

~~~~tctieb~~;J~~~~~~; it~;·i~~ti~ ~ :f

!~fic~ tht!; mc:; G:~~~ocf~fe~'. p.'~i~~

rnorbific and remedial agents, by the
varieties in a common form of cliscase,
especially inAammation-and these
differences in vitalenclowmcntsex ist
indifferentpartsofoneandthesame

73, 9 160-162; also, Ili.ooo:.ETTING,
INF L A~DIATION ; BRAIN, 1NnAml.\TIONOF, l ndexll.
tabular statement, indicative of the liability of different tissues ofthe same
nature, remote from each other, to
sympat~1ize together in their <l i ~eases

continuoustissue,asintbegastro-in~

i 1~i-~t& ;Pp~;3~ :51:i;; :·:~~g;

tcstinal and pulmonary mucous, p. 15,
1

9I72,173;p.89,9IS5;p.98,9
l9la,b; p.138,9303t; p.140-14 1,
9 306, 307; p. 218, 9 406; p. 229230,9 419 c-422 h; p. 353, 9525a;
p . 354, 526 a; p. 373-380, 9 576579; p. 473, 9733 b; p. 480, 9 741
c; p. 522-523,9927 h, c; p. 671, 9
904 b; p. 8~5-816, 9 1052 a.
each part has its own natural stimuli

~~~~~~~?c~ t~n~hcfu~~~r~~a:,it~:cl 0!a~~
~~~~lt:1~1;'a~~ ~~y8~~e;~i1~~r~~s r~~

other parts-though arterial blood 1s
adaptc<l to all parts, p. 62-63,9 137

mi:/,l~s6i~1P~a~3!/from not regarding

0

11

8

~~~p~~~,\~:~;· :;~~:i~'.la~~~~~;~~ :t~o~~
1

oftheprinciple, p.353-:-35S,9 525526-aml anothershowmg t here!ative liability of different tissues, respcctivcly,when morbidlya~ectcd,to
continuous sympathy in their several
parts, by wh ich reflex actions of the
nervoussystcmaregcnerated,andcxplanations, p. 354-356, 9 526 a-d, and
inconncx ionwithtablcsatp.70-73,

~~r~h\~~~:r0£~~~:~:c6;'QfL~l&~o3:o~e~
~1u::i~~:~~1~~8; ~;~~ftM:;r~·~;g ~~~~

basis of an extended plulosophy in
Physiology, Pathology, and Thera-

~;r~t1~~~-;:~~t~fro:~~~s e:;d~!~ii~~ ~~
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Structure- continued

Struclu re--wnlinued.

~~~~f~~!:~~v=c~~~~~o;~~Su~i~;. ~1~~
0

9406
the simple t issues the seats of disease,
and a_ k nowled~e, therefore, not only
of thc1ranatom1cal,butof the s1iecial
vital characteristics of each is indispensable in practical medicine, p. 52,
985;p.61,QJ33- 134;p.63,Q I37
b, c; p. 64-65, <i 138-143; p. 67, 9
149-15 1 ; p 467,¢718,&c.
uponthepcculiaritiesin thcspccial vital
cndowmcnls of each t issue depends
grcatl}'. the charact~r of disease and
lhe cflccts ofrcmcd1es and ofm orbific
causes, ascxcrted through refl cx nerv3

~~:; a~~i~~6~4~i,-i 71~, ~~8~ !'. i~~

1

3

-656, 9 892 n
the forego ing special endowments of
thc tissues respccti\·ely, and thercforc th cir specia l modifications in cliscase,conform to thcgeneraln aturcof
the complex organ of which they may
forrncompone ntparts,p. 64,9 138

th~!i~ai~i~1f:i~p~~~~r~~~~~1~i~:~~~1n~~:

pr~~~t~na~~~~ ~~~~f1~~~~!~: a~:lf;1~~~~:J

bya simultaneous explosion of discaseinallorgans,asin idiopathicfcvcr,whcn,also,asinglcremcdymayhe
adcquatctothecurc,an<l even when
complicated with local inflammations,
p. 65-61, 9 143 b-d, 148: p. 367, 9
557; p.464,¢712; p. 4 6~66, Q
7 15; p.535-539,9 847-850 ; p . 664,
9QCO; p.713,9956; p . 731-732, 9
907 c, also, Rt:ivma:s, FE\'ER, h:FLAMMATION, PREDISPOS1T10N, index
/I.; ADAPTATION, L .n v o~·, i ndex / .but where inflammations arc aucmlant upon feve r, and where many or-

~:t:~ i~fl~~~a::~'::~~ o~~c~~~:::~if

dis~ase 1 the affections arc apt to
spr1~g up consecu th·cly as sympathet1cconsequcncesofcachothcr,
iMd., andCAUSE s,MottnlFIC, J ndcxJI.
next to the distinction hctwcen Animals am] Plants which relates to their
mo.Jcsofsubsistencc is theincorpo-

~:~~7c ~~ ~~:m~e~~~~~~~~~n~: ~;i,d pg:r~~

a ~ariety of nat~ra l changes,

.
of the ammal and organic life of An-

~~te~11d~e~~5 };o~~ ~l~;i~\ ~~~~er~~~rt~~~:
5
1
1 1
0
~l~i~y ~0ut1~~iil~ t~ii s ~~i~h~ f:~!<l ~ti~~

~~s~:~~i~·~ t~~fa~1li~:~~~~ s~:1~!~~i~.~~;:
1
:~~tstl~;~~~ !~~a~~~e~e~;~~~~ aar!~

of disease and its cure-white, also,
all morbid states increase the susceptibil ity of the org~nic properties
tothcactionof rcmc<lialaml morbific
agents, and the disposition toun<lcrgo changes, p. 6 1, 9 133 c; p 63, 9

mainlaincd in one harmonious concert of action, p. 54-55, 9 1IO-I l 6;
p 63, 9 137 e; p. I IO, 9 232; p
284-286; p. 290-295,9462-475 ; p
326, 9 500 g; p. 330, 9 500 n; p
474-475,9733(-i-fromwhicharises

pen~s

1

65 6

1

1

~~~~:~ \ ii ; ;. ~7, 99 {;;, i~~ f;
p 4 14,Q642b; p 665,990 1.

Also,
GEsTATION', LACTATION, bidcz Il. ;
YouT11, Jmlcz l. a11d ll

inc'i~~.'n!~~.-,.:,".~~ns~{ats,iboe'.l ~,?o"eo~-~:c,;,:,'.,",:,'~u~F,.~,'.~
-..

... u

uU

._

·'

"

1

1

1

fc~t~=~~~fi°!~c~fi; ~f:1~~i ;a~ ~~~~~!f;~

ofthewhole,an<lrcn<lcrsthemequally amenable to remedies; but alterative re!lcx nervous in !1ucnce not

~~~illfs;~c~p~~c;~4!28~~· 4~~;G t;:

99
-and ultimately il\ustratcdbythe

~~c~i~~;s~~~o~c;~:tdi;p at~i:;:c~~~u~~
0
~~s~~~~~;t~.ft°~~~s ~~ai~:~~i~~~~c

!~:~;~ ~~ ~1~~~~s,a~~!:t11~! ~ ~t~~~s5)~~~
;:fka~~~i~~~~~~~h ~~~l~~J!~:n$:t~c~]~

6 1-62,9 133-134, J37a--e; p. 63, 9
I37d;p.64,9 13S;p.65,9143 ;
3
6 9 1
ro :(
prcsentsa problemfor OrganicChemistry, p. 63-64,9 137e; p. 652-656,

ogy and Therapeutics, p. 284-289, 9
454-4Gl f ;p.2\'l5-335, 9476-511 ,
1

m o~~il.~ lc~Js·c:, 'i~J~;hi~~

9 893

11,

&c. ~ p.

~74.'
9 904 b
6 1

\·a~inag ~~,~~i~ru1~~1!it:is s~ ~~~~~~~:;:1f;r:~

1

~~~~~~~~:s~i;;t;;~·l. ;A{~~ 1.~~~~~

dcx l . 011dll
the natural sympalhiltic relation ofor-

~~~s,~~r~~~ghn~~,.~~~e:;.i~~~,~~fl:~ ~~;

gr?atcst practical importance, and

the nature of a part, through which

~;~n;;,s~h~~l~~~~~t~r;dc~.o~~~~fd.P~

ifications,p65, 9 143a

spects tissues and complex organs ;

~~:.~:r~1~iifri:~i~:~::.~f!~i:::1~~~

!~::~dTr~:.2~.1";~~.~.-. :~'1' ~~:
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Stru~~:cs~:~~~=~::;c; REllEDIES, BLOOD· Suga:i~cA~!~::~:~j: 1~lb1ooJ,
LETTING, In~cx

II

1031 b; P· 789-790. 9

th~!~~dm~;~~~~1~5~~1:~~~~~i~~~i~~~~c1~;~~
cmlv1talen<lowmentsoforgans and

~~s~:;s 11 ~~~o~~ei 1 ~J~~~~:.n~~~ 8~~~~~

129 d-i; p. 67, 9 149-151; p.73, 9
1

~ ia~ rr ~~s~ r1i:~~~~;~2!\ i~i
6

1

1

c; p.66 1-663,¢894--896-rn conscquenccofwhic h .a n dasa~at u ra l resqlt of the establish~d relat~ons, rem-

p. 9

1032

785,

b

do~~l~ti~~~·:x~~t i~n i~ni ~~~~t~[lt!~~ ~~~
lived p783 - 793,¢ 1031 b- 1033

ve~~~r~~.f;od7 ;;,t ~1~~;st~? t o its pro-

diabetic, formed by kidney, p. 789, <)

!~~~ t=r~~\~~~~d~~i~~~e~:~·t;i~~~~:

mcdu\laoblongata.p. 792,9I032d
saccharine matter not absorbed by Jacteals, p 788, 789, 9 1032 b

of:

~!~,:,~:~:~~J~~~~;~;·;~~~:Eo!fi~~ s.:'::'.~:~:::.J~~;~~~r;,;~~~ 91~;3,9

~~iif!f};ff;i~It~if3~~~2~~; in~~;~~!~~t£}rn~~~;:Jt~JJ~7i~

Also, R1n1El'I£':', SKtN, l ndczll.
hence, in view or the foregoing natu ral
relations, and the differences in the
vital constitution of tissues and organs, we readily understand the

systcm,p 530,~837c; p.533,9842;
p 577, Q 890 o. Also, LEAO, ACEor; SIL\ ER, NITRATE OF; 01'1u~1 , CoLD, f rECA CUANllA, 111dcr. IL
ETHER , A!W OTllER AN1Es-

TATE

SULPHUR I C

f~~ti~1ddf~e~~~s:a~:~~y h~': ~ft S:r~f~~

fac~~E~~~ ~rguments to show thqt they

maybe <lislurbedbydiscasc of one,
p . 55, Q ll7; p. 59, 9 12911; p 6465, Q l40-I43 c; p- l 07-IOS, 9227,
p . .332. Q 501; p.339-310, Q 514 /i,
p 35!.J-360. Q 527; p 36 1, Q 529 b;
p 415. Q 617; p 423-42 ~. ~ 660; p
465-467, Q 715--719.
STRYCHNI.\ ,

arc n_ot 1:1llsorbcd, but prod uce their
constitutional effects through alte.rativeinfluenceofrcflcxncrvousact1on
-the p h ilosophy ~cin.g the same as
concerne~ in. rcsp1rat1on, wher~ the
reflex act10n. 1s ~ nstitute<l by an mapprcciahleim tatwn ofthe pulmonary
mucous h ssuc---and illustrate, a lso,

0

en~;%i~~~~~r~~l~~t! ~v.~~a\~~1~~su1~ro~:
11

that artsefromtcetlung,in<l1gest1ble
food, &c., an<l with traumatic tetanus,an<linconnex ionwith thecoun-

5

~~~ci~~:t~:cJi~;~P~~~~:~i~ sc~~ ili~i~;:
11

1

p 522-523,Q 827 b-d; p 862-864-,
1066, p. 67 1, 9 904- b Also, p
101-102, 9 201-202; p. 282-283, 9

9

~~::;tri~~:~~~::~~~t~fe~f:t:?E~?:E~ Sur£~~1~~~0xa~.~E:T;1~~:u;t·

AN.E s-

0

~~::~;~:~:t}<lr:~tf~~0~~b};:~~~t;~~~~ su:~~:~E~i~~t~;~~r::~J~~~~~~~~;~!~i

system, p 109-110, 9 230-232 p .
111, ¢ 233.f; p 319, Q 494, b,
p
33l, Q509 ; p 338,95 14d;p
5527, 9 828 a- d; p 590,9 89l t b; p

through alterative influence of reflex
action o~the nervous system, and of
t he1!1od1ficationsof that innuenccaccor?mg to t.he nature of the_ cause,

~~,~1:~f~:,~~l~c~i~~d[i~f:?:1'~In-

applied to the tongue, Leeching the

Suood:1~1~~. -~=~·J~d;;~'. 9l~:o~ ;·WEAT,

~h~~i~~t!:~~:~f i~~~;::~?o~vsa~%1\ ~

Ac m.

ANT1sru~1 om c s,

SK IN, ANTUIOXV,

Con· EE,

T"nT.1.RIZED; \\' .\·

Suo":~nA~~:·L~nfo II.

~~~~:~·~~~!~ :~~~~;!li~~~~?~::~~;;~i
1

natu re corrcspon<l with the nature of

; ~n~1~~t;n~'d~r.;;;i::i~~ 1i~e ~e~~-~~~
1

whence derived,p. 781--793 , ¢ 1031 b1033.

mnuence, p. 666. 9 902 b; p. 673675, Q ~0-1 b. Also, p. 107- 109, 9

Eufna;r;~;:~~.' :i1 J'~~su~~ 0:x~!~:n~:Jr~

;~~-(~;~ Cn~~r:; :-f~!~1~1N~~t~~~;
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Suppositories- continued.
Sweat-continued.
SYMPATHY, CONTINUOUS ; l:w1. ... ~1~ueffect in the latter than the former
TION, Index 11.; NER.,,ous Powi::R,
cases. p.107-109,¢226-230; p.111,
9233t ; p230-232,Q422b-424;p.
l ndexl.a11dJ[.
SuPPURANTS. Sec SETON, CouNTEn-lR250-251, 9 441 (; p. 335-33ti, 9 51:?
RITANTs,JndezlJ.
o,b,p338,9Ql4d;p.339,9511
SuPPURATION---continued from lndczl,
It; p 350-351,9 524; p 355, q 526
designed f~ruscful cnJs,and its design,
a; p 451-452, 9 692 a; p 546-550.
9862-863/; p 550,¢863d; p.!)92
along with the production oflympl1,
-593,Q89lfk;p-63!-632,9892J.
displayecl cspcc1allyin deep-seated
abscesscs,p.471-474,9732b-733
f1.634,¢892!a.b;p - 66J-664,9894
Also, p. 546-547, 9 862-863; and
-900; p 665-669, ~ 902 a-i; p. 678,
9904d; p. 704,9943a. Also.Si::c1u:·
Mucus, Pus, LYMPH, INFL.o.mt.o.TtoN,
111dexll
TJON .um ExcnETJON, SK1N, STJtucSw.1Lr.ow1NG, DEGLUTITION,
TURI':, H\·DERNATl!';G A:-;1M.1:..s, R1mlike the invo\unlary and voluntary :icts
l: on:~; ANTIMONY, T.rnTARIZEO, Inda:
of respiration. and contraction of the
11. ; NEa~ous Pow1m, 111dcx I. a111l
sphinctermusc\es, illustralestheeoin11.
ciJcnees be!ween the physical age~ts
employed to illustrate modus operandi
of Astringents through a.Iterative in·
and the 'Viii as equally substantive
causes,andtheircommondependence
Jluence of reflex action of nervous
uponthenenousinfiucnce (reflexm
system, p. 530, 9 837 c; p 533, V
onecase,directmtheothcr),astheir
842;p577,Q890o
medium ofbringing the organic struc- Sn1oor.s, C11E111c.1 r.,
turcsinto action, and employed, also,
as carried mto Physiology, adm11ted to
inadvancingtheAuthor's demonstrabe fallacious, p 779-782. Q 1029,
1030
lion ofthe opcrationofmorbificaml
r~mcd i al agents and the 1\Iental_ Emo- Sn1r.o.T11\·-:--continucd fro:n lmlc~ 1.,
lions through the same causatton, p
under _this comprehens11·e Jes1gnation
nre mcluded remote, connguou.s, and
338-339, 9 514 /, g. Also, REnEx
ACTION, MENTAL EMOTJO~s.RESPIRA<011timw11s S)'mpalhy. the first two
TtON,SPHINCTEn MuscLEs,Sour. AND
rcprcsentingreflcxact ionofthcnerv
IssTrnCTIVE PRINCIPLE, Index 11;
ous .system, anc.1. the last hrning no
'V1L1.,lndc:r.l.and JI.
mamfcst conncx1on w1th that acuon,
but rrobahly influenced by the nen·es
S WEAT-continued from Index I. Sec,
a[so,Suoorm·1cs,)11dexl.,
sofarastheyforma.componentpart
an unimportant evacuation, abstractly
ofthc1·arioustissucs; and under the
11

~~~s;~~r:::n~~~m ~~J~s:e~~~~:r~~dt~:

fa~~:r:~ ~:~!~n~~i;:ua::c~r~~n;~3 ~~~

others, and induced by causes of an
interna\naturethatimpartanalterative influence to the reflex acti~.m o.1

numcr_ous cxpenments brought to
thelr1llustrat10n.andmtroduc:edby
t he Author for the purpose of app!y ·

~~1;1:r~~~~:::~:~ ;~:~;},f~~~;:.;:

~~=~:,~~,::~~~~'.~tsro ,~~b;~~~;,~:,~

occasioned by remedies, 1t 1s conformable to the nature of each one, or as

011 the general Uses of the Ne11wus

~~~~e~cal a~d~~frs ~~~ ;~~~;:! ~ 1~:;;e~~

01~~~~ 2~{'¢c~~~d;~~ of Nerw,

sion that may be thus mad~ upon the

Syuem , p. 284-290, Q454--461
(W'S

p

of Action ~J 1llotor Neri;cs of

~£ ~?~:~:tEl1:~'~::~;~~~:::

Lot~ ~'::~:~S;•;:.:.~;:::~,::~

~;~~~~· }~~~ ~~;:~;f:~:~~tf~~~;.t~Pc:.

01~ ~I~; ;S~in~~2[;~~~: ~- ~;~295, ~

brtwcen the sudonfic effects of hot

cacuanha,lossof blood,opium,&c.11

7

tl1e Ccrcbro-Spmal System, p. 292,
1

4?3-475, p.802~03,9J037b .

~~'~;~e o~~~:lin;f a~a~~si;1~;1c :~~~~ E~h~n~' i~;1 s~~n~~~~~~,:~~~:p~~:d ~~
\ant,whilcintheothcr1t1s profound

~.~1,~~'.,~: ~~£:~~:c"~~~~·~;;..~~

influence upon morbuJ\y suscepttlllc
parts,and,thcrcfore,withfar greater

1

1

Pathology and Therapeut ics

.

"tr~~~~~fd?,~i!.t~;; ~~~~t~{
476-47!1, p. 803-804.Q 1039; p
805-807,Q 104-1
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Sympathy, &c.-<:ontinucd.
derived fromthatofthcnervewhich,

~~~!\ t!\~a~~=f~~r~:s~J:e~v\~i:~c r~~i;~
actions of the nen'ous system arc
conducted (and is thus employed by
l\hillerandotherPhysiologists,p.349,
9 520; p 352, ~ 524c, &c.), and the
only distinction between them con·
sists in the greater limitation of the
former to the ccrcbro·spinal axis as
thccentralpartsforreflcctcdactions,
while conliguous sympathy is mani·
festedmoreparticularlythroughlocal
centres, which may consist ofcither
theganglia.ofthesympathcticncrve,
or of plexuses of nerves, or of some
portionofindividualncrvcs(thclast
ofwhichtheAuthor,aswillbcsccn,
had considered probable, and which
has been rncentlycxpcrimontallyas·
certaincd), but is, doubtless, always
associ:itedmoreorlesswi~h rcflcxac·
tionsconductedthroughthcbrainand
spinalcord,asconspicuouslymani·
fested intheaction ofVcsicantsand
Leeches when applied over some internal inflammation, and, in its more
circumscribcdaspect,inthcexamples
ofdilatationofthcirisatp.673-674,
9904b,andofthcsciaticncrveatp
838, 9 1057;-and it now remains
onlytorefcrthcinquircrforthcpracticalapplicationsofremolf!sympathy
to the sections embraced under the
Article Rt:FLJ:!X ACTION o~· THE NER\'·
ous S\'STE~t, /ndexll. ; while he will
find under the following sections the
combined aspects ofrcllcx act ion as
conducted more or less through local
ccntrcsoflhcnervoussystcm,andits
main centres, with various illustra-

~i~~~~~~0d0c~~~na~~~!1~~:111i~' o~ ~~~-=

Sym1>atl<i'"f , .i mil"' Ti"'""•P

2S9,9458-46l;p.293.9473c;p
294, No. 5; p. 3 12, 9 487 g; p. 319,
9494dd;p.321,9497;p.323,9
499a;p.334,¢507;p.313-344,9
.'JIG d, Nos.3-5; p. 345-346,¢516
d, Kos.7-9; p. 349,¢520-522; p
353,9 524d, Nos.4-7: p. 642-644,
-9893a.-c;p.646-653,9893e-n;
p. 803,91038;p.838,91057t
S\·~1rATflY, CoNTINuous,
anolddcsignation,andliablctothcoh·
jcction ofbeingco_nfoundctlwiththc
laws of reflex action, and therefore
thcAulhorproposedthcsubstitution
ofco11tinuousrnfluc11ce(p.322,949B
a)-is common to Plants as well as
Animals,bu~tli!Tcringin the l atter~ot
onlyaccortlmgtothenaturcof t1s-

~~~~1c~bJ\~gsof:1rc :;:~~e i:t~~~;;[, !srf~
the\•einsantllymphatict<),butbythc
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Sympalhy, Continuous-continued.
Symptoms, Morbicl-continutd
incorporationofthcnerves inallanic.lcscribc the nature, scat,&c., ofcli:t
mal tissues (p. 483-484, 9 74~ c), and
cases, and often assisted by a know~

~l~e
c mo'n:t,1•.lin'~u~o~u~51m~~;n£n~cio'a~if~,o~m~ip~~on>.'n<lt~it~o
..
,, ...

~;~~~.
t~\c6[;~d~.p~;~~3~~u;ei7J~
68I;p. 459,9705a;p-500,9789;

point,orasscen incrysipelas,but
sometimes remarkably limited in its
progress,asatthcdivergenccof"eins,

p.560-56I,9885-887; p- 487-4 89,
9 756; p. 509,9 811; p.510,Q 813
h;p.545,/;1859h;p.561,(1886.

~'~~,:.h~~·nb/t~~ i~a~h:~~~~tyc~~c~th:;

o'\ii~W o~oL:~e~ ;;,s\~1~!i?P~~~~=Tf;~;;,~~

Croton oil applied to the

ton~ue ,

by

dcxl.,subdivisions-mutable i:nlhcir

~~cdl~~a~e t~: l~~~tyb~at~~fi~~:t::;;~

:~:}1;;-;~~;~e7~~l:!~tym~t~:if7i~~ {f;

cially such ~s act upon th~ liver, by
the manner m which ch~wmg tobac-

m11~ahility ~he

~~\r~~~~i~~c!~e~h!t~~:~~~a{Ic~;;~~t

~;ffi~:It~::~~1~1:;:,~~~at

&c.,andisanelcmcntinvenouscirculation,butwhich,inall lhe cases,
audaccordingtothenature,cxtcnt,
and force ofthcimprcssionthatmay
be continuously made, whether inflammatory,orsimplyanirritative,or
1

f1rndamcntal cause of discasc-tlicir
groundwork of curc-

cause of lite
theirusesandabuse,practicallyconsidercd,p.370-372,9 569: p.428-434,
1)673-676; p.430-433,1)675; P.
436, 9 682 a,h; p.447-448,Q 668 ;
p 456-460,9699-708; p.489,9756
b; p.5 11 ,9 815; p.548-549,9 863

~os~~:t~va~:~e~tf t~~d t~~~~;d~~~·o~ t~~~

;i6,P~ ~ii-~~~·; 9 p~~~-r; ~9~·k ; ~-

compound organ, gives rise to a cor-

590-591, 9 891! a-f: p. 626-627,

~~8!~;~~~~. r,~i~~ha~~;n f~fi ~~;o~c~:~

~~ /2~, p~ ~~~-:~ b/ :. ;i9(~;6;0, p~

rious distant parts, and with all the
varietyofcffectassctforthun<ler
Artic!cs REFLEX ACTION and NERV·
ous PowER,ormaybe<lirecte<lupon
thcpartwhichistheseatofthecontinuousaffectionan<lincrcascitscxtension and force, and thus multiply
the force of the rcl1ex action, and institule new circles and other infillcnccs upon othcrorgan s,p.58, 9 129
c,J; p.G4,9l4l b; p.66-67,9 148;
p.209-210,9387;p.32 1, 9'194c ;
p. 322-323, 9 498; p. 343, 9 516 d;
p. 350, 9 523, Nos. 6, 7; p. 351, 9
524a,No.2; p.355-356,9526 b,c;
p. 465-466, 9 715 ; P· 475, 9 733 /1;
p. 483-484, 9 746 c; p. 506, 9 803,
804; p.524,9827c; p.526, 9828
d; p. 563-564, 9 889 a; p. 694-695,

J005j; p.848,Q 105811-X
arenpttobercgar<lc<lasthe<liscaseitself, without connecting them with
the only useful considerations of
which they arc indicative,aud remc·
diesareaccordinglyaddressc<ltoa
singlcsymptom,p.73,9 163; p. 464 ,
~713; p. 570-576,9890 a-n; p. 579,
9 890t a; p. 584, Q 891 d; p. 587588, ¢ 891 k; p 589,9 89111; p.590
-591,989I;li-f; p.599,9892d; p
626-627,¢8925l ;p. 628-629, 9892}
r; p. 630, ~ 892f b; p 633-634, 9
892!-a; p.637-640, 9 8921-c-g; p.
684--688,Q905fb,c
<liagnostic,an<l how farrcliablc,p.436 ··
437, 9 682-prognostic, p. 437, 9 683
-other special oncs-pu/se,p.443448, 9 687?-688-rclath·e to tongue,

T~N,'00G~3SO.~P~T~> :E~ BO~,'~O.~:O',O,~:i/O>E>Td·'OCTNX' bjf'~.~. ~V~IAE:~
••

•

.

.

~~:c~ ;;s~~~,6 ~Er~~; a~O~~;:'tt

SYMl'TOMs, MoRmo,

<list.ribute~<lin:~a~~:: t~~~~~~:r~:n:::~~

~;~~i:~::f~i~::~J;:r:~H·;;~r,~?'~~;

forcgoing nature, but <letcrm_ine? or
modified by changes bforgann~t1on;
5th,ofaphysicalnature<lepcnchngflon
1 1

fJ~a'&~.~~~~rir~tt~~~e:cl~~ i~ ~~:i~~ar~~
th ~lasttwosccondary.p. 435,9 681 a

57

1

9

9

r;c~~~l~~!~4~o6!~5,s;~;6~~;4i~d
~~~
so,
TONG UE, SWEAT, URINE,
P U L SE,

~~~~!: ~;d~~E;;ON

AND EXCRETION,

thcforccof,<liflicult to<lefine,butasin-

3p:.~~04~.~i~'"i;600d,'.~~~te1 ~8;~o£~~~~:.o;:
,11

or\1;,~

68

10

ho con,i<lm<l in conncx-

j~~j ~·!~~~'l ;~~" t~~tl~:;a~~ce~~tl~~I~~:
Q 173 ; P· 73, 9 163; p. 128, 9 874a:

~ 6~3;_-¢o482; Qp.6~~!)~~6, ~ i:~-:6~;

p 541-54.2, 9 854 bb: p 548-550, Q
86311; P· 551-554,9867-871; p. 572
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Symptoms, Morbid-contimwl
-576,\l890d-n;p.587,98Jlk;p
636-642, 9 892! d-i; p. G63-665, 9
897-901 i p . . 685-686, 9 905! b; p.
759, 9 1005;. Also PATHOLOGICAL
CAUSE, l11de:r: !J.

nc~r;; ~~:~~~c,~hii~hg~~;,~~l!Is aag:~f
1

:::~n ~~~e:f~~c~:l:7o;:~~d~~~:d~~~~i~
1
~f:!~~o~~ut~csl i~~r~naJn~/~~~~rs~~:
gansthatarcnottheseatsofdiscase
11

~~g ~~.~~l~;t~~~~i~i~e~~~~~:s ~ d~!~~~:

0

!~~~c:~~~:'~~l~~~a~fr:~~~~:~~!:~~~~~;
!~~~~~~t~~:~~~ ~~~~t~~~~r ~~!:f~;fo~

0

chemicalandiatro-physicaldoctrines
to the laws ofsympathy orrcflexactionofthcncn·oussystcm,andtothc
manner in which the nervous innucnce is \'ariously modified and rendered alterath•e, fo r good or for C\'il,
bycliseasc and remedies, and according to the e~act con<lilion of one or
theprccisevirtues,doscs,&c.,oflhe
other,p. 230-23I,9422-423;p.2:J2
-233,9425-427; p.350,9523,No
7;p.355,952Ga;p.429-430,9674
d; p. 438--441, 9 686; p.443-450, 9
687-689 Also, Put.s~:, ToNoui::, SKI''·
lh:AR1', Krn~a:v, I11dcx JI.
mode of investigating. Sec Sn1no~1s,

Index I.
Sn;corE----eontinuedfromimlcxJ.,
when occasioned by loss of blood, is TABLr.s relative to T1sst;£S.
owingtounitcdefTectofdircctandrcn : n1:, l11dcxll.
flcxactionofnervoussystem-when
onlybynauseainducedbyavariety
of other physical causes remote from
the stomach, consecuth·e reflex ac~ions areinstilutcd,being_firstdetermmed upon the mucous tissue of the
stomachwithanauseatingcffcct,and
thence with apmstratingeffcctupon
thcorgansofcirculation-andwhcn
induced by mental emotions, it may
result either from the direct nervous
it_iflucnceactingimmcdiatelyuponth.c
c1rculatoryorgans,or fromlirstinst1tutlng nausea,afler the manner of
11

11

Sec STr.uc-

~i~i~l~!' j~ ~h~ ~:;ts~~~ce;~i:; ~:S~ TE_"''"''~'"~T---<o~tinuo'd from J>,d,_x -~'

and the rcmediesconsistofa,·aricty
ofthin~swhich operate by institu~ing

~~'.!~Jt:}~1;~il~3S{tfif~~!i

multitudinous facts ani.l <lcmon6lra-
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Thcr:~,~~~~il~;~~n!~~~~d~f Nature, p. 65_

Temperament-continued.

~~i?!E~'.~tE;~g~~·:~:91~~ ~~t~1~:?~~:~~;t~t~t~j:1'.~"~~

cu\tivation,&c.,andinthcirdiscascs,
andsomeothcrfactscloselyalliedto
0

!~~ c~i~~g~~;~!~~~~:~~ct~~dbf~~~g~i,~~

ic beings,.and the fallacy ofappl~·mg
thc chcnucal and physical c.loctnncs
to the problems of life,p 88,9183-

185; p.89,¢ I88; p. 95-l00,¢ l89193; p. 383-400,9 585--630. Also,
V1TAL PnorERTIEs, 0RGANJC L1FE,
111dei; I.; YouT11,lndex ]. ancl 11.;

TEMP~:~~~~F~F ~!:E0~~ ~:1·/ft~::\1-

1

dci:. I. and 11.
TtTANUS,
from the prick_ of a tendon, cmplo~ed
in corroboration of Author's doctrine
of the operation of all morbific and
rcmcdi~I agents beyond the seat of
theirdirectopcr:itionthroughaltcrativeinflucnccofreflcxnervousaction,
~md against the chemical and phys1calhypotheses,andfarther t.othe
same effect through its coinc1denee
with spasmo<licaffectionsarisingfrom
a ''aricty of other causes,p. 358, 9
526d; p. 526,9828d. Also,SP..i.sMODIC AFFECTIONS, HYSTERIA, CON\"tlLSIONS, ANTISPASMODICS; HYDROPHOBIA, VIRt'S OF' SERPENTS, VIRUS
oF,fndexll.
T'"IERAPEUT1cs,p. 541-563,9 852-888.

th~11~r:i~~e~'.t~~~~\ o~jbc;t ~~ ~l~~~~d~~a~
a; p. 5-11, ~ 852
simple in principle, complex in details,
p. 541,9852 b-853.
tcmcdiesofpositivcvirtuesaremorbific
in action, and therefore operate upon

~l~~scssa~;di~~~s~~~h:s<li~~:e:~:~~~

fff~~t~~~~rJ~S:jL\~~1f1:~~T~~

trated by self-limiteddiseases,p. 544
-546,9 858,861,and by diseases of

~~~~d ~y~-h~ :Y~t:~s ~r r.· \;;t~htn~~~
1

4

p. !",58, 9 877, 878-all of which depends upon the mutability of the
properties of life asdcsignedforusefulpurposcs,assetforthundcrllEcurERATlON, LAwOP; RE~IEDlALAc-

TJON, R1rnEDIES; CAUSEs, 1iloRBIFic,
lndcx ll.; ADAPTATION, LAW OF,ln-

th=e~;;~Jc8;~·ts9 ~~~~itive

remedies
to be avoided only by a cyreful rcguJation of <loses, &c., which shows
them curative by intro<lucing mi\J
p~thological conditions corresponding
with the virtues of each rcmedy,although~ _great ''ariety may_ institute
thcrequ1s1techangesmag1vcnform
<1fdiseasc,as in intermittent fe,'er,
inflammation, &c., p. 543-544, 9 857,
85S;p.547-550,9863d;.p.G64,9
900; p.669,9902i. Also,CouNTERIRRITA/'."TS, C.\NTH.\lltDEs, HEMEDIAL
AcTION,lndexll.
eachremedy,likcmorbificeauses,opcrates according to its own naturl".
dosc,&c., am] therefore no two alikr',
and according, also, to two or more
in combination and the relative proportion of each. the nature of the dis-

;~~ch~~.' !'.ii,7~ ~ 55.,2;; t 5!~~-;1:~o ~

p. 547-550, 9 863 d; p. 554-556. 9
872. Also,H.EMJ::DIES; CAus1::s,)lonn1F1c,l11dcx JI.
aSC\'Crydiscascconsistsofasuccrssion
ofpalhologieal changes, it is the ob-

!i~~~~~c~,::i\;u;t~~;,~!~~,~~Ifi~fsd~~:

~~~~~~ [{if~~~~~~:
SG7-870; p. 554-556,9872; p. 6·1465~. 9 893 b-e; p. 636-640, 9 892--~
c-IL; p. {j<'\.3-652, 9 893 b-m; p.669,
9 902 1 ; p. 675-676, 9 90-~ b; p. 679-

GBI, 9 905 a-often consist

of6~~tu~

cond"'i" to a •pontanco"' '"h•i-

ginning. p. 67, 9 149-151; p. 73, 9
163; p.87,9177-182; p.426, 9666;
p.428,9672; p.430-433,~675-676;
p. 473-474, 9 733 e; p. 479-480, 9

~!~, ~; 8 ~3 ~4;3~~4;5 :, :5:~o p~::~~

i~~~;~~~~j~:gr;i~~,~~~::r.::~~: i:~6:;~~·2:~~~i.~~:g:~~;~~5~~~
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Thcril~~~~~:~~~~ ~>\i18:;Gg,-; ~rl.l Thcr~:;s~:a~~:~i~~~:~1i~: ~!~~~~~~
1

·~'.~~~~f~ ~~t~~~1@
p.696.9 926

ia,~~~~~~;~f::tc::~iffr~:;!~l~~· :~1;~
137 t:; p.65,

1

9 143;

p. 67-69,

9 149-

156; p.53 1,¢838; p.535-539,¢

BLOODLETTING; C.1..osEs, MoRBll'IC,
1
0

~~'~:~;~~;~:~~c;1~~.:~[~~~ )~i1~~f~:~
/11dcx II. ; NEr.vous Pow.
E1t,lmlex l .a111l ll.

El10T10Ns,

···~~~!~~ llfi~
811; p.510,¢8!3b; p.515,¢859

~:£9f;:U~~:\:~1tJ~; •g;:,.~~·.:

d1ffcrcncc between the morbific anJ

~I~~~£~:~~;;~,ti7.~~i:~~1,~~1~~~

compounddiseascsoftcnrcquircacarc-

ly modified in one case than in the

fol adjustmentofrcmcdics.p.542,9

other-but, as itisthcgcncral tcndency or <liscnscs to generate others

851/; p.545,¢858; p.553,¢870

ad~~~;~~::~t::~t;J!id~; c~i::R~~~
7

f:D1£s,bulczll.

effect of the minJ upon the action of
rcmcdics, p.8G5-868,9 1067 and ref-

~~~~ ~:i~1~hN:~~:~tp~~~~:* ~7~~u~~
1

587,989 1 k; p. 590,989 1 1·,andthc
samcbythedel iriumofdrunkenness,
p. 590, 9 8~1 r; p. 73·l, 9 97G h-a\l

;~;~~?:~~~;~~~cu~~~\~~~~~~~~:l:!i~~~

rarclysalutaryinthccnd,itisag reat
cnortopromolcthcconti nuancc or
natural diseases in th~ very slender

~~~rec~~~t ~f~~;cra~;~e;:~~u~1 t~~~

avoided (not even the hcmorrhoidal
flux , thougharrcstingitbyaremo\•al
of its remote cause); and, ~lthough

~f)}~~~~l~i~~~~~l~~ ii~~~l~~:~~~~[1~~~~~;~~i~
J11dex ll.

th ecu rativee_ffcc_tsofrcmcd~cs

upon the

versceffcct-anditisuponthissamc
principlcthatthchabitua\uscofsmn!I

i~1,~i;l~~~~!:::~~¥Xl~fiig~ff~ ;:w.~r;j3~;E~::~~;~~;~;1:~~!?f::~
ncrvoussystcm-nndthiscorrcsponds
with the morbific effects of many
causesofdiseasewhcn manifostedin
0
~~~n8~~trt~!u;~~I~ ~}r~~~d ~1~Ja:1~~~~1~:

-and problems of the same am! more
complex natu re arc involved in the
salut.aryctfectsofexcrcise.cha.ngo
of aa, &c., in dyspepsy, whoopmg-

samcpurposcprovcsmorbific,p. 67,
9 148; p. 351-352, 9 5241>--1!; p. 360
-361,9528,529h;p.421--422,9657,

f·8~~ ; 9p~g~~-~6g~:·8t:~~. 'm';;t ~ ~'
6

5

570, 9 889 n; p 652-656, 9 893 n;
p.679-68 1, 9 905 a; p. 695,9 92,l;
p.722,9960f!,'p.S56--862,91063!OG5. Also,C.:.1NTllARtnEs,CouNTtll~
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Tobacco-continued
p.527,9829;p.66l-663,9894896; p.665-670,9902a-m; p.672676,Q90Jb;p.679-6Sl,9905a;
p.862-864,(11066-and concurring
with lhc foregoing is the frequent
effect of lhe habitual and even tern-

Tonics, &c.-conii11ucd.
h;p.599-600,9892cl;p.715-722,
9 959-960 e; p. 748-749, 9 992 b;
p.752,QIOOO-IOOib;p.756-766,9
1005-1008; p. 772-776, 9 1020-

1026; p. 854, 9 1061, p. 857-86 1,9
1063-1065, 1068a,b; p.872,P.S.

~~~~:{i1~;~f1~ns~is~~~~~~~~~1::, ~!~~

or:;;:;~ l~~~oa~~~t~:~1~:m~~!~~·u~s i~~e~:

special relationsofasympo.theticna-

cnce,which,as in all other cases, is

turc which subsist between different
patts of a continuous tissue, cspccially lhe mucous, and a complexity
of reflex actions of the nervous systel'\ which arc simultaneously determined upon the anal extremity
~hroughaprimary action of tho reflex
rnfluence upon the stomach and liver

affected in its act~o n acc_o~ding to the

;;:1~rr1i1f!n~t~~fii,i1~. t~;o,~u~~~: ~~~

6, 7. Also, SKrn, STo~ucH, REnEDIAL 1\CTION, ANiESTHETICS, NARCOT1cs .(Aconite), 0~IU)1 1 SurPOStTORIESexpcn mcnts showmg it is not absorbcd,
P· 302, 9 48 1 c; p. 306, 9 483 a
Tot.ER.-\NCE OF RE)IEDtEs,
illustratcd under the law of ''ital habit.
See HABIT, VITAL, Index fl.
ToNGUE
rarely sustains much Jiseasc, though
generally suffer~, in its surface at
least, some modified action from the
diseases of other parts, especially of
the abdominal organs, arising from
analtcrativcinflueneeofreflexaction
of the nervous system, and serves,
like the pulse, as an index of the natureofthescrcflectcdinflucnces,and
thcrcfore ofthc nature and force of
the remote diseases, and, although

~~en ~~~~e:~~~;~: ;~~b~~~[e ~:~~~~~
an empirical inquiry. the philoso~hy
8

10

s~ecia l v.irlucsof1lsexc1tmgcausc-

with various illustrations Jrawn from
the natural stimuli of life and from
other remedial and morbifi? agents;
as when, for example, solid animal
food, taken by one long abstinent anti
during a Jon~ exposure to a chilling

:~~o1~:~~;e~~n~~;1~et~ ~~~~1~la8rk~~g~~

soon as it enters the stomach, and as
diffusible stimulants a.ml bitlcr tonic
infusions will do lhe same, or, the converse of this, as when. all the forcgoi~g will. alike instant~y aggravate
febn tc excitement, showmg throughout a com mon modus operandi ; am.I.
since the solid animal food must exertitsgeneraleffectsthroughthemc<lium of reflex nervous influence, so
also do the tonics an<l slimulanls, p
579-582,9890 td-h . Also,p.67-68,
9 149-152 i p. 107-110, 9 227-232;
p.250-252,944-l c; p.303,948id;
p.323-336,9499-512;p. 563-567,
9 889 d-k; p.66I-G63, 9 89·1-896;
p. 679-68 1, 9 905 a; p. 835-838, 9
1057i,andREnEDIEs,REllEDUL AcTIONj CAUSEs,l\IORDIFICj CINCHONA,
Index II. Also, p.172,no.94.

alt}~~~;,1~ 1 ~~~ ~~~ 1~;~r~:~c~:~ 1 ~1~~; ::e~~

bcrsofothcr groups,an<l noone isan

~; ~~~irr:~~~:e!1 ao f ~h~s~~lof;~,n~~~ i~
1
:a~J~~f~~r~~~~n d ::~e~~aiua~~~~;
~!~~~~~~ a~~~[:~j,\·~~~flt~e~~~s ~~::1~°;

fc:c;c!~1~:c~1~f1~~r t~~~n~~:~e~i: ~~;~~
~:~~·,.~s t~:!tl~:~~r c~~~~~~·n;i~lt~i~~
~is~\~~~i~~:oo~f~r~!~~~~~lhnt!~:Yc~

mcnt of diseases among distant organs a.s consequences of their own
con<lit1011s,p.4<18-4[l J,9689;9826

or rather, how completely <locs a![
this variety of means, cinc~ona,iron,
acids, shower-bath,cxerc1se,hope,

u~l:E~ ~'EA~:.L;~·R~~~~ART~. ~~~~~~·
6

TONICS ANO DIFFUSIBLE STIMULANTS,
the counterparts of Antiphlogistics, p
579, 9890ta-andcomparativelyof
vcrylimitcd importance ibid

~~·~e:ra~c~,~~;f a~"~~~e~;~~e~di~~. ~~~
pose the fallacy of applymg the exact
andcxclusi,·clawsofchemical affin itics,orofanyotherphysicalhypoll1csis,in explanation of that one and

ha~~ro~~co:sc~~~no~~·:!~s i~l~J:~:as~/~~~

~:g~~,~~u~c:~l;i~~ywohfic~~~~dti~~ ~~~i~i

of their modus opcran<l 1, p. 579, 9
890t a-c. Also, p. 371-372, 9 569
h-c; p. 395-396, 9 621 a; p. 433434. 9 676 b; p. 541-542, 9854bb;
p.572-576, 9890d-n; p.596, 9892

Jcad,p.581-583,9890!g-/t; p.664,
9 900. Also, REMEDIES, RICMEDIAL
ACTION,CATHARTICS,Jndtx/l.
the only comlitions under which they
arcapplicable,p.580-58I,9890!c,f.
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Tol~i~;· ~c~~~~l~~~~~direct

antiphlogistics, and why,p. 581,9890fc. Also,
p. 487--489, 9 756; p. 561, 9 888 b;
~· 727-7~8, 9 964- a, b:-Non EE.
their occas1onal success m removing in-

Urin~icn~ 1 !~~~~-:~f~i~i~u:~bstantive, and
sincecoldandheatsirnplydenote an
i'!lpression upo.n sympathetic sensib1hty o.f the skm by an ab<l~ction ?f
caloric m one case and its stmmlus m

~I~i~~~\~~i~~:~!!~~~~~i:~:~i~~~c~~3

;~!;:~~:~~~:;i~,:~~~~~ ~~i~11~f!~~;

<litionsun<lerwhichonc or the other
ma.Y be uscful,showing,also,intheir
um.ted effects, the importa~t law by
wh.ich one remedy ma)'. 9mcken .the

nervousinflucnceisdctcrminc<lupon
the bla<ldcrinmict.urition,thcvaricty
of causes, the ,.~n~ty. of centripetal
nerves, and the hm 1lat1on o.fthe ce.n-

tliif~~~~ir~}E~:~~:~;~~~~~~;; ~ f~w:t~r~f;;::~~~~;¥~~:~~i~~
0

3 1

1

1

-~~~:fi~y ~t3~~l;:r~yo: ~~ ~gc tl~;.s~~~

~!~~:, ~;~~~c~,~~h : n~~ft\~~~es~;~~!

atlargc,p.581-582,9890tg. Also,
p.63,9137d;p.65,9I43c,d;p
67, 9 149-151; p.367, 9 556c; p.
566-5671 9889k,l.
Tr.Av1ms,Sm BENJAMIN,
his opinion of the Anatomical School
ofMcdicinc,p.457,9699c

alogous examples, conduct us to a
rca<lyapprehcnsionofacorrcsponding modus operandi of all morbific
and remcdialagcnts,bothmcntaland
physical,p. lll,9233t; p. 230-231,
9422h; p.347-348,9516 d,No.13;
p.630-631,9892fb; p.662-663,9
896. Also,STOltACH, SKIN, KrnsEY,
COLD, RESPIRATION, P11T111s1s, AMENORRll<EA, REM£DlAL ACTION,subdi\'ision J\lENT.-\L E~10TIONS,OnaANS o~·
GENER.\TION,&c.,Jnde:c/l.

u.

11

"';~:;:.~:.~~'.,°;~[~;~i;:}~;i~~:~1~,'~~~~: u~1~:i;~~ :t~~~ ~:i~b{:~:~f·rarcly of

ULCERS

up~~}~~~i~~~oci~~~;~:!~~~;~~~~~:~~
theinOucnccstracedoul,p.662-663,
p. 670-671, 9 902 m. Also,

9 896;

~:':~c;:~:HF:~~·T~~~:oJ~;Ji:xGi1~OUCH,

Sec UREA DuTuEs1s, Indc:x II.
UREA-continucdfromlndcxl.,
anartificial,nota11aturalpro<luct,p.
784, 9 1031 b; p. 787-788, 9 1032a.
"UREA DuT11Es1s,"orUR1EmA,
an imaginary evil, and "altogether remains to be proved,'' p. 787-788, 9
I032a. Also,p. 232-233, 9427.
Ur.!NARY BLADDER,
excitedtocontractionequallyby.its
Urt.JEMU.

~~~~~dt:~5Yh!~~. =~~e~;~t:'\\}/~~~~.d

as the effect in the former cases 1s

:~~~~~:::m~:.~~'.·:~:~;;:£~~~~

lows that the action of the \V1!11s
prompted as much by a substanti\'C

any importance, p. 228, 9 417; p
232, 9 425--427; p. 450-451, 9 691;
p.780, 9 1029; p. 848, 9 1058 sbut<livertattentionfromthepathology. ofdi.scasc, and lead to imaginary
e\'1\s,tb1d., and p. 633, 9 8921/, and
Sv~tPT0~1s, Index II.
not"straincdoff" from the blood, and
itssuddenincreascordiminution,and
most of its morbid changes, depend
upondirectorreflectcdinfluencesof
the ncn·ous system, p. 230-233, 9 .
422-427; p. 450-451, 9 691; p. 631
6 2

R ;F ~E~ ~{:.!i~N,A~~O;R'.' ~~:e:'~tE/°

th~{~fi~gi~fl~c~c~11~~~1~ec;e~~l~~~f~~o~;

the nervous system uponthesecern-

~~~nv~~~~~x~~~l~:iLti~h:)dSi'u~~:i~i~~d
sudorificelfccts offcar,andwiththe

~~pde;v~~~~~~fol;~:~~~,;~~::~fo\~;·f:o~
thcirnaturalcondition,uponthencr\'ousinfl.uence<'ithcrreflexordirect,
as formmga partofthc Author'sdemonstrat~onofthemodus operandi of
~llrcmcd1alandmorbificagents,phys-

1cal and mental, through the same
causation-the nervous influence being simplyexcitantordepressant,or
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Uterus- continued
erwardcxtcmlec.1insubdueJandmodified conditions to the nervous centres,andreflectc<labroa<lwiththat\•a-

ricty of effect which is witnessed in
the<lifforcnccsbctweentheperfcct

Veins-continued
386; p. 503-504,9794-797.

Also,
VENOUS Coi-;cEsT10N,JndexJ.
particularly liable to d iffuse inflamma-

its passions more or less

lion, as seen in phlebitis and venous
congcstion, p.355-356, 9526 b.
Also, Sn1rATllY, Co1nn.:uous, Index
JI.

~n~h~ ;~~1:~·~;~~'}:i~~~~~s\~.1~rtuc;:~

11i::~~~r~~~~onc!~~~~~c1~~~. ufi1~n :~;~~~

::m<l the altered animal, and brings the

mind

~ml

the centres in wbich 1t originates as
upon other parts; bcing,also,equa.lly

powcrofthc hcart ; 2d, the action of
the. capillary arteries; 3d,concert of

:.:r1~g,;fl~
.g.~ e,',.....~:,','.o:u'",elt;r:,~,:o~
n!a~u~p~oun!~~~th~;. .
. . ,_
..,_

a."~f~t•h:~te~n~~.~',·.o'~u~,.~,;Y~''~~m~~~.J ~t~fi'm~~•.'n,~~;
.. ..
. . u . . ~u
mostly by the varying quantities of

~~~ ~:~~nw~:;~h~~~:fd t~~~~u~~~~:t~l~~

~~a~Jiti~l~c~f ~l~:dar~;r~althc~pfrf~:~!~~

fol<lthci.rgrcatfi11a l causc!an<lthc
sud<lc:m increase of that action at the
time of parturition, a11<l the liability
oflhemilktobcaffecte<lbothinquantity and quality by mental emotions,

4th,anactivccontractionan<ldi latation ofthe,•cins simultaneously over
great extent by their longitudinal
muscularfibres,inwhich continuous
sympathy is especially intcrestc<l, and

t rue of the other sex-am] w hen with
1

0 11

~fc s ::~ p~~s~~~e~~~rii:~~l~~~~u~~1a?;~

analog1cs,interprets the modus operandi of morbific and rcme<lial agents,
mental as well as physical, aml defics
in its own behalf, and in that of its
analogies,cvcry law that rules in the
wor!<l of dead matter, p. 68-69, 9 153
-159; p. 80, 9 169 d; p. 87, 9 180;
p. 88, 9 185; p. 120-12 1. 9 237; p
231-232,9424;p.330,9500nn;p
335-336,¢512a,b,p.352,Q524d;
p. 376-380, 9 578; p. 434-435, 9
680; p. 662-663, 9 896; p. 686, 9
905'; b; p. 279-280, 9 44.9 1t-d, 625f.

0

0

a

1

0

;~~~~~ a~~i~~.i~~1lJ~ a~ t~:n:i~~~~~~a'f

a
endowment, is at the foundat ion of
t heir diffusive inflammation-th is expo;;itiou, with the eJt:ce ption of the
suctionpower of theheart,bcingpropounde<l liy lhe Author, p. 207-212,
9 370-392 a; p. 214, 9 392 d; p
227, 9 4-1 1 ; p. 355-356, 9 526 b,
c. Also, p. 2 1,9 22; p. 62, 9 136;
p.80,916\Jd;p.88,9185;p.223,
Q40\Jc;p.355--356,Q526b;p.474,
9 733 /; p. 50 1-504, 9792--796; p.
506, 9 803, 804; p. 507-509, 9 806
-811 ; p. 724-726, 9 961; an<l SrnPATHY, CoNTINuous; 01L, CROTON';
L EEClllN'G, Surros1TORIEs, J11dczJJ.

V .cc1NE D1sEASE. Sec SMA LL-Pox, lndcz ll.
VAN DEEN,
luscxpcnmcnts \'llhothersb) G1rtan
ncr,St1lhng,Bu<lgc,Homc,an<lJohn

1

the suction power of t he heart as a
principal causeof,•enouscirculation
shown especially by t he portal circulation,and t hatoftheabsorbcntsand
umbilical vein, p. 21 1, 9 390 a ; p,
214-, 9392c, d; p. 212, 9 39 1
thcintcstinaldonotabsorb p 1"8 1'>9

:~~iD~{J.~~~~:::; :f.:~~r1:~.::r..~:' y,N!~;~~£:~:!~E~x;!~~~;~~~~i

<liumofthcncrroussystcm,an<lothcranalogous<lcmonstrations, p. 319320, Q 494- b-drl; p. 525, 9828b,c.
Also, H Yonornonu, V11tUs OF, Index

/L

rlcx I.,
propagatcs,_on_accountof thespecialvital const1.tut1onofthcvenoustissuc,
a depressing reflex action of the nervous system upon the hca.rtandartc-

::1~{~~~~~ ~~'~II
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Vcnor~~?;~~i~~:iJ1i1f~::.~~~:uc,~-hich exist Vitaldfs~f~:t~~~s;t~~:~i~uS~ organic prop:~~~~11~~~'.1~.t~1~~;, i; 1t~tr1 ;;~t~I P~~'.~ ~
~~~~~~ ~n~h~h~~~~:?:~~fi:::p~~duc;:~
9138-142; p. 67, 9149-151; p.72,
Table3; p.355-356,9526h; p.444
-446, 9 638 d-f; p. 506-509, 9806Sil; p. 511, 9 815; p. 724-131l, 9
961-976; p. 735-736, 9 978-980
Also, VENOUS T1ssuE, Index I.
and congestive fa;cr, treatment of, par-

this subjt'.'ct,thatthc former, through
theinstrumentsofaction,carryonthe
functions, while these, in the animal
kingdom, arc constantly influenced
bythcnCr\'Ouspowerasavitalagent,
p. 803-808, 9 1039-1°'1-4. Also, ViTAL PRIN CIPLE, ORGANIC LIFE, Index

~~~~~ric.~;n:~~~l~~t!:f;e:Jr i:sm1~!~
1~~;;~.·~:jcj/I.; NEnvous PoWER,
matic forms, p 724-732, 9 96t-970
an agreement upon, between Dr. CARAlso, CAUSES, MoRDIFic; :0.IIAsM,
PENTER and the Author,p. 95-96, 9
C1NCHONA,lndcz ll.
189b
,-ERATRUM VrnrnE,
VoLtTJON. See \V1LL,lndcx l. arni ll.
its late pretensions as a substitute for VoLKHA.NN,
Bloodletting, p. 860, 9 1065 a. Also,
experiments by, showing: th~t the Skin

VEs1!:~;~.coS~~dC~:~~~~1T:R;T~~;s: 1~-

~~e~~l~cr::ns~fiv~a:C:~~~~ti~~ ::nveu~~

dexll
VEsSEL,._SeeilLOOD-VESSELS, I ndex].
the ll'l:o~t important are th.e terminating
ser1es or the art?rial capillaries, whose
varictyorfonct1onsandproducls,and
thei r modifications as induced by morbific and remedial agents, and b)·

s ions,andindicativeorabroaddistinclion betweenthetrunksornerves
and their ex pa nd e~ extre miti es-~ntrodu~ed, along with the analogies
supplied by Cold, Friction, &c., to
show that Vesicants, Sctons, Issues,
Mercury, iodine, Tobacco, and other

~~"!:\i~~n~~~o;~~ 5t~~~~~~c!'.1~n~~11i~
=~:~~g~~s a~~i~~:i:na~~e p~~~~~.i~:;:~;
~J1~h ~~~:~ind1~t~~~~i~~ d~~~;~~~at~~~

~::~~fs eaJ!~;~d ~~~he i~~~~11;Xo;:~:
~~rr~~~~ ~~t~~~.i:~~Ji~~~n~~~o~~i~;~~
1
1
~~:tsn~:t~~;rn~ d~ ~~~~\;;o~d~ 1~~ et~

1

~•

laws that govern the organic and inthe f11.1ctuating susceplll.11l1ties or the
organs, p. 338, 9 514 d; p. 348, ~ 516
organic kingdoms, p. 220-227, 9 409
b-411; p. 355,9 526 a. Also, I N·
d,No.13; p.592-593,9891tk; p.
FLOl.\l.\TION, STRUCTURE, Index II. ;
666-667, 9 902 b-90·1. Also, SKIN,
Col!Pos1T10:.", ORGANIC Co:11rouNos,
CoLo, S11owEn-BATH, CouNTKR-h·
&c., I ndex I. Also, p. 215, 9394-399.
RITANTS, SETON, LEECH ING, PLAsVEsTIGF.S OF CREATION',''
TERS, TOBACCO, SEDATIVES (Awmte),
P ou LTICEs, ~1ERCURIAL REHEDIEs,
introduccdtoill ustratetheconsequences
of the Chemical doctrines or Lifc,p
l nde:r. 11
183-192,9 350~/-353;p.925,9IOS5. VomT1NG,

::~~,~.~7~ii¥lf:f'.~rf:~::fo£::i: ···~1~~i~.~f.~\~~~~H!f;~f:~fi~~;~

LirE,lndcz I.and TI.
VITAL H.1mT. See HABIT, \'JTAL, Ind. IT.
Vis J\1£01C.1.TRl.'I: NATURE-See lmlex !.
VtTALIS~t ANO SoLIDISM--COntinue<l from
lndex I .,
thedoctrinesor,continue tobcessenti5 0
1

mental emotions, associate with their
modus ope randi through reflex action
ofthe nervous system that ofthetrue
emetics, wh ich, along with the profound physiological and therapeutic;:il
effectsorthc latteran<lthcsupcrficial

p.796-799,91034.
VtTAI. PRtNCIPt.E-continueJ from l ndez

the modus operandi or alt remedial
and morllific causes, physical and

~~ ~r~J7c~~<le~~~?1~h_;~~:~~~;~~ 1~h ;:

co~~inues

to be the incubus in the
dreams or Organic Chemistry, p. 796
-797,91034.
V1TAL PRornT1Es--continued from 111-

5

0

1

~~: ot~i~rt~~,~~;~~:~t~ nnscr~ ~;l~ ~i~~
1 1

;i~;, ~ .' 3~~~~r2:,n; 5c~;1~~n; P~~i~~s;~
335, 9 503-51 1 ; p.336-337, 9 514b;
p.664,9900;p.666-672,9902b904a; p. 704,9943a-944a. Also,
1

1

lat:e:x!~riments relative to, showing th~ A ~1~~: .~:~. ~;~:1:~'~·w~ R:::~x S~~
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\Varm Dath-conti11ucd.

Vomiting-continued

E~~~ 10~:,~1~~-,:~11 d~:~1~s,

MENTAL

a con s~itutional provision for the ex j.
gc~1c1cs ~f Infancy in m~n, but not o.f

~:~~ri~a:~~rmi!lrb~~:t:~d t~:m~~i~~o:~~
lion as '.1PPI ied to all cases through
the medium of reflex nervous influ-

~.~n:;~1'1r,'.\~ggsic;n~c;,a;:I
~eamn;c•Jn~t;a;,i•ny~~upi:,~,.'ns:.·,;p~J§c
"

:i~~e~;;1,:la~r~~~e~~~r~~:o~li~;~~~~~
nature of its exciting causes, 1b1d.,

plan of Organic Designs, showing,
also, how all physical agents, whether
natural, morhific, or remedi3l, corrc-

TJONs;

:~:":x~~l~~=i~:l~~r:i~~f:af~~o~~m:n~~

and SKIN, COLO, KrnNE\', SEDATIVES,
0PJU)1,Pot1u1cEs AND HoT FoMESTA·
REcUPEl:ATIOS,L.1.w oF; REs-

~~RRAE~1~::1c~~'t·

EXERCISE,

STRUC·

and,inconnexionwithits disappear- 'VATER, HoT,

ff~:~:I~:~:~fi:f.w'.i~~~::~;:!;ii~~~

and lha.t tlus mulabihty hes at the
foundation of disease and its cure,
and that, in correspondence with the
changes in otherorgans,thenen·ous
centres naturally fluctuate in their
liability to developments of reflex
nervous actions and in their modes

~i~~~'~l~~~;!:~~~~i~=i~~!~ti~:ln£~!!:

spondingeffectsofmorbificandreme·
d1alagentsdepend,p.373-38 I,9576
-579. Also, JNPANCY, Un:Rus, L~cT.\TION, STnuci:uRE, l111iez II.; VITAL
PROPERTu:s, OnG11NIC Ltn; lndez /.;
YouTH, NERVOUS PowER, lnde'L [.

andll.

\VARH BATH,
its effect in relieving pain amlJH'omot-

~nc; s~;~~~,t~~ t~:~!r~·~~s

;, f;~~'E ~i,~~:l~~:,~;:!F.,~}~:::~r~:

face which often spnng from the first
contact of food with the stomach, or
as the odour or expectation of food
increase the flow ofsali,·a, or as the
contact of cold air with the surface
starts the secretion of urine, or as
fear,andanxicty,andjcalousywilldo

~:E~~~r~df::~:~~,ii!~1~~~fi~i~~~~~~

syst;m,illustrates the perpetual op·
crat10n of that influence in its most
simpleconditionsinmodifyingthcaction of tho seccrning Yesscls, and the
whole collectively stretch their eonclusi,·c analogies to thecorrespondingeffcctsofemetics,cathartics, losa
ofblood,&c.,andthrough their analogies,andindependcntlyofour other accumulated proof, to the variou11
othersimultancouseffcctsthatarcin-

s:;::;: J;: r~:~~:}~:~~t!~~~~gt~~:~:~E~'.~~~~~r~~

tcrmined upon the ncn•ous mechanism, p. 589, 9 891 p, exemplifying,
also,themodusoperandiofNarcotics,
Antispasmodics, &c., and the great
recuperative law,p.592-593,9891!

also showhowthenervousinfluence
isvariouslymodi!iedina!lthecascs

k;p.GBJ-683,9905b;p.B3B,9

~~~t~~f.:~JE~~l?i!:~~l~!~

.l~~:~~f~f~~ltf:~~~~~1:~:;~~~

i~E~~~~~:~1,~:~;~:~:Si~~r:i~::;;~;o~

1057f-while it equally extends its
influencetoal\othcrpartsthrough
the samemedium,opcratingaccord-

!~~~~~~~t~l~ed:~e;h:ir~~:!~~~~~r:f~;r;

processes that int~rprct the mod!-ls
operandi of_morb1!ic an~ remedial

~~~v~1~~~~,g~~:~~~l:~:~L~~~fl;:~~~

tbcncrvousinflucncc,andtha.tthc

~l~~r~~~~ri:!~~~c :~i:~~C:/~l~ee~~~~~

~:~d~~g ~~~e~~::~~~~:~.~~ ~l~e:ct~~:

ous s~·stcm that ha\·e their centripetal ongin in all parts of the gastrointestinal mucous tissue, as much so
as the muscles in deglutition in a
more circumscribed portion, or all

~::~laa~~~~~!f~::;~~l~::d~:i:~,:~~

~~~~~i:h~;~;~fJ~7~;6:~~~~~;:~~~

5

ityorindolcnce ofmorbu.I states and
thcnatureoftbeaffcctcdpart,pre-
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Wat~~a~ao~-;::~~~~t'~~rm water incrcas- Wee~~~9i;0~~i~h:d~aturc
e1 the intestinal movements, we be-

~~:::i:~~s~~~d ~~~!rth::~e~:~~r e~::lt;
~~a~ 0:~:.u!~ f~f~:s:~c~~t~~~ ~l~~11~

of the

form~r

and the natural or acquired susccph-

~~~tJ~:e;~it~; ,!~:l~e:h;e ~:r~i~~n=~:~~
~~fj~~.a~~ tl~~~u:a:~v~6~~!i~o!:d:

enema, depend equally upon the same
rcflectcdinfluence,andcqually,there--

stand, through these facts alone, bow
the nervous influence is variously

fore, when cathartics are administered by the stomach, since, also, if the
e.ncmasdonotincreas?thcpcristal-

modified and rendered altcrative by
physicalagentsaccordingtothepar·

ticularvirtuesofcachone-andthcsc
tic movements by then absorption,
coincidences denote the substantive
existence and self-acting nature of
but, like the natural movements and
the contraction of the sphincter musthe Soul. See references under VVAcle, an~ ~he act of ~wallowing, and
T£R, HOT, Index 11., and p. BBO, 9
1074
the vo~1tmg from drmking warm waterorticklingthefauccs,oram.ental WnooPING-CouoH,
emotion, through the nervous mflutreatment of, p. 640, 9 892,. h; p 844-,
ence,then,sincethereisnoabsorp9I058k.
"

~~~i~~:~ti~?:.fr;f~l~:~~is{i ·m~~~:{i.ti~i:~@~~if~l~fE~~
~~~~estha~a:i:?re~!ti~~h~~ ~~~c~rj~~

:~~c!~~~ie~=~~~~~ i;:r:,u~e~:~r~~~~

operandi of all other remedial and
morbificagents, physical and mental,

binationofmovements,andthusnecessarilyinterruptsthosc uponwhicil

f·

2
3
i~ti!~49; :.62~~~~ ;4di ~ g.-;~~'.

3 1

!a~~~ hf2 ~ b~ ;: ~3~~,fd, ~· g~!

0

h; p. 351, 9 524 a,No. I; p. 451 , 9
692 a; p. 478-4-79, Q 740 a, b; p.

~tsi.~i} p~~:,:,-;~:i;~~0~~~6~:!

~~~g~:;~~ldd::fee~~~·g~~~/~tc~n~sg r::;

!~~it!~;~ th~YP~~~;;s~~u~f ::~~ii~~

will be equally arrested; but mall
the cases the results beyond the in-

~ii~:~:r::f·:t~::,7,::,·~::~;r;~~

663, 9 896; p. 667-670,9 902 d--i;
p. 704, 9 943 a; p. 866-867, 9 1067

ployed-all of which advances.our
other multitudinous demonstrat1~n~

~~~~,a~~~~ ~~~e!~e~ro;£°~~: :~~~sd~sf

phfi~~:pb;do{ clf!~E:r~~~n a~!· a~d·

w,;,:~!f~~!~~ ~i!ft~~
circulation, since it determines the
nervous influence mostly upon the
lachrymalglands,asdisgustdoesupon

1

11

c~an.ge of
ph~ymg a

place m rehe~mg-cxemcomplex senes of reflex
?ct1on~ofthenervo.us system as tho

~~~:~~i.1~~.f~f~f\~i}~~l'J§ ~~f~~~:7~~:·f:fi~i~!£:~~;
Et'.7ft:~ii!~f:fiJI~r.~~i{~; i~t~g~~;t~~~~:~~~~:~~?2~~~
sal direction-thus exemphfymg, like

th~

ous influence upon specialparts,ac-

losophybemgapphcablewhcnchangc

mucous tissue of the lungs and

1108
Wboopin~-Cough--continucd.

Will-continued

of chmale, exercise, cold or warm
bathing,friction ,andanalogousmeans

~;~:i~~c :~eu~;~n;~1r~~:,~~;r~~~h isi!~
1

though the relief doubtless depends
more or less upon rcllcx inOucnces
propagated directly from the skin
upon the main scats of disease, or
fromthevoluntarymu sclcsas thcresuit of their exercise, while, also, no
small amount ofwhatis thus apparently due to physical causes is often

:~v;~:~d t~ya t~~:t :~~~,i~~~~ i~~a~e~~:

awakened by the gladdcmng aspects
of Nature, by social intercourse, &c.
-allofwhichi~rendercdtributaryto

t~~~~r~oHi:~~~:~~;~!~~~1~:~~fac~

107-11 1,9 227-233f: p.124,9243;
p. 295, 9 4751; p. 296, 9 476 c; p,
6
0
9

:9Zst t~500c-m;
~.hd1~; ~ 4°94 f!}/ ti2°i~

328.9
p.334, 9 509-511;
p. 525, 9828a-c; p. 643, 9893a.
with rarecxccptions, itsodisposes the
nenous influence that it terminates
without instituting-reflex actions, as
are apt to arise from Mental Emo..
tions ; but a remarkableexceplionoccurs in sleeping in an erect posture,

~-~~~~~~ytl;~t r:r~s:;1:g~p3a~~1~~~ ::;:~:

t1ons (particularly _of the muscles of
the lower extremities when rendered
susceptiblebydiseascsoftheabdom-

i~;: ~~:~;!E~~~~~~~~~~e :~~~~x:~=~

withtheinstitutionsofinorganicNaturc, p. 543, ¢855-856; p.579-580,
9 890f d, and Ttft.rUICt& there; p
662--663, 9 896; p. 670-671, 9 902
111.
Also, REFLEX AcT10N; C,1.osEs,

whilethe '\"illlimitsthe nervousinfluence to whatever voluntary muscles

relieved by Antispasmodics through a
sedative reflex influence acting upon
the muscular tissue, p. 502-593, 9
891 t k.

natural stateaccordingtotheparticuJarnatureofeachone,orastheymay
be compoundC'd, as Shame the capillariesoftheface,Gricfthelachrymal

facu!lics of the l\lind and t G the JnstinctivePrinciple,p.877-881,91072
b-1075
actsupontheintestineindefeeationas
upon the bladder in fulfilling an anal·
011ousfunclion is sometimes capable

and heart, Anger the~oluntary mus·
clcs, &.c.; and what is thus true of
mcntalemotionsismoreorlesssoof
certain morbificand remedial agents
of a physical nature, asCantharides
strikes at the geni.to-urinary organs,

nausca,p.325,¢500t; p.326,9 500

eralsensemorbificagentsarelcsscir-

!~:R~I:i~~:o~~~H~:,"E~ ~~.:~:Jt~'Jt

\V~~~~e~~~~~ei~/~~~J:nd:~:·:he higher

~! e~~~ti~~n~~~~y~ro,~1 :1:ft~l~mr~~~1;~~

1~d!lj['. DEt'ECmON, SEA-Simms,
by

~~~/[,~h~e~~~~i~;~:~~~i~1~~f:~
ive manner, and without regard to intermediate nerves, upon the voluntary
muscles, which arc thus brought into

~i:=~~~:;~~~c~:e\~~~!~;;~:;;;~~~i~

experienced by the Author, p. 890891, 9 1077. Also, RoosT1No,!11dtz

JI.

~1r~:~;o;~~c~h~tr!fcn~l~r~~~~0i~5 fl1~~;

~!~n::6~~~ty;:;hl~is~i~~e;:, s!~~:
1

~~[~:;~csg1 !~~s~&~~·t~~~~;' aatg~~~

i~;J~~~~·gal~~::c~eo~f ;~:.:~· :c~~~~

~~~a:i~~:·~~sd
i;:~f~;~ou;;~di:i~~ !Ii
1
~~5J~~~e; ;!~n~~~~~e;~~f~~. ~~~~~:~:
present new
~~~~~c~~~,~~:°l~~.lt~fr~d~~~!o~J~~~
mental emotions &c

;;e1~~1 t1~1 ci1i:i;ayn~~~~:1 ~~at:~~ar;:J

and when it is considered with what
vehement power the 'Viii may urge
th
'nflucncc upon the mus-

since the foregoingg~nerallirnitation
of the effects of morb1fic and remedial
agentstoparlicularpartsaccordingto

'
"'
' '
'
&c., may inflict upon the organso_f
organic life through tho same mcd1um, p. 89, 9 188; p. 103, 9 ~05; p.

...
,,
thencr\•ousagcntandthoscofwhich
Chemistry takes any cognizance, and

~P1 f. L."~.~i,r.}~j.~ i~d~.~l.~1,;c~ : .~:.:~.'if.:~r~.1~.~;pcJ~"~' ·.~. ~~~1~~;~i~~~£~Ji~~~1~rii~·:;!n~;;
~.·s~:~~:~~~~~i:~f:y~~·~f~~aflh:udccn'xc'c,\,~~.';f
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Will~;,1::~t~~":1~\;i::~f,Ji~~c •:,.:~=.~~ Yaw~~!:2~:~~~i~i:~:;.~~::::~~~c~~;
o_f laws to the Will a.nd Mental Emo-

and self-actmg J_>Ower of the Soul, p

llons,andastheW1llhasthencrvous medium throu~h which physical
agcntsproduccthcmefl_'ects under its

327-32S,95001-ni;p.340,95I4km; p. 534, 9 844; p. 631-632, ¢ 892
b; p. 888-889, 9 I077. Also, Dis-

own self-acting control m its office of

GUsT, SNEEZING,

~1!~~!n;.~0~~:~; ~~~c~ i~o;~~u~! l~~

~:;';;·

S1u,-S1CKNESS, Ex-

MENTAL fa10TIONS,

&c., 111-

~~~ ~f:~;I~¥t~~~~~t~fi~~f~~ i~·~r~ffii~?:i~:~tf~f;t;,~~~~f~~n:,~
y

half,tt the proof becomes conclusive

g_rcatlydesigned to fulfil the exigcn11

}~:ts~~c co~~~~ici~sf;~c~~~:i~;t ::~

r:~~lin1~1:~:yt~! ~fa;1°tf~~i;·~t;r~~~

galvanism or any or their known ag·

which arise diseases and their cure-

fc~~eso;~i~:w:n~0 dei~!:~~d ~cee Pfc~~~

~~u~~~l~~i':~~d a~~~~~a~~~~a\~~~~,;~::

1~~S~i1;t;a~1~::~~¥=~~:ffl~~~l~:

f::::b~!:Z€~s~~~~~!c:~!~i! :i~1!~~t~!~

9 1071-1075

terative influence of reflex nervous
action,whoseccntripctalsourceiscspeciallythetcstcsinonescxandthe
ovariaintheother-andfartherillustratcd by the differences between
thcpcrfoctandaltcredanimal,whilc.
a\so,thcphysiologicalchangcsbecomc the groundwork or new discasesormodificationsofformcrones,
and al.I serving
astandardorintcr·
prela~1on of the rno<lus operandi ?f

em~~:;edxi;~~:'~~~~~r~~i~~u:i~!:~~~::~
11
1
1
3
~i;·:h;x~~~1 ~~d f~st~~ ~~f~!i~~i~~i ;1~~
p.874--879,

YAWNING

rnay be the result of thinking about i~,
or or mental symp1:1thy, or ofweanand depends 1mmcdiately upon
complex influences or direct and rcflex actionsofthe~ervoussystem
the former cases displaying.the in-

ncss,

~Ig~e:tr d1~v:l:i~~n!:J ~h~ 0~:=~~:~;

1

~zfeit~h:~o~~~~t;it~::f:rS:'C::~~~l;~:~~
1
1
~~g ~~n~~~tf;~·~J:~3 :~t ~~t~~~:~fa~ 1~

as

institution, through its irritation or

~~: p~~~~~~~1;\::1~;::i~nt:;:~c;c~~i~~~

:~::~;~:~~~5~e:~~ii~~f;~~I~~:~~;

thenervousccntresproceedsfromthe
voluntary muscles---employed in expourulingthemodusopcrandiormor-

p. 376-378,

9 578. Also, 0ROA1'S

tzeo; REFLEX ACTION, Index II.;
V1TAL PRoP£RTIES, ORGANIC LIFE,
l11dcxl.

• TbeCbcmistisdesircdtoconsiderparticul.:lrlrthisfact(§409hh,493cc,893a),
-Al~o

Non Y p. 1150.

o:

~~~e:.;l~~;:~Ri:;~~~u:~~:~:~:~:s~~

INSTITUTES 0 F MED IC IN E.
NOTES.
As stated in the Preface to the Sc\'cnth Edition of this work, the Author bns nffixed some bricfFoot-notes to that Edition (as at p. li2, 350, 5!J3, 6i9, 725, 863, 8!J.:>,

U20); but soon afterthefirstimpressionwns struck off he concluded to introduce a
fcwot hcrNotcsattheendofll'ivEx ll.,whichwillbcnttachcd tothecopiesofthat
impression which may remain on hand. '!'his method of adding or modifying will
be continued hereafter, and references to the Non:s thus appended will be inserted
in the text in future impressions, and probably, also, other foot-notes, and other
improvements. Such, indeed, have been made in this second impression of the
SC\'Clltlt edition, as at p. 493, GOG, 699, l0ii2, &c.-Seplember, 1862.

NOTE A.-EXCIT!NG CAUSE OF PARTURITION.
NoTE A.-In section 89Zt d occur some remarks about the institution of labor,
and I am now Jed to other comments by certain suggestions ma<le by Professor G.
S. Bedford, M.D. 1 upon the same subject in his late work upon the" Principles and
Practice of Obstetrics," and which was reviewed by myself in the "Boston Medical
and Surgical Journal," November 7th, 1861. In that Re,·iew I remarked that. Dr.
Bedford, after a general examination of the principal hypotheses relatfre to "t11e
determini119causeoflabor,orthatpcculinrinflucnccwhichfirstcxcites1hemuscular
fibrcsofthcutcrustocontract ion, "andha''ingconsidcredparticu larlythcovarian
hypothesis of Dr. Tyler Smith, and the orificial irritacion of Dr. John Power, both of
which are founded upon the lawsofrcflexncHousaction,delivershisownrationale
in considerable detail. Our Author's doctrine is predicated of the principle that
"there seems to be a necessary connection between the first spontaneous movements
in the mt1scular walls of rhe uterus nnd a matured de\·clopmcnt of the muscular
structureoftbeorgan itself." Thntthc institutionoffaborisductoacausethat
opcra1cs at uniform times not only in the human species but in allanirnnlsissufficient lyobvious. ltmustbcindcpcndcnt,in aconstitutionalscnse,ofallacciden1s
thatmayaffcctthespccificpcriods .. The hypothesis oforifiei:tlirritationiscontrridicted notonlybytheperiodical muformity of the process, which is very variable in
different species of animals, but by the variety of presentations, and that woman
alone is liabletotheimputcdcausc before thccontrnctilemovcmcntssha\lhavebc.
gun. \Vcmustthercforclookto the utems itselfforthe requisite provision, and this
can be found only in a law which is cxactlyobedienttoa.maturedde\·elopmcntof
the orgirn. But this docs not expound the grcnt and wonde1ful problcm-1l1e l1ow
or the wli.g the "spontaneous mm·cment" grows out of the "mntured development
of the muscular structure." Are there nny nnnlogies, nny physiological princi11lc,

~1~~j~~f~w~~~~i:\~:;:~1~~0l1~::~~1~:~~~i:~~i;~fi~~ti::~::~if!~~~
thoroffcrsasupposednnnloi::yintheperistnlticmovementsoftheintcstinc,found-

r~:£snt1J~~~~fi~:b~::~~t~~~~~:Eii~~~:::~~~~~ng~f!~~~:::f~:f:~~~~~ 1~~~~:~~~
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movements as of the nction of the heart (§ 475!),or of the. respiratory muscles
(§500i-111),or of the iris (§.? 14k, 1072 a), or of the sphincters(§.5 14 );,g), and,
as in the latter cascs,whatcl1>01hn111hcner\'ousinflueucc in that of the intestine?
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NOTE A.-E:XCITING CAUSE

01"

PARTUUITIOX.

And is not this confirmed by the effects ofcn.tlrnrtics and suppositories(§514f)?

~~iJ,,~~~!.~~':,~;?~;'~~~;i;%~~::i§~1:::~~l~t~\~ifaf~:;:~,;~~~,~~~I~~;)~;
nervous centres?

How else can the stimulus of the blood affect the musculn.rsub-

~;~;,;~;~11:~J"fa':~f~ ,~~:~~>;~~~~,~;~:;;~~~~~~~~~~~',:<£.,~::xfzr:;,;,~::'.~~

;g:;:t~~:2i~fi~i~1~~J:~~~~~1:~::¥i~~~I0tiI::~~t~~~~:~~~~~\~~~f.~~~}

actionofthcne1"vo11ssystemaslongnsmuseularirntn.bilityaudcontrnct11ityrcmain
(§ 441d, 637, 1042, 10i2a, NoTEA.'i, p. 1131).

As to the cx~criment of destroying the lower portion of t~1c spinal cord for the
purpose of showmg that labor may take pin.cc without the stnnul us of the nef\"ous
influcncc,ithn.s been completelyncglcctedthntthcutcrusisstillconncctedwiththc

~~df~.~a~1 ~~~~sr ~~1~1l~eoF~~o~~~-c~~~:;i~;l ~~~:~~~(~~~~ ~;o~~St~'c4§~1~1:~~hoc).ic i~~;~
;~:~·u~~~s0~~;~~:v~~lr~~:~~~i~:~~~a~ft:;~ci~n.~1s~~.ttc~~tl~~~ ~~;~~t~~~~~ ~:,~~~~:'~e~:i~~~

cspccial\ywhcnprcternaturnlinflucnccsarc inopcralion,nswhcn,forcxnmplc,\·esicants subdue deep-seated inflammations(§ 516 d-522,8!>3). In the case of the
parturicntcfforts after the destruction of the lower 1iortion of tlie spinal cord, that
very in~u~y c_alls into ope.rntion other J1lSOurccs in the nen·ous system with which the
uterus is md1rcctlysupplicd. It is alsounh·crsallyconcedcJthat,in the lan guage of
ourAuthor,"asageucralrulc, laboris in partaccomplishcclthroughrcflcx nerrous
action," and it is therefore farther inferable tlintwhcn labor takes 1ilncc after destroying the inferior portion of the spinal cord "the general rule" still obtains, and
that the experiment supplies no c,·idence that "childbirth is notnece~snri lyde1icnd
ent upon ncrvous agcncy." 'l'hcsu11poscd"inhcrentnetion"is,possibly,sufficicnt,
p er se, for n. single comrnctilc movement, but nn exciting cnmc independent of tl1e
"maturcddevelopmcntoftheutcrus"isncccssnrytoalongscricsofalternatccontractions and relaxations. That condition resultin g from the"maturedde,·elopment of the muscular strncturc oftbcorgan"bceomcs the exciting cause of reflex
nen-ousactions,justastbewantofatmosphericairinthelungsis thcremotccnuse
of the rcflcctednervousinflucncethatdetermines thc rcspiratorymO\'Cmcnts-exceptinginthecasc of the uterus the cof!lpou~dcdscnsitiveandcxcito-motoryncn·cs,
which arc the channels of the trnnsmmcd mflucnccs, nppcrtnin exclusively to the
muscula1· tissue.of the organ. This,howe\·cr,has its exact nnnlogy in the reflex
ncrvousnctionsuponwhich,as lhnveshown,rnos1ingnmlslccpinginanerectposturc depend, as also the spasms which are somcti.mcs excited in irritn.ble muscles of
the lower extremities by a forcible net of the ."'111 (§ 500 dd, 514, p. 891, § 1077)
Jn 1he former case there is a uaturnl adnptat1011 of the muscles to that exercise of
the 'Vill, which, by plncilis them in a rigid .stale, cst:1blishcs n. reflex ncnous action

~~i~:~El:~~:~~:~E~s~:nc~fi~~~~:~:~~i;~!~ir~:~~~,rri~~£f~1~:~~:~~~:~:r~~£

Jllitllit
c-e,o,514f,51Gd8nnd9, 691,

sn2;, 1077).

NOTES B-C. -POISONS A?<.'D THE ORGANIC NERVE.-DEAT11.
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NOTE B.-POISONS AND TUE ORGANIC NERVE.

~~:~~~\~:r~~fJ~~ri~~~~1~:)~~:2:~~:~~;r~!~i~;::::~~1~~~-;~;:~~~~fi~~~~t~:~f~4~7~;:

4Sl Exp. 14, 15, 483 c, 484: b, 487 J; g, 488~, 490, 4~-l Erp., p. G75, § 90-1: b. They
ar~ intrnduced here, therefore, not on nccountofthc1r supposed novelty, but as new
contributions in support of the doctrines which I ha\'C ndvanced ns to the modus
operandi ofmorbifican<l remed ial agents through reflected influences of the ocr;.
oussystem, nn<las showing thatthcscinftuenccs may bcfullyprnpngatedthrough
the sympathetic ncne, ns is also seen of the natural stimuli in the ancnccphali
(§<6 Lta).
1

fo~;~~;~i~~;.~i:1~~~~~~~~~i~~1~~i~·~~ ~~ot~c,fi~r1i1~~~ :1~f!~~~n~r1~:~~~~,?fre: ~~

veratrumviridc,digitalispurpurca,introduccdintothc stomachorinsertedinthc
skinoffrogs,arrestedthcaction ofthehenrt inperiodsvnryingfromtentotwenty

T~~~t;;~~~a:l~;p~~:1;~~~~nil11~ t~-e~~~~o t~~~~;;~/;y'~~c es~~~i~~h~~ ~~~u~:~ ,~~t~~~~

0

nratedfrom its connections with the spiual cord, from which they deduce the con.
chtsion that the poisons exert npeeuliar effect upon the nerves supplying the heart
orsuchnsmayinfiuencethemovcmentsoftheorgan. Ilyconsultiugtherefcrences
to the Institutes as suggested in this Note, it will be e\' idcnt from similar experi·

~:~~~~~t"~.;~i~c~t ;~~~1A'ici ~~-~~e'r!~g~7:;~;~~v!~:~ot~~1~c~~· 1~~!;1~:i~i?~f :~~ ~~1~

sons,butbypcrn iciousinfiuencesreflectcdbycentralpnrtsofthcncrvoussystem
The experiments possess,nlso,the interest of showing the diflCrence in functions
between the cere~ro.sp inal and ganglionic systems, and th~ transmission ofinflucnces in organic l!fe (as in the case ofthe Will in nnimnl lifc), 1hrough special o1·ganicnen·es,accurJing to the natureoftheremotecauscsnnd the naturalorac·
quircdsusceptibilityoforgans(§l37-152,233.t,500g-m, and Notent11. 864).

KOTE C.-ORIGIN OF DEATH.
Non: C.-Refers to section 632, page 401. Nothing upon the subject of death
canbcprcdicatcdofmanasdeducedanalogicallyfromtheoriginalconstitutionof
animals. The weapons of destruction with which the latter are provided is a cogent
proofthatdeathwas1heirprimitivcallotmcnt1 andastillgreatcrmaybesceninthc
uni,·crsalmeansofsubsistenceamongthenquatictribcsandthccnrnivorousofevcry
denomination. The last reaches to man, for whose uses the animal as well as 1hc
vegetable kingdom was created, and in which respect the pronunciation of Scripture
corresponds with the constitution ofman,whichisob\'iouslydcsigned for both aui·
mal and vegetable food. l\Inn is not only thus isolate<l,and all reasoning from
analogyprcdicatedofthe death of animals excluded, butsince,nlso,nnimalswere
rcndcrcdsubscrvicnttomankindasamcansofsustennnce,andasthedcathofman
isnottributarytoanyusefulpurposewbate\'crin thceconomyofnnturcbcyondthc
mere elementary principle, it isc,·ident that death has been ingraftcd upon man's
constitution withoutanynpparent final cause. 'l'his conclusion, though wanting in

~~~~~~~~~t~~
Soulandofthcprinciplcoflnstinct(p.842,§1078).-N9Tf;Prp. ll 42.
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NOTES D-F,-

REI<'LEX NERVOUS ACTIQN.-NARCOTICS.

NOTE D.-REFLE.'i: NERVOUS ACTION.

~:!~~~'~£~~:.::~:~~~i~~~i~~:ig~;,;~;,i~J£!:~·!:~~:~~7;,:;~~~~~£~
r1s:~~~:.:1~!1~~"~{i:~,~r.~~ii:~~~:;j;~n~:~~~\~~~~:1~~~~ ::~:i:: 1~::~:
1

~:o:~~~i:~~;:i;'rd~~~~i~'~~ff~;~;~:~:i~~~i?~:?.~~:~~~~:,::~~;ii ~itirn;~~

657, 674 d, GU2 a, 715, 8 11, 848, 8G3, 889 a, n, 902 g, 904 bb, nnd Index II. , Article

~~l~~~1~~~~i~~

~tmaybcfmihcrsaid ofsnee:::b19 as brought about by the action of light upon the
retma, or by the mind in dwelling upon the paroxysm, and of vomiting as occasioned
byotfcnsivcsightsondoffcnsivcodors,thatinthcformercascthenen'ousinfluence,
in being first reflected or dirccllgprojected(as the light or the mind may be the re1

~~~~ 1f1~c~i::n~~~S:~n~JT,~v~1 ~~ ~~! ~~i~!~t~~ i~~~~~.~~~~~su~~~~~~a~e~~~~:~~:=
1

tres, the nervous influence again excited and reflected upon the abdominal mus0

~~d ;p;~~~~~s i~h~b:c~~~~1s fn~~:~~~g~;~;s,1:~~~~~t~ilci~a:;~~ea~~~~1;~~i(~1\\::):~t7~
a. direct manner, according to n distinction which I have made between direct and
reflex action,§ 227,500 c-m, 893 a, 896, 903, 1072 a, 1074), where the nen-ous influencc thus dctcrminc<lbytheemotion, whcther rcsulling from thcspectaclc,or thc
o<lor,orfromtherccollectionoftheircffccts,acts1irecisclynsancmctic, whcn 1hc
chainofcausationsen<lsinthetrnnsmissionofthatnauseatinginflucncctothcnervous centres whcro the nen·ous power is thus excited in an indirect manner, and
then reflected with a convulsive effect upon tbesamcmusclcsthatarcengagcdin
sneezing.
Theforcgoingexamplcsarerepro<lucedhercthatthcymaybcprcsentedinanisolatcd state, and to i~ttract to the~ attention .both on account of the novelty of the
Author'sintcrpretat1onofthcact10noftbe'Villuponthevoluntarymusclcs,andof
mental emotions upon all parts of the organic mcclrn.nism, throu~h the lnstnimcnt-

~~~hc0~t~l~u~0;'~~=n~:~r~:~~r~t~~~~°Jia7~~k°ro1~~~~~i~~~::s ~~s~;f~ti~1c1i~~r~}i~~!
doctrine of operation by absorption.

NOTE E.-OPERATION OF NARCOTICS.

NOTE F.-ALCOilOL versus ANTIPHLOGISTICS.

NOTE F.-ALCOIIOL

ve1·sus

ANTIPHLOGISTICS.
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!~~1n~n~1 ~~;~~!~~~f:·r:~~~ti 1~v~~e~a~:nn!~:;h~h~/~~~~ulating plan'' of treatment

c~l~~l:~:[2tf~7i~~[:, '~h~~a~!~~r~~I~~gO~l~::et:l~S ~·O~~~;~~~T~;,8Is~~

In 1862 the total number of deaths for the same time wns 7035, of which are reb;!~~ll~:~~~·~%l~~TlO!'i oi.•
Lm:Gs," 498i Bno:\c1um, 119; C1wuP, 187i

THE

The ratio of deaths from pneumonia. during the first four months oflSGland

Et~~:i~~~;~il~~~1~~~5~~~~~;~~f~~~~!i~f!~~}~~~~~~;

York (p. 760, § 100::> k).-NOTE MM p.

nu.

~r.~0~}~i~1~g1~~I:fi;~J~f~~:f£~~~~:~~;J~~~:~~1~~1t~~:i:¥J.~~

~~J~~t~~y~ ~y~f~:E:F~ii~~c~::~E~~:~~E ;r~~:~1~:!~~:~h~,1~1:i~:~~:E~\~;~~

ofdrnwing blood to nrrestuterinc hemorrhage,ortostopawoundedartery(§G!J9

de!~~d~~~-~1~!·,!~~:;fo) ~c:e~~~~~~~~~~);e ~~:~~c~~~~ ~~t~f~~~e~;~i1~ti~~~t~,~~!~
11

caseofimperfcctnutritionandnssimilatioo,andthateffol'tsintreatmeotmusttherc-

~~I::!:f~I~!2~~!~%~f~E.~;~i~Efi1~~f.mt?IiZ~:~~~~~~:fro~~i~

nntlairi nndin thesubstitutionofafewsimplebuteffectivcto)licmedicincsforthe
eftCte polypharmacy of our predecessors." The objection to polypharmacyisYery
well, although itdocsnotapplytoanyofthemostemiucnt "of our predecessors,''
whose principal trcatmcntin the early stages ofphthisis consisted of bloodletting, a
non-stimulating diet, counter-irritants, and free exercise in the open air, but all of
which, sa\·e the air we breathe, is now so greatly changed that the Reviewer remarks
ofDr.Copland'strcatmcntthnt"wchavecertaiolybeen surprised to find LOCAL,
and in some instnncesgenernlbloodlcttingstillad\'iscdinthefirststageofphthisis."
-('!'he Italics arc
A...... D FOREIGN l\lEDICO-ClllUURGJCAL REVIEW,

mine.)-BRlTlSil

JaN~~?;h~~~ ~S~f1~~-eem in the forcgoin.c; statistics n. sufficient justification of this
2

~~;t~?ii~~~;:~f:)l~~~~~~t~~~~~;f~~~~11f.~~I:~1f~f~~~~~~

same number of the Uevicw to wl1ich I am indebted for the foregoing quotations.

~~~~~~J~~~~~

~~~l~c~f~t:i~~~~I~ h~h~e~a~~a~~ ~:~i~~ti~~ ~~ ~~~f~ ~;~;;~it~;e'"~~r~a~~~;l;r~~ ~I~~
alone has coustiwted between n. half and a tliird '!fall tlie deaths. In the North
Am erican command, their frequency and fatali1y have been nearly the same as nt
home.
"In the navy, respiratory diseases aro the most prolific .source .of sickness and
death." "Afore than a.fij1li of the deaths from all causes 1soccas1oned by them."

~~~i~S~~~~~tn~,f c~1 :~~~J ~~,:~=il~tt~~~1~~ 0~~%1~1~~~c,a~~ 01~b~ ;1~8e~ec~ ;~,~:1~~~
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fr om disease thnt year, 103 were d1sc/ia1"9ed on account of consumption, and 4!J from
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NOTE G. -i.\IODUS OPERANDI 01" CATHARTICS.

other pulmonic disorders. In 1857,of the total dcatbs(623)fromdisense in the

::E:~i,~::::~:~~:~~~:~~:~:,::~;~:~·~~?·:[~ ·~~~.~:~;~~ff!~:i~I:r~~r~·::~~:~~:

ccssors," a)a\'ishuse of cod's liver oil is amain ground of dependence; though we
hold the tonics andstimul::i.nts,andthe"free admiuistrationofnourishinganimalizeddiet,"andthenbsoluteneglectofanantiphlogistietrentment,atthecarlystage
ofthcdisc:isc,responsible fol' theexcessivemortality(9 836, 892fg-1)....
Jn the MEDICAL AND P11YSIOLOGICAL Co~DIENT.AIHES, in an article on the "Patholo99ef1'ubercle and Screfula" (\•ol. ii.,p. G08-634)and, also, in acriticn l cxamin:ition of the "Principal W1iti1ig.~ of P. Ch. A. }...()'11is" (ibid., J>. 679-815), J ham
endea,·ourcd,atgreatlength,10substantiatcthchighlyinflammatoryna1ureofphthisis pulmonalis,and hnve rccited 1heexpcricnce of themostillus1rions praetitioners
in behalfofn decided antiphlogistictreatment, especially bloodletting, in the early
11

f!:~~~n~f I~}~~ 1~;~ t:i~; ~~~r;:~~~J~:l.ch fu{t ~~~~~ t:~~~ !1~;~~~ : ~~~1~1·=~~1:~~!~-~c~:~
1
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~~~~1:1~~~~t°1:~·~,~~~~~ J :S(~~~~;~l~~~~;~[i[::.~~~f:i?·ha;~i:o!~~stce~~~~~t~~f:,~~:
1

1

1

treatment of consumption (§ 756a). Moreover, in TCSpccttothis,andallotherdis·
eases, the denunciation of bloodletting is too formidable to be encountered bynny
butwell-established1iractitioners, and who possess, also, more than Gnle n's heroic
firmness(§ 100-lc,nole; alsoii.488,§ 756a; p. 722, §6909; p.861 1 § 1065c).

NOTE G.-MODUS OPERANDI OF CATHARTICS.

NOTE 11 .-NAUCOTICS

t:ersus

ANTIPHLOGisncs.

KOTE ll.-NARCOTICS i:crsus ANTIPIILOGISTICS.

111 'i
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NOTE I.-REMF.DIAL ACTION TllROUGll TllE llEART.

i~~~~¥~~~\~[~~l~f}~2~[;f}~:~~Jlii~~:l~~~~F;·~h1i~~~~

Although we may not hope to defeat the attempts to substitute other means for
bloodlctting,rangingfromdry.-cupping to tonics and stimulants, or consisting of the
most.,•iolentpoisonsofthel\Iaterial\fedica-aconite,tobacco,,·eratrumviride,opium, &c. (ffe 9601 1065 a)-and where the abstraction of blood nmy be most demanded

flr~~e~~;~~~~: ~~C~:~~~ic~·~~~~ r:~~~~~~J;hj:;j~~~:~j:~~~C~O~~S :~;J~l~l~tr ~~I:~
professional hands.

it wns worthily said by Sigmond to his medicnl Class, that
1

1

1

of·;~;~:~, i~~; ~~~~b: ~~~1 ;n;:~Sdn~~:i~;~s~;~dti~~ u:~eo~;:~f:nta t~~~~\~~;;~~ !
1
~~~!/~s~~~~~k~~~~~~~[~~~i~~e:~. \~~~ ;~~~h:~ Yt~fiJi~u~';:,~~d;o~~a~~·~~ea~·;
extra,·agant quantities having been given, to administer, but with the remembrance
of the sacredness of human life, any remedy which may hnve the slightest uncertainty
in the intensity of its action. Nor do I think if any untoward event occurred in
yourpracticefroma.,erylargedoscthatanexcuscshouldbcplcadedonthcscorc
that in some particular case such aquan1ityb11.d bcenfcnrlesslycmployed,and fortunately no bad effects had resulted" (p. 720, § 960 a).-SIGllOND's LccttJTCs in London Lancct, Deccmber, 1837, p. 403, 40!.

NOTE !.-REMEDIAL ACTION TllROUGH THE HEART.
NOTE J.-Insections500m1 69.U,82Gcc,&c.,Ibave represented thenctionof
the heart when influenced by remedies as resulting generally from either their modifying effects upon disease and acouscquentmodificntion of the nenous influence
thusreflccteduponthehcart,orfromasimplemodificationofthatinfluencegenerntcd by the direct action of the l'emcdy upon the part to which it may be ap1Jlicdcithcr the gastro-intcstinal mucous membrane or the skin-while in§ 1065 a I hnxc
imputed t11e effect of cel'tain agents, digitalis, colchicum 1 veratrum viridc, in diminishing the frequency of the pulse to a narcotic virtue, and have objected to the thcrapeutical conclusionswhicb~1ave,inconscqucnce,been predicated ofthose remedies.
The latter are examples which illustrate the difficulties of medicine; for there can
benogreatcrfallacythan thehypothcsisthat1<remcdieswhich1essenthefreque11cy
of the pulse are best ndapted to infinmmatory and febrile diseases." Every thing

~~~c~:i~~!r;nc~~~t~~~~tt'~;'~~~~~~~J~da~~~i:~t~~~sii~;~:t~~~~~li.nisI~ab;r:~~~~fic~~~
1

1

::fr~~~y~t:J!~~~~F~;~,~~~~£\~~:~:~~~~~f~it~!:~~~~:,~!c~:;~}~e~:~J:l~~~~£.

fll!lflitl
anceasn.consequcnccofthemnlndy(§500m).

NOTE K.-EXCESSIVE MEDICATION BY QUll\'lA,
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NOTE K.-EXCESS!VE MEDICATION BY QUINIA.
Non: K.-To illustrate still fnrther the empirical nature of the prnctice of administering !urge doses ofquinia in the trcatm_eut ofintcrmittentfovcr (§ 892 d-1.:), as
well nsthefollacyofthe Immoral hypothesis, and to show theprobn.bilitythatsuch
excessiYC medication must be injurious, as variously set forth in former sections
(§G7?,SG3d,870aa,900,904 d,&c.),Ishall introduce here tho exper ience of Mr.
Pf\-km, of England, who, in 1842, visited the South of France, where the intcrmit-

~1:~{ii::~~~:~#!:~~;~g}~:f.i~:~~~:ti:~r¥:V.~i,]1f~t~~i~f1f~g~~

~~;~~~~~~~ ~~t1~:~dt~,~~~~:;~.1~~~~~:~[~0;~;:.,";~\~J~~~t1~~;,~:~~

autumn he went to Madrid for the same purpose, where the Minister of the Interior
assigned to him a ward in tho Genernl Ilospitnl of that Capital to carry on his ex-

fi~~:n~~~~5·i:ntthS~u!;~ ~~Fr~~,~~~ly ;;:~tcf~~:-1~~ ';;~:1 o~!~~ ~~~~:~~~ dt~~~t~fe3ite ~~~
loid that he accomplished his cures, but often byn.sing1e·dosc. And now observe
how his critical experience as to the most useful time for administering the dose contrndicts the bu moral hypothesis, both as to the pathology of the disease and the mod us operandi of the remedy, and es1ablishes myinterpreiationofthelattcrthrough
reflectcdactionsofthenervoussystem. "Thercsultofthesotrials,"snysl\lr.Parkin, "confirm me in a conclusion I had previously formed as to the proper time for
the administration ofthe remedy, which I found to be immediatel!Jbeforethc accessionofa pnroxysm. 'Yhenthusa<lmiuistcred,lhavegenerallyfoundthatitshortened the paroxysm, andthatitarresteditaltogether,npontheavernge,ntthcthird
administrationofthcremedy. 'l'hesamercsultwasexpcriencedinoldasinrcecnt
cases, even where the disease had existed twch-e months. '!'here were numerous
cases in which no remrn was C."Xpcricnced afte1· the first administration of the remedy, while in some cases the expected attack was not experienced at all. "•-Lm.-oo:.'"
LA-XCET,April 20, 1843,p. 130.
That the remedy should be administered at some period of the intermission, and
suspcndeddurmgapnroxysm, liasbecualwaysregnrdcdasanindispcnsableruleof
prnctice(§G75); but in thccnse of the particular compoundnowbcforeus,itwas
found by a critical observer that the most appropriate time wns circumscribed within
afewminutes. Now,ifthedoctrinoofopcrntionbynbsorptionhadanyfounclation
-whether the remedy be supposed to neutralize or extinguish some poison assumed
to exist in the blood, according to a large school, or to unite chemically with the
solids, according to Liebig and his followers(p.171, No. 42),-the remedy if administered <luring the hot stage of a paroxysm ofintcrmittentfevershouldnotas1mi-

~~~1~~~!~ ~fir~~~i~d a~1t i~~~~:~s'i~~ %s~a7s;)~~~ ~:ss;so}1~1~a~~~~~h~ni:d:~~1;s~~~~~
tnr{,:!v~vJ1~;~~::~~ ~;~~c;~~!~~~ee~} ~~~n~eb~t !r;~fc~;!~~·:o

%

tho periodical return
ofanintcrmittcntfc\·c1·throughascriesofyears,notwithstandingthecarlyremoval
of the subject from a miasmntic region to a climate entirely exempt from intermitteD:ts (§560); a fact which, in itself, disposes of the wl1~le question before us,whcther1Lrespect1he assumedabscrptionoft\poison, itsconunuedprcsencointhesystem,
or tho humornlintcrpretationofthcmodusopernndiofthe remedy. Analogous

~~l~~s a:~fr~ ~t ~ ~etl;~n~~~~!~r~·f~a~t:~~~e~d ~~~u~r~s~~~~~fie ~ced~~~~!~~r~t~~~i~~ ~} ~~
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andthesamcmnybcallcgedofthearscnicalprepnrations.

1

·
llourreamcdicine,we shou ld not
cness ofthecp1:unityof
tractedfover(§870aa);
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NOTES I.-)f,-ARSE...~IC AND .Al\'Tl·PERIODICS.-AN"ESTllF.TICS.

NOTE L.-MODUS OPERANDI OF ARSE!IIC AND ANTI-PER!ODICS.
NOTE L.-As to tbe modus operandi of arsenic(§ 892! g), it is readily seen from

~~~b~~i~~~~~a~~~~e~~~?:ns~~r.~~~ ~~~eits~at~1~~1t ~=~·\~~c :~:~~~~f~~~~u~~' t~~i~:;.;

~;~il~d1E~\~\~~~;:~::~~~~~~1ri:~f£i~;,;:f:'.fi~:~r.Ei~~f~ff;·:7ii:~r.~~~~~ii

us _that all this medley of 1hings cures intcrmittcnts equally either by their ehcmi~a l
umon with some imaginary poison in the blood, or by forming new compounds w11h
the solids; which isequivalcnttosayingthntarsenic and cinchona and spider's web
(neglecting emetics and mental emotions and loss of blood) will as readily unite with
each other as acids do with alkalies (§675, 863 d, 870aa, 892 b-k,900,90-!d, 986).

p~~·~:o;i~~~~v~~~i~i~; ~~o~ft~lt1~~it~~:~~1~:i~~~~~~~~~l~,a~i~~ ;;~:~fa:~f~;~;~, ~:~
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mayequallyinduce,throughthesameeonstitu1ionalprinciple, the disappearance of
the chronic affections ofthe skin (§ 902, 1059). -NOTE R p. 1123.
Again, that the constitutional effoc1s of arsenic depend upon its primary action
upon the alimentary mucous tissue and thcsubsequentdcyelopment and reflection
of an altcrative nel"vons influcnccmnybcclistinctlyshown by 1hc remarkable contrastinthephcnomenaand pathological condi1ionsthatarcinduced indifferent individuals by poisonous doses. I t is well known that the symptoms arc generally
thoscof\·iolc11tgastr0-cnteri tis 1 but1hnt1J1ereare rare instances in which the syrup.
toms are such as arc produced lry poisoning with opinm. Ofthcscexecptions, wl1ich
form a most imposing contrast with the more numerous class of cases, there has occurred in my practice one strongly marked example, in which \'Omiting was effected
with difficulty by emetics, and which would have been mistaken for poisoning by

~~~~~ ~t~1~~;1~rt~ ~:\'Yee ii ;~;c~~S:a~e~e~n~:~~~l~~~~.t~~d~~~~~i~~~ntfti: ~ti~
11

were thrown off from the stomach. D eath took place in about twelve hours. Lethargy came on early, and was very overpowering. Noi:::astricuncasincssorpurging.

~~~g~~~o;1l~~~'~r~'i~~~~r~!~wh~:::~. ~~'( /i~~~~a~f~~ct~·~a:~~d:~~f~P~~~~1~e~:b~tv~~
~~~t~i~'.~;~i. ''~~~1: ~,~~;;:;~~ra~; ~~~f~r~~:-"~tro,~fi~~ n~~~;d1 ~l :~=P~~sJ~~a}~?s~-~~~i
seconds, and then would follow a Jong and deep inspiration; and of 1hcsc movements there were from three to six in a minute. During the suspension the 1mlse
would sink down to its lowest frequ ency, and when inspiration took place the pulse

;zi~~:::.:~·~~:~~£~~.i~?~f;~::~!fi1~J;:,l~~:;~:~::~?:!~!:~:!~~~i~~~:.;"~i:;;~:;1
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parcntondisscction(§512,82Gcc,84J,902,904:bb).

NOTE l\f.-1\[QDUS OPERANDI OF AN1ESTHETICS.

NOTES N-P.-

DIGESTION NECESSARY TO NUTRrrIO~, ETC.

1121

NOTE N.-D1GESTION NECESSARY TO NU'l'RrTION.

NOTE 0.-CEREBRAL CIRCULATION.
NoT1; 0.-Jn confirmation of the eoncJusion from my experiments upon the brnin
thntthcquantityofbloodcirculating within the organ hnsbeen much ovcrrntcd,it
shouldhavebccnsaidinthctextatpnge82Gthatbothcaroti<lshavebeensucecssfully tied in the human subject, at an interval of a few days for each carotid, without injury to thc ccrehrnl functions . Jnsomcnnimals,nsthcmbbit,thesnmcopcrntionhasbeenperformedsimultaneouslyuponbothcnrotidsandone\•ertebrnlartcry
without injury to the brain.

NOTE P.-EXAGGERATIONS OF INSTINCT.
NOTE P.-If the following statement hns not been made ns nn illustration, merely,

~~~{~~~l~{~i~0I!~~n/:~~n~!~e£i~~~:;e~~1:~ (~~ J~::i~~:J)'.~ 'i:~r:~~:~~d"i~~;;t~
John Brown's Ycmcio11s florre Subsecivre (l·ol. ii.):
"Mr. Carruthers, of Inverness, told me n new story of these wise sheep-dog!!.

4B

A

1122

NOTE Q.-PAR.\P LEGIA A~D REFl.EX NERVOGS ACTION.

butcher from Jn,·eruess hncl purchased some sheep nt Dingwall, nnd giving them in
chargetohisdog, leftthe road. Thedogdro,·ethem ontill,eomingtoatoll,the
toll-wifestootlbeforethe drove demanding her dues. Thcdoglookcdnthcr,and,
j umpingonherback,crossedhisforclcgso"crhcrarms. Thcshccppasscdthrough,
and the dog took his place behind them and went on l1isway."

NOTE Q.-PARAPLEGI A AND REFLEX NERVOUS ACTION .

NOTE R. -

NOTE

RE:\IEDIAL ACTIOX, CIIEUICAL DOCTIUNE.

R-RE~IEDIAL

ACTION, CHEmCAL DOCTRINE.

11 23
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NOTE $.-TYPHUS AND TYPHOID FEVER.

(§447fa,No. J). Whateverbcnefit,tbcrcforci ironbcstowscithcruponthcblood
or the sol i.ds cnn be in~erprctcd onl;r upon the pr~uciplcs of vitnl solidism,-alone
by improving the functions of digestion. Iodine, hme, all the elements of the body,
observepreciselytbesamcrulcasto their incorporationwiththcbloodorwith the

ri~~~g.~~~~g~td~c~11~\:~~~~1~:r~~a~,,~~l~~ i~~s(~n ~Ji!\1~~d 3~0)~hc 1 !t~~cn;;o~~
1

1

"organic compound" (§ 447 ! a), nnd as this is tmly its condition it operates as a
farthcrconfirmationofthcforcgoing:physiologicnldoctrine.

NOTE $.-TYPHUS AND TYPHOID FEVER.

NOTE T.-

1125

SYMPATllETIC OR UEHEX NERVOUS ACTION.

ll,11ii!&ll!
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isoramal11rio11st ypeandorigin,soth atirtrcatedasnmnl:
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h:1xc
the cxtentors.1Ji,·:1tion, blood-letting, and stimulants, the first two or which 'Vest
the
been 1ried upon an exten~ive scale, cs1>ecially upon armies im·adin~
Indies, when it wns found that lo~s of blood lessened thcsusccptibilityoft hesystcm
ulattothecnuscsof1hep revailing fc,·er, bcsidcs,doubtlcss,co 11ntcractingthcstim
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the British Army (p. 396, §U2l a, (i59b, 692 b, c, 999, JOOUc-1008,
a
1068a).-Therevcr seofnllthishasntte ndt!dthcslimulant swhcnemploycdasby
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preessential
or
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of
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the
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more
i;ystem
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961).
disposing cause, butnlso as cxcitingcnuses (§630 e, i87, 801, 810, 8 13, 815,

NOTE T.-snrPATllETJ C OR REFLEX NERVOUS ACTION.

11-26

NOTE u.-CQNTlNUOUS SnIPATIIY,

on

CONTINt:OliS INFLUENCE.

NOTE U.-CO:NTINUOUS SDIPATIIY, OH CONTINlJOUS INFLUENCE.

NOTES W-X.-TJIE MEDICAL r1:01q,:5s10x.-mGUTS 0.1:' AUTUOltS.

1127

NOTE W.-AMERICAN >lEDICAL PROFESSION A'1D GREAT
BRITAIN.

NOTE X.-RlGllTS OF AUTHORS.

1128

NOTE X. -

lUGIJTS OP AUTUOTIS.

NOTE X.-RIGUTS OF AUTUORS.

112()
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NOTE Y.-TllE NEHVOUS POWER AND

ELl~CTHICITY.

NOTE Y.-TIIE NERVOUS POWER AND ELECTRICITY.

NOTES TO TIIE EIGHTH EDITION.
T11ef0Uowiog !\OTES nro nddedtothe EtGllT11 EmTro:-;ofthisWork,nndreferencCil to tl1emnre
i11 ti·oduecdi11nppropriuteplnccsinthctcxl

NOTE AA.-PIIYSIOLOGY OF THE CEREBRO-SPINAL AND SYMPATIIETIC NERVES.

KOTE Bn.-CAUSES OF THE HEART'S

AC'l'IO~.

1132

NOTES CC-DD.-WIIOOPING·COUGU.-LEECDING.

NOTE Cc.-WHOOPIKG COUGH-THE Pll!LOSOPIIY OF ITS
TREA'l'.MEN'l'.

KOTE Dn.-LEECHING, PHILOSOPHY OF ITS EFFECTS, HOW FAR
DEPENDENT UPON VASCULAR CWili\ImHCATIONS.

NOTE E£.-ANT1PllLOGISTICS

A~'l)

TONICS CONSIDEI!ED.

1133

NOTE Ei::.-TllE RE:\IEDTAL VIRTUES OF ANTIPI-ILOGISTICS AND
TONICS CONSIDERED RELATIVELY.

1134

NOTE EE. -ANTIPHLOGISTlCS AND TONICS COXSIDE ra:o.

:XOTE l'F.-l3L00DLl!.TI'IXG 1S YELLOW }'1::\EI! 1 J...'TC.

113.)
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blood is casting off its impurities." U1xmthesame wound,"b\oodpoison"is the
Ucscripfi,·ephrasefor the whole pRthologyoftyphus, intcrmittcnt,yellow,Rndothcr
f\!\"Crs 1 forwhichthesamcsustnining rreannentandits phi losophy obtain; or here
tpiinine is supposed to neutralize the reputed poison, or, :lt other time~, nud in other

( ~~~~~ck,i~~ i{). a ~~~r:~1~s:~;~~~Jf~~ ~~~l~~~.~::~t ;~r~i;r~s:i;'o~ 1!~~~~;~rsS~1~~~~'~
1

uhoutexhausts thcMnterial\Icdicu. As an example of"the 11rog:rcss, "calomcl
and tartarizcd antimony arc excluded by the Surgeon General, Dr, ll ammond. from
the armies of the United S1atcs of America. Calomel is forbidden, he proclaims,

~:£;~~-3Z;,7;,c7i:~i,:~i~~:::~~G~~~~~~:~~~r~t7'::'f:~~!{:::~:r:~~~2~ ~71rfl;,i~
~~~[l~~i~~~~~l~~l~~t:~1~1: 1E~~l~~~t;:1~~~~::i~~2~~t~~~~~!~~:~t~~c~1:~ti?~:.n~
1

:opustulareruptions,or1ovitia1cd secrctions,andcurlsitslipntwhate'·crisgrund,
a11dmng11ificen1,n11dprac1icalinthc lawsoftheorgnnicfunc1ionsandofthcncrvoussystems. But nothing is more certain inthcfuturcthan 1hn1,ucrcthcaccount
bccloscd,principlcswill srnndforsomctbing,andcot:scicncc,asinnllhumnonffnirs,

willha,·cthclnlitword."

NOTE FF. - BI~OODLETT I NG IN YELLOW ·:F EVER, AND IN OTHER
CONGEST lVE FEVEHS, CONTRASTED WITH 'l' ll E STIMULATING
'l'HEA'l')lENT .-NO CHANGE JN T U E TYPE OF DISEASES.
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NOTE Fl~.-BLOODLE'ITIXG IX YELLOW FEVER, ETC.

NOTE FF.-BLOODLE'f'J'l:XG IX YELLOW 1'~EVER, ETC.
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discnse (with the qualification aforesaid) did I lose more than one in twenty of those
whom I saw on the first day." "The number of deaths between the 1st or August
0

~}:~~~s:~i3~~r~;~~~~1;~:~ ~2~~~:~:;t!~!~g!11~~~~1:~'~s1~i;N~~~u:h~~i~:~l~f::~:I'~7
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~512~¥i~·n~~~f~~fi1~~:rt~1~,~~l~:·~~:~~t;i~;~~·~I~I~~;t.£f~~:t1~;
hchadnotlostoncoutofforty-eightpaticntswhomhehadtrcatcdagreenblytothc
principles and practice I had recommended. Dr. Griffiths triumphed over the dis-
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'l'o the unti~ing perscyerance of Dr. Rush is clue the overthrow of the stimulating
treatment, which reckoned almost every patient as its victim, ns shown by the suc1

1

0

~~~~fu~~~~ ~~i~~~!~Y~~i1~t{~'l~~:~eim~:~n;>~~1·~s~~~~~ti~1:! ca~!~~~ {h~~e~~~~'c:;~~~
upon it by se\'eral of ~he physicians of the city:" ''This controversy· with my
brethren," he adds, "with whom 1 had long lived m friendly intercourse, carried on
amid 1he most distressing labors, was extremely painful to me." But he finnlly
triumphed, nnd his memory presents an imposing contrast with that of his opponents. The disastrous effects of the bark nnd wine treatment" in some of the most
opulent families in the cit.v, and the utmost tmi)Orm success oftlie depleting remedies,
happily restored the public mind, after a while, from its distracted state, nnd procured a submission to the laUer.fro11111carlg ali the pei·sons who were affected with the
fever." Of the epidemic of l 7!H he remarks that, "in Philadelphia nnd Baltimore,
where bleeding and purging were used in due time, nnJ asl have described, not
more than one in fifty died of yellow fcn'r." "In l7!Ji t/1e.flfillluln.tin9 mode was de--

seij~d1·~~ne:J1i't~~~icq~~~~i:i~~ c~tf~;ood which were often nbstrnctctl, the following
1
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Ycry prostrated cases, "Nature often performed that operation upon her~clf from
thegumsonthefourthorfifthday. lhavesecnscvcralpoundsofbloodd1schargcd
on those days with the happicstcffocts. lt nppearcdto take plnce after the revival
oftl1eblood1·essclsfromtheirpros1rn1ed statc"(§805,863.f.800d-g,961-964,984c,

~?J~~:to:~di~:t:~~,~~i;2· fl~~. ~~~,,;;~dl~~~i~~ci ~~~~:~ t~~ ~lo~~r~/~; ~~~~i1~~~~
1
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9GD d, 100G a-g, IOGS).
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NOTES GG-UU.-BLOODLElTING IX DYSE.XTERY .-)!ElIOhY.

NOTE Go.-BLOODLETTING IN DYSENTERY.
• This note is in connection with§ 8G3f, 890 e, 984 c, 991 b,JOU),1058.f,and

~1~T;,~r~i9~~~fcJi~o.NO~i~1~9~~;~~i~~i~~ ~·~r°~f\~~ 1 :~f~~s~:~~~~r~'fic~fst~~;{ ~~~~
1

resulted from the abandonment of bloodletting in the early stages of<lisenses oftbe
lungs, and it is now my purpose to quote the same authority to show as remarkable
acontrastbctweentheresultsofthetreatmentofdysenterybybloodlctting,calomel,

.

:!~~"=~~~~· ~~;~~'.~~~~:;,~~i.~~:~~:~rr:~i5~~?i~ ~~1~~~E~~~~~~~~efii:~g~"~~:g

"Oflateyears (andduringthesccondexpedition) theheroieoraetiYetreatment
bydepletion,etc.,hasfallenintodesuetude,andrcliancehnsbeenplacedonmilder
0
1

~~a~~~~·lar~ ~~;~~re~~l~~g~~l{~re \~tt;;~~~;;~;.mc~~n~~~:.y0~~~~~~{1~ Ji~~ec1~~~i~~fJ::

to1iicalbleedi11g,counter.irritants-inshort,alltheolderremedialngents, excepting
9eneralUoodletting andcalcmiel."
Now, says this able digest of the "Medical R esults of the recent Chinese 'Vars,"
"By presenting the products respccth·ely in the form of figures, the mind will seize
nt :i. glance the pain/11/ di.~parity.
Number
died.

!-.'umber of

Men employed.

1840-1-2 .......... 15,470
188
1857-8-0 ... .. ..... 24-,980
4G5
Tims, in rough numbcrs,inthefirstChinesewnr,one out ofe\·eryeigbtand a half
of the men attacked succumbed or was disabled from sen·ice ; in the second Chinese
war, one out of every two."
It app.ears1 therefore, according to .tl1e foregoing ncconnt of the treatment, ~hat
the "painful disparity" is to be attriblttcd to the neglect of genernl bloodlemng,
since the other "heroic remedy," "cnlomcl pushed to ptyalism, " has been only an

~\c~1::i~~~ ~~~~~:i?: &;n~ :f1:r1-;~~v:1~s~n1~~~Y ~~ ~~ir:~~~~~n~~~ ~~~~e~i~1 ~f~~ ~f·

1 1

11

1

1

1

1hcaccumulate<lcxpcricnccofthepast(thoughi tbcthe slowresultof"npainful
disparity"), asexprc:;sed inthefollowingquotnt ionfrom thearticletowhichiam
indebted, and which was contributed to the Re\'iew by T. Nelson, M.D., Staff Sur-

ge?.~i·!t~·g

a dispassionate and impartial view of the facts ns they 1iave just been
disclosed, the conclusion to which they lead can not be a,·oided, namely, that the
recent method of trentment of dysentery in Chinn, so far from ha\•ing become mol'c
successfulfromtheac.lditionalexperiencewhichtwentyyearsconfer, hns,onthecon-

r~tJJ.i~ff~~~t~;~;fi:~~;~;l~B~E'ff~:t~~Ef~~~E~7,~~;,;~:-1!~
~i.l:}!l;~ft,Jr~~~~g~g~~;f,~!f~§f;f~f~:~~:1~::~~;.:~~·:t~ f;~~::~~:;~

July,1863.
In the Inst conclusion the writer is mistaken as itrcspeets the relati,·eexcei::sof
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NOTE Ifu.-~IE~IORY SUDDENLY LOST, AND SUDDENLY RESTOHED
BY FREE BLOODLET'l'ING.

NOTE II.-ll'TESTIXAL llEllORRllAGEs IN TYPIJUS FEVER.

113!)
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conditions(§l005!a,10GS).
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forrcd alone to the occurrences of the moment.
1

As examples of the failure of mcm-

1

~1~1; :~ ;o~~~W~~ ~~sn~;:~~~~~~~ra~ft~Je;·ii~ta~n~~~YP:l~~~~;s~~ec~~~~:~~~' ai~~·~:h=~
ready lost to his memory.

And so of other things, upon which he would reason cor.
~~~t~~:~~~t s'~~~1~~;~~~~cl~o~~l~! ~he conversation and the subjects about as quickly as

1

[ was informed by his family that he h!i.d complained for ten days of some head.
achc,b1athat in other respects he had matle no unusual complaint of his health.
His pulse was nboutninetystrokesinn. minute,full,strong,andrather hard and
incompressible(§ GSSd,e); tongue clear, appetite unimpaired, musculnr strength
undiminished, skin natural. He had arisen from bed at his usual hour. Of the
headache he had no recollection; and the only circumstance which reconciled him
to medical treatment \tas the full consciousness that he had lost his memory. And
yet this consciousness existed only nt the moment when his attention was brought
to the subject.
And so, also, in respect to the treatment. \Vhen bloodletting was
111·01iosed he raised objections to thexcmedy, but would forget within a minute that
it had been the subject of discussion; and even, at last, when the preparation for
bleeding was ready, he was astonished at being informed that it was my purpose to
IJleedhim,and tbathehadnotbcenconsulteduponthesubject.
The p:lthological condition, in my judgment, was \•enous congestion of the brain
-suchasisapttornsultinapoplectienttacks. Ithercforcnnticipntedthebestrc·
sults from the remedy, and that the system would bear n. free abstraction of blood
underthestimulatin~nervous_inftuencedevelopcdbythecerebralcxcitcment(§97G,

~;[~~;{~~~i~h~~:~'~ft~~~~~r~h~l~~~~~~~i~r~1~t~~\t~~:~.r~~~~~~1!,~~.~s:~~d:i~~~~~~~~

\Vhile the blood was running I gave particular attenciou to the state of the mind,
!lnd ascertained that the memory was progressively returning, and it was completely
restored within an hour af1cr the blood had been abstracted. The patient continued
to move about the house during tbeday, and about the city in two days afterward.
He had no more headache, and no medicine was administered. There has been now
an inten·atofabont two years, and there has been at no time any manifcstntion of
"dcbility,"butrathe1·animproved,·igorofhcalth. Norhastherebeennnydisturb·
nnceofthemcmory,thoughitisaninterestingfactthatthedoctorremembcrsnothingofthcoccurrencesofthc morningofthe2Gthof0ctobcrpriortotheabstrnction
oftheblood(§l072b,l078o).
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NOTES K K-LL.-

DIPll\>UERIA.-TllE PULSE AS A GUIDE, ETC.

~~7~~~f.g:~J,id~!,~§~~~;~i~r~'~1~~it~~~:~~~¥~:~:i~;~~~~fu~,~~

considered the two types as one and the same malady"-all the gcmlcmen deducing
tbeirconclusionsfrorupersonalexperienee.

NOTE lk-DIPHTHERIA.
Abrief rcfercncetothiscomplicutcddiscaseismadeinnnotentpage350,nnd
at page 450, ~ 689 /,for the purpose, especially, of indicating the pathology of the
disease; and 1t is now my object to reproduce those considerations in connection
withthc1'cryfntaleffectsofthealmostunivcrsal trcatmentoftbcepidemicbytonics
and stimulants, and to commend to the P rofession what appears to me to be the

r£!ii1~~::~;;1:~~:~,'.F:i~~~:~:bt£~!i!~:~:,:i~~~; :i~r~£:~t~ffr~:~t;:1;~
1

gencr:i.lly ind ispensable; after which a moderate dose of calomel, or of bhte pill, to be
soon followed by castor oil, or the oil without the mercurial remedy(§ 1057 l), will
1

~;;~h~!i: ~~~:~il~~i~~e 1~:t:~1~~~a~~at~e~;Pa;;~~1~s~~~~Zi~~n:~~ ~h~fs~;~:r~~c~~
nature as that which is examined in sections 487 h, 569 6-£, 621 a, 743,752-756,
785, 815, 887, 961-970 c, 992 c, 999c, 1005 6-/1,1006 f-10016, 1068 a, b, NOTES l!~, FF.

NOTE LL.-'l'HE PULSE AS A GUIDE TO BLOODLETTIKG.
It is a remar k of Dr. Rush that u where all the different states of the pulse which
indicate the loss of blood arc perfectly understood, and bloodletting conformed in
ti111ea11dq11a11tityto them, it ne,·er cnndo harm in any disease. I t is only when it
is prescribed empirically, without the direction of j ust principles, that it bas cvc1
proved hurtful ."
The foregoing statement occurs in Rush's account of the yellow fever of 1794-, nntl
i11his " DefcnscofBloodletting" hementionsparticularly,intheformof,·crybrief
abstractrules,tcndiffe1·ent''statesofthepulscthatindicatethcnecessityofbleeding." I tmaybesafclysaitl,howe\'er,thatthe"necessity"can notbcinfcrrcdfrom

~!afa~~l;ft~ ~h~0~~~~i:sd '~!~1~~l~~~eo~~~! ~~s~~~~r; s[:iP~~ns~w~~~~:~c~d~~~~i~~~

1

will be thus found to contrn.-indicatc oftener than they"ind1cntc the necessity of
bleeding." Nevertheless, the foregoi ng remark, however accidental it may have

1~l~;f~~t~~i~~f~~~:1!rf~]I~\~W~l~~~~~~:~fi1~:fj~~i~~~t~ii~
appenrsthat it must be very generally these combined circumstnnces in connection

~~~~1r::;i~~t~~~ ~~·~:;~i~t;l~ef :i~~d~~~c~' ~:~/?[~~rt~~~!~a3i!'~u~~~ftj'~v~~~c~ I~d~!
1

JI. , PULSE). The pulse, nt best, as I hnve enden.Yorcd to show, informs us only of

the nature of reflected ncn'ous infiuencesthnt arc propng:ntcd upon the heart nnd

~~rrFiJ:;;E,~'.fo~~;i~~~~~~~;;i~~~ff§f:{~i~~ir~;E~~;~~~~~~i?~i
ff.~~::~~~7:t~~~~:~:~N~i;~~~~i~¥~:5l:~:~:~~~E~i~;~::~iI~~~i~~~~~~
f

thos~ symptoms.

Nevertheless, the multitude consider only the stntc of the pulse

prcssiblepulse(§ 688d-f),s11chaspncumoma,cntenus,phrenit1s,phtl11s1s,cte,

1 t;eJd~cuf~1W 0~~fu~ ~~~~:;t~!~c~~g~~:inr~i8i~g~;~ag:~~~U,~:~f:j.
1

Doth arc apt to be pro11tr:ited by the
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9e1t1ism"(§350fatp.187, 189,§1083). Whatlhnvcthussnidnstotheabsoloteexigcncies of man in enrly life is as npplienblc to nil mammifcrous animals, and to nil
unfledged birds, in rcs1iect to the nature of their enrly food, who would, of course,
itnmedintely perish without the susccnnnee afforded by the parcnt.-ESSAT on tl1e

Sol'/ j~n~ I~~j~~~~lb.~ S;e' ~?i~~~~:s a~fii:~~:.i~~s~~!~1~.p~i~~s that the parent of the
5

newly-de\•cloped species would ha\'cbeen 1henursing mother, it will be rcadil.}·scen
that no nnimnl, bowe\'er much it mny npproximate man in organization, is in the
least qualified totnkc chnrgc of the human infant; n foctwhich maybe nJlplicd,
analogically, with equal force to the whole tribe of mammifcrous animals, since, if it
can be shown that man isrmexCCJltion tonnyofthe interpretations of nature that
aspire at the origin of li\'ing beings the entire h:~rpothesis neec:o~nrily falls.
lnlookingnroundforrhcspcciesofanimaloutofwhiehthehumanracelmsbce n
developed, according to the scheme before us, thnt which npproximntes mnn most
ncarlyinorganizationmustcnjoythedistinguishe<lhonorofpaternity-thc~orilla,

ornng-outang:,orsomc one of the monkey tribe. It is considered tlrn.torganization
inthcseinstnnccsissocloseu1>0nthntofmannstosupplyinthisnbstrnctscn sca
plausibleprctcnseforastillcloscrrclntionship(§350lkk); nnditfollows,thcrefore,
by the noalogies ofNnture,as well ns by the law of inheritance, which is so justly
aq::ued by Dru-win ns the basis of his doctrinc,thatreason,1hc grand charac1cristic
of 1he hum.nu race, should ha\·c also made some !!.pproximntion in the gorilla or
chimpanzee toward that di1·inc attribu1e of mnn. But l ha\·c endea\'ored to demon-

~~~?~:;;.::~i~f1~i~"~:~~~~~~~!r1~0:~~!~~:?I~:~i~'in~:~~~1:t£~rl:~:o~~);~~

(p.896-898,§ l078d, e),while man dwindles imo insignificance by the side of the
ornng.outnngin respecttothcinstincti,·cprinciple(§10i8q,etc.). llowc\'crgrent,
therefore, may be the coincidences between theorganizntion of man andthequndrumanoustribes,itisimpossibletoc\'ndcthcfundnmentnldistinctionwhichiscs tnblishcdbyreason and instinct. Bute\·en in respecttoorgnnizntion there are some
thingswhieh concur with l'Cnson in enforcing the conclusions to which itconduc1s
us. Man, for exnmplc, wnlks erect; but thnt would not be sufiieiently charnetcristic
to pro,·e the distinct and independent nature of his being. The nbscnce,howe,·er,
of all correspondence in the uses of his upper and lower extremities, while in the
quadrumanous tribes they subsen·c the snme purposes, does estrange them fundamentnlly from each other; nndthis argument ismstlyincreascd brthefact 1hat
the arms of the human species are intended to fulfill 1he promptings of Reason, while
t.heforelegsofthequadrum:manrenomorctributarr tolnstinctthnntheposterior
legs-bothofwhichnrepropcrly/eg$.
Norwillilcn\·e thisim 1l0rlantsubjcct1il1Iarrnynnothcrnrgumcntngninstthe
!Socnllcd ''typical systcm"ofdcvclopmcnt,nncl 11·hich willbc.sccn,also1 to operate

~~'.~~~~·~lif~~~~~;~:~:~~~~~~~w~gi~~i11~i~£~~?Jiff.i~SE:J¥ig~~

flfff.l,il
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11poncertninsupposcdrcculiariticsofthchumanbrninwoulcl cstablishonlyn,qpccijic
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difference.

NOTE PP.-TIJE DEVELOPMENTAL HYPOTHESIS, l."'TC.

But even. this hns been con~ro,·e~tcd by Professor Hux1ey, who finnlly

!~ttJ~lllf~\!!

But a common fa\l:icy h:is beset all the attempts to est:iblish man ns a special order,
undcrthcartificialarrnngcment,thatofneglectingthcgrcatfactswhichdistinguish
him essentially from eYery animal-his endowment with renson and his deficiency
ininstinct. Eventhesystematists,whohaveindicatcdpeculiaritiesinthccerebral
1

~i~~~tt~~ i~ftl~a~;r~~~~ ~Zt!!~i~l\~~~ess~~~ i ~~~:d~~~n~~J:t~i: ~hi~ht~~:Cb~:~t~~~~~
inthisworkofthesubstantiveexisWnceandself-nctingnatul'eofthesoulandofthe
11
5
1

~~t1~ i~j~: ~~!a:: ~; ~~l~~ff,t~J~~~~~~' ~~t ~? o l~l~ez:j~~s t~~~ffi~~ti~s n~~~Cr~~~~:
1
0
blFi~e:;;;~~~n;l':~~~~~~i~i~!t t~;cn~;p~?~!~ ~~·l;icfi :~1?~ the ori~in of species

to blind material forces, and sufficiently conclusive as to man with all who belie;e
in his immortality, may be founded upon tlrnt single fact, which so completely distinguishes him from the animal tribes. The same philosophy must obtain here as
in all the supposithe conclusions ofa physical 11aturc, and it must be equally true
that the soul of man not only originated,b11tbccamer:itional andimmo1·tal under
theiofl.uenccofthosenaturnlforecsandlawswhicharesupposcdtohavegh·cnorigin
tohismatcrialbody-whetbcl'ithavehcenaccordingtothedoctrineofCarpcntcr,
Miildcr, Tiedemann, etc. (§ 3.50.t .f. I, 111.), or as expounded by Professor Lewis
(§1085,p.922),orbythelateprojector,Darwin(p.8H,i1ote). Thefirstofthesc
doctrinessupposesthattheelcmcntsofmatterunitedintolivinghcingsinvirtucof
the forces with which they are endowed, and therefore, by parity of reason, the im~
mortal soul of man must have had the same origin. If Creative Power be imoked
forthi!iparticulardifficulty,thephysicnl structure nnditslife must fall under the
same rnlc. There is no greater e\'idcnce of the existence of"vital properties in
the elements of matter" than of the soul or instinct. But it is enough that the ma·
teria\isticdoctrinc excludes all direct agency of Creative Power, and consigns the
whole work to second causes. If that Power be allowed to have had any creative
action in the production of organic beings, there can be no compromise with the
hypothesisofsccondcauscsasitrespcctsothcrpartsofthesamebcings. 'Vhilethc

~~~~:~~~~t~~~i~~~~~~

~Jltilli~I
of the latter(§ lOina).

But !do noteonscntto theexch1S1on Of\'.Cl!-estabhsh?d

~~t~~l~~i1~:is r;1~:r~~~.~~;t~n8~~~1~ii~~~ t~~~~~~~ef ~~~i~~:i t~~J ~~~p~~~~~~ ~~i;:;.ist
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